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DICTIONARY
OF

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
M

TU'AAS, Joseph, born Jan. 30, 1847, at Dart-^ ford ; began his career as a chorister at

Bochester Cathedral, and was taught singing by
J. L. Hopkins, the organist, and later by Mme.
Bodda-Pyne. He was for some time a clerk in

Chatham dockyard, but went to Milan in 1869,

and studied under San Griovanni. He made his

d^but atone of Leslie's concerts, Feb. 26, 1871,

and sang ' Annabel! Lee ' in the place of Sims
Eeeves, with great success, ' inasmuch as he was
not only compelled by unanimous desireto rppeat

it, but there was a strong attempt to induce him
to sing it a third time, which, however, he had
the good sense to resist.' He played the hero

in ' BabU and Bijou ' at Covent Garden, August

29, 1872 ; he then went to America, and played

in Miss Kellogg's English Opera Company. He
reappeared in England at the Adelphi under Carl

Eosa, as Gontran on the production of Briill's

' Golden Cross,' March 2, 1878, and was engaged

by Rosa for three years as his principal tenor

both at Her Majesty's and in the provinces. His

principal parts were Kienzi on its production at

Her Majesty's, Jan. 27, 1879 ; Raoul, Feb. 12,

1879 ; Wilhelm Meister on the production in

English of 'Mignon,' Jan. 12, 1880 ; Radames
on the production in English of ' Aida,' Feb. 19,

1880 ; also Faust, Thaddeus, Don C^r, etc.

He played at Her Majesty's in Italian in 1880,

and at Covent Garden (as Lohengrin) in 1883.

He played under Rosa at Drury Lane in 1883-

1885, his new parts being Edgar of Ravenswood,

April 19, 1884, and the Chevalier des Grieux

on production in London of Massenet's 'Manon,'

May 7, 1 885. He was very popular on the stage,

on account of his very fine voice, which was

said to resemble Giuglini's in character, rather

than for his dramatic gift, sinee he was a very

indifferent actor. He was equally popular in

the concert-room, where he appeared first at the

SacredHarmonic, in the 'Messiah,' April 4, 1879,

and at the Philharmonic, May 21, 1879. He
sang at all the principal concerts, and at the

various Handel and provincial festivals. He
sang also in Paris at Pasdeloup's. concerts, April

6, 1884, andatBrusselsattheBach aiid Handel

Festival of 1885. His last important engage-

ment was at the Birmingham Festival of 1885,

where he sang in Dvofik's 'Spectre's Bride,'

VOL. m '

August 27, and Stanford's ' ThreeHoly Children,

'

August 28, on the production of those works.
At the Norwich Festival of the previous year he
had introduced 'Apollo's Invocation,' a scena
written for him by Massenet. He died in London,
Jan. 16, 1886, from a complication of disorders,

rheumatic fever, bronchitis, and congestion of the
lungs, brought on from a cold taken while fishing.

He was buried in West Hampstead Cemetery.
Maas's 'greatest triumphs were gained in the
concert-room rather than on the stage. For
several years he has stood in the very first rahk
of tenor singers, not only by reason of his mag-
nificent voice, but of his thoroughly finished and
artistic style. . . . By his amiable personal

character the deceased artist won the esteem and
affection of all who had the privilege of liis

friendship.' • A ' Maas Memorial Prize ' wsis

established at the Royal Academy of Music. A. c.

MAATSCHAPFIJ TOT BEVORDERING
DER TOONKUNST. See Vbkeeniging Voor
Nookd-Nederlands Muziekgeschiedenis.
MABELLXNI, Teodulo, bom at Pistoia,

April 2, 1817, was a pupil of the Istituto

Reale Musioale in Florence, and when he was
only nineteen years of age, his opera, ' Matilda

di Toledo,' was given at Florence (1836), with
the result that the Grand Duke Leopold II.

gave the composer funds to study under Mer-
cadante at Kovara. His second opera, 'RoUa,'

was given at Turin In 1840 with .great success.

Mabellini settled in Florence in 1843, becoming
conductor of the Society FilarinoTiica, and
eventually court maestro di cappella and con-

ductor at the Pergola (from 1848) ; from 1859
to 1887 he was professor in his old school, and
his death took place in Florence, March 10,

1897. His other operas were :
' Ginevra degli

Almieri' (Turin, 1841), 'IlCdntedi Savagna'

(Florence, 1843), 'I Veneziani a Constantiho-

poli' (Rome, 1844), 'Maria di Francia' (Flor-

ence, 1846), ' II Ventuiiero ' (with L. Giprdani,

Leghorn, 1851V ' Baldassare ' (Florence, 1852),

'Fiammetta' (Florence, 1857). Two oratorios,

' Eudossia e Paolo ' and- ' L' Ultimo Giorno di

Gerusalemine,' the cantatas, 'La Caccia,' 'll

Ritomo,' 'Elegiaca,' 'Rafaele Sanzio,' 'Lo

Spirito di Dante,' are among his more important
I Athmaum, Jan. 23, 1886.
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works, as well as a great quantity of church
music. (Baker and Biemann's Dictionaries.)

MACBETH. 1. Tragedy in three acts ; words
by Rouget de I'Isle and Hix, music by Chelard.
Produced at the Academic, Paris, June 29, 1827,

without success. In London, King's Theatre,
July 4, 1832.

2. Opera in four acts ; libretto by Piave, music
by Verdi. Produced at the Pergola, Florence,

March 17, 1847 ; at Paris, with alterations, at

the Theatre Lyrique, April 21, 1865.

3. An overture for orchestra in B minor, by
Spohr (op. 75).

4. The first act of an opera, ' Macbeth,' was
published by von Collin in 1809; and sketches

by Beethoven for the overture(D minor, 6-8)and
first chorus therein, are given by Nottebohm
in Mus. Wochenblatt, 1879, No. 10. o.

MACBETH, Music to. Three musicians, of

varied eminence, have successively composed
music for Sir William Davenant's additions to

—

rather than alterations of—Shakespeare's trag-

edyofMacbeth. SirWilliam designed to increase

its attractions for the public by combining with
it music, improved scenery, and stage-machin-

ery. He died before he could bring his experi-

ment into practice ; but itwas carried out by his

widow and son, at the new theatre in Dorset
Garden in 1672. Downes.who was then,and for

many years after, the prompter of the theatre,

took advantage of the Information he acquired

through his position, to write a book, called

Soecius Anglicanus, or an Historical Beview of
the Stage (12mo, 1708). In this he says: 'The
tragedy of Macbeth, altered by Sir William
Davenant, being dressed in all its finery, as new
clothes, new scenes, machines, as flying for the

witches, with all the singing and dancing in it,

the first composed by Mr. Lock, the other by
Mr. Channell and Mr. Priest, it being all excel-

lently performed, being in the nature of an
Opera, it recompensed double the expenses;
it proves still a lasting play.'

Downes is the only contemporary authority

who refers to the authorship; but the Hon.
Boger North, an accomplished musician, re-

marks generally, ' in music,Matthew Locke had
a robust vein,' a criticism peculiarly applicable

to the music in ' Macbeth.' Immediately after
' Macbeth.'MatthewLocke composed the instru-

mental music for Shakespeare's ' Tempest, ' pro-

duced in 1673 ; also the vocal music for Shad-
well's 'Psyche' in Feb. 1673-74. These were
published by him in 1675 ; but music for vritches

was not well suited for private use, and the

Macbeth music remained in manuscript until

after his death in 1677. These three are Locke's

only known productions for the theatre, and
they were all parodied by a contemporary, one

Thomas Duffett. The parody upon ' Macbeth ' is

' An Epilogue spoken by Heccate and the three

witches, according to the famous Mode of Mac-
beth,' printed with a farce called ' The Empress

of Morocco,' 4to,1674. Thatupon ' The Tempest'

is entitled ' The Mock Tempest,' 4to, 1675 ;
and

that upon ' Psyche ' is called ' Psyche Debauch'd,'

4to, 1678. Stage parodies are only written and

accepted upon works that have been successful,

and although the music in ' Macbeth ' was ill

adapted forprivate use, owingto its subject, that

of ' Psyche ' had a long-continued and widely

spread popularity. Two of the vocal pieces,

' The delights of the bottle ' and ' All joy to fair

Psyche,' were lengthened into penny ballads, to

be sung in the streets, and several other ballads

which were written to the tune of the first are

still extant—such as ' The Prodigal Son,' ' The
Wine Cooper's Delight,' etc. Matthew Locke's

robustvein is eqnallycharacterised inlhese airs.

(See Popular Music of the Olden 'Hme (orig.

ed.),ii. 498-501.)

The only reason that can be assigned why
modern musicians should have doubtedMatthew
Locke's authorship of the music in ' Macbeth ' is

that a manuscript score of it exists in the hand-

writing of Henry Purcell. His autograph seems

to have been tolerably well ascertained. First,

Dr. Philip Hayes recorded his judgment by
writing on the manuscript ' Purcell's score of

y« music in Macbeth, also the score from whence
it was printed under Mat. Lock's name.' It may
be conceded that the score is in Purcell's hand-

writing, and that it is the one from which Dr.

Boyce had then printed the music for the first

time, assigning its composition to Mat. Locke.

The present possessor of this MS. is Dr. W. H.
Cummings, one of the most careful of antiqua-

ries, as well as one intimately acquainted with
Purcell's style, and with his numerous works.
The means of judging equally well of Locke's
music for the theatre, are not to be had, for

want of examples, especially if ' Macbeth ' is to

be deducted from them. But there remains the

inexorable logic of dates to prove that, although
the manuscript be in Purcell's handwriting, he
could not have been the composer of a work
which was produced on the stage when he was
only in his fourteenth year. Henry Purcell

was born in 1658, and died in Nov. 1695, aged
thirty-seven. A sufficient reason for Purcell's

having made a transcript of it is to be found in

the fact that he was called upon to write music
of a somewhat similarcharacter to that in 'Mac-
beth,' for the sorceress in 'Dido and ^neas,'
with ' choral responses and wild laughter of the
infernal spirits.' There was a certain amount
of conventionality, but not amounting to plagi-
arism, in the treatment of demoniacal music.
This has been remarked in the music to Middle-
ton's play of 'The Witch,' in Eccles's music
to ' Macbeth ' and in Purcell's own music to
'Dido and .ffineas.' Of the last, 6. Hogarth
says :

' The little duet in this scene, between
two of the witches, "But ere we this perform,"
is remarkable for its ingenuity of contrivance
and easy flow of melody ; and the full chorus
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which follows, and conclndes the scene, has the

hroad simplicity of Matthew Locke {Memoirs

of the Musical Drama, i. 151). Sir John Haw-
kins states that Purcell wrote the mnsic to ' Dido
and iSneas '

' at the age of nineteen,' and that

he composed it for the Mr. Josias Priest, who
was concerned in the production of ' Macbeth

'

with Locke. But Sir John was mistaken as to

Purcell's age,and as to ' Dido and ^neas ' having

been performed at Priest's house in Leicester

Fields. [The latest evidence is in favour of some
date between 1688 and 1690. See Fubcell.]
The study of sacred and of chp,mber music had
so predominated in Purcell's musical education,

that with all his genius, when first writing for

the stage, he would naturally desire a dramatic

model to improve upon. This was easily to he
obtained through Mr. Priest, whose connection

with the theatre would enable him to borrow
Locke's score to be copied. Dr.W.H. Cummings
submittedthe 'Macbeth' MS. to Mr. Netherclift,

the well-known expert, ' who came to the con-

clnsion that it had a certain boyish resemblance

to facsimiles of Purcell's after-writings, but not
sufficient of itself for him to form a decided

judgment as to the identity of authorship.' This
' boyish resemblance ' is precisely what might
have been expected under the circumstances

above detailed. Everyyoung composer requires

some model to start upon, just as the earlyworks
of Beethoven remind us of his model, Mozart.

Eccles's music for ' Macbeth ' is to be found
in score in the British Museum (Add MS.
No. 12,219). It was brought out at Drury
Lane Theatre in 1696. As this was the year

after Purcell's death, the date disposes of the

myth of Purcell's having had any hand in after-

improving it. As Eccles's music is not the

music of ' Macbeth,' it must stand or fall upon
its own merits. It was much admired by W.
Linley, who edited 'Dramatic Songs' in, or

for, Shakespeare's plays ; but in the more trust-

worthy judgment of Dr. Cummings, ' it abounds
in wearisome and uninteresting imitative

phrases
' ; and again the same authority says,

' Eccles could not have been the author of the

music accredited to Locke; the former is so

extremely laboured and diffuse, the latter so

much more dramatic and effective in its con-

ciseness and simplicity' (Concordia, Nov. 27,

1875).

(See also Musical Times, 1882, p. 259, where
Dr.W.H. Cummings states the arguments which
have brought him to the belief that the ' MaC'

beth ' Music is by Purcell.)

Of Richard Leveridge's claim, it is sufficient

to say that he composed new music for the 2nd

act of ' Macbeth ' in or about 1708. It has

since passed completely into oblivion, and there

is no need to say anything more about it. w. c

MACBETH, Allan, born in Greenock
March 13, 1856, received his musical education

chiefly in Germany, studying at the Leipzig

Conservatorium under F. Bichter, Jadassohn,
and Reinecke in 1875-76. In 1880 he was
appointed conductor to the Glasgow Choral
Union, but resigned the post in 1887. He has

been organist of various churches in Edinburgh
and Glasgow, being appointed to St. George's-

in-the-Fields Established Church in 1881.

He was appointed principal of the music school

connected with the Glasgow Athenaeum in 1890.

Mr. Macbeth, in spite of much occupation of

his time in teaching (pianoforte and singing),

has found leisure for composition, for which he
has a decided gift. He has written a number
of pleasing pianoforte pieces, besides two or

three orchestral movements played at the Choral
Union Concerts, and since transcribed for piano.

As a song-writer, Mr. Macbeth has generally

been very successful, and he has besides ably

arranged for voices several Scots melodies, as

well as written some original part-songs. [His

cantata, 'The Land of Glory,' won a prize

given by the Glasgow Society of Musicians,

and was performed in 1890. Some other

cantatas, short orchestral pieces, and chamber
music, are among his works, as well as in-

cidental music to a play ' Bruce (Lord of the

Isles).'] He has an operetta in MS., 'The
Duke's Doctor.' w. H*-

MacCARTHY, Maud, violinist, was born
on July 4, 1884, at Clonmel, Ireland. She
showed musical proclivities at a very early age,

but was not sent to a musical college, her

parents preferring to place her under the direc-

tion of Senor Arbds. With him she studied

from the age of eight to the age of fifteen, and
made her d^but in London in 1891, after which
followed two years of further study uninter-

rupted by a single public performance. Thus
leisure was always allowed to her for the

maturing of her musical gifts, and a style

formed from which the note of feverish effort

is absent, and which therefore lends itself well

to the interpretation of classical compositions.

She plays practically the whole violin reper-

toire, including the concertos of Beethoven,

Brahms, and Tchaikovsky, and has performed

frequently since 1896 at the principal orchestral

concerts in London, at the Saturday Concerts

at the Crystal Palace, and (during her American
tour) with the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

New York Philharmonic Society, etc. Her
hand is so small that her violins have to be

specially mounted for her, but she shows no

want ofpower or of technical mastery. She for-

merly played upon a Peter Guarneri violin, but

at present uses a Nicolo Gagliano. w. w. c.

MacCUNN, Hamish, son of James Mac-

Cunn, shipowner, of Greenock, born there,

March 22, 1868, showed an early aptitude for

music, and on the opening of the Royal College

of Music in 1883, won a scholarship for com-

position. He was a pupil there of Sir Hubert

Parry, and resigned his scholarship in 1886.
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Aa overture (see belowr) was given at the Crystal
Palace in Oct. 1885, but it was not until 1887
that his name became widely known^ from the
success of his overture, ' Land of the, Mountain
and Flood,' produced at the same place. It

was at once evident that the young composer
had a strongly individual note of his own, and
in quick succession other orchestral works were
brought forward, for the most part at the Crystal

Palace, where his first cantata, ' Lord Ullin's

Daughter,' was given on Feb. 18, 1888. In

that year he was commissioned to write a

cantata for the Glasgow Choral Union > this

was 'The Lay of the Last Minstrel,' given at

Olasgow, Dec. 18, 1888, and at the Crystal

Palace, Feb. 16, 1889. ' Bonny Kilmeny ' had
teen given at one of Paterson's concerts in Edin-
burgh three days before ; and in 1888 he was
appointed a professor at the Royal College, a

position which he held until 1894. A series of

orchestral concerts was given in the same year in

the studio of John Pettie, R.A., whose daughter
he married in 1889. In 1894 his opera, ' Jeanie

Deans,' was produced by the Royal Carl Eosa
Company in Edinburgh, and performed in

London by the same company, after much
success throughout the provinces, on Jan. 22,

1896. He was for some years connected with

this company as conductor, and has had much
experience in operatic and other conducting.

He directed the production in English of many
of the later works of Wagner, including 'Tristan

'

and 'Siegfried,' as well as the stock repertory.

After the death of Sullivan, during the last

seasons of the Savoy Theatre as a home of

English light opera, he conducted the run of
' Merrie England ' and ' A Princess of Ken-

sington.' Since the dispersal of the company,

he has conducted various musical comedies

and similar things. His compositions show a

strongly national colouring, and certain sides

of Scottish music, particularly those which deal

with the more intimate, and tender emotions,

had scarcely been brought into the world of

artistic or ' composed ' music until his time.

The following is a list of his principal works :

—

OPERAS, etc.

'Jeania Deans' (libretto by Joseph Bennett), in four acta, Lyceum
Xheatre, Edinburgh, Not. 15, 1894.

'niarmid': Grand opera In four acta, libretto by the Duke of
Argyll (then Marqala of Lome), Covent Garden Theatre, Oct. 23,
18^. Thla is understood to be part of a projected trilogy, the rest
of which has not yet seen the light.

' The Masque of War and Peace ' (libretto by Louis N. Parker),
given at a aingle special performance for the bene&t of the House-
hold Troops, Her Majesty's Theatre, Feb. 13, 1900.

'The .Golden Oirl,' musical comedy, written by Captain BaaU
Hood ;

produced at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, Birmingham,
August 5, 1Q05 (not yet performed in London).

CANTATAS, BALLADS, etc. (forOhoir and Orchestra).

'Lord Ullin's Daughter,' Crystal Palace, Feb. 18, 1888.

'The Lay of the I^t Minstrel,' with soli, Glasgow Choral Union,
Deo. 18, 1888 } Crystal Palace, Feb. 16, 1889.

'Bonny Kilmeny,' with soli, Paterson's Concerts, Edinburgh.
Deo. IB, 1888, and at the Crystal Palace, March 8, 1889.

'The, Oameronian's Dream,' with baritone solo, Paterson's* Con-
certs, Edinburgh, Jan. 27, 1890 ; Crystal Palace, Doc. 6, 1890.

*Que^ Hynde of Caledon,' with soli, 'Glasgow Choral Union,

Jan. 28, 1892 ; Crystal Palace, March Bf 1892.

'The' Death of Parcy Eeed,' for male chorus and oroheatra, not

yat performed.
'The Wreck of the Hesperus,' produced with pictorial iUustra-

tiona at the Coliseum Theatre, August 28. 1905.

OBCHESTBAL OVBETUBES, etc. ,

• Cior Hhor,' Cryatal Palace, Oct. 27, 1885, e imw
•TheLai«loftheMom.t.i»andFlood,'Cry.talPatace,No».^^18aj

'The Ship o' the Fiend,' Henschel Concert., Feb. 21, 1888, orysiai

Palace, April 21, 1888.
. , ,x.i „. <w i« 11188

'The Dowle Dens o' Yarrow,' Crystal Palaoo, Oct. '»; l™'p ,,^
• HtiFbUn,] Memories ' three descriptive pieces. Crystal palace,

MaSfS 1897 a™ atSe Mharnionlcon May 20 of the «ime year.

ThSrivStS etc were frequently played at other concerts

bJid^tK mSioned, and were stock pieces
*»J««i?l y^"-

pSnVIII.7for chorus and organ, was performed at the Ghisgow

^Ni™'iS^s'oS .IX original pieces, -Scotch I^nce.' for piano

solo tb^riSL for violoncello and piano, extra numbers for

vSoi musical comedies, and about eighty songs, are also among

MacCunn'B published works. M.

M'DONALD, Malcolm, a Scottish composer

of Strathspeys of some note during the latter

part of the 18th century. Little is known of

his personal history save that he was associated

with the Gow family, and that he lived (and

probably died) at Inver, the birthplace of Niel

Gow. A footnote in The Beauties of Mel Gow
states that he played the violoncello in Gow's

band at Edinburgh. His published collections

of Strathspey reels number four. The iirst in

oblong folio was published in 1 788 ; 2nd in folio,

circa 1789 ; 3rd folio, circa 1792 ; a 4th folio,

eirca 1797. P. K.

M'DONALD, Peter, a Scottish minister and

son of one, born in the Manse of Durness in

Sutherland, N.B., April 22, 1729.. He was

educated at St. Andrews, and ordained minister

of Kilmore in Argyleshire, Oct. 12, 1766. He
remained in this position for sixty-nine years,

and died Septi 25, 1824. He was one of. a

musical family, and was a skilled performer on

the violin. He is deserving of remembrance for

his valuable work (the first attempt at such a

gathering), a 'Collection ofHighlandVocal Airs,'

issued in Edinburgh in 1783. In his preface

he mentions that a number of the melodies were

noted down by his brother Joseph (born Feb.

26, 1739, died 1762), also a clever musician,

who left Scotland for India in 1760. Joseph

was the author of a Treatise on the Theory of

the Scots HighZand Bagpipe, which forms part

of a work, a Collection of Bagpipe Music, pub-

lished in Edinburgh in 1 80S. f. K.

MacDOWELL, EdwakdAlexander, Ameri-
can composer and pianist, born in New York
City, Dec. 18, 1861. He is descended from a

Quaker family of Scotch-Irish extraction that

emigrated to America about the middle of the

18th century. As a boy he studied the piano-

forte with Juan Buitrago, a South American, and
Pablo Desvernine, a Cuban, and for a brief space
with Teresa Carreho, a, native of Venezuela.
Thenationality of these early teachers is recorded
to enable the curious to study or speculate on
the influences which, with the varied training
received in Europe, may have helped to shape
the artistic character of MacDowell, who, though
entitled to rank with contemporary composers
ofihe highest class irrespective of country, ife yet
specially significant as a representative of the
best that America has produced iii music. His
European studies were varied. In 1876 he
became » pupil of Savard in composition, and
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Marmontel in pianoforta at the Paris Conser-

vatoire. For tliree years he remained under
French Influences, then exchanged them for

German, going first to Stuttgart to Lehert ; but
wearyingof that teacher ' spedagogicmethods,in

less than a month, he went to Wiesbaden, where
he studied with Louis Ehlert during the summer
months of 1882. In the autumn he joined the

pianoforte class of Karl Heymann at the Con-
servatorium, and the class in composition under
Joachim Raff, director of the institution. The
admiration which he felt for Kaff's music, and
the attachmentwhich sprangup between master
and pupil were among the strongest influences

which shaped his creative career, and speak out

of much of his music, especially the first suite

for orchestra, op. 42. On Heymanu's departure

from the Conservatorium MacDowell was a

candidate for the position vacated by him, but
failed of appolntmeijt, ostensibly because of his

youthfulness, probably because of his adherence

to the romantic ideals exemplified in Heymann 's

playing. Thereupon he went to Darmstadt as

chief teacher at the Conservatorium there. The
duties were onerous, and the compensation in-

adequate. MacDowell had made up his mind
to stay in Gfermany as a country more congenial

to his artistic nature than his native land. He
returned to Frankfort as a private teacher. In

1882, at the instance of Raff, he went to Weimar
to visit liszt. He played his first concerto for

that master with D'Albert at the second piano-

forte, and was invited to take part in the ap-

proachingmeetingof the Allgemeiner Deutscher
Musikverein at Zurich. There he played his

first Pianoforte Suite. Bj^ died shortly after^

and MacDowell set up a home in Wiesbaden,
where he devoted himself to composition for

four years, that is, till ISSVt Then he went to

America, settled in Boston, taught and gave
concerts, producing his twapianoforte concertos
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston,

and the Theodore Thomas Orchestra in New
York. [The second concerto was played by the

composer at the Philharmonic Concert, London,
on May 14, 1903.] In 1896 he was called to

Columbia University in New York to fill the

chair of music,—a new foundation. He re-

mained professor at the institution until Janu-
ary 1904, when he resigned the post because of

a disagreement with the faculty touching the
proper footing of music and the fine arts in the

curriculum. For two years he was conductor
of the Mendelssohn Glee Club, one of the oldest

and best male choruses in the United States.

Princeton University and the University of

Pennsylvania conferred on him the degree of

Mus. Doc. Mr. MacDowell's career ended in the

spring of 1905, when overwork and insomnia,

the consequence of morbid worry over disa-

greeable experiences, brought on what eminent
medical specialists pronounced to be a hopeless

. case of cerebral collapse.

When Mr. MacDowell went to Boston he gave
a healthy impulse to American composition,

chiefly through the performances of his works
which had been stimulated by his return to

his native land, but also by the attitude which
he assumed as to the proper treatment of the

American composer by the American public and
press. He expressed himself as opposed to their

segregation for the purpose either of laudation

or condemnation. Naturally this came some-
what easier to him than to some of his fellows.

He had grown artistically into man's estate in

Germany,andhadwon quite as much recognition

there as he found waiting for him in America
when he returned thither. It deserves to be
said that he found his position upheld by the

majority of American musicians worthy of as-

sociation with him. As a composer MacDowell
is a romanticist. He believes in poetical sug-

gestion and programmatic titles. But a musical
cartoonist he is not. He aims at depicting the

moods Of things, and the moods awakened by
things rather than the things themselves. He
is fond of subjects and titles which, like those

of his master Baff , smack of the woods ;—not

the greenwood of the English ballads, but the

haunted forests of Germany, in which nymphs
and dryads hold their revels and kobolds frolic.

The supematuralism which is an ineradicable

element of German romanticism, breathes

through his first suite for orchestra. In his sec-

ond suite, entitled 'Indian,' he makes use of

aboriginal American idioms, forming his princi-

pal themes put of variants of Indian melodies,

—

a harve.st-song, war-song, and women's dance
of the Iroquois, and a love-song of the lowas.

A similar device is practised in the first of his

'Woodland Sketches' for pianoforte, op. 51,

which has a melody of the Brotherton Indians

as its theme. Mr. MacDowell was contempo-

raneous with Dvorak in thus calling attention

to the existence of native American folk-song

elements capable of use in a characteristic body
of artistic music, though, unlike the composer
of the symphony 'From the New World,' he

never permitted himself to be influenced by the

melodic idioms of the negro slave. His ' Indian

'

suite, op. 48, first played by the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra in New York in Jan. 1896,

was fully sketched before Dvorak's symphony
appeared, though it was not performed till

three years afterwards, the composer wishing to

become better acquainted with what to him, as

well as the world, was a new kind of music. As
lor the rest: great concentration, refined and
highly emotionalised harmonisation, exalted

poetical feeling and a spirit of breezy freshness

are the characteristics chiefly to be found in

Mr. MacDowell's compositions for the piano-

forte. He withheld his first eight numbered
works from his publishers, and subsequently

destroyed them. His published works are as

follows :

—
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WOBES WITH OPUS MUUBEBB
Op.
9. Two Old SongB.

10. Fltit Modem Suite lor Planofoite.
11 ft 12. Album of five SongB.
15. Prelude and Fugue for Pianoforte.
14. Second Modem Suite for Planofoite.
16. Flrat Concerto, In A minor, for Pianoforte and OrcheBtra.

le. Serenata for Pianoforte.
17. Two Fantastic Pieces for Concert Use, for Pianoforte.

18. Barcarolle in F and HumoreBke in A for Pianoforte.

19. Wald'ldyllen, for Pianoforte.
20. Three Poems for Pianoforte, four hands.
21. Moon Plcturea, after H. C. Anderaen, for Pianoforte, four handa.

22. ' Hamlet and Ophelia,' Two Poems for Orcheatra.

23. Second Concerto in D minor for Pianoforte and Orchestra.

24. Four Compositions for Pianoforte.

25. ' Lancelot and Elaine,' Symphonic Poem for Orchestra.

26. ' From an Old Garden' ; six Songs.

27. Three Songs for Male Chorus.
28. Six Idyls after Goethe, for Pianoforte.

29. ' Lamia ' ; third symplionlc Poem for Orchestra.

30. 'The Saracens' and 'Lovely Alda'; two Fragments from the
' Song of Boland,' for Orchestra.

31. Six Poems after Heine for the Pianoforte.

S2. Four Little Poems, for Pianoforte.

38. Three Songs.
34. Two Songs.
85. Bomance for Violoncello with Orcheitral Accompaniment.
36. Etude de Concert, for Pianoforte.

37. * Lee Oriental es' ; Three Pieces for Pianoforte.

88. 'Marionettes'; Six Little Pieces for the Pianoforte.

39. Twelve Studies for the Pianoforte.

40. Six Love Songs.
41. Two Songs for Male Chorue.
42. Suite No. 1, for Orahestra.
43. Two Northern Songs for Mixed Ohonu.
44. Barcarolle ; Song for Mixed Chorus.
45. Sonata Traglca (No. 1), for Pianoforte.

46. Twelve Virtuoso Studies for the Pianoforte.

47. Eight Songa.
48. {Second (' Indian ') Suite for Orchestra.
49. (Some dances published in a Boston Collection.)

60. Second Sonata, ' Erolca,' for Pianoforte.

01. ' Woodland Sketches' for Pianoforte.

62. Three Choruses for Male Voices.

68. Two Choruses for Male Voices.

64. Two Choruses for Male Volcea.

55. 'Sea Pieces 'for Pianoforte.

56. Four Songa.
67. Third Sonata, ' Norse,' lor Pianoforte.

'

68. Three Songs.
69. Fourth Sonata, ' Keltic,' for Pianoforte.

60. Three Songs.
61. ' Fireside Tales,' for Pianoforte.

62. 'New England Idyls 'for Pianoforte.

WORKS WITHOUT OPUS NUMBBES
Two Songs from the Thirteenth Century, for Male Chorus.
Six little Pieces after Sketches by J. S. Bach, for Pianoforte.

Technical Exercises for the Pianoforte (Two Books).
Columbia College Songs.
Many Transcriptions of old harpsichord mnsic. jj jj^ ^^

[A very enthusiastic monograph on Mac-

Dowell, by Lawrence Oilman, was published by
John Lane in London and New York in 1906.]

MACE, Thomas, born at Cambridge about

1619, was one of the clerks ofTrinity College,

Cambridge, and author of a remarkable bopk

published (in small folio, 272 pp., besides 18 pp.

of prefatory matter) in 1676, entitled Mustek's

Monument ; or, A Bemembrcmcer ofthe best Practi-

cal Mustek, both Divine and Civil, that has ever

been knovm to have been in the world, the first

part of which treats of the then condition of

parochial psalmody and cathedral music and the

means of improving their performance ; the

second of the lute, including directions for

choosing, tuning, repairing, performing on and

composing for the instrument, with a full ex-

planation of the tablature and numerous lessons
;

and the third of the viol and of music generally,

with other curious matter. The book is written

in a quaint, familiar style, intermingled with a

profusion of strangely compounded terms, and

produces a striking impression of the author's

love of his art and , his devout and amiable

disposition. It was published by subscription

at 12s. per copy in sheefa. A lengthy epitome

M'EWEN

of it is given in Hawkins's .ffistory, pp. 727-733,

Noyello's edition. A few scanty biographical

.particulars are culled from it, viz. that Mace

married in or shortly after 1636 ;
that before

the marriage his wife resided in Yorkshire, he

in Cambridge ; that in 1644 he was in York

during the siege of the city by the Parliamentary

army ; that in consequence of having broken

both arms he was compelled to make a shake

upon the lute in an irregular manner ;
that he

invented a ' table organ ' (described in his book,

with an engraving) to accompany a ' consort of

viols
'

; that in consequence of partial deafness,

rendering the soft tones of the lute inaudible to

him, he in 1672 invented a lute of fifty strings,

which he termed the Dyphone, or Double Lute ;

that he had a family, and that his youngest son,

John, learned in 1672 to play well upon the lute

almost solely by the perusal of the MS. of his

book [see Immyns, John] ; that the writing of

the work was not commenced until after Christ-

mas, 1671, and it was licensed for publication

May 5, 1675 ; and lastly that owing to his in-

creaseddeafness,whichwemaypresumeprevented
him pursuing his profession, he was in somewhat

straitened circumstances. Hawkins asserts that

Mace was bom in 1613, evidently arriving at

that conclusion from the inscription beneath the

portrait (engraved by Faithome after Cooke)

prefi;sed to his book, ' iEtat. suse. 63. ' The date of

his death is not known, but 1709 is conjectured.

See an important advertisement in the Bagford

Collection (Hari. MS. 5936 (384)). [Mace was

further responsible for another quaint work,

Profit, conveniency gmd pleasure to the whole

Nation, being a short rational discourse lately

presented to His Majesty concerning the High-

ways of Bingla/nd, ftc. 1675. A copy is in the

British Museum. f.,k.] s w. h. h.

M'EWEN, JoHK Blackwood, bom at

Hawick, April 13, 1868, educated at the Glasgow
High School, the Glasgow University, and the

Royal Academy of Music. He has the degree

of M.A. of Glasgow, and is a F.B.A.M. He
was professor and lecturer at the Glasgow
Athenaeum, in 1896-98, and has been a pro-

fessor of harmony and composition at the Eoyal
Academy of Music froju the latter year. His
works are numerous and important, but though
many have been performed, only a few are

published ; among these are a piano sonata in

E minor, a string quartet in A minor, six

Highland dances for violin and piano, and two
sets of part..songs. His choral works include

a ' Scene from Hellas ' for female chorus and
orchestra, ' The Last Chantey ' for chorus and
orchestra, and a setting of Milton's Hymn on
the Nativity, for soprano solo, chorus and
orchestra. For orchestra he has written two
overtures, a suite in E, a symphony in A minor,
a concerto for viola, and three Highland dances
for strings. Two other string quartets, in F
and E minor respectively, are to be mentioned,
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as well as two compositions, ' Graih my Chree

'

and ' Komney's Remorse,' JEor recitation with
musical accompaniment, the former heing laid

oat for string quartet, drum and piano.

M'Ewen's music belongs to the ultra-modern
school, and much of it is strongly tinged with
Scottish characteristics. M.

MACFABBEN, SiK George Alexander,
Mus. D., son of George Macfarren, dramatist,

was born in London, March 2, 1813. In early life

he displayed partiality for music, but did pot
regularly commence its study until 1827, when
he became a pupil of Charles Lucas. In 1829

he entered the Boyal Academy of Music, and
made composition his principal study, learning

also the pianoforte and trombone ; and in 1834

he was appointed one of its professors. On Oct.

27, 1834, he produced at the Society of British

Musicians his first important work, a Symphony
in F minor, and in 1836 his fine Overture ' Chevy
Chase.' In August 1838 his 'Devil's Opera,'

produced at the English Opera House, Lyceum,
atoncedrewpublicattentiontohim. In 1840 he

produced atDruryLane an ' Emblematical Trib-

ute on the Queen's Marriage,' and also edited,

for the Musical Antiquarian Society, Purcell's

opera, ' Dido and JSneas.' In 1843 he became
secretary of the Handel Society, for which he

edited 'Belsbazzar,' 'Judas MaccabaeuSj' and
' Jephthah.' In Jan. 1845 he directed the suc-

cessful production of Mendelssohn's 'Antigone

'

at Covent Garden Theatre. In 1846 his opera,
' Don Quixote,' was successfully produced at

Drury Lane, and in 1849 his opera ' Charles II.'

was given at the Princess's. His serenata, ' The
Sleeper Awakened," was brought out at the

National Concerts at Her Majesty's Theatre in

1851, and in the same year he composed his fine

cantata, ' Lenora.' His beautiful cantata, ' May
Day,' was written for the Bradford Festival,

1856, and his cantata, ' Christmas, ' was composed
in 1859. He then resumed the composition of

opera, and brought out ' Bobin Hood ' at Her
Majesty's Theatre in 1860, with great success.

This was followed by ' Freya's Gift,' masque,

and ' Jessy Lea,' opera, 1863 ;
' She stoops to con-

quer," The Soldier's Legacy,' and 'Helvellyn,'

operas, 1864. Several more operas remained in

MS. and Macfarren also wrote music for a num-
berof farces and melodramas. Macfarren's eye-

sighthad atacomparativelyearly agebecome im-
paired ; the malady increased year by year, until

it terminated in total blindness. But this calam-
ity did not diminish his exertions ; and with ex-

traordinary energy he continued to perform his

duties as a professor at the Boyal Academy of

Music, and to compose, dictating his composi-

tions to an amanuensis. On Oct. 23, 1873, his

oratorio, ' St. John the Baptist,' was produced
at the Bristol Festival with marked success.

On March 16, 1875, he was elected Professor of

Music at Cambridge on the death of Sterndale

Bennett, and greatly distinguished himself by

the manner in which he performed the duties of

the office. In April following he accumulated
the degrees of Bachelor and Doctor of Music.
In 1876 he was appointed Principal of the Boyal
Academy of Music. ' The Besnrrection,' oratorio,

was produced at the Birmingham Festival in

1876 ;
' Joseph,' oratorio, at the Leeds Festival

in 1877 ;
' The Lady of the Lake,' a cantata, at

Glasgow, on Nov. 15, 1877 ; the music to 'Ajax

'

was performed with the play at Cambridge in

1882 ; the oratorio ' King David ' was produced
at the Leeds Festival of 1883, and in that year
Macfarren was knighted. Besides the before-

mentioned works his compositions are very nu-
merous ; they include a cathedral service, an-
thems, chants, and psalm tunes, and ' Introits for

theHolyDaysandSeasonsoftheEnglishChurch,'
1866 ;

' Songs in a Cornfield,' 1868 ;
' Shakspere

Songs for 4 voices,' 1860-64 ; Songs from Lane's

'Arabian Nights,' and Kingsley's and Tenny-
son'spoems ; verymany songs (among which the

beautiful 'Pack, clouds, away,' with clarinet

obligate, is perhaps the bestknown) , duets, etc.

;

overtures to 'TheMerchant of Venice,' 'Borneo

and Juliet,' ' Hamlet,' ' Chevy Chase ' (already

mentioned), and 'Don Carlos'; symphonies,

string quartets, and a quintet; a concerto for

violin and orchestra ; and sonatas for pianoforte

aloneandin combination with otherinstruments.
He harmonised the airs in Chappell's Popular
Music ofthe Olden Time, and arranged ' Moore's

Irish Melodies,' 1859, and Scotch Songs. He
was eminent as a writer on music and music

critic, havingproduced Rudiments ofHarmony,
1860, and Six Lectures on Harmony, 1867; An-
alyses of oratorios, etc., for the Sacred Har-
monic Society, 1853-57 ; and of orchestral works
for the programme-books of the Philharmonic

Society, 1869-71; also many articles in The
Musica.1 World and lives of musicians for the

Imperial Dictionary of Universal Biography.

He lectured at the Boyal and London Institu-

tions. His Addresses and Lectures were pub-

lished in 1888. He died Oct. 31, 1887, his last pub-

lished work being an Andante and Bondo in E
for violin and organ, contained in the Organist's

Quarterly Journal for Oct. 1887. A cantata for

female voices, 'Around the Hearth,' was pub-

lished posthumously. He was buried in the

Hampstead Cemetery ; his life, by H. C. Banister,

appeared in 1891. His industry and fertility

under the greatest drawbacks were marvellous.

His great kindness, and his readiness to commu-
nicate the stores of his capacious and retentive

memory to all who required them, endeared him

to a large circle of friends and admirers.

Natalia Macfarren, his wife, contralto

singer and able teacher, is well known by her

translations of opera libretti and other works.

Walter Cecil Macfarren, his brother,

bom August 28, 1826, chorister of Westminster

Abbey under James Turle from 1836 to 1841,

and pupil of the Boyal Academy of Music from
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1842 to 1846, studied the pianoforte under W.
H. Holmes, and composition under his brother,

G. A. Mdcfarren, and Cipriani Potter, He was
a professor of the pianoforte at the Academy
from 1846 to 1903, and conductor of its concerts

from 1873 to 1880. He was elected a director

of the Philharmonic Society in 1868, and its

treasurer in 1876. He composed two Church
Services and a number of chants and hymn-
tunes ; a, symphony in B flat, produced at

Brighton, 1880 ; overtures, 'A Winter's Tale
'

(1844); 'TamingoftheShrew'(1845); 'Beppo'

hSif); 'Pastoral' (1878); 'Hero and Leander'

(Brighton Festival, 1879); 'Henry V. ' (Norwich
Festival, 1881) ; ' Othello' (Queen's Hall, 1896)

;

a pianoforte concerto ; sonatas for pianoforte

aloneand in combination with other instruments

;

songs both sacred and secular ; many madrigals

and part-songs ; and numerous pieces of all

kinds for pianoforte. He has edited Mozart's

pianoforte works, Beethoven's sonatas, and the

extensive series of pianoforte pieces known as

'Popular Classics.' [He died Sept, 2, 1905,

and was buried at St. Pancras Cemetery, East

Finchley, on Sept. 7. A biographical article

appeared in the Musical Times for Jan. 1898,

and a volume of Reminiscences was published

in 1905.] w. H. H.

M'GIBBON, WllLiAM, a, musician residing

in Edinburgh in the earlier half of the 18th

century. Little is known of his biography save

what is related of him and of other Scottish

musicians by William Tytler of Woodhouselee,

who contributed to the Transactions of the

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, vol. i. 1792,

some personal remembrances of them. He was

born near the end of the 17th century, and
was the son of Matthew M 'Gibbon, who was a

hautboy player in Edinburgh. William was
early sent to London, and studied the violin

under William Corbett. On his return to

Ediubu;-gh he was appointed leader of the

orchestra in the Gentlemen's Concerts, and held

the post for a long period. He was considered

an excellent performer. In 1740, M'Gibbon pub-

lished ' Six Senates \sic\ or Solos for a German
Flute or Violin. Edin. : R. Cooper for the author,

1740,' ob. folio. A copy of this now very rare

publication was sold at the Taphouse Sale, July
1905. Another of his compositions is ' Six

Sonatas for two German Flutes, compos'd by
Mr. Wm. M'Gibbon of Edinburgh.' Lond. :

J, Simpson, royal 8vo. His most important

work, however, was a valuable collection of Scots

Tunes, in three oblong folio volumes, of great

value in the study of Scots music. These were

issued in Edinburgh, and originally published in

1742, 1746, and 1765, though there are several

later reprints. He died in Edinburgh, Oct. 3,

1756, and was buried in Greyfriars' Churchyard,

having bequeathed the whole of his effects to

the Royal Infirmary. He is mentioned in a

verse by Robert Ferguson, the poet, and a

portrait of him occurs in the title-page of Mores

Musicae (Edin. : J. Clark, 1773), which is re-

produced in Glen's JSlarly Scottish Melodies,

1900. *• ^
M'GLASHAN, Alexander, an Edinburgh

musician and performer on the violoncello and

violin during the latter half of the 18th cen-

tury. From his stately appearance and dress

he was nicknamed ' King M'Glashan.' He was

in the habit of giving fashionable concerts at

St. Cecilia's Hall, near the Cowgate, and issued

three important books of Scottish national airs,

of great value in tracing the history of these

melodies, viz.: 'A Collection of Strathspey

Reels ' (1780), ' A Collection of Scots Measures

'

(1781), and 'A Collection of Reels' (1786), all

in oblong folio, and published by Stewart. of

Edinburgh. He died May 1797, and was

buried in Greyfriars' Churchyard. F. K.

M'GUCKIN, Baeton, born July 28, 1852,

at Dublin, began his career as a chorister at

Armagh Cathedral. He received instruction

from R. Turle, then organist there, in singing,

organ, violin, and pianoforte. He became first

tenor at St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, in

1871, and was for a time a pupil of Joseph

Robinson, He sang at one of the Philharmonic

concerts in Dublin in 1874, and in the follow-

ing year made his d^but at the Crystal Palace

Concerts, July 5, 1875, after which he went to

Milan and studied under Trevulsi. He reap-

peared with success at the same concerts, Oct.

23, 1876, where he first appeared as an oratorio

singer in the 'Lobgesang,' Nov. 3, 1877. He
made his debut on the stage as Thaddeus under
Carl Rosa at Birmingham, Sept. 10, 1880 ; at

Dublin as Wilhelm Meister, May 9, 1881 ; in

the same part at Her Majesty's, Jan. 20, 1882,
and as Moro on the production in England of
' The Painter of Antwerp,' an English version

of Balfe's Italian opera 'Pittore e Duca,' Jan.

28, 1882. He remained in Rosa's company
both in London and the provinces until the
summer of 1887, and became a great favourite

both as a singer and actor. His most important
parts are Lohengrin, Faust, and Don Jos4 ; in

new operas he created at Drury Lane the parts

of Phoebus (' Esmeralda '), March 26, 1883
;

Orso ('Colomba'), April 9, 1883 ; Waldemar
(' Nadeshda '), April 16, 1885; Guillem de
Cabestanh ('Troubadour'), June 8, 1886 ; Oscar
('Nordisa'), May 4, 1887; at Edinburgh,
Renzo on the production in English of Pon-
chielli's ' Promessi Sposi,' and at Liverpool, Des
Grieux (' Manon '), Jan. 17, 1885. He sang in
opera in America in 1887-88, and rejoined the
Carl Rosa Company from 1889 to 1896, adding
to his repertory the part of Eleazar in 'La
Juive,' and that of Thorgrim in Cowen's opera
of that name, April 22, 1890. In 1889 he
sang Lohengrin in Italian at Covent Garden with
success. Mr. M'Guckin is extremely popular
in the concert-room, and has sung at the Phil-
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harmonic, the Oyatal Palaoe, the Popular and'
Oratorio Conoerts, and at the Handel and pro-

vincial festivals; [After a successful tour in

Ireland in 1903, he was appointed (in Sept.

1905) musical dii-ector of the Dublin Amateur
Operatic and Choral Society, w. H. G. p.] A. o.

,
MACICOTATICUM, or MACHICOTAGE.

A species of ornamentation applied to Plain-

song melodies, by means of extraneous notes

inserted between those of the true Canto fermo,

after the manner of what, in modern music,

would be cailledfioritura. To the once prevalent

custom of Machicotage in France are to be attri-

buted many of the corruptions observable in

Galilean Office Books before the modern careful

revisions. The Processionale Farisiense (Paris,

1787) directs that the melodies shall be machi-

coUe by the Clergy, and continued by the Choir
' sine macicotatico ' ; and in former times the

Ecclesiastics entrusted with the duty of so

singing them were called Maceconid or

Machicots. w. s. B.

MACIRONE, Glaka Angela, born Jan. 21,

1821, in London, of an ancient Eoman family.

From 1839 to 1844 she studied at the Royal
Academy of Music—the pianoforte under Cip-

riani Potter and W. H. Holmes, composition

under Lucas, and singing under Negri. On
leaving the Academy the Council presented her

with a special testimonial, and appointed her

a Professor of the Pianoforte and an Associate.

On June 26, 1846, she gave a concert at the

Queen's Concert Rooms, Hanover Square, when in

addition to a creditable debut as a pianist, she

appeared as the composer of a Benedictus, sung

by Pischek, for which, in a letter dated April 3,

1847, she received the congratulations of Men-
delssohn. From 1872 to 1878 she was head

music -mistress at Aske's School for Girls,

Hateham, and later at the High School for

Girls, Baker Street. In addition she conducted

a vocal society, the ' Village Minstrels,' at her

then residence. Park Village West, N.W. She

is now living in retirement. . Among her works

may be named a Te Deum, an anthem, several

part-songs, a suite for pf.' and violin in E minor

(played at the Musical Artists' Society, Nov. 16,

1889, by herself and Mile. Gabrielle Vaillant),

pianoforte pieces, and songs from the English,

German, and Italian poets, etc. (Brown and
Stratton, Baker, and personal information to

the writer.) A. c.

MACKAY, Angus, a famous Highland piper,

who collected and published some interesting

pipe melodies taken down from traditional

sources. The book is now rare, and its title

runs :
' A Collection of Ancient Piobaireachd

or Highland pipe music,' folio, 1838. Another

of his works is 'The Piper's Assistant.' He
was piper to Queen Victoria, and was acci-

dentally drowned in the Nith, near Dumfries,

March 21, 1859. F. K.

MACKENZIE, Sib Alexander Campbell,

bom August 22, 1847, in Edinburgh, was "the

fourth musician of his family in direct descent.

His greatgrandfatherbelonged tothe Forfarshire

Militia Band ; his grandfather, John Mackenzie

(1797-1852), was a violinist in Aberdeen and
Edinburgh ; and his father,Alexander Mackenzie

(1819-57), was also a violinist, pupil of Sainton

and Lipinski. He edited the ' National Dance
Music of Scotland,' and was leader of the band
at the Theatre Royal in Edinburgh. A. C.

Mackenzie was educated at Hunter's School,

and when only ten years old, was sent to study

musicatSchwarzburg-Sondershausen inGermany
on the recommendation of a member of Gnng'l's

band named Bartel. Here he was a pupil of

K. W. Uhlrich for the violin, and for theory,

of Eduard Stein, the conductor of the Sonders-

hausen Ducal orchestra. The boy played second

violin in the orchestra, and took part in many
performances of the most advanced music, Liszt^

Berlioz, and the then extant works of Wagner
being his daily bread. In 1862 he returned to

Edinburgh, and soon afterwards came to London
intending to take lessons from Sainton ; but on
his advice Mackenzie entered for the King's

Scholarship at the Royal Academy of Music,,

and won it in December of the same year,

remaining at the Academy till 1866. Besides

Sainton, who taught him the violin, his masters

were Charles Lucas for harmony and counter-

point, and F. N. Jewson for piano. While at

theAcademy, Mackenzieplayedinvarious theatre

orchestras, and thereby acquired experience of

orchestral work at first hand. On the conclu-

sion of his course at the Academy, Mackenzie

returned to Edinburgh, where he quickly became

known as an excellent violinist ; he also gave

chamber concerts, at which Schumann's piano-

forte quartet and quintet were given for the

first time in Scotland. He was appointed con-

ductor of the Scottish Vocal Music Association

in 1873, and meanwhile fulfilled many teaching

engagements, and oflioiated as precentor in St.

George's Church. He found time to compose

some chambermusic, a PF. trio andstringquartet
(asyetunpublished), besides a pianoforte quartet

in E flat, published by Kahnt of Leipzig as

op. 11.

Hans von Billow had seen the proof-sheets at

the German publishers', and had made inquiries

about the composer. When he came to Glasgow

and Edinburgh in 1877-78, he made Mackenzie's

personal acquaintance, and accepted his over-

ture, ' Cervantes ' (performed at Sondershausen

in 1877), for performance at Glasgow, where it

was given on Dec. 17, 1879. As Mackenzie

added to his other labours by playing in the

orchestra of the Birmingham Festivals of 1864,

1867, 1870, and 1873, it is not surprising that

his health was afi'ected by the strain of his work.

He wisely went abroad, and settled in Florence

in order to devote himself to composition. For

about ten years, in fact until his appointment
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to the Boyal Academy of Muaic, Florence was
his residence for at least part of the year ; but
as time went on, his importance in regard to

music in London steadily increased, and at last

he was obliged to live altogether in England.
From the commencement of his residence in

Florence dates the first of his more important
choral works, the cantata, 'The Bride,' per-

formed at the Worcester Festival of 1881.

Each year after this saw some work of large

calibre, and many festival and other com-
missions followed rapidly. In 1885-86 Mac-
kenzie was appointed conductor of Novello's

Oratorio Concerts, and introduced many im-

portant works to London audiences. It was
primarily in order to hear his ' Saint Elizabeth

'

under Mackenzie's direction that Liszt paid his

final visit to England in 1886, and Mackenzie
renewed his old friendship with the composer.

By this time, his second Scottish Ehapsody
called ' Bums,' the opera, ' Colomba,' and ' The
Rose of Sharon,' an oratorio composed for the

Norwich Festival of 1884, had raised Mackenzie

to a high position among English composers,

and on the death of Sir George Maefarren he

was appointed to succeed him as principal of

the Royal Academy of Music. He undertook the

duties of the post on Feb. 22, 1888. He con-

ducted the Royal Choral Society occasionally

during the lifetime of Sir Josejdi Barnby, on

whose death he directed the concerts for the

remainder of the , season. In 1892 ho was ap-

pointed conductor of the Philharmonic Society,

and during his tenure of the post, which he

resigned in 1899, introduced Tchaikovsky's

Pathetic Symphony to London, as well as

Borodin's Symphony in B minor. In 1903 he

undertook a tour in Canada, in the course of

which he conducted concerts of British music in

all the most important towns of the Dominion.

He received the Mus.D. degree from St. Andrews,

in 1886 ; Cambridge in 1888 ^ Edinburgh in

1890 ; that of D.C.L. from Glasgow, 1901, and

the M'Gill University in 1903 ; and that of

LL.D. from Leeds in 1904. He received the

gold medal for art and science from the Grand
Duke of Hesse in 1884, and the Saxe-Coburg

and Gotha Order for Arts and Science in 1893.

He is a corresponding member of the Istituto

Reale Musioale of Florence, and a member of the

Royal Swedish Academy. In 1895 he was

knighted. He has lectured repeatedly at the

Royal Institution and elsewhere.

It is peculiarly difficult in a few words to

attempt the appreciation of Mackenzie's music.

Like that of many other admirable composers,

it has earned the epithet ' academic ' from

certain critics who are fond of employing that

word as a term of indefinite abuse. But the

work of an ' academic ' musician would surely

always reach, yet seldom or never surpass, one

dead level of merit ; but with Mackenzie, as

with all men of an ardent temperament, his

MACKENZIE

best things surpass some of his others by a

distance that is hard to estimate. He is at

his best in dealing with subjects of a strongly

imaginative or romantic kind, and naturally .

his Scottish extraction makes northern themes,

whether musical or poetical, thoroughly con-

genial to him. In the two Scottish Rhapsodies,

'The Cottar's Saturday Night,' the 'Pibroch'

violin suite, some of the ' Marmion ' and ' Ravens-

wood 'music, the violin pieces, 'From the North,'

and the Scottish pianoforte concerto, op. 55, a

very high poetical standard is reached ; in the

orchestral ballad of ' La Belle Dame sans Merci,'

the 'Story of Sayid,' and throughout the opera

of 'Colomba, 'he shows himself amaster of power-

ful and sustained imaginative effort ; and in a

lighter vein, the ' Britannia ' overture, the comic

opera, 'His Majesty,' and the orchestral suite,

' London Day by Day,' tell of a genuine gift

of distinctly musical humour, which in the case

of the second of these works, was just a little

too subtle for the audience for which it was

intended. Of his larger sacred compositions,

the highest place may possibly be claimed for

his fine 'Veni Creator.' A complete list of

Mackenzie's works is appended :

—

UNPUBLISHED WOEKS. WrTHOUT OPUS NT7MBEE8
(With places and cUktes of flrat performance.)

Trio, pf. and Btrlnge. In D (Olusical Chamber Concerts, Edinburgh,
1^41.

String Quartet In Q (Do. IffTS).

Overture to a Comedr (played under Jnllue Tauech at DUeaeldorf,

1876).
Overture, ' Cervantes ' (played under Max ErdmannsdSrfer, Sonden-

hausen, 1877, and under BUloir, OlasgoTr, 1879).

Scherzo for orchestra (Glasgow, 187S).

WITH OPUS NUMBEKS
Op.
1-7. Songs and plouaforte pieces.

8. Seven Part-Songs.
9, Bustle Scenes for pf.

10. lArghetto and Allegretto for Violoncello.
11. Quartet for pf. and strings in E flat (Classlcttl Chamber Con*

certs, Edinburgh).
12. Songs.
13. Five pieces for pianoforte.
14. Dr«i Lleder von H. Heine.
15. Trois Morceaux pour piano.
16. Three Bongs.
17. Three Songs, by Christina Bossettl.
18. Three Bongs.
19. Three Anthems.

,

20. Six Pieces for pf.

21. Bhapsodie Ecoesaise, for orchestra, No, 1 (Olasgow, under
Maims, Jan. 18S0).

22. Three Vocal Trios.
23. ' In the Scottish Highlands,' for pf.
24. 'Bums,' second Scottish Bhapsody (Olasgow, under Manns,

1881).

2fi. Cantata, 'The Bride' (Worcester Festival. 1881).
26. Cantata, ' Jason ' (Bristol Festival, 1882).
27. Three Organ Pieces.
28. Opera. 'Colomba' (Drury lAne, Carl Bosa Company, April 9,

1683).
29. Orchestral Ballad, ' La Belle Dame sans Merci ' (Philharmonic,

1883).
30. Oratorio, ' The Rose of Sharon ' (Norwich Festival. 1884).
31. Five Songs.
32. Concerto for violin (Birmingham Festival, 1886, played by

Sarssate).

33. Opera, 'The Troubadour' (Drury lAne, Carl Bosa Company,
June 8, 1886).

34. Cantata, ' The Story of Sayid ' (Leeds Festival, 1886).
35. Three Bongs by Shakespeare.
36. Jubilee Ode (Crystal Palace, 18S7).
37. Six Pieces for violin (including * Benedlctos'), (MondayPopular

Concerts, played by Lady Halld, 1888).
38. Ode. 'The New Covenant' (Glasgow Exhibition, 1888).
39. ' The Cottar's Saturday Night,' for chorus and orchestra,
40. OvertTire, 'Twelfth Night' (Rlohter Concerts, 1888).
41. Cautata, 'The Dream of Jubal' (Liverpool Phllhurmonlc, 1889),
42. Suite for violin, ' Pibroch ' (Leeds Festival, played by Sansate,

1889).
43. Prelude, Entr'actes, and Songs for 'Harmion* (Glasgow, 1889;

songs only published),
44. Spring Songs.
46. Music to ' Baveoswood ' (Lyceum Theatre, 1890).
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Op.
48. 'Venl Creator.' for cfaoruB, Bolo qturtet. ftnd orcheitn (Blr-

mingbam Featlval, 1891).
47. (a) Highland Ballad lor violin and orch. (WMtmloater Orcbei-

tral Society, 1893). (6) Barcarolle and Vlllanelle for Tioltn.
48. Two Choral Odea for BuchanaD'a ' Bride of Love * (1893).
48. Oratorio, -Bethlehem' (Boyal Choial Soolety, 1894).
Sa Three Sonneta of 8hakeBpeat«.
fil. ' Phcebe,' comic opera by B. C. Stephenaon (not performed).
62, Overture, 'Britannia' (Boyal Academy of Music Commemora.

tlon Concert, May 17, 1894).
65. ' From the North,' nine pieces for Tiolln and pf. (three of them

were scored and played at the Philharmonic, 1896).
64. Three Songs.
66. Scottish Concerto for pf. and orch. (Philharmoulo, played by

Paderewskl. 1897).

66. Comic Opera, 'His Majesty' (Sayoy Theatre, Feb. 20, 1897).
6'r. Overture, Entr'actes, and Incidental Music to 'The Little

Minister* (Haymarket Theatre, Nov. 8, 18^).
68. Three Preludes and Vocal Music to ' Manfred ' (written for the

Lyceum Theatre, but not performed). (Nos. 2 and 3, ' Pastoral'
and ' Flight of Spirits,' performed at the London Musical
Festival, 1899. No. 1, 'Aatarte,' performed at Arthur New.
stead's Concert, Dec 12, 1904.)

59. Five Recitations with pf. accompaniment.
60. Six Bustle Songs.
61. Preludes, Entr'actes, and Incidental Music to 'Coriolanus'

(Lyceum Theatre, April 16, 1901).
62. Opera, 'The Cricket on the Hearth,' In three acts (Julian

Sturgis, not yet produced; the overture was played at the
Philharmonic, July 2, 1902).

63. Coronatloa March.
64. Suite for orchestra, ' London Day by Day ' (Norwich Festival,

1902).

66. 'The Knights of the Boad,' operetta (Palace Theatre, Feb. 27,
1906).

66. Cantata, 'The Witch's Daughter' (Leeds Festival, Oct. 1904).

67. Canadian Rhapsody for orchestra (Philharmonic, 1906).

In addition to these there are many songs

without opus numbers ; also the following :

—

Morris Dance and Processional March for orchestra.
* Firm in her native strength,' for chorus and orchestra.
' With wisdom, goodness, grace,' part.song.
' To Singers,' part.song.
The ' Willow Song,' from ' Othello.'
' Indian Bfiverle,' song (published in Punch, Jan. 7, 1903).

M.

MACKINTOSH, John, bom in London,
1767, an eminent performer on the bassoon,

who from 1821 to 1835 held the first place in

all the principal London and prorincial or-

chestras. He produced a full, rich, and power-

ful, but somewhat coarse tone. [He died in

London, March 23, 1844.] His son Alfhonso
was a yiolinist. w. H. H.

MACKINTOSH, Eobert, a Scottish musi-

cian and famous composer of Strathspey reels,

etc., nicknamed 'Bed Kob.' He was from the

Highlands (probably from the Vale of Athole),

and was established as a musician in Skinner's

Close, Edinburgh, in 1773. At various ad-

dresses in the northern capital he advertised

himself as teacher of the violin, and he organised

concerts ; ultimately conducting the orchestra

at the Theatre Koyal. He removed to London
in 1803, and died there in Feb. 1807. He
was a clever violinist, and his Scottish dance

music is of considerable merit. He published

four books of compositions and arrangements

as under :
—'Airs, Minuets, Gavottes, and Eeels

'

(1783); 'Sixty-eight new Eeels' (1792); »

second book (1793) ; 'A Third Book of Sixty-

eight new Eeels ' (1796) ; and ' A Fourth Book
of new Strathspey Eeels,' circa 1804-5 ; all,

exoeptihe last, which was published in London,

being issued in Edinburgh, in folio. It is said

that Mackintosh gave the first professorial

lessons on the violin to Nathaniel Gow, on the

latter's first coming to Edinburgh.

Abeaham Mackiktosh, his son, was born

in Edinburgh, June 15, 1769, and followed his

father's profession. He published ' Thirty new
Strathspey Eeels,' Edinburgh, folio (1792), and
some other works. He removed about the
beginning of the 19th century to Newcastle-

on-Tyne, where he was established in 1807 as

a musician and a teacher of dancing. For
many interesting details of the Mackintosh
family, see the late Mr. John Glen's work, ' The
Glen Collection of Scottish Dance Music,' book
i., 1891. F. K.

MACKLEAN, Charles, a violinist and com-
poser who, living in Edinburgh in 1737, pub-
lished in that year 'Twelve Solos or Sonatas

for a Violin and Violoncello,' op. prima. E.

Cooper, for the author, 1737. It is doubtful

whether he is the same Charles M'Lean men-
tioned on the title-page of 'A Collection of

Favourite Scots Tunes ... by the late Mr.
Chs. M'Lean and other eminent Masters,' ob.

folio, drca 1772. This last-named collection

is of some antiquarian interest. F. E.

M'LEOD, Peter, according to Srit. Mus.
Biog., was born at West Calder, Midlothian,

May 8, 1797, and died at Bennington, near

Edinburgh, Feb. 10, 1859. He published

several collections of original airs to the words
of Scottish poets, as ' Original National Melodies

of Scotland'(1838), 'Original Scottish Melodies,'
' New National Songs, the melodies never before

published,' etc., and was the composer of many
now favourite Soots songs, ' Oh ! why left I my
hame?' being among the most famous of these.

His collection of ' Original Scottish Melodies
'

was published with a view to the completion of

the Bums Monument in Edinburgh, and the

profits of it enabled this to be eftected. F. K.

M'MUEDIE, Joseph, Mus.B., born in 1792
in the parish of St. Bride, London, graduated

at Oxford in 1814. He was a pupil of Crotch,

and composed many glees (principally for the

Concentores Sodales) and songs, and made
nyimerous arrangements for the pianoforte. He
was for some time a director of the Philhar-

monic Society. He died at Merton, Surrey,

Dec. 23, 1878. w. H. H.

MAQON, LE. Opera-comique in three acts

;

words by Scribe and Delavigne, music by Auber.

Produced at the Op&a Comique, May 3, 1826 ; in

England at the St. James's Theatre, March 13,

1850. G.

MACPHEESON, Charles, born in Edin-

burgh, May 10, 1870, the son of the burgh
engineer and city architect. He entered the

choir of St. Paul's Cathedral in 1879, and re-

mained there till 1887, when he was appointed

choirmaster under Dr. Eearce at St. Clement's,

Eastoheap. Sir George Martin gave him organ-

lessons during his residence in London. After

holding the post of private organist to the late

Sir Eobert Menzies, at Weem, Perthshire, and
Mme. de Falbe, Luton Hoo, Bedfordshire, in suc-

cession, he was appointed in 1895 sub-organist of

St. Paul's. He had entered the Eoyal Academy
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of Music m 1890, and had won the Charles
Lucas prize in 1892, becoming A.E.A.M. in

1896, He is now teacher of harmony and
counterpoint in the same institution. His
compositions include a setting of Psalm cxxxvii.

for choir and orchestra ; nine anthems and other

church music ; three Gaelic melodies, accom-
panied on strings and harp ; an overture, 'Cridhe

an Ghaidhil,' played at the Crystal Palace in

1895; a Highland suite for orchestra ; another

suite, ' Hallowe'en
'

; a quartet for piano and
strings in E ilat ; and two movements of a,

sextet for wind instruments. His glee, ' There

sits a bird,' gained the prize given in 1893 by
the Bristol Orpheus Glee Society. M.

MAOPHEKSON', Ohakles Stewakt, born

at Liverpool, March 29, 1865, was educated at

the City of London School, won the ' Sterndale

Bennett' open scholarship at the Royal Academy
of Music, entering that institution in 1880.

He was a pupil of Sir G. A. Macfarren for com-

position, and of Walter Macfarren for the piano-

forte. He gained the Balfe scholarship in 1882,

the Charles Lucas medal for composition in

1884, and the Potter exhibition in 1885. At
the conclusion of his studentship in 1887 he
was appointed Professor of Harmony and Com-
position, and an Associate of the institution,

becoining a Fellow in 1892. He was appointed

organist of Immanuel Church, Stresttham Com-
mon, in 1885, and in the same year became
conductor oftheWestminster Orchestral Society,

a post which he held until 1902. He also

conducted the Streatham Choral Society from

1886 to 1904. In 1898 he was appointed

examiner to the Associated Board of the R.A.M.
and R.C.M. , and in that capacity visited Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, and Ceylon in 1900.

In 1903 he succeeded Mr. Corder as Professor

of Composition at the Royal Normal College

for the Blind, and was appointed a member of

the Board of Musical Studies in the University

of London, He has lectured at the Royal
Academy, the Normal College, and elsewhere.

His works include a symphony in C, 1888 ;

two overtures, and short pieces for orchestra,

mostly written for the Westminster Orchestral

Society. More important than these is a re-

markably beautiful Mass in D for solo, choir,

and orchestra, produced at St. James's Hall,

May 1898. Many songs, pianoforte pieces, and
services have been published ; and ' Concerto

alia fantasia ' for violin and orchestra, was

played at the Queen's Hall Promenade Concert,

in 1904. His theoretical works are : Practical

Harmony ; 350 Exercises in Mamumy, etc. ;

Evolution of Musical Design ; ProKticaX Counter-

point, and Rudimenis of Music. M.

MACQUE, Jean be, a Fkmish musician,

pupU of Philip de Monte, who settled in Italy,

living from 1576 to 1582 in Rome, and from

1586 in Naples. Only in 1610 is he definitely

named as being choirmaster to the Royal Chapel

MADRIGAL

in Naples. His publications extend from 1576

to 1613, and consist almost entirelyofmadrigals,

ofwhich there weretwo Books as 6, six o5, twoo4,

one a 4, five, six, and two Books entitled 'Madri-

galetti e Napolitane," a 6. Some of these are

now lost, and several have parts missing. A
considerable number of his madrigals and a few

motets were received into the various collections

of the time. Two were adapted to English words

in Yonge's 'Musica Transalpina' of 1588, and

Morley's ' Italian Madrigals' of 1598. J. E. M..

MADIN {recte Madden), Henri, born at

"Verdun, of Irish parents (from Eyrecourt, Co.

Galway), in 1698, developed a taste for. music

at an early age. His uncle. Rev. Dr. Ambrose

Madden, of Loughrea, was advanced to the

bishopric of. Kilmacduagh (Ireland) on the

nomination of the Pretender, James III., in

1705. In 1730 we find Henri Madden a cleric,

and maitre de musique in the Cathedral of

Tours, a position which he vacated in 1737 for

the more important one of deputy chapel-master

to the King. He published a treatise on counter-

point in 1742, and in 1744 was nominated

mattre de chapelle to the King, in succession to

Campra (see Campra, Andb]6). Not only was

he a good theorist, but he was also a successful

choir' trainer} and composed many popular

motets. His death occurred at Versailles in

1748, aged fifty. w. H. G. F.

MADRIGAL (Ital. Madrigale, Madriale,

Mdndriale). The derivation of the word has

so hopelessfy perplexed all who have attempted

to trace it to its source that, until some new
light shall be thrown upon the subject, further

discussion would seem to be useless. We must,

therefore, leave our readers to form their own
judgment upon the four theories which have
been most generally accepted ; namely, (1) that

the word is derived from the Italian, madre
(mother), and signifies a poem addressed—as is

said to have been the case with the first madri-

gals—to Our Lady ; (2) that it comes from the

Greek word, fiivSpa (Lat. and Ital. mandra, a

sheepfold), and was suggested by the generally

pastoraloharaoter of the composition
; (3) ^that

it is STcorruption of the Spanish word,^ vi'tdru-

gada (the dawn); and ia used in Italian

as the equivalent of Mattinaia (a Morning
Song)

; (4) that it owes its origin to the name of

a town situated in Old Castile. On one point,

however, all authorities are agreed : viz. that
the name was first given to a certain kind of
poem, and afterwards transferred to the music
to which it was sung—^which music was always,
during the best periods of art, written for tliree

or more voices, in the ancient Ecclesfestical
Modes, and without instrumental accompani-
ment.

Our actual knowledge of the condition of the
Madrigal before the invention of printing is

sadly imperfect ; but, in the absence of positive
evidence, analogy leaves us little cause to doubt
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that its earlier phases must have corresponded,

as closely as we know its later ones to have done,
with those of the Motet—for the application of
Discant to secular-melody must have suggested

the one no less surely than its association with
Plain -song gave birth to the other. The
originatorsof this process were, in all probability,

the Troubadours and Minnesingers, who so

strongly influenced the progress of popular music
in the Middle Ages ; and there is reason to be-

lieve that the rarity of early MS. records is due
to the fact that they were accustomed to sing

their Discant extempore—or, as it was formerly

called, alia merUe. But long before this first

glimmering of science resulted in the invention

of Counterpoint the age of chivalry had passed

away, and the minstrels, as a corporate body,

had ceased to exist. Hence, the farther develop-

ment of the Madrigal devolved upon the eccle-

siastical musicians, who cherished it tenderly

and brought all the resources of their art to

hear upon it ; treating it, technically, exactly as

they treate4 their compositions for the Church,
though, in the aesthetic character of the two
styles^founded on an instinctive perception of

the contrast between sacred and profane poetry
•:—they observed a marked difference. This we
may readily understand from the description left

us by Thomas Morley, who, writing in 1597,

tells us, that, ' As for the Musicke, it is next
unto the Motet, the most artifioiall and to men
of Vnderstanding the most delightfuU. If there-

fore you will compose in this Kind you must
possesse your selfe with an amorus humor (for in

no coposition shall you proue admirable except

you put on, and possesse your selfe wholy with
that vaine wherein you compose) so that you
must in your Musicke be waiiering like the wind,

sometime wanton, sometime drooping, sometime
graile and staide, otherwhile eifeminat, you may
maintaine points and reuert them, vse triplaes,

and shew the uttermost ofyour varietie, and the

more varietie you show the better shall you
please.' In the 16th century these directions

were observed to the letter—so closely, that

it would be difficult to give a more graphic

sketch of polyphonic music in its secular dress

than that conveyed by Morley's quaint expres-

^ons.

The most ancient specimen of secular poly-

phonic music now known to exist is the famous

canon, 'Sumer is icnmen in,' preserved, among
the Harleian MSS. , in the British Museum. Its

extreme antiquity is, indeed, indisputable ; but

it can scarcely be called a Madrigal, notwith-

standing the rustic character of its words. The
true Jiladrigal is unquestionably the offspring of

the great JFlemish school. We hear of it, in the

Low Countries, as early at least as the middle

of the, 15th century, when it was already well

known to the Netherlandera in the form of a,

polyphonic song, often of very elaborate con-

struction, and alwayswritten in strict conformity;

with the laws of the old Church Modes. These
characteristics—which it retained to the last in

allcountries andthroughall scholastic changes

—

are unmistakable signs of its close relationship

to the Motet, of which we have also ample proof,

in the certainty that it originated in counter-

point, on a Canto fermo. As a general rule, this

Canto fermowas naturallysuppliedbythe melody
of some popular Chanson ; but, just as we some-
times find a popular melody intruding itselfinto

the Mass, so in these early Madrigals we are

occasionally startled by the apparition of some
well-known fragment of severe Ecclesiastical

Plain -song; as in Agricola's Belle sur toutes,

in which the lighter theme is almost profanely

contrasted with that of tola pulchra es, Maria
—a combination which Ambros naively com-
pares to the song of a pair of lovers, who
quietly carry on their discourse in the two
upper parts, while a holy monk lectures them
in- the bass.

For the earliest published copies of these in-

teresting works we are indebted to Ottaviano

dei Petrucci—the inventor of the process by
which music was first printed from movable
types—whose three collections, entitled Har-
monice musices Odhecaion. A. (Venice, 1601),
Oanli B, numero Cinquanta B, (ih.' 1501), and
Canti G. n" cento ciriquanta, G, (ii. 1503), were

long supposed to be lost, and now only exist in

the form of unique copies of the first and second,

preserved intheLibrary of the Liceo Filarmonico

at Bologna, and a splendidly bound exemplar of

the third in the Hofbibliothek at Vienna. In

these precious volumes we find a copious selec-

tion from the secular works of Busnois, Oke-
ghem, Johannes Tinctor,Hobrecht, Regis, Caron,

Josquin des Pr^s, Alexander Agricola, Brumel,

Pierre do la Eue, and twenty-nine other writei-s,

whose Chansons illustrate the first period in the

history of the Flemish Madrigal—a period no
less interesting than instructive to the critical

student, for it is here that we first find science

and popular melody working together for a

common end.

The second period, though its printed records

date only thirty-five years later, shows an im-
ipense advance in art. Its leading spirits,

Jacques Arcadelt, Philipp Verdelot, Giaches

de Wert, Huberto Waelrant, and some other

writers of their school, were not only accom-

plished contrapuntists, but had all learned the

difficult art of restraining their ingenuity within

due bounds, when simplicity of treatment was
deinanded by the character' of the words they
selected for their theme. Hence, they have left

us works, which for purity of style and graceful

flow of melody can scarcely be exceeded. Arca-

delt, though a true Fleming by taste and educa-

tion as well as by birth, spent much of his time

in Italy, and published his First Book of Madri-

gals at Venice in 1538, with such success, that
within eighty years it ^an thraugh.QPlesSith^n;
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sixteen editions. Five other books followed
containing, besides his own works, a number by
other celebrated writers, among whom, however,
he stands his ground nobly. From a copy of the
fourth edition of the First Book, preserved in the

British Museum, we transcribe a few bars of one
of the loveliest Hadrigals he ever wrote

—

11

bianco e doles cigno—which, we should imagine,

needs only publication in an attainable form in

order to become a favourite with every Madrigal
Society in England.^

do ginn - ga al fln del Ti > ver mi • ~ o. etc.

The few concluding bars of this contain some

imitations, the smoothness of which is perfectly

delicious :

—

Di mil - le

m mU le, etc. , '
I

J .

-J J. J. \J-^-^-

u - nl

Though a far less prolific writer than Aroa-

delt, Waelrant was a true genius and a true

1 The only modem edition with which we are acquainted le trani-

DOsed a third, and adapted to Englieh worda in which no tranahttlon

iJ the original lUllan ia attempted | coniaquently, the Hnilcand

the Poetry are at croai purpoiee (rom beginning to end.

disciple of the good old Flemish school. His

Symphonia Angelica printed at Antwerp in

1594 contains compositions by some of the

best of his contemporaries ; but none more

beautiful than his own Forrei nuirire—well

known in England and frequently sung, as

'Hard by a fountain,' though the English

words make no attempt to convey the meaning

of the original Italian. Of Verdelot's numerous

works, very few, unhappily, have been handed

down to us with all the parts complete ; we

possess, however, quite enough of his writings

to prove that, like his great contemporary,

Giaohes de Wert, he was deeply imbued with

the national style ; which, from first to last,

was clear in its construction, smooth in its

flow of melody, euphonious in its harmonic

combinations, and, though less rich in contra-

puntal embroidery than the later Italian schools,

never wanting , either in interest or in anima-

tion. The last great composer by whom this

peculiar style was cultivated, in northern

Europe, was Orlando di Laaso, who, though his

fame rests chiefly upon his ecclesiastical music,

has left us many books of splendid madrigals,

which may almost be said to form, of them-

selves, a third period. With him, the school

of the Netherlands came to an end. But long

before his death the Madrigal had been trans-

planted to other countries ; and in Italy

especially, it took firm root, and bore abundant

fruit.

The first really great Italian Madrigal-writer

was Costanzo Festa, whose delicious Quando
ritrovo la mia pastorella, printed in Arcadelt's

Third Book, has enjoyed a greater degree of

popularity, in England, under its familiar title,

' Down in a flowery vale,' than any other work
of the kind that ever was imported hither.*

This fine composition bears evident traces of

the Flemish manner ; as do, more or less, all

the works belonging to what may be called the

first Roman Period. In the second period

this foreign influence was entirely destroyed,

and the true Roman style inaugurated by the

appearance of Palestrina's ' Primo libro di Mad-
rigali a quattro voci,' in 1655, followed by a

'Idbro secondo,' in 1686, and two books of

'Madrigali spirituali,' in 1581, and 1594—the

year of the great composer's death. It may be

well said, that in these four volumes Palestoina

has shown his command over all styles. The
character of the ' Madrigali spirituali '—more
serious than that of the Chanson, but less so

than thatof themotet—shows a deep appreciation
of the difference which should always subsist

between ordinary sacred music and' music
intended to be actually used in the services of
the church. The spirit of the secular madrigals
changes every moment with the sense of the
words. The second volume (that of 1586)

3 Tn the Engllah edition —admirably trnnilated by Thomaa
OHphant—the time of the nioyement haa been very unluatlflablT
duuiged from four minima to four crotchet* In a ueaeure.
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contains a more than usually beautiful example—Alia riva del Tebro—in which the grief of a
despairing lover is described in discords as

harsh as any that we are accustomed to hear

in the works of the most modern composers.

Yet every one of these discords is prepared and
resolved, in accordance with the strictest laws

of counterpoint ; and these, very laws are used

as vehicles for the expression of all that music
can ever be made to express. For instance,

the lovely cadence at the word morte, when
sung with the necessary ritardando, tells, more
plainly than any verbal explanation could

possibly have done, how all such woes as those

aUuded to are healed for ever by death :

—

T=n=^

Such works as these naturally excited the

emulation of contemporary composers, and led

each one to do his best for the advancement of

a style so new and captivating. Palestrina's

example was worthily imitated by his successor

in office, Felice Anerio, whose three volumes of
' Madrigali spiritual!,' printed at Rome in 1585,

were succeeded by two books'of secular madri-

gals of exquisite beauty, and a charming set of

Canzonette for three and four voices issued in

1603. Francesco Anerio, and the brothers,

Giovanni Maria and Bernardino Kanini, con-

tributed a large store of volumes of equal

merit. Ruggiero Giovanelli turned his genius

to good account ; and the Roman school, now
in its highest state of perfection, boasted many
other madrigalists of superlative excellence.

Foremost among these stood Luca Marenzio,

who devoted his best energies to the advance-

ment of secular art, producing nine books of

madrigals for five voices between the years

1580 and 1589, six, for six voices, within a

very few years afterwards, and many later ones,

all of which were so well appreciated that, even

during his lifetime, he was honoured with the

well-earned title of H pii dolce Cigno d! Italia.

The style of this 'Sweetest Swan' was, by
nature, a little less grave than that of Pales-

trina ; but, like that great master, he possessed

the happy faculty of accommodating it to all

possible circumstances, and did so with such
unvarying success, that he may be justly re-

garded as the most satisfactory representetive

of the third Romfin period. His little madrigal,

Vesaosi augelli, scored by P. Martini, in the

second volume of his Saggio di Contrappitnto, is

a miracle of prettiness, and contrasts strangely

enough with the deep sadness displayed in the

opening bars of his AM J dispielata morte 1

But it was not in Rome alone that the

Madrigal was cultivated with success. It found
an equally congenial home in Venice, where it

was first introduced by Adrian Willaert, who,
though by birth and education a Fleming, did

so much for the city of his adoption that he is

universally represented as the founder of the

great Venetian school. His influence, and that

of his countryman and faithful disciple, Ciprian

de Rore, may be traced throughout its entire

course, &om beginning to end. Even in the

works of Giovanni CSroce it is clearly perceptible,

notwithstanding the marked individualitywhich
places the stamp of independent genius on
everything he wrote. Andrea Gabrieli, and
his nephew, Giovanni, Fra Costanzo Porta, and
Orazio Vecchi, were all deeply imbued with
the same spirit ; Hans Leo Hasler carried it to

Nuremberg, where it wrought a good and last-

ing work ; and Gastoldi—believed by Morley
to have been the inventor of the ' Fa la '—was
really no more than the exponent of an idea

which had already been freely used by Willaert,
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aiid more than one of his immediate followers.

It may, in truth, be said that Flemish art

failed to attain its full maturity, until it was
transplanted from the Netherlands to Venice.

All honour to the great republic for develop-

ing its rich resources. It was a glorious

trust committed to her ; and she fulfilled it

nobly.

In Florence the Madrigal attained a .high

degree of popularity—at first in the form of

the Frottola, which, Cerone tells us, is to be

distinguished from the true madrigal by the

poverty of its contrapuntal artifices—afterwards,

in the more fully developed productions of

Francesco Corteceia, Matteo BampoUini, Pietro

Masacconi, and Baccio Moschini. Butits course

here was brought to an untimely close by a

growing passion for instrumental accompani-

ment which entirely destroyed the old Floren-

tine love for pure vocal music. In Naples it

flourished brilliantly ; though rather in the

shape of the Villanella—the Neapolitan equiva-

lent of Gfistpldi's Fa la—than in a more serious

guise. In France it was but slightly prized, not-

withstanding the number of Ohansons adapted,

by the early Netherlanders, to well - known
specimens of French popular poetry ; and in

Germany it failed to supplant the national

taste for thci Volkslied, with which it had very

little in common, and which, before the middle

of the 16th century, was itself pressed into the

service of the all-absorbing Chorale. But in

England it took root as firmly as ever it had
done, either in Rome or in Venice, and gave

rise to a national school which is well able to

hold its own against any rival. The old canon,
' Sumer is icumen in, ' has been cited as a proof

that polyphonic music originated in England.

This position cannot be maintained. The be-

ginnings of Counterpoint have, hitherto, eluded

all inquiry. But we have already shown that

the Madrigal was invented in the Netherlands
;

and that the first published fruits of its dis-

covery were issued at Venice in 1501. The
first polyphonic songs that appeared in England
were printed' by Wynkyn de Worde in 1630,

in a volume of the existence of which neither

Burney. nor Hawkins seems to have been aware,

though' it contains a highly interesting collection

of works, both sacred and secular, by Taverner

and other English composers. No second col-

lection appeared till 1571, when a volume of

much inferior merit was printed for Thomas
Whythorne by John Daye. In 1588, William

Byrd issued his first book of ' Psalmes, Sonets,

and Songs of sadnes and pietie ' : and, in the

same year, Nicholas Yonge—a merchant, who
obtained a rich store of madrigals from his

Italian correspondents—published, under the

title of ' Musioa Transalpina,' a volume contain-

ing more than fifty pieces, selected from the

workaof NoaPaigneant, Rinaldo del Melj Giaohes

de. Wert^ CdmeUus Yeidoack, Falestrina, Luca
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Marenzio, and several more of the best Flemish

and Italian . composers of the day. In the

preface to this volume the word Madrigal is '

Tised (to the best of our belief) for the first

time in England. The compositions selected

by the worthy merehant are all .adapted to

English verses, in which, thS^ght^le diction is

sometimes sufficiently uncouth, the rhythm and

sense of the original Italian are often carefally"

imitated ; and to the zeal of their entliusiastic

collector, who had them constantly sung at his

house, we are mainly indebted for the favour

with which, from that time forth, the Madrigal

was universally received in this country. Nine

years later Yonge ventured upon a second col-

lection. Meanwhile, Byrd had already published

another volume of original compositions, under

the title of ' Songs of sundrie natures/ in 1589 ;

in 1590, Thomas Watson had edited a ' Sett of

Italian Madrigalls Englished, not to the sense

of the briginall dittie, but after the affection

of the Noate'; and between 1593 and 1595

Thomas Morley had produced two books of

Canzonets, one of 'Madrigals to foure Voyces,'

and one of Ballets. The number of publications,

therefore,, was increasing rapidly.

By this time the Madrigal had fairly estab-

lished itself as a national institution ; and
English composers did all that in them lay to

bring it to perfection. The most noted among
them seemed never tired of/producing new
works. Simultaneously with Yonge's second

collection— that is, in 1597— appeared two
original sets of great importance, one by
Thomas Weelkes, the other by George Kirbye.

In the same year Morley issued a third and
fourth volume of Canzonets ; and John Dowland
delighted all Europe with his ' First Booke of

Songes or Ayres of foure parts.' Wilbye's first

book appeared in 1598, and Bennet's in 1599.
In 1601 Morley edited a famous volume
entitled ' The Triumphes of Oriana,' containing
Madrigals for five and six voices, by Michael
Este, Weelkes, Bennet, Hilton, Wilbye, and
sixteen other composers besides himself. [See
Oriana.] Michael Este published a volume of
his own in 1604, another in 1606, and a third
in 1610. Bateson's two books were issued in

1604 and 1618. Dowland's second book ap-
peared in 1600, his third in 1603, and his
'Pilgrimes Solace' in 1612. Thomas Ford
printed two books of ' Musioke of sundrie
Kindes' in 1607, and Wilbye his second book
in 1609 ; Orlando Gibbons produced his first

(and only) volume of ' Madrigals and Motets

'

in 1612
; and even as late as 1630—exactly a

century after the publication of Wynkyn de
Worde's curious volume—a book of ' Motteots

'

(all really Madrigals, though with instrumental
accompaniments ud Ziditom) was ; given to the
world by Martin Pierson.

Rich collections of these rare old editions>v.
including many volumes which we have not
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space to particularise—are preserved in the

Libraries of the_3ritish Museum, the Sacred

Harnionio Society, and the Universitiesof Oxford

and Cambridge ; and many of the most popular

madrigals have been reprinted in a modern form

over and over again.' It is difficult to decide

upon the comparative merits of particular works,

where the general standard of excellence is so

Ijigh, and the number so great. An endless

variety of styles is observable, even to the most
superficial inquirer ; but careful analysis proves

this to be rather the result of individual feeling,

than an index to the prevailing taste at any
given epoch. The history of the schbol, there-

fore, must be comprised, like our notice of the

Venetian Madrigal, within the limits of a single

period ; and we shall beat illustrate it by
selecting a few typical works for separate

criticism.

Byrds madrigals are sometimes constructed

upon a very elaborate plan, and abound in points

of ingenious and delightful imitation, as do those

of Weelkes, Cobbold, and Wilbye, and their con-

temporaries, Kirbye and Bateson—witness the

following beautiful passage from the last-named

composer's contribution to ' The Triumphes of

Oriana '

—

needs must part,' are gems of art—perfect in

their simplicity, yet no less masterly in design

than tender in expression. Orlando Gibbons and

a oliarming composer of earlier date—Richard

Edwards—wrote like born Netherlanders. A
more interesting comparison than that between

the two following examples, and the extracts

already given from Arcadelt's Bianco e dolce

Cigno can scarcely be imagined.

The Silver Swam.
ObLAITDO GrIBBOHS.

Leaning her breast a-gainst the leed - y

^^^^^^
mi ft^ig

Thus sang her first and last, and

^E^

In Heaven lives, etc.

isL^u^ rr r ^
' '

r

ir-^r^ff-^r-rr
In Heaven lives, etc.

In Heaven Uvea, etc.

Morley, Hilton, and Michael Este preferred a

lighter vein, and produced some of the most

delicious Fa la? which remain to us. Among
those who affected ' Ayres ' and Canzonets, John

Dowland incontestably holds the first place. His
' Awake, sweet Love ' and ' Now, oh ! now, I

' It is much to he regretted tha-t so few modern editors think It

worth while tomentlon the source whence their reprints are derived

:

or even to give the original names of Flemish or Italian Madrigals.

Still more deeply to he deplored is the mischievous system of trans-

poaition, now so common, which frequently destroys all trace of the

composer's intention, and always prevents the tyro from ascertain-

ing the Mode in which a given Madrigal is written. As MadriCT-ls

must always be sung without accompaniment, tranflpoaitlon in the

bOolt is wholly unmeaning, and helps no one.

VOL. Ill

i

In going to my naked bed.

KiCHARD Edwardes (1560).

£EEOZjg^^
The lallingf t»-

The fall-ing out '

rrrr

mi f^^^^
The falling out of faithful friends Re-

newing ia of \ love.

After the second decade ofthe 17th-century,

no work of any lasting reputation was produced,

and the style soon fell into neglect. Under the

Stuart dynasty polyphonic song lost much of

its popularity, and the civil war crushed out

all artistic feeling ; but art lived on, and in

due time the Madrigal, forgotten in Flanders,

and replaced in Italy by a new kind of chamber

musicwithinStrumental accompaniment, merged

gradually in England into the Glee—a kind of

composition cultivated in no other country, and

of far higher aesthetic value than its German
representative, the Part-song. The writer who
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—no doubt unconsciously—helped, more than
any other, to prepare the way for this great

change was Thomas Ford, whose lovely can-

zonets, ' Since iirst I saw your face,' and ' There
is a Ladie sweete and kind,' hold a position

as nearly as possible midway between the

Madrigal and the Glee, breathing all the spirit

of the one, while introducing progressions only

permissible in the other. It is,, however, worthy
of remark—though the fact seems, hitherto, to

have escaped notice—that intervals, forbidden

by the strict laws of Counterpoint, were tolerated

in England at an earlier period than on the

continent. Wilbye used the diminished triad

with a boldness which would have made Anerio's

hair stand on end. Such licenses as these once

permitted, the substitution of modem tonalities

for the Ecclesiastical Modes followed as a matter
of course—and this accomplished, the change
from the Madrigal to the Glee was complete.

[The art of madrigal-writing, in abeyance since

the death of Pearsall, has revived in modern
times ; the collection printed in celebration

of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee, nnder
the title of ' Choral Songs in Honour of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria' (1899), contains thir-

teen examples by various English composers,

many of which are excellent specimens of the

form.]

Having traced the history of the Madrigal

thus far, it remains only to say a few words as

to the manner of its performance.

It is absolutely indispensable that it should

be sung without any instrumental accompani-

ment whatever ; and, unlike the Glee (which is

always performed by solo voices), it is most
effective when entrusted to a moderately ftdl,

but not too numerous chorus. Changes of tone,

embracing every shade of difference between ff
and ppp, and introduced, sometimes by the

most delicate possible gradations, and sometimes

in strongly marked contrast, will be continually

demanded, both by the character of the music

and the sense of the words ; and remembering

how earnestly Morley insists upon 'varietie,'

the student will be prepared to learn that

rUardandi and accelerandi will be scarcely less

frequently brought into requisition. Neverthe-

less, strict mechanical precision must be secured

at any cost. The slightest uncertainty, either

of intonation or of rhythm, will suffice to ruin

everything ; and to draw the line fairly between

intensity of expression and technical perfection

is not always an easy matter. There is, indeed,

only one way of overcoming the difficulty. To
imagine Damon regulating his love-lorn ditty

by the tick of a metronome would be absurd.

The place of the metronome, therefore, must be

supplied by a conductor capable of fully sympa-

thising either with Damon's woes or Daphne's

fond delights, but wholly incapable of showing

the least indulgence to his singers, who must
learn to obey the rise and fall of his baton,

though it move but a hair's-breadth in either

direction. w. s. B.

MADEIGAL SOCIETY. Founded in 1741

by John Immyns, a member of the Academy of

Ancient Music, the Madrigal Society enjoys the

distinction of being the oldest musical associa-

tion in Europe. Its first meetings were held

at the Twelve Bells in Bride Lane, whence it

removed to the Anchor and Crown, Whitefriars,

as proved by the earliest minute-book in the

Society's library, dated 1744. In 1745 the

Society removed to the Founders' Arms, Loth-

bury, where rules were adopted limiting the

number of members to sixteen, with an admis-

sion fee of 8s. and a subscription of 3s. per

quarter. Having returned for a time to the

Twelve Bells, ite original home, the Society

afterwards migratedJaJhe Queen's Arms, New-

gate Street, inl748, whenthe mles wer^evised.

One rule enacted "That all musical performances

shall cease at half an hour after ten o'clock,

unless some of the members shall be cheerfully

incited to sing catehes, in which case they

shall be indulged half an hour, and no longer."

Numerous fines were imposed for such offences

as the retention of books from the Society's

library ; and any member eating his supper, or

a part thereof, during practice time wsis to

forfeit sixpence, to be applied to buying ruled

paper. IThe performance on each night was to

be divided into two ' acts,' with an interval of

half an hour, and in each act four madrigals

were to be sung. Between 1750 and 1757
additional rules were adopted, by one of which
each member, to whose turn it came to serve as

President, was bound to present a score and
parts of a madrigal ready for performance, or
' to forfeit a penny extraordinary to the plate

'

every night until he did so. By another rule

any gentleman who had been educated in, or

at the time belonged to, any cathedral or choir

was to be admitted to visit the Society at his

pleasure ; and a similar privilege was accorded

to any of 'the gentlemen of the Academy of

Ancient Music' Membership was confined to

persons belonging to cathedral choirs, or those
' vouched for by two or more members of the
Society as being capable of singing their part

in concert both in time and in tune' ; and others

proposed for election were required, by way of

probation, to sing between the acts their proper
parts in an ancient madrigal for three or four
voices, or some two-part song to be sung with
double voices. TheSocietyat this time(1749- 50)
met every Wednesday evening, and consisted
of twenty-one members, who subscribed 4s. 6d.

a quarter. According to Sir John Hawkins
(who was himself a. member) ' most of them
were mechanics, some weavers from Spitalfields,

others of various trades and occupations, who
were well versed in the practice of Psalmody,
and who, with a little pains and the help of
the ordinary solmisation, which many of them
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were very expert in, became soon able to sing
almost at sight a part in an English or even
an Italian madrigal. They also sang catches,
rounds, and canons, though not elegantly, yet
with a degree of correctness that did justice to

the hai-mony ; and, to vary the entertainment,
Immyns would sometimes read, by way of
lecture, a chapter from Zarlino, translated by
himself. They were men not less distinguished

by their love of vocal harmony than by the
harmless simplicity of their tempers and by
their friendly disposition towards each other.'

At times they took country excursions, and the
minutes record that on Whit-Monday, 1751,
'the party proceeded up the river, breakfasting
at "Wandsor (Wandsworth), dining at Bichmond,
besides stopping to whet their whistles at Mort-
lack (Mortlake).' In 1764 Mr. Immyns died.

In l768 the subscription was raised to 8s. a
quarter, the number of members being about
thirty, and it was agreed to hold an entertain-

ment for their friends once at least every year.

In 1769 the Society removed to the Feathers
Tavern, Cheapside ; in 1775 to the King's Arms,
Cornhill ; in 1778 they were at the Half Moon,
Cheapside, and the London Tavern ; in April
1792, at the King's Head in the Poultry ; in

May 1792, at the Globe, Fleet Street ; and in

1795 removed to the Crown and Anchor, when
the charge for supper, 'on account of the
advance in wine,' was raised to 2s. 6d. for

mSiibers, 4s. for visitors, and Ss. for professors.

Festival dinners were held in 1798, 1802, 1803,
and 1809, and were continued at intervals, and
in 1876 ladies dined at the festival for the first

time. In 1814 the subscription was raised to

£3, and in 1816 the charge for supper, includ-

ing a pint of wine, was fixed at 6s. On Sept.

27, 1821, the supper meeting, after being held

for eighty years, gave place to a monthly dinner,

held, successively, at the Freemasons' Tavern,

Willis's Rooms, and the Holbom Restaurant
during the season, which then lasted from
October to July, but now ndmbers six meetings,

commencing in November. In 1 8 1 1 was offered

for the first time a prize of a silver cup, value

ten guineas, ' for the best madrigal in not less

than four nor more than six parts, the upper
part or parts to be for one or two treble voices.

The character of the composition to be after

the manner of the madrigals by Bennet, Wilbye,

Morley, Weelkes, Ward, Marenzio, and others,

and each part to contain a certain melody either

in figure or imitation ; therefore, a melody
harmonised will be inadmissible.' W. Scale's

'Awake, sweet muse,' and W. Hawes's 'Philo-

mela' were selected for a final ballot from
fourteen compositions sent in, which included

S. Wesley's ' sing unto my roundelay,' and
W. Linley's 'Ah me, quoth Venus.' The
prize was given to Beale. The earlier members
included Immyns, the founder, by profession

an attorney, afterwards appointed lutenist to the

Chapel Royal and amanuensis to Dr. Pepusch
;

Dr. John Worgan, organist and composer ; Sir
John Hawkins, the musical historian (elected

1752) ; Rev. C. Torriano and Jonathan Battis-

hill, the composer (elected 1757); E. T. Warren,
editor of the Glee Collection (1762) ; Dr. Ame
and his son Michael, and Luffman Atterbury,
composer of the glee 'Come, let us all a-Maying
go' (1765); Theodore Aylward, one of the
assistant directors at the Handel Commemora-
tion of 1784 (1769) ; Joah Bates, the conductor
of the Handel Commemoration (1774) ; Dr. B.
Cooke, organist of Westminster Abbey (1778) ;

James Bartleman (1793); J. P. Street, Librarian
and many years Father of the Society ; R. J. S.

Stevens, the Gresham Professor, and W. Horsley,
the glee -writer (1798); Reg. Spofi'orth, the
glee-writer, and Robert Cooke, master of the
Westminsterchoristers(1802) ; W. Beale(1805)';
Dr. Callcott (1806); W. Hawes and W. Linley

(1809); G.E. Williams, organist of Westminster
Abbey (1814); Sir J. L. Rogers, Bart., and
T. Greatorex, organist of Westminster Abbey
(1819) ; J. T. Cooper (1825) ; Jonathan Nield,
Rev. W. J. Hall (1828) ; P. J. Salomons,

(1829) ; Vincent Novello and Thomas Oliphant,

afterwards secretary (1830) ; J. W. Hobbs, J.

Calkin (1831) ; 6. Cooper, deputy organist of

St. Paul's, James Turle, organist of Westminster
Abbey (1832). Up to 1820 the members presided

in rotation, but in that year it was resolved to

appoint Sir J. L. Rogers as permanent president.

The office has since been filled by Lord Saltoun,

1842-53; Sir George Clerk, Bt., 1853-66;
Prince Dhuleep Singh, 1867-71 ; Thomas Oli-

phant, 1871-73 ; Hon. and Rev. H. Legge,

1874-77. [The Earl Beauohamp was appointed

in 1878, and succeeded in 1892 by the Duke
of Beaufort, on whose retirement in 1896 Mr.
Otto Goldschmidtwas appointed. SirA. Sullivan

was president for the last year of his life, 1899-

1900. Lord Alverstone succeeded him in 1901,

and was succeeded by Sir Frederick Bridge in

1904. In Nov. 1905 Mr. J. Edward Street,

the Hon. Secretary (see below), was appointed

President.] The Librarians have been : J. P.

Street, 1792-1848; John Bishop, 1849-70;
0. D. Budd, 1871-78 ; J. C. Meek', 1879-88,

E. Ernest Cooper, 1888. The conductors or

musical directors permanently appointed since

W. Hawes, 1809-46, have been : James Turle,

1846-49 ; James King, 1849-54 ; Cipriani Potter,

1855-70; Otto Goldschmidt, 1871-77; Sir

John Stainer, 1878-87 ; Sir J. F. Bridge, 1887
to the present time. Dr. John HuUah, Sir

J. F. Bridge, and Mr. Eaton Faning, were

assistant conductors since 1878. Under the

present rules the Society consists of forty

members, elected by ballot, the subscription

(including dinner fees) being five guineas, and
for professional members three guineas, o. M.

[From 1881 two prizes, Mr. T. Molineux's of

£10 and the Society's of £6, were awarded
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annually until 1889, and triennially from
1891. Mr. Kellow J. Pye was treasurer until

1893, being succeeded by Mr. Chas. T. D.
Crews, who still holds the office. The office

of hon. sec, held from July 1871 by Mr. J.

Edward Street, is now filled by his son, Mr.
Oscar W. Street.]

MAELZEL, JoHANN Nepomuk, bom Aug.
15, 1772, at Batisbon, son of an organ-builder.

In 1792 he settled in Vienna, and devoted him-
self to teaching music, and to constructing an
automaton instrumeutof flutes, trumpets, drums,
cymbals, triangle, and strings stru(& by ham-
mers, which played music by Haydn, Mozart,

and Gresoentini, and was sold for 3000 florins.

His next machine was the Fanharmonicon, like

the former, but with clarinets, violins, andviolon-
cellos added. It was worked by weights acting

oncylinders, and wasexhibited in Yiennain 1804.
Maelzel then bought Kempelen's Chessplayer

;

and took it with the Fanharmonicon to Paris.

The Chessplayer he afterwards sold to Eugene
Beauharnais. He next constructed a Trumpeter,
which played the Austrian and French cavalry

marches and signals, with marches and allegros

by Weigl, Dussek, and Pleyel. In 1808 he was
appointed court mechanician, and about that

time made some ear trumpets, one of which
Beethoven used for years. In 1812 he opened
the 'Art Cabinet,' among the attractions of

which were the Trumpeter and a new and en-

larged Fanharmonicon ; and soon afterwards

made public a musical chronometer, an improve-

ment of a machine by Stbckel, for which he
obtained certificates from Beethoven and other

leading musicians. Maelzel and Beethoven were

at this time on very friendly terms. They had
arranged to visit London together, and Maelzel

had meantime aided the great master in his

impecuniosity by urging on him a loan of 50

ducats in gold. In order to add to the

attractions of the Fanharmonicon, which they

proposed to take with them, Maelzel conceived

and sketched in detail the design^ of a piece to

commemorate the battle of Vittoria (June 21,

1813), which Beethoven composed for the

instrument. While it was being arranged on

the barrel, llaelzel further induced him to score

it for the orchestra, with the view to obtain

funds for the journey ; and it was accordingly

scored, and performed at a concert on Dec. 8,

1813, the programme of which consisted of the

Symphony No. 7 ; the marches of Dussek and
Pleyel, by the automaton, and the Battle-piece.

The concert was repeated on the 12th, and the

two yielded a net profit of over 4000 florins. At
this point Beethoven took offence at Maelzel's

having announced the Battle-piece as his

property, broke completely with him, rejected

the Trumpeter and his marches, and held a third

concert (Jan. 2, 1814) for his own sole benefit.

After several weeks of endeavour to arrange

1 Uoachelea, note to his Schindl^r, 1. 1E4.

MANNERGESANQVEREIN

matters, Maelzel departed to Munich with hk

Fanharmonicon, including the Battle-piece, and

alsowith a full orchestral score of the same, which

he had obtained without Beethoven's concurrence

and caused to be performed at Munich. Beet-

hoven on this entered an action against him in

the Vienna courts, and it is his memorandum of

the grounds of the action, as prepared for his

advocate, which is usually entitled his 'de-

position.'2 He further addressed a statement 3

to the musicians of Loudon, entreating them not

to countenance or support Maelzel. The action

came to nothing, and Maelzel does not appear

to have gone to London. He stopped at

Amsterdam, and there got from Winkel, a Dutch

mechanic, the idea of employing a new form of

pendulum as a metronome. He soon perfected

the instrument, obtained a patent for it, and in

1816 we find him in Paris established as a

manufacturer of this metronome, under the style

of <Malzl et Cie.' "Winkel claimed it as his

invention, and the claim was confirmed, after

examination, by the Dutch Academy of Sciences.

A wish to repurchase Kempelen's Chessplayer

and to push his Metronome took him back to

Munich and Vienna in 1817. Beethoven's good

word was of more consequence than any one

else's, and knowing Maelzel's cleverness, Beet-

hoven's amenability to a good companion, and the

fact that the performance on which the lawsuit

was grounded having taken place out of Austria,

the action could not lie, it need not surprise us

to find that the suit was given up, and the costs

divided equally. After this Maelzel travelled

much, and even reached the United States, where

he passed the rest of his life, except a voyage or

two to the West Indies, exhibiting the Chess-

player, the Conflagration of Moscow, and his

other curious inventions.* He was found dead

in his berth on board the American brig Otis,

July 21, 1838. Maelzel was evidently a sharp,

shrewd, clever man of business, with a strong

propensity to use the ideas of others for his own
beneiit.

For the details of his Metronome see the

article under that head. It was entirely different

from the Stockel-Malzel ' Chronometer,' and it

was upon the latter and not upon the Metro-

nome, that Beethoven wrote the catch which is

connected with the Allegretto of his Symphony
No. 8. A. w. T.

MANNERGESANGVEREIN, an association

of men formed for the cultivation of singing in

four parts—two tenors and two basses. They
sprang from the Liedertafeln, and the most im-

portant were founded by Dr. A. Schmid, in

Vienna (1845), and by Franz Weber in Cologne,

The latter visited England in the spring of 1860.

and sang before the Queen at Windsor. The
Cologne Choral Union also gave a set of ten

" Sdilndlor. Thayop, ill. 465.

9 Thayer, Itl. 467.
4 See Prot O. AUen. of Philadelphia. U.S.A., In the Book o< the

firat American Cheaa GODgresfl.
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oonoerts in St. James's Hall in June 1883.
(See LlEDERTAEEL.) F. G.

MASSI6. ' In moderate time ' ; the German
equivalent ofModerato, used much bySchumann,
as in the sixth of the fugues ou the name Bach,

and constantly throughout the Album. ' Im
massigen Tempo,' occurs in the fourth figure of

op. 72, ' Sehr massig ' in the Lager-scene, No. 3

of op. 76. He uses 'Massig durchaus energisch'

as the translation of ' Moderato con energia ' in

the second movement of the Fantasia in C, op.

17. M.

MAESTOSO. ' With majesty, ' or in a digni-

fied way. It is used either alone, as a direction

of time, ia which case it indicates a pace rather

slower than andante, or, combined with other

indications oftempo, as aguide to the expression.

Beethoven uses it frequently in both these ways.

It occurs alone in (ie Pianoforte Sonata, op.

Ill, first movemant, in the Namensfeier over-

ture, op. 115, Quartet in Eb, op. 127, etc.; also

in Pizarro's song at the end of Act I. of ' Fidelio,'

' Auf euch, auf euch, nur will ich bauen. ' In
the final chorus of that opera, ' Wer ein holdes

Weib errungen,' the direction originally stood

Maestoso vivace, but was afterwards changed to

Allegro ma non troppo. The first movement of

the Ohoral Symphony is marked Allegro ma non
troppo, un poco maestoso ; the passage in the
last movement to the words ' Seid umschlungen
Millionen ' is Andante maestoso ; and the four

bars of 3-4 time immediately before the final

Prestissimo are marked Maestoso simply. Men-
delssohn uses Allegro maestoso frequently, as in
' Elijah ' ' I am he that comforteth,' and ' Be not

afraid,' and in ' St. Paul ' very often. He uses

Moderato maestoso in ' Then did Elijah the

prophet.' Maestoso con brio occurs as the equi-

valent of the German ' Rauschend und festlich

'

in Schumann's Novelette, No. 5. M.

MAESTRO, master. This word is almost

exclusively appliSd to the great classical com-
posers, but occasionally it is used of the very

highest class of executive musicians, though even

in this case it may be taken as implying an
appreciation of their compositions rather than
of their, performances. It is seldom applied to

teachers as such, but refers almost always to

composers of note.

Maestro di cappella is the exact Italian equi-

valent to the German term Capellmeister, or

conductor.

Maestro dei putti (master of the boys) is an

oifice which was founded in 1538 (not, as is

generally supposed, in the Papacy of Julius II.

which was much earlier), and which was first

held by Arcadelt. Its duties are to teach sing-

ing to the boys of St. Peter's, in Rome, and

more or less to superintend the choir arrange-

ments. It thus represents our 'Choirmaster,'

[See Akcadblt, vol. i. p. 101.]

Maestro al cembalo is an ofiBcer at the Opera,

next in importance to the conductor, and occa- I

sionally taking his place. His duties consist of

superintending the rehearsals of the music, and
accompanying at them. This post was held by
Handel at Hamburg, when he was quite young
[see Handel, vol. ii. p. 280], and afterwards

by Mattheson. M.

MA6ADA, or MAGAS (Greek), the semi-

circular wooden bridge fixed at one or both ends
of the monochord. The name was also applied

to the movable bridge inserted below the string

of the monochord to mark the harmonic inter-

vals (Boethius, iv. 18), and generally to the

bridge in stringed instruments (PMlostratus,

778). [See Monoohoed.] j. f. b. s.

MAGADIS, an ancient Greek instrument,

our knowledge of which is almost wholly de-

rived from a passage in the fourteenth book of

Athenaeus, in which the scattered references

to it in Greek literature are brought together.

Athenaeus died in a.d. 194. The instrument

had then long been obsolete, and the doubts
which existed as to its exact form and structure

are no nearer solution at the present day. From
the conflicting statements of the authorities

quoted, some of whom identify it with the

Pectis, others with the Sambuca and others

again with the Psaltery, it would seem that the

magadis was an instrument of the diilcimer

type, provided with a bridge (magas) or bridges

so placed that octaves could be played on
adjoining strings. It was introduced from the

East through the Lydians, and was in use in

Greece as early as the 6th century B.C., when
Anacreon speaks of playing on a magadis of

twenty strings. According to Aristoxenus it

was played without a plectrum. The character-

istic of the instrument was the production of

sounds in octaves, and consequently we find the

name also applied to a species of double flute,

also said to be of Lydian origin, on which
octaves could be played, and a verb magadizein

signifying to play in octaves on any instrument

(Pseudo-Aristotle, 18). j. F. K. s.

MAGGINI, Gig. Paolo, a celebrated Italian

violin -maker, bom in Brescia in 1581 ; died

in the same place about 1628. According to

information culled from the Brescian State Ar-

chives, Maggini's family came originally from

Botticino, a village in the neighbouring hills of

Brescia. His grandfather, Bartolommeo de Mag-
gini, lived and died at Botticino, but after his

death his son Zovan or Giovanni, migrated with

his wife Giulia, to Brescia, where Paolo, their

second son, was born. The Brescian Income Tax
papers for 1568 state that Gio. Paolo's elder

brother was a shoemaker, but no mention is made
of his father following any profession or trade.

In all probability he was a retired farmer with

private means. Nothing is known of Gio. Paolo's

childhood, or what caused him to adopt the pro-

fession of violin-making, but a legal document,

signed by him in 1602, provestwo things clearly

:

fii^t, that his signature is that of a person of
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scanty education, and, secondly, that at the age
of twenty-one he was working in Brescia as an
apprentice under Gasparo da Sal6. On Jan. 20,
1615, he married Maddalena Anna, daughter of
Messer Faust Forrestio, and after his marriage he
and his wife settled in a house in the Contrada
del Palazzo Veoohio del Podesta. In this home,
with the assistance of his apprentice, Jaoopo de
Lanfranohini, Maggini huilt up a very successful

business in the manufacture of citharas, violon-

cellos, violas, and violins. In 1626 he prospered
still more, and acquired a second house and shop
in the Contrada delle Bombasaire, whither he
removed with his wife and family. He also

purchased property in the hills and plains

surrounding Brescia,and a residential farm-house
and land, which abutted upon the grandfather's

old home near the village of Bottioino. The date

of his death is conjectural. After 1626 the

Brescian Income Tax papers cease to mention his

name, and in 1632 he was undoubtedly dead,

as, in a schedule presented in that year by his

son Carlo, he uses the formula ' FiUus quondam
Johannis Pauli.' Although documentary evi-

dence proves that Maggini's wife died on
Nov. 24, 1651, and was buried in the church

of St. Agatha, all research for the certificate

of her husband's death and burial has been in

vain. The only reasonable inference is that as

the town of Brescia was ravaged by an excess-

ively severe plague in 1632, Maggini was one of

its victims, and being taken to one of the 'pest-

houses ' which were organised for the sick, at the

public expense, died away from home, without

any note of his death or burial being made.

As a maker, Maggini's name is associated with

many progressive innovations in the construction

of the violin, and especially in the method of

cutting the wood. In his earliest work these

alterations are not discernible, as he was still

under the influence of Gasparo da Sal6, whose

inaccuracy of modelling, rough workmanship,

and dark brown varnish he at first copied. But
when he once cast aside the methods of his

veteran master, and of the old school of viol

makers, Maggini created an era in the history of

violin-making, which has deservedly immortal-,

ised his name. He was among the first makers

who discarded the then customary method of

cutting the soft pine-wood used for the bellies of

violins in what is termed 'slab fashion,' i.e.

parallel with the upward growth of the tree, and

instead, adopted the practice of using the wood

the straight way of the grain, brought about by

cutting it wedge-ways out of the tree from the

bark inwards to the core (see Violin-making).

He was almost, if not quite the earliest maker

to use corner blocks and linings such as are

now employed, and he modulated his thick-

nesses with far more intention and accuracy

than any of his predecessors. Maggini's purfling

is beautifully executed. His instruments are

mostly ornamentally or double purfled, but there

are some violins of his bearing the single Ime.

Three of these, and one viola are known to exist.

Many of his vioUns bear a purfled or painted

conventional design upon the back, but as his

violin model advanced in originality and per-

fection, so he gradually discarded the customary

ornamentationso dearto the ancientviol-makers,

probably having discovered that this practice

only served to muflie the tone of his instru-

ments. His violins are large in .size, and are

made of the best materials. The model is quite

original, and bears no resemblance to the Amati

pattern ; the varnish on his best instruments is

orange-yellow, the jjf holes are clearly cut, the

lower circles, in contradistinction to those of

Stradivarius, being always smaller than the

upper ones, a feature peculiar to Maggini. The

scroll is well cut, but shorter than that of other

makers, and for this reason appears to be vrider

than it really is. The labels are placed close to

the centre of his instruments ; they are in black

roman type, and, like those of his master da

Sal6, are undated,.

Maggini was not a prolific maker, the result of

his life's work, as represented by extant instru-

ments, numbering about fifty violins and under

two dozen tenors and violoncellos. For this

reason authentic specimens of his work are

scarce. Some of his finest fiddles have been in

the hands of Ole Bull, Ltenard, Vieuxtemps, and

de B6riot, who possessed two fine examples, one

of which he picked up in an old curiosity shop

in Paris for 15 francs. This instrument now
belongs to the Prince Caraman de Chimay, and

is considered of high value. An excellent

summary of Maggini's contributions to the

development of violins, violas, and violoncellos

is given in Lady Huggins's Gio. Paolo Maggmi,
published by the firm of Hill & Sons.

No authentic pupils of Maggini have come to

light. None of his seven children followed their

father's profession ; his only surviving son, Carlo

Francesco, became a silk merchant, but the

Maggini influence can be clearly traced both in

the Guarnerius and the ' Long Strad ' models.

In modem times few makers have been more
copied, both honestly and dishonestly. Fine
copies were made by Bernard Simon Fendt and
Remy (two French makers who settled in Lon-
don); by Darches, and N. F. Vuillaume in

Belgium ; by Gaud (p^re), Bemadel, Chanot, and
VuiUaume in Paris, and at Mirecourt, where it

is one of the favourite models.

_ _ _ -Oio. PfKlo Maggini, hit Life and Wvrk, compiled
ftnd edited from material collected and contributed by Wllliiun
Ebaworth mil and bis aons, William, Arthur, and Alfred Hill, by
Margaret L. Huggins (London, 1892), Th« YioUn and ita Fammi*
Malvm and Imitaton, by Oeorge Hart (London, 1876). History Gf
th* FfoKn, by William Sandys and Simon Andrev Foiater (London,
1864). Old TifAint and fhetr ifakart, James M. Fleming (London,
1883). la LtaherieatUilMihien, A.. Vld&HraxiB, ISSS). LeViolon,
A. Boyer (Paris, 1888). Hagini [Jean Paul), Biog. Fnio. del
Muatetent, F. J. Fdtls. ZtuthomonagrajAia Bistorique et Raimnnie,
Le Prince N. Yousonpoff (Paris, ISM). / lAMai amicM e modtml,
G. de Plcolellis (Florence, 1885). / mfei violini. M. Villa (Sayi-
gnano, 1888). Di Sitmmni Paolo Maggini celebro Lhaaio Bretciano,
D. Angelo Berenzi (Breaoia, 1890). La Patria di Oiovanni Paolo
Maggini. D. Angelo Berensi (Cremona, 1891). 2He riolineundihn
Meittor, Ton J. V. WsaielewBlcl Leipsig, 188S). E H A.
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MAGGIORE. This word, the Italian

equivalent of our 'major,' is used as a supple-

mentary guide in passages of music where a

change is made from the minor to the major
mode, generally to the tonic, not the relative

major, since in that change a careless reader

might disregard the correction of the minor

signature. Such a change as that from C minor

to C major, even when the three naturals

are used to annul the previous three flats,

might conceivably be overlooked, were it not for

the warning ' maggiore.' But such external

aids to the reading of music are of rather doubt-

ful utility. M.

MAGIC FLUTE. See ZAUBBBrLOTE.
MAGNARD, Lucien Denis Gabriel Al-

bIirio, bom in Paris, June 9, 1865, was edu-

cated at the Lycee Condorcet for a legal career.

After passing the grade of 'licenci^,' he dis-

covered that his musical faculty was too strong

to be resisted, and entered the Conservatoire,

under Dubois and Massenet, gaining the first

prize for harmony in 1888. On leaving the

Conservatoire he pursued his studies with

Vincent d'Indy, and has since become one of

the most remarkable of modem French com-
posers, distinguished for his boldness and
sincerity. He has written the following for

orchestra: three symphonies, opp. 4, 6, 11;
a suite in ancient style, op. 2 ; a ' chant fimebre,'

op. 9; an overture, op. 10; 'Hymne k la

Justice,' op. 14; 'Hymne k V^nus,' op. 17.

Among his works for chamber music are a

quintet for piano and wind, op. 8 ; a violin

sonata, op. 13 ; a string quartet, op. 16 ; and a

trio for piano and strings, op. 18. His dramatic

works are : ' Yolande, ' op. 5, one-act, Brussels,

1892; 'Guercoeur,' op. 12, in three acts, not

yet given. The libretti of both are by the

composer himself. G. F.

MAGNIFICAT. The ' Song of the Blessed

Virgin Mary' has been used as the Vesper

Canticle of the Church from time immemorial

;

and the Evening Office has always been so con-

structed as to lead up to it as its chief point of

interest.

In Plain-song services it is sung to the same

Tones as the Psalms, but to a different form,

with more elaborate intonations and mediations

(see Psaxmodt).
After the invention of Discant a custom

arose of singing Magnificat in alternate verses

of Plain-song and Faux Bourdon. Sometimes

the Fartx Bourdon was simply a harmonised

paalm-tone, with the melody in the tenor, as

in the following example of a very beautifid

Magnificat, Frimi TonL

' Use ' which has long been traditional in French
Cathedrals.

Sometimes the Plain -song was contrasted

with an original Faux Bourdon, written in the

required Mode, but not, like the former example,

on the actual melody of the psalm-tone. Dr.

Bumey, during his visit to Rome, met with an
exceedingly interesting MS. collection of Faux
Bourdons of this description, by some of the

greatest masters of the 16th centuiy. From
his autograph transcription of this volume

—

now preserved under the name of Studij di

PaZestrina, in the Library ofthe British Museum
—we extract the following beautiful example
by Giovanni Maria Nanini.'

Ton. IV.

Tliese two methods of singing Magnificat ate

so wonderfully effective that it is difficult to

choose between them ; and, happily, they are

both so easy that no choir need fear to attempt
them. But the development of the idea did

not rest here. It is scarcely possible to name
any great church composer who has not illus-

trated the text of the canticle with original

music over and over again. Palestrina pub-

lished a volume, in 1591, containing two set-

tings in each of the first eight Modes, and has

left nearly as many more in MS. His favourite

plan was to treat the alternate verses, only, in

complex imitation and closely-interwoven fngal

points, leaving sometimes the even and some-

times the odd verses to be sung in unisonous

Plain-song, in the manner already described.

The following extract from one of the finest

compositions in the series will serve to exem-

plify his usual mode of treatment.

1 It wjU be Been that Ifsnlni bu ended hie Cbant with the
harmony of the Dominant, instead of that proper to the Final of

the Hode. A simitar pecnllarity is otwerrable in many other Faux
BmxrdoTU adapted by the old masters to alternate verses of Canticles
and Psalms. The reason of this is self-evident. One or other of
the subsidiary cadences of the Mode is employed, in order that its

true Final <^ence may be reserred for the conclnslon of the
Antiphon vhich is to follov. The Bistine Miaerere may be cited
aa the exception which proves the mle. It Qnds with the proper
Final Cadence, because, in the office of Tenebrae, it la alTraya sung
vitbont an Antiphon [see AHTIPHOV].
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Magnificat, ' Oetavi Toni.

rrT'r'f
A - - nl • rna me - a, etc.

A ni - ma me - a, eto.

AA.A
rrrr

This method was also adopted by Francesco

Suriano, Orlando di Lasso, and many other

writers ; but Felice Anerio, Luca Marenzio,

Giovanni Gabrieli, and some of the most noted

of theii- contemporaries, treated the canticle

in polyphony throughout, frequently disposing

their voices in two or more antiphonal choirs.

A fine example of this later style ia preserved

in Gabrieli's eight-part Magnificat in the First

Mode.
Mcignificat, Primi Toni.

Chorus Primus,

'.
di's su , i - De^pos-u - it

The fathers of English Cathedral Music treated

Magnificat in a. manner peculiarly their own^
clear in design, pure, solemn, and richly har-

monious, but . differing in no wise from their

rendering of the other canticles, and demand-

ing no slower pace than the rest. The finest of

these, which i^ay well bear comparison with

the works of the great Flemish and Italian

MAGPIE MADRIGAL SOCIETS"

Schools, are to be found in the ' Services '
of

Tallis, Byrd, Farrant, Tomkins, Bevin, Batten,

and Orlando Gibbons. Their number is com-

paratively small ; but it is to be feared that

many invaluable compositions of the Eliza-

bethan era have been lost to us, through the

spoliation of Cathedral libraries, during the

civil wars. After the Restoration the style

rapidly deteriorated ; and, notwithstanding the

eflbrts of a few talented composers—especially

Creyghton and Croft—who conscientiously fol-

lowed the precepts of the earlier school, it sank,
^

eventually, so low that even the platitudes of

'

Kent and Jackson fail to represent its latest

stages of degradation. Happily the number of

fine examples still remaining is quite sufficient

for all practical purposes, and all are now pub-

lished in cheap and easily accessible forms.

The text of Magnificat has "also been grandly

illustrated by Bach, Mendelssohn, and other

composers of the modern school in the Oratorio

style, with full orchestral accompaniments. For

some particulars rfespeoting the history of a

Magnificat of this description, which has given

rise to discussions of more than ordinary in-

terest, see Erba (vol. i. p. 787) ; Handel (vol.

ii. p. 286) ; and Israel in Egypt (vol. ii.

p. 514). w. s. R.

MAGPIE MADRIGAL SOCIETY, THE.
In 1885 and 1886 Mr. (now Sir) Alfred Scott

Gatty collected a small choir to sing choruses

and glees at the concerts which the then

Viscountess Folkestone (now Helen Countess of

Radnor) was giving for charitable purposes.

These practices proved so popular that in

November 1886 a society was founded under

the name of 'The Magpie Minstrels,' its object

being, to quote the Society's minutes— ' to

give Concerts for charitable purposes, the nature

of which shall be left to the discretion and
selection of the Committee.'

Mr. Lionel Benson was then and still is

conductor, and the numbers which in the first

instance were limited to 80, rose by rapid

degrees to nearly 200. In 1889 H.R.H.
Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll (then

Marchioness of Lome) honoured the Society by
becoming its President, attending the practices,

and taking part in the Concerts. In 1889 the

first Invitation Concert was given, and since

then one Charity Concert and one Invitation

Concert have been given annually. Upwards
of £3500 has been handed over to various

Charitable Institutions. At first 'The Mag-
pies' were associated at their concerts With
' The Wandering Minstrels' Amateur Orchestral

.Society' also conducted by Mr. Lionel Benson.
The name of the society was altered from ' The
Magpie Miiistrels' to 'The Magpie Madrigal
Society' in 1896. In order to encourage good
vocal part-writing ' a cappella '. the society hag,
from time to time, given prizes for competition
among the students of the Royal College of
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Music, and Boyal Academy, with, on the whole,

satisfactory results, and the prize works have
always been performed at the Invitation Con-
certs. Many of the best known Madrigals have
been included in the programmes, but a special

feature has been the introduction, for the first

time, of many fine works of all schools, hitherto

unknown in this country, which have probably

rested in oblivion, as far as England is concerned,

since the 16th and 17th centuries, the period in

which they were written. Most of them have
been unearthed and edited specially for the use

of the choir by its conductor. Among them may
bementioned numerous Madrigals, Motets, Chan-
sons, Villanelle, etc , by Orlando di Lasso, J. P.

Sweelinok, Josquin des Pr^, Claude Lejeune,

Francis Kegnart, Orazio Veoehi, Luca Marenzio,

Quintiani, Vittoria, Arcadelt, Verdelot, Wil-
laert, Clemens, Claudin, Certon, Franck, Hass-

ler, Jannequin, Ciprian de Bore, CrequiUon,
Goudimel, Giovanelli, Gamier, Hesdin, Coste-

ley, Tessier ;—nearly all of which were sung
with the original French, Gennan, Italian, and
Latin words to which they were written.

Among modem composers prominence has been
given to the unaccompanied choral works of

Brahms, very nearly aU of which have been
performed by the society at one time or another

;

and some of the unaccompanied choral works
of Peter Cornelius were introduced to the Eng-
lish public for the first time by this choir.

Many compositions of great merit have been

specially written for the society by Sir Hubert
Parry (who was elected President of the Society

in 1906), Sir Charles Stanford, Dr. 0. H. Lloyd,

Dr. Alan Gray, Mr. Henschel, Mr. R. Vaughan-
Williams, Dr. Eaton Faning, Miss Maude
White, Dr. Arthur Somervell, and Mr. J.

Blumenth^. s. H. w.
MAGYAR (Hungarian) MUSIC. The most

important part of the national music of Hungary
is so called because it proceeds from the Magyar
portion of the inhabitants. ' The so-called Hun-
garian style of music,' says the writer of two

excellent articles on this subject in the Monthly

Musical Secord for February and March 1877,
' as it has come to be recognised, cannot by any
means be regarded as indigenous, but may most
properly be briefly defined as the product of a

commixtore of several rsioes. More than one-

fourth" of the population ofHungary proper (i.e.

Transleithan Hungary, as it has come to be

called since its union with the Austrian empire

in 1869) consists of Magyars, the descendants of

the ancient Scythians of the Tartar-Mongolian

stock, who, after wandering from the Ural

mountains to the Caspian Sea, and thence to

Kiev, established themselves in Hungary in the

9th century. The remainder of the population

is made up of Slavs, Germans, Wallachians,

Jews, and Gipsies. Of this mixed population,

the Magyars, as the dominant lords of the soil,

1 The proportion appears to be more like one half than » quarter.

and the Gipsies, as the privileged musicians of

the country, are in the main to be regarded as

the joint originators of the national style."

The union of these two latter races resulted

in thecombination oftheirmusical characteristics.

That of the Magyar music is the peculiarity of

its rhythms, and that of the Gipsy music is the

presence of turns, embellishments, and 'grace-

notes ' added to and built upon the melody, and
eventually becoming a most important feature

in it. [See an essay by Carl Engel, on The
Music of the Gipsies in the Musical Times for

1880, pp. 219, 274, 332, 389.]
This latter peculiarity, together with the scale

which is characteristic of the music of Hungary
in common with many other nations of Eastern
Europe—a scale with two superfluous seconds,

or the harmonic minor with a sharp fourth

—

seem to indicate an Asiatic origin. (The or-

dinary European scales are also in use.) These
two chiefcharacteristics willbe examined in order.

I. The rhythms, ofMagyar origin.—The great

distinctive feature of the bar-rhythms is syncopci-

tion, generally consisting of the accentuation of

the second quaver in the bar of 2-4 time (the

rhythm known as alia zoppa, ' in a limping way'),

but sometimes extending over larger spaces, as in

No. 2 of the 'Ungarisohe Tanze' of Brahms, bars

1-2, 5-6, etc., where the syncopation extends

over two bars. Even where the melody is with-

out syncopation, the accompaniment almost

always has it. . The phrase-rhythms are not con-

fined to strains of 4 and 8 bars, but phrases of

3, 6, 6, 7, and 8 tars are not unfrequently to be

met with. As examples of 3- and 6-bar rhythms
may be cited the third and first of Brahms's
' Ungarische Tanze, ' and of 7-bar rhythm, the

first part of the following melody :

—

„ «vKn«.
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In the 'Lassd' the actual value of the note3
depends far more upon the accentuation of the
words sung, than is the case in the quicker
movements. A very beautiful rhythm of seven
in a bar (written, for greater clearness, as a bar
of 3-4 followed by a bar of common time)
occurs in the ' Hungarian Song ' on which
Brahms has written variations, op. 21, No. 2.

II. The turns and embellishments added to the
melody, of Gipsy, and hence Oriental, origin.

—

This peculiarity has been observed by travellers

in India, who say that in the performance of

the natives any embellishments and ' fioriture

'

are permitted to be introduced at the will of
the performer, provided only that the time of

the melody remains intact. The following is a
list of the most characteristic turns and ' grace-

notes ' used in Hungarian music, given by the
writer above mentioned :

—

and the double cadence

But the importance of Hungarian music lies

not so much in its intrinsic beauty or interest,

as in the use made of it by the great classical

masters, and the influence which it exercises on

their works. The first composer of note who
embodies the Hungarian peculiarities is Haydn.—
The most obvious instance of course is the well-

known ' Hondo air Ongarese,' or 'Gipsy Rondo,'

in the Trio No. 1 in G major ; but besides this

avowedly Hungarian composition there are many
passages in his works which show that the years

during which he held the post of conductor of

Prince Esterhazy's private (and almost entirely

Hungarian) band, were not without their effect.

Instances of this may be found in many of the
' Salomon symphonies ' (the Symphony in Bb,

No. 9), etc. (see further, A Croatian Composer,

by W. H. Hadow, 1897). The composer

who has made the greatest use of Hungarian

characteristics is Schubert. Constantly through-

out his works we come upon a peculiarity which

at once tells us of its nationality. The major

Symphony (No. 9) for instance, the A minor

string quartet, and the Fantasia in C major,

op, 15, are full of Hungarian feeling and char-

acter, while almost all the peculiarities of the

Hungarian style are present in the splendid

' Divertissement h, la hongroise ' (op. 54).

In the work of three men, belonging to two

very different schools, Hungarian characteristics

are most commonly and most skilfully used. It

is enough to cite the names of Liszt, Brahms,

and Joachim, to bring to the mind of every

reader the use made by each of them of Himga-

rian forms and themes. We may think it only

naturalthat the first and the last of these should,

being natives of Hungary, have a natural love

for their national music, as we see in the ' Legend

ofSt. Elizabeth, ' thesymphonicpoem ' Hungaria,

'

the fourteen 'Rhapsodies Hongroises,' by Liszt,

and the noble Hungarian violin concerto of

Joachim, which is a splendid instance of the

combination of national characteristics with the

classical forms. In the case of Brahms, however,

there is no national prejudice to which the

partiality for the Hungarian element might be

ascribed, and yet herewe meet with manyMagyar
characteristics,notonlyinthe 'UngarischeTanze,

'

which are nothing more than transcriptions for

the piano of the wild performance of the Hun-
garian bands (according to the best authorities

on this subject), but alsointhe Sextets for strings,

the G minor quartet for pianoforte and strings,

the pianoforte variations, etc.

The following are some of the most important
Magyar compositions.

Dances.—The Csardas (the name derived

from Csarda, an inn on the Puszta (plain), where
this dance was first performed). It was intro-

duced into Hungary from Bohemia by Csermak,
and was very quickly adopted as a national

dance. Every Csardas consists of two move-
ments,—a 'Lass<i,' or slow movement, andante
maestoso, and a 'Friss,' or 'quickstep,' allegro

vivace. These two alternate at the will of the
dancers, a sign being ^ven to the musicians
when a change is wished.

The ' Kbr-tancz, ' or Society-Dance, of which
a part consists of a Tdborzd, or Recruiting
dance. A great number of these were arranged
or composed by Lavotta.

The ' KanAsz-tdncz,' or Swineherd's Dance, is

danced by the lower classes only.

Operas.—Among national Magyar operas

—

i.e. operas of which the libretti are founded on
national historic events, and the music is char-
acterised by Magyar rhythms, etc.—may be
mentioned 'Hunyady Laszl6,' 'Bathori Maria,'
'Bank Ban," and 'Brankovios,' by Franz Erkel,
and the comic opera ' Ilka,' by Doppler. Besides
these two composers, the names of Mocsonyi,
Csaszar, F4y, and Bartha, may be given as
examples of operatic writers.

Songs.—Many collections of N^pdal, or popu-
lar songs, have been published. The best col-
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lection is that of Gyula KaUy, containing songs

of the first part of the 19th century ; the seven

volumes of Bartalus, and the collection made
in the middle of the 18th century by Adam
Horvath, are of value. Panua Czinka's collec-

tion of gipsy melodies may also be mentioned.

One tune, 'Bepiilj Fecskem,' has been made
widely known by Eemenyi's adaptation of it

for the violin.

The famous national tune, the ' Bakoczy
March,' was, in its original form, a lament for

the hero Rakoczy, played on the tarogat<5—an
instrument resembling a cor anglais—about the

end of the 18th century. It was arranged as

a march early in the 19th century by SchoU,

the conductor of a military band at Kagyvarad,
and was heard in this form by Berlioz, who
introduced it into his 'Damnation de Faust,'

with the result that it made a furore all over

Emope.
The National Hymn of Hungary is called

'Szozat,' or 'Appeal.'

Many of the best of the national songs of

Hungary have become widely popular inEngland
since the publication of Mr. F. Korbay's admir-

able arrangement of them with English words.

That the Magyars know how to value their

own national music may be shown by the exist-

ence at Budapest of a National Conservatorium,

and of the Boyal Academy of Music, of jnhich

Inszt was the first Director ; there are two

national theatres, one for opera and the other

for drama, besides the 'Nepszinhaz,' or People's

Theatre. The interest in folk-song has borne

excellent fruit in Hungary, where phonographic

records have been made of many thousands of

traditional tunes, and preserved in the National

Museum at Budapest.

The chief musical periodical of Hungary is

the ZenevOdg, edited and carried on by Pongrac

Kacsoh. (Information from Messrs. Arthur

Diosy, B^la Bartok, etc.) M.

MAHILLON, Charles, & Co., wind-instru-

ment makers. This firm was founded at

Brussels by C. Mahillon(bom 1813, died 1887),

in 1836. Three of his sons entered the busi-

ness, Victor (see below), Joseph, who conducts

the Brussels business, and Femand, manager

of the London branch established in 1884, in

Leicester Square, and removed in 1887 to

Oxford Street.

Mahillon, Victoe, of the firm of wind-

instrument makers, above mentioned, a writer

of important works on acoustics and musical in-

struments, and the honorary and zealous custo-

dianof the Museum of the Brussels Conservatoire,

was bom in that city, March 10, 1841. After

studying music under some of the best professors

there, he applied himself to the practical study

of wind-instrument manufacture, and was taken

into his father's business in 1865. He started

a musical journal L'&ho Musical in 1869, and

continued it until 1886, when his time became

too much occupied to attend to its direction.

In 1876 he became the honorary curator of the
museum of the Conservatoire, whicli, begun
with Fetis's collection of 78 instruments, was,

through his special knowledge and untiring

energy, increased (1888) to upwards of 1500 !

An important contribution to it, of Indian
instruments, has been a division of the fine

collection of the Rajah Sir Sourindro Mohun
Tagore, between the Brussels Conservatoire and
the Eoyal College of Music, London. M. Victor

Mahillon has published two very important
works, besides three synoptical tables of har-

mony, voices and instruments. The first is Zes
iUments d'Acoustique musicale et instrwnentale,

an octavo volume published in 1874, which
gained for him at Paris in 1878 the distinction

of a silver medal. The other is the catalogue

of the Conservatoire, which appeared in volumes
annually from 1877, and is of the highest
interest. As well as these noteworthy works he
contributed to the ninth edition of the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica several historical and technical

articles of great value upon wind instruments,

both wood and brass. As soon as M. Victor

Mahillon could introduce a workshop into the

Conservatoire he did so, and he had repro-

ductions made of many rare instruments which,

through their antiquity, or the neglect of former

owners, had become too much deteriorated for

purposes of study. Among these reproductions

the Koman Lituus and Buccina in the Music
Loan Collection at Kensington, in 1885, will

be remembered as prominent objects of interest

in the fine selection contributed under M.
Mahillon'sauspicesbythe Brussels Conservatoire.

He has reproduced from authentic sources the

complete families of wind instruments that were

in use in the 16th and 17th centuries.

M. Victor Mahillon's services to the Inven-

tions Exhibition of 1885, in the above-named
contribution of instruments to the Loan Collec-

tion, and the historical concerts under his

direction performed by professors and students

of the Brussels Conservatoire, at which several

rare instruments were actually played upon in

contemporary compositions, were so highly

appreciated by the Executive Council of that

Exhibition that a gold medal was awarded to

him. A. J. H.

MAHLER, Gtjstav, born July 7, 1860, at

Kalischt in Bohemia, was educated at the

Gymnasium at Iglau, at Prague, and at the

University of Vienna, where he was also a pupil

of the Conservatorium, from 1877. From 1880

he conducted in various theatres in different

towns df Austria, and in 1883 was appointed

second capellmeister at Cassel, becoming first

capellmeister at Prague as Seidl's successor two

years afterwards. It was in the latter capacity

that he became intimately acquainted with the

classical masterpieces and with the advanced

modem compositions. In 1886 he went to
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Leipzig as coadjutor to Nikisch, in whose stead
he conducted the opera for six months. In
1888 he undertook the direction of the opera
at Pesth, and raised the standard of the per-
formances to a, high level. In 1891 he was
appointed first capellmeister in the Stadttheater
of Hamburg, and remained there until in May
1897 he was appointed Hofcapellmeister, and
in October was called to succeed Wilhelm jahns
as director of the Hofoper in Vienna, and
Elchter as director of the Philharmonic Concerts.

From 1898 to 1900 he also conducted the
Gesellschafts - Conoerte. He conducted the
German opera at Covent Garden in 1892. He
is one of the most distinguished of living con-

ductors, excelling especially in the music of

Wagner. The possessor of a strong will and
wonderful energy, he imposes his own will upon
the performers under him, and obtains very
remarkable results. As a composer he is highly
esteemed, although both his operatic experi-

ments, 'Die Argonauten,' and 'Riibezahl,'

belong to his earlier period, and have not made
their mark. His six symphonies are in D,
1891 ; C, 1895 ; V, 1896 ; the fourth, 1901

;

the fifth, in D minor, called the 'Riesensym-
phonie,' 1904 ; and a sixth, 1906. The first

symphony was played at the Promenade Con-
cert of Oct. 21, 1903 ; and the fourth, a curious

amalgam of extreme simplicity of theme with
elaborate workmanship, ending with a soprano

solo in the finale, at the Promenade Concert

of Oct. 25, 1905. A set of ' Humoresken,' for

orchestra, and a cantata, ' Das klagende Lied,

'

are among Mahler's most important composi-

tions ; they are published under the auspices

of the ' Gesollschaft zur Forderung deutscher

Wissenschaft, Litteratur und Kunst in Bbhmen.

'

He also finished Weber's operatic fragment, ' Die

drei Pintos' (produced in 1888 at Leipzig).

Mahler's career is the subject of a pamphlet

by Ludwig Schiedermair (Leipzig, Seemann's

Naohfolger), from which much of the above

information is taken. M.

MAHOON, Joseph (or MOHOON), a London
harpsichord and spinet-maker near the middle

of the 18th century. His name is present on the

harpsichord figured in Hogarth's iiiofe's Progress,

Plate II. 1735. In Eider's Court Register for

1759 he is entered as, ' Joseph Mohoon, harpsi-

chord maker to the king.' F. K.

MAHU, Stbphan, a German composer, who
flourished in the earlier part of the 16th

century, is said to have been a singer in the

chapel of the Archduke Ferdinand at Vienna,

though this is only a conjecture from the fact

of some of his compositions being received into

Joanelli's Thesanrus of 1568. His works

appeared only in collections. Ambros and

others speak highly of a set of lamentations

a 4-6, which appeared in Joanelli, and have

since been republished by Commer. Mahu's

other works consist chiefly of a few contrapuntal

MAICHELBECK

settings a 4 and 5 of German songs, sacred and

secular, in Ott, Ehaw, and Foster's collections.

His secular songs, Eitner as well as Ambros

judges very favourably. The former describes

a setting of 'Ach hilf mich Leid und sehnlioh

Klag,' a 5, as excellent both in technique and

expression (see Monatsheftefur MusikgeschvMe,

xxvi. 57). He also gives in shortened notes a

characteristic setting of an old Tanzlied in triple

time, ' Es ging ein wolbezogner Knecht.' Ott's

Liederbuch of 1544 reprinted in 1872, contams

four songs by Mahu, three sacred and one

secular. From the text of one of the sacred

songs, ' Lobt Gottihr Christen all,' being a fierce

diatribe against Roman abuses, as well as from

the fact of Mahu having contributed a setting

a 5 of Luther's 'Ein' feste Burg' to Rhaw's

Geistliche Gesange, 1544, we may conclude

that Mahu was more Lutheran in his sympathies

than Roman. J- *• M.

MAICHELBECK, Franz Anton, was bom
in 1702 at Eeichenau near Constance, and was

sent by some generous patrons to Rome to

complete his musical training. He is afterwards

described as being Professor of the Italian

language and Praesentiarius of the Minster at

Freiburg-im-Breisgau. By Praesentiarius would

appear to be meant a prebendary or beneficed

priest on the staff of a collegiate or cathedral

church. F^tis took it to mean a ' beadle,' and
mistakenly described Maichelbeok as ' bedeau

de la oath^drale de Freyberg' ; and unfortunately

Eitner, in his Quellen- Lexikon, has adopted

Fetis's mistake, though it was corrected, and
the word itself sufficiently explained, in an
article by E. von Werra in Haberl's Kirchen-

musikalisches Jahrbuch, 1897, pp. 28-30. The
whole staff of a collegiate church was denomin-
ated Praesentia. Maichelbeck's works are of

some importance in the history of clavier-music.

He cultivated the lighter If^lian homophonic
style, which influenced the earlier development
of the clavier sonata. His opus 1 is entitled
' Die auf dem Clavier spielende und das Gehbr
vergniigende Cacilia, das ist viii Sonaten, so
nach der jetzigen welsohen Art, Regel- und
Gehbr-massig ausgearbeitet ' . . . Augsburg
1736. These eight sonatas are partly suites,

having dance movements intermingled with
adagios, allegros, capriccios, and toccatas. The
whole work shows the study of Italian models.
For some illustrative quotations see Seiffert,

Gesckichte der Claviermitsik, Bd. i. pp. 332-34.
The only other known published work of
Maichelbeck is his opus 2 entitled 'Die auf
dem Clavier lehrende Cacilia ' . . . Augsburg,
1737. The first two parts of this work are
theoretical, but the third part consists of
preludes, fugues, and versetts on the eight
church tones, which, however, are treated not in
any proper organ style, but in the lighter and
more florid clavier style. Maichelbeck died
June 14, 1750. j. e. m.
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MAID OF AETOIS, THE. A grand opera

in three acts ; words by Bonn, music by Balfe.

Produced at Drury Lane, May 27, 1836. li.

MAID OF HONOUR, THE. A comic opera

in three acts ; words by Fitzball, music by Balfe.

Produced at Drury Lane, Dec. 20, 1847. o.

MAILLARD, Jean, a French composer of the

earlier part of the sixteenth century, is said to

have been a pupil of Josquin des Prfe. Several

Masses by him were published separately by Le
Boy and Ballard of Paris from 1557 to 1559,

one of which, entitled ' Je suis desheritee,' has

a peculiar history, and is of interest because of

its connection with a work of Palestrina. It

was republished by the same French firm, and
almost about the same time, as being the work
of another French composer, Nicholas de Marie,

and there might thus have been considerable

doubt as to its authorship, but it was also

copied, probably at some earlier date, into the

Choir-books of the Sistine Chapel at Rome, and
there ascribed to Maylard. It thus became

known to Palestrina, who adopted the themes

of Maillard's Mass for a Mass of his own, which
was afterwards published as No. 3 ' sine nomine,'

of the sixth book of his Masses 1692 (see

Haberl's Preface to vol. xv. of Palestrina's

Works, complete edition of Breitkopf tc Hartel,

also his Catalogue of the Music of the Sistine

Chapel, p. 28). ' Je suis desheritee ' was in fact

a popular French song, onwhich manymusicians,

including Lassus and Gombert, but especially

French writers, composed Masses, and this may
account for the confusion between Marie and

Maillard, as Marie may also have composed a

Mass on it which was confused with that of

Maillard. The song itself, as set for four voices

by Pierre Cad^ac, may be seen in Eitner's

Selection of Chansons, 1899, No. 11 ; and a

comparison of this with Palestrina's Msiss will

show that the tune, as given by Cad^ac partly in

the Tenor, but even more completely in the

Descant, reappears in all the leading themes of

Palestrina's work, and is given complete to start

with, in the three divisions of the Kyrie.

Palestrina's Mass should thus, equally with that

of Maillard, be denominated ' Je suis desheritee,

'

though Palestrina himself left it without a

name, out of deference, no doubt, to the later

ecclesiastical scruples against the use of secular

names and tunes for works intended for the

Church. But there is nothing really secular

about the tune, and it is just worth notice that

the opening strain of both song and mass is

identical with the opening strain of the oldest

known German Choral tune, ' Christ ist erstan-

den. ' Other works by Maillard besides the three

Masses, a 4-5, and a Patrem for eight voices, are

magnificats, motets,and chansonswhichappeared

in the various collections of the time. Ambros

describes his motets as characterised by a noble

and expressive melodious elegance, and reckons

him generally as one of the better masters of th6

French School. A chanson by Maillard which
has all this characteristic of melodious elegance,

may be seen in Eitner's Selection of Chansons,

No. 39. J. K. M.

MAILLART, Louis (called AiMfi), born at

Paris, March 24, 1817, was a pupU of the

Conservatoire, where he studied composition

with HaUvy and Lebome, and the violin with
Guerin. He won the (Srand Prix de Rome in

1841, with his ' Lionel Foscari,' and the first of

his six operas, ' Gastibelza ' (three acts), wjis

successfully produced in 1847. His 'Moulin
des Tilleuls ' was given at the Op^ra-Comique

in 1849, and ' La Croix de Marie ' in 1852, but

the work which has kept his name before the

public of those coiintries in which opera-comique

still ilourishes is ' Les Dragons de Villars,' pro-

duced at the Op^ra Comique in Paris in 1856.

His later operas, ' Les PScheurs de Catane

'

(1860), and ' Lara ' (1864), were less successful.

Maillart also wrote some cantatas, such as ' La
Voie sacree" (1859), 'Le 15 aoilt' (1860),

etc. ; he died at Moulins in the department of

AUiers, May 26, 1871. G. F.

MAINZER, Joseph, LL.D., was born in

1801 1 at Treves, where his father was a butcher.

He was educated in the Mattrise of Treves

Cathedral, learnt to play several instruments,

and developed considerable musical gifts, then

spent some time in the coal mines near Saar-

bruck, with the view of being an engineer, and

at length embraced the ecclesiastical profession,

was ordained priest in 1826, and afterwards

became Abb^. His first practical introduction

to music was as singing-master to the seminary

at Treves, for which he published » Singschule

or Method (Treves, 1831). His political ten-

dencies obliged him to leave Germany, and we
find him in 1833 at Brussels writing an opera

('Triomphe de la Pologne ') and editing the

musical portion of L'Artiste. His next destina-

tion, at the end of 1834, was Paris, where he

opened workmen's classes for music and singing,

joined the staff of the Gazette MuHcale and wrote

the musical feuilletons for the National. Be-

tween 1835 and 1841 he published several

educational works on music, chiefiy for very

young beginners, as well as other works, and

an opera, ' La Jacquerie,' which was damned on

October 10, 1839. He came to England in June

1841, competed for the musical professorship at

Edinburgh in 1844, lived in Edinburgh in 1 842-

1847, and finally established himself at Man-

chester. In February of that year HuUah had

started his classes on Wilhem's system, and

Mainzer attempted to follow suit in the north,

and with considerable success. His Singingfor

the Million^ (1842), was at that timewell known,

and went through many editions. He over-

worked himself in this cause, and died, much
1 This data Is established by the epitaph at Manchester. Dr.

Blemann gives May 7, 1807, as the date of birth.

3 M. F^tis amusingly iniers from this title that Mainzer expected

to nmnbar a million pupils.
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esteemed and regretted, at Manchester, Nov. 10,

1851. He was buried at Rusholme Boad Ceme-
tery, Manchester. A periodical started by him
in July 1842, and entitled Mamzer'a Musical
Times, was the predecessor and basis of the
present MuHccU Times. See the Musical HeraM
for June 1895, and an extended notice in Ckwm-
bers's Journal, Feb. 14, 1862. G.

MAITRE DE CHAPELLE, LE. Opera-

comique in two acts, by Ferdinando Paer.

Produced at the Theatre Feydeau, Paris, March
29, 1821. It was afterwards reduced to one
act, and has enjoyed great success in France and
Germany in this form. An English version

was given at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, Feb.

16, 1897.

MAITKISE, a term formerly applied in

France both to the quarters assigned in cathe-

drals and collegiate churches to the choristers

and their master, and to the institution itself,

which originally included a complete education,

lay aiid ecclesiastical. These schools turned out

many great men, several rising to be bishops

and popes ; among the latter Pope Urban IV.

,

a cobbler's son, whose early years were passed

in the ' Psallette ' at Troyes. Some centuries

later, when the Mattrises had undergone great

changes, they were still the only establishments

in which even secular musicians could obtain

their training. From the Mattrises the Church
obtained choristers, organists, and mattres de

chapelle, and the world its favourite composers.

Here also, although instrumental music was

neglected, and dramatic music positively for-

bidden, the regimental bands found their

bassoon players, and the lyric theatres their

' clavecinistes -accompagnateurs, ' violoncellists,

and singers.

A complete account of the Mattrises would
involve a review of the whole history of music
anterior to the French Revolution, so we must
be content with specifying a few of the masters,

composers, choristers, and organists who have
reflected honour on these ancient institutions.

They were real schools of music, the pupils

being maintained at the cost of the chapters.

Indeed they much resembled the Conservatorios

of Italy, both in their mode of administration,

and in the course of instruction given. They
were not, however, all organised alike, but
varied with local circumstances. Thus in some
the boys, the master, and the priests, lived in

common, in others separately ; in some the

maintenance of the children was in the hands

of the master, in others there was a regular

purveyor. But in all, the main end was the

study of music. Before the Revolution there

were in France 400 Mattrises and choirs, with

as many mattres de chapelle, maintained either

by the chapters of cathedrals and collegiate

churches, the cur&, or the monasteries. Each

Maitrise contained, on an average, from 25 to

SO persons, and the musioiiins thus difliised

MAJESTATISCH

throughout the country numbered in all about

10,000, of whom 4000 were pupils or choristers.

There was naturaUy much rivaky among the

different establishments, which was of great

benefit to music. To show how great ana

widely spread was their influence we may name

a few of the principal musicians and composers

who owed their education and their very varied

styles to this one capacious source, before the

establishment of opera in France :—Eustache

du Caurroy, Intermet, and Claudin (Claude de

Sermisy), who flourished under Henri IV.
;

Veillot, mattre of Notre Dame ;
Hautconsteau,

mattre of the Sainte Chapelle ;
Pechon, mattre

of St. Germain ; Fremart, Cosset, Gobert;

Boesset, Moulinier, and Michel Lambert, all

contemporaries of Ohanoine Annibal Gantez,

whose Mitretien des miisieiens (A.uxerre, 1643,

small 12mo, very scarce) contains curious and

not very edifying details of the lives of the

mattres de chapelle of his day. Then, with

the use of opera, came Cambert, Campra, and

Gilles, a pupil of Poitevin, and composer of a

celebrated ' messe des morts ' performed at the

funeral of Rameau, Bemier, a learned contra-

puntist, Raineau himself, Gauzargues, and

others of less note. Among organists—Mar-

chand, the Couperins, Daquin, who threatened

to be a formidable rival to Handel and Rameau,

Balb^tre, Charpentier, S^jan, and Boely.

Among composers—Lalande, Montfolair, Blan-

chard, Mondonville, Floquet, Philidor, Gosseo,

Gr^try, Champein, Mehul, Lesueur, Gaveaux^

Boieldieu, and F^licien David. Among singers

—

J^lyotte, Legros, Larriv^e, Lays, and Rousseau,

whose voices were first heard in the service of

the Church, afterwards delighted the habitues

of the opera.

The Mattrises, though suppressed in 1791,

were afterwards reconstituted, on a different

footing. The Conservatoire national de musique

is now the great nursery of French musicians,

but many a church has still its Mattrise, where

the choristers—boys and men—are trained by
a mattre de chapelle in everything necessary

to ensure a good execution of plain-song and
sacred music. We have already spoken of

Choron's school of music (Chokon), still in

existence as the ' Ecole Niedermeyer.' Nieder-
meyer and D'Ortigue also founded a periodical

called La Mattrise, specially devoted to sacred
music. It survived only four years, but to it

we refer the reader for further details. Besides
Gantez's work already mentioned, another
book, also published in 1643 by Jean de Bor-
denave, a Canon of B^arn, L'Estat des iglises
colligiales et catMdrales, contains much informa-
tion, though impaired by its want of method
and arrangement. q q
MAJESTATISCH. ' Majestic

' ; in a di^i-
fied manner. This is used as the equivalent of
Maestoso by Beethoven in No. 5 of the 6 Lieder
von Gellert, ' Die Ehre Gottes in der Natur.'
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The whole direction is ' Majestatisch und
erhaben' (majestic and sublime). The word
also occurs as a direction in a song of Schu-
bert's called ' Liedesend.' M.

MAJO, GiAN Francesco di, born at Naples
about 1740, was the son of Giuseppe de Majo
(1698-1772), who was maestro di cappella to

the King of the Two Sicilies in the early part

of the 18th century, and wrote various church
and chamber compositions ; the son was a pupil

of Padre Martini, and first appeared as an opera

composer in 1759, with ' Riccimero ' at Naples
;

this was followed at short intervals by many
others, written either by himself alone or in

collaboration. 'Cajo Fabricio' was given at

Naples in 1760, and the same year saw the
production of ' Astrea placata ' ; in 1761 ' L'Al-

meria' was given at Leghorn ; in 1762 ' Arta-

serse'; 'Ipermestra' in 1763; and in 1764
' Alcide negli Orti Esperidi ' in Vienna ;

' Ad-
riano in Siria ' was given in Kome about 1766

;

' Ifigenia in Tauride ' is of uncertain date ; and
his last, ' Eumene," of which he only finished

one act, was completed by Insanguine, and
produced at Naples in 1771. Among the

operas that have music by di Majo in them
are 'Agamemnon,' 'Cleofide,' ' Demofoonte,

'

and 'Ezio.' Two arias by him are quoted in

Marx's Gliuik und die Oper. Many cantatas

and church music are mentioned in the Quellen-

LexUcon. The composer died at Bome, Jan, 18,

1771. M.

MAJOR. When intervals have two forms

which are alike consonant or alike dissonant,

these are distinguished as major and minor, the

former being always a semitone greater than the

latter. Thus thirds and sixths have two forms,

which are both consonant, and are respectively

called major and minor. Seconds, sevenths, and
ninths have each two forms, which are dissonant,

and are similarly distinguished as major and
minor. The major, however, is not always the

greatest form of an interval, for, under certain

circumstances, some intervals are capable of

further extension, and are then described as

'augmented' or 'superfluous,' as augmented
seconds or augmented or superfluous sixths.

The major forms of concords are such as con-

tain a major third from the root note, and these

are both more harmonious and better defined

than the minor concords ; for, in the first place,

the major third agrees with the fourth harmonic

of the fundamental tone, and, in the second, the

combinational tones of the chord for the most
part only double notes already existing in the

chord. Whereas in the minpr concords the minor
third does not correspond with any of the really

perceptible harmonics of the root note, and the

triad cannot in any position be free from false

combinational tones. It is mainly for these

reasons that the major chord is so often found

at the conclusion of a piece of music in a minor

mode in the works of the earlier masters, from

Josquiu des Pr^s up to Mozart. [See Harmony,
vol. ii. p. 307 ; Tierce de Pioardie.]
The most important and best defined scale of

modern music is called ' major,' because it has a
major third from the tonic inthe ascending series;

whence in former times it was common to dis-

tinguish the scale or mode by the terms ' greater

'

or ' lesser ' third, as, ' in the key of G with the
greater third, ' where one would now say ' G
major. ' This major scale is the natural diatonic

series of modern music, represented by the series

starting trom 0. It is fundamentally the most
perfect for harmonic purposes, as it presents

the greatest number of concords, and the larger

proportion of these in their most harmonious
form ; and it also provides most perfectly and
simply the means of making the tonal relation-

ship intelligible ; since, as Helmholtz points

out, ' the tones (of the scale) are constituents of

the compound tone of the tonic, or the fifth

above or the fifth below it. By which means
all the relations of tones are reduced to the
simplest and closest relationship existing in any
musical system—that of the fifth.' This scale

corresponds to the Greek Lydian and the Ecclesi-

astical Ionian Mode.
The term ' major ' is also used in a theoretical

sense of tones, to distinguish the interval of a
tone which has the ratio 9 : 8 from that which
has the ratio 10 : 9, which is called a minor tone.

For example, in the key of C, C-D is a major
tone and D-E a minor tone, and the difl'erence

between them is a comma. c. H. H. p.

MAJORANO. See Cafparelli.
MALBROUGH, or MALBROOK. The date

of this celebrated French song, and the names
of the authors of both words and music, are

doubtful ; but there is reason to believe that

the couplets called ' Mort et convoi de I'invin-

oible Malbrough ' were improvised on the night

after the battle of Malplaquet (Sept. 11, 1709),

in the bivouac of Marichal de Villars, at

Quesnoy, three miles from the field of battle.

The name of the soldier, who perhaps satirised

the English general as a relief to his hunger,

has not been preserved, but in all probability he
was well acquainted with the lament on the

death of the Duke of Guise, published in 1566.

In fact, the idea, the construction, and many
details in the two songs are very similar, though
the rhythm and position of the rhymes are

different, and they cannot be sung to the same
music. The following is the air, admirably

adapted to the words :

—

Ual-brovghi'eiiTa-t-eliBuer-rB, MlrQatoii,liilTOnton,mlT(m'

*^ tai - ne; l[albroiiKh«'enT&-t-8arii«Te, I7(tai - ne; Malbrough «'enT&-t-8arncirre, IfesiitqiundreTien-

FvM. B.C.

dm, NeuitquandreTlencIiB, NeaaltqnaQdreTiendra.
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Chateanbriand^ hearing the tune sung by
Arabs in Palestine, suggested that it had been
carried there by the Crusaders, either in the
time of Godfrey de Bouillon, or in that of
Louis IX. and Joinville ; but no musician can
entertain this idea, for a moment. The breadth
of the phrasing, the major mode, and the close

on the dominant, are as characteristic of the
popular tunes of the time of Louis XIV. as
they are unlike the unrhythmical melodies of
the Middle Ages.

It is not surprising that neither words nor
music are to be found in the many collections

of both ; nowadays the merest triiles appear in

print, but formerly ali songs were sung from
memory. It would probably have died out had
not Madame Poitriue used it as a lullaby for

the infant dauphin in 1781. Marie Antoinette
took a fancy to her baby's cradle -song, and
sang it herself, and ' Malbrough s'en va-t-en

guerre ' was soon heard in Versailles, Paris, and
at length throughout France. Beaumarchais
introduced it into his Miwiagi de Figaro (1784),
which still further contributed to its popularity.

It then became a favourite air for couplets in

French vaudevilles ; and Beethoven brings it

into his 'Battle Symphony' (1813) as the

symbol of the French army. The air is now
equally popular on both sides of the Channel.

Many an Englishman, who would be puzzled to

recognise Marlborough under the guise of Mal-
brook, is familiar with the tune to the convivial

words, ' We won't go home till morning ' and
' For he's a jolly good fellow.

'

The piece was made the subject of an op^ra-

bouffe in four acts, words by Siraudin and Bus-

nach, music by Bizet, Jonas, Legouix, and
Delibes, brought out at the Ath^n^e, Dec. 13,

1867. [The first English use of the air which
the present writer can trace is a setting of it to

a satirical song relative to the siege of Gibraltar,

mentioning the incidents of the defeat of the

combined Spanish and French forces on Sept.

13, 1782. The song was undoubtedly written

about that date, and the tune selected in a

spirit of derision. Its title runs, 'D'Artois'

return from Gibraltar, translated from the French

and adapted to the Malbro' air.' The first

verse, out of many, is :

—

D'Artois returns from Spain,

O wh^t a rare camx)ajgn (bis).

We thought that with a look
He would the place have took,
But the thunder of his wrath
Was not a cracker wprth, etc., etc.

It was published first as a half sheet by Preston,

and afterwards included in a folio work issued

by that publisher, The Beauties of Music and
Poetry, circa 1790.

From this period the air quickly gained

popularity in England, mostly, however, as an

instrumental piece for the flute or violin. It

is found in Aird's Selection, vol. iii. [1788], and

in most violin and flute collections of shortly

before the close of the 18th century. It was

also frequent as a harpsichord lesson with

variations ; and Charles Dibdin, in his Musical

Tow, 1788, spealcs of young ladies 'hammering

Malbrouk out of tune.' About 1790 an English

song, ' The Maid of Primrose Hill,' was adapted

to the air, and after this time numerous others

now forgotten. About 1830, ' We won't go

home till morning,' the second verse of which

is ' For he's a jolly good fellow,' turned the

delicate and raiiieT melancholy French air into

a convivial channel, and with this song it is now

always associated in England.] a. c. ; with

additions by F. K.

MALCOLM, AiBXANDBR, bom in Edinburgh,

1687, was author of A Treatise of Musidc,

Speeulatim, Practical and Historical, 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1721 ; second edition, 8vo, London,

1730; a well-executed work. An iU-made

abridgement by an ' eminent musician, ' appeared

in London, 1776. In 1721 one Mitchell pub-

lished ' An Ode on the Power of Musick,' dedi-

cated to Malcolm, the greater part of which

is prefixed to the two editions of the Treatise,

w. H. H. His work is the first important

treatise on the theory of music issued in

Scotland. Prior to it are, the few leaves of

general instructions in the Aberdeen Cantus

(1662, 1666, 1682), and a thin folio volume
entitled An Introditction to the Krwwledge and
Practice of MuiSick, by A. B., 1717. The copy,

probably unique, was sold at the Taphouse
sale in 1905, and had bound up with it a

contemporary manuscript essay on The Institu-

tions of Musick wherein are sett forth the praeti-

callprinciples of Musicall Composition. Another
manuscript treatise is of the 16th century, and
written in the Scottish dialect. It is mentioned
by Hawkins and belonged to him ; it is now in

the British Museum.
Malcolm's work is in octavo, and the first

edition contains 608 pp. with engraved musical
examples ; it was issued at ' Edinburgh, printed
for the author, 1721.'

Hawkins and later writers speak in the
highest terms of its merits. The book was dedi-

cated to the ' directors of the Royal Academy
of musick ' (i.e. the manager of the Italian

Opera), who are named individually.

It is advertised as just issued, in theJEdinburgh
Evening Cowamt of Nov. 6, 1721, and from
this advertisement we learn that the author
then lived 'in the Cowgate, opposite Burnet's
Close.' p. K.
MALEK ADEL. An opera seria in three

acts ; words by Count Pepoli, music by Michael
Costa. Produced at the Theatre Italien, Paris,
Jan. 14, 1837, and in London at Her Majesty's,
May 18, 1837. g.

MALHEEBE, Charles Th^omkb, bom in,
Paris, April 21, 1863, on the completion of his
literary and legal studies (having reached the
grade of ' lioenoie ') took up music and studied
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various branches ofcomposition, with Danhauser,
Wormser, and Massenet. From 1881 he con-

tnbuted to various musical publications, and
in 1896 was appointed ' arohiviste-adjoint ' to

the Paris Op^ra, and in 1899 succeeded Nuitter

as archiviste. His private collection of musical

autographs is one of the richest in the world,

after those of the public libraries of Berlin,

Vienna, Loudon, and Paris. The following

may be mentioned among Malherbe's works on

music: Notices of ' Esclarmonde ' (1889) and
'Ascanio'(1890); the Oatalogtie bibliograpliiqiie

des ceuvres de Donizelti (1897). In colla-

boration with M. A. Soubies : L'CEuvre drama-
tique de R. Wagner (1886) ; Pricis d'histaire

de VOpera-Comique (1887) ; Milanges sur R.

Wagner (1891) ; Histoire de la seconde Salle

Favart (two vols., 1892 and 1893, crowned by
the Institut), etc. He has composed several

operas-comiques and incidental music for ' Les

yeuxclos ' (Odeon, 1896), orchestral and chamber
music, £is well as numerous transcriptions. G. F.

MALIBRAN, Makia Fblicita, one of the

most distinguished singers the world has ever

seen, was born March 24, 1808, at Paris, where
her father, Manuel Garcia, had arrived only

two months before. When three years old she

was taken to Italy, and at the age of five played

a child's part in Paer's 'Agnese,' at the 'Fioren-

tini,' Naples. So precocious was she that, after

a few nights of this opera, she actually began

to sing the part of ' Agnese ' in the duet of the

second Act, a piece of audacity which was ap-

plauded by the public. Two years later, she

studied solfeggi with Panseron, at Naples ; and

Herold, happening to arrive about the same

time, gave her her first instruction on the piano.

In 1816 Garcia took her to Paris with the rest

of his family, and thence to London in the

autumn of 1817. Already speaking fluently

Spanish, Italian, and French, Maria picked up
a tolerable knowledge of English in the two and

n. half years she spent in London. Not long

after, she learned German with the same facility.

Here, too, she had good teaching on the piano,

and made such rapid progress that, on her

return to Paris in 1819, she was able to play

J. S. Bach's clavier -works, which were great

favourites with her father. In this way she

acquired sound taste in music.

At the early age of fifteen she was made by

her father to learn singing under his own direc-

tion ; and, in spite of the fear which his violent

temper inspired, she soon showed the individu-

ality and originality of her genius. Two years

had barely elapsed when (1824) Garcia allowed

her to appear for the first time before a musical

club which he had just esta,blished. There

she produced a great sensation, and her future

success was confidently predicted. Two months

later, Garcia returned to London, where he was

eiigaged as principal tenor ; and here he set on

foot a singing-class, in which the education of
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Maria was continued, if not completed. F^tis

says that it was in consequence of a sudden
indisposition of Mme. Pasta, that the first

public appearance of Maria was unexpectedly

made ; but this account is not the same as that

given by Ebers or by Lord Mount-Edgcumbe.
The latter relates that, shortly after the repair

of the King's Theatre, ' the great favourite

Pasta arrived for a limited number of nights.

About the same tihie ... it became neces-

sary to engage a young singer, the daughter
of the tenor Garcia, who had sung here for

several seasons. She was as yet a mere girl,

and had never appeared on any public stage
;

but from the first moment of her appearance

she showed evident talents for it both as singer

and actress. Her extreme youth, her prettiness,

her pleasing voice, and sprightly easy action,

as Rosina in "II Barbiere di Siviglia," in which
part she made her dAbut, gained her general

favour ; but she was too highly extolled, and
injudiciously put forward as a prima donna,

when she was only a very promising debutante,

who in time, by study and practice, would in all

probability, under the tuition of her father, a

good musician, but (to my ears at least) a most
disagreeable singer, rise to eminence in her pro-

fession. Ebers says, ' her voice was a oonti'alto,

and managed with great taste.' Her debut took

place June 7, 1825. She was immediately

afterwards engaged for the remainder of the

season (about six weeks) at £500. On July 23,

she sang Felicia in the first performance of

Meyerbeer's 'Crooiato.' At the end of the

season, Garcia went, with his daughter, to the

provincial festivals, and then embarked for

New York. In this new sphere Maria rapidly

improved, and acquired confidence, experience,

and the habit of the stage. She appeared in

' Otello,' ' Romeo,' ' Don Giovanni," ' Tanoredi,'
' Generentola, ' and in two operas written for

her by her father, ' L' amante astuto, ' and ' La
Figlia deir aria.' She had scarcely made her

debut when the enthusiasm of the public knew
no bounds ; and, in the midst of her popularity,

Garcia gave her in marriage to M. Malibran, an

elderly and seemingly wealthy French merchant,

in spite of her repugnance to the union. This

marriage, celebrated March 25, 1826, was as

unhappy as it was ill-assorted ; a year had hardly

elapsed before the young wife found herself, on

Malibran's bankruptcy, free to leave him, and

she at once seized the opportunity. In September

1827 she had returned to France. Preceded

by a bright reputation, she began by reaping a

hai-vest of applause in private concerts, followed

in January 1828 by a great and genuine success,

at Gain's benefit, in 'Semiramide.' Her genius

for dramatic singing was at once recognised,

though her style was marred by a questionable

taste in her choice of ornament. This she had,

in Paris, the best opportunity of correcting,

both by the advice of kindly critics and the

D
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example of accomplished singers. Engaged for

the season at the Italian opera, she made her
debut, April 8. The public, at first doubting,
soon welcomed her as a really great singer, and
were particularly struck with wonder and delight
at the novelty and originality of her style. In
the season of 1829 Malibran made her reappear-
ance in Loudon, where she shared the applause
of the public with Sontag, and the same result

followed her singing with that artist at Paris in

the autumn. She was principal soprano at the
Gloucester Festiral of 1829, and when engaged
again at the Italian Opera in Paris in January
1830, she was paid frs. 1075 for each representa-

tion. This was less than she had received from
Laporte in London, for he had given her frs.

13, 333 '33 a month, an odd sum, unless it meant
frs. 40, 000 for three months ; and she stipulated

only to appear twice a week, making each of

those appearances cost frs. 1666 '66, or about
£66. Though she certainly continued to draw
no higher salary at the Paris Opera in 1830
and 1831, and her charge for singing at private

concerts in London, 1829, was only twenty-five

guineas, yet Alfred Bunn engaged her, soon
after, for nineteen nights at £125 per night,

payable in advance.

Sontag, marrying and retiring from the stage

early in 1830, left Malibran mistress of the field,

and henceforth she had no rival, but continued

to sing each season in London and Paris with
ever-increased ^olat. In 1830 an attachment
sprang up between her and Charles de B^riot

the violinist ; and this ended only with her

life. They built in 1831 a handsome villa at

Ixelles, a suburb of Brussels, to which they

returned after every operatic campaign. In the

summer of 1832 a sudden inspiration took this

impulsive artist to Italy in the company of

Lablache, whohappenedtopassthroughBrussels

;

and an Italian tour was improvised, which was
a sort of triumphal progress. Milan, Rome,
Kaples, and Bologna were visited with equal

success.

Malibran retired to Brussels in Deo. 1832,

and her son, Charles Wilfrid, was born Feb.

12, 1833. In the following spring she came to

London, and sang at Drury Lane, in English

Opera, receiving frs. 80,000 for forty representa-

tions, with two benefits which produced not

less than frs. 50,000. The prices offered to her

increased each year to an unprecedented extent.

She received at the Opera in London, during

May and June 1835, £2775 for twenty- four

appearances. Sums, the like of which had not

been heard of before in such cases, were paid to

her at the provincial festivals in England, and

her last engagement at I^aples was for frs.

80,000 for forty nights, with 2J benefits, while

that which she had accepted at Milan from

the Duke Visoonti, the director of La Scala, was,

exclusively of some other profitable conditions,

frs. 150,000 for 185 performances, viz. seventy-
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five in 1835-36, seventy-five in 1836-37, and

thirty-five in the autumn of 1838.

Having played here in English versions of

' Sonnambula' and ' Fidelio,' Malibran returned

to Naples, where she remained until May 1834,

proceeding then to Bologna, and thence to

Milan. She soon came back, however, to London

for a flying visit ; and was singing at Sinigaglia

in July. On the 11th of the next month she

went to Lucca, where her horses were taken

from her carriage, which was drawn to her hotel

by enthusiastic admirers after her last appear-

ance. She next went to Milan, where she

signed the above-mentioned contract, and thence

to Naples where shesangatthe Fondo in 'Otello,'

and at the San Carlo, Dec. 4, 1834, in Rossi's

' Amelia.' Persiani's ' Ines de Castro ' was pro-

duced at the San Carlo for her in the same

winter. Here she met with an accident, her

carnage being upset at the comer of a street

;

and she suffered injuries which prevented her

from appearing in public for a fortnight. Even

then, she made her first appearance with her

arm in a sling, which added to the interest of

the occasion. From Naples she went, in the

same triumphant manner, to Venice, her arrival

being announced by fanfares of trumpets. There

she was besieged with fresh enthusiasm, which

followed her in her return to Paris and London.

She returned in August to Lucca.

At this juncture her marriage was annulled

by the Courts at Paris, and on March 26, 1836,

she married de Bdriot, with whom she returned

immediately to Brussels.

In the following April, once more in London,
Mme. Malibran de Biriot had a fall from her

horse. She was dragged some distance along

the road, and received serious injuries to her

head, from which she never entirely recovered
;

but her wonderful energy enabled her for a

time to disregard the consequences of this acci-

dent. She returned to Brussels, from whence
she went to Aix-la-Chapelle, and gave two con-

certs there with de Biriot. In September she
had come to England again, for the Manchester
Festival,—at which her short, brilliant life

came to an end. She had arrived, with her
husband, after a rapid journey from Paris, on
Sunday, Sept. 11, 1836. On the following
evening she sang in no less than fourteen pieces.

On the Tuesday, though weak and ill, she insisted

on singing both morning and evening. On
Wednesday, the 14th, her state was stiU more
critical, but she contrived to sing the last sacred
music in which she ever took part, ' Sing ye to
the Lord,' with thrilling effect ; but that same
evening her last notes in public were heard, in
the duet, with Mme. Caradori Allan, ' Vanne se
alberghi in petto,' from ' Andronico.' This was
received with immense enthusiasm, the last
movement was encored, and Malibran actually
accomplished the task of repeating it. It was
her last effort. While the concert-room still
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rang with applause, she was fainting in the arms
of her friends

; and, a few moments later, she
was conveyed to her hotel [the Morley Arms,
Matlock.] Here she died, after nine days of

nervous fever, in the prostration which naturally
followed upon the serious injuries her brain had
received from the accident which had befallen

her in the midst of a life of perpetual excitement.

She died on Friday, Sept. 23, 1836, about twenty
minutes before midnight, under the care of her
own doctor, a homceojiath, Belluomini, who had
declined to act with the two regular physicians

who had at first attended her. Two hours after

her death de Beriot was, with Belluomini, in a

carriage on his way to Brussels, to secure the

property of his late wife. She was buried on

Oct. 1, in the south aisle of the collegiate church,

Manchester. She was but twenty-eight years

of age when she died. Her remains were, soon

afterwards, removed to Brussels, where they were
reinterred in the cemetery of Laeken, where a

mausoleum was erected by de Beriot, contain-

ing a bust of the great singer by the celebrated

sculptor Geefs.

It is difficult to appreciate the charm of a

singer whom one has never heard. In the case

of Maria Malibran it is exceptionally difficult,

for the charm seems to have consisted chiefly in

the peculiarity of timbre and unusual extent of

her voice, in her excitable temperament which
prompted her to improvise passages of strange

audacity upon the stage, and on her strong

musical feeling which kept those improvisations

nearly, but not quite, always within the bounds
of good taste. That her voice was not faultless,

either in quality or uniformity, seems certain.

It was a contralto, having much of the soprano

register superadded, and with an interval of

dead notes intervening, to conceal which she

used great ingenuity, with almost perfect success.

It was, after all, her mind that helped to enslave

her audience ; without that mental originality

her defective vocal, organ would have failed to

please where, in fact, it jirovoked raptures.

Many portraits of Malibran have appeared,
none very good. A large one, after Hayter, re-

presenting her with a harji, as 'Desdemona, ' is

usually accounted the best
; but it is only indif-

ferent. Another, by R. J. Lane, A. R. A. , showing
her made up as ' Fidalma,' and then, afterwards,

in a stage-box, in her usual dress, is much better.

It is this latter portrait which we have engraved.

Several biographies have appeared of this

extraordinary person, with anecdotes of whom
it would be easy to fill a volume ; that which was
written by the Comtesse Merlin is little better

than a romance. Malibran composed and pub-
lished many nocturnes, songs, and chansonnettes

;

some of the unpublished pieces were collected

and published by Troupenas at Paris under the
name of ' Dernieres Pensees musicales de Marie-
Felicite Garcia de Beriot,' in 4to. j. m. ; with
corrections from E. Heron-Allen's ContributioTis

towards an accurate biography of De Biriot and
Malibran {De Fidic. Opuscida, op. vi.)

MALINGONIA, LA. The name attached by
Beethoven to a very romantic intermezzo or in-

troduction, of forty- four bars' length, between
the Scherzo and the Finale of his String Quartet
in Bl7, op. 18, No. 6. The time is Adagio, and
the direction given is ' Questo pezzo si deve
trattare colla piii gran delicatezza. ' The theme
of the Malinconia appears twice in the Finale,

much in the same way that the Andante does in

that of the Quintet, op. 29. g.

MALLINGER, Mathilpb, born Feb. 17,

1847, at Agram, Croatia, was first taught sing-

ing there by her father, a professor of music, and
Professor Lichtenegger, later by Gordigiani and
Vogl at the Prague Gonservatorium from 1863
to 1866, and finally by Richard Lewy at Vienna.

On the recommendation of Franz Lachner
she was engaged at Munich, where she made
her debut as Norma, Oct. 4, 1866. She was the

original Eva in the ' Meistersinger, ' June 21,

1868. She made her debuts at Berlin as Elsa,

April 6, and Norma, April 9, 1869. She was
an excellent actress and a great favourite, mar-

ried the Baron Schimmelpfennig von der Oye at

Berlin, and remained there during her whole

musical career until 1882. On leave of absence

she played with success at Vienna, Munich, etc.,

and in Italian opera at St. Petersburg and
Moscow, but with indifferent success. Her parts

included Donna Anna, Fidelio, Jessonda, Valen-

tine, Leonora (' Trovatore '), Iphigenia, Eury-

anthe, Susanna, Zerlina, Mrs. Ford, etc. About
1871a certain section of the Berlin public tried

to establish her claim as leading singer as against

Pauline Lucca, the then reigning favourite.

Endless quarrels ensued on their account, which
culminated at a performance of the ' Nozze, ' Jan.

27, 1872, where they were both playing. On
Lucca's entry as Cherubino she was hissed—in
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eonaequenee of which she broke her contract in
the following autumn and left for America. In
1890 Mme. Mallinger became professor of sing-
ing in the Conaervatorium of Prague, and in

1895 returned to Berlin to teach in the Eiohel-

berg Conaervatorium. A. c.

MALTEN (properly MULLEE), Th^rJsse,
born at Insterburg, Eastern Pruasia, June 21,

1855, was taught singing by Gustav Engel of

Berlin. She made her debut aa Paniina and
Agatha at Dresden in 1873, where she remained
for thirty years aa principal soprano, retiring

at last on a pension. Her parts include Ar-
mida, Iphigenia, Fidelio, Jeasonda, Genoveva,
Leonora ('Trovatore'), Margaret; the heroines

of Wagner ; the Queen of Sheba in Goldmark's
opera of that name ; the Princeaa Marie in

Kretsohmer's ' Folkunger ' on its production in

1874 ; Fulvia on the production of Hofmann's
'Arminius' in 1877, etc. On leave of absence
she has played in London, Berlin, Vienna, etc.

In August 1882 ahe appeared at Bayreuth as

Kundry, at the inatance of Wagner, who had a
very high opinion of her ability, again in 1884,
and at Munich, where she played the same part

in private before King Ludwig, from whom she

received the gold medal of Arts and Science.

She made a great impression on her d^but at

Drury Lane under Kichter aa Fidelio, May 24,

1882, and during the season as Elaa, May 27
;

Elizabeth, June 3, and Eva, June 7. She re-

appeared in England at the Albert Hall on the

production of Parsifal,' Nov. 10 and 15, 1884
;

at a Richter Concert in 1886 ; and at the

Bristol Festival of 1896.

She possessea a voice of extraordinary com-

pass, with deep and powerful notes in the lower

register. She is an admirable actress, being

especially successful in Wagner's operas. She
was appointed chamber singer to the King of

Saxony in 1880, and was also chosen by Wagner
to play Isolde at Bayreuth in 1883, though the

performance did not take place owing to the

death of the composer. She has practically

retired from the exercise of her art for some
years. A. c.

MALVEZZI, Cristofamo, bom at Lucca

(June 27, 1547, according to Riemann), was in

1371 a canon at the church of San Lorenzo in

Florence, and on the death of Francesco Cor-

teccia succeeded him as maestro di cappella to

the Grand Duke of Tuscany. He is chiefly

known as the editor of a collection of dramatic

intermezzi which were performed on the occasion

of the marriage of the Grand Duke Ferdinand

with Christina of Lorraine in 1589. The work

was published in fourteen part-books for voices

and instruments under the title, Intermedii et

amcerti, fatti per la, commedia rappresentata in

Firenze nelle nozze del . . . Ferdinando Medici

e Madama Cristiana di Lorena . . . Venice,

1591. It is remarkable as a foreshadowing of

the attempts made, a few yeara later, towards

the creation of » proper dramatic music by

means of vocal monody with instrumental

accompaniment. It is only a foreshadowing,

however, as the pieces are all written in a simple

madrigal style for 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 voices with

dialoghi for 6 to 15 voices. The instruments

employed are chiefly lutes and viols of different

kinds with trombones and organ. Only in the

larger piecea are all the instruments employed

with the voices. Beaides the editor himaelf

the oompoaers represented are Luca Marenzio,

Jacopo Peri, Emilio de' Cavalieri, and Giovanni

Bardi, the three latter becoming afterwards the

creators of the later Monodic style. The piece

composed by Luca Marenzio is entitled ' II Com-

battimento d'Apolline col Serpente.' From this

a madrigal chorus for four voices, ' O valoroso

Dio,'is reprinted by Kiesewetter in his Schicksale

und Besehaffenheit des weltlichen Gesangea, 1841,

who also gives three other pieces by Peri,

Cavalieri, and Archilei, which, though written in

the simplest four-part counterpoint, were sung

by one voice with one or two instruments play-

ing the other parts. Other works by Malvezzi

are a book of madrigals a 5, Venice, 1583, and

one a 6, Venice, 1584, also a book of Ricercari

a 4, 1577. A canzona by him transcribed from

Schmid's organ-tablature book, 1607, is given in

Ritter's Geschichte des Orgelspiels, No. 9. See

also Ritter, p. 27. J. K. M.

MANCHESTER. Ofthe musical associations

in Manchester, by far the oldest, and, for its

past influence upon the progress of music in the

city, by far the most important, is that of the

Gentlemen'a Concerts. 'The date of the forma-

tion of theae concerta is uncertain ; but the

overture to Handel's 'Julius Cseaar,' taken from
a programme of the year 1745, held a com-
memorative place at the opening concert given
in 1903. [The concerts, in their early days,

were a meeting-place of Jacobites ; see the

Monthly Memew for Dec. 1905, art. 'Under-
ground Jacobitism,' by R. E. Francillon, p.

21.] The orchestra appears to have had an
amateur origin; and it maintained a partially

amateur constitution till the conductorship of

it fell to Sir (then Mr.) Charles Halle, in

February 1850. Previous to this appointment
the first violin filled the double position of leader
and conductor. For special performances of

choral and other larger works, the services of

special conductors were secured ; and in that
position the names of Mazas, Sohira, Julius
Benedict, and, more frequently. Sir George Smart
preceded that of Mr. Halle.

For quite a century the concerts were the
means of introducing the best contemporary art
and artists to the town. They were also chiefly
concerned in initiating and carrying out the

.great Musical Festival of the year 1828 ; and
the still more memorable Festival of the year
1836—the last of its kind ever held in Man-
chester, and the one upon which the death of
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Malibran conferred a pathetic interest. When
the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of the

year 1857 was inaugurated, its directors found

in Mr. Charles Halle, and the orchestra of the

Gentlemen's Concerts, a ready means of con-

stituting a band worthy of its fine surroundings.

Local zeal saved this band from dispersal when
the Exhibition closed. A permanent organisa-

tion was created ; a series of winter concerts

was arranged ; and the Halle orchestra and the

Hstll^ concerts are thus accounted for. In the

year 1830 the subscribers took possession of

their new building, known as the Gentlemen's

Concert Hall. Here the society's concerts were
continuously held till the site was absorbed in

that of the Midland Hotel. Under the terms

of the sale a large hall, capable of seating 900
persons, was constructed—with a separate en-

trance—within the hotel. In this hall the

concerts were resumed in the season 1903-4,

having been held in the interval of the building,

in the Manchester Town Hall. Eight concerts

are given during the season. Since the establish-

ment of the Halle orchestra, the band has been
constituted from that source, with the same
conductor, and the same leader. Dr. Hans
Kichter consequently succeeded Sir Charles

Hall^ in the former position. The concerts are

less strenuous and exploring than those of the

HalM concerts, and choral works are not per-

formed ; but the assemblies have a socially

intimate character from the limitations of the

subscription list.

The Hall:^ Concerts, it has been said, were

established in the year 1857. From that date

they were conducted with remarkable energy

and worthiness of aim by Sir Charles Halle,

till his death in 1895, one break in the sequence

occurring in the year 1860 (no concerts were

given from April 18, 1860, to October 17, 1861).

On the death of Sir Charles, the concerts for the

season were, conducted by Sir Arthur Sullivan,

Sir C. Villiers Stanford, Sir Joseph Barnby, Dr.

F. H. Cowen, Sir A. C. Mackenzie, Dr. Brodsky,

Mr. George Henschel, and Mr. E. H. Wilson

the chorus-master. Dr. Cowen conducted

through the following season of 1896-97. Since

that datetheconductorship has beenpermanently

in the hands of Dr. Richter. In the meantime

a society of guarantors had been formed to

continue the concerts ; and under this adminis-

tration, and Dr. Richter's direction, the concerts

have sustained and enhanced their own fame

and the city's musical reputation. The orchestra

consists of 100 performers. The chorus numbers

400. Twenty concerts are given each season

in the large Free Trade Hall ; and the band

also fulfils engagements in Leeds, Bradford,

Sheffield, Huddersfield, Newcastle, Burnley,

and other towns in the North.

Many efforts have from time to time been

made in behalf of chamber music in Manchester,

but all—including those of Sir Charles Halle

himself— failed of sustained support. The
Bkodsky Quartet, however, established by Dr.

Brodsky in 1896, has won appreciation, and the

annual concerts, six in number, and exclusively

instrumental, are amongst the most artistically

and popularly successful given during the

musical season. The balance of the receipts

is devoted to the assistance of the students of

the Royal Manchester College of Music, of

which institution Dr. Brodsky is the Principal,

in succession to Sir Charles Halle. The college

was founded in 1893 by an equal display of

generosity and energy on the part of wealthy

citizens. Her Majesty the Queen is the patroness

of the institution, which possesses a charter.

Manchester and neighbouring towns contribute

to its funds, both directly, and by means of

scholarships. The college is in close affiliation

with the Manchester University. Several of

the teachers of the former hold lectureships in

the latter ; and the college students pass to the

Bachelor's and Doctor's degrees in music, at the

University. The fees are £30 per annum, in

three terms ; and a full course of study is obli-

gatory upon each student.

The place once occupied by the Hargreaves

Choral Society, and the Manchester Choral

Society, both founded in 1840, may be said to

be filled, now, by the Manchester Philhar-
monic Choral Society, established by Mr. G.

Brand Lane in 1880, and trained and conducted

by him. The society has a singing membership
of 600. From these, a chorus is selected which
takes part in Mr. Lane's subscription concerts.

Six of these concerts are given each season. On
choral evenings the band is furnished from the

HaU^ orchestra.

The Manchester Vocal Societywas formed

in 1867, largely on the initiative of the late

J. St. J. B. Joule, and the late Henry Wilson

its first director—for conductor in the ordinary

sense of the term, the society has never had.

Mr. Wilson was succeeded in 1885 by Dr. Henry
Watson, who still directs. The choir consist

of some fifty selected voices, and includes some

of the best vocal talent, amateurand professional,

in the district. It gives four public concerts

during the season, and in its accumulated reper-

tory are a large number of important works,

old and new, which through its concerts have

been heard for the first time in Manchester.

A special feature of the society's work is its

unaccompanied part-singing.

The Gentlemen's Glee Club, an offshoot

from the Gentlemen's Concerts, was established

in 1830. Its constitution was modelled on

that of the London Glee Club. Six meetings

are held during the session, in October to March
inclusive. To commemorate the seventy-fifth

year of its existence, a brief history of the

Club has been published.

The series of public concerts at the Schiller
Anstalt, four in number, are often made
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specially important by the new chamber music
they introduce, and by the representative char-
acter of the artists and composers who appear
at them.

Manchester possesses two specially fine organs—one by Cavaille-Col, in the Town Hall, and
one by Messrs. Henry Willis & Son, at the
Whitworth Hall of the Manchester University.

Dr. J. Kendrick Pyne, the city organist, gives

occasional recitals on the latter, and regular
Saturday evening recitals on the former. For
the HenryWatson Music Library, seeLlBKARiES,
vol. ii. p. 708. H. w.
MANCHICOURT, Pibem be, French-

Flemish composer of the earlier part of the

16th century, was bom at B^thune in Artois.

In 1539 he is described as Phonascus or choir-

master of Tournai Cathedral, and some time
before 1556 received a canonry at Arras. He is

said to have lived afterwards at Antwerp. His
compositions, fairly numerous, chiefly motets
and chansonswith a few masses,' mostly appeared
in the miscellaneous collections of the time.

Some volumes, however, contain works ex-

clusively or almost exclusively, by Manohicoiirt

;

a book of motets, nineteen in all, a 4-6, was
published by Attaignant in 1539, another book
of motets containing 14 a 5-6, was published

by Phalese at Louvain in 1554. This latter

volume was dedicated by Manohicourt to

Antoine Perrenot, Bishop of Arras, known
afterwards as Cardinal Granvelle, and prob-

ably it was to him that the composer owed
his canonry at Arras. In 1545 Tylman Susato

of Antwerp published a book of twenty-nine

chansons by Manchicourt. One of these

chansons, 'Sortez mes pleurs,' has beenreprinted

in Commer's Oollectio, torn. xii. Eitner, in the

Quellen-Lexikcm, speaks in the highest terms of

a motet, ' Vidi Speciosam,' a 8, taken from the

Thesaurus of Montanns and Neuber, 1564; but

none of Manchicourt's motets have yet been

reprinted in modern score. j. R. M.

MANCINELLI, Luigi, born at Orvieto,

Feb. 5, 1848. He was six years old when he

began to study the piano under the direction

of his father, a distinguished amateur. At the

age of twelve he went to Florence to be a

pupil of Professor Sbolci, one ofthe most talented

Italian violoncellists. The boy showed great

aptitude for the violoncello, and his progress

was very rapid. While studying with Sbolci,

he had a short course in harmony and counter-

point from Mabellini. These were the only

lessons he ever had ; he has acquired his

knowledge of composition from the study of the

works of the great masters without any guide.

Manoinelli's professional career began in

Florence, where he was for a time one of the

first violoncello players in the orchestra of La

Pergola. He was engaged in the same capacity

at the Apollo in Rome in 1874, when this

theatre, by unexpected circumstances, was left

without a conductor. The impresario Jacovaooi,

a popular and energetic manager, in order not

to stop the performances, thought of trying

the ability of his first violoncellist, of whom

he had heard favourable reports ; and so Manci-

nelli was suddenly raised from the ranks to

appear as a conductor. 'Aida' was the first

opera conducted by him, and, as everything

went off satisfactorily, from that performance

there was a new conductor in Italy.

Thanks to his first successful attempt, in the

following year Mancinelli was engaged to be

the musical director at Jesi during the f^tes of

Spontini's centenary. On this occasion he re-

vived Spontini's ' La Vestale,' and the admirable

execution of this grand work reflected on the

conductor, who was re-engaged for the direction

of the orchestra of the Apollo. In 1876 Manci-

nelU had his first success as a composer with

his Intermezzi to ' Messalina,' a drama by Pietro

Cossa. The following year he wrote Intermezzi

to the Cleopatra ' of the same author.

Mancinelli left Rome in 1881 for Bologna,

where he was engaged to be the Principal of

the Lioeo Musicale, and at the same time the

conductor of the Teatro Comunale, and the

Maestro di Cappella of San Petronio, the old

basilica of the famous university town. During

his stay there he composed two Masses and

many other sacred pieces, introduced several im-

provements in the Liceo, organised a symphony
and quartet society, and was the first to acquaint

the Bolognese with vocal and instrumental music

by foreign composers. In 1884 he gave the

first performance ofhis opera, ' Isora di Provenza,

'

which was received with great applause.

After five years he left Bologna, attracted,

perhaps, to other countries by the prospect of

pecuniary improvement in his position. During
the season of 1886 he visited London, and gave

a concert, in which he conducted classical works
and some of his own compositions. The success

of this concert brought him an invitation to

write an oratorio for the next Norwich Festival,

and the engagement to conduct the Italian

Opera during the Jubilee season at Dniry Lane.
His powers as a conductor received full recogni-

tion ; and his oratorio ' Isaias,' executed at

Norwich in October 1887, was unanimously
praised. He was re-engaged by Harris as

conductor for the season of 1888 at Covent
Garden, and has revisited London annually
almost ever since. His opera, 'Ero e Leandro,'
first performed in concert-form at the Norwich
Festival of 1896, was presented on the stage at-

Madrid, Nov. 30, 1897, and at Covent Garden
on July 11, 1898. From 1888 to 1895 Man-
cinelli held the place of musical director and
conductor at the Theatre Royal of Madrid. He
was conductor of the operatic enterprises carried
on by Harris at the Metropolitan Opera, New
York. His oratorio, ' Saint Agnes, ' was given,

at the Norwich Festival of 1905. f. kz. \
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MANCINI, Fkanoesco, an Italian composer,
born at Naples in 1674. At first a pupil

at the Conservatorio di San Loreto he, in 1728,
became principal master. He wrote at least

twenty operas for performance in Naples, but
hisopera, 'Hydaspes' {g.v.) or '1' Idaspe Fedele,'

produced in London, May 23, 1710, makes his

name best known to English musicians. He
also composed some oratorios, and his reputation

in Italy was very high. He died at Naples in

1739. The Dictionary of Musicians, 1827,

gives the date of his birth as 1691, but this is

probably incorrect. v. K.

MANCINUS, Thomas, bornl550atSchwerin,
in Mecklenburg, was cantor at the Dom-Schule
(Cathedral School) at Schwerin from 1572 to

1578 ; in 1584 became a member of the chapel

of the Duke of Brunswick at Wolfenbiittel, and
in 1587 was appointed capelhneister. He was
afterwards employed as librarian to the Duke,
and died at Wolfenbiittel about 1620 (Kade
gives the date 1612). He is the author of two
simple settings of the Passion according to St.

Matthew and St. John, first published in 1620,

and since reprinted in Schoberlein's Schatz des

liturgischen Gesanges. With the exception of

a book of German secular songs a 4 and 5, his

other works are mostly occasional compositions

for weddings and funerals, in the form of motets
and madrigals, with Latin or German texts.

See Quellen-Lexikon. j. B. M.

MANDOLINE (Ital. Mandolino) is a small

and very beautifully formed stringed instrument

of the lute kind, with deeper convexity of back
than the lute. It is, as its name implies, less

in size than the Mandola or Mand6ea, a much
scarcer instrument. Mandola, or Mandorla, sig-

nifies 'almond,' and it has been supposed that

the shape of the Instrument has given it the

name. But this cannot be accepted, since the

almost universal use of the syllable ' Man ' un-

changed, or changed by phonetic variation to

'Ban,' 'Pan,' 'Tan,' etc., for the first syllable

ofnames of lute instruments from East to West,

removes it to a wider etymological field.

There are two varieties of Mandoline, the

Neapolitan and the Milanese ; the former having

four pairs of strings, the latter usually five.

The Milanese ' Mandurina ' is tuned

There is one at South Kensington with six

pairs, tuned

The Milanese variety, however, is rare in

comparison with the Neapolitan, the tuning of

which is like that of the violin, in fifths. The
lowest pair of strings is of gut, spun over with

silver or copper, like a guitar first string ; the

next of steel also spun over ; the second and first

pairs are of steel only. Mahillon, in the Cata-

logue of the Musical Instruments in the Brussels

Conservatoire, p. 245, says that the lowest pair

is of gut, the third pair of steel, the second
pair of copper, and the first pair of gut. Berlioz

recommends that the G strings should be of gut
spun with wire, the D strings of brass, the A, of

steel, and the E, of thin gut. The Mandoline is

played with a plectrum of tortoiseshell, whale-

bone, horn, or ostrich-quiU, more or less flexible,

which is held in the right hand, the left being

employed to stop the strings, for which purpose
there are seventeen frets across the finger-board.

The scale of the instrument is three octaves and
one note, from the G below the treble stave to

the octave of A above it. The Serenade in

Mozart's 'Don Giovanni,' 'Deh vieni,' was
written to be accompanied by the Mandoline,

and Gr^try wrote a charming accompaniment
for it in the serenade in 'L'amant jaloux.'

There is a song with mandoline accompaniment
in Michael Ame's ' Almena' (1764).

In the former song the pizzicato of the violins

is of a different colour of tone, and offers but a

poor substitute.

The Mandoline is not, however, the correct

instrument. Don Juan would have played a

'Bandurria, a kind of half guitar and truly

national Spanish instrument, sometimes incor-

rectly called a Mandoline. The back of the

bandurria is flat ; it has only in common with

the Mandoline that it is played with a plectrum

of tortoiseshell, called in Spanish 'pua,' and
that it is the practice to insert a plate of the

same substance in the belly below the sound-hole

to prevent the plectrum scratching. The ban-

durria has twelve strings tuned in pairs, the

higher three notes of catgut, the lower of silk

overspun with metg.1. It is tuned much more
deeply than the MandoUne. The compass is in

all three octaves.
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Our illustration is froman instrument formerly
in the possession of Carl Engel.

Beethoven's friend Krumpholz was a virtuoso
on the Mandoline, and this probably explains
the fact of Beethoven's having written a piece
for the instrument (Thayer, ii. 49). The auto-
graph is to be found in the volume of MS.
sketches and fragments preserved in the British
Museum, Add. MS. 29,801. Though entitled
' Sonatina per il Mandolina (sic). Composta da

MANDOLINE

L. V. Beethoven,' it is only in one movement,

and was probably printed for the first time m
the first edition of this Dictionary. Together

with an adagio in E flat for mandoline and

harpsichord, it is contained in the supplementary

volume of Beethoven's works in Breitkopj^ &
Hartel's complete edition. It will be observed

that the phrase with which the Trio (0 major)

begins is the same which Beethoven afterwards

used in the Allegretto of op. 14, No. 1.

Mandolino.

Cembalo. .
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Fine.
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MANERIA. A term applied in the early

Middle Ages to certain systematic arrangements

of the scale, analogous to the Mixed Modes of

a somewhat later period. The roots of the

several systems comprised in the series corre-

sponded with the finals of the Modes ; each

system comprehending one Authentic and one
Plagal Mode ; consequently, the number of the

Maneria was only half that of the Modes them-
selves. They were named and numbered in a

barbarous mixture of Greek and Latin, thus :

—

Modes I. and II. were called Authentus- et

Plaga, Proti; III. and IV., Authentus et Plaga,

Deuteri ; V. and VI. , Authentus et Plaga, Triti

;

and VII. and VIII. , Authentus et Plaga, Tetarti

:

i.e. the Authentic and Plagal of the First,

Second, Third, and Fourth Maneria. When
the number of Modes was increased the pedantic

faction affected to regard the Maneria ofA and
as duplicates of the First and Second at a differ-

ent pitch ; and hence originated the confusion

mentioned in Dodecachordon. Afterwards,

the necessary existence of six Maneria for the

Twelve Modes was freely acknowledged, w. s. K.

MANIER (Ger.), lit. ' manner' ; derived, like

our word 'manner,' through the French inaniere.,

'a manner,' and manier, 'to handle,' from the

Latin manus, ' a hand. ' It has two entirely dis-

tinct meanings, one dealing with the aesthetics

of music, the other with its technicalities. In

the first of these connections the word signifies

'mannerism,' or the faulty adherence to some

peculiarity in style, bringing such peculiarity

into undue prominence. It is the abuse of indi-

viduality, without which quality no great thing

can be accomplished in any art.

The second meaning of the word is the same

as the French ogr&meTis, ornaments introduced

into, and built upon, the melody, whether

indicated by small notes, or marks, or added at

the will of the performer. [See AgrSmbns, vol. i.

p. 52, where the subject is fully treated.] J. M.

MANN, Arthur Henry, Mus.D., was born

at Norwich, May 16, 1850, and was a chorister

in the cathedral under Dr. Buck. He was a

Fellow of the College of Organists in 1871, and

took the Mus.B. degree at Oxford in 1874 and

that of Mus.D. in 1882. He held the post of

organist at St. Peter's, Wolverhampton, from

1870 ; atTettenhall Parish Church from 1871 ;

and was appointed to Beverley Minster in 1875.

In the following year he was elected organist

and director of the choir at King's College,

Cambridge. Here his work as a choir-trainer

has borne good fruit. His more ambitious

compositions include an oratorio, ' Ecee Homo,'
1882 ; and a ' Te Deum,' 1887, besides services,

anthems, etc. He has written numerous hymn-
tunes, which have become widely known, and
has edited several successful hymn-books, as

well as bringing out an edition of Tallis's famous

'Forty-part Song' (1888). He is an earnest

student of the work of Handel, and made a

minute study of the sketches, etc., in the

Fitzwilliam Museum, contributing an important

section on them to the Catalogue of Music,

published in 1893. In 1894 the discovery of

the original wind parts of the ' Messiah ' in the

Foundling Hospital—in which he was partly

concerned—was followed by a performance of

the oratorio with a reconstructed score, in

King's College Chapel. He was appointed

choirmaster of the Norwich Festival in 1902.

(Brit. Mus. Biog.) M.

MANNERS, Charles (real name Southcote

Mansergh), was born Dec. 27, 1857, in London,

the son of Colonel Mansergh, R.H.A. and J.P.

for Cork and Tipperary. He was taught singing

at the Academies of Musicin Dublin and London,

at the latter for a short time by Shakespeare,

and later in Italy. In 1881 he began his

career as a chorus -singer, and joined Carte's

travelling company. On Nov. 25, 1882, he

made a successful debut as Private Willis on

the production of ' lolanthe ' at the Savoy

Theatre. He next sang in the provinces with the

Carl Rosa Company, and appeared in 1890 at

Covent Garden as Bertram in ' Roberto. ' On
Oct. 17, 1892, he sang the part of Prince

Gremin on the production in England of

Tchaikovsky's ' Eugene Oniegin ' under Lago at

the Olympic Theatre, and later as the King in

'Lohengrin.' In 1893 he sang in America.

From 1894 to 1896 he was engaged by Harris

both for English and Italian opera, also by

Hedmondt in the autumn of 1895, notably as

the King in 'Maritana,' Mephistopheles, etc.

His voice is a hasso cantante of remarkably fine

quality. In 1896-97 he undertook a successful

English opera tour in South Africa. On his

return he established the Moody-Manners Opera

Company, and has made extensive tours in the

d
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provinces, with three separate companies, the
principal company being 115 in number, with
a repertory of thirty operas. In 1902 and 1903,
he gave two seasons at Covent Garden, and in

1904 a longer one at Drury Lane. In the latter

year and in 1906, with characteristic generosity,

he gave an operatic festival, without personal

profit, at Sheffield, in aid of funds for the

foundation of a university in that town. By
giving prizes for the best operas produced by
British composers, and by giving opportunities

to provincial amateurs of seeing great operas,

the Moody-Manners Company has already had
a good influence on contemporary music.

His wife, nie Fanny Moody, was bom Nov.

23, 1866, at Kedruth, Cornwall. She was
taught singing by Mme. Sainton-Dolby at her

private Academy. On April 25, 1885, she

sang the principal soprano music in her mistress's

last composition, ' Florimel, ' a cantata for female

voices, at a Memorial Concert at Prince's Hall,

under Sainton. In February 1887 she made
her debut as Arline in the ' Bohemian Girl ' at

Liverpool with the Carl Bosa Company, and on
April 30 appeared very successfully as Micaela

at Drury Lane. After singing in the provinces

with that company for three years she re-

appeared at Drury Lane in 1890 as Mignon,
Margaret, etc. She was married to Mr. Manners
on July 5, 1890, and in October sangin Italian

as Margaret and Alice. In 1892 she was the

original English Tatiana in Tchaikovsky's opera

above mentioned. She has accompanied her

husband on all his tours, and has sung in his

London seasons, in addition to parts mentioned,

Elizabeth, Elsa, BrUnnhilde in ' Siegfried, 'Juliet

;

Sept. 26, 1902, the heroine on the production

of Pizzi's ' Rosalba ' at Covent Garden ; Sept. 22,

1903, Militza on the production at Covent
Garden of M'Alpin's ' Crescent and the Cross,'

founded on Coppee's ' Pour la Couronne,' which
won the £250 prize offered by the artists ; on
June 17, 1904, she sang the part of Senta in

the revival of ' The Flying Dutchman, ' at Drury
Lane, etc. The possessor of a, pleasant light

soprano voice, an actress and singer of great

charm, Madame Fanny Moody excels in the

poetic and pathetic parts associated with
Christine Nilsson. A. c.

MANNS, SiK August, born of poor parents

at Stolzenburg, near Stettin, in North Germany,
March 12, 1825. His first teacher was the

village-musician at the neighbouring village of

Torgelow, from whom he learnt the violin,

clarinet, and flute. His next instruction was
received from Urban, the town -musician of

Elbing, near which his parents had removed,

and to whom he was apprenticed. Here he

had regular practice in an orchestra, especially

that of the Dantzig opera company during its

annual visits to Elbing ; and this led to his

entering one of the regimental bands of Dantzig

as first clarinet, while he played among the first

violins at the theatre. He now began to arrange

and compose for the band, and generally to take

a prominent part in the music of the place. In

1848 the regiment was transferred to Posen,

and here Manns was noticed by Wieprecht, and

through his assistance transferred himself from

the militaryband to Gung'l's orchestra in Berlin,

and was at length advanced to the post of con-

ductor and solo-violin player at Kroll's Garden

—the Crystal Palace of Berlin. Here, under

Oyer, he worked hard at harmony and composi-

tion, and produced much dance music and other

pieces which were very popular. After the

destruction of Kroll's establishment by fire in

1851, Mr. Manns was chosen by Herr von

Roon (the well-known war-minister), then in

command of a crack infantry regiment at

Konigsberg, to be his bandmaster. Colonel

von Roon, though not himself a musician, was

very anxious that the band of his regiment

should shine in the service. He accordingly

gave his bandmaster every opportunity of dis-

play. At his instance Beethoven's Symphonies
(not at that time so universally known as they

are now) were arranged for the band, and in

other ways the music of the regiment was made
very prominent. It was soon afterwards moved
from Konigsberg to Cologne, and there enjoyed

a still greater reputation. Manns, however,

longed for a wider field, and wisely leaving to

others the department of composition, in which
his abilities were quite sufficient to have ensured

himconsiderable success,he fortunatelyaccepted,

in the spring of 1854, an engagement as sub-

conductor in the band of the Crystal Palace,

then a wind band only, under Herr Sohallehn.

This position he gave up in October, and after

following his profession at Leamington and
Edinburgh (in Mr. Wood's opera band) he
became conductor of the summer concerts at

Amsterdam in 1855, and finally, in the autumn
of that year, was engaged as conductor of the

Crystal Palace band, a post upon which he
entered on Oct. 14, 1855. The music at the
Crystal Palace was at that time in a veryinchoate
condition, the band was still a wind band, and
the open Centre Transept was the only place
for its performances. Under the efforts of the
new conductor things soon began to mend.
He conducted a 'Saturday Concert' in the
'Bohemian Glass Court' the week after his
arrival

; through the enlightened liberality of
the directors the band was changed to a full

orchestra, a better spot was found for the
music, adjoining the Queen's rooms (since
burnt) at the north-east end, and at length,
through the exertions of Robert Bowley, then
General Manager, the concert -room was en-
closed and roofed in, and the famous Saturday
Concerts began, and were continued with a
constant advance, both in the value and variety
of the selections and the delicacy and spirit of
the performances, until 1901. Manns's duties
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as conductor, both of the daily music and of

the Saturday concerts, as well as of the numerous
fUes and extra performances, where music had
to be arranged for large combined masses of

wind and string, were naturally very arduous.

Mendelssohn (in a letter from Leipzig dated

Feb. 27, 1841) says, 'I have conducted fifteen

public performances since Jan. 1 ; enough to

knock up any man.' What would he have
said if he had had to do this with all the

added difficulties caused by the calls of the

London season on his musicians, and with two
band-performances to arrange and conduct every

day as well ? Manns has therefore only rarely

taken engagements outside the Crystal Palace.

In 1859 he conducted the Promenade Concerts

at Drury Lane, and the Winter Series at Glasgow
in 1879 and following years. In 1883 he re-

placed Sir Michael Costa as conductor of the

Handel Festival, and conducted the subsequent

festivals until 1900. He conducted the Sheffield

Festivals of 1896 and 1899. [He was knighted

in 1903.]

In a remarkable article in the Times of

April 28, 1847, it is said that 'the German
conductor makes the orchestra express all the

modifications of feeling that an imaginative

soloist would give voice to on a single instru-

ment.' It is to this power of wielding his band
that Manns accustomed his audience during

the years of his conductorship. In addition

to the many qualities necessary to produce

this result he is gifted with an industry which

finds no pains too great, and with a devotion

which not only makes him strictly loyal to the

indications of the composer, but has enabled

him to transcend the limits of a mere conductor,

and to urge on his audience music which,

though at first received with enthusiasm only

by a few, has in time amply justified his fore-

sight by becoming a public necessity. It is

not too much to say that his persistent perform-

ance of the works of Schumann—to name but

one composer out of several—in the early part

of his career at Sydenham, has made the London

public acquainted with them years before they

would otherwise have become so. [The younger

English composers, from Sullivan downwards,

had good reason to be grateful to Manns, who
brought forward English works at a time when

the regular English conductors were too timid

to venture on them.] G.

MANON LESOAUT. The Abb^ Prevost's

famous romance has attracted many opera-

composers.

1. Ballet in three acts, by Halevy. Pro-

duced at the Op^ra, Paris, May 3, 1830.

2. Opera, by Balfe. Produced in Paris, 1836.

3. Op^ra-comique, in three acts, by Auber,

libretto by Scribe. Produced at the Op&a
Comique, Paris, Feb. 23, 1866.

4. Manon. Opera in three acts, libretto by

Meilhao & Gille, music by Massenet. Produced

at the Op4ra-Oomique, Paris, Jan. 19, 1884,

and in English by the Carl Rosa Company, at

Liverpool, Jan. 17, 1886, and at Drury Lane
Theatre, May 7, 1885. In French at Covent
Garden, May 19, 18«1.

5. Manon Lescaut. Opera in four acts, li-

bretto anonymous, music by Giacomo Puccini.

Produced at Turin, Feb. 1, 1893, and atCovent
Garden, May 14, 1894.

MANTIUS, Edtjaed, a tenor singer of great

reputation in Northern Germany, was born
at Sohwerin, Jan. 18, 1806. He studied law,

first in 1825, at the university of Eostock, and
afterwards at Leipzig. It was at the latter

place that his fine voice attracted general

attention and that he began to study singing

under Pohlenz. After having sung with great

success at a festival at Halle, conducted by
Spontini, he went to Berlin, and by his inter-

pretation of the tenor parts in Handel's oratorios

(Samson, Judas, etc.), soon became the declared

favourite of the Berlin public. How much his

talent was appreciated in the house of the

Mendelssohn family may be gathered from

many passages in the published letters and
other books relating to Mendelssohn. It was

Mantius who sang the principal tenor part in

the Liederspiel, 'Die Heimkehr aus der Fremde'
(' Son and Stranger '), at the celebration of

the silver wedding of the elder Mendelssohns

(Devrient, p. 89). In 1830 he made his first

appearance on the stage at Berlin as Tamino in

the ' Zauberflbte. ' In 1 857 he gave his farewell

performance as Florestan in ' Fidelio.' During

twenty-seven years he had appeared in no less

than 152 characters. After quitting the stage he

devoted himself with much success to teaching,

and he died at Ibnenau, in Thuringia, July 4,

1874. Mantius not only had an exceptionally

fine voice, which he knew how to use in a truly

artistic and musical manner, but was also a

remarkablygoodactor. Hisrepresentationsofthe

tenor parts in Mozart's and Gluck's operas were

justly regarded as models of their kind. p. D.

MANTUA. The earliest Academy in Mantua
for poetry and music was that of the ' Invaghiti,'

founded in 1568 by Cesare Gonzaga, Duke of

Mantua, and Signor di Guastalla. It always

remained under royal patronage, and was one

of the largest and most flourishing in Italy.

In 1494, previous to the founding of this

Academy, there was a magnificent theatre in

Mantua, in which was represented one of the

earliest Italian dramas—the ' Orfeo ' of Angelo

Poliziano. This pastorale was composed in

two days at the instance of Francesco Gonzaga,

Duke Of Mantua. In the 17th century, says

Muratori, music, and more especially theatrical

music, was held in high esteem ; the attention

of every one was directed to gorgeous musical

entertainments, and more especially the courts

of Modena and Mantua tried to outshine each

other in magnificence. Their respective Dukes,
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Ferdinando Gonzaga and Francesco d'Este, vied
in obtaining the best musicians and most highly
prized singers for their court. It was the
custom to pay a sum of not less than 300 soudi
to the best actors, and there was no stint of

expenditure on orchestra, costumes, or scenery
and lighting {Annali d'Italia, 1690). c. M. p.

MANUAL (from manus, ' a hand '), a clavier,

or set of keys, to be played by the hands.

The term is used chiefly in reference to the
organ, where the keyboards for the hands and
the keyboard for the feet have, for convenience,

to be distinguished by some brief and suggestive

name. Clavier (from clavis, a key) simply
means a keyboard, without reference to the

members of the body with which it is to be

played. E. j. H.

MANUALITER. A direction offairlyfrequent

occurrence in the organ works of Bach and his

contemporaries, indicating that the passage or

piece so inscribed is to be played upon the

manuals alone, the direction 'pedaliter' being

used at the entry of the pedal.

MANZUOLI, Giovanni, was born at Florence

about 1725. Having acquired a reputation in

Italy, he repaired, in 1753, to Madrid, where
he was engaged at a high salary by Farinelli.

In 1764 and 1765 he came to London, and, by
his performance, ' the serious opera acquired a

degree of favour to which it had seldom mounted
since its first establishment in this country

'

(Burney). His voice was the most powerful

soprano that had been heard on our stage since

the time of Farinelli, and his style was full of

taste and dignity. The applause he earned was
hearty and unequivocal ;

' it was a universal

thunder.' Other singers had more art and feel-

ing ; none possessed a sweeter or fuller organ.

As to execution, he had none ; but he was a

good actor, though unwieldy in figure, and ill-

made. Kor was he young ; but the sensation

he excited seems to have been irresistible.

All the composers struggled to have the honour
of writing for him ; even Dr. Ame composed
his unsuccessful ' Olimpiade ' for the popular

singer. Manzuoli, however, left England at the

end of the season, and did not return. In the

same year he was at Vienna, and he shortly

afterwards retired to his native place, with the

title of ' Singer to the Court of the Grand Duke
of Tuscany.'

In a letter of Mozart's,' his first after starting

on his Italian tour, Jan. 7, 1770, he says of a

singer whom he heard, ' canta un poco Manzuo-

lisoh ed a una bellissima voce forte ed h gik

veochio,' etc. Burney heard him again, in

September of that year, taking part in a service

in a convent near Florence, and was delighted,

though the voice seemed less powerful, even in

a small church, than when he was in England.

His name occurs once more, in one of the elder

Mozart's letters, written in the following August,
I In the ooUection of the present writer.

' Manzuoli often visits us ' ; and he is included

among ' the singers, not only celebrated in their

profession, butgood-hearted and sensible people.

'

He took part in the 'Serenata' composed by the

young Mozart in honour of the nuptials of the

Archduke Ferdinand, at Milan, Oct. 17, 1771,

and was encored in one of his songs. Mozart

writes again, Nov. 24, 1771 :
' Herr Manzuoli,

the musico, who has always been considered and

esteemed as the best of his class, has in his old

age given a proof of his folly and arrogance.

He was engaged at the Opera for the sum of

500 gigliati (ducats), but as no mention was

madeof the jSerejurfain the contract, hedemanded

500 ducats more for singing in it, making 1000.

The court only sent him 700 and a gold box

(and enough too, I think), but he returned the

700 ducats and the box, and went away without

anything. I don't know what the result of this

history will be,—a bad one, I fear !

' A good

portrait of Manzuoli was engraved by G. B.

Betti, after a design by L. Betti. Among his

pupils was the celebrated Coltellini. j. M.

MAOMETTO SECONDO. Opera by Kossini.

Produced at San Carlo, Naples, during the

Carnaval of 1820 ; adapted and extended as

Lb Slt;GE DB COIUNTHE. G.

MAPLESON, James Henky, a well-known

London impresario. He was a student at the

Royal Academy, appeared in public as a singer,

and for some time played among the violas in

the orchestra. Later he was assistant to Mr.

E. T. Smith at Her Majesty's Theatre, and when
Mr. Smith announced, in 1861, his intention

of abandoning Italian Opera, Mr. Mapleson took
the Lyceum, and commenced his career as a

manager. He opened there on June 5, 1861
;

and on the 1 5th produced Verdi's ' Ballo in

Maschera ' for the first time in England. His
first season at Her Majesty's was 1862, when
TrebelU made her debut in England ; the burn-
ing of Her Majesty's drove him to Drury
Lane in 1868. He joined Mr. Gye in 1869

;

the coalition lasted two seasons, and in 1871 he
returned to Drury Lane. On April 28, 1877,
he reopened Her Majesty's Theatre, and had a
fewseasons there withvarying success. ' Colonel

'

Mapleson, as he was called, was in the habit of
taking his company to the United States in the
intervals of the London season. The Mapleson
Memoirs, an ainusing volume of reminiscences,
appeared in 1888, an^ Mapleson died Nov. 14,
1901, in London. g.

MARA, Gertkudb Elisabeth, one of the
greatest singers of the 18th century, was born at
Cassel, Feb. 23, 1749. Her mother died soon
after the birth of this child, and her father, a
poor musician, named Schmeling, is said to have
adopted the plan of securing his little daughter
in an arm-chair, while he attended to his affairs.

From this cause, it appears, she fell into a rickety
state, from which it was long ere she recovered,
if indeed she ever recovered entirely. Schmeling
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contrived to increase his income by mending
musical instruments, and the little Gertrude one
day got hold of a violin, and began to draw musi-

cal sounds from it, being then only four years

old. For this she was punished by her father
;

but the temptation was too strong to be resisted,

and she seized every opportunity of practising

on such instruments as she could find, whenever
Schmeling's back was turned. He found her,

however, before long, to his astonishment, play-

ing on a violin, on which she had mastered a

scale. Struck with her genius, he gave her a

few lessons, and found her so apt a pupil that,

not long afterwards, he was able to play duets

with her before a few amateurs. But even now,
in her fifth year, the poor child could not stand
without support, and her father was obliged to

carry her to the place where she was to play.

By favour of an amateur, Schmeling and his

child were enabled to visit the fair at Frankfort,

where the little girl's performance excited great

wonder. A subscription was set on foot, a

better education was given to her, and when she

had reached the age of nine her health had im-
proved, and she was able to proceed to Vienna
with her father, and there give some concerts.

The English ambassador advised Schmeling to

take the child to England, advice on which the

poor musician, furnished with letters of intro-

duction by the ambassador, gladly acted. He
soon obtained the patronage of many noble and
influential persons, including the Queen, for his

wonderful child. The little girl, petted and
admired by all the great ladies, was, however,

persuaded by them to give up the violin, which
they thought an unfeminine instrument, and
was encouraged to sing. Her voice was aheady
resonant and clear, but she had, of course, had
no instruction. Schmeling, by the help of her

protectresses, placed the young Gertrude under

the tuition of the musico Faradies. She made
rapid progress, but it soon became necessary to

remove her from the power of her profligate

instructor.

Returning to Cassel, Schmeling found it im-

possible to get an engagement for his daughter,

as he had hoped, at the Court ; for the King
would not hear ofany but Italian singers. Hiller

now received her into his music-school, at Leip-

zig, where she remained for five years. In 1771

she came out from this academy, with a voice

remarkable for its extent and beauty, a great

knowledge of music, and a brilliant style of

singing. She was the first great singer that

Germany had produced. Her education had

been , formed on the music of Hasse, Graun,

Benda, Jommelli, Fergolesi, Porpora, and Sac-

chini ; but Hasse, with his vocal passages and

facile style, was her favourite master. Her
voice extended from the g" to e'". She made
her d^but in an opera of Hasse's at Dresden, and

was successful. With difficulty, the King,

Frederick II., was persuaded to hear her ; and,

though strongly prejudiced against her on
account of her nationality, he was immediately
converted by her singing an air of Graun's at

sight, and finally engaged her for life to sing at

Court, with a salary of fr. 11,250. Here she

profited by the hints of Concialini and Porporino,

and perfected her singing of slow and legato

airs.

In was at this juncture that, in spite of all

advice, and although the King twice refused

his consent, she man-ied the violoncellist, Mara.
She soon discovered her folly, and regretted it

when too late. This part of her life was ex-

tremely unhappy ; she was made miserable on
the one hand by the excesses of a debauched and
dissipated husband, and on the other by the

tyranny of a king who allowed her no liberty or

indulgence. On one occasion, she was actually

brought from her bed, by his orders, transmitted

through an oflScer and guard of soldiers, and
forced to sing at the Opera, though complain-

ing, truly or untruly, of indisposition. She at

length succeeded in escaping to Dresden, where
she was detained by the Prussian ambassador.

Frederick, however, who had lost some front

teeth, and could no longer play the flute, cared

now but little for music, and gave her a tardy

permission to annul her engagement. Mme.
Mara, free at last, arrived in 1780 at Vienna,

where Storace was playing in oiiera buffa, for

which the Emperor had a great liking. This

was not Mara's line, and she was coldly received.

Provided, however, with a letter to Marie-

Antoinette from the Empress, she passed through

Germany, Holland, and Belgium, singing at

various places on her way. At Munich Mozart
heard her, but was not favourably impressed.

He wrote, Nov. 13, 1780, 'Mara has not the

good fortune to please me. She does too little

to be compared to a Bastardella (yet this is her

peculiar style), and too much to touch the heart

like a Weber [Aloysia], or any judicious singer.

'

He tells a story of her and her husband a few

days later (letter of Nov. 24), which shows both

of them in a very unpleasant light, as behaving

with foolish effrontery and pretension. She

was again at Vienna in March 1781, and Mozart

mentions her as giving a concert there. She

reached Paris in 1782. Here she found the

celebrated Todi, and a rivalry immediately

sprang up between these two singers, which

divided society into factions, as when Handel
and Buononcini, or Gluck and Picoinni, were

opposed to each other by amateurs incapable of

admiring both. Many anecdotes are told of the

Mara and Todi dispute, among which one has

become famous. At a concert where both

singers appeared, an amateur asked his neigh-

bour, ' Quelle etait la meilleure ' : to which the

other replied, ' C'est Mara.' ' C'est bien Todi

'

(bient6t dit) was the punning answer.

Two years later, in the spring of 1784, Mara
made her first appearance in London, where her
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greatest successes awaited her. She was engaged
to sing six nights at the Pantheon. Owing to

the general election, she sang to small audiences,

and her merits were not recognised until she
sang at Westminster Abbey, in the Handel
Commemoration, when she was heard with
delight by nearly 3000 people. She sang in

the repeated Commemoration in 1785, and in

1786 made her iirst appearance on the London
stage in a serious pasticcio, 'Didone Abban-
donata,' the success of which was due entirely

to her singing. In March 1787 Handel's opera

of ' Giulio Cesare ' was revived for a benefit, and
Mara played in it the part of Cleopatra, which
Cuzzoni had sung in 1724. It was so success-

ful that it was constantly repeated during the

season. Mara again took a leading part in the

Festival in Westminster Abbey in 1787, and
she remained connected with the opera in

London till 1791, after which, though she sang
occasionally on the stage, and even in English

ballad operas, she was more frequently heard in

concerts and oratorios. For these she was better

suited, as her figure was not good enough for

the theatre, nor was she a good actress. It is,

indeed, not impossible that her stage-presence

was still to some extent spoiled by the disease

which crippled her as a child ; and there is a

caricature in which she is shown, singing at a
' Wapping Concert' seated (Feb. 28, 1786), with
the following apology below :

—

Mada%[ Mary . . . begs her Polite Audience will

excuse her sitting during the Performance, as she con-
tracted in her infancy a Disorder called Le Oenoue
Inflexible, or (Stiff Knee) which prevents her standing,
even in the most Sacred Pieces of Music—her Knemies
call it Pride, but it must appear only malice, 'when she
could not rise before their Majesties ; or at the Sacred
Name of Jehovah.

There is, again, a letter of Mara's extant, ^ in

which she apologises for not being able even to

sit on a platform throughout a concert, a thing

she had never been able to do, owing to the heat

and fatigue, which she could not bear. Her
health was, in fact, never strong. She had,

however, the advantage of knowing our lan-

guage, which she had learnt in childhood,

during her first visit to England ; and she is

said to have gained large sums here by her

oratorio-singing.

In 1788 she was singing in the Carnival at

Turin, and the following year at Venice. She
returned to London in 1790, and went to Venice

again in 1791. Coming once more to London

in the next season, she remained here for ten

years. After this time, she found her voice

losing strength, and she quitted England in

1802, after enjoying a splendid benefit of over

£1000 at her farewell concert. She sang with-

out effect at Paris, where she had the misfortune

to come after Grassini ; and then, after passing

through Germany, Mara retired to Moscow,

where she bought a house,

1 In the collection of the preient vriter.

Her worthless husband, and her numerous

lovers —among whom the last was a flute player

named Florio,—had helped her to. spend the

immense sums which she had earned, until she

found herself without means, and compelled to

support herself by teaching. By following this

occupation, she acquired a small competence,

which was again lost to her (1812) in the fire

of Moscow, which destroyed the merchants

house in which she had placed it. Forced to

begin once more to seek a means of subsistence,

when almost sixty-four years old, Mara travelled

in Livonia, where she was kindly received, and

settled in Bevel. She now supported herself

again for about four years by teaching, and

then formed the strange desire to revisit London,

the scene of her former glory. Here she arrived

in 1819 (according to Fetis), though Lord

Mount -Edgcumbe puts her visit before the

burning of Moscow. In any case, the poor old

woman, announced in a mysterious manner by

Messrs. Knyvett as ' a most celebrated singer

whom they were not at liberty to name,' ap-

peared at the King's Theatre, when it was

discovered that not a shred of her voice re-

mained,— and never appeared again. She

returned to Livonia, and died at Kevel, Jan.

20, 1833, at the advanced age of eighty-four,

soon after receiving from Goethe a poem for

her birthday, 'Sangreich war dein Ehrcnweg'

(Weimar, 1831).

A life of Mara, by G. C. Grosheim, was pub-

lished at Cassel in 1823, and a more interesting

one by Eochlitz in his Filr Freunde der Ton-

kunst, vol. i. The best portrait of her was

engraved (oval) by J. Collyer, after P. Jean,

1794. J. M.

MARAIS, Maein (1656-1728), was born at

Paris, March 31, 1656. At an early age he

entered the choir of the Sainte-Chapelle, where

he was a pupil of Chaperon. He learnt the bass

viol from Hottemann (or Hautmann) and his

pupil Sainte- Colombo. After studying six

months with the latter his master dismissed him,

saying that he could teach him nothing further.

In 1685 he entered the Royal Band as a soloist

;

he was also a member of the orchestra of the

Academic Royale de Musique, where he studied

composition under LuUy, sharing with Colasse

the direction of the orchestra. In 1686 he
published his first book of ' Pieces de Viole '

; he
was then living in the Rue du Jour, near St.

Eustache. In the same year he produced at

court, before the Dauphiness, an ' Idylle Dra-
matique.' In April 1693, he brought out at

the Academic de Musique a setting of A. Houdart
de la Motto's ' Alcide,' in which he collaborated

with Louis de Lully. The work was revived in

1705, 1716, and 1744. With the same colla-

borator he wrote a ' Pantomime des Pages,' part
of the score of which is preserved at Berlin. His
other writings for the stage were 'Ariane et

Bacchus'(wordsby Saint-Jean),producedin 1 696

;
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'Aloione' (words by Houdart de la Motte),1706 ;

and 'S^m^le' (words by the same poet), 1709.

The most successful of his operas was 'Alcione,'

a representation of a storm in which was long

much admired. In 1692 he published a set of
' Pieces en Trio pour les Flutes, Violon et Dessus

de Viole. ' A second book of ' Pitees de Viole

'

appeared in 1701 ; a, third in 1711 (when he

was living in the Rue de la Harpe) ; a fourth in

1717 and a iifth in 1725. Reprints of some of

these exist. In 1723 he published a set of
' Sinfonies ' for violin, viol, and harpsichord,

entitled 'La Gamme.' About 1725 Marais

retired to his house in the Rue de Lourcine,

wherehe occupied himselfwith horticulture. He
still, however, gave lessons two or three times a

week at a room in the Rue du Battoir. He died

Aug. 15, 1728, and was buried in the Church
of St. Hippolyte in the Quartier Saint-Marcel.

The parish was suppressed in 1791, and shortly

afterwards the church was destroyed. No trace

of it now remains, but the name is preserved in

the Rue Saint-Hippolyte. At his death Marais

left in MS. a ' Te Deum ' (written and performed

on the convalescence of the Dauphiness) and
some Concertos for violin and bass viol, written

for the elector of Bavaria. At an early age Marais

married Catherine Damicourt, who survived

him. By her he had nineteen children, four of

whom (three sons and a daughter) were also

violists. On one occasion he presented his three

musician sons to Louis XIV., before whom the

children and their father gave a concert, while

a fourth boy turned over the leaves of the music.

One of his daughters married a musician named
Bemier. Marais improved the bass viol by
adding a seventh string, and by increasing the

sonority of the three lower strings by covering

or twisting them. There is a painting of ' M.
Marais, musioien,' in the museum at Blois, and

there also exists a mezzotint of Marin Marais,

painted and engraved by A. Bouys and published

in 1704. In this he is represented seated, full

length, with his bass viol across his knees. The
seven strings and the covering of the lower

strings of the instrument have evidently been

emphasised by the artist. Of his musician sons,

the name of Jean Louis Marais occurs in the

imprint of the fourthand fifth booksof ' Pitees de

Violes,' together with that of Roland Marais, the

only one who attained any distinction. He pub-

lished (in 1711) a Nouvelle Mithode de Musique,

and in 1725 became a solo violist in the Royal

Band, probably succeeding to his father's post.

Quantz heard him in 1726, and praises him as a

great performer. He published (in 1735 and

1738) two books of 'Pieces de Viole,' but nothing

is known as to his biography. w. B. s.

MARBECK, or MERBECKE, John, born

1523, lay clerk, and afterwards (from 1541)

organist of St. George's Chapel, Windsor ;
was

arrested [in March 1542-43], together with three

other inhabitants of the town, on a charge of

heresy, i.e. favouring the principles of the

Reformation. Their papers were seized, and
notes on the Bible and an English Concordance

in Marbeck's handwriting were found, and he
was, moreover, charged with having copied an
epistle of Calvin against the Mass. He and
his three fellows were tried [on July 26, 1544]
and condemned to the stake, but, whilst the

sentence was immediately carried into execution

against the others, Marbeck, owing to the favour

of Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, and the

interposition of Sir Humphrey Foster, one of

the Commissioners, obtained a pardon. [Owing
to a curious mistake, the fact of his pardon
was omitted in Foxe's Acts and Monuments.']

He indulged his opinions in secret until the

death of Henry VIII., but afterwards avowed
them, and in 1550 published his Concordance,

and also the work by which he is best known.
The BoTce of Common Prater noted, being an
adaptation of the plain chant of the earlier

rituals to the first liturgy of Edward VI. In

the same year he took the degree of Mus.D.
at Oxford. He was still organist in 1565.

Marbeck escaped the Marian persecution, and
afterwards published The Lives of Holy Saincts,

etc., 1574 ; The Holie Historie of King Dauid,

etc., 1579 ; The Ripping up of the Pope's Fardel,

1581 ; A JBooke of Notes and Oomm,onplaces, etc.,

1581 ; Examples drawn out of Holy Scriptures,

etc., 1582 ; A Dialogue between Youth and Olde

Age, 1584. He died at Windsor about 1585,

His Soke of Common Praier noted, was reprinted

in facsimile by Whittingham for Pickering in

1844 ; an edition by Rimbault was issued in

1845, and a reprint was included in vol. ii. of

Dr. Jebb's Choral Jtesponses and lAtanies, 1857.

A hymn for three voices by Marbeck is given

in Hawkins's History, and portions of a mass

for five voices by him, ' Per arma justitiae, ' are

contained in vol. vi. of Burney's Musical Extracts

(Brit Mus. Add. MS. 11,586.) Additions from

Diet, ofNat. Biog. ; West's Cccth. Org. ; C. F. A.

Williams's Degrees in Music, etc. w. H. H.

MARCATO (Ital.). 'In a marked, decisive

manner.' The principal use of this direction is

to draw the attention to the melody or subject

when it is in such a position that it might be

overlooked, as for instance, ' II basso ben mar-

cato,' in Chopin's Krakowiak, op. 11 ; or when
there are two subjects both of which are to be

brought prominently forward, as in the Ninth
Symphony of Beethoven (last movement) where

the two subjects come together in 6-4 time, the

words being 'Freude, schbner Gbtterfunken,'

and 'Seid umsohlungen,' etc.; and in the

Etudes Symphoniques of Schumann, No. 2,

'Maroato il canto' and 'Marcato il tema.'

Beethoven also uses ' Queste note ben marcato

'

(sic) in the string quartet, op. 18, No. 6, slow

movement, and ' Melodia marcata, ' in the Trio,

op. 9, No. 2.

' Mareatissimo ' is used by Chopin, Etude,
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op. 25, No. 11, at the end, by SohumaTin in the
last movement of the Sonata in Fj minor, op.

11, and in No. 8 of the Etudes Symphoniques.
The latter composer is the only one of note who
uses this direction at the beginning of a move-
ment, to deiiote the character of the virhole.

This he does frequently, as 'Allegro marcato,'

in the third of the Intermezzi, op. 4 ; and
' Ben marcato,' in Nos. 1 and 3 of the
Romances, op. 28. As a rule Marcato is coupled
with a certain degree of force, as in Schumann's
first Novelette, ' Marcato con forza (Markirt
und kraftig) ' ; but in the Sonata, op. 14 (last

movement), we find 'Leggiero marcato,' and
near the end, ' Leggierissimo marcando. ' The
sign which is equivalent to Marcato is <
over the separate notes, but this refers to the
notes themselves, and Marcato to the whole

MARCELLO, Benedetto, eminent com-
poser, a Venetian of noble birth, son of Agostino
Maroello and Paola Capello, born July 31, or

August 1, 1686. He was highly educated, and
had great natural gifts for music, and was a

pupil of Lotti and Gasparini. The violin was
his first instrument, but he soon gave his whole
attention to singing and composition. His
father, objecting to the time thus occupied, sent

him from home to study law, but on his death

Benedetto returned to Venice, and contrived to

combine the practice of music with his profes-

sional avocations. He held important govern-

ment posts, was a member of the Council of

Forty in 1711, and afterwards Provveditore of

Pola (1730). Here he remained eight years,

when his health having been ruined by the

climate he became Camerlengo at Brescia, and
there died July 24, 1739. His monument in

the church of S. Giuseppe states his age to have
been fifty -two years, eleven months, and
twenty-three dajrs.* He was elected Cavaliere

of the Filarmonici of Bologna in 1812, and was
also a member of the Pastori Arcadi of Rome.
In his youth he was wUd, but sobered down in

middle life. His great work, in eight volumes,

folio, 'Estro poetico-armonico, Parafrasi sopra

i primi 50 Psalmi, Poesia di Girolamo Gius-

tiniani,' appeared in two parts of twenty- five

Psalms each (Venice, 1724-27). They are

composed for one, two, three, and four voices,

with figured basses, and occasionally with two
violins and violoncello obbligati ; and for

expression far surpass any other work of the

kind. Dr. Burney, in his notice of Maroello

{Hist. iv. 543), considers that they have been

overpraised, and that even in the composer's

day his airs and themes were neither new nor
original. In spite, however, of this judgment
it is not too much to say that, as a whole, they
constitute one of the finest productions of

musical literature. An English edition, edited

1 Both Eltnerand Rieraann overlook this definite statemeat, and
give the date of birth, like thai ot death, as July 24.
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by Avison and Garth, was published in Londcm

in 1757 in 8 vols. ; a second in Italian soon

after (Venice) ; and a third by Valle (1803-8).

MaroeUo also composed instrumental concertos

(1701), and ' Canzoni madrigalesohi ' <Bologna,

1717); besides ' Calista in Orsa,' pastoral

(libretto printed in 1725, music unpub.) ; 'La

Fede riconosoiuta,' opera (Vicenza, 1702) ;

'Arianna,' cantata; and 'Giuditta,' oratorio,

all to his own words. As a poet he was above

the average, and furnished the Ubretto for

Ruggieri's 'Arato in Sparta' (Venice, 1709).

In 1720 he published a satirical pamphlet, II

Tmtro allaModa, reprinted in 1727, 1733, 1738

(Venice), and 1741 (Florence). The Library of

St. Mark in Venice contains a MS. Temia

Musicale ; the Royal Library of Dresden ancient

copies of two cantatas, ' Timotheus,' to his own

Italian translation of Dryden's poem, and

' Cassandra' ; the Court Library of Vienna many

autographs and other works, including the

cantatas ' La Morte d' Adone,' ' Clori e Daliso,'

and ' La Stravaganza ' ; and the Royal Library

of Brussels 'II Tribnfo della musica nel cele-

brarsi la morte di Maria Vergine,' an oratorio

for six voices and chorus. This score was once

in the possession of F^tis, who speaks highly

of its expression, pathos, and effective instru-

mentation. Rossini has borrowed one of the

most prominent themes in his overture to the

' Siege of Corinth ' note for note from Marcello's

21st Psalm. For Marcello's Lettera Famigliare,

see Lotti. [A full catalogue of his works is in

the MonaishtfU fur Musikgesch. vol. 23 (1891),

pp. 187-197, supplemented in the Quellen-

Lexikon.'\ F. G.

MARCH (Ger. Marsch ; Fr. Marche ; Ital.

Marda), a form originally associated with mili-

tary movements, and afterwards imported into

the music of the stage, the orchestra, the

chamber, and the oratorio. In ancient times

the sound of instruments was used as a means
of stimulating the action of large numbers of

people, whether in processes of labour requiring

consentaneous effort, or as a means of exciting

ardour in armies advancing to battle by the

tones of 'the shrill trump, the spirit-stirring

drum, the ear-piercing fife '—equally familiar

being Milton's reference to the effect of the

sound ' of trumpets loud and clarions, ' and the

influence on a mighty host of ' Sonorous metal

blowing martial sounds.' Like most forms,

however, in instrumental music, thedevelopment
of the March followed that of vocal music. We
find Marches in the early operas, in the stage

works of LuUy, and later in those of Handel
and Rameau. In harpsichord music, too, it

appears at a comparatively early date^ the
' Suites des Pieces ' of the French composer
Couperin offering examples.

Of the Military March as now understood,
as a strictly rhythmical and harmonised com-
position, written for a band of wind instruments.
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and intended not only to stimulate courage but

also to ensure the orderly advance of troops, it

does not appear that any examples are extant

earlier than about the middle of the 17th

century, and these seem to have originated

during the Thirty Years' War, and are to be

traced to the form of the VolksUed ; war-songs,

in which patriotic and military ardour was
expressed lyrically, having long preceded the

exclusive use of instruments for that purpose.

A good specimen of the old German military

march is that which Meyerbeer introduced in

his ' Ein Feldlager in Schlesien,' and afterwards,

with other portions of that work, in his ' L'l^toile

du Nord,' in the camp scene of which the fine

old ' Dessauer March ' stands prominently out

from the elaborations with which the composer

has surrounded it.

The earliest instance of the march form in

regular rhythmical phrasing seems to be the

well-known and beautiful Welsh tune, the

national Cambrian war -song, 'The March of

the Men of Harlech. ' This melody [which seems

to have appeared first in print in Jones's Eelicks

of the Welsh Bards, 1794, and bears many
marks of dating from no earlier than the 18th
century] is stated by Llwyd, the ' Bard of

Snowdon,' to have originated during the siege

of Harlech Castle in 1468. If this be so.

Dr. Crotch was justified in saying (in his

Specimens of Different Kinds of Music) ' the

miUtary music of the Welsh is superior to that

of any other nation'

—

i.e. reading the remark
with reference to the war-songs of the period.

In England the Military March would seem
to have been of later development. Sir John
Hawkins, however, in his History of Music,

says : ' It seems that the old English march
of the foot was formerly in high estimation, as

well abroad as with us ; its characteristic is

dignity and gravity, in which respect it differs

greatly from the French, which, as it is given

by Mersennus, is brisk and alert.' On this

subject Sir John quotes a bon mot of Sir Roger

Williams, a soldier of Queen Elizabeth's time,

in answer to the French Marshal Biron's remark
that 'the English march being beaten by the

drum was slow, heavy, and sluggish
'

; the

reply being, 'That may be true, but, slow as

it is, it has traversed your master's country

from one end to the other. ' Hawkins (writing

in 1776) speaks of ' the many late alterations

in the discipline and exercise of our troops,

and the introduction of fifes and other instru-

ments into our martial music ' ; and, in reference

to an earlier condition thereof, quotes, from

Walpole's Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors,

a warrant of Charles I. to the following effect :

—

' Whereas the ancient custome of nations hath
ever bene to use one certaine and constant

forme of March in the warres, whereby to be

distinguished one from another. And the March
of this our nation, so famous in all the honour-

VOL. Ill

able atchievements and glorious warres of this

our kingdom in forraigne parts (being by the

approbation of strangers themselves confest and
acknowledged the best of all marches) was
through the negligence and carelessness of

drummers, and by long discontinuance so altered

and changed from the ancient gravity and
majestie thereof, as it was in danger utterly to

have bene lost and forgotten. It pleased our

late deare brother prince Henry to revive and
rectifie the same by ordayning an establishment

of one certaine measure, which was beaten in

his presence at Greenwich, anno 1610. In

confirmation whereof wee are graciously pleased,

at the instance and humble sute of our right

trusty and right well-beloved cousin and coun-

sellor Edward Viscount Wimbledon, to set down
and ordaine this present establishment here-

under expressed. Willing and commanding all

drummers within our kingdoms of England and
principalitie of Wales exactly and precisely to

observe the same, as well in this our kingdome,

as abroad in the service of any forraigne prince

or state, without any addition or alteration

whatsoever. To the end that so ancient, famous,

and commendable a. custome may be preserved

as a patterne and precedent to all posteritie,'

etc. etc.—This document also contains the

following notation '

—

Voluntary before the March.

Pou tou pou tou pou R pou ton poll pou tou pou B POUDK

The March.

m^^E^:
Fou tou pou tou poung

1^=^^^
Pou tou pou B poung

B poung

R E R poll R B pou tou pou R tou pou R poung potan^

subscribed 'Arundell and Surrey. This is a

true copy of the original, signed by his Majestie.

Ed. Norgate, Windsor.'

The primary (indeed absolute) importance of

the drum in the early form of the March is

very evident. Rousseau, in his JXctionnaire de

Musigue, in his article on that subject, thus

defines it :—
' Marche : Air militaire qui se joue

par des instrumens de guerre, et marque le metre

et la cadence des Tambours, laquelle est propre-

ment la Marche.' The same author, writing

towards the close of the 18th century, speaks

1 The notes are lozenge-shaped in the original.
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of the superiority of the German military music,
and says that the French troops had few military

instruments for the infantry excepting fifes

and drums ; and very few marches, most of

which were ' tr^s malfaites.' Rousseau gives

—

as follows—the first part of the March of the
Musketeers of the King of France, as illustrating

' L'accord de I'air et de la Marche.'

Eautbms. tr.

In its earlier instrumental form the German
March had two reprises, each of eight, twelve,

or even sixteen bars, and its melodic origin

would seem to have been influenced by the

national dance called the 'AUemande,' in 2-4

time. The modern March is now usually in

common time—-four crotchets in a bar—consist-

ing of reprises of four, eight, or even sixteen

bars, with » subsidiary movement entitled a

'Trio' (generally in the dominant or sub-

dominant key), which occupies a similar place

to that of the Trio associated with the Minuet
or Scherzo of a symphony ; that is, following

the March, which is repeated after it. With
the ordinary (Parade) March, about seventy-five

steps go to the minute ; with the Quick March
(Germ. Gesehwimd Marsch ; Fr. Pas redoubU)

about 108 ; while the Storming March (Germ.

Sturm Marsch ; Fr. Pas de charge) implies about

120 steps per minute, these being measured by
rapid beats of the drum.

Military Marches, intended of course to

stimulate hopeful enthusiasm, are generally

written in a bright major key, trumpets, drums,

and other instruments of percussion being

prominently used ; and Funeral Marches in a

solemn minor one—a remarkable exception to

the latter rule being offered by the Dead March

in 'Saul,' the key of which is C major. 'The

stormy music of the drum ' is still an important

element in all the pieces used at the parade or

on the battle-field ; as it exercises a command-

ing influence on rhythmical precision, as already

indicated. Formerly, as above indicated, that

instrument was the all-essential feature in the

March, instead of being, as afterwards, sub-

sidiary in a musical seiise. [Want of space

prevents the full discussion of the later develop-

ment of the march -form by later composers,

from Beethoven to Wagner ; the ' Maroia

Funebre' in the former's Eroica Symphony,

and the 'Kaisennarsch,' 'Huldigungsmarsch,'

MAKCH

etc., of the latter will occur to every reader's

memory.]
The March usually begins with a crotchet

before the commencing phrase, as in Handel's

Marches in 'Einaldo' (1711), in 'Soipio,' the

Occasional Overture, etc. There are, however,

numerous instances to the contrary, as in Gluck's

March in ' Alceste,' that in Mozart's ' Die 2au-

berflote,' and Mendelssohn's Wedding March,

which latter presents the unusual example of

beginning on a chord remote from the key of the

piece. A March of almost equal beauty is that

in Spohr's Symphony, ' Die Weihe der Tone, ' and

here (as also in the March just referred to) we

have an example of a feature found in some of

the older Marches—the preliminary flourish of

trumpets, or Fanfakb [see vol. ii. pp. 5, 6].

There is also, as already said, a description of

march in half time—2-4 (two crotchets in a

bar), called with us the Quick March

—

Pas re-

doubU, Geschwind Marsch. Good specimens of

this rhythm are the two Marches (Pianoforte

duets) by Schubert, No. 3, op. 40, and No. 1,

op. 51, in the latter of which we have also the

preliminary fanfare. The march form in piano-

forte music has indeed been used by several

modem composers ; by Beethoven in his three

Marches for two performers (op. 45) ; and the

Funeral March in his Sonata, op. 26 ; and, to a

much greater extent, by Franz Schubert in his

many exquisite pieces of the kind for four hands,

among them being two (op. 121) in a tempo (6-8),

sometimes, but not often, employed in the march
style ; another such specimen being the ' Eogues'

March,' associated for more than a century

(probably much longer) with army desertion.

This is also in the style of the Quick March, the

tune being identical with that of a song once

popular, entitled 'The tight little Island'—^it

having, indeed, been similarly employed in other

instances. The following is the first part of this

March, whose name is better known than its

melody :

—

Quick Ma/rch.

Besides the March forms already referred to,

there is the Torch-dance [see Fackeltanz, vol.

ii. p. 3a], which, however, is only associated with
pageants and festivities. These and military

marches being intended for use in the open air,

are of course written entirely for wind instru-

ments, and those of percussion ; and in the

performance of these pieces many regimental
bands, British and foreign, have arrived at a

high degree of excellence. [Among modern
English marches, that in Parry's music to
' The Birds ' of Aristophanes (sometimes used
as it wedding -march), and the two entitled
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'Pomp and Ciromnstanoe ' by Elgar, deserve

mention.] H. j. L.

MARCHAND, Louis, a personage whose
chief claim to our notice is his encounter with
Bach, and, as might be imagined, his signal

defeat. He was born at Lyons, Feb. 2, 1669.^

He went to Paris at an early age, became
renowned there for his organ-playing, and ulti-

mately became court organist at Versailles. A
confusion between him and Jean Louis Marchand
of Auxerre (b. 1679) has led to much un-

certainty as to the tenure of various posts as

organist (see the Quellen-Lexikon). By his

recklessness and dissipated habits he got into

trouble and was exiled in 1 7 1 7 . The story goes,

that the king, taking pity on Marchand's un-

fortunate wife, caused half his salary to be with-

held from him, and devoted to her sustenance.

Soon after this arrangement, Marchand coolly

got up and went away in the middle of a mass
which he was playing, and when remonstrated

with by the king, replied, ' Sire, if my wife gets

half my salary, she may play half the service.

'

On account of this he was exiled, on which he
went to Dresden, and there managed to get

again into royal favour. The King of Poland
offered him the place of court organist, and
thereby enraged Volumier, his capellmeister,

who was also at Dresden, and who, in order

to crush his rival, secretly invited Bach to come
over from Weimar. At a royal concert, Bach
being incognito among the audience, Marchand
played a French air with brilliant variations of

his own, and with much applause, after which
Volumier invited Bach to take his seat at the

harpsichord. Bachrepeated allMarchand'sshowy
variations, and improvised twelve new ones of

great beauty and difficulty. He then, having

written atheme in pencil, handed it to Marchand,

challenging him to an organ competition on the

given subject. Marchand accepted the challenge,

but when the day came it was found that he

had precipitately fled from Dresden, and, the

order of his banishment having been withdrawn,

had returned to Paris, where his talents met
with more appreciation, and where he became

organist of St. Honore. He now set up as a,

teacher of music, and soon became the fashion,

charging the then unheard-of sum of a louis

d'or a lesson. In spite of this, however, his

expensive habits brought him at last to extreme

poverty, and he died in great misery, Feb. 1 7,

1732. His works comprise 2 vols, of pieces for the

harpsichord, and one for the organ, and an opera,

'Pyramus et Thisbe, ' which was never performed.

His ideas, says F^tis, are trivial, and his har-

monies poor and incorrect. There is a curious

criticism of him by Eameau, quoted in La Borde,

Essai sur la musique (vol. iii.), in which he

1 Spitta, in hia Life of Bach, gives the date Iffa, as an inference

from an old engraving:, Bnt flee F^tis (h.v.) wlio quotes an article

in the Magaxtn Fncydopidique, 1812, torn, iv, p. 341, where this

point is thoroughly investigated, andaregisterof Marchand's birth

given.

says that ' no one could compare to Marchand
in his manner of handling a fugue

'
; but, as

Fetis shows, this may be explained by the fact

that Eameau had never heard any great German
or Italian organist. m.

MARCHAND, Makgtjeeite. See Danzi,
vol. i. p. 662.

MAECHESI, LuiGi, or Lodovico, sometimes
called Marohbsini, was born at Milan, 1755.

His father, who played the horn in the orchestra

at Modena, was his first teacher ; but his

wonderful aptitude for music and his beautiful

voice soon attracted the attention of some
amateurs, who persuaded the elder Marohesi to

have the boy prepared for the career of a

sopranist. This was done at Bergamo, and
young Marchesi was placed under the evirato,

Caironi, and Albujo, the tenor, for singing

;

while his musical education was completed by
the Maestro di Cappella, Fioroni, at Milan.

Marchesi made his d^but on the stage at

Rome in 1774, in a female character, the usual

introduction of a young and promising singer

with a soprano voice and beautiful person.

Towards the close of 1775 the Elector of

Bavaria engaged Marchesi for his chapel, but
his sudden death, two years after, put an end
to this engagement, and the young singer went
to Milan, where he performed the part of
' second man,' with Pacchierotti as first, and to

Venice, where he played second to Millico. He
was advanced in that same year to first honours

at Treviso. In the next and following years

he sang as ' first man ' at Munich, Padua, and
Florence, where he created a furore by his

exquisite singing of ' Mia speranza, io pur
vorrei,' a rondo in Sarti's 'Achille in Scire'

In 1778 he had worked his way to the great

theatre of San Carlo, and continued there

during two seasons. He was now looked upon
as the first singer in Italy, and was fought for

by rival impresarj. Once more in Milan (1780),

he sang in Mysliweczek's ' Armida,' in which
he introduced the famous rondo of Sarti, which
all Italy had been humming and whistling

since he sang it at Florence, and also an air by
Bianchi, almost as successful, 'Sepiangi epeni.'

His portrait was engraved at Pisa, and the

impressions were quickly bought up. He now
sang in turn at Turin, Rome, Lucca, Vienna,

and Berlin, always with renewed &lat ; and he
went in 1785 to St. Petersburg with Sarti and
Mme. Todi. The rigorous climate of Russia,

however, filled him with alarm for his voice,

and he fled rapidly back to Vienna, where he

sang in Sarti's 'Giulio Sabino.'

We next find him (1788) in London, singing

in the same opera by Sarti, having just com-

pleted an engagement at Turin. His style of

singing now seemed (to Burney) 'not only

elegant and refined to an uncommon degree,

but often grand and full of dignity, particularly

in the recitatives and occasional low notes.
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Many of his graces were new, elegant, and of
his own invention ; and he must have studied
with intense application to enable himself to

execute the divisions and running shakes from
the bottom of his compass to the top, even in

a rapid series of semitones. But beside his

vocal powers, hia performance on the stage was
extremely embellished by the beauty of his

person and the grace and propriety of his

gestures. From this time till 1 790 he continued
to delight the English, appearing meanwhile at

short intervals in the various capitals and chief

cities of Europe. In 1794 he sang at Milan in

the ' Demofobnte ' of Portogallo, and was de-

scribed in the cast as 'all' attual servizio di

S. M. il Re dl Sardegna.' This memorable
occision was that of thed^butofMme. Grassini.

He continued to sing at Milan down to the

spring of 1806, when he left the stage, and
passed the remainder of his life in his native

place, honoured and loved. He composed some
songs, published in London (Clementi), at

Vienna (Oappi), and at Bonn (Simrock). An
air, written by him, ' In seno quest' alma,' was
also printed.

A beautiful portrait of Marchesi was engraved
(June 1790) by L. Schiavonetti, after R. Cos-

way ; and a curious caricature (now rare) was
published under the name of ' A Bravura at the

Hanover Square Concert,' by J. Npxon], 1789,

in which he is represented as a conceited cox-

comb, bedizened with jewels, singing to the

King, Prince of Wales, and courtiers.

Marchesi died at Milan, his native place,

Dec. 18, 1829. J. M.

MARCHESI, Mathilde db Casteonb, ndB

Geaumann, born March 26, 1826, at Frankfort-

on-the-Main. The daughter of a wealthy mer-

chant, she was very highly educated, but in 1843,

her father having lost his fortune, she adopted

the musical profession. She studied singing at

Vienna with Nicolai ; but in 1845 went to Paris

to learn from Garcia. Here she took lessons in

declamation from Samson, Rachel's master, and
had the advantage of hearing all the first singers

of the age—Persiani, Grisi, Alboni, Duprez,

Tamburini, Lablache. Her own aptitude for

teaching was already so remarkable that Garcia,

whilst prevented by the effects of an accident

from giving his lessons, handed over his whole
clientMe for the time to his young pupil. In
1849 Mile. Graumann removed to London,
where she obtained a high standing as a concert

singer. Her voice was a mezzo-soprano, and her

excellent style never failed to please. She has
sung successfully in Germany, Belgium, Holland,

Switzerland, France and the United Kingdom.
She married Signer Salvatore Marchesi (see

below), in 1852, and in 1854 accepted the post

of professor of singing at the Vienna Conserva-

toire, the vocal department of which was then

in its infancy. But she soon won high distinc-

tion for it and herself. Among her pupils at

MARCHESI

this period were Miles. lima de Murska, Fricoi,

Kraus, and others who have sincebecome famous.

She resigned her appointment in 1861, and

removed with her husband to Paris, where

pupils came to her fr9m far and wide. At this

time appeared her 'Ecole de Chant.' Rossini,

in acknowledging the dedication of a volume of

' Vocalizzi,' extols her method as an exposition

of the true art of the Italian school of singing,

inclusive of the dramatic element ; and speci-

ally valuable when, he complains, the tendency

is to treat the vocal art as though it were a

question of the capture of barricades ! In 1865

she accepted a professorship at the Cologne Con-

servatoire, but resigned it in 1868 to return to

Vienna to resume her post as teacher of singing

at the Conservatoire, which she held for ten

years. Among her famous scholars there, were

Miles. d'Angeri and Smerosohi, Mme. Schuch-

Proska, and Etelka Gerster. She resigned her

appointment at the Conservatoire in 1878, but

continued for some time to reside and teach in

Vienna, where her services to art have met with

full recognition. A pupil of hers having created

a, furore at a concert, the public, after applaud-

ing the singer, raised a call for Mme. Marchesi,

who had to appear and share the honours.

From the Emperor of Austria she received the

Cross of Merit of the first class, a distinction

rarely accorded to ladies ; and she holds decora-

tions and medals from the King of Saxony, the

Grand Duke of Saxe Weimar, the Emperor of

Germany, and the King of Italy. She is a

member of the St. Cecilia Society in Rome, and
of the Academy of Florence. In 1881 she

returned to Paris, where she has prepared many
of the greatest singers of the younger generation

for the public career, notably Mme. Melba.

She has published a grand practical Method of

singing, and twenty-four books of vocal exer-

cises. Her reminiscences were published in

1897, as Marchesi avd Music. B. T. [Her
daughter, Blanche, to whom the book is dedi-

cated, was at tirst trained a& a violinist, but

from 1881 devoted herself to singing, and,

until her marriage with Baron A. Caccamisi,

assisted her mother in teaching. In,1895 she

appeared at Berlin and Brussels, and on June
19, 1896, gave a vocal recital in the small

Queen's Hall, London. Since then she has

lived in England and has enjoyed great success

as a concert-singer. She made an operatic debut
at Prague in 1900 as Briinnhilde in 'Die Wal-
kiire, ' and has occasionally appeai"ed on the stage

with the Moody-Manners Company. A. c]
MARCHESI, Salvatore, Cavalibre de

Castronb, Marohese della Rajata, husband
of Mme. M. Marchesi, a baritone singer and
teacher, was bom at Palermo, Jan. 15, 1822. His
family belonged to the nobility, and his father

was four years Governor-General of Sicily. In
1838 he entered the Neapolitan Guard, but,
for political reasons, resigned his commission in
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1840. Whilst studying law and philosophy at

Palermo, he took lessons in singing and com-
position from Baimondi ; and he continued his

musical studies at Milan, under Lamperti and
Fontana. Having participated in the revolu-

tionary movement of 1848, he was forced to

seek shelter in America, where he made his

debut, as an operatic singer, in 'Ernani,' He
returned to Europe to take instruction from
Garcia, and settled in London, where, for

several seasons, he was favourably known as a

concert-singer. He married Mile. Graumann in

1852, and with her made numerous concert

tours in England, Germany, and Belgium, ap-

pearing also in opera with success, both in Eng-
land and on the continent. He has held posts

as teacher of singing at the Conservatoires of

Vienna and Cologne, and was appointed chamber
singer to the court of Saxe Weimar, 1862. From
the King of Italy he has received the orders of

the Knights of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus.

Signer Marohesi is known also as the composer

of several German and Italian songs, and as the

Italian translator of many French and German
libretti

—'Medea,' 'La Vestale,' 'Iphigenia,'

'Tannhauser,' 'Lohengrin,' etc. He has pub-

lished various writings on music, and some
books of vocal exercises. B. T.

MARCHESINI. [See Lucchbsina and Mar-
ches!, LuiGi.]

MARCHETTI, Filippo, was born at Bolog-

nola in the province of Macerata on Feb. 26,

1831. Thedate of his birth has been incorrectly

stated in several books of reference, but the

publication of his birth certificate in the

Gazzetta Musicale of Feb. 6, 1902, has set the

question finally at rest. He showed no special

devotion to the art of music in his earliest years,

but at the age of twelve he began to study with

a master named Bindi, and in his fifteenth year

he determined to make music his profession.

In 1850 his parents sent him to Naples, where

he was admitted as a paying student at the Keal

Collegio di San Pietro a Majella. His principal

instructor there was Carlo Conti, with whom
he studied counterpoint and composition. In

1854 Marchetti left Naples and returned home,

where he devoted himself to the composition of

an opera, 'Gentile da Verano,' the libretto of

which was written by his brother Eaffaele.

This work was produced at the Teatro Nazionale,

Turin, in February 1856, with so much success

that the impresario of the theatre hastened to

secure the performing rights of a second opera,

' La Demente,' upon which Marchetti was then

engaged. ' La Demente ' was produced at the

Teatro Carignano, Turin, on Nov. 27, 1856,

and in the following year it was revived at Rome
and at Jesi. It was well received at both places,

but Marchetti was still far from having estab-

lished his position in the world of music, and

he found it impossible to persuade any impresario

to produce his next opera, ' II Paria,' which in

fact has never been performed or published.

Marchetti fell back upon the composition of

ballads and romances, of which he wrote many
at this period of his career, though even these

he found much difficulty in recommending to

the good graces of publishers. Several years
passed in fruitless struggles to obtain a hearing,

and the composer began to despair of ever attain-

ing the wished-for success. In the year 1862
he was recommended by his brother to move his

quarters from Rome to Milan, which was the
real centre of musical life in Italy, and where
opportunities for distinction were more fre-

quently presented to struggling genius. In
Milan Marchetti made the acquaintance of a
young poet named Marcelliano Marcello, who
persuaded him to undertake the composition of

a new version of 'Romeo and Juliet,' the libretto

of which he had himself arranged from Shake-
speare's tragedy. Marchetti hesitated to attack

a subject which had already been treated by
Bellini and many other composers, and his

diffidence would probably have been augmented
had he known that Gounod was at the same
time hard at work upon an opera founded upon
the same subject. Marcello, however, succeeded

in overcoming Marchetti's scruples, and the new
' Romeo e Giulietta ' was produced at Trieste on
Oct. 24, 1865. Its success at first was only
moderate, but when it was revived two years

later at the Teatro Oarcano at Milan it was very

favourably received, in spite of the formid-

able rivalry of Gounod's 'Eom6o et Juliette,'

which was being given at La Scala at the same
time. With 'Ruy Blfl.s,' his nextwork, whichwas
produced at La Scala, Milan, on April 3, 1869,
Marchetti reached the zenith of his achievement.

'Ruy Bias,' written to a libretto taken by
D'Ormeville from Victor Hugo's drama, speedily

became popular in Italy, and in process of time

carried the composer's fame across the Alps.

It was performed with no little success at

Her Majesty's Theatre, under the management
of Mapleson, on Nov. 24, 1877, Mile. Salla

appearing as the Queen, Mile, de Belocca as

Casilda, Mme! Lablache as Donna de la Cueva,

Signer Fanoelli as Ruy Bias, and Signer Galassi

as Don Sallustio. After ' Ruy Bias ' Marchetti

never succeeded in winning the popular suffrages.

His two remaining works, ' Gustavo Wasa

'

(Scala, Milan, Feb. 7, 1875), and ' Don Giovanni

d' Austria' (Teatro Regie, Turin, March 11,

1880), made little impression. After 1880
Marchetti wrote no more for the stage, but

devoted his energies entirely to teaching. In

1881 he was appointed President of the Reale

Accademia di Santa Cecilia in Rome, and in

1886 he undertook the onerous duties of

Director of the Liceo Musicale in the same city,

a post which he held until his death on Jan. 18,

1901. Marchetti's fame as a composer was
short-lived. Changes in musical taste soon

made ' Ruy Bias' seem old-fashioned, and in his
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later works the composer showed no power of
adapting his style to the requirements of modern
audiences. He . may be described as a typical

Italian composer of the second rank. In his

music the influence of Verdi is not unnaturally
supreme, but unfortunately it is the Verdi of
earlier days, not the composer of 'Aida' and the
Manzoni Kequiem, who served as Marchetti's
model. Marchetti's capacity for sheer musical
invention was limited ; but in 'Euy Bias,' his

most careful and most meritorious work, the
musicianship is often admirable, the orchestra-

tion effective without vulgarity, while the com-
poser displays a commendable feeling for

characterisation, notably exemplifiedin themusic
allotted to the three female characters, b. a. s.

MARCHETTUS of Padua, a musical theorist

of the early part of the 14th century. Of his

life nothing is known except that he was in the

service of Rainier, Prince of Monaco, and that

some of his works were written at Cesena and
Verona. He was the author of two treatises,

the Lucidarium in arte musicae plwnae and the

Pomerium artis musicae mensurabilis, both of

which are printed in the third volume of

Gerbert's Scriptores. The dedications of these

two books point to their having been completed

later than 1309, though the Milan manuscript

of the Laddarivm, is said to be dated 1274 and
the Vatican manuscript of the Pomeriwm, 1283.

The Lucidarium is remarkable for the chromati-

cism employed and for the division of the whole
tone either into three -fifths and two -fifths

(diatonic and enharmonic semitones) or into

four -fifths and one -fifth (phromatic semitone

and diesis). The Pomerium, is of great interest

as marking the transition from the Franconian

system ofnotation, in which the shortest musical

note admitted was the semibreve, equal to one-

third of a breve, to the ' ars nova ' of Philip de
Vitry and his successors, in which the minim
and semiminim were differentiated and brought

into the scheme of perfection and imperfection.

Marchettus meets the growing need for notes

of smaller value by reckoning any number of

semibreves from two to twelve to the breve,

and distinguishes their values by the addition

or omission of tails above or below : see Wolf,

Geschichte der Mensural-Nbtation, 1904, p. 30.

He also points out the differences between Italian

and French notation. An epitome of the

Pomerium entitled Brevis Compilatio Magistri

Ma/rchetti Musiei de Padua in arte musice

•mensarate pro rudibus et m^odernis is printed in

the third volume of Coussemaker's Scriptores

from a 14th-century manuscript at St. Di^
which also contains the Luddariv/m, the Ars
Mensu/rabilis Musice of Franco, and other musical

treatises. F^tis's manuscript containing the

Luddwri/u/m, the Pomerimm, and the Brevis

Compilaiio, is now in the Royal Library at

Brussels. Other manuscripts are at Florence,

at Pisa, and in the monastery of Einsiedeln.

Marchettus deserves credit for his attempt to

amplify the means of musical expression, but

his system of notation was too complex to

become of practical utility, and was soon dis-

placed by the bolder and simpler methods of

the 'ars nova.' He suffered the penalty of

failure, and met with much abuse at the hands

ofsomeofhis successors. In 1 4 1 Prosdocimus

de Beldemandis wrote an Opusculum contra

theoricam partem sive speculativam Lueidarii

MoA-cheti Patamni, ofwhich there is a manuscript

copy at Bologna. In it he asserts that

Marchettus was altogether ignorant of theory,

and scoffs at his presumption in posing as a

scientific musician. Joannes Carthusiensis wrote

that Marchettus deserved a schoolboy's whip-

ping ; and in the Musices Opusculwm of Nicolaus

Burtius (Bologna, 1487) the worst that the

author can say of his opponent, Ramis de Pareia,

is that he 'imitated the crass stupidity and

fatuity of Marchettus.' J. F. E. s.

MARGHISIO, The Sistees, both born at

Turin—Barbara, Dec. 12, 1834, Carlotta, Dec.

6, 1836—were taught singing there by Luigi

Fabbrica, and both made their debuts as Adal-

gisa, the elder (who afterwards became a con-

tralto) at Vienna in 1856, the younger at

Madrid. They played at Turin in 1857-58,

and made great success there as Arsace and
Semiramide ; also on a tour through Italy, and
at the Paris Opera on the production of ' Semi-

ramis,' July 9, 1860. They first appeared in

England with great success at Mr. Land's

concerts, St. James's Hall, Jan. 2 and 4, 1862,

in duets of Rossini and Gabussi, and made a

concert tour through the provinces with Mr.
Willert Beale. They also made a success in
' Semiramide ' at Her Majesty's, May 1, 1860,

on account of their excellent duet singing,

though separately their voices were coarse and
harsh, their appearance insignificant, and they
were indifferent actresses. Carlotta played the

same season Isabella in 'Robert,' June 14, and
Donna Anna, July 9. They sang also at the
Crystal Palace, twice at the New Philharmonic,
at the Monday Popular, etc. They sang together

for some time abroad. Carlotta married a
Viennese singer, Eugeu Kuhn (1835-75), who
sang with her in concerts, and at Her Majesty's

in 1862 under the name of Coselli, and who
afterwards became a pianoforte manufacturer at

Venice. She died at Turin, June 28, 1872.
Barbara, we believe, retired from public life on
her marriage. a. o.

MARECHAL, Charles Henri, born in Paris,

Jan. 22, 1842, worked at first at solfjge with
A. Chev^ and E. Batiste, studied the piano
with ChoUet, and harmony with B. Laurent

;

finally, at the Conservatoire, studied the organ
with Benoist, counterpoint with Chauvet, and
composition with Victor Masse. In 1870 he
obtained the Grand Prix de Rome with the
cantata, 'Le jugement de Dien.' He was
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chorus-master at the Th6S,tre Lyrique in 1867,

and was appointed in 1896 inspector of musical

education. His first important composition was

a sacred piece, 'La Nativity,' in 1875, but he

afterwards devoted himself entirely to the

theatre, for which he wrote the following

:

'Las Amours de Catherine' (one act, Op4ra-

Comique, 1876); 'La Taverne des Trahans'

(three acts, gained the Prix Monbinne in 1876,

produced Opera -Oomique, 1881); 'L'Etoile'

(one act, 1881) ;
' D^idamie' (two acts, Op^ra,

1893); 'Calendal'' (four acts, Rouen, 1894);
'Ping-Sin' (1895); 'Daphnis et Chios' (three

acts, TheSitre Lyrique, 1899) ; incidental music

for 'L'Ami Fritz' (Oom^die Fran9aise, 1876),

'Les Kantzau,' ' Smilis,' 'Crime et ChMiment,'

etc. For the concert-room he has written ' Les

ViTants et les Morts,' for vocal quartet with

orchestra (1886) ;
' Le Miracle de Naim,' sacred

drama (1887) ;
' Esquisses venitiennes' (1894),

and 'Antar' (l897), both for orchestra. He
has also published many choral and instru-

mental compositions. G. p.

MARENZIO, LtrcA. The oldest account we
can find of this great Italian composer is given

by 0. Rossi,! j^ 1620. It tells us of Marenzio's

birth at Gocoaglia, a small town on the road

between Brescia and Bergamo, of the pastoral

beauty of his early surroundings, and the effect

they may have had in forming the taste of the

future madrigal composer, of the patronage

accorded him by great princes, of his valuable

post at the court of Poland, worth 1000 scudi

a year, of the delicate health which made his

return to a more genial climate necessary, of the

kind treatment he received from Cardinal Cintio

Aldobrandino at Rome, of his early death in

that city, and burial at S. Lorenzo in Lucina.

The same author gives an account of Giovanni

Contini, organist ' of the cathedral at Brescia,

and later in the service of the Duke of Mantua,

under whose direction Marenzio completed his

studies, having for his fellow-pupil Lelio Ber-

tani,2 who afterwards served the Duke of

Ferrara for 1500 scudi a year, and was even

asked to become the Emperor's chapel-master.

Donate Calvi, writing in 1664,' anxious to

claim Marenzio as a native of Bergamo, traces

his descent from the noble family of Marenzi,

and finds in their pedigree a Luca Marenzo. He
adds further details to Rossi's account, how the

King of Poland knighted the composer on his

departure, how warmly he was welcomed by the

court of Rome on his return, how Cardinal C.

Aldobrandino behaved like a servant rather than

a patron to him. We also learn that he died

August 22, 1599, being then a singer in the

Papal chapel, and that there was a grand

musical service at his funeral.

In the next account Brescia again puts in a

i JSlog{BUtorieidiBreKiani&tuatri6iOtt3,vioSMaL (Brescia.

FontanA, 1620.) 3 For liat of works see the tiutUen-LextJutn.

8 acena ZAOtraria de gU terittorl BergamatcM, Donato Calvi.

(Bergamo, 1664.)

claim, and Leonardo Cozzando* asserts that

Marenzio was born at Cocaglio, that his parents

were poor, and that the whole expense of his

living and education was defrayed by Andrea
Masetto, the v01age priest. To Cozzando we
are also indebted for a special article on
Marenzio's great merits as a singer, and after

reading of him under the head of Bresoian com-
posers, we find him further mentioned under
'Cantori.'"
A fourth account, quite independent of these,

and one of the earliest of all, is that given by
Henry Peacham, published in 1622.^ Of the

composers of his time, Byrd is his favourite,

Victoria and Lassus coming next. Then of

Marenzio he says :

—

For delicious Aire and sweete Invention in Madri-
gals, lAica, Marertzio excelleth all other whosoever,
having published more Sets than any Authour else who-
soever: and to say truth, hath not an ill Song, though
sometime an oversight (which might be •the Printer's
fault) of two eights ovfifis escape him ; as betweene the
Tenor and Base in the last close, of, I must de-part all hap-
lesse ; ending according to the nature of the Dittie most
artificially, with a Minim rest. His first, second, and
third parts of ThyrslSy Veggo dolce mio ien che fie hoggi
mio Sole Cantava, or sweete singmg Amaryllis,'! are Songs,
the Muses themselves might not have beene ashamed
to have had composed. Of stature and complexion, bee
was a little and blacke man : he was Organist in the
Popes Chappell at Borne a good while, afterward hee
went into Poland, being in displeasure with the Pope for

overmuch familiaritie with a kinswoman of his (whom
the Queene of Poland, sent for by Luca Marenzio after-

ward, she being one of the rarest women in Europe, for

her voyce and the Lute :) but returning, he found the
aifection of the Pope so estranged fTom him, that here-
upon hee tooke a conceipt and died.

The above accounts agree in all important

points, and even the descent from a noble Berga-

mese family is not inconsistent with the parents'

poverty and their residence at Coccaglia. Maren-

zio certainly died at a comparatively early age, in

1599, andwemay, therefore, placehis birth about

1560, though not later, for he began to publish in

1581. On the 10th of April in that year he

was in Venice, dedicating his first book of madri-

gals (a 6) to Alfonso d'Este, Duke of Ferrara.

He was in Rome, Dec. 1, 1582,^ on April 24,'

and Dec. 15,'" 1584, was chapel-master to the

Cardinal d'Este in the same year,'' and was still

in the same city on July 15, 1585.^2

We do not think he went to Poland just yet,

but we have no more publications for some years.

Marenzio probably received his appointment

soon after the accession of Sigismund III. (1587),

* Libreria Breseiana. Leonardo Cozzando. (Brescia, Blzzardi,

I68S.)
G 7ago e eurioso rittretto, etc., deW BiHoria Bretciana. Leo-

nardo Cozzando. (Brescia, Blzzardl, 1694)
6 The Compleat OentUman, by Henry Peacliant, M^* of Arts.

(London, 1622.)
7 The proper titles of tbese, wliich are given In the above confused

manner in Peaobam's book, are—' Tiral morir volea (a 5)
' ;

' Veggo
dolce mio bene (a 4)

'
;

' Cbe fa bogg' 11 mio sole (o 6)
' ; and ' Cantava

la plu vaga (a 5),' «ie English words 'Sweete Singing Amaryllis'

being adapted to the music of the last.

B See dedication to the Philharmonic Academicians of Verona of

Srd Book of Madrigals (a 6). (Venice. Gardane, 1682.)

s Bee ' Madrigali spiritual! a 5 di L. M,' (Borne, Oardano, 15S4.)

10 Dedication of ' n quinto lib. da Madrigali a 5.' (Vinegia,

Sootto, 1685.) „ „ ^" "ritie-pags of ' Primo lib. de Madr. a 6.' (Venice, Gardano,

1684.)
19 Dedication of ' Madr. a 4 di L. M.* Lib. primo. (Venetia. Gar.

dano, 1592.)
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and is said to have kept it for two years, either

from 1588 to 1590, or from 1591 to 1593.
He was back in Rome in 1595, writing to

Dowland, July 13,i and to Don Diego de
Gampo, Oct. 20, ^ and in the same year is said

to have been appointed to the Papal chapel.' It

was now that he lived on such familiar terms

with Cardinal Aldobrandino, the Pope's nephew,

and taking this into account Peacham's tale may
have some truth in it, and Marenzio may have

fallen in love with a lady belonging to his

patron's family. If, however, he died of a

broken heart, as is suggested, it must have

been caused simply by the Pope's refusal to

allow a marriage.

Marenzio's principal works are :—9 books of

madrigals (a 5), 6 books (a 6), each book con-

taining from 13 to 20 nos., and 1 book (a 4) con-

taining 21 nos. ; 5 books of 'Villanelle e Arie

alia Napolitana,' containing 113 nos. (a 3) and
1 (a 4) ;

2 'books of four-part motets, many of

which have been pi-inted in modern notation by
Proske ;

* 1 mass (a 8), and many other pieces

for church use. [See the list in the Quellen-

Lexikon.^ The iirst iive books of madrigals

a 5 were printed ' in uno corpo ridotto,' in 1593,

and a similar edition of those as 6 in 1594.

These books, containing 78 and 76 pieces

respectively, are both in the British Museum.
Marenzio's works were introduced into England
in 1588, in the collection entitled 'Musica
Transalpina' (1588); and two years after-

wards a similar book was printed, to which he
contributed 23 out of 28 numbers.' His
reputation here was soon established, for in

1595 John Dowland, the lutenist, 'not being

able to dissemble the great content he had
found in the profered amity of the most famous
Lnca Marenzio,' thought the mere advertise-

ment of their correspondence would add to the

chance of his own works being well received.

Burney does not hesitate to say that the

madrigal style was brought to the highest

degree of perfection by Marenzio's superior

genius, and that the publication of the ' Musica
Transalpina' gave birth to that passion for

madrigals which became so prevalent among us

when our own composers so happily contributed

to gratify it.'

Thus it came to pass that Luca Marenzio be-

came bound up in our own musical history, and
few foreign musicians of the 16th century have
been kept so constantly before the English public.

The Madrigal Society became a home for his

works more than 150 years ago, and they are

continually sung by much younger societies.

' To guard faithfully and lovingly the beautiful

1 ' Ist booke of Songa or Arres of 4 parte by Jabn Dowland.'
(Short, Bred St. Hill, 1S97.]

2 ' Di L. M. il 7mo lib. di Madr. a 6.' (Venetia, Gardano, 1595.)
3 We cannot And any old authority for the date of appointment,

and Eitner {QueU^n-Lexikon) doubts it.

4 ' Husica Divina,' etc. Carl Proeke, vol. il. (Batiabon, 18511.)

B 'lat part of Italian Madrigals Eugliahed,' etc. Publiahed by
Thomas Watson (1590).

Oen. Bist. of Muaic, vol. ill. pp. 201, 119.

things, and to reverence the great ma^rs; of

olden times, is quite a part of the Engluh

character, and one of its most beautiful

traits.'' J. K. S.-B.

MARESCHALL, Samuel, born at Tournay,

in May 1654, was town and university organist

at Basle from 1577 to his death some time after

1640. In 1606 he published at Basle a choral-

buch for four voices, containing Lobwasser's

German versified translation of the Psalter with

the original French tunes as in Goudimel, the

melody, however, in the soprano, also some

additional German hymns and tunes. Some

of his settings are given in Winterfeld and

Schoberlein. In MS. there exist a large

number of his organ arrangements of some of

these French psalm tunes, and other French and

German songs. See QuelUn-Lexikon. s. R. M.

MAR6HERITA. [See Epinb, vol. i. p. 784.]

MARIA ANTONIA WALPURGA (or WAL-
PUR6IS), electress of Saxony, daughter of the

elector of Bavaria, afterwards the Emperor
Charles VII. bom July 18, 1724, at Munich,

learnt music from Giovanni Ferrandini, Porpora,

and finally Hasse. She was a member of the

Arcadian Academy in Rome, and the initials

of her academical name, ' Ernelinda Talia

Pastorella Arcada' were used by her to sign

her compositions. The most important of these

were two operas, ' II trionfo della fedelta,'

performed at Potsdam in 1753 before Frederick

the Great, and furnishedwith additionalnumbers
by him, Hasse, Graun, and Benda ; and 'Talestri

Regina dell' Amazone,' performed in 1763.

Both were published by Breitkopf & Hartel,

the former in 1756 being one of the first

printed with their newly invented types, and

the latter appearing in 1765. The electress

died at Dresden, April 23, 1780. {Qiielleih-

Lexikon.) See also the Monatshefte fiir Mvsik-
gesch. vol. xi. p. 167. M.

MARIA DI ROHAN. Opera in three acts
;

music by Donizetti. Produced at Vienna,
June 5, 1843 ; at the Theatre Italien, Paris,

Nov. 20, 1843, and in London, Covent Garden,
May 8, 1847. g.

MARIANI, Angelo, born at Ravenna, Oct.

11, 1822, began to study the violin when quite

young, under Pietro Casolini ; later on he had
instruction in harmony and composition from
a monk named Levrini, of Rimini, who was a

celebrated contrapuntist. He was still in his

teens when he left home to see the world, and
for a certain time he continued to appear, as a
soloist in concerts and as a first violin player in

orchestras. He was at the Liceo Filarmonico
at Bologna, where he had instruction from
Rossini. It was in 1844, at Messina, that he
assumed the baton,—which after all was only
the bow of his violin, for at that time the
conductor of an Italian orchestra was named
Prima rioHrw direttore deW orchestra.

7 Ambros, OgKhiOaa der Mtutk, iii, 4ao.
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After several engagements in different theatres

in Italy, Mariani was appointed, in 1847, con-

ductor of the Court Theatre at Copenhagen.
While there he wrote a Requiem Mass for the
funeral of Christian VIII. At the beginning
of 1848 he left Denmark and went to Italy to

fight in the ranks of the volunteers for the
freedom of his country. At the end of the
war he waa called to Constantinople, where his

ability won him the admiration of the Sultan,

who made him many valuable presents ; and
Mariani, as a mark of gratitude, composed a
hymn which he dedicated to him. In Con-
stantinople also he wrote two grand cantatas,

'La Fidanzata del guerriero ' and 'Gli Esuli,'

both worksreflectingtheaspirations and attempts
of the Italian movement. He returned to Italy

in 1852, landing at Genoa, where he was at once
invited to be the conductor of the Carlo Felice.

In a short time he reorganised that orchestra

so as to make it the first in Italy. His fame
soon filled the country and spread abroad ; he
had offers of engagements from London, St.

Petersburg, and Paris, but he would never accept

them ; he had fixed his headquarters in Genoa,
and only absented himself for short periods at

a time, to conduct at Bologna, at Venice, and
other important Italian towns. Mariani exer-

cised an extraordinary personal fascination on
all those who were under his direction. He
was esteemed and loved by all who knew him.
For him, no matter the name of the composer,
the music he conducted at the moment was
always the most beautiful, and he threw him-
self into it with all his soul. Great masters as

well as young composers were happy to receive

his advice, and he gave it in the interest of

art and for the improvement of the work. At
rehearsal nothing escaped him in the orchestra

or on the stage.

In 1864 Mariani was the director of the

grand ffites celebrated at Pesaro in honour of

Rossini, and was himself greeted enthusiastically

by the public, which was in great part composed
of the most eminent musicians of the world.

On Nov. 1, 1871, he introduced 'Lohengrin' at

the Comunale of Bologna, and, thanks to his

efforts, the opera was such a success that it was
performed through the season several times a

week—and he had onlynine orchestral rehearsals

for it ! On this occasion Richard Wagner sent

him a large photograph of himself, under which
he wrote Ewiva Mariani.

A cruel illness terminated the life of this great

musician on Oct. 13, 1873, at Genoa, the town
which had seen the first dawn of his world-wide

celebrity. The day of Mariani's funeral was a

day of mourning for the whole of Genoa. His

body was transported to Ravenna at the request

of the latter city. The Genoese municipality

ordered a bust of him to be placed in the

vestibule of the Carlo Felice ; all the letters

written to him by the leading composers and

literary men of the day to be preserved in the
town library ; the portrait sent by Wagner
hung in one of the rooms of the Palazzo Civico

;

and his last baton placed by the side of Paganini's
violin in the civic museum.

Besides the works already named, and other
orchestral pieces, he published several collections
of songs, all of which are charmingly melodious :—'Rimembranze del Bosforo,' '11 Trovatore
nella Liguria,' 'Liete e tristi rimembranze,'
'Otto pezzi vocali,' 'Nnovo Album vocale.'

Mariani was the prince of Italian conductors
;

out of Italy he might have found his equal,
but not his superior. f. kz.

MARIMBA, THE, a curious instrument (said
to possess great musical capabilities) in use in
the southern parts of Mexico. In type it is of
the wooden harmonica species, but is much
larger, of more extended range, and has a
sound-box to each note. Its compass is five

octaves extending upwards from A. A large
table-like frame, five or six feet in length, on
legs supports a graduated series of strips of
hard and well-seasoned wood. Below each of

these is fixed an oblong cedar box equally
graduated in size. The box, which serves as a
resonator, is entirely closed except at the top,

but has a small hole covered with thin bladder
at the lower end. The wooden note being
struck with a drumstick has its vibrations in-

creased by the resonator with the addition of a

peculiar buzzing sound. The instrument, which
also bears another name, ' Zapotecano, ' is to be
played by four performers, each armed with a

pair of drumsticks varying in size and weight,

the heads generally of soft crude indiarubber.

A description, with illustrations from photo-

graphs, is to be seen in the Musical Times for

May 1901.

The marimba is also known in Africa, where
it is formed in a similar, but rather more
primitive fashion, gourds taking the place of

the wooden sound-boxes. F. K.

MARIMON, Makie, born about 1835 in

Paris (Grande Encyclopidie), was taught singing

by Duprez, and made her d^but at the Lyrique
as Helene on the production of Semet's ' De-
moiselle d'Honneur, ' Deo. 30, 1857 ; as Zora in
' La Perle du Br&il,' and Fatima in ' Abu
Hassan,' May 11, 1859. She next played at

the Op^ra-Comique, Catarina in ' Les Diamans
de la Couronne,' July 30, 1860 ; Maima in

Offenbach's unsuccessful 'Barkouf,' Dec. 24,

1860 ; Zerline in ' La Sirene ' with Roger, Nov.

4, 1861, and Giralda in 1862. She returned to

the Lyrique, and afterwards played at Brussels.

On her return to Paris in 1869 she made a very

great success at the Athfefe in French versions

of Ricoi's ' Follia a Roma ' and ' Crispino, ' and
Verdi's 'Masnadieri,' Feb. 3, 1870. She played

at Drury Lane in Italian in 1871-72, and at

Covent Garden, in the autumn of the first year,

Amina, wherein she made her debut ; May 4,
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1871, Maria ('LaFiglia'), Rosina, Norina, and
Astrifiammante. She made at first a great
success solely on account of her beautiful voice,

her brilliant execution and certainty of in-

tonation. She did not maintain the hopes
excited at her debut, since it was discovered

that she was a very mechanical actress, and
totally devoid of charm. The only part she

really played well was Maria. Nevertheless

she became a very useful singer at Covent
Garden, 1874-77, in all the above parts, Donna
Elvira, Margaret of Valois, etc. ; at Her
Majesty's in 1878 and 1880, in Dinorah, etc.

;

at the Lyceum in 1881. She sang with success

in the English provinces, Holland, Russia,

America, and elsewhere. She reappeared in

Paris at the Lyriqueas Giralda, Oct. 21, 1876 ;

as Suzanne in Gautier's unsuccessful ' La Cl^

d'Or,' Sept. 14, 1877, and Martha, and at the

Italian Opera in the last part Jan. 3, 1884. Soon
afterwards she retired and settled in Paris as a
teacher of singing, where she now resides. A. c.

MARINI, BiAGlo, born at Brescia, was
employed as a violinist in Venice in 1617, was
director of the music at Sant' Eufemia in Brescia

in 1620 ; in 1622 he entered the service of

Ferdinand Gonzaga at Parma, and in 1626 was
maestro della musica to the Duke of Bavaria.

He was at Diisseldorf about 1640, and in 1653
was maestro to the Accademia della Morte at

Ferrara, and in the following year to Santa
Maria della Scala at Milan. He is said by
Fttis to have died at Padua, where he was a

member of the Academy of the Occulti ; the

date of his death is given in Cozzando's I/ibreria

Bresciana as 1660. He was the earliest of

those Italian violinists who wrote music, and
his works are considered as being among the

earliest concerted instrumental compositions in

existence. The following is a list of the most
important :

—

Op.
1. Affettl muBicaU. . . . Symfonle, Canzon, Sonate, Balletti, Arte,

Brandi, Oag^liarde e Corenti, a 1, 2, 3 (for Tioliiu, cornets, and
other sorts of Instruments). Venice, 1617.

3, Madrigale et Symfonie, a 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. Venice, 1618.

3. Arie, Madrigali et Corenti, a 1, 2, 3. Venice, 1620. (These two
books contain vocal as well as instrumental pieces.)

6, Scherzi e Canzonette a 1 e 2 voci, Parma, 1622,

6. Le Lagrime d' Ermlnia in stile recltativo. Parma, 1623.

7. Canto per le musiche di camera concerti, a 4-6 Toci, ed instro-

menti. Venice, 1634.

8. Sonate Symphonic Canzoni Pass' emezzi, Ealetti, Corenti, Oagli-
arde, e Bltornelli a 1-6 TOCi, per ogni sorte d' instrument! . . .

con altre ouriose e modeme inventioni. Venice, 1626.

9. Madrigaletti, a 1-4 voci. Venice, 16Sfi. (The only known copies

of this and of 7 are in the Christ Church Library, Oxford.)
13. Compositioni varie per musica di camera, a 2-5 voci. Venice,

1641.

15. (Corona melodica ex diversls sacrae muslces floribns concinnata,
2-6 voc. ao instrumentis. Antwerp, 1644.

16. Concerto terzo delle musiche da camera a 3-6 e piii voci. Milan,
1649.

18. Salmi per tuttl le solenniti deU' anno ... ad. 1-3 voci. Venice,
1663.

SO. Vespri per tntte le festivity deU' anno, a 4 voci. Venice, 1654,

21. Lacrime dl Bavlde sparse nel Miserere concertato in divers!

modi a^ e p!ik voci. Venice, 1656.'

22. Per ogni sorts d' Istromento mnsicale divers! generl d! Senate
da chiesa e da camem, a 2-4. Venice, 1655.

(^Quellen-Lexikon, etc.) M.

MARINO FALIERO. Opera seria, in two

acts ; music by Donizetti. Produced at the

Theitre Italien, in 1835 ; in London, King's

Theatre, May 14, 1835. o.

MARIO

MARIO, Cavalibee di CANDIA, the

greatest operatic tenor of his generation, was of

an old and noble family. [Authorities differ as

to the place and date of birth, but while Caglian

is generally accepted for the former (as against

Genoa and Turin), the latter must be considered

unsettled as yet. The earliest date, 1808, is

supported in Riemann's Lexikon ; the latest,

1812, appeared in the original edition of this

work ; and as Baker's Biog. Diet. o/Musicicms is

the only book that gives the day, Oct. 17, the

year there given, 1810, seems likelyto be correct.]

His father had been a general in the Piedmon-

tese army ; and he himself [after ten years in

the Turin Military Academy] was an officer in

the Piedmontese Guard, when he first came to

Paris in 1836, and immediately became a great

favourite in society. Never was youth more

richly gifted for the operatic stage ; beauty of

voice, face, and figure, with the most winning
grace of Italian manner, were all his. But he
was then only an amateur, and as yet all unfitted

for public singing, which his friends constantly

suggested to him, even if he could reconcile his

pride with the taking of such a step. Tempted
as he was by the offers made to him by Du-
ponchel, the director of the Opera,—which are

said to have reached the sum of frs. 1500 a

month, a large sum for a beginning,—and
pressed by the embarrassments created by ex-

pensive tastes, he still hesitated to sign his

father's name to such a contract ; but was
finally persuaded to do so at the house of the

Gomtesse de Merlin, where he was dining one
evening with Prince Belgiojoso and other well-

known amateurs ; and he compromised the

matter «'ith his family pride by signing only the

Christian name, under which he became after-

wards so famous,—Mario.

He is said to have spent some time in study,

directed by the advice of Miohelet, Ponchard,
and the great singing-master, Bordogni ; but it

cannot have been very long nor the study very
deep, for there is no doubt that he was a very
incomplete singer when he made his first appear-
ance. This was on Nov. 30, 1838, in the r81e

of 'Robert le Diable." Notwithstanding his

lack of preparation and want of habit of the
stage, his success was assured from the first

moment when his delicious voice and graceful
figure were first presented to the French public
Mario remained at the Academic during that
year, but in 1840 he passed to the Italian
Opera, for which his native tongue and manner
better fitted him.

In the meantime, he had made his first appear-
ance in London, where he continued to sing
through many years ofalong and brilliant career.
His d^but here was in ' Lucrezia Borgia, ' June 6,
1839 : but, as a critic of the time observed, ' the
vocal command which he afterwards gained was
unthought of ; his acting did not then get beyond
that of a southern man with a strong feeling for
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the stage. But physical beauty and geniality,

such as have been bestowed on few, a certain

artistic taste, a certain distinction,—not ex-

clusively belonging to gentle birth, but some-

times associated with it,—made it clear, from

Signer Mario's first hour of stage -life, that a

course of no common order of fascination was
begun.'

Kario sang, after this, in each season at Paris

and in London, improving steadily both in acting

and singing, though it fell to his lot to ' create

'

but few new characters,—scarcely another beside

that of the 'walking lover' in 'Don Pasquale,'

a part which consisted of little more than the

singing of the serenade ' Com' k gentil. ' In other

parts he only followed his predecessors, though
with a grace and charm which were peculiar to

him, and which may possibly remain for ever

unequalled. ' It was not,' says the same critic

quoted above (Mr. Chorley), ' till the season of

1846 that he took the place of which no wear

and tear of time had been able to deprive him.'

He had then played Almaviva, Gennaro, Raoul,

and had shown himself undoubtedly the most
perfect stage-loyer ever seen, whatever may have

been his other qualities or defects. His singing

in the duet of the fourth Act of the ' Ugonotti,'

raised him again above this ; and in ' La
Favorita ' he achieved, perhaps, his highest point

of attainment as a dramatic singer.

Like Garcia and Nourrit, Mario attempted

'Don Giovanni,'and with similarlysmallsucoess.

The violence done to Mozart's music partly

accounts for the failure of tenors to appropriate

this great character ; Mario was unfitted for it

by nature. The reckless profligate found no

counterpart in the easy grace of his love-

making ; he was too amiable in the eyes of the

public to realise for them the idea of the ' Disso-

lute Punito.'

As a singer of ' romances ' Mario has never

been surpassed. The native elegance of his

demeanour contributed not a little to his vocal

success in the drawing-room ; for refinements

of accent and pronunciation create effects there

which would be inappreciable in the larger space

of a theatre. Mario was not often heard in

oratorio, but he sang ' Then shall the righteous,'

in ' Elijah,' at the Birmingham Festival of 1849,

and 'Ifwith all your hearts,' in the same oratorio,

at Hereford, in 1855. For the stage he was bom,

and to the stage he remained faithful during his

artistic life. To the brilliance of his success in

opera he brought one great helping quality, the

eye for colour and all the important details of

costume. His figure on the stage looked as if it

hadstepped out of the canvas ofTitian,Veronese,

or Tintoretto. Never was an actor more har-

moniously and beautifully dressed for the

characters he impersonated,—no mean advan-

tage, and no slight indication of the complete

artistic temperament.

For five -and -twenty years Mario remained

before the public of Paris, London, and St.

Petersburg, constantly associated with Mme.
Grisi. In the earlier years (1843-46) of that
brilliant quarter of a century, he took the place
of Rubini in the famous quartet, with Tam-
burini and Lablache ; this, however, did not
last long ; and he soon remained alone with the
sole remaining star of the original constellation,

Mme. Grisi. To this gifted prima donna Mario
was united, after the dissolution of her former
marriage ; and by her he had three daughters.

He left the stage in 1867, and retired to Paris,

and then to Rome, where he died, Dec. 11, 1883.
About 1880 it became known that he was in

reduced circumstances, and his friends got up a
concert in London for his benefit. j, M.

MAEIONETTE-THEATRE, a small stage

on which puppets, moved by wires and strings,

act operas, plays, and ballets, the songs or dia-

logue being sung or spoken behind the scenes.

The repertoires included both serious and comic
pieces, but mock-heroic and satiric dramas were
the most effective. Puppet-plays, i in England
and Italy called 'fantoccini,' once popular with
all classes, go back as far as the 15th century.

From that period to the end of the 17th century

Punch was so popular as to inspire Addison
with a Latin poem, 'Machinae gesticulantes.'

In 1713 a certain Powell erected a Punch theatre

under the arcade of Covent Garden, where pieces

founded on nursery rhymes, such as the ' Babes

in the Wood,' 'Robin Hood,' and 'Mother
Goose,' were performed ; later on they even

reached Shakespeare and opera. About the same
period Marionette-theatres were erected in the

open spaces at Vienna, and these have reappeared

from time to time ever since.^ Prince Esterhazy,

at his summer residence, Esterhaz, had a fantas-

tically decorated grotto for his puppet-plays,

with a staffof skilled machinists, scene-painters,

play-Wrights, and above all a composer, his

capellmeiater Haydn, whose love of humour
found ample scope in these performances. His

opera ' Philemon und Baucis ' so delighted the

Empress Maria Teresa, that by her desire Prince

Esterhazy had the whole apparatus sent to

Vienna for the amusement of the Court. In

London, fantoccini were playing between the

years 1770 and 1780 at Hickford's large Rooms
in Panton Street, Haymarket, Marylebone

Gardens, and in Piccadilly. In Nov. 1791

Haydn was present at one of these performances'

in the elegant little theatre called Varidt&

Amusantes, belonging to Lord Barrymore, in

Savile Row. He was much interested, and

wrote in his diary, 'The puppets were well-

managed, the singers bad, but the orchestra

tolerably good.' The playbill may be quoted

as a specimen.

1 See Strutt'e Sports and Pattimu of t\o People of England,
London. 1880.

B In 1877 Baupaoh's UutUr und lei'fl Kind, and the Ring do*

Nibitnmgten vera performed there and elsewhere by puppets.
9 See Fohl's Bagdn in London, p. 162.
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Overture, Haydn.
A comedy in one act,

'Arlequin valet.'

Overture, Piccini.

The favourite opera (5tl»

time)
' La buona Figliuola,'

the music by Piccini, Gior-
dan! and Sarti.

Fahtoccihi

Dancing and music.

Spanish Fandango.

Goncertante, Fleyel.

A comedy in one act,
' Les Fetits Biens,'

the music by Sacchini and
Paisiello.

To conclude with a Pas de
deux i-la-mode

de Vestris and Hillisberg.

Ijeader of the band : Mr. Mountain.

First'hautboy : Sgr. Fatria.

To begin at 8 ; the doors open at 7 o'clock.

The theatre is well aired and illuminated with wax.

Refreshments to be had at the Booms
of the theatre. Boxes, 5/. Fit, 3/.

A critic in The Gasetteer says :—
' 9o well did the motion

of the puppets agree with the voice and tone of the
prompters, that, after the eye had been accustomed to
them for a few minutes, it was difficult to remember
that they were puppets.'

Fantoccini are by no means to be despised

even in these days. They give opportunity

for ' many a true word to be spoken in jest
'

;

they show up the bad habits of actors, and
form a mirror in which adults may see a picture

of life none the less true for a little distortion.

[The vogue of the marionette -theatre lasted

longer in Italy (where it was generally managed
by English performers) than elsewhere ; they

are occasionally still to be seen there and else-

where, but the performances of regular plays is

now rarer than exhibitions of single dancing

dolls. At the ' Th^&tre Guignol ' the same
kind of entertainment maintained its popu-

larity for many years in the Champs Elysees,

Paijs.] c. F. p.

MARITANA. Opera in three acts, founded

on Don Cesar de Bazan ; words by Fitzball,

music by W. V. Wallace. Produced at Drury
Lane by Bnnn, Nov. 15, 1845. G.

MARKNEUKIRCHEN. A small town in

the kingdom of Saxony, which like Mittenwald

in Bavaria, and Mirecourt in Lorraine, is one

of the principal centres for the manufacture of

cheap modern bow and other instruments. The
corner-stone of the present flourishing trade

was laid by the foi-mation of a Guild, or Incor-

porated Society of Violin-makers in 1677, which
was on a par, in its exclusiveness and discipline,

with the ancient ' Meistersingers ' and their

prototypes the 'Minnesingers.' Just as the

foundation of the Mittenwald industry was laid

by Mathias Klotz in 1684, so the renown and
prosperity which characterise the Markneu-

kirohen of to-day have undoubtedly sprung from

this old Guild. A record of the names of the

original ' Masters ' of the art together with

those subsequently admitted, is to be found in

The Arts and Crafts book of the Worshipful

Guild of Violinmakers ofMarkneuhirchen which

extends from 1677 to 1772, and has been

translated into English. It opens with the

words : ' In the name of the Holy Trinity,

Amen !
' and then proceeds to give the twelve

names of the religious exiles, principally from

Graslitz, who, rather than renounce their worship

of God in the reformed Lutheran manner, left

their homes and the perplexities of sectarian

bigotry, and as ' Fundatores,' or Pioneers,

settled in Markneukirchen, ' under the direction

and inspiration of God.' The list opens with

the name of Christian Reichel, whose family

boasted more ' Master-workers ' in the space of

100 years than any other. In the present day

this name appears less prominently than

formerly, a circumstance due to the great fire

of 1840, which drove the principal branches of

the family to remove themselves and their

capital to other lauds. But though far from

home, they still preserved a faithful attach-

ment to their fellow-countrymen, and were

instrumental in enlarging the trade connection

of their native town with foreign countries.

In 1851 the brothers Reichel won the gold

medal in Tilsit for their gut stringsmanufactured

there, and exhibited in London at the first

International Exhibition. Besides Christian

Reichel the 'Fundatores' were his brother

Johann Caspar Reichel, and Caspar Schonfelder,

Caspar Hopf, Johann Gottfried Bopel, Johann

Adam Bopel, David Rudest, Johann Georg

Poller, Johann Schonfelder, Johann Adam
Kurzendorffer, Johann Georg Schonfeld, and

David Schonfeld. The two Reichels, H. G.

Poller, C. Schonfelder, and C. Hopf acted as

Head Masters of the Guild.

After this follow records of admissions down
to 1772 of some seventy ' Masters ' belonging to

some thirty -one families, among whom one

notices Adam Voigt in 1699, Christoph Adam
Richterin 1708, ten Reichels, eight Schonfelders

and so on. A Master was bound to own a

house, in which his banquet, given on his

admission to the Guild, took place at which all

existing Masters and their wives were present.

The records are often quaint. On the admis-

sion of Johann Adam Nurnberger in 1761, it is

recorded that 'he had half a mind to marry

the youngest daughter of Master Johann Reichel

the elder. On this consideration the fees on

admission to mastership were reduced to 10

thalers, 16 groschen. In the event of his

neither marrying the lady under consideration,

nor any other Master's daughter, the sum of 31

thalers was assessed upon him as a deferred

payment.' Vested interests were uppermost in

the considerations of this patriarchal Guild.

The earliest instruments made by the Guild

were constructed according to the fundamentary
rules which had been laid down by Tieffen-

brugger, or DuifTopmgoar, who flourished in

the year 1510. But later, as the Society grew
in wealth and power, and the apprentices could

travel and see the chief centres of instrument
manufacture in Italy, new methods and ideas

were brought to the home workmen, who
gathered them up and used them to strengthen
each his own individuality. They became
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possessed of valuable Italian instruments which,
once recognised and used as models, became
accessible to all the Arts and Craftsmen in the

town, and beyond this, by reason of their rule

of exacting a diploma work from every new
candidate for membership, a certain standard of

artistic excellence was maintained by the Guild.

This traditional spirit of original art makes
itself felt to this day in the studios of Mark-
neukirchen, where violins of genuine German
make are constructed, and sold at high prices,

while in the other factories are turned out mere
imitations of the most celebrated Italian

masters.

B. BachDiann: Bericht vber die FachachuZe fvir Ijutrumenteii'
bauer in Markjtaukirchen (Markneukirchen, 18tj3). The Arts and
iyafu Book of the Worthipful tjwtd of Violin-mdkert of Ma/rleneu-
kirchen, Frum the year 16#7 to the year 1772. Extracted and
analysed by Dr. Bicfaajd Fetong. Tranalatedand edited by Edward
and Marianna Herou- Allen. (London, 1894.) Old Violint, Rev,
H. B. Haweia. (London, 1898.)

j;_ H-A

MARKULL, Friedrich Wilhelm, bom
Feb. 17, 1816, at Reichenbach near Elbing,

Prussia. He studied composition and organ-

playing under Friedrich Schneider, at Dessau
;

became in 1836 principal organist at the Marieu-

kirche at Danzig, and conductor of the 'Ge-

sangverein' there. MarkuU enjoyed a high

reputation as a pianist, and gave excellent

concerts of chamber music, besides acting as

critic for the Danziger Zeitung. [His composi-

tions include three operas, 'Maja und Alpino,'

or 'Die bezauberte Rose' (1843); ' Der Konig

von Zion ' (1848) ; ' Das Walpurgisfest ' (1855)

;

two oratorios, ' Johannes der Taufer ' and ' Das
Gedachtniss der Entschlafenen," produced by
Spohr at Cassel in 1856, the 86th Psalm,

several symphonies, numerous works for organ,

voice, and piano, a 'Ghoralbuch' (1845), and
arrangements.] h. s. o.

MARPUR6, Friedrich Wilhelm, eminent

writer on music, born Nov. 21, 1718, at Mar-

purgshof, nearSeehausen, inBrandenburg. [The

date of birth was discovered in the registers of

Seehof in Wendemark by Dr. W. Thamhayn
(see the Quellen-Lexikon).] Little is known of

his musical education, as Gerber gives no details,

although Marpurg furnished him with the

history of his life. Spazier {Leipzig musik.

Zeitung, ii. 553) says that in 1746 he was

secretary to General Rothenburg [or Bodenberg]

in Paris, and there associated with Voltaire,

Maupertuis, D'Alembert, and Rameau ; and

Eberhard remarks that his acquaintance with

good society would account for his refined

manners and his tact in criticism. The absence

in his works of personality and of fine writing,

then so common with musical authors, is the

more striking as he had great command of

language and thoroughly enjoyed discussion.

His active pen was exercised in almost all

branches of music—composition, theory, criti-

cism, and history. Of his theoretical works

the most celebrated are—the Handbuch ley dem

Oeneralbasse und der Composition, founded on

Rameau's system (3 parts, 1765-62, Berlin)
;

Der critische Musicus an der /Spree (Berlin, 1750),

containing, on p. 129, a lucid explanation of the

old Church Modes ; the AnteUvrng zur Singe-

composition (Berlin, 1758), and the Anleitung

zur Musik (Berlin, 1763), both still popular

:

the Kunst das Clavier zu spielen (1750) ; the

Kersuch iiber die miisikalische Temperatur
(Breslau, 1776), a controversial pamphlet in-

tended to prove that Kimberger's so-called

fundamental bass was merely an interpolated

bass ; and the Ahhandlung von tier Fuge, 62
plates (Berlin, 1753-54 ; 2nd edition, 1806

;

French, Berlin, 1756), a masterly summary of

the whole science of counterpoint at that period,

with the solitary defect that it is illustrated by
a few short examples, instead of being treated

in connection with composition. This Marpurg
intended to remedy by publishing a collection

of fugues by well-known authors, with analyses,

but he only issued the first part (Berlin, 1758).

Of his critical works the most important is the

Historisch-kritiscJie Beytrage, 5 vols. (Berlin,

1754-78). Among the historicalmay be specified

a MS. Eniwurf einer Geschichte der Orgel, of

which Gerber gives the table of contents ; and
the Kritische Einleitung in die Geschichte der

. . . Musik (Berlin, 1759). A jeu (^esprit,

Legende einiger Musikheiligen von Simeon
Meiaphrastes dem Jiingeren (Cologne, 1786),

appeared under a pseudonym. Of compositions

he published, besides collections of contemporary

music, '6 Sonaten fiir das Cembalo '(Nuremberg,

1756); ' Fugheecapricci' (Berlin, 1777) ; and
' Versuch in figurirten Choralen,' vols. 1 and 2

;

' Musikalisches Archiv,' an elucidation of the

HistoriscA- kritische Beytrage, was announced,

but did not appear. [Other works and editions

are given in the Quellen-Lexikon.^

Marpurg died May 22, 1795, in Berlin, where

he had been director of the government lottery

from 1763. f. g.

MARRIAGE OF FIGARO. See Nozze
Di Figaro.

MARSOHALL, Samuel. See Mareschall.
MARSCHNER, Heinrich August, cele-

brated German opera -composer, born August

16, 1795, at Zittau in Saxony. He began to

compose sonatas, Lieder, dances, and even

orchestral music, with no further help than a

few hints from various musicians with whom
his beautiful soprano voice and his pianoforte-

playing brought him into contact. As he grew

up he obtained more systematic instruction from

Schicht of Leipzig, whither he went in 1813 to

study law. Here also he made the acquaintance

of Rochlitz, who induced him to adopt music

as a profession. In 1816 he travelled with

Count Thaddaus von Amadee, a Hungarian, to

Pressburg and Vienna, where he made the

acquaintance of Kozeluch and of Beethoven,

who is said to have advised him to compose

sonatas, symphonies, etc., for practice. In
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Pressburg he composed 'Der Kyffhauserberg,'
' Saidor," ' Heinrioh IV. und Aubign^' Weber
produced the last at Dresden, July 19, 1820,
and Marsohner was in consequence appointed
in 1823 joint -capellmeister with "Weber and
Morlacchi of the German and Italian Opera
there. He was appointed musikdirector in

1824, but resigned on Weber's death in 1826,

and after travelling for some time, settled

in 1827 at Leipzig as capellmeister of the

theatre. Here he produced 'Der Vampyr.'
(March 28, 1828), his first romantic opera, to a

libretto by his brother-in-law Wohlbriiok, the

success of which was enormous in spite of its

repulsive subject. In London it was produced,

August 25, 1829, in English, at the Lyceum,

and ran for sixty nights, and Marschner had
accepted an invitation to compose an English

opera, when Covent Garden Theatre was burnt

down. His success here doubtless led to his

dedicating his opera 'Des Falkner's Braut' to

King William IV., in return for which he re-

ceived a gracious letter and a golden box in

1833. His attention having been turned to

English literature, his next opera, ' Der Templer
und die Jiidin ' (produced at Leipzig, Dec. 1829),

was composed to a libretto constructed by him-

self and Wohlbriick from 'Ivanhoe.' The
freshness and melody of the music ensured its

success at the time, but the libretto, disjointed

and overloaded with purely epic passages which

merely serve to hinder the action, killed the

music. In 1831 Marschner was appointed

Court Capellmeister at Hanover, where he pro-

duced 'Hans Heiling' (May 24, 1833) to a

libretto by Eduard Devrient, which had been

urged upon Mendelssohn in 1827 (Devrient's

Recollections, p. 40). This opera is Marschner's

masterpiece. Its success was instantaneous and

universal, and it retains to this day an honour-

able place at all the principal theatres of

Germany. In 1836 it was performed under his

own direction at Copenhagen with marked
success, and he was offered the post of General-

musikdireotor in Denmark, an honour which

the warmth of his reception on his return to

Hanover induced him to decline. After ' Hans
Heiling '—owing chiefly to differences with the

management of the theatre—Marschner com-

posed little for the stage, and that little has

not survived. He was pensioned, with the title

of Generalmusikdirector, in 1859, and died at

Hanover, Dec. 14, 1861. A monument was
erected to him at Hanover in 1877. Besides

the operas already mentioned he composed
'Sohbn Eir (incidental music) (1822) ; 'Der

Holzdieb ' (Dresden, 1826) ;
' Lucretia ' (Danzig,

1826); 'Des Falkner's Braut' (Leipzig, 1832
;

Berlin, 1838); 'Der Babu' (Hanover, 1837);
'Das Schloss am Aetna' (Berlin, 1838);
'Adolf Ton Nassau '(Hanover, 1843); 'Austin'

(1851). He also composed incidental music

for von Kleist's play 'Die Hermannsschlaoht,'

MARSEILLAISE, LA

and published over 180 works of all kinds and

descriptions ; but principally Lieder for one and

more voices, still popular ; and choruses for

men's voices, many of which are excellent and

great favourites. An overture, embodying

'God save the King,' is mentioned as being

performed in London at a concert on the

occasion of the baptism of the Prince of Wales

(now King Edward VII.), Jan. 25, 1842.

As a dramatic composer of the Romantic

school, Marschner ranks next to Weber and

Spohr, but it is with the former that his name

is most intimately connected, though he was

never a pupil of Weber's. The strong similarity

between their dispositions and gifts, the harmo-

nious way in which they worked together, and

the cordial affection they felt for each other,

are interesting facts in the history of music.

Marschner's favourite subjects were ghosts and

demons, whose uncanny revels he delineated

with extraordinary power, but this gloomy side

of his character was relieved by a real love of

nature and out-door life, especially in its lighter

and more humorous characteristics. He worked

with extreme rapidity, which is the more

remarkable as his scores abound in enharmonic

modulations, and his orchestration is unusually

brilliant and elaborate. Such facility argues

an inexhaustible store of melody, arid a perfect

mastery of the technical part of composi-

tion. A. M.

MARSEILLAISE, LA. The words and music

of this popular French hymn are the composition

of Claude Joseph Rougbt db Lisle, a captain

of engineers, who was quartered at Strasburg

when the volunteers of the Bas Rhin received

orders to join Luckner's army. Dietrich, the

Mayor of Strasburg, having, in the course of a

discussion on the war, regretted that the young

soldiers had no patriotic song to ging as they

marched out, Rouget de Lisle, who was of the

party, returned to his lodgings,' and in a fit of

enthusiasm composed, during the night of April

24, 1792, the words and music of the song which

has Immortalised his name. With his violin

he picked out the first strains of this inspiriting

and truly martial melody ; but being only an

amateur, he unfortunately added a symphony
which jars strangely with the vigorous character

of the hymn itself. The following copy of the

original edition, printed by Dannbach of Stras-

burg under the title ' Chant de guerre pour

I'armte du Rhin, dMi^ au Marshal Lukner'

(de), will be interesting from its containing the

symphony, which has been since suppressed,

and from an obvious typographical error, the

crotchet marked * being evidently intended for

a quaver.

The ' Chant de Guerre ' was sung in Diet-

rich's house on April 25, copied and arranged

for a military band on the following day, and
performed by the band of the Garde Nationale

1 In the MalBou Biickel, Ko. 12, Oiaude Bae.
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Temps de mOA'che am4mi.
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at a review on Sunday, the 29th. On June
25 a singer named Mireur sang it at a civic

banquet at Marseilles with so much effect that it

was immediately printed, and distributed to the

volunteers of the battalion just starting for

Paris. They entered Paris on July 30, sing-

ing their new hymn ; and with it on their

lips they marched to the attack on the Tuileries

on August 10, 1792. From that day the

'Chant de guerre pour I'armee du Ehin' was
called ' Chanson ' or 'Chant des Marseillais, 'and,

finally, 'La Marseillaise.' The people, shouting

it in the streets, probably altered a note or two
;

the musicians, Edelmann, Gr^try, and most of all

Gossec, in their accompaniments for pianoforte

and orchestra, greatly enriched the harmonies,

and soon the ' Marseillaise, ' in the form we have

it now (which need hardly be quoted), was

known from one end of France to the other.

The original edition contained only six coup-

lets ; the seventh was added when it was drama-

tised for the Fete of the F^d^ration, in order to

complete the characters—an old man, a soldier,

a wife, and a child—among whom the verses

were distributed. Rouget de Lisle had been
cashiered for expressing disapproval of the events
of August 10, and wtis then in prison, from
which he was only released after the fall of
Robespierre, on the ninth Thermidor (July 28),
1794. The following fine stanza for the child
was accordingly supplied by Dubois, editor of

the Journal de IMUrature :

—

Nous entrerons dans la carri&re,

Quand nos atn^s n'y seront plus

;

Nous y trouverons leur poussi^re
Et la trace de leurs vertus.
Bien moins jaloux de leur survlvre
Que de partager leur cercueil.
Nous aurons le sublime oi^ueil
De les venger ou de les suivre.

Dubois also proposed to alter the concluding lines

of the sixth stanza :

—

to

Qtie tes ennemis expirants
Voient ton triomphe et notre gloire

Dans tes ennemis expirants
Vols ton triomphe et notre gloire.

These are minute details, but no fact connected
with this most celebrated of French national

airs is uninteresting.

That Rouget de Lisle was the author of the
words of the 'Marseillaise' has never been
doubted—indeed Louis Philippe conferred a
pension upon him ; but it has been denied over

and over again that he composed the music.

Strange to say, Castil-Blaze(see JfoZi^re musicien,

vol. ii. pp. 452-454), who should have recognised

the vigour and dash so characteristic of the
French, declared it to have been taken from a
German hymn.

In F. K. Meyer's Versailler Briefe (Berlin,

1872) there is an article upon the origin of the

'Marseillaise,' in which it is stated that the tune

is the same as that to which the Volkslied
' Stand ich auf hohen Bergen ' is sung in Upper
Bavaria. The author of the article heard it

sung in 1842 by an old woman of seventy, who
informed him that it was a very old tune, and
that she had learnt it from her mother and
grandmother. The tune is also said to exist in

the Credo of a MS. Mass composed by Holtz-

mann in 1776, which is preserved in the parish

church of Meersburg. (See the Gartenlaube for

1861, p. 256.) Subsequent inquiry (August

1879) on the spot from the curate of Meersburg

has proved that there is no truth in this story.

F^tis, in 1863, asserted that the music was
the work of a composer named Navoigille, and
reinforces his statement in the second edition of

his BiograpMe Universelle. Georges Kastner

{Bevue et Gazette Musicale, Paris, 1848) and

several other writers, including the author of this

article (see Chouquet's L'Art Musical, Sept. 8,

1864-March 9, 1865), have clearly disproved

these allegations ; and the point was finally

settled by a pamphlet, La Viriti sur lapaiemU6
de la Marseillaise (Paris, 1865), written by A.

Rouget de Lisle, nephew of the composer, which

contains precise information and documentary
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evidence, establishing Kouget de Lisle's claim
beyond a doubt. The controversy is examined
at length by Loquin in Les miladies populaires
de la France, Paris, 1879. The 'Marseillaise'
has been often made use of by composers. Of
these, two may be cited—Salieri, in the opening
chorus of his opera, 'Palmira' (1795), and
Grison, in the introduction to the oratorio

'Esther' (still in MS.), both evidently inten-
tional. Schumann slyly alludes to it in the
' Faschingssohwank aus Wien,' uses it in his
song of the Two Grenadiers with magnificent
effect, and also introduces it in his Overture
to ' Hermann und Dorothea.'

A picture by Pils, representing Rouget de Lisle

singing the ' Marseillaise,' is well known from
the engraving. [The best account of the song
is to be found in Tiersot's Chanson Populaire,

pp. 281-286.] G. o.

MARSH, Alphonso, son of Robert Marsh,
one of the musicians in ordinary to Charles I.,

was baptized at St. Margaret's, Westminster,
Jan. 28, 1627. He was appointed a Gentleman
of the Chapel Royal in 1660. Songs composed
by him appear in 'The Treasury of Musiok'

(1669), ' Choice Ayres and Dialogues' (1676),
and other publications of the time. He died
April 9, ] 681. His son Alphonso was admitted
a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, April 25, 1 676.

Songs by him are contained in ' The Theater of

Music' (1685-87), 'The Banquet of Musick'

(1688-92), and other publications. He died

April 5, 1692, and was buried April 9, in the

west cloister of Westminster Abbey, w. H. H.

MARSH, John, born at Dorking, 1752, a

distinguished amateur composer and performer

[was articled to a solicitor at Romsey in 1768],

resided at Salisbury (1776-81), Canterbury

(1781-86), and Chichester (1787-1828), in each

of which places he led the band at the subscrip-

tion concerts and occasionally officiated for the

cathedral and church organists. He composed

two services, many anthems, chants, and psalm

tunes, glees, songs, symphonies, overtures,

quartets, etc., and organ and pianoforte music,

besides treatises on harmony, thorough-bass,

etc. He died in 1828. A fiilly detailed account

of his career is given in the Dictionary of

Musicians, 1824, but it does not possess sufficient

interest to be repeated here. w. H. H.

MARSHALL, William, a Scottish musician,

bom at Fochabers in Banffshire, Dec. 27, 1748.

As a boy he entered the service of the Duke of

Gordon, rising, during a thirty years' residence

in the family, to the posts of butler, house-

steward, and factor. He taught himself the

violin, and became the best amateur performer

of his day. His compositions, which are Strath-

speys and a similar class of Scottish violin

music, have been held in much favour, the best

known being 'The Marquis of Huntley's,' and

'Miss Admiral Gordon's ' Strathspeys ; the latter

being the air to which Burns wrote ' Of a' the

airts the wind can blaw.' He married in 1773,

and had a family, dying in his 85th year at

Dandaleith, May 29, 1833. A number of his

compositions appear in the Gow publications,

but Stewart of Edinburgh issued a couple of

small collections of his Strathspeys in 1781. A
third and much fuller collection was published

in 1822 and a later one, after his death, in 1847.

An excellent portrait of Marshall is extant, en-

graved by Turner ; it is reproduced in The Glen

GolleUion ofScottish Dance Music, bookii., 1895,

where there is also much interesting information

concerning him. r. K.

MARSHALL, William, Mus.D., son of

William Marshall of Oxford, music-seller, born

there 1806, was a chorister of the Chapel Royal

under John Stafford Smith and William Hawes.

He was appointed organist of Christ Church
Cathedral and St. John's College, Oxford, in

1825, and was also organist of All Saints'

Church from 1839. He graduated as Mus.B.

Dec. 7, 1826, and Mus.D. Jan. 14, 1840. He
resigned his Oxford appointments in 1846, and
afterwards became organist of St. Mary's Church,

Kidderminster. He was author of The Art of

Reading Church Music (1842), the composer of

some church music and songs, and editor Qointly

with Alfred Bennett) of a collection of chants,

1829, and also editor of a book of words of

anthems, 1840, fourth edition, 1862. He died

at Handsworth, August 17, 1875.

His younger brother, Charles Ward Mar-
shall, born 1808, about 1835 appeared, under
the assumed name of Manvers, on the London
stage as a tenor singer, with success. In 1842
he quitted the theatre for concert and oratorio

singing, in which he met with greater success.

After 1847 he withdrew from public life. He
died at Islington, Feb. 22, 1874. w. h. h.

MARSICK, Martin Pierre Joseph, violin-

ist, was born on March 9, 1848, at Jupille,

near Liige. At the age of eight he entered

the Li^ge Conservatoire, studying under Desir^

Heynberg, and gaining, two years later, the first

prize in the preparatory class. In 1864 he
secured the gold medal of the institution for

' exceptional merit.' In the following year and
until 1867 he was pupil of Leonard (violin) and
Kufferath (composition), and in 1868-69 of

Massart at the Paris Conservatoire, the expense
of his musical training being defrayed by a

music-loving lady of distinction. In 1870-71
he was the recipient of a stipend from the
Belgian government, and was enabled to proceed
to Berlin to study under Joachim. Thus ex-

ceptionally equipped, he made a successful

debut, in 1873, at the 'Concerts populaires' in

Paris, travelled a good deal in various European
countries, founded a Quartet at Paris in 1877
with R^my, Von Waefelghem, and Delsart, and
in 1892 was appointed violin professor at the
Conservatoire in succession to Massart. In
1895-96 he toured in the United States, and
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has occasionally visited England, but without
achieving in either country a great popular

success. The possessor of a faultless technique,

a good all-round musician, and by no means
lacking in fire, his playing does not indicate a

passion for beauty such as one marks in a great

genius of the violin. His compositions include

three concertos and a number of smaller pieces

for the violin. w. w. c.

MARSON, Georoe, called Mus.B. (although

no trace of his degree is to be found), con-

tributed to 'The Triumphes of Oriana,' 1601,

the five-part madrigal ' The niraplies and shep-

heards.' He composed services and anthems,

some of which are still extan t in MS. w. H. H.

MARTEAU, Henri, Professor of the Violin

at the Geneva Conservatoire, born at Rhcims,

March 31, 1874. His father was an amateur
violinist and President of the Philharmonic

Society of Rheims ; his mother, an accomplished

pianist, a pupil of Madame Schumann. Sivori

first discovered Henri Marteau's talent, and pre-

sented him with a violin, at the same time

persuading his parents to allow him to study

it as a profession. His first master was Bunzl,

a pupil of Molique, his second, Leonard. In

1884, when only ten years of age, he appeared

under Richter at the Vienna Philharmonic

Society, and elsewhere in Germany and Switzer-

land ; in the year following he was chosen by
Gounod to play the violin obbligato of « piece

composed for the Joan of Arc Centenary cele-

bration at Rheims. In July 1888 he appeared

at a Richter concert in London. In 1892 he

gained the first prize at the Paris Conservatoire,

and Massenet wrote a concerto expressly for him.

He toured in America with success in 1893
and 1898, and in Russia in 1897-99. Having
studied composition with Theodore Dubois, he

brought out a cantata, ' La voix de Jeanne

d'Are,' for soprano, chorus, and orchestra, in

1896. Baker's Biog. Diet, of Musicians; Henry
0. Lahee's Famous Violinists of To-day and
Yesterday, Boston, U.S.A., 1899. " E. h-a.

MARTELE, and MARTELLATO (Ital.),

from marte&r and marieKare, to 'hammer'; said

of notes struck or sung with especial force, and
left before the expiration of the time due to them.

Notes dashed, dotted, or emphasised by > or/z.,

are MarteMes or Martellate in execution. The
term Martellenient is sometimes employed for

acciaccatura. J. H.

In violin, violoncello, and viola music this

sign is used to indicate a detached hammered
style of bowing. The effect is usually produced

by a series of short quick up and down strokes

at the point of the bow, without allowing the

bow to leave the strings. The stick is held

firmly, and the thumb pressed in the direction

of the index finger, as each note is played.

The arm should remain quite loose, and care

should be taken to give a stronger pressure to

the up bow than the down bow, or else the

VOL. Ill

Martele will become uneven. C. Schroeder's

Catechism of Violin Playing (Leipzig, 1889 ;

London, 1895) ; Carl Courvoisier's Technique of
Violin Playing (Cologne, 1878 ; London, 1880)

;

H. W. and G. Gresswell's How to Play the Fiddle

(London, 1886). o. R.

MARTHA. Opera in three acts ; music by
Flotow. Produced at Vienna, Nov. 25, 1847.

It was an extension of Lady Henkiette, in

which Flotow had only a third share. The
alterations in the book are said to have been
made by St. Georges, and translated into German
by Friedrich. It was produced in Italian at

Covent Garden, as 'Marta,' July 1, 1858 ; in

English at Drury Lane, Oct. 11, 1858, and in

French at the Theatre Lyrique, Dec. 16, 1865.

The air of 'The Last Rose of Summer' is a

prominent motif in this opera. G.

MARTIN, Sir George Clement, born Sept.

11, 1844, atLambourne, Berks, received instruc-

tion in organ-playing from Mr. J. Pearson and
Sir John (then Dr. ) Stainer, also in composition

from the latter during the time he was organist

there at the parish church. He was appointed

private organist to the Duke of Buccleuch, at

Dalkeith, in 1871 ; Master of the Choristers, St.

Paul's Cathedral, in 1874, deputy organist at

the same on the death of George Cooper in 1876,

and organist on the resignation of Stainer in

1888. He received the degrees ofMus. B. , Oxon
.

,

in 1868, Fellow of the College of Organists in

1875, and Mus.D. (degree conferred by the

Archbishop of Canterbury) in 1883, and was
appointed the same year teacher of the organ

at the Royal College of Music, which post he

has since resigned. His compositions include

Morning and Evening Communion and Evening

Service in C for voices and orchestra ; Com-
munion Service in A, Magnificat and Nunc
Dimittis in A, for the same ; the same in Bl>

for voices, organ, and military band ; the same
in G for voices and orchestra ; 7 anthems ; also a

variety of compositions for parochial use ; songs,

part-songs, etc. His most important work is the
' Te Deura ' sung on the steps of St. Paul's at the

Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, 1 8 9 7, shortly

after which event he received the honour of

knighthood. (See Musical Times for July

1897, p. 441.) A. c.

MARTIN, George "William, born March 8,

1828, received his early musical education in the

choir of St. Paul's Cathedral under William

Hawes. He was professor of music at the

Normal College for Army Schoolmasters ; music

master at St. John's Training College, Battersea

(1845-53), and organist of Christ Church,

Battersea, in 1849. He composed many glees,

madrigals, and part-songs, for some of which

he was awarded prizes, and edited and pub-

lished cheap arrangements of the popular

oratorios and other works of Handel, Haydn,

and others. For some years he directed per-

formances given under the name of the National
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Choral Society, whioli was begun in 1860. He
had an aptitude for training choirs of school
children, and conducted many public perform-
ances by them. He edited the Journal of Part
Music in 1861-62, and did much to' make good
music popular. He died in great poverty at

BolingbrokeHouse Hospital, Wandsworth, April

16, 1881. w. H. H.

MARTIN, Jonathan, born 1715, was a
chorister of the Chapel Royal under Dr. Croft.

Onquittingthe choir hewas placed underThomas
Roseingrave for instruction on the organ, and
soon attained such proficiency as to be able to act

as deputy for his master at St. George's, Hanover
Square, and for Weldon at the Chapel Royal.

On June 21, 1736, he was admitted organist of

the Chapel Royal on the death of "Weldon, and
promised ' to compose anthems or services for

the use of His Majesty's Chapel, whenever re-

quired by the Subdean for the time being.'

Probably he was never called upon to fulfil his

promise, as his only known composition is a song

in Rowe's tragedy, ' Tamerlane,' ' To thee,

gentle sleep. ' He died of consumption, April 4,

1737, and was buried April 9, in the west cloister

of Westminster Abbey. w. H. H.

MARTIN Y SOLAR, Vicente, born at

Valencia about 1754 (whence he was known in

Italy as ' Lo Spaguuolo '), was a, choir-boy in

the cathedral of his native town, and afterwards

organist at Alicante. On the advice of an
Italian singer, named Giuglietti, he went to

Florence, where he was commissioned to write an
opera for the next Carnival. His ' Ifigenia in

Aulide' was accordingly brought out in 1781.

Soon after this he produced a new opera,

' Astartea,' in Lucca, as well as a ballet, 'La
Regina di Golconda.' In 1783 ' La Donna fes-

teggiata ' and ' L'accorta cameriera ' were brought

out at Turin, and in the following year ' Iper-

mestra ' at Rome. In 1785 he went to Vienna,

where he became acquainted with Da Ponte,

who wrote for him the libretto of ' II burbero di

buon cuore,' produced Jan. 4, 1786. Here as

elsewhere he speedily became the fashion, his

operas, ' La capricciosa oorretta,' ' L' arbore di

Diana, 'and 'Una cosa rara ' following one another

in quick succession. This last work, produced

Nov. 11, 1786, for a time threw 'Figaro'

(produced six months before) into the shade.

[See MozAET.] In the autumn of the follow-

ing year ' Don Juan ' appeared, and Martin

unwittingly obtained immortality at the hands

of his rival, since a theme from ' Una cosa rara

'

makes its appearance in the second finale of

Mozart's masterpiece. (See also Kbchel's Cata-

logue, pp. 582, 583.) In 1788 Martin was

appointed director of the Italian Opera at St.

Petersburg, where he brought out ' Gli sposi in

contrasto,' and a cantata 'II sogno.' In 1801

the fashion for Italian opera passed away for'

a

time, and a French opera took its place. Martin,

thus deprived of his post, employed the rest

of his life in teaching. He died in May 1810.1

A mass, a 'Domine salvum fac,' and another

opera 'L'lle de I'amour,' are mentioned in the

Quellen-Lexikon, and the latter is stated to have

been produced in Florence about 1784. m.

MARTINES, or MARTINEZ, Makiannb,

daughter of the master of the ceremonies to the

Pope's Nuncio, born May 4, 1744, at Vienna.

Metastasio, a great friend of her father's, lived

for nearly half a century with the family, and

undertook her education. Haydn, then young,

poor, and unknown, occupied a wretched garret

in the same house, and taught her the harpsi-

chord, while Porpora gave her lessons in singing

and composition, her general cultivation being

under Metastasio's own care. Of these advan-

tages she made good use. Burney, who knew
her in 1772,^ speaks of her in the highest terms,

specially praising her singing ; and she also

won the admiration of both Hasse and Gerbert.

After the death of the parents, and of Meta-

stasio, who left them well off, she and her sister

gave evening parties, which were frequented by
all the principal artists. On one of these

occasions Kelly ' heard Marianne play a 4-hand
sonata of Mozart's with the composer. Latterly

Marianne devoted herself to teaching talented

pupils. In 1773 she was made a member of

the Musical Academy of Bologna. In 1782,

the Tonkiinstler Societat performed her oratorio

' Isacco, ' to Metastasio's words. She also com-

posed another oratorio, 'Santa Elena alCalvario,'

a mass, and other sacred music ; Psalm, to

Metastasio's Italian translation, for four and
eight voices ; solo-motets, arias, and cantatas,

concertos, overtures, and symphonies, and
harpsichord sonatas, two of which were reprinted

by E. Pauer. The Gesellschaft der Musik-

freunde possesses the autographs of many of

these works. Marianne expired on Dec. 13,

1812, a few days after the death of her younger
sister Antonie. c. F. p.

MARTINI, Giovanni Battista, or Giam-
BATTisTA, commonly called Padre Martini, one

of the most important scientific musicians of

the 18th century, born at Bologna, April 24,

1706 ; was first taught music by his father

Antonio Maria, member of a musical society

called 'I Fratelli.' Having become an expert

violinist, he learned to sing and play the harpsi-

chord from Padre Predieri, and counterpoint
from Antonio Riccieri, a castrate of Vicenza,

and composer of merit. At the same time he
studied philosophy and theology with the
monks of San Filippo Neri. Having passed

^ The article in Hendel'e Aezifton contains sereral grosa mistakeB,
Bach aa the atatemant that 'Don Juan waa brought out be(ore*^fia
cosa rara

' (in which case it would have been di^ult for Mozart to
have uaed one ol the themea from the latter opem^in the former 11,

and the Inclualon, among worka by him, of the book of canona with
pianoforte accompaniment, publiehed by Bircball in Londoii, and
edited by Cianchettini. These are by Padre Martini.

2 See Preaent Stata of Mviic in Qermany, i. 311-13, 862, 354, 362.
a Kelly s miatakea of detail are innumerable. He gives the nam»
Martini, and imagining Marianne to be the siater of her father—

' a very old man
' and ' nearly hia own age '—apeaks of her as ' in

the vale of years,' though still • poaaessing the gaiety and vivacity
of a girl. She was barely forty.
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his noviciate at the Franciscan convent at

Lago, he was ordained on Sept. 11, 1722, and
returning to Bologna in 1725 became maestro

di cappella of the church of San Francesco.

Giacomo Perti held a similar post at San
Petronio, and from him Martinireceived valuable

advice on composing church-music, at the same

time laying a scientific foundation for the

whole theory of music by a conscientious study

of mathematics with Zanotti, a well-known

physician and mathematician. He thus gradu-

ally acquired an extraordinary and compre-

hensive mass of knowledge, with an amount
of literary information far in advance of his

contemporaries. His library was unusually

complete for the time,' partly because scientific

men of all countries took a pleasure in sending

him books. Burney, whose own library was
very extensive, expressed his astonishment at

that of Martini, which he estimates to contain

17,000 vols. {Present State of Music in France

and Italy, p. 195). After his death a portion

found its way to the court library at Vienna
;

the rest remained at Bologna in the Lioeo

Filarmonico. His reputation as a teacher was
European, and scholars flocked to him from

all parts, among the most celebrated being

Paolucoi, Ruttini, Sarti, Ottani, and Stanislao

Mattel, afterwards joint founder of the Liceo

Filarmonico. These he educated in the tradi-

tions of the old Roman school, the main
characteristic of which was the melodious move-

ment of the separate parts. Martini was also

frequently called upon to recommend a newmaes-

tro di cappella or to act as umpire in disputed

questions. He was himself occasionally involved

in musical controversy ; the best-known instance

being his dispute with Redi about the solution

of a puzzle-canon by Giovanni Animuccia, which

he solved by employing two keys in the third

part. This, though approved by Pitorii, was

declared by Redi to be unjustifiable. To prove

this point Martini, therefore, wrote a treatise

maintaining that puzzle-canons had not unfre-

quently been solved in that manner, and quot-

ing examples. Another important controversy

was that held with Eximeneo [see vol. i. p. 797].

In spite of these differences of opinion his con-

temporaries describe him as a man of great

mUdness, modesty, and good nature, always

ready to answer questions, and give explanations.

It is difficult to think without emotion of the

warm welcome which he, the most learned and

one of the oldest musicians of his country,

bestowed on Mozart when he visited Bologna in

1770 as a boy of fourteen, or to resist viewing

it as a symbol of the readiness of Italy to open

to Germany that vast domain of music and

tradition which had hitherto been exclusively

her own. His courtesy and affability brought

the Bolognese monk into friendly relations

with many exalted personages, Frederick the

1 He had ten copieB of Guido d'Arezzo'a Uicrotogui.

Great and Frederick William II. of Prussia,

Princess Maria Antonie of Saxony, and Pope
Clement XIV. among the number. He suffered

much towards the close of his life from asthma,

a disease of the bladder, and a painful wound
in the leg ; but his cheerfulness never deserted

him, and he worked at the fourth volume of

his History of Music up to his death, which
took place in 1784—ron October 3, according to

Moresohi, Gandolfi, and Delia Valle ; on August
i, according to Fantuzzi. His favourite pupil

Mattel stayed with him to the last. Zanotti's

requiem was sung at his funeral, and on
Deo. 2, the Acoademia Filarmonica held a
grand function, at which a funeral mass, the

joint composition of thirteen maestri di cappella,

was performed, and an ' Elogio ' pronounced by
Lionardo Volpi. All Italy mourned for him,

and a medallion to his memory was struck by
Tadolini. He was a member of two Accademie,

the ' Filarmonici ' of Bologna, and the 'Arcadici'

of Rome, his assumed name in the latter being

Aristoxenus Amphion.
Martini's two great works are the Storia delta

Musica (3 vols. Bologna, 1757, 1770, 1781),

and the Esemplare ossia Saggio . . . di contrap-

punto (2 vols., Bologna, 1774, 1775). The
first is a. most learned work ; each chapter

begins and ends with a puzzle-canon, the whole

of which were solved and published by Cherur

bini. The three volumes all treat of ancient

music ; the music of the Middle Ages down to

the 11th century was to have been the subject of

the fourthvolume, which he did not live to finish.

A report having sprung up that the completed

MS. was in the Minorite convent at Bologna,

Fetis obtained access to the library through

Rossini, but found only materials, of which no

use has yet been made. The Saggio is a most
important collection of examples from the best

masters of the ancient Italian and Spanish

schools, and a model of its kind. Besides a
number of small treatises and controversial

writings (for list see F^tis) Martini left masses

and other church music in the style of the time.

The following were printed :
—

' Litaniae,' op. 1

(1734); 'XII Sonate d'intavolatura,' op. 2

(Amsterdam, Le Cene, 1741), excellent and
full of originality ;

' VI Sonate per organo e

cembalo ' (Bologna, 1747). ' Duetti da Camera'

(Bologna, 1763). The Liceo of Bologna, pos-

sesses the MSS. of a mass, a requiem, etc., three

oratorios, ' San Pietro ' (two separate composi-

tions), ' II sagrifizio d' Abramo,' and ' L' Assun-

zione di Salomone al trono d' Israello' ; a farsetta

' La Dirindina
'

; and three Intermezzi, ' L' Im-

presario delle Canarie,' 'Don Chisciotto,' and

'II Maestro di Musica.' A, requiem (103

sheets), and other church compositions are in

Vienna. Pauer, in his 'Alte Klaviermusik,'

gives a gavotte and ballet of Martini's. Farrenc

has published twelve sonatas in the 'Tr^sor

musical,' and other works are given by LUck,
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Korner, Ricordi, etc. [see the Quellen-Lesdkm].
The best of many books on his life and works
is the Slogio of Pietro Delia Valle (Bologna,
1784). F. G.

MARTINI IL TEDESCO ('the German'),
the name by which the musicians of his time
knew JoHANN Paul Aegidiits Schwartzen-
DORF, born Sept. 1, 1741, at Freistadt, in the

Upper Palatinate, who was organist of the

Jesuit seminary at Neustadt, on the Danube,
when he was ten years old. From 1758 he
studied at Freiburg, and played the organ at

the Franciscan convent there. When he re-

turned to his native place, he found a step-

mother installed at home, and set forth to seek

his fortune in France, notwithstanding his com-
plete ignorance of the language. At Nancy he
was befriended, when in a penniless condition,

by the organ-builder Dupont, on whose advice

he adopted the name by which he is known.
From 1761 to 1764 he was in the household of

King Stanislaus, who was then living at Nancy.
After his patron's death Martini went to Paris,

and immediately obtained a certain amount
of fame by successfully competing for a prize

offered for the best march for the Swiss Guard.

At this time he wrote much military music,

as well as symphonies and other instrumental

works. In 1771 his first opera, 'L'amoureux
de quinze ans,' was performed with very great

success, and after holding various appointments

as musical director to noblemen, he was ap-

pointed conductor at the The3,tre Feydeau,

when that establishment was opened under the

name of Theatre de Monsieur for the perform-

ance of light French and Italian operas. Having
lost all his emoluments by the decree of Aug.

10, 1792, he went to live at Lyons, where he

published his ifelopde moderne, a treatise on

singing. In 1794 he returned to Paris for the

production of his opera 'Sapho,' and in 1798
was made inspector of the Conservatoire. From
this post he was ejected in 1802, by the agency,

as he suspected, of Mehul and Catel. At the

restoration of 1814 he received the appointment

of superintendent of the Court music, and wrote

a Requiem for Louis XVI., which was performed

at St. Denis, Jan. 21, 1816. Very shortly

afterwards, on Feb. 10 of the same year, he

died. Besides the operas mentioned above

he wrote 'Le rendez-vous nocturne' (1773);
'Henri IV.' (1774); ' Le droit du Seigneur'

(1783); 'L'amant sylphe' (1795); 'Annette

et Lubin' (1789); 'Camille ou le souterrain'

(1796); and 'Zim^o' (1800). In the depart-

ment of church music he wrote several masses,

psalms, requiems, etc. [see the Quellen-Lemkon].

A cantata written for the marriage of Napoleon

with Marie Louise exists, besides much chamber

music, but Martini's best- known composi-

tion is probably the charming song, 'Plaisir

d'amour.' m.

MARTUCCI, Giuseppe, pianist, orchestral

conductor and composer, was born at Capua,

Jan. 6, 1856. He was taught the elements of

music by his father, a military bandmaster,

and made, as a child, some stir in Naples by

his clever performances on the piano. At the age

of eleven he was admitted to the R. Conserva-

torio in that city. Here he devoted five years

to the study of the pianoforte under Beniamino

Cesi, whose training was supplemented by

lessons in theory and composition with Carlo

Costa, Paolo Serrao, and Lauro Rossi. He left

the Conservatorio in 1872 ; but after two years

passed in teaching and playing in public he

returned to it as professor, gaining the post by
competition. Having appeared with remarkable

success at concerts in Rome and Milan, Martucci

undertook, in 1875, a tour through France,

Germany, and England. In London, where he
played at Arditi's Concert, St. George's Hall,

June 1 4, the character of his reception warranted
a stay of four months ; he also played in Dublin.

On the occasion of a second visit to Paris in

1878 he was heard by Rubinstein, who not only

expressed the highest opinion of his executive

talent, but honoured Martucci as a composer by
directing a performance of his Concerto in Bb
minor with Cesi at the piano. The work was
also played in after years by Eugen d'Albert at

the Berlin Philharmonic. Martucci's progress

at home was marked by his association with the

Quartetto Napoletano, whose performances he
directed during eight years, and still further hy
his appointment as conductor of the orchestral

concerts instituted by the Prince d'Ardore, a

choice fully justified by his enterprise in intro-

ducing classical and modern masterpieces before

unheard in Naples. He also took his orchestra

from Naples to Turin, where he gave a series of

performances during the exhibition of 1884.

Nominatea director of the Lioeo Musicale at

Bologna in 1886, Martucci continued his concerts

in other towns. His programmes, broadly

eclectic, sometimes included the works of Hubert
Parry, Stanford, and other English composers,

for whom he professes a sincere admiration.

During his residence in Bologna he made his

only appearance as orchestral conductor in a

theatre to direct the first performance in Italy

of Richard Wagner's 'Tristan und Isolde'

(1888). After an absence of sixteen years he
was once more recalled to the scene of his early

labours, having been named director of the R.

Conservatorio in Naples, March 5, 1902. He
is a member of the Accademia Reale of Naples,

Commendatore della Corona d' Italia and
Cavaliere dei S.S. Maurizio e Lazzaro. Martucci
occupies a place in the front rank of pianoforte
virtuosi. As an author his style has been formed
on the best classical models. His works are

remarkable for their finish, and often display con-
siderable originality. In writing for the piano-
forte his intimate knowledge of its resources
produces effects of a quite exceptional kind.
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His very numerous compositions include:

—

Symphony No. 1 in D minor (op. 75} playad at the Royal College
of Music, London, March 18, 189S. A detailed analysis is in Riv.
Hut. Ital., iii. 125.
- Symphony No. 2 in F major (op. 81).
Concerto in B flat minor for piano and orchestra (op. 66).

Four piccoli pezzi for orchestra.
Poeioetto Lirico, ' La Canzone del Bicordl,' for voice and

orcheatia.
Quintet for piano, two violins, viola, and violoncello (op. 45).

Trio Ifo. 1 in C for piano, violin, and violoncello (op. 69).

Trio No. 2 in E flat for piano, violin, and violoncello (op. 62)
(played at one of Halld's Concerts, St. James's Hall, May 17, 1889).
Sonata for violoncello and piano (op. 52).

Three pieces for violoncello and piano (op. €9).

Due Bomanze for violoncello (op. 72).

Three pieces for violin and piano (op. 67).

Uomento Musicale e Minuetto for two violins, viola, and violon-
cello.

' Pagine Sparse,' melodies for voice and piano (op. 66).

'Due Sogni,' for voice and piano (op. 68 bis).

Six volumes of compositions for pianoforte.
Variations for two pianofoirtes.

Fantasia for two pianofortes (op, 32).

Two pieces for pianoforte :
' Capriccio ' and ' Toccata ' (op. 77).

Three pieces for piano solo :
' Norelletta,' ' Notturno,' and

' Scheizo ' (op. 76).

Two pieces for piano :
' Berenata ' and ' Gavotta ' (op. 73).

' Ti^fle a quatre feailles ' (op. 74).

Three little pieces for pianoforte solo: 'Serenata,' 'Hlnuetto,'
' Capriccio ' (op. 78).

Three little pieces for pianoforte solo ;
' Freludio,' ' Canzooetta,'

'Saltarello'(op.79).
Due Capricci for pianoforte (op. 80).

Unpublished compositions :

—

Oratorio, 'Samuel.'
Concerto for piano and orchestra in D minor.
Sonata for organ.
Numerous pianoforte transcriptions of classical works, and

Baccolta of sixteen pieces for piano by classical authors transcribed
for violoncello and pianoforte.

H, A. W,

MARTY, Eugene Georges, born in Paris,

March 16, 1860, was a pupil of the Conserva-

toire, where he obtained the iirst prize in

solfege in 1875, the first in harmony in 1878,

and the Grand Prix de Rome in 1882 with his

cantata, 'Edith.' In 1892 he was appointed

ehorus-master at the Theatre Eden, and in the

same year was made director of the vocal

ensemble classes at the Conservatoire, a post he

resigned in 1904 ; he was chorus-master at the

Opera in 1893, and conducted theOpera-Comique

in 1900. From June 12, 1901, he has been

conductor at the Conservatoire. Marty has

written much, and has been much influenced

by his master, Massenet. We may mention

:

'Ballade d'Hiver' (1885); 'Balthazar' over-

ture (1887); a suite, 'Les Saisons' (1888); »

symphonic poem, ' Merlin enchants, ' all for

orchestra; 'Lysic,' a one-act pantomime (1888);

'Le Due de Ferrare,' three-act opera, 'Th^S.tre

Lyrique (1899) ;
' Daria,' two-act opera (Opera,

Jan. 27, 1905) ; songs, and pianoforte pieces,

etc. G. F.

MARTYRS, LES. Opera in four acts ; words

by Scribe, music by Donizetti. Produced at

the Academic, April 10, 1840 ; at the Royal

Italian Opera, London, as ' I Martiri,' April 20,

1852. The work was an adaptation of 'Poliuto,'

a former Italian opera of Donizetti's. G.

MARX, Adolph Bbrnhaed, learned musi-

cian and author, born May 15, 1799 (or 1795,

according to Riemann), at Halle, son of a

physician, learned harmony from Tiirk, studied

law, and held a legal post at Nauraburg. His

love of music led him to Berlin, where he soon

gave up the law, and in 1824 he founded, with

Schlesinger the publisher, the Berliner Allge-

meine Musikalische ZeUung. This periodical,

which only existed seven years, did important
service in creating a juster appreciation of

Beethoven's works in North Germany, a service

to which Beethoven characteristically refers in

a letter' to Schlesinger, Sept. 25, 1825. His
book on the same subject, however, Beet-

hoven's Leben unci Schaffen (Berlin, 1859
;

2nd ed., 1865 ; 5th, 1901), is a fantastic critique,

too full of mere conjecture and misty aestheti-

cism. In 1827 he received his doctor's diploma
from the university of Marburg, and was made
' Decent,' or tutor, in the history and theory of

music, at the university of Berlin. He became
Professor in 1830, and in 1832 Musikdirector
of the university choir. In 1850 he founded
with Kullak and Stern the ' Berliner Musik-
schule,' afterwards the 'Berliner Conserva-

torium,' and now the 'Sternsche Conserva-

torium' but withdrew in 1856 (Kullak having
resigned in 1855), and henceforth devoted
himself to his private pupils and to his work
at the University. He died in Berlin, May 1 7,

1866. His numerous works are of unequal
merit, the most important being the Lehre von

der musilcaKschen Composition, four vols. (Breit-

kopf & Hartel, 1837, 1838, 1847). His Gluck
und die Oper (Berlin, two vols. 1863) contains

many ingenious observations, but is of no
historical value. The others are Vier Malerei

in der Tonkunst (1828), tjber die Geltung

Hdndelschen Sologesange, etc. (1829), AUgemeine
Musiklehre (1839), Die alte Musiklehre (1842),
Die Musik des 19. Jahrhundert, etc. (l855),

Anleitung zum Vortrag Beethovenschen Klavier-

werke (1863), JSrinnerungen (1865), and a post-

humous work, Das Ideale und die Gegenwcurt

(1867). Besides what he did for Beethoven's

music, Marx deserves credit for bringing to light

many little-known works of Bach and Handel.

His compositions are not remarkable ; neither

his oratorios 'Johannes der Taufer,' 'Moses,'

and 'Nahid und Omar,' nor his instrumental

music, obtaining more than a 'succesd'estime.'

His opera, ' Jery und Bately,' was performed at

Berlin in 1827, and a, melodram, 'Die Rache
wartet,' in 1829. Nevertheless some particulars

given in his Erinnerungen (Berlin, 1865) as

to his manner of composing are well worth

reading, as indeed is the whole book for its

interesting picture of the state of music in Berlin

between 1830 and 1860. With Mendelssohn

he was at one time extremely intimate, and no

doubt was in many respects useful to him ; but

his influence diminished as Mendelssohn grew

older and more independent. y. g.

MARXSEN, Eduard, born July 23, 1806, at

Nienstadten near Altona, where his father was

organist. He was intended for the church, but

devoted himself to music, which he studied at

home and with Clasing of Hamburg. He then

assisted his father till the death of the latter in

1830, when he went to Vienna, and took lessons

1 Nohl, Brief', No. 368.
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in counterpoint from Seyfried, and the pianoforte
from Booklet. He also composed industriously,

and on his return to Hamburg gave a concert
(Oct. 15, 1834) at which he played eighteen
pieces of his own composition. He subsequently
lived at Hamburg in great request as a teacher.

Brahms was his most illustrious pupil. Of his

sixty or seventy compositions, one for full or-

chestra called ' Beethoven's Schatten ' was per-

formed in 1844 and 1845 at concerts in Ham-
burg. Hediedat Altona, Nov. 18, 1887. F. o.

MARYLEBONE GARDENS. This once
celebrated place of entertainment was situated at

the back of and appurtenant to a tavern called

'The Rose of Normandy' (or briefly 'The
Rose '), which stood on the east side of High
Street, Marylebone, and was erected about the
middle of the 17th century. The earliest notice

of it is in Memoirs by Samuel ^Sainthill, 1659,
printed in The Gmtlemcm's Magazine, vol. 83,

p. 524, where the garden is thus described

:

' The outside a square brick wall, set with fruit

trees, gravel walks, 204 paces long, seven broad

;

the circular walk 485 paces, six broad, the centre

square, a Bowling Green, 112 paces one way,
88 another ; all except the first double set

with quickset hedges, full grown and kept in

excellent order, and indented like town walls.'

It is next mentioned by Pepys, May 7, 1668 :

'Then we abroad to Marrowbone and there

walked in the garden, the first time I ever was
there, and a pretty place it is.' Long's bowling
green at the Rose at Marylebone, half a mile

distant from London, is mentioned in the London
GazetU, Jan. 11, 1691-92. Count de Tallard,

the French ambassador, gave a splendid enter-

tainment before leaving England to the Marquis

of Normanby (afterwards Duke of Buckingham-
shire) and other persons of note ' at the great

Bowling Green at Marylebone,' in June 1699.

About that time the house became noted as a

gaming-house much frequented by persons of

rank ; Sheifield, Duke of Buckinghamshire, was

a constant attendant, and, as Quin told Pen-

nant, gave, every spring, a dinner to the chief

frequenters of the place, at which his parting

toast was ' May as many of us as remain un-

changed next spring meet here again.' It was

he who was alluded to in Lady Mary Wortley

Montagu's oft-quoted line, 'Some dukes at

Marybone bowl time away.' Gay, in his 'Beg-

gar's Opera,' 1727, makes Marylebone one of

Macheath's haunts, and mentions the ' deep

play' there. Prior to 1737 admission to the

gardens was gratuitous, but in that year Daniel

Gongh, the proprietor, charged Is. each for

admission, giving in return a ticket which was

taken back in payment for refreshments to that

amount. In 1738 Gough erected an orchestra

and engaged a band of music ' from the opera

and both theatres,' which performed from 6 to

10 o'clock, during which time they played

eighteen pieces. In August 'two Grand or

Double Bassoons, made by Mr. Stanesby, junior,

the greatness of whose sound surpass that of

any other bass instrument whatsoever ; never

performed with before,' were introduced. In

1740 an organ was erected by Bridge. In 1746

robberies had become so frequent and the robbers

so daring that the proprietor was compelled to

have a guard of .soldiers to protect the visitors

from and to town. In 1747 Miss Falkner

appeared as principal singer (a post she retained

for some years), and the admission to the concert

was raised to 2s. In 1748 an addition was

made to the number of lamps, and Defesch was

engaged as first violin, and about the same

time fireworks were introduced. In 1761 John
Trusler became proprietor ;

' Master (Michael)

Arne ' appeared as a singer, balls and masquerades

were occasionally given, the doors were opened

at 7, the fireworks were discharged at 11,

and ' a guard was appointed to be in the house

and gardens, and to oblige all persons misbehav-

ing to quit the place.' In 1752 the price of

admission was reduced to 6d., although the

expense was said to be £8 per night more than
the preceding year. In 1753 the bowling green

was added to the garden, and the fireworks were

on a larger scale than before. In 1758 the

first burletta performed in the gardens was
given ; it was an adaptation, by Trusler junior

and the elder Storace, of Pergolesi's ' La Serva

Padrona, ' and for years was a great favourite.

The gardens were opened in the morning for

breakfasting, and Miss Trusler made cakes which
long enjoyed a great vogue. In 1762 the

gardens were opened in the morning gratis,

and an organ performance given from 5 to 8

o'clock. In 1763 the place passed into the
hands of Thomas (familiarly called Tommy)
Lowe, the popular tenor singer, the admission
was raised to Isi and Miss Catley was among
the singers engaged. In the next year the
opening of the gardens on Sunday evenings for

tea-drinking was prohibited ; and in October a
morning performance, under the name of a re-

hearsal, was given, when a collection was made
in aid of the sufferers by destructive fires at

Montreal, Canada, and Honiton, Devonshire.
Lowe's management continued until 1768, when
he retired, having met with heavy losses. In
1769 Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Arnold became pro-
prietor, and engaged Mrs. Pinto (formerly Miss
Brent), Master Brown, and others as vocalists,

Pinto as leader. Hook as organist and music
director, and Dr. Arne to compose an ode. In
1770 Barth^lemon became leader, and Mrs. Bar-
thelemon, Bannister and Reinhold were among
the singers. A burletta by Barthflemon, called
'The Noble Pedlar,' was very successful. In
1771 Miss Harper (afterwards Mrs. John Ban-
nister) appeared. Miss Catley reappeared, and
several new burlettas were produced. In 1772
Torr6, an eminent Italian pyrotechnist, was
engajged, and the fireworks became a more
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prominent feature in the entertainments, to

the great alarm of the neighbouring inhabitants,

who applied to the magistrates to prohibit their

exhibition, fearing danger to their houses from

them. Torre, however, continued to exhibit

during that and the next two seasons. But
the gardens were losing their popularity ; in

1775 there appear to have been no entertain-

ments of the usual kind, but occasional per-

formances of Baddeley's entertainment, ' The
Modern Magio Lantern,' deliveries of George

Saville Carey's 'Lecture upon Mimicry,' or

exhibitions of fireworks by a Signor Caillot. In

1776 entertainments of a similar description

were given, amongst which was a representation

of the Boulevards of Paris. The gardens closed

on Sept. 23, and were not afterwards regularly

opened. In or about 1778 the site was let to

builders, and is now occupied by Beaumont
Street, Devonshire Street, and part of Devon-

shire Place. The tavern, with a piece of ground

at the back, used as a skittle alley, continued

to exist in nearly its pristine state until 1855,

when it was taken down, and rebuilt on its own
site and that of an adjoining house, and on the

ground behind it was erected the Marylebone

Music Hall. [A list of names of artists who
appeared at Marylebone Gardens is given, with

dates, in J. T. Smith's Book for a, Eainy
Bay.] w. H. H.

MASANIELLO. The name in England of

Auber's opera. La Muettb db Portici. Opera in

five acts ; words by Scribe and Delavigne, music

by Auber. Produced at the Academic, Feb. 29,

1828, and performed there 471 times up to

Oct. 28, 1873. In England it was first per-

formed, under the name of 'Masaniello,' at

Drury Lane, in English (three acts), May 4,

1 829 ; in Italian, at Covent Garden (three acts).

March 15, 1849 ; at Her Majesty's, April 10,

1851, as ' La Muta di Portici.' G. [An earlier

opera on the same subject was based on a con-

temporary account of the rebellion at Naples

under Tommaso Annello ; D'Urfey was the

author, and Samuel Ackeroyde (or Akeroyde)

the principal composer. It was printed in 1700,

with the title, ' The famous history of the rise

and fall of Massaniello, in two parts.' The

songs remained in favour through the early

part of the 18th century.]

MASCAGNI, PiETEO, was 'bom at Leghorn

Dec. 7, 1863. His father, who was a baker,

intended his son to be a lawyer, and discouraged

his attempts to learn the rudiments of music.

The budding composer, compelled to prosecute

his musical studies by stealth, entered himself

surreptitiously as a pupil at the Istituto Luigi

Cherubini, where his principal instructor was

Alfredo Soffredini. In due course Mascagni's

father found out how his son was spending his

leisure time, and the musical career of the future

composer of ' Cavalleria Kusticana' would

thereupon have come to an untimely close, had

it not been for the intervention of an amiable

uncle, who came forward and offered to adopt
the young musician. Transferred to his uncle's

house Mascagni devoted himself in earnest to

music, and the firstfruits of his labours appeared
in the shape of a symphony in C minor for small

orchestra, and a Kyrie written to celebrate the

birthday of Cherubini, both of which were per-

formed at the Istituto in 1879. These were fol-

lowed after two years by 'In Filanda,' a cantata

for solo voices and orchestra, which was favour-

ably mentioned in a prize-competition instituted

by the International Exhibition of Music at

Milan. These successes reconciled Mascagni's

father to the idea of making his son a musician
;

and at the death of his uncle in 1881 the boy
returned to his father's house, when he was
allowed to pursue his musical studies in peace.

His next composition was a setting of a trans-

lation of Schiller's ' Ode to Joy,' which was per-

formed at the Teatro degli Avvalorati with so

much success that Count Florestano de Larderel,

a wealthy amateur, offered on the spot to pay
for the composer's education at the Milan Con-

servatoire. Mascagni's career at Milan was not

a success. In spite of the sympathy and en-

couragement of his teachers, among whom were

Amilcare Ponchielli and Michele Saladino, he
found the course of regular study insupportable.

For some time he chafed silently against the

trivial round of counterpoint and fugue, and
eventually took French leave of his professors,

joined a travelling operatic company in the

capacity of conductor, and turned his back upon
Milan to seek his fortune elsewhere. For many
years he led a life of obscurity and privation,

travelling through the length and breadth of

Italy with one company after another. He had
no spare time for composition, but doubtless

gained much valuable experience in practical

orchestration. After many wanderings Mascagni

married and settled at Cerignola near Foggia,

where he managed to make a meagre livelihood

by giving pianoforte lessons and managing the

municipal school ofmusic. From this obscurity

he was suddenly rescued by the success of his

one-act opera ' Cavalleria Rusticana,' which won
the first prize in a competition instituted in

1889 by the publisher Sonzogno, and was pro-

duced at the Costanzi Theatre in Rome, May 18,

1890. The libretto was founded by Signori

Menasci and Targioni-Tozzetti upon a well-

known story of Sicilian village life by Giovanni

Verga. The opera was received at its first per-

formancewith tumultuous applause, and the next

day Mascagni awoke to find himself famous.

Italy lost her head over ' Cavalleria. ' Mascagni

was greeted as the successor of Verdi. Medals

were struck in his honour. He was welcomed

back to his native Leghorn with illuminations

and torchlight processions, and the King of

Italy presented him with the order of the Crown

of Italy, an honour not accorded to Verdi until
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he had reached middle life. ' Cavalleria ' at
once made the tour of Italy, and speedily crossed

the Alps. It was produced in Berlin in the
summer of 1890, and in London, at the Shaftes-

bury Theatre, under the management of Signer

Lago in October 1891. It was first performed
in Paris at the Opera-Comique, Jan. 19, 1892.

Everywhere its success was unquestionable.

The public, tired, perhaps, of long-winded imita-

tions of Wagner, welcomed the crisp action and
direct emotional appeal of the little work, and,

for the moment the vulgarity of the music was
condoned for the sake of the admirably con-

structed libretto. ' Cavalleria ' became the

fashion, and was responsible for a mushroom crop

of one-act melodramas, each one more squalid

in subject than the last, which bore a tolerably

close resemblance to the shilling ' shocker ' of

ephemeral literature, and boasted a corresponding

artistic value. Since the days of ' Cavalleria

'

Mascagni's fame has steadily declined. His next
work, ' L'Amico Fritz ' (Teatro Costanzi, Eome,
Oct. 31, 1891), an adaptation of Erokmann-
Chatrian's well-known novel, made by Signer

Daspuro under the anagram of P. Suardon, had
more refinement than ' Cavalleria,' and was more"
carefully written, but the composer scarcely

attempted to fit his grandiose Italian manner to

the exigencies of an Alsatian idyll, and the

woefully undramatic character of the libretto

prevented the opera from winning more than a

siuxiscCestime. 'I Rantzau'(TeatrodellaPergola,

Florence, Nov. 10, 1892), another adaptation

from Erckmann-Ghatrian, by Signori Menasci

and Targioni-Tozzetti, was even less successful

than 'L'Amico Fritz,' thedulness of the libretto

and the absurdly inflated style of the music

being equally responsible for its failure.

'Guglielmo Ratoliff' (Scala, Milan, Feb. 1895)
was a work of the composer's student days,

subsequently revised and rewritten. The com-

poser had conceived the extraordinary notion of

setting to music a literal and unabbreviated

translation of Heine's gloomy tragedy, which
was alone sufficient to doom the work to failure,

and his music did little to relieve the tedium of

the libretto. No less decisive was the failure

of 'Silvano' (Scala, Milan, March 1895), a

feeble and half-hearted bid for popularity in

the composer's most hackneyed ' Cavalleria

'

manner. Meanwhile (1895) Mascagni had been

appointed director of the Conservatoire at

Pesaro, where his next opera, 'Zanetto,' was
producedMarch 2, 1896. ' Zanetto ' is an operatic

version of Fran9ois Coppee's famous one-att play

'Le Passant.' It is slight in structure, being

scored only for strings and harp, but has con-

siderably more refinement of thought and

expression than is customary in Mascagni'swork.
' Iris' (Teatro Costanzi, Rome, Nov, 22, 1898),

an opera on a Japanese su'oject, is handicapped

by a singularly unpleasant libretto, but never-

theless has won more favour than any of the

composer's works since ' Cavalleria. ' It shows

much skill in the handling of the orchestra, and

is in many ways the most artistic of Mascagni's

operas ; but its lack of original invention is

conspicuous, and though it has won considerable

success in Italy, it could hardly prove acceptable

to audiences capable of recognising its glaring

plagiarisms from the works of Wagner. What-

ever may be thought of Mascagni as a composer,

he is admittedly a master of the art of ridame,

and his idea of producing his next work, ' Le

Maschere' (Jan. 17,1901), simultaneously in

seven different cities, was a piece of audacious

impertinence, probablyunparalleledin thehistory

of the stage. Unfortunately no amount of

advertisement could galvanise ' Le Maschere

'

into a success. At Milan, Venice, Verona,

Naples, and Turin it was soundly hissed, while

at Genoa the audience would not even allow the

performance to be finished. Only at Eome was

it received with any degree of favour, and even

there it soon passed into oblivion. Mascagni's

latest work 'Amiea ' (Monte Carlo, March 1905),

though produced in more modest fashion, shared

the same fate as its predecessor. Apart from his

operas and the youthful works already men-
tioned Mascagni has written a cantata for the

Leopardi centenary, which was performed at

Reoanati in 1898, and incidental music for Mr.

Hall Caine's play The. Elernal Oily, which was
produced at His Majesty's Theatre in October

1902.

Of late years Mascagni has won some fame as

a conductor, chiefly owing to repeated tours with

a specially chosen orchestra through the cities

of Europe and America. A protracted tour in

the United States in 1903 cost him his place at

Pesaro. The authorities of that institution,

after repeated endeavours to recall their errant

directorto his duties, not unnaturally determined
to replace him by a musician who set the fulfil-

ment of his official engagemenijs above the

i fascinations of self-advertisement.
(

Mascagni's reputation rests almost entirely

upon ' Cavalleria Rusticana,' which still holds

the stage in spite of fifteen years of uninter-

rupted popularity, and the rivalry of a host of

imitations. As has already been said, it owes
muqh to its direct if somewhat brutal libretto,

but \he music undeniably shows a natural in-

stinct for theatrical effect\and it boasts plenty of

catchy, commonplace_ tunes.\ Nevertheless it is

easy to trace in it the germs ofwhat in Mascagni's
later works developed into intolerable manner-
isms, his pompous, inflated and melodramatic
manner of treating simple situations, his vulgar
love of mere noise, and his lack of real rhythmic
and melodic fertility, ill disguised by attempted
excursions upon new paths of expression. The
speedy exhaustion of a shallow vein of musical
invention, together with the carelessness en-

gendered by a dangerously sudden success, and
fostered by the foolish adulation of partisans, is
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responsible for the complete collapse of what at
one time seemed a talent of bright promise for

the future of Italian music. ji. a. s.

MASCHERONI, Edoardo, was bom at

Milan on Sept. i, 1857 (not 1855, as has been
erroneously stated in previous sketches of his

career). As a boy he showed no special aptitude

for music, and was sent to the Lioeo Becoaria,

where he distinguished himself particularly in

mathematics. As he grew up he developed a
marked taste for the study of literature, and
joined the little band of enthusiasts, among
whom were De Marchi, Pozza, G. Mazzucato,

and Borghi, who founded the journal. La vita

nico'oa, to which he contributed numerous articles

on literary subjects. But with manhood came
the consciousness that music was to be his career,

and he placed himself under Boucheron, a

composer and teacher well known in Milan at

the time, with whom he worked assiduously for

several years. In his younger days Masoheroni
composed much music of various kinds, but as

time went on he became persuaded that his real

vocation lay in conducting. He made his first

serious essay in this branch of his art in 1883,
when he was engaged as conductor at the Teatro

Goldoni at Leghorn. From Leghorn Mascheroni
moved to Rome, where he had been appointed

conductor of the Teatro Apollo. Here he
remained seven years, gaining each year in

experience and reputation, so that at last he
might fairly claim to be considered the leading

Italian conductor of his day, a claim which was
tacitly recognised in 1893 by his being chosen

to produce and conduct Verdi's ' Falstaff ' at La
Scala. Mascheroni is still a conductor, but of

late he has won fresh laurels as a composer.

During his Roman period he wrote a good deal

of chamber music, which was performed with
much applause, and an Album for pianoforte of

his won a prize in a Ooncorso at Palermo. But
his masterpiece at that time was the Requiem
for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra, which he
wroteinmemory ofthedeath ofVictorEmmanuel.
So profound an impression did this work create,

that the composer was commissioned by the

royal family to write another Requiem for voices

only, for exclusive performance in the royal

chapel, where it was at once performed. In

spite of his success in conducting other men's

music, Masoheroni did not himself tempt fortune

on the stage until his ' Lorenza ' was produced

at the Teatro Costanzi, Rome, on April 13,

1901. The success of this work was very great,

and since its initial triumph it has been produced

at Brescia, Barcelona, Valencia, Buenos Ayres,

and other towns, and has always- won conspicu-

ous favour. ' Lorenza ' may be described as a

Calabrian version of the story of Judith and

Holofernes, though in this case the Judith, so

far from slaying her brigand Holofernes, falls in

love with him, and ends by disguising herself in

his cloak, and by being shot in his place by the

soldiers who come to capture the bandit chief.

Mascheroni's score overflows with thorougWy
Italian melody,' and shows considerable know-
ledge of dramatic effect, which from a conductor
of his experience was only to be expected. He is

now (Feb. 1906) putting the finishing touches to

a new opera, entitled ' La Perugina.' E. A. s.

MASINI, Angelo, born at Forli in 1845,
is perhaps the only Italian tenor who has ever

won a very high position without having ap-

peared on the operatic stage in England. He
came to this country in 1875 as a member of

the famous quartet, which, under the composer's

own direction, sang at the Albert Hall in

Verdi's Requiem Mass, the other singers being

Mme. Stoltz, Mme. Waldmann, and Signer
Medini. At that time Masini was looked upon
as the first of the younger tenors of Italy, and
in 1876 he sang the part of Rhadames when,
with Verdi himself conducting, ' Aida ' was
produced for the first time in Paris. This
performance added greatly to his reputation,

and in 1879 Mapleson engaged him to sing at

Her Majesty's Theatre. A stupid contretemps,

however, for which Masini was himself solely

responsible, prevented his appearance. The
story is fully set forth in the Mapleson Memoirs.

It was arranged that Masini should make his

debut as Faust in company with Nilsson,

Trebelli, and Faure, but, owing to a misunder-

standing he missed a rehearsal, and then
hurriedly left London. This blunder proved
a bar to his future career in England, as Maple-
son had an injunction against him for breach

of contract—compromised at last by the pay-

ment of £200. In Madrid, Buenos Ayres, and
elsewhere, however, Masini sang with the utmost
success, and gained both fame and fortune. He
was for many seasons the leading tenor at the

Italian Opera at St. Petersburg, resigning his

position at last for the reason that he could no
longer withstand the severe climate. At St.

Petersburg, late in his career, he sang Lohen-

grin to the Elsa of Sigrid Arnoldson. That
Masini at his best was a tenor of exceptional

gifts cannot be doubted. Distinguished singers,

who appeared with him at St. Petersburg, have

spoken of him in enthusiastic terms. His voice

—very high in range—was rather light in

quality, but on the testimony of Manuel Gomez,

the well-known clarinet player, who heard him
in his prime at Madrid, it was quite equal to

the requirements of exacting dramatic parts.

Mr. Gomez also speaks of the extreme charm
with which he sang the Duke's music in ' Rigo-

letto. ' It was stated at the time that before the

production of 'Falstaff' in Milan, Verdi offered

to write a romance for Masini if he would under-

take the part of Fenton. However nothing came

of the proposal. Possibly Masini thought that,

even with a song thrown in, it was a poor

compliment to offer him a small part, and no set-

off against the distinction Verdi had confen'ed

/
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on Us great rival, Tamagno, by selecting

him for Otello, and writing the music of that

character specially for his voice. Masini ia still

living. s. H. p.

MASNADIERI, I,—i.e. The Brigands,—an
opera in four acts ; libretto by Maffei, from
Schiller's 'Die Rauber,' music by Verdi. Pro-

duced at Her Majesty's Theatre, London, July

22, 1847, Verdi conducting, and Jenny Lind
acting. An experiment had been made by
Mercadante eleven years before on a libretto

adapted from the same play, under the title

of ' I Briganti, ' produced at the Italiens, Paris,

March 22, 1836. G.

MASOlir, John, Mus.B., was admitted clerk

of Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1508, graduated
Feb. 12, 1509, and was in the same year ap-

pointed instructor of the choristers and chaplain

of Magdalen College. Wood says he was in

much esteem in his profession. He was collated

prebendary of Pratum minus, July 21, and of

Putstou minor, July 22, 1525, and treasurer of

Hereford Cathedral, May 23, 1545. He is

mentioned by Morley in his IntrodiuAion as

one of those whose works he had consulted.

He died in 1547 [or 1543. See Degrees in

Music, p. 65.] -w. H. H.

MASON, Lowell, Mus.D., born atMedfield,

Massachusetts, Jan. 24, 1792, died at Orange,

New Jersey, August 11, 1872. He was self-

taught, and in his own words 'spent twenty
years of his life in doing nothing save playing

on all manner of musical instruments that came
within his reach.' At sixteen he was leader of

the choir in the village church, and a teacher

of singing classes. At twenty he went to

Savannah in Georgia, as clerk in a bank, and
there continued to practise, lead, and teach.

In the course of these labours he formed, with

the help of F. L. Abel, a collection of psalm

tunes based on Gardiner's ' Sacred Melodies '

—

itself adapted to tunes extracted from the

works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. [See

Gardiner, vol. ii. 144J.] 'This collection was

published by the Handel and Haydn Society of

Boston in 1822 under the title of 'the Handel

and Haydn Society's collection of Church

Music,' Mason's name being almost entirely

suppressed. The book sold well ; it enabled

the Society to tide over the period of its youth,

and establish itself as one of the characteristic

institutions of Boston, it initiated a purer and

healthier taste for music in New England, and

it led to Mason's removal to Boston and to his

taking ' a general charge ofmusic in the churches

there,' in 1827. He then became president of

the society ; but as his object was not so much
the cultivation of high -class music as the

introduction of music as an essential element

of education in the common schools, he soon

left it and established (with G. J. Webb) the

Boston Academy of Music in 1832. He founded

classes on the system of Pestalozzi, and at

length in 1838 obtained power to teach in all

the schools of Boston. At the same time he

founded periodical conventions of music teachers,

which have been found very useful, and are

now established in many parts of the States.

He also published a large number of manuals

and collections which have sold enormously and

produced him a handsome fortune. He visited

Europe first in 1837 with the view of examining

the methods of teaching in Germany, and

embodied the results in a volume entitled

Musical Lettersfrom Abroad (New York, 1853).

He was for long closely connected with the

Public Board of Education of Massachusetts,

his kindness and generosity were notorious, and

he was universally admired and esteemed. His

degree of Doctor in Music, the first of the kind

conferred by an American college, was granted

by the New York University in 1835. The
last years of his life were spent at Orange in

New Jersey, the residence of two of his sons.

He formed a very fine library, which he collected

far and wide, regardless of expense. [The list

of his popular collections of secular and sacred

musicisgiveninBaker's-Biojf. iJici. q^Jfttsiciajis.]

Of his sons, William, born at Boston, Jan.

24, 1829, received a liberal education in music,

and after a successful debut at Boston in 1846,

and a period of study at Leipzig in 1849, under

Moscheles, Hauptmann, and Richter, and at

Weimar, under Liszt, was long recognised as

-a. leading pianist in New York. He founded

chamber-music concerts with Theodore Thomas
and others in 1854, and received the degree of

Mus.D. from Yale University in 1872. Many
graceful compositions and valuable instruction-

books for the piano are of his authorship

;

special interest attaches to his Memories of a
Musical Life (New York, 1901), which contains

a valuable account of the Weimar circle in

1853. A. w. T.

MASON, Mathias, groom of the chamber to

James I., is mentioned in Dowland's 'Varietie

of Lute Lessons '(1610) as having invented three

frets for the lute.

MASON, Rev. William, son of a clergyman,
born at Hull, 1724, graduated at Cambridge,
B.A. 1745, M.A. 1749; took orders 1755,
became rector of Aston, Yorkshire, in 1754,
and afterwards prebendary (1756), canon resi-

dentiary and precentor (1763) of York Minster.

He was appointed chaplain to Lord Holderness
in 1754 and to the king in 1757. In 1782 he
published a book of words of anthems, to which
he prefixed a Critical and Historical Essay on
Cathedral Music (another edition, 1794). He
also wrote essays On. Insl/riimental Church Music,

On Parochial Psalmx)dy, and On the Causes of the

Present imperfect AUiojnce between Music and
Poetry. He composed some church music, the
best known of which is the short anthem ' Lord
of all power and might.' He was author of

several poems, and of two tragedies, 'Elfrida'
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and 'Caraotacus,' and was the friend and bio-

grapher of the poet Gray. He also invented
an instrument called the ' Celestina.' He died
at Aston, April 5, 1797. w. h. h.

MASQUE. The precursor of the opera : a
dramatic entertainment, usually upon an alle-

gorical or mythological subject, and combining
poetry, vocal and instrumental music, scenery,

dancing, elaborate machinery, and splendid

costumes and decorations—which was performed
at Court or at noblemen's houses on festive

occasions, the performers being usually persons

of rank. Masques were frequently exhibited

at the courts of James I. and Charles I., and
vast sums were lavished upon their production.

The Masque of the Inner Temple and Gray's

Inn, presented in Feb. 1612-13, on the marriage
of the Princess Elizabeth to the Elector Palatine

of theEhine, cost £1086: 8: 11. i Theprincipal

author of those masques was Ben Jonson, whose
genius was peculiarly fitted to a style of com-
position which afforded him ample opportunity
of displaying his erudition. Beaumont, Chap-
man, Samuel Daniel, Campion, Shirley, Hey-
wood, and Carew, also employed their talents

upon masques, as did a greater than they,

Milton, whose ' Comus ' was represented at

Ludlow Castle in 1634. Inigo Jones devised

the machinery and designed the costumes for

the Court masques ;
^ Laniere and others painted

the scenery ; and Ferrabosco, Campion, H. and
W. Lawes, Ives, Laniere,jLooke, C. Gibbons, and
others composed the music. Two of Ben
Jonson's masques— 'The Masque of Queens,'

1610, and 'The Twelfth Night's Revels,' 1606,

were printed from his autograph MSS. in the

British Museum by the Shakespeare Society at

the end of Cunningham's Life of Inigo Jones.

After the Restoration what were called masques

were occasionally given at Court, but they

appear to have been rather masked or fancy

dress balls than dramatic entertainments. An
exception was Crowne's masque, ' Calisto ; or,

the Chaste Nymph,' performed at court by the

princesses and courtiers, Dec. 15 and 22, 1675.

In the 18th century masques were not unfre-

quently to be seen on the public stage. The
'pantomimes' produced by Rich (for most of

which Galliard composed the music) were really

masques with harlequinade scenes interspersed.

More recently masques have been performed

on occasion of royal weddings ; thus ' Peleus

and Thetis,' a masque, formed the second act

of the opera 'Windsor Castle,' by William

Pearoe, music by J. P. Salomon, performed at

Covent Garden on the marriage of the Prince

of Wales, 1795, and 'Freya's Gift,' masque

by John Oxenford, music by G. A. Macfarren,

was produced at the same house on the marriage

of the present King, 1863. Soon after the

1 In regarding tbeae flgarea tlie difference in the value of money
then and now must he home in mind.

2 Many of his slcei^ches for this purpose are in the posBBaaion of

the Duke of Devonahire.

death of Sir Walter Scott in 1832, ' The Vision

of the Bard, ' masqueby James Sheridan Knowles,
was produced at Covent Garden. [In 1887,
in honour of Queen Victoria's Jubilee, 'The
Masque of Flowers ' was revived at Gray's Inn,

and was again performed in 1897 for the
Diamond Jubilee. A masque by Campion was
given at the Guildhall School of Music under
the title of ' The Golden Tree,' by the Worship-
ful Company of Musicians, June 29, 1905. See
Musical Times for 1900, p. 248.] w. H. H.

MASS (Lat. Missa ; from the words, ' Its,

missa est

'

—
' Depart ! the assembly is dismissed

'

—sung, by the Deacon, immediately before the

conclusion ofthe Service. Ital. Messa ; Fr. Messe;

Germ. Die Messe). The custom of singing cer-

tain parts of the Mass to music of a peculiarly

solemn and impressive character has prevailed,

in the Roman Church, from time immemorial.

The old plain-song has been already described

under Gbegorian Music (see vol. ii. p. 235) ;

but before coming to harmonised music there

are some late plain-song Masses to take into

account. For the so-caUed ' Missa de Angelis

'

see below.

After the invention of Counterpoint com-
posers delighted in weaving these and other old

Plain -song melodies into polyphonic Masses,

for two, four, six, eight, twelve, or even forty

voices ; and thus arose those marvellous schools

of ecclesiastical music, which, gradually ad-

vancing in excellence, exhibited, during the

latter half of the 16th century, a development
of art, the sesthetic perfection of which has

never since been equalled. The portions of the

Service selected for this method of ti-eatment

were the Kyrie, the Gloria, the Credo, the

Sanctus, the Beiiedictus, and the Agnus Dei

;

which six movements constituted—and still

constitute— the musical composition usually

called the ' Mass.' A single Plain-song melody
—in technical language a Canto fermo—sei-ved,

for the most part, as a common theme for the

whole ; and from this the entire work gener-

ally derived its name—as Missa ' Veni sponsa

Christi

'

; Missa ' Tu es Pelrus ' ; Missa ' Iste

confessor.' The Canto fermo, however, was not

always a sacred one. Sometimes—though not

very often during the best periods of art—it

was taken from the refrain of some popular

song ; as in the case of the famous Missae

'L'Homme armA,' founded upon an old French

love-song—a subject which Josquin des Pres,

Palestrina, and many other great composers have

treated with wonderful ingenuity. More rarely

an original theme was selected ; and the work
was then called Missa sine nomine, or Missae

irevis, or Missa ad Fugam, or ad Canones, as

the case might be ; or named after the Mode
in which it was composed, Missa JPrimi Toni,

Missa Quarti Toni, Missa Octavi Toni ; or even,

from the number of voices employed, as Missa

Quatuor Vocum. In some few instances

—
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generally very fine ones—an entire Mass was
based upon the six sounds of the Hexachord,
and entitled Missa ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, or Missa
super Voces MusicaJes.

Among the earliest Masses of this description,

of which perfect and intelligible copies have
been preserved to us, are those by Du Fay,

Dunstable, Binchoys, and certain contempor-
aneous writers, whose works characterise the

First Epoch of really practical importance in

the history of Figured Music— an epoch

intensely interesting to the critic, as already

exhibiting the firm establishment of an entirely

new style, confessedly founded upon novel

principles, yet depending for its materials upon
the oldest subjects in existence, and itself

destined to pass through two centuries and a

half of gradual, but perfectly legitimate develop-

ment. Dufay, who may fairly be regarded as

the typical composer of this primitive School,

was a tenor singer in the Pontifical Chapel,

between the years 1428 and 1437. His Masses,

and those of the best of his contemporaries,

though hard and unmelodious, are full of earnest

purpose, and exhibit much contrapuntal skill,

combined, sometimes, with ingenious fugal

treatment. Written exclusively in the ancient

ecclesiastical modes, they manifest a marked
preference for Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, and
Mixolydian forms, with a very sparing use of

their iEolian and Ionian congeners. These

Modes are used, sometimes at their true pitch
;

sometimes transposed a fourth higher—or fifth

lower—by means of a B|> at the signature ;

but never under any other form of transposi-

tion, or with any other signatures than those

corresponding with the modern keys of C or F
—a restriction which remained in fuU force as

late as the first half of the 17th century, and
was even respected by Handel, when he wrote,

as he sometimes did with amazing power, in

the older scales. So far as the treatment of the

Oanto fermo was concerned, no departure from

the strict rule of the Mode was held to be, under

any circumstances, admissible ; but a little

less rigour was exacted with regard to the

counterpoint. Composers had long since learned

to recognise the demand for what we should

now call a Leading -note, in the formation of

the Clausula vera or True Cadence—a species

of Close invested with functions analogous to

those of the Perfect Cadence in modern music.

[See vol. i. pp. 434, 435.] To meet this require-

ment they freely admitted the use of an
accidental semitone in all Modes (except the

Phrygian) in which the seventh was naturally

minor. But in order that, to the eye, at least,

their counterpoint might appear no less strict

than the Caiiio ferino, they refrained, as far as

possible, from indicating the presence of such

semitones in their written music, and, except

when they occurred in very unexpected places,

left the singers to introduce them, wherever

they might be required, at the moment of

performance. Music so treated was called

Gantusfidus ; and the education of no chorister

was considered complete until he was able,

while singing it, to supply the necessary semi-

tones correctly, in accordance with certain

fixed laws, a summary of which will be found

in the article MusicA Fiota. For the rest,

we are able to detect but little attempt at

expression ; and very slight regard for the

distinction between long and short syllables.

The verbal text, indeed, was given in a very

incomplete form ; the word Kyrie or Sanetus,

written at the beginning of a movement, being

generally regarded as a sufficient indication of

the composer's meaning. In this, and other

kindred matters, the confidence reposed in the

singer's intelligence was unbounded—a not

imnatural circumstance, perhaps, in an age in

which the composer himself was almost always

a singer in the choir for which he wrote.

Even at this remote period, the several move-

ments of the Mass began gradually to mould
themselves into certain definite forms, which
were long in reaching perfection, but, having

once obtained general acceptance, remained, for

more than a century and a half, substantially

unchanged. The usual plan of the Kyrie has

already been fully described. [See Kykie.]

The Gloria, distinguished by a more modest

display of fugal ingenuity, and a more cursive

rendering of the words, was generally divided

into two parts, the Qui tollis being treated as

a separate movement. The Credo, written in

a, similar style, was also subjected to the same

method of subdivision, a second movement being

usually introduced at the words, 'M incamatus

est,' or ' Crucifixus,' and, frequently, a third,

at 'M in Spiritum Sanctum.' The design of

the Sanetus, though more highly developed,

was not unlike that of the Kyrie ; the ' Pleni

sunt coeli' being sometimes, and the Osanna
almost always, treated separately. The £ene-

dictus was allotted, in most cases, to two, three,

or four solo voices ; and frequently assumed the

form of a Canon, followed by a choral Osanna.

In the Agnus Dei—generally divided into two
distinct movements— the composer loved to

exhibit the utmost resources of his skill ; hence,

in the great majority of instances, the second
movement was written, either in Canon or in

very complex Fugue, and, not unfrequently,

for a greater number of voices than the rest of

the Mass.

The best-known composers of the Second
Epoch were Okeghem, Obrecht, Caron, Caspar,
the brothers De Fevin, and some others of their

school, most of whom flourished between the
years 1430 and 1480. As a general rule, these
writers laboured less zealously for the cultivation

of a pure and melodious style, than for the ad-
vancement of contrapuntal ingenuity. For the
sober fugal periods of their predecessors, they
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substituted the leas elastic kind of imitation,
which was then called Strict or Perpetual Fugue,
but afterwards obtained the name of Canon

;

carrying their passion for this style of composi-
tion to such extravagant lengths, that too many
of their works descended to the level of mere
learned enigmas. Okeghem, especially, was
devoted to this particular phase of art, for the
sake of which he was ready to sacrifice much
excellence of a far more substantial kind. Pro-
vided he could succeed in inventing a Canon,
sufficiently complex to puzzle his brethren, and
admit of an indefinite number of solutions, he
cared little whether it was melodious or the
reverse. To such canons he did not scruple to

set the most solemn words of the Mass. Yet his

genius was certainly of a very high order ; and,
when he cared to lay aside these extravagances,

he proved himself capable of producing works
far superior to those of any contemporary writer.

The Third Epoch was rendered remarkable
by the appearance of a master, whose fame was
destined to eclipse that of all his predecessors,

and even to cast the reputation of his teacher,

Okeghem, into the shade. Josquin des Pres, a
singer in the Pontifical Chapel from 1471 to

1484 and afterwards Maitre de Chapelle to

Louis XII., was, undoubtedly, for very many
years, the most popular composer, as well as

the greatest and most learned musician in

Christendom. And his honours were fairly

earned. The wealth of ingenuity and con-

trivance displayed in some of his' Masses is

truly wonderful ; and is rendered none the less

so by its sissociation with a vivacity peculiarly

his own, and an intelligence and freedom of

manner far in advance of the age in which he
lived. Unhappily, these high qualities are

marred by a want of reverence which would
seem to have been the witty genius's besetting

sin. When free from this defect, his style is

admirable. On examining his Masses one is

alternately surprised by passages full of unex-

pected dignity, and conceits of almost incon-

ceivable quaintness— flashes of humour, the

presence of which, in a volume of Church
Music, cannot be too deeply regretted, though

they are really no more than passing indications

of the genial temper of a man whose greatness

was far too real to be affected, either one way
or the other, by a natural light -heartedness

which would not always submit to control. As a

specimen of his best and most devotional style,

we can scarcely do better than quote a few bars

from the Osanna of his Mass, Faysans regrh '

—

(f) (*)
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I Tbe accidentals in this and the toXloving examples, are all

npplied in accordance with the laws of Cantus fictut.
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The religious character of this movement is

apparent from the very first bar ; and the in-

genuity with which the strict Canon is carried

on, between the Bass and Alto, simultaneously
with the Fugue between the Tenor and Treble,

is quite forgotten in the unexpected beauty of

the resulting harmonies. Perhaps some portion
of the beauty of our next example—the Sene-
dictus from the Miasa ' L'HomTne armi'—may
be forgotten in its ingenuity. It is a strict

Canon, in the Unison, by Diminution ; and,
though intended to be sung by two voices, is

printed in one part only, the singer being left

to find out the secret of its construction as best

he can

—

Duo in Unvm,

iifr. -I I - _—

I

A hint at the solution of this enigma is given

to the initiated by the double Time-signature

at the beginning. [See Inscription.] The
intention is, that it should be sung by two bass

voices in unison, both beginning at the same
time, but one singing the notes twice as quickly

as the other ; thus

—
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This diversity of Rhythm is, however, a very

simple matter compared with many other com-
plications in the same Mass, and still more, in

the Missa ' Didadi, ' which abounds in strange

proportions of Time, Mood, and Prolation, the

clue whereto is afforded by the numbers shown
on the faces of a pair of dice ! Copious extracts

from these curious Masses, as well as from others

by Gombert, Clemens nonPapa, Mouton, Brumel,
and other celebrated composers, both of this

and the preceding epoch, will be found in the

Dodecachordon of Glareanus (Basle, 1547), a
work which throws more light than almost any
other on the mysteries of ancient counterpoint.

Of the numerous composers who flourished

during the Fourth Epoch—that is to say, during
the first half of the 16th century—a large pro-

portion aimed at nothing higher than a servile

imitation of the still idolised Josquin ; and, as

is usual under such circumstances, succeeded in

reproducing his faults much more frequently

than his virtues. There were, however, many
honourable exceptions. The Masses of Carpen-

trasso, Morales, Ciprianodi Rore, VincenzoRtiffo,

Claude Gondirael, Adriano Willaert, and, not-

ably, Costanzo Festa, are imquestionably written

in a far purer and more flowing style than those

of their predecessors ; and even the great army
of Madrigal writers, headed by Arcadelt and
Verdelot, helped on the good cause bravely, in

the face of a host of charlatans whose caprices

tended only to bring their art into disrepute.

Not content with inventing enigmas 'Ad omnem
tonum,' or ' Uhg demiton jilus has'—^with colour-

ing their notes green, when they sang of grass,

or red, when allusion was made to blood—these

corrupters of taste prided themselves upon adapt-

ing, to the several voice-parts for which they

wrote, different sets ofwords totally unconnected

with each other ; and this evil custom spread so

widely that Morales himself did not scruple to

mix together the text of the Liturgy and that

of the 'Ave Maria' ; while a Mass is still extant

ill which the Tenor is made to sing ' Alleluia

'

incessantly from beginning to end. When the

text was left intact, the rhythm was involved

in complications which rendered the sense of the

words utterly unintelligible. Profane melodies,

and even the verses belonging to them, were

shamelessly introduced into the most solemn

compositions for the Church. All the vain con-

ceits affected by the earliet writers were revived

with tenfold extravagance. Canons were tor-

tured into forms of ineffable absurdity, and

esteemed only in proportion to the diifioulty of

their solution. By a miserable fatality, the

Mass came to be regarded as the most fitting

possible vehicle for the display of these strange

monstrosities, which are far less frequently met
with in the Motet or the Madrigal. Men of

real genius fostered the wildest abuses. Even
Pierre de la Rue—who seems to have made it

a point of conscience to eclipse, if possible, the

fame of Josquin's ingenuity—wrote his Missa,

'0 salutaris Sostia,'' in one. line throughout;

leaving three out of the four voices to follow the

single part in strict Canon. In the Kyrie of this

Mass—which we reprint in modern notation

from the version preserved by Glareanus >—the

solution of the enigma is indicated by the letters

placed above and below the notes. C shows the

place at which the Contra-tenor is to begin, in

the interval of a Fifth below the Superius. T
indicates the entrance of the Tenor, an Octave
below the Superius ; B, that of the Bass, a
Fifth below the Tenor. The same letters, with
pauses over them, mark the notes on which the
several parts are to end. The reader who will

take the trouble to score the movement, in

accordance with these directions, will find the
harmony perfectly correct, in spite of some
harshly dissonant passing-notes ; but it is doubt-

ful whether the most indulgent critic would
venture to praise it for its devotional character.

Petrus Fluensis.

elei

It is easy to imagine the depths of inanity
accessible to an ambitious composer in his

attempts to construct such a Canon as this,

without a spark of Pierre de la Rue's genius to

guide him on his way. Such attempts were
made every day ; and, had it not been that
good men and true were at work, beneath the
surface, conscientiously preparing the way for

a better state of things, art would soon have
been in a sorry plight. As it was, notwith-
standing all these extravagances, it was making
real progress. The dawn of a brighter day
was very near at hand ; and the excesses of
the unwise only served to hasten its appearance.
The Fifth Epoch, extending from the year

> DoeLecachordan, p. 446, ed. 1547.
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1565 to the second decade of the following
century, and justly called ' The Golden Age of
Ecclesiastical Music, ' owes its celebrity entirely

to the influence of one grave, earnest-minded
man, whose transcendent genius, always devoted
to the noblest purposes, and always guided by
sound and reasonable principles, has won for

him a place, not only on the highest pinnacle

of fame but also in the inmost hearts of all

true lovers of the truest art.

The abuses to which we have just alluded

became, in process of time, so intolerable, that

the Council of Trent found it necessary to

condemn them in no measured terms. In the

year 1564 Pope Pius IV. commissioned eight

Cardinals to see that certain decrees of the
Council were. duly carried out. After much
careful deliberation the members of this Com-
mission had almost determined to forbid the use

ofany polyphonic music whatever in the services

of the Church ; but, chiefly through the influence

of Card. Vitellozzo Vitellozzi, and S. Carlo

Borromeo, they were induced to suspend their

judgment until Palestrina, then Maestro di

Cappella of S. Maria Maggiore, should have
proved, if he could, the possibility of producing

music of a more devotional character, and better

adapted to the words of the Mass, and the

true purposes of religion, than that then in

general use. In answer to this challenge, the

great composer submitted to the Commissioners

three Masses, upon one of which—first sung in

the Sistine Chapel, on the 19th of June 1565,

and since known as the Missa Papae Marcelli^—
the Cardinals immediately fixed, as embodying
the style in which all future Church music
should be composed. It would be difficult to

conceive a more perfect model. In depth of

thought, intensity of expression, and all the

higher qualities which distinguish the work of

the Master from that of the pedant, the Missa

Papae MdrcelH is universally admitted to be

unapproachable ; while, even when regarded as

a monument of mere mechanical skill, it stands

absolutely unrivalled. Yet, except in the em-

ployment of the Hypoionian Mode ^—a tonality

generally avoided by the older composers—it

depends for its effect upon the introduction of

no new element whatever, either of construc-

tion or of form. Avoiding all show of empty
pedantry, and carefully concealing the con-

summate art with which the involutions of its

periods are conducted, it freely uses all the

old contrivances of Fugue, and, in the second

Agnus Dei, of closely interwoven Canon ; but

» It ia difficult to tinderstand why Palestrina should have given

it this name, ten yeara after the death of Pope tfaraellua II. The
reader will find the whole subject exhaustively discussed in the
pages of Baini (torn. I. s«z. 2. cap. 1 et teg) [but see vol. li. p. 690,

where grave doubts are cast on the account given above, on Bainl's

authority],
2 The preface to a certain German edition of the Mma Papae

MareeUi erroneously deflcrihes the work as written in the Miio-
lydian Mode. The Oruciftxue and Benedietta are undoubtedly
Mixolydian ; but the Mass itaelf ia, beyond all question, written

in the Fourteenth, or Hypoionian Mode, to the tonality, compass,

and cadences of which it conforms throughout.

always as means towards the attainment of a
certain end—never in place of the end itself.

And this entire subjugation of artistic power
to the demands of expression is, perhaps, its

most prominent characteristic. It pervades it

throughout, from the first note to the last

Take, for instance, the Christe eleison, in which
each voice, as it enters, seems to plead more
earnestly than its predecessor for mercy

—

Chiiste eleison.^^^^^^^
J J^
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It is impossible, while listeningto these touch-

ingly beautiful harmonies, to bestow even a pass-

ing thought upon the texture of the parts by
which they are produced

;
yet the quiet grace

of the theme at (a), and the closeness of the imi-

tation to which it is subjected, evince a command
of technical resources which Handel alone could

have hidden, with equal success, beneath the

appearance of such extreme simplicity. Handel
has indeed submitted a similar subject to closely

analogous treatment—though in quick time and
with a very different expression—in the opening

T^ltli of his Organ Concerto in G ; and it is in-

teresting to note that the exquisitely moulded
close at (6), so expressive, when sung with the

necessary ritardando, of the confidence of hope,

has been used by Mendelssohn, interval for

interval, in the Chorale, ' Sleepers wake !

'

from 'Saint Paul,' to express the confidence of

expectation.
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We have selected this particular passage for

our illustration principally for the sake of call-

ing attention to these instructive coincidences
;

but in truth every bar of the Mass conceals a

miracle of art. Its subjects, all original, and
all of extreme simplicity, are treated with an in-

exhaustible variety of feeling which shows them

,

every moment, in some new and' beautiful

light. Its six voices—Soprano, Alto, two Tenors
of exactly equal compass, andtwo Bassesmatched
with similar nicety—are so artfully grouped as

constantly to produce the effect of two or more
antiphonal choirs. Its style is solemn and devo-

tional throughout ; but by no means deficient

in fire, when the sense of the words demands it.

Baini truly calls the Kyrie devout ; the Gloria

animated ; the Oredo majestic ; the Sanctus an-

gelic ; and the Agnus Dei prayerful. Palestrina

wrote many more Masses, of the highest degree

of excellence ; but none, not even Assumpta
est Maria, so nearly approaching perfection in

every respect as this. He is known to have
produced, at the least, ninety-five ; of which
forty -three were printed during his lifetime;

and thirty-nine more within seven years after

his death ; while thirteen are preserved in manu-
script * among the archives of the Pontifical

Chapel, and in the Vatican Library. The effect

produced by these great works upon the prevail-

ing style was all that could be desired. Vittoria

and Anerio in the great Roman School, Gabrieli

and Croce in the Venetian, Orlando di Lasso

in the Flemish, and innumerable other Masters,

broughtforwardcompositionsofunfadinginterest

and beauty. Not the least interesting of these

is a Mass for five voices, in the transposed

iEolianMode, composedby ourown greatWilliam
Byrd, probably about 1588. This valuable work
was edited, in 1841, for the Musical Antiquarian

Society, by Dr. Rimbault, from a copy, believed

to be unique, and now safely lodged in the

Library of the British Museum. It may fairly

lay claim to be classed as a production of the
' Golden Age ' ; it is entirely free from the vices

of the Fourth Epoch, and, notwithstanding a

certain irregularity in the formation of some of

the Cadences, exhibits unmistakable traces of

the Roman style ; a style, the beauties of which

were speedily recognised from one end of Europe

to the other, exercising more or less influence

over the productions of all other schools, and

thereby bringing the music of the Mass, during

• one of tbeae, Tu m Petrta, was printed, for the first time, 1869,

Id Schremss continuation of Proake's Mwlea Ditiina (Ratlsbon, Fr.

Fustet).

the latter half of the 16th century, to a degree

of perfection beyond which it has never since

advanced.

The Sixth Epoch was one of universal decad-

ence. In obedience to the exigencies of a law
with the operation of which the art-historian is

only too familiar, the glories of the ' Golden
Age ' had no sooner reached their full maturity

than they began to show signs ofincipient decay.

The bold unprepared discords of Monteverde,

and the rapid rise of instrumental Music, were
alike fatal to the progress of the polyphonic
schools. Monteverde, it is true, only employed
his newly invented harmonies in secular music

;

but what revolutionist ever yet succeeded in con-

trolling the course of the stone he had once set

in motion ! Other composers soon dragged the
unwonted dissonances into the service of the
Church ; and, beyond all doubt, the unprepared
seventh sounded thedeath-knell ofthepolyphonic
Mass. The barrier between the tried and the
untried, once broken down, the laws of counter-

point were no longer held sacred. The old paths
were forsaken ; and those who essayed to walk
in the new wandered vaguely, hither and thither

in search of an ideal, as yet but very imperfectly
conceived, in pursuit of which they laboured on,
through many weary years, cheered by very
inadequate results and little dreaming of the
efi'eot their work was fated to exercise upon gene-
rations of musicians then unborn. A long and
dreary period succeeded, during which no work
of any lasting reputation was produced ; for

the Masses of Carissirai, Colonna, and the best
of their contemporaries, though written in solemn
earnest, and interesting enough when regarded
as attempts at a new style, bear no comparison
with the compositions of the preceding epoch

;

while those arranged by Benevoli (1602-72) and
the admirers of his school, for combinations of
four, six, eight, and even twelve distinct choirs,

were forgotten, with the occasions for which
they were called into existence. Art was pass-

ing through a transitional phase, which must
needs be left to work out its own destiny in its

own way. The few faithful souls who still

clung to the traditions of the past were unable
to uphold its honours ; and with Gregorio
AUegri, in 1652, the 'School of Palestrina'
died out. Yet not without hope of revival.
The laws which regulated the composition of
the polyphonic Mass are as intelligible to-day
as they were three hundred years ago ; and it

needs but the fire of living genius to bring them
once more into active operation, reinforced by
all the additional authority with which the
advancement of modern science has from time
to time invested them.

Before quitting this part of our subject for the
consideration of the later schools it is necessary
that we should offer a few remarks upon the true
manner of singirfg Masses, such as those of which
we have brieflysketched thehistory; and, thanks
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to the traditions handed down from generation

to generation by the Pontifical Choir, we are

able to do so with as little danger of misinter-

preting the ideas of Palestrina or Anerio, as we
should incur in dealing with those of Mendels-

sohn or Sterndale Bennett.

In the first place it is a mistake to suppose

that a very large body of voices is absolutely in-

dispensable to the successful rendering, even of

very great works. On ordinary occasions no

more than thirty-two singers are present in the

Sistine Chapel—eight Sopranos, and an equal
- number of Altos, Tenors, and Basses ; though,

on very high festivals, their number is some-

times nearly doubled. The vocal strength must,

of course, be proportioned to the size of the

building in which it is to be exercised ; but

whether it be great or small, it must on no

account be supplemented by any kind of instru-

mental accompaniment whatever. Every pos-

sible gradation of tone, from the softest imagin-

able whisper, to the loudest fmU attainable

without straining the voice, will be brought

into constant requisition. Though written

always, either with a plain signature, or with

a single flat after the clef, the music may be

sung at any pitch most convenient to the choir.

The time should be beaten in minims ; except

in the case of 3-1, in which three semibreves

must be counted in each bar. The Tempo—of

which no indication is ever given, in the old

part-books—will vary, in different movements,

from about p=50 to (='= 120. On this point,

as well as on the subject of pianos and fortes,

and the assignment of certain passages to solo

voices, or semi-chorus, the leader must trust

entirely to the dictates of his own judgment.

He will, however, find the few simple rules to

which we are about to direct his attention

capable of almost universal application ; based,

as they are, upon the important relation borne

by the music of the Mass to the respective ofiices

of the Priest, the Choir, and the Congregation.

To the uninitiated, this relation is not always

very clearly intelligible. In order to make it

so, and to illustrate, at the same time, the

principles by which the old masters were guided,

we shall accompany our promised hints by a few

words explanatory of the functions performed

by the Celebrant and his ministers during the

time occupied by the choir in singing the prin-

cipal movements of the Mass—functions, the

right understanding of which is indispensable

to the correct interpretation of the music.

High Mass—preceded, on Sundays, by the

Plain-song, Asperges me—begins, on the part of

the celebrant and ministers, by the recitation,

in a low voice, of the Psalm, Jvdica me Dens,

and the Confiteor ; on that of the choir, by the

chaunting, from the Gradual, of the Introit

appointed for the day. [See Introit.]

From the Plain-song Introit, the choir pro-

ceed at once to the Kyrie ; and this transition

VOL. ni

from the severity of the Gregorian melody to the

pure harmoniccombinations of polyphonic music

is one of the most beautiful that can be imagined.

The Kyrie is always sung slowly and devoutly

(i== 56-66), with the tenderest possible grada-

tions of light and shade. The Christe, also a

slow movement, may often be entrusted, with
good effect, to solo voices. The second Kyrie is

generally a little more animated than the first,

and should be taken in a quicker time (p = 96-

112). The Kyrie of Palestrina's Missa brevis is

one of the most beautiful in existence, and by
no means difficult to sing, since the true positions

of the crescendi and diminuendi can scarcely be

mistaken. [See Kyrie.]
While the choir are singing these three move-

ments, the Celebrant, attended by the Deacon
and Subdeacon, ascends to the Altar, and, having

incensed it, repeats the words of the Introit and
Kyrie, in a voice audible to himself and his

Ministers alone. On the cessation of the music,

he intones, in a loud voice, tlie words, Gloria in

excelsis Deo, to a short Plain-song melody, vary-

ing with the nature of the different festivals,

and given, in full, both in the Missal and the

Gradual. [See Intonation.] This Intonation,

which may be taken at any pitch conformable to

that of the Mass, is not repeated by the Choir,

which takes up the strain at Et in terra pax.

The first movement of the Gloria is, in most
cases, a very jubilant one (p=100-120) ; but

the words adorajiius te, and Jes% Christe, nmst
always be sung slowly, and softly (p = 50-60) ;

and sometimes the Gratias agimus, as far as

gloriam iuam, is taken a shade slower than the

general time, in accordance with the spirit of the

rubric which directs that, at these several

points, the Celebrant and Ministers shall uncover

their heads, in token of adoration. After the

word Pairis, a pause is made. The Qui tollis

is then sung, Adagio (?== 56-66) ; with ritar-

dandi at miserere nobis and suscipe deprecationem

nostram. At the Quoniam tu solus, the original

quick time is resumed, and carried on, with ever-

increasing spirit, to the end of the movement

;

except that the words Jesu Christe are again

delivered slowly and softly as before. The pro-

vision made, in the Missa Papae Marcelli, for

the introduction of these characteristic changes

of tempo is very striking, and points clearly to

the antiquity of the custom.

The Celebrant now recites the collects for the

day ; the Subdeacon sings the Epistle, in a kind

of monotone, with certain fixed Inflections ; the

choir sings the Plain-song Gradual, followed by

tlie Tract, or Sequence, according to the nature

of the Festival ; and the Deacon sings the Gospel,

to its own peculiar Tone. [See Gradual ;

Tract ; Sequence ; Inflexion.] If there be

a sermon, it follows next in order ; if not, the

Gospel is immediately followed by the Creed.

The words Credo in vmum Deum are intoned

by the Celebrant, to a few simple notes of Plain-

Q
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song, which never vary—except in pitch—and
which are to be found both in the Gradual and
the Missal. [See Intonation.] The Choir

continue, Pal/rem omnipoteritem, iu a moderate

Allegro, more stately than that of the Gloria

((=>= 96-1 12), and marked by the closest possible

attention to the spirit of the text. A ritardando

takes place at Ht in urmm Dominum ; and the

words Jesum Christum are sung as slowly and
as softly as in the Gloria ((='=50-60). The
quicker time is resumed at Filiv/m Dei ; and a

grand /or-te may generally be introduced, with

advantage, at Deum de Deo, and continued as far

as/acta sunt—as in Palestrina'sifissa '.<issMmpte

est Maria,' and many others. After the words

de coelis, a long pause takes place, while the

congregation kneel. The Et incarnatus est then

follows, in the form of a soft and solemn Adagio

((="=54-63), interrupted, after fadus est, by

another pause, long enough to enable the people

to rise from their knees in silence. The Oruci-

fixus is also a slow movement ; the return to the

original Allegro being deferred until the M
resurrexit. In the Missa Papae Marcelli, and

many other very fine ones, this part of the

Credo is written for four solo voices ; but the

necessity for an acceleration ofthe time at theM
resv/rrexit is very strongly marked. In the

beautiful Missa brevis already mentioned, the

Basses lead off the Et resurrexii, in quick time,

while the Soprano and Alto are still engaged

in finishing a ritardando—a very difficult,

though by no means uncommon point, which

can only be overcome by very careful practice.

- pill tUB eat.
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Another change of time is sometimes de-

manded, at Et in Spiritwm Swnctwm ; but more
generally the Allegro continues to the end of

the movement ; interrupted only at the words
simul adoratur, which are always sung Adagio,

and pianissimo, while the Celebrant and
Ministers uncover their heads.

The Credo is immediately followed by the

Plain -song Offertorium for the day. But as

this is too short to fill up the time occupied by
the Celebrant in incensing the Oblations, and
saying, secreto, certain appointed prayers, it is

usually supplemented, either by a motet or a

grand voluntary on the Organ. [See Motet
;

Offertokium.] This is followed by the Versicle

and Response called the Sursum corda, and the

Proper Preface, at the end of which a bell is

rung and the Sanctus is taken up by the choir.

The Sanetus is invariably a Largo, of peculiar

solemnity ((='= 56-72). Sometimes, as in Pales-

trina's very early Mass, Firtute magna, the

Fleni sunt coeli is set for solo voices. Sometimes

it is sung in chorus, but in a quicker movement,

as in the same composer's Missa Papae Marcelli;

and Aeterna Ghristi munera—involving, in the

last-named Mass, a difficulty of the same kind as

that which we have already pointed out in the

Et resurrexit of the Missa Brevis. The Osaima,

though frequently spirited, must never be a noisy

movement. In theMissa Brevis, so often quoted,

it is continuous with the rest of the Sanctus, and

clearly intended to be sung ^'omimmo—an ex-

tremely beautiful idea, in perfect accordance with

the character of this part of the Service, during

which the Celebrant is proceeding, secreto, with

the prayers which immediately precede the

Consecration of the Host. After the Elevation,

which takes place in silence, the choir begin

the Benedictiis in soft, low tones, almost always

entrusted to solo voices. The Osanna, which
concludes the movement, is, in the great majority

of cases, identical with that which follows tte

Sanctus. The Paternoster is sung by the Cele-

brant to a Plain -song melody contained iu

the Missal. After its conclusion the choir sings

the last movement of the Mass—the Agnus Dei
—while the Celebrant is receiving the Host.

The first division of the Agnus Dei may be very

effectively sung by solo voices, and the second,

in subdued chorus (p= 50-72); with gentle

gradations of piano and pianissimo, as in the

Kyrie. When there is only one movement it

must be sung twice ; the words dona nobis pacem
being substituted, the second time, for miserere

nobis. The Agnus Dei of Josquin's Missa

'L'Homme a/rmS' is in three distinct movements.

The Choir next sings the Plain-song Com-
munio, as given in the Gradual. The Celebrant

recites ithe prayer called the Post-Communion.
The Deacon sings the words, 'Ite, m,issa est,' from

which the service derives its name. And the

rite concludes with the Domine salimmfac, and
prayer for the reigning sovereign.

The ceremonies we have described are those

peculiar to High or Solemn Mass. When the

service is sung by the Celebrant and choir, with-

outthe assistance ofa Deacon and Subdeacon, and
without the use of incense, it is called a Missa

cantata or Sung Mass. Low Mass is said by
the Celebrant alone, attended by a single server.

According to strict usage no music whatever is

admissible at Low Mass ; but in French and
German village churches, and even in those of

Italy, it is not unusual to hear the congregations

sing hymns or litaniesappropriate tothe occasion,
though not forming part of the service. Under
no circumstances can the duties proper to the
choir, at High Mass, be transferred to the
general congregation.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the music
of every Mass worth singing will naturally de-

mand a style of treatment peculiar to itself;

especiallywith regard to the Tejiipiof its different
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movements. A modern editor tella us that more
than four bars of Palestrina should never be sung,

continuously, in the same time.' This is, of

course, an exaggeration. Nevertheless, immense
variety of expression is indispensable. Every-

thing depends upon it ; and though the leader

will not always find it easy to decide upon the

best method, a little careful attention to the

points we have mentioned will, in most cases,

enable him to produce results very different from

any that are attainable by the hard dry manner
which is too often supposed to be inseparable

from the performance of ancient figured music.

Our narrative was interrupted, at a transitional

period, when the grand old mediaeval style was
gradually dying out, and a newer one courage-

ously struggling into existence, in the fsice of

difiiculties which sometimes seemed insur-

mountable. We resume it, after the death of

the last representative of the old regime, Gregorio

Allegri, in the year 1652.

The most remarkable composers of the period

which we shall designate as the Seventh Epoch
in the history of the vocal Mass— comprising

the latter part of the 17th. century and the

earlier years of the 18th— were Alessandro

Scarlatti, Leo, and Durante ; men whose position

in the chronicles of art is rendered somewhat
anomalous, though none the less honourable, by
the indisputable fact that they all entertained

a sincere affection for the older school, while

labouring with all their might for the advance-

ment of the newer. It was, undoubtedly, to

their love for the masters of the 16th century

that they owed the dignity of style which con-

stitutes the chief merit of their compositions

for the Church ; but their real work lay in

the direction of instrumental accompaniment,

for which Durante especially did more than any

other writer of the period. His genius was,

indeed, a very exceptional one. While others

were content with cautiously feeling their way,

in some new and untried direction, he boldly

started off with a style of his own, which gave

an extraordinary impulse to the progress of art,

and impressed its character so strongly upon
the productions of his followers that he has been

not unfrequently regarded as the founder of the

modern Italian school. Whatever opinion may
be entertained on that point it is certain that

the simplicity of his melodies tended, in no

small degree, to the encouragement of those

graces which now seem inseparable from Italian

art ; while it is equally undeniable that the style

ofthe Cantata, which he, no less than Alessandro

Scarlatti, held in the highest estimation, exer-

cised an irresistible influence over the future of

the Mass.

The Eighth Epoch is represented by one single

1 The only other composer, ftncient or modem, with regard to

whoae works such a remark could have been hazarded. Is Chopin—
the unfettered exponent of the -wildeet dreama of modern romantl-

ciam. So sti-angely does experience prove that 'there ia nothing

new under the min I

'

work, of such gigantic proportions and so

exceptional a character that it is impossible

either to class it with any other or to trace its

pedigree through any of the schools of which we
have hitherto spoken. The artistic status ofJohn
Sebastian Bach's Mass in B minor—produced in

the years 1733-38— only becomes intelligible

when we consider it as the natural result of prin-

ciples, inherited through a long line of masters,

who bequeathed their musical acquirements, from
father to son, as other men bequeath their riches

;

principles upon which rest the very foundations

of the later German schools. Bearing this in

mind, we are not surprised at finding it free from
aU trace of the older ecclesiastical traditions. To
compare it withPalestrina's MissaPapaeMarcelli
—even were such a perversion of criticism

possible—would be as unfair to either side as an
attempt to judge the masterpieces of Rembrandt
by the standard of Fra Angelico. The two works
are not even coincident in intention ; for it is

almost impossible to believe that the one we are

now considering can ever have been seriously

intended for usfe as a church service. Unfitted

for that purpose, as much by its excessive length

as by the exuberant elaboration of its style, and
the overwhelming difficulty of its execution, it

can only be consistently regarded as an Oratorio
;

so regarded, it may be safely trusted to hold

its own, side by side with the greatest works
of the kind that have ever been produced in

any country or in any age. Its masterly and
exhaustively developed fugues ; its dignified

choruses, relieved by airs and duets of infinite

grace and beauty ; the richness of its instru-

mentation, achievedbymeanswhich mostmodern
composers would reject as utterly inadequate to

the least ambitious of their requirements ; above

all, the colossal proportions of its designs—these,

and a hundred other characteristics into which

we have not space to enter, entitle it to rank

as one of the finest works, if not the very finest,

that the great cantor of the Thomasschule has

left, as memorials of a genius as vast as it was

original. Whether we criticise it as a work of

art, of learning, or of imagination, we find it

equally worthy of our respect. It is, moreover,

extremely interesting as an historical monument,

from the fact that, in the opening of its Credo,

it exhibits one of the most remarkable examples

on record of the treatment of an ancient Cardo

fermo with modern harmonies, and an elaborate

orchestral accompaniment. [See Intonation,]

Bach often showed but little sympathy with the

traditions of the past. But in this, as in

innumerable other instances, he proved his

power of compelling everything he touched to

obey the dictates of his indomitable will.

While the great German composer was thus

patiently working out his hereditary trust, the

disciples of the Italian school were entering upon

a Ninth Epoch—the last which it will be our

duty to consider, since its creative energy is
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probablynot yet exhausted—under very different
conditions, and influenced by principles which
led to very different results. If we have found
it necessary to criticise Bach's wonderful pro-

duction as an Oratorio, still more necessary is

it that we should describe the Masses of this

later period as Sacred Cantatas. Originating

beyond all doubt with Durante, treated with
infinite tenderness by Pergolesi and Jommelli,

endowed with a wealth of graces by the genius

of Haydn and Mozart, and still further intensi-

fied by the imaginative power of Beethoven and
Cherubini, their style has steadily kept pace,

step by step, with the progress of modern music

;

borrowing elasticity from the freedom of its

melodies, and richness from the variety of its

instrumentation ; clothing itself in new and
unexpected forms of beauty, at every turn

; yet
never aiming at the expression of a higher kind
of beauty than that pertaining to earthly things,

or venturing to utter the language of devotion

in preference to that of passion. In the Masses
of this era we first find the individuality of

the composer entirely dominating that of the

school—if, indeed, a school can be said to exist

at all in an age in which every composer is left

free to follow the dictates of his own unfettered

taste. It is impossible to avoid recognising, in

Haydn's Masses, the well-known features of

the ' Creation ' and the ' Seasons
'

; or in those

of Mozart the characteristic features of his most
delightful operas. Who, but the composer of
' Dove sono i bei momenti,' or the finales to

'Don Giovanni,' and the 'Flauto Magico,' could

ever have imagined the Agnus Dei of the first

Mass, or the Gloria of the second ? Still more
striking is the identity of thought which assimi-

lates Beethoven's Missa solemnis to some of the

greatest of his secular works, notwithstanding

their singular freedom from all trace of man-

nerism. Mozart makes himself known by
the refinement of his delicious phrases ; Beet-

hoven by the depth "of his dramatic instinct

—

a talent which he never turned to such good

account as when working in the absence of stage

accessories. We are all familiar with that

touching episode in the 'Battle Symphony,'

wherein the one solitary fifer strives to rally

his scattered comrades by playing Malbroulc s'en

va-t-en guerre—a feat, which, by reason of the

thirstand exhaustion consequentupon hiswound,

he can only accomplish in a minor key. No
less touching, though infinitely more terrible,

is that wonderful passage of drums and trumpets

in the Dona nobis pacem of the Mass in D, in-

tended to bring the blessings of peace into the

strongest possible relief, by contrasting them

with the horrors of war.

Whether or not the peace to which our atten-

tion is thus forcibly directed be really that

alluded to in the text, in no wise affects the

power of the passage. All that Beethoven in-

tended to express was his own interpretation of
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the words ; and it is in his own strong language,

and not in that of the schools, that he expresses

it. Cherubini makes equal use of the dramatic

element ; more especially in his magnificent

Requiem Mass in D minor [see Requiem], his

grand Mass, in the same key, and his famous

Mass in A, written for the Coronation of

Charles X. ; but, always in a way so peculiarly

his own, that the touch of his master hand
stands everywhere confessed. In all these

great works, and innumerable others by Weber,
Schubert, Hummel, Niedermeyer, Rossini, and
Gounod, we find the dramatic form of expression

entirely superseding the devotional ; uncom-
promising realism triumphing over the idealism

of the older schools ; the personal feelings and
experiences of the masters over-riding the ab-

stract sense of the text. This circumstance
makes it extremely difficult to assign to these

creations of genius a true sesthetic position in

the world of art. Church services in name,
they have certainly failed, notwithstanding
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their universally -acknowledged beauties, in

securing for themselves a lasting home in the

Church. That their use has been tolerated,

rather than encouraged, in Rome itself is proved

by the significant fact that not one single note

of any one of them has ever once been heard

within the walls of the Sistine Chapel. And
the reason is obvious. They cast Ecclesiastical

tradition to the winds ; and, substituting for it

the ever-varying sentiment of individual minds,

present no firm basis for the elaboration of a

definite Church style, which, like that of the

16th century, shall prove its excellence by its

stability. Yet, in the midst of the diversity

which naturally ensues from this want of a

common ideal, it is instructive to notice one

bond of union between the older masters and
the new, so strongly marked that it cannot

possiblybe theresult ofan accidental coincidence.

Their agreement in the general distribution of

their movements is most remarkable. We still

constantly find theKyrie presented to us in three

separate divisions. The Qui tollis and Et
iTKamatiis est are constantly introduced in the

form of solemn Adagios. The same Osanna is

almost always made to serve, as in the Missa

Papae MarceUi, as a conclusion both to the

Sanctus and the Benedicttis. And in this

vitality of typical form we find a convincing

proof— if one be necessary—that the broad

sesthetic principles of Art are immutable and
calculated to survive, through an indefinite

period, the vicissitudes of technical treatment

in widely differing Schools. [It is curious to

note that the concluding remarks of the above

article are in complete sympathy with the reform

in church music which found expression in the

famous ' motu proprio ' of Pope Pius X. in

1903.]

It will be convenient to classify certain

recognised kinds of Masses in this place, thus :

—

MissA Bkkvis is a Mass of moderate length,

intended rather for use on ordinary occasions,

than on festivals of very great solemnity.

The subjects of the Missa Brevis are almost

always original ; as in the charming example

by Andrea Gabrieli, printed, on the authority

of a valuable MS. copy, in the first volume of

Proske's Musica Divina. This rule, however,

is not universal. Palestrina's Missa Brevis—

a

work of unapproachable beauty, and perfectly

complete in all its parts, notwithstanding the

comparatively short time it occupies in perform-

ance—is founded upon Oanlifermi derived from

the melody of Audifilia, a Plain-song Trachis,

which has also been very finely treated in a Mass

of earlier date by Claude Goudimel.

Missa de Anoblis. The name generally

given to a very beautiful Plain-song Mass, in

Mode XIII., prescribed in the Ratisbon Gradual,

for use 'In Festis Solemnibus,' and appended

to the Mechlin Gradual, as a Missa ad libitum.

Judging from the internal evidence afforded by

the freedom of its phrasing, and the Mode in

which it is written, the Missa de Angelis would
seem to be by no means the oldest Mass of this

class ^ow in use [it has its roots back in the

15th century, though in its usual form it ex-

hibits all the degradation of the 17th or 18th]
;

its antiquity is, however, great enough to have
obliterated all trace of its history, and even of

the origin of the name by which it is now gener-

ally designated, and under which it is perhaps

more frequently sung than any other Mass of its

kind, both in its original form, and in the Eng-

lish translation used at St. Alban's, Holborn, St.

Mary's, Paddington, and other London churches

in which Gregorian services are encouraged.

The number of the older Masses to which
allusion has been made is very small. The
Ordinarium Missae in the Ratisbon Gradual,

published under the authority of the Congrega-

tion of Rites, contains : the Missa in Tempore
Paschali in Modes VII. and VIII. ; a very fine

Missa in Duplicibus, beginning in Mode I.,

and another in Mode VIII. ; a Missa Beatae

Mariae beginning in Mode I., and another in

Mode VIII. ; the Missa in Dmninicis in Modes
I. and II. ; the Missae in Festis Semiduplici-

bus and In Festis Simplicibus, both beginning

in Mode VIII. ; the well-known Missa pro
Defunctis, beginning in Mode I., and including

the famous Dies irae in Modes I. and II. ; and
some smaller Masses sung in Advent and Lent,

during Octaves and on Ferial Days. The
Mechlin Gradual also gives another Missa ad
libitum in Mode XIII., and yet another in

Modes VII. and VIII.

Some editions of the Paris Gradual add to

these a spurious Missa Megia, professedly in

Mode I., but reallyin themodern keyofD minor,

composed by Dumont, Maltre de Chapelle to

Louis XIV., in acknowledged imitation of the

older unisonous Masses, but in utter ignorance

of the principles upon which they are con-

structed, and without a trace of appreciation of

their tnie style or sentiment. This Mass was
once very popular in France, and much sung in

the Paris churches ; but since the revival of the

taste for pure ecclesiastical music it has wisely

been discarded in favour of the older Masses

which it was intended to displace.

Missa Sine Nomine. A Mass, composed

upon original subjects, in place of a Plain-song

Canto fermo. Examples will be found among
the works of Josquin des Pr&, Palestrina, and
other composers of the 15th and 16th cen-

turies.

Missa Supbh Voces Musicales {Missa Do,

Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La). A Mass in which the

six sounds of the Hexachord are used as a

Canto fermo. [See Hexachord.] Splendid

specimens of the style are extant, by Josquin des

Pr&, Palestrina, and Francesco Suriano. w. ». E.

MASSART, Joseph Lambert, a famous

violin teacher, professor at the Paris Con^
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servatoire, born at Li^ge, July 19, 1811, died
in Paris, Feb. 13, 1892. Massart received
his first instruction in violin-playing from an
amateur named Delavau, v/ho was so impjessed
with the talent displayed by his pupil, that he
persuaded the municipal authorities of Lifege

to grant him a scholarship which would enable
him to study in Paris. On his arrival in the
city Massart sought admission, as a student, to

the Conservatoire, but was refused by the then
director, Cherubini, on account of his being a
foreigner. Notwithstanding this first rebuff,

Massart's gifts were soon recognised by Eudolph
Kreutzer, who willingly undertook the task of

developing the young artist's talents. Although
Massart became a fine executant under Kreutzer's

tuition, yet, on account of his excessive shyness

he never attained much fame as a public player.

An instance of his modesty is related by Sir

Charles Halle in his Autobiography : Massart

and Liszt were bracketed together to play the
' Kreutzer Sonata ' at a concert. Scarcely had
they played a couple of bars, when a voice in

the Hall shouted ' Robert le Diable !
' referring

to Liszt's recently composed and successful

Fantasia on airs from that Opera. The request

was repeated by other members of the audience

until the sonata was drowned in the tumult.

Liszt rose and said :
' I am always the humble

servant of the public, will you hear the Fantasia

before, or after the Sonata ?
' Renewed cries of

' Robert
!

' greeted his speech, upon which Liszt

half turned to Massart and with a wave of his

hand dismissed him from the platform, without

apology. The Fantasia roused the audience to

such a pitch of frenzy, that when Massartupon its

completion dutifully returned to the platform

his performance of the ' Kreutzer Sonata ' fell

entirely flat. In 1843 the Paris Conservatoire

appointed him professor of the violin, and in

this position his energy and thoroughness gained

for him a world-wide renown. Among his

many famous pupils were : Henri Wieniawski,

Lotto, Pablo de Sarasate, Martin Marsick, and
Teresina Tua. Massart was an excellent quartet

player, and together with his wife Louise Aglae
Marson,—who succeeded Farreno as professor

of piano at the Paris Conservatoire—^gave many
delightful Chamber music concerts.

Bibliography :—Fainotu ViolinittB ofTo-day and Yeaterdaff, Henry
C. Lahee. (Boston, 1899.) Bioff. I7niu, etea MutUAeiu, F. J. F^tis.
Biog. Diet, of Muiiaiana. T. Baker.

E. H-A.

MASSI!, Felix Marie (known as Viotob,),

bom at Lorient, March 7, 1822 ; entered the

Conservatoire at twelve, obtained the first prizes

for piano, harmony, and fugue, and in 1844,

after some years' study with Hal^vy, the ' Grand
prix de Rome ' for composition. His cantata
' Le Rfo^gat ' was given three times at the

Op&a (Feb. 1845), a rare event. During his

stay in Rome he composed a ' Messe Solennelle,'

performed at the church of St. Louis des

Franjais (May 1, 1846), a careful and clever

work, though wanting in religious sentiment

—

never Mass^'s strong point. The unpublished

score is in the library of the Conservatoire.

After his two years in Rome he travelled through

Italy and Germany, and returned to Paris,

where he was much appreciated in society.

Publishers readily accepted his ' Melodies ' and

'Romances,' and he gained access to the stage

with little delay. 'La Chambre gothique'

(Op6ra-Comique, 1849), and 'La Chanteuse

voiUe,' one act (Op&a-Comique, Nov. 26, 1860),

were followed by 'Galathee,' two acts (April

14, 1852), and- ' Les Noces de Jeannette ' (Feb.

4, 1853), a charming lyric comedy in one act.

These early successes justified the hope that in

Masse the French stage had found a composer

as fruitful and melodious, if not as original, as

Auber ; but his later efforts were less fortunate.

'La Reine Topaze' (Dec. 27, 1856) indeed suc-

ceeded completely, and has kept the boards, but
' La Fiancde du Diable ' (June 3, 1854), ' Miss

Fauvette' (Feb. 13, 1855), 'Les Saisons' (Deo.

22, 1855), 'Les Chaises a porteurs' (April 28,

1858), 'La F^e Carabosse' (March 7, 1859),

'Mariette la Promise' (1862), 'La Mule de

Pedro' (March 6, 1863), ' Fior d'Aliza ' (Feb. 5,

1866), and 'Le Fils du Brigadier' (Feb. 25,

1867), though fairly received, soon disappeared.

Some, however, contain good music, especially

'Les Saisons' and 'Fior d'Aliza.' In 1860 he

became chorus -master to the Acad^mie de

Musique, and in 1866 succeeded Lebome as

professor of composition at the Conservatoire

—

gratifying appointments, as showing the esteem

of his brother artists, although the work they

entailed left him little time for composition.

On June 20, 1872, he was elected to the In-

stitut as successor to Auber.

After a long period of silence Mass^ produced

'Paul et Virginie,' three acts (Nov. 15, 1876
;

given in Italian at Covent Garden Opera-house,

June 1, 1878). In spite of its success and its

evident ambition, this opera seems less original

and less homogeneous in style than ' Galathfe

'

or ' Les Noces de Jeannette,' and its best parts,

as in all his operas, are the short pieces and the

simple romances.

To complete the list of his operas we may
mention 'La Favorita e la Schiava' (Venice,

1856), and 'Le Cousin Marivaux
'
(Baden, 1857);

also two drawing-room operettas 'Le Prix de

Famille ' and ' Une loi Somptuaire ' (published

in 1879). He published three sets of twenty
songs each, selected from his numerous romances.

Many of these are charming little pieces. In

1877 he was made an officeT of the Legion of

Honour. g. c.

A painful illness compelled him to resign his

post at the Acad^mie in 1876, and rendered
him totally incapable of active work. During
seven years of suffering his only consolation lay
in composition, and in this way his opera, ' La
Mort de Cleop^tre,' intended for the Op^ra, was
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written. After hia death, which took place in

Paris on July 5, 1884, a, representation of the

work took place at the Opera-Comique in the

composer's honour (April 25, 1885), though the

reception of ' Paul et Virgin ie ' did not hold
out much hope of success for a work evidently

written in the same style and aiming too high.

Although the composer's death was suiBoiently

recent to secure a favourable reception for this

misnamed 'grand opera,' yet the composition

was an evident failure, consisting as it did of

misplaced pretension, and an ambitions imita-

tion of Gounod's methods, in which Masse had
lost what little remained to him of his original

grace and charm. In spite of this change in

his style, and though he must rank as a musician

of the second order, there is at times in some of

his songs a personal charm, a sober gaiety, and
a gentle emotion. It was when he composed a

song without having in view any particular

interpretation, and when nothing more was
required of him, that he could write most freely

and could give the exact relation between the

. music and the words, s quality in which he
originally excelled, and in which he resembled

the school of Gretry. His ideal, which was on
the whole a just one, did not exceed the limits

of an exact feeling for prosody, and it is by those

compositions of his in which the laws ofmetre are

most faithfully observed that he is most likely

to be for a short time remembered. A. J.

MASSENET, Jules FKiD^Rio Emile, born

at Montaud, near St. Etienne, May 12, 1842,

was educated at the Paris Conservatoire, where

he won the first piano prize in 1859 ; the second

prize for fugue in 1862 ; the first prize for

fugue, and the ' Prix de Rome ' in 1863, with

'David Rizzio.' On his return from Italy,

through the influence of Ambroise Thomas, his

' La Grand'tante ' was produced at the Opera-

Comique (April 3, 1867). Even in this first

attempt Massenet showed himself a skilled and

graceful musician. Some ' Suites d'orchestre

'

performed at the ' Concerts populaires ' attracted

attention for their new and ingenious effects.

It was only, however, after the Franco-German

war that he rose to the first rank among young

French composers by the production of 'Don
C^sar de Bazan,' op6ra-comique in three acts and

four tableaux (Nov. 30, 1872) ; incidental

music to the tragedy ' Les Erinnyes ' (Jan. 6,

1873); and an oratorio 'Marie Magdeleine

'

(April 11, 1873). He next composed 'Eve'

(March 18, 1875), an oratorio something in the

style of Gounod's ' Gallia ' ; more ' Suites d'or-

chestre ' ; an 'Ouverture de Concert,' and the

overture to 'PhMre' ; a 'saynete,' 'Berangere

et Anatole' (1876) ; a number of melodies for

one and two voices ;
pianoforte music for two

and four hands ; choruses for four equal voices
;

'Le Roi de Lahore' (April 27, 1877), opera in

four acts and six tableaux ; and 'Narcisae,' a

cantata with orchestral accompaniment. On

May 22, 1880, he conducted his oratorio, 'La
Vierge,' at the first historical concert at the

Opera. He produced at Brussels his religious

opera 'H^rodiade,' Dec. 19, 1881, which suc-

ceeded for one season only in that city, and
failed in Paris, where it was represented at the

Op^ra Italien (Th^ltre des Nations, Feb. 1,

1884), after being partly rewritten by the com-
poser. It enjoyed more favour many years

afterwards at the Th^S.tre de la Gaite, and even

penetrated into England, being given in a

somewhat garbled version, at Covent Garden, as
' Salome,' July 6, 1904. On Jan. 19, 1884, the

opera 'Manon' was produced at the Opera-

Comique, and on Nov. 30, 1885, 'Le Cid' at

the Op^ra. In the former the composer tried

the experiment of connecting the numbers of

an op^ra - comique by a slightly orchestrated

accompaniment to the dialogue, which was not
sung, as in the case otredtaiivo secco, but spoken
as usual. To the works of this period are to be
added three new Orchestral Suites, Nos. 5-7,

Scenes Napolitaines, Scenes Alsaciennes, and
Scenes de F6erie (Concerts du Chatelet, 1880,

1882, 1883) ; incidental music to Sardou'a
' Thtedora'and 'Le Crocodile' (Porte St. Martin,

1884 and 1886) ; a short work for voice and
orchestra, ' Biblis ' ; and various ' Po^mes ' for

voice and piano. In October 1878, Massenet

replaced Bazin as professor of advanced com-
position at the Conservatoire, holding the posi-

tion until 1896. In 1876 he was decorated

with the Legion d'Honneur, becoming an officer

in 1888, and in 1878 was elected a member of

theAcademic desBeaux-Arts in place ofBazin, and
to the exclusion of Saint-Saens, who was gener-

ally expected to be the new member, as he was
introduced in the first rank by the musical

section. This was one of the rare occasions on
which the entire Academie has not observed the

order of presentation established by the section

to which the new member is to belong. Mas-

senet was only thirty-six at the time, and was

the youngest member ever elected to the

Academie des Beaux-Arts, for Hal^vy, who was

the most remarkable previous example of what
may be called ' Academic precocity,' was thirty-

seven when he entered the Institute in 1836.

The dramatic works of Massenet's later life

are as follows :
—

' Esolarmonde,' lyric drama in

four acts (Opfra-Comique, May 15, 1889) ;
' Le

Mage,' opera in five acts (Op&a, March 16,

1891) ;
' Werther,' opera in three acts (Vienna,

Feb. 16, 1892); 'Le Carillon,' one-act ballet

(Vienna, Feb. 21, 1892) ; 'Thais, 'lyric comedy
in three acts (Opdra, 1894) ; ' Le Portrait de

Manon,' op^ra - comique in one act (Op6ra-

Comique, May 8, 1894) ;
' La Navarraise,' lyric

drama in two acts (London, Covent Garden,

June 20, 1894, Biussels later in the same year,

and Paris, 1895); 'Sapho,' lyric play in five

acts (Op^ra-Comique, Nov. 27, 1897); 'Cen-

drillon," fairy tale in four acts (Op^ra-Comique,
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May 1899); ' Gris^lidis,' in three acts and a
prologue (Op^ra-Oomique, Nov. 20, 1901);
Incidental music to ' Phedre ' (Th. Sarah-Bern-
hardt, 1901) ;

' Le Jongleur de Notre-Dame,'
' miracle ' in three acts (Monte Carlo, Feb.

18, 1902; Oovent Garden, June 14, 1906);
'Cherubin,' 'comedie chantfe,' in three acts

(Opera-Comique, Feb. 14, 1905) ; and ' Ariane'
in five acts (in preparation, 1906). 'La Terre

Promise' in three acts, is to be added to the

number of his oratorios (produced in the church
of St. Eustache, Paris, March 15, 1900) ; and
a concerto for piano and orchestra was given

at the Concerts du Conservatoire, Feb. 8, 1903,

with M. Dimmer in the solo part.

Massenet's prolonged and widespread success

is one of the puzzling phenomena of modern
musical history ; he has been always careful to

choose subjects for his operas which conformed

strictly to the taste of the Parisian public for

the moment, and has succeeded to a considerable

extent in imparting different characters to his

successive worlcs, in spite of the undoubted fact

that his own weak and sugary style remains

unmistakable in one and all. While those who
look a little below the surface find his music
inexpressibly monotonous, casual hearers are

surprised by his superficial versatility, and he
has won for himself a remarkable position

among Fiench composers which he can hardly

be held to deserve, considering the number
of more original and powerful composers who
could be named among his countrymen. When
' Manon ' and ' Le Cid ' were new, M. Adolphe
Jullien, writing in the appendix to the original

edition of this Dictionary, said that 'Neither

had left a very permanent mark ' ; but even at

this distance of time both operas keep their

place in the repertories of the theatres to which
they respectively belong ; and the former has

become in some sort a classic. The writer

already quoted goes on to say, 'The only

music that can endure is that in which are

displayed strong convictions and a firm re-

solution not to yield to public caprice ; while

Massenet's works, especially his later com-

positions, which are written without any fixed

ideal, and in view of immediate success, scarcely

survive the day of their birth, nor do they

deserve to survive it.' Whether or no we agree

as to their deserts, the fact remains that they

have survived, by a very considerable interval of

time, the day of their birth ; but few of the

real lovers of music will expect any of them to

remain among the compositions that keep their

popularity after the death of the author, and it

is probable that, as in the case of Gounod, and

some others of exceptional success in their own
day, the enormous vogue of Massenet's music

will not outlast his own life. (The above is

mainly based on the articles contributed to

vol. ii. and the appendix, of the original edition

of this Dictionary, by MM. Gustave Chouquet

and Adolphe Jullien respectively ; and upon

information from G. F.) M.

MASSOL, Jean Etienne Auguste, bom
1802 at Lodeve, H&ault, was taught singing at

the Paris Conservatoire in 1823-25, and gained

a first prize there. He made his debut at the

Opera as Licinius ('Vestale'), Nov. 17, 1825,

and remained there until Oct. 8, 1845. He
first played second tenor parts in several new
operas—Eodolphe (' Tell ') ; Herald (' Robert

')

;

Kalaf (in Cherubini's ' Ali Baba ') ; Tavannes

('Huguenots') ; Quasimodo (in Louise Bertin's

'Esmeralda'); Forte Braccio (in HaWvy's 'Guido

et Ginevra
') ; Mocenigo (' Reinc de Chypre

') ;

and the baritone parts of Tell and Jolicceur

(' Philtre '), ete. He played for a time in

Brussels, London, etc., and returned as prin-

cipal baritone to the Opera in 1850, where he

remained until his farewell benefit, Jan. 14,

1858. The Emperor was present on that

occasion, immediately after the attempt made
on his life by Orsini on his arrival at the

theatre. His best new parts were Reuben
(Auber's ' Enfant Prodigue '), Deo. 6, 1850, and
Ahasuerus (Halevy's 'Juif Errant'), April 23,

1852. He was a good singer, admirably suited

for heroic drama, having the proper figure and
height, and a splendid voice. ' In secondary

characters no one was Massol's superior, and
when he played the principal parts he did so

with the happiest results. Thus he made the

success of the Juif Errant. . . . His Quasimodo
did him the greatest honour. . .

.' (Jules Janin
in the Dibais.') He became for a time Director

of the Royal Theatres at Brussels ; he subse-

quently went into business, and, retiring, resided

at Versailles, and finally in Paris, where he died

Oct. 30, 1887.

While a member of the Brussels Company he
made his d^but at Drury Lane in 1846, as De
Nevers, July 17, as Jolicceur, August 10, etc.

He sang at concerts in 1848, and appeared once
at Covent Garden as Alphonso XI., July 4.

Roger, in his 'Carnet d'un tenor,' has recorded
that Massol did not understand Italian, and
uttered the most horrible jargon. He sang his

first air too low, but otherwise obtained a
success, which was partly due to the way in

which he had paid court to the journalists and
other influential persons, and to his knowledge
of artistic cookery. He played therein 1849-
1850 Pietro ('Masaniello'), De Nevers, Kilian
(' Freischiitz '), etc. ; at Her Majesty's in 1851,
Reuben, on the production of 'L'Enfant Pro-
digue,' June 12 ; the Baron de Beaumanoir
(Balfe's 'Quatre Fils Aymon'), August 11, etc.

According to the Athenceum, June 14, his Reuben
had a patriarchal dignityand pathos, andhe sang
better in that opera than in any other. A. c.

MASSON, Elizabeth, born 1806, was taught
singing by Mrs. Henry Smart, sen., and in Italy
by Mme. Pasta. She made her first appearance
in public at Ella's second subscription concert,
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in the Argyll Rooms, March 11,1831, and sang
afterwards at the Antient Concerts, March 16,

1831, and at the Philharmonic, March 11,

1833 ; she sang frequently at those Societies'

concerts during a public career of about twelve

years, and revived there forgotten airs of Handel,
Purcell, Pergolesi, Gluek, Mozart, etc. She was
in great request at private concerts, since she

possessed, apart from her musical attainments,

great talents arid accomplishments, and was an
excellent linguist. She sang occasionally in

oratorio, viz. at the festival in Westminster
Abbey, 1834, and at the Sacred Harmonic
Society where she took the parts of Solomon,

Nov. 22, 1839, and Storge on the revival of

'Jephtha,' April 7, 1841. She afterwards

devoted herself to teaching and composition.

She wrote many songs to the words of Scott,

Byron, Adelaide Procter, etc., and edited a

series of ' Original Jacobite Songs ' (Lonsdale,

1839), and 'Songs for the Classical Vocalist'

(Leader & Cock, first series of twelve songs,

1845 ; a second series, 1860), which enjoyed a

well-deserved popularity. She founded the

Koyal Society of Female Musicians in 1839, and
was its hon. treasurer until her death, Jan. 9,

1865. On its amalgamation with the Royal
Society of Musicians in 1866, F. J. Masson,
her brother, gave a donation of 200 guineas

to the latter society in remembrance of her.

'As a singer this lady was never rated as

high as she deserved to be, because her voice,

which was a mezzo-soprano, had no remarkable

power nor charm. But it had been thoroughly

trained under the example and influence of

Madame Pasta, and its owner's reading of

music, intelligence, expression, and finish, were
thoroughly appreciated by all those select con-

noisseurs who valued style and understanding
beyond greater natural powers than hers turned

to poor account. As a professor Miss Masson
was widely and deservedly in request. Apart
from her profession, she was at once conscien-

tious, energetic, and refined, and had withal

that racy originality of character which will

make her long remembered and missed. In
brief, she was a good artist, in part because she

was a good woman and a gentlewoman. '
' A. c.

MATASSINS,MATACINS, or MATACHINS
—also called Bovffons—a, dance of men in

armour, popular in France during the 16th and
1 7th centuries. It was probably derived from the

ancient Pyrrhic dance, although the name has
been traced to an Arabic root. Jehan Tabourot
in his OrcMsograpMe (Langres, 1688) gives a

long and interesting account of this dance, with
six illustrations of the diflferent positions, of the

dancers, 'qui sont vestus de petits corcelets,

anec fimbries & espaules, et soubs la ceinture,

une pente de taffetats soubz icelles, le morion
de papier dor^, les bras nuds, les sonnettes aux
iambes, I'espee au poing droit, le bouclier au

I Atherueumi, Jan. 14, 186S.

poing gaulche.' The Matassins were four in

number, generally all men, but sometimes two
men and two women. They danced several

distinct figures, between which they performed
mimic fights with one another. Molik'e has
introduced Matassins into his com^die-ballet of

'M. de Pourceaugnac, ' and the dance is said

to have been common at Bordeaux, Marseilles,

and Strasburg as late as 1735. The following,

according to Tabourot, is the air which usually

accompanied the dance.

Air des Boufons.

i^Eg-Ii

i ^ZCf^-P^
W. B. S.

MATELOTTE, a Dutch sailors' dance some-
what similar to the English hornpipe. The
dancers wore wooden shoes, and their arms were
interlaced behind their backs. The music of

the Matelotte consists of two parts in 2-4 time,

and is remarkable for its short decided rhythm.
There is a sabot dance in Lortzing's ' Czaar und
Zimmermann ,

' but it is not atrue Matelotte, being
written in waltz time. The following example
is quoted by Schubert, Die Tanzmusik (Leipzig,

1867) : it is there attributed to the 17th cen-

tury, but no information is given as to whether
it is a genuine dance tune or merely an adapta-

tion. We quote the first strain only :

—

AUegretto.

'^^^^^m^

^^^^^^m
W. B. S.

MATERNA, Amalie (Frau Fkiedrich), a
distinguished prima donna in German opera,

was born July 10, 1845, at St. Georgen, Styria,

where her father was a schoolmaster. Her first

stage appearances were made at the Thalia

-

Theater, Gratz, about 1864. She married soon

afterwards Karl Friedrich, a popular German
actor, and together with him was engaged at

the suburban Karlstheater, Vienna, where she

sang for some time in operetta. But her quali-

fications for the higher lyrical walks could not
long remain undiscovered, and in 1 869 she made
her d^but at the Imperial Opera House as Selika

in the 'Africaine,' with signal success, at once

winning for herself the high position she has

since maintained among opera-singers of the

German school. With a soprano voice of unusual
volume, compass, and sustaining power, a fine

9
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stage presence, and much musical and dramatic
Intelligence, Frau Materna left nothing to be
desired in certain r81es, such as the great Wagner
parts, and the Queen in Goldmark's ' Konigin von
Saba." At the Wagner Festival at Bayreuth,
1876, she may be said to have earned a world-

wide reputation by her really magnificent imper-

sonation of Briinnhilde in the Nibelungen
Trilogy, an exceptional part for which she was
exceptionally qualified. She sang in England
with great success at the Wagner concerts at the

Albert Hall in 1877. She was the first exponent
of the part of Kundry in ' Parsifal,' on July 28,

1882, at Bayreuth, and she retired on April 23,

1897. B. T.

MATHER, Samuel, son of William Mather
(born 1756, organist of St. Paul's church,

Sheffield, from 1788 to his death in 1808), was
borninl783. In 1799he wasappointedorganist

of St. James's church, Sheffield, and in 1808
succeeded his father at St. Paul's. In 1806 he
was chosen bandmaster of the Sheffield Volun-

teers. In 1806 he was engaged in establishing

the Yorkshire Amateur Concerts, which were for

many years given triennially at that town, Leeds

and York alternately, and in 1814 established

the Yorkshire Choral Concert. He composed
both sacred and secular music, and edited a book
of psalm and hymn tunes. He died at Edin-

burgh, May 26, 1824. w. H. H.

MATHIEU, Emile, born at Lille, Oct. 16,

1844, was the son of musical parents, his father

having been eminent as a singer and as director

of the theatre at Antwerp, while his mother
was a professor of singing in the Academic des

Beaux-Arts at Louvain. Emile Mathieu began

his studies very early at the Brussels Conser-

vatoire, and in 1869 obtained the second 'prix

de Rome ' with his cantata, ' La Mort du Tasse,'

which Vas performed four years afterwards in

Brussels. In 1881 he was appointed director

of the Academic de Musique at Louvain, and in

1891 moved from there to Ghent, where he
succeeded Adolphe Samuel as director of the

Conservatoire Royal. His compositions include

a Te Deum for soli, chorus, and orchestra ; six

Ballads from Goethe for voice and piano ; three

descriptive poems, ' Le Hoyoux,' ' Freyir,' and
' Le Sorbier, ' for soli, chorus, and orchestra.

For the stage he has composed a. series of

dramatic works, of which, for the most part,

he has written the words himself: 'Riohilde,'

in four acts (the leading part created by Mme.
Rose Oaron at the Th^^tre de la Monnaie in

1888); 'L'Enfance de Roland' (1889); and
three operas-oomique, dating from his earlier

years— ' Georges Dandin ' (after Moliere), given

at Brussels in 1879; 'L'Echange' (Liege,

1863); and 'Le Bernoise' (Brussels, 1885) to

a poem by M. Lucien Solvay. M. K.

MATHILDE DI SHABRAN. Opera buffa,

in three acts ; the music by Rossini. Produced

at the Apollo Theatre, Rome, in the Carnival

of 1821, and at the Theatre Italien, Paris,

1857 ; in London at the King's Theatre, July

3, 1823. G.

MATILDA OF HUNGARY. A dramatic

opera in three acts ; libretto by Alfred Bunn,

music by W. Vincent Wallace. Produced at

Drury Lane, Feb. 22, 1847.

MATINS (Lat. Matutinae ; OffieinMi matu-

tinum). The first division of the Canonical

Hours.

The office of Matins, as set forth in the

Roman Breviary, opens with the series of Versi-

cles and Responses beginning with the 'Domine,

labia mea aperies, ' followed by thePsalm ' Venite,

exultemus,' with its proper Invitatorium, and

the hymn appointed for the day. The remainder

of the service is divided into portions called

Nocturns, of which three are generally sung,

on Sundays and festivals, and one only on

ferial days.

The First Noctum consists either of three

or twelve Psalms, sung with three proper Anti-

phons, which on certain festivals are doubled

—that is to say sung entire both before and
after the Psalm. On ferial days and festivals

of minor solemnity, each Antiphon is sung

entire after the Psalm, but the first few words

of it only at the beginning. The Psalms are

followed by the Paternoster, Absolution, and
Benediction ; and these by the First, Second,

and Third Lessons for the day, each succeeded

by its proper Responsorium or Respond.

Three Psalms, with their proper Antiphons,

are sung, in like manner, in the Second Nootum

;

which concludes with the Fourth, Fifth, and

Sixth Proper Lessons and Responds.

In the Third Noctum three more Psalms are

followed by the Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth
Lessons and Responds ; the place of the ninth

Responsory being generally, but not always,

supplied by the Hymn, ' Te Deum Laudamus.'

The Third Nocturn is immediately followed

by the Office of Lauds ; which, indeed, may
be regarded as the natural corollary of the

Service. In ancient times, the First Nocturn

was sung soon after midnight ; but the whole

office is now generally sung ' by anticipation '

—

that is to say, on the afternoon or evening of

the day before that for which it is appointed.

The Plain -song Music used, both at Matins

and Lauds, will be found in the Antiphonal and

the 'Direotorium Chori.' [See Lauds; Anti-

phon ; Invitatorium.]
In the First Prayer-Book of King Edward VI.,

the name of ' Mattins ' is given to the Service

now called 'The Order for Morning Prayer,'

which is derived, in about equal degrees, from

the Latin Offices ofMatins and Lauds, w. s. R.

MATRIMONIO SEGRETO, IL. An opera

buffa in two acts ; libretto by Bertatti, adapted
from Colman's ' Clandestine Marriage, ' music
by Cimarosa. Produced at Vienna in 1792

;

in Paris, May 10, 1801 ; in London, King's
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Theatre, Jan. 25, 1803. In English at Covent
Garden, Nov. 1, 1842, and with new translation

by W. Grist, at the Crystal Palace, Dec. 13,

1877. G.

MATTEI, FiLippo (commonly known as
' Pipo

'
), a violoncellist in London, and performer

at the operas given by the Koyal Academy of

Musick in the theatres in the Haymarket in

the early 1 8th century. His claim to remem-
brance is based exclusively on Handel's MS.
conducting score of the opera ' Muzio Scevola

'

(in the possession of Dr. W, H. Cummings) in

which ' Pipo ' is mentioned as the composer of

the first act, usually, and with more probability,

assigned to Attilio Ariosti, the second and
third being by Buononcini and Handel re-

spectively. See Chrysander's G. F. Sandel,

vol. ii. p. 56, where the opera, 'Arsace, overo

Amore e Maestii,' is attributed to him. m.

MATTEI, Stanislao, Aebatb, pupil of

Martini, and master of Rossini, born at Bologna,

Feb. 10, 1750. Though of humble parentage

(his father was a locksmith) he was sent to the

Latin school. Having been present accidentally

at a service in the Minorite Convent, he was
so enchanted with the music that he became a

constant attendant, and thus attracted the notice

of Padre Martini, by whose advice he entered

upon his noviciate. Master and pupil became
tenderly attached, and as soon as Mattel had
been ordained he became the Padre's confessor,

and remained with him till his death. He
acted as Martini's deputy from 1770, and suc-

ceeded him as maestro di oappella. From 1776
his compositions were produced in the service.

On the suppression of the monasteries in 1798,

he went to live with his aged mother, and
began an active career as a teacher. From
this time he was known as the Abbate Mattel.

Later he became maestro di cappella of San
Petronio, and professor of counterpoint at the

Liceo from its foundation in 1804. Among
his pupils were Eossini, Morlacchi, Donizetti,

Perotti, Eobusohi, Palmerini, Bertolotti, Tado-

lini, Tesei, and PUotti, who succeeded him at

San Petronio. He lived in complete retirement,

accessible only to his pupils, and died May 12,

1825. He was president of the ' Filarmonici

'

in 1790 and 1794, and was a member of the

Subalpine Academic, and of the ' Institut de

France' (Jan. 24, 1824). He had a thorough

practical acquaintance with the old traditions,

as may be seen by his Pratlica d' accompagna-

mento sopra bassi numerati, three vols. (Bologna,

1788, 1829, 1830), which consists mainly of

well-chosen examples, with a few rules. In his

explanations to his pupils he does not seem to

have been very clear ; at least Rossini complained

to F^tis in 1841 that he had one stereotyped

answer when asked to explain a rule in harmony
or counterpoint, 'It is always written thus.'

Of his music three masses only are generally

known. The libraries of San Giorgio and the

Minorite convent in Bologna contain most of

his compositions, including eight masses, much
church music, and the scores of an intermezzo
' La Bottega del Libraio ' and of a ' Passion

'

performed in 1792. Full particulars of his

life are given in the Vita di Stanislao Mattei
by Filippo Canuti (Bologna, 1829, with por-

trait). F. G,

MATTEIS, Nicola, an eminent Italian vio-

linist, came to England about 1672. Nothing
whatever is known of his antecedents. The
earliest notice of him is found in Evelyn's Diary
under date of Nov. 19, 1674 :

' I heard that

stupendous violin. Signer Nioliolao (with other
rare musicians), whom I never heard mortal man
exceed on that instrument. He had a stroke so

sweet, and made it speak like the voice of a man,
and, when he pleased, like a concert of several

instruments. He did wonders upon a note, and
was an excellent composer. Here was also that

rare lutanist. Dr. Wallgrave, but nothing ap-

proached the violin in Nicholao's hand. He
played such ravishing things as astonished us

all.' Roger North also (^Memoirs of Musick)
speaks very highly of his abilities. [See note on

p. 122 of Eimbault's edition.] When he first

came to England he exhibited many singularities

of conduct which he afterwards abandoned. He
published here, without date (about 1688)
'Arie, Preludij, Alemande, Sarabande, etc., per

il Violino. Libro Prime. Altre Arie, etc., piu

diflScile e studiose per il Violino. Libro Se-

condo' ; also 'Ayres for the Violin, to wit,

Preludes, Fuges, Alemands, Sarabands, Cou-
rants, Gigues, Fancies, Divisions, and likewise

other Passages, Introductions, and Fugues for

Single and Double stops with divisions somewhat
more artificial for the Emproving of the Hand
upon the Basse-Viol or Harpsichord. The Third

and Fourth Books.' [This has the date 1685
concealed in the ornamentations of the title-

page ; other books of the series are dated 1687.

The books are in oblong octavo, engraved on
copper-plates by T. Greenhill. A set was sold at

the Taphouse sale in 1905.] He was likewise

author of ' The False Consonances ofMusick, or,

Instructions for playing a true Base upon the

Guittarre, with Choice Examples and clear Direc-

tions to enable any man in a short time to play

all Musicall Ayres. A great help likewise to

those that would play exactly upon the Harpsi-

chord, Lute, or Base-Viol, shewing the delicacy

of all Accords, and how to apply them in their

proper places. In four parts,'—which even in

North's time had become scarce, and is now
excessively rare. In 1696 Matteis composed an

Ode on St. Cecilia's Day for the then annual

celebration in London, and was also one of the

stewards of a Cecilian celebration at Oxford.

[Another and lesser known work by the same

composer is ' A Collection of New Songs set by
Mons. Nicola Matteis, made purposely for the

use of his Scholars : Fairly engraven on Copper
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plates,' two books, 1696, folio, Walsh and Hare.
A copy of this was sold at Dr. Rimbault's sale.

With ' Symphonies for two flutes by a person of

quality, fairly engraved on copper plates,' these

songs by Matteis are advertised by Walsh and
Hare in the London GazeUe for May 11, 1696.]
A song by him is included in a collection of

'Twelve New Songs,' published in 1699. Ac-

cording to North ' he fell into such credit and
imployment that he took a great hous, and after

the manner of his country lived luxuriously,

which brought diseases upon him of which he
dyed.' The date of his death is unknown. He
is said to have been the inventor of the half-shift,

but it is claimed also for others.

His son, Nicholas, was taught the violin by
his father, and became an excellent player. He
went to Germany and resided for some time at

Vienna, [being a member of the court orchestra

there from 1700,] but in 1737 returned to

England and settled at Shrewsbury as a teacher

of languages, as well as of the violin, where
Burney learned French and the violin of him.

He died there about 1749. [For a fuller account

of the Matteis, father and son, see Roger

North's Memoirs ofMwsick, p. 125, and Bumey's
History, iii. p. 515, etc.] w. H. H. ; with addi-

tions in square brackets by F. K.

MATTHESON, Johann, German musician

and writer, bom Sept. 28, 1681, at Hamburg,
son of a clerk of excise ; as a child showed
striking symptoms of versatility, which his

parents carefully cultivated. Besides the

ordinary education he studied music, and at

nine years could play the harpsichord and
organ, sing and compose. His ability and
versatility were truly extraordinary. A good

classical scholar and a proficient in modern
languages, a student of law and political science,

a, fine player both on harpsichord and organ,

and thoroughly skilled in theory, an elegant

dancer, a master of fence, and a cultivated man
of the world. The first step in his changeful

career was his appearance in 1696 as a singer

(of female parts) in the Hamburg opera, then

in its most flourishing condition. In 1699 he
produced his first opera, ' Die Pleyaden ' ; in

another, ' Cleopatra ' (1704), he took the part of

Antony, and after singing his part on the stage,

was in the habit of sitting down at the harpsi-

chord to conduct the orchestra. To this period

belongs his acquaintance, and the famous duel,

with Handel, who came to Hamburg in 1703.

Mattheson tells us that he recognised Handel's

genius immediately, that they became at once

attached, and that their friendship continued,

with occasional breaks caused by Mattheson's

vanity, during the whole time of Handel's stayin

Hamburg (1709) [see Handel, vol. ii. p. 280].

He claims to have done Handel an important

service by introducing him to the musical world

of Hamburg, at that time very celebrated ; but

he acknowledges that he picked up from him

many a ' contrapuntal device. ' Handel's 'Nero

'

(1705) was the last opera in which Mattheson

appeared ; he then retired from the stage, and
declined more than one organist's post which

was offered to him. He became tutor to the

son of the English envoy, and in 1706 was

made secretary of legation. His post was one

of labour and responsibility, but he still con-

tinued to teach, conduct, compose, and write on
musical subjects. In 1715 he was appointed

Cantor and Canon of the cathedral ; and took

an active part in the development of the Church-

cantata, so soon after carried to its highest

pitch by J. S. Bach [see Kirohencantaten].
This was the result of an attempt, made more
particularly by the Hamburg composers, to

vary the monotony of congregational singing by
the introduction of airs, duets, choruses, etc.,

and was considered by the orthodox an impious

and sacrilegious innovation. Mattheson sup-

ported this ' adapted dramatic ' style, as it was
called, both as a composer and as a pamphleteer

;

and even ventured on a further innovation, by
introducing female singers into church.

Inl719he received from the Duke of Holstein

the title of Court-Capellmeister. In 1728 he
was attacked with deafness, which obliged

him to resign his post at the cathedral. Thence-

forward he occupied himself chiefly with writing,

and died at an advanced age, April 17, 1764.

He is said to have resolved to publish a work
for every year of his life, and this aim he more
than accomplished, for when he died at eighty-

three, his printed works amounted to eighty-

eight, besides a still larger number of completed

MSS.
None ofhis compositions havesurvived. With

all his cleverness and knowledge he had no real

genius ; his vocal music was overburdened with

declamatory passages—a fault easily explained

by his own experience on the stage, but one

which is often detrimental and must have been

very incongruous in church music. He com-
posed twenty-foin- oratorios and cantatas ; eight

operas ; sonatas for flute and violin ; suites for

clavier ; arias
;
piices deeirconstance for weddings,

funerals, etc. [see the QuelUn-Lexikon for list].

A ' Passions-Cantate ' to words by Brookes de-

serves attention, not for its intrinsic value, but
because the poem was set by nearly all the great

composers of the day, including Keiser, Tele-

mann, and Handel.

His books are of far greater value than his

compositions. In these, notwithstanding a

peculiar self-satisfied loquacity, he shows himself
a ready and skilful champion for earnestness

and dignity in art, for progress, and for solidity

of attainment in the practical part of music.

In both branches, theoretical and practical, he
attacked and demolished much that was anti-

quated, furnishing at the same time a great

deal that was new and instructive, and be-

queathing to posterity a mine of historical
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material. He also found time for much other

literary work, especially translations (chiefly

from English works on politics andjurisprudence),
and even translated a small treatise on tobacco.

This extraordinary versatility, and his untiring

industry, go far to redeem the vanity which
animated his character and actions, and con-

tinually shows itself in his writings. His

autobiography in the Ehrenpforte contains an

amusingly egotistical description of his manifold

labouiB. His more important books are scarce,

and much valued, especially the historical ones,

which are the standard sources of information

oil the state of music at that period, especially

in Hamburg. These are Das neu erSffnete

Orchester (1713), followed by Das besch&tzte

and Dasforschende OrcTiester (1717 and 1721) ;

Critica Musica (1722-25) ; Der musikalische

Patriot (1728) ; and the Grundlage einer Uhren-

^orte (1740), a collection of biographies of con-

temporary musicians. The last two are the

most important. His theoretical works are the

Exemplai-ische Organisten Probe (1719), repub-

lished in 1731 as the Grosse GeneralhassschuU
;

the Kleine Generalbassschule (1735) ; the Kern
melodischer Wissenschaft (1737) ; and finally

the FoUkommene Capellmeister (1739), perhaps

his most valuable work. As a controversial

writer he was wanting in temper ; his ' Ephorus

Gottingensis ' (1727), directed against Professor

Joachim Meyer of Gottingen on the Church-

cantata question, is the only work of that class

we need specify. [The complete list of his

writings is given in the Quellen-LexikonJ\ A. M.

MATTHIAS, Hermann. See Werrb-
CORENSIS.

MAUCOTEL, Adolvhe, French violin maker,

born at Mirecourt, Lorraine, 1820 ; died 1858.

Worked under J. B. Vuillaume in Paris from

1839 to 1844, and then opened a workshop of

his own in the Galerie Vivicnne. Later he

removed to the Rue Groix-des-Petits-Champs,

and lastly settled in the Rue Prinoesse. His

instruments are greatly esteemed for their tone,

their durability, and their excellent workman-
ship. He copied the Stradivarius model very

successfully, and but for his untimely end

should have ranked among the foremost French

makers. He committed suicide at the age of

thirty-eight, by cutting his throat whilst in a

state of feverish delirium. The Paris Conser-

vatoire owns a violoncello by this maker, which

is considered to be the finest instrument he

ever produced. His brother, Charles Mau-
COTEL, was also an excellent violin maker

;

born at Mirecourt, 1807 ; died 1860. Pupil of

Bloise Mast, of Mirecourt. He went to Paris

in 1834 and studied under Gand, after which,

in 1850, he established himself in London.

Willibald Freiherm von Lutgendorff's 'Die

Geigen und Lautenmacher, ' Frankfort A/M,

1904 ; H. R. Haweis's Old Violins, London,

1898. E. h-a.

MAUDUIT, Jacques, French lute player

and composer, was born at Paris, Sept. 16,

1557. He succeeded his father as 'greffier des

requetes,' registrar in the courts of justice at

Paris, but his talent and reputation as a musician
acquired lor him in France the title of Pke de

la Musique. In 1581 he obtained the first prize

at the musical competition, which took place

yearly at Evreux in Normandy, for the best

motets and chansons. A requiem a 5 by
Mauduit, written for the funeral of the poet

Ronsard, was published by the Pere Mersenne
in the seventh book of his Harmmiie Universelle,

1636. Ambros speaks slightingly of this work,

describing it as a simple Fauxbourdon without
any particular merit. In 1570 the poet Antoine
Baif received permission from Charles IX. to

found the Academic Fran9oise de Musique et de

Poesie, the original object of which was to bring

about a closer union between music and poetry,

by making musical rhythm entirely subordinate

to the metrical rhythm of prosody. Mauduit
would appear to have associated himself with
the etforts which Baif made in this direction,

and to have taken part in the concerts which
were held in Baifs house. M. Henry Expert,

in his collection entitled Les Maitres-mus-iciens

de la Renaissance Fran<;aise, has recently re-

published the ' Chansonnettes Mesur^es de Jan-

Antoine de Baif mises en musique i, quatre

parties par Jacques Mauduit,' Paris, 1586, in

which Mauduit has endeavoured to carry out the

classical theories of Baif. They are slight com-
positions, but graceful enough. After Baifs

death in 1590, the concerts continued to be

carried on by Mauduit, but as Brenet says,

' The equilibrium jealously maintained by Baif,

between poetry and music, was broken to the

advantage of the latter,' and more freedom was
gained for the independent development of music

by the greater prominence given to instrumental

music (see Michel Brenet, Les Concerts en France
sous I'anden regime, 1900, p. 37). Mauduit
died August 21, 1627. For the story of his

saving Claude Le Jeune's manuscripts from the

flames, see Le Jeune, vol. ii. p. 671. j. k. m.
' MAUGARS, C^ebre Joueur de Viole, Musi-

cien du Cardinal de Richelieu, Conseiller,

Secrftaire, Interprete du Roi en langue Anglaise,

Traducteur de F. Bacon, Prieur de Saint-Pierre

Eynao.' This, the commencement of the title

of the charming monograph written by Antoine

Ernest Roquet under his pseudonym of 'E.

Thoinan ' (Paris, Claudin, 1865), is almost a

condensed biography of Andri Maugars (not

Aude, as F^tis, for some unexplained reason,

has it), who ranks with Lully (q.v.) as a

politician-musician at the court of France. The
place and date of his birth are unknown, but it

may be conjectured that he was born in the

latter years of the 16th century. About 1620
he spent four years in England playing the viol

at file Court of James I., and the first-fruit of
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his sojourn was a translation of Bacon's Advance-
ment of Learning, which was published in Paris

in 1624 (P. Billaine), under the title LeProgrez
et Avaticement aux ScieTices divities et humaiTieSf

dedicated to de Lomenie. Soon after this he
became a creature of Cardinal Richelieu, useful

to that prelate in the capacity of Secretary-Inter-

preter, in which capacity he served likewise in

the Court of Louis XIII. , and became a favourite

butt of the courtier-wit Bois-Robert, whom he

distinguished by a hatred which, though im-

potent, has passed into history. His political

satires, etc., and the story of his various

quarrels, may be read in the authorities referred

to below. All that we know of his death is the

record of Tallemant to the effect that he
' returned to France and died a few years later.

On his death-bed he sent to ask forgiveness of

his old enemy Bois-Robert.' To this period

belongs his pamphlet, reprinted by M. Thoinan,

Sesponse faite a un ciirieitx sur le sentiment de

la Mitsique d'ltalie, escrite a Home le premier

Octobre 1639.

As a violist he was classed by Mersennus
with Hottman {De Instr. Harm. lib. 1. prop.

30), and his eulogy is similarly expressed by
Jean Rousseau in his Traiti de la Viole. His
compositions, which must have been significant,

appear wholly lost to posterity, but he himself

lauds their excellence with no uncertain voice.

P. Saint -Glas, Divers Trailez 'd'Histoire de

Morale et d'Eloquence (Paris, 1672). L'Abb6
Bordelon's Les Malades de Belle Humeur ou
lettres diverlissantes, etc. (Paris, 1697), reprinted

in vol. viii. oi Diversitez Curievses (Paris, 1700).

Tallemant des R^aux, Zes Historiettes pour servir

d, Vhistoire du XVII siicle. The notice in

Fetis (Biog. des J/ms.) is inaccurate and
incomplete. E. h-a.

MAUREL, ViOTOE, born at Marseilles, June

17, 1848, received instruction at the Paris Con-

servatoire in singing from Vauthrot, and in

opera from Duvernoy, and gained the first prizes

in both subjects, co-equal with Gailhard, in

1867. He made his debuts at the Op6ra as De
Nevers and Conte di Luna in 1868. He was
next in Italy, where he played the Cacique on
the production of Gomes's ' Guarany ' at Milan,

March 19, 1870. He made his d^but at the

Royal Italian Opera, London, as Renato, April

21, 1873, made a great success, and was engaged

there every year until 1879 inclusive. His parts

comprised Don Giovanni, Tell, Almaviva, Hoel,

Peter the Great, Valentine, Hamlet, the Cacique

;

in operas new to England, Telramund, May 8,

1875 ; Wolfram, May 6, 1876 ; the Flying

Dutchman, June 16, 1877, and Domingo in

Mass^'s 'Paul et Virginie,' June 1, 1878. He
reappeared at the French Op&a as Hamlet,

Nov. 28, 1879, and also played Amonasro on

the production in Paris of 'Aida,' March 22,

1880. After a tour in Spain, he undertook, in

1883, the management with Corti of the ItSlian

Opera at the Theatre des Nations (now the

Theatre Sarah-Bernhardt), with disastrous finan-

cial results, in spite of a company including

Mesdames Marimon, Adler - Devries, Nevada,

and Tremelli, Gayarr^, the brothers De Reszke,

and himself, and the successful production of

Massenet's 'H^rodiade,' Feb. 1, 1884. He
played at the Opera - Comique, Peter, Oct. 6,

1885, FalstaS' in Thomas's 'Songe d'une Nuit

.

d'i^te,' and Zampa, Jan. 19, 1886, with great

success. He played again at Covent Garden in

1886, and at Drury Lane for the first time in

1887 in favourite parts. Between these engage-

ments he created, with the greatest success,

lago in Verdi's 'Otello,' Milan, Feb. 5, 1887,

and showed himself the best acting baritone ou

the Italian stage since Faure. [He introduced

this fine impersonation to the English public at

the Lyceum Theatre on July 5, 1889, and on
Feb. 9, 1893, created the part of Falstaff in

Verdi's last opera at Milan. Both these parts

were sung by him for the first time in Paris iu

1894, the latter first in London on June 10,

1895. Inl896 hereturnedtotheOp&a-Comique,
where he created thepartof Mathiasin Erlanger's

'Juif Polonais,' April 11, 1900. For a short

time after that he appeared as an actor at non-

musical theatres, but returned to the operatic

stage and reappeared in London in the part of

Rigoletto on Nov. 15, 1904. His Dix ans de

carriire (1897) was translated into German by
Mme. Lilli Lehmann.] A. c.

MAURER, LuDwiG Wilhelm, distinguished

violinist, born Feb. 8, 1789, in Potsdam, pupil

of Haak, Concertmeister to Frederick the Great.

At thirteen he appeared with great success at a

concert given in Berlin by Mara, and was in

consequence admitted to the royal chapel as a

probationer. After the battle of Jena (1806)
the chapel was dismissed, and Maurer travelled,

first to Kijnigsberg and Riga, where he made
the acquaintance of Rode and Baillot, and then

to Mittau and St. Petersburg, his playing being

everywhere appreciated. At Moscow he again

met Baillot, throughwhose good offices he became
capellmeister to the Chancellor Wsowologsky,
who had a private orchestra. Here he remained
till 1817, when he made another successful tour,

being particularly well received in Berlin and
Paris. In 1832 he returned to Wsowologsky,
and stayed till 1845, when after another tour

he settled finally in Dresden. The best known
of his compositions are a Symphonie ooncertante

for four violins and orchestra, first played in

Paris by himself, Spohr, Miiller, and Wich in

1838 ; and three Russian airs with variations

(op. 14). Of his operas 'Alonzo' (c. 1830),
' Aloise ' (1838), ' Der entdeckte Diebstahl,' and
' Der neue Paris,' the overtures only have been

printed. He also published several concertos

—

one of which was at one time very often played

at the Philharmonic Concerts in London—and
two collections of quartets (opp. 17 and 26). He
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died at St. Petersburg, Oct. 25, 1878. His
two sons WsBVOLOD, a violinist, and Alexis, a

violoncellist, were good musicians who settled

in Eussia. f. a.

MAXWELL, Francis Kelly (sometimes

called John), D.D., chaplain of the Asylum,
Edinburgh, published anonymously An Essay

wpon Tune, h^ng an attempt to free the scale of

mmsw and the tune ofin^truinentsfrom iTnperfec-

tion (Edinburgh, 1781 ; London, 1794) ;— an
able work. He died in 1782. w. H. H.

MAY, Edvpard CoLLETT, born Oct. 29, 1806,

at Greenwich, where his father was a shipbuilder.

His first teacher was his brother Henry, an
amateur musician and composer of considerable

ability. When about fifteen years of age, Thomas
Adams, then organist of St. Paul's, Deptford,

and an intimate friend of the May family, struck

by the promise and intelligence of Edward,
offered to take him as a pupil. Subsequently

he became a pupil of Cipriani Potter for the

pianoforte, and of Crivelli for singing. In 1837
hewas appointed organist of Greenwich Hospital,

an office he held till the abolition of the institu-

tion in 1869. From 1841 to his death he
devoted himself enthusiastically and exclusively

to the musical teaching of the masses ; and it

may be safely asserted that to few individuals,

of any age or country, have so many persons of

all ages and of both sexes been indebted for

their musical skill. At one institution alone, the

National Society's Central School, more than

a thousand teachers and many more children

were instructed by him. At Exeter Hall,

the ApoUonicon Eooms, and subsequently St.

Martin's Hall, several thousand adults passed

through his classes ; while for many years he

was the sole musical instructor at the Training

Schools, Battersea, St. Mark's, Whitelands,

Home and Colonial, and Hockerill ; institutions

from which upwards of 250 teachers are annually

sent forth to elementary schools. After many
years' connection with the Institution, May was
appointed in 1880 Professor of Vocal Music in

Queen's College, London. [He died Jan. 2,

1887.]

His daughter, Florence May, is known in

London as a pianoforte player of considerable

cultivation and power, and a successful teacher.

[She had the great advantage of being a pupil of

Johannes Brahms, and has distinguished herself

as an interpreter of his music, playing many of

his pianoforte works for the first time in Eng-

land. She has recently completed a biography

of the master, two vols., 1906.] J. H.

MAY-QUEEN, THE, a Pastoral ; words

by H. F. Chorley, music by W. Sterndale

Bennett, written for a festival at Leeds, and

produced there Sept. 8, 1858. The overture

was composed before the year 1844, and was

originally entitled 'Marie du Bois.' It was

first performed June 24, 1845, at the composer's

own concert at the Hanover Square Kooms. G.

MAYEK, Charles, celebrated pianist, born
March 21, 1799, at Konigsberg. His father, a

clarinet player, went soon after the boy's birth

to St. Petersburg, and four years after to Moscow,
where he settled with his family, Charles first

learned from his mother, a good pianoforte

teacher, and later became a pupil of Field. After

the burning of Moscow in 1812 the family fled

to St. Petersburg, where the mother became
pianoforte teacher, and where the lessons with
Field were resumed. The pupil played .so exactly

like his master that connoisseurs were unable
to tell which was at the piano if a screen was
interposed. In 1814 Mayer accompanied his

father to Paris, where he was well received. He
first played his concert-variations on ' God save

the King ' in Amsterdam. In 1819 he returned

to St. Petersburg, where he worked hard and
successfully at teaching, and formed as many as

800 pupils. In 1845 he travelled to Stockholm,

Copenhagen, Hamburg, Leipzig, and Vienna,

but this was his last tour. In 1850 he settled

in Dresden, where he taught, gave concerts, and
composed up to his death, which took place on
July 2, 1862. His pieces reach the astonishing

number of 900. Mayer's playing was distin-

guished by great purity of style and expression,

and his compositions are eminently suited to

the instrument. They include a concerto with
orchestra in D, op. 70 ; a concerto symphonique,
op. 89 ; and variations and fantasias on opera

airs. His ' Polka Boh^mienne ' in A, was at

one time immensely popular. A Mazurka by
him in FJ major was for some time considered

to be by Chopin, and as such was included in

the first issue of Klindworth's edition. It has

been removed from later issues. F. G.

MAYNARD, John, a lutenist, published in

1611' The XII Wonders of the World, Set and
composed for the VioU de Gambo, the Lute and
the Voyce to sing the Verse, all three jointly

and none severall ; also Lessons for the Lute
and Base Violl to play alone ; with some Lessons

to play Lyra-waye alone, or if you will to fill

up the parts with another Violl set Lute-way.'

The work contains twelve songs severally de-

scribing the characters of a Courtier, Divine,

Soldier, Lawyer, Physician, Merchant, Country
Gentleman, Bachelor, Married Man, Wife,

Widow, and Maid ; and twelve pavans and
galliards for the lute. A curious canon, ' Eight

parts in one upon the Plaine Song,' is on the

title-page. The composer described himself as

'Lutenist at the most famous Schoole of St.

Julian's in Hartfordshire,' and dedicated his

work ' To his ever-honoured Lady and Mistris

the Lady Joane Thynne, of Cause Castle in

Shropshire. ' Some organ pieces by one Maynard
(presumably the same) are contained in a

MS. in the library of the Sacred Harmonic
Society. w. h. h.

MAYE, Johann Simon (also called Simone
Mayer), esteemed opera composer in tha
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beginning of the 19th century, born June 14,

1763, at Mendorf in Bavaria; early showed talent

for music, which he first learned from his father

the village schoolmaster and organist. When
about ten he entered the Jesuit seminary at

Ingplstadt, but did not neglect his music,

either then, or when, after the banishment of

the Jesuits, he studied law in Ingolstadt.

Having made the acquaintance of a nobleman,

Thomas de Bessus of the Grisons, he lived in

the liouse as music master, and was afterwards

sent by his patron to Bergamo, to study with

Lenzi, maestro di cappella there. Mayr found,

however, that his master knew little more than

himself, and was on the point of returning to

Germany, when Count Presenti, a canon of

Bergamo, provided him with the means of

going to F. Bertoni in Venice. Here again his

expectations were deceived, but he picked up
some practical hints and a few rules from

Bertoni, and hard work and the study of good
books did the rest. He had already published

some songs in Ratisbon ; and in Bergamo and
Venice he composed masses and vespers. After

the success of his oratorio 'Jacob a Labano
fugiens,' composed in 1791 for the Conservatorio

dei Mendicanti, and performed before a distin-

guished audience, he was commissioned to

compose three more oratorios for Venice ( ' David,

'

' Tobiae . matrimonium ' and ' Sisara '). For

Forli he wrote ' Jephte ' and a Passion. Thrown
on his own resources by the sudden death of

his patron, he was urged by Piccinni to try the

stage, and his first opera ' Saffo, ossia i riti

d' Apollo Leucadio ' was so well received at the

Fenice in Venice (1794) that he was immediately

overwhelmed with commissions, and between

that date and 1814 composed no less than
seventy-seven operas. Indeed it was not till

Rossini's success that his fame declined. Many
of his melodies were sung about the streets,

such as the pretty oavatina ' O quanto 1' anima

'

from 'Lauso e Lidia.' In 1802 he became

maestro di cappella of Santa Maria Maggiore

in Bergamo, and was so much attached to

his work there, that he declined not only in-

vitations to London, Paris, Lisbon, and Dresden,

but also the post of Censor to the Conservatorio

of Milan, his appointment to which had been

signed by the Viceroy of Italy in 1807. As
professor of composition in the Musical Institute

of Bergamo,—founded in 1805, reorganised in

1811—he exercised great and good influence
;

Donizetti was one of his pupils there. He was

the founder of two institutions for decayed

musicians and their widows, the ' Souola carita-

tevole di Musica,' and the 'Pio Istituto di

Bergamo.' [From 1816 onwards he wrote only

church music, such as masses, psalms, motets,

etc. See Quellen-Lemkon.'] He had been blind

for some years before his death, which took

place on Dec. 2, 1845. The city of Bergaino

erected a monument to him in 1852, and in

1875 his remains and those of Donizetti were

removed with much ceremony to the church of

Santa Maria Maggiore. The most celebrated of

his operas are 'Lodoiska' (1800), 'Ginevra di

Scozia' (1801), 'Medea' (1813), and 'Rosa

bianca e Rosa rossa' (1814). [28 operas are

mentioned in the QueUen-Lexikon as still ex-

tant.] He is said to have been the first to in-

troduce the crescendo of the orchestra to which

Rossini owes so much of his fame. He wrote a

small book on Haydn (1809), a biography of

Capuzzi the violinist, and poems on his death in

1818 ; also La Dottrina degli elementi muskali,

still in MS. in Bergamo. [See the Zeitschr. of

the Int. Mus. Ges. vii. 224, and Le Gtcide Musical,

March 11, 1906.] p. g.

MAYSEDER, Joseph, violinist and composer,

son of a poor painter, born in Vienna, Oct. 26,

1789. Beginning at eight, he learnt the violin

from Suche and Wranitzky. Schuppanzigh
took a great interest in the lad, and entrusted

him with the second violin in his quartet.

In 1800 he gave his first concert in the Augarten
with brilliant success. He rapidly made his

way with the court and nobility, and among
musicians. In 1816 he entered the court

chapel, in 1820 became solo-violin at the court

theatre, and in 1835 was appointed chamber-
violinist to the Emperor. The municipality

awarded him the large gold ' Salvator Medal

'

in 1811, and presented him with the freedom

of the city in 1817. In 1862 the Emperor
bestowed on him the order of Franz -Joseph.
In 1815 he gave, with Hummel (afterwards

replaced by Moscheles) and Giuliani, the so-

called ' Dukaten-concerte.' He also gave con-

certs with Merk the violoncellist, but after

1837 he never appeared in public. He never

played abroad ; even on his visit to Paris in

1820, he would only play before a select circle

of artists, including Kreutzer, Baudiot, Cheru-

bini, Habeneck, Lafont, and Viotti. He took

a great interest in the string -quartet party

which met at Baron Zmeskall's house (where

Beethoven was often present), and afterwards

in that at Prince Constantino Czartoryski's

(from 1843 to 1856). His many pupils spread

his name far and wide. His tone was peculiarly

fascinating, and his execution had great breadth

and elevation of style. With the exception of

a grand mass he composed only chamber music

of a style similar to his playing. He published

sixty-three works, including concertos, polon-

aises, variations, five quintets and eight quartets

for strings, etudes and duets for violin, four

trios, sonatas, etc. for PF., trio for violin, harp,

and horn, etc. Mayseder died, universally

respected, Nov. 21, 1863. c. F. P.

MAZAS, jACQUBs-F^Rtoi, French violinist

and composer, was born Sept. 23, 1782, at

Beziers. He entered the Paris Conservatoire
in 1802, and after having studied for three
years under Baillot, obtained the first prize
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for violin -playing. He had great success at

Paris, especially with his performance of a

violin -concerto, written for him by Auber, at

the Conservatoire. He travelled through a

very large pai-t of Europe, and returned in 1829

to Paris, without, however, gaining his former

success. In 1837 he left Paris again, and
accepted the director-ship of a music-school at

Cambrai, remaining there till 1841. He died

at Beziei-s in 1849.

Mazas wrote a large number of brilliant violin

pieces, quartets, trios, and duets for stringed

instruments (the latter still much valued for

teaching purposes), an instruction-book for the

violin, and one for the viola. Fetis mentions

also two operas (one, ' Le Kiosque, ' performed

in Paris in 1842), two violin-concertos, and an
overture. p. D.

MAZEPPA. (i.) Opera in three acts, libretto

from Poushkin'sPoHoBas, byBourenin and others,

music by Tchaikovsky. Produced at Moscow
and St. Petei-sburg, almost simultaneously, in

1883 ;
given at the Alexandra Theatre, Liver-

pool ; Comedy Theatre, Manchester ; and Grand
Theatre, Birmingham, in August and Sept.

1888, by the Russian National Opera Company,
and promised for performance in London at

what is now the Great Queen Street Theatre,

but the enterprise came to an untimely end
before the opera could be given.

(ii.) The sixth of Liszt's symphonic poems
for orchestra. Originally designed as a piano-

forte ^tude, it was revised and scored for

orchestra in 1858.

MAZURKA, Mazohrka, Masueek, or Ma-
SITSE, a national Polish dance, deriving its

name from the ancient Palatinate of Masovia.

Mazurkas were known as early as the 16th

century ; they originated in national songs

'

accompanied with dancing. They were intro-

duced into Germany by Augustus III., Elector

of Saxony and King of Poland (1733-63), and
after becoming fashionable in Paris, reached

England towards 1845. The Mazurka was
naturalised in Russia after the subjugation of

Poland, but the Russian dance differs from the

Polish in being performed by an indefinite

number, while the latter is usually danced by
four or eight couples. The Mazurka is remark-

able for the variety and liberty allowed in its

figures, and for the peculiar steps necessary to

its performance. Indeed, the whole dance

partakes of the character of an improvisation,

even the invention of new steps and figures

being allowable. The music (in 3-4 or 3-8

time) consists usually of two or four parts of

eight bars, each part being repeated. In the

earliest Mazurkas the bass was invariably on
one note, usually the tonic. There is generally

a strong accent on the third beat of the bar.

1 This feature It has retained. Chopin, In a letter of Angoat
M, 1829. says. The thought fortunately struck Hadejowakl to

write four stanzas for a Mazurka, and I set them to music'
(Earasowaki, 1. SO).
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The tune should also end on the second beat of

the bar, but in old Mazurkas there is often no
definite conclusion, and the repeats are made
ad libitum. The Tempo is much slower than that

of the ordinary waltz. Chopin treated the dance
in a new and characteristic manner. He extended
its original forms, eliminated all vulgarity,

introduced all sorts of Polish airs, and thus
retained little more than the intensely national

character of the original simple dance tune.

(See Karasowski's Life of Chopin, chap. vii.
;

and also the somewhat rhapsodical but still

interesting remarks of Liszt in his Chopin.)

No less than fourteen sets of his Mazurkas
have been published, containing fifty- two in

aU(opp. 6, 7, 17, 24, 30, 33, 41, 50, 56, 59,

63, 67, 68, and one without opus number).
Weber gives the title ' Masurik ' to the fourth

of his six pieces for the PP. k quatre mains
(op. 10).

The following example is a simple Mazurka
popular in the neighbourhood of Warsaw. The
first part of the melody has a vocal accompani-
ment :

—

W. B. S.

MAZZINGHI, Joseph, of an ancient Corsican

family, born in London, Dec. 25, 1765, was a

pupil of John Christian Bach, under whom he
made such progress that, on the death of his

father, in 1775, he was, although but ten years

of age, appointed organist of the Portuguese

Chapel. He then studied under Bertoliui,

Sacchini, and Anfossi. In 1784 he became
musical director and composer at the King's

Theatre, and produced the operas of ' 11 Tesoro

'

and 'La Belle Arsene,' besides many songs,

duets, etc., for introduction into other operas,

and the music for several ballets. The score of

Paisiello's opera ' La Locanda ' having been

consumed in the fire of the Opera House in

June 1789, Mazzinghi rescored the work so

faithfully as to admit of its continued perform-

ance. For the English theatre he set the

following pieces:—'A Day in Turkey,' 1791
;

'The Magician no Conjuror,' 1792 ; 'Ramah
Droog,' 1798; 'The Turnpike Gate,' 1799;
'Paul and Virginia,' 1800 ; 'The Blind Girl,"

1801 ; 'Chains of the Heart,' 1802 (the last

five in collaboration with Reeve) ;
' The Wife

of two Husbands,' 1803 ; 'The Exile,' 1808 ;

and ' The Free Knights,' 1810. The last piece

contained the duet, ' When a little farm we
H
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keep,' which for nearly half a century was
highly popular and constantly introduced into
other pieces.

Mazzinghi was music-master' to the Princess
of Wales, afterwards Queen Caroline, and had
an extensive practice as a teacher of the piano-

forte, for which instrument he composed nearly

seventy sonatas and arranged a multitude of

pieces, besides writing an ' Introduction ' to it.

His glees, trios, harmonised airs, songs, and
other vocal pieces, were legion. His pastoral

glee, ' The Wreath ' (' Tell me, shepherds '), was
long in favour. He likewise composed a mass
for three voices, and six hymns. Having about

1830 attained the rank of Count he retired to

Bath, where he died, Jan. 15, 1844. [C. F.

Pohl, in his Mozart and Saydn in London, vol.

ii. p. 370, states that Joseph Mazzinghi died

in 1839, and that the Mazzinghi who died in

1844 was Thomas, or Tommaao, who was en-

nobled in 1834. The father of one or both was
probably the author of ' Six solos for the violin,'

published as op. 1 in London about 1763. See

the QueUen-Lexi/con.^ W. H. H.

MAZZOCCHI, DoMENico, born at Veja, near

Civita Castellana, about the end of the 16th
century. He was a pupil of Nanini, and
published an opera, ' La Catena d'Adone,' in

1626, a book of five-part madrigals, a set of

'Dialoghi e Sonetti' in 1638, and a volume of

'Musiche sacre' in 1640. In the dedication

of this last he states that he has been for

twenty years in the service of the family of

Aldobrandini Borghese. His claim to notice

is mainly for the reason that he seems to have
been the first to use the sign -=^ ==— for a

crescendo and diminuendo, or a 'swell.' His
brother, Virgilio Mazzoochi, was from 1628
to 1629 maestro di cappella at St. John Lateran

in Rome, and in the latter year was appointed

to a similar place in St. Peter's. He held this

post until his death in October 1646. In 1640
he published, as op. 1, ' Sacrae fiores ' for two,

three, and four voices, and in 1648, a set of

psalms for double chorus was issued (^Quellen-

Zexikon).

MEAN (Old Eng. Meane, Mene ; Lat.

Medina). 1. An old name for a middle Voice-

part, whether Alto or Tenor.

2. A name given to the second instrument
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remarkable for its well-defined rhythm, but in
time the name was applied to a solemn and
stately dance, of the nature of a Pavan or a
Minuet. The dignified ohaiaoter of the dance
is proved by the use of the expression to tread

a measure ' ; a phrase of frequent occurrence in

the works of the Elizabethan dramatists. In
the reigns of Elizabeth and James I., Measures
were danced at court, and at the public enter-

tainments periodically given by the Societies of

Law and Equity. On these occasions the great

legal and state dignitaries took part in them,
but the custom seems rapidly to have died out

under Charles I. It is somewhat remarkable

that no trace can be found of any special music
to which Measures were danced ; this circum-

stance seems to prove that there was no definite

form of dance tune for them, but that any
stately and rhythmical air was used for the

purpose. w. B. s.

(ii.) In relation to music pure and simple,

apart from the dance, the word means the group
of beats or main rhythms which are contained

between two bar-lines. This is the measure of

time, and defines the nimiber of pulsations, such
as 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, or other aggregate which is to be
taken as the determinate standard or unit by
which the multifarious complications of rhythms
in an extended piece ofmusic are to be ultimately

regulated. [Most American, and some European
writers, use the word ' measure ' as the equi-

valent of ' bar ' for the notes contained between
two bar-lines.] o. h. h. p.

M]6DECIN MALGRE LUI, LE. Adapted
from Moliere by Barbier and Cane, music by
M. Gounod. Produced at the Theltre Lyrique,

Jan. 15, 1858. In English, as 'The Mock
Doctor,' at Covent Garden, Feb. 27, 1865. G.

Henry Fielding made a ballad opera, 'The
Mock Doctor, or the Dumb Lady cured,' acted

at Drury Lane in 1732, and often revived after-

wards. It was published with the airs of the

songs by J. Watts in 1732. F. K.

M^DEE. Opera in three acts ; words by
Hoffinanu, music by Cherubini. Produced at

the Th^tre Feydeau, March 13, 1797 ; in

London, at Her Majesty's Theatre, in Italian,

with recitatives by Arditi, June 6, 1865. G.

MEDESIMO TEMPO, ' in the same time,' is

occasionally used in the same way as L'Istesso

Tempo, and has the same meaning. M.

MEDIAL CADENCE. See Cadence, vol. i.

p. 4416.

MEDIANT (from the Lat. Medius, 'middle').

I. One of the three most significant Regular

Modulations of the Ecclesiastical Modes, ranking

next in importance to the Dominant or Recit-

ing-Note. [See Initials, Absolute, vol. ii.

p. 469 ; Modes, the Ecclesiastical ; Modu-
lations, Regtjxak and Conceded.]
The normal position of the Mediant in the

Authentic Modes lies as nearly as possible mid-

way between the Final and the Dominant.
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In the Plagal Modes the position of the

Mediant is governed rather by the necessity for

securing a convenient note for the Modulation
than by any fixed law.

The following table exhibits, at one view, the
Mediants of all the Modes in general use, both
Authentic and Plagal :

—

Model., P. Mode v., A. Mode IX., 0.
Mode II., B. Mode VI., D. Mode X., B.
Mode til, G. Mode VII., C. Mode XIII., E.
Mode IV., G. Mode VIII., P. Mode XIV., A.

II. In modem music the term Mediant is

always applied to, the Third of the scale, by
reason of its intermediate position, between the

Tonic and the Dominant.
The office of this note is extremely important,

inasmuch as it determines whether the tonality

of the scale is Major or Minor. w. s. K.

MEDIATION (Lat. Mediaiio). [The inflexion

which occurs half-way through a psalm-tone
before the point of division marked in the words
by a colon. (See Inflexion.)] Each Tone has,

in reality, only one Mediation ; though that one
exhibits itself, in most cases, in at least three

different forms— one used for the Psalms, one for

the Introits, and a thfrd commonly caUed the
' Festal Form, ' forthe Canticles. Moreover, Tones
II., IV., v., VI., and VIII. have each a special

form of Mediation, used only when the first

half of the verse to which it is sung ends with
a monosyllable or Hebrew proper name. For
examples of these diflerent forms, see Tones,
the Geegoeian, under which heeiding will also

be found a detailed account of the connection of

the Mediation with the other members of the

chant.

In addition to these recognised forms of the

Mediation certain others have attained, from
time to time, a considerable amount of local

popularity, in consequence ofthe claim put forth

by particular Dioceses—especially in France—to

a peculiar ' Use ' oftheirown. Theutterabolition
of such Diocesan Uses—almost all of which can

be proved to have originated in a corrupt method
ofchanting—was one oftheobjects contemplated

by the compilers of the Ratisbou Office-books,

as revised by the Sacred Congregation of Rites,

and formally sanctioned by the authority of the

Holy See. [This object was attained, and a

fixed standard was adopted for many years ; but
the recognition of the Solesmes chant as more
authoritative than any other, a recognition ex-

pressed in the ' motu proprio ' of Pope Pius X.,

has destroyed the monopoly of the Ratisbon

Office-books.] [SeeMACicoTATiouM.] w. s. R.

;

with additions by w. h. f.

MEERESSTILLE UND GLUCKLICHE
FAHRT, i.e." Cahn Sea and Prosperous Voyage,

-a poem by Goethe, which has been set to music

by two great masters.

1. By Beethoven, for chorus and orchestra.

Composed in 1815, first performed at the Great

Redoutensaal in Vienna on Christmas Day of
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that year, and published Feb. 28, 1823, by
Steiiier. It ia dedicated 'to the immortal
Goethe.' The reverse of the title-page contains
three lines from Voss's translation of the
Odyssey (viii. 479), thus rendered by Lang
and Butcher :

—

For from all men on earth minstrels get their meed
of honour and worship ; inasmuch as the muse teacheth
them the paths of song, and loveth the tribe of minstrels.

A letter from Beethoven to the publisher,

dated June 12, and apparently belonging^to the

year 1824, calls it a cantata, and asks for the
loan of the score, that he ' nfight write a kind
of overture to it.' This intention does not
appear to have been carried out.

2. By Mendelssohn, for orchestra only.

Written in the summer of 1828, first performed
at Berlin, Dec. 1, 1832, remodelled and 'made
thirty times .as good as before,' and published
as op. 27 and No. 3 of his Concert Overtures
in 1834. We learn from a passage in his

sister's diary' that Mendelssohn wished to

avoid the form of an introduction and over-

tm-e, and to throw his work into two companion
pictures. a.

MEERTS, Lambert Joseph, distinguished

violinist and composer for his instrument,

born at Brussels, Jan. 6, 1800 ; died there,

May 12, 1863. Pupil of Lafont, Habeneck,
and Baillot. At the age of sixteen he became
a member of the theatre orchestra in Antwerp.
After completing his studies in Paris, he re-

turned to Brussels and established himself as

a teacher and performer. In 1835 he was ap-

pointed professor of the violin at the Brussels

Conservatoire. . He wrote several instructive

works for the violin, including a series of duets

for two violins, each study being founded on a

particular rhythm extracted from one of Beet-

hoven's symphonies. (A. 'KasonC\a.r\ie'a Fiddlers

Ancient and Modem, London, 1896.) E. H-A.

MEFISTOFELE. See Faust (iii.), vol. ii.

p. 16.

MEHLIGr, Anna, a distinguished pianist,

was born at Stuttgart, July 11, 1846. She re-

ceived her musical education at the Conserva-

torium of her native town, and afterwards spent

a year atWeimar studying under Liszt. In 1 8 66

she made her first appearance in England, play-

ing Hummel's Concerto in B Minor at the Phil-

harmonic on April 30. She revisited England
each year till 1869 inclusive, playing regularly

at the Philharmonic and Crystal Palace and
other concerts. She then took a long tour in

America, where she met with great success.

In 1875 she reappeared in England, playing

Chopin's E minor Concerto at -the Crystal

Palace on Oct. 9, and paid annual visits to

London for many years. Her repertoire is large,

her power of execution remarkable, and her style

is full of refinement and poetry. Since her

1 Hensera Die FamilU Slendehsohn, i. 194.

mjShul

marriage with Herr Falk of Antwerp she has

lived in that city. ,
a.

MEH0L, Etienne Henki (or Etiennb-

NicOLAs), born June 22, 1763, at Givet in the

Ardennes, son of a cook, who was too poor to

give him much education. Even in childhood

he showed a passion for music, and a remarkable

perseverance in overcoming obstacles, and at ten

was appointed organist to the convent of the

Rfcollets at Givet. Having learned all that his

master, a poor blind organist, could teach him,

he was thrown on his own resources, until the

arrival, at the neighbouring convent of La-

valdieu, of a new organist, Wilhelm Hauser,

whose playing had attracted the attention of the

Abbot Ussoir, when visiting the Abbey of

Scheussenried in Swabia. The monks of Laval-

dieu, wishing to make music a special feature in

their services, had a good organ, and the playing

of Hauser, who was a sound and good musician,

caused quite an excitement in that secluded

corner of the Ardennes. Lavaldieu was several

leagues from Givet, but Mehul often walked over

to hear him ; and at length, with the consent

f his father, was admitted into the convent, and
became the most diligent, as he was the most
gifted, of the eight pupils under Hauser's train-

ing. At fourteen he became deputy-organist

;

and a distinguished amateur who heard him play

was so struck by his evident power of imagina-

tion, that he determined to take him to Paris,

and in 1778 M^hul bade farewell to the flowers

he loved to cultivate, and the instructor who had
put him in the way to become a great musician.

On his arrival in Paris he at once went to Edel-

mann for instruction in pianoforte-playing and
composition. To earn his bread he gave lessons,

and composed two sonatas (1781) which bear no
traces of a master mind ; but this was not the

line in which he was destined to distinction.

In 1779 he was present, at the first performance
of ' Iphig^nie en Tauride,' and the effect pro-

duced on one with his cultivated intellect, his

love of the beautiful, and passionate though
reserved nature, was immense. He expressed

his admiration to Gluck himself, who received

the young enthusiast graciously, gave him valu-

able advice, and undertook his instruction in

the philosophical and poetical parts of music.

Encouraged by the success of a cantata with
orchestra composed to one of Eousseau's sacred

odes, and produced at the Concert Spirituel in

March 1782, he might have gone on writing
church music, had not Gluok shown him his

true vocation, and directed his attention to the

stage. Solely for practice, he composed , one after

another, three operas, ' Psychd et 1'Amour," a

pastoral by Voisenon previously set by Saint
Amans

;
' Anacr6on,' the third act of a ballet

by Bernard and Rameau, produced in 1757 as
' Les Surprises de 1'Amour ' ; and ' Lausus et

Lydie,' three acts, to a libretto adapted by
Valadier from Marmontel. These unpublished
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scores are lost, no trace of them being discover-

able in any of the public libraries of Paris.

M^hnl now felt himself in a position to appear
before the public, and Valadier having furnished

him with the libretto of ' Cora et Alonzo,' four

acts, also taken from Marmontel, the score was
soon ready, and accepted by the Academic, but

there the matter ended. Tired of waiting, he
resolved to try his fortune at another theatre,

and having made the acquaintance of Hoffmann
he obtained from him the libretto of ' Euphrosine

et Coradin, on le Tyran corrig^,' three acts (Sept.

i, 1790). In this op6ra-comique the public

recognised at once a force, a sincerity of accent,

a dramatic truth, and a gift of accurately ex-

pressing the meaning of the words, which were
throughout the main characteristics of M^hul's

mature genius. Its success was instantaneous
;

and the duet ' Gardez-vous de la jalousie, ' the

close of which contains a modulation as un-

expected as it is effective, speedily became
a favourite throughout France. Henceforth

Mehnl had ample opportunities of satisfying

his productive instinct, and he brought out

'Cora' (I'rai); 'Stratonice' (May 3, 1792); 'Le jeune Sage et le

TieDX Fou ' (179S) ; and the third act of ' Le Jugemeiit de Farts ' (the
other acta b7Haydn and Pleyel); 'HoratiuBCoclte'and 'M^Udoreet
Phroaine * (1794) ; ' Ia Cayerne ' (1795). not so succeaaful a^ Lesueur'a
on the same subject ; 'Doria'and 'Lejeune Henri' (1797) ; 'Adriea'
(June 4) and 'Ariodant' (Oct. 11, 1799): 'Epicure.' with Cherubini
(Harch 14). and ' Bion ' (Dec. 27, 1800)

;
' L'lrato, on I'Emporfcd ' (Feb.

17. 1801); 'Une Polie' (April 4), ' LeTr^or suppose.' 'Joanna,' and
' L'Seureux inalgr^ lui ' (1802) ; ' H^l^na ' and ' Le Baiser et la Quit-
tance,' with Krentzer. Boieldien, and Nicolo (1803) ; ' Les deux
Avenglea de Tol&ie' (Jan. 28), 'Utbal' (May 17), and 'Oabrielle
d'EitnSea' (Jnne 25, 1806) ; 'Joseph' (Feb. 17. 1807).

Astonishing as it may seem, these twenty-four

operas were not the only works Mehul produced

within seventeen years. He composed and
published in addition many patriotic songs and
cantatas, among others the ' Chant national du
14 Juillet,' the 'Chant du Depart," the 'Chant
du Eetour,' the 'Chanson de Roland,' and
choruses to 'Timoleou' (1794), a tragedy by
Joseph Chenier ; two ballets, ' La Dansomanie

'

(1800) and 'Daphnis et Pandrose
'

; several

operettas, and other 'moreeaux de circonstance,'

such as ' Le Pont de Lodi,' etc., all unpublished

except the ' Chant lyrique ' for the inauguration

of the statue voted to Napoleon by the Institut.

[A mass, written for the coronation of Napoleon,

but not performed then, was published in Paris

in 1879.]

The epoch at which he composed ' Uthal ' and
' Joseph ' was the culminating point of M^hul's

career. He was already a member of the Institut

(1795) and a chevalier of the Legion of Honour

(1802), and had been inspector of instruction at

the Conservatoire from its foundation. His

pupils looked up to him and he was a favourite

in the best society, but such homage did not

blind him to the fact that in science his col-

leagues Cherubini and Catel were his superiors,

owing to his want of early systematic training.

This accounts for his laborious efforts to change

his style, and excel in more than one department

of music. His symphonies, though performed

at the Conservatoire, cannot rank with those of

Haydn and Mozart ; indeed none of his other

orchestral works rise to the level of his overtures.

Of his ballets ' Le Retour d'Ulysse ' (1807), and
' Persee et Andromfede ' (1810) in which he in-

troduced many pieces from 'Ariodant,' were
well received, but ' Les Amazones, ou la fonda-

tion de Thebes' (1811) disappeared after nine

performances. An op&a-comique in one act,

'Le Prince Troubadour' (1813), was not more
successful, [and in 1814 he collaborated with
Paer, Berton, and Krentzer, in ' L'Oriflamme '

;]

his last work, ' La Journee aux Aventures,

'

three acts (Nov. 16, 1816), kept the boards for

some time. Its success was partly due to its

being known at the time that Mehul was dying
of consumption. Two months after its produc-

tion he was sent to Provence, but the change
came too late ; he returned to Paris, and died

there Oct. 18, 1817, aged fifty-four. Besides six

unpublished operas composed between 1787 and
1797, he left the unfinished score of ' Valentinede

Milan,' a three-act opera-oomique, completed by
his nephew and pupil Daussoigne-Mdhul (born

at Givet, June 10, 1790, died at Li^ge, March
10, 1875), and produced Nov. 28, 1822.

The most conspicuous quality of Mehul's

work as a whole is its absolute passion. This

is exemplified most strikingly in ' Stratonice

'

and ' Ariodant.' Not less obvious are the traces

of the viirious influences under which he passed.

Between ' Ariodant ' and ' Joseph ' must be

placed all those repeated attempts to vary his

style, and convince his detractors that he could

compose light and graceful airs as well as grand,

pathetic, and sustained melodies, which cannot

be considered as anything but failures, although

the ignorant amateurs of the day pronounced

'L'lrato' to be true Italian music. 'Joseph,'

which dates from the midst of the Revolution,

before the Empire, belongs to a different epoch,

and to a different class of ideas. Mehul's noble

character, his refined sentiment, and religious

tendencies, the traces of his early education, in

his perfect acquaintance with the church modes
and plain-song, and his power of writing excel-

lent church music, are all apparent in this

powerful work, the simplicity, grandeur, and

dramatic truth of which will always command
the admiration of impartial musicians.

M^hul was not so fortunate as Grftry in

finding a poet whose creative faculties harmon-

ised thoroughly with his own ; and he was

fascinated by any subject—antique, chivalrous,

Ossianic, Spanish, patriarchal, or biblical— so

long as it afforded him opportunities for local

colouring, the importance of which he often

exaggerated. His overtures to ' Le Jeune Henri,

'

'Horatius Codes,' ' TimoWon, ' and 'Les deux

Aveugles de ToMe ' are, however, incomparably

superior to anything of the kind which preceded

them ; and most striking are such passages as
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the introduction to 'Ariodant,' where three
violoncellos and a trombone hold a kind of

dialogue, and that in 'Melidore et Phrosine,'

where four horns which have a complete part

throughout the score, accompany the voice of a
dying man with a kind of smothered rattle. In
' Uthal ' the violins are entirely absent, their

places being taken by the violas, in order to

produce a soft and misty eifect. Gretry was
shocked at this innovation, and so wearied by
its monotony, that he cried on leaving the

theatre after the first performance, ' Six francs

for a chanterelle (E-string) !

'

Though Mehul's new and ingenious combina-
tions were not always successful, and though his

melodies were often wanting in that life and
dash which rouse an audience, it must be

acknowledged that with all his faults his work
bears the stamp of a very individual mind and
character, and the impress of that mighty race

of 1789, with whom to will was to do, but
amongst whose many gifts that of grace was
too often wanting. Had he but possessed this

fascinating quality, M^hul might have been the

Mozart of France. As it is, we cannot withhold

our admiration from the man who carried on
Gluok's work ivith even more than Gluok's

musical skill, regenerated opera -comique, and
placed himself at the head of the composers of

his own time and nation.

The portrait of Mehul which we engrave is

taken from a remarkable print by Quenedey,

1808. Quatre-raere de Quincy pronounced his

eulogium at the Institut in Oct. 1818, and
Vieillard, one of his intimate friends, published

an interesting Notice, of him (Paris, 1859).

The library of the Conservatoire contains many
of his autographs, several being fragments of

unpublished operas. The writer of this article

discovered among them ' La Naissance d'Oscar

Leclerc,' not elsewhere mentioned, an opera-

comique ' La Taupe, ' and an ' Ouverture bur-

lesque ' for piano, violin, and reeds, interesting

merely as musical curiosities. G. c.

MEIBOM (in Latin MEIBOMIUS), Maeous,
learned historian of music, born early in the 1 7th

century at Toenningen in Schleswig-Holstein.

Nothing is known of his studies ; but his great

work, Antiquae musicae auctores septem graece

et latine (Amsterdam, Elzevir), was published

in 1652, and as in those days eminence was
rarely attained in early youth, the date of his

birth can hardly have been either 1626 or 1630
as commonly stated. The work was dedicated

to Queen Christina of Sweden, at whose court

he resided for some time. On one occasion,

however, while singing at the Queen's request

his version of an ancient Greek melody, the

whole court burst out laughing, and Meibom,
imagining that the Queen's physician Bourdelot

was the instigator of this unseemly mirth, gave
him a box on the ear, and was in consequence

dismissed. He took refuge with Frederick IIL
of Denmark, who gave him a professorship at

Upsala, but he soon returned to Holland.

Having endeavoured in vain to find a capitalist

who would carry into execution his plan of

restoring the ancient triremes, he came to Eng-
land in 1674 with the view of making arrange-

ments for a new edition of the Old Testament.
This project also failed, and returning to Hol-

land, he died at Utrecht in 1711. The book
already mentioned is one of the most valuable

sources of information on ancient music, and may
be considered a precursor of Gerber and Cousse-

maker. [Its usefulness is much enhanced in

the modern reprints, the latest of which is by
Karl von Jais (1895).] For his numerous works
on music and geometry the reader is referred to

F^tis. F. G.

MEILAND, Jacob, born about 1542 at

Senftenberg in Saxony, was brought up as a

chorister in the Saxon Court Chapel, at Dresden.
After attending the University of Leipzig, and
spending some time in travelling, he was ap-

pointed capellmeister to the Margrave of Ans-
pach, till the dissolution of this chapel in 1574.
The rest of his life, to his early death in 1577,
Meiland spent chiefly as an invalid at Frankfort-

on-the-Main, though busy to the last in bring-

ing out his fairly numerous publications. He
was highly thought of in his time as a composer
of Latin and German Motets, and considered even
the equal of Orlando Lassus. His harmonies are

often rugged, after the manner of Orlando. In
the composition of German secular songs he was
one of the first to introduce into Germany the
Italian Villanella style, paying more attention

to the rhythmical declamation of the words than
to the artifices of counterpoint. His worksare :

—

1. CantioDes Sacme. 1564, 17 Noa. a 5 and 6.
2. Neue ausorleaene teutsche Liedlein. 1569. 15 Noa. a i and 6.
3. Selectae Cantioiies. 15V2. 17 Noa. a 5 and 6.
4. Saurae aliquot cantionea latinae et genaanlcae, 1675, 33 Noa.

a 4 and 5.

5. Nolle au.'ierleaene Teutache Geaang, 1675, 18 Noa. 4 and 5.
6. Cantionea novae, etc., 1.576, 19 Noa. a 5.

7. Cygneae cantionea latinae et germauicae, 1590. 22 Noa. a 4 and 5.
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Other worka, including three settings of the

Passion, are preserved in MS. Three L^tin motets

were republished in Commer's Musica Sacra, and
two German sacred songs a 4 are contained

in Sohoberlein. j. B. M.

MEIjSTARDUS, Ltjdwig Siegfried, born

Sept. 17, 1827, at Hooksiel (Oldenburg), was at

first educated at the Gymnasium at Jever, where

his father held an official post. He was intended

to study theology, but his musical inclinations

could not be resisted, and he was at length

allowed to devote himself to the art, his

parents imposing the cnrioils condition that he

was to become a public performer on some in-

strument. To this end he took up the violon-

cello, learning what he could from the Stadt-

musikus of the place, who was a violinist. After

making himself ill with excessive practice, he
returned to school, and it was not till he had
finished his studies there that he finally deter-

mined, on the advice of Schumann, who had seen

some of his compositions, to embrace the profes-

sion of a composer. At Christmas, in 1846, he

entered the Leipzig Conaervatorium, but after

half a year, finding that private instruction from

Eiccius would be more to his advantage, he
accordingly remained with him for two years.

In 1850 he went to Berlin in order to study

with A. B. Marx, but for some reason or other

he fell under the suspicions of the police, and
was not allowed to remain. He betook himself

to Liszt at Weimar, where he stayed some
months, after which he went to Erfurt as

conductor of a small theatrical company, and
subsequentlyin asimilar capacity to Nordhausen.

At last he was provided with better credentials,

and succeeded in remaining in Berlin. In

1853, having finished his education with Marx,

he was appointed conductor of the Singakademie

at Glogau, where he remained until, in obedience

to a call from Julius Rietz, he went to the

Dresden Conservatorium as a teacher in 1865.

In 1874 he settled in Hamburg, where he was

for many years continuously active as a composer

and as critic of the Hamburger KorrespondeiU.

In 1887 he moved to Bielefeld, to take up a

post as organist, and died there July 12, 1896.

His most prominent compositions are the ora-

torios 'Simon Petrus,' 'Gideon,' 'KiinigSalomo,'

' Luther in Worms,' ' Odrun ' ; two operas,

'Bahnesa' (three acts, finished 1881) and
' Doktor Sassafras ' (neither of them performed) ;

four ballads for chorus, 'Roland's Schwanenlied,'

' Frau Hitt,' ' Die Nonne,' ' Jung Baldurs Sieg '

;

two symphonies, and many chamber composi-

tions. A memoir of Mattheson, an autobio-

graphical sketch, and collected criticisms, are his

most important contributions to literature. M.

MEISTER, ALTE. A collection of forty PF.

pieces of the 17th and 18th centuries, edited by

E. Pauer, published by Breitkopf & Hartel :

—

Eameau. Gaii)tte»iidVariatioii>|Klrnberger. Fugue (3 parts) In

In A minor. I
n mlaor.

Kimberger, Fugue (2 parts) In
D.

Marpurg. Caprtccio In F.
M6hul. Sonata in A,
J, Oh. Bach. Sonata in C minor.
C. F. E. Bach. Allegro in A.
W. Fr, Bach, Fugue in C minor.
Kuhnau. Sonata in n.
Fad. Martini. Prelude, Fugue,
and Allegro In E minor.

J. L. Kreba. Partita in Bb.
Do., Do. Et).

Mattheson, 4 Olgues.
Couperin. La Bandoline, Lee
Agr^mens.

Paradiea. Sonata in D.
Zipol). Preludlo, Corrente, Sara-
banda, and Glga in O minor,

Cheiubioi. Sonata In Bb.
HfLSsler. Sonata In A minor.
Wagensell. Sonata in F.
Benda. Laigo and Presto in F.
Frohberger. Toccata in D minor.
Sacchlni. Sonata in F.
Basse. Allegro in bV.
W. Fr. Bach. Sonata in C.

Solle. Sonata in Bb.
Handel. Capricclo in O.
Rameau. La Livri, L'Aga^nte,
La Tlmide,

Loeilly, Suite In O minor.
SosBl, AndantlnoandAllegroin
O.

F. Turini, Presto In G minor and
Sonata in Db.

C. P. E. Bach. La Xenophone,
Sibylle, La Complalsante, Les
Langueura tendree.

Graun. Gigue in Bb minor.
Matielli. Gigue, Adagio, and

Allegro.
Sarti. Allegro in G.
Grazloli. Sonata in G.
D. Scarlatti. 2 Sonatas.
Mattheson. Suite In C minor.
Couperin. La Bersan, L'Ausonl-
enne, Les Charmes, Le Bavolet
flottant,

Schobert. Minuet and Allegro
molto In £b.

MulTat, GigueinBb and Allegro
spiritoso in D. ^

MEISTERSINGER (Germ. Master-singers).

The name given to the guilds of poet-musicians

which flourished in the 14th-16th centuries

in various towns of Germany. The founder of

the first guild is supposed to have been Heinrich
von Meissen, called Frauenlob, who instituted a

company at Mainz in 1311. As to the original

signification of the name, authorities are divided,

but it seems fairly certain that as in other crafts

the grades of apprentice, journeyman, and
master were difl'erentiated, so the members of

theseguildspassed successivelythrough the stages

of Schiller, Schulfreund, Sanger, Diohter, and
Meister. For a list of famous meistersingers, the

chief of whom was Hans Sachs, see Song. The
guild was a kind of counterpart, in what would
now be called the middle classes of German
society, to the Minnesinger, who were ex-

clusively of noble birth. Various books on the

history of both bodies have been written, but
there is none which gives so vivid and accurate

a picture of the craft as is to be seen in Wagner's
comedy in music (see below). m.

MEISTERSINGER VON NUENBERG,
DIE. An opera in three acts ; words and music

by Richard Wagner, completed in Oct. 1867,
and first performed at Munich, June 21, 1868,

under thedirection of Von Billow. [The overture

was first performed at Leipzig, Nov. 1, 1862.

The first performance in England took place

under Richter, at Drury Lane, May 30, 1882
;

it was given at Covent Garden, in an Italian ver-

sion, by G. Mazzuoato, July 13, 1889, and by the

Carl Rosa Company at Manchester in an English

version, April 16, 1896. In 1888 it was given

for the first time at Bayreuth, where it has oc-

casionally figured in the festival programmes
since, as in 1892 and 1899. See Weissheimer's

Erlebnisse mit Richard Wagner."] a.

MEL, EiNALDO DEL, ' Gentilhuomo Fiamen-

go,' and distinguished composer of the 16th

century. The date of his birth is not known,

but his nationality is assured, not only by the

above title, which appears on more than one of

his works, but by his own words, ' la natione

nostra Fiammengo. ' [In the ' Sacrae Cantiones

'

of 1589, he implies that Schlettstadt in Lorraine
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was his birthplace.] He is not to be confused
with Gaudio Mell, a name which Adami,'
Liberati,2 and Martini ^ give to Goudimel. [See

vol. ii. p. 206.] Having served Sebastian,

King of Portugal, and his successor, Cardinal
don Henriquez, as Chapelmaster, he arrived in

Rome in 1680. This change in his career may
be accounted for by the annexation of Portugal

to Spain in that year. If Philip II. was un-
willing to keep up a useless retinue in Lisbon, he
would certainly make no exception in favour of
' Flemish gentlemen,' who indeed were never to

his liking. [At Rome, Mel entered the service

of Cardinal Paleotto.] He presented himself

without loss of time to Falestrina, but soon found
himself out of his depth on musical subjects, and
confessed tbatRinaldo's questions could not keep
pace with Pierluigi's answers. So the ex-Chapel-

master set himself down to school tasks again,

ambitious to become a worthy disciple of that

Roman school which he declared was the greatest

in Europe.* His diploma was soon obtained,

for his publications began in 1581, with a first

book of motets, a 4-8, and between that year

and 1595 he published five books of motets and
fifteen books ofmadrigals, besidescontributingto

various collections which carried his name from
Rome to Venice, Nuremberg, Antwerp, and
Munich. [See the Quellen-Lexikon.^

Up to 1590 he probably lived chiefly in Rome,
though we find him at Liege in 1587,^ where
some of his family were in the service of Ernest,

Duke of Bavaria, [in whose employ we find the

composer in the following year.] In 1591 he
was again in the service of Cardinal Gabriel

Paleotto, archbishop of Bologna, who had him-
self some knowledge of music." When the

diocese of Sabina was placed under Paleotto's

charge in 1591 he founded a college, improved

the cathedral at Magliano, and made many
changes in the internal government. The
appointment of a new maestro di cappella agrees

well enough with these facts, and it is in the

year 1591 that we hear of Mel's appointment to

the cathedral and the new college. He dates

from Calvi, a little town near Magliano, March

20, 1593, and .from Magliano' itself, 1595.

From this time his publications cease, and we
have no further record of him. He is said to

have been already well advanced in life when he

left Portugal, and by this time was probably an

old man. So we may assume that the end of

life was near, and that he did not long siirvive

Palestrina.

Proske prints a Litany in the Musica

Dirnna, Ann. II., vol. iii. (Ratisbon, 1869), and

1 OtiervattoniperbenresjolareOapetlaponttf.^'BMin&.VJW). (Brit.

Hui. C. 20 c.|

3 tettera in rUposta ad una del Siff. Pert. (Brit, Mua. 556 c. 8.)

9 aiudicio di ApoUo bound up with third volume of Uartinl's

Btoria della Musica. (Brit. Mua. 667 eq.)

i Baini IB responaible for tbis story. See Memorie di Pattttrina.

s Madrigali a U (Anvers, 1688). See also FtStlB, Biographiti, under
' Melle, Renant de.'

6 See Fantuzzi, Itotizie deUi Bortttori Bolognesi (Bologna, I7fl8),

7 See dedication of ' Liber 6"" motectorum ' (Venice, 1595).

Commer's Musica Sacra contains seven motets

and a litany ; the Motet Society published

an anthehi, '0 praise the Lord,' adapted

by Dr. Aldrich from a work of Mel's, in vol. iii.

p. 128. J. K. s.-B.

MELBA, Madame (Nelue Porter Arm-
strong), one of the most celebrated prime

donne of our time, was born May 19, 1859,' at

Burnley on the ' Yarra Braes,' near Melbourne.

Her father, David Mitchell, a Scotch contractor,

had settled in Australia some years. He was

proud of his child's precocious musical talent,

and allowed her to sing at a concert in the

Richmond (Melbourne) Town Hall when only

six years old. She also received instruction

in piano, harmony, and composition, and fre-

quently played the organ at the local church.

Mr. Mitchell objected, however, to her adopting

music as a profession, and when she gave her

first public concert he marked his displeasure

by closing his house and extinguishing the

lights at an early hour. It was only after her

marriage in 1882 to Captain Charles Armstrong
(son of Sir Archibald Armstrong of King's

Co., Ireland) that the young soprano finally

determined to follow a musical career ; nor did

she come to Europe until the spring of 1886,

when, after a solitary appearance at Prince's

Hall, London (June 1), she went to Paris to

study under Madame Marchesi.

Her period of tutelage was rapid and brilliant,

for after twelve months' work her teacher pro-

nounced her ready for the stage, and on Oct.

12, 1887, she made her d^but as Gilda at the

Theatre de la Monnaie, Brussels, under the

name of 'Melba,' obviously derived from that

of her native city, Melbourne. She achieved

instantaneous success, and was soon afterwards

engaged by Sir Augustus Harris for his first

season of Italian Opera at Covent Garden in

1888, where the new prima donna duly made
her appearance as Lucia on May 24.

From the outset the London public was
rapturous in its warmth. Calmer critics readily

perceived what was still lacking to the equip-

ment of a really great and finished artist ; but
none could gainsay the uncommon character

of Madame Melba's endowments— the extra-

ordinary beauty of her silvery tone, its bright,
' girlish ' quality and remarkable evenness

throughout a compass of two and a half octaves

(5 flat to /'"), and above all the excellence of a
method that plainly owed as much to nature as

it did to art. In her brilliant execution of the
most difficult fioritwre nothing impressed more
than the wonderful flexibility of the organ,

unless it was the unfailing ease and perfect

sense of restraint with which the singer accom-
plished her tours deforce. This rare faculty for

using her tone within rather than beyond its

true limit of resonant power has remained one
of the most striking and beneficial features of

8 Brit. itus. Biog.
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Mme. Melba's method. Once, in America, she
was so ill-advised as to essay the part of Briinn-

hilde in ' Die Walkiire.' But it was for a single

night only. Fortunately she perceived that
disaster must ensue, and took care never to

repeat her error.

In the spring of 1889 Mme. Melba made her

d^but at the Paris Op^ra, and sang Opli^lie

with great success to the Hamlet of M. Las-

salle. She also prepared the rSles of Marguerite

and Juliette under the personal instruction of

Gounod, and later in the year undertook both at

Covent Garden, where ' Romeo et Juliette ' was
then performed in French for the first time.

In conjunction with MM. Jean and Edouard de
Beszke she shared a memorable triumph in

these operas, while her vocal and dramatic

resources alike manifested a marked advance.

Thenceforward she took part regularly in every

Covent Garden season without missing a single

summei-. In 1890 Mme. Melba added to her

repertoire the parts of Elsa ('Lohengrin ') and
Esmeralda (in the French revival of Goring

Thomas's charming opera) ; subsequently Vio-

letta in 'La Traviata,' Michaela in 'Carmen,'

Rosina in ' II Barbiere, ' and the Queen in ' Les

Huguenots.' In 1894 she created here therfile

of Nedda in 'Pagliaoci,' and ten years later

that of ' Hflene ' in the opera so named, written

for her by Camille Saint-Saens.

Meanwhile, the accomplished artist had ex-

tended her renown through many lands. In

1891 she accompanied the De Reszkes to St.

Petersburg, by special command of the Czar,

and was welcomed there with extraordinary

warmth. In 1892 she sang at La Scala, Milan,

and followed up her triumphs there with a

brilliant tour through Italy. Next year she

fulfilled the first of many successful engage-

ments in the United States, making her d^but

with the De Reszkes at Chicago during the
' World's Fair.' In 1894 she sang for the first

time at the Handel Festival (Selection Day).

In 1902, after an absence of sixteen years,

Mme. Melba revisited Australia, making her

reappearance in Melbourne on Sept. 27, and

subsequently giving concerts at Sydney, Bris-

bane, Adelaide and many other towns. Her
proud fellow - countrymen loaded her with

honours of every kind, and altogether the

prima donna's return to the land of her birth

constituted a veritable ' royal progress.

'

At the time this article is penned Mme.
Melba continues to hold undisputed sway as the

head of her profession. Intelligence, industry,

and perseverance, allied to vocal gifts of the

highest order, have combined to elevate her to

this exalted position ; and she is the first

singer of British birth who has ever attained

it upon the lyric stage as well as the concert

platform. H. K.

MELGOUNOV, Julius Nicholaevich,

pianist and musical vmter, born August 30

(Sept. 12), 1846, at Vetlouga in the Govern-
ment of Kostroma, died at Moscow, March
19/31, 1893. In his schooldays he took

pianoforte lessons with Dreyschock, and at

eighteen made his debut in St. Petersburg as a
pianist. He studied theory with Laroche, and
was for a time a student of the Moscow Con-
servatoire ; but he soon left this institution,

determined to work out his musical education

for himself. About 1875 Melgounov became
acquainted with Rudolph Westphal, then pro-

fessor in the Katkov Lyc6e at Moscow. West-
phal had inade a special study of musical

rhythm, and was the author of several treatises

on this subject. Melgounov was attracted to

Westphal's theories, and co-operated with him
in bringing out ten of Bach's fugues in a special

edition, with a preface entitled :
' The rhythmic

execution of Bach's Fugues.' When, shortly

afterwards, Westphal gave a series of sixty

concerts in Germany, in order to propagate his

views upon musical rhythm, Melgounov accom-
panied him as pianist. He also toured in

Russia with the violinist Laub and the violon-

cellist Carl Davidov. Melgounov's most import-

ant work was the elaboration of a more accurate

method of noting down the folk-songs. The
results of his researches in popular music are

published under the following title : ' Russian

Songs, written down directly from the singing

of the people, transcribed for pianoforte with

text ; Part I. with the co-operation of Klenovsky,

Moscow, 1879 ; Part II. with the co-operation

of Blaramberg, St. Petersburg, 1885.' His

leading ideas are as follows : that the folk-songs

are based upon two diatonic scales, the major

and natural minor, and that the intervals of the

latter are exactly the same as those of the

,fe d c h a g fe
major reversed s -.m -.m ,m -.rp -.rp jm , rp ,

that they are sung ' polyphonically,' not, as

was once erroneously supposed, in unison ; that

their harmony is formed by working out the

principal melody in independent contrapuntal

parts (podgoloski), and unison is only found at

the close of the songs, or in their rhythmic

sections ; that the rhythm is inseparably con-

nected with the text and conforms to the

rhythmic principles of the Greeks. Melgounov
finds no chromatic or enharmonic changes in

the folk-songs, and the perfect fifth is of rare

occurrence. By writing down all the secondary

parts, Melgounov revealed the entire structure

of the songs. As these ' podgoloski ' are

generally free improvisations, and to write them
all down from ear at once is practically impos-

sible, it often happens in Melgounov's songs

that all his secondary parts do not harmonise

with the principal melody. In the course of the

last few years Mme. Eugenie Liniev has carried

Melgounov's work much farther, and by the

help of the phonograph has obtained some very

accurate records of the peasant part-songs, just

h
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as they are sung by the people. Besides the
above publication, Melgounov left the following
treatises on this subject :

' On Russian National
Music' (Etiss. Ethnographical llemew, v. vi.),

'A Correct Method of Writing Down the Folk-
songs, '

'The Ehythmof the Slavonic Folk-songs,

'

etc. R. N.

MELISMA (Gr. MAw/ta, a 'Song'). Any
kind of air or melody, as opposed to recita-

tive or other music of a purely deolfl.matory

character. Thus Mendelssohn employs the

term ' in order to distinguish the Mediation
and Ending of a Gregorian Tone from the

Dominant or Reciting Note. It is more gener-

ally, if less correctly, used in the sense of

FiorUura or even Cadenza.

A work by Thomas Eavenscroft, entitled
' Melismata ; Musical Phansies fitting the Court,

citie, and country humours ' (London, 1611), is

much prized by collectors. w. s. K.

MELL, Davis, familiarly called Davie Mell.

An eminent violinist and clockmaker, born at

Wilton, near Salisbury, Nov. 15, 1604, resident

in London about the middle of the 17th century

and honourably mentioned by Aubrey and
Anthony Wood. In the year 1657 he visited

Oxford, where, as we learn from Wood's Diary,
'Peter Pett, Will. Bull, Ken. Digby, and others

of Allsoules, as also A. W. did give him a very

handsome entertainment in the Taverne cal'd

"The Salutation " in S. Marie's Parish. . . .

The Company did look upon Mr. Mell to have a

prodigious hand on the Violin, & they.thought

that no person, as all in London did, could goe

beyond him. But, when Tho. Baltzar, an
Outlander, came to Oxon. in the next yeare,

they had other thoughts of Mr. Mell, who, tho

he play'd farr sweeter than Baltzar, yet Baltzar's

hand was more quick, & could run it insensibly

to the end of the Finger-board.' He succeeded

Laniere as Master of the King's Band at the

Restoration, and was followed, at the close of

1661, by Thomas Baltzar (q.v.). Pieces by
him are in Christopher Simpson's ' Division

Violin,' 1684.

Aubrey ^ tells a curious story of a child of

Mell's, who was cured of a crooked back by the

touch of a dead hand. w. s. R.

MELLON, Alfred, bom in London, April

17, 1821, lived at first at Birmingham, became a

violinist in the opera and other orchestras, and
afterwards leader of the ballet at the Royal
Italian Opera, Covent Garden. He was next
director of the music at the Haymarket and
Adelphi theatres, and subsequently conductor of

the Pyne and Harrison English Opera Company,
which in 1859 produced his opera, ' Viotorine,'

at Covent Garden ; he was conductor of the

Musical Society, and of the Promenade Concerts

which for several seasons were given under his

name at Covent Garden, begun in the Floral

1 See his letter to Zelter, dated Rome, June 16, 1831.
s JiiK^aniei, under the article ' Miranda.'

Hall, in August 1860. He was a conductor of

exceptional attainments ; in Sept. 1865 he was
chosen conductor of the Liverpool Philharmonic

Society. He married Miss Woolgar, the well-

known actress. He died March 27, 1867, and
was buried in Brompton Cemetery, w. H. H.

MELODISTS' CLUB, THE. A society at

one time of much promise, founded in 1825, by
admirers of Charles Dibdin, ' for the promotion

of ballad composition and melody.' In 1 827 and
1828 a library was formed, and prizes oflFered for

songs ; and the prize songs were afterwards pub-

lished in a volume. In 1833 two prizes of ten

guineaswere offered for songs in the style of Ame,
Shield, or Dibdin, and gained by Blewitt and
Hobbs. In 1837 prizes of five guineas for words
and ten guineas for music of a song ; which were
gained by Wilson and Hobbs for the song ' Send
round the wine.' Theobjeot oftheClub iswell de-

scribed in the following words of Sir H. Bishop
in presenting some music to the Library in 1840

:

' It is from my perfect conviction that good and
appropriate melody is the chief attribute of ex-

cellence in music of every style, from the simple

ballad to the most elaborate composition, that

I hail the establishment of the Melodists' Club,

from its patronage of native genius, and its

encouragement of melody, as essentially calcu-

lated to aid the cause of the musical art in this

country.' The entrance -fee was five guineas,

and the subscription eight guineas. Its pro-

fessioneil members included Sir George Smart,
Braham, Balfe, T. Cooke, Hawes, Sterndale

Bennett, and other eminent English musicians.

Among the artists who took part in the music
in its earlier day were J. B. Cramer, Mosoheles,

Hummel, Field, Benedict, Lipinski, and many
more players of the highest distinction. T. Cooke
was musical director, and John Parry hon. sec-

retary. After 1856 it must have ceased to

exist. c. M.

MELODRAMA (Fr. Melodrame). I. A play

—generally of the Romantic School—in which
the dialogue is frequently relieved by music,
sometimes of an incidental and sometimes of a
purely dramatic character.

Such a play was the 'Pygmalion' of Jean
Jacques Rousseau, who has been credited, on the
strength of it, with having invented the style.

The so-called English Operas of the older school—
' The Beggar's Opera,' ' The Iron Chest,' ' The

Castle of Andalusia,' 'The Quaker,' 'The English
Fleet, ''No Songno Supper,''GuyMannering, 'and
ahundredothers—areallreallymelodramas. [See

English Opera, vol. i. p. 782.] It is difficult,

indeed, in the case of English and German pieces

with spoken dialogue, to say exactly where Melo-
drama ends and Opera begins. The line must
be drawn somewhere ; but unless we adopt the
substitution of recitative for dialogue as a final

test, its exact position must always remain more
or less doubtful. On the other hand, were we
to accept this distinction we should be compelled
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to class at least half of the best German Operas
as Melodramas—an indignity which was once
actually inflicted upon 'Der Freischiitz.'

Perhaps we may be justified in giving the

name of Opera to those pieces in which the

music is the chief attraction, and that of Melo-
drama to those in which the predominating
interest is centred in the dialogue.

II. A peculiar kind of dramatic composition

in which the actor recites his part in an ordinary

speaking voice, while the orchestra plays a more
or less elaborate accompaniment, appropriate to

the situation, and calculated to bring its salient

points into the highest possible relief. [See

Declamation, vol. i. p. 677.]

That the true Melodrama originated in Ger-

many is certain ; and there can be equally little

doubt that the merit of its invention rests—not-

withstanding all the arguments that can be
adduced in favour ofrival claimants—with Georg
Benda, who first used it with striking effect in

his 'Ariadne auf Naxos,' produced at Gotha in

the year 1774. Since that time it has been em-
ployed to far greater advantage in the German
schools of composition than in any others, and
found more favour with German composers than

with those of any other country. The finest

examples produced since the beginning of the

19th century are, the Grave-digging scene in

' Fidelio ' ; the Dream in ' Egmont ' ; the In-

cantation scene in ' Der Freischiltz
'

; some
scenes in Mendelssohn's 'Midsummer Night's

Dream ' ; Schumann's ballads for declamation,

etc. Unhappily the performance of these finely

conceived movements is not often very satis-

factory. The difficulty of modulating the voice

judiciously, in music of this description, is in-

deed almost insuperable. The general tempta-

tion is to let it glide, insensibly, into some
note sounded by the Orchestra ; in which case

the effectproduced resembles that ofa Recitative,

sung hideously out of tune—a perversion of the

composer's meaning, which is simply intolerable.

Few artists seem to think this great difficulty

worth the trouble of special study. More than

one great German singer has, however, succeeded

in overcoming it perfectly, and in winning rich

laurels by his perseverance ; notably Herr

Staudigl, whose rendering of the great scene in

' Der FreischUtz ' was a triumph ofmelodramatic

art. w. s. K.

MELODY is the general term vaguely used

to denote successions of single notes which are

musically effective. It is sometimes used as if

synonymous with Tune or Air, but in point of

fact many several portions of either Tunes or

Airs may be accurately characterised as 'melody'

which could not reasonably be made to carry

the name of the whole of which they form only

a part. Tunes and airs are for the most part

constructively and definitely complete, and by

following certain laws in the distribution of the

phrases and the balanceofthe groups of rhythms.

convey a total impression to the hearer ; but

melody has a more indefinite signification, and
need not be a distinct artistic whole according to

the accepted laws of art, though it is obvious

that to be artistic it must conform to such laws

as lie within its range. For example, the term
'melody' is often with justice applied to theinner

parts of fine contrapuntal writing, and examples

will occur to every one in numerous choruses,

symphonic movements, and other instrumental

works, where it is so perfectlywoven into the sub-

stance of the work that it cannot be singled out

as a complete tune or air, though it nevertheless

stands out from the rest by reason of its greater

beauty.

Melody probably originated in declamation

through recitative, to which it has the closest

relationship. In early stages of musical art

vocal music must have been almost exclusively

in the form of recitative, which in some cases

was evidently brought to a very high pitch of

expressive perfection, and no doubt merged into

melody at times, much as prose in passages of

strong feeling occasionally merges into poetry.

The lowest forms of recitative are merely ap-

proximations to musical sounds and intervals

imitating the inflexions of the voice in speaking

;

from this there is a gradual rise to the accom-

panied recitative, of which we have an example
of the highest melodious and artistic beauty in

the ' Am Abend da es kuhle war,' near the end
of Baoh's ' Matthew Passion.' In some cases an
intermediate form between recitative and tunes

or airs is distinguished as an Arioso, of which
we have very beautiful examples in Bach's
' John Passion ' and in several of his Cantatas,

and in Mendelssohn's 'Elijah.' Moreover, we
have opportunities of comparing mere declam-

atory recitative and melody in juxtaposition,

as both Bach and Mendelssohn adopted the
device of breaking into melody in especially

solemn parts of recitative ; as in No. 17 of the

'Matthew Passion' to the words 'Nehmet, esset,'

etc., and in Nos. 41 and 44 in 'St. Paul,' near

the end of each.

It appears then that recitative and melody
overlap. The former, in proportion as it approxi-

mates to speech in simple narration or descrip-

tion, tends to be disjointed and unsystematised
;

and in proportion as it tends, on the other hand,

towards being musically expressive in relation

to things which are fit to be musically embodied,

it becomes melody. In fact the growth ofmelody
out of recitative is by assuming greater regularity

and continuity and more appreciable systemati-

sation of groups of rhythms and intervals.

The elements of effect in melody are extremely

various and complicated. In the present case

it will only be possible to indicate in the slightest

manner some of the outlines. In the matter
,

of rhythm there are two things which play a

part—the rhythmic qualities of language, and
dance rhythms. For example, a language which
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presentsmarked contrasts of emphasisin syllables

which lie close together will infallibly produce
corresponding rhythms in the national music

;

and though these may often be considerably

smoothed out by civilisation and contact with
other peoples, no small quantity pass into and
are absorbed in the mass of general music, as

characteristic Hungarian rhythms have done
through the intervention of Haydn, Schubert,

Brahms, and other distinguished composers.

[See Magyar Music, arUe, p. 26.]

Dance-rhythms play an equally important

part, and those rhythms and motions of sound
which represent or are the musical counterpart

of the more dignified gestures and motions of

the body which accompany certain states of

feeling, which, with the ancients and some
medifEval peoples, formed a beautiful element

in dancing, and are still travestied in modem
ballets. [SeeDANOERHYTHM,vol. i.pp. 657-660.]

In the distribution of the intervals which
separate the successive sounds, harmony and
harmonic devices appear to have very powerful

influence. Even in the times before harmony
was a recognised power in music we are often

surprised to meet with devices which appear to

show a perception of the elements of tonal

relationship, which may indicate that a sense

of harmony was developing for a great length

oftime in the humanmindbefore it was definitely

recognised by musicians. However, in tunes

of barbaric peoplewho have no notion ofharmony
whatever, passages of melody also occur which
to a modern eye look exceedingly like arpeggios

or analyses of familiar harmonies ; and as it is

next to impossible for those who are saturated

with the simpler harmonic successions to realise

the feelings of people who knew of nothing

beyond homophonio or single-toned music, we
must conclude that the authors of these tunes

had a feeling for the relations of notes to one

another, pure and simple, which produced inter-

vals similar to those which we derive from
familiar harmonic combinations. Thus we are

driven to express their melody in terms of

harmony, and to analyse it on that basis ; and
we are, moreover, often unavoidably deceived in

this, for transcribers of national and ancient

tunes, being so habituated to harmonic music

and to the scales which have been adopted for

the purposes of harmony, give garbled versions

of the originals without being fully aware of

it, or possibly thinking that the tunes were

wrong and that they were setting them right.

And in some cases the tunes are unmercifully

twisted into forms of melody to which an
harmonic accompaniment may be adjusted, and

thereby their value and interest both to the

philosopher and to every musician who hears

with understanding ears is considerably im-

paired. [See Irish Music]
Modem melody is almost invariably eithei*

actually derived from, or representative of

harmony, and is dependent for a great deal of

its effect thereupon. In the first place it is

immediately representative in one of two ways :

either as the upper outline of a series of different

chords, and therefore representing changing

harmonies ; or else by being constructed of

different notes taken from the same chord,

and therefore representing different phases of

permanent harmony. Examples of either of

these forms being kept up for any length of

time are not very common ; of the first the

largest number will be found among hymn
tunes and other forms of simple note-against-

note harmony ;—the first phrase of ' Batti batti

'

approaches it very nearly, and the second subject

of the first movement in Beethoven's Waldstein

Sonata, or the first four bars of ' Selig sind die

Todten ' in Spohr's ' Die letzten Dinge ' are an
exact illustration. Of the second form the

first subject of Weber's Sonata in A); is a re-

markable example :

—

since in this no notes foreign to the chord of

A|> are interposed till the penultimate of all.

The first subject of the Eroioa Symphony in

like manner represents the chord of El>, and

its perfectly unadorned simplicity adds foi'ce

to the unexpected CJ, when it appears, and to

its yet more unexpected resolution ; the first

subject of Brahms's Violin Concerto is a yet

further example to the point :

—
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Concerto, and in the last chorus of Bach's
' Matthew Passion. ' When these passing notes

fall on the strong beats of the bar they lead

to a new element of melodic effect, both by
deferring the essential note of the chord and
by lessening the obviousness of its appearance,

and by affording one of the many means, with

suspensions, appoggiaturas, and the like, of

obtaining the slurred group of two notes which
is alike characteristic of Bach, Gluck, Mozart,

and other great inventors of melody, as in the"

following example from Mozart's Quartet in

D major :

—

^S^q^

^̂^
H^

The use of chromatic preparatory passing notes

pushes the harmonic substratum still further

out of sight, and gives more zest and interest

to the melodic outline ; as an example may be
taken the following from the second Act of
' Tristan und Isolde '

:

—

^^m-

^^§^-^f
m

MferJS^^g^p^^
^-^^ «5

Jv^rc^^^
Along with these elements of variety there

are devices of turns and such embellishments,

such as in the beginning of the celebrated tune

in ' Der Freischiitz, ' which Agatha sings in the

second scene of the second Act :

—

« ent - zuckt eut - ge gen ihm.

Sequences also, and imitations and anticipations,

and all the most elaborate devices of resolution,

come into play, such as interpolation of notes

between the discordant note and its resolution.

Further, there are endless refinements of group-

ing of phrases, and repetition of rhythms and

groups of intervals in condensed forms and in

different parts of the scale, which introduce an
intellectual element even into the department of

pure melody.

Lastly, it may be pointed out that the order

and character of the successions of harmony
which any special form of melody represents has

a great deal to do with its importance. Common-
place tunes represent commonplace and trite

successions of harmony in a commonplace way,
while melody of a higher order usually repre-

sents successions which are in themselves move
significant and more freely distributed. The
giants of art have produced tunes the melody of

which may represent the simplest harmonic
successions, but they do it in their own way,
and the result is proportionate to their powers
and judgment. Unfortunately, the material of

the simplerorder of melody tends to beexhausted,
and a large' proportion of new melody has to be

constructed on a more complicated basis. To
take simple forms is often only to make use of

«

what the great masters rejected ; and indeed

the old forms by which tunes are constructively

defined are growing so hackneyed that their

introduction in many cases is a matter for great

tact and consideration. More subtle means ol

defining the outlines of these forms are possible,

as well as more subtle construction in the

periods themselves. The result in both cases

will be to give melody an appearance of greater

expansion and continuity, which it may perfectly

have without being either diffuse or chaotic,

except to those who have not sufficient musical

gift or cultivation to realise it. In instrumental

music there is more need for distinctness in the

outline of the subjects than in the music of the

drama ; but even in that case it may be sug-

gested that a thing may stand out by reason of

its own proper individuality quite as well and
more artistically than if it is only to be dis-

tinguished from its surroundings by having a

heavy blank line round it. Melody will always

be one of the most important factors in the >

musical art, but it has gone through, different

phases, and will go through more. Some
insight into its direction may be gained by
examination of existing examples, and com-

parison of average characters at different periods

of the history of music, but every fresh great

composer who comes is sure to be ahead of our

calculations, and if he rings true will tell us

things that are not dreamed of in our philo-

sophy, c. H. H. p.

MELOPHONIC SOCIETY, THE, esta-

blished 1837, 'for the practice of the most
classical specimens of choral and other music,'

by band and choir, under the management of

J. H. Griesbaoh, H. Westrop, J. Surman, and

H. J. Banister. The first performance, on
Nov. 23, 1837, at Wornum's Music Hall, Store

Street, was the ' Creation, ' followed during the

season by Beethoven's Mass in C, Romberg's

Ode 'The Transient and the Eternal,' 'Judas
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Maccabaeus, ' and "St. Paul. ' In subsequent years
the programmes comprised works of smaller
dimensions, including Beethoven's Choral Fan-
tasia, c, M.
MELOPIANO. A grand piano with a sosti-

nenteattachment,theinventionof SignerCaldera,

applied in England by Messrs. Kirkman & Son,

who secured the sole right to use it here, and
made several instruments with it. The principle

is original, the apparently sustained sounds

being produced by reiterated blows of small

hammers placed nearer the wrestplank bridge

than the striking-place of the ordinary hammers,
and suspended by a bar above and crossing the

strings. The bar is kept in tremulous motion

by means of a fly-wheel and pedal which the

player has to keep going. These additional

hammers would cause a continuous sound were

it not for the dampers of the ordihary action

which govern by simple string communication

the checks that keep them stUl. On pressing

down the keys the dampers rise and the checks

are withdrawn. A crescendo to the sostinente

is obtained by a knee movement which raises

the transverse bar, directs the little hammers
into closer proximity with the strings, and
strengthens their blow. The quick repetition

deceives and at the same time flatters the ear

by a peculiar charm of tirribre inherent in steel

wire when the sounds can be prolonged. The
ordinary hammers are controlled by the per-

former as usual, and may be accompanied by
the attachment, or the damper pedal may be

used, for which due provision is made. It will

be observed that the Melopiano has a special

expression for which special music might be

written ; but although it has been introduced

for many years, it has not come into general use.

The cost of the application of this ingenious

invention is about thirty guineas. [See also

Piano-Violin andSostinente Piano.] a. j. h.

MELUSINE. ' To the legend of the lovely

Melusine ' is the title of an overture of Mendels-

sohn's for orchestra, completed at Diisseldorf,

Nov. 14, 1833, first performed there in the

following July, and published as op. 32, the

fourth of the Concert Overtures. In the auto-

graph Mendelssohn spells the name with an a
— 'Melusina.' G.

MENDEL, Hermann, editor of the largest

and most comprehensive dictionary of music

that has yet appeared, born at Halle, August

6, 1834. He studied music with energy in

Leipzig and Berlin. From 1862 to 1868 he

carried on a music business in the latter city,

and at the same time wrote in various musical

periodicals and tookan active part in music gener-

ally. His lives of Meyerbeer (1868) and Otto

Nioolai have been published separately. In 1 8 7

Mendel started the work already mentioned

—

Musikalisches Oonmrsaiions-Lexikon—with the

help of a large and distinguished staff of writers.

He died at Berlin on Oct. 26, 1876, and the

Lexicon has been since completed in 11 vols,

under the editorship of Dr. August Eeissmann,

who brought out the twelfth, supplementary,

volume in 1883. »•

MENDELSSOHN.! Jakob Ludwig Felix

Mbnbblssohn-Baktholdt was born on Friday,

Feb. 3, 1809, at Hamburg,, in a house in the

thoroughfare now called the Grosse Michaelis-

strasse,^ and at the present time (1906) num-
bered 54.^ The family was already well known
from Moses Mendelssohn, the grandfather of

Felix, 'The Modern Plato,' whose 'Phadon,'

a dialogue upon the immortality of the soul,

based on the 'Phaedo' of Plato, was trans-

lated, long before the birth of his illustrious

grandson, into almost every European (and at

least one Asiatic) language. ^ Moses was the son

of Mendel, a poor Jewish schoolmaster ofDessau,

on the Elbe, and was born there Sept. 6, 1729.

The name Mendelssohn, i.e. ' son of Mendel,' is

the ordinary Jewish, oriental way of forming a

name. Moses migrated at fourteen years old to

Berlin, settled there in 1762, married Fromet,

daughter of Abraham Gugenheim, of Hamburg,
had many children, of whom six attained matu-

rity, three sons and three daughters, published

his ' Phadon ' at Berlin in 1767, and died there

Jan. 4, 1786. He was a small, humpbacked
man, with a keen, eager face, bright eyes, and a

humorous mouth. The first peculiarity was

1 The following abbrevlatioiu are used tor the references in this

article ;

—

F.it.=J>ieFamVieMendeluolvn, n29-i8i7, von S. Hensel. Berlin.
1B79, English trans. Loudon, 1882. The references are to the first

German edition in 3 vols. The second and revised German edition
(from which the English trans, wae made) is in 2 vols., and was
pubUshed in 1880.

L.=Lcttert contained in the two published volnmes. In order
to facilitate reference to both the German and English versions, the
dates of the letters are given in preference to the pagination. For
full titles of these volumes of correspondence eee p, 176a.
Dev.=iry ReeoUectiona of FAix MendeUaoJm-BartJtxildy, and hU

Letter! to me. By Ednard Devrient. London, 1869.
H.=3fendelaaohti, Letters and RecoUectitme. By Dr. Ferdinand

Hiller. English tians. by M. E. von Glehn. London, lff^4.

0. & M.=Goethe and Mendetmolm (1821-1832). English trans, by
M. K von Glehn, second edition. London, 1674.

B.^Sketck of the Life and Works of the late Felix ifendelssohn.
Bartholdy. By Jules Benedict. London, 1863.

Mos.^Life of Moscheles . . . By his wife (2 vols.) London, 1873.
This originally appeared with German isiA—Au* ifoscheles Leben,
etc., Leipzig, 1872 ; but the references are to the English version.
C.=Benry FothergiU OhoHey, Autobiography, etc., by Henry G.

Hewlett. London, 1873.
P.=Reminiscenees of Felix Ifendelssohn. Ba/rtholdy. By Elise

Folko. English trans, by Lady Wallace. London. 1869.
Bch.=Bemi7titcences of Mendalssohn. By J. Schubring. JUudcoI

World, May 12 and 19, 1866. Txana. from Daheim (Leipzig), 1866,
No. 26. If.B. the references aie to the EnglUh version.
CE.ff.^Rffminiscences of Mendetesohn. By Charles Edward

Horsley. The Choir, Jan. 11 and 25, Feb, 8 and 15. 1S73.
Dom=RecoUections of Felix MendAstolurt and hie Friends. By

Dr. Dorn, Temple Bar, Feb. 1872.

A.M.Z.=Allgemeine musikaUsche Zeitwng. (Leipzig.)
S.M.Z.^Seaa musfftottscAe Zevtamg, (Leipzig.) Bobert Schu-

mann's paper.
Boga/rth:=The Phitharmonic Society of London, ... By George

Hogarth. London, 1862.

La/mpadius=Life of Falix ZfetideUiohn-Bartholdy. From the
German of W. A. Lampadins. London, 1876. For the German title

of the original edition, see p. 176a.
3 Ferdinand David, destined to become bo great a friend of

Hendelssohn's, was bom in the same house theyear after. The house
ia at the comer of the Bmnnenstraase, and is now (1906), at the in-

stigation of Hr. and Madame Otto Goldschmidt, decorated with
a memorial tablet over the front door.

3 Dutch (Hague, 17691; French, 2venlona (Paris, 1772 ; Berlin, 1772);
,

Italian, 2 do. (Chur, 1773 ; Parma, 1800) ; Danish (Copenhagen, 1779)

;

Hebrew (Berlin, 1786); English (London, 1789) ; also Russian, Polish,
and Hungarian. It isa curious evidence of the slowness with which
music penetrated into literary circles in England, that the excellent
article on Moses Mendelssolm in the Penny Cydopadia, though
published in 1839, malces no mention of Felix, who had then been
five times in this country. The * Fhitdon ' attracted the notice of no
less a person than Mirabeau.—5t«t- it. stendelstohn, etc. London,
1787.
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HBNDSL of DESS1.U

UosBB MBHDBLSsoHit='Froinet Qugeuheim

DoTothea=Veit (afterwarda

I

Schlegel}

I i I I

HoBes Jobann Abraham Fbiljp

Joaepb==HenTiett«

"I
Meyer

Henrifltte
('Tante Jette')

Benjamm Alexander

Abraham {MEHDELSsoHH-BARTHOLDy)^Ijea Salomon

Natbali=Henrletta

Arnold Ottilia Wilfaelm

Fanny Cacilie—Wilbelm Hensel Jakob Ludwiq F£Lix=C4cile Jeaurenaud Kebecka=Dlricblet, Jonr, Fau]=AlbertiUB Heine

Sebastian (Heneel)

Carl Wolfgang Paul
<i.l897

Marie Pauline H^lgne
(Hra. C. V. Benecke)

d. 1897

Paul Felix Abraham
d. 1880.

Felix Anguat Eduaid '' Elizabeth Fanny Henriette
d. in infancy (* Lili." Mrs. Wacb)

traceable in his grandchild Fanny, and the

bright eyes were one of Felix's most noticeable

characteristics. After the death of Moses his

widow left Berlin with Joseph, the eldest son,

and returned to her native city.

Abraham, the second son, born Deo. 11, 1776,
went to Paris, and in 1803 was cashier in

Fould's bank there. In 1804 he resigned this

post and went into partnership with his elder

brother Joseph ; married, Dec. 26, 1804, Lea
Salomon (born March 26, 1777), of a Jewish

family in Berlin, and settled in Hamburg,
carrying on his business at the house above

mentioned, and having also a house out of town
called 'Marten's Miihle.' He remained in

Hamburg till 1811, and there were born to him
Fanny Cacilie (Nov. 14, 1805), Jakob Ludwig
Felix (Feb. 3, 1809), and Kebecka (April 11,

181 1). During the French occupation of Ham-
burg, life became intolerable, and shortly after

Bebecka's birth the whole family escaped in

disguise to Berlin, where they started the

eminent banking-house, and lived in a, large

house on the Neue Promenade, in the N.E.-

quarter of the town, a broad open street or place

between the Spree and the Haacksche Markt,

with houses on one side only, the other side

lying open to a canal with trees, a sufficiently,

retired spot as late as 1820 for Felix and his

friends to play in front of it.* There, eleven days

after the battle of Leipzig, Abraham's second

son and youngest child, Paul, was born (Oct.

30, 1813). The daughters of Moses Mendels-

sohn, Dorothea and Henriette, became Roman
Catholics. Dorothea married Friedrichvon Schle-

gel, and Henriette was governess to Fanny, the

only daughter of General Sebastiani, afterwards

(1847) so unfortunate as theDuchesse de Praslin.

The sons remained Jews ; but at length Abraham
saw that the change was inevitable, and decided^

to have his children baptized and brought up as

Protestant Christians. This decision was taken

on the advice and example of his wife's brother

Salomon Bartholdy, to whom also is due the

adoption of the name Bartholdy, 'after the

former proprietor of the garden belonging to the

family.' He himself had taken it, and he urged

it on his brother-in-law as a means of distinction

1 Dm. p. 2. ' rn. i. 83.

from the rest of the family. Salomon was a man
of mark. He resided in Rome for some time
as Prussian Consul-General ; had his villa on
Monte Pinoio (Casa Bartholdy) decorated with
frescoes, 5 by Veit, Schadow, Cornelius, Overbeck,
and Sohnorr, collected objects of art, and died

there in 1827, leaving his fortune to his sister

Lea. He was cast off by his mother for his

conversion, and was only reconciled long after,

at the entreaty of Fanny.* At a later date
Abraham and Lea were received into the
Christian Church at Frankfort, and Lea took
the additional names of Felicia Paulina, from
her sons.

Abraham Mendelssohn was accustomed to

describe his position in life by saying ' formerly ^

I was the son of my father, now I am the father

of my son.' ^ But though not so prominent as

either, he was a man of strong character, wise

judgment, and very remarkable ability. These
qualities are strikingly obvious in the success

of his method for the education of his children,

and in the few of his letters'which are published

;

and they are testified to in a, very remarkable
manner by his son in many passages of his

letters, and in the thorough deference which he
always pays to the judgment of his father, not
only on matters relating to the conduct of life,

but on points of art. Though not, like Leopold
Mozart, a technical musician, and apparently

having no acquaintance with the art, he had
yet an insight into it which many musioigns

might envy. 'I am often,' says his son, 'quit^
unable to understand how it is possible to have
so accurate a judgment about music without
being a technical musician, and if I could only
say what I feel in the same clear and intelligent

manner that you always do, I would certainly

never make another confused speech as long as

I live. '
* Or again, this time after his death,

' not only my father, but . . . my teacher both
in art and in life.'*

3 L. Borne, Feb. 1, 1831 ; Fanny's letter in F.M. ii. 127.
< F.U. i. 83.
6 * FrUher war Ich der Sohn meines Vaters, Jetzt bin ich der Vster

meines Sohnes' \F.M. i, 77). Said Talleyrand:—'Non, monsieur,
I'on disalt, il y a douze ans, que M. de Saint-Aulaire ^toit beau-p^ra
de M. de Gazes; I'on dit maiotenant que M. de Gazes est gendre de
H. de Saint-Aulaire.'—O. O. Trevelyan's LiS^ and Letters of Lord
Macataay 11876), 1. 232.

e Elsewhere he describes himself as a mere dash, a Gedankenstrieh
(--) between father and ion. (/'.J/, i. 367.)
7 £. ytov. 23, 1834, and March 10. 183S : FM. i. 84, 67, 91 ; 347-386,
' L. Much 23, 163e. • £. to Pastor Baner, Dec. 9, 183S.
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Though apparently cold in his manners, and
somewhat stern in his tone, and towards the
end perhaps unduly irritable, Abraham Mendels-
sohnwas greatly beloved by hiswife and children.

Felix, in particular, is described as 'enthusi-

astically, almost fanatically, fond of him,' ^

and the letters show how close was the con-

fidence which existed between them. Hardly
less remarkable was the mother. She was
one of those rare persons whose influence seems
to be almost in proportion to the absence of

any attempt to exert it. Hiller when a boy
saw her once, and the impression made upon
him by the power of her quiet kindness and
gentleness remained fresh in his mind after

more than half a century. ^ "When her house
was thronged with the intellect and wit of

Berlin, she was the centre of the circle and the

leader of the conversation.^ Her letters, of

which large numbers exist in manuscript, are

full of cleverness and character. Her practical

sense of the value of money comes out in her

letters to Ferdinand David.* The education of

her children was her great object in life. She
was strict—we may now think over strict*;

but no one who looks at the result in the

character of her children can say that her method
was not a wise one. They loved her dearly to

the end, and the last letters which Felix wrote
to her are full of an overflowing tenderness and
a natural confidential intimacy which nothing
can surpass. Calmand reserved like her husband,

she was full of feeling, and had on occasion

bursts of passion. Felix's intention to leave

Berlin affected her to a 'terrible' degree—

a

degree which surprised him. He confesses that

his yielding to the wishes of the King, after

having made up his mind to retire, was due
solely to her. 'You think that in my official

position I could do nothing else. It was not
that. It was my mother. '

'

How far she was herself a pianoforte player we
are not told, but the remark which she made
after Fanny's birth, 'that the child had got

Bach-fugue fingers,' shows that she knew a good
deal about the matter. We learn also that

she herself for some time taught the two eldest

children music, beginning with lessons five

minutes long, and gradually increasing the time
until they went through a regular course of

instruction.' For many years Felix and Fanny
never practised or played without the mother
sitting by them, knitting in hand.

Felix was scarcely three when his family

escaped to Berlin. The first definite event of

which we hear after this is a visit to Paris by
Joseph and Abraham in 1816, for the liquida-

tion of the indemnity to be paid by France to

Prussia on account of the war. Abraham took

1 F,M. t 424. Compare p. 349. 3 ffiUer, p. 3. 3 JOev. p. 38.
* See Ferdinand David tend die FamiHe Xendeluotm-Barthotdt/,

von JuliTU Eckhardt (1888), pp. 42 and 45.
s DevTient gives an Instance or two of It ; see pp. 8, andlB7 note.
s L.to KUngemann, Jan. 3, 1843 ; and to his mother, Not. 4, 1834.
• B. p. S.

his family with him, and Felix and Fanny, then

seven and eleven respectively, were taught the

piano by Madame Bigot, a remarkable musician,

and apparently an excellent teacher. She was

the daughter of a Madame Kiene, and in 1816

was thirty years old. Miniatures of the four

children were taken during this visit, which

are still in existence.' Soon after their return

from Paris to the grandmother's house at the

Neue Promenade, where the family still lived,

the children's education seems to have begun

systematically. Heyse^ was their tutor for

general subjects, Ludwig Berger for the piano,

Zelter for thorough-bass and composition, Hen-
ning for the violin, and Rosel for landscape.

Felix learned Greek with Eebecka, two years

his junior, and advanced as far as .fflschylus.^'

On Oct. 28, 1818, he made his first appearance

in public at a concert given by a certain Herr
Gugel, in which he played the pianoforte part

of a Trio for pianoforte and two horns by Woelfl,

and was much applauded.'! The children were

kept very closely to their lessons, and Felix is

remembered in after-life to have said how much
they enjoyed their Sundays, because then they

were not forced to get up at 5 o'clock to work.

Early in his eleventh year, on April 11, 1819,

he entered the singing-class of the Singakademie
as an alto, for the Friday practisings. There
and elsewhere 'hetookhis place,' saysDevrient,'^
' amongst the grown-up people in his child's

dress, a tight -fitting jacket, cut very low at

the neck, over which the wide trousers were

buttoned, into the slanting pockets of these

the little fellow liked to thrust his hands, rock-

ing his curly head [he had long brown curls]

from side to side, and shifting restlessly from
one foot to the other.'

With 1820, that is to say with his twelfth

year, Felix seems to have begun systematically

to compose ; at least with that year begins the

invaluable series of forty-four volumes, in which
Mendelssohn's methodical habits have preserved

a collection of autographs or copies of a great

part of his works, published and unpublished,

down to the time of his death, the majority

carefully inscribed with both date and place

—

which are now deposited in the Eoyal Library

at Berlin.

To the year 1820 are attributable between
fifty and sixty movements, including amongst
thema Trio forpf. and strings (three movements)

;

a Sonata in F for pf. and violin (three do.)

;

two movements in D minor for the same ; two
full Sonatas for pf. solo ; the beginning of a

third in G minor, finished the next year, and
published in 1868 (as op. 105) ; six pieces for

pf. solo ; three pieces for the same instrument,

four hands ; four pieces for organ ; three songs
;

two part-songs for men's voices ; a cantata, ' In

8 [Fhotographa of the miniatures of Fanny and Felix were repro-
duced in the ilugical Times of November 18ff7, p. 731.]

8 Father of Paul Heyse the novelist. w ,Sch. p. 301o.
" A.M.Z. 1818, p. 791. 1! Ben, p. 2.
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riihrend feierlicheu Tonen' ; and a Lustspiel,

or little comedy, for voices and pf. in three

scenes, beginning 'loh J. Mendelssohn.' The
earliest date is that to the cantata—Jan. 13,

1820. The extraordinary neatness and finish,

which characterise Mendelssohn's MSS. to the

end,areobservableintheearliestoftheseohiIdi3h

productions, and themysterious letters L. v. g. G.

,

or H. d. m., so familiar to those who know his

latest scores, are usually at the head of each.

Among the pieces for 1821 are five sinfonies

for string quartet, each in three movements
;

nine fugues for ditto ; the completion of the

6 minor pf. sonata (op. 105) ; motets for four

voices ; a couple of songs ; a couple of etudes

for pf. solo ; two one-act operas, ' Soldatenlieb-

schaff and 'Die beiden Padagogen''; and half

a third opera, 'Die wandernden Comiidianten.'

1821 was the year of his acquaintance with

Weber, then in Berlin for the production of 'Der

Freischiitz, ' and of an enthusiasm on the part of

the boy for that romantic composer which he
never lost.* This, too, was the year of his first

visit to Goethe. Zelter took his pupil to "Weimar

in November, and they passed sixteendays under

the old poet's roof.'

In 1822 Felix made a second appearance in

public of a more serious nature than before, viz.

on March 31, at a concert of Aloys Schmitt's,

in which he played with Schmitt a duet of

Dussek's for two pianos. In the summer the

whole family made a tour in Switzerland.

Starting on July 6, they went by Cassel (for

Spohr), Frankfort, Darmstadt, Schafihausen,

Amsteg, Interlaken, Vevey, and Ohamounix ; a

large and merry party of ten, besides servants.

The tour was taken at great leisure, and on the

return two important halts were made—first at

Frankfort, to make the acquaintance ofSchelble,

the conductor of the famous CiiciUen-Verein,

whom Felix astonished by extemporising on

Bach's motets ; and at Weimar, for a second

visit to Goethe.*

At Secheron, near Geneva, two songs were

written (Sept. 18, 1822) ; and the Pianoforte

quartet in minor, afterwards published as

op. 1 , was begun to be put on paper (the autograph

being marked ' Begun at Secheron, Sept. 20,

1822 '), and was finished after the return home.

Besides this, the records of these two years

(1822 and 1823) contain six more symphonies,

Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ; six detached pieces

for strings ; five concertos for solo instruments

with quartet accompaniment, viz. one for violin

solo, one for pf. solo, one for pf. and violin, and

two for two pfs. ; two quartets forpf. and strings,

viz. in C minor (op. 1) and in F minor (op. 2)

;

sonata for pf. and violin (op. 4) and for pf. and

viola (MS.) ; a fantasia and three other pieces

for the organ ; a fugue and fantasia for pf. ; a

Words by Dr. Caspar IDev. p. 6). ^ g. p. 32.

3 See details in Goethe and Mendetnohn. See also Bellstab, Aue
meinem Leben, ii. 136 ; and Lobe's BecoUections of Mendeliiohn, in

Onee a Week, MayU, 1861. • O. * Jf. p. 33.
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Kyrie for two choirs ; a psalm, three songs, a

piece for contralto solo and strings, in threemove-
ments, to Italian text ; two songs formen's voices,

and the completion of the foiu'th opera, ' Die
beiden Netten,' or ' Der Onkel aus Boston, 'which
was a full-grown piece in three acts. The sym-
phonies show a similar advance. They are in

four movements instead of three, as before, and
the length of the movements increases. No. 8, -

inD, written between Nov. 6 andNov. 27(1822),
after the return from Switzerland, has an Adagio
e grave before the opening Allegro. The slow

movement is for three violas and bass, and the

finale has a prominent part for the violoncello.

This symphony must have pleased the composer
or some of his audience in whose judgment he be-

lieved, since within a month he began to re-score

it for full orchestra. He wrote a new trio for the

minuet, and in this form it became Symphony
No. 9. The three last of the six are for quintet,

and the scherzos of Nos. 10 and 12 are founded
on Swiss tunes, in No. 12 with the addition of

triangles, cymbals, and drums. The independent

violoncello part is conspicuous throughout. This
advance in his musicisinkeepingwith the change
going on in Felix himself. He was now nearly

fourteen, was growing fast, ^ his features and his

expression were altering and maturing, his hair

was out short,* and he was put into jackets and
trousers. His extemporising—which he had
begun to practise early in 1821 '—was already

remarkable,' and there was a dash of audacity

in it hardly characteristic of the mature man.
Thus Goethe wished to hear a certain fugue of

Bach's, and as Felix could not remember it all,

he developed it himself at great length, which
he would hardly have done later.' After his

return home, on Dec, 5, 1822, he appeared at a

concert given by Madame Anna Milder, when he
played a pianoforte concerto of his own, probably
that in A minor with quintet accompaniment."'

The same incessant and varied production of

previous years marks those of 1822 and 1823.

It must not be supposed that the symphonies,

operas, quartets, concertos, and other works
mentioned were written as exercises only. It

had been the custom in the Mendelssohn house

for some time past to have musical parties on
alternate Sunday mornings, with a small or-

chestra, in the large dining-room of the house,

and the programmes included one or more of

Felix's compositions. As a rule the pianoforte

part was taken by himself or Fanny, or both,

while Rebeeka sang, and Paul played the violon-

cello. But Felix always conducted, even when
so small as to have to stand on a stool to be

seen ; thus he enjoyed the benefit not only of

hearing his compositions played (a benefit for

which less fortunate composers—Schubert, for

example—have sighed in vain) but of the

practice in conducting and in playing before an
5 Zelter. in 6. & M. p. 35.

^ F.M. i. 100. 1 Deo. p. 11
w A.M.Z. 1822, p. 273 ; 1823. p. 55.

6 F.M. i. ISO ; Deo. p. 10.
» F.M. 1. 129.
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audience.* The size of the room was not suf-

ficient for a large audience, hut on these occasions
it was always full, and few musicians of note
passed through Berlin without heing present.^

In performing the operettas and operas, no
attempt was made to act them. The characters

were distributed as far as the music went, but
the dialogue was read out from the piano, and
the chorus sat round the dining-table. Zelter,

in strong contrast to his usual habit of impartial

neglect of his pupils, was not only regularly

there, but would criticise the piece at the close

of the performance, and if he often praised

would sometimes blame. The comments of his

hearers, however, were received by Felix with
perfect simplicity. Devrient has well described

how entirely the music itself was his aim,' and
how completely subordinatedwere self-conscious-

ness and vanity to the desire of learning, testing,

and progressing in his art. These Sunday per-

formances, however, were only one feature of

the artistic and intellectual life of the house.

Music went on every evening more or less,

theatricals, impromptu or studied, were often

got up, and there was a constant flux and reflux

ofyoung, clever, distinguished people, who made
the suppers delightfully gay and noisy, and
among whom Felix was the favourite.

In August 1823 Abraham Mendelssohn and
his two sons, Felix and Paul, made a journey to

Silesia. Felix, aged fourteen, was announced to

play at a charity concert at Reinerz, in a piano-

forte concerto by Mozart, but the amateur
orchestra of the town played so abominably out

of time and tune at the rehearsal, that the boy-

performer made the schoolmaster announce at

the concert that he (Felix) would extemporise

instead of playing the concerto : this he did

with great success, selecting his themes from
Mozart and Weber.*
The full rehearsal of his fourth opera, ' Die

beiden Neffen,' on his fifteenth birthday, Feb. 3,

182 4, was an event in the boy's life. At supper,

after the conclusion of the work, Zelter, adopting

freemason phraseology, raised him from the

grade of 'apprentice,' and pronounced him an
'assistant,' 'in the name of Mozart, and of

Haydn, and of old Bach.'* A great incentive

to his progress had been given shortly before

this in the score of Bach's Passion, copied by
Zelter's express permission from the MS. tran-

script in the Singakademie, and given him by
his grandmother at Christmas, 1823. The copy

was made by Eduard Rietz,^ who had succeeded

Henning as his violin teacher, and to whom he

was deeply attached. His confirmation took

1 It flflemi that he accompanied the quartet oymphonlea on the
piano. Dom, in hie RecoUeetioru, expreealy nars eo, and the slow
movement of the Symphony ITo. 10 contains a note in Mendelssohn'e
own writing, *Das Klaviermit demBaeae,' which seema to prove it.

The piactice, therefore, did not end with the 18th century, aa has
heen auppoaed (Prof. B. Frout, ' On the Growth of the Modem Or-
chestra,' Proeeedingt of the Muiicdl Auoetation, 1878-79, p. S7).

' F.M. 1. 137. ' D"- p. 4.

* P.M. 1. 139. ^ Ihid. p. 140 ; Dtym, p. 399.
B Or Bite, aa Mendelssohn always spells It. He seems to hare been

on the whole Felix's most intimate early friend.

place about this date, under Wilmsen, a well-

known clergyman of Berlin. Preparation for

confirmation in Germany is often a long and

severe process, and though it may not ' in Felix's

case have led to any increase in church-going,

as it probably would in that of an English lad

similarly situated, yet we may be sure that it

deepened that natural religious feeling which

was so strong an element in the foundation of

his character.

In the compositions of 1824 there is a great

advance. The Symphony in C minor (op. 1 1)

—

which we now know as 'No. 1,' but which on
^

the autograph in the library of the Philharmonic

Society is marked 'No. XIII.'—^was composed

between March 3 and 31. The Sestet for pf.

and strings (op. 110), the pianoforte quartet in

B minor ' (op. 3), a fantasia for four hands (pf.),

and a motet in five numbers are all amongst the

works of this year. An important event in the

summer of 1824 was a visit of the father, Felix,

and Eebecka, to Dobberan, a bathing-place on
the shores of the Baltic near Rostock. For the

wind-band at the bath-establishment at Dob-
beran Felix wrote an overture which he after-

wards scored for a full military band and pub-

lished as op. 24. But the chief result of the

visit was that he there for the first time saw

the sea, and received those impressions and
images which afterwards found their tangible

shajie in the Meeresstille Overture.

Among the great artists who came into con-

tact with Felix at this time was Moscheles, then

on his way from Vienna to Paris and London.

He was already famous as » player, and Frau
Mendelssohn calls him ' the prince of pianists."

He remained in Berlin for six weeks in November
and December 1824i and was almost daily at the

Mendelssohns' ; and after a time, at the urgent

request of the parents, and with great hesita-

tion on his own part, gave Felix regular lessons

on the pianoforte every other day. Moscheles

was then thirty. It is pleasant to read of

his unfeigned love and admiration for Felix

and his home— ' a family such as I have never

known before ; Felix a mature artist, and yet

but fifteen ; Fanny extraordinarily gifted, play-

ing Bach's fugues by heart and with astonishing

correctness—in fact, a thorough musician. The
parents gave me the impression of people of the

highest cultivation, "rhey are very far from
being over-proud of their children ; indeed, they
are in anxiety about Felix's future, whether his

gifts are lasting, and will lead to a solid, perma-
nent future, or whether he may not suddenly
collapse, like so many other gifted children.'
' He has no need of lessons ; if he wishes to

take a hint from me as to anything new to him,

he can easily do so.' Such remarks as these do
honour to all concerned, and it is delightful to

find Mendelssohn years afterwards, in the full

glory of his great fame, referring to these very
' Soh. p. 318a. 8 Last moTement dated Jan. 18, 1825.
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lessons as having fanned .the sacred fire within
him and urged him on to enthusiasm.

'

Moscheles has preserved two of the Sunday
morning programmes :

—

' Nov. 28. (Sunday) Morning music at the

Mendelssohn's :—Felix's C minor quartet ; his

D major symphony ; Concerto by Bach (Fanny)

;

Duet for two pianos in D minor, Arnold.

'

' Dec. 1 2. Sunday music at Mendelssohn's :

—

Felii's F minor quartet. I played my Duet in

G for two pianos. Little Schilling played

Hummel's Trio in G.'

Moscheles was followed by Spohr, who came
to superintend the first performance at Berlin

of his opera 'Jessonda' (Feb. 14, 1825). He
was often at the house, and on very intimate

terms, though he does not mention the fact in

his Autobiography.^

One or two accounts by competent judges of

Felix's style of playing at this time have been

preserved. Hiller was with him in Frankfort

in the spring of 1825, and speaks both of his

extemporising and of his playing the music of

others.' With the latter he delighted both

Hiller and Andre (who relished neither his face,

his ideas, nor his manners) by playing the

Allegretto of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony in

such a ' powerful orchestral style ' as fairly to

stop Andre's mouth. "With the former he carried

Hiller away by extemporising on Handel's

choruses in 'Judas,' as he had done Sohelble,

ia the same room three years before, on subjects

from Bach's motets. This time his playing was

quite in the vein of his subject ;
' the figures

which he iised were thoroughly Handelian, and

the power and clearness of his passages in thirds,

sixths, and octaves were really grand, and yet

it all belonged to the subject-matter, thoroughly

true, genuine, living music, with no trace of

display.' Dom is more explicit as to his

accompanying—the duet in ' Fidelio. '
' He

astonished me in the passage, " Du wieder nun

in meinen Armen ! " by the way in which he

represented the violoncello and the bass parts

on the piano, playing them two octaves apart.

I asked him why he chose that striking way of

rendering the passage, and he explained it all

to me in the kindest manner. How many
times since,' says Dom, 'has that duet been

sung in Berlin to the pianoforte, but how rarely

has it been accompanied in such a manner !
'

*

He rarely played from book, either at this or

any other time of his life. Even works like

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, and the sonata

in B fiat (op. 106), he knew by heart. ^ One
of the grounds of Spontini's enmity to him is

said to have been a performance of the Ninth

Symphony by Felix, without book, before Spon-

tini himself had even heard it, and it is known

on the best authority that he played the

1 Mot. i. 99 ; il. 161. « F.Jf. i. 144.

1 8 Bmer, pp. B, 6. * J>om, p. S98.

» Man, Errinerungen, il. 117; eonflrmod to me by the Dote o(

Ueiningen, Tanbert, Scbleinitz, Klengel, J. W. Davison, and others.

symphony through by heart only a few months
before his death. Here we may say that he had
a passion for Beethoven's latest works, his

acquaintance with which dated from their

publication, Beethoven's last years (1820-27)
exactly corresponding with his own growth to

maturity. It was almost the only subject on
which he disagreed with his father.* On the

other hand, the devotion of such very conserva-

tive artists as David, Rietz, and Sterndale

Bennett, to those works, is most probably due
to Mendelssohn's influence. Marx' challenges

his reading of Beethoven ; but this is to fiy in

the face of the judgment of all other critics.

In 1825 the elder Mendelssohn made a

journey to Paris, for the purpose of fetching

his sister Henriette back to Germany, and took

Felix with him. They arrived on March 22.

One of the first things he mentions is the

astonishment of his relatives at finding him
no longer a child.' He plunged at once into

musical society. Hummel, Onslow, Boucher,

Herz, HaUvy, Kalkbrenner, Moscheles (on his

way back from Hamburg to London, with his

bride), Pixis, Eode, Baillot, Kreutzer, Rossini,

Paer, Meyerbeer, Plantade, and many more,

were there, and all glad to make acquaintance

with the wonderful boy. At Madame Ki6n^'s

—

Madame Bigot's mother—he played his new
pianoforte quartet (in B minor) with Baillot

and others, and with the greatest success.

The French musicians, however, made but a

bad impression on him. Partly, no doubt, this

is exaggerated in his letters, as in his criticism

on Auber's ' Leocadie '
^

; but the ignorance of

German music— even Onslow,'" for example,

had never heard a note of ' Fidelio '—and the

insults to some of its masterpieces (such as the

transformation of ' Der Freisohiitz ' into ' Robin

des Bois, ' '' and the comparison of a passage in

Bach's A minor organ prelude to a favourite

duet of Monsigny), and the general devotion to

effect and outeide glitter—these were just the

things to enrage the lad at that enthusiastic

age. With Cherubini their intercourse was

very satisfactory. The old Florentine was more

than civil to Felix, and his expressions of

satisfaction (so very rare in his mouth) must

have given the father the encouragement which

he was so slow to take in the great future of

his boy. '2 Felix describes him in a few words as

' an extinct volcano, now and then blazing up,

but all covered with ashes and stones.' He
wrote a Kyrie 'a 5 vod and grcmdissinio or-

chestra' at the instance of Cherubini, ''which he

describes as ' bigger than anything he had yet

^ Srrin. U. 135. 8 F.M. i. 146.
w F.Sf. i. 149, and MS. letter.

e L. Not. 22, 1830.
^ G.AM. p. 43.
11 O. * M. p. 48.
12 Marx [Erriii. ii. )13. 114) says that the father's hesitation as to

his son's future vax so great, Vba.t, eren to a late date, he constantly

urged him to go into business. He believed that his son had no
genioB for music, and that it was all the happier for him that he
hsd not.

18 BriefwecJuel zurUchen OoetJie und Zelter in den Jahvtfn /79S bU
1832 (Berlin, 1834) ; iy. 36 ; G. & M. p. 49.
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done.'' The Kyrie seems to have been lost.

Through all this the letters home are as many
as ever, fall of music, descriptions, and jokes

—

often very bad ones. Here, for instance, is n

good professional query :
' Ask Eitz if he knows

what Fes moll is.'

On May 19, 1825, the father and son left

Paris with Henriette (' Tante Jette '), who had
retired from her post at General Sobastiani's

with an ample pension, and thenceforward
resided at Berlin. On the road home they
paid a, short visit (the third) to Goethe, at

Weimar. Felix played the B minor pianoforte

quartet (op. 3), and delighted the poet by
dedicating it to him.^ It is a marvellous work
for a boy of sixteen, arid an enormous advance
on either of its two predecessors ; but probably
no one—not even the composer—suspected that

the Scherzo (in F sharp minor, 3-8) was to be
the first of a ' family of scherzi which, if he had
produced nothing else, would stamp him as an
inventor in the most emphatic signification of

the word.' It must be admitted that Goethe
made him a very poor return for his charming
music. Anything more stiff and ungraceful

than the verses which he wrote for him, and
which are given in Goethe and Mendelssohn, it

would be difficult to find, unless it be another

stanza, also addressed to Felix, and printed in

vol. i. p. 477 of the poet's works (Stuttgart,

I860):—
Wenn das Talent TerstSndt? ml.

tet,
Wirksame Tugead nie vexaltet.
Wer Menachflii grUndUch konat'
erfreun.

Bar dai*f alch Tor der Zett niclit

Bctaeuu

;

Und mOchtet Ihr ihm BelEall

geben.
So gebt ihu una, die wlr Ihn

friach belebeii.

If Talent relgna irlth Wladom
great,

Virtue ia never out of date.

He who can give ua pleuaure true

Need never fear what time can
do;

And willyouTalentyourapproval
give?

Then give It UB who make her
newly live.

They were at home before the end of May. The
fiery Capriccio in F sharp minor for pf. (after-

wards published as op. 5), so full of the spirit

of Bach, is dated July 23 of this year, and the

score of 'Camacho's Wedding'—an opera in two

acts by Klingemann, founded on an episode in

'Don Quixote'-— is dated August 10. The
Capriccio was a great favourite with him, and
he called it UM aisurdiU.

The Mendelssohn-Bartholdy family was be-

ginning to outgrow the accommodation afforded

by the grandmother's roof, and at the end of

the summer of 1825 they removed from No. 7

Neue Promenade to a large house and grounds

which had formerly belonged to the noble

family of Reck, namely to No. 3 of the Leipziger

Strasse, the address so familiar to all readers

of Felix's subsequent letters. If we were

writing the life of an ancient prophet or poet,

we should take the name of the ' Leipzig Road '

as a prediction of his ultimate establishment in

that town ; but no token of such an event was

visible at the time. The new residence lay in

1 ' An Dicklgkeit allei ilhertrifit.'

2 For the detaila Bee Q. it M. p. 50.

a part of Berlin which was then very remote,

close to the Potsdam Gate, on the edge of the

old Thiergarten, or deer park, of Frederick the

Great, so far from all the accustomed haunts

of their friends, that at first the laments were

loud. The house was of a dignified, old-

fashioned kind, with spacious and lofty rooms
;

behind it a large court with offices, and behind

that again a beautiful stretch of ground, half

park, half garden, with noble trees, lilacs, and
other flowering shrubs, turf, alleys, walks,

banks, summer-houses, and seats—^the whole

running far back, covering about ten acres, and
being virtually in the country. Its eidvantages

for music were great. The house itself contained

a room precisely fitted for large music parties

or private theatricals ; and at the back of the

court, and dividing it from the garden, there

was a separate building called the ' Gartenhaus,'

the middle of which formed a hall capable of

containing several hundred persons, with glass

doors opening right on to the lawns and alleys

—in short, a perfect place for the Sunday music'
Though not without its drawbacks in winter

— reminding one of Hensel's almost pathetic

description of the normal condition of too many
an English house— it was an ideal summer
home, and ' 3, Leipziger Strasse ' is in Mendels-
sohn's mouth a personality, to which he always
turned with longing, and which he loved as

much as he hated the rest of Berlin. It was
identified with the Mendelssohn -Bartholdys
till his death, after which it was sold to the

state ; and the Herrenhaus, or House of Lords
of the German government, now stands on the

site of the former court and Gartenhaus.*

Devrient takes the completion of ' Camacho

'

and the leaving the grandmother's house as

the last acts of Felix's musical minority ; and
he is hardly wrong, for the next composition
was a wonderful leap into maturity.' It was
no other than the Octet for strings (afterwards

published as op. 20), which he finished towards
the end of October 1825, and dedicated to

Eduard Ritz as a birthday gift. It is the first

of his works which can be said to have fully

maintained its ground on its own merits, and
is a truly astonishing composition for a boy
half-way through his seventeenth year. There
is a radiance, a freedom, and an individuality

in the style which are far ahead of the ISth
Symphony, or any other of the previous instru-

mental works, and it is steeped throughout in

that inexpressible captivating charm which is

so remarkable in all Mendelssohn's best com-
positions. The Scherzo especially (6 minor,

2-4) is a movement of extraordinary lightness

and grace, and the Finale, besides being a
masterly piece of counterpoint (it is a fugue),

» F.U. 1. 142.
^ The large yew-tree which atood cloae onteide the Gartenhana

and waa endangered by the exteiuion of the new building, wee
preaerved by the apecial order of the Emperor, and although trann-
plauted to another part of the garden, ia atlll Tigoroua, and aa
gloomy aa a y&\r ahould be. 5 Dev. p. 20.
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contains in the introduction of the subject of

the scherzo a very eaiiy instance of ' transforma-

tion of themes. ' Felix had confided to Fanny ^

that his motto for the scherzo was the following

stanza in the Intermezzo of ' Faust '
:

—

OrcbeBter.—

Wolkflncng nnd Kelwlflor
Erhellen dch vou oben ;

Liltt im Lanb, und Wind Im
Rohr.

Und Allea iat zentob«n.

{pianilsimo)

Floating dond and trailing mist
Brigbt'nlng o'er UB hover

;

Aira Btlr tbe brake, the rusbee
abake

—

And all their pomp is over.

and never was a motto more perfectly carried

out in execution. The whole of the last part,

so light and airy—and the end, in particular,

where the fiddles run softly up to the high G,

accompanied only with staccato chords—is a

perfect illustration of ' Alles ist zerstoben.' He
afterwards instrumented it for full orchestra,

but it is hard to say if it is improved by the

process.^ The so-called Trumpet Overture, in

C (op. 101), was almost certainly composed
this autumn, and was first heard at a concert

given by Maurer, in Berlin, on Nov. 2, at

which Felix played the pianoforte part of

Beethoven's Choral Fantasia.' This overture

was a special favourite of Abraham Mendels-

sohn's, who said that he should like to hear it

while he died. It long remained in MS. in the

hands of the Philharmonic Society, and was
not published until many years after the death

of the oomppser. 1826 opens with the string

quintet in A (op. 18),* which, if not perhaps so

great as the octet, is certainly on the same side

of the line, and the scherzo of which, in fugue-

form, is a worthy companion to its predecessors.

The pianoforte sonata in E (op. 6) is of this

year (March 22, 1826). So is an interesting-

looking Andante and Allegro (June 27), wiitten

for the wind-band of a Beer-garden which he
used to pass on his way to bathe ; the MS. is

safe in the hands of Dr. Paul Mendelssohn-

Bartholdy's widow at Berlin.

But all these were surpassed by the Overture

to ' A Midsummer Night's Dream, ' which was
composed during the peculiarly fine summer of

1826, under the charming conditions of life in

the new garden,^ arid the score of which is signed

'Berlin, August 6, 1826.' It appears to have
been the immediate result of a closer acquaint-

ance with Shakespeare, through the medium of

Schlegel and Tieck's version, which he and his

sisters read this year for the first time. Marx
claims to have been much consulted during its

progress, and even to have suggested essential

modifications.' Fanny also no doubt was in

this, as in other instances, her brother's con-

' r.u. i. iBt
2 MS. in the poBsesBlon of the Fhilharmonic Society (London).
^ A.M.Z. 1825, p. 625. The autograph was once in poBseseion of

Mr. Scbieinitz. From him it went into the omnivoronB maw of
JuUuB Rietz : it iB now in the Royal Library at Berlin. The MS.
in our Philharmonic library is a copy with corrections made by
Mendelssohn.

* Zelter's letter to Goethe of June 6, 1826. This MS,, too, seems
to have disappeared.

5 The first letter that I have found dated from the Leipziger

Strasse, *am 7 July 1826, im Garten,' Bays, 'to^lay or to-morrow I

aball begin to dream the Midsummer night's dream.'
8 Bev. p. 35. Marx. Errin. 11. 281-233.

fidante, but the result must have exceeded even
the fondest wishes of those who knew him
best. It is asserted by one who has the best

right to judge, and is not prone to exaggera-

tion,' 'that no one piece of music contains so

many points of harmony and orchestration that

had never been written before as does this, and
they have none of them the air of experiment,
but seem all to have been written with certainty

of their success.' In this wonderful overture,

as in the Octet and Quintet, the airy fairy

lightness, and the peculiar youthful grace, are

not less remarkable than the strength of con-

struction and solidity of workmanship which
underlie and support them. Not the least

singular thing about it is the exact manner in

which it is found to fit into the music for the

whole play when that music was composed
seventeen years later. The motives of the over-

ture all turn out to have their native places in

the drama.' After many a performance as a
duet on the piano, the overture was played by
an orchestra in the Mendelssohns' garden-house,

to a crowded audience, and its first production

in public seems to have been at Stettin, in Feb.

1827, whither Felix went in very severe weather
to conduct it.' With the composition of this

work he may be said to have taken his final

musical degree, and his lessons with Zelter were
discontinued.

' Camacho ' had been submitted to Spontini

as General-Music-Director in the preceding year

by Felix himself. Spontini was then, by an
odd freak of fortune, living in a house which
had for some time been occupied by the Mendels-
sohns in the early part of their residence in

Berlin, viz. 28, Markgrafen 8tr2tsse, opposite the
Catholic church. Taking the young composer
by the arm, Spontini led him to the window,
and pointing to the dome across the street, said,

' Mon ami, il vous faut des idees grandes comme
cette coupole. ' '" This from a man of fifty-two,

in the highest position, to a boy of seventeen,

could hardly have been meant for anything but
kindly, though pompous, advice. But it was
not so taken. The Mendelssohns and Spontini
were not only of radically different natures, but
they belonged to opposite parties in music, and
there was considerable friction in their inter-

course. At length, early in 1827, after various

obstructions on Spontini's part, ' Camacho ' was
given out for rehearsal and study, and on April

29 was produced. The house—not the Opera-

house, but thesmallertheatre—wascrowded with
friends, and the applause vehement ; at the end
the composer was loudly called for, but he had
left the theatre, and Devrient had to appear in

his stead. Owing to the illness of Blum, the

tenor, the second performance was postponed,

7 G. A. Macfarren, Philharmonic programme-hook, April 30, lff77.
fl August Reissniann's Felix MendelKohn-Barthnl&y, 1867, p. 62.
9 P.M. 1. 166. Felix's MS. letter from Stettin, Feb. 17. 1827, is the

first in which hlB father is addressed as 'Herr Stadtrath.'
1* * My friend, your ideas must be grand—grand as that dome.'

Uarz, Errin. i. 247.
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and the piece was never again brought forward.
Partly from the many curious obstructions which
arose in the course of the rehearsals, and the
personal criticisms which followed it, partly

perhaps from a just feeling that the libretto was
poor and his music somewhat exaggerated, but
mainly no doubt from the fact that during two
such progressive years as had passed since he
wrote the piece he had outgrown his work,i

Felix seems to have so far lost interest in it as

not to press for another performance. The music
was published complete in pianoforte score by
Laue, of Berlin, in 1828.

A nature so keenly sensitive as his could

hardly be expected to pass with impunity through
such worries as attended the production of the

opera.^ He was so sincere and honest that the

sneers of the press irritated him unduly. A
year before (in 1826) he had vented his feelings

in some lines which will be new to most
readers :

—

Schreibt der Kompouiste ertist,

Schliifert er una eiu;
Bchreibt der KomponiBte froh,

1st er zu gemeju

;

Schreibt der Eomponiste lang,
lot ea zutn Erbarmen

;

Scbreibt eln Koiiiponlste kurz,
KanQ laaa niclit erwarmen.

Scbreibt ein Kemponiste klar.
lafc'a ein armer Tropf

;

Schreibt ein Kompouiste tief
Bappelt'a ibm im Kopf.

Schreib' er also wie er will,

Keinem ateht es an,
Darum schieib' ein Komponlat
Wie er will und kann.3

If the artiat gravely writea.
To Bleep it will beguile.

If the artist gaily writea.
It is a vulgar style.

If the artist writes, at length.
How sad his hearers' lot I

If the artist briefly writes.
No man will care one jot.

If an artist simply writea,

A fool he's said to be.
If an artist deeply writea.
He 's mad ; 'tis plain to see.

In whatsoever way he writes
He can't please every roan

;

Therefore let an artist write
How he likes and can.

But on the present occasion the annoyance was
too deep to be thrown off by a joke. It did in

fact for a time seriously affect his health and
spirits, and probably laid the foundation for

that dislike of the officialism and pretension,

the artists and institutions, the very soil and
situation of Berlin, which so curiously pervades

his letters whenever he touches on that city.^

His depression was increased by the death of an
old friend, named Hanstein, who was carried off

this spring, and beside whose deathbed Felix

composed the well-known Fugue in E minor for

pianoforte (op. 35, No. 1). The chorale in the

major, which forms the climax of the fugue, is

intended, as we are told on good authority, to

express his friend's release.* But Felix was too

young and healthy, and his nature too eager,

to allow him to remain in despondency. A
sonata in B flat for pf. (afterwards published

as op. 106) is dated May 31, 1827 ; and on
Whitsunday, June 3, we find him at Sakrow,

near Potsdam, the property ofhis friend Magnus,
composing the charming Lied, ' 1st es wahr ?

'

which within a few months he employed to

1 ' For God's aake, do not let my old sin of Cainacho'a Wedding be
stirred up again I ' (Letter to Wm. Bartholomew, July 17, 1843,
Polko, 217.) In the same manner in 1835 he protests to Mrs. Voigt
against the performance of his C minor Symphony—at least without
the explanation that it was written by a boy of barely fifteen.

{Acht Briefe, von Felix Afendelaaolvti-Bfvrthotdy, Leipzig, 1871, p. 20.)
3 Written for his mother's birthday, March 16, 1826. See Veier

Land und Meer, 1873, No. 36. p. 702.

3 See the two letters to Verkenius, August 14 and 23, 1841 ; also

one to Hiller, March 25, 1843 {H. p. 207), and far more strongly in

many an unpublished letter. 4 Sch. p. SlSa.

advantage in his string quartet in A minor

(op. 13). Meantime—on May 2, 1826—he
had entered the university of Berlin, where his

tutor Heyse was now a professor. For his

matriculation essay he sent in a, translation in

verse of the Andria of Terence, which primarily

served as a birthday present to his mother

(March 15).^ This translation was published in

a volume, with a preface and essay, and a

version of the ninth Satire of Horace, by Heyse. °

Mendelssohn's translation has been examined

by an eminent English scholar, who reports

that as a version it is precise and faithful,

exceedingly literal, and corresponding closely

with the original both in rhythm and metre,

while its language, as far as an Englishman

may judge of German, is quite worthy of repre-

senting the limpid Latin of Terence. Professor

Munro also points out that as this was the first

attempt in Germany to render Terence in his

own metres, it may be presumed to have set

the example to the scholars who have since that

date, as a rule, translated Flautus and Terence

and other kindred Greek and Latin classics in

the original metres. It was by no means his

first attempt at verse ; for a long mock-heroic

of the year 1820 has been preserved, called the
' Paphleis,' in three cantos, occupied with the

adventures of his brother Paul (Paphlos), full

of slang and humour, and in hexameters.

Whether Felix went through the regular

university course or not, does not appear, but
no doubt the proceeding was a systematic

one, and he certainly attended several classes,

amongst them those of Hegel,' and took especial

pleasure in the lectures of the great Carl Ritter

on geography. Of his notes of these, two folio

volumes, closely written in a hand like copper-^,

plate and dated 1827 and 1828, still exist.

Italian he was probably familiar with before

he went to Italy ; and in later years he knew it

so thoroughly as to be able to translate into

German verse the very crabbed sonnets of Dante,

Boccaccio, Cecco Angiolieri, and Gino, for his

uncle Joseph in 1840.^ Landscape drawing, in

which he was ultimately to excel so greatly, he

had already worked at for several years. For

mathematics he had neither taste nor capacity,

and Schubring pathetically describes the im-

possibility of making him comprehend how the

pole-star could be a guide in travelling.

The change into the new house was a great

event in the family life. Felix began gymnastics,

and became a very great proficient in them. He
also learned to ride, and to swim, and with him
learning a thing meant practising it to the

6 Sch. p. 302a.
'Daa Miidohen von Andros, eine KomiSdie dea Tereutiua, in den

Versmaaaen des-Originals Ubersetzt von F*^***. Mit Einleitung und
Anmerkungen herausgegeben von K. W. L. Heyse. AngehSngt iat

die 9te Satire des Horatius, Ubersetzt von dem Herausgeber. Berlin,
1826. Bel Ferdinand DUmmler.' llie preface is dated 'Berlin, im
iTuli, 1826.'

^ One couree of these was on Music. Zelter, in 6. A M. p. 54.
s They are given in their place in the later editions of the Oerman

veraion of the Letters.
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utmost, and getting all the enjoyment and
.advantage that could be extracted from it. He
was a great dancer, now and for many years

after. Billiards he played brilliantly. Skating
was the one outdoor exercise which he did not

succeed in—he could not stand the cold. The
garden was a vast attraction to their friends,

and Soceia (a kind of bowls) was the favourite

game under the old chestnut-trees which over-

shadowed the central alloy. The large rooms
also gave a great impetus to the music and to

the mixed society which now flocked to the

house more than ever. We hear of Rahel and
Varnhagen, Bettina, Heine, Holtei, Lindblad,

Steffens, Gans, Marx, Kugler, Droyseu ; of

Humboldt, W. Miiller,* Hegel (for whom alone

a card-table was provided), and other intellectual

and artistic persons, famous, or to be famous
afterwards. Young people, too, there were in

troops ; the life was free, and it must have been

a delightful, wholesome, and thoroughly enjoy-

able time. Among the features of the garden
life was a newspaper, which in summer was
called Oarten-zeitung ('The Ga,vden Times'); in

winter Thee-und ScfiTieezeitung (^'Tea, and Snow
Times '). It appears to have been edited by Felix

and Marx, but all comers were free to contribute,

for which purpose pens, ink, and paper lay in

one of the summer-houses. Nor was it confined

to the younger part of the society, but grave

personages, like Humboldt and" Zelter even, did

not disdain to add their morsel of fun or satire.

In all this brilliant interchange of art, science,

and literature, Felix, even at this early date,

was the prominent figure. It was now as it

was all through his life. When he entered the

room every one was anxious to speak to him.

Women of double his age made love to him,

and men, years afterwards, recollected the even-

ings they had spent with him, and treasured

every word that fell from his lips.^ One who
knew him well at this time, but afterwards broke

with him, speaks of the separation as 'a draught

of wormwood, the bitter taste ofwhich remained

for years. '
^

The latter half of August and the wHole of

September (1827) were passed in a tour with

Magnus and Heydemann* through the Harz
mountains to Baden-Baden (where his amusipg
adventures must be read in his letters in F.M.),

and thence by Heidelberg, where he made
the acquaintance of Thibaut ' and his old Italian

music, to Frankfort. At Frankfort he saw

Schelble and Hiller, and delighted them with

his new A minor string quartet (op. 13)—not

then fully written down ; and also with the

^ Father of Max MUUer. and author of Schubert's 'SchOne

Umieiln.'
2 For iustancei of thio see Dorn.
a Man, Srrin. ii. 138.
* Louis Heydemann w83 a very eccentric person. He possessed

many MSS. of Mendelssohn's—amongst others the pianoforte

sonata in E (op. 'J) and the violoncello variations (op. 17). These—
ten in numher, dating from 1824 to 1829—are now (1906) all in the

possession of Dr. Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy'a widow at Berlin.

° F.Jf. i. 164-166.

' Midsummer Night's Dream ' overture, which
although a year old was still new to the world.

The annoyance about ' Camacho ' had vanished

with the tour, and Felix could now treat the

story as a joke, and take off" the principal persons

concerned. The A minor quartet (op. 13) was
completed directly after his return home, and
is dated 'Berlin, Oct. 26, 1827.' Of further

compositions this year we know only of the

beautiful fugue in E flat for strings (on his

favourite old ecclesiastical subject), which after

his death was published as the last movement
of op. 81. It is dated 'Berlin, Nov. 1, 1827.'

Also a ' Tu es Petrus ' for choir and orchestra,

written for Fanny's birthday (Nov. 14), and
published as op. 111. A very comic ' Kinder-

symphonie' for the Christmas home party,

scored for the same orchestra as Haydn's, and
a motet for four voices and small orchestra on
the chorale ' Christe du Lamm Gottes,' are

named by Fanny in a letter. ^ Soon after this

their circle sustained a loss in the departure of

Klingemann, one of the cleverest and most
genial of the set, to London as Secretary to the

Hanoverian Legation.

During the winter of 1827 Felix—incited

thereto by a complaint of Schubring's, that

Bach always seemed to him like an arith-

metical exercise—formed a select choir of sixteen

voices, who met at his house on Saturday even-

ings, and at once began to practise the Matthew
Passion.^ This was the seed which blossomed

in the public performance of that great work a

year later, and that again in the formation of

the Bachgesellschaft, and the publication of the

B minor Mass and all the Church Cantatas and
other works which have proved such mines of

wealth. Long and complicated as the Passion

is, he must have known it by heart even at that

early date ; for among other anecdotes proving

as much, Schubring, who may be implicitly

believed, relates that one evening after accom-

panying one of the choruses at the piano

without book, he said, 'at the twenty-third

bar the sopranos have C and not C sharp '

!

March, 1828, was occupied by the composition

of a long lyric poem (lyrische Dichtung) to words

by Levezow, for the Tercentenary Festival of

Albert Diirer, at the Singakademie at Berlin,

on April 18.' It was undertaken at the request

of the Akademie der bildenden Kiinste und dem
Kiinstlervereine, and is written for solo voices,

chorus, and orchestra, and contains fifteen

numbers. The ' Trumpet Overture ' preceded

it in performance. Felix was not in love with his

task, but as the work grew into shape and the

rehearsals progressed, he became reconciled to it

;

the performance was good, and Fanny's sisterly

verdict is that ' she never remembers to have

spent a pleasanter hour.' ' The work remains

in MS. at the Singakademie and the Royal

8 r.M. i. 180, 181.
9 A.i{.Z. 1828, p.

:

7 Sch. p. SlSfl.

8 F.M. i. 189.
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Library at Berlin, and has probably the faults of
almost all such compositions. Even Beethoven
failed when he had to write to order. Fate,
however, had a second task of the same kind in
store for Felix, with some curious variations.

This time the cantata was for a meeting (or, as

we should now call it, a ' congress ') of physicians

and investigators of natural science, to whom a
festival was given by A. von Humboldt as pre-

sident. Eellstab wrote the words, and Felix

was invited to compose the music. It contains

seven numbers for solo and chorus. Owing to

a whim of Humboldt's the chorus was confined

to men's voices, and the orchestra to clarinets,

horns, trumpets violoncellos, and basses. The
thing came off in September ; but no ladies

—

not even Fanny—were admitted, no report is

given in the musical paper ; and as there is no
mention of it in the MS. Catalogue the autograph

has probably vanished. Chopin was present

at the sitting of the congress, and saw Mendels-
sohn with Spontini and Zelter ; but his

modesty kept him from introducing himself,

and their acquaintance was put off to a later

date.i

Felix had, however, during the summer been
occupied in a more congenial task than such
piices d'occasion as these, viz. in the composition

of the Overture to Goethe's ' Calm sea and
prosperous voyage,' on which we find him em-
ployed in June (1828). Fanny gives us the in-

teresting information that he especially avoided

the form of an Overture with Introduction, and
wished his work to stand as two companion
pictures. ^ She mentions also his having written

pianoforte pieces at this time, including some
'Lieder ohne Worte' (a title not destined to

come before the world for some years) and a

great Antiphona and Responsorium for four

choirs, ' Hora est, ' etc. , which still remains

in MS.
For Christmas he wrote a second Kinder-

symphonie, which delighted every one so much
that it had to be repeated on the spot.^ He
also re-scored Handel's ' Aois and Galatea,' and
the 'Dettingon Te Deum,' at Zelter's desire, for

the use of the Singakademie.* They have
since been published, but are not satisfactory

specimens of such work. He also wrote the

Variations in D for pf. and violoncello (op. 17),

dated 'Jan. 30, 1829,' and dedicated to his

brother Paul, who was more than a fair violon-

cello player. The ' Calm aea and prosperous

voyage' was finished, or finished as nearly as

any score of Mendelssohn's can be said to have
been finished, before it was publicly per-

formed and had received those innumerable

corrections and alterations and afterthoughts,

which he always gave his works, and which in

some instances caused the delay of their appear-

ance for years—which in fact prevented the

I Kara80W8lii'i Life of Chopin, chap. iv. 2 p^sf. 1. 194.
3 IMd. p. 199. * Ibid., compared with Dcvrient, p. 161.

appearance of the Italian Symphony till his

removal made any further revision impossible.

We have already seen that the basis of the

work was furnished by the visit to Dobberan.

A MS. letter from that place to Fanny (July

27, 1824) gives her an account of the sea in

the two conditions in which it is depicted in

the overture.'

Felix's little choir had steadily continued

their practice of the Passion, and the better

they knew the mighty work the more urgent

became their desire for a public performance

by the Singakademie (300 to 400 voices) under
Felix's own care. Apart from the difficulties

of the music, with its double choruses and
double orchestra, two main obstacles appeared

to lie in the way—the opposition of Zelter as

head of the Akeidemie, and the apathy of the

public. Felix, for one, ' utterly disbelieved ' in

the possibility of overcoming either," and with
him were his parents and Marx, whose in-

fluence in the house was great. Against him, in

this opinion, were Devrient, Schubring, Bauer,

and one or two other enthusiasts. At length

Devrient and Felix determined to go and beard

Zelter in his den. They encountered a few rough
words, but their enthusiasm gained the day.

Zelter yielded, and allowed Felix to conduct the

rehearsals of the Singakademie.' The principal

solo singers of the Opera at once gave in their

adhesion ; the rehearsals began ; Felix's tact,

skill, and intimate knowledge of the music
carried everything before them, and the public

flocked to the rehearsals. On Wednesday,
March 11, 1829, the first performance of the

Passion took place since the death of Bach
;

every ticket was taken, and a, thousand people

were turned away from the doors. Thus in Felix's

own words (for once and once only alluding to

his descent) 'it was an actor and a Jew who
restored thisgreat Christian work to the people.

'*

There was a second performance under Felix on
Bach's birthday, March 21. It is probable that

these successes did not add to Felix's popularity

with the musicians of Berlin. Whether it was
his age, his manner, his birth, the position held

by his family, or whatever else, certain it is that

he was at this time in some way under a cloud.

He hadso far quarrelled with theRoyal Orchestra

that they refused to he conducted by him, and
concerts at which his works were given were
badly attended."

Paganini made his first appearance in Berlin

this month (March), gave four concerts, and
bewitched the Berliners as he did every one
else.'" He very soon found his .way to the

Leipziger Strasse. " It would be interesting to

know if he heard the Passion, and if, like

^ 'Sometimea it lies ae smooth as a mirror, without waves,
breakers, or noise . , . sometimes it is so wild and furious that I
dare not go in.'

Dev. p. 46.
^ They began about the end of January 1829. F.M. i. 204.
I* Dev. p. 67. s Bee his letter to I.eopold Ganz, ia Q. J: it. v. 186.
i» A.lf.Z. 1829, p. 256. " Man, Errin. ii. T6.
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Kosslni, some years later, he professed himself
a convert to Bach.

Whistling's ffandbuch shows that by the end
of this year (1829) Felix had published his three

pf. quartets ; tlie Sonata for pf. and vn. ; the
Capriocio for pf. (op. 5) ; the Sonata for pf.

solo ; the ' Wedding of Camacho
' ; and the first

two books of Songs. The dedications of these

throw an interesting light on some things. The
pf. quartets are inscribed respectively to Prince

A. Radzivil (a friend of the family, who was
present at the first performance of ' Die Beiden
Padagogen' at the Neue Promenade), Zelter,

and Goethe ; the violin sonata (op. 4) to Eduard
Ritz, Felix's favourite violin player ; and the

seven Characteristic pf. pieces (op. 7) to Lud-
wig Berger, his pianoforte teacher. The rest

have no dedications.

The engagement of Fanny Mendelssohn to

William Hensel the painter, of Berlin, took

place on Jan. 22, 1829, in the middle of the

excitement about the Passion ; and on April 10
Felix started for England. He was now
twenty. His age, the termination of his liability

to military service,' the friction just alluded to

between himself and the musical world of Berlin

—all things invited him to travel, and Zelter ^

was not wrong in saying that it was good for

him to leave home for a time. Hitherto also

he had worked without fee or reward. He was
now to prove that he could make his living,

by music' But more than this was involved.

His visit to England was the first section of a

long journey,* planned by the care and sagacity

of his father, and destined to occupy the next
three years of his life. In this journey he was
'closely to examine the various countries, and
to fix on one in which to live and work ; to

make his name and abilities known, so that

where he settled he should not be received as a

stranger ; and lastly to employ his good fortune

in life, and the liberality of his father, in pre-

paring the ground for future efforts. ' ' The
journey was thus to be to him what the artistic

tour of other musicians had been to them ; but
with the important diiference, resulting from
his fortunate position in life, that the establish-

ment of his musical reputation was not the

exclusive object, but that his journey was to

give him a knowledge of the world, and form
his character and manners. Music had not

been adopted as a profession for Felix without
much hesitation, and resistance on the part of

some of his relations, and his father was wisely

resolved that in so doing nothing should be

sacrificed in the general culture and elevation

of his son. The reason alleged to have been

given by a young Scotch student for going to

Oxford, ' To improve myself, and to make

' P.M. i. 188.
B Zelter'B Correspondence wUh OoetJie, letter 641, March 9, 1829.
' l.to Schleinitz, April 16, 1835.
* 'My great Journey ' he calla It. G. A Jf. pp. 100, 187.

' I. Feb. 21. 1832.

friends,' was Mendelssohn's motto, not only
during his grand tour but throughout his career.

It was their first serious parting. His father

and Eebecka accompanied him to Hamburg.
The boat (the Attwoo(t) left on the Saturday
evening before Easter Sunday, April 18, and it

was not till noon on Tuesday, the 21st, that
he reached the Custom House, London. The
passage was a very bad one, the engines broke
down, and Mendelssohn lay insensible for the
whole ofSunday and Monday. Hewaswelcomed
on landing by Klingemann and Moscheles, and
lodged at the house then numbered 103,
Great Portland Street, w.iere his landlord was
Heinke, a German ironmonger.'

It was the middle of the musical season, and
on the night of his arrival Malibran made
her first reappearance at the Opera, as Desde-
mona. His account of her, with other letters

describing this period, will be found in Die
Familie Mendelssohn (i. 214:-294), in Devrient's

RecoUeclions, [and in Letters of Felix Mendels-
sohn to Ignaz and Charlotte Moscheles (1888)].
Other singers in London at that time were
Sontag, Pisaroni, Mme. Stockhausen, and Don-
zelli ; also Velluti, thecastrato, a strange survival

of the ancient world, whom it is difficult to

think of in connection with Felix Mendelssohn-
Bartholdy. De B^riot and Madame Dulcken
were among the players. F^tis, too, was in

London with the object of delivering his lectures

(of which only one was given) on ' La musique
h, la portfe de tout le monde,' in French, to

English audiences. Felix was much with Mr.
and Mrs. Moscheles, and there met Neukomm,
with whom, in everything but his music, he
sympathised warmly.

His first appearance before an English audience
was at the Philharmonic Concert (then held in

.the Argyll Rooms, at the upper end of Eegent
Street, where No. 246 now stands), on Monday
evening, May 25, when he conducted his

Symphony in C minor. Old John Cramer ' led

him to the piano, as if he were a young lady.'

'

The applause was immense, and the Scherzo

(scored by him from his Octet for this occasion,

in place of the original Minuet and Trio) was
obstinately encored against his wish.* How
deeply he felt the warmth of his reception may
be seen from his letter to the Society.' He
published the symphony with a dedication to the

Philharmonic,'" and they on their part elected

him an honorary member of the Society on

Nov. 29, 1829. It was thus an English body
which gave him his first recognition as a

composer. '' The simple applause of London had

8 The comer of Ridinghouae Street, now and since 1858 numbered
79. [The house was rebuilt in 1904 ; a photogiuph of it, taken before
the rebuilding, will be found in Mualcal Sminte in Londiyn, by
F. G. Edwards (1895), p. 42. See also the Musical Times, Dec. 1899.

p. 528, and Sept. 1904, p. 581.]
' F.M. i. 226. • md.
» ffogarth, p. 61. The letter ia in French.
10 The autograph of the Symphony—in the green cloth boarda bo

familiar to those who know his MS. scolds—is now in the Society'a

Library.
n See the statement to thia effect in the A.M.Z. for 1836, p. 337.
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wiped out the sneers and misunderstandings of
Berlin. This he never forgot: it recurs through-
out his correspondence, and animates his account
of his latest visits to us. Near the close of his

life he spoke of it as ' having lifted a stone from
his heart.' ' The English had much to learn,

and he could laugh heartily at them ; but at

least they loved him and his music, and were
quite in earnest in their appreciation. ^ Five

days afterwards, on the 30th, at 2 P.M., he
appeared again in the Argyll Rooms at what
is vaguely called in the Times of June 1, ' The
fourth grand concert. ' He played the Concert-

stuck of Webei—as the same journal informs

us—'with no music before him.' A charming
letter,^ equal to any in the whole collection

for its gaiety and bright humour, describes his

coming to the rooms early to try the piano—
a new dementi—and his losing himself in ex-

temporising till he was recalled by finding that

the audience were taking their seats. Two
other concerts must be mentioned :—one by
Drouet, the flute-player, on Midsummer Night,

at which, most appropriately, the Overture to

the ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' was given, for

the first time in England, and'he himself played

the E flat Concerto of Beethoven. After the

concert the score of the overture was left in the

hackney coach by Attwood, and lost.* On
Mendelssohn's hearing of it, he said, ' Never
mind, I will make another.' He did, and on
comparing it with the parts no variations were
found. The other concert on July 13 was for

the benefit of the sufferers from the floods iu

Silesia, s At this the Overture was repeated,

and Felix and Moscheles played (for the first

and only time in England) a Concerto by the

former for two Pianofortes and Orchestra, in E.^

All this was a brilliant beginning, as far as

compositions went ; it placed him in the best

possible position before the musical society of

London, but it did not do much to solve the

question of livelihood, since the only commission
which we hear of his receiving, and which
delighted him hugely, he was compelled for

obvious reasons to decline, viz. a festival hymn
for Ceylon for the anniversary of the emancipa-
tion of the natives !—an idea so comical that he
says it had kept him laughing inwardly for two
days.^ A MS. letter of this time (dated June
7) is signed ' Composer to the Island of Ceylon.'

But he found time for other things besides

music ; for the House of Commons, and picture

galleries, and balls at Devonshire House and
Lansdowne House, and so many other parties,

that the good people at home took fright and

1 Letter to Mme. Jenny Lind-Ooldachmldt,
2 See r.if.i. 232, and Dffv. pp. 81, 82.
3 P.M. I. 227, dated June 1, 1829.
i On the authoritr of Mr. W. H. Huak.
>> This was suggested by Mendelssohn's uncle Nathan, who lived

in Silesia, to hie brother Abraham, and by him communicated to
Felix {KM. i. 236).

e See Felix's letters describing this, July 10, 16, and 17 iF.M. I.

233-240] ; also itos. 1. 227. The autograph of the Concerto is dated
Oct. 17, 1823. ' Kit. i. 230.

thought he was giving up music for society, and

would become a drawing-room ornament.' The
charm of his manner and his entire simplicity

took people captive, and he laid a good founda-

tion this year for the time to come.

An amusing little picture of himself and his

friends Rosen and Muhlenfeld, coming home
late from a state dinner given by the Prussian

Ambassador, buying three German sausages, and

then finding a quiet street in which to devour

them, with a three -part song and peals of

laughter between the mouthfuls, shows how
gaily life went on outside the concert-room.'

At length the musical season was over. Felix

and Klingemann left Loudon about July 21, and
stopping at York (23rd) and Durham (24th), i»

were in Edinburgh by the 28th." On the 29th
they were present at the annual competition of

Highland Pipers in the Theatre Royal, i^ On the

30th, before leaving ' the grey metropolis of the"^

north, ' they went over Holyrood Palace, saw the
^

traditional scene of the murder of Rizzio, and
the chapel, with the altar at which Mary was
crownedstanding'opentothesky,andsurrounded
with grass and ivy, and everything ruined and
decayed ' :

' and I think,' he continues, ' that I

found there the beginning of my Scotch Sym-
phony.' The passage which he then wrote

down was the first sixteen bars of the Introduc-

tion, which recurs at the end of the first move-

ment, and thus forms, as it were, the motto of

the work. 13

From Edinburgh they went to Abbotsford,

and thence by Stirling, Perth, and Dunkeld, to

Blair-AthoU ; then on foot by Fort-William to

Tobermory, sketching and writing enormous
letters at every step. On the way they visited

Fingal'a Cave, and Felix, writing 'auf einer

Hebride '— 'on one of the Hebrides '—August 7,

gives twenty bars of music, ' to show how extra-

ordinarily the place affected me.' These twenty
bars,i* an actual inspiration, are virtually

identical with the opening of the wonderful

Overture which bears the name of 'Hebrides'

or 'Fingal's Cave.' Then came Glasgow, and
then Liverpool. At Liverpool they went over

a new American liner called the Napoleon, and
Felix, finding a Broadwood piano in the saloon,

sat down to it and played for himself and his

friend the first movement of Fanny's ' Easter-

Sonata '—^whatever that may have been. Home
was always in his thoughts. Then to Holyhead
for Ireland, but the weather was dreadful. He
says :

' Yesterday was a good day, for I was
only wet through three times.' So he turned

back to Liverpool, there said good-bye to Klinge-

mann, and went on by Chester to the house of

Mr. John Taylor, a mining engineer, at Coed-du

near Holywell. Here he remained for some days,

8 Sev. p. 78. s r.X. 1. 235.
10 Their journey can he traced by Felix's sketches. ^^ /'.Jf.i.240.
12 Jbid.

i
BogwtTi, p. 77. I owe the date to the kindness of Mr.

John Olen of Edinburgh. 13 J?',jf. 1, 244.
14 Ten of the present score, as be afterwards diminished the nota-

tion by one half. A focaimile is given in P.M. 1. 267.
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seeing a very pleasant side of English country-
life, and making an indelible impression on his
hosts ; and here he composed the three piano-
forte pieces which form op. 16, the first of which
in key, tempo, and melody, closely resembles
the introduction to the Scotch Symphony.^ The
following letter, written after his death by
a member of the Taylor family, ^ gives a good
idea of the clever, genial, gay, and yet serious,

nature of the man at this happy time of life :

—

It was in thfe year 1829 that we first became acquainted
with Mr. Mendelssohn. He was introduced to us by my
aunt, Mrs. Austin, who had well known his cousin
Professor Mendelssohn, at Bonn. He visited us early
in the season in Bedford Row, but our real friendship
began at Coed-du, which was a house near Mold in Flint-
shire, rented for many years by my father, Mr. John
Taylor.
Mr. Mendelssohn came down there to spend a little

time with us, in the course of a tour in England and
Scotland. My father and mother received him kindly,
as they did everybody, but his arrival created no parti-
cular sensation, as many strangers came to our house to
see the mines under my father's management, and
foreigners were often welcomed there. Soon, however,
we began to find that a most accomplished mind had
comeamong us, quick to observe, delicate to distinguish.
There was a little shyness about him, great modesty.
We knew little about his music, but the wonder of it
grew upon us ; and I remember one night when my
two sisters and I went to our rooms how we began saying
to each other 'Surely this must be a man of genius. . . .

We can't be mistaken about the music ; never did we
hear any one play so before. Yet we know the best
London musicians. Surely by and by we shall hear
that Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy is a great name in the
world."

My father's birthday happened while Mr. Mendelssohn
was with us. There was a grand expedition to a distant
mine, up among the hills ; a tent carried up there, a
dinner to the miners. We had speeches and health-
drinkings, and Mendelssohn threw himself into the
whole thing, as if he had been one of us. He interested
himself in hearing about the condition and way of life

of the Welsh miners. Nothing was lost upon him. A
letter that he wrote to my brother John just after he
left Coed-du, charmingly describes the impressions he
carried away of that country. Sometimes he would go
out sketching with us girls, sitting down very seriously
to draw, but making the greatest fun of attempts which
he considered to be unsuccessful. One figure of a Welsh
girl he imagined to be like a camel, and she was caUed
the camel accordingly. Though he scorned his own
drawings, he had the genuine artist-feeling, and great
love for pictures. I need not say how deeply he entered
into the beauty of the hills and the woods. His way of
representing t;hem was not with the pencil ; but in the
evenings his improvised music would show what he had
observed or felt in the past day. The piece called * The
Rivulet,' which he wrote at that time for my sister Susan
will show what I mean ; it was a recollection of a real
actual rivulet-S

We observed how natural objects seemed to suggest
music to him. There was in my sister Honora's garden
a pretty creeping plant, new at that time, covered with
little trumpet-like flowers.* He was struck with it, and
played for her the music which (he said) the fairies might
play on those trumpets. When he wrote out the piece
(called a Capriccio in B minor) he drew a little branch
of that flower all up the margin of the paper.
The piece (an Andante and Allegro) which Mr. Mendels-

sohn wrote for me, was suggested by the sight of a bunch
of carnations and roses.s The carnations that year were

1 Botli Allegros are in 6-8, and the Andante is repeated at the end
of each. The piece in dated ' Coed-dn, Sept, 4,' [1829].

2 Miss Anne Taylor, afterwarda Mrs. Worsley.
2 This piece was long a favourite of his. A water-colour drawing

by Schiriner, inspired by Felix's playing of it, is still in the posses-

Blon of the family (Dev. p. 175J.
The MS. la headed 'Am Bach,' and

the tradition of the Taylors is that it depicts the actual stream,
its waterfalls, broad shallows, and other features, that flows near
Coed-du. * Eccremocarptis.

s The account given above of the origin and intention of these
three pieces (op. 16) is confirmed by a letter of his own printed In

very fine with us. He liked them best of all the flowers,
and would have one often in his button-hole.6 We found
he intended the arpeggio passages in tHat composition
as a reminder of the sweet scent of the flower rising up.
Mr. Mendelssohn was not a bit * sentimental,' though

he had so much sentiment. Nobody enjoyed hin more
than he, and his laughing was the mostjoyous that could
be. One evening in hot summer we staid in the wood
above ourhouse later than usual. We had been building
a house of fir branches in Susan's garden up in the wood.
We made a flre, a little way off it, in a thicket among the
trees, Mendelssohn helpmg with the utmost zeal, drag-
ging up more and more wood ; we tired ourselves with our
merry work ; we sat down round our fire, the smoke
went off", the ashes were glowing, it began to get dark,
but we did not like to leave our bonfire. *If we had
but some music,' Mendelssohn said ;

' could any one get
something to play on?' Then my brother recollected
that we were near the gardener's cottage, and that the
gaMener had a fiddle. Off rushed our boys to get the
fiddle. When it came, it was tha wretchedest thing in
the world, and it had but one string. Mendelssohn took
the instrument into his hands, and fell into fits oflaughter
over it when he heard the sounds it made. His laughter
was very catching, he put us all into peals of merriment.
But he somehow afterwards brought beautiful music
out of the poor old fiddle, and we sat listening to one
strain after another till the darkness sent us home.
My cousin, John Edward Taylor,' was staying with us

at that time. He had composed an imitation Welsh
air, and before breakfast he was playing this over, all
unconscious that Mr. Mendelssohn (whose bed-room was
next the drawing-room) overheard every note. That
night, when we had music as usual, Mr. Mendelssohn
sat down to play. After an elegant prelude, and with
all possible advantage, John Edward heard his poor
little air introduced as the subject of the evening. And
having dwelt upon it, and adorned it in every graceful
manner, Mendelssohn in his pretty, playful way, bowing
to the composer, gave all the praise to him.

I suppose some of the charm of his speech might lie in
the unusual choice of words which he as a German
made in speaking English. He lisped a little. He used
an action of nodding his head quickly till the long
locks of hair would fall over his high forehead with the
vehemence of his assent to anything he liked.
Sometimes he used to talk very seriously with my

mother. Seeing that we brothers and sisters lived
lovingly together and with our parents, he spoke about
this to my mother, told her how he had known families
where it was not so ; and used the words * You know not
how happy you are.'

He was so far from any sort of pretension, or ft-om
making a favour of giving his music to us, that one
evening when the family from a neighbouring house
came to dinner, and we had dancing afterwards, he took
his turn in playing quadrilles and waltzes with the
others. He was tlie first person who taught us gallop-
ades, and he first played us Weber's last waltz. He
enjoyed dancing like any other young man of his age.
He was then twenty years old . He had written his 'Mid-
summer Night's Dream' [Overture] before that time.
I well remember his playing it. He left Coed-du early
in September 1829.

We saw Mr. Mendelssohn whenever he came to
England, but the visits he made to us in London have
not left so much impression upon me as that one at
Coed-du did. I can, however, call tomind a party at my
father's house in Bedford Row where he was present. Sir
George Smart was there also : when the latter was asked
to play he said to my mother, ' No, no, don't call upon
the old post-horse, when you have a high-mettled young
racer at hand.' The end of it was a duet played by Sir
George and Mr. Mendelssohn together. Our dear old
master, Mr. Attwood, often met him at ourhouse. Once
he went with us to a ball at Mr. Attwood's at Norwood.
Returning by daylight I remember how Mr. Mendels-
sohn admired the view of St. Paul's in the early dawn
which w« got from Blackfriars Bridge.8 But the happiest
visit to us was that one when he first brought his

sweet young wife to see my mother. Madame Felix

I'.Jtf. i. 279. The autograph of No. 1 is headed ' Nelken und Itosen
In Menge '—Carnations and Koses in plenty.

6 Compare Afog. i. 2W.
7 A son of Edward Taylor, Gresham Professor of Music, 1838-63.
8 [A facsimile reproduction of a pencil-drawing by him of Pt.

Paul's Cathedi-al, etc. as seen from Blackfriars Bdd^, forms fho
frontispiece of Musical Baunts in X-ondon,]
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Mendelssohn was a bride then, and we all of us said he
could not have found one more worthy of himself. And
with the delightful remembrance of his happiness then,
I will end these fhigments.

His head was at this time full of music—the

E flat Violin Quartet (op. 12)' ; an organpiece for

Fanny's wedding ^
; the Reformation Symphony,

the. Scotch Symphony, the Hebrides Overture,

as well as vocal music, ' of which he will say

nothing. ' Othersubjects, however, occupied even

more of his letters than music. Such were a

private plan for a journey to Italy in company
with his parents and Rebeoka, for which he

enters into a little conspiracy with his sister
;

and a scheme for the celebration of his parents'

silver wedding (Dec. 26, 1829), by the perform-

ance of three operettas (Liederspiel), his own
' Soldatenliebschaft,' a second to be written by
Hensel and composed by Fanny, and the third

an ' Idyll ' by Klingemann and himself, which

whenonce it entered his head rapidly took shape,

and by the end of October appears to have been

virtually cotnplete.'

By Sept. 10 he was again in London, this

time at 35 Bury Street, St. James's, Klinge-

mann's lodgings • ; on the 14th he finished and
signed the E flat Quartet, and on the 17th was

thrown fromagig and hurt his knee, whichforced

Mm to keep his bed for nearly two months, and

thus to miss not only a tour through Holland

and Belgium with his father, but Fanny's

wedding. Confinement to bed, however, does

not prevent his writing home with the greatest

regularity. On Sept. 22 he ends his letter with

the first phrase of the Hebrides Overture— ' aber

zum Wiedersehen,

On Oct. 23 he informs them that he is beginning

again to compose—and so on. He was nursed

by Klingemann, and well cared for by Sir Lewis
and Lady MoUer, by Attwood and Hawes (the

musicians), the Gosohens, and others. His first

drive was on TSov. 6, when he found London
'indescribably beautiful.' A week later he
went to Norwood to the Attwoods," then back
to town for ' the fourteen happiest days he had
ever known,' and on Nov. 29 was at H8tel

Quillaoci, Calais, on his road home. He reached

Berlin to find the Hensels and the Devrienta

inhabiting rooms in the garden-house. His
lameness still obliged him to walk with a stick

;

but this did not impede the mounting of his

1 F.M. pp. 276, 279, 280. The autograpli ofthe Quartet, in the poB-
BesBion of Mr. Iludorf, iB dated 'London, Sept. 14, 1829.' Though
published aa TSo, 1, it iB thus really his second string quartet. See
ahove, p. 118. The quartet was dedicated to ' B[etty] Ftistor]

'
; but

after her engagement to Rudorf, Mendelssohn requested David to
alter the initials (' durch einen klelnen Fetlerschwanz ') to ' B. R,'

(Bee Eokardt's Ferdinand Danid, p. 35). In the same letter he calls

it ' Quartet auB 8.'

s Fanny herself wrote the piece which was actually played at the
wedding, Oct 3, 1829 {P.M. 1. 298). Felix's piece, however, was
finished and written out {L. to Fanny, July 25, 1844).

8 JJ.jlf. 1. 302.304; /)ei>. p. 86. iF.M.i.SD\.
6 Op. 16, No. 2, is dated ' Norwood, Surrey, Nov. 18.' There is a

MS. letter from the same address, Nov. 15. Tbehouse was on Beulah
Hill. [A photograph of it la given in Muticdl Baunti in London.
p. 6.]

piece for the silver wedding,' which came off

with the greatest success on Dec. 26, and dis-

played an amount of dramatic ability which

excited the desire of his friends that he should

again write forthe stage.' The Liederspiel, how-

ever, was not enough to occupy him, and during

this winter he composed a Symphony for the

tercentenary festival of the Augsburg Confes-

sion, which was in preparation for June 25,

1830. This work, in the key of D, is that
,

which we shall often again refer to ^,s the ' Re-

formation Symphony.' * He also wrote the fine

Fantasia in F sharp minor (op. 28) for pf., which

he called his ' Scotch Sonata ' '—apiece too little

played. A Chair of Music was founded in the

Berlin university this winter expressly with a

view to its being filled by Mendelssohn. But

on the offer being made he declined it, and at

his instance Marx was appointed in his stead.'*

There can be no doubt that he was right.

Nothing probably could have entirely kept down
Mendelssohn's ardour for composition ; but it

is certain that to have exchanged the career

of a composer for that of a university teacher

would have added a serious burden to the many
occupations which already beset him, besides

forcing him to exchange a pursuit which he

loved and succeeded in, for one for which he had
no turn—for teaching was not his /orfe.''

The winter was over, his leg was well, and
he was on the point of resuming his 'great

journey ' in its southern portion, when, at the

end of March 1830, both Rebecka and he were

taken ill with measles. This involved a delay

of a month, and it was not till May 13 that

he was able to start. '^ His father accompanied

him as far as Dessau, the original seat of the

family, where he remained for a few days with

his friend Schubring.

He travelled through Leipzig, Weissenfels,

and Naumburg, and reached Weimar on the

20th. There he remained a fortnight in the

enjoyment of the closest intercourse with Goethe

and his family, playing and leading what he
calls a mad life—Heidenleben.'' There his

portrait was taken, which, though like, ' made
him look very sulky,' and a, copy of the score

of the Reformation Symphony was made and
sent to Fanny. On June 3 he took leave of

Goethe for the last time,'* and went by Nurem-
berg to Munich, which he reached on June 6.'^

At Munich he made a long halt, remaining till

the end of the month ; made the acquaintance of

Josephine Lang, Delphine Schauroth, and other

^ * Heimkehr aus der Fremde ' (The Return from Abroad). It was
translated by Chorley as ' Son and Stranger,' and produced at the
Haymarket Theatre, .Tuly 7, 1851. ' Dev. p. 94.

" For Bome curious detallB regarding this see Dev. p. 96. Schu-
bring (302&) tells the same story of the Trumpet Overture.

8 The MS., formerly in Mr. Bchleinitz's posBcsaion, is entitled
' Senate ^cosBaise,' and dated ' Berlin, Jan. 29, 1833

'
; but he played

it at Goethe's, May 24, 1830 (/.. May 25, 1830.) >° Dai. p. 98.
li See a remark in Hauptmann's Letters to Hataer (i. 157) in

reference to a similar attempt iu 1836.
IS F.M. i. 313 (inaccurately Auguet, but corrected in the second

edition, from which the Bngliah translation was made).
u L. May 25, 1830. See also letters In B. t M.
u e. i U. p. 70. 'S L. June 6, 1830
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interesting persons, and was feted to an extra-

ordinaryextent ^—
' several parties every evening,

and more pianoforte playing than I ever recollect'

—all which must be read in the letter of Marx,

and in his own delightful pages. 'i On June 14,

he sends Fanny a little Song without Words
(Lied) in A, and on the 26th ' on the birth of

her son, 'a much longer one in B flat minor, which

he afterwards altered, and published as op. 30,

No. 2.* Both here and at Vienna he is disgusted

at the ignorance on the part of the best players

—

Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven utterly ignored,

Hummel, Field, and Kalkbrenner accepted as

classics. He himself played the best music,

and with the best effect, and his visit must have

marked an epoch in the faiste of both places.*

From Munich he went through the Salzkam-

mergut, by Salzburg, Ischl, and the Traunsee,

to Linz, and thence to Vienna, August 13.

Here he passed more than a month of the gayest

life* with Hauser the singer,^ Merk the violon-

cellist, the Pereiras, the Eskeles, and others, but

not so gay as to interfere with serious composi-

tion—^witness a cantata or anthem on ' Haupt
voll Blut und Wunden' (MS.),'' and an 'Ave
Maria' for tenor solo and eight -part chorus

(op. 23, No. 2), both of this date. On Sept. 28

we find him at Pressburg, witnessing the corona-

tion of the Crown Prince Ferdinand as King of

Hungary ' ; then at Lilienfeld ; and by Gratz,

Udine, etc., he reached Venice on October 9.

His stay in Italy, and his journey through

Switzerland back to Munich, are so fully depicted

in the volume of his Letters from Italy and
Switzerland, that it is only necessary to allude

to the chief points. He went from Venice by
Bologna to Florence, reaching it on Oct. 22,

and remaining there for a week. He arrived in

Borne on Nov. 1—the same day as Goethe had

done, as he is careful to remark—and he lived

there till April 10, 1831, at No. 5, Piazza di

Spagna. The latter half of April and tlie whole

of May were devoted to Naples (Sti. Oombi,

Sta. Lucia, No. 13, on the 3rd floor) and the Bay
—Sorrento, Ischia, Amalfi, etc. Here he met

Benedict, and renewed the acquaintance which

they had begun as boys in Berlin in 1821, when
Benedict was Weber's pupil.' By June 5 he

was back in Rome, and after a fortnight's interval

set out on his homeward journey by Florence

(June 24), Genoa, Milan (July 7-15), Lago

Maggiore and the Islands, the Simplon, Mar-

tigny, and the Col de Balme, to Chamouni and

Geneva. Thence on foot across the mountains

to Interlaken ; and thence by Grindelwald and

the Furka to Lucerne, August 27 and 28. At
Interlaken, besides sketching, and writing both

letters and songs, he composed the only waltzes

1 L. to Zelter, Oct. 16, 1S30. ^ F.Sf. I. 318-327.

3 In this, a« in several other caaea, he haa altered the notation

from quaTera to semiqnaTera. .... , .

* L. to Zelter, June 32 (not included in the Engnsh trane.), and
Oct. 16. 1830. ' «<» P- P5.

e Afterwards Director of the Htinlch Conservatorinm and Spohr s

correspondent. T ^^- P- 105.

» L. to Paul, Sept. 27, 1830. « B. p. 7.

of which—strange as it seems in one so madly
fond of dancing—any trace survives, i" At Lucerne
he wrote his last letter to Goethe,!' aj,^ ug doubt
mentioned his beingengagedintheoompositionof
the ' Walpurgisnaeht, ' which must have brought
out from the poet the explanation of the aim of

his poem which is printed at the beginning of

Mendelssohn's music, with the date Sept. 9,

1831. Then, still on foot, he went by Wallen-
stadt and St. Gall to Augsburg, and returned to

Munich early in September.
Into both the Nature and the Art of this

extended and varied tract he entered with
enthusiasm. The engravings with which his

'

father's house was richly furnished, and Hensel's

copies of the Italian masters, had prepared him
for many of the great pictures ; but to see them
on the spot was to give them new life, and it is

delightful to read his rapturous comments on
the Titians of Venice and Rome, the gems in

the Tribune of Florence, Guide's ' Aurora, ' and
other masterpieces. His remarks are instructive

and to the point ; no vague generalities or

raptures, but real criticism into the effect or

meaning or treatment of the work ; and yet

rather from the point of view of an intelligent

amateur than with any assumption of technical

knowledge, and always with sympathy and
kindness. '^ Nor is his eye for nature less keen,

or his enthusiasm less abundant. His descrip-

tions of the scenery of Switzerland during the

extraordinarily stormy season of his journey

there are worthy of the greatest painters or

letter-writers. Some of his expressions rise to

grandeur.
' It was a day, ' he says, describing his walk

over the Wengern Alp, ' as if made on purpose.

The sky was flecked with white clouds floating

far above the highest snow-peaks, no mists below
on any of the mountains, and all their summits
glittering brightly in the morning air, every un-

dulation and the face of every hill clear and
distinct. ... I remembered' the mountains
before only as huge peaks. It was their height

that formerly took such possession of me. Now
it was their boundless extent that I particularly

felt, their huge broad masses, the close connec-

tion of all these enormous fortresses, which
seemed tobecrowdingtogetherand stretchingout

their hands to each other. Then, too, recollect

that every glacier, every snowy plateau, every

rocky summit was dazzling with light and glory,

and that the more distant summits of the further

ranges seemed to stretch over and peer in upon
us. I do believe that such are the thoughts of

God Himself. Those who do not know Him
may here find Him and the nature which He
has created, brought strongly before their eyes.' '^

Other expressions are very happy:—'The moun-
tains are acknowledged to be finest after rain,

and to-day looked as fresh as if they had just
^ in L. An^st 11. 1831. " a. * u. p. 80.

1? L. Oct. 25, 1830 ; Jons 25, 1881 ; Sept. 14, 1839.
u L. August 14, 1881.
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burst the shell. '
' Again, in approaching Naples—'To me the finest object in nature is and

always will be the sea. I love it almost more
than the sky. I always feel happy when 1 see

before me the wide expanse of waters.'

In Eome he devoted all the time that he
could spare from work to the methodical

examination of the place and the people. But
his music stood first, and surely no one before

or since was ever so self-denying on a first visit

to the Eternal City. Not even for the soirocco

would he give up work in the prescribed hours. ^

His plan was to compose or practise till noon,

and then spend the whole of the rest of the

daylight in the open air. He enters into

everything with enthusiasm—it is ' a delightful

existence. ' Rome in aU its vast dimensions lies

before him like an interesting problem, and he

goes deliberately to work, daily selecting some
different object—the ruins of the ancient city,

the Borghese Gallery, the Capitol, St. Peter's,

or the Vatican. 'Each day is thus made
memorable, and, as I take my time, each object

becomes indelibly impressed upon me. . . .

When I have fairly imprinted an object on my
mind, and each day a fresh one, twilight has

usually arrived, and the day is over.' Into

society he enters with keen zest, giving and
receiving pleasurewherever hegoes, and 'amusing

himself thoroughly and divinely.' 'His look-

ing-glass is stuck full of visiting-cards, and he
spends everyeveningwith a fresh acquaintance. '^

Hia visits to Horace Vernet and Thorwaldsen,

Santini's visits to him ; the ball at Torlonia's,

where he first saw the young English beauty,

and that at the Palazzo Albani, where he danced

with her ; the mad frolics of the Carnival, the

monks in the street (on whom he ' will one day
write a special treatise '), the peasants in the

rain, the very air and sunshine—all delight him
in the most simple, healthy, and natural manner.
' Oh ! if I could but send you in this letter one

quarter of an hour of all this pleasure, or tell

you how life actually flies in Rome, every minute

bringing its own memorable delights.' * On
the other hand, he has no mercy on anything

like affectation or conceit. He lashes the German
painters for their hats, their beards, their dogs,

their discontent, and their incompetence, just

as he does one or two German musicians for

their empty pretension. The few words which

he devotes to Berlioz (who although always his

good friend is antagonistic to him on every

point) and his companion Montfort, are strongly

tinged with the same feeling.* On the other

hand, nothing can be more genuinely and good-

naturedly comic than his account of the attempt

to sing Marcello's psalms by a company of

dilettanti assisted by a Papal singer.'

1 L. August 24. ^ Berlioz, Voyage Jfuttcal, i. 76.

3 L. from Rome, Nov. 2, 1880 to April 4, 1831.

< L, Feb. 8, 1831.
B L, March 29, 1831. It ifl eurioujB to compare Berlioz'fl account

{Voyage ifw. 1. 73) of MendelBsolm with the above,
e Z. March 1, 1831.

This sound and healthy habit of mind it is,

perhaps, which excludes the sentimental—we
might almost say the devotional—feeling which

is so markedly absent from his letters. Strange

that an artist who so enjoyed the remains of

ancient Italyshouldhave had no love of antiquity

as such. At sight of Nisida he recalls the fact

that it was the refuge of Brutus, and that Cicero

visited him there. ' The sea lay between the

islands, and the rooks, covered with vegetation,

bent over it then just as they do now. These

are the antiquities that interest me, and are

much more suggestive than crumbling mason-

work. ' ' The outlines of the Alban hills remain

unchanged. There they can scribble no names

and compose no inscriptions . . . and to these

I cling. ' In reference to music the same spirit

shows itself still more strongly in his indignation

at the ancient Gregorian music to the Passion

in the Holy Week services. ' It does irritate

me to hear such sacred and touching words

sung to such insignificant dull music. They
say it is carUofermo, Gregorian, etc. No matter.

If at that period there was neither the feeling

nor the capacity to write in a different style,

at all events we have now the power to do so
'

;

and he goes on to suggest two alternative plans

for altering and reforming the service. Religious

he is, deeply and strongly religious ; every letter

shows it. It is the unconscious, healthy, happy
confidence of a sound mind in a sound body, of

a man to whom the sense of God and Duty are

as natural as the air he breathes, or the tunes

which come Into his head, and to whom a

wrong action is an impossibility. But of devo-

tional sentiment, of that yearning dependence,

which dictated the 130th Psalm, or the feeling

which animates Beethoven's passionate prayers

and confessions,' we find hardly a trace, in his

letters or in his music.

He was very fortunate in the time of his visit

to Rome. Pope Pius VIII. died while he was
there, and he came in for all the ceremonies of

Gregory XVI. 's installation, in addition to the

services of Holy Week, etc. These latter he

has described in the fullest manner, not only

as to their picturesque and general effect, but

down to the smallest details of the music, in

regard to which he rivalled Mozart's famous

feat. [See Miserere.] They form the subject

of two long letters to Zelter, dated Dec. 1,

1830,8 and j^^g jg, 1831 ; and as all the

particulars had to be caught while he listened,

they testify in the strongest manner to the

sharpness of his ear and the retentiveness of

his memory. Indeed it is impossible not to

feel that in such letters as these he is on his

own ground, and that intense as was his enjoy-

ment of nature, painting, society, and life, he

belonged really to none of these things—was
' neither a politician nor a dancer, nor an actor,

7 See vol. i. p. 2Mfi.
B This waa a^ded to the Reiiebriefe in a subseiiuent edition, and

il not Included in the English translation.
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nor a bel esprit, but a musician. '' And so it

proved in fact. For with all these distractions

his Italian journey was fruitful in work. The
' Walpurgisnacht,' the result of his last visit

to Weimar, vras finished, in its first form, at

Milan (the MS. is dated 'Mailand, July 15,

1831
') ; the 'Hebrides,' also in its first form,

is signed ' Rome, Deo. 16, 1830.' ^ The Italian

and Scotch Symphonies were begun and far

advanced before he left Italy. Several smaller

works belong to this period—the Psalm ' Nou
Nobis' (Nov. 15, 1830); the three church

pieces which form op. 23 ; a Christmas Cantata,

stillinMS. (Jan. 28, 1831); theHymn 'Verleih'

uns Frieden ' (Feb. 10) ; the three motets for

the nuns of the Trinity de' Monti at Rome

;

and although few of these minor pieces can be

really said to live, yet they embody much labour

and devotion, and were admirable stepping-

stones to the great vocal works of his later life.

In fact then, as always, he was what Berlioz

calls him, 'un producteur infatigable,'^ and thus

obtained that facility which few composers have
possessed in greater degree than Mozart and
himself. He sought the society of musicians.

Besides Berlioz, Montfort, and Benedict, we
find frequent mentionof Baini, Donizetti, Coccia,

and Madame Fodor. At Milan his encounter

with Madame Ertmann, the intimate friend of

Beethoven, was a happy accident, and turned

to the happiest account. There, too, he met the

son of Mozart, and delighted him with his

father's Overtures to 'Don Juan ' and the ' Magic
^

Flute,' played in his own ' splendid orchestral

style' on the piano. Not the least pleasant

portions of his letters from Switzerland are

those describing his organ-playing at the little

remote Swiss churches at Engelberg, Wallen-

stadt, Sargans, and Lindau—from which we
would gladly quote if space allowed.

Nor was h^ drawing-book idle. Between
May 16 and August 24, 1831, thirty-five

sketches are in the hands of one of his daughters

alone, implying a corresponding number for the

other portions of the tour. How characteristic

of his enormous enjoyment of life is the follow-

ing passage in a letter written at Sargans, Sept.

3 :
' Besides organ-playing I have much to finish

in my new drawing-book (I filled another

completely at Engelberg) ; then I must dine,

and eat like a whole regiment ; then after

dinner the organ again, and so forget my rainy

day.'

The great event of his second visit to Munich
was the production (and no doubt the composi-

tion) of his G minor concerto, ' a thing rapidly

thrown off,'* which he played on Oct. 17,

1831, at a concert which also comprised his

Symphony in minor, his Overture to the

' Midsummer Night's Dream,' and an extempore

performance. Before leaving he received a

> L. to Fanny. Dec. 28, 1831.
* rrhe date of the revised version U ' London, June 20, 1832.T
' Voyage MuHeal, i. IS. « i. to his father, Dec. 28, 1833.

commission to compose an opera for the

Munich Theatre.^ From Munich he travelled

by Stuttgart (Nov. 7) and Heidelberg to Frank-

fort, and thence to Diisseldorf (Nov. 27), to

consult Immermann as to the libretto for the

Munich opera, and arrange with him for one
founded on ''The Tempest.' ^ The artistic life

of Diisseldorf pleased him extremely, and no
doubt this visit laid the foundation for his

future connection with that town.

He arrived in Paris about the middle of

December, and found, of his German friends,

Hiller and Franok settled there. He renewed
his acquaintance with the Parisian musicians

who had known him as a boy in 1825, especially

with Baillot ; and made many new friends,

Habeneck, Franchomme, Cuvillon, and others.

Chopin, Meyerbeer, Herz, Liszt, Kalkbrenner,
Ole Bull, were all there, and Mendelssohn
seems to have been very much with them. He
went a great deal into society and played
frequently, was constantly at the theatre, and
as constantly at the Louvre, enjoyed life

thoroughly, saw everything, according to his

wont, including the political scenes which
were then more than ever interesting in Paris ;

knew everybody ; and in fact, as he expresses

it, ' cast himself thoroughly into the vortex. '

'

His overture ' Midsummer Night's Dream

'

was performed at the Sooi^te des Concerts

(Conservatoire) on Feb. 19, 1832, and he him-
self played the Concerto in G of Beethoven at

the concert of March 18. His Reformation
Symphony was rehearsed, but the orchestra

thought it too learned, and it never reached

performance.^ His Octet was played in church
at a, mass commemorative of Beethoven, and
several times in private ; so was his Quintet

(with a new Adagio ^) and his Quartets, both <

for strings and for piano. The pupils of the

Conservatoire, he writes, are working their

fingers off to play ' 1st es wahr ? ' '" His playing

was applauded as much as heart could wish,

and his reception in all circles was of the very

best.

On the other hand, there were drawbacks.

Eduard Ritz, his great friend, died (Jan. 23)
while he was there ; the news reached him on
his birthday. Goethe, too, died (March 22).

The rejection of his Reformation Symphony,
the centre of so many hopes, i' was a disappoint-

ment which must have thrown a deep shadow
over everything ; and no doubt after so much
gaiety there was a reaction, and his old dislike

to the French character—traces of which are

not wanting in a letter to Immermann dated

Jan. 11, 1832—returned. In addition to this

his health had not latterly been good, and in

G £. to his father, Dec. 19, 1831.
8 I. Dec. 19, 1831 ; Jan. 11, 1832.
7 L. Dec. 28, 1831 : Jan. 11, 1832. 8 ff. p. 21.
8 Written in memory of Ednard Bitz, and replacing a Minuet

in P sharp minor, with Trio in double Canon.
iO The Lied embodied in the A minor Quartet. See above, p. 118.

" B. p. 22.
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March he had an attack of cholera.i Though
he alludea to it in joke, he probably felt the
truth of a remark in the Figaro that ' Paris is

the tomb of all reputations. '
^ Brilliantly and

cordially as he was received, he left no lasting

mark there ; his name does not reappear in the

programmes of the Conservatoire for eleven

years, and it was not till the establishment of

the Concerts Populaires in 1861 that his music
became at all familiar to the Parisians.' He
himself never again set foot in Paris.

On April 23, 1832, he was once more in his

beloved London, and at his old quarters, in

Great Portland Street (see p. 121). ' ' That
smoky nest,' he exclaims, amid the sunshine of

the Naples summer, 'is fated to be now and
ever my favourite residence ; my heart swells

when I think of it.'* And here he was back
in it again ! It was warm, the lilacs were in

bloom, his old friends were as cordial as if

they had never parted, he was warmly welcomed
everywhere, and felt his health return in full

measure. His letters of this date are full of a
genuine heartfelt satisfaction. He plunged at

once into musical life. The Hebrides Overture

was played from MS. parts by the Philharmonic

on May 14, and he performed his G minor Con-

certo, on an Erard piano, at the concerts of May
28 and June 18. He gave a MS. score of his

overture to the society, and they presented him
with a piece of plate. During his stay in London
he wrote his Capricoio brillant in B (op. 22), and
played it at a concert of Mori's on May 25.*

On Sunday, June 10, he played the organ at

St. Paul's Cathedral.^ He also published a
four- hand arrangement' of the 'Midsummer
Night's Dream' Overture with Cramer, and
the first Book of the Songs without Words
with Novello,' and played at many concerts. A
more important thing still was the revision of

the Hebrides Overture, to which he appears to

have put the final touches on June 20 (five

weeks after Its performance at the Philharmonic),

that being the date on the autograph score in

possession of the family of Sterndale Bennett,

which agrees in all essentials with the printed

copy. [In an English letter, written from
Attwood's house at Norwood, to Sir George
Smart, and dated 'June 6, 1832,' he offers to

the Philharmonic Society ' the score of my
Overture to the " Isles of Fingal," as a sign of

my deep and heartfelt gratitude for the indulg-

ence and kindness they have shown to me
during my second visit in this country.' (Brit.

1 IT. p. 33. Letter to BarnianQ, Parii, April 16, 1832, in Letters of
OistinguisJied Musicimte, p. 406.

z F^cis is inaccurate in citing this as MendelsBohn's own ex-
presiiion. See L. Marcli 31, 1832.

3 TIiiB want of flympatliy, combined with an aetontahlng amount
of ignorance, ie amusingly displayed in the following description
from the catalogue of a well-known French autograph collector :—
'Mendelssohn Bartboldy (Felix) remarquable intelligence, mals
coBur egoTste ot froid ;

qui n'ayant pu gravlr d'un pas aur les
tommeta de I'art, s'est refugi^ dana la musique de chambre.' Can
Ignorance and confidence go further!

i L. to hia sisters. May 28, 1831,
» Mot. 1. 871. B ;Mci. p. 2»2. ' Ibid.
8 Under the title of ' Original Melodies 'for the Pianoforte

'

(Novello).

Mus. Add. MS. 33,965, fol. 251). The MS.

does not, however, appear to be in the Society's

library.]

On May 1 5, Zelter died, and he received the

news of the loss of his old friend and teacher

at Attwood's house at Norwood. The vision of

a possible offer of Zelter's post at the Sing-

akademie crossed his mind, and is discussed

with his father ; but it was not destined to be

fulfilled. Among the friends whom he made
during this visit, never to lose till death, were

the Horsleys, a family living in the country at

Kensington. William Horsley was one of our

most eminent glee-writers, his daughters were

unusually musical, one of the sons, John Calcott

Horsley, became an B.A., and another, Charles

Edward Horsley, was for many years a bright

ornament to English music. The circle was not

altogether unlike his Berlin home, and in his

own words' he seldom spent a day without

meeting one or other of the family. [It was
during this visit (in 1832) to London that he

played to Vincent Novello Bach's little E minor
prelude and fugue for the organ, a circumstance

which led to its being published in England (by

Novello) before it appeared in anyother country,

including Germany.'*]

In July 1832 he returned to Berlin, to find

the charm of the summer life in the garden as

great as before. His darling sister Rebecka had
been married to Professor Dirichlet in May.
Another change was that the Devrients had
migrated to another place, and Hensel's studios

now occupied all the spare space in the garden-

house. Immermann's promised libretto was
waiting for him on his return, but from the

terms in which he asks for Devrient's opinion

on it, it is evident that it disappointed him,
and we hear no more of the subjecf 'St. Paul'

was beginning to occupy his mind (of which
more anon), and he had not long been back
when the election of the conductor for the
Singakademie in Zelter's place came on the

tapis. The details may be read elsewhere '^
;

it is enough to say here that chiefly through
the extra zeal and want of tact of his friend

Devrient, though with the best intentions,

Mendelssohn, for no fault of his own, was
dragged before the public as an opponent of

Kungenhagen
; and at length, on Jan. 22, 1833,

was defeated by 60 votes out of 236. The
defeat was aggravated by a sad want of judg-

ment on the part of the family, who not only
were annoyed, but showed their annoyance by
withdrawing from the Singakademie, and thus

making an open hostility. Felix himself said

little, but he felt it deeply. He '^ describes it

as a time of uncertainty, anxiety, and suspense,

which was as bad as a serious illness ; and no
doubt it widened the breach in his liking for

1 e.iu. p. 9?.
"• [See Bach's Music in England,' Musical rimes, Nov. 1896, p. "^4.]
" J}BV. p. 142. 12 See especially Dev. pp. 145-166.
13 L. to Pastor Bauer, March 4. ISSS.
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Berlin, whioli had been begun by the rejec-

tion of 'Camacho.' He doubtless found some
consolation in a grand plana which was for-

warded to him in August by Pierre Erard of

London.
His musical activity was at all events not

impaired. Besides occupying himself with the

Sunday music at home, Felix, during this

winter, gave three public concerts at the room
of the Singakademie in Nov. and Deo. 1832,

and Jan. 1833,' at which he brought forward his

' Walpurgisnacht,' his Reformation Symphony,
his Overtures tothe ' MidsummerNight's Dream,

'

• Meeresstille, ' and ' Hebrides, ' his G minor Con-

certo and his Oapricoio in B minor for pf.
;

besides playing Beethoven's pf. sonatas (opp. 27

and 53) and his 6 major Concerto, also a Con-

certo of Bach in D minor—all, be it remembered,

novelties at that time even to many experienced

musicians. In addition to this he was working

seriously at the Italian Symphony. The Phil-

harmonic Society of London had passed a,

resolution on Nov. 5, 1832, asking him to

compose 'a symphony, an overture, and a

vocal piece, for the Society,' and offering him
a hundred guineas for the exclusive right of

performance during two years.^ Of these the

Italian Symphony was to be one, and the MS.
score of the work accordingly bears the date

'Berlin, March 13, 1833." On April 27 he
wrote to the Society offering them the symphony
with ' two new overtures, finished since last

year ' (doubtless the ' Fingal's Cave ' and the

TrumpetOvertures), the extra one being intended
' as a sign of my gratitude for the pleasure and
honour they have again conferred upon me,'

Graceful and apparently spontaneous as it is,

the symphony had not been an easy task.

Mendelssohn was not exempt from the lot of

most artists who attempt a great poem or a

great composition ; on the contrary, ' the

bitterest moments he ever endured or could

have imagined, ' were those which he experienced

during the autumn when the work was in

progress, and up to the last he had his doubts

and misgivings as to the result. Now, how-

ever, when it was finished, he found that it

' pleased him and showed progress '
^—a very

modest expression for a work so full of original

thought, masterly expression, consummate

execution, and sunny beauty, as the Italian

Symphony, and, moreover, such a prodigious

advance on his last work of the same kind !
*

On Feb. 8, 1833, a son was born to the

Moscheleses, and one of the first letters written

was to Mendelssohn, asking him to be godfather

to the child. He sent a capital letter in reply,

with an elaborate sketch,^ and later on he trans-

1 A.if.Z. 1833. pp. 22, 68, 125. The dates are not given of aU the
concerte, but the second took pJace on Dec. 1, 1832

2 See the Resolution and his answer in Hogarth, pp. 59, 60.

B i. to Pastor Bauer, April 6, 1833.

4 It has been said that the leap from Mendelssohn's C minor to

his A major Symphony ia as great aa that from Beethoven's No. 2

to the Eroica ; and relatively this, i^ probably not exaggerated.
6 A facsimile wlU be fouiid in Mos. i. -284.

VOL. Ill ,,

mitted a cradle song—published as op. 47, No. 6

—for his godchild, Felix Moscheles. Early in

April he left Berlin for Diisseldorf, to arrange

for conducting the Lower Rhine Festival which
took place May 26-28. As soon as the details

had been completed, he went on to London
for the christening of his godchild, and also to

conduct the Philharmonic Concert of May 13,

when his Italian Symphony was performed for

the first time, and he himself played Mozart's

D minor piano concerto. This was his third

visit. He was there by April 26—again at his

old lodgings in Great Portland Street—and on
May 1 he played at Moscheles's annual concert

a brilliant set of four-hand variations on the

Gipsy March in 'Preciosa,' which the two had
composed together.^

On or afterMay 16 he leftLondon and returned

to Diisseldorf, in ample time for the rehearsal

of the Festival, which began on Whitsunday,
May 26, and was an immense success. ' Israel

in Egypt''' was the piece de resistance, and among
the other works were Beethoven's Pastoral Sym-
phonyand Overture to 'Leonora, 'and Felix's own
Trumpet Overture. Abraham Mendelssohn had
come from Berlin for the Festival, and an
excellent account of it will be found in his

letters,^ admirable letters, full of point and
wisdom, and showing better than anything else

could the deep affection and perfect understand-

ing which existed between father and son. The
brilliant success of the Festival and the personal

fascination of Mendelssohn led to an offer from
the authorities of Diisseldorf that he should

undertake the charge of the entire musical

arrangements of the town, embracing the direc-

tion of the church music and of two associations,

for three years, from Oct. 1, 1833, at a yearly

salary of 600 thalers (£90).' He had been

much attracted by the active artistic life of the

place when he visited Immermann at the close

of his Italian journey, and there appears to have

been no hesitation in his acceptance of the offer.

This important agreement concluded, Felix re-

turned to London for the fourth time, taking

his father with him. They arrived about June 5,

and went into the old lodgings in Great Portland

Street. It is the father's first visit, and his

letters are full of little hits at the fog, the

absence of the sun, the Sundays, and other

English peculiarities, and at his son's enthusiasm

for it all. As far as the elder Mendelssohn was

concerned, the first month was perfectly success-

ful, but in the course of July he was laid uj)

with an accident to his shin, which confined

him to his room for three weeks, and although

it gave him an excellent idea of English hos-

pitality, it naturally threw a damp over the

G Mot. i. 290. [The duet was published by Cramer.]
7 It had been performed by the Singakademie of Berlin, Dec. 8,

1831, but probab^ with re.instrument^tion. It was now done as

Handel wroi>e it.

8 F.U. i. 347-364.
9 1 cannot discover his exact atatut or title at Diisseldorf. In his

own sketch of his life (see next page) he styles himself MuBlc.director
of the Association for the Fi'omotion of Music m Diisseldorf.

K
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latter part ofthe visit. His blindness, too, seems
to have begun to show itself.'

His son, however, experienced no such draw-
backs. To his father he was everything. ' I

cannot express,' says the grateful old man,
'what he has been to me, what a treasure of

love, patience, endurance, thoughtfulness, and
tender care he has lavished on me ; and much
as I owe him indirectly for a thousand kindnesses

and attentions from others, I owe him far more
for what he has done for me himself.' ^ Only
a few letters by Felix of this date have been

printed,' but enough information can be picked

up to show that he fully enjoyed himself. His
Trumpet Overture was played at the Philhar-

monic on June 10, 1833. He played the organ

at St. Paul's (June 23), Klingemann and other

friends at the bellows, and the church empty

—

Introduction and fugue, extempore ; Attwood's

Coronation Anthem, four hands, with Attwood

;

and three pieces of Bach's.* He also evidently

played a great deal in society, and his father's

account of a mad evening with Malibran will

stand as a type of many such. ^ The Moscheleses,

Attwoods [see his letters to Attwood, printed

in the Musical Times, Deo. 1900, pp. 792 and
800], Horsleys, and Alexanders are among the

most prominent English names in the diaries and
letters.* Besides Malibran, Schrbder-Devrient,

Herz, and Hummel were among the foreign

artists in London. On August 4 the two left

for Berlin,'' Abraham having announced that

he was bringing home ' a young painter named
Alphonse Lovie,' who, of course, was no other

than Felix himself.' They reached Berlin in

due course, and by Sept. 27, 1833, Felix was
at his new post.

DUsseldorf was the beginning of a new period

in his career—of settled life away from the

influences of home, which had hitherto formed

so important an element in his existence. At
Berlin both success and non-success were largely

biassed by personal considerations ; here he was
to start afresh, and to be entirely dependent on
himself. He began his new career with vigour.

He first attacked the church music, and as ' not

one tolerable mass ' was to be found, scoured the

country as far as Elberfeld, Cologne, and Bonn,
and returned with a carriage-load of Palestrina,

Lasso, and Lotti. ' Israel in Egypt, 'the 'Messiah,

'

' Alexander's Feast,' and ' Egmont ' are among
the music which we hear of at the concerts. At
the theatre, after a temporary disturbance,

owing to a rise in prices, and a little over-

eagerness, he was well received and successful

;

and at first all was coulew de rose—'a more
agreeable position I cannot wish for.'^ But
he soon found that the theatre did not suit

him ; he had too little sympathy with theatrical

I P.if. i. 397, 2 /SM, p. 384,

3 [See Letters ofF. if. to I. £ 0. Moechelea, pp. 70-74, and the amusing
focBlmlles of sketches therein. * F.M.-Q.3f7Z. ^ Ibia. p. 977.

6 Jfot. 1, 298 ; Abraham M. in F.if. 1, 868, 380, 382, eto,

7 Mm. i. 299. ' f.M. i. 386.
' L,tol. Flint, Juir 20, 1834.

life, and the responsibility was too irksome.

He therefore, after a few months' trial, in

March 1834,1" relinquished his salary as far as

the theati'e was concerned, and held himself

free, as a sort of ' Honorary Intendant.' '^ His

influence, however, made itself felt. 'Don
Juan,' 'Figaro,' Cherubini's ,'Deux Joum^es,'

were amongst the operas given in the first four

months ; and in the church we hear-of masses

by Beethoven and Cherubini, motets of Pales-

trina's, and cantatas of Bach's, the Dettingen

Te Deum, ' and" on the whole as much good

music as could be expected during my first

winter.' '2 He lived on the ground floor of

Schadow's house, '^ and was very much in the

artistic circle, and always ready to make an
excursion, to have a swim, to eat, to ride (for

he kept a horse '* ), to dance, or to sleep ; was
working hard at water-colour drawing, under
Schirmer's tuition, and was the life and soul

of every company he entered. '^ May 18-20 was
the Lower Khine Festival at Aix-la-Chapelle,

'

conducted by Ferdinand Eies ; there he met
Hiller,!^ and also Chopin, whose acquaintance

he had already made in Paris,i^ and who
returned with him to DiJsseldorf. During the

spring of 1834 he was made a member of the

Berlin Academy of the Fine Arts.'*

Meantime, through all these labours and dis-

tractions, of pleasure or business alike, he was
composing busily and well. The overture to

'Melusina' was finished Nov. 14, 1833, and
tried ; the Bondo Brillant for piano and
orchestra in E flat (op. 29) on Jan. 29, 1834

;

' Infeliee,' for soprano and orchestra, for the

Philharmonic Society (in its first shape), '^ is

dated April 3, and the fine Capriccio for piano-

forte in A minor (op. 33, No. 1), April 9,

1834. He had also rewritten and greatly im-

proved the 'Meeresstille' Overture ^"for its pub-

lication by Breitkopfs with the 'Midsummer
Night's Dream ' and ' Hebrides ' overtures. A
symphony which he mentions as on the road

appears to have been superseded by a still more
important work. In one of his letters from
Paris (Dec. 19, 1831), complaining of the low
morale of the opera librettos, he says that if

that style is indispensable he 'will forsake

opera and write oratorios.' The words had

10 L. to his father, March 28, 1S34. " L. to Schnhring, August 6.
12 L. to his father. March 28. 13 B. p. 38.
1^ The acquisition of this horse gives a good Idea of his dutiful

attitude towards his father. L. to his father, March 28, 1834.
l> Dev. p. 174. IS L. to his mother, Ma7 23, 1834; B. p. 36.
17 Karasowki'a Life of Chopin, chap. xlT.
18 L. to his father, Dec. 28, 1633, and to Fanny. April 7, 1834. On

this occasion he sent in the following ' Memorandum of my bio-

graphy and art-education.' ' I was bom Feb. 3, 1809, at Hamburg

;

in my 8th year began to learn music, and was taught tborough-
bass and composition by Professor Zelter, and the Pianoforte, first

by my mother and then by Mr. Ludwig Berger. In the year 1829
1 left Berlin, travelled through England and Scotland, South
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and France ; visited England twice
more in the spring of 1832 and 1833, wa.s there made Honorary
Member of the Philharmonic Society, and since October 1833, have
been Music-director of the Association for the Promotion of Music
in DUsseldorf.' This is preserved in the archives of the Academy,
and I am indebted for it to the kindness of Dr. Joachim.

19 The vocal piece of his contract with the Society. It waa
first sung by Mme. Caradori at the Philharmonic Concert of
May 19, 1834, with violin chbligato by Henry BlagivTe.

20 i. to Schubring, August 6, 1834.
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hardly left hia pen when he waa invited by the
Cacilien-Verein of Frankfort to compose an
oratorio on St. Paul.i The general plan of the

work, and such details as the exclusive use

of the Bible and Choral-book, and the intro-

duction of chorales, are stated by him at the

very outset. On his return to Berlin he and
Marx made a compact by which each was to

write an oratorio-book for the other ; Mendels-

sohn waa to write ' Moses ' for Marx, and Marx
'St. Paul' for Mendelssohn. 2 Mendelssohn
executed his taak at once, and the full libretto,

entitled 'Moses, an Oratorio, composed by
A. B. M.,' and signed ' F. M. B., 21 Aug. 1832,'

is now in the possession of the family. ^ Marx,
on the other hand, not only rejected Mendels-

sohn's book for ' Moses, ' but threw up that of

'St. Paul,' on the ground that chorales were
an anachronism. In fact, this singular man's
function in life seems to have been to differ

with everybody. For the text of ' St. Paul,'

Mendelssohn was indebted to his own selection,

and to the aid of his friends Ftirst and
Schubring.* Like Handel, he knew his Bible

well ; in his oratorios he followed it implicitly,

and the three books of ' St. Paul,' ' Elijah,' and
the ' Lobgesang ' are a proof (if any proof were

needed after the ' Messiah 'and ' Israel in Egypt
'

)

that, in his own words, ' the Bible is always

the best of all.' ^ He began upon the music in

March 1834, not anticipating that it would
occupy him long ^

; but it dragged on, and was
not completed till the beginning of 1836.

Though only Honorary Intendant at the

Diisseldorf theatre, he busied himself with

the approaching winter season, and before leav-

ing for his holiday corresponded much with
Devrient as to the engagement of singers.'

September 1834 he spent in Berlin,' and was
back at Diisseldorf for the first concert on
Oct. 23,' calling on his way at Casael, and
making the acquaintance of Hauptmann,'" with

whom he was destined in later life to be closely

connected. The new theatre opened on Nov. 1.

He and Immermann quarrelle'd as to pre-

cedence, or as to the distribution of the duties.

The selection of singers and musicians, the

bargaining with them, and all the countless

worries which beset a manager, and which, by
a new agreement he had to undertake, proved a

most uncongenial and, moreover, a moat wasteful

taak ; so uncongenial that at last, the day after

the opening of the theatre, he suddenly ' made
a salto mortale,' and threw up all connection ^i

with it, not without considerable irritability

and inconsistency. 12 After this he continued

» L. to nevrlent, pp. 137, 138. 2 irarx, ii. 139. etc.

s It shows how folly Mendelssohn realised the connection of the
old and New Teatajnents that his concluding chorus, after the

giving of the Law, is 'This is the love of God, that wo keep His
commandments.'—1 John v. 3. * See SeTh ; and Lettert, vol. ii.

5 i. to Schnbring, July 15, 18S4. _
" Ibii. Sept. 6, 1833, etc ' S^- PP- lW-183.
» Ibid. pp. 183, 184. " Jf-JH- Zeitmig.
10 Hauptmann's letters to Hauser, i. 139.

" i. to his mother, Nov. 4 ; to Rebecks, Nov. 23. 1834.

12 This is brought out in his father's letter, printed on p. 57 of

to do his other duties, and to conduct occasional

operas, Julius Rietz being his assistant. With
the opening of 1835 he received an invitation

from Leipzig through Schleinitz, which resulted

in his taking the post of Conductor of the

Gewandhaus Concerts there. His answers '^ to

the invitation show not only how very careful

he was not to infringe on the rights of others,

but also how clearly and practically he looked
at all the bearings of a question before he made
up his mind upon it. Before the change,
however, several things happened. He con-

ducted the Lower Rhine Festival of 1835 at

Cologne (June 7-9). The principal works were
Handel's ' Solomon '—for which he had written
an organ part in Italy ; Beethoven's Symphony
No. 8, and Overture op. 124, a 'religious

march' and hymn of Cherubini's, and the
Morning Hymn of his favourite J. F. Eeich-

ardt. The Festival was made more than
ordinarily delightful to him by a present of

Arnold's edition of Handel in thirty-two vols,

from the committee. His father, mother, and
sisters were all there. The parents then went
back with him to Diisseldorf ; there his mother
had a severe attack of illness, which prevented

his taking them home to Berlin tUl the latter

part of July. 1* At Cassel the father, too, fell iU,

and Felix's energies were fully taxed on the
road.i* He remained with them at Berlin till

the end of August, and then left for Leipzig to

make the necessary preparations for beginning
the subscription concerts in the Gewandhaus on
Oct. 4. His house at Leipzig was in Eeichel's

garden, off the Promenade. Chopin visited

him during the interval, and Felix had the

pleasure of introducing him to Clara Wieck,
then a girl of sixteen. His first introduction

to Schumann is said to have taken place at

Wieck's house on Oct. 3, the day before the

Gewandhaus Concert at which Clara played

Beethoven's B flat trio (Moscheles' Life, i.

301). Later came hia old Berlin friend Ferdi-

nand David from Russia to lead the orchestra,'*

and Moscheles from London for a lengthened

visit. Mendelssohn's new engagement began
with the beat auapioea. The relief from the

worries and responsibilities of Diisseldorf was
immense, 1' and years afterwards he refers to it

as ' when I first came to Leipzig and thought I

was in Paradise. '
'* He was warmly welcomed on

taking hia seat, and the first concert led off

with hia ' Meeresstille ' Overture.

Rebecka passed through Leipzig on Oct. 14

(1835) on her way from Belgium, and Felix

and Moscheles accompanied her to Berlin for a

visit of two days, returning to Leipzig for the

Letterifrom 193S-^, See also Felix's letter to his mother of Nov.
4, 1834. 13 /,. to Schleinitz. Jan. 26 and April 16, 1835.

14 Z. to Mrs. Voigt, nusseldorf, July 17. 1835.
15 L. to F. W. von Schadow, Berlin, August 9, 1835, in PolTtOt

p. 193.
IB He joined definitely Feb. 25. 1836, after Matthai's death

(A.M.Z. 1836. p. 1331.
" L. to HUdebrandt, Leipzig, Oct. 31, 1835, in PoTko, p. 191; also

Sillvr, p. 47. 18 i. to Fanny, June 18, 1839.
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next concert. Short as the viait was, it was
more than usually gay. The house was full

every evening, and by playing alternately, by
playing four hands, and by the comical
extempore tricks of which the two friends were
so fond, and which they carried on to such
perfection, the parents, especially the father,

now quite blind, were greatly mystified and
amused. I And well that it was so, for it was
Felix's last opportunity of gratifying the father

he so tenderly loved and so deeply reverenced.

Ath^lf-pastlO A.M. on Nov. 19, 1835, Abraham
Mendelssohn was dead. He died the death
of the just, passing away, as his father had
done, without warning, but also without pain.

He turned over in his bed, saying that he would
sleep a little ; and in half an hour he was gone.

Hensel started at once for Leipzig, and by
Sunday naming, the 22nd, Felix was in the
arms of his mother. How deeply he felt under
this peculiarly heavy blow the reader must
gather from his own letters. It fell on him
with special force, because he was not only away
from the family circle, but had no home of his

own, as Fanny and Rebecka had, to mitigate

the loss. He went back to Leipzig stunned,

but determined to do his duty with all his

might, finish ' St. Paul, ' and thus most perfectly

fulfil his father's wishes. He had completed
the revision of his ' Melusina' Overture on Nov.

17, only three days before the fatal news
reached him, and there was nothing to hinder

him from finishing the oratorio. He had played

in Bach's concerto in D minor for three piano-

fortes with Clara Wieok and Rakemann at the

Gewandhaus Concert on Nov. 9, 1835.

The business of the day, however, had to go
on. One of the chief events in this series of

concerts was a performance of the Ninth Sym-
phony of Beethoven, Feb. 11, 1836.2 Another
was Mendelssohn's performance of Mozart's D
minor Concerto ' as written ' (for it seems to have
been always hitherto played after some adapta-

tion),2 on Jan. 29, with cadenzas which electri-

fied his audience. Leipzig was particularly con-

genial to Mendelssohn. He was the idol of the

town, had an orchestra full of enthusiasm and
devotion, a first-rate coadjutor in David, who
took much of the mechanical work of the orches-

tra off his shoulders ; and, moreover, he was
relieved of all business arrangements, which
were transacted by the committee, especially

by Herr Schleinitz. Another point in which he
could not but contrast his present position

favourably with that at DUsseldorf was the

absence of all rivalry or jealousy. The labour

of the season, however, was severe, and he con-

fesses that the first two months had taken more
out of him than two years' composing would
do.* The University of Leipzig showed its

appreciation of his presence by conferring on

2 A.Jtr.Z. 1836, p. 273.
i L. to HiUer, Dec. 10. 1837.

3 lUi. p. 105.

him the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in

March.'
Meantime Schelble's illness had cancelled the

arrangementforproducing'St. Paul'atFrankfort,

and it had been secured for the Lower Rhine

Festival at Diisseldorf(May 22-24, 1836). The
programmes included, besides the new oratorio,

the two overtures to ' Leonore, ' both in C, 'No. 1

'

(then unknown) and ' No. 3 '
: one of Handel's

Chandos anthems, the ' Davidde penitente ' of

Mozart, and the Ninth Symphony. ' St. Paul

'

was executed with the greatest enthusiasm, and
produced a de^p sensation. It was performed on
the 22nd, not in the present large music hall

(Kaisersaal), but in the long low room which
lies outside of that and below it, known as the

Rittersaal, a too confined space for the purpose.

For the details of the performance, including an
escajSade of one of the false witnesses, in which
the coolness and skill of Fanny alone prevented

a break-dovm, we must refer the reader to the

contemporary accounts of Klingemann, Hiller,

and Polko.* To English readers the interest of

the occasion is increased by the fact that Stem-
dale Bennett, then twenty years old, and fresh

from the Royal Academy of Music, was present.

[The earliest known reference to the oratorio

of ' Elijah ' is of this year. In a letter to

Klingemann, dated 'The Hague, August 12,

1836,' he says: 'If you would only give all

the care and thought you bestow now upon St.

Paul to an Elijah, or a St. Peter, or even an
Og of Bashan ! '

']

Schelble's illnesa induced Mendelssohn to take

the direction of the famous Caeilien-Verein at

Frankfort. Leipzig had no claims on him after

the concerts were over, and he was thus able to

spend six weeks at Frankfort practising the

choir in Bach's 'Gottes Zeit, ' Handel's 'Samson,'

and other works, and improved and inspired

them greatly. He resided in Schelble's house at

the corner of the ' Schone Aussioht,' with a view
up and down the Main. Hiller was then living in

Frankfort ; Lindblad was there for a time ; and
Rossini remained for a few days on his passage

through, in constant intercourse with Felix.'

Mendelssohn's visit to Frankfortwas, however,

fraught with deeper results than these. It was
indeed quite providential, since here he met his

future wife, C&ile Charlotte Sophie Jeanrenaud,
a young lady of great beauty, nearly ten years

younger than liimself, the second daughter of a

clergyman of the French Reformed Church, who
had died many years before, leaving his wife (a

Souohay by family) and children amongst the
aristocracy of the town. The house was close

to the Fahrthor, on the quay of the Main.'
Madame Jeanrenaud was still young and good-

5 i.M.Z. March 30, 1836, p. 216.
6 Sec Mutical World, June 17, 1836, and B. pp. 27, 28 : H. p. Bl

;

and Polka, p 43 ; [also Musical Times, March 1891, p. 137].
^ [See The Bistory of JUendeUmJm's ' Elijah' hy P. G Edwards

(1896). p. 3, a scj.l
8 IJ, p. 55, et acq.
8 Apencn-drawingofthe Main and the Fahrthor, with the ' Schona

Aueaicht 'in the distance, taken from the Jeanrenauds' windows.
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looking, and It was a joke in the family that

she herself was at first supposed to be Me object

of Mendelssohn's frequent visits. But though
so reserved, he was not the less furiously in love,

and those who were in the secret have told us

how entirely absorbed he was by his passion,

though without any sentimentality. He had
already had many a passing attachment. Indeed

being at once so warm-hearted and so peculiarly

attractive to women—and also, it should be said

so much sought by them—it is astrong tribute to

his self-control that he was never before seriously

or permanently involved. On no former occa-

sion, however, is there a trace of any feeling

that was not due entirely, or mainly, to some
quality or accomplishment of the lady, and not

to her actual personality. In the present case

there could be no doubt either of the seriousness

of his love or of the fact that it centred in Mile.

Jeanrenaud herself, and not in any of her tastes

or pursuits. And yet, in order to test the reality

of his feelings, he left Frankfort, at the very

height of his passion, for a month's bathing

at Scheveningen near the Hague.' His friend

F. W. Schadow, the painter, accompanied him,

and the restless state of his mind may begathered

from his letters to HUler.^ His love stood the

test of absence triumphantly. Very shortly

after his return, on Sept. 9, the betrothal

took place, at Kronberg, near Frankfort'; three

weeks of bliss followed, and on Oct. 2 he was in

his seat in the Gewandhaus, at the first concert

of the season. Five days later (Oct. 7), in the

distant city of Liverpool, ' St. Paul ' was per-

formed for the first time in England, under the

direction of Sir George Smart. The season at

Leipzig was a good one ; Stemdale Bennett, who
had oomeover at Mendelssohn's invitation, made
his first public appearance in his own pianoforte

concerto in C minor, and the series closed with

the Choral Symphony.
His engagement soon became known far and

wide, and it is characteristic of Germany, and
of Mendelssohn's intimate relation to all con-

cerned in the Gewandhaus, that at one of the

concerts, the Finale to ' Fidelio,' ' Wer ein holdes

Weib errungen,' should have been put into the

programme bythe directors with special reference

to him, and that he should have been forced

into extemporising on that suggestive theme,

amid the shouts and enthusiasm of his audience.

The rehearsals for the concerts, the concerts

themselves, his pupils, friends passing through,

visitsto his fiancee, anincreasingcorrespondence,

kept him more than busy. Stemdale Bennett

was living in Leipzig, and the two friends were

much together. In addition to the subscription

series and to the regular chamber concerts, there

were performances of ' Israel in Egypt,' with a

bas the (oUowing inscription :— ' Vendu k Mendelssohn au prix de

rexecation d'nn nombre indetermin^ de Fugues de J. S. Bach, et de

la Copied'on Rondo dn mfime MiiStre. Laurbhs & Montpellier.'

> B. ch. iT. p. 51 et teg.; F.it. ii. 30 ; Bev. p. 196.

' S. pp. 62-72.
2 i. to bis mother in F.M. il. 27 ; Polko, p. 63.

new organ part by him, on Nov. 7, and ' St.

Paul,' on March 16, 1837. The compositions of

this winter are few, and all of one kind, namely
preludes and fugues for pianoforte.* 'The wed-
ding took place on March 28, 1837, at the
Walloon French Reformed Church, Frankfort.

For the wedding tour they went to Freiburg
and into the Palatinate, and by the 15tli of May
had j'eturned to Frankfort.* A journal which
they kept together during the honeymoon is full

of sketches and droll things of all kinds. In
July they were at Bingen, Horchheim, Coblenz,

and Dlisseldorf for some weeks. At Bingen,

while swimming across to Assmannshausen, he
had an attack of cramp which nearly cost him
his life, and from which he was only saved by
the boatman. The musical results of these few
months were very important, and include the

42nd Psalm, the String Quartet in E minor,

(op. 44, No. 2) an Andante and Allegro for

pianoforte in E, published posthumously as a
Capriccio (op. 118), the second pianoforte Con-
certo, in D minor, and the three Preludes

for theOrgan(op. 37) ;
[the fugues appear to have

been composed later]. He was also in earnest

correspondence with Schubring * as to a second
oratorio, on the subject of St. Peter.

It must have been hard to tear himself away
so soon from his lovely young wife—and indeed

he grumbles about it lustily '—but he had been
engaged to conduct ' St. Paul, ' and to play the

organ and his new Pianoforte Concerto, at the

Birmingham Festival. Accordingly on August
24, he left Diisseldorf for Rotterdam, crossed to

Margate in the Attwood, the same boat which
had taken him over in 1829, and on the 27th
is in London, on his fifth visit, at Klingemann's
house, as cross as a man can well be.^ But
this did not prevent his setting to work with
Elingemann at the plan of an oratorio on
Elijah, over which they had two mornings' con-

sultation.' Before leaving London for Birming-
ham, he played the organ at St. Paul's—on
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 10— and at Christ

Church, Newgate Street, on Tuesday morning,
the 12th. It was on the former of these two
occasions that the vergers, finding that the

congregation would not leave the Cathedral,

withdrew the organ-blower, and let the wind out

of the organ during Bach's Prelude and Fugue
in A minor'*— 'near the end of the fugue,"

before the subject comes in on the Pedals.''^

At Christ Church he was evidently in a good
vein. He played 'six extempore fantasias,'

one on a fugue subject given by old Wesley at

the moment, and the Bach Fugue just mentioned

and Bach's Toccata. Samuel Wesley—our own
4 Published aa op. 35. See the Catalogue at the end of this article.
5 Dev. p. 200. « £. to Schubring, July 14, 1837.
7 F.M. ii. 51. « H. p. 99.
s His private Journal. He mentioned it to Mr. John C. Horsley,

B.A., dnrinff this visit. [See also Hitt, of Elijah, p. 6.}
10 For a very Interesting account of tiiese two performances by

Dr. Oauutlett, see MuHcdt World, Sept. 16, 1837, p. 8.

" His private journal.
12 [See a letter from Dr. Oauntlett to Sir George Grove in iftuical

Timet, Feb. 1902, p. 96.]
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ancient hero, though seventy-one years old

—

was present and played. It was literally his

Nunc dimittis: he died on Oct. 11, 1837, a,

month from that date. Mendelssohn's organ-

playing on these occasions was eagerly watched.
He was the greatest of the few great German
organ-players who had visited this country, and
the English organists, some of them no mean
proficients, learned more than one , lesson from
him. ' It was not,' wrote Dr. Gauntlett, ' that

he played Bach for the first time here,—several

of us had done that. But he taught us how to

play the slow fugue, for Adams and others had
played them too fast. His words were, " Your
organists think that Bach did not write a slow

fugue for the organ. " Also he brought out a

number of pedal-fugues which were not known
here. "We had played a few, but he was the

first to play the D major, the G minor, the

E major, the C minor, the short E minor,' etc.*

Even in those that were known he threw out

points Unsuspected before, as in the A minor
fugue, where he took the episode on the Swell,

returning to the Great Organ when the pedal

re-enters, but transferring the E in the toeble

to the Great Organ a bar before the entry of

the other parts, with very fine efleot.' One
thing which particularly struck our organists

was the contrast between his massive effects and
the lightness of his touch in rapid passages.

The touch of the Christ Church organ was both
deep and heavy, yet he threw off arpeggios as

if he were at a piano. His command of the

pedal clavier was also a subject of much remark.^

But we must hasten on.

On the evening of the Tuesday, Sept. 12,

he attended a performance of his oratorio ' St.

Paul ' by the Sacred Harmonic Society at Exeter

Hall. He had conducted three rehearsals, but
could not conduct the performance itself, owing
to the prohibition ofthe Birmingham committee.

It was the first time he had heard ' St. Paul

'

as a mere listener, and his private journal says

that he found it 'very interesting.' His opinion

of English amateurs may be gathered from his

letter to the Society, with which his journal

fully agrees. * ' I can hardly express the gratifica-

tion I felt in hearing my work performed in so

beautiful a manner,—indeed, I shall never wish

to hear some parts of it better executed than
they were on that night. The power of the

choruses—this large body of good and musical

voices—and the style in which they sang the

whole of my music, gave me the highest and
most heartfelt treat ; while I thought on the

immense improvement which such a number of

real amateurs must necessarily produce in the

country which may boast of it.'

On the Wednesday he went to Birmingham,

1 He had learned these since his Swiss Journey. See L, Sept. 3,

1831. 2 Dr. E. J. Hopkins's recollection.
a Mr. H. 0. Lincoln's recollection.
* I have to thanli Mr. Husk and the Committee of the Sacred

Harmoaic Society for this and other Talnable inloi-mation.

and remained there, rehearsing and arranging,

till the Festival began, Tuesday, Sept. 19. At the

evening concert of that day he extemporised on

the organ, taking the subjects of his fugue from

'Your harps and cymbals sound'('Solomon'),and

the first movement of Mozart's Symphony in D,

both of which haid been performed earlier in the

day ; he also conducted his ' Midsummer Night's

Dream ' overture. On Wednesday he conducted
' St. Paul,' on Thursday evening played his new
pianoforte concerto in D minor, and on Friday

morning, the 22nd, Bach's Prelude and Fugue

('St. Anne's') on the organ.' The applause

throughout was prodigious ; but it did not turn

his head, or prevent indignant reflections on

the treatment to which Neukomm had been

subjected, reflections which do him honour.

Moreover, the applause was not empty. Mori

and Novello were keen competitors for the

•D minor pianoforte concerto, and it became the

prize of the latter, at what we should now con-

sider a very moderate figure, before its composer

left Birmingham. He travelled up by coach,

reaching London at midnight, and was inter-

cepted at the coach-office by the committee of

the Sacred Harmonic Society, who presented

him with a large silver snuff'- box, adorned

with an inscription.* He then went straight

through, arrived in Frankfort on the 27th, and

was at Leipzig at 2 p.m. of the day of the first

concert, Sunday, Oct. 1. His house was in

Lurgenstein's Garden, off the Promenade, the

first house on the left, on the second floor.'

On Oct. 12, 1837, he writes to thank the

Gesellsohaft der Musikfreunde of Vienna for its

diploma of membership. The letter is in the

Society's archives.

The next few years were given chiefly to

Leipzig. He devoted all his heart and soul to

the Gewandhaus Concerts, and was well repaid

by the increasing excellence of the performance

and the enthusiasm of the audiences. The
principal feature of the series 1837-38 was the

appearance of Clara Novello for the first time

in Germany—a fruit of his English experiences.

She sang first at the concert of Nov. 2, 1837,
and remained till the middle of January, creat-

ing an extraordinary excitement. But the

programmes had other features to recommend
them. In Feb. and March 1838, there were

four historical concerts (1. Bach, Handel, Gluck,

Viotti; 2. Haydn, Cimarosa,Naumann,Righini;
3. Mozart, Salieri, M&ul, Romberg ; 4. Vogler,

Beethoven, Weber), which excited great interest.

Mendelssohn and David played the solo pieces,

and it is easy to imagine what a treat they
must have been. In the programmes of other

concerts we find Beethoven's ' Glorreiche Augen-
blick, ' and Mendelssohn's own 42nd Psalm. His
Serenade and Allegro giojoso (op. 43)—^like his

c For these details see Mtutcal World, Sept. 22 and 29, 1837. pp.
24-40. He had resolved on the Prelude and Fu^e two months
before. See L. to his mother, July 13, 1837.

6 £, to his mother, Oct, 4, 1837. 7 s. p, 149.
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' Ruy Bias ' Overture, a veritable Impromptu

—

was produced on April 2,1 and his String Quartet

in E flat (op. 44, No. 3) on the following day.

His domestic life during the spring of 1838
was not without anxiety. On Feb. 7 his first

son was born, afterwards named Carl Wolfgang
Paul, and his wife had a very dangerous illness.^

This year he conducted the Lower Festival at

Cologne (June 3-6). He had induced the

committee to include a cantata of Bach's,' then

an entire novelty, in the programme, which
also contained a selection from Handel's 'Joshua.

'

A silver cup (Pokal) was presented to him at

the close of the Festival.* [The Bach novelty

appears to have been a garbled version of the

Himmelfahrts cantata, ' Gott fahret auf mit
Jauohzen,' though Mendelssohn probably found

it in that state. The double chorus—to which
he refers in his letter to J. A. Novello as being

alone worth the journey from London to Cologne

to hear—was ' Nun ist das Heil, und die Kraft.'

This information, though not so complete as

could be desired, is obtained from a word-book

of the festival. See Musical Times, June 1906,

p. 387, for further details.]

The summer was spent at Berlin, in the lovely

garden of the Leipziger Strasse, and was his

wife's first introduction to her husband's family.^

To Felix it was a time of great enjoyment and

much productiveness. Even in the early part

of the year he had not allowed the work of the

concerts to keep him from composition. The
String Quartet in E flat just mentioned, the

Violoncello Sonata in B flat (op. 45), the 95th

Psahn, and the Serenade and Allegro giojoso are

all dated during the hard work of the first four

months of 1838. The actual result of the

summer was another String Quartet (in D ; op.

44, No. 1), dated July 24, 1838,6 and the

Andante Cantabile and Presto Agitato iu B
(Berlin, June 22, 1838). The intended result

is a symphony in B flat which occupied him
much, which he mentions more than once as

complete in his head, but of which no trace on

paper has yet been found.'' He alludes to it in

a letter to the Philharmonic Society (Jan. 19,

1839)—answering their request for a symphony

—as 'begun last year,' though it is doubtful if

his occupations will allow him to finish it in

time for the 1839 season. So near were we to

the possession of an additional companion to the

Italian and Scotch symphonies ! The Violin

concerto was also begun in this holiday,^ and

he speaks of a Psalm ^ (probably the noble one

for eight voices, 'When Israel out of Egypt

came '), a Sonata for pianoforte and violin (in

F, dated 'Berlin, June 13, 1838,' still in MS.),

and other things. He was now, too, in the

1 Conceived and compofled in two days for Mme. Botgorschecl^'B

concert. See l. April 2, 1838.

2 ff. p, 115.
3 i. to J. A. Novello, Leipzig, April 7. 1838, in S. * if. p. 192.

1 A.M.Z. 1838. p. 439. =
^-f-j'- ^^'J?-

6 Autograph in posseasion of the Stemdale-Bennetta.
7 i to F David, July 30. 1838 ; to Fanny, June 18, 1839 ; J7. p. 126.

8 i. to F. David, July 30, 1838. ' S. p. 126.

midst of the tiresome correspondence with J. K.

Planche,'" on the subject of the opera which that

gentleman had agreed to write, but which, like

Mendelssohn's other negotiations on the subject

of operas, came to nothing ; and there is the

usual large number of long and carefully written

letters. He returned to Leipzig in September,

but was again attacked with measles, i' on the

eve of a performance of 'St. Paul,' on Sept. 15.

The attack was suflicient to prevent his conduct-

ing the first of the Gewandhaus Concerts (Sept.

30), at which David was his substitute. On
Oct. 7 he was again at his post.'^ The star of

this series was Mrs. Alfred Shaw, whose singing

had pleased him very much when last in

England. Its one remarkable novelty was
Schubert's great Symphony in C, which had
been brought from Vienna by Schumann, and
was first played in MS. on March 21, 1839, at

the last concert of the series. [He was very

anxious that the Philharmonic Society (London)

should perform Schubert's symphony, and,

indeed, he sent the parts to London, but

without any practical result. See his letters to

the Secretary of the Society, W. Watts, in the

concert programme -book of Feb. 5, 1880.]

During the autumn of 1839 he received from

Erard the grand piano which became so well

known to his friends and pupils, and the prospect

of which he celebrates in a remarkable letter

now in the possession of that firm.

' Elijah ' is now fairly under way. After

discussing with his friends Bauer and Schubring

the subject of St. Peter, i' in terms which show
how completely the requirements of an oratorio

book were within his grasp, and another subject

not very clearly indicated, but apparently

approaching that which he afterwards began to

treat as Christus'*—he was led to the contempla-

tion of that most picturesque and startling of

the prophets of the Old Testament, who, strange

to say, does not appear to have been previously

treated by any known composer. Hiller '* tells

us that the subjeotwas suggested bythe passage '^

(1 Kings xix. 11), ' Behold, the Lord passed by.'

We may accept the fact more certainly than the

date (1840) at which Hiller places it. Such a

thing could not but fix itself in the memory,

though the date might easily be confused. We
have already seen that he was at work on the

subject in the summer of 1837, and the cor-

respondence printed in the History of ' Elijah

'

shows that much consultation had already taken

place upon it between Mendelssohn and himself,

and also with KUngemann, and that considerable

progress had been made in the construction of

the book of the oratorio. Mendelssohn had

10 Fop the whole of thia eee J. R. PlanchiS'fl Readtlectians cmA Reifleo-

tions, 1872, vol. i. p. 279, et seg. Mr. Planchi'a caustic deductions

may well bo pardoned him even by those who most clearly see their

want of force.
" A.M.Z. 1838, p. 642. " Uyid, p. 696.

13 L. to Schubring, July 14, 1837.
14 X. to Pastor Bauer. Jan. 12, 1835. 15 J. p, J71.

15 He lilted a central point for his work. In ' St. Peter ' it would
have been the Gift of Tongues ; see L. to Schubring, July 14, 1887.
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drawn up a number of passages and scenes in

order, and had given them to Sohubring for

consideration. His ideas are dramatic enough
fbr the stage ! A month later ' the matter has

made further progress, and his judicious dramatic
ideas are even more confirmed ; but the music
does not seem to be yet touched. During the

spring of 1839 he finished the 114th Psalm,

and wrote the overture to ' Ruy Bias.' This,

though one of the most brilliantly effective of

his works, was, with a chorus for female voices,

literally conceived and executed a I'impromste

between a Tuesday evening and a Friday mom-
ing—a great part of both Wednesday and
Thursday being otherwise occupied—and in

the teeth of an absolute aversion to the play.^

The performance took place at the theatre on
March 11. A letter to Hiller, written a month ^

after this (Leipzig, April 1 5), gives a pleasant

picture of hia care for his friends. A great

part of it is occupied with the arrangements

for doing Hiller's oratorio in the next series

of Gewandhaus Concerts, and with his pleasure

at the appearance of a favourable article on him
in Schumann's paper, Nev^musikalische Zeitung,

from which he passes to lament over the news
of the suicide of Nourrit, who had been one of

his circle in Paris in 1831.

In May (1839) he is at Diisseldorf, conducting

the Lower Rhine Musical Festival (May 19-21)

—the ' Messiah, ' Beethoven's Mass in C, his own
42nd Psalm, the Eroica Symphony, etc. From
there he went to Frankfort, to the wedding of

his wife's sister Julie to Mr. Schunck of Leipzig,

and there he wrote the D minor Trio * ; then

to Horchheim, and then back to Frankfort.

On August 21 ^ they were at home again in

Leipzig, and were visited by the Hensels, who
remained with them till Sept. 4, and then de-

parted for Italy. Felix followed them with a

long letter* of hints and instructions for their

guidance on the journey, not the least character-

istic part of which is the closing injunction to

be sure to eat a salad of brocoli and ham at

Naples, and to write to tell him if it was not

good.

The summer of 1839 had been an unusually

fine one ; the visit to Frankfort and the Rhine

had been perfectly successful ; he had enjoyed

it with that peouliaj capacity for enjoyment

which he possessed, and he felt 'thoroughly

refreshed.' ' He went a great deal into society,

but found none so charming as that of his wife.

A delightful picture of part of his life at Franks

fort is given in a letter to Klingemann of August

1, and still more so in one to his mother on

July 3, 1839. Nor was it only delightful. It

1 L. to Schubring, Dec. 6, IS38.
z i. to hie mother, March 18, 1839. In (act it Tree only written

&t all because the proceeds of the concert were to go to the WldowB'

Fund oj the orcheatia. He inBlsted on calling It ' The Overture to

the Dramatic Fund.' s J. p. ISi
* The autograph is dated—1st Hovement, Frankfort, June 6

;

Finale, Frankfort, July 18 [1839].

t, F^jn, 11. 85. " ^. to F^nny, Sept. 14, 1639,

7 L. to Klingemann, August 1, 1839.

urged him to the composition of part-songs for

the open air, a kind of piece which he made his

own, and wrote to absolute perfection. The
inipulse lasted till the end of the winter, and

many of his best part-songs—including ' Love

and Wine,' 'The Hunter's Farewell,' 'The

Lark '—date from this time. In addition to

these the summer produced the D minor piano-

forte trio already mentioned, the completion of

the 114th Psalm, and three fugues for the organ,

one of which was worked into the organ sonata

No. 2, while the others remain in MS. [except

the fugue in F minor. No. 3 o£ the set, which

was published by Stanley Lucas & Co., London,

in 1885.]

[He conducted a Musical Festival at Bruns-

wick (Sept. 6-8), where he first made the ac-

quaintance of H. F. Chorley. Beethoven's sym-

phonies in C minor and A, and Mendelssohn's

'St. Paul,' D minor pf. concerto, and Sere-

nade (pf.) were performed.*] On Oct. 2 his

second ohUd, Marie, was bom. Then came the

christening, with a visit from his mother and
Paul, and then Hiller arrived. He had very

recently lost his mother, and nothing would
satisfy Mendelssohn but that his friend should

come and pay him a long visit,' partly to

dissipate his thoughts, and partly to super-

intend the rehearsals of his oratorio of ' Jeremiah

the Prophet,' which had been bespoken for the

next series of Gewandhaus Concerts, i" Hiller

arrived early in December, and we recommend
his description of Mendelssohn's home life to

any one who wishes to know how simply and
happily a great and busy man can live. Leipzig

was proud of him, his wife was very popular,

and this was perhaps the happiest period of his

life. His love of amusement was as great as

ever, and his friends long recollected his childish

delight in the Cirque Lajarre and Paul Cousin
the clown.

The concert season of 1839-40 was a brilliant

one. For novelties there were symphonies
by Lindblad, Kalliwoda, Kittl, Schneider, and
Vogler. Schubert's ninth symphony (in C)
was played no less than three times," and one

concert '2 (Jan. 9, 1840) was rendered memorable
by a performance of Beethoven's four Overtures

to Leonora (' Fidelio '). Mendelssohn's own
114th Psalm was first performed 'sehr glories '•'

on New Year's Day, and the new Trio in D minor
on Feb. 10. The Quartet Concerts were also

unusually brilliant. At one of them Mendels-
sohn's Octet was given, he and Kalliwoda
playing the two violas ; at another he accom-
panied '* David in Bach's 'Chaconne,' then quite

unknown. Hiller's oratorio was produced on

8 FFor a full and graphic account by Chorley of thie Festival, see
his Wo(fem Qtrman Muaie, vol. i. p. 1, et teq. : and A.M.Z, 1839,
p.rai.]

^
9 n. p. 14?. 10 Ihid. p. 134.
11 Dec, 12, 1839, and March 12. The second performance was

interfered with by a fire in tho towu.
IS ^ to Fanny, Jan. 4, 1840. 13 Ibid.
1* Probably extempore; the published version is dated some

years later.
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April 2 with great success. Ernat, and, above
all, Liszt, were among the virtuosos of this

season ; and for the latter of these two great

players Mendelssohn arranged a soiree at the
Gewandhaus, which he thus epitomises : ' 350
people, orchestra, chorus, punch, pastry, Meeres-

stille, Psiilm, Bach's Triple Concerto, choruses

from St. Paul, Fiintasia on Lucia, the Erl Ring,

the devil and his grandmother '

' ; and which
had the effect of somewhat allaying the annoy-

ance which held been caused by the extra prices

charged at Liszt's concerts.

How, in the middle of all this exciting and
fatiguing work (of which we have given but a
poor idea), he found time for composition, and
for his large correspondence, it is impossible to

tell, but he neglected nothing. On the contrary,

it is precisely during this winter that he trans-

lates for his uncle Joseph, his father's elder

brother—a man not only of remarkable business

power but with considerable literary ability

—

a number of difficult early Italian poems into

German verse. They consist of three sonnets

by Boccaccio, one by Dante, one by Cino, one

by Cecco Angiolieri, an epigram of Dante's, and
another of Gianni Alfani's. They are printed

in the later editions of the letters (German
version only), and are accompanied by a letter

to his uncle Joseph, dated Feb. 20, 1840,

describing half- humorously, half- pathetically,

the difficulty which the obscurities of the

originals had given him amid all his professional

labours. With irrepressible energy he embraced

the first moment of an approach to leisure, after

what he describes as a 'really overpowering

turmoil,' ^ to write a long and carefully-studied

official communication to the Kreis-Director, or

Home Minister of Saxony, urging that a legacy

recently left by a certain Herr Blumner should

be applied to the formation of a solid music

academy at Leipzig.^ This was business ; but,

in addition, during all these months there are

long letters to Hiller, Chorley, his mother,

Fanny, Paul, and Furst (and remember that

only a small part of those which he wrote has

l)een brought within our reach) ; and yet he

managed to compose both the ' Lobgesang ' and

the 'Festgesang' for the Festival inoommemora-

tion of the invention of Printing, which was

held in Leipzig on June 25, the former of which

is as characteristic and important a work as any

in the whole series of his compositions. The
music for both these was written at the express

request of the Town Council, acting through a

committee whose chairman was Dr. Baymond
Hartel, and the first communication with

Mendelssohn on the subject was made about

the end of the previous July. We know from

Mendelssohn himself* that the title 'Symphonic

Cantata ' is due to Klingemann, but the words

are probably Mendelssohn's own selection, no

1 £. to his mother, March 30, 1840. ^ fbid.

3 L. April 8, 1840. * L. to Eliiijiemaim, Nov. 18, 1840.

trace of any communication with Schubring,

Bauer, or Fiirst being preserved in the published

letters or recollections, and the draft of the

words having vanished.

The Festival extended over two days, Wednes-
day and Thursday, June 24 and 25, 1840. On
Tuesday eveningthere wasa 'Vorfeier ' in theshape

of an opera by Lortzing, ' Hans Sachs,' composed
for the occasion. At 8 a.m. on Wednesday
was a service in the church with a cantata by
Eichter (of Zittau), followed by the unveiling

of the printing-press and statue of Gutenberg,

and by a performance in the open market-place

of Mendelssohn's ' Ffstgesang ' ' for two choirs

and brass instruments, he conducting the one

chorus and David the other. On Thursday
afternoon u, concert was held in St. Thomas's

Church, consisting of Weber's Jubilee Overture,

Handel's Dettingen Te Deum, and Mendelssohn's

Hardly was this over when he went to

Schwerin with his wife, to conduct ' St. Paul

'

and other large works, at a, Festival there

(July 8-10). On the way back they stopped

in Berlin for ' three very pleasant days.' ° An-
other matter into which at this time he threw

all his devotion was the erection of a monument
to Sebastian Bach in front of his old habitat

at the ' Thomas School. ' The scheme was his

own, and he urged it with characteristic hearti-

ness.' But dear as the name and fame of Bach
were to him, he would not consent to move till

he had obtained (from the town council) an

increase to the pay of the orchestra of the

Gewandhaus Concerts. For this latter object

he obtained 500 thalers,^ and on Aug. 6, gave

an organ performance solissimo in St. Thomas's

church, by which he realised 300 thalers.' Even
this he would not do without doing his very

best, and he describes to his mother how he

had practised so hard for a week before ' that

he could hardly stand on his feet, and the mere

walking down the street was like playing a

pedal passage. ' '" After such a six months no

wonder that his health was not good , and that

his 'physician wanted to send him to some
Brunnen instead of a Musical Festival.''' To
a Festival, however, he went. The 'Lobgesang'

had not escaped the attention of the energetic

Mr. Moore, who managed the music in Birming-

ham, and some time before its first performance

he had written to Mendelssohn with the view

of securing it for the autumn meeting. On
July 21, Mendelssohn writes in answer, agreeing

to come, and making his stipulations as to the

5 The words of this were by Prof. FrOIss of Freiberg {X.ir,Z. 1840,

li. 7). The * statue * which is mentioned in the accounts was probably
something merely temporary. The second number of the Festgesang,
adapted by Dr. W. H. Cummlnge to the words, ' Hark, the herald

angels sing,' is a very favourite hymn-tune in England. [In a letter

to his English publisher, Mr. K Buxton (Ewer & Co.), MeudelBsohn
says that the tune 'will neoer do to sacred words'! See MusiftU
Tinut, Dec. 1897, p. 810.]

6 (7. i. 320. 7 Jf.Jf.Z. 1843, i. 144.

' L. to Paul, Feb. 1. 1810.
y [For further details, see Mmicnl Times, Jail. 1903, p. 21.]

10 £.. to his mother, Aug. 10, 1840.
11 Letter in C. i. 314; Polko, p. 231.
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other workg to be performed, i It was his sixth
visit to England.

There was a preliminary rehearsal of the work
in London under Mosoheles's care. Mendelssohn
arrived on Sept. 18,^ visited all his London
friends, including the Alexanders, Horsleys,

Moscheles, and Klingemann (with whom Tte

stayed, at 4 Hobart Place, Pimlico), went down
to Birmingham with Moscheles on Sunday the

20th and stayed with Mr. Moore. On Tuesday
he played a fugue on the organ ; on Wednesday,
the 23rd, conducted the ' Lobgesang,' and after

it was over, and the public had left the haU,

played for three-quarters, of an hour on the

organ. 8 The same day he played his G minor
Concerto at the evening concert in the theatre.

On Thursday, after a selection from Handel's
' Jephthah, ' he again extemporised on the organ,

this time in public. The selection had closed

with a chorus, the subjects of which he took

for his improvisation,^ combining ' Theme
sublime ' with ' Ever faithful ' in a masterly

manner. On his return to town he played on
the organ at St. Peter's, Cornhill, on Sept. 30,

Bach's noble Prelude and Fugue in E minor,

his own in C minor (op. 37, No. 1) and F minor,'

and other pieces, concluding with Bach's Passa-

caglia. Of this last he wrote a few bars as a

memento, which still ornament the vestry of

the church. 8 He had intended to give a

Charity Concert during his stay in London,'

after the Festival, but it was too late in the

season for this, and he travelled from London
with Chorley * and Moscheles in the mail-coach

to Dover ; thenan eight-hours' passage to Ostend,

and by Liege and Aix-la-Chapelle to Leipzig.

It was Mosoheles's first introduction to C&ile.

The concerts had already begun, on Oct. 4,

but he took his place at the second. The ' Lob-
gesang ' played a great part in the musical life

of Leipzig this winter. It was performed at

the special command of the King of Saxony at

an extra concert in October.* Then Mendels-

sohn set to work to make the alterations and
additions which the previous performances had
suggested to him, including the scene of the

watchman, preparatory to a benefit performance

on Deo. 3 ; and lastly it was performed at the

1 Police, p. 231.
s iroa. 11. 67, where the date la wrongly given u the 8th.
8 Moi. 11. 70.

4 From the recollections of Mr. Turle and Mr. Bowler.
5 1 owe this to MiaB Elizabeth Muunaer, then organist of the

church.
' 6 [See Musical Times, Nor. 1905, p. 71S, for details of this and his
subsequent visit to the church in 1842.]

7 See his letter of July 21, 1840 In C, 1. 319.
s Mot. 11. 71. 9 L. to his mother, Oct. 27, 1840.

ninth Gewandhaus Concert, on Dec. 16, when
both it and the Kreutzer Sonata were commanded
by the King and the Crown Prince of Saxony.

The iilterations were so serious and so universal

as to compel the sacrifice of the whole of the

plates engraved for the performance at Birming-

ham. Now, however, they were final, and the

work was published by Breitkopf & Hartel

early in the following year. Before leaving

this we may say that the scene of the watchman
was suggested to him during a sleepless night,

in which the words ' Will the night soon pass ?

'

incessantly recurred to his mind. Next morn-
ing he told Schleinitz that he had got a new idea

for the ' Lobgesang.

'

With 1841 we arrive at a period of Mendels-

sohn's life when, for the first time, a disturb-

ing antagonistic element beyond his own control

was introduced into it, depriving him of that

freedom of action on which he laid such great

stress, reducing him to do much that he was
disinclined to, and to leave undone much that

he loved, and producing by degrees a decidedly

unhappy effect on his life and peace. From
1 841 beganthe worries and troubles which, when
added to the prodigious amount of his legitimate

work, gradually robbed him of the serene happi-

ness and satisfaction which he had for long en-

joyed, and in the end, there can be little doubt,

contributed to his premature death. Frederick

William IV., to whom, asCrown Prince, Mendels-
sohn dedicated his three Concert-overtures in

1834, had succeeded to the throne of Prussia on
June 7, 1840 ; and being a man of much taste

and cultivation, one of his first desires was to

found an Academy of Arts in his capital, to be
divided into the four classes of Painting, Sculp-

ture, Architecture, and Music, each class td^have

its Director, who should in turn be Superinten-

dent of the whole Academy. In music it was
proposed to connect the class with the existing

establishments for musical education, and with
others to be formed in the future, all under the

control of the Director, who was also to carry

out a certain number of concerts every year, at

which large vocal and instrumental works were
to be performed by the Eoyal orchestra and the

Opera company. Such was the scheme which
was communicated to Mendelssohn by Herr von
Massow, on Dec. 11, 1840, with an offer of the

post of Director of the musical class, at a salary

of 3000 thalers (£450). Though much gratified

by the offer, Mendelssohn declined to accept it

without detailed information as to the duties

involved. That information, however, could
only be affordedby theGovernment Departments
of Science, Instruction, and Medicine, within
whose regulation the Academy lay, and on
accountof the necessary changesand adjustments
would obviously require much consideration.

Many letters on the subject passed between
Mendelssohn, his brother Paul, Herr von Mas-
sow, Herr Eichhom the Minister, Klingemann,
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the President Verkenius, from which it is not
difficult to see that his hesitation arose from his

distrust of Berlin and of the ofBcial world which
predominated there, and with whom he would in

his directorship he thrown into contact at every

turn. He contrasts,somewhatcaptiouslyperhaps,
his freedom at Leipzig with the trammels at

BerUn ; the devoted, excellent, vigorous orches-

tra ofthe one withtheearelessperfunctory, execu-

tion of the other. His radical, rotv/rier spirit

revolted against the ofScialism and etiquette of

a great and formal Court, and he denounces in

distinct terms ' the mongrel doings of the capital

—vast projects andpoor performances ; the keen
criticism and the slovenly playing ; the liberal

ideas and the shoals of subservient courtiers

;

the Museum and Academy, and the sand.'

To leave a place where his sphere of action

was so definite, and the results so unmistakably
good, as they were at Leipzig, for one in which
the programme was vague and the results at

best problematical, was to him more than diffi-

cult. His fixed belief was that Leipzig was one
of the most influential and Berlin one of the

least influential places in Germany in the matter

ofmusic ; and this being his conviction (rightly

or wrongly) we cannot wonder at his hesitation

to forsake the one for the other. However, the

commands of a king are not easily set aside,

and the result was that by the end of May 1841
he was living in Berliu, in the old home of his

family—to his great delight.

His lifeat Leipzigduringthe winter of 1840-41

had been unusually laborious. The interest of

the concerts was fully maintained ; four very

interesting programmes, occupied entirely by
Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven,

and involving a world of consideration and
minute trouble, were given. He himself played

frequently ; several very important new works

by contemporaries—including symphonies by
Spohr, Maurer, and Kalliwoda, and the Choral

Symphony, then nearly as good as new—were

produced, after extra careful rehearsals ' ; and

the season wound up with Bach's Passion. In

a letter to Chorley ^ of March 15, 1841, he says

his spring campaign * was more troublesome and
vexatious than ever . . . nineteen concerts

since then [Jan. 1], and seven more to come in

the next three weeks, not to speak of rehearsals,

of which we always had at least three in a week.

'

The amount of general business and correspond-

ence, due to the constant rise in his fame and

position, was also alarmingly on the increase.

In a letter to his mother, Jan. 25, 1841, he tells

of thirty-five letters written in two days, and

of other severe demands on his time, temper,

and judgment. And when we remember what

his letters often are—the large quarto sheet of

'Bath paper,' covered at least on three sides,

> It waa at this performance of the Choral Symphony that Schu-

mann for the flrat time heard the D In the Baaa Trombone which
gives BO much life to the beginning of the Trio. See hia vorda in

S.M.Z. IMi.i.W. 2 0.1.334.

often over the flaps of the fourth, the close

straight lines, the regular, extraordinarily neat

writing, the air of accuracy and precision that

pervades the whole down to the careful signature

and the tiny seal—we shall not wonder that with
all this, added to the Berlin worries, he composed
little or nothing. ' I have neither read nor
written in the course of this music-mad winter,'

says he,^ and accordingly, with one exception,

we find no composition with a date earlier than
the latter part of April 1841. The exception

was a pianoforte duet in A, which he wrote ex-

pressly to play with his friend Madame Schu-
mann, at her concert on March 31. It is dated
Leipzig, March 23, 1841, and was published

after his death as op. 92. As the pressure lessens,

however, and the summer advances, he breaks

out with some songs, with and without words,

and then with the '17 Variations S^rieuses'

(June 4), going on, as his way was, in the same
rut, with the Variations in E flat (June 25) and
in B flat.* It was known before he left Leipzig

that it was his intention to accept the Berlin post

for a year only, and therefore it seemed natural

that the ' Auf Wiedersehen ' in his Volkslied,
' Es ist bestimmt,' should be rapturously cheered

when sung ^ by Schroder-Devrient to his own
accompaniment, and that when serenaded at his

departure with the same song he should himself

join heartily in its closing words.^ He took his

farewell, as we have said, with a performance of

Bach's Passion, in St. Thomas's church, on Palm
Sunday, April 4, and the appointment of capell-

meister to the King of Saxony followed him to

Berlin.7

For some time after his arrival there matters

did not look promising. But he had bound
himself for a year. Many conferences were
held, at which little was done but to irritate

him. He handed in his plan for the Musical
Academy,^ received the title of Capellmeister

'

to the King of Prussia, the life in the lovely

garden at the Leipziger Strasse reasserted its

old power over him, and his hope and spirits

gradually returned. He was back in Leipzig

for a few weeks in July, as we iind from his

letters, and from an Organ prelude in C minor,

a perfectly strict composition of thirty-eight

bars, written 'this morning' (July 9), on
purpose for the album of Henry E. Dibdin of

Edinburgh. '" Dibdin had asked him to compose

a psalm-tune. ' I do not know what '

' a long

measure psalm-tune" means,' Mendelssohn

writes, in English, ' and there is nobody in this

place [Leipzig] at present to whom I could

apply for an explanation. Excuse me, therefore,

if you receive something else than what you
wished.' He then began work in Berlin. The
King's desire was to revive some of the ancient

3 C. i. 334. 1 i. to Elingemann, July 16, 1841, and MS. Cat.
E Schumann in S.M.Z. 1841. i. 118. • Dm. p. 21S.

7 A.M.Z. July 14, 1841, p. SCO.
fi 'Memorandum*; dated Berlin, May 1841. p. 238 of Letters,

iaSS-tt. » A.1I.Z. Oct 20, 1841, p. 856.
ic See Catalogue at end of this article.
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Greek tragedies. He communicated his idea to
Tieck, the poet, one of the new Directors ; the
choice fell on the ' Antigone ' of Sophocles, in

Donner's new translation ; and by Sept. 9

'

Mendelssohn was in consultation with Tieck on
the subject. He was greatly interested with
the plan, and with the novel task of setting a
Greek drama, and worked at it with the greatest

enthusiasm. By the 28th of the same month
he had made up his mind on the questions of

unison, melodrama, etc. The first full stage

rehearsal took place on Oct. 22, and the per-

formance itself at the Neue Palais at Potsdam
on Oct. 28, with a repetition on Nov. 6. Mean-
time he had taken a house of his own opposite

the family residence. A temporary arrangement
had been made for the Gewandhaus Concerts of

this winter to be conducted by David, and they
began for the season on that footing. Mendels-
sohn, however, ran over for a short time, after

the second performance of 'Antigone,' and con-

ducted two of the series, and the concert for

the benefit of the orchestra, returning to Berlin

for Christmas.

On Jan. 10, 1842, he began a series of con-

certs by command of the King, with a perform-

ance of ' St. Paul ' in the concert-room of the

theatre ; but, if we may believe Devrient, there

was no cordial understanding between him and
the band ; the Berlin audiences were cold, and
he was uncomfortable. 'A prophet hath no
honour in his own country.' It must, however,

have been satisfactory to see the hold which
his ' Antigone ' was taking both in Leipzig and
Berlin,^ in each of which it was played over and
over again to crowded houses. During the

winter he completed the Scotch Symphony,
which is dated Jan. 20, 1842. His sister's

Sunday concerts were extraordinarily brilliant

this season, on account not only of the music

performed, but of the very distinguished persons

who frequented them ; Cornelius, Thorwaldsen,

Ernst (a constant visitor), Pasta, Madame
Ungher-Sabatier, Liszt, Bbckh, Lepsius, Mrs.

Austin, are specimens of the various kinds of

people who were attracted, partly no doubt by
the music and the pleasant riwnion, partly by
the fact that Mendelssohn was there. He made
his escape to his beloved Leipzig for the produc-

tion of the Scotch Symphony, on March 3,'

but though it was repeated a week later, he
appears to have returned to Berlin. For the

sixth time he directed the Lower Rhine Festival

at Diisseldorf (May 15-17); and passing on to

London, for his seventh visit, with his wife,

conducted his Scotch Symphony at the Phil-

harmonic, amid extraordinary applause and
enthusiasm, on June 13, and played his D minor
concerto there on the 27th, and conducted the
' Hebrides ' overture, which was encored. [For

an amusing and anagrammatic criticism of the

' Bai. p. 5SS.
s First performance in Leipzig, March 6 ; in Berlin, April 13, 1842.

s ^r,M.^ 1842, i. 108.

latter concert, written by Mr. J. W. Davison,

afterwards musical critic of the Times, see the

Musical Examiner of June 17, 1843, reprinted

in Musical Tim^s, May 1906, p. 322.] The
Philharmonic season wound up with a fish

dinner at Greenwich, given him by the directors.

On June 12 he revisited St. Peter's, Comhill.

It was Sunday, and as he arrived the congrega-

tion were singing a hymn to Haydn's well-

known tune. This he took for the subject of

his voluntary, and varied and treated it for

some time extempore in the happiest and most
scientific manner. On the 16th he paid a

third visit to Christ Church, Newgate Street,

and it yiaa possibly on that occasion that he
played an extempore fantasia on ' Israel in Egypt

'

which positively electrified those who heard it.

He also again treated Haydn's hymn, but this

time as a fantasia and fugue, entirely 'disi^inct

from his performance of four days previous.*

On the 17th, at a concert of the Sacred

Harmonic Society at Exeter Hall, mostly con-

sisting of English Anthems, he played the organ

twice; first, Bach's so-called 'St. Anne's' Fugue,
with the great Prelude in E flat, and, secondly,

an extempore introduction and variations on
the ' Harmonious Blacksmith, ' ending with a

fugue on the same theme.' After this he and
hiswifepaid a visit to their cousinsin Manchester,

vidth the intention of going on to Dublin, but
were deterred by the prospect of the crossing.

During the London portion of this visit they
resided with his wife's relations, the Benetdtes,

on Denmark Hill, Camberwell. [Here he com-
posedNos. 30 and43of the Songs withoutWords,
also the Kinderstlicke, op. 72, known in England
as Christmas pieces. 8] He was very much in

society, where he always enjoyed himself ex-

tremely, and where his wife was much admired
;

and amongst other incidents described in his

letters to his mother ' are two visits to Bucking-
ham Palace, the first in the evening of June 20,

and the second on the afternoon of July 9, which
show how thoroughly Queen Victoria and the
Prince Consort appreciated him. On the latter

occasion he obtained Her Majesty's permission
to dedicate the Scotch Symphony to her.*

They left London on July 12, and by the -

middle of the month were safe at Frankfort, in

the midst of their relatives, 'well and happy,'
and looking back on the past month as a
'delightful journey.'^ August was devoted to

a tour in Switzerland, he and Paul, with their

wives. Montreux, Inteilaken, the Oberland,
the Furka, Meiringen, the Grimsel, are all

mentioned. He walked, composed, and 'sketched

furiously
' ; visited the old scenes, found the

old landladies and old guides, always glad to

* On the authority of Mies Elizabeth Monneey, Dr. £. J. Hopkins,
and the AthencBum, June 18, 1842.

^ Atlas newspaper, June 18 ; and Mtuical World, Jnne 23, 1842.
[See Mtuical Timet, August 1892, p. 466, and Dec. 1901 , p. 8tf7.1

^ L. to his mother, June 21, 18^; and specially the letter to
his mother of July 19, 1842, printed in 0. £ 31. p. 14],

' a.iAf. p. 148. ihid. p. 141.
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see bim ; his health was perfect, his mood gay,

and all was bright and happy, save when the

spectre of a possible prolonged residence in

Berlin intruded its unwelcome form.' On
Sept. 3 they were at Zurich,^ on the 5th, 6th,

and 7th at the Kigi and Lucerne.^ While at

Ziirich he visited the Blind Institution, spent

two hours in examining the compositions of

the pupils, praised and encouraged them, and

finished by extemporising on the piano at great

length.* On his return, he stayed for a gay

fortnight at Frankfort. Hiller, Charles Halle,

and their wives were there, and there was much
music made, and a great open-air fete at the

Sandhof, with part-songs, tableaux vivants, etc.

etc.^ A very characteristic and beautiful letter

to Simrock, the music-publisher, urging him to

accept some of Hiller's compositions (an appeal

promptly responded to by that excellent person-

age), dates from this time.^ So well was the

secret kept that Hiller never knew of it till the

publication of the letter in 1863.

An anecdote of this period may be new to

some of our readers. During the summer the

King of Prussia had conferred on Mendelssohn,

in company with Liszt, Meyerbeer, and Rossini,

the great honour of the ' Ordre pour le Merite,'

'

and the Order itself reached him at Frankfort.

He set no store by such distinctions, nor perhaps

was its Berlin origin likely to increase the value

of this particular one. Shortly after it arrived

he was taking a walk with a party of friends

across the bridge at Offenbach. One of them

(Mr. Speyer) stayed behind to pay the toll for

the rest. 'Is not that,' said the toll-keeper,

' the Mr. Mendelssohn whose music we sing at

our society?' 'It is.' 'Then, if you please,

I should like to pay the toll for him myself.'

On rejoining the party, Mr. Speyer told

Mendelssohn what had happened. He was

enormously pleased. 'Hm,' said he, 'I like

that better than the Order.' *

He took Leipzig on his way to Berlin, and

conducted the opening concert of the Gewand-

haus series on Oct. 2 (1842), amid the greatest

enthusiasm of his old friends. A week later

and he was in Berlin, and if anything could

show how uncongenial the place and the pro-

spect were, it is to be found in his letter to

Hiller, and even in the Italian jeu d'esprit to

Hiller's wife.' It is as if his very teeth were set

on edge by everything he sees and hears there.

Nor were matters more promising when he

came to close quarters. A proposition was

made to him by the minister immediately after

his arrival that he should act as superintendent

1 i. to hiB mother, August 18, 1842.

2 Ibid. Beot. 3, 1842. , , ., .l.,-i. *
3 DtaT of Mr. Ella. The .hove dates preclude the pouibility ot

his hariig attended the Mozart Fertiva at Sikiburg or, Sept 4 aud

5 Sere is no tiace of his ha-riiig been invited, and the full report

intSTA (1842, pp. 780 806). "•'"«£"""'. iJrTI^'nlS
mus^^an, present, doe.

-.?'^»"»'»|,^°^;eept* tl^^k^f^: I ^.

2 TiMt) the'vfeSJ'by Mr. Edward Speyer, son of Mr, Speyer.

9 Oct. 8 ; H. p. 194.

of the music of the Protestant Church of

Prussia, a post at once vague and vast, and
unsuited to him. At the same time it was now
evident that the plans for the organisation of

the Academy had failed, and that there was no
present hope of any building being erected for

the music school. Under these circumstances,

anxious more on his mother's account than on
his own not to leave Berlin in disgrace, in fact

ready to do anything which should keep him in

connection with the place where she was,'" he
asked and obtained a long private interview

with the King, in which His Majesty expressed

his intention of forming a choir of about thirty

first-rate singers, with a small picked orchestra,

to be available for church music on Sundays
and Festivals, and to form the nucleus of a

large body for the execution of grand musical

works. Of this, when formed, he desired

Mendelssohn to take the command, and to

write the music for it ; meantime he was to be

at liberty to live where he chose, and—his own
stipulation—to receive half the salary previously

granted. The King evidently had the matter

very closely at heart. He was, says Mendels-

sohn, quite flushed with pleasure, could hardly

contain himself, and kept repeating ' You can

scarcely think now of going away.' When
kings ask in this style it is not for subjects to

refuse them. Moreover Mendelssohn was as

much attracted by the King as he was repelled

by the official etiquette of his ministers, and it

is not surprising that he acceded to the request.

The interview was followed up by a letter fiom

His Majesty dated Nov. 22,'' containing an

order constituting the Domchor or Cathedral

choir, conferring on Mendelssohn the title of

General-Music-Direotor, with a salary of 1500

thalers, and giving him the superintendence

and direction of the church and sacred music as

his special province. This involved his giving

up acting as Capellmeister to the King of Saxony,

and for that purpose he had an interview with

that monarch at Dresden, in which he obtained

the King's consent to the application of the

Bliimner legacy to his darling scheme of a

Conservatorium at Leipzig. '^

Thus then 'this long, tedious, Berlin business

'

was at length apparently brought to an end, and

Mendelssohn was back in his beloved Leipzig,

and with a definite sphere of duty before him

in Berlin, for he had learnt in the meantime

that he was at once to supply the King with

music to Racine's 'Athalie,' the 'Midsummer

Night's Dream,' 'The Tempest,' and 'CEdipus

Coloneus. '
'^ This, with the proofs of the Scotch

Symphony and ' Antigone' to correct, with the

' Walpurgisnacht ' to complete for performance,

thenewConservatorium to organise, theconcerts,

regular and irregular, to rehearse and conduct,

and a vast and increasing correspondence to ba

10 L. to Elingemann, TSor. 23, 1842,

12 L. to Klingemann, Nov. 23.

ii Z. to Paul, Dec. 6, 1842,
•3 md. Not. 23.
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kept up, was enough for even his deft and untir-
ing pair of hands. He is cheerful enough under
it, and although he complains in one letter that
composition is impossible, yet in the next letter

•Athalie,' ' CEdipus,' the 'Midsummer Night's
Dream,' the ' Walpurgisnacht,' and the new
violoncello Sonata (in D) are beginning again to

fill hia brain, and he finds time tobe pleasantover

old Madame Schroder, and to urge the claims of

his old Meiringen guide to a place in Murray's
Sandhook.^ In the midst of all this whirl he
lost his mother, who died in the same rapid

and peaceful manner that his father had done.

She was taken ill on the Sunday evening—her
husband's birthday—and died before noon on
Monday, Deo. 12—so quickly that her son's

letter of the 11th could not have reached her.^

The loss affected him less violently than that of

his father had done, perhaps because he was now
older and too hard worked, and also because of

the home-life and ties by which he was sur-

rounded. But it caused him keen suffering,

from which he did not soon recover. It brings

into strong relief his love of the family bond,

and his fear lest the disappearance of the point

of union should at all separate the brothers and
sisters ; and he proposes, a touching offer for one
whose pen was already so incessantly occupied,

that he should write to one of the three every

week, and the communication be thus main-
tained with certainty.3

The house now became his, but the hesitation

with which he accepts his brother's proposal to

that effect, lest it should not be acceptable to

his sisters or their husbands, is eminently charac-

teristic of his delicate and unselfish generosity.*

He admits that his mother's death has been a
severe trial, and then he drops an expression

which shows how heavily the turmoil of so busy

a life was beginning to press upon him.— ' In

fact, everything that I do and carry on is a

burden to me, unless it be mere passive exist-

ence.' This may have been the mere complaint

of the moment, but it is unlike the former

buoyant Mendelssohn. He was suffering, too,

from what appears to have been a serious cough.

But work came to his relief ; he had some scor-

ing and copying to do which, though of the

nature of

The sad mechanic exercise,

Like dull narcotics, numbing pain,

yet had its own charm—'the pleasant inter-

course with the old familiar oboes and violas

and the rest, who live so much longer than we
do, and are such faithful friends,'* and thus

kept him from dwelling on his sorrow. And
there was always so much in the concerts to

interest and absorb him. He still clung, though

as fastidiously as ever, to the hope of getting an

opera -book. A long letter in French to M.
1 Z. ITOT. 28 and 23; compare vith letter of Sept. 3.

2 £. to his mother, Dec. 11.

3 i. to Paul, Dee. 22, 1842. * HM.
B Z. to KUngemfUm, Jan. 13, 1843.

Charles Duveyrier, dated Jan. 4, 1843,' discusses

the merits of the story of Jeanne d'Aro for the

purpose, and decides that Schiller's play has

preoccupied the ground. At this time he re-

wrote ' Infelice,' the second published version of

which is dated 'Leipzig, Jan. 15, 1843.'

At the concertof Feb. 2, 1843, the 'Walpurgis-

nacht' was produced in a very different condition

from that in which it had been performed at Ber-

lin just ten years before, in Jan. 1833. He had
re-written the score 'from A to Z,' amongst other

alterations had added two fresh airs, and had at

length brought it into the condition in which it

is now so well known. On Jan. 12 a Symphony
in C minor, by Niels Gade, of Copenhagen, was

rehearsed. It interested Mendelssohn extremely,

and gave him an opportunity to write a letter '

full of sympathy and encouragement to the dis-

tant and unknown composer, one of those letters

which were native to him, but which are too

seldom written, and for more of which the

world would be all the better. The work was
produced on March 2, amid extraordinary ap-

plause.

Berlioz visited Leipzig at this time, and gave

a concert of his compositions. Mendelssohn and
he had not met since they were both at Rome,
and Berlioz was foolish enough to suppose that

some raillery of his might be lurking in Mendels-

sohn's memory, and prevent his being cordially

welcomed. But he was soon undeceived. Men-
delssohn wrote at once offering him the room
and the orchestra of the Gewandhaus, on the

most favourable terms, and asking him to allow

one of his works to be played at the approaching

concert (Feb. 22)for the Benefit ofthe Orchestra.'
IAn account of the whole, with copious soiMiejiirs

of their Roman acquaintance (not wholly un-

coloured), will be found in Berlioz's Voyage
Musical, in the letter to Heller.' It is enough
here to say that the two composer-conductors

exchanged batons, and that if Berlioz did not
convert Leipzig, it was not for want of an ami-

able reception by Mendelssohn and David. [See

vol. i. p. 206.] On March 9 an interesting e^tra

concert was given under Mendelssohn's direction,

to commemorate the first subscription concert,

in 1743.'" The first part of the programme
contained compositions by former Cantors, or

Directors of the Concerts—^Doles, Bach, J. A.

Hiller, and Schicht, and by David, Hauptmann,
and Mendelssohn (H4th Psalm). The second

part consisted of the Choral Symphony.
Under the modest title of the Music School,

the prospectus of the Conservatorium was issued

on Jan. 16, 1843, with the names of Mendels-
sohn, Hauptmann, David, Schumann, Pohlenz,

and C. F. Becker as the teachers ; the first

trial was held on March 27, and on April 3 it

B I am indehted for this to Mr. J. BoBenthal.
1 L.to Kliugemann, Jan. 13. 1843.
B Jan. 25. Letter now in Brit, Museum Add. MS. 33,966. In

printing it Berlioz has shortened it by one half, and sadly garbled
it by correcting Mendelssolm's French,

And in BerUoz's MAmoira. lo jr.M.Z. 1843, i. 96.
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was opened in the buildings of the Gewandhaus.i
Thus one of Mendelssohn's most cherished
wishes was at iaat accomplished. A letter on
the subject to Moscheles, dated AprU 30, is

worth notice as showing how practical his ideas

were on business matters, and how sound his

judgment. On Sunday, April 23, he had the

satisfaction of conducting the concert at the

unveiling of the monument to Sebastian Bach,

which he had originated, and for which he had
worked so earnestly.^ The programme consisted

entirely of Bach's music, in which Mendelssohn
himself played a concerto. Then the monu-
ment was unveiled, and the proceedings ended
with Bach's eight-part motet ' Singet dem
Herrn.' Such good services were appropriately

acknowledged by the Town Council with the

honorary freedom of the city (Ehrenbiirger-

recht).^ In the spring of 1843 he made the

acquaintance of Joseph Joachim, who came to

Leipzig from Vienna as a boy of twelve, attracted

by the fame of the new music school, and there

began a friendship which grew day by day, and
only ended with Mendelssohn's death. [Men-
delssohn called Joachim 'der Posaunenengel.'

See A. Moser's Zife of Joachim.'\

On May 1 his fourth child, Felix, was bom.
On accoimt no doubt partly of his wife's health,

partly also of his own—for it is mentioned that

he was seriously unwell at the dedication of the

Bach monument—but chiefly perhaps for the

sake of the Conservatorium, he took no journey

this year, and, excepting a visit to Dresden to

conduct ' St. Paul,' remained in Leipzig for the

whole summer. How much his holiday was
interfered with by the tedious, everlasting

affair of Berlin—orders and counter-orders, and
counter-counter-orders—may be seen from his

letters,* though it is not necessary to do more
than allude to them. [For the unveiling of

the statue of Friedrich August I. of Saxony at

Dresden on June 7, 1843, he and Wagner each

contributed a composition. Wagner, then capell-

meister at Dresden, confirms the opinion, which
he says was formed, that ' his simple, heartfelt

composition had entirely eclipsed the complex

artificialities of Mendelssohn ' ! Wagner's piece,

for male voices only, was published at Berlin

in 1906 : Mendelssohn's (still in MS.) is for

two choirs of men's voices (tenor and bass) with

accompaniment of brass instruments. 'Its com-

plex artificialities' (as Wagner was pleased to

call them) consist in the singing of the Saxon

national anthem (our ' God save the King ') by
the second choir as a. counter theme to, and
concurrently with, the singing of Mendelssohn's

original music by the first choir. For further

details see Musical Times, June 1906, p. 385 ;

Zife of Richard Wagner by William Ashton

» 2f.Jf.Z. 1843, i. 102. HaQptmaim, letter to Spohr, Feb. 6, 1843,

nya, ' Our miuic-school ia to begin in April, bat not on the lat,

HendelBsohn thought that nnlncky.'
» See Lampadiua, p. Ill ; Jf.Jl.Z. 1843, 1. 144.

3 A.it.Z. 1S43, p. 334.
4 £. July 21. 26 ; Augnet 26; Sept 16, 1843.

Ellis, vol. ii. p. 26 ; and Athermum, April

14, 1906, p. 469.] By the middle of July
he had completed the 'Midsummer Night's
Dream' music,' had written the choruses to

'Athalie,' and made more than a start with the
music to 'CEdipus,' and some progress with
a new Symphony ^ ; had at the last moment,
under a, pressing order from Court, arranged
the chorale ' Herr Gott, dich loben wir ' (Te
Deum) for the celebration of the 1000th anni-

versary of the empire, ' the longest chorale and
the most tedious job he had ever had," and had
also, a still harder task, answered a long ofiicial

letter on the matter of his post, which appeared
to contradict all that had gone before, and cost

him (in his own words) ' four thoroughly nasty,

wasted, disagreeable days.'

He therefore went to Berlin early in August
(1843), and on the 6th conducted the music of

the anniversary ; returned to Leipzig in time
to join his friend Madame Schumann in her
husband's Andante and Variations for two
pianofortes at Madame Viardot's concert on
August 19,' and on August 25 was pursued
thither byorders for a performance of 'Antigone,'

and the production of the ' Midsummer Night's

Dream ' and ' Athalie ' in the latter half of

September. At that time none of the scores of

these works had received his final touches
;

' Athalie ' indeed was not yet scored at all, nor
was a note of the overture written. Then the
performances are postponed, and then imme-
diately resumed, at the former dates ; and in the

end 'Antigone' was given on Sept. 19, in the
Neue Palais at Potsdam,* and the ' Midsummer
Night's Dream ' at the same place—after eleven

rehearsals^—on Oct. 18th, and on the 19th,

20th, and 21st, i" at the King's Theatre in

Berlin. The music met with enthusiastic

applause each time ; but the play was for long

a subject of wonder to the Berliners. Some
disputed whether Tieck or Shakespeare were the

author ; others believed that Shakespeare had
translated it from German into English. Some,
in that refined atmosphere, were shocked by the

scenes with the clowns, and annoyed that the

King should have patronised so low a piece

;

and a very distinguished personage " expressed

to Mendelssohn himself his regret that such

lovely music should have been wasted on so

poor a play—a little scene which he was very

fond of mimicking. ^^ ' Antigone ' procured him
the honour of membership of the Philologen-

Versammlung of Cassel. i'

Mendelssohn's position at Berlin had now
apparently become so permanent that it was

s L. July 21, 1843. 6 F.M. iii. 20—' malBChirt langsum.'
^ N.M.Z. 1843, ii. 08 ; and Lampa&iui. Joachim, then twelve

yeai^ old, made his first appearance in Leipzig at tliia concert.
8 Den. p. 245.
B B. p. 213. The band was umall—only six first and six second

fiddles ; but ' the very picic of the orchestra ' (Joachim).
10 On the 18th Mendeissohn vas called for, but did not appear

:

F.M. iii. 61.
il F.M, iii. 73. These court-people were only repeating what the

lUUan villagers bad said to him in 1831. See L. Juiy 24, 1831.

12 Ur. Sartorls's recoUeoUon. " A.M.Z. 1843, p. 804.
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necessary to make proper provision for filling

his place at the Leipzig concerts, and accord-
ingly Ferdinand Hiller was engaged to conduct
them during his absence, i The first of the
series was on Oct. 1. Hiller conducted, and
Felix supported his friend by playing his own
G minor concerto. Two days afterwards, on
Oct. 3, he writes a long communication to the

town council of Leipzig, praying for an increase

in the salaries of the town-orchestra for their

services at the theatre. On Oct. 30 he joined

Mme. Schumann and Hiller in the triple

concerto of Bach ; on Nov. 18 there was a

special farewell concert at which he played his

new violoncello sonata (op. 58), and which
closed with his Octet, he and Gade taking the

two viola parts ; and by Nov. 25 he had left

Leipzig ' with wife and children, and chairs and
tables, and piano and everything,' ^ and was in

Berlin, settled in the old family house, now
his own. On Nov. 30 he conducted the first

of the weekly subscription concerts, which he
and Taubert directed alternately and at which
he often played. With all his aversion to the

Berlin musicians he was obliged to acknowledge

that, in some respects at least, the orchestra

was good. 'What pleases me most,' he says

to his old friend and confidant David, ' are the

basses, because they are what I am not so much
accustomed to. The eight violoncellos and
four good double-basses give me sometimes great

satisfaction with their big tone. ' ' Then came
performances of the ' Midsummer Night's Dream

'

music, of 'Israel in Egypt,' entertainments

and dinners—which amused him notwithstand-

ing all his dislike to aristocrats—and Fanny's

Sunday performances. Once immersed in life

and music, and freed from official correspondence

and worries, he was quite himself. ' He is,

'

says his sister, ' indescribably dear, in the best

of tempers, and quite splendid, as you know he

can be in his best times. Every day he aston-

ishes me, because such quiet intercourse sis we
are having is a novelty to me now, and he is so

versatile, and so original and interesting on
every subject, that one can never cease to

wonder at it.' * His favourite resort during his

later Berlin life was the house of Professor

Wichmann the sculptor, in the Hasenjager

(now Feilner) Strasse. Wichmann's wife was

a peculiarly pleasant artistic person, and their

circle included Magnus the painter, Taubert,

Werder, Count Redern, and other distinguished

people, many of them old friends of Mendels-

sohn's. There, in 1844, he first met Jenny
Lind. The freedom of the life in this truly

artistic set, the many excursions and other

pleasures, delighted and soothed him greatly.

Christmas was kept royally at his house ; he

was lavish with presents, of which he gives

1 B. p. 210 ; ir.M.Z. 1843, il. 135.

2 To Or. A. Macfarren, &. Ji M, p. 160.

3 j^ to David, Dec. 19, 1843, printed In Eckardt'a Ferdinand
Daaiid, p. 193. • f.M. Ui. 89.

Eebecka (then in Italy) a list.* A very charac-

teristic Onristmas gift to a distant friend was

the testimonial, dated Berlin, Dec. 17, 1843,"

which he sent to Sterndale Bennett for use in

his contest for the professorship of music at

Edinburgh University, and which, as it does

credit to both these great artists, and has never

been published in any permanent form, we take

leave to print entire, in his own English.^

Berlin, Dk. 17, 1843.

My Deak Friend,
I hear tliat you proclaimed yourself a Candidate for

the musical Professorship at Edinburgh, and that a
testimonial which I might send could possibly be of use
to you with the Authorities at the tlniijersity. Now
while I think of writing such a testimonial for you I feel

proud and ashamed at the same time—proud, because I

think of all the honour you have done to ^our art, your
country, and yourself, and because it is on such a
brother-artist that Iam to give an opinion—and ashamed,
because I have always followed your career, your com-
positions, your successes, with so true an interest, that
I feel as if it was my own cause, and as if I was myself
the Candidate for such a place. But there is one point
of view from which I might be excused in venturing to
give still an opinion, while all good and true musicians
are unanimous about the subject : perhaps the Council
of the University might like to know wtmt we Germa/n,
people think of you, how we consider you. And then, I

may tell them, that if the prejudice which formerly
prevailed in this country against the musical talent of
your Country has now subsided, it is chiefly owing to
you, to your compositions, to your personal residence in
Germany. Tour Overtures, your Concertos, your vocal
as well as instrumental Compositions, are reckoned by
our best and severest authorities amongst the fiist

standard works of the present musical period. The
public feel never tired in listening to, while the
musicians feel never tired in performing, your Composi-
tions ; and since they took root in the minds of the true
amateurs, my countrymen became aware that music is

the same inEngland as inGermany, aseverywhere ; and so
byyour successes hereyou destroyed that prejudicewhich
nobody could ever have destroyed but a true Genius.
This is a service you have done to English as well as
German musicians, and I am sure that your countrymen
will not acknowledge it less readily than mine have
already done.

Shall I still add, that the Science in your works is as
great as their thoughts are elegant and fanciful—that we
consider your performance on the Piano as masterly as
your Conducting of an Orchestra! that all this is the
general judgment of the best musicians here, as well as
my own personal sincere opinion ? Let me only add that
I wish you success from my whole heart, and that I shall
be truly happy to hear that you have met with it.

Always yours, sincerely and truly,
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdt.

To W. Sterndale Bennett, Esq.

His exertions for his friend did not stop at this

testimonial, but led him to write several long
letters pressing his claims in the strongest terms,

the drafts of which will be found in the ' green
books' at Leipzig. The Edinbui'gh professor-

ship, however, was not bestowed on Bennett.
The compositions of the winter were chiefly

for the Cathedral, and include the fine setting

of the 98th Psalm (op. 91) for eight-part choir

and orchestra, for New Year's Day, 1844 ; the

2nd Psalm, for Christmas, with chorales and
' Spriiche, ' and pieces ' before the Alleluja '

;

also the 100th Psalm, the 43rd ditto, and the

22nd, for Good Friday, for eight voices, each

5 F. .)r lii. 91. 8 It reached him on the 23rd.
7 I am indebted to Mr. J. R, S. Bennett (or an exact copy of thia

letter. ' ''
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with its ' Spruch ' or anthem—and seven psalm-
tunes or chorales with trombones. At these

great functions the church was so full i that not
even Fanny Hensel could get a place. The lovely

solo and chorus, ' Hear my prayer, ' for soprano

solo, chorus,and organ, belongs to this time. It is

dated Jan. 25, 1844, and was written for William
Bartholomew, the careful and laborious trans-

lator of his works into English, and sent to him
in a letter dated Jan. 31.^ [This letter and
the autograph score of the music are now at the

Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensing-

ton.] Also the duets 'Maiglbckohen,' 'Volks-

lied,' and 'Herbstlied' (op. 63, Nos. 6, 5, and

4), and many songs, with and without words.

The concerts finishedwith amagnificent perform-

ance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony on March
27, and on Palm Sunday (March 31) ' Israel in

Egypt' was sung in St. Peter's* church. The
rehearsals for these two difficult works, new to

Berlin, had been extremely troublesome and
fatiguing.

At the end of February he received a letter

from the Philharmonic Society of London, offer-

ing him an engagement as conductor of the last

six concerts of the season. He looked forward

with delight to an artistic position ' of such tre-

mendous distinction,'' and one which promised

him the opportunity of doing a service to a

Society to which he felt personally indebted *
;

and on March 4 he writes ' with a feeling of true

gratitude ' accepting for five concerts.* Mean-
time the old annoyances and heartburnings at

Berlin had returned. Felix had been requested

by the King to compose music tothe 'Eumenides

'

of .ffischylus, and had replied that the difficulties

were immense, and perhaps insuperable, but

that he would try ; and in conversation with

Tieck he had arranged that as the work could

only be given in the large new opera-house,

which would not be opened till Dec. 15, it would
be time enough for him to write his music and

decide after his return from England whether

it was worthy of performance. Notwithstand-

ing this, he received, as a parting gift, on April

28, a long, solemn, almost scolding, letter from

Bunsen," based on the assumption that he had
refused to undertake the task, and expressing

the great disappointment and annoyance of the

King. No wonder that Mendelssohn's reply,

though dignified, was more than warm. It

appeared to him that some person or persons

about the Court disbelieved in the possibility of

his writing the music, and had pressed their own
views on the King as his, and he was naturally

and justifiably angry. A dispute with the sub-

scribers to the Symphony Concerts, where he

had made an innovation on ancient custom by
1 F.U. iil. 99.
2 PoZJto,p.220. ItwafloriginaUywrittenwithanorBanaccomp&ni-

ment, but Mendelaaohn afterwards scored it at the instance of

Josepli Robinson, of Dublin. [For an account of tile dedication of
' Hear my Prayer' to Tanbert, see Felix Mendalstohn und WWuilm
Taubert in Deutsche Semte, Jan. 1893, p. &7.]

3 /".Jf. iii. 92. * i. to Paul, July 19, 1844. ^ Mofforth, p. 9i.

" L. (from Bunsen) April 28, 1844.

VOL. Ill

introducing solos, did not tend to increase his

affection for Berlin.'

His presence was necessary on Easter Day
(April 7) in the Cathedral, but by the end of the

month he had left Berlin with his family. On
May 4 they were all at Frankfort, and by the

10th or 11th he himself was settled in London
at Klingemann's house, 4 Hobart Place, [Eaton
Square, opposite St. Peter's Church, on the

south side]. This was his eighth visit. He
conducted the Philharmonic Concert of May 13,

and each of the others to the end of the series,

introducing, besides works already known, his

' Midsummer Night's Dream ' music and the
' Walpurgisnacht,' sis well as Beethoven's Over-
ture to Leonora, No. 1, the Ruins of Athens,

Bach's Suite in D, Schubert's Overture to

Fierrabras, and playing Beethoven's Concerto in

G (June 24), then almost a novelty to an English

audience. He had brought with him Schubert's

Symphony in C, Cade's in C minor, and his

own Overture to ' Euy Bias. ' But the reception

of the first two at the trial by the band was so

cold, not to say insulting, as to incense him
beyond measure.* With amagnanimity in which
he stands alone among composers, he declined to

produce his own Overture, and it was not pub-
licly played in England till after his death.'

With the directors of the Philharmonic his

intercourse was most harmonious. ' He attended

their meetings, gave them his advice and
assistance in their arrangements, and showed the

warmest interest in the success of the concerts

and the welfare of the Society.''" By the band
he was received with 'rapture and enthusiasm.'"

And if during the earlier concerts one or two
of the players acted in exception to this, the

occurrence only gave Mendelssohn the oppor-

tunity of showing how completely free he was
from rancour or personal feeling. '^ No wonder
that the band liked him. The band always likes

a conductor who knows what he is about. His
beat, though very quiet, was certain, and his

face was always fuU of feeling, and as expressive

as his baton. No one perhaps ever possessed

so completely as he the nameless magic art of

inspiring the band with his own feeling ; and
this power was only equalled by his tact and
good nature. He always touched his hat on
entering the orchestra for rehearsal. He was
sometimes hasty, but he always made up for it

afterwards. He would run np and down to a

distant desk over and over again till he hadmade
the meaning of a difficult passage clear to a

player. If this good nature failed, or he had
to deal with obstinacy, as a last resource he
would try irony—sometimes very severe. Such
pains and tact as this are never thrown away.

' Lampadius, p. 116.
s Fewtbiii^ are more curious than the terms ia which Schubert's

splendid works were criticised at this date in London, compared with
the enthusiasm which they now excite.

9 At Mrs. Anderson's Concert, Hanover Square Rooms, May 25,

1849. 10 aogarth, p. 83.
II Stos. ii. 118. 12 L. to Moacheles, June 28. 1846.
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The band played as if under a new influence.

The season was most successful in a pecuniary
sense ; Hanover Square Rooms had never been
so crammed ; as much as 120 guineas were taken
on single nights in excess of the usual receipts

;

and whereas in 1842 the loss had been £300,
in 1844, with the interest on capital, etc., nearly

£400 were added to the reserve fund.' Among
the events which combined to render this series

of concerts historical were the first appearances

at the Society's Concerts of Ernst (April 15),

Joachim (May 27),^ and Piatti (June 24). His
playing of the Beethoven G major Concerto on
June 24 was memorable, not only for the mag-
nificence of the performance, but for some
circumstances attending the rehearsal on the

previous Saturday. He had not seen the music
of the concerto for two or three years, and ' did

notthink it respectfulto the Philharmonic Society

to play it without first looking through it '

—

those were his words. He accordingly called at

Sterndale Bennett's on the Friday night to obtain

a copy, but not succeeding, got one from Miss

Horsley after the rehearsal on the Saturday. At
the rehearsal itself, owing to some difficulty in

the band coming in at the end of his cadenza in

the first movement, he played it three times

over, each time quite extempore, and each time

new, and at the performance on the Monday it

was again different.^

In addition to the Philharmonic, Mendelssohn
took part in many other public concerts—con-

ducted 'St. Paul' for the Sacred HarmonioSociety

on June 28 and July 5, extemporised at the

British Musicians, played his own D minor Trio,

and his Duet variations (op. 83a), and took part

twice in Bach's Triple Concerto—once (June 1)

with Moscheles andThalberg, when he electrified

the room with his sudden improvisation in the

cadenza,* and again (July 5) with Moscheles and
Dohler. He also finished a soena for bass voice

and orchestra, to words from Ossian—'On Lena's

gloomy heath,' which he undertook at the

request of Henry Phillips in 1842, and which
was sung by that gentleman at the Philharmonic,

Marchl5, 1847. On June 12, he and Dickens

met for the first time. On June 18 he is at

Manchester, writing to Mr. Hawes, M. P.,tosecure

a ticket for the House of Commons.^ Piatti

he met for the first time during this visit, at

Moscheles's house, and played with him his

new Duo in D. No one had a quicker eye for

a great artist, and he at once became attached

to that noble player. One of his latest words on

leaving England for the last time was, ' I must
write a concerto for Piatti.' In fact, he had
already composed the first movement.

The enthusiasm for him in London was greater

1 Mtuical Wortd, August 1, 1814.

2 The bearer of a letter of introduction from Mendelnaolin to

Kllueemann, for which Bee Polko, p. 167.

8 I owe thin to the recollection of Mr. Kellow Pye and Mr. J. W.
DaTiBon.

t See an account of this (somewhat exaggerated) by 0. E. Horaley

In the Ohoir, Feb. 8, 1873, p. 81.

6 [Letter in Brit. Museum, Add. MS. 33,966.]

than ever, and all the more welcome after the

irritations of Berlin. He was more widelyknown
at each visit, and every acquaintance became a.

friend. He never enjoyed himself more than

when in the midst of society, music, fun, and

excitement. 'We have the best news from Felix,

'

says Fanny during this visit, ^ ' and when I tell

you that he has ordered a large Bavmi-Kuchen [a

peculiar Berlin cake, looking like a piece of the

trunk of a tree] to be sent to London for him,

you will know that that is the best possible

sign. '
'A mad, most extraordinarily mad time,

'

says he ; ' I never had so severe a time before

—

never in bed till half-past one ; for three weeks

together not a single hour to myself in any one

day, ' ' etc. ' My visit was glorious. I was never

received anywhere with such universal kindness,

and have made more music in these two months
than I do elsewhere in two years.' ^ But even

by all this he was not to be kept from work.

He laboured at his edition of ' Israel in Egypt

'

for the Handel Society ; and on official pressure

from Berlin—which turned out to be mere vex-

ation, as the work was not performed for more
than a year—actually, in the midst of all the

turmoil, wrote (in London) the Overture to

' Athalie, ' the autograph of which is dated June

13, 1844. Very trying ! and very imprudent,

as we now see ! but also very difficult to avoid.

And his power of recovery after fatigue was as

great as his power of enjoyment, so great as often

no doubt to tempt him to try himself. Three

things were in his favour—his splendid constitu-

tion ; an extraordinary power of sleep, which he
possessed in common with many other greatmen,
and of being lazy when there was nothing to do

;

and most of all that, though exci&ble to any
amount, he was never dissipated. The only

stimulants he indulged in were those of music,

society, and boundless good spirits.

On July 10 he left London, and on the 13th
was in the arms of his wife and children at

Soden, near Frankfort. During his absence they
had been seriously ill, but his wife had kept the

news from him, and when he returned he found

them all well, brown, and hearty. For the life

of happy idleness which he passed there in the

next two months— 'eating and sleeping, vrUhmit

dress coat, without piano, vnthout visiting-cards,

without carriage and horses ; but with donkeys,

vyith wild flowers, with music-paper and sketch-

book, with C&ile and the children '
'—inter-

rupted only by the Festival which he conducted

at Zweibriicken on July 31 and. August 1, the

reader must be referred to his own charming
letters.'" ' Idleness' does not mean ceasing to

compose, so much as composing only when he
had a mind to it. And that was often : he had
no piano, but he completed the violin Concerto

on Sept. 16, after a long and minute correspon-

dence with David, and many of the movements

8 r.M. ill. 168. 7 Ibid. p. 176. e L. to Paul, July 19. 1844.
» F.M. iii. 177. '1 L. (from Soden) July 17, 19, 26, August 16, 1844.
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of the six organ sonatas appear in the MS.
Catalogue, with dates ranging from July 22 to

Sept.lO.^ Doubtless, too, he was workingatthe
hook of ' Christus, ' a new oratorio, the first draft

of which he had received from Bunsen on Easter

Monday of this year. At this time also he edited

a collection of organpieces byBach commissioned

by the firm of Coventry & Hollier,^ by whom
they were published in London in the spring of

1845.

The pleasure in his simple home life which

crops out now and then in these Frankfort

letters, is very genuine and delightful. Now,
Marie is learning the scale of C, and he has

actually forgotten how to play it, and has taught

her to pass her thumb under the wrong finger !

Now, Paul tumbles about so as to crack their

skulls as well as his own. Another time he is

dragged oflF from his letter to see a great tower

which the chDdren have built, and on which

they have ranged all their slices of bread and jam
—'a good idea for an architect.' At ten Carl

comes to him for reading and sums, and at five

for spelling and geography—and so on. ' And,

'

to sum up, ' the best part of every pleasure is

gone if Cecile is not there. ' ^ His wife is always

somewhere in the picture.*

But the time arrived for resuming his duties

at Berlin, and, leaving his family behind him
at Frankfort, he arrived there on Sept. 30, alone,

and took up his quarters with the Hensels. We
are told that before leaving in the spring he had
firmly resolved not to return for a permanence ;

and the extraordinary warmth and brilliance of

his subsequent reception in England, both in

public and in social circles, and the delights of

freedom in Frankfort, when compared with the

constraint and petty annoyances of Berlin—the

difficulty of steering through those troubled

official waters, the constant collisions with the

Singakademie, with the managers of the theatre,

the clergy, the King, and the Ministers ; the

want of independence, the coldness of the press,

the way in which his best efforts appeared to be

misunderstood and misrepresented, and above

all the consciousness that he was at the head of

a public musical institution of which he did not

approve^—all these things combined to bring

about the crisis. His dislike to the place and

the way in which it haunts him beforehand, is

really quite plaintive in its persistence — ' If I

could only go on living for half a year as I have

lived the last fortnight (Soden, August 15) what

might I not get through ? But the constant

arrangement and direction of the concerts, and

the exertion of it all, is no pleasure to me, and

comes to nothing after all.' * So he once more

communicated with the King, praying to be freed

from all definite duties, and from aU such com-

1 [See JfendelMoJm't Organ Sonatai Ijy P. G. Bdwards, in Proceed-

btoB 0/ theMusical Auociation, ie9i-95, p. 1.^

- » Bee the letters in Polko, p. 245, etc. = r.M. iil. 151.

* [A tablet has been placed npon the houae at Soden in which he

lived in 1844. See Muiicdl Timet, Allguat 1899, P- 6ffl.]

6 J" Jf iiL 205. L. to Fanny, August 15, 1844.

missions as would oblige him to reside in BerUn.

'

To this the King good-naturedly assented ; his

salary was fixed at 1000 thalers, and he was free

to live where he liked. It is easy to understand

what a blow this was to his sister, ^ but it was
evidently the only possible arrangement for the

comfort of the chief person concerned. 'The
first step out of Berlin ' was to him ' the first

step towards happiness. ' ' He remained till the

end of November, at the special wish of the

King, toconduct a few concerts anda performance

of 'St. Paul' (Nov. 25), and the time was taken

advantage of by Lvov to commission Hensel to

paint a portrait of him, which has been engraved

by Caspar, but can hardly be called a favourable

likeness. On the 30th he left Berlin amid regret

and good wishes, but the coldness of the ordinary

musical circles towards him was but too evi-

dent. i»

Very early in December he was in Frankfort,

where he found his youngest boy Felix danger-

ously ill ; the child recovered, but only after

being in great danger fOr many weeks. It

was probably a relief in the very midst of his

trouble to write a long letter to G. A. Maofarren

(Dec. 8, 1844),^' giving him minute directions

as to the performance of ' Antigone ' at Covent

Garden. His own health began to give him
anxiety, and his resolution was to remain in

Frankfort for the whole year and to have a

thorough rest. He had always good spirits at

command, looked well, and would rarely confess

to any uneasiness. But when hard pressed by

those with whom he was really intimate, he con-

fessed that his head had for some months past

been in constant pain and confusion. ' I myself

am what you know me to be ; but what you do

not know is that I have for some time felt the

necessity for complete rest

—

not travelling, not

conducting, not performing—so keenly that I

am compelled to yield to it, and hope to be

able to order my life accordingly for the whole

year. It is therefore my wish to stay here

quietly through winter, spring, and summer,

sans journeys, sans festivals, sans everything. '^^

This resolve he was able to carry out for some

months of 1845,^^ even to resisting a visit to

Leipzig when his Violin Concerto was first

played by David, on March 13 ; and his letters

to his sisters show how thoroughly he enjoyed

the rest. [At the end of 1844, or the beginning

of 1845, be was much gratified at receiving an

invitation to conduct a musical festival at New
York in 1845 ; his letter declining the invita-

tion and other information relating to the pro-

posal is given by Mr. H. E. Krehbiel in the

New York Daily Tribune of Oct. 29, 1906.]

'Antigone' was brought out at Covent Garden

on January 2, 1845, under the management

of M. Laurent, the orchestra conducted by

' L. Sept. so, in F.U. iil. 191. » F.M. iii. 192.

B JDev, p. 252, His own words.
w BecoUection of Piatti, who was there at the time.
» a. t M. p. 166. IS F.if. iii. 204, " Ibid. p. 219, et teq.
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G. A. Maofarren. Musically its success was not
at first great, owing to the inadequate way in

which the chorus was put on the stage. Writ-
ing to his sister at Rome on March 25,i

Mendelssohn says, ' See if you cannot find

Punch for Jan. 18. It contains an account of
'
' Antigone

'

' atCovent Garden, with illustrations,

especially a view of the chorus which has made
me laugh for three days. The chorus-master,

with his plaid trousers shewing underneath, is

a masterpiece; and so is the whole thing, and
most amusing. I hear wonderful things of the

performance, particularly of the chorus. Only

fancy, that during the Bacchus chorus there is

a. regular ballet with all the ballet-girls !
' A

woodcut which made Mendelssohn laugh for

three days has ipso facto become classical, and
needs no apology for its reproduction. ^

out the commission to his own satisfaction.'

The ' (Edipus Coloneus,' the ' CEdipus Kex,' and

the 'Athalie, ' were, however, finished, and at His

Majesty's disposal. The editing of ' Israel in

Egypt' had given him considerable trouble,

owing apparently to the wish of the council of

the Handel Society to print Mendelssohn's marks

of expression as if they were Handel's, and

also to the incorrect way in which the engraving

was executed. These letters are worth looking

at,^ as evidence how strictly accurate and con-

scientious he was in these matters, and also how
gratuitously his precious time was often taken

up.

Gade had conducted the Gewandhaus Concerts

for 1844-45 ; but having got rid of the necessity

of residing in Berlin, and having enjoyed the

long rest which he had proposed, it was natural

The play improved after a short time, and
the fact that it ran for forty-five nights (Jan. 2-

Feb. 1, Feb. 8-21), and that the management
applied to him for his ' OLdipus,'' proves that it

was appreciated. His letters show how much
work he was doing at this time. By April 20
the six Organ Sonatas (op. 65) were in the hands
of the copyist, the C minor Trio was finished

—

'a trifle nasty (eklig) to play, but not really

difiicnlt—seek and ye shall find '
*

; and the

splendid String Quintet in B flat (dated July 8).

The sixth book of Songs without Words was
shortly to be published, and dedicated to Klinge-

mann's fiancee ; a symphony was well in hand
(oh that we had got it !), nor had the desire to

write an opera by any means left him, ' if only

the right material could be found. '
^ He had

not forgotten his promise to consider the possi-

bility of setting the choruses of the ' Eumenides

'

of .fflschylus with effect, and a correspondence

had taken place between him and the Geheim-
cabinetsrath Miiller, in which, in reply to some-

thing very like an offensive innuendo, Mendels-
sohn stated that in spite of strenuous efforts

he had utterly failed to see any way of oaiTying

1 f.M. iii. 2?1.
3 I owe this to the kludneaa of Ur. Tom Taylor, as Editor of Punch.
3 F.ir. Hi. 231. ' /Si* p. 227.
B Ibid. p. 221 ; Dev. pp. 2ES8, 259, 262.

that Mendelssohn should return to his beloved

Leipzig. But in addition to this he had received

an intimation from Von Falkenstein as early as

June 5, 1845, that the King of Saxony wished

him to return to his former position. He ac-

cordingly once more took up his residence at

Leipzig early in September (this time at No. 3

Kbnigsstrasse, on the first floor) ^ and his re-

appearance in the conductor's place at the open-

ing concert in the Gewandhaus on Oct. 5 was
the signal for the old applause, and for hearty

recognition from the audience and the press.

The season was rendered peculiarly brilliant by
the presence of Madame Schumann, and of

Jenny Llnd, who made her first appearance in

Leipzig at the subscription concert of Dec. 4.

Miss Dolby also made her first appearance Oct.

23, sang frequently, and becameagreat favourite.

Among the more important orchestral items of

the season 1845-46 were Schumann's Symphony
in B flat, and Mendelssohn's Violin Copcerto

(David), brought forward together on Oct. 23,

1845. [The book of ' Elijah,' too, was progress-

ing fast, and his remarks on it show how

' L. Maich 12. 1845.

.

' There are seven of them, and they are oriven in the Appendix to
a. H 11. p. 169.

9 The house has since been renumbered, and is now 21. A bronze
tablet on the front states that he died there
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anxious he was to make it as dramatic as

possible.! On June 11, 1845, the Committee
of the Birmingham Musical Festival invited him
to conduct all the performances, and to ' provide

a new oratorio, or other music for the occasion.'

He declined to conduct the Festival, and added
in an English letter: 'Since some time I

have begun an oratorio, and hope I shall be
able to bring it out for the first time at your
Festival.' This proved to be ' Elijah.' 2]

After the first concert he left for Berlin to

produce his ' CEdipus Coloneus, ' which was first,

performedatPotsdamon Nov. 1, andhis ' Athalie'

at Charlottenburg, both beingrepeated at Berlin.

He returned to Leipzig on Dec. 3, bringing

Jenny Lind with him (Rockstro's information),

and remained there tiU the close of the season,

taking an active part in all that went on,

including her farewell concert on April 12,

1846—the last occasion of his playing in public

in Leipzig. At the end of 1845 a formal offer

was made to Moscheles, at that time the fashion-'

able pianoforte teacher in London, to settle in

Leipzig as Professor of the pianoforte in the

Conservatorium. He took time to consider so

important an offer, and on Jan. 25, 1846, with
a sacrifice of income and position which does

his artistic feeling the highest honour, decided

in its favour. Mendelssohn's connection with
the school was no sinecure. He had at this

time two classes-—pianoforte and composition.'

The former numbered about half-a-dozen pupils,

and had two lessons a week of two hours each.

The lessons were given collectively, and among
theworks studied during the termwere Huramel's
' Septuor

' ; three of Beethoven's Sonatas ; Pre-

ludes and Fugues of Bach ; Weber's Concertstuck

and Sonatain C ; Chopin's Studies. Thecomposi-
tion class had one lesson a week of the same
length. The pupils wrote compositions of all

kinds, which he looked over and heard and
criticised in their presence. He would some-,

times play a whole movement on the same
subjects, to show how they might have been

better developed. Occasionally he would make
them modulate from one key to another at the

piano, or extemporise on given themes, and
then would himself treat the same themes. He
was often extremely irritable :

—
' Toller Kerl,

so spielen die Katzen !
' or (in English, to an

English pupil) ' Very ungentlemanlike modula-
tions !

' etc. But he was always perfectly

natural. A favourite exercise of his was to

write a theme on the blackboard, and then

make each pupil add a counterpoint ; the task

of course increasing in difficulty with each addi-

tion. On one occasion the last of the pupils

found it impossible to add a single note, and
after long consideration shook his head and gave
in. 'You can't tell where to place the next

^ L. to Schubring, Dec. IG, 1845, wrongly dated 1S42 in the pub-
liBhed volume of letters. 2 [Hiit. of ' Kli^ah,' p. 31 et teg.']

9 This information 1 owe to Mr. Otto Goldschmidt and Mr. W. S.

BoekBtro, who belonged to both of hie classes.

note ?' said Mendelssohn. 'No.' 'I am glad of

that,' was the reply, ' for neither can I.' But
in addition to the work of his classes, a great

deal of miscellaneous work fell upon him as

virtual head of the School. Minute lists of the
attendance and conduct of the pupils, drawn up
by him, still remain to attest the thorough way
in which he did his duty, and we haveMosoheles's
express testimony* that duringtheoverwhelming
work of this summer he never neglected his

pupils.* But it was another ounce added to

his load. The fixed labour, the stated hours,

when combined with his composition, his corre-

spondence, his hospitality, and all his other
pursuits, were too much, and to his intimate
friends he complained bitterly of the strain, and
expressed his earnest wish to give up. all work
and worry, and devote himself entirely to his

Art—in his own words, to shut himself into his

room and write music till he was tired, and
then walk out in the fresh air."

Meantime ' Elijah ' was fast becoming a
realised fact : by May 23, 1846,' the first Part
was quite finished, and six or eight numbers of

the second part written, and a large portion
despatched to London to be translated by
Bartholomew.' ' I am jumping about my room
for joy,' he writes to a very dear friend ' on the
completion of Part I. ' If it only turns out half
as good as I fancy it is, how pleased I shall be

!

'

And yet, much as the oratorio engrossed him,
he was corresponding with Mme. Birch-Pfeiffer

about an opera, and writes to the same friend

as if the long -desired libretto were virtually

within his grasp. At this date he interrupted
his work for three weeks to conduct a succes-

sion of performances on the Rhine—at Aix-la-

Chapelle (the Lower Rhine Festival, May 31-
June 2) for the seventh and last time ;

i" at
Diisseldorf, a soiree ; at Liege, on Corpus
Chiisti day, June 11, his hymn 'Lauda Sion,'

composed expressly for that occasion, and dated
Feb. 10, 1846 ; and at Cologne the first festival

of the German - Flemish association, for which
he had composed a Festgesang on Schiller's

poem ' An die Kiinstler ' (op. 68). His recep-

tion throughout this tour was rapturous, and
'

delighted him. The three weeks were one
continued scene of excitement. Every moment
not taken up in rehearsing or performing made
some demand on his strength. He was in the
highest spirits all the time, but the strain must
have been great, and was sure to be felt sooner
or later. It will all be found in a delightful

letter to Fanny of June 27, 1846." On June

* Moa. ii. 162.
9 The English pupils for 1844 and 1846 embraced the names of

Ellis, Wells, Hasker, Ascher, and Bockstro.
8 L. to Jenny Lind.
7 i. to Schubring, May 23, 1846.
B i. to Moore ; Polko, p. 241. 9 Jenny Lind.
10 On thia occasion he discovered the two redundant bars in the

Trio of Beethoven's C minor Symphony, which had remained
uncorrected, notwithstanding Beethoven's protest to the publishers
in 1810. [See itvtical World, May 26, 1860, p. 328 ; also Sir George
Grove's Beethoven and Ma Nine Bymphoniet (Novello, 1896), p. 174.]
" F.M. iii. 239-243. See also Chorley's Modem German ilutic, ii.

320-350.
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26 he is again at Leipzig, writing to Mosohelea
to protest against the exclusion from the band
at Birmingham of some players who had been
impertinent to him at the Philharmonic in

1844.' The summer was unusually hot, and his

friends well remember how exhausted he often

became over his close work. But he kept his

time. The remainder of the Oratorio was in

Bartholomew's hands by the latter part of July ;^

the instrumental parts were copied in Leipzig,

and rehearsed by Mendelssohn there on August
5. One of the last things he did before leaving

was to give his consent to the publication of

some of Fanny's compositions, which, owing to

his 'tremendous reverence for print,' he had
always opposed,' and now only agreed to

reluctantly.* He arrived in London, for the

ninth time, on the evening of August 17 or 18,

had a trial rehearsal with piano at Moscheles's

house, two band-rehearsals at Hanover Square

Rooms, went to Birmingham on Sunday the

23rd, had full rehearsals on Monday morning
and Tuesday evening, and the Oratorio was per-

formed on the morning of Wednesday, Aug. 26.

The Town Hall was densely crowded, and it was
observed that the sun burst forth and lit up
the scene as Mendelssohn took his place,* amid
a deafening roar of applause from band, chorus,

and audience. Staudigl was the Elijah, and
Charles Lockey sang the air 'Then shall the

righteous' in a manner which called forth

Mendelssohn's warmest praise.' ' No work of

mine'—says he in the long letter which he

wrote his brother the same evening— ' no work
of mine ever went so admirably at the first

performance, or was received with such enthu-

siasm both by musicians and the public, as this.'

' I never in my life heard a better performance

—

no nor so good, and almost doubt if I can ever

hear one like it again.' ^ No less than four

choruses and four airs were encored. ^ The
applause at the conclusion of both first and
second parts was enormous—almost grotesquely

so ; and an old member ^ of the band well

remembered the eagerness with which Mendels-

sohn shook hands with all who could get near

him in the artists' room, thanking them warmly
for the performance. He returned to London
with Mr. and Mrs. Moscheles, ' on purpose for

a fish dinner at Lovegrove's,' spent four days at

Bamsgate with the Beneckes ' to eat crabs, '
'^

and on Sept. 6 recrossed the Channel with

Staudigl. His visit this time had been one of

intense hard work, as any one who knows what
it is to achieve the first performance of a great

work for solos, chorus, and orchestra, wiU
leadily understand. And the strain was unre-

1 t. to Moscheles, June 26, 1846.
a [The long and minute oorreepondence (entirely in EngliBh) with

Bartholomew, together with an Important letter in facsimile, will

bo found in the Bist. of ' Mijah,' chapters iii. and v.]
3 L. to hifl mother, June 2, 1837. 4 F.H. iii. 234. B B. p. 51.
d £. to Paul, dated 'Birmingham, August 26, 1846,' the day of

the performance.
7 Jbid. ^ Mrs. Moscheles says 11 pieces ; Sfog. ii. 167.
» Mr. J. T. Willy. 1° F.X. iii. 244.

mitting, for, owing partly to Moscheles's illness,

he had no relaxation, or next to none. In

consequence he was so tired as to be compelled

to rest three times between Ostend and Leip-

zig. >' It is a sad contrast to the buoyancy of the

similar journey ten years before. '^

But notwithstanding the success of the Ora-

torio the reader will hardly believe that he

himself was satisfied with his work. Quite the

contrary. His letter to Klingemann of Deo. 6

shows the eagerness with which he went about

his corrections. ''

The oratorio was thenengraved, and published

by Simrock of Berlin, and Ewer & Co. , London,

in June 1847. Meantime Mendelssohn had
been again reminded of his duties at Berlin by
an urgent command from the King to set the

German Liturgy to music. This (still in MS.),

and an anthem or motet (published as op. 79,

No. 5), both for double choir, are respectively

dated Oct. 28 and Oct. 5, 1846. A song for

the Germans in Lyons '*—dear to him as the
..

birthplace of his wife—and a Psalm-tune for

the French Reformed Church in Frankfort, are

dated the 8th and 9th of the same month. On
Oct. 21 the Moscheleses arrive at Leipzig, and
Moscheles begins his duties as Professor of piano-

forte-playing and composition. Gade again con-

ducted the Gewandhaus Concerts for this season.

A traceof Mendelssohn's interest in themremains
in a pianoforte accompaniment to the E major

Violin Prelude of Bach,'* which he evidently

wrote for David's performance at the Concert of

Nov. 12, 1846. The MS. isdatedtheday before,

andis amorigstDavid'spapers.'^ During October

and November he was very much occupied with

the illness of his faithful servant Johann Krebs,

to whom he was deeply attached— ' mein braver

guter Diener, ' as he calls him—and whose death,

on Nov. 23, distressed him much. It was

another link in the chain of losses which was

ultimately to drag him down. Fortunately lie

had again, as at the time of his mother's death,

some mechanical work to which he could turn.

This time it was the comparison of the original'

autograph parts of Bach's B minor mass with his'

(Mendelssohn's)score of the same work." As time'

went on, however, he was able to apply himself

to more independent tasks, and by Deo. 6 was

again hard at work on the alterations of

'Elijah.' 18 Since the middle of October he

had been in communication with Mr. Lumley,''

then lessee of Her Majesty's Theatre, London,

II F.M. iii. 244. 12 X. to his mother, Oct. 4. 1837.
i3 For a detailed examination by Mr. Joseph Bennett, of the

alterations in the oratorio, see Musical Times from Oct. 1882 to

April 1883 inclusive. Also Sist. of ' EHjah.' A MS. copy of the

original full score, in a copyist's hand, is in the possession of

Messrs. Novello.
u Op. 76, No. 3.
i6 DBrffel'a Thematiachet Verzeicjtnita der Irtstrv/mentalwerhe von

J. S. Bach, No. 634. The Prelude is well known in London through
Joachim's playing of it.

i^ * An F. naWd zur und aus der Erinnerang niedergeschriehen,
F. M. B. Leipzig d. lite Nov. 1846.' This (which with many other
things In this article I owe to my friend Mr. Paul DaTid} looks as if

the accompaniment had been originally extempoi'ised.
i7 L. to Klingemann, Dec. 6, 1846. 18 Jbid.
10 Lumley's Jteminitcencei, p. 166.
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aa to an opera to be founded by Scribe on
'The Tempest,' already tried by Immermann
(see p. 1276) ; and a long correspondence

between himself, Scribe, and Lumley appears to

have taken place, no doubt exhaustive on his

part. It came to nothing, from his dissatisfac-

tion with the libretto, ^ but it was accompanied

by extremeand long-continued annoyance, owing
to his belief that the opera was announced in

London as if he were under a contract to com-

plete it, and that for the season of 1847.^ He
was at this moment more or less committed to

the subject of ' Loreley,' on which he had com-

municatedwith Geibel thepoet as early as thepre-

ceding April.' Geibel, a friend of Mendelssohn's

and a warm admirer of his wife's, was at work
on the book and completed it at the beginning

of 1847. Mendelssohn occasionally conducted

the later Gewandhaus concerts of this season, and

some of the programmes were of special interest,

such as two historical concerts on Feb. 18 and 25,

1847. One of these gave him the opportunity

to write a charming letter to the daughter of

Reichardt,*a composer for whom he always had
a special fondness, and whose Morning Hymn
(from Milton) had been performed at the Festi-

val at Cologne in 1835 at his instance.

This was not on the whole a satisfactory

autumn. After the extra hard work of tlie spring

and summer, especially the tremendous struggle

against time in finishing 'Elijah,' he ought to

have had a long and complete rest, like that

which so revived him in 1844 ; whereas the

autumn was spent at Leipzig, a less congenial

spot than Frankfort, and, as we have shown, in

the midst of grave anxiety and perpetual busi-

ness, involving a correspondence which those

only can appreciate who have seen its extent, and

the length of the letters, and the care and neat-

ness with which the whole is registered and

arranged by his own hands. Knowing what

ultimately happened, it is obvious that this want

of rest, coming after so much stress, must have

told seriously upon him. He himself appears

to have felt the necessity of lessening his labours,

for we are told that he had plans for giving up
all stated and uncongenial duty, and doing only

what he felt disposed to do ; for building a

house In Frankfort,' so as to pass the summer

there, and the winter in Berlin with his sisters,

and thus in some measure revive the old family

life to which he so strongly urges his brother-

in-law in a remarkable letter of this time.*

Nothing, however, could stop the current of his

musical power. He was at work on ' Christus,

'

the new oratorio.' As capellmeister to the

King of Saxony he had to arrange and conduct

the Court Concerts at Dresden ; and he took a

large part in the management of the Gewandhaus

1 Lumley'B JieminUcences, p. 168.
2 Long letters to influential London friends are In ezifltence, full

of bitter complaints—moat justly founded, if his information was

correct.
3 Iter p. 276. * -t- Feb. 1847, p. 388, SnffUth ed.

6Dev.p.Wl. 6 £. tonirlehlet, Jan. 4,1847. 7 i)e«. p. 290.

Concerts this season, though suffering much from -

his head, and being all the time under the care

of his doctor.^ How minutely, too, he did his

duty at this time as chief of the Conservatorium

is shown by a MS. memorandum, dated Jan.

10, 1847, containing a long list of students,

with full notes of their faults, and of the recom-

mendations to be made to their professors. His
enjoyment of life is still very keen, and his

birthday was celebrated with animmenseamount
of fun. His wife, and her sister, Mrs. Schunck
•—a special favourite of Mendelssohn's—gave a

comic scene in the Frankfort dialect ; and
Joachim (as Paganini),Moscheles (as a cook), and
Mrs. Moscheles, acted an impromptu charade on
the word 'Gewandhaus.' Happily no presenti-

ment disturbed them ; and the master of the

house was as uproarious as if he had fifty birth-

days before him. On Good Friday (April 2)

he conducted 'St. Paul' at Leipzig, and shortly

afterwards—for the tenth, and alas ! the last

time—was once more in England, where he
had an engagement with the Sacred Harmonic
Society to conduct three (subsequently increased

to four) performances of ' Elijah ' in its revised

form.'

One of those kindnesses which endeared

him so peculiarly to his friends belongs to this

time. Madame Frege had a son dangerously

ill, and was unable to hear the performance of

'St. Paul.' ' Na nun, ' said he, ' don't distress

yourself ; when he gets out of danger I'll come
with Cteile and play to you all night.' And
he went, began with Beethoven's Moonlight
Sonata, and played on for three hours, ending

with his own Variations a^rieuses. A day or

two afterwards, he left, travelled to London
with Joachim,'" and reached the Klingemanns'

house on Monday evening, April 12. The per-

formances of ' Elijah ' [the first in the revised

form of the oratorio] took place at Exeter Hall

on the 16th, 23rd, 28th, with a fourth on the

30th. The Queen and Prince Albert were

present on the 23rd, and it was on that occasion

that the Prince wrote the note in his programme
book, addressing Mendelssohn as asecond Elijah,

faithful to the worship of true Art though en-

compassed by the idolaters of Baal, which has

often been printed. '^ In the interval Mendels-

sohn paid a visit to Manchester for a performance

of 'Elijah''^ [by the Hargreaves Choral Society,]

on the 20th, and another to Birmingham, where

he rehearsed and conducted the oratorio at the

Town HaU on the 27th [for the benefit of Mr.

Stimpson, the organist]. He conducted his

« Zampadiui, p. 131.
B The engagement for one performance had .been tendered as early

as Sept. 14 ; see Mendelssohn's reply of Oct. 7, 1846, to the letter of
the secretary to the Society (Thomas Brewer) of that date, in PolJco,

p. 2^. TheothertwowereproposedJan. 26,andarrangedforbetween
that! date and March 10, 1847 ; see the letter of that date to Bar-
tholomew, Palko, p. 229. The fourth was an afterthought.

10 Muaical World. April 17, 1847.
li Z. to Paul. Sir Theodore Martin's I4fe of the Prince Contort,

1.489.
12 Letter to Moore, dated 'Manchester, April 21, 1847,' in Potko,

p. 244.
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' Midsummer Night's Dream ' music and Scotch
Symphony at the Philharmonic on April 26,
and played Beethoven's 6 major Concerto with
even more than his usual brilliancy and delicacy.

He probably never played that beautiful concerto—'my old cheval de tataille,' as he called it

years before—more splendidly than he did on
this occasion. To a friend i who told him so

after the performance he replied :
' I was desirous

to play well, for there were two ladies present

whom I particularly wished to please, and they

were the Queen and Jenny Lind.' A little trait

remembered by more than one who heard the

performance, is that during the cadenza to the

first movement—a long and elaborate one, and,

as before (see p. 1466), entirely extempore, Costa

who conducted, raised his baton, thinking that

it was coming to an end, on which Mendelssohn
looked up, and held up one of his hands, as much
as to say, ' Not yet.

'

On May 1 he lunched at the Prussian embassy

and played, and also played for more than two
hours at Buckingham Palace in the presence of

the Queen and Prince Albert only. On the 4th,

at the Beethoven Quartet Society, he played

Beethoven's thirty -two Variations, without

book, his own C minor Trio, and a Song without

Words ; and the same evening was at the opera

at Jenny Lind's debut. On the evening of the

5th at the Antient Concert he played on the

organ a prelude and fugue on the name of Bach.

The morning of the 6th he spent at Lord EUes-

mere's picture-gallery, and in the afternoon

played to his friends the Bunsens and a dis-

tinguished company, including Mr. and Mrs.

Gladstone, at the Prussian embassy. He left

the room in great emotion, and without the

power of saying farewell.^ The same day he

wrote a Song without Words in the albuni of

Lady Caroline Cavendish, and another in that

of the Hon. Miss Cavendish, since published as

op. 102, No. 2, and op. 85, No. 5, respectively.

On the 8th he took leave of the Queen and Prince

Albert at Buckingham Palace, and left London
the same evening, much exhausted, with the

Klingemanns. He had indeed, to use his own
words, ' stayed too long here already.' ^ It was

observed at this time by one * who evidently

knew him well, that though in the evening and
when excited by playing, he looked as he had
done on former visits, yet that by daylight his

face showed sad traces of wear and a look of

premature old age. He crossed on Sunday,

the 9th, to Calais, drove to Ostend, and on the

11th was at Cologne.^ At Herbesthal, through

the extra zeal of a police official, who mistook

him for a Dr. Mendelssohn ofwhom the police

were in search, he was stopped on his road,

seriously annoyed, and compelled to write a

long statement which must have cost him as

much time and labour as to compose an overture.
1 William Bartholomew. 2 Xjjfe of Bunsen, ii. 129, 130.

3 B. p. 56. * Fraier'g Magazine^ Dec. 184'7, p. 732.

G Mra. KliDgemaDn.

He had been only a day or two in Frankfort

when he received the news of the sudden death

of his sister Fanny at Berlin on May 14. It

was broken to him too abruptly, and acting on

his enfeebled frame completely overcame him.

With a shriek he fell to the ground, and remained

insensible for some time. It was the third blow

of the kind that he had received, a blow perhaps

harder to bear than either of the others, inas-

much as Fanny was his sister, more of his own
age, and he himself was older, more worn, and

less able in the then weak state of his nerves to

sustain the shock. In his own words, ' a great

chapter was ended, and neither title nor be-

ginning of the next were written. '
*

Early in June, as soon as he had sufficiently

recovered to move, the whole family (with Frl.

Jung as governess, and Dr. Klengel as tutor)

went to Baden-Baden where they were joined by
Paul and Hensel ; thence by Schaffhausen to

Lucerne, Thun, and Interlaken, in and about

which they made some stay. To Felix the relief

was long in coming. On July 7, though well,

and often even cheerful, he was still unable to

do any musical work, write a proper letter, or

recover a consistent frame of mind. He worked
at his drawing with more than usual assiduity

at this time. Thirteen large water-colour

pictures illustrate the journey, beginning with

two views of the Falls of Schaffhausen (June 27
and 29), and ending with one of Interlaken

(Sept. 4). Many of them are very highly

finished, and all are works which no artist need
hesitate to sign. They are on a larger scale

than any of his previous sketches, and there is

a certainty about the drawing, and a solidity in

the perspective, which show how well he under-

stood what he was about. The same love of

form that shines so conspicuously in his great

symphonies is there, and the details are put in,

like the oboe and clarinet phrases in his scores,

as if he loved every stroke. They are really

beautiful works. In addition to these finished

drawings, he sketched a, good deal in Indian

ink.'

In the middle of the month Paul and Hensel
returned home, but Felixand his familyremained
till September. ' Meantime the world was going
on, regardless of private troubles ; friends visited

him, and plans for music began to crowd round
him. Among the former were Professor Graves *

and his wife, Mr. Grote the historian—old

friends, the last of whom had taken a long
journeyon purpose to see himi"—andChorley the
musical critic. He had received a request from
the Philharmonic Society for a Symphony for

1848 ; an application to write a piece for the
opening of the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool 'i

;

had a new Cantata in view for Frankfort, and
» £. to Eebecka, July 7, 184?. ' I. to Paul, Aug. 3, 1S«.
B Chorley'a Modern Oerman Mutie, ii. 364.
9 AfterwanlB Bishop of Limerick,
w Pertoval JASc ofQ. Grote, p. 1T6.
li Z. toChorley, July 19, 1847, in C. ii. 67;[aee tAso UuticalWorlA,

Jan. 8, 1848, p. *].
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something for the inauguration of Cologne
Cathedral. ' Elijah ' was to be given under his

baton both at Berlin (Nov. 3) and Vienna—at

the latter with Jenny Lind—and the long-

cherished opera exercised its old charm over him.

But his nerves were still too weak to bear any
noise, and he suffered much from headache and
weariness ; his piano was ' not for playing, but
for trying a chord,' ' it was the very worst he

had ever touched in his life,'' and he shrank

from the organ at Fribourg when proposed to

him. 2 The organ in the village church of Bing-

genberg, on the lake of Brienz, was his only

resource, and it was there that for the last time

in his life he touched the organ keys. He put

aside the music for Liverpool, ' for the present.

'

and declined the request of the Philharmonic,'

on the ground that a work for the Society

ought not to bear the least trace of the hurry

and bustle in which he would have to live for

the rest of the year. At the same time he was
much agitated at the state of home politics,

which were very threatening, and looked mth
apprehension on the future of Germany. For

himself he returned strongly to the plans already

alluded to at the end of 1846, of giving up
playing and concert-giving, and other exciting

and exacting business, and taking life more
easily, and more entirely as he liked.*

At length the power of application came, and
he began to write music. We shall not be far

wrong in taking the intensely mournful and
agitated Stiing Quartet in F minor (op. 80) as

the first distinct utterance of his distress. This

over, he arrived by degrees at a happier and
more even mental condition, though with
paroxysms of intense grief and distress. The con-

trast between the gaiety and spirit of his former

letters and the sombre, apathetic tone of those

which are preserved from this time, is most
remarkable, and impossible to be overlooked.

It is as if the man were broken,^ and a<!oepted

his lot without an idea of resistance. He
continually recurred to the idea of retirement

from aU active life but composition.

Of the music which is due to this time we
find, besides the Quartet just mentioned, an
Andante and Scherzo in E major and A minor,

which form the first movements of op. 81 ; the

fragments of ' Loreley ' and of ' Christus
' ; a

Te Deum,Jubilate, Magnificat, andNunc dimittis

for four voices (op. 69), which he began before

going to London, and finished in Baden-Baden
on June 12, and a few songs, such as 'Ich

wandre fort' (op. 71, No. 5). [Mendelssohn

appears to have composed the Te Deum fifteen

years earlier, though he may have rewritten it

* Penonal Life of B. Grote, p. 117.

2 ifad. Germ. Mueic, il. 394.
' Letter to Philharmonic Society, ' Interlaken, Aug. K. 1847,'

{printed in the programme-boojc o£ the concert given Feb. 6, 1680].
< Mod. Germ. Mtuic. ii. 392 ; Dev. p. 272.
5 This expresnon wae ujed to the writer by Dr. Slengel. the

tntor of his hoyb, vho was constantly with him during the last two
or three years o{ hie life, and knew him intimately. Dr. Klengel
hae joined the maeter he bo dearly loved. He died in Nov. 1879.

in 1847. See his letter (in English) of Aug. 22,

1832, in Brit. Mus., Add. MS. 11,730, fol. 129
;

printed in MvMcal Times, Oct. 1903, p. 652.]

With the close of the summer the party

returned homewards, and on Sept. 17 were

again in Leipzig.* He found there a new
Broadwood grand piano which had been for-

warded by the firm during his absence in Switzer-

land, and is said to have played upon it for

several hours. Those who knew him best found

him ' unaltered in mind, and when at the piano

or talking about music stiU all life and fire.''

During these days he played to Dr. Schleinitz

a new string quartet, complete except the slow

movement, which was to be a set of Variations

—but not yet put on paper. He took leave of

Mr. Buxton (Ewer & Co.), one of his English

publishers, with the words ' You shall have

plenty of music from me ; I will give you no
cause to complain. ' ' But such moments of

vivacity would be followed by great depression,

in which he could not bear to speak or to be

spoken to even by old friends. He was much
changed in look, and he who before was never

at rest, and whose hands were always in motion,

now often sat dull and listless, without moving
a finger. ' He had aged, looked pale and weary,

walked less quickly than before, and was more
intensely afi'ected by every passing thing than
he used to be.' Also he complained of the

oppressive air of the town.' And yet, not even

those most near him appear to have realised the

radical and alarming change for the worse which
had taken place in his strength.

The Gewandhaus concerts began on Oct. 3,

but he took no part in them, and left the

conducting to his old colleague Rietz. A friend

recollects his saying how happy he was— ' as

cheerful as a set of organ-passages'—that he
had not to make out the programmes. He
dreaded all public music, and complained much,
though blaming himself as not deserving the

happiness he had in his ' dear Cecile ' and in

the recovery of his boy Felix. He had been to

Berlin for a week, very shortly after his return,

and the sight of his sister's rooms, exactly as

she left them, had agitated him extremely,'"

'and almost neutralised the benefits of his

Swiss retirement. ' '' He hsid definitely given up
the performance of ' Elijah ' at Berlin, but was

bent on undertaking that atVienna onNov. 14 ,'2

where he was to hear his friend Jenny Lind in

the music which he had written for her voice.

On the morning of Oct. 9, he called on the

Moscheleses and walked with them to the

Rosenthal. He was at first much depressed,

but it went off, and he became for the moment
• Jlb». ii. 177. ' Ibid. p. 177.
B [For extracts from his long and pleasant correspondence with

Mr. Buxton (Ewer & Co.), Bee Musical Times of Ja,u. and March 1905,

pp. 20, 167. A memorial window, jointly to commemorate Mendels-
aohu and Buxton, his EDgltah publisher, has been placed in the
chancel of Craniord Church, Middlesex.]

B Lampadim, pp. 134, 161. 10 Mme. Frege ; Mot. ii. 181. " B. p. &7.
12 The last letter stuck into tbe last (the 29th} of his green volumes

is from FiechhofFof Vienna on this snbject, and is dated Oct. 29. It
inuet have been received too late to have been read by him.

I
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almost gay. After this he went to Madame
Frege's house, and here his depression returned,

and worse than before. His object was to consult

her as to the selection and order of the songs

in op. 71,' which he was about to publish

—

one of the minute matters in which he was so

fastidious and difficult to satisfy. She sang

them to him several times, they settled the

order, and then he said he must hear them once

more, and after that they would study ' Elijah ' ;

she left the room for lights, and on her return

found him on the sofa shivering, his hands cold

and stiff, his head in violent pain. He then

went home, and the attack continued ; leeches

were applied, and by the 15th he had recovered

so far as to listen with interest to the details

of the reception of Killer's new opera at Dresden,

and actually to make plans for his Vienna
journey. On the 25th he writes to his brother

in the old affectionate vein. He is taking tonics,

but Paul's face would do him more good than

the bitterest medicine. He was not, however,

destined to speak to him again. On the 28th

he was so much better as to take a walk with

his wife, but it was too much, and shortly

afterwards he had* a second attack, and on
Nov. 3 another, which last deprived him of

consciousness. He lingered through the next

day, fortunately without pain, and expired at

9.24 P.M. on Thursday, Nov. 4, 1847, in the

presence of his wife, his brother, Sohleinitz,

David, and Moscheles. During the illness, the

public feeling was intense. Bulletins were issued,

and the house was besieged by inquirers. After

his death it was as if every one in the town
had received a, blow and sustained a personal

loss. ' It is lovely weather here,' writes a

young English student ^ to the York Covrant,
' but an awful stillness prevails ; we feel as if

the king were dead. Clusters of people are seen

speaking together in the streets.' The streets

were placarded at the corners with ofScial

announcements of his death, as if he had been

a great officer of state.

On the Friday and Saturday the public were

allowed to see the dead body. On Sunday the

7th it was taken to the Pauliner Church at

Leipzig. A band preceded the hearse, playing

the Song without Words in E minor (Book 5,

No. 3), instrumented by Moscheles ; and after

this came a student' of the Conservatorium

with a cushion, on which lay a silver crown
formerlypresented to Mendelssohn by his pupils,

and his Order 'pour le merite.' The pall was
borne by Moscheles, David, Hauptmann, and
Gade ; the professors and pupils of the Con-

servatorium, the members of the Gewandhaus
orchestra, the chief functionaries of the Corpora-

1 of the seven aonga which he hrought, the ' Altdeutachee Frtlh-
llngslied,' though put on paper on Oct. 7, was composed In the
aunimer. The ' Nachtlied ' was composed and written for Schlelnltz'a

birthday, Oct. 1, and ia therefore virtually Mendelssohn's last com.
position. 'An odd birthday present,' said he to Hme. Troge, 'but
I like it much, for I feel so dreary.'

3 Mr. Thomaa Simpson Camldge, son of Dr. Camidge, organist of

York Minster. 3 Mr. de Sentia.

tion and the University, and several guilds

and societies accompanied the coffin, and Paul

Mendelssohn was chief mourner. In the church

the chorale 'To thee, Lord,' and the chorus

' Happy and blest,' from ' St. Paul,' were sung,

a sermon or oration was delivered by Herr

Howard, the pastor of the Reformed Congrega-

tion, and the service closed with the concluding

chorus of Bach's St. Matthew Passion. At 1 p. m.

the coffin was conveyed to the Leipzig station

and transported by rail to Berlin. On the road,

during the night, it was met at Cbthen by the

choir of the place, under Thile their director,

and at Dessau by Friedrich Schneider, who

wiped away the recollection of early antagonisms

by a farewell part-song, composed for the

occasion, and sung by his choir at the station.

,

The coffin arrived at Berlin at 7 a.m., and, after

more funeral ceremonies, was deposited in the

enclosed burial-place of the family in the Alte

Dreifaltigkeits Kirchhof, close outside the Halle-

thor. His tombstone is a cross. He rests be-

tween his boy Felix and his sister Fanny. His

father and mother are a short distance behind.
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The fifth Gewandhaus concert, which, it was

piously observed, would naturally have ended

at the very moment of his death, was post-

poned till Nov. 11, when, excepting the Eroioa

Symphony, which formed the second part of

the programme, it was entirely made up of the

compositions of the departed master. Among
them were the Nachtlied of Eichendorf (op.

71, No. 6), sung by Madame Frege.

In London the feeling, though naturally not

so deep or so universal as in his native place,

was yet both deep and wide. His visits had of

late been so frequent, and the last one was so

recent, and there was such a vivid personality

about him, such force and fire, and such a

general tone of health and spirits, that no

wonder we were startled by the news of his

death. The tone of the press was more that of

regret for a dear relation than of eulogy for a
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public character. Each writer spoke as if he
intimately knew and loved the departed. This

is especially conspicuous in the long notices of

the Times and Athencewm, which are full not

only of keen appreciation, but of deep personal

sorrow. From his private friends I shall only

permit myself two quotations. Mrs. Grote,

writing nearly thirty years afterwards, names
four friends whose deaths had occasioned her

the most poignant sorrow of her life ; and among
these are Felix Mendelssohn, Alexis de Tocque-

yille, and John Stuart Mill. Mrs. Austin, the

aunt of his early friends the Taylors, and her-

self one of his most intimate allies, in a tribute

to his memory as beautiful as it is short, says

—

His is one of the rare characters which cannot be
known too intimately. Of him there is nothing to tell

that is not honourable to his memory, consoling to his

friends, profitable to all men. ... If I admired him as

an artist, I was no -less struck by his childlike simplicity
and sportiveness, his deference to age, his readiness to
bend his genius to give pleasure to the humble and
ignorant ; the vivacity and fervour of his admiration for

everything good and great, his cultivated intellect,

refined tastes, and noble sentiments.^

Nor was the public regret out of proportion

to that of his intimate friends. We are not

perhaps prone to be very demonstrative over

artists, especially over musicians ; but this was
a man who had wound himself into our feelings

as no other musician had done since Handel.

What Handel's songs, the ' Harmonious Black-

smith,'and other harpsichord pieces, had done for

the English public in 1740, that Mendelssohn's

Songs without Words, and Part-songs, had
done in 1840, and they had already made his

name a beloved household word in many a

family circle both in town and country. He
had been for long looked upon as half an
Englishman. He spoke English well, he wrote

letters and familiar notes in our tongue freely
;

he showed himself in the provinces ; his first

important work was founded on Shakespeare, his

last was brought out in England, at so peculiarly

English a town as Birmingham ; and his 'Scotch

Symphony ' and ' Hebrides Overture ' showed

how deeply the scenery of Britain had influenced

him. And, perhaps more than this, there were

in the singular purity of his life, in his known
devotion to his wife and family, and his general

high and unselfish character, the things most

essential to procure him both the esteem and
affection of the English people.

The Sacred Harmonic Society, theonly Society

in London having concerts at that period of the

year, performed ' Elijah ' on Nov. 1 7, preceded

by the Dead March in ' Saul,' and with the

band and chorus all dressed in black. At
Manchester and Birmingham similar honours

were paid tothe departed composer. In Germany
commemorative concerts {TodUnfeier)yisre given

at Berlin, Vienna, Frankfort, Hamburg, and

many other places. His bust was set up in the

Theatre at Berlin, and his profile in the Gewand-

> Fraser'i Magazine, April 1848, p. 426.

haus at Leipzig. The first Concert of the

Conservatoire at Paris, on Jan. 9, 1848, was
entitled ' A la memoire de F. Mendelssohn-

Bartholdy,'and comprised the Scotch Symphony
and Hebrides Overture, the Violin Concerto, and
airs from ' St. Paul.' Among the very numerous
letters of condolence addressed to his widow we
will only mention those from Queen Victoria,

the King of Prussia, and the King of Saxony.

Two works were in the printers' hands at the

time of Mendelssohn's death—the Six Songs
(op. 71) and the Six Kinderstiicke (op. 72),

known in England as 'Christmas pieces.'

These were quickly published. Then there was
a pause, and at length, as he had left no will,

Madame Mendelssohn confided to a kind of

committee, composed of her husband's most
intimate musical friends, the task of deciding

which pieces out of the immense mass of MS.
music should be published, and of supervising

the publication. These gentlemen were Dr.

Schleinitz, the acting member of the council of

the Conservatorium, David, Moscheles, and
Hauptmann, all resident in Leipzig, with Paul
Mendelssohn in Berlin, and Julius Eietz in

Dresden. The instrumental works then (1847)
in MS. embraced the Trumpet Overture (1825)
and Reformation Symphony (1830), the Italian

Symphony (1833), the Overture to 'Ruy Bias'

(1839), two sets of pianoforte variations (1841),
the Quintet in B flat (1845), the Quartet in F
minor (1847), and fragments of another Quartet

in E, Songs without Words, and other pianoforte

pieces. The Vocal works comprised the Lieder-

spiel 'Heimkehr aus der Fremde' (1829), the

Concert-aria 'Infelice' (1843), the Music to

'Athalie' and to 'OEdipus Colonens' (both 1845),
'Lauda Sion' (1846), fragments of the opera
' Loreley, ' and of the oratorio ' Christus,' on
which he had been at work not long before his

death. Psalms and Spriiche for voices with and
without accompaniment. Songs, and Part-songs.

The work of publication began with ' Lauda
Sion,' which appeared as op. 73, in Feb. 1848.

This was followed by 'Athalie,' and by other

works, down to the four Part-songs which form
op. 100, and No. 29 of the posthumous works,

which came out in Jan. 1852. Here a pause

took place. In the meantime, borne down by
her great loss, and also by the death of her

third boy, Felix, in 1851, Madame Mendelssohn
herself died on Sept. 25, 1853. The manu-
scripts then came into the hands of Dr. Carl

Mendelssohn, the eldest son, and after some
years publication re - commenced with the

Trumpet Overture, which appeared in 1867, and
continued at intervalsdownto the 'Responsorium

et Hymnus' (op. 121), and other works without

opus numbers.
Many of the pieces referred to in the above

enumeration are included in the series of MS.
volumes already mentioned. Forty -four of
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these volumes are now deposited in the Imperial
Library at Berlin, in pursuance of an arrange-

ment dated Dec. 23, 1877, by which, in ex-

change for the possession of them, the German
government agreed with the Mendelssohn-Bar-
tholdy familyto found two perpetual scholarships

of 1500 marks (j£75) per annum each, tenable

for four years, for the education of students of

music elected by competition from the music
schools of Germany. The Trustees of the Fund
are three—the Director of the High School of

Music at Berlin, a second nominated by the

government, and » third by the family. The
first election took place on Oct. 1, 1879, and
the successful candidates were Engelbert Hum-
perdinck of Siegburg, and Josef Kotek of

Podolia. In addition, Ernst Seyffardt of

Crefeld, and Johann Secundus Kruse of Mel-
bourne, Australia, received allowances of 750
marks each out of the arrears of the Fund.

Long before the foundation of the Berlin

Scholarships, however, practical steps in the

same direction had been taken in England. In
Nov. 1847 a resolution was passed by the Sacred

Harmonic Society of London for the erection

of a public memorial in honour of Mendelssohn.

£50 was subscribed thereto by Queen Victoria

and .Prince Albert, and like sums by the Sacred

Harmonic and Philharmonic Societies. Other
subscriptions were raised amounting in the

whole to over £600. In April 1859, after many
negotiations, a model of a statue by Mr. C.

Bacon was approved by the subscribers ; it was
cast in bronze in the following November, and
on May 4, 1860, was set up on the Terrace of

the Orystal Palace at Sydenham.
A more appropriate memorial was the Men-

delssohn Scholarship, originated by Madame
Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt in the year 1850,

which will be found described under its own
heading. [See Mendelssohn Scholaeshif.]

In person Mendelssohn was short,' not so

much as 5 ft. 7 ins. high, and slight of build
;

in figure lithe, and very light and mercurial.

His look was dark and very Jewish ; the face

unusually mobile, and ever varying in expres-

sion, full of brightness and animation, and with

a most unmistakable look of genius. After a

breakfast with him at B. Hawes's, Thackeray
told Richard Doyle (who told the writer), ' His
face is the most beautiful face I ever saw, like

what I imagine our Saviour's to have been.'

Sir Frederick Pollock (Jtemmiseences, i. 215)
' was much struck by his fine face and figure,

and the excellence of his conversation.' His
complexion was fresh, and showed a good deal

of colour. His hair was black, thick, and
abundant, but very fine, with a natural wave in

it, and was kept back from his forehead, which
was high and much developed. By the end of

1 He vaa shorter than Stemdale Bennett, who was 5 ft. 7. •

his life, however, it showed a good deal of grey,

and he began to be bald. His mouth was

unusually delicate and expressive, and had
generally a pleasant smile at the comers. His

whiskers were very dark, and his closely-shaven

chin and upper lip were blue from the strength

of his beard. His teeth were beautifully white

and regular ; but the most striking part of his

face were the large dark-brown eyes. When
at rest he often lowered the eyelids as if he were

slightly short-sighted—which indeed he was';

but when animated they gave an extraordinary

brightness and fire to his face and 'were as

expressive a pair of eyes as were ever set in a

human being's head.' They could also sparkle

with rage like a tiger's (Moscheles's Life, i.

324). When he was playing extempore, or

was otherwise much excited, they would dilate

and become nearly twice their ordinary size, the

brown pupU changing to a vivid black. His

laugh was hearty and frequent ; and when
especially amused he would quite double up
with laughter and shake his hand from the

wrist to emphasise his merriment. He would
nod his head violently when thoroughly agree-

ing, so that the hair came down over his face.

In fact his body was almost as expressive as his

face. His hands were small, with taper

fingers. 2 On the keys they behaved almost like

'living and intelligent creatures, fuU of life

and sympathy.' ^ His action at the piano was
as free from affectation as everything else that

he did, and very interesting. At times, especi-

ally at the organ, he leant very much over the

keys, as if watching for the strains which came
out of his finger tips. He sometimes swayed
from side to side, but usually his whole per-

formance was quiet and absorbed.*

He refused more than once, from motives
of modesty, to have his likeness taken. ^ But a

great number of portraits were painted and
drawn at difl'erent times of his life. The best of

these, in the opinion of those most capable of

judging, is that painted by his friend Professor

Edward Magnus at Berlin in the year 1844,
and although deficient in that lively speaking
expression which all admit to have been so

characteristic of him, it may be accepted as a
good representation.* It is very superior to

the various replicas and copies in existence,

which are distinguished by a hopeless meek
solemnity of look, absolutely impossible in the
original, and which, therefore, convey an entirely

wrong idea of the face. Madame Goldschmidt
with great kindness allowed the portrait to be
photographed, and it was the desire of the
writer to give a wood engraving of it ; but after

3 A phieter caet of his band con be boug^bt.
3 The late Dr. Charlea Oravea, Biabop of Limerick.
< I owe the above description of Mendelaaohn'a lool£8 chiefly to

Mr. John C. Horsley, B,A. Few knew him better, or are more
qualified to deacribe him.

s L. Dee. 20, 1831 ; April 3, Hay IS, 183S.
^ {This portrait was presented by Magnus himself to Madame

Jenny Llnd-Ooldschmidt, who bequeathed it to Mendelssohn's
elder daughter, the late Mrs. C. V, Benecke, in whose family it still

remains.]
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two attempts to obtain satisfactory reproduc-
tions, he was reluctantly coiupelled to abandon
the intention. [By the kindness of the present
owner, Mr. 0. V. Beuecke (see note 6, p. 156),
the picture has been photopcraphed again, and

the marked improvement in the art of repro-

ducing pictures has enabled us to fulfil Sir

George Grove's natural wish to present readers

of the Dictionary with the best portrait of the

composer.]

Other portraits worth notice are (1) a pencil

sketch taken in 1820, in possession of Mr. C. V.

Beuecke, lithographed mOodheandilendchsohn

.

(2) A half-length taken by Begas in 1821, in

the possession of the Paul Mendelssohn-Bar-

tholdy family at Berlin. This is very poorly

engraved, both as to resemblance and execution,

in Goi'the and Mendelssohn. The original is

probably much idealised, but it is a striking

picture. (3) A three-quarter-length, in a cloak,

painted by Hildebrand, and engraved as the

frontispiece to ' Elijah '

; in possession of Herr
Killraann of Bonn. (4) A whole length, sitting,

and looking to the side, taken by Hensel in

1844, and now* in the possession of the Paul

M.-B. family. This, though clever as a picture,

can hardly convey the man. The hand is

perhaps the most remarkable thing in it, and

must be a portrait. (5) A profile taken after

death by Hensel, and now in possession of

Mr. C. V. Benecke, Tliis, which is said by
many to be the best representation of him, is

fairly engraved as the frontispiece to Lady
"Wallace's translation of the letters.

A portrait of him in crayons was taken at

Weimar for Goethe,' which he descrilies as
' very like, but rather sulky '

; another was
painted at Rome by Horace Vernet,- and an-
other by a painter named Schramm.^ [Vernet's
portrait, painted in return for an extempore
fantasia on 'Don Juan,' was reproduced as a

supplement to the Musical Times of March
1905

;
(see also Eckardt's Ferdinand. Darid

,

ji. 39). The Schramm portrait was reproduced
as frontispiece to F. G. Edwards's HiUory of
'Elijah' (1896). Another portrait, drawn by
Edward Novello (a son of Vincent Novello), was
reproduced as a supplement to the Musical Times
of November 189?.] The sketch by his brother-

in-law, taken in 1840, and given as frontispiece

to vol. ii. of the Fain Hie Mendelssohn must
surely be too young-looking for that date.

Miniatures of the four children were taken in

Paris in 1816, and are now (1906) in the
possession of Herr Ernst von Mendelssohn-
Bartholdy, Berlin, nephew of the composer.
The bust by Rietschel (engraved as frontis-

piece to Devrient) and the profiles by Knauer
and Kietz are all said to be good. ['There is a

bust by Peter HoUins (1800-86), a Birmingham
artist, now in the City of Birmingham Museum
and Art Gallery.]

Kot less remarkable than his face was his

way and manner. It is described by those who
knew him as peculiarly winning and engaging

;

to those whom he loved, coaxing. The slight

lisp or drawl which remained with him to the

end made the endearing words and i>et expres-

sions, which he was fond of applying to his

own immediate circle, all the more affectionate.

But outside this immediate circle also he was
very fascinating, and it is probable that,

devotedly as he was loved at home, few men
had fewer enemies abroad. The strong admira-
tion expressed towards him by men of such
very different natures as Schumann* and
Berlioz," both of whom knew him well, shows
what a depth of soliil goodness there was in

his attractiveness. ' His gentleness and soft-

ness, ' says one of his English friends, ' hail

none of the bad side so often found with those

qualities; nothing etleminate or morbid. There
was a great deal of manliness packed into his

little body,' as all readers of the early part of

this sketch must be aware. Indeed he had a

great capacity for being angry. Anj-thing like

meanness or deceit, or unworthy conduct of

any kind, roused his WTath at once. 'He had
a w-ay,' says a very old friend, 'of suddenly

firing up on such occasions, and turning on
1 /.. Weimar. Mav 2.1, ]8.'!0.

~ L. Jan. IT and March 15, 183r See Kebecka'a letter ia Eckar.ltn
Ferdinand David, p, m.

3 Possibly taken in 1S40; since in Ernst Mendelsaobu-Bartholdy's
possession is the antoffraph of three Songs inscribed, ' Dem Maler
Schramm zu ireinidlichem .\ndenken uud mit bestem Dank.
F. M. B. Leipziir, .1. 4 Nov. IWO.'

1 Lif'' of Robirrt Schumann, by von Wasielewskl. Eng. tmna.
p. 2C1 ;

[see :ilso several references in The Life o/ Itobert Schumann,
tohi in his Letters, translated by May Herbert, 2 vols,, London, 1890],

s Letter from Berlioz to Hiller,'Eome, Sept, 17. 1S31, Berlioz's

Correspondance in4dite (Paris. 1S791, p, 88 : Voyage MunctA, Lettdr
4 in vol, i. 71 et seq.
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his heel, in a style which was quite unmistak-
able, ' and astonishing to those who only knew
his smoother side. Towards thoughtlessness,

negligence, or obstinate stupidity he was very
intolerant, and under such provocation said

things the sting of which must hare remained
for long after, and which he himself deeply
regretted.^ But these were rare instances, and
as a rule his personal fascination secured him
friends and kept them firm to him. And to

those to whom he was really attached—outside

his own family, of which we are not speaking

—

there could hardly be a better friend. The
published letters to General von Webem, to

Verkenius, Klingemann, Schubring, Hiller,

Moscheles, are charged with an amount of real

affection rarely met with, which yet never

leads him to sink his own individual opinion

on any point which he thought material, as

may be seen in many cases. Talent and
perseverance he was always ready to encourage,

and the oases of Taubert, Eckert, Gade, Joachim,

Rietz, Naumann, Sterndale Bennett, Hiller,

and the anonymous student whose cause he
pleads so earnestly to the King,^ show how
eager he always was to promote the best

interests of those whom he believed to be

worthy. His warm reception of Berlioz, Liszt,

and Thalberg, has been already mentioned, but
must be again referred to as an instance of the

absence of jealousy or rivalry in his nature, and
of his simple wish to give everybody fair play.

The relations of Mendelssohn and Schumann
were thoroughly good on both sides. There is

a remarkable absence of Schumann's name in

Mendelssohn's published letters ; but this may
have arisen from considerations which influenced

the editors, and would possibly be reversed if

the letters had been fully given, and if others

which remain in MS. were printed. The two
men were always good friends. They differed

much on some matters of music. Mendelssohn

had his strong settled principles, which nothing

could induce him to give up. He thought that

everything should be made as clear as a composer

couldmake it, and thatrough orawkwardpassages
were blemishes, which should be modified and
made to sound well. On the other hand,

Schumann was equally fixed in the necessity of

retaining what he had written down as repre-

senting his intention. But such differences of

opinion never affected their intercourse ; they

were always friendly, and even affectionate, and

loved to be together. More than one person

living remembers the strong interest which
Mendelssohn took in ' Paradise and the Peri ' on

its first appearance, and how anxious he was

that his friends should hear it. [See Mendels-

sohn's letter to Buxton (Ewer & Co.), suggest-

ing the publication in England of 'Paradise

1 He complained bitterly to the late Dr. Charles GraTes, Bishop
of Limerick, in 1847 of blB short temper at rehearsals or with his

pupils.
3 L. Berlin, p. 825 of Utterifrom t833-i7, English ed.

and the Peri,' quoted in the letter from Sir

George Grove in the Times of Sept. 11, 1894 ;

also printed in the Musical Times, Nov. 1905,

p. 716.] Of Schumann's string quartets he

records that they ' pleased him extremely' ; and

it is surely allowable to infer that it was the

expression of his pleasure that made Schumann
dedicate them to him. He had a particular

love for some of Schumann's songs, and as this

feeling was not shared by all the members of

his family he would sometimes ask for the
' forbidden fruit,' as a kind of synonym for

something peculiarly pleasant. The fact that

he placed Schumann among his colleagues at the

starting of the Leipzig Oonservatorium of itself

shows how much he valued him.

On the other hand, Schumann is never warmer
or more in earnest than when he is praising

Mendelssohn's compositions, as may be seen by
many an article in his Geswmmelte Sehriften.

He dedicated his string quartets to him, as we
have said. He defended him with ardour when
attacked ; during his last sad years Mendels-

sohn's name was constantly in his mouth as that

of his best friend, and his last clearly expressed

wish was that his youngest boy should be called

after him. A proof of his affectionate feeling is

to be found in the No. 28 of his ' Album fiir

die Jugend' (op. 68), which is inscribed 'Erin-

nerung (Nov. 4, 1847),'and therefore expresses

his feelings at the death of his friend. It is not

necessary to discover that definite direct meaning
in this touching little piece which Mendelssohn
found in all music, in order to recognise sadness

tempered by a deep sense of grace and sweetness

;

the result showing how beautiful was the image
which Mendelssohn left in the mind of one so

completely able to appreciate him as Schumann.
Nowhere is Mendelssohn's naturalness and

naivete more evident than in his constant refer-

ence to his own foibles. The hearty way in

which he enjoys idleness, and boasts of it,^ the

constant references to eating and drinking, are

delightful in a man who got through so much
work, who was singularly temperate, and whose
only weakness for the products of the kitchen
was for rice milk and cherry pie. In this, as in

everything else, he was perfectly simple and
natural. ' I do not in the least concern myself
as to what people wish or praise or pay for ; but
solely as to what I myself consider good.' * No
doubt he was very fortunate in being able to

disregard 'what people paid for,' but that he
did so is a part of his character.

His fun and drollery were more the result of

his high spirits than of any real turn for wit.

Unlike Beethoven, he rarely indulges in plays

on words, and his best efibrts in that direction

are the elaborately illustrated programmes and
jeux d'esprit which are preserved in the albums
of some of his friends, and in which caricatures,

3 L. July 14, 1836, and in many others,
4 £, to hie mother, Oct. 4, 1837.
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verses, puns, and jokes, are mixed up in a very
droll fashion. There is much humour in some
of his scherzos, but especially in the funeral

march for Pyramus and Thisbe in the ' Mid-
summer Night's Dream ' pieces, one of the most
comical things in all music. It is much to be
regretted that he has left no other specimen of

his remarkable power in this direction. Prob-

ably he indulged In a good deal of such fun

which has not been preserved, since both he

and his sister refer to that march as a specimen

of a style in which he often extemporised. ^ In

mimicry he was great, not only in music but in

taking oS speech and manner. The ' most
humorous passage that I have met with in his

letters is still in MS.— ' Dass jenseita auch
Musik gemaoht werden konne, das glauben Sie

ja, und haben mirs oft gesagt. Dann wird's

wohl kein schlechtes Instrument geben, wie

bei Geyer, und keine dumme Flbte pustet da,

und keine Posaune sohleppt naoh, und nirgends

fehlt es, und wankt es, und eilt es, das glaube

ich wohl.'

2

No musician—unless perhaps it were Lionardo

da Vinci, and he was only a musician in a limited

sense—certainly no great composer, ever had so

many pursuits as Mendelssohn. Mozart drew,

and wrote capital letters, Berlioz and Weber
also both wrote good letter^, Beethoven was
a great walker and intense lover of nature,

Cherubini was a botanist and a passionate card-

player, but none of them approach Mendelssohn

in the number and variety of his occupations.

Both billiards and chess he played with ardour

to the end of his life, and in both he excelled.

When a lad he was devoted to gymnastics ; later

on he rode much, swam more, and danced

whenever he had the opportunity. Cards and
skatiug were almost the only diversions he did

not care for. But then these were diversions.

There were two pursuits which almost deserve

to rank as work—drawing and letter-writing.

Drawing with him was more like a professional

avocation than an amusement. The quantity

of his sketches and drawings preserved is very

large. They begin with the Swiss journey in

1822, on which he took twenty-seven large ones,

all very carefully finished, and all dated, some-

times two in one day. The Scotch and Italian

tours are both fully illustrated ; and so they go

on year by year till his last journey into Switzer-

land in 1847, of which, as already said, fourteen

large highly finished water-colour drawings

remain, besides slighter sketches. At first they

are rude and childish, though with each succes-

sive set the improvement is perceptible. But
even with the earliest ones there is no mistaking

that the drawing was a serious business. The

> F.M. iiL 51, 64 [A ' BSrentanz' la described in Mw. Timet, Aug.
1892.]

2 'That there may bemuBlc in the nextworld I know rouhelleTC,
for you have often told me flo ; but there will cei-tainly he no bad
pianos there like Geyer'n, no stupid puffing flutes, no dragging
trombones, no stopping, or wavering, o hurrying—of that 1 am
quite sore.' MS. letter.

subjects are not what are called ' bits,' but are

usually large comprehensive views, and it is

impossible to doubt that the child threw his

whole mind into it, did his very best, and
shirked nothing. He already felt the force of

the motto which fronted his conductor's chair

in the Gewandhaus—'Ees severa est verum
gaudium.' Every little cottage or gate is put
in with as much care as the main features.

Every tree has its character. Everything stands
well on its legs, and the whole has that archi-

tectonic style which is so characteristic of his

music. [Coloured facsimiles of two of his

water-colour sketches formed supplements to

the Musical Times of December 1897, which
also contains one of his humorous pen-and-ink
sketches, as does the issue of November 1900,

p. 723.]

Next to his drawing should be placed his

correspondence, and this is even more remark-
able. During the last years of his life there

can have been but few eminent men in Europe
who wrote more letters than he did. Many
even who take no interest in music are familiar

with the nature of his letters—thehappymixture
of seriousness, fun, and aifection, the life-like

descriptions, the happy hits, the naivete which
no baldness of translation can extinguish, the

wise counsels, the practical views, the delight in

the successes of his friends, the self-abnegation,

the bursts of wrath at anything mean or nasty.

We all remember, too, the length to which
they run. Taking the printed volumes, and
comparing the letters with those of Scott or •

Arnold, they are on the average very consider-

ably longer than either. But the published letters

bear only a small proportion to those still in MS.^
In fact the abundance of material for the bio-

grapher of Mendelssohn is quite bewildering.

That, however, is not the point. The remarkable

fact is that so many letters of such length and
such intrinsic excellence should have beenwritten
by a man who was all the time engaged in an
engrossingoecupation, producing greatquantities

of music, conducting, arranging, and otherwise

occupied in a profession which more than any
demands the surrender of the entire man. For
these letters are no hurried productions, but
are distinguished, like the drawings, for the

neatness and finish which pervade them. An
autograph letter of Mendelssohn's is a work of

art ; the lines are all straight and close, the

letters perfectly and elegantly formed, with a

peculiar luxuriance of tails, and an illegible

word can hardly be found. Down to the fold-

ing and the sealing everything is perfect. It

seems impossible that this can have been done
quickly. It must have absorbed an enormous

deal of time. While speaking of his correspond-

ence, we may mention the neatness and order

3 In the hands of his family, of Mr. Bobi von Meudelssohn (Berlin),

Mr. Felix Moscheles, Professor Paul Schubring (Berlin), Mr. Paul
David, Mr. Otto Goldachmidt, Miss Preusser, Mr. Euler of DUssel-
dorf, the Stemdale Bennetts, and others.
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with which he registered and kept everything.

The forty-four volumes of MS. music, in which
he did for himself what Mozart's father so care-

fully did for his son, have been mentioned.

But it is not generally known that he preserved

all letters that he received, and stuck them with
his own hands into books. Twenty-seven large

thick green volumes exist, ' containing apparently

all the letters and memorandums, business and
private, which he received from Oct. 29, 1821,

to Oct. 29, 1847, together with the drafts of

his oratorio books, and of the long official com-
munications which, during his latter life, cost

him so many unprofitable hours. He seems to

have found time for everything. Hiller tells

us how, during a very busy season, he revised

and copied out the libretto of his oratorio for

him. 2 One of his dearest Leipzig friends has a

complete copy of the full score of 'Antigone,'

including fhe ivhole ofthe words qfthe inelodrama,

written for her with his own hand ; a perfect

piece of caligraphy, without spot or erasure !

and the family archives contain a long minute
list of the contents of all the cupboards in the

house, filling several pages of foolscap, in his

usual neat writing, and made about the year

1842. We read of Charles Dickens that 'no
matter was considered too trivial to claim his

care and attention. He would take as much
pains about the hanging of a picture, the choos-

ing of furniture, the superintending of any little

improvement in the house, as he would about

the more serious business of his life ; thus oarry-

• ing out to the very letter his favourite motto
that, What is worth doing at all is worth doing

well. ' ' No words could better describe the side

of Mendelssohn's character to which we are

alluding, nor could any motto more emphatically

express the principle on which he acted through-

out life in all his work.

His taste and efficiency in such minor matters

are well shown in the albums which he made
for his wife, beautiful specimens of arrangement,

the most charming things in which are the

drawings and pieces ofmusic from his own hands.

His private account-books and diaries are kept
with the same quaint neatness. If he had a

word to alter in a letter, it was done with a,

grace which turned the blemish into a beauty.

The same care came out in everything—in

making out the programmes for the Gewandhaus
concerts, where he would arrange and re-arrange

the pieces to suit some inner idea of symmetry
or order ; or in settling his sets of songs for

publication as to the succession of keys, connec-

tion, or contrast of words, etc. In fact he had
a passion for neatness, "and a repugnance to

anything clumsy. Possibly this may have been

one reason why he appears so rarely to have
sketched his music. He made it in his head,

and had settled the minutest points there before
1 In the hands of Mrs. Wach (Lilt MendelHBohn-Bartholdy). Two

others seem to he missing. 3 p, p, ig^,

^ Prelace to the Letters of Charles Dickens, 1879.

he put it on paper, thus avoiding the litter and

disorder of a sketch. Connected with this neat-

ness is a certain quaintness in his proceedings

which perhaps strikes an Englishman more

forcibly than it would a German. He used the

old-fashioned clef for the treble voices in

his scores to the last ; the long flourish with

which he ornaments the double bar at the end

of a piece never varied. A score of Haydn's
Military Symphony which he wrote for his wife

bears the words ' Possessor Oecile. ' In writing

to Mrs. Moscheles of her little girls, whose
singing had pleased him, he begs to be remem-
bered' to the ' drei kleine Diskantisten.' A
note to David, sent by a child, is inscribed

'Kinderpost,' and so on. Certain French words

occur over and over again, and are evidently

favourites. Such are plaisir and trouble,

Apropos, engros, and others. The word hiibsch,

answering to our 'nice,' was a special favourite,*

and nett was one of his highest commendations.

But to return for a moment to his engrossing

pursuits. Add to those just mentioned the

many concerts, to be arranged, rehearsed, con-

ducted ; the frequent negotiations attending on
Berlin ; the long official protocols ; the hospi-

tality and genial intercourse, where he was
equally excellent as host or as guest ; the claims

of his family ; the long holidays, real holidays,

spent in travelling, and not, like Beethoven's,

devoted to composition—and we may almost

be pardoned for wondering how he can have
found time to write any music at all. But on

the contrary, with him all this business does

not appear to have militated against composition

in the slightest degree. It often drove him
almost to distraction ; it probably shortened his

life ; but it never seems to have prevented his

doing whatever music came before him, either

spontaneously or at the call of his two posts at

Berlin and Dresden. He composed 'Antigone'

in a fortnight, he resisted writing the music to

•Ruy Bias,' he grumbled over the long chorale

for the thousandth anniversary of the German
Empire, and over the overture to ' Athalie ' in

the midst of his London pleasures ; but still he

did them, and in the cases of 'Antigone' and the

two overtures it is difficult to see how he could

have done them better. He was never driven

into a corner.

The power by which he got through all this

labour so much of it self-imposed, was the

power of order and concentration, the practical

business habit of doing one thlng.at5^nmejand
doing it weTir This, no doubt, was the talent

which his father recognised in him so strongly

as to make him doubt whether business wai not
his real vocation. It was this which made
him sympathise with Schiller in his power of

•supplying' great tragedies as theywerewanted.^
In one way his will was weak, for he always
found it hard to say 'No' ; but having accepted

* 3fos. 11. p. 165. s £. Engelharg, August 23. 1831.
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the task it became a duty, and towards duty
his will was the iron will of a man of business.

Such a gift is vouchsafed to very few artists.

Handel possessed it in some degree ; but with
that one exception Mendelssohn seems to stand

alone.

Of his method of composing, little or nothing

is known. He appears to have made few

sketches, and to have arranged his music in his

head at fii-st, much as Mozart did. Probably

this arose from his early training under Zelter,

forthe volumes for 1821, 1822, 1823, of the MS.
series now in the Royal Library at Berlin appear

to contain his first drafts and rarely show any
corrections, and what there are are not so much
sketches as erasures and substitutions. Devrient

and Schubring tell of their having seen him
composing a score bar by bar from top to bottom

;

but this was probably only an experiment or tour

de force. The fragment of the first movement
of a symphony which is given on p. 168, is a

good average example of the shape in which his

ideas first came on to the paper.

Alterations in a work after it was completed

are quite another thing, and in these he was
lavish. He complains of his not discovering the

necessity for them till post festum.^ We have

seen instances of this in the ' Walpurgisnacht,

'

'St. Paul,' 'Lobgesang,' 'Elijah,' and some of

the Concert-overtures. Another instance is the

ItaUan Symphony, which he retained in MS.
for fourteen years, till his death, with the in-

tention of altering and improving the Finale.

Another, equally to the point, is the D minor
Trio, of which there are two editions in actual

circulation, containing several important and
extensive differences.^ This is carrying fastidi-

ousness even farther than Beethoven, whose
alterations were endless, but ceased with publi-

cation. The autographs of many of Mendels-

sohn's pieces are dated years before they were

printed, and in most, if not all, cases, they

received material alterations before being issued.

Of his pianoforte playing in his earlier days

we have already spoken. What it was in his

great time, at such displays as his performances

in London at the Philharmonic in 1842, 1844,

and 1847 ; at Ernst's Concert in 1844, in the

Bach Concerto with Moscheles and Thalberg

;

at the Society of British Musicians in 1844
;

and the Beethoven Quartet Society in 1847 ; at

the Leipzig Concerts on the occasion already

mentioned in 1836 ; at Jenny Lind's Concert,

Dec. 5, 1845, and at many a private reunion

at Vincent Novello's, the Horsleys', or the Mo-
scheles' in London, or the houses of his favourite

friends in Leipzig, Berlin, or Frankfort—there

are still those remaining well able to judge, and

in whose minds the impression survives as clear

l-Z. to Klingemann. Dec. 6, 1846.
2 The parts of tha ' Hebrides ' Overture are not in exact accordance

TTith the score of ' Fingals Hohle." The pianoforte anangement of

the ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' Overture published in London is

given in notes of half the value of those in the score, published after

It in Leipzig ; [but the difference here ia only apparent].

VOL. Ill

as ever. Of the various recollections with which
I have been favoured, I cannot do better than
give entire those of Madame Schumann and
Ferdinand Killer. In reading them it should

be remembered that Mendelssohn was fond of

speaking of himself as a player en gros, who
did not claim (however great his right) to be a

virtuoso, and that there are instances of his

having refused to play before great virtuosi.

1. ' My recollections of Mendelssohn's play-

ing,' says Madame Schumann, ' are among the

most delightful things in my artistic life. It

was to me a shining ideal, full of genius and
life, united with technical perfection. He
would sometimes take the tempi very quick,

but never to the prejudice of the music. It

never occurred to me to compare him with
virtuosi. Of mere effects of performance he
knew nothing—he was always the great musi-

cian, and in hearing him one forgot the player,

and only revelled in the full enjoyment of the

music. He could carry one with him in the

most incredible manner, and his playing was
always stamped with beauty and nobility. In

his early days he had acquired perfection of

technique ; but latterly, as he often told me, he

hardly ever practised, and yet he surpassed every

one. I have heard him in Bach, and Beethoven,

and in his own compositions, and shall never

forget the impression he made upon me.'

2. ' Mendelssohn's playing,' says Ferdinand

Hiller, 'was to him what flying is to a bird.

No one wonders why a lark flies, it is inconceiv-

able without that power. In the same way
Mendelssohn played the piano because it was
his nature. He possessed great skill, certainty,

power, and rapidity of execution, a lovely full

tone—all in fact that a virtuoso could desire
;

but these qualities were forgotten while he was
playing, and one almost overlooked even those

more spiritual gifts which we call fire, invention,

soul, apprehension, etc. When he sat down to

the instrument music streamed from him with

all the fulness of his inborn genius,—he was a

centaur, and his horse was the piano. What
he played, how he played it, and that he was
the player— all were equally riveting, and it

was impossible to separate the execution, the

music, and the executant. This was absolutely

the case in his improvisations, so poetical,

artistic, and finished ; and almost as much so

in his execution of the music of Bach, Mozart,

Beethoven, or himself. Into those three msisters

he had grown, and they had become his spiritual

property. The music of other composers he

knew, but could not produce it as he did theirs.

I do not think, for instance, that his execution

of Chopin was at all to be compared to his

execution of the masters just mentioned ; he

did not care particularly for it, though when
alone he played everything good with interest.

In playing at sight his skill and rapidity of

comprehension were astonishing, and that not

M
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with pianoforte music only, but with the most
complicated compositions. He never practised,

though he once told me that in his Leipzig time
he had played a shake (I think with the second
and third fingers) several minutes every day for

some months, till he was perfect in it.'

'His staccato,' says Dr. Joachim, 'was the
most extraordinary thing possible for life and
crispness. In the Friihlingslied (Songs with-
out Words, No. 30), for instance, it was quite

electric, and though I have heard that song
played by many of the greatest players, I never
experienced the same effect. His playing was
extraordinarily full of fire, which could hardly
be controlled, and yet was controlled, and
combined with the greatest delicacy. ' ' Though
lightness of touch, and a delicious liquid pearli-

ness of tone,' says another of his pupils,* ' were
prominent characteristics, yet his power in

fortes was immense. In the passage in his 6
minor concerto where the whole orchestra makes
a crescendo, the climax of which is a 6-4 chord
on D (pianoforte alone), it seemed as if the band
had quite enough to do to work up to the chord
he played.' As an instance of the fulness of

his tone, the same gentleman mentioned the five

bars of picmo which begin Beethoven's G major
Concerto, and which, though he played them
perfectly softly, filled the whole room.

' His mechanism, ' says another of his Leipzig

pupils, 2 'was extremely subtle, and developed
with the lightest of wrists (never from the arm)

;

he therefore never strained the instrument or

hammered. His chord-playing was beautiful,

and based on a special theory of his own. His
use of the pedal was very sparing, clearly

defined, and therefore effective ; his phrasing

beautifully clear. The performances in which
I derived the most lasting impressions from him
were the Thirty-two variations and last Sonata

(op. Ill) of Beethoven, in which latter the

variations of the final movement came out more
clearly in their structure and beauty than I

have ever heard before or since. ' Of his play-

ing of the Thirty -two variations, Macfarren

remarks that ' to each one, or each pair, where
they go in pairs, he gave a character different

from all the others. In playing at sight from

a MS. score he characterised every incident by
the peculiar tone by which he represented the

instrument for which it was written.'' In
describing his playing of the Ninth Symphony,
Schleinitz testified to the same singular power
of representing the different instruments. A
still stronger testimony is that of Berlioz, who,
speaking of thecoZoMrof the 'Hebrides 'Overture,

says that Mendelssohn ' succeeded in giving him
an accurate idea of it, such is his extraordinary

power of rendering the most complicated scores

on the piano. '
*

His adherence to his author's meaning, and
1 Mr. W. 8. Bockstro. ^ Mr. Otto GoldBChmidt.
3 See Dorn, p. 398.
< Voyage ituaicdi, Letter 4 (toI, i, 71, e£ leq,).

to the indications given in the music, was

absolute. Strict time was one of his hobbies.

He alludes to it, with an eye to the sins of

Hiller and Chopin, in a letter of May 23, 1834,

and somewhere else speaks of 'nice strict tempo'

as something peculiarly pleasant. After intro-

ducing some ritardandos in conducting the

Introduction to Beethoven's Second Symphony,

he excused himself by saying that ' one coiJd

not always be good,' ^ and that he had felt the

inclination too strongly to resist it. In play-

ing, however, he never himself interpolated a

ritardando, or suffered it in any one else.^ It

especially enraged him when done at the end of

a song or other piece. ' Es steht nicht da !
' he

would say ; ' if it were intended it would be

written in—they think it expression, but it is

sheer affectation.'' But though in playing he

never varied the tempo when once taken, he did

not always take a movement at the same pace,

but changed it as his mood was at the time.

We have seen in the case of Bach's A minor
Fugue (p. 134a) that he could on occasion intro-

duce an individual reading ; and his treatment

of the arpeggios in the Chromatic Fantasia

shows that, there at least, he allowed himself

great latitude.* Still, in intimating this it should

be remembered how thoroughly he knew these

great masters, and how perfect his sympathy
with them was. In conducting, as we have
just seen, he was more elastic, though even

there his variations would now be condemned as

moderate by some conductors. Before he con-

ducted at the Philharmonic it had been the

tradition in the coda of the Overture to 'Egmont

'

to return to a piano after the crescendo ; but this

he would not suffer, and maintained the fortis-

simo to the end—a practice now always followed.

He very rarely played from book, and his

prodigious memory was also often shown in his

sudden recollection of out-of-the-way pieces.

Hiller has given two instances of this." His
power of retaining things casually heard was also

shown in his extempore playing, where he would
recollect the themes of compositions which he
heard then and there for the first time, and
would combine them in the happiest manner.

An instance of this is mentioned by his father, *"

in which, after Malibran had sung five songs of

different nations, he was dragged to the piano,

and improvised upon them all. He himself

describes another occasion, a 'field day' at

Baillot's, when he took three themes from the

Bach sonatas and worked them up to the delight

and astonishment of an audience worth delight-

ing. ^^ At the matinee of the Society of British

Musicians in 1844, he took his themes from two
compositions by C. E. Horsley and G. A. Mac-
farren which he had just heard, probably for the

first time—and other instances could be given.

6 Mr. KeUow Pye. 8 Hana von Billow.
7 Mre, Moscheles and Mr. W, B. Bockatro.
8 i. to Fanny, Nov. 14, 1840. 8 B. pp. 28. 29.
18 F.if, i. S«7. 11 L. to Kebecka, Paria, Dee, 20, ISSl.
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His extemporising was, however, marked by
other traits than that of memory. ' It was,'

says Maofarren, ' as fluent and as well planned

as a written work,' and the themes, whether

borrowed or invented, were not merely brought

together but oontrapuntally worked. Instances

of this have been mentioned at Birmingham and

elsewhere. His tact in these things was pro-

digious. At the concert given by Jenny Lind

and himself on Dec. 5, 1845, he played two

Songs without Words—No. 31, in E flat, and

No. 30 in A major, and he modulated from

the key of one to that of the other by means of

a regularly constructed intermezzo, in which the

semiquavers of the first song merged into the

arpeggios of the second with the most consum-

mate art, and with magical effect. ^ But great as

were his public displays, it would seem that, as

with Mozart, it was iii the small circle of intimate

friends that his improvisation was most splendid

and happy. Those only who had the good for-

tune to find themselves (as rarely happened)

alone with bJTn at one of his Sunday afternoons

are perhaps aware of what he could really do in

this direction, ^ and he ' never improvised better

'

or pleased himself more than when tUe A tUe

with Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. A
singular fact is mentioned by Hiller,^ which is

coniirmed by another friend of his : that in

playing his own music he did it with a certain

reticence, as if not desiring that the work would

derive any advantage from his execution. The
explanation is very much in consonance with

his modesty, but whether correct or not, there

is no reason to doubt the fact.

His immense early practice in counterpoint

under Zelter—like Mozart's under his father

—

had given him so complete a command over all

the resources of counterpoint, and such a habit

of looking at themes contrapuntally, that the

combinations just spoken of came more or less

naturally to him. In some of his youthful

compositions he brings his science into promi-

nence, as in the Fugue in A (op. 7, No. 5) ; the

Finale of the E flat string quartet (1823) ; the

original Minuet and Trio of the string quintet

in A (op. 18), a double canon of great ingenuity
;

the Chorus in 'St. Paul,' 'But our God,' con-

structed on the chorale ' Wir glauben all
' ; but

with his maturity he mostly drops such displays,

and 'Elijah,' as is well known, 'contains no

fugues.' In extemporising, however, it was at

his fingers' ends to the last.

He was also fond of throwing off' ingenious

canons, of which that in the following column,

written on the moment for Joachim, on March

11, 1844, is a good example. A somewhat

similar canon, written in the album of John

Parry in 1846, is printed in the Miisical

World for August 19, 1848. Another for

two violas—'Viola 1, Sir G. Smart; Viola 2,

1 BecoUecbions of Joachim and Rockfltro. j . .

» nr. Klengel and Stemdale Bennett once hadtms good fortune,

and It waa a thing never to be forgotten. ^ if. P- 18.

Etude for (me violvrit or Canon for two violins.

»

F. M. B.'—is given in Sir Frederick Bridge's

Primer ofDouble Counterpoint and Canon. [Yet

another canon, written in the album of Miss

Eliza "Wesley (daughter of Samuel Wesley) will

be found in the Musical Times of Feb. and
April 1896, pp. 89 and 233.]

Of his organ-playing we have already spoken.

It should be added that he settled upon his

combinations of stops before starting, and
steadily adhered to the plan on which he set

out *
; if he started in three parts he continued

in three, and the same with four or five. He
took extraordinary delight in the organ ; some
describe him as even more at home there than
on the pianoforte, though this must be taken

with caution. But it is certain that he loved

the organ, and was always greatly excited when
playing it.

He was fond ofplaying the viola, and on more
than one occasion took the first viola part of his

own Octet in public. The violin he learned

when young, but neglected it in later life. He
however played occasionally, and it was amusing
to see him bending over the desk, and struggling

with his part just as if he were a boy. His

practical knowledge of the instrument is evident

from his violin music, in which there are few

difficulties which an ordinarily good player can-

not surmount. But this is characteristic of the

care and thoughtfulness of the man. As a rule,

in his scores he gives each instrument the

passages which suit it. A few instances of the

reverse are quoted under Clakinet (vol. i.

p. 545a), but they are quite the exception. He
appears to have felt somewhat of the same
natural dislike to brass instruments that Mozart

did. At any rate in his early scores he uses

them witli great moderation,^ and somewhere

makes the just remark that the trombone is ' too

sacred an instrument ' to be used freely.

The few of Mendelssohn's very early works
which he published himself, or which have been

issued since his death, show in certain points

the traces of his predecessors—of Bach, Mozart,

Beethoven, and Weber. But this is only saying

what can be said of the early works of all com-

posers, including Beethoven himself. Men-
delssohn is not more but less amenable to this

law of nature than most of his compeers. The
traces of Bach are the most permanent, and they

linger on in the vocal works even as late as ' St.

4 SfuHcal World, Feb. 16, 1838, p. 102.
6 Neither of his tiiree Concert Overtures, nor the Italian and

Scotch Symphonies, have trombones. As to 'St. Fanl,' see bis letter

to Mr. J. C. Horsley, R.A., August 23, 1834, In 0. 1 1£. p. 115.
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Paul. ' Indeed, Baoh may be tracked still later

iu the solid construction and architectonic ar-

rangement of the choruses, even of the ' Lob-
gesang, ' the grand Psalms, the 'Walpurgisuacht,

'

and 'Elijah,' works in all respects emphatically

Mendelssohn's own, not less than in the reli-

gious feeling, the union of noble sentiment

with tender expression, and the utter absence

of commonness or vulgarity which pervade all

his music alike.

In the instrumental works, however, the year

1826 broke the spell of all external influence,

and the Octet, the Quintet in A, and, above

all, the ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' Overture,

launched him upon the world at seventeen as

a thoroughly original composer. The Concert-

overtures, the two great Symphonies, the two
PF. Concertos, and the Violin Concerto, fully

maintain this originality, and in thought, style,

phrase, and clearness of expression, no less than
in their symmetrical structure and exquisite

orchestration, are eminently independent and
individual works. The advance between the

Symphony in C minor (1824),—which we call

'No. I.,' though it is really 'No. XIII.'—and
the Italian Symphony (Home, 1831), is im-

mense. The former is laid out quite on the

Mozart plan, and the working throughout re-

calls the old world. But the latter has no
model. The melodies and the treatment are

Mendelssohn's alone, and while in gaiety and
freshness it is quite unrivalled, it is not too

much to say that the slow movement is as

great a novelty as that of Beethoven's piano

Concerto in G. The Scotch Symphony is as

original as the Italian, and on a much larger

and grander scale. The opening andante, the

scherzo, and the finale are especially splendid

and individual. The Concert-overtures are in

all essential respects as original as if Beethoven

had not preceded them by writing ' Coriolan

'

—as true a representative of his genius as the
' Hebrides ' is of Mendelssohn's. That to the

'Midsummer Night's Dream,' which brought

the fairies into the orchestra and fixed them
there, and which will always remain a monu-
ment of the fresh feeling of youth ; the ' Heb-
rides ' with its intensely sombre and melancholy

sentiment, and the ' Melusina ' with its pas-

sionate pathos, have no predecessors in senti-

ment, treatment, or orchestration. 'Ruy
Bias ' is as brilliant and as full of fire as the

others are of sentiment, and does not fall a

step behind them for individuality.

In these works there is little attempt at any

modification of the established forms. Innova-

tion was not Mendelssohn's habit of mind, and

he rarely attempts it. The Scotch Symphony
is directed to be played through without pause,

and it has an extra movement in form of a long

Coda, which appears to be a novelty in pieces of

this class. There are unimportant variations in

the form of the concertos, chiefly in the direc-

tion of compression. But with Mendelssohn, no

more than with Schubert, do these things force

themselves on the attention. He has so much
to say, and says it so well, the music is so good

and so agreeable, that it never occurs to the

hearer to inquire if he has altered the external

proportions of his discourse.

His Scherzos are still more peculiarly his own
offspring, and really have no prototypes. That

in a movement bearing the same name as one

of Beethoven's most individual creations, and

occupying the same place in the piece, he should

have been able to strike out so entirely diff'erent

a path as he did, is a wonderful tribute to his

originality. Not less remarkable is the variety

of the many scherzos he has left. They are

written for orchestra and chamber, concerted

and solo alike, in double and triple time in-

differently ; they have no fixed rhythm, and

notwithstanding a strong family likeness—the

impress of the gay and delicate mind of their

composer—are all independent of each other.

In his orchestral works Mendelssohn's scoring

is remarkable not more for its grace and beauti-

ful effect than for its clearness and practical

efficiency. It gives the conductor no difficulty.

What the composer wishes to express comes out

naturally, and, as already remarked, each in-

strument has with rare exceptions the passages

best suited to it.

Mendelssohn's love of ' Programme ' is obvious

throughout the foregoing works. The exquisite

imitation of Goethe's picture in the Scherzo of

the Octet (p. 1 1 8a) is the earliest instance of it

;

the overture founded on his 'Calm sea and
prosperous voyage' isanother ; and as we advance

each overture and each symphony has its title.

He once said, in conversation with Friedrich

Schneider on the subject, that since Beethoven
had taken the step he did in the Pastoral

Symphony, every one was at liberty to follow.

'

But the way in which he resented Schumann's
attempt ^ to discover ' red coral, sea monsters,

magic castles, and ocean caves' in his 'Melusina'

overture shows that his view of Programme was
a broad one, that he did not intend to depict

scenes or events, but held fast by Beethoven's

canon, that such music should be ' more expres-

sion of emotion than painting '

—

mehr Ausdruck
der Empfindung als Malerei. Thus he quotes

the first few bars of the ' Hebrides ' Overture (see

p. 124«) not as his recollection of the sound

of the winds and the waves, but ' to show how
extraordinarily Fingal's cave had affected him

'

—wie seltsam mir auf den Hcbriden zu Muthe
geworden ist. True, in the 'Midsummer Night's

Dream ' Overture we are said to hear the bray of

Bottom in the low G of the ophicleide ; and in

the three North Wales pieces for pianoforte

(op. 16) we are told of even more minute touches

1 Schubring, p. 347&, note.
^ L. to Fanny, .Tan. 30, 1836. The reference is to an article in the

N. 31. Z. When aal£ed what he meant by this overture he once replied
'Hm, une mesalliance.'
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of imitation (see p. 123a) ; but these, if not
imaginary, are at best but jeux d'esprU.

Connected with this tendency to Programme
is a curious point, namely, his belief in the
absolute and obvious ' meaning ' of music.
' Notes,' says he, ' have as definite a meaning
as words, perhaps even a more definite one, '

'

and he devotes a whole letter to reiterating that

music is not too indefinite to be put into words,

but too definite ; that words are susceptible of

a variety of meanings, while music has only

one.2 This is not the place to discuss so strange

a doctrine, which, though true to him, is

certainly not true to the majority of men, and
which obviously rests on the precise force of the

word ' to mean ' (Jieissen) ; but it is necessary

to call attention to it en passant.^

His great works in chamber music are on a

par with those for the orchestra. The octet,

the quintets, and the six quartets are thoroughly

individual and interesting, nothing far-fetched,

no striving after eflFect, no emptiness , no padding,

but plenty of matter given in a manner at once

fresh and varied. Every bar is his own, and
every bar is well said. The accusation which
is sometimes brought against them, that they

are more fitted for the orchestra than the

chamber, is probably tosome extent well founded.

Indeed Mendelssohn virtually anticipates this

eliarge in his preface to the parts of the octet,

which he desires may be played in a symphonic
style ; and in that noble piece, as well as in

parts of the quintet in B flat and of the quartets

in D and F minor, many players have felt that

the composer has placed his work in too small

a frame, that the proper balance cannot always

be maintained between the leading violin and

the other instruments, and that to produce all

the efiect of the composer's ideas they should

be heard in an orchestra of strings rather than

in a quartet of solo instruments. On the other

hand, the pianoforte quartet in B minor and

the two pianoforte trios in D minor and C minor

have been criticised, probably with some justice,

as not sufficiently concertante, that is as giving

too prominent a part to the piano. Such criticism

may detract from the pieces in a technical respect,

but it leaves the ideas and sentiments of the

music, the nobility of the style, and the clearness

of the structure, untouched. \

His additions to the technique of the piano-

forte are not important. Hiller tells a story

which shows that Mendelssohn cared little for

the rich passages of the modern school ; his

own were quite sufficient for him.^ But this is

consistent with what we have just said. It was

the music of which he thought, and as long as

1 L. to Prau von Fereira, Genoa, July 1831.

2 £. to Souchay, Oct. 15, 1842, and compare that written to Fran
von Pereira, Genoa, July 1831. ^^ ^ ^

3 Mrs. Austin ^Fraser'i Mag., April 1848, p. 426) relates that he
said to her on one occasion ' I am going to play something of Beet-

hoven's, but you must tell them what it is ahout. What is the

use of music, if people do not know whut it menns?' She might
surely have replied, 'What, then, is the use of the iln.^ginationi'

* B, pp. 154, 165.

that expressed his feelings it satisfied him, and
he was indifferent to the special form into which
it was thrown. Of his pianoforte works the
most remarkable is the set of seventeen Varia-

tions S^rieuses ; but the Fantasia in F sharp
minor (op. 28), the three great Capriccios (op.

33), the Preludes and Fugues, and several of

the smaller pieces, are splendid works too well
known to need further mention. The Songs
without Words stand by themselves, and are

especially interesting to Englishmen on account
of their very great popularity in this country.

Mendelssohn's orchestral and chamber works are

greatly played and much enjoyed here, but it

is to his oratorios, songs. Songs without Words,
and part-songs, that he owes his firm hold on
the mass of the English people. It was some
time (see vol. ii. p. 7276) before the Songs with-
out Words reached the public ; but when once
they became known, the taste for them quickly

spread, and probably no pieces ever were so much
and so permanently beloved in the country. The
piece, like the name, is virtually his own inven-

tion. Not a few of Beethoven's movements-
such as the adagio of the Senate path^tique, or

the minuet of op. 10, No. 3—might be classed

as songs without words, and so might Field's

nocturnes ; but the former of these are portiojis

of larger works, not easily separable, and the

latter were little known ; and neither of them
possess that grace and finish, that intimate

charm, and above all that domestic character,

which have ensured the success of Mendelssohn's
Songs without Words in many an English family.

They soon became identified with his name as

it grew more and more familiar in England
;

some of them were composed here, others had
names or stories attached to their origin * : there

was a piquancy about the very title—and all

helped their popularity. Hisown feeling towards
them was by no means so indulgent. It is

perhaps impossible for a composer to be quite

impartial towards pieces which make him so

very popular, but he distinctly says, after the
issue of Book 3, 'that he does not mean to

write any more at that time, and that if such
animaleiilcB are multiplied too much, no one

will care for them, ' etc. ^ It is difficult to believe

that so stern a critic of his own productions

should not have felt the weakness of some of

them, and the strong mannerism which, with
a few remarkable exceptions, pervades the whole
collection. We should not forget, too, that he
is not answerable for the last two books, which
were published after his death, without the great

alterations which he habitually made before

publication. One drawback to the excessive

popularity of the Songs without Words is, not

fi Such as the well-known one in A (No. 30), which, though in Ger-
many known as Frtihlingslied, was in England for a long time called
'Camherwell Green,' from the fact of its having heen composed
during his visit to the Beneckes, who rcnided at Denmark Hill,

near Camherwell Green. The Duet tVo 18) represents .a conversa-
tion hetween the composer snd his iiuncLe.

» L. to Simrock, March 4, 1839.
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that they exist—for we might as well quarrel
with Goethe for the ' Wandrers Nachtlied ' or

the ' Haidenrbslein '—nor yet the number of
imitations they produced, but that in the minds
of thousands these graceful trifles, many of which
were thrown off at a single sitting, are indis-

criminately accepted as the most characteristic

representatires of the genius of the composer
of the violin concerto and the 'Hebrides' over-

ture.

His songs may be said to have introduced

the German lAed to England, and to have led

the way for the deeper strains of Schumann,
Schubert, and Brahms, in English houses and
concert-rooms. No doubt the songs of those

composers do touch lower depths of the heart

than Mendelssohn's do ; but the clearness and
directness of his music, the spontaneity of his

melody, and a certain pure charm pervading

the whole, have given a place with the great

public to some of his songs, such as ' AufFliigeln

des Gesanges, ' which they will probably retain

for a long time to come. Others, such as the

Naohtlied, the Volkslied (' Es ist bestimmt
'),

and the Sohilflied, are deeply pathetic ; others,

as the ' Lieblingsplatzchen, ' are at the same time
extremely original ; others, as '0 Jugend,' the
' Jagdlied,' and 'An die Entfemte,' the soul of

gaiety. He was very fastidious in his choice of

words, and often marks his sense of the climax

by varying the last stanza in accompaniment or

otherwise, a practice which he was perhaps the

first to adopt. One of his last commissions to his

friend Professor Graves, before leaving Interlaken

in 1847, was to select words from the English

poets for him to set to music.

His part-songs gave the majority of English

amateurs a sudden and delightful introduction

to a class of music which had long existed for

Germans, but which till about 1840 was little

known heie. Many can still recollect the

utterly new and strange feeling which was then

awakened in their minds by the new spirit, the

delicacy, the pure style, the delicious harmonies,

of these enchanting little compositions !

Ever since Handel's time, oratorios have been

the favourite public music here. Mendelssohn's

works of this class, 'St. Paul,' 'Elijah,' the

'Lobgesang,' soon became well known. They
did not come as strangers, but as the younger

brothers of the ' Messiah 'and 'JudasMaccabaeus,

'

and we liked them at once. Nor only liked

them ; wewereproud ofthem , as having been pro-

duced or very early performed in England ; they

appealed to our national love for the Bible, and

there is no doubt that to them is largely owing

the position next to Handel which Mendelssohn

occupies in England. ' Elijah ' at once took its

place, and it is now on a level with the ' Messiah

'

in public favour. Apart from the intrinsic quali-

ties of the music of his large vocal works, the

melody, clearness, spirit, and symmetry which

they exhibit, in common with his instrumental

compositions ; there is one thing which remark-

ably distinguishes them, and in which they are

far in advance of their predecessors—a simple

and direct attempt to set the subject forth as it

was, to think first of the story and next of the

music which depicted it. It is the same thing

that we formerly attempted to bring out in

Beethoven's case, 'the thoughts and emotions

are the first things, and the forms of expression

second and subordinate ' (vol. i. p. 2636). We
may call this 'dramatic,' inasmuch as the

books of oratorios are more or less dramas ; and

Mendelssohn's letters to Schubring in reference

to 'Elijah,' his demand for more 'questions

and answers, replies and rejoinders, sudden

interruptions,' etc., show how thin was the line

which in his opinion divided the platform from

the stage, and how keenly he wished the person-

ages of his oratorios to be alive and acting, ' not

mere musical images, but inhabitants of a

definite active world. 'i But yet it was not so

much dramatic in any conscious sense as a desire

to set things forth as they were. Hauptmann ^

has stated this well with regard to the three

noble Psalms, 'Judge me, God,' 'Why rage

fiercely the heathen ?
' and ' My God, why hast

thou forsaken me ?
' He says that it is not

so much any musical or technical ability that

places them so far above other similar com-
positionsof ourtime, as the fact that Mendelssohn

has ' just put the Psalm itself before him ; not

Bach, or Handel, or Palestrina, or any other style

or composer, but the words of the Psalmist ; and
the result is not anything that can be classed as

new or old, but the Psalm itself in thoroughly

fine musical efiect ; the music not pretending to

be scientific, or anything on its own account,

but just throwing life and feeling into the dry
words.' Any one who knows these psalms will

recognise the truth of this description. It is

almost more true in reference to the 114thPsalm,
' When Israel out of Egypt came.' The Jewish

blood of Mendelssohn must surely for once have
beat fiercely over this piature of the greattriumph
of his forefathers, and it is only the plain truth

to say that in directness and force his music is

a perfect match for the splendid words of the

unknown Psalmist. It is true of his oratorios

also, but they have other great qualities as well.

' St. Paul ' with all its great beauties is an early

work, the book of which, or rather perhaps the

nature of the subject, does not wholly lend itself

to forcible treatment, and it is an open question

whether it canfuUy vie with either the ' Lobge-

sang, ' or ' Athalie, ' or still more ' Elijah. ' These
splendid compositions have that air of distinction

which stamps a great work in every art, and
which a great master alone can confer. As
instances of this, take the scene of the Watch-
man and the concludingchorus in the 'Lobgesang'—

' Ye nations ' ; or in ' Elijah ' the two double

1 L. to Schubring, I7oy. % Dec. 6, 1838.
3 Hanptmann 's letter to Haiuer, Jan. 18, ISSO.
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Quartets ; the arioso, 'Woe unto them,' which
might be the wail of a pitying archangel ; the
choruses, 'Thanks be to God,' ' Be not afraid,'

' He -watohing over Israel,' ' Behold ! God the

Lord passed by ' ; the great piece of declamation
for soprano which opens the second part ; the

unaccompanied trio ' Lift thine eyes,' the tenor

air ' Then shall the righteous. ' These are not

only fine as music, but are animated by that

lofty and truly dramatic character which makes
one forget the vehicle, and live only in the

noble sentiment of the scene as it passes.

' Lauda Sion,' though owing to circumstances

less known, has the same great qualities, and is

a worthy setting of the truly inspii'ed hymn in

which St. Thomas Aquinas was enabled to rise

so high above the metaphysical subtleties of his

day. This piece of Roman Catholic music

—

Mendelssohn's only important one—shows what
he might have done had he written a Mass, as

he once threatened to do.' It would have been

written ' with a constant recollection of jts sacred

purpose
'
; and remembering how solemn a thing

religion was to him, and how much he was
afifected by fine words, we may well regret that

he did not accomplish the suggestion.

'Antigone' and 'CEdipus,' owing to the re-

moteness of the dramas, both in subject and
treatment, necessarily address themselves to a

limited audience, though to that audience they

will always be profoundly interesting, not only

for the lofty character of the music, but for the

able and thoroughly natural manner in which
Mendelssohn carried out a task full of difficulties

and of temptations to absurdity, by simply
' creating music for the choruses in the good

and scientific style of the present day, to ex-

press and animate their meaning.'^

The ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' music is a

perfect illustration of Shakespeare's romantic

play, and will be loved as long as beauty, senti-

ment, humour, and exquisite workmanship are

honoured in the world.

How far Mendelssohn would have succeeded

with an opera, had he met with a libretto

entirely to his mind—which that of ' Loreley

'

was not— it is difficult to say. Fastidious he

certainly was, though hardly more so than

Beethoven (see vol. i. p. 2546), and probably

for much the same reasons. Times had changed

since the lively intrigues and thinly veiled

immoralities of Da Ponte were sufficient to

animate the pen of the divine Mozart ; and the

secret of the fastidiousness of Beethoven and

Mendelssohn was that they wanted librettists of

their own lofty level in genius and morality, a

want in which they were many generations too

early. Opera will not take its proper place in

the world till subjects shall be found of modem
times, with which every one can sympathise,

treated by the poet, before they come into the

1 £. to Pastor Bauer, Jan. 12, 1835.

2 £. to MUUer, March 12, 1845.

hands of the composer, in a thoroughly pure,

lofty, and inspiriting manner.
' Camacho ' is too juvenile a composition, on

too poor a libretto, to enable any inference to be
drawn from it as to Mendelssohn's competence
for the stage. But, judging from the dramatic
power present in his other works, from the

stage -instinct displayed in the 'Midsummer
Night's Dream ' music, and still more from the

very successful treatment of the finale to the

first act of 'Loreley'—the only part of the

book which he is said really to have cared for

—

we may anticipate that his opera, when he had
found the book he liked, would have been a very

fine work. At any rate we may be certain that

of all its critics he would have been the most
severe, and that he would not have sufiered it

to be put on the stage till he was quite satisfied

with his treatment.

We must now close this long and yet imper-

fect attempt to set Mendelssohn forth as he was.

Few instances can be found in history of a man
so amply gifted with every good quality of mind
and heart ; so carefully brought up amongst
good Influences ; endowed with every circum-

stance that would make him happy ; and so

thoroughly fulfilling his mission. Never per-

haps could any man be found in whose life there

were so few things to conceal and to regret.

Is there any drawback to this ? or, in other

words, does his music suffer at all from what
he calls his ' habitual cheerfulness ' ? It seems

as if there was a drawback, and that arising

more or less directly from those very points

which we have named as his best characteristics

-—his happy healthy heart, his single mind, his

unfailing good spirits, his simple trust in God,
his unafi'ected directness of purpose. It is not

that he had not genius. The great works enu-

merated prove that he had it in large measure.

No man could have called up the new emotions

of the ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' overture,

the wonderful pictm'es of the Hebrides, or the

pathetic distress of the lovely Melusina, without

genius of the highest order. But his genius

had not been subjected to those fiery trials

which seem necessary to ensure its abiding pos-

session of the depths of the human heart. ' My
music,' says Schubert, 'is the product of my
genius and my misery ; and that which I have

written in my greatest distress is that which
the world seems to like best. ' Now Mendelssohn
was never more than temporarily unhappy. He
did not know distress as he knew happiness.

Perhaps there was even something in the con-

stitution of his mind which forbade his harbour-

ing it, or being permanently affected by it.

He was so practical, that as a matter of duty
he would have thrown it off". In this as in

most other things he was always under control.

At any rate he was never tried by poverty,

or disappointment, or ill -health, or a morbid
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temper, or neglect, or the perfidy of friends, orany
of the other great ills which crowded so thickly
around Beethoven, Schuhert, orSchumann. Who
can wish that he had been 1 that that bright,

pure, aspiring spirit should have been dulled by
distress or torn with agony ? It might have
lent a deeper undertone to his songs, or have
enabled his adagios to draw tears where now
they only give a saddened pleasure. But let us
take the man as we have him. Surely there is

enough of conflict and violence in life and in art.

When we want to be made unhappy we can turn

to others. It is well in these agitated modern
days to be able to point to one perfectly balanced

nature, in whose life, whose letters, and whose

music alike, all is at once manly and refined,

clever and pure, brilliant and solid. For the

enjoyment of such shining heights of goodness

we may well forego for once the depths of

misery and sorrow.

The following opening of the first movement of a symphony was found among the loose papers

of Mendelssohn which belonged to his elder daughter, the late Mrs. C.Victor Benecke, and is here

printed by her kind permission. The MS. is in full score, and has been compressed for this

occasion by Mr. Franklin Taylor, so as accurately to represent the scoring of the original. No
clue to its date has yet been discovered.

H.D.m.
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The following is obviously intended for the slow movement :-

Clarinet.
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T

List of Mendelssohn's Published Wokks taken from the Thematic Catalogue published by

Messrs. Breitkopf & Hartel in 1882, with additions and corrections from other sources. The

dates of composition are also given, when discoverable, together with the names of the persons

to whom the works were dedicated, [and the original English and German publishers, so far

as they can be traced.]

Op.
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Date of Compoaition.

6 Fart-aongs, S.A.T.B., 'tor

ainginff lu tlie opeu aiv,' Ist

Bet. The earliest appear-
auoe of MendelBBohn'a Four-
port Boiiga iu England was
In Vto. S5 of Ewer & Co.'b

OrpheuB coUeetion, which
hegan in 1836.

Fflalm 42, soli, chorus, and
orch., ' As the hart pants.'

Seremade and Allegro giojoao

In B ntinor, pf. and orch,

3 Quartets in D, E minor, E
flat, BtrlugBt TSoa. 3, 4, and 6.

Bonata In B flat, pf. and
Tloloncello.

Fsalm 95, tenor solo, choruB,

and orch., 'O come let iw
worahip.'

6 SongB, voice and pf.

6 Part-aongs, B.A.T.B.. 2nd set.

Trio in D minor, pf.,

and violoncello.

6 Fart-aonga, male voices.

Psalm 114, 8- part chorua and
orch.. 'When Israel out of

E^pt came.'
Lohgesang (Hymn of Fraise),

Symphony•cantata.

6 Bonga without words, pf.,

Book IV.
17 Variations B^rieufiea in D
minor, pf

.

Antigone of Bophocles ; music
to, male voices and orch.

Symphony in A minor, '^e
Scotch,' No. 3, orch.

6 SongB, voice and pf.

Bonata In D, pf. and violon-

cello, TSo. 2.

6 Fart-Bonga, S.A.T.B., 3rd set.

First Walptirgia night, Music
to Qoethe's 'Ballad, choruB
and orch.'

'AMidBumioerNight'sDream,'
Music to, solo, chorus, and
orch. (exclusive of overture,

for which see op. 21).

6 SongB without words, pf.,

BookV.

6 Dneta, voices and pf.

Concerto in E, vn. and orch.

6 Sonataa, organ. [For the his-

toid of these organ aonatas,

see Musical Ttmei, 1901, p.

794, and 1906, p. 95.]

No. 4, DUsseldorf, Jan. 22,

1834.

No, 3, Berlin,
1888; No. 4,

1837; No. 5,

July 24,
June 18,

Feb. 6,

Dedicated to

The Prince of Sweden.

Leipzig, Oct. 13, 1838.

Final chorus (iu E flat),

Leipzig, April 11, 1839.

No. 3, Leipzig, April 17,

1839; No, 4, April 18,

1689 ; No. 5, Lundon,
May 1833.

No, 1, July 5 [18391; ^o. 3,

Lelpcig, Dec. 28, 1839;
No. 4, June 15 [1839];
No. 6, Nov. 18, 1839; No.
6, Leipzig, Dec. 26, 1839.

Allegro, Frankfort, Jime 6,

18S9 ; IHtiale, Frankfort,
July 16, 1639, and Leip-
zig, Sept. 23, 1839.

No. 2, * Der Jiiger Ahachied,
with wind accompani-
menta, Leipzig, Jan. 6,

1840;No. 5. Dec. 7,1839;
No. 6. Jan. 6, 1840.

HoTchheim, Aug. 9, 1839.

Leipzig, Nov. 27, 1840 (re-

vised form).
No. 6, Ainll 30, 1841 ; No.

6, May 1, 1841.

June 4, 1641.

Berlin, Oct. 10, 1841.

Berlin, Jan. 20, 164^

No. 2, April 20, 1839 (cf.

op. 88, No. 8); No. S,

' Bendez-voua,' Berlin,

Oct. 17, 1842; No. 6,
' Fiische Fahrt,' April
29, 1841.

No. 1, Leipzig, Nov. 23,

1837; No. 2, Jan. 17,

1843; No. 3, Leipzig,

March 4, 1843; No. 4,

Leipzig, June 19, 1843;

No. 6, March 4, 18^;
No. 6, 'VorUber,' March
5,1643.

1st version, Milan, July 15,

1831, and Paris, Feb. 13,

1832.

No. 1, Jan. 6 and 12,1844;
No. 2, July 29, 1843; No.
6, Denmark Hill, June 1,

1842.
No. 1, Frankfort, Dec.
1836; No. 4 originally for
pf. duet; No. 6, Berlin,

Oct. 17, 1642 ; No. 6, Jan.
23,1844.

Sept. 16, 1844,

Bon. 1: No. 1, Frankfort,
Dec. 28, 1844 ; No. 2, Dec.
19,1844; No. 4, Aug. 18,

1844.

Bon. 2 : No. 1, Frankfort,
Dee. 21, 1844; No. 3
(Fugue), July 14, 1839,

and Dec. 19, 1844.

Son. 3: No. 1, August 9,

1644; No. 2, August 17,

1844.

Bon. 4 : Nob. 1 and 2, Frank-
fort, Jan. 2, 1845.

Son. 5 : Nob. 2 and 3, Sept.
9,1844.

Bon. 6: No. 1. Frankfoi-t,
Jan. 26, 1845; No. 4
(Fugue), Frankfort, Jan,
27, 1845.
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Bibliography

The Mendelasohn literature includes the

following publications :

—

I. His own letters.

Two volumes have been published by authority. The
first, edited by his brother Paul, is entitled ^isebriefe
, . . ms den Jahren 1830 6is 18S2 (Leipzig, 1861) ; the
second, edited by his brother and nis eldest son, Brie/e

aiLs den Jahren 183S his 18U7 (Leipzig, 1863), with an
Appendix purporting to be a List of all Mendelssohn's
compositions, compiled by Julius Rietz, which is, how-
ever, both vague and incomplete.
These were translated (not adequately)by Lady Wallace

and published with the titles : Letters from Italy and
SwitzerUmd, etc., and Letters from 1833 to 18U7 (Long-
mans, 1862 and 18ti3). At a later date some important
letters were added to the German edition of vol. ii.,

amongst others one containing Mendelssohn's transla-

tions of Dante, Boccaccio, etc., and Indexes were ap-
pended ; but no change has been made in the contents
of the English translation. There is reason to believe

that the letters of vol. i. were in many ways altered

by the Editor ; and it is very desirable that a new
edition should be published in which these changes
Hhould be rectified, and the letters given as Mendelssohn
wrote them.

(2) Eight letters published for the benefit of the
Deutschen Invaliden-Stiftung

—

Acht Briefe und ein Fac-
simile (Leipzig, 1871). English translation in Maomillan's
Magazine, June 1871.

The name of the lady to whom they were written is

suppressed, but it is understood that she was Mrs.
Voigt, a musical amateur of Leipzig. The last of the
eight contains a facsimile of a sketch by Mendelssohn.

(3) Musiker Briefe, by 0. F. Ludwig Nohl (Leipzig,

1867), contains thirty letters dating from 1826 to August
26, 1847. They are included by Lady Wallace in her
translation of the entire work entitled Letters of Dis-
tinguished Metricians (London : Longmans, 1867).

(4) Other letters are contained m Devrient's BecoUec-

tiotis ; Hiller's Mendelssohn ; Goethe v/nd Mendelssoh/n ;

Polko's Reminiscences ; Henael's Die Familie Mendelssohn
;

Moscheles's Life ; Chorley's Life ; Eckardt's Ferdi/nand

David ; F. Moscheles's Brie/e; and F. Q. Edwards's History

of 'Elijah^' etc.

II. Biographical wor^s.

(1) Lampadius (Wilhelm Adoip. Felix Mendelssohn-
Bartholdy, Ein Denkmal fur seine Freunde (Leipzig,

1848), translated into English by William Leonhard
Gage, with supplementary sketches, by Benedict,
Chorley, Ludwig Rellstab, Bayard Taylor, R. 8. Willis,

and J. S. Dwight. (New York, 1866 ; London, 1876.)

(2) Benedict (Jules). A Sketch of the Life and Works
of the late Felix Mendelssohn -Bartholdy (John Murray,
London, 1850 ; 2nd ed., with additions, 1853). A sketch
by one who knew him well ; attractive and, as far as it

goes, complete.
(3)Devrient(Eduard). Meine Erinnemngen cmF. M. B.

. . . (Leipzig, 1869). English translation by Lady
Macfarren (London : Bentley, 1869).

Contains thirty-two letters and portions of letters.

The work ofan old and intimate friend, but written with
all the impartiality of a stranger.

(4) Mendelssohn - Bartholdy (Carl). Goethe uTid Felix

Mendelssohn- Bartholdy (Leipzig, 1871). By the com-
poser's eldest son ; an account of the three visits paid to

Goethe, fromjournals, letters, etc. , with a poor engraving
from Begas's portrait. English translation by Miss
M. E. von Glehn—Goe(?ie and Mendelssohn, with additions

and with letters oflater date '(London: Macminan,1872);
2nd edn, * with additional letters,' thirty-seven in all

(1874).

(5) Hiller (Ferdinand). Mendtlssohn. Letters and
Recollections, etc., first published in Macmillan's Maga-
zine (from Jan. to May 1874) the English translation by
Miss M. R. von Glehn. Also in a volume (London

:

Macmillan, 1874) ; and in German (Cologne, 1874).

Contains twenty-six letters not before printed. A
thoroughly good book, genial, discriminating, and
accurate : by one well able to judge.

(6) Polko(Bli8e). Eri/nnerungenan F. M. B. (Leipzig,

1868).
' Contains twelve letters. English translation by

Lady 'W&W&ce—Reminiscences qf FeUx Mendelssohn-Bar-

tholdy, etc. (London : Longmans, 1869), with Appendix of

thii'ty-three additional letters and fragments of letters

addressed to English correspondents.

A poor, gushing book, from which , however, some traits

may be picked up. Chiefly valuable for the letters.

(7) Hensel (Sebastian). Die Familie Mendelssohn {17^9-

18U7) . • with eight portraits (3 vols., Berlin, 1879).

English translation. The Mendelssohn Family (from the

second revised German edition, 2 vols. London: iSampson

Low & Co., 1880), by Carl Kliugemann and an American
collaborator, with a notice by George Grove, D.C.L.,
London, 1881.

By the son of* Fanny Hensel—the Sebastian of the
Letters. Compiled from journals and i'amily papers, and
containing seventy-three letters or portions of letters

hitherto unpublished. The title of the book would
perhaps be more appropriately Fatvny Hensel arid her
Family ; but it is a most valuable addition to our
knowledge of Felix, and a good specimen of the copious
information still remaining in the hands of his family

:

the notices and letters of Abraham Mendelssohn are
especially new and valuable. Some of Felix's letters
are first rate. The portraits would be useful if one
knew how far the likenesses could be trusted.

(8) Hogarth (George). The Philharmmiic Society of
London (London, 1862). Contains notices of Mendels-
sohn's connection with the Philharmonic, with three
letters in the body of the work and seven others in the
appendix.

(9) Moscheles (Charlotte). Av^ Moscheles Leben , . .

von seiner Fran (2 vols., Leipzig, 1872 and 1873). English
translation by A. D. Coleridge (2 vols., London : Hurst &
Blackett, 1873).

Contains many valuable notices, and some letters.

(10) Schubring (Julius). Erinnerungen an F. M. B.
In the Magazine Daheim (Leipzig), for 1866, No. 26.

English translation in Musical World, May 12 and 19,

1866.

One of the most detailed, valuable, and interesting
of all the notices. Every word that Schubring writes
carries conviction with it.

(11) Horsley (Charles Edward). Reminiscences of
Mendelssohn. First published in Dwight's Journal of
Music (Boston, U.S.A.) and reprinted in The Choir
(London), for Jan. 11, 25 ; Feb. 8, 15, 1873.
By a gifted pupil and friend. Full of information,

now and then a trifle exaggerated.

(12) Dorn (Heinrich L. G.). Recollections of F. M. and
his Friends. An article in Tettvple Bar, Feb. 1872 ; probably
translated from a German original.

Slight, but interesting, and apparently trustworthy.
(13) Chorley (Henry Fothergill). 1. Modem German

Music (2 vols., London : Smith, Elder, & Co., 1854). Con-
tains scattered notices of Mendelssohn.

(14) Chorley (Henry Fothergill). Brief notice prefixed
to the third edition (1864) of Mendelssohn's Lettersfrom
Italy and Switzerland, translated by Lady Wallace.

(15) Hewlett (Henry G.). Henry Fothergill Chorley, Auto-
biography, Memoir, and Letters (2 v6\s., London : Bentley,
1873). Contains some information, and six letters.

(16) Marx (Adolph Bernhard). Erinnerungen aus
mein&m Leben (2 vols. , Berlin, 1865).

Contains many recollections of the Mendelssohn
house from 1824 to 1832, and personal anecdotes of Felix,
with whom Marx was at one time extremely intimate.
He was a person of strange temper and overweening
opinion of himself ; but he appears to be strictly honest,
and in matters offact may probably be trusted implicitly.

(17) Rellstab (Heinrich, F. L.). Aus Tneinem Leben
(2 vols., Berlin, 1861).

This autobiography of the well-known Berlin critic

contains (vol. ii. chap. 11) an account of Mendelssohn's
playing at Goethe's house at Weimar in 1821.

(18) Lobe (Johann Christian) has reported some con-
versations with Mendelssohn in his Fliegende Blatter fur
MuMk (Leipzig, 1853). He has also described the evening
at Goethe's mentioned just above, in the Gartenlaube
for 1867, No. 1.

[(19) Eckardt (Julius). Ferdhiand David v/nd die
Famile Mendelisohn-Bartholdy. (Leipzig, 1888.)
Contains thirty letters of Mendelssohn's.
(20) Moscheles (Felix). Briefe von Felix Mendelssohn

an Ignaz v/nd Charlotte Moscheles. (Leipzig, 1888.

)

English translation, Letters of Felix Mendelssohn. (Lon-
don : Triibuer & Co., 1888.)
Contains many fresh letters.

(21) Edwards (F. G.). The History of Mendelssohn's
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^Elijah '
; with an introduction by SirGeorge Giove, C. B.

(London : Novello, 1896.)
Ckintains the Hiicke portrait of Mendelssohn, and

portraits of William Bartholomew, Staudigl, and oUiers ;

also several nnpnblished letters, including one in fac-
simile.

(22) Stratton (Stephen 8.). Menddssohrt, ; in Dent's
'The Master Musicians' aeries, London : J, M. Dent &
Co., 1901, with illustrations and portraits.

(23) Edwards (F. O.). Musical Haunts in Lovdan.
(Ijondon : Cnrwen, 1895.) Contains a facsimile of a
sketch of St. Paul's Cathedral and its surroundings, by
Mendelssohn, and photographs of two houses at which
he stayed in London, pp. 5 and 42.

(24) Wolflf (Ernst). Felix MencUUsolin Bartholdy.
(Berlin, 'Harmonie, Verlagsgesellschaft fiir Literatur
und Kunst,' 1905.) The best German biography, but
largely compiled &om Sir George Grove's article in this

Dictionary. Contains many portraits, facsimiles, etc.,

of much interest.]

I take the opportunity of expressing my
deep obligations for assistance received in the

compilation of the foregoing article from the

various members of the Mendelssohn family,

Miss Jnng and Dr. Elengel : Mme. Schumann,
Dr. Ferdinand Hiller, Mrs. Moscheles, Mme.
Frege, Dr. Hartel, Dr. Schleinitz, Dr. Joachim,

Mrs. Klingemann, Herr Taubert, Mr. Otto
Groldschmidt andMme.JennyLind-Goldschmidt,
Mr. Paul David, the Bishop of Limerick, the

Duke of Meiningen, Lord Frederick Cavendish,

the Dean of Westminster, Professor Munro,
Mr. J. C. Horsley, R.A., and Miss Sophy
Horsley, Sir Charles Halle, Signer Piatti*Mr.

"W. S. Eockstro, Mr. Kellow Pye, Sir G. A.
Macfarren, Mr. Sartoris, Mr. W. T. Freemantle,

Mr. A. G. Eurtz, Mrs. Bartholomew and Miss

Elizabeth Mounsey, Mr. Wiener, Mr. Eosenthal,

and Mr. Franklin Taylor. Also from the Stem-
dale Bennett family, Mr. Bruzaud (of Erard's),

Mr. J.W. Davison, Mr. James C. Dibdin, Messrs.

Glen (of Edinburgh), Mr. A. J. Hipkins, Dr.

E. J. Hopkins, Mr. W. H. Holmes, Mr. W. H.
Husk, Mr. H. J. Lincoln, Mr. Henry Littleton

(NoveUo's), Mr. Stanley Lucas, Mr. Julian

Marshall, Mr. John Newman, Mr. Joseph

Robinson, Mme. Sainton-Dolby, Mr. Edward
Speyer, Mr. Tom Taylor, Mr. J. T. Willy,

and Mr. James Turle. G.

[The above article is substantially the same
as that which appeared in the original edition

of the Dictionary ; but information, which
came to light since its publication, has been

incorporated in square brackets, by Mr. F. G.

Edwards.]

MENDELSSOHN SCHOLAESHIP. This

is the most valuable musical prize in the United

Kingdom. It originated in a movement among
the friends of Mendelssohn at Leipzig, who,

shortly after his death, resolved to found scholar-

ships in his memory, to be competed fo; and
held in that Conservatorium in the foundation

of which, not long before, he had greatly assisted.

They appealed for help in this undertaking to

English admirers of the departed composer, and

were met with ready sympathy and co-operation.

A committee was formed in London, with Sir 6.

Smart as Chairman, Carl Klingemann, Mendels-

VOL. ni

sohn's intimate friend, as Secret*ry, ana E.

Buxton (Ewer & Co.), Treasurer.

The first effort towards raising money was
made in the shape of a performance of ' Elijah

'

on a large scale, to which MUe. Jenny Lind gave
her willing and inestimable services. This took

place Dec. 15, 1848, under the direction of Sir

Julius (then Mr. ) Benedict, at Exeter Hall, the
Sacred Harmonic Society and John Hullah's

Upper Schools contributing to the eificienoy

of the choral force. A large profit was derived

from the performance ; and this, with a few
donations, was invested in the purchase of

£1050 Bank 3 per cent annuities—the nucleus

of the present Scholarship Fund.
The original plan of amalgamating the London

and Leipzig projecia fell through, and the money
was allowed to accumulate till 1856, when the

first scholar was elected—Arthur S. Sullivan,

who was then one of the ChUdren of Her
Majesty's Chapel Royal ; he held the Scholar-

ship for about four years, studying at the Royal
Academy of Music, London, and afterwards at

the Conservatorium at Leipzig.

In 1865, the funds having again accumulated,

C. Swinnerton Heap, of Birmingham, was elected

to the Scholarship, which he held for rather

more than two years. He was succeeded in the

early part of 1871 by W. Shakespeare, then a
student of the Royal Academy of Music, who
pursued his studies at Leipzig and subsequently

in Italy. At the time of his election, a two
years' Scholarship of £20 per annum was offered,

out of the accumulated interest ; and this was
held for a year by Miss Crawford, and again

(1873) by Eaton Faning. The Society's capital

then consisted of £1350 in 5 per cent India

Stock, lately jncreased to a sum which, by fresh

subscriptions and donations, enables the Society

to give their Scholar a stipend of £100 per

annum.
In June 1875, F. Corder was elected Men-

delssohn Scholar ; and he held the Scholarship

for four years, studying at Cologne under Hiller.

Miss Maude Valerie White was elected in

Feb. 1879, and was succeeded in 1881 by Eugene
d'Albert. Miss Marie Wurm was elected in

1884, S. P. Waddington in 1891, Christopher

Wilson in 1895, Percy H. Miles in 1899, and
George Dyson in 1904.

The original Committee has consisted, since

the institution of the Scholarship, of the follow-

ing :—Sir G. Smart, Mr. C. Klingemann, Mr.

E. Buxton, Sir Julius Benedict, Sir W. Sterndale

Bennett, Mr. W. J. Beale, Mr. C. V. Benecke

(Trustee), Mr. A. D. Coleridge, Sir W. G.

Cusins, Mr. J. W. Davison, Mr. Otto Gold-

schmidt, Sir John Goss, Sir G. Grove, Sir C.

Halle, Dr. John HuUah, Mr. A. G. Kurtz, Mr.

H. Leslie, Sir G. A. Macfarren, Eev. Sir F. A.

G. Ouseley, Bt., Mr. Kellow J. Pye, Mr. L.

Sloper, Sir J. Stainer, Sir Arthur S. Sullivan,

Mr. R. R. Pym (Trustee and Mon. Treasurer),
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and Mr. Julian Marshall (Hon. Secretary). Mr.
"W. Goddeu was the Hon. Solicitor. [The present

.Committee consists of the following (1905)

;

Mr. Joseph Bennett, Sir J. F. Bridge, Mr. A. D.
Coleridge, Mr. Otto Goldaohmidt, Sir A. 0.

JIackeuzie, Sir C. H. H. Parry, Professor

Ebenezer Prout, Sir 0. V. SUnford, Mr. J. E.

Street, and Mr. Thomas ThrelfaU. The hono-
rary secretary is Mr. J. Edward Street.] j. M.

MENESSON, Emilb, a violin maker, born
and trained at Mirecourt, but working at

Eheims from about 1870, whose instruments

were considered worthy of a special ' Eapport

'

in the Travaux de I'Acadimie Nationale de Reims
(Ann& 1875-76, No. 1, p. 44), by L. S. Fauart,

which was afterwards printed separately as a
pamphlet. The peculiarity which he introduced

as an improvement was the covering of the outer

periphery of his violins with a single coat of

tender'varnish, the central portions only, of the

back and belly, being covered with hard varnish.

By this means Menesson claimed that the elas-

ticity of the tables was increased. E. h-a.

M]&NESTBEL, LE. This weekly musical

periodical, of which the first number was issued

Pec. 1, 1833, originally consisted of a romance
occupying two pages, with printed matter at

the back ; increased in 1840 to four pages of

musical information and criticism ; and since

Dec. 1858 has contained eight folio pages on
fine paper, besides music. Its great success was
due to the editor, M. Jacques Heugel, who
during the latter half of the 19th century in-

serted contributions from almost every musician

of note in France, including MM. Barbedette,

Blaze de Bury, Paul Bernard, Gustave Chouquet,

F^lix Cldment, Oscar Comettant, Ernest David,

Octave Fouque, Edouard Foumier, A. de Gas-

perini, Eugene Gautier, Gevaert, Leon HaWvy,
G. H^quet, B. Jouvin, Adolphe Jullien, Lacome,

Th. de Lajarte, A. de Lauzi^res, Marmontel,

Am^dee M6reaux, A. Morel, H. Moreno, Oh.

Nuitter, A. de Pontmartin, Prosper Pascal, Ch.

Poisot, Arthur Pougin, Alphonse Royer, J. B.

Weckerlin, and Victor "Wilder. The Minestrel

has also published, among others, the following

works afterwards printed separately :—articles

on Schubert, Mendelssohn, Haydn, Chopin,

and Weber, by Barbedette ; Blaze de Bury's

'Meyerbeer' ; B. Jouvin's 'Auber' and 'Herold'

;

de Gasperini's ' R. Wagner et la nouvelle AUe-
magne ' ; 'M6reaux's ' Les Clavecinistes et leurs

CBUvres'; Bertrand's 'LesNationalit^smusicales

dans le drame lyrique
'

; H^quet's ' A. Boieldieu
'

;

Marmontel's ' Les Pianistes o^l^bres
'

; and
Wilder's ' Vie de Mozart ' and ' Jeunesse de
Beethoven.' The present editor is M. Henri

Heugel. G. c.

MENGOZZI, Bernardo, distinguished both

as a singer and u composer, was born in 1758

at Florence, where he first studied music. He
afterwards had instruction at Venice from Pas-

quale Potenza, cantor of St. Mark's. In Lent

of 1785, Lord Mount-Edgcumbe found him
singing in oratorio at Naples, with Signora

Benini, whom he soon afterwards married.

After singing togetherat several Italian theatres,

the two came to London in 1786, but our climate

was very ill-suited to Mengozzi, whose voice, a

good tenor, but wanting in power, suffered much
and permanently from its rigour. He was too

ill, indeed, to appear with Benini in the first

opera in which she sang here, the ' Giannina e

Bemardone ' of Cimarosa, with new songs by
Cherubini. He played, however, the principal

part in ' II Tutor Burlato ' of Paisiello, and
showed himself ' a good musician, with a good

style of singing, but still too feeble to excite

any pther sensation in the audience than pity

for the state of his health ' (Bumey). In March,
Handel's 'Giulio Cesare' was revived, with addi-

tions from others of his works ; and in this

pasticcio (1787) Mengozzi took part. But he
did not do himself justice, and was soon

superseded by Morelli, as his wife was by la

Storace.

From London Mengozzi went to Paris (about

1787), where he was heard to advantage in the

concerts given by Marie Antoinette, and among
the Italian company of the Theatre de Monsieur,

with Mandini and Viganoni. He remained

at rt.ris after the Revolution, and supported

himself by giving lessons and writing operettas

for the Feydeau and Montansier Theatres.

When the Conservatoire was established, he was
named ' Professeur de Chant,' and is remem-
bered as having formed several distinguished

pupils.

Mengozzi had, during many years, compiled

the materials for a Mithode de Chant for the

Conservatoire ; but he died, before he had com-
pleted it, in March 1800. The work was edited

by Langl6. Fftis gives a list of his fourteen

operas, now all long forgotten. j. m.

MENO MOSSO, lit. 'with less motion';
hence, rather slower. A direction, which, like

Pii lento, generally occurs in the middle of a
movement, the latter term properly being used
where the whole movement is already a slow
one, and the former in a quick movement.
These terms, however, are constantly used for

one another. Beethoven uses ' Meno mosso e

moderate ' in the Fugue for strings in B|>, op.

133, and 'Assai meno presto'— ' very much less

quick'—in the Trio of Symphony No. 7. It

occurs frequently in Chopin's Polonaises, etc.,

and the Scherzo, op. 39. Schumann uses 'Poco
meno mosso,' with its German equivalent 'Etwas
langsamer,' in the ' Kreisleriana,' Nos. 2 and 3.

When the former time is resumed, the direction

is Tempo prime. m.

MENSURAL MUSIC. See Musioa^Mbnsu-
RATA ; Notation.
MENTER, Joseph, a celebrated violoncellist

bom at Deutenkofen, in Bavaria, Jan. 19, 1808.

His first instrument was the violin, but before
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long he transferred his attention to the violon-

cello, which he studied under P. Moralt at

Munich. In 1829 he took an engagement in

the orchestra of the Prince of Hohenzollern-
Heokingen, but in 1833 became a member of

the Koyal Opera band at Munich. "With the
exception of various artistic tours in Germany,
Austria, Holland, Belgium, and England, he
remained at Munich till his death, April 18,

1856. T. p. p.

His daughter, Sophie, a very distinguished

pianoforte player, was born at Munich, July 29,

1848, and after a childhood of great precocity

entered the Munich Conservatorium under Pro-

fessor Leonhard. At thirteen she left that

establishment for private tuition under Niest

;

in her fifteenth year took her first artistic

towrrUe ; in 1867 appeared at the Gewandhaus,
Leipzig, and studied with Tausig ; in 1869
became a pupil of Liszt, and in 1872 married

the violoncellist, David Popper, from whom she

was divorced in 1886. In 1883-87 she was pro-

fessor at St. Petersburg. Her first appearance

in England took place in April 1881. G.

MENUETTO, MENUETT. See Minuet.
MERBECKE. See Maebeck.
MEKOADANTE, Giuseppe Saverio Eaf-

FAELLE, born in 1795 (baptized Sept. 17) at

Altamura near Bari, entered at twelve the Col-

legio di San Sebastiano at Naples, of which
Zingarelli was chief, and where he learnt the

flute and violin, and became leader in the or-

chestra. For some unknown reason (the account

given by Fetis is absurd) he was suddenly dis-

missed, and to gain a living attempted compos-

ing for the stage. His first work, a cantata for

the Teatro del Fondo (1818) was followed by
another, ' LApoteosi d'Eroole,' produced at San
Carlo (1819) with extraordinary success. In

the next year he produced his first opera buffa,

' Violenza e costanza, ' and after this came
several ' opere serie,' of which ' Elisa e Claudio

'

(Milan, 1821) was the most successful. From
this period Mercadante steadily maintained his

reputation, and the verdict of Italy in his favour

was endorsed by Vienna in 1824. He passed

the years 1827 and 1828 in Madrid, 1829 in

Cadiz, and in 1831 returned to Naples. In

1833 he became Generali's successor as maestro

di cappeUa at the cathedral of Novara. In 1836

he composed and superintended the production

of ' I Briganti ' in Paris. His next fine opera

was '11 Giuramento' (MUan, 1837). In the

opera buffa ' I due illustri rivali,' 1838, he

changed his style, marking the swjcents strongly

with the brass instruments. In 1839 he

became musical director of the cathedral at

Lanciano, and in 1840 director of the Con-

servatorio of Naples. He was a member of the

Institut de France. Though he lost an eye at

Novara, he continued to compose by dictation ;

but he became totally blind in 1862, and died

at Naples on Dec. 17,' 1870. Besides his

operas, which number nearly sixty, he wrote
twenty masses, many psalms and motets, secular

cantatas, instrumental pieces, and songs, f. g.

MERCATOR, Michael, born 1491, was a
Venetian maker of virginals, who made instru-

ments for Henry VIII. and Cardinal Wolsey.
He died 1544.

MEECURE DE FRANCE. This title em-
braces a series of periodical publications difficult

to verify completely, but of so much interest to
the history of the arts that we will endeavour,
with the aid of the catalogue of the Biblioth^ue
Nationale, to give a list of them. The first news-
paper published in France was called the Mer-
cure Fran^ais. Originally started in 1605, it

was continued in 1635 by Th^ophraste Eenau-
dot, - physician and founder of the Gazette de
France (1631) ; it dropped in 1644, but was
revived in 1672 as the Mercure Galant by a
prolific but mediocre writer named Donneau de
Vize. After the first six volumes (1672 to 1674)
it ceased for two years, but in 1677 was resumed
by de Yizi, and published in ten volumes with
the title Nomieau Mercure Oalant. It first be-

came of real importance in 1678, when it was
issued in monthly volumes, 12mo, at 3 frauosj

with a kind of quarterly supplement, called from
1678 to 1685 Extraordinaires du Mercure, and
from 1688 to 1692 Affaires du Temps. From
May 1714 to October 1716, 33 volumes of the
Nouveau Mercure Galant came out, including

three of Relations. The 54 volumes from 1717
toMayl721are called Le Nouveau Mercwre, and
the 36 volumes from June 1721 to December
1723, simply ie Jfercwre. In 1724 the monthly
review founded by de Viz6 became Le Merawre
de France, dedi4 au Soi, and 977 volumes ap-

peared with this celebrated title. On Dec. 17,

1791, it resumed its original title of Le Mercure
Fran^ais, and 51 volumes came out between
that date and the year VII. of the EepubKc, but
with many changes in the manner ofpublication.

On Dec. 15, 1792, the form was changed to

8vo, and it was issued daily up to March 25,

1793, then weekly up to the 30th Pluviose of

the year VII. (Feb. 19, 1799). The 84 volumes
(eight 12mo and twelve 8vo) from the year

VII. to 1820 are again called the Mercure de

Frajbce. To this collection of 1772 volumes may
be added Le Mercure am, XIX slide, 1823 to

1827 (18 volumes) ; Le Mercure de France au
XlXsiicle, 1827 to 1832 (18 volumes numbered
19 to 36) ; Le Mercure, 1832 (one volume
numbered 37) ; and finally Le Mercure de

France, Nov. 1851 to Feb. 1853, consisting of

one folio and two quarto volumes.

A few words more are necessary to show the

importance of the Mercure in the history of

music. In founding his periodical, de Viz6 gave
particular attention to court news, anecdotes, and
poetry, reserving only a small space for the

announcement and criticism of new works. His
chief aim was to flatter Louis XIV. , and obtain
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the post of ' historiographe de France ' ; but as

we approach the Revolution the interest and
importance of the information contained In the

Mereure increases with every step. Analyses of

new operas, programmes and reports ofthe ' Con-
certs Spirituels,' biographical notices of artists,

articles on the 'Guerre des Bouffons'—the

struggle between French and Italian music

—

lines addressed to singers or musicians, reviews

of treatises on music, announcements of new
music, or newly invented instruments—all these

and more are to be found in these monthly
volumes, which are, moreover, particularly easy

to consult from their well-arranged indexes. A
Clioix des aneiens Mercures, avec un extrait du
Mercure Franfais (Paris, 1757 to 1764, 108
volumes, 12mo, generally bound in 54, with an
additional volume of ind^x), was drawn up by
La Place, Bastide, Marmontel, and de la Porte,

but there is stiU room for a collection of the

matter most interesting to musicians, 6. c.

MERCY, or MERCI, Louis, an Englishman
of French extraction, born in the early part of

the 18th century, was an eminent performer on
the Mte-k-bec, or English flute, for which he
composed several sets of solos. But he lived at

a time when his favourite instrument was gradu-

ally becoming superseded by the Traverse, or

German flute, and in the hope of averting the

change he, about 1735, allied himself with

Stanesby the instrument-maker, in an endeavour

to promote the use of the modified form of the

flute-k-beo manufactured by the latter, and pub-

lished 12 solos, six of which were said to be

adapted to the Traverse flute. Violin, or

Stanesby's New English Flute, with a preface

strongly insisting on the merits of Stanesby's

invention. But their efforts failed, and the

flflte-k-bee became a thing of the past. Mercy's

solos, two sets of which, for the flute and
bassoon (or violoncello) respectively, are in the

British Museum, were much esteemed in their

day. w. H. H.

MEREAUX, Jean Nicolas lb Froid de,

born in Paris, 1745, was organist of the Church
of St. Jacques du Haut Pas. His oratorios

' Samson ' and ' Esther ' were given at the Con-

cert Spirituel in 1774 and 1775 respectively.

These, and an Ode on the birth of the Dauphin,

performed at the same concerts in Dec. 1781,

are his only works of importance besides his

operas, of which the following complete list is

given in the supplement to F^tis :
—

' La Res-

source comique, '1772; 'LeRetour de Tendresse,

'

1774; ' Le Duel comique ' (partly arranged from
Paisiello), 1776 ; 'Laurette,' 1777 ; 'Alexandre

aux Indes," 1783 ; 'Oedipe et Jocaste,' 1791
;

' Fabius,' 1793. Two more, ' Les Thermopyles

'

and 'Scipion k Carthage,' are mentioned. He
died in Paris in 1797. His grandson,

Jean Am^dAb le FfiOiD de Meeeaux, born

in Paris, 1808, became a remarkable pianist and

a, most successful teacher. He studied under

Reicha from the age of ten, and appeared with

great success in Paris and London before 1835,

when he settled in Rouen as a teacher, where he

died April 25, 1874. Of his original composi-

tions his studies are the most important, but his

fame rests chiefly upon his excellent collection

published in 1867 under the title of ' Les Clave-

oinistes de 1637 i 1790.' He was also in great

repute as a musical journalist. M.

MERIC, Madame. [See Lalandb.]

MERIC, Madame de, an accomplished singer,

who appeared in London in 1832, and was very

successful in an unsuccessful season. She was

the first singer of a moderate company, and

though not a great, was far from an unpleasing,

performer. She was a clever actress, with a

good voice and considerable versatility of talent,

rendering her very useful, as she sang in serious

or comic operas, first parts or second, and in any

language. While in this country, she performed

in Italian, German, French, and English, and
could have done so equally well in Spanish, had
it been required.

She appeared in ' Der Freischiitz ' on its first

production here with the original German words,

when German opera, for a time at least, drove

Italian from the London boards. Madame de

Meric played also Donna Elvira to the Donna
Anna of Schrbder-Devrient, who rather eclipsed

her ; but in Chelard's ' Macbeth ' she distin-

guished herself by singing a most cramped and
difiicult song with astonishing truth and pre-

cision, a feat which added much to the estima-

tion in which she was held. She did not,

however, appear again in England, j. M.

MERIGHI, Anto'nia, a fine operatic con-

tralto profondo, who was first engaged for the

London stage by Handel, as announced in the

Daily Courant of July 2, 1729. The first part

she undertook was that of Matilda in ' Lotario

'

(Handel), Dec. 2, 1729, in which she created a

favourable impression ; but her songs, when
printed in the published opera, were transposed

into much higher keys. This opera was followed

by a, revival of 'Tolomeo,' in which she sang
soprano music transposed for her, and next by
'Partenope,' in which Merighi appeared as

Rosmira with equal success in 1730 and 1731.

In the latter year she sang the part of Armida
in the revival of 'Rinaldo.'

After the close of that season, however, her
name was not found again in the bills until

1736. The Daily Post of Nov. 18 in that

year informs us that ' Signora Merighi, Signora

Chimenti, and the Francesina, had the honour
to sing before her Majesty, the duke, and prin-

cesses, at Kensington, on Monday night last,

and met with a most gracious reception.'

In Jan. 1738, Merighi appeared in the new
opera, 'Faramoudo,' just finished by Handel
after his return from Aix-la-Chapelle, and again
in ' La Conquista del Velio d' Oro ' (Pescetti),

In April of the same season she took the part
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of Amastre in 'Serse,'—the last she sang in

England. j. m.

MEEK, Joseph, a distinguished Austrian
violoncellist, bom at Vienna, Jan. 18, 1795.
His first musical studies were directed to sing-

ing, the guitar, and especially to the violin,

which last instrument he was obliged to abandon
(according to Fetis) in consequence ofan accident

to his arm. He then took to the violoncello,

and under the tuition of an excellent master,

named Schindlbcker, speedily acquired great

facility on the instrument. After a few years

of desultory engagements he settled at Vienna
as principal violoncellist at the Opera (1818),
professor at the newly founded Conservatorium

(1823), and Kammervirtnos to the Emperor
(1834). He died at Vienna, June 16, 1852.

He was much associated with Kayseder, and
was often called the Mayseder of the violon-

cello.

His compositions for his instrument are

numerous and of merit :—Concertos, Variations,

Fantasias, Polonaises, etc., and especially twenty
Exercises (op. 11), and six grand Studies (op.

20), which are valuable contributions to the

repertoire of the instrument. T. P. P.

MERKEL, GiJSTAv, bom Nov. 12, 1827, at

Oberoderwitz in Saxony ; studied music under
Julius Otto, and the eminent organist, Johann
Schneider of Dresden, and also received some
instruction from Eeissiger and Schumann ; was

appointed organist of the Waisenkirche, Dres-

den, in 1858, of the Kreuzkirche in 1860, and
court organist in 1864. From 1867 to 1873
he was director of the Dresden Singakademie,

and from 1861 was a professor at the Conser-

vatorium there. Merkel's printed compositions

reach the number of 180. Of these a large

proportion is for his instrument, for which Tie

composed Preludes, Fugues, Fantasias, Varia-

tions, Sonatas, etc., and pieces for violin (or

violoncello) and organ. He also published

many solos and duets for pianoforte, motets

(op. 106), and songs with pianoforte accom-

paniment. As organist and organ composer

Merkel deservedly ranks very high ; his organ

music is of great excellence. Many of his fugxies

are 'alia cappella,' and in five parts, and all

are well constructed. Promise of dignity and

grandeur of style in fugue writing, which has

been subsequently realised, was first manifested

in an early work (op. 5), the Fantasie, etc. , dedi-

cated to Schneider. His later organ sonatas

(opp. 80, 115, and 118) are noble specimens of

that great form of writing, and would alone

entitle him to the highest position as a com-

poser for his instrument. He died at Dresden,

Oct. 30, 1885. H. s. o.

MERKLIN, SCHUTZE, & CO. See Dau-
BLAINE BT Callinet, vol. i. p. 664. Joseph

Merklin died, July 10, 1905, at Nancy.

MERLIN. Opera in three acts ; libretto by

Siegfried Lippiner, music by Carl Goldmark.

Produced at the Hof Oper, Vienna, Nov. 19,

1886.

MEERIE ENGLAND. Comic opera in two
acts ; libretto by Basil Hood, music by Edward
German. Produced at the Savoy Theatre,

London, April 2, 1902.

MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR, THE.
(Die Lustigen Weiber von Windsor.) An opera

in three acts ; words from Shakespeare, by
Mosenthal, music by Otto Nicolai. Produced
at Berlin, March 9, 1849 ; in London, at Her
Majesty's (in Italian), as 'Falstaff',' May 3,

1864 ; and in Paris at the Theatre Lyrique as
' Les Joyeuses Commeres de Windsor, ' May 25,

1866. In English, by the Carl Rosa Company,
at the Adelphi, Feb. 11, 1878. For the operas

by Balfe and Verdi, founded on the same play,

see Falstaff, vol. ii. p. 4. G.

MERSENNUS, MaKIN (LEPfeEEMERSENNE),
born in the village of Oize, in Maine, Sept. 8,

1588, educated at Le Mans and La Flkshe
;

became a Minorite, entering upon his noviciate

July 17, 1611, and receiving full orders (after a

course of theology and Hebrew in Paris) from
Monsignor de Gondi in 1613. For a time he
taught philosophy at Nevers, but soon returned

to Paris, where with other kindred spirits, such
as Descartes, Pascal (pfere), Roberval, and Peiresc,

he studied deeply both mathematics and music.

He corresponded with Doni, Huygens, and
other learned men in Italy, England, and Hol-
land ; and visited Italy three times (1640, 1641,
and 1645). HediedSept. 1, 1648, after a painful

operation. His most important work is his

Traite de Vharmonie wniverstUe (1627), of

which he published an epitome in Latin ; Har-
monicorum lihri XII, etc. , a shortened version

of a book published in 1635 (1648, with the

names of three publishers, Baudry, Cramoisy,

and Robert Ballard). These are more important

even than Cerone's great work as sources of

information on music in the 17th century,

especially French music and musicians. [His

other musical treatises are Questions harmo-
niques (1634), Les priludes de VJiarmonie

wniverselle (1634), Traicti de I'orgue (1635),
ffarmonicorum libri (1635), De la nature des

sons (1635), Harmonie universelle (1636). The
full titles of these and of Mersennus's mis-

cellaneous writings, are given in the Quellen-

Leidhon.'] F. 6.

MERULA, Tarqtjinio, a composer of the

early 17th century, the facts of whose life are

gathered from the title-pages of his composi-

tions. His birthplace is never definitely given

in these, but it is supposed to have been Cremona.

He was maestro di cappella at Santa Maria of

Bergamo in 1623, court and church organist

at Warsaw in 1624, and in 1628 was organist

at Sant' Agata and maestro of the cathedral at

Cremona. In 1639 he resumed the office at

Bergamo, and in 1640 was maestro and organist

of the cathedral there. He belonged to the
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Bolognese academy of the 'Filomusi,' and in

1652 was once more maestro, and organist of

the cathedral at Cremona. At one time, before

1680, he held a court appointment at Florence.

His works are interesting as early specimens of

the use of voices and instruments in combina-
tion. They are :

—

CanzoDi a 4 per stromentl, lib. 1. Venice, 1615.
Madiigall et altre muaiclie concertate a 1-5. Venice, 1623.

MadxiEaletti a 3, lib. 1, op. 4. Venice, 1624.
Madrigali a 4-8 voci, lib. 1, op. 5. Venice, 1624.
Motettl e Senate concertati, a 2-S voci, lib. 1, op. 6. Venice, 1634,

Satlro, e CorBica, dlalogo. Venice, 1626.

Concerti Bplrituall, etc., a 2-5 voci, lib. 2. Venice, 1628.

Canzonl, overe Sonate concertate per cliiesa, lib. 2, op. 12. Venice,
1637.
Curtlo precipitato et altri Capiicij, etc., lib. 2, op. 13. Venice,

1638.
Ganzoni da suonare a tre, op. 9. Venice, 1639.

Concerto declmo qulnto . . . Messl, salmi, . . , concertati, a 2-12.

Venice, 1639.

Fegaso, Salmi, Motettl, etc., a 2-5, lib. 3, op. 11. Venice, 1640.

Arpa Davidica . . . Salmi et Messa ... op. 16. Venice, 1640.

Canzonl da suonare a 2-3, lib. 4, op. 17. Venice, 1651.

Salmi et Mesaa concertati a 3-4, lib. 3, op. 18. Venice, 1653.

For other works in MS., see the Quellen-

Zeodkon. The Fitzwilliam Museuin at Cam-
bridge and the Royal College of Music contain

a comic madrigal for three voices, * Nominative,

hie, haec, hoc* m.

MERULO, Clattdio, or Claudio da Cobreg-
Gio, organist and distinguished teacher, born

at Correggio, in 1533.^ At the age of twenty-

four, after competition with nine other candi-

dates, he took his place at the second organ of

St. Mark's, Venice. This early success points to

a first-rate education, received probably atVenice

itself, but possibly at Brescia, where he had
been appointed organist in the previous year

(Sept, 17, 1556). Venice was rich in great

musicians at the time, and Claudio's duties

would bring him into daily intercourse with

Willaert, Ciprian de Rore, Zarlino, A. Gabrieli,

Annibale Padovano, and Costanzo Porta. It

is delightful to be carried back^ to a May
evening more than 300 years ago, to find

Zarlino waiting on the Piazza of St. Mark till

vespers are over, that he may present 'M,

Claudio Merulo soavissimo organista del detto

tempio ' to Francesco Viola, ^ who was visiting

Venice, and then to' follow them all to the

house of old Adrian Willaert, kept at home by
the gout, yet holding a grand reception, and
ready to discuss with them the subjects of

Zarlino's famous book. Claudio satisfied his

employers as well as his colleagues, and while

they increased his salary from time to time,*

they repeatedly expressed their appreciation of

his services, and their anxiety to retain them.^

He became first organist of St. Mark's in 1566,

but his income was never a large one, and it

was probably for this reason that he set up as

^ Entered in baptismal register of S. Qulrlno on April 8 as son of

Antonio and Giovanni Merlottl, which was the true form of his
name,

> Dimonttrationi Sarmoniche (Zarlino, Venice, 1571). See Intro-

duction.
s Chapelmaater to the Duke of Ferrara, and an old pupil of

Willaert'e.
4 Ca.te]a,ni,Memorie delta Vita . . . ^C. JTentiCo (Milan, Eicordi).
B They had learnt a lesson from Jachet de Buus, who, having

appealed In vain for an iDcreaae of salary, ran off &om St. Mark's
on pretence of a holiday, and found the Emperor glad enough to

take him on his own terms.

a publisher in 1566,^ and twelve years later

(in his forty -sixth year) as a composer of

motets and madrigals, ^ neither attempt succeed-

ing very well, or lasting more than three years:

After twenty^seven years' service Claudio left

Venice, went first to Mantua, and thence to

Parma, in 1584, as organist of the Steccata, or

ducal chapel. Here he lived sixteen years, was

knighted by the Duke, and died at the age

of seventy-one. May 4, 1604. The following

letter was written at the time by one of his

pupils to Sig. Ferrante Carli.^

According to your wish I send you some particulars of
Sig. Claudio's death. On3uDdaythe25thofApriI,,S.'Mark'd
Day, after playing the organ at Vespers in theiSteccata^

he enjoyed an evening walk before going home. .In,the
night he was aroused bya pain in his right side, succeeded
by great feverand violent sickness, [ftie fever continue^
from day to day, giving him no rest even for a few
minutes. The doctors, Sig. Cemidore and Gerati, his
son-in-law, after using many remedies with little or no
success, detennined at last to give him a medicine with
strong ingredients—rhubarb, etc. This was on Sunday,
May 2nd. When the poor old man'had taken the draught
he cried out, ' Alas ! how cruelly these doctors have
treated me' ; for they had given him to understand it

was merely a syrup. The effect was so severe that he
died just as the clock struck 12 on the 4th of May. The
Duke arranged the ftineral, and had him crowned wit^
laureland ivy, thesemarks ofrespectgivinggreat consola;
tion to all. He was dressed as a Capuchin monk, musie
books were placed on his coffin, at each comer of which
one of his scholars, clothed in black, held a ilighted

candle. They were D. Chris, Bora, M. Ant. Bertanellii

M. And. Salati, the fourth scarcely venturing to add
his name, for he had only been under the good old man's
care for a month, thanks first to his own gentleness and
kindness, and next to that of our Sig. Ghristophero, whO
introduced me and entered me at S. Claudio's great
school. . . . TheMonday following. May 10th, the service
took place in the Cathedral, when he was buried npxt t6
Cipriano [Bore], near the altar of S. Agatha. ... We
sang the mass with double choir, one placed* near the
organ, the ol^er on the opposite side. ...

Your affectionate servant,
Alessandro VoLPiua.

Pabma, May 14, 1604.

As for Claudio's organ Toccatas and Ricer-

cari,^ given to the world late in life, many
published posthumously, we do not think the

composer's greatness is to be gauged by them at

all. They cannot bring back to us the wonder-

ful power of his playing, which could fascinate

the most orthodox musicians, and attract

students from all parts of Italy, Germany, and
the l^orth of Europe. As a faint resemblance

of the living man (perhaps the little organ' at

Parma on which he played could recall him to

us as strongly) these organ pieces are very

c Edltin^f madrl^lfl by Verdelot, and, as a partner with Betanlo,
a set of the same by Porta. Bctanio only Joined him for a short
time, perhaps owing to an unexpected preasure of work at St,
Mark's by the resignation of the other organist and delay in ap^
pointing another, Claudio published one set of madrigals (a 6) of
hifl own. '

7 Between 1578 and 1681. Gardane printed in 1578 two books of
Sacrae Cantiones (a 5) and In 1579 and 1580 respectively two books of
madrigals (a 4 and a 3). The first and second books of motets
{a 6) were not printed till 1583 and 1593 respectively. The third
book of motets was not published till 1605, after the composer'^
death. A first book of four masses appeared in 1573and 'Sacrorunt
CoDcentuum 8-16, lib. 1

' in 1594. To the varloiis coUections Claudid
did not contribute much till late in life. Two masses (a 8 and a 12)
and litanies (a 8), published some years after his death, complete
the list of his vocal works.

B G-. Tirahoschi, Biblioteca Modenese, torn. tI. pt. i. (Modena, 1786).
8 'Canzoni d' intavolatura,' etc. lib. 1, 1692; lib. 2, 1606; lib.'^,

1611. 'Bicercari d' intavolatura,' etc. lib. 1, 1567; lib. 2, 16D7^',11U
S, 1608. 'Messe d' Intavolatura d'organo,' liv. It. 1568, 'Todcate
d' Intavolatura.' etc. lib. 1, 1598 ; lib. 2, 1604. '_
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welcome. They compare favourably with other

works of the period. As historical examples
they are also valuable. In them we have
classical instrumental music quite distinct from
vocal, we have again chord- as distinct from
part-writing* the greatest result the organists

had achieved and the ultimate death-blow to

the modal system. Claudio lived close on the

borders of the new tonality. In his composi-

tions he does not abandon himself to it, but he

no doubt went much further in his playing

than on paper, and had he lived a few years

longer, Frescobaldi's bold and apparently sudden

adoption of the tonal system would not perhaps

have come upon him unawares. [Six vocal pieces

are in Torchi's L'Arte Musicale in Italia, vol. i.,

and four toccatas in vol. iii. See fall list of

extant works in the QMeKera-ieaaiom.] J. R. s.-B.

MESSA DI VOCE. The art of swelling out

smd diminishing the tone on a long-beld note

in singing. See Sinoing.

MESSAGEE, AuDid Chables Prosper,

was born at Montlu9on (France), Dec. 30, 1853.

He studied music for some time at the Ecole

Niedermeyer in Paris, and subsequently worked

at harmony and composition under Oamille

Saint-Saens. In 1876 he won the gold medal

of the Societe des Compositeurs for a symphony
in four movements, which was performed the

same year at the Ch^telet Concerts under the

direction of Edouard Colonne. He also carried

off the second Premier Prix at the Concours de

la Ville de Paris with a cantata for chorus and
orchestra entitled ' Prom^thte enchalne.'

M. Messager's first effort as a writer for the

stage was in connection with an unfinished

comic opera by Firmin Bernicat, ' Fran9ois les

Bas-bleus,' wMch he completed, on the com-

poser's death, for production at the Folies-

Dramatiques on Nov. 8, 1883. Two years

later, at the same theatre, was brought out his

three-act operetta, 'La Fauvette du Temple,'

which was favourably received. His first real

success, however, was 'La Bearnaise,' a three-

act operetta given at the Bouffes-Parisiens in

Dec. 1 88 5, and in the following October mounted
at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, London,

where, with Miss Florence St. John and Miss

Marie Tempest in the principal parts, it achieved

a lengthy run. To tunefulness wsis added a

refinement and musicianship quite unusual in

works of this class. It was followed in succes-

sive years by 'Les deux Pigeons,' a three-act

ballet (Op&a, and Covent Garden, June 21,

1906), 'Le Bourgeois de Calais,' a three-act

operetta (FoUes-Dramatiques), 'Isoline,' a fairy

spectacle (Renaissance), ' Le Mari de la Reine,'

a three-act operetta (Bouffes-Parisiens), and ' La

Basoche,' a comic opera in three acts, produced

at the Op^ra-Comiqne on May 30, 1890.

The opera last named marked a turning-point

in M. Messager's career. It was recognised as

aiming at a higher standard ; and, despite a

certain lack of originality (which the Parisian

critics have invariably pointed out in their

countryman's music), was warmly welcomed els

a pleasant contrast to the serious and ofteii

heavy works that had too long monopolised
the active repertory of the Opera-Comique. An
English version of La Basoche,' written by Sir

Augustus Harris and Eugfene Oudin, was
mounted in London by Mr. D'Oyly Carte at the

Royal English Opera (now the Palace Theatre
of Varieties), Shaftesbury Avenue, on Nov. 3,

1891, with Miss Esther Palliser, Mr. Ben
Davies, and Mr. David Bispham (then . a
ddutant) in the principal parts. It met with
considerable success, and established its com-
poser's reputation in the Britisb metropolis

as a musician of ability, imagination, and
resource.

His next important work was a comidie-

lyriqiie on a Japanese subject ' Madame Chr^-
santh&me,' founded upon Pierre Loti's novel bf

the same name, and performed at the Theatre-

Lyrique (Renaissance) for its inauguration on
Jan. 30, 1893. This ambitious score was greatly

admired for its ' tasteful and elegant orchestra-

tion, the limpid clearness of its ensemble, and
the rare delicacy of its harmonies.' At the

same time, it left to be desired, ' even at the

cost of less perfection of form, a higher degree

of solidity, a little more individuality ; in a word,

greater freshness, novelty, and individuality of

melodic inspiration.' In the same year the

same industrious pen gave forth a four-act ballet

entitled ' Scaramouche,'and a three-actoperetta,
' Miss Dollar,' both produced at the Nouveau
Theatre. On July 3, 1894, his three-act

comic opera, 'Mirette,' specially written for the

Savoy Theatre, London, was brought out there

with fair success. Kext came ' Le Chevalier

d'Harmental ' (Opera-Comique, 1895), ' Le
Chevalier aux Fleurs,' ballet (The&tre Marigny,

1896), ' Les Petites Michus ' (Bouffes-Parisielis,

1897), 'V^ronique' (Bouffes-Parisiens, 1898);
' Une Aventure de la Guimart,' ballet (Op^ra-

Comique, 1900), and ' Les Dragons de I'lmp^ra-

trice ' (Variet&j 1905). Of these ' V^ronique

'

and ' Les Petites Michus ' were both transferred

to the London stage with remarkable success,

while the former was also given in America
during the winter of 1905.

M. Messager was for several years one of the

conductors of the Paris Opdra-Comique. He
was appointed joint ' directeur de la Musique

'

with Albert Carr^, and ' Directeur Genfoal ' in

1898. He has filled the post of 'Artistic

Director ' at the Royal Opera, Covent Garden,

siuce 1901. H. K.

MESSIAH. Oratorio by Handel ; libretto

from Holy Scripture by Charles Jennens. Com-
position commenced August 22, 1741 ; first part

completed August 28 ; second part, Sept. 6;
third part, Sept. 12 ; instrumentation, etc.,

filled in, Sept. 14 ;—in all twenty-four day^
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only. First performed (during Handel's aojoum"*

in Ireland) in the Music Hall, Fishamble Street,

Dublin, for the benefit of the Society for reliev-

ing Prisoners, the Charitable Infirmary, and
Mercer's Hospital, April 13, 1742. The
principal singers were Signora Avolio, Mrsr
Cibber, and two gentlemen of the cathedral

choir ; principal violin, Dubourg ; organist,

Maclaine. First performed in England at

Covent Garden Theatre, March 23, 1743. Per-

formed annually, 1750-58, in the Chapel of

the Foundling Hospital for the benefit of the

charity. It was the last oratorio given by
Handel, viz. on April 6, 1759, eight days only

before his death. After the original perform-

ance Handel revised and re-wrote much oi^he
work, which was published in 1767. In 1789
Mozart composed his additional accompani-

ments to it, so admirably executed as to have
received almost universal acceptance, and to

be regarded as nearly an integral part of the

composition. [Robert Franz made new addi-

tional accompaniments (see Monthly Musical

Secord and Mjisical Times for 1891), and both
his and Mozart's additions were used at the

Birmingham Festival of 1885, where Eichter

got rid of many of the vulgarisms that had
crept into the work by evil traditions. Sir

Frederick Bridge established the excellent

custom of giving the work as nearly as possible

as Handel wrote it. See his Gresham Lectures

of February 1899, and the Musical Times of

the same year, p. 170, where the adaptations

from Handel's own Italian duets are discussed.]

No musical work has had such long, continuous,

and enduring popularity as the ' Messiah,' nor

has any other so materially, aided the cause of

charity. Much of the veneration with which
it is regarded is, doubtless, owing to the subject,

but much also must be attributed to the

splendid music, some of which—the stirring
' Glory to God, ' the stupendous ' Hallelujah,

'

and the magnificent ' Amen '—is ' not for an
age, but for all time. ' The published editions

of the oratorio, in various forms, are exceedingly

numerous ; among the most interesting being

the facsimile of the original holograph score

(now in the music library at Buckingham
Palace) in photo-lithography, published by the

Sacred Harmonic Society in 1868 ; and the

more accurate facsimile issued as part of the

complete German Handel Society's edition. [A
critical edition by Professor Prout was issued in

1902, and shortly afterwards a performance was
given in the Queen's Hall in strict accordance

with that edition. On the discovery of Handel's

own wind parts at the Foundling Hospital, a

performance was given in King's College Chapel,

Cambridge, in 1894, in which they were intro-

duced.] Many historical and descriptive pam-
phlets, analyses of the work, etc., have been

issued at various times. [Mention has already

been made of some of these ; in addition we may

refer to Cusins's SwndeVs ^Messiah' (1874), Dr. •

J. C. Culwick's ^a»8d«r« 'Messiah' (1891), and

the Musical Timesioi 1902, pp. 713 if.] w. H. H.

MESSIDOR. Lyric drama in Sour acts ; text

by ^mile Zola, music by Alfred Bruneau.

Produced at the Grajjd Op^ra, Paris, Feb. 19,

1897.

MESTO, ' sadly
'

; a term used twice by

Beethoven, in the pianoforte sonata, op. 10,

No. 3, and in the slow movement of the string

Quartet, op. 59, No. 1. The slow movement of

the first of these is called Largo e mes^ and of

the second Adagio molto e mesto. IF is als»

used by Chopin in the Mazurkas, op. 33, Nos.

1 and 4. M.

MESTRINO, NiccoLO, violinist and com-

poser, bom in Milan, 1748 ; died in Paris,

Sept. 1790. Having begun life as a street

player, he entered the service of Prince Ester-

hazy, and later that of Count Erdbdy in

Hungary. Undergoing imprisonment for some
foolish prank, he occupied the period of his

confinement by perfecting his technique. Went
to Paris in 1786, and performed with marked
success at the Concerts Spirituels. Became an
established teacher in Paris, and was appointed

leader of the Italian Opera orchestra in 1789^

Compositions : Twelve concertos for violin and
orchestra ; duos for two violins ; sonatas for

violin and bass ; and studies for the violin

alone. (A. M. Clarke's Biog, Diet, ofFiddlers,

London, 1896.) B. h-a.

METAMORPHOSIS is the modification of

a musical figure or idea, made with the view

of putting it in a new light, or adapting it to .

changed conditions. In the later stages of the

development of abstract music, composers have
concentrated a great deal of energy on devising

new ways of enhancing the intellectual interest

of their works—as by making the continuity of

the component sections more close, and giving

a new aspect to the relationship of various move-
ments, or distinct portions of single movements

;

and most of these are based upon some variation

or modification of a well-defined melodic or

rhythmic figure. Such devices can be found

occasionally in the early stages of modern in-

strumental music, as in J. S. Bach ; and an
example from Mozart, in which he welds to-

gether a Minuet and Trio, is quoted in

the article Form, vol. ii. p. 876. Beethoven
was the first to make any very conspicuous

use of them, and they are frequently met
with in the ' working out ' portion of the

movements of his sonatas and symphonies.
A very striking example is quoted in the article

WoKKiNG OUT. The device is to be met with

also in other situations, as in the first movement
of the C minor Symphony, where the well-known

figure (a) at the outset becomes (6) in the

fc:
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contrasting key. Berlioz makes ingenious and
characteristic use ofthe device in his ' Symphonic
Fantastiqne,' in his treatment of what he calls

the 'id^e fixe.' Liszt also makes it a conspicuous

feature in his experiments in programme music.

Wagner makes more elaborate use of it than
any one else In his great music dramas, and
constantly transforms the character of his Leit-

motiven in conformity with the varying nature

of the situations. .-See also Leitmotif and
Working cut. [Brahms uses the device less

frequently, but not less skilfully, than some of

his contemporaries. In the pianoforte sonata

in FS minor, op. 2, the theme of the slow move-
ment is presented in a transformed shape for

that of the scherzo, and in the second symphony
in D, op. 73, the intermezzo in triple time is

interrupted by a presto in 2-4 time, built on a

metamorphosis ofthe same theme.] c. H. H. p.

METASTASIO, Pietro Antonio Domenico
BoNAVBNTURA, a celebrated Italian poet, son of

Trapassi, of Assi«i, a papal soldier, was bom in

Rome, Jan. 3, '^1698. As a child he showed an
astonishing power of improvisation, which so

struck Gravina, that, with his parents' consent,

he took bim into his family, haid him educated,

and changed his name.' He was studying the

classics, and engaged in translating the Iliad

into Italian verse, when his benefactor died

suddenly—a loss hSTelt deeply, although he

was eventually consoled by the attachment of

Maria BuIgarLni the singer. In the meantime

his fame had reached Vienna, and, at the in-

stigation of Apostolo Zeno, the late court poet,

the Emperor Charles VI. offered him that post.

He arrived in Vienna in 1730, and remained

there till his death, April 12, 1782, living with

his friend Martines in the 'Michaeler Haus.'

Henceforth he furnished the principal attraction

at the private festivals of the Court, composing

verses to be recited or sung by the young Arch-

duchesses, set to music in the latter case by the

Court composers, Reutter, Predieri, Caldara, or

Bonno. Metastasio was also musical ; he played

the harpsichord, sang ('come un serafino,' as he

used to say) and composed. ^ He may be con-

sidered as the originator of a real improvement

in the musical drama, though long since super-

seded. His popularity as a dramatic poet was

great ; the charm, grace, melody, and sweetness

of his verse induced the composers to overlook

the absence of contrast and strong passion ; and

in consequence some of his libretti have been

set as many as thirty or forty times. See the

Biv. Mus. Ital. vol. xi. p. 228.

Mozart's ' Clemenza di Tito ' is the solitary

example of Metastasio's dramas to be seen on

the boards at the present day. His poems in-

clude twenty-nine dramas, eight oratorios, thirty-

nine pieces de circonstance, nearly fifty cantatas

and scenas ; elegies, idyls, sonnets, canzonas,

> *Heta«tasio =trapaa8amento. or traneition, Is a play on Trapaesi.

> Cappi of Vienna publUhed Ub ' XXXVI Oanzoui a Sole ti'e Toci.'

sestines, terzines, etc., published in nearly fifty

different editions.^ His portrait has often been
engraved ; that by Mansfield and Heath after

Steiner is the best. Bumey describes his ap-

pearance in 1772 in enthusiastic tei-ms.* There
are also busts and medallions of him. He was
buried in a vault in the Michaeler church, and
in 1855 an amateur named Galvagni placed a

marble monument to his memory (by Luccardi)

'in the church of the Minorites, bearing the fol-

lowing lines by the Abb^ Guido Ferrari :

—

Dat patriam Assisium, nomen Boma, Austria famam,
Flausum orbis, tumulum haec urna Metastasio.

Chronological List of Metastasio's Secular Dra-

mas, with the chief composers and dates of

production.

nidone abbandonata. Sarri, 1724;
Scarlatti, about 1724 ; Forpora.
1742; Haue, 1743; JommelU,
1745 ; Bonno, 1752 ; Picclnni,
1767 ; Eozeluch, 1795 ; Paislello,

1797 ; Paer, 1810 ; Mercadante,
1823 ; RelBsiger, 1823.

Slface. Porpora, 1726; Leo, 1737.
Slroe. Vinci, 1726; Handel, 1728;
Hasae, 1733 ; Plccinni, 1759.

Catoue in TJtica, Vinci, 1727;
Leo and Haase, 1732 ; Oraon,
1744; JommelU, 1749; Picclnni,
1770.

Ezio. Anletta. 1728; Porpora,
1729; Handel, 1731; JomnieUi,
1749 ; Haue, 1755 ; Oraun, 1765

;

Gluck, 1763; Mercadante, 1826.

Semirajnide. Vinci, 1729 ; Por-
pora, 1729; Haase, 1747; Oluck,
1748; Meyerbeer, 1819.

Aleasandro nell' Indie. Leo; 1727

;

Vinci, 1730; Handel as ('Poro'),

1731 ; Haase (as ' CleoSde '1, 1731

;

Glnck, 1745; Picoinni, 1758 and
1774.

Artaeerse. Vinci, 1730 ; Haase,
1740; Leo, 1740: Glnck, 1741;
Galuppi, 1749 ; 6. Scarlatti,

1763 : forty settings in all.

Demetrio. Caldara. 1731 ; Hasse,
1732; Gluck (as 'Cleonlce').
1742.

Adriano in Siria. Caldara, 17S2

;

Hasse, 1752 ; twenty-sijt settings
in all.

Issipile. Porpora, 1723 ; F. Conti,
1732.

Olimpiade. Caldara, 1733; Per-
golesi, 1736 ; Leo, 1740 ; Wagen-
seU, 1749; Hasse, 1756; Gass-
mann, 1764 : Jommelli, 1765

;

Plccinni, 1761 and 1771.

Demoloonte. Caldaja, 1733 ; Leo,
1741 ; Gluck, 1742 ; Hasse, 1>48

;

Plccinni, 1762 ; Paisiello, 1773.

La Clemenza dl Tito. Caldara,
1734; Leo, 1735; Hasse, 1737;
Wagenaeil, 1746; Oluck, 1761;
G. Scarlatti, 1760 ; Mozart, 1791.

AcbiUe in Scire. Caldara, 1736

;

Jommelli, 1745 ; Haase, 1759.
Ciroriconosciuto. Scarlatti, 1712;

Leu, 1727 ; Caldara, 1736 ; Jom-
melU, 1744 ; Haaae, 1751.

Temiatocle. Porpora, 1742; Pacini,
1838.

Zenobia. Predieri, 1740 ; Basse,
1763.

Antigono. Hasae, 1743; Gluck,
1754.

Ipermeatra. Hasse, 1744and 1751;
Gluck, 1742; JommeUi, 1752.

Attilio Begolo. Hasse, 1750; Jom-
melli, 1752.

n Kd Pastore. Bonno, 1761 ; Sarti,

1753 ; Haaae; 1766 ; Oluck, 1766

;

Mozart, 1776.

L' Eroe Cinese. Bonno, 1752

;

Hasse, 1753; Gluck, 1764; Sac-
chini, 1771 ; Cimaroaa, 1783.

L'Isoladiaabitata. Bonno, 1754;
G. Scarlatti, 1767 ; JommelU,
1762; Haydn, 1779; Spontini,
1798,

Nitteti. Jommelli, 1759 ; Hasse,
1769; Sarti. 1765; Saecliini,

1774.
Alcideal Bivlo. Hasae, 1760; Pai-

sleUo, 1779.

n Tiionto dl Clelia. Gluck, 1760

;

Hasse, 1762.

Tetide. Gluck, 1760.

Egeria. Hasse, 1764.
Romolo ed Ersilia. Hasse, 1765.

II Parussso confuse. Gluck, 1765.

II Trionfo d'Amore. Oassmann,
1766.

Partenope. Haase, 1767.

n Kuggiero, owero L' eroicagrati-
tudine. Hasse, 1771.

Sacred Dramas or Oratorios, performed in the

Imperial Chapel, Vienna, in Passion week.

La Passione, etc. Caldara, 1730.

Sant' Elena. Caldara, 1731.

La Morte d' Abel. Caldara, 1732.

Giuseppe riconosciuto. Poraile,

1733.

La Betulia liberata.

1734.
Gioas, Bd di Giuda.

1735.
Isacco. Predieri, 1740.

Beutter,

Eeutter,/-

One drama, ' Per la Fest. di S. Natale,' com-

posed by G. Costanza, was performed at Rome,

1727, in atheatrewith sceneryandaction. c. F. p.

METHFESSEL, Albert Gottlieb, bom
Oct. 6, 1785, at Stadt Ilm, in Thuringia, be-

came Kammermusikus at Kudolstadt, 1810, and

was Hofcapellmeister in Brunswick in 1832-42.

3 Vol. i. of Opere del Signor Abhcat Pietro Metastatic, seventeen

small vols. 12mo (Nice, 1786), contains a life by Crlstini. A selec-

tion of liis poemswaspublished in Paris (1804) with the title Pentieri

di Metastasio. Burney wrote his Memoirs (London, 1796).

4 ' For that time of life [he was about seventy-four] he is the

handsomest man I ever beheld. There are painted on his counte-

nance aU the genius, goodness, propriety, benevolence, and rectitude

which constantly charaoterise his writings. I could not keep my
eyes off his face, it was so pleasing and worthy of contemplation.'

—

Preseta State of Music in Germany, i. 295.

n
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He published a large number of songs of a
popular type, and part-songs for male Toices

;

some of his productions, as for instance,
' Krieger's Absohied,' ' Eheinweinlied ' and
' Deutscher Ehirenpreis,' are stiU popular to a
certain extent, and are included in most of the

collections. He wrote an opera, ' Der Prinz

von Basra ' and an oratorio ' Das befreite Jeru-

salem.' Methfessel died March 23, 1869. M.

METRE, the rhythmic element of Song, as

exemplified in Music in the stractm'e of

melodious phrases—in Poetry in that of regiilar

verses.

As the rhythm of Poetry is measured by
syllables and feet, so is that of Music by beats

and bars. The two systems, notwithstanding

their apparent difference, may almost be de-

scribed as interchangeable, since it would be
quite possible to express the swing of a melody
in dactyls and spondees, or the scansion of a
verse in crotchets and quavers. Upon this

coincidence Music and Poetry are almost

entirely dependent for the intimacy of their

mutual relations ; and, as we shall presently

show, these relations influence pure insiiumental

composition no less forcibly than vocal music
;

the themes of a sonata being as easily reducible

to metrical feet as those of an opera. Themes
which are not so reducible—in other words,

melodies which exhibit no rhythmic correspond-

ence with any imaginable kind of poetical verse

—may, indeed, be safely assumed to be bad
ones. We shall most readily make this position

intelligible by considering the syllables and
feet which form the basis of poetical metre,

and then showing their application to the

phrases of a regularly constructed melody.

Syllables are of three kinds ; long (-), short

(y), and common {-J). One long syllable is

reckoned as the equivalent of two short ones.

A common syllable may be treated either as

long or short at pleasure. In Classical Pro-

sody the length or shortness of syllables is

determined by the laws of quantity. In modern
Poetry it is dependent upon accent or stress ; all

accented syllables being considered long, and
all unaccented ones short, whatever may be the

quantity of their respective vowels. This

distinction is of great importance to the com-
poser ; for poetry regulated by quantity has

very little affinity with the sister art. The
association of what we now call tune, with
Sapphics or Elegiacs, would probably be im-

practicable. But the regular cadence of English

or Italian verses, in which the claims of

quantity are utterly ignored, seems almost to

demand it as a necessity.

The union of two, three, or four syllables

constitutes a foot. Four forms only of the

dissyllabic foot are possible—

•

PyiThic . . . ^ ^ I Iambus . , . *-* —
Spondee . . . 1 Trochee (or Chorus) — o

Of trisyllabic feet there are eight varieties

—
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good, the new feature will be no le33 reducible
to rule than the original one.

The variety of Metre permissible in modem
poetry is unlimited ; and as an equal amount
of freedom is claimed in the rhythm of modern
music, it would manifestly be impossible to enu-

merate even a tenth part of the different forms
now in common use. Nevertheless, as all are

constructed upon the same general principle, the

student will find no difficulty in making an
analysis of any that may fall under his notice.

This analysis cannot be too carefully conducted.

Its importance is obvious enough where words
have to be set to music ; but as we have already

intimated it is equally important in other

cases ; for, without a sound practical acquaint-

ance with the laws of poetical metre, it is not

easy to invest even the subject of a fugue with

the freshness and individuality which so plainly

distinguish the works of the great masters

from writings of inferior merit. An instrumental

theme, devoid of marked rhythmic character,

is never reaUy effective. Great composers seem
to have felt this as if by instinct ; hence, their

subjects are always reducible to metricsl feet.

All the Metres most common in poetry, and
others innumerable, have been used by them
over and over again, sometimes in their

strictest form, but generally with greater

variety of treatment than that allowable in

verse, and with a more frequent employment of

the various tetrasyllable feet, every one of which
falls into its proper place in the economy of

instrumental music. We do not, indeed, always

find the foot and the bar beginning together.

This can only be the ca^ when the foot begins

with a long syllable, and the musical phrase

with a strong accent. But in all ciises the

correspondence between the two modes of

measurement is uniform and exact ; and to its

all-powerful influence many a famous melody

owes half its charm. "We cannot carefully

examine any really fine composition, without

convincing ourselves of the truth of this great

law, which we will endeavour to illustrate by
the aid of a few examples selected from works

of universally acknowledged merit.

Thetheme oftheScherzoin Beethoven's Sonata

quasi una Fantasia in 0J( minor (op. 27, No. 2)

is in Iambic Dimeter Acataleotic—the 'Long

Metre ' of English Hymnologists :

—

:etc.

The Eondo of Mendelssohn's pianoforte con-

certo in G minor (op. 25) also begins in Iambic

Dimeter ; with the peculiarly happy use of a

Paeon quartus, in the fourth, and several subse-

quent places :

—

w -I- -II- -I- - - -N
m-^— -i»-^ -

etc.

Mozart's Sonata for pianoforte and violin, in

B^, starts in Trochaic Dimeter Cataleotic

—

. _ I - il „ I
-O II

The well-known subject of the slow movement
in Haydn's ' Surprise Symphony ' is in Spondaic
Dimeter Catalectic

—

Qli

The Theme of Weber's Hondo brillwnte in El>
(op. 62) is in Anapaestic Tetrameter Braehy-
catalectic, very rigidly maintained

—

The slow movement of Beethoven's Symphony
in A is in alternate verses of Acatalectio and
Catalectic Dactylic Tetrameter, with a Spondee
in each of the even places

—

A no less captivating alternation of Amphi-
macers and Trochees is found in the theme of
Mozart's pianoforte sonata in A

—

-^ -I - -^ II

t: : etc.

It would be easy to multiply examples ad
infinitum ; but these will be sufficient to show,

on no mean authority, the impqrtance of a sub-

ject which, though too often neglected as a

branch of musical education, will well repay a

little diligent study. w. s. B.

METRONOME (Germ. Metronom, and Taki-

messer ; Fr. Mitronome. From the Gr. liirpov,

' a measure, ' and vS/ios, ' a law '). An instru-

ment, constructed for the purpose of enabling

composers to indicate the exact pace at which
they wish their works to be performed.

'The great masters of the earlier schools left

the Tempi of their compositions entirely to the

discretion of the executant. In doing this

they incurred no risk whatever of misooncep-;

tion ; for until the close of the 16th century

and even later, the composer was almost always

a singer in the choir for which he wrote ; and
his relations with his fellow -choristers were

infinitely closer than those existing between a

modern composer and the orchestra under his

control. But the change of style introduced
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by Olaudio Monteverde, added to the impulse
given to Instrumental music and vocal music
with instrumental accompaniments after the

beginning of the 17th century, changed these

relations very materially. The invention of the

Opera brought new ideas into the field. The
individuality of the composer began gradually

to throw the characteristics of the ' School ' into

the background ; and musicians, no longer

guided by traditional laws, soon became alive

to the necessity for giving some sort of direction

as to the manner in which their pieces were to

be sung or played. Hence arose the employ-
ment of such words as Grave, Allegro, Adagio,

and other terms of like import, which have
remained in common use to the present day.

As the resources of modern art became more
fully developed, even these directions were found

to be insufficient for their intended purpose. A
hundred different varieties of Allegro were pos-

sible. How was it possible to indicate to the

performer which of these the composer intended

him to adopt ? The number of technical terms

was multiplied indefinitely ; but it was clear

that none were sufficiently explicit to remove
the difficulty ; and at a very early period the

use of the Pendulum was suggested as the only

rational means of solving it.

To Etienne Louli^ belongs the credit of having
first turned this idea to practical account. In a

work entitled Siemens ou primcipes de MvMque,
mis dans wn nouvel ordre (Paris, 1696, Amster-

dam, 1698) he describes an instrument, called

a Chronomitre, formed of a bullet suspended to

a cord, and provided with means for lengthen-

ing or shortening the latter at pleasure, in such

a manner as to indicate seventy -two different

degrees of velocity. This was a good beginning.

Nevertheless, the machine does not seem to have

become generally known ; for in many curious

treatises of later date we find vague glimmerings

of similar ideas put forth in apparent ignorance

of Louli^'s discovery. Joseph Sauveur—the

inventor of the word ' Acoustics,' and the author

of a series of valuable papers on Music contri-

buted to the Mimoires de I'Acadimie between

the years 1700 and 1711—is said to have pro-

posed a GhrommUre of his own. In 1732 an
article on a species of Musical Time-keeper was
contributed to the M&moi/res des Sciences by
Enbrayg. Gabory recommended the use of the

Pendulum in his Manuel utile et curieux sur la

mesure du tems (Paris, 1771). John Harrison's

Description concerning such a machine as will

afford a nice amd true mensuration of time ; as

also an account of the Scale of Music (London,

1775) serves to show that the connection

between music and chronometry was not un-

noticed in England. Davaux wrote an article

on the subject for the Journal Eneyclopidique

in 1784. Not long afterwards, Pelletier made
use of the pendulum in a way sufficiently in-

genious to call forth a treatise on his invention

from Abel Buija of Berlin in 1790. In the

same year Breitkopf & Hartel printed, at Leip-

zig, Zwblf geistliche prosa/ische Oesange, mit

Seschreibwng eines Taktmessers, by J. G. Weiske.

And enough was done, both in France and in

Germany, to show that even before the close

of the 18th century, the matter had attracted

no small amount of serious attention.

In 1813 Gottfried Weber advocated the use

of a pendulum, formed of a small bullet attached

to the end of a string, upon which the necessary

divisions were marked by knote ; the whole

being so contrived that it could be carried in

the pocket—a far more simple and convenient

arrangement than that of Louli^.i New plans

were proposed by 6. E. Stbokel, Zmeskall, and

other musicians of reputation, and Beethoven

is known to have discussed them with interest.

The subject excited an equal amount of atten-

tion in England, where many attempts were

made to produce a perfect instrument. Dr.

Croteh, discarding LouM's cord, used in place

of it a stiff pendulum, formed of a long thin

strip of box -wood, graduated in inches and

hung upon a suitable frame. Another musical

time -keeper invented by Henry Smart is de-

scribed in the Quarterly Musical Meview (vol.

iii. London, 1821). Both are now obsolete
;

but the writer remembers seeing instruments of

the kind recommended by Dr. Croteh exposed

for sale at Messrs. Erat's Harp Manufactory, in

Bemers Street.

AU these inventions failed, however, more
or less completely, through the inconvenience

caused by the length of the pendulum necessary

to produce beats of even moderate slowness. In

order to perform sixty oscillations in a minute
a pendulum must, in our latitude, be 39-2 inches

long. One long enough to execute forty would
be difficult to manage. This difficulty, which
had long been recognised as a bar to further im-

provement, was eventually removed through the

ingenuity of a celebrated mechanist named
Winkel, an inhabitant of Amsterdam, who first

entertained the idea of constructing a metronome
upon a system before untried, involving the use

ofacertain kindof double-pendulum, the motions

of which are governed by mathematical laws of

extreme complexity though, practically con-

sidered, the principle is so simple that we trust

a very few words may suffice to explain it.

If a rod be suspended from ite centre, and
equally weighted at both ends, ite centres of

motion and gravity will coincide, and ite position,

when at rest, will be perfectly horizontal. But
if the weight at one end be diminished, or moved
a little nearer to the central pivot than the other,

the centre of gravity will be displaced, and the

unaltered end will gradually descend, until the

^ A pocket Hetronome wem registered by GreaveB in 1850, and
another, ' Bcala Miilzl, eystem Decher,' ytat patented by Albl, of
Munich. A etiU further development of thie simple kind of metro-
nome, the principle of which ii identical with an ordinary tape-
measure, but with a spring to fasten the measure at any length, is

that now sold by Heasn. J, Curwen & Sons.
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rod hanga perpendicularly ; the rapidity with
which the change of position takes place depend-
ing upon the amount of diminution to which the

upper weight is subjected, or its nearness to the

pivot. In either case, the upper weight will

exercise so strong a retarding influence on the

lower one, that by carefully adjusting the pro-

portion between weights and distances, it will be

found possible to make a double pendulum, of

the kiad we hare described, oscillate as slowly

as an ordinary one five or six times its length.

The possibility of constructing a metronome
upon this principle is said to have first suggested

itself to Winkel about the year 1812 ; but it is

difficult, in the face of conflicting statements, to

arrive at ajust conclusion as to the circumstances

in which his invention was first given to the

world. It is indeed, known to have been

warmly commended by the Dutch Academy of

Sciences, in a report dated Aug. 14, 1815 ; and,

judging from this, we may surmise that it had
by that time assumed a complete, if not a perfect

form. We have, however, no definite proof of

its then condition. It may have been finished,

or it may not ; but, finished or unfinished, it is

certain that Winkel derived very little benefit

from his discovery. Johann Nepomuk Maelzel,

as accomplished musician and a mechanist of

European reputation, had long meditated an

improvement upon Stbokel's machine for beating

time ; and succeeded about this time in pro-

ducing a species of so-called 'Chronometer,'

which fairly satisfied Salieri, Weigl, and even

Beethoven himself. Fortified by the approval of

these high authorities he determined to bring

out his invention in London. Meanwhile, he

exhibited it, in company with other mechanical

curiosities, in a travelling museum, which he

carried about with him from city to city, through

some of the principal countries of Europe.

Among other places, he visited Amsterdam,

where he saw Winkel's instrument. Struck with

the superiority of the double-pendulum to the

principle adopted in his own time-keeper, he at

once offered to purchase the invention. Winkel
declined to cede his rights ; but Maelzel, having

now learned all he wanted to know, proceeded

to Paris, patented the double-pendulum in his

own name, and in 1816 set up the first metro-

nome manufactory on record. Winkel afterwards

obtained possession of one of the Paris instru-

ments ; established its identity with his own
;

and (as Wurzbach states) took advantage of

Maelzel's return to Holland to submit his case

to the ' Niederlandische Akademie' for decision.

A Commission was appointed to investigate its

merits ; and as it was proved that the graduated

scale was the only part of the instrument really

originated by Maelzel, a formal judgment was

recorded in Winkel's favour—too late, however,

to do him fuU justice, for to this day his share

in the work is, by common consent, suppressed,

and Maelzel is universally regarded as the

inventor of the instrument which bears his

name.i

The first metronomes made at the new manu-
factory differed so little in any point of vital

consequence from those now in daily use, that a

description of the one will include all that need
be said concerning the other. The most im-

portant part of the business is a fiat steel rod,

about seven and a halfinches long, and an eighth

of an inch in breadth, pierced, at a distance of

about five and a half inches from its upper end,

by a hole, through which is passed the pivot

upon which it is made to oscillate. This rod

—

answering to the double-pendulum alresidy de-

scribed—is suspended, by means of the pivot, in

front of a wooden case, and kept in a perpen-

dicular position by a stout leaden bullet, fixed

to its shorter end, which, thus weighted, sinks,

of course, when at rest, to the lowest place. On
its upper and longer end is placed a smaller

weight, of brass, made to slide up and down at

will, and so proportioned to the lower weight,

that, by changing its position the pendulum may
be made to execute any number of oscillations,

between 40 and 208 in a minute. As a guide

to the position of the upper weight, the rod is

backed by a graduated scale—really the in-

vention of Maelzel—affixed to the wooden case ;

and by means of this the instrument may be so

adjusted as to beat, silently, for a few minutes,

at any required pace. To render it still more
efieotive—capable of beating for a longer time,

and with a distinctly audible sound— it is pro-

vided with a strong spiral spring, adapted to an

escapement exsustly similar to that ofan ordinary

loud-ticking clock. ^ In this form it is complete

enough to answer its intended purpose perfectly

;

nevertheless, an attempt is sometimes made to

increase its efficiency still farther, by the addition

of a little bell, which can be made to strike at

every second, third, fourth, or sixth oscillation

of the pendulum, and thus to indicate thevarious

accents, as well as the simple beats of the bar.

The scale does not include all the units between

40 and 208—which, indeed, would be a mere

useless encumbrance—^but proceeds from 40 to

60 by twos, from 60 to 72 by threes, from

72 to 120 by fours, from 120 to 144 by
sixes, and from 144 to 208 by eights. In

order to indicate the exact Tempo in which he

wishes his piece to be performed, the composer

uses a formula, beginning with the letters M. M.

1 We are indebted, for moat of these particulars, to Mr. A. W.
Tbayer, whose careful researches have placed him in possession of

much valuable information on this subject. Bemsdorf tells a

different story, to the effect that Maelzel, unable to overcome some
difficulty connected with hia improvement of StSckel's time-keeper,

took Winkel into consultation; that Winkel solved the problem for

him i
and that he then proceeded to Paris and there patented

Winkel's invention In his own name.
2 In the first time-keeper made by Maelzel, in his attempt to

improve upon Stockel's Chronometer, the sound was produced by a

lever [Eebel), striking upon a little anvil (Amhou), This exphuna a
curious expression contained in a letter written by Beethoven to

Zmeskall— ' EreU Schwungviemn dffr Welt, tmd diea ohne Bebel

'

( ' Srst swingman of the world, and that without a lever '). For a

description of the inatmmeut—known as the ' StBckel-Maelzel

Chronometer '—see the AUgemeine JiutilcalUche Zeitung for Dee. 1,

1S13.
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followed by a musical note, connected by the

sign = with a number. The letters signify

Maelzel's Metronome. The note implies that

the beats of the pendulum are to be understood

as representing minims, crotchets, or quavers, as

the. case may be. The number indicates the

place on the graduated scale to the level of which

the top of the upper weight must be raised or

lowered. Thus ' M. M. p= 60, ' would show that

the metronome was to be so arranged as to beat

minims at the rate of 60 in a minute

;

' M. M. f= 100,' that it was to beat crotchets at

the rate of a hundred in a minute. Some me-

tronomes are marked with the words Andamte,

Allegretto, Allegro, etc., in addition to the

numbers. This is a new and utterly useless

contrivance ; for it is evident that if f= 100 be

held to indicate Moderato, p=100 will stand

for Allegro, and t= 100 for La/rgo. The word

Moderato, therefore, withouttheminim, crotchet,

or quaver to qualify it, means nothing at all

;

and it is absurd to encumber the scale with it,

or with any other technical terms whatever.

By far the best metronomes now attainable

are those manufactured in England for Messrs.

Cocks, Chappell, Ashdown & Parry, and other

well-known music publishers. French metro-

nomes are far less durable than these, and, as

a general rule, far less accurate time-keepers,

though it is sometimes possible to meet with one

which will beat evenly enough aa long as it

lasts. [For the purpose of silently indicating

the time, the tape-measure already mentioned

in the footnote, p. 188, and the ingenious and
compact apparatus called 'Pinfold's Patent

Metronome,' are of great use. The latter has

the weight moving on a graduated scale, and
a swinging weight below a small tripod.] A
very large and loud metronome is made by
Messrs. Rudall & Carte, of London, for mili-

tary bands ; and an instrument of this kind

may often be used with great advantage when
a number of vocal or instrumental performers

practise together ; for, apart from its primary

intention, the metronome is invaluable as a

means of teaching beginners to sing or play in

time, and will, indeed, make 'good timists' of

many who would be a long while learning to

count accurately without its aid. vr. s. K.

METZLER. The founder of this well-known

business was Valentine Metzler, a native of

Bingen on the Rhine, who opened a shop in

Wardour Street for the sale of flutes and other

instruments about the year 1790. He married

an Englishwoman, and his only child was George

Richard Metzler (1797-1867), so well and
kindly remembered by many of the musical

profession and trade in this country. [The name
Metzler first appears in the London directories

in 1812, and the style Metzler & Son was

adopted in 1819 ; V. Metzler probably died in

1840, as the name after 1841 is G. Metzler &

Co.] The firm is said to have entered upon

music-publishing in 1816, and removed in 1842

to 3 7 GreatMarlborough Street, where, on the site

of the original shop,but including neighbouring

houses, the present warehouse stands. The only

surviving child of George Richard was George

ThomasMetzler(1835-79). Hegaineda practical

knowledge of the pianoforte in Germany, and

had a distinct literary bias, which he followed as

far as opportunity permitted. He became known

as a writer of words for songs, Mrs. George

March (Virginia Gabriel), Mme. Sainton-Dolby,

Henry Smart, and J. L. Hatton having set his

graceful lyrics tomusic. In 1867 Frank Chappell,

who had acquired his knowledge of business

in the Bond Street firm of that name, joined

G. T. Metzler in partnership, and from his

suggestion the important agency of Messrs.

Mason & Hamlin, which practically introduced

the American organ into this country, became

a specialty of the Metzler business. [This firm

was early in the field with the precursors of the

harmonium ; their ' improved Seraphines ' are

advertised in the Musical World in 1838.]

Frank Chappell died in 1886, and from that

date the business was carried on by the trustees

ofhis estate until 1893, when it became a limited

company. The new premises referred to were

completed and opened in 1878. So compre-

hensive is their plan that there may be said to

be no musical instrument in present use, or even

part of a musical instrument, unrepresented in

the stock, while the valuable copyrights of the

publishing department include all manner of

works, from full scores of modern operas to

popular instruction books. [About 1810-12 a

certain 'Mr. Metzler,' of 9 Newman Street,

issued a small oblong book of airs for the fla-

geolet, called 'The Magic Flageolet.' This

came out in numbers, many being issued by

James Power, and others by Metzler himself,

whose name was affixed to many of the pieces.]

A. J. H. ; additions by F. K.

MEYER, Grbgoe, was organist of the

Cathedral Church at Solothum in Switzerland

in the earlier part of the 16th century. Our

whole knowledge ofhim is derived from Glarean,

who in his Bodeaichordon, 1547, frequently

mentions him in terms of the highest respect

for his musical abilities, and obtained from him
for the purposes of his work various composi-

tions as examples of the proper use of the

ecclesiastical modes in polyphonic music, in-

attention to which Glarean is disposed to censure

in the works of Josquin and others. So, for

instance, he communicates of Meyer eleven

somewhat elaborate settings a 4 and 3 of the

' Eyrie ' and ' Christe Eleison ' as illustrations of

the proper use in conjunction of the .ffiolian and

hypo-.^olian modes, also a motet, ' Confitebor

Domino,' as an example of the Lydian and hypo-

Lydian united, and two settings of the antiphon
' Qui mihi ministrat,' etc., one as an example of
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whs.t Glarean describes as the genuine form of

the Lydian mode without B flat, and the other

in the more commonly used form of the Lydian
with the flat. j. b. m.

MEYEE-HELMUND, Ekik, bom at St.

Petersburg, April 25, 1861, after learning the

rudiments of music from his father, went to

Berlin to study composition with Kiel and sing-

ing with Stockhausen. He had a successfiil

career as a concert-singer, but his fame, at all

events in England, chiefly rests upon his many
graceful songs, all of which are of a kind to

appeal at once to a large number of hearers, and
many of which are written to bis own words.

The operas ' Margitta ' (Magdeburg, 1889), 'Der

Liebeskampf ' (Bresden, 1892) were very success-

ful; his ballet, 'Rubezahl,'or'DerBerggeist,'was

given at Leipzig with great success ; and a one-

act burlesque opera, 'Trisohka,' was given at

Riga in 1894. (Riemann's Lexikon ; Baker's

Biog. Diet. o/Mus.) M.

MEYERBEER, Giacomo (properly Jakob
LiEBMANN Beer), famous dramatic composer,

was born at Berlin, of Jewish parents, Sept. 5,

1791. His father, Herz Beer, a native of Frank-

fort, was a wealthy banker in Berlin ; his mother
(nee Amalie Wulf) was a woman of rare mental
and intellectual gifts, and high cultivation. He
was their eldest son, and a legacy from a rich

relation named Meyer caused his name to take

the form in which it was known. He seems to

have been the sole member of his family remark-

able for musical gifts ; but two of his brothers

achieved distinction in other lines—WUhehn as

an astronomer, and Michael (who died young)

as a poet.

His genius showed itself early. His first

instructor was Lauska, an eminent pianoforte

player, and pupil of Clementi ; and old Clementi

himself, although he had long given up teaching,

was so much struck, during a visit to Berlin ,with

the promise displayed in the boy's performance

as to consent to give him lessons. As early as

seven years old he played in public the D minor
Concerto of Mozart, and two years later was

reckoned one ofthe best pianists in Berlin. The
fact that, owing to the example and patronage

of royalty, music was ' the fashion ' in the

Prussian capitaldidnotprevent itsbeingregarded

by the wealthier classes in the light of a mere
pastime, and it is to the credit of the Beers

that they not only recognised their son's especial

bent, but did their best to give him a sound

professional training. It was as a pianist that

he was expected to win his laurels, but as he
had also, from an early age, shown much talent

for composition, he was placed under Zelter for

instruction in theory, and subsequently (for

Zelter's rigid severity was insupportable to the

young prodigy) under Bernard Ansehn Weber,

director of the Berlin Opera, and a pupil of the

then celebrated Abb^ Vogler. An amiable,

accomplished man, fuU of enthusiasm for art,

Weber was an inspiring companion, but not a

competent theoretical teacher for such a pupU.

The boy, whose industry was equal to his talent,

brought one day to his master a fugue on which
he had expended an unusual amount of time and
pains, as he thought, with success. So thought
Weber, who, proud and joyful, sent off the

fugue as a specimen of his pupil's work to his

old master, the Abb^ Vogler, at Darmstadt.
The answer was eagerly looked for, but months
elapsed and nothing came. At last there ap-

peared—not a letter, but a huge packet. This
proved to contain a long and exhaustive treatise

on Fugue, in three sections. The first of these

was theoretical, setting forth in rule and maxim
the whole 'duty' of the fugue -writer. The
second, entitled 'Scholar's Fugue,' contained

Meyerbeer's unlucky exercise, dissected and
criticised bar by bar, and pronounced bad. The
third, headed 'Master's Fugue,' consisted of a

fugue by Vogler, on Meyerbeer's subject, ana-

lysed lie the preceding one, to show that it

was good.^

Weber was astonished and distressed ; but
Meyerbeer set to work and wrote another fugue,

in eight parts, in accordance with his new lights.

This, with a modest letter, he sent to Vogler.

The answer soon came :
' Young man ! Art opens

to you a glorious future ! Come to me at Daim-
stadt. You shall be to me as a son, and you
shall slake your thirst at the sources of musical

knowledge.' Such a prospect was not to be
resisted, and in 1810 Meyerbeerbecomeaninmate
of Vogler's house.

This notorious Abbe, regarded by some people

as the most profound theoretician of Germany,
by others (including Mozart) as an impudent
charlatan, was possessed of some originality,

much eccentricity, and unbounded conceit, not so

much a learned man as an enthusiast forlearning

in the abstract, and with a mania for instructing

others. His imperturbable self-confidence (' he
gives out that he will make a composer in three

weeks and a singer in six months,' says Mozart
in one of his letters) certainly had an attraction

for young ardent minds, for among his pupils

were several men of genius. After many years

of a wandering, adventurous life, he had settled

at Darmstadt, where he was pensioned and
protected by the Grand Duke. In his house

Meyerbeer had for companions Gansbacher

(afterwards an organist of repute at Vienna), and
Carl Maria von Weber, who had studied with
Vogler some years before, and was now attracted

to Darmstadt by his presence there, and between

whom and Meyerbeer, eight years his junior,

there sprang up a warm and lasting friendship.

Each morniog after early mass, when the young
men took it in turns to preside at the organ,

they assembled for a lesson in counterpoint from

the Abb^. Themes were distributed, and a fugue
1 This treatise wae published after Vogler's death. It is unfortu-

nate that his CLitlcism is oftenunsound, and that his own fuguewiU
not bear dose examination.
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or sacred cantata had to be written every day.
In the evening the work was examined, when
each man had to defend his own composition

against the critical attacks of Vogler and the

rest. Organ fugues were improvised in the

Cathedral, on subjects contributed by all in turn.

In this way Meyerbeer's education was carried

on for two years. His diligence was such that

often, when interested in some new branch of

study, he would not leave his room nor put
off his dressing-gown for days together. His
great powers of execution on the pianoforte en-

abled him to play at sight the most intricate

orchestral scores, with a full command of every

part. His four-part ' Sacred Songs of Elopstock

'

were published at this time, and an oratorio of

his, entitled 'God and Nature,' was performed

in presence of the Grand Duke, who appointed

him Composer to the Court. His first opera,
' Jephthah's Vow,' was also written during this

Vogler period and produced at Munich in 1813.

Biblical in subject, dry and scholastic in treat-

ment, it resembled an oratorio rather than an
opera, and although connoisseurs thought it

promising, it failed to please the public. A
comic opera, 'Alimelek, or the Two Caliphs,'

met with a better fate at Stuttgart in 1813.

It was bespoken and put in rehearsal by the

manager of the Kamthnerthor theatre in Vienna.

To Vienna, in consequence, Meyerbeer now re-

paired, with the intention of making his ap-

pearance there as «• pianist. But on the very

evening of his arrival he chanced to hear Hum-
mel, and was so much impressed by the grace,

finish, and exquisite legato-j^]s,jing of this artist

that he became dissatisfied with all he had
hitherto aimed at or accomplished, and went into

o kind of voluntary retirement for several

months, during which time he subjected his

technique to a complete reform, besides writing

a quantity of pianoforte music, which, however,

was never published. He made a great sensation

on his first appearance, and Moscheles, who
heard him at this time, was wont to say that,

had he chosen a pianist's career, few virtuosi

could have rivalled him. But to be a composer
was the only goal worthy of his ambition, al-

though at this moment it seemed to recede as he
pursued it. The 'Two Caliphs,' performed in

Vienna in 1814, had been an utter failure. De-
jected, disheartened to such a degree as almost

to doubt whether he had not from the first

deceived himself as to his vocation, he was some-

what consoled by the veteran Salieri, who re-

assured him, affirming that he wanted nothing
in order to succeed but freedom from scholastic

trammels, and, above all, knowledge of the

human voice and how to write for it, a know-
ledge, Salieri added, only to be acquired in Italy.

Accordingly, in 1815, Meyerbeer went to Venice.

It was Carnival time. Rossini's ' Tanoredi ' was
then at the heightof its popularity, andallVenice

resounded with 'Di tanti palpiti. ' To Meyerbeer,

accustomed to associate Italian opera with the

dreary works of Nicolini, Farinelli, Pavesi, and
others, this was a revelation, and he surrendered

spell-bound to the genial charm. Hope awoke,

emulation was rekindled. He had no style of

his own to abandon, but he abandoned Vogler's

without regret, and set to work to write Italian

operas. His success was easy and complete.

'Bomilda e Costanza' (produced at Fadua in

1818, Pisaroni in the leading part), ' Semiramide

rioonosciuta' (Turin, 1819), 'EduardoeCristina'

and 'Emma di Besburgo' (Venice, 1820) were

all received with enthusiasm by the Italian

people, and this at a time when it was difficult

for any one but Rossini to obtain a hearing.

The last-named opera was played in Germany
under the title of 'Emma von Leicester,' and
not unsuccessfully. ' Margherita d' Anjou,'

the best of these operas, was written for the

Seala at Milan and given there in 1820.

'L'Esule di Granata' (1822) made but little

impression. 'Almansor' was commenced at

Rome, but not completed. In 1823, while en-

gaged in writing the 'Crooiato,' the composer
went to Berlin, where he tried, but failed, to

get a performance of a three-act German opera—
' Das Brandenburger Thor.' This was a time

of transition in his life. He was wearying of

the Italian manner, and he could not be in-

sensible to the murmurs of dissatisfaction which
everywhere in Germany made themselves heard
at the degradation of his talent by his change

of style. Foremost among the malcontents was
C. M. von Weber, who had looked on his friend

as the hope of that German opera in which were

centred his own ardent aspirations, and who in

1815 at Prague, and subsequently at Dresden,

had mounted ' The Two Caliphs ' with extra-

ordinary care and labour, hoping perhaps to

induce him to return to his old path. 'My
heart bleeds,' he wrote, 'to see a German
composer of creative power stoop to become an
imitator in order to win favom with the crowd.

'

In spite of all this the friendship of the two men
remained unshaken. On his way back to Italy

Meyerbeer spent a day with Weber, who wrote
of it, ' Last Friday I had the happiness of having
Meyerbeer with me. It was a red-letter day

—

a reminiscence of dear old Mannheim
We did not separate tilUate atnight. He isgoing

to bring out his ' Crociato ' at Trieste, and in

less than a year is to come back to Berlin, where
perhaps he will write a German opera. Please

God he may ! I made many appeals to his

oonsoienee.' Weber did not live to see his wish
fulfilled, but the desire which he expressed before

his death that an opera he left unfinished should

be completed by Meyerbeer, showed that his

faith in him was retained to the last.

The ' Crooiato ' was produced at Venice in

1824, and created a. furore, the composer being

called for and crowned on the stage. In this

opera, written in Germany, old associations seem
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to have asserted themselves. More ambitious in

scope than its predecessors, it shows an attempt,
timid indeed, at dramatic combination which
constitutes it a kind of link between his ' wild

oats * (as in after years he designated these

Italian works) and his later operas.^ In 1826
he was invited to witness its first performance in

Paris, and this proved to be the turning-point

of his career. He eventually took uphis residence

in Paris, and lived most of his subsequent life

there. From 1824 tUl 1831 no opera appeared

from his pen. A sojomn in Berlin, during
which his father died, his marriage, and the

loss of two children, were among the causes

which kept him from public life. But in these

yeais he undertook that profound study of

French character, French history, and French

art which resulted in the final brilliant meta-

morphosis of his dramatic and musical style,

and in the great works by which his name is

remembered.

Paris was the headquarters of the unsettled,

restless, tentative spirit which at that epoch

pervaded Europe,—the partial subsidence of

the ferment caused by a century of great

thoughts, ending in a revolution that had shaken
society to its foundations. Men had broken

away from the past, without as yet finding any
firm standpoint for the future. The most op-

posite opinions flourished side by side. Art was a

conglomeration of styles ofevery timeandnation,

all equally acceptable if treated with cleverness.

Originality was at an ebb ; illustration supplied

the place of idea. Reminiscence, association, the

picturesque, the quaint, 'local colour,'—these

were sought for rather than beauty ; excitement

for the senses, but through the medium of the

intellect. Men turned to history and legend

for material, seeking in the past a torch which,

kindled at the fire of modern thought, might

throw light on present problems. This spirit

of eclecticism found its perfect musical counter-

part in the works of Meyerbeer. The assimi-

lative power that, guided by tenacity of purpose,

enabled him to identify himself with any style

he chose, found in this intellectual ferment, as

yet unrepresented in music, a wellnigh inex-

haustible field, while these influences in return

proved the key to unlock all that was original

and forcible in his nature. And he found a

fresh stimulus in the works of French operatic

composers, abounding, as they do, in quaint,

suggestive ideas, only waiting the hand of a

master to turn them to full account.

' He did not shrink, as a man, from the un-

remitting, insatiable industry he had shown as

a boy, and he buried himself in the literature

of French opera, from the days of LuUi onwards.

... It was interesting to see in his library

hundreds of opera-scores great and small, many
of which were hardly known by name even

1 It is significant that, witli the exception o( the 'Crociato,' not

one of these early works, so enthusiaeticaUy received, held the stage

after their composer had left Italy.
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to the most initiated, , , . In his later works
we see that to the flowing melody of the Italians

and the solid harmony of the Germans he
united the pathetic declamation and the varied,

piquant rhythm of the French.' (Mendel.)

Last, but not least, in his librettist, Eugene
Scribe, he found a worthy and invaluable

collaborator.

Many vicissitudes preceded the first per-

formance, in 1831, of 'Robert le Diable,' the

opera in which the new Meyerbeer first revealed

himself, and of which the unparalleled success

extended in a very few years over the whole
civilised world. It made the fortune of the

Paris Opera. Scenic effect, striking contrast,

novel and brilliant instrumentation, vigorous

declamatory recitative, melody which pleased

none the less for the strong admixture of Italian-

opera conventionalities, yet here and there (as in

the beautiful scena ' Robert ! toi que j'aime
')

attaining a dramatic force unlooked for and till

then unknown, a story part heroic, part legend-

ary, part allegorical,—with this strange pictur-

esque medley all were pleased, for in it each

found something to suit his taste.

The popularity of the opera was so great that

the 'Huguenots,' produced in 1836, suff'ered at

first by contrast. The public, looking for a,

repetition, with a difference, of ' Robert, ' was
disappointed at finding the new opera quite

unlike its predecessor, but was soon forced to

acknowledge the incontrovertible truth, that it

was immeasurably the superior of the two. As
a drama it depends for none of its interest on

the supernatural. It is, as treated by Meyer-

beer, the most vivid chapter of French history

that ever was written. The splendours and the

terrors of the sixteenth century,—its chivalry

and fanaticism, its ferocity and romance, the

brilliance of courts and the ' chameleon colours

of artificial" society,' the sombre fervour of

Protestantism-—are all here depicted and endued

with life and reality, while the whole is conceived

and carried out on a scale of magnificence

hitherto unknown in opera.

In 1838 the book of the • Africaine ' was given

to Meyerbeer by Scribe. He became deeply

interested in it, and the composition and re-

composition, casting and recasting of his work,

occupied him at intervals to the end of his life.

His excessive anxiety about his operas extended

to the libretti, with which he was never satisfied,

but would have modified to suit his successive

fancies over and over again, until the final form

retained little likeness to the original. This

was especially the case with the 'Africaine,'

subsequently called 'Vasco de Gama' (who,

although the hero, was an afterthought !), and

many were his altercations with Scribe, who got

tired of the endless changes demanded by the

composer, and withdrew his book altogether ;

but was finally pacified by Meyerbeer's taking

another libretto of his, ' Le Prophete,' which so

O
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forcibly excited the composer's imagination that
he at once set to work on it and finished it

within a year (1843).
A good deal of his time was now passed in

Berlin, where the King had appointed him
Generabnusikdireotor in 1842. Here he wrote
several occasional pieces, cantatas, marches, and
dance-music, besides the three-act German opera,

'Ein Feldlager ia Schlesien.' The success of

this work was magically increased, a few weeks
after its first performance, Deo. 7, 1844, by the

appearance in the part of the heroine of a

young Swedish singer, introduced to the Berlin

public by Meyerbeer, who had heard her in

Paris,—Jenny Lind.

He at this time discharged some of the debt

he owed his dead friend, C. M. von Weber, by
producing ' Euryanthe ' at BerUn. His duties

at the opera were heavy, and he had neither

the personal presence nor the requisite nerve

and decision to make a good conductor. From
1845 he only conducted—possibly not to their

advantage—his own operas, and those in which
Jenny Lind sang. [On the conditions of his

life at Berlin, see the Sa/m/melba/nde of the Int.

Mus. Ges. iv. 519.]

The year 1846 was marked by the production

of the overture and incidental music to his

brother Michael's drama of ' Struensee.' This

very striking work is its composer's only one

in that style, and shows him in some of his

best aspecte. The overture is his most success-

ful achievement in sustained insti'umental com-
position. A visit to Vienna (where Jenny Lind
achieved a brilliant success in the part of Vielka

in the 'Feldlager in Schlesien') and a sub-

sequent sojourn in London occurred in 1847.

In the autumn he was back in Berlin, where,

on the occasion of the King's birthday, he
produced, after long and careful preparation,
' Kienzi, ' the earliest opera of his future rival

and bitter enemy, Richard Wagner. The two
composers had seen something of one another

in Paris. Wagner was then in necessitous

circumstances, and Meyerbeer exerted himself

to get employment for him, and to make him
known to influential people in the musical

world. Subsequently, Wagner, while stOl in

France, composed the 'Fliegende Hollander,'

to his own libretto. The score, rejected by
the theatres of Leipzig and Munich, was sent

by its composer to Meyerbeer, who brought

about its acceptance at Berlin. Without claim-

ing any extraordinary merit for these good

offices of one brother-artist to another, we may,
however, say that Meyerbeer's conduct was ill-

requited by Wagner.
'Le Prophete,' produced at Paris in 1849,

after long and careful preparation, materially

added to its composer's fame. Thirteen years

had elapsed since the production of its pre-

decessor. Once again the public, looking for

something like the 'Huguenots,' was disap-

pointed. Once again it was forced, after a

time, to do justice to Meyerbeer's power of

transferring himself, as it were, according to

the dramatic requirements of his theme. But
there are fewer elements of popularity in the

'Prophete' than in the 'Huguenots.' The
conventional operatic forms are subordinated

to declamation and the coherent action of the

plot. It contains some of Meyerbeer's grandest

thoughts, but the gloomy poUtioal and religious

fanaticism which constitutes the interest of the

drama, and the unimportance of the love-story

(the mother being the female character in whom
the interest is centred), are features which
appeal to the few rather than the many. The
work depends for its popularity on colouring

and chiaroscuro ; the airy verve of the ballet-

music, and the splendid combinations of scenic

and dramatic effects in the fourth act, being

thrown into strong relief by the prevailing

sombre hue.

Meyerbeer's health was beginning to fail,

and after this time he spent a part of every

autumn at Spa, where he found a temporary

refuge from his toils and cares. Probably no
great composer ever suffered such a degree of

nervous anxiety about his own works as he
did. During their composition, and for long

after their first completion, he altered and
retouched continually, never satisfied and never

sure of himself. During the correcting of the

parts, the casting of the characters, the ' coach-

ing ' of the actors, he never knew, nor allowed

any one concerned to know, a moment's peace

of mind. Then came endless rehearsals, when
he would give the orchestra passages scored in

two ways, written in different coloured inks,

and try their alternate effect ; then the final

performance, the ordeal of public opinion and
of possible adverse criticism, to which, probably

owing to his having been fed with applause

and encouragement from his earliest years, he
was so painfully susceptible that, as Heine

says of him, he fulfilled the true Christian

ideal, for he could not rest while there remained

one unconverted soul, ' and when that lost sheep

was brought back to the fold he rejoiced more
over him than over all the rest of the flock

that had never gone astray.' This peculiar

temperament was probably the cause also of

what Chorley calls his ' fidgetiness ' in notation,

leading him to express the exact amount of a

raUentando or other inflection of tempo by
elaborate alterations of time signature, insertions

or divisions of bars, giving to many of his pages

a patchwork appearance most bewildering to

the eye.

Faithful to change, he now challenged his

adopted countrymen on their own especial ground
by the production at the Op4ra-Comique in

1854 of 'L'Etoile du Nord.' To this book he
had intended to adapt themusic of the 'Feldlager

in Schlesien,' but his own ideas transforming
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themselves gradually while he worked on them,
there remained at last only six numbers of the
earlier work. ' L'Etoile ' achieved considerable

popularity, although it aroused much animosity
among French musicians, jealous of this invasion

of their own domain, which they also thought
unsuited to the melodramatic style of Meyerbeer.

The same may be said of ' Le Pardon da Ploer-

mel ' (Dinorah), founded on a Breton idyl, and
produced at the Opdra-Comique in 1859.

Meyerbeer's special powers found no scope in

this comparatively circumscribed field. The
development of his genius since 1824 was too

great not to be apparent in any style of com-
position, but these French operas, although

containing much that is charming, were, like

his Italian ' wild oats,' the result of an effort

of will—^the will to be whomsoever he chose.

After 1859 he wrote, at Berlin, two cantatas,

and a grand march for the Schiller Centenary

Festival, and began a musical drama—never

finished—called ' Gothe's Jugendzeit,' introduc-

ing several of Goethe's lyrical poems, set to

music. His life was overshadowed by the death

of many friends and contemporaries, among
them his old coadjutor, Scribe, to whom he

owed so much.
In 1862 he represented German music at the

opening of the London International Exhibition

by his ' Overture in the form of a March.' (He
had before visited England in 1832.) The
next winter he was again in Berlin, still working

at the ' Africaine, ' to which the public looked

forward with impatience and curiosity. For
years the difficulty of getting a satisfactory cast

had stood in the way of the production of this

opera. His excessive anxiety and fastidiousness

resulted in its being never performed at all

during his lifetime. In October 1863 he

returned, for the last time, to Paris. The opera

was now finished, and in rehearsal. Still he

corrected, polished, touched, and retouched : it

occupied his thoughts night and day. But he

had delayed too long. On April 23 he was
attacked by illness, and on May 2, 1864, he died.

The ' Afticaine ' was performed after his death

at the Academic in Paris, April 28, 1865.

When it appeared in London (in Italian) on
the 22nd July following, the creation by Pauline

Lucca of the part of Selika will not soon he

forgotten by those who had the good fortune

to see it.

The work itself has suffered somewhat from

the incessant change of intention of its com-

poser. The original conception of the music

belongs to the same period as the ' Huguenots

'

—Meyerbeer's golden age—having occupied him
from 1838 till 1843. Laid aside at that time

for many years, and the book then undergoing

a complete alteration, a second story being

engrafted on to the first, the composition, when
resumed, was carried on intermittently to the

end of his life. The chorus of Bishops, and

Nelusko's two airs, for instance, were written

in 1858 ; the first duet between Vasco and
Selika in 1857 ; while the second great duet
took its final form as late as the end of 1862.

The excessive length of the opera on its first

production (when the performance occupied more
than six hours) necessitated considerable cur-

tailments detrimental to coherence of plot. But
in spite of all this, the music has a special

charm, a kind of exotic fragrance of its own,
which will always make it to some minds the

most sympathetic of Meyerbeer's works. It is,

in fact, the most purely musical of them all.

None is so melodious or so pathetic, or so free

from blemishes of conventionality ; in none is

the orchestration so tender : it may contain less

that is surprising, but it is more imaginative
;

it approaches the domain of poetry more nearly

than any of his other operas.

It is common to speak of Meyerbeer as the
founder of a new school. Fetis affirms that,

whatever faults or failings have been laid to

his charge by his opponents, one thing—his

originality—has never been called in question.
' AU that his works contain,—character, ideas,

scenes, rhythm, modulation, instrumentation,

—all are his and his only.'

Between this view and that of Wagner, who
calls him a 'miserable music -maker,' 'a Jew
banker to whom it occurred to compose operas,'

there seems an immeasurable gulf. The truth

probably may be expressed by saying that he
was unique rather than original. No artist exists

that is not partly made what he is by the
' accident ' ofpreceding and surrounding circum-

stances. But on strong creative genius these

modifying influences, especially those of contem-
porary Art, have hut a superficial effect, wholly
secondaryto the individuality which asserts itself

throughout, and finally moulds its environment

to its own likeness. Meyerbeer's faculty was so

determined in its manifestations by surrounding

conditions, that, apart from them, it may almost

be said to have had no active existence at all.

He changed music as often as he changedclimate,
though a little of each of his successive styles

clung to him till the last. A born musician, of

extraordinary ability, devoted to Art and keenly

appreciative of the beautiful in all types, with
an unlimited capacity for work, helped by the

circumstance of wealth which in many another

man would have been an excuse for idleness, he
seized on the tendencies of his time and became
its representative. He left no disciples, for he
had no doctrine to bequeath ; but he filled a gap
which no one else could fill. As a great actor

endows the characters he represents with life

—

since to the union of his personality with the

outlines suggested by the dramatist, they do in

fact owe to him their objective existence, and
are said to be created by him—so Meyerbeer, by
blending his intellect with the outlines and
suggestions of a certain epoch, gave, to it a
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distinct art-exiatence which it has in his works
and in his only. His characters stand out from
the canvas with—his contemporary eulogists say
—the vividness of Shakespeare's characters ; we
should say rather of Scott's. The literary

analogue to his operas is to be found, not in

tragedy, they are too realistic for that, but in

the historical novel. Here the men and women
of past times live again before our eyes, not as

they appear to the poet, who ' sees into the life

of things,' but as they appeared to each other

when they walked this earth. This is most
compatible with the conditions of the modern
stage, and Meyerbeer responds to its every

need.

It is consistent with all this that he should

have been singularly dependent for the quality

of his ideas on the character of his subject;

His own original vein of melody was limited,

and his constructive skill not such as to supple-

ment the deficiency in sustained idea. This
defect may have been partly owing to the shallow

pedantry of his instructor, at the time when his

youthful talent was developing itself. Wagner
(whose antipathy to Meyerbeer's musicwas rather

intensified than otherwise by the fact that

some of the operatic reforms on which his own
heart was set were first introduced, or at least

attempted, by that composer) compares him to a

man who, catching the first syllable of another

man's speech, thereupon screams out the whole

sentence in a breath, without waiting to hear

what it really should have been ! However this

may be, Meyerbeer's own ideas rarely go beyond
the first syllable ; the rest is built up by a wholly

different process, and too often—as though his

self-reliance failed him at the crucial point—

a

melody with a superbly suggestive opening will

close with some conventional phrase or vulgar

cadenza, all the more irritating for this juxta-

position. As a striking case in point it is enough
to adduce the baritone song in ' Dinorah.' The
first phrase is beautiful. The second, already

inferior, seems dragged in by the hair of its

head. The third is a masterly augmentation

—

a crescendo on the first. The fourth is a tawdry
platitude. Something of the same sort is the

case with his harmonies. He often arrests the

attention by some chord or modulation quite

startling in its force and effect, immediately

after which he is apt to collapse, as if frightened

by the sudden stroke of his own genius. The
modulation will be carried on through a se-

quence of wearisome sameness, stopping short

in some remote key, whence, as if embarrassed

how to escape, he will return to where he began
by some trite device or awkward makeshift.

His orchestral colouring, however, is so full of

character, so varied and saisissant as to hide

many shortcomings in form. His grand com-

binations of eff'eets can hardly be surpassed, and
are so dazzling in their result that the onlooker

may well be blinded to the fact that what he

gazes on is a consummate piece of mosaic rather

than an organic structure.

But in some moments of intense dramatic ex-

citement he rises to the height of the situation

as perhaps no one else has done. His very de-

fects stand him here in good stead, for these

situations do not lend themselves to evenness of

beauty. Such a moment is the Ifist scene in

the fourth act of the 'Huguenots,' culminating

in the famous duet. Here the situation is

supreme, and the music is inseparable from it.

Beyond description, beyond criticism, nothing

is wanting. 'The might, the futility, the eter-

nity of Love and Fate—he has caught up the

whole of emotion and uttered it. Whatever was
the source of such an inspiration (and the entire

scene is said to have been an afterthought) it

bears that stamp of truth, which makes it a

possession for all time. If Meyerbeer lives, it

will be in virtue of such moments as these. And
if the ' Prophfete ' may be said to embody his

intellectual side, and the ' Africaine ' his emo-

tional side, the ' Huguenots ' is perhaps the work
which best blends the two, and which, most
completely typifying its composer, must be con-

sidered his masterpiece.

Presenting, as they do, splendid opportunities

to singers of dramatic ability, his operas hold

the stage, in spite of the exacting character

which renders their perfect performance difficult

and very rare. They wiU live long, although

many of the ideas and associations which first

made them popular belong already to the past.

Subjoined is a list of his principal works :

—

OPEBAS AND DBAMATIC PIECES.
n Crooiato in Egltto, 1884 ; 11.

Sobert le Dlable, 1831 ; 12. Lea
Huguenots, 1836; 13. Eiu Feld-
lager in Schlesien, 1840; 14.

SiicuenBee (overture and en-
tr'actes). 1846 ; 15. Le Prophdte,
1849; 16. L'Eto!leduIIord,1854;
17. Le Pardon de Floermel (Ital.

Dinorah), 1859; 18. L'Africaine,
1864.

1. Jephtha's Gelllbde (per-
formed 1811) ; 2. Lea Amoura de
Tevelinde (in German, Mono-
dtama for Soprano, Cliorua, and
Clarinet obbligato, in which the
inatrunieatalist figured aa a
dramatic personage) ; 3. Alime-
lelE, or The Two Caliphs (Ger-
man, Wirth und Gast), 1813;
4. lUimilda e Costanza, 1818; 6.

Semiramide riconosciuta, 1819;
6. Emma di Besburgo, 1819; 7.

Margherita d' Anjou, 1820; 8.

L' Esule di Gtanata, 1622 ; 9. Das
Brandenburger Tbor, 1823; 10.

An Oratorio—Gott und die Na-
tur (performed 1811).

Choruses to the Enmenidea of

Aeachylus.

CANTATAS AND VOCAL MUSIC.
Seven aacred cantatas of Klop-

atock, for four voicea, unaccom-
panied.
An Oott. Hymn, by Gubitz.

For four voices.
Le G^nie de la Mosique k la

Tombe de Beethoven. For Solos
and Chorus.
Cantata, for four voicea.

Written for the inauguration of
Gutenberg's statue at Mainz.
Cantata, 'Maria und ihr

Genius.' Composed for the ailver
wedding of Prince and Princess
Charles of Prussia. For Solos
and ChOTUa.
Serenade, 'Bimut geleite ana

derHeimath.' Composed for the
wedding of Princeaa Louise of
Prussia. For eight voices, unac-
companied.
La Featanella Corte di Ferrara.

Gland Cantata, with tableaux.

March of the Bavarian Archeis.
Cantata for four voices and Male
Chorus, with accompaniment of

brass iuatrumenta.
Ode to Bauch the sculptor.

Soloa, Chorus, and Orchestra.
Festal Hymn. Composed for

the silver wedding of the King
of Prussia. Four voices and
Chorus.
Freundschaft. Quartet for

men's voices.
The 91st Paalm, for eight

voicea. Composed for the Choir
of Berlin Cathedral. Published,

in score, by Brandus, at Faria.

Pater Noster, for four voices,

with organ accompaniment.
Twelve Paalma, for Double

Chorus, unaccompanied. (MS.)
Stabat Mkter. (MS.)
Miserere. (MB.)
Te Deum. (MS.)

SONGS.
A large number of Songa with

PF. accompaniment, among
which the beatknownareperhaps
' Le Moine ' (for Bass) and ' Das
Flscbermitdchen.' The whole of

them were published together

with ' Le (]l^nie de la Musique &
la tombe de Beethoven,' in one
volume, entitled ' Quarante
Melodies & nne et plusieurs voix,'
by Brandus, at Paris.
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'Neb«n Dir,' Song, for Tenor
Toloe, with Violoncello obbligato.

' Dee Jfiger'8 Lied,' for Baaa
Toioe, vith Horns obbligatl.

' Dichter'a Wahleprucb,' Canon
for three voices.

• A Teoezia,' Barcarole.
' Des Sch&fer's Lied,' for Tenor

voice with Clarinet obbligato.
And many there of less

importance.

INSTKUHENTAL MUSIC.
Firet Dance, with Torches

(Fackdtanz), for brass orchestra.
Composed for the King of Ba-
varia's wedding, 1S46.

Second ditto, tor the wedding
of Princess Charlotte of FrUBsia,

1690.

Third ditto, for the wedding of

Princess Anne of Fnissia, 1853.

Grand March, for the Schiller

Centenary Festival, 1S69.
Overture, in the form of a

March, for the opening of the
International Bxhlbltlon in Lon-
don, 1862.

Coronation March, 1863.

A quantity of PF. music,
written in yonth, all unpub-
lished.

[The best memoirs of Meyerbeer are those of

A. de Lassalle (1864), A. Pougin (1864), H.
Blaze de Bury (1865), H. Mendel (1868),

J. Weber (1898). In Berlioz's posthumous
volume, Les Musiciens, interesting articles are

to be found at pp. 83 and 106.] F. A. M.

MEZZO, MEZZA (Ital. ),
' half ' or 'medium

'

;

whence Mezza Voce, 'with restrained force,'

and Mezzo Soprano, the female voice inter-

mediate to the Soprano and Contralto. J. H.

MI CONTRA FA. See Tritonb.

MICHAEL, RoGiBR, born at Bergen just

within the borders of Dutch Brabant, was the

son of a certain Simon Michael, who is described

as Mechanicus and Musicus to the Emperor
Ferdinand I. The date of Rogier's birth is not

given. He is first mentioned as being before

1574 in the service of the Markgraf of Ansbach

as tenor singer. In 1575 he became tenor singer

at the Electoral Chapel at Dresden, and in 1587

became capellmeister to the Elector. For some

years before his death about 1619, owing to

Michael's age and growing infirmities, the Elector

was obliged to send for Michael Praetorius, and

afterwards Heinrich Schiitz, to take his place

on all important occasions. Heinrich Schiitz de-

finitely succeeded Michael in 1619. The second

part of the Dresden Gesangbuch of 1593 con-

tains fifty-two choralbearbeitungen by Michael,

which Otto Kade describes as simple four-part

settings, nota contra notam, with the chorale

melody in the discant ; but, judging from the

specimen Kade himself gives in his Beilagen zu

Ambros, a setting of ' Ein' feste Burg, ' we cannot

call them simple harmonic settings in the modern

sense, as they have also something of the freedom

of the motet style. Another work not preserved

complete, is a book of Introits for Sundays and

Festivals, set as motets for five voices, 1603. A
few other occasional works, printed and MS. , are

enumerated in the Quellen-Lexikon. j. R. M.

MICHAEL, Tobias, son of Rogier Michael,

was born at Dresden in 1592. He was first a

soprano singer at the court chapel in Dresden,

and receiving his further education at Schul-

pforta and Wittenberg, became in 1619 capell-

meister at Sondershausen. In 1 631 he succeeded

Johann Hermann Schein as cantor and musik-

director of the Thomaskirche at Leipzig. He
died 1657. His chief work is ' Musikalischer

Seelenlust,' of which the 'Erster Theil,'

1634-35, contains thirty sacred pieces, a 5,

in the madrigal style, and the 'Ander Theil,'

1637, fifty pieces, a 1-6, in the concerto style

for voices and instruments. Other occasional

and MS. works are enumerated in the Quellen-

LexihoTt. J. R. M.

MICHELI, Romano, bom in Rome about

1575, studied music there under Francesco

Soriano, and acquired fame among his contem-

poraries as a learned contrapuntist. Doni
(Armotazioni, Roma, 1640, p. 395) describes him
as a ' peritissirao contrapuntista, ed allievo in

questa professione del Soriani.' Printz (Sing-

und Kling- Kunst, 1690, ch. xii.) also praises

MicheU's work 'in dem Stylo canonico.' Micheli

made a tour of all the more important towns in

Italy—Milan, Ferrara, Bologna, Venice,Florence,

and Naples ; he met many celebrated musicians,

with whom there was much friendly rivalry in

the pastime of composing music on given themes.

In the preface to Musica vaga, 1615, he gives

an account of his travels ; he was warmlyreceived
in Venice, and adds ' non solo darmi occasione

di comporre diverse opere ecclesiastiche a mio
beneplacito, ma anche alcuni motetti con oblighi,

e canoni diversi, datomi da ciascheduno il sog-

getto, come in essi motetti e canoni e annotato.'

Inl616hewas maestro di cappella at the church

of Concordia, Modena. He became a priest ; in

1610 he was already a 'clerico,' and in 1621 was
placed for a time at Aquileia. He returned to

Rome in 1625 as maestro di cappella at S. Luigi

de' Frances!. One of Banohieri's Lettere a/rmo-

niche, Bologna, 1628, p. 50, is addressed to

' Sig. D. Romano Micheli, Roma ' (Parisini, i. 4).

In 1659 he was still alive at the age of eighty-

four.

Micheli took part in an amusing squabble as

to the relative merits of German and Italian

composers, between the Italian organist Marco
Scacchi and Paul Syfert, organist at Danzig.

The latter asserted that Italian compositions

were of a trivial character, and that theii- authors

should go to Danzig and study genuine music.

Micheli promptly sent copies of his musical

works to both Syfert and Forster of Danzig,

with a request that they would test Italian

work before they condemned it. The effect was

immediate, a polite reply was received in Feb.

1647, and the matter then dropped. Scacchi

himselfwas not so ready to acknowledge Micheli's

pre-eminence. The work, 'Canoni musicali com-

posti sopra le vocali di pii parole da Romano
Micheli romano, del qual modo di comporre egli

k inventore,' Roma, 1645, roused him to publish

a protest (Warsaw, March 16, 1647) against

the assumption that Micheli was the originator

of this type of canon, which could be traced

to a much earlier date. Micheli replied by the

publication of a collection of canons, full of the

most ingenious devices, entitled ' La potestJt

pontificia diretta dalla santissima Trinitk' The
manuscriptinscribed ' Canonimusicali di Romano
Micheli romano,' was preserved in the library
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of S. Agoatino (Baini, Mem. stor. crit, ii. 34,

note 473).

List of works ;

—

PBalml ad offlclum vesperaruin muslcls notis expresal, et temle
vocibus decantandi. Una. cum parte organica. Bomano Michaele
clerico romauo auctore. Liber prlmuB. Komae. J. B. Rbblectum,
1610. 4to.

Musica vaga et artiSclosa coiitlDente motettl coa obllghi, e

canonl diTersl. etc Dl D.R.M. rom. Veoetia. Giacomo Ymcenti,
1615. Folio. Is in the Brltjah Mueeum ; the muaic, -writes Buruey
{Bist. of Music, iii. 319), showa nothing but ' toil and pedantry.'

' Salmi per i vesperi a tie voci in concerto da cantai'ei in diversl

modi . . . cou il basso coutinuo per 1' organo. Libro secondo. Opera
terza. Venetia. Ma^ni, 161S. 4to.

Compieta a sei voci con tre tenorl concertata all' uso modemo con
il tosao cootinuo per 1' organo dl D.Br.M. rom. maestro di cappella

nella cattedrale dl Concordia. Venetia. 1616. F^tia gives an
edition of 1618.
Lettera di B.M. rom. alii . . . sig. eccellentisa. muslci della

cappella di N'. 8. ed altri muaici romanl miei FatroniOBBervandisaimi.
Venetia. G. Vincenti, 1618. Contains a canon in twelve parta.

Madrlgali a eei voci in cauone, con la resolutione delle parti, nel
quale per mezzo de gli accidenti 1' armonia dlscende un' tuono e di

poi ascende il tuono gi& dleceso, poteadoai anco cantare per i suoi
riverai, come 11 miiBici periti sanno ; atudio curioso non pifi veduto.
Con un avviao a tutti li Slg. mueici di Roma. Dato in luce da B.M.
rom. Beneflciato nella metropoli d' Aqulleia. Boma. Soldi, 1621.

Containa the madrigal 'O voi che eoapirate,' which was afterwards
printed by Angelo Berardi both in his MisceUanea mutioale,
Bologna, 1689, p. 60, and in his Arcani muticaU, 1690, p. 14; he
describes it as written 'con nobillssimo artificio,'

Certezza d' artiflcii musicall, non pit! fattl, contenuti nelll died
obllghi della messa a dieci voci ; con la rlspoata all' opposizione,
fatta dal Sig. A. Antonelli, musico in Boma, sopra la quantity di

essi obblighi. Dato in luce da B.M. rom. Beneficiato neUa metropoli
di Aquileia. Venetia. Bonfadino, 1621. 4to.

Copia di lettera con manoscritta mandata dal Sig. A. Antonelli
musico in Boma a me Br.M., etc., con la rispoata fattagli nelle pre-

aente stampe, etc. Venetia, Bonfadino, 1621. 4to.

Vivit Deua. Canones super plurlum verboruin vocalibus : quod
artlflcium compoueodii neque in Italia, nee alibi hactenus visum
est nonnullaque curioso artificio ad muaices peritissimos pertinentia.

Auctore R.M. rom. Opus sextum. Romae. L. Grignaui, 1649.

FoUo.
Avviso inviato da me R.M. Inaieme col foglio reale del cauone

musicale Fons Signatus, alii famoai e peritiasimi sig. muslci d' Italia

e di tutti gl' altri Regni, etc. Boma. Grignani, 1650. 4to. This
work gives approximately the date of Micheli's birth as it was
written ' nella sua riguardevole etd di anni 75' (Farisini, i. 89).

Canoue musicale a quattro voci, ad honors della concettione della
B.V.M., compoato sopra le vocali dl nuovo, e curioso artificio, etc.

Opera et inventione pellegrina dl R.M. rom, Boma, L. Grignani.
1650.
Baini also mentions the following three works :—
Li salmi a quattro voci. Venetia, 1638.

Le messe a quattro voci, Boma, 1660.
Li responsori a cinque voci, Boma, 1658.

Kircher, Mustt/rgia wniverialU. Boma, 1650, i. pp, 583-4 prints
a canon in thirty-six parts, diatributed among nine choirs, com-
posed by Michel!,' one of those who had revived the forgotten art of

writing canons.'
MSS. In the Dresden Library, MS. 375b, an aria scored for voice

and instruments. (Eitner.)

In the British Museum, Add. MS. 11,588, fT. 148, 149, 'Canon di
Romano Mlcheli,' 1615; and 'Canone del Metallo, dal Bomano
Micheli

'
; both from Micheli's Musieavaffa et artificiasa, 1615. rj a

MICROLOGUS (from the Gr. adj. tuxpo-

X670!, 'having regard to small things '— from

/uKpds, ' little,' and X67os, ' a word ' ; Lat. Sermo

brevis, an 'Epitome, ' or 'Compendium '). A name
given by two celebrated authors to works

containing on epitome of all that was known of

music at the time they were written.

I. The Micrologus of Guido d' Arezzo is

believed to have been compiled about the year

1024. Valuable MS. copies of this curious

work are preserved in the Vatican Library, as

well as in the Biblioth^ue Rationale at Paris,

and in other European collections. The treatise

was printed in 1784 by Gerbert, Prince Abbot
of S. Blasien, in his great work entitled Scrip-

tores eeclesiastici de musica ; and in 1876
Hermesdorff published a copy of the original

text at Treves, side by side with a German trans-

lation. Considerable variations occur in the

ancient MSS. ; but full dependence may be

placed upon the readings givenin the twoprinted

editions we have mentioned. The work is

divided into twenty chapters, some of which

throw great light, both upon the state of musi-

cal science at the time of its production, and

upon its subsequent progress. The first chapter

is merely introductory ; the second treats of the

different kinds of Notes ; and the third, of ' the

Disposition of the Monoohord,' which the author

strongly recommends as a means of teaching

Choristers to sing in tune [see Monoohord]
;

and it is worthy of notice, as a chronological

' landmark,' that Guido here uses the long-sinoe

universally rejected division of Pythagoras,

which resolves the Perfect Fourth (Viatesswron)

into two Greater Tones and a Limma, instead

of the truer section of Ptolemy, who divides it

into a Greater and Lesser Tone and a Semitone.

Chapter V. treats of the Octave (fiiapason), and

of the seven letters by which its sounds are repre-

sented. Chapters XVIII. and XIX., entitled,

De Diaptumia, id est Organi precepta, and Dietae

Diaphoniae per exempla probaiio, are filled with

still more interesting matter, and contain a

detailed description of the method pursued in

accompanying a Plain-song Melody with Discant

—here called Diaphonia or Organvm,. Earlier

authorities had decreed that, with the excep-

tion of the Octave, no intervals were admissible

in Discant, but the Perfect Fourth, and its in-

versions, the Perfect Fifth, used as in the follow-

ing example—quoted in the Micrologus—in

which the Plain - song occupies the middle

part :

—

S. — .2. -&. -S. r?I .2. -e.m : etc.

Mi - M - re re me 1.

But Guido, though he speaks of the Fourth

as the most important interval, permits also

the use of the Major Second and the Major and
Minor Third ; and gives the following example

of the manner in which they may be intro-

duced :

—

Ve -ni-te a - - do -re- mus.

Neither in the chapters we have selected for

our illustration, nor in any other part of the
work do we find any mention whatever of the
Harmonic Hand, the Solmisation of the Hexa-
chord, or the use of the lines and spaces of the

stave ; nor do Guide's other writings contain

any allusion to these aids to science sufficiently

explicit to identify him as their inventor. His
claim to this honour rests entirely on the

authority of Franchinus Gafurius, Vioentino,

Glareanus, Vineenzo Galilei, ZarUno, and other

early writers, whose verdict in his favour is,

however, so unanimous, that it would be danger-

ous to reject the traditions handed down to us

through so many consentient records. [An
admirable edition of Guido's Micrologus was pre-

pared by Dom Ambrogio Amelli, 0. S. B. , Prior of

Monte Cassino, and published in 1904.]

II. A less celebrated but scarcely less valu-
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able treatise entitled Musice active Micrologus
was printed at Leipzig in 1517, by Andreas
Ornithoparous (or Ornitoparohus)—a German
musician, ofacknowledged eminence, whose true

patronymic in its mother tongue was Vogelsang

or Vogelgesang.

[The followingare the variouseditions through

which it passed :

—

1. Leipzig, Jan. 1517. The colophon runs

as follows :

—

Excusaum est hoc opus Lipsiae in aedibus Valentini
|

Schuman. Meae Januario, Anni virginei partus De
\

oinuBeptimi supra aesqaimillesimu Leone de
I
cimo pont.

max. ac Maximiliano
I
gloriosissimo Imjjatore orbi ter-

ras
I
praesidentibuB.

|

This is the first edition, and only one copy

is known to exist, viz. in the Biblioth^que

Nationale at Paris, the whole of sheet A ofwhich

is wanting. It was described by F6tis, who,

however, confuses it with the second edition.

2. Leipzig, Nov. 1517. Described in Panzer

(ix. 496). The colophon is :

—

Excussum est hoc opns, ab ipso authore denuo casti-
gatum,

I
recognitumg^: Lipsie in edibus Ualentini Schu-

manni, calco-
1
graphi solertissimi : Meuse Kouebr

:

Anni virnnei partus de- | cimi septimi supra sesquimil-
lesimu. Xeone decimo Font. Max.

I
ac Maximiliano

inuictissimo imjpatore orbi terras.psidetibus.
|

This edition, though the colophon clearly proves

the contrary, is generally described as the first.

Copies of it are in the British Museum ; Kgl.

Bibliothek, Berlin ; Hofbibliothek, Darmstadt

;

Library of St. Mark's, Venice ; University of

Bonn, and one was in the ' Rosenthal Antiqua-

riat,' Munich, May 1888.

3. Leipzig, 1519. The colophon runs :

—

Excussum est hoc opus : denao castigatum recogni-
tornqj: | Ijipaie in edibus Ualentini Schumanni : calco-
graphi solertissi

I
mi : Mense Aprili ; Anni virglne)

partus Tndeuigeaimi supra
| sesquimillesimum. |

There arecopies of this at Berlin(Royal Library),

Munich (Royal Library), Konigsberg (seeMonats-

heftefur MusikgesehicMe, 1870, p. 47), Gbttin-

gen (University Library), and Brussels (see Cata-

logue de la BihliotMque de F. J. Fitis, p. 621).

A copy is said (MoTiMshefte, viii. p. 22) to be

in the Rathsschulbibliothek of Zwickau. Fetis

says there is an edition of 1521 at the Biblio-

theque Nationale in Paris, though on inquiry the

only copy found there was that of Jan. 1517.

The colophon he quotes is that of the 1519
edition, but he seems to have imagined that
' undevigesimi ' meant twenty-one, instead of

nineteen. His statement has been copied by
Mendel.

4. Cologne, 1533. The title-page runs :

—

AndrsB Ornitoparchi Meyningensis, De arte cantandi
micrologas, libris quatuor digestus, omnibus musicse
Btudiosis non tarn utilis quam necessarlus, diligenter

Tecngnitua. Colonise, apud Joannem Gymnicum, anno
1633.

A copy of this edition is in the Biblioth^que du

Conservatoire Nationale de Musiqne, Paris (see

M. Weckerlin's Catalogue, p. 209).

5. Cologne, 1535. An edition without colo-

phon, similar to the preceding. A copy is in

the Royal Library at Munich.

6. Gerber (Lexicon, ed. 1813, iii. p. 618)
quotes S)Giia.ah.t'sBihl. Music. (1687) to the effect

that there exists an edition in oblong 8vo, printed

by Johannes Gymnicus at Cologne in 1540, but
no copy of this is known to exist.]

This work, written in the quaint Latin pecu-

liar to the 16th century, contains the substance

of a series of Lectures delivered by the author
at the Universities of Heidelberg, Mainz, and
Tiibingen ; and is dividedinto fourseparatebooks.

The First Book, comprising twelve Chapters,

treats of the different kinds of Music, of the Clefs,

the Ecclesiastical Modes, the Hexachords, the

rules of Solmisation and Mutation, the various

Intervals, the Division and Use of theMonochord,
the laws of Musica fida. Transposition, and the

Church Tones. [See Modes, the Ecclesiasti-
cal; Hexaohord; Solmisation; Ml-tation;
Musica ficta ; Oenithopaecus ; Tones, the
Gregokian.]
The second Book, divided into thirteen

Chapters, treats of Measured Music, [see MusicA
mensurata], and contains an amount of

information even more valuable than that con-

veyed in Morley's Plaine and Fasie Introduction,

inasmuch as it is expressed in more intelligible

language, and freed from the involutions of a

cumbrous and frequently vague and meaningless

dialogue. In the second chapter of this Book
the author describes eight kinds of notes—the

Large, Long, Breve, Semibreve, Minim, Crotchet,

Quaver, and Semiquaver. The third chapter is

devoted to Ligatures ; and, as the Ligatures in

common use at the beginning of the 16th cen-

tury differed in some particulars from those

employed in the time of Palestrina, the rules

here given are of inestimable value in decipher-

ing early compositions. [See Notation.]

In the fourth and fifth chapters of the second

Book the author defines the various species of

Mood, Time, and Prolation ; and, complaining

as bitterly as Morley does, of the diversity of

the signs by which they are represented, [see

Mood, Prolation, Time]
;

proceeds to give

his readers directions, which will be found ex-

ceedingly useful to those who wish to score the

works of Josquin des Pres and other writers who
flourished before the middle of the 16th century.

The remaining chapters treat of Augmentation,

Diminution, Rests, Points, Proportion, and other

matters ofdeep interest to the student of ancient

music.

The third Book, disposed in seven chapters, is

devoted to the consideration of Ecclesiastical

Music, and chiefly to the Accents used in

reciting the Divine Ofiice. [See Inflexion,

vol. ii. pp. 466, etc.]

The fourth Book, in eight chapters, contains

an epitome of the Laws of Counterpoint ; and

treate in detail of the difference between Con-

sonances and Dissonances, the 'General Precepts

of Counterpoint,' the nature of different voices,

the formation of Cadences, the ' Special Precepts
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of Counterpoint,' the use of rests in Counter-
point and the different styles of singing. On
this last point the author's remarks are cruelly

caustic. He tells us that the English carol,

the French sing, the Spanish weep, the Italians

of Genoa caper, other Italians bark ; but ' the

Germans, I am ashamed to say, howl like

vpolves.

'

In 1609 our own John Dowland printed a

correct though deliciously quaint English trans-

lation in London ; and it is through the medium
of this that the work is best known in this

country. Hawkins, indeed, though he mentions

the Latin original, gives all his quotations from

Dowland's version, w. s. k. ; with additions

in square brackets by w. B. s.

MIDAS. A famous work of the second period

of English ballad opera. It is a classical ex-

travaganza, and a parody of Italian opera. Its

first appearance on the English boards was at

Covent Garden in 1764, though it is possible

that, as O'Keeffe in his Becollections (1S26), vol.

i. p. 54, gives as a first cast one different from

the first published copy, it may have been placed

upon the stage in Dublin, where the author of

the libretto, Kane O'Hara lived.

The music was selected from popular melodies,

and the piece held the stage for many years. It

was revised and acted at Drury Lane, Oct. 25,

1802, when Michael Kelly took the part of
' Apollo, ' previously filled by Vernon, and by
Mattocks. Another revival took place at Covent

Garden in 1814, Sinclair taking 'Apollo.' The
pretty song ' Pray Goody please to moderate the

rancour of your Tongue,' appears in the opera,

the air of which has been variously, ascribed to

Rousseau, Oswald, and Burney. The music of

the opera was first published by Walsh ; the

revised edition of 1802 by Birohall. F. K.

MIDDLE C. (i.) The note, c', indicated by
the C clef, or by the first ledger line below the

treble stave, and the first above the bass stave,

(ii.) The key upon the organ manuals sounding

the same note at ' eight-foot pitch, ' a key two
octaves above the lower or CC key. The word
is also used of the middle C upon the pedal-

board (i.e. sounding the note c at eight-foot

pitch), but only when special reference is made
to that clavier. T. E.

MIDLAND INSTITUTE SCHOOL OF
MUSIC. The Birmingham and Midland Institute

was incorporated by Act of Parliament in the

year 1854, 'for the difl'usion and advancement
of Science, Literature, and Art.' The founda-

tion-stone was laid by the Prince Consort in

the year 1855. The Institute consists of two
principal departments :

' General ' and ' In-

dustrial.' The latter is of a strictly educational

nature, and supplies the benefits of an Evening

College ; while nearly all the day classes are

devoted to individual tuition in musical subjects.

The School of Music is one of the most important

and interesting developments in the activity

of the Institute during recent years. There is

a very capable staff of teachers, who give in-

struction in the various branches of the Art,

including Mr. Max Mossel (Violin) ; Herr Willy

Lehmann, and Herr Johann C. Hock (Violon-

cello) ; Dr. Rowland Winn, Madame Marie

Fromm, Mr. G. H. Manton, Mr. 6. Halford,

Mr. Rutland Boughton (Piano) ; Mr. C. W.
Perkins, and Mr. W. F. Newey (Organ) ; Mr.

G. A. Breeden, Mr. F. W. Beard, and Mr. J. L.

Robinson (Singing) ; Mr. Alfred Gaul, Dr. Winn,
Mr. Halford, and Mr. Boughton (Theory), etc.

Collective classes are held in the evenings in

the following subjects : Singing, Harmony,
Counterpoint, Rudiments, Elocution, Orchestral

Instruments, etc. Inl900Mr. GranviUeBantock
was appointed the first Principal of the School

of Music, and a reorganisation of a Students'

Choir, Orchestra, Operatic Class, Fortnightly

Rehearsals, and Terminal Concerts, with an
Annual Concert at the Town Hall, was effected.

In 1903 Sir Edward Elgar accepted the honorary

position of Visitor to the School, and has evinced

his personal interest in the work of the School,

not only as » member of the Committee, but

by personally conducting the Students' Orchestra

at a Town Hall Concert. A Chamber Music
Class for the practice of Sonatas, Trios, Quartets,

etc., is under the direction of Mr. Max Mossel,

and interesting concerts of the work of this

class are given at the close of each session.

The Operatic Class, in the charge of the Principal

and Mr. H. A. Breeden, has given performances

of Mozai-t's ' Magic Flute ' ; Gluck's ' Orpheus
'

;

and ' Iphigenia in Aulis.'

Examinations are held at the end of every

session, and certificates are awarded to successful

students in the Honoiu's, First, and Second
Grades. The examinations are conducted in

accordance with a prescribed Syllabus, modelled

on that of the Associated Board, by the Principal

and a Visiting Examiner, assisted by members
of the teaching staff. Mr. Ivor Atkins
(Worcester) ; Dr. G. R. Sinclair (Hereford)

;

Dr. Herbert Brewer (Gloucester) ; and Mr.
Frederick Corder (London) have ofBciated in

the capacity of Visiting Examiner during recent

years. The work presented at the Students'

Concerts is carefully selected from the Classics,

and recognised Masters of Music, and perform-

ances have been given of such works as Bach's

'Magnificat,' 'Sleepers, wake,' ' Bide with us
'

;

Brahms's ' Song of Destiny, ' ' Rhapsody '
;

Beethoven's 'Choral Fantasia,' Pianoforte Con-

certos ; Haydn's and Mozart's Symphonies, etc.

The number of individual students at the

present time is about 700, and increases

annually, while the work of the students, and
the results obtained, afford encouragement to

those interested in the progress of music in the

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM MUSIC,
by Mendelssohn, consists of two parts, (i.) The
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Overture was written between July 7 and August
6, 1826, with the latter of which dates the score

(in the Berlin Bibliothek) is signed. It appears

from Marx's statement (Srinn. ii. 231-33) that

the work, as we possess it, is a second attempt.

The former one, of which the first half was
completed, began with the four chords and the

fairy figure. On these followed a regular over-

ture, in which the theme

represented the proceedings of the lovers. No-
thing else has survived. The Bergomask dance

and other most characteristic features are all

new, and appear to have been the result of the

representations of Marx, who urged that the

overture should not only be formed on the

subject of the play but should adopt it as a

Programme. It was first performed in public

at Stettin in Feb. 1827. Mendelssohn brought

it with him to London in 1829, and it was

played under his direction at a concert given

by Drouet at the Argyll Rooms, on June 24,

Slidsimimer night. On returning from the

concert the score was left in a hackney coach

and irrecoverably lost.

The coincidence between the melody at the

close of the overture and that in the ' Mermaid's

song ' in the Finale to the second act of Weber's

'Oberon' is no doubt a mere coincidence.

Weber's sketch of the Finale was finished in

Dresden on Jan. 7, 1826,' immediately after

which he started for London ; and it is very

improbable that any of the motifs of the opera

should have become known before its perform-

ance, April 12, 1826. But apart from this, it

is so extremely unlike Mendelssohn to adopt a

theme from another composer, that we may be

perfectly sure that the idea was his own. He
introduces it in the beginning of the work, at

the fastfortissimo ; it then twice recurs in the

course of the working, and appears in an ex-

tended form as a cantiUne in the coda. Men-

delssohn appears to have felt some difficulty as

to the notation of the overture. He first wrote

it with the fairy subject in quavers ; he then pub-

lished an arrangement for the PF. with Cramer

& Co., which has the fairy subject in semi-

quavers ; and lastly returned to the original

notation, in which the score is printed. These

alterations of course do not affect the actual

sound of the theme. The score was published

with those of the ' Hebrides' and 'Meeresstille,'

as '3 concert overtures,' by Breitkopfs, in

March or April 1835.

(ii.) The music for the Play was composed in

1843 in obedience to the desire of the King of

Prussia, and was produced on the stage at the

New Palace at Potsdam, on Oct. 14 of that

year, after eleven rehearsals. It contains 12

> Weber'a Ufe, b? blB son, il, 639, 643.

numbers—Scherzo ; Fairy march ; 'You spotted

snakes' for two soprauosand chorus ; Melodrama

;

Intermezzo ; Melodrama ; Nottnrno ; Andante ;

Wedding march ; Allegro oommodo ; Bergomask
dance ; Finale. Its first performance at the

Philharmonic was under the composer's direc-

tion. May 27, 1844. [The march was played

on the organ, on the Sunday following, by Dr.

E. J. Hopkins. See Mus. Times, 1899, p.

122.] G.

MIGNON. Op^ra-comique in three acts,

words by MM. Carre and Barbier, founded on
'WUhelm Meister

'
; music by Ambroise Thomas.

Produced at the Op^ra-Comique, Paris, Nov. 17,

1866, and in London, at Drury Lane, July 5,

1870. M.

MIKADO, THE. Comic opera in two acts
;

words by W. S. Gilbert, music by Sir Arthur
Sullivan. Produced at the Savoy Theatre,

March 14, 1885. M.

MILAN. A school of music was founded at

Milan in 1483 by Lodovico Sforza, Duke of

MUan. Some writers affirm that this was the

first public school of music in Italy, but that

of Bologna, founded in 1482 by Pope Nicholas

v., preceded it by one year. Franchino Gafurio

of Lodi was the first public professor of music
in Milan. Costanza Porta, the pupil of Willaert,

Zarlino, Caimo, Gastoldi, Biffi, and others,

were also eminent composers in the old Lombard
school of music, but Claudio Monteverde (born

at Cremona, 1570) was the first to found a new
epoch in this school, and to make it one of the

richest and most powerful in Italy. He first

attracted the notice of the Duke of Mantua by
his performance on the viola ; and by his

direction, and applying himself to the study of

composition under Ingegneri, the Maesti'o di

Cappella of that Court, he became a considerable

composerfor theChurch. Theresultofhisstudies

appears in some valuable innovations in the old

rules of counterpoint, which, although they

excited much cavil and discussion at the time,

were soon adopted not only by dilettanti but

by professors.

Besides making these important discoveries,

he is considered to be one of the first inventors

of recitative in the Musical Drama. Orazio

Vecchi, born about 1550, was another writer

of operatic music of the Lombard school. His
opera of ' L' Amfipamaso,' was one of the earliest

operatic representations. These and many other

writers of dramatic music were formed in the

Lombard school, which was also illustrated by
composers for the Church, such as Viadana,

Noscimbeni, Simpliciano Olivo, Giuseppe Vig-

nati, Antonio Rosetti, Gio. Andrea Fioroni,

etc. etc.

In the first part of the 18th century the

famous school of singing of Giuseppe Ferdinando

Brivio flourished at Milan, but there does not

seem to have been any special ' Accademia ' or

Conservatorio for public musical instruction till
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the year 1807, when, by a decree of Napoleon
Buonaparte, the present Eoyal Conaervatorio of

Milan was established.

By order of the viceroy, Engine Beauharnais,

the building annexed to the church of Santa
Maria della Paasione, formerly a convent, was
set apart for the new musical institute. It

was opened on Sept. 8, 1808, and formally in-

augurated by the Marquis de Brfeme, minister

of the interior ; and it was to be modelled on
the pattern of the old Conservatories of Naples.

The first president of the Conservatorio was

Bonifazio AsioU, chosen by the celebrated Oian

Simone Mayr, who traced out the rules for the

new institution ; and the first professors of the

various branches of musical instruction were

Federigi, Secohi, Ray, Piantanida, Negri, Eolla,

Sturioni, Andredi, Adami, Belloli, Buccinelli.

In 1814, on account of the large increase of

pupils, two extra professors were nominated.

During the years 1848 and 1849, when the

Austrians were in MUan, the Conservatorio was
also occupied by their troops, but the musical

instruction of the pupils was carried on in the

private houses of the professors. In 1850 the

Conservatorio was reopened under the presidency

of Lauro Rossi on a larger scale, with a con-

siderable change in its form of government, and
fresh provision was made lor instruction in the

organ, the harp, the history and philosophy of

music. In 1858 a school of instruction in

singing for the performers at the royal theatres

was likewise added.

An Academical Council was instituted in

1864, to determine what prizes should be distri-

buted to the pupils, and every year those who
distinguish themselves most at the yearly ex-

aminations receive a monthly pension arising

out of the endowment of the Institution. In
this same year the ' Society del Quartetto ' was
formed, of which many of the most notable

musicians of the present day are honorary

members. Every year this society causes six

or eight concerts of classical music to be per-

formed, and offers a prize for the best musical

composition on a given subject. The ' Scuole

popolari ' for the lower classes of the people, at

the cost of the State, are also offshoots of the

great Milanese Conservatorio.

The prograinme of musical instruction in the

Royal Conservatorio, as translated from the

report of January 1873, of the president. Signer

Lodovieo Melzi, comprehends two kinds of in-

struction in music, artistic and literary, and
these may again be subdivided into a preliminary

and a superior course of instruction in either of

these two branches.

The Conservatorio professes to give a complete

musical and a fair literary education. The
musical instruction is directed by twenty-nine

professors, and by about thirty teachers selected

from the best pupils of both sexes. For the

literary branch there are seven professors. There

are two other professors, one for deportment,

pantomime, and ballet, the other for drill.

Each pupU previous to admission must pass

through a preliminary examination to see if he

has any capacity for the branch of musical in-

struction he intends to pursue. This examina-

tion when passed only gives the pupil a right to

enter the Conservatorio probationaUy for a year,

and not till he has passed the second examina-

tion at the end of the probationary year is he

admitted as a pupU. On admission he pays an
entrance fee of twenty lire, and every year,

until his studies are completed, he pays to the

Institute five lire monthly, with the exception

of the months of September and October.

Nine years are allowed to each pupil for

studyincomposition, and for attainingproficiency

in stringed instruments, ten years for wind
instruments, eleven years for instruction in

singing. [For the opera-house at Milan, see

SoALA, La.] c. m. p.

MILANOLLO, Teresa and Mabia, two
exceptionally gifted youthful violinists. Do-
menicaMariaTeresa—the elderand betterknown
of the two sisters—was born in SavigUano near

Turin on August 28, 1827, and died (Mme.
Parmentier) in Paris, Oct. 25,1904. Her sister

Maria, whose career was suddenly cut short at

the age of sixteen, was born in SavigHano,

July 19, 1832, and died in Paris, Oct. 21, 1848.

Their father, according to Fetis, was a poor
carpenter, and his little daughters were two
out of thirteen children. Teresa's talent asserted

itself at the age of four, the child being so

powerfully influenced by a violin solo played

at High Mass one Sunday that she never rested

until her father gave her a violin. Then followed

lessons from a native violinist, Giovanni Ferrero,

under whose tuition she remained for about a
year, making astounding progress. Her talent

was so precocious that her father began to think

seriously about her musical education, and in

order to give her the advantages of better

tuition, the MilanoUos migrated to Turin, when
the little girl—scarcely six—received instruc-

tion from Gebbaro and Mora, two violinists

attached to the Capella Carlo Alberto. WhUe
in Turin she made a few public appearances

which confirmed the high opinion which had
already been formed of her talent, but the

recompense she received was quite inadequate

to alleviate the poverty of the MilanoUo family.

After a year of struggle and trial in Turin,

MilanoUo pfere resolved to tempt fortune by
taking Teresa to Paris. Full of hope but with
very small means, he and his wife and their

two children—Teresa seven and Maria three

—

left Turin. They crossed the Alps on foot,

and in spite of cold, hunger, and fatigue, pursued
their journey without a stop uutU they reached
Marseilles. Here their future aspirations for

Teresa were strengthened by her successful

appearance at four concerts. Armed with an
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introduction to Lafont, they finally arrived in

Paris in 1837. Lafont at once recognised
Teresa's gifts, made her one of his pupils, allowed
her to play five times at the Op^ra-Comique
concerts, and took her on tour with him through
Holland and Belgium. At these appearances,

besides playing solos, she often joined her master
in duets. After a severe illness in Amsterdam,
which prevented her from finishing the tour,

she reappeared at the Hague, and played to

the Prince of Orange, who presented her with a

handsome diamond ornament. From Holland
she went to England

;
played in Covent Garden

Theatre at five concerts ; received some tuition

from the Anglo-Italian violinist, Mori, and then
toured in the provinces and Wales, playing at

forty concerts in less than a month. For this

fatiguing undertaking the child received no
recompense, owing to the harpist, Boscha,

absconding with all the profits. Previously to

this, Teresa had started giving her sister Maria
violin lessons. Maria's gifts were also of a
high order, though her style was quite different.

Teresa's playing was fuU of warmth and feeling,

while Maria's was brilliant and sparkling,

characteristics which caused them to be nick-

named Mademoiselle Adagio and Mademoiselle

Staccato. After Maria's debut in Boulogne at

the age of six, the two sisters were inseparable,

and travelled together everywhere, playing in

France, Holland, and Belgium. In 1839 they
returned to Paris. Teresa assumed an incognito

so as to take lessons from Habeneck. Habeneck
respected her wish to keep her name hidden

from the public for a space of study, and never

divulged his discovery that his pupil was Teresa

MUanoUo. A year later, the sisters appeared

again in public at Rennes, Nantes, and Bor-

deaux, where they gave twelve concerts with

great success. In Paris they played before King
Louis Philippe at NeuiUy, and at Habeneek's

special request made a most successful appear-

ance at the Paris Conservatoire. At this concert,

which took place on April 18, 1841, Teresa

played a Polonaise by Habeneck, gaining an
enthusiastic reception, and receiving particular

compliments from Cherubini and Auber, who
were of the audience. Making the acquaintance

of De Beriot at Boulogne, she received some
lessons from him, and then travelled ^vith her

sister in Belgium and Germany, played before

the King of Prussia, gave twelve concerts at

Frankfort, and in 1843 arrived in Vienna, where

they created a furore at twenty-five concerts.

In the same year they returned to their native

country, and on June 9, 1845, appeared in

London at the Philharmonic Concert, but in

spite of their great continental reputation, the

London critics rather condemned what they

considered to be an exaggerated style. In 1 848,

after continued touring, they returned to Paris ;

in the same year Maria, who was just sixteen

and had been ailing for some months, suddenly

died of rapid consumption, and was buried in
the Cemetery of Pfere Lachaise. Teresa was so

overcome with grief at the loss of her companion
that she retii'ed from public life for some time,

remaining mostly on an estate which her father

had bought nearMalezeville, in Lorraine. Gradu-
ally she resumed her concert appearances, which
she continued with remarkable success in

Germany and Italy, until 1857, when she
married, on April 16, an eminent French military

engineer, Monsieur Charles Joseph Thfodore
Parmentier (bom at Barr, [Lower Rhine]
March 14, 1821). After her marriage she
abandoned the concert platform and followed
the fortunes of her husband, who had been a
distinguished soldier, and had seen service in

the Crimea, and was also an excellent amateur
musician (see Fetis, Biog.). During the lifetime

of Maria the sisters were greatly interested in the
poor of Lyons, and as soon as Teresa had roused
herself from the grief which her sister's death
caused her, she exerted herself in establishing

her ' Concerts des Pauvres,' which she carried out
in a systematic manner in almost every town
in France. Her plan was to give a concert, for

which the wealthy purchased tickets, and im-
mediately to follow the first with a second

concert at which the audience was composed
of poor people entirely. She would first charm
them by her playing, and at the conclusion,

money, food, and clothing—which had been
purchased out of the receipts of the former
concert—were distributed. From 1878 until her

death Mme. Parmentier lived quietly in Paris.

Compositions : Ave Maria, chorus for male
voices; Fantaisie-eMgiaque for violin; two
romances ; Transcriptions and variations for

violin and pianoforte.

Fitia, Biographie des Musiaiens ; A. C. Lahee's

Famous Violinists of To-day and Yesterday

;

A. M. Clarke's Fiddlers Ancient and Modem
;

Les Scewrs Milanollo, itvdes Mographiques,

artistiqites et morales (Lyons, 1847) ; Theresa

Milanollo et Maria Milanollo, par C. M. (Nantes,

n.d.). B. H-A.

MILDER-HAUPTMANN, Pauline Anna,
a celebrated German singer and tragic actress,

the daughter of Milder, a courier in the Austrian

service, was bom at Constantinople, Dec. 13,

1785. She lived afterwards at Vienna, where,

having lost her father, she was compelled to

enter the service of a lady of rank as lady's

maid. Her fine voice and handsome person

attracted the notice of Schikaneder, the well-

known Viennese manager, who urged her to

enter the profession, offering to be responsible

for her musical education and to superintend

her debut on the stage. The offer was accepted,

and she became the pupil of an Italian singing-

master named TomasceUi, and subsequently of

Salieri. She made her first public appearance

on April 9, 1803, as Juno, iu Siissmayer's opera,

' Der Spiegel von Arkadien.' As an artist, she
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seems to have profited but little by instruction.

With the kind of Oriental indolence that always
distinguished her, she was content to rely for

success on her splendid natural gifts, which
were such as to procure for her, almost at once,

an engagement at the Imperial Court theatre.

That the part of ' Fidelio ' should have been

written for her is sufficient testimony to the

capabilities of the organ which caused old Haydn
to say to her, ' Dear child, you have a voice like

a house
!

'

Her fame spread rapidly, and in 1808 she

made a brilliantly successful professional tour,

obtaining, on her return to Vienna, a fresh.en-

gagement at Court asprima donna assoluta. In

1810 Anna Milder married a rich jeweller named
Hauptmann. Her greatest series of triumphs

was achieved at Berlin, where she appeared in

Gluck's ' Iphigenia in Tauris' in 1812. After

singing with equal eclat in other great German
towns, she contracted, in 1816, a permanent
engagement with the royal theatre of Berlin,

where for twelve years she reigned supreme.

She played in all the principal rdles in the

repertoire, but her great parts were those of the

classical heroines of Gluck—Iphigenia, Alcestis,

Armida— for which she was pre - eminently
fitted, both by her imposing presence, and by
her magnificent soprano voice, full, rich, and
flawless, which both in amount and quality

seems to have left nothing to desire. It was,

however, unwieldy, and this natural inflexibility

so little overcome by art as to be incapable of

the simplest trill or other florid embellishment.

At times, especially in her later years, she

attempted some lighter parts, such as Mozart's

Donna Elvira, and Susanna,' but her la^sk of

execution prevented her from succeeding in

these as she did in Weigl's opera, ' Die Sohweizer-
familie ' (made celebrated by her impersonation

of Emmeline), or in the broad declamatory style

of Gluck. Although ' Fidelio ' became one of

her principal rSles, her performance in this

opera was never, either vocally or dramatically,

irreproachable. Thayer (Idfe of Beethoven, ii.

290) relates a conversation with her, in 1836,

when she told him what ' hard fights ' she used

to have with the master about some passages in

the Adagio of the great scena in E major, de-

scribed by her as 'ugly,' 'unvocal,' and 'inimical

(widerstrebend) to her organ.' All was in vain,

however, until in 1814 she declared herself

resolved never again to appear in the part, if

she had to sing this ungrateful air as it stood

—

a threat which proved effective.

Her manner in society is described as cold

and apathetic, and her degree of musical culture

so small that she could only learn her parts by
having them played to her over and over again.

In spite of this (in which indeed she is not

singular), she was as much admired by com-

posers and critics as by the court and the public.

Zelter describes her golden voice as ' positively

belonging to the class of rarities,' and herself as

' the only singer who gives you complete satis-

faction.' There is no doubt that her success

and steady hold on the public favour had a

most important influence in upholding German

opera and the classical style, and in counteract-

ing the frivolous fashion for foreign talent of

every kind which reigned at Berlin.

Chorley tells an amusing story, on the

authority of an eye-witness, of an occasion when
Mme. Milder's stately calm was for a moment
overcome during one of her magnificent im-

personations of Gluck's heroines. 'At the

moment where Blum, the bass singer, who used

to strengthen himself for the part of Hercules

upon champagne, was carrying off the colossal

Alcestis from the shades below. Queen Milder,

aware of the risk she ran in arms so unsteady,

and overpowered with sudden terror, exclaimed,

"HerrJesu! lohfalle!" Thisexclamation elicited

a simultaneous roar from all parts of the theatre.

And from that day forward, Milder was led, not

carried, from the stage by the God of Strength.'

(Modem. German Music, vol. i. p. 186.)

In 1829 she abdicated her sceptre in Berlin,

owing to misunderstandings and difierences with

the opera-director, Spontini. She then visited

Russia, Sweden, and Denmark, but her voice

was failing fast. Her last public appearance

was at Vienna in 1836, two years before her

death, which happened at Berlin on May 29,

1838. F. A. M.

MILITARY BAND. See Wind Band.
MILITARY DRUM is another term for the

side drum. [See Drum, 3, vol. i. p. 732.] v. db p.

MILITARY SOUNDS AND SIGNALS. The
use ofmusical instruments in war by the ancients

—a use which is found in all countries and at

all times—appears to have been more as an
incentive to the courage of the troops than as

a means of conveying orders and commands.
It is in the 13th century of our era that we
first find undoubted evidence of the sounding ^

of trumpets in a, field of battle as a signal for

attack. At the battle of Bouvines (1215) the

French charge was signalled in this manner,
and numerous other instances are to be found
in the chronicles of the period. For the next

200 years at least, the instrument used for

signalling seems to have been the trumpet
alone. The question of the introduction of

the drum into Europe is one involving too much
discussion to be entered upon here, but it may
be mentioned as a fact that the first clear

evidence of its use is the passage in Froissart

(Bk. I. Ft. i. chap. 322) describing how, in the

year 1 347, Edwaid III. and his company entered

1 In connection with this vord we have an instance of Tennyson's
extreme accniacy In the choice of terms. Where the bugle is used
as a mere means of awakening the echoes he aays

—

' Blt»o bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying
'

;

but where it is to be used as a signal he employs the strictly correct
term

—

' Leave me here, and when you want me, lound upon the bugle-
horn.'
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into Calais ' h, grand foison de menestrandies, de
tiompes, de tambours, de nacaires, de chalemies

et de muses '—no mean military band to attend

the king of ' unmusical ' England ! It is in

Italy that the drum seems first to have been

used for signalling purposes. MacohiaTelli, in

several passages in his Art of War (wi'itten for

Lorenzo de' Medici in 1521), clearly states that

the drum commands all things in a battle,

proclaiming the commands of the officer to his

troops. He also recommends the use of trum-

pets and flutes, the latter being apparently an
idea of his own borrowed from the Greeks ; he
would give the signals to the trumpets, followed

by the drums, and advises that the cavalry

should have instruments of a different sound
from those used by the infantry. This use by
the Italians of both trumpete and drums is

confirmed by s, passage in Zarlino {IstitiiMoni

ArmonicJiej'Venice, 1558, pt. i.cap. 2), 'Osservasi

ancora tal costume alii tempi nostri
; perciocche

di due esserciti 1' uuo non assalirebbe 1' inimico,

se non invitato dal suono delle Trombe e de'

Tiimburi, overo da alcun' altra sorte de' musioali

istrumenti.' It was in all probability from

Italy that the earliest musical signals came

:

spread over Europe by mercenaries, they were

modified and altered by the different troops

which adopted them, but the two signalling

instruments were everywhere the same (with

perhaps the exception of Germany, where the

fife seems to have been introduced), and the

names given to the different sounds long retained

evidence of their Italian origin. The first

military signals which have been handed down
to us in notation are to be found in Jannequin's

remarkable composition, ' La Bataille, ' which

describes the battle of Marignan (1515), and

was published at Antwerp in 1545, with a fifth

part added by Verdelot [See vol. ii. p. 526.]

A comparison of this composition with the same
composer's similar part-songs ' La Guerre,' ' La
prinse et reduction de Boulogne ' (fifth book of

Nicolas du Chemin's Chansons, 1551 ; Eitner,

BiU. d. Sammelwerke, 1551 i.), or Francesco

di Milano's 'La Battaglia,' would be most in-

teresting, and would probably disclose points

of identity between the French and Italian

military signals. The second part of Jannequin's
' Bataille ' (of which the first ten bars are given

here in modem notation) evidently contains two

trumpetcalls, 'Le BouteseUe ' and 'A I'Etendart.

'

Fan frerelelelanfaufrerelelelanfan

SWPERTOS.
CONTEA.

Tbnob.
QniHTA Pars

SI PLAOKT.
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In the same year in which Jannequin's ' Ba-
taille' was published, we find in England one
of the earliest of those ' Rules and Articles of

War ' of which the succession has been continued
down to the present day. These 'Rules and
Ordynaunces for the Warre ' were published for

the French campaign of 1544. Amongst them
are the, following references to trumpet signals.

'After the watche shal be set, unto the tyme
it be discharged in the momynge, no maner of

man make any shouting or blowing of homes
or whisteling or great noyse, but if it be trum-
pettes by a special commaundement. ' Euery
horseman at the fyrst Waste of the trumpette

shall sadle or cause to be sadled his horse, at

the seconde to brydell, at the thirde to leape

on his horse baoke, to wait on the kyng, or his

lorde or capitayne. ' There is here no mention
of drums, but it must be remembered that by
this time the distinction oftrumpet sounds being

cavalry signals and drum-beats confined to the

infantry was probably as generally adopted in

England as it was abroad. In a Virginal piece

of William Byrd's preserved at Christ Church,
Oxford, and called ' Mr. Birds Battel,' which
was probably written about the end of the

16th century, we find different sections, entitled
' The Souldiers Summons, '

' The March of the

footemen," 'The March of the horsemen,' 'The
Trumpetts,' 'The Irish March,' and 'The Bag-

pipe and the Drum.' The first and fifth of

these contain evident imitations of trumpet
sounds which are probably English military

signals of the period, the combination of bag-

pipes and drums being a military march. Jehan
Tabourot, in his valuable OrchisograpMe (1588),'

says that the musical instruments used in war
were 'les buocines et trompettes, litues et clerons,

cors et cornets, tibies, fifres, arigots, tambours,

et aultres semblables ' (fol. 66), and adds that
' Ce bruict de tous les diets instruments, sert

de signes et aduertissemeuts aux soldats, pour

desloger, marcher, se retirer : et Ma rencontre de

I'ennemy leur donne oceur, hardiesse, et courage

d'assaillir, et se defendre virilement et vigour-

ousement. ' Tabouret's work also mentions that

it was the custom among certain German troops

for the cavalry to use kettledrums. The illus-

trations to the 1566 edition of L. Fronsperger's

Kriegsbiich give more than one example of this.

Similarly in Rabelais we find a description of

the Andouille folk attacking Pantagruel and
his company, to the sound of 'joyous fifes and
tabours, trumpets and clarions.' But though

from these passages it would seem as if signals

were given by other instruments than the drum
and trumpet, there can be no doubt that if

this was the case, they were soon discontinued.
' It is to the voice of the Drum the Souldier

should wholly attend, and not to the aire

of the whistle,' says Francis Markham in

1622 ; and Sir James Turner, in his Pallas

1 See OnCHi&oosAPBiE.

Armata (1683), has the following :— ' In some

places a Piper is allowed to each Company

;

the Germans have him, and I look upon their

Pipe as a Warlike Instrument. The Bag-pipe

is good enough Musick for them who love it

;

but sure it is not so good as the Almain
Whistle. With us any Captain may keep a

Piper in his Company, and maintain him too,

for no pay is allowed him, perhaps just as much
as he deserveth.'

In the numerous military manuals and works

published during the l7th century, we find many
allusions to and descriptions of the difierent

signals in use. It would be unnecessary to quote

these in extenso, but Francis Markham's Five

Decades of Epistles of Warre (London, 1622)
demands some notice as being the first work
which gives the names and descriptions of the

different signals. In Decade I., Epistle 5, 'Of

Dnmimes and Phiphes,' he describes the drum
signals as follows :

' First, in the morning the

discharge or breaking up of the Watch, then a

preparation or Summons to make them repaire

to their colours ; then a beating away before they

begin to march ; after that a March according

to the nature and custom of the country (for

diners countries have diners Marches), then a

Chwrge, then a Retrait, then a Troupe, and lastly

a Battalion, or a Battery, besides other sounds

which depending onthe phantasttikenes of forain
nations are not so useful. ' He also states that a

work upon the art of drumming had been written

by one Hindar ; unfortunately of this no copy
apparently exists. Markham is no less explicit

with regard to Trumpet Sounds than he is with
Drum Signals :

' In Horse-Troupes . . . the

Trwmpet is the same which the Brum and Fhiph
is, onely differing in the tearmes and sounds of

the Instrument : for the first point of warre is

Butte sella, clap on your saddles ; Mounte
Cauallo, mount on horseback ; Tucqu:et, march

;

Oarga, carga, an Alarme to charge ; A la Stan-

dardo, a retrait, or retire to your colours

;

Avqv^t,^ to the Watch, or a, discharge for the

watch, besides diners other points, as Proclama-

tions, Cals, Summons, aU which are most
necessary for euery Souldier both to know and
obey ' (Deo. III. , Ep. 1). It is noticeable in this

list that the names of the trumpet sounds evi-

dently point to an Italian origin, while those of

the drum signals are as clearly English. To the

list of signals given by Markham we may add
here the following, mentioned only in different

English works, but in which, unfortunately^ no
musical notes are given : Reliefe, Parade, Tapto,

{Count Mansfields Directionsof Warre, translated

by W. G. 1624); March, Alarm, Troop, Cha-

madoes and answers thereunto, Reveills, Pro-

clamations (Du Praissao's Art of Warre, Eng-
lished by J. Cruso, 1639) ; Call, Preparative,

Battle, Retreat (W. Barriffe's Military Discip-

line ; or the Yov/ngArtillery Man, second edition,

3 Anqnet, ue. Avguet—Ut the watch.
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1639, and Elton's Oompleat Body of the Art
Military, 1650) ; Take Arms, Come to Colours,

Draw out into the Field, Challenge, General,

Parley (^English Military Discipline, 1680)

;

Gathering (Turner's Pallas Armata, 1683).

To return to those signals, the notes of which
have come down to us, the earliest collection

extant is to be found in the second book of

Merseune's De Instrumentis Sarmonicis, Prop,

xix. (1635), where the following cavalry signals

are given— L'entrte ; Two Boute-seUes; A
oheval ; A I'estendart ; Le simple cavalquet

;

Le double cavalquet ; La charge ; La ohamade ;

La retraite ; Le Guet. Of these signals (copies

of which will be found in a MS. of the 17th
century in the British Museum, Harl. 6461) we
give here the first Boute-selle :

—

The next collection known is that of Girolamo

Fantini, Trumpeter to Ferdinand II., Duke of

Tuscany, whose work is entitled Modo per im-

parare a sonare di tromia tanto di giterra

quanta musicalmente in organo, con tromha sor-

dina, col cinibalo e ogn' altro istrumento ; ag-

giuviovi molte sonate, come balletti, brartdi,

capricci, serahande, correnti, passaggi e sonate

am la tromba e organo insieme (Frankfurt,

1636). This rare work, to which M. Georges

Kastner first drew attention in his Manuel de

Musigue Militaire, contains specimens of the

following trumpet caUs—Prima Chiamata di

Guerra; Sparata di Butta Sella ; L'acoavaUo; La

maroiata ; Seconda Chiamata che si vk sonata

avant la BattagUa ; Battaglia ; Alio Stendardo ;

TJghetto ; fiitirata di Capriccio ; Butte la Tenda ;

Tutti a Tavola. Some ofthese are very elaborate.

The Boute-selle, for instance, consists ofan intro-

duction of four bars in common time, followed by

a movement in 6-4 time, twenty-nine bars long,

which is partly repeated. We give here one of

the shorter signals, ' Alio Stendardo '
:—

(Three times.)

With regard to the German signals of this

period, and indeed with regard to the whole

history of military music in Germany, we are

reluctantly compelled to ti-eat the subject very

cursorily, owing to the almost total want of

material. It has been seen that the use of the

kettledrum for the cavalry came from Gennany,

and frequent allusions are made in French works

of the 1 8th century to the superiority of German

military music. But owing perhaps to the more

general musical intelligence of the soldiers, the

different signals seem to have been handed down
orally to a greater extent than they were with

other nations. It is said that their signals

were better in point of form than those of other

nations, and that they were often derived from

popular VolksHeder, etc. Their musical superi-

ority they retain to the present day. An in-

teresting point with regard to the German
signals is the habit the soldiers had of inventing

doggerel verses to them. Some of these rhymes
are said to be very ancient, going back so far as

the 1 6th century. The verses were not confined

to the signals of their own armies, but were
sometimes adapted to those of their traditional

enemies, the French. Freiherr von Soltau gives

several of these in his work on German Volks-

lieder (Leipzig, 1845). The following are some
of the most striking :

—

Wahre di bure
Di garde di kumbt. (1500.)

Hiit dich Bawr ich kom
Mach dich bald davon. (16th cent.)

Zu Bett zu Bett
Die Trommel geht

TJnd das ihn morgen friih aufsteht,
ITnd nicht so lang im Bette Ight.

(Prussian Zapfenstreich, or Tattoo.)

Die Franzosen haben das Geld gestohlen.
Die Preussen wollen es wieder holen I

Geduld, geduld, geduld

!

(Prussian Zapfenstreich.)

Kartoffelsupp, Kartoffelsupp,
Und dann und wann ein SchSpfenkop*,

Mehl, mehl, mehl. (HomSigual.)!

Another probable reason of the scarcity of old

collections of signals in Germany is that the

trumpeters and drummers formed a very close

and strict guild. The origin of their privileges

was of great antiquity, but their real strength

dates from the Imperial decrees confirming their

ancient privileges, issued in 1528, 1623, and
1630, and confirmed by Ferdinand III., Charles

VI., Francis I., and Joseph II. Sir Jas. Turner
(Pallas Armata, Lond. 1623) ^ has some account

of this guild, from which were recruited the

court, town, and army trumpeters. Their

privileges were most strictly observed, and no
one could become a master-trumpeter except by
being apprenticed to a member of the guild.

^

1 m England similAr nonflense rliymea are invented for some of
the calls. Their chief authors and perpetuators are the boy buglera.
The following Officer's Mess CaU is an example :

—

sol - diers' wives have akil - ly.

Of recent years several collections of Tnunpet and Bngle Sounds
with adapted words have been published ; that by A. C. Atherley

(1902) is especially complete.
3 See also CereTnoniel u. PrivOegia d, Tromptter u. PaucJcer

fDresden. no date. Quoted in Weckerlln's Mtuiciana, p. 110).

3 Further information on this subject wDl be found in Mendel.

tub voce ' Trompeter,' and in the work quoted in that article, Fer-

such dner Antmtung xwr heraiicTt-ntutiktiluchen Trompeter- und
FaukMrKmut <HaUe, 179S).
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Returning to France, we find from the time of

Louis XIV. downwards a considerable number
of orders of the government regulating the

different trumpet and drum signals. Many of

these have been printed by M. Kastner in the

Appendix to his Manuel, to which work we
must refer the reader for a more detailed account

of the various changes which they underwent.

In 1705 the elder Philidor (Audri) inserted in

his immense autograph collection [see Philidor],

part of which is now preserved in the Library of

the Paris Conservatoire, many of the ' batteries

et sonneries ' composed by himself and LuUy for

the French army. The part which Lully and
Philidor took in these compositions seems to

have been in adapting short airs for fifes and
hautbois to the fundamental drum-beats. See

the numerous examples printed in Kastner's

Manud.
From this time the number and diversity of

the French signals increased enormously. Be-

sides Philidor's collection, a great number will

be found in Lecocq Madeleine's Service ordinaire

et jmi/malier de la Cavalerie en ahrigi (1720),
and Marguery's Instructions pov/r les Tambours,
for the most part full of corruptions, and too

often incorrectly noted. Under the Consulate

and Empire the military signals received a

number of additions from David Buhl,' who
prepared different sets of ordonnances for

trumpets, drums, and fifes, which were adopted
by the successive French governments during
the first half of the 19th century, and still

form the principal body of signals of the

French Army.
The French signals are much too numerous

for quotation in these pages. They are superior

to the English in the three essentials of rhythm,
melody, and simplicity, but in all three respects

are inferior to the German. Perhaps the best

French signal is 'La Retraite,' played as ar-

ranged for three trumpets.

And(mte.

^^^^T^^^^

1 Bee voL L p. 416.

F#=3
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is) used by the Royal Artillery, and about the
time of the Crimean campaign was used by the
cavaby in the field, although the trumpet is

still used in camp and quarters. The use of

the drum * for signalling is almost extinct in

our army, except for parade purposes to con-

yey orders, but combined with the fife (now
called the flute), it is used for marching pur-

poses. Like many other musical matters con-

nected with the British army, the state of the

different bugle- and trumpet -sounds calls for

considerable reform. The instruments used are

trumpets in £|> and bugles in Bb, and though
the former are said to be specially used by the

Horse Artillery and Cavalry, and the latter by
the Royal Artillery and Infantry, there seems

to be no settled custom in the service, but—as

in the similar case of the different regimental

marches—one branch of the service adopts the

instrument of another branch whenever it is

found convenient. The two collections of Sounds
formerly published for the respective use of the

Mounted Services and Garrison Artillery and
the Infantry, have been superseded, since Dec.

1902, by The Trumpet txtid Bugle Sovmdsfor the

Army, which was compiled under the direction

of the Commandant, Royal Military School of

Music, and is issued by authority. In this all

calls have been assimilated, so that they can be

sounded either by trumpet or by bugle. The
work contains Regimental Calls, War and Peace

CaUs, for all arms, and Instructions for Trum-
peters and Buglers. The sounds are formed by
different combinations of the open notes of the

bugle 2 and trumpet. Their scales are as fol-

lows :

—

Bngle.

The B|> of the trumpet is, however, never

used. Many of the English signals are intrinsi-

cally good, while many are quite the reverse
;

and they are noted down without much regard to

the manner in which they should be played. A
comparison with the sounds used by the German
army (especially the infantry signals) shows

how superior in this respect the latter are, the

rests, pauses, marks of expression, and tempi

being all carefully printed, and the drum-and-

fife marches being often full of excellent effect

and spirit, while in the English manuals atten-

tion to these details is more the exception than

the rule.

In conclusion we must refer the reader who
would further investigate this subject to

» Some of the nrom-beata wlU be found in vol. 1. p. 733 of thifl

Dictionary,
a See vol. i. p. 416.

VOL. Ill

Kastner's Manuel g&nAral de Musiqtce Militain

(Paris, 1848), where are to be found a large

number of the signals and sounds in use in the

different European armies in the author's time,

as well as much information on the subject of

military music in general—a subject which has

been hitherto strangely neglected in both

Germany and England. Some little informa-

tion wiU also be found in Mendel's Lexikon

(arts. ' Militair-Musik,' and ' Trompeter '). The
present writer is much indebted to the kindness

of Col. Thompson and Col. Barrington Foote,

past and present Commandants of the Military

School of Music, Kneller Hall ; Lionel Gust,

Esq. ; Lieut. A. J. Stretton ; Mr. J. A. Browne,

bandmaster of the South Metropolitan Schools,

and Messrs. H. Potter & Co., who have fur-

nished information for this article. The last-

named firm publish a Drum,, Flute, and Bugle

Duty Tutor. w. e. s.

MILLER, ErwAKD, Mus.D., bom at Norwich
in 1731, studied music under Dr. Burney, and
was elected organist of Doncaster, July 25,1756,
upon the recommendation of Nares. He
graduated as Mus.D. at Cambridge in 1786.

He died at Doncaster, Sept. 12, 1807. His

compositions comprise elegies, songs, harpsi-

chord sonatas, flute solos, psalm tunes, etc.,

and he was the author of ' The Elements of

Thorough-bass and Composition,' 1787, and a

History of Doncaster, 1804. In his 'Psalms of

David for the use of Parish Churches ' occurs

the famous hymn-tune 'Rockingham.' See

Musical Times, 1901, p. 736. ^y. h. h.

MILLICO, Giuseppe, a good composer and
better singer, was born in 1739 at Terlizzi

(Poviglio), Modena. Gluck, who heard him in

Italy, thought him one of the greatest soprani

of lus day, and, when Millico visited Vienna in

1772, and was attached to the court theatre,

Gluck showed his estimation of him by choosing

him as singing-master for his own niece. In

the spring of that year Millico had already

come to London, where, however, he found the

public but little disposed in his favour. Though
a judicious artist and a most worthy man, he

was not an Adonis, and his voice had received

its greatest beauties from art (Burney) ;
' Of a

singularly dark complexion, ill-made, and un-

commonly plain in features' (Lord Mount-
Edgcumbe). By the end of the season, Millico

had reversed the first unfavourable impression,

and his benefit was a bumper. He had then

appeared in ' Artaserse ' and ' Sofonisba, ' and

he took part in ' II Cid ' and ' Tamerlano ' in

the following year. In 1774 he appeared here

in ' Perseo,' after which he went to Berlin. In

1780 he was in Italy again, attached to the

Neapolitan Court, where he is said to have

profited by his own influence to oppress other

artists. F^tis gives a list of his compositions,

including three operas, three cantatas, a collec-

tion of canzonets, published in London (1777),

p
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and other pieces. [The oanzoneta are apparently
a small oblong quarto publication of Italian

songs, ' Six Songs with an acoompanyment (sic)

for the Great or Small harp, fortepiano, or

harpsichord . . . dedicated to the Hon. Mrs.

Hobard by Giuseppe Millico,' issued originally

by Welcker and republished by Birohall at a

much later date. F. K.] J. M.

MILLOOKER, Kakl, a most prolific com-

poser of operettas, was born in Vienna on May
29, 1842, and was educated in the Conserva-

torium der Musikfreunde there. After being

oapellmeister at Graz in 1864, and at the short-

lived Harmonietheater in Vienna two years

later, Millbcker was, in 1869, appointed con-

ductor of and composer to the Theater-an-der

Wien, for which he accomplished all of his most
brilliant work. The list of his compositions is

very long. It includes, besides a number of

musical farces and the collection of pianoforte

pieces, which were issued as the MusikaUsche

Presse in monthly parts, the operettas 'Der

todte Gast,' and 'Die Beiden Binder,' written

for Graz ;
' Diana, ' produced at the Harmonie-

theater ;
' Fraueninsel, ' brought out at Buda-

Pesth ;
' Ein Abenteuer in Wien,' ' Das Verwun-

schene Schloss,' with dialect songs, 'Grafin

Dubarry,' 'Der Bettelstudent ' (1882), which
enjoyed an enormous vogue in Germany and
Austria especially, and was produced at the

Alhambra Theatre, April 12, 1884; 'DerFeld-

prediger, '
' Der Vice-admiral, '

' Die Sieben

Schwaben,' 'Der arme Jonathan,' 'Daa Sonn-

tagskind, '
' Gasparone, ' and a host of other

operettas. Millbcker's music was piquant and
cheerful, and aimed at popularity, which it

very easily attained. He died at Baden, near

Vienna, Dec. 31, 1899. K. h. l.

MILLS, EoBBKT Watkin, born March 4,

1856, at Painswick, Gloucestershire, was taught

singing by Edwin Holland in London, by S.

Blasoo in Milan, and on his return to London
by Blume. On May 17, 1884, he made his

d^but at a Crystal Palace concert, and on the

21st he made a single appearance on the stage

at Birmingham with the Carl Rosa Company
aa Balthazar in an English version of ' La
Favorite,' and was offered a permanent en-

gagement, which he declined in favour of a

concert career. On Jan. 1, 1885, he created a

favourable impression at the Albert Hall in

the 'Messiah.' On Feb. 14 he first appeared

at the Popular Concerts. In the autumn of

the same year he sang at the Birmingham
Festival in the production of Stanford's ' Three

Holy Children,' etc. From that time until the

present he has been a favourite baritone singer

at all the principal concerts and festivals, and
since 1894 has made several tours in Canada,

the United States, and Australasia, etc., with

the greatest success {Brit. Mus. Biog. , etc. ). A. c.

MILLS, Sebastian Bach, a pianist, English

by birth, but a resident of the United States for

MIL-JON

the last thirty years of his life, where he made

a highly honourable record as an artist. He was

born in Cirencester, on March 1, 1838. He
showed evidence of decided musical talent at an

early age, and when he was seven years old

played the pianoforte before Queen Victoria.

His first teachers were his father and Cipriani

Potter ; later he studied at the Conservatorium

in Leipzig, under Moscheles, Plaidy, Rietz, and

Hauptmann, and then came within the circle

of young men who were so strongly influenced

by Liszt. Mills's first professional engagement

was as organist of the Roman Catholic cathedral

at Sheffield, which he took in 1855. He did

not drop out of sight, however, as a public

pianist, and in 1858 he appeared as solo per-

former at the Gewandhaus in Leipzig. In 1859

he went to New York, making his first appear-

ance there at a concert of the Philharmonio

Society on March 26, in Schumann's A minor
concerto. His success was immediate and well-

founded, and, indeed, so great was the favour

with which he was received in the United

States that he decided to settle in New York,

and soon gained a national reputation as pianist

and teacher. In 1859, 1867, and 1878 he
made brilliant and successful concert tours in

Germany. His appearances in the United States

were frequent, and he was an especial favourite

in New York, where he played every season in

the Philharmonio Society's concerts from 1859
down to 1877, his last performance being on
Nov. 24 of the latter year. It ia a record that

has only one parallel in the Society's history,

viz., that of Mr. Richard Hoffman (see vol. il.

p. 414). During his long period of activity

Mr. Mills did yeoman's service in the cause of

good music in the United States that has been

gladly recognised there by all lovers of the

art. The Philharmonic Society elected him an
honorary member in 1866. He went to Wies-

baden in the summer of 1898 in quest of

health, and there suffered a stroke of paralysis

which caused his death on Dec. 21. R. A.

MILTON, John, son of Richard Milton, a

weU-to-do yeoman of Stanton St. John, near

Oxford, was born about 1563. Aubrey says

that he was brought up at Christ Church,

Oxford ; the factthat his nameis not foundinthe
University registers does not make this impos-

sible, for they were carelessly kept at that time.

Perhaps it was at Oxford that he received a gold

medal and chain from a Polish prince, in reward

for an ' In Nomine ' of forty parts, as related by
his grandson Phillips on the authority of the

poet ; this prince, it has been conjectured, may
have been Albertus Alasoo, vaiode or palatine of

Siradia in Poland, who visited Oxford in 1583,

and was entertained by the University with
' learned recreations.' Milton was 'cast out by
his father, a bigoted Roman Catholick, for ab-

juring the Popish tenets,' and accordingly went
to London to seek his fortune. In 1595 he
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was apprenticed to James Colbron, a member
of the Scriveners' Company, and on Feb. 27,
1599 (1600), washimselfadmitted to the freedom
of the Company. He married Sarah Jeffrey

about the same date, and settled in Bread Street.

Of his children (five of whom were baptized at

AUhaUows, Bread Street) three survived ; John,

thepoet ; Christopher, thejudge ; andadaughter,
Ann, who married Edward Phillips and was the

motherof Edward and John Phillips, theauthors.

About the year 1632, Milton, who had acquired

a considerable fortune, retired to Horton in

Buckinghamshire. In 1634 he was elected to

the Mastership of the Scriveners' Company, but
avoided serving the ofSoe. (For particulars as

to his business career, and a lawsuit brought
against him and his partner which was decided

in their favour, see Masson's Life of Milton

vol. i.) On April 3,1637, Milton's wife died at

Horton, and soon afterwards his son Christopher

came with his family to live with him, until at

some date between Jan. 1639-40 and August
1641 he moved with them to Reading. Here
he remained till the taking of Beading by Lord
Essex's forces in 1643, when he went to live in

London with his son the poet, at first in Alders-

gate Street, and later in a house in the Barbican,

where he died. He was buiied in the chancel

of St. Giles', Cripplegate, on March 16, 1646-47.

Milton's musical abilities are alluded to in

his son's poem 'Ad Patrem.' His compositions

displaysonnd musicianship, but areof no remark-

able interest. The following were printed in

his lifetime. In ' TheTriumphs of Oriana, '1601,

' Fair Oriana in the morn,' a 6. In Leighton's

'Teares or Lamentacions,' 1614, 'Thou God of

might,' a 4 (printed by Bumey) ;
' Lord

behold,' a 5 ;
' had I wings,' a 5 (printed by

Hawkins) ; and ' If that a sinner's sighs,' a 5.

For Eavenscroft's Psalter, 1621, he set two

Psalm-tunes, one of them twice over. Of his

other compositions, ' When David heard ' and
' I am the Resurrection ' (both a 5) have been

printed in No. xxii. Old English Edition, from

B.M. Add. MSS. 29,372-7, which also contain

' woe is me,' ah, ' Precamur sancte Domine,'
' How doth the Holy City, ' and ' She weepeth

continually' (all a 6). At Chrisl? Church,

Oxford, are ' If ye love me,' a 4, and five Fancies

in five and six parts. g. e. p. a.

MINACCIANDO, ' threateningly
'

; a term

used once by Beethoven, in a letter to Sohott,

dated Jan. 28, 1826 (Nohl, Neue Briefe Beet-

hoven's, p. 282), in which, after some playful

abuse, the following postscript occurs :

—

tr.

M triUo

Posaun k^.
16 fiissig •'tr. minaananda

w

MINGOTTI, Rbgina, averycelebrated singer,

whose family name was VAiENTlNl, was born at

Naples, ofGerman parents, in 1 728 . Her father,

an officer in the Austrian service, being ordered
to Graz in Silesia in the same year', took his

daughter with him. Here he died, leaving her
to the care of an uncle, who placed her in the
Ursuline Convent, where she received her first

instructionin music. At the age of fourteen, how-
ever, she lost her uncle by death, and the pension
which ensured her an asylum with the nuns
ceased with his life. Compelled to return to her
family, she spent some time very unhappily.

In order to escape from this miserable life,

though still a mere child, she married Mingotti,

an old Venetian musician, impresario of the

Dresden opera. Perceiving all the advantage
that might be derived from the great gifts of his

young wife, Mingotti placed her at once under
the tuition of Porpora, where she made rapid

progress in her art. From a slender salary, she

soon rose to receiving more considerable pay,

while her growingpopularity arousedthe jealousy
ofa powerful and established rival, the celebrated

Faustina, who actually vacated the field and left

Dresden for Italy. Soon afterwards the younger
singer went also to Italy, and obtained a lucra-

tive engagement at Naples. There she appeared
withgreat eclat (1 7 48) in Galuppi's 'L'Olimpiade,

'

astonishing the Italians no less by the purity of

her pronunciation than by the beauty of her voice

and style. Engagementswereimmediately offered
her for many of the great Italian operas, but she
refused all in order to return to Dresden, where
she was already engaged. Here she played again

in ' L'Olimpiade ' with enormous success. Faus-
tina and her husband, Hasse the composer, were
also now again in Dresden ; and Bumey teUs an
anecdote which, if true, shows that their jealous

feelings towards Mingotti had not ceased. [See

Hasse, vol. ii. p. 339, and Burney, Present

State (^Germany), i. 157.] From Dresden she

went to Spain (1751), where she sang with
Gizziello in the operas directed by Farinelli, who
was so strict a disciplinarian that he would not
allow her to sing anywhere but at the Opera, nor

even to practise in a room that looked on the

street ! Bumey illustrates this with another
anecdote, too long to quote here.

After spending two years in Spain, Mingotti
went to Paris, and thence to London for the first

time. Her arrival here retrieved the fortunes of

the operainEngland, whichwere in a languishing

condition. In Nov. 1755, Jommelli's 'Andro-
maca ' was performed, but ' a damp was thrown
on its success by the indisposition of Mingotti

'

(Bumey). She told that writer, indeed, in 1772,
'that she was frequently hissed by the English

for having a toothache, a cold, or a fever, to

which the good people of England will readily

allow every human being is liable except an
actor or a singer. ' She seems to have been a very

accomplished singer and actress ; her only fault,
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if she had one, being a little want of feminine
grace and softness.

Her contentions with Vanesohi, the manager,
occasioned as many private quarrels and feuds

as the disputes about Handel and Buononcini,

Gluck and Piccinni, or Mara and Todi. Mingotti

addressed a letter ' to the town, ' but in such
cases ' not a word which either party says is

believed ' (Burney). Mingotti (with Giardiui)

carried the same company through the next

winter with great folat,—but little profit, in

spite of appearances ; and, after this season, the

new managers gave up the undertaking.

At the close of the season of 1763, Signora

Mattel left England, and Giardini and Mingotti

again resumed the reins of opera-government,

and Mingotti sang in ' Cleonice ' (' in the decline

of her favour '—Burney), ' Siroe, '
'. Enea e La-

vinia, ' and ' Leucippe e Zenocrita. ' And here

the reign of Giardini and Mingotti seems to have
ended, after an inauspicious season (Burney).

She afterwards sang with considerable success in

the principal cities of Italy, but she always re-

garded Dresden as her home, during the life of

the Elector Augustus. In 1772 she was settled

at Munich, living comfortably, well received at

court, and esteemed by all such as were able to

appreciate her understanding and conversation.

It gave Dr. Burney ' great pleasure to hear her
speak concerning practical music, which she did

with as much intelligence as any maestro di

Cappella with whom he ever conversed. Her
knowledge in singing, and powers of expression,

in different styles, were still amazing. She spoke
three languages, German, French, and Italian, so

well that it was difficult to say which of them
was her own. English she likewise spoke, and
Spanish, well enough to converse in them, and
understood Latin ; but in the three languages

first mentioned she was truly eloquent.' She
afterwards played and sang to him 'for near four

hours,' when he thought her voice better than
when she was in England.

In 1787 Mingotti retired to Neuburg on the

Danube, where she died in 1807, at the age of

seventy-nine. Her portrait in crayons, by Mengs,
isin the Dresden Gallery. It represents her, when
young, with a piece of music in her hand ; and,

if faithful, it makes her more nearly beautiful

than it was easy for those who knew her later in

life to believe her ever to have been. ' She is

painted in youth, plumpness, and with a very
expressive countenance. ' The dog in Hogarth's
' Lady's Last Stake ' is said to be a portrait of

Mingotti's dog. j. m.

MINIM (Lat. and Ital. Minima ; Fr. Blanche ;

Germ. Halhe Note, whence the American term.

Half-note). A note equal in duration to the

half of a Semibreve and divisible into two
Crotchets (Semiminimae majores)or four Quavers
(Semiminimae minores).

The Minim derives its name from the fact

that, until the invention of the Crotchet, it was

the shortest note in use. We first find it men-
tioned early in the 14th century by Joannes de

Muris ; though Morley says it was employed by
Philippus de Vitriaco, who flourished during the

latter half of the 13th. Its form has undergone

but little change in modem times. It was
always an open note with a tail. Formerly its

head was lozenge -shaped, and its tail turned

always upwards ; now the head is round, in-

clining to oval, and the tail may turn either

upwards or downwards.
In ancient music the Minim was always im-

perfect ; that is to say, it was divisible into two
Crotchets only, and not into three. As time pro-

gressed, a quasi - exception to this rule was
afforded by the Hemiolia minor ; but it was
never used in ligature. [See Hemiolia ; Liga-
TUKE ; Notation.]
The Minim Rest resembles that of the Semi-

breve, except that it is placed above the line

instead of below it—a peculiarity which is ob-

served in the oldest MSS. in which Minims
OCCUl' "W 8 "H.

MINNESINGER, or MINNESiNGEE, were
the German counterpart of the Troubadours,

but of somewhat later date. They flourished

in the 12th and 13th centuries, and were suc-

ceeded by the Meisteesingee (see p. 103). The
Minnesinger were almost exclusively of noble
or gentle birth, and to modem musicians, the
names of Walther von der Vogelweide, Wolfram
von Eschenbach, and Tannhauser are the most
familiar, from the dramas of Wagner. The work
of F. H. vonderHagen, Minn^sdnger {\&Zi-56),
is the best authority on the subject. The name
implies that love was the principal subject dealt

with in the songs of these knightly minstrels.

[See Meisteesingee, Song (Gei-many).] m.

MINOR. When intervals have two forms
which are alike consonant or alike dissonant,

these are distinguished as major and minor.

The minor form is always a semitone less than
the major.

The consonances which have minor forms are

thirds and sixths ; the dissonances are seconds,

sevenths and ninths ; of these the minor thirds

and sixths are the roughest of consonances,

and the minor second is the roughest and the

minor seventh the smoothest of dissonances.

Minor scales are so called because then- chief

characteristic is their third being minor. Minor
tones are less than major by a comma. [See

Majoe, p. 31, Day, vol. i. p. 674, and Helm-
HOLTZ, vol. ii. p. 378.] o. H. H. p.

MINOR CANONS, priests in cathedrals and
collegiate churches whose duty it is to super-

intend the performance of daily service. They
are not of the chapter, but rank after the
canons and prebendaries. They were formerly
called vicars choral, and were originally ap-

pointed as deputies of the canons for church
purposes, their number being regulated by the
number of the capitular members. Laymen
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were frequently appointed as vicars choral, but
it is necessary that minor canons should be in

holy orders. According to the statutes, they
should also be skilled in church music. (Hook's
Church Dictionary.) w. B. s.

MINORE (Ital. Minor) is used as a warning
sign in music which chiinges suddenly into

the tonic (or sometimes the relative) minor
of the original key, and in which the change

of signature might escape the observation of

the performer. It is most commonly found,

like its counterpart, Maggiore (see p. 23) in

variations. M.

MINSTREL (BV. MinMrkr). The name so

vaguely used in modern romantic language as

the equivalent of musician, had originally a far

more definite signification. Its most probable

derivation is from minister, and at first the

minstrels seem to have been employed by the

troubadours as their attendants, possibly in

order to accompany them on some stringed

instrument. Through all the development of

music, the idea of an instrumental performer

has clung to the name minstrel, who appears

to have corresponded in the north of France to

the jongleur of the south, and to have performed

the same functions. The name minstrel has

undergone no such debasing change of mean-
ing as has been the fate of jongleur in its

modem form of juggler. [See Song ; Trotjba-

BOUR.] M.

MINUET (Pr. Menuet ; Ger. Menuett ; Ital.

Menuetto). A piece of music in dance rhythm,

and of French origin. The name is derived

from the French menu (small), and refers to

the short steps of the dance. The exact date

of its first invention is uncertain. According

to some authorities it came originally from the

province of Poitou, while others say that the

first was composed by Lully. In its earliest

form the minuet consisted of two eight-bar

phrases, in 3-4 time, each ofwhich was repeated

;

sometimes commencing on the third, but more
frequently upon the first, beat of the bar, and
of a very moderate degree of movement. The
well-known minuet in the first finale of ' Don
Giovanni ' is a very faithful reproduction of this

original form of the dance. [In the matter of

pace, it may be instructively compared with

the 'allegretto' minuet in his symphony in

E flat ; at this time there is abundant evidence

to show that there were two very diflerent

rates of speed adopted for the minuet, the slow

tempo being obligatory where actual dancing

was intended, and a much quicker measure being

used for the minuet as a purely musical com-

position.] As a complement to the short move-

ment, a second minuet was soon added, similar

in form to the first, but contrasted in feeling.

This was mostly written in three-part harmony,

whence it received its name Trio, a name retained

down to the present time, long after the re-

striction as to the number of parts has been

abandoned. A further enlargement in the form

of the minuet consisted in the extension of the

number of bars, especially in the second half of

the dance, which frequently contained sixteen,

or even more, bars, instead of the original eight.

It is in this form that it is mostly found in

the Suite.

In the works of the composers of the 18th
century, especially Handel and Bach, the minuet
is by no means an indispensable part of the

Suite. As compared with some other move-
ments, such as the Allemande, Courante, or

Sarabande, it may be said to be of somewhat
infrequent occurrence. Its usual position in

the Suite is among the miscellaneous dances,

which are to be found between the Sarabande
and the Gigue, though we exceptionally meet
with it in the third Suite of Handel's second

set as a final movement, and with three "earia-

tions. In Handel, moreover, it is very rare to

find the second minuet (or Trio) following the

first. On the other hand, this composer fre-

quently gives considerable development to each
section of the movement, as in the eighth Suite

of the second set, where the minuet (written,

by the way, as is frequently the case with
Handel, in 3-8 instead of 3-4 time), contains

thirty-four bars in the first part, and seventy-one

in the second. This piece has little of the
character of the ordinary minuet excepting the

rhythm. Handel also frequently finishes the

overtures of his operas and oratorios with a

minuet ; one of the best-known instances will

be found in the overture to 'Samson.'

The minuets of Bach are remarkable for their

variety of form and character. In the Partita

in Bb (No. 1) the first minuet contains sixteen

bars in the first section and twenty-two in the

second ; while the second minuet is quite in

the old form, consisting of two parts of eight

bars each. The minuet of the fourth Partita

(in D) has no Trio, and its sections contain, the

first eight, and the second twenty bars. In a
Suite for Clavier in Eb (B.-G., xxxvi. p. 12)
we find an early example of a frequent modern
practice. The first minuet is in Ely major, and
the second in the tonic minor. It may be
remarked in passing that Bach never uses the
term ' Trio ' for the second minuet, unless it is

actually written in three parts. In the fourth

of the six Sonatas for flute and clavier we meet
with another departure from the custom of the
day which ordained that all movements of a
suite must be in the same key. We here see

the first minuet in C major, and the second in

A minor—a precedent often followed in more
modem works. Another example of the same
relation of keys will be found in the fourth of

the so-called ' English Suites '—the only one
which contains a minuet. Here the first minuet
is in F and the second in D minor. Of the

six French Suites four have minuets, two of

which are worth noticing. In the second minuet
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of the first Suite the latter half is not repeated—a very rare thing ; and in the third Suite
we meet with a genuine Trio in three parts
throughout, and at the end the indication

'Menuet da Capo.' Though it was always
understood that the first minuet was to be
repeated after the second, it is very rare at

this date to find the direction expressly given.

One more interesting innovation of Bach's re-

mains to be mentioned. In his great Concerto
in F for solo violin, two horns, three oboes,

bassoon, and strings, will be found a minuet
with thVee trios, after each of which the minuet
is repeated. (B.-G. xix. p. 27.) We shall

presently see that Mozart, half a century later,

did the same thing.

The historic importance of the minuet arises

from the fact that, unlike the other ancient

dances, it has not become obsolete, but continues

to hold a place in the symphony (the descendant
of the old Suite), and in other large instru-

mental works written in the same form. The
first composer to introduce the minuet into the

symphony appears to have been Haydn ; for in

the works of this class which preceded his (those

of C. P. E. Bach, Sammartini, and others) we
find only three movements. And even with
Haydn (as also in many of the earlier works
of Mozart) we find the minuet at first by no
means of invariable occurrence. On the other

hand, we sometimes see in the same work two
minuets, each with a trio, one before and one

after the slow movement. Examples will be
met with in Haydn's first twelve quartets

(opp. 1 and 2) and also in some of Mozart's

serenatas, divertimenti, etc. (Kbchel's Catalogue,

Nos. 63, 99, 204, 247, and others). The de-

tailed examination of the numerous minuets
which Haydn has left us in his quartets and
symphonies would be deeply interesting, but

would lead us too far. Only a few of the

prominent characteristics can be mentioned.

While in general retaining the old form of the

minuet, Haydn greatly changes its spirit. The
original dance was stately in character, and
somewhat slow. With Haydn its prevailing

tone was light-hearted humour, sometimes even

developing into downright fun. The time

becomes quicker. While in the earlier works
the most frequent indications are Allegretto, or

Allegro ma non troppo, we find in the later

quartets more than once a Presto (opp. 76 and
77). These minuets thus become an anticipation

of the Beethoven scherzo. Curiously enough,

in one set of quartets, and in only one (op. 33),

Haydn designates this movement ' Scherzando,'

in Nos. 1 and 2, and ' Scherzo ' in Nos. 3 to 6.

As the tempo here is not more rapid than in

the other minuets, it is evident that the term

only refers to the character of the music, and
is not used in the modern sense. As we learn

from Pohl's Haydn (p. 332) that the composer

carefully preserved the chronological order of

the quartets in numbering them, we are in a

position to trace the gradual development of

the minuet through the entire series. We find

one of Haydn's innovations in some of the later

works, in putting the trio into a key more

remote from that of the minuet, instead of into

one of those more nearly related (Quartet in F,

op. 72, No. 2—minuet in F, trio in D|> ;

Quartet in C, op. 74, No. 1—minuet in C, trio

in A major). This relation of the tonics was
a favourite one with Beethoven. In only one

of Haydn's quartets (op. 9, No. 4), do we find

a trio in three parts, though the name is al-

ways given to the second minuet. A curious

departure from the ordinary form is to be seen

in the quartet in El>, op. 2, No. 3. Here the

trio of the second minuet has three variations,

one of which is played, instead of the original

trio, after each repetition of the minuet.

It is no uncommon thing in the works of

Haydn to meet with another variety of the

minuet. The finales of his smaller works are

often written in a ' Tempo di Minuetto.' Here
the regular subdivisions of minuet and trio,

sometimes also the double bars and repeats, are

abandoned. In the piano sonatas and trios

many examples will be met with. A well-known

instance of a similar movement by Mozart is

furnished in the finale of his sonata in F for

piano and violin. Haydn's predilection for the

minuet is further shown by the fact that in

several of his sonatas in three movements the

minuet and trio replace the slow movement,
which is altogether wanting.

With Mozart the form of the minuet is iden-

tical with that of Haydn's ; it is the spirit that

is difierent. Suavity, tenderness, and grace,

rather than overflowing animal spirits, are now
the prevailing characteristics. It is in Mozart's

concerted instrumental works (serenatas, etc.)

that his minuets must be chiefly studied ; curi-

ously enough, they are singularly rare in his

pianoforte compositions. Of seventeen solo

sonatas, only two (those in El> and A major)

contain minuets ; while out of forty-two sonatas

for piano and violin, minuets are only found in

four as intermediate movements, though in the

earlier works a ' Tempo di Minuetto ' often forms

the finale. In many of the earlier symphonies
also we find only three movements, and even in

several of the later and finer symphonies {e.g.

Kbchel, Nos. 297, 338, 444, 504) the minuet
is wanting. On the other hand, in the serenades

and divertimenti, especial prominence is given

to this movement. Frequently two minuets are

to be found, and in some cases (Kbchel, Nos.

100, 203, 250) three are to be met with. The
variety of character and colouring in these

minuets is the more striking as the form is ap-

proximately the same in all. One example wUl
suffice in illustration. In the Divertimento in

D (Kbchel, 131),for strings, flute, oboe, bassoon,

and four horns, there are two minuets, the first
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of which has three trios and the second two.

The first minuet in D major is given to strings

alone ; the first trio (also in D major) is a quar-

tet for the four horns ; the second (in 6) is a trio

for flute, oboe, and bassoon ; while the third (in

D minor) is for the seven wind instruments in

combination. After the last repetition of the

minuet, a coda for all the instruments concludes

the movement. The three trios are as strongly

contrasted in musical character as in orchestral

colour. Many similar instances might easily be
given from the works of Mozart.

To Beethoven we owe the transformation of

the minuet into the Scherzo. Even in his first

works this alteration is made. Of the three

piano trios, op. 1, the first and second have a

scherzo, and only the third a minuet. The exa-

mination of the different varieties of the scherzo

will be treated elsewhere (Schebzo) ; it will be
sufficient here to explain that the difference

between the minuet and the scherzo is one of

character rather than of form. The time is

frequently quicker ; the rhythm is more varied

(see, for instance, the scherzi in Beethoven's

Fourth Symphony, in the Sonata, op. 28, and in

the Bagatelle, op. 33, ISo. 2) ; and sometimes,

as in the Seventh and Ninth Symphonies, the

form itself is enlarged. Still Beethoven does

not entirely abandon the older minuet. Out of

sixty-three examples of the minuet or scherzo

(not counting those in common time) to be found

in his works, seventeen are entitled 'Minuet,'

or ' Tempo di Minuetto.' Besides this, in two

works (the Piano and Violin Sonata in G, op.

30, No. 3, and the Piano solo Sonata in Eb,
op. 31, No. 3), the Tempo di Minuetto takes

the place of the slow movement ; in the Sonata,

op. 49, No. 2, it serves as finale (as with Haydn
and Mozart) ; and in the Sonata, op. 54, the

first movement is a Tempo di Minuetto. In

these minuets we sometimes find a grace akin

to that of Mozart (Sonata, op. 10, No. 3
;

Septet), sometimes, as it were, a reflexion of the

humour of Haydn (Sonata, op. 22) ; but more
often the purest individuality of Beethoven him-

self. In some cases a movement is entitled

'Minuet,' though its character is decidedly that

of the scherzo (e.g. in the First Symphony). The
only one of the nine symphonies in which a

minuet of the old style is to be seen is No. 8.

Occasionally we meet in Beethoven with minuets

simply entitled 'Allegretto' (e.g. Sonata quasi

Fantasia, op. 27, No. 2; Trio in El>, op. 70,

No. 2) : in other cases the same term is used

for what is in reality a veritable scherzo (Sonatas,

op. 14, No. 1, op. 27, No. 1). It may be said

that with Beethoven the minuet reached its

highest development.

The transformation of the minuet into the

scherzo, just adverted to, has had an important

influence on modem composers. In the large

majority of works produced since the time of

Beethoven, the scherzo has replaced its predeces-

sor. Occasionally the older form still appears,

as in Mendelssohn's ' Italian Symphony,' the
third movement of which is a genuine minuet,

and in the second movement of Schumann's E|^

Symphony ; but with Beethoven the history of

the minuet practically closes. One of the best

specimens of a modern minuet will be seen in

Sterndale Bennett's Symphony in G minor, [and
as an instance of completely successful adapta-

tion of the form in quite modem music may be
cited the beautiful minuet in the last scene of

Verdi's 'Falstafl'.'] e. p.

Minuets began to appear in English musical

publications in the latter part of the 17th
century ; one is in Salter's Genteel Companion
for the Recorder, 1683, and in the first half of

the 18th century they were a feature in English

dancing. The period of their greatest popularity

here, was from about 1730 to 1770, owing, no
doubt, to their Court patronage. Annually, on
the King's birthday, a special Minuet was
composed for the occasion, and this with the

other French dances, was published in a small

oblong volume issued yearly by such publishers

as Walsh and Wright. Later, other music-sellers

brought out similar yearly collections. The
earliest of these issues of minuets with which
the present writer is acquainted, is for 1716,

and the latest, Thompson's for 1791. After

that date the decline of the minuet as a dance

caused such yearly sets to be abandoned. Though
so greatly in favour, much of this minuet
music was decidedly uninteresting, and as an
example of the tj^e common at the middle of

the 18th century the following is appended ; it

is notable as having been used at the Coronation

ball of George the Third in 1761—

The Coronation Minuet.

From Thompson's Minuetsfor 1762.

Other minuets of greater musical quality were

Martini's ; that from 'Ariadne,' Foot's, etc. ;

these were in great favour for flute and fiddle

pieces. F. K.

MIOLAN. See Caevalho, vol. i. pp. 475-6.

MIRECOURT (Dep. Vosges), a small town

in Lorraine, France, which rivals Markneu-

kirohen in Saxony, and Mittenwald in Bavaria,

as a centre for the manufacture of cheap musical

instruments, principally of the violin class.

Four centuries ago this Manchester of Musical-

instrument-making—as Geo. Hart terms it—was

the home of Tywerens the viol maker, of his

pupil Nicolas Eenauld (who was employed by
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. Andreas Amati), of Claude Trevillot, and of
Jean and Nicolas MMard, who held appoint-
ments at the Court of Louis XIV. These were
all clever craftsmen, who built their fiddles

with reverential love for their art, and now
worthily head the list of notable names con-

nected with the Mirecourt violin manufacture.
The nine members of the Vuillaume family,

including the great Jean Baptiste, were all bom
in Mirecourt. Claude Vuillaume, the first

known violin maker of the family was born
there in 1625. (He married a danghter of

Franfois M^dard of Nancy.) Six members of

the family lived and died as violin makers in

Mirecourt, two settled in Paris, and one in

Brussels. The brothers Francois and George

Chanot, Simoutre, Lupot, and his pupil Anguste
PhiUipe Bernardel, Caillot, Maucotel, Miremont,
Rambeaux (who settled first in ?aris and later

returned to Mirecourt) and his successor Mene-
gard ; Voirin the bow maker and many other

familiar names all belonged to Mirecourt. Owing
to the ever-increasing demands for cheap
instruments, especially of the violin type, the

market value of iodividual work has greatly

diminished all over the world, consequently

Mirecourt makers, like others, have been forced

to content themselves with making imitations,

at moderate prices and working for the whole-

sale manufacturing houses. The largest manu-
facturing firm in Mirecourt is that of Mons.
Thibouville-Lamy, who employs over 5000
persons, sends out yearly about 40,000 instru-

ments, has a manufactory for strings at Grenelle,

another manufactory for brass instruments at

La Couture, and trade branches in Paris and
London. A little before 1867 Mons. Lamy
became sole proprietor of many of the various

manufactories in Mirecourt, and by substituting

mechanical for manual labour greatly reduced

the cost of making a violin. In 1873 he was
awarded a medal at the Vienna exhibition for his

remarkable 4s. 8d. and 1 6s. violins. Since then

he has received medals in Santiago, Philadelphia,

and a gold medal in London in 1885. He was
made Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur, April

10, 1877, and Officer, Jan. 15, 1892. Other
manufacturing firms are : Paul Bailly, who has

branches in London and Paris ; Coutureux &
Heroux (established in 1850 by N. Coutureux)

who manufacture cheap bows also ; L. Gaspard

& Co. ; Laherte Humbert Freres ; L^te, a good
guitar maker ; and Paul Mougenot, an individual

maker of talent, whose son G. Mougenot of

Brussels is responsible for a recent pamphlet
entitled The Merewry Stradivariiis (Brussels,

1892).

Mirecourt to-day is undoubtedly the greatest

emporium of cheap musical instruments in exist-

ence, but besides this it is an excellent school

in which many talented amateur and profes-

sional makers have been instructed. (Le Comte

A. de Ponteooulant's Orgwnographie ; Heron-

Allen's Violin making as it was and is ;
Hart's

The Violin; Von Lutgendorfi's I'm Geigen-und

Lautenmacher ; Haweis's Old Violins.) B. h-a.

MIREILLE. Opera in five acts ; words by

M. Carr^ (from Mireio, a Provencjal poem by
Mistral), music by Gounod. Produced at the

Theatre Lyrique, March 19, 1864. Reduced to

three acts, with the addition of the waltz, and

reproduced Dec. 15, 1864, at the same theatre.

In Ijondon, in Italian and five acts, as Mirella,

at Her Majesty's Theatre, July 5, 1864. G.

MISERERE. T:]ieVaaha, Miserere TmiDeus,'

as sung in the Sistine Chapel, has excited more
admiration and attained a more lasting celebrity

than any other musical performance on record.

Its effect has been described, over and over

again, in sober Histories, Guide-books, and
Journals without end ; but never very satisfac-

torily. In truth it is difficult to convey in in-

telligible language any idea of the profound
impression it never fails to produce upon the

minds of all who hear it, since it owes its irre-

sistible charm less to the presence of any easily

definable characteristic than to a combination of

circumstances, each of which influences the feel-

ings of the listener in its own peculiarway. Chief

among these are' the extraordinary solemnity of

the service into which it is introduced, the rich-

nessof itssimpleharmonies, and the consummate
art with which it is sung; on each of which
points a few words of explanation will be
necessary.

The Miserere forms part of the service called

Tenebrae, which is sung, late in the afternoon,

on three days only in the year—the Wednesday
in Holy Week, Maundy Thursday, and Good
Friday. [See Tenebbab.] The Office is an
exceedingly long one, consisting, besides the

Miserere iteelf, of sixteen Psalms and a Canticle

from the Old Testament (sung, with their proper

Antiphons, in fourteen divisions) ; nine Lessons

;

as many Responsories ; and the Canticle, Bene-

dictus Dominus Dens Israel. The whole of this,

with the exception of the First Lesson, [see

Lamentations] and the Responsories, is sung
in unisonous Plain-song ; and the sternness pf

this ancient music forms the most striking pos-

sible preparation for the plaintive tones which
are to follow, while the ceremonial with which
it is accompanied adds immeasurably to the

intended effect.

At the beginning of the service the chapel is

lighted by six tall candles on the Altar, and
fifteen others, placed on a large triangular

candlestick in front. Of these last, one is

extinguished at the end of each division of the
Psalms. The six altar-candles are put out, one
by one, during the singing of Benedictus. The
only light then remaining is the uppermost one
on the triangular candlestick. This is removed,
and carried behind the altar, where it is com-
pletely hidden from view, though not extin-

guished. The chapel is by this time so dark
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that it is only jnst possible to discern the red
vestments of the Pope as he kneels at his Genu-
flexorium in front of the altar. Meanwhile, a
single soprano voice sings with exquisite expres-

sion the Antiphon, 'Christus factus est pro
nobis obediens usque ad mortem.' An awful
silence follows, during which the Paternoster is

said in secret, and the first sad wail of the

Miserere then swells, from the softest possible

pianissimo, into a bitter cry for mercy, so thrill-

ing in its effect that Mendelssohn—the last man
in the world to give way to unnatural excite-

ment —describes this part of the Service as ' the

most sublime moment of the whole.'

There is reason to believe that the idea of

adapting the Miserere to music of a more solemn
character thanthatgenerallyused for the Psalms,

and thus making it the culminating point of

interest in the service of Tenebrae, originated

with Pope Leo X., whose Master of Ceremonies,

Paride Grassi, tells us that it was first sung to

a Fauxbourdon in 1514. UnhappUy no trace

of the music used on that particular occasion

can now be discovered. The oldest example we
possess was composed in 1517 by Costanzo

Festa, who distributed the words of the Psalm
between two Falsi-bordoni, one for four voices

and the other for five, relieved by alternate verses

of Plain-song—a mode of treatment which has

survived to the present day, and upon which no
latercomposerhas attemptedtoimprove. Festa's

Miserere is the first of a collection of twelve,

contained in two celebrated MS. volumes pre-

servedamongthearchivesofthe PontificalChapel.
The other contributors to the series were, Luigi

Dentice, Francesco Guerrero, Palestrina, Teofilo

Gargauo, Francesco Anerio, Felice Anerio, an
anonymous composer of very inferior ability,

GiovanniMaria Nanini,iSante Naldini,Ruggiero

Giovanelli, and lastly Gregorio Allegri—whose
work is the only one of the twelve now remain-

ing in use. So great was thejealousywith which
thesefamouscompositionswere formerlyguarded,

that it was all but impossible to obtain a tran-

script of any one of them. It is said that up
to lie year 1770 only three copies ofthe Miserere

of Allegri were ever lawfolly mskde—one for the

Emperor Leopold I., one for the King of

Portugal, and a third for Padre Martini.

Upon the authority of the last-named MS. rests

that of nearly all the printed editions we now
possess. P. Martini lent it to Dr. Bumey, who,

after comparing it with another transcription

given to him by the Cavaliere SantarelU, pub-

Ushed it, in 1790, in a work (now exceedingly

scarce) called La Miisica delta SettiTnana Santa,

from which it has been since reproduced in

Novello's Music of Holy Week. The authen-

ticity of this version is undoubted ; but it gives

only a very faint idea of the real Miserere, the

beauty of which depends almost entirely on

1 Nanini's work is little more tban an adaptation of Falestrina's

with an additional vene for nine voices.

the manner in which it is sung. A curious

proof of this well-known fact is afforded by an
anecdote related by Santarelli. When the

choristeis of the Imperial Chapel at Vienna
attempted to sing from the MS. supplied to the

Emperor Leopold, the effect produced was so dis-

appointing that the Pope's Maestro di Cappella

was suspected of having purposely sent aspurious

copy, in order that the power of rendering the

original music might stiU rest with the Pontifical

Choir alone. The Emperor was farious, and
despatched a courier to the Vatican, charged
with a formal complaint of the insult to which
he believed himself to have been subjected. The
Maestro di Cappella was dismissed from his

office ; and it was only after long and patient

investigation that his explanation was accepted
and he himselfagain received into favour. There
is no reason to doubt the correctness of this

story. The circumstance was well known in

Rome, and the remembrance of it added greatly

to the wonderment produced, nearly a century
later, by a feat performed by the little Mozart.
On the fourth day of Holy Week 1770 that

gifted boy—then just fourteen years old—wrote
down the entire Miserere after having heard it

sung once only in the Sistine Chapel. On Good
Friday he put the MS. into his cocked hat and
corrected it with a pencil as the service pro-

ceeded. And not long afterwards he sang
and played it, with such exact attention to

the traditional abbellimenti that Cristoforo,

the principal soprano, who had himself sung
it in the Chapel, declared his performance
perfect.

Since the time of Mozart the manner of sing-

ing the Miserere has undergone so little radical

change that his copy, were it still in existence,

would probably serve as a very useful guide to

the present practice. Three settings are now
used alternately—the very beautiful one by
Allegri already mentioned ; a vastly inferior

composition, by Tommaso Bai, produced in 1714,
and printed both by Bumey and Novello ; and
another, contributed by Giuseppe Bainiin 1821,
and still remaining in MS. These are all written

in the Second Mode, transposed ; and so closely

resemble each other in outward form that not

only is the same method of treatment applied to

all, but a verse of one is frequently interpolated

in performance between two verses of another.

We shall, therefore, confine our examples to

the Miserere of Allegri, which vrill serve as an
exact type of the rest, both with respect to its

general style and to the manner in which the

far-famed Abbellimenti are interwoven with the

phrases of the original melody. These Abbelli-

menti are, in reality, nothing more than exceed-

ingly elaborate four-part cadenzas introduced in

place of the simple closes of the text, for the pur-

pose of adding to the interest of the performance.

Mendelssohn paid close attention to one which
he heard in 1831, and minutely described it in

P
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his well-known letter to Zelter ; and in 1840
Alesaandro Geminiani {i.e. Alfieri) published at

Lugano a new edition (now long since exhausted)
of the music, with examples of all the Abbelli-

menti at that time in use. Most other writers

seem to hare done their best rather to increase

than to dispel the mystery with which thesubject
is, even to this day, surrounded. Yet the tradi-

tional usage is not so very difficultto understand
;

and we can scarcely wonder at the effect it pro-

duces when we remember the infinite care with

which even the choral portions of the Psalm
are annually rehearsed by a picked choir,

every member of which is capable of singing a

solo.

The first verse is sung, quite plainly, to a
Fauxbourdon for five voices, exactly as it is

printed by Burney and Novello ; beginning

piamissimo, swelling out to a thrilling/Me, and
again taking up the point of imitation sotto

The second verse is sung, in unisonous Plain-

song, to the Second Tone transposed.

fBt8«!iiiidiimmnltltuin.1|^,„m. dele inlqulto-tem me-am

We first meet with the Abbellimenti in the

third verse, which is sung in the form of a Con-
certino—that is to say, by a choir of four choice

solo voices. In the following example the text

of the Fauxbourdon is printed in large notes.

and the two Abbellimenti—one at the end of

each clause—in small ones.^

4-

„-i . pll US la • Ta me ab in - i - qui -

7^=^
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serves only to bring this striking effect into still

bolder relief.

The fifth verse is sung like the first ; the sixth

like the second ; the seventh like the third ;

and the eighth like the fourth, and this order

is continued—though with endless variations of

Tempo and expression—as far as the concluding

strophe, the latter half of which is adapted to

a double chorus, written in nine parts, and sung

very slowly, with a constant ritardando, ' the

singers diminishing or rather extinguishing the

harmony to a perfect point.'

'

- - •
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industry which Matthias Klotz initiated has
gradually grown from centuryto century, though
its characteristics have utterly changed. The
old days of individual makers who sallied forth

with their packs on their backs, selling their

productions at the nearest markets, have parsed

away, instead, these violin makers have become
merged into the united body of men who work
for the large wholesale manufacturing firms

which constitute the Mittenwald industry of

the present day. The two most important

existing factories are those of J. A. Baader & Go.

,

and Neuner & Hornsteiner, which has recently

become Altenoder & Neuner.

Theamalgamation of the housesof Hornsteiner
& Neuner was most happy, for both families

have been intimately connected with the violin-

making of the past. The Homsteiners—who
outnumbered the Klotz family—held an excellent
position as individual makers for over a century.

Thebestmakerofthe familywasMatthias II. , who
worked between 1765 and 1793. The Neuners'

connection dates as far back as the 18th century.

Johann Neuner
{fl. 1760-64)— the first fiddle

maker of the name—-was amongst those pioneers

who took their work as far as Russia for sale.

After him came Matthias Neuuer, who founded
the manufacturing firm of Neuner & Co. in

1812. His son, who was Burgmeister of Mitten-

wald, became partner in the firm when it joined

hands with the Hornsteiners. The factory

now employs over 200 workmen, and yearly

sends from 15,000 to 20,000 violins, guitars, and
zithers to all parts of the world. The name of

Baader has been not less intimately associated

with violin-making than those of Hornsteiner

& Neuner. The firm was founded by Johann
Baader in 1770, he was himself an excellent

maker, and gave Johann Baptiste Reiter—one

of Mittenwald's most distinguished makers—his

first instruction in violin-making. Herr Reiter

afterwardswent toWiirtemberg, where he became

one of Jean Vauchel's best pupils. On his

return to Mittenwald he was made director of

the Mittenwald school, which instructs young
students in the art of violin -making, and is

underGovernment control. Medals and diplomas

were awarded for the violins of Johann Reiter

both in Paris and Vienna ; he died January 22,

1899. His son is at present almost the only

successful individual maker in Mittenwald. His

work is of the most finished type, and he

preserves the model and style of his father's

master, Jean Tauchel. (A complete list of

Mittenwald makers, past and present, is to be

found in Die Geigen- wnd Lautenmacher, by
W. L. von Lutgendorff. Frankfurt, 1904.)

Out of eighteen hundred Mittenwalders quite

five hundred are violin makers, chiefly work-

ing for the factories. Some of the workers

make the different portions of the violins,

etc., at their homes, and take them to the

factories to be put together, but the greater

number work in the factories entirely. The
manner of procedure is to allot certain sections

of the instrument to each workshop. After

the wood has been sawn into planks and stored

for drying purposes for about six years it is

taken to the first workshop, where the outline

of some famous Italian maker's model is marked

with a pencil, and cut out with a mechanical

fret-saw. From here it passes to the scooping

room, where the necessary thicknesses of back

and belly are scooped out ; next the/ holes are

pierced. The ribs are planed to the exact

thickness by one set of men, while others cut

the strips into the proper lengths. Then comes

the bending of the ribs by means of heated

irons to the shape of the mould, and so on from

one workshop to another until the completed

instrument is sent out, ready for use, at the price

of about 10s. or less. There has recently been

introduced a new system for quickly drying the

wood ; this is done by means of dipping it in

certain acids, but it is hardly a successful

practice, as the violins so made rarely last any

length of time, and as a rule acquire a most

unpleasant smell. ( Vom Pels zum Meer, Mitten-

wald wnd seine Geigervmaeher ; Emma Brewer's

Mittenwald in the GirVs Own Paper, Nov., Dec.

1888, Feb. and March 1889; H. R. Haweis's

Old V'iolins ; Von Lutgendorff's Die Geigen- und
LautenmacJier.) E. H-A.

MIXED BOWINGS. An amalgamation of

the various bow strokes, which are technically

known to all players of bow instruments. By
a judicious mixing of the different bow strokes

an artist gives individuality to his manner of

phrasing and rendering of a piece of music.

The sign which indicates a down stroke is Fl,

and an up stroke, Vi <"i<I ^1^^ various known
bowings which form part of the technique of

violin-playing are : The long stroke executed

with the whole length. The half-stroke. The
rapid detached stroke with the whole bow.

The Martel^ or hammered, executed at the

tip of the bow. The SautiU^, or skipping

stroke executed in the middle of the bow. The
Ricochet, a bounding stroke of a staccato nature

executed at the tip of the bow. The Legato

stroke, two or more notes in one stroke of the

bow. The Staccato Stroke, executed at the tip

of the bow ;—this is really a series of marteW
notes taken in one stroke. The Tremolo, a

succession of very quick short strokes in the

middle of the bow, played entirely with the

wrist. And the several manners of playing

arpeggios, which are generally executed with

varied bowings and rhythms. o. K.

MIXED CADENeE. See Cadence, IV.

vol. i. p. 441.

MIXED MODES. Writers on Plain-song

apply this term to tonalities which embrace

the entire compass of an Authentic Mode in

combination with that of its Plagal derivative ;

thus the Mixed Dorian Mode extends from A
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to the next D but one above it ; the Mixed
Phrygian from B to the next E but one ; the

Mixed Lydian from C to the next F but one ;

and the Mixed Mixolydian from D to the

next 6 but one. [See Maneria.]
A very fine example of Mixed Mixolydian

(Modes VII. and VIII. combined) is to be found

in the melody of ' Lauda Sion. ' [See Lauda
SiON, vol. ii. p. 651 fif.]

Polyphonic music for unequal voices is always

of necessity written in Mixed Modes ; since if

the treble and tenor sing in the Authentic Mode
the alto and bass will naturally fall within the

compass of its Plagal congener ; and vice versa.

The composition is, however, always said to be

in the Mode indicated by its tenor part. w. s. R.

MIXED VOICES. The EngUsh term for a

combination of female and male voices, as opposed
to ' Equal voices,' which denotes male or female

voices alone. Thus Mendelssohn's part-songs

for S.A.T.B. are for mixed voices, and those

for A.T.T.B. for equal voices. [See Equal
Voices, vol. i. p. 787.] g.

MIXOLYDIAN MODE (Lat. Modus Mixo-
lydius ; Modus Angelicus). The Seventh of

the Ecclesiastical Modes. [See Modes, the
Ecclesiastical.]

The Final of the Mixolydian Mode is G.

Its compass, in the Authentic form, extends

upwards irom that note to its octave ; and its

semitones occur between the third and fourth

and the sixth and seventh degrees. Its Domi-
nant is D, its Mediant (B being rejected on
account of its forbidden relations with F), and
its Participant A. Its Conceded Modulations

are B and E, and its Absolute Initials G,B,C,D,
and sometimes, though not very frequently, A.

The subjoined example will give a clear idea of

its most prominent characteristics :

—

In its Plagal or Hypomixolydian form

(Mode VIII. , Modus Hypomixolydiiis ; Modus
per/ectus) its compass lies a Fourth lower

—

&om D to D ; and the semitones fall between

the second and third and the sixth and seventh

degrees. The Dominant of this Mode is C,

B being inadmissible by reason of its Quinta

falsa with F. Its Mediant is F—for which
note A is sometimes, though not very frequently,

substituted in order to avoid the false relation

of Mi comira Fa with B. [See Mi contra Fa.]

Its Participant is the lower D. Its Conceded

Modulations are the upper D and B, and its

Absolute Initials the lower (below the normal

compass of the mode), D, F, G, A, and 0.

Mode VIII.

Part. Med. Fin. Dom.

In performance Mode VII. is almost always

transposed, in order to escape the high range of

its upper notes. Mode VIII., on the contrary,

lies well within the compass of ordinary voices.

The Antiphon 'Asperges me,' as given in

the Eoman Gradual and the Sarum Melody of
' Sanctorum meritis, ' printed in the 1904 edition

of Hymns Ancient and Modem, may be cited

as highly characteristic examples of the use of

Mode VII. ; and an equally perfect illustration

of that of Mode VIII. will be found in the

melody of 'Iste confessor,' as given in the

Roman Vesperal.'

In Polyphonic music the Mixolydian Mode
is used with great effect both in its Authentic
and Plagal form. We can scarcely call attention

to a iiner instance of the use of the Vllth
mode than Palestrina's Missa 'Dies sanctifi-

oatus ' ; or of that of the Vlllth, than his

Missa 'Iste confessor.' w. s. s.

MIXTURE. An organ stop ordinarily

furnished with from two to five comparatively

small pipes to each key. It is compounded
of the higher - sounding and therefore shorter

members of the ' foundation ' and ' mutation

'

classes of stops, combined or 'mixed,' and
arranged to draw together, as in practice they
are seldom required to be used separately. The
Mixture represents or corroborates the higher

consonant harmonic sounds suggested by nature,

and in the bass produces tones to the third or

fourth octave above the unison or chief founda-

tion tone. As the musical scale ascends the

higher harmonics become weak and inaudible

to the ear ; hence in a. Mixture stop it is

customary to discontinue the higher ranks as

they ascend, one or more at a time, and insert

in lieu a rank of lower tone than was previously

in the stop, but appearing as a separate stop.

This alteration is called a 'break.' These
return-ranks serve the best of purposes. In a

pianoforte it is well known that the strings

increase in number from one in the bass to

two higher up, and afterwards to three, to

preserve an evenness in the tone. In a similar

manner the return-ranks, when well managed,
considerably reinforce the strength of the treble

part of the organ. [A FuU Mixture is generally

of three ranks, consisting of the following inter-

vals in relation to the unison :—15, 19, 22, or

c", g" , c'", when c is struck. T. B.] [See

Mutation and J. J. Wedgwood's Dictionary

of Organ Stops.'\ B. J. H.

MIZLER (Mitsler), von Kolof, Lorenz
Christoph, born at Heidenheim, Wiirtemberg,

July 25, 1711, died at Warsaw, March 1778
;

was educated at the Gymnasium of Anspach

and the University of Leipzig. He was one of

Bach's scholars. In 1734 he became amagistrate,

and was generally a cultivated and prominent

person. His claim to perpetuity is his connection
1 Care must be taken to distjngulsh these melodies from tba

Roman ' Sanctorum meritlB,' and the Sanun ' Iste confessor,' vhich
are not in the Modes here indicated.
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with the 'Association for Musical Science,' which
he founded at Leipzig in 1738 and kept together.

Amongst its members were Handel, Bach, and
Grauu. Bach composed a 6-part Canon and
the Canonical Variations on ' Vom Himmel
hoch,' as his diploma pieces. Mizler edited a

periodical, the Neu-eroffnete MvMk-BiUiofhek
(1739-.54), wrote a treatise on Thorough Bass
(Generalbasslehre), in which he seems to have
pushed the connection of music and mathematics
to absurdity. (See Spitta, Bach, EngL transl.

iii. 22-25.) He translated Fux's Oradus into

German (1742). [See the Quellen-Zexikon for

other works.] G.

MOCK DOCTOR, THE. See M^deoin
Malgr:^ Liri.

MODERATO. • In moderate time,' or ' mod-
erately.' This direction is used either singly

as a mark of time, or as qualifying some other

mark of time, as Allegro moderate, or Andante
moderato, when it has the result of lessening the

force of the simple direction. Thus Allegro

moderato will be slightly slower than Allegro

alone, and Andante moderato slightly faster than
Andante. Moderato alone is never used by
Beethoven, except in the doubtful Pianoforte

Sonata in G called No. 37. He uses Molto
moderato, however, in the Sonata for Pianoforte

and Violin, op. 30, No. 3, and Moderato c

grazioso in theMenuettoof the Pianoforte Sonata

in E|>, op. 31, No. 3. Assai moderato is used
in the march from the 'Ruins of Athens,' and
Moderato cantabile molto espressivo in the be-

ginning of op. 110. Molto moderato is used by
Schubert in the Pianoforte Sonata in Bb, No. 10.

Instances of Allegro moderato in Beethoven's

works wUl occur to every one. Allegretto mod-
erato is also very common. Vivace moderato
occurs in Bagatelle No. 9 (op. 119). Mendels-

sohn is very fond of the direction Allegro mod-
erato, using it no less than eight times in the
' Elijah ' alone. Schumann very constantly used

Moderato alone, translating it into German some-

times by Massig, and sometimes by Nicht
schneU. See the Album, Nos. 3, 5, 13, 16,

19, etc. M.

MODES, THE ECCLESIASTICAL. All

mediaeval art-music is based upon a system of

Eight Modes. This system is, the result of

a long, intricate and controverted history ; and
it will be best explained by an historical method
of treatment.

The first question that arises is with regard

to the antiquity of the Modes. It has been
taken for granted that when ancient Greek
writers such as Plato and Aristotle speak of

certain Harmoniai (ap/iovlai) distinguished by
Greek tribal names as Dorian, Lydian, Phrygian,

etc. , they are referring to modes such as were in

use in the later Middle Ages under those names.

In the article Greek Music reasons have been

given to prove that this is a false assumption,

and to show that the groups of notes described

as Dorian, Phrygian, etc., by the Greek writers

of classical times were distinguished from

one another by pitch and grouping, and not,

properly speaking, by tonality.

Now the mediaeval modal system is one which

depends on differences of tonality, and is com-

paratively indifferent to pitch. The history of

themediaeval modes is therefore, to a considerable

extent, the history of the evolution of tonality.

Tonality may be defined as the musical character

belonging to a mode or a melody by reason of

the mutual relation of the notes employed. It

is determined chiefly by three things, (1) the

range and sequence of the notes, and their

relation to- the two fixed jioints of (2) the

Dominant, and (3) the Final.

The early Greek Harmoniai or groupings of

notes and tetrachords were experimental in

character ; one of them proved to be more valu-

able than all the rest, viz. the Octave-system

(see Monochord), and it came, in theory at any

rate, to supersede all the others, though, they

being no doubt associated with particular instru-

ments, continued to be in practical use long after

theoryhad advanced beyond them. This Octave-

system represented only one form of tonality.

Variety was provided not by differences of

tonality but by differences of gemos (7^i»os), the

enharmonic, the chromatic and the diatonic

genera. [See Greek Music] In the diatonic

genus (which alone need be taken into account

for the present purpose) the tonality may be

roughly described as that of the modern minor
scale or mode, for the series of notes presented

tones and semitones in the following order

ascending

TSTTSTT
]
TSTT, etc.

equivalent to the white notes of the pianoforte

from A upwards.

A reader unaccustomed to the modes and
the idea of tonality will realise what this implies

by contrasting the T S T T S T T series of inter-

vals of the modern minor scale or mode, with

the familiar T T S T T T S series of the modern
major scale or mode. This Greek diatonic

system, standing, as it did, alone, afforded no
suflBcient opportunity for any idea of differences

in tonality. Yet even so the Greeks began to

see that the character of a melody depended
upon its reference to a given note of the series.

The fixed note in their series of notes was the

Mese (jiiffrf), the central note, which served as

the hinge or meeting-point for the ti^o conjunct

tetrachords of the Octave-system (E-e), or in

later days for the two octaves of the Perfect

System (A-a). (See Monoohoed.) Thus

Aristotle called attention (ProU. xix. 20) to

the way in which the character of a melody

depended upon the relation of its notes to the

constantly recurring Mese. Here are the first

signs of the sense of Tonality, and of a Mese or

Dominant ; but they are only rudimentary as

yet.
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The JSarmoniai and their designations fell

into the background as the advance was made
first towards the Octave -system aud then the
Perfect System ; thereupon that sense of pitch,

to which the early Greeks attached so much
significance, was satisfied in a new way, viz.,

by transposing the Octave-system to different

pitches. When thus set at a special pitch it

was called riyos ; and it was natural to give to

these various rbvoi the same designations which
had previously been employed to denote pitch,

viz., Dorian, Lydian, etc.

Thus when the old (Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian,

etc.) Harmoniai or groups went out of vogue,

there came up in their place the (Dorian, Phry-

gian, Lydian, etc.) Tonoi, each formed by trans-

posing the Octave -system to the Dorian, the

Phrygian, the Lydian, etc. pitch. At this point

there appeared upon the scene Aristoxenus of

Tarentum, a, pupil of Aristotle
{fi. c. 310), the

author of many developments in musical theory.

He noted the indefiniteness of the old use of the

designations Dorian, Phrygian, etc., and gave

them a definite pitch. He made out a scheme
of thirteen Tonoi, placing one on each semitone

of the octave, and he attached to each some one

of the old designations. The enumeration is

found in two forms in the writings of Cleoneides,

a disciple of Aristoxenus ; his own account is

not extant. In the one form thirteen designa-

tions are used, in the other only eight, five of

them being utilised for a pair of Tonoi.

Meae.

1 (highest) HTpermixolydiau e Hypermizolyiilaii or Hyper-
phrygian.

J-
Mixolydian

d HyperdoriaD.

c^ Lydian.
Lydian

5

'

c .£olian.

d^ Mixolydian or Hyperiooian.

:}

is'

Phrygian

Hypolydian

Hypoijhryglan

b Fhrygian.

ajf Ionian.

a Dorian.

Gj Hypolydian.

G Hyposeolian.

Fjf Hypophryglan.

F Hypoionian.

33 (lowest) . Hypodorian B Hypodorian.

At a later date the Aristoxeneans raised the

number to fifteen by adding a Hyperlydian and
a Hyperseolian : the Tonoi thus fell into three

groups of five each, the uppergroup distinguished

by the prefix Hyper and the lower by the prefix

Hypo.
This system of Tonoi or Keys remained the

chief feature of Greek musical theory for the

next 500 years. It provided only for one

tonality or mode, viz. that represented by the

Octave-system, or later by the Perfect System

of two octaves ; but it provided for it at every

possible pitch. (See vol. ii. pp. 226-229.)

Meanwhile advances were being made towards

9. fuller sense of tonality and towards the modal

system.
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Aristoxenus himself was active in this direc-

tion. He showed that as there are in the dia-

tonic genus three different species of tetrachord

possible, viz., those represented by the formulas
TTS, TST, and S T T, so there are seven
possible species of octave. In the writings of

his followers (his own treatise unfortunately
breaks off at this point) thesearethus described

—

i.STTSTT'"T|"JCLIi'""""
"

! CB-') Mixolydian.

2. TTSTT-Tsjl'^yjj-^^H^'^'JS^^ i(O^) Lydian.

3. TSTT-TStI^^- Hgaj^^^„ t,D-^) Phrygian.

4. STT"TSTT/=yP^«|„^-°-^J» ««'«}(B^) Dorian.

5. xT™TSTTs4 ^^^?P*^® Meson toTSTTS, -.,,-„
\ Tnte Hyperbolseon
Lichanos Meson to Para-
ete Hyperbolseon

7. ™TSTTSTt/^^® ^ Note Hyper-
' bolseon

6. T TSTTST4
(F—/) Hypolydian.

(G

—

g] Hypophryglan.

(a

—

a') Hypodorian.

These seven octaves were distinguished from
one another in range and sequence of intervals

;

so far they exhibited the first element of tonality.

But they were not distinguished from one
another by diflerence of Mese or Dominant, and
there is as yet no idea of a Final. The note
Mese (=a) acted as Dominant throughout, and
this accounts for the designations. Mixolydian,
signifying high pitch, is given to No. 1

because it has its Mese at the highest point,

Lydian at the next highest, and so on. The
position is marked above by ". Thus the
designations Mixolydian, Lydian, etc., here

appear in invei-se order as compared with their

use for the Tonoi or Keys. The contradiction

is more apparent than real. In each case it is

the Mese that determines the sense of pitch. In
the Tonoi, being.transpositions of the scale, the
Mese varies actually in pitch just as all the
other notes of the Tones vary in pitch ; and
the highest Tonos in range is the highest also

in pitch. In the Seven Species of Octave,

however, being mere sections of a fixed scale,

the Mese is at a fixed pitch, and only varies

relatively to the other notes of the octave.

Consequently the octave which is the lowest

in range gives the effect of the highest pitch,

since its melodies group round the Mese,
which is at the top of the Octave ; conversely,

the octave which has the highest range, gives

the effect of low pitch because of the prevalence

of its lowest note. In other words, the designa-

tions are given to the Tonoi in regard to the

actual pitch of the Mese, but to the Seven
Species of Octave in regard to the relative pitch

of the Mese (see vol. ii. p. 225).

This doctrine of the Seven Species of Octave
remained without farther development among
the disciples of Aristoxenus, until the advent
of Ptolemy in the middle of the 2nd century

A.D. Differences of pitch were now felt to be

of less importance, and distinctions of species

were more highly appreciated ; the consequence

was, that interest was transferred fi'om the Tonoi

or Keys, which merely gave the same scale at

different pitches, to the Seven Octaves which
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represented different species. Ptolemy reduced

the Tonoi to seven in number, equating them
to the Seven Species of Octave, and using trans-

position as a way of setting all the species at

a uniform pitch, but with varying signatures.

When this was done it was natural to ascribe to

each species a Mese of its own, which should

be a real Mese or middle note of the Octave,

exercising the same function with regard to it,

that the original Mese exercised with regard to

the original (Dorian) Octave of the Perfect

System. This necessitated the double nomen-
clature described in vol. ii. p. 229 E. Accord-

ing to the new method (kotA Biaiv) each species

of Octave could have a Mese as its central note,

=. Nete as its highest note, and so on. As each

octave thus acquired its own Mese, which was
not as formerly in a varying position but always

the central note, the inverted series of denomina-
tions formerly given to the Octaves became
inappropriate, and the series of names was at-

tached to the Seven Species of Octave in the

same order in which it was attached to the

Tonoi and not in the inverse order.

Thus Ptolemy's Seven Octaves, which we may
now begin to call Modes because they are dis-

tinguished by their Tonality and valued accord-

ingly, may be set down in tabular form thus :

First as seven Modes varying in pitch, but each

formed of a section of the Perfect System or

white notes of the pianoforte.

1 (highut), MizolydinD (a—a^)

Lydlan Vi~g)

Phrygian
Dorian

(F-/I
(E-.1

Meae.
=FaTanete Diezeuff-

.

;; , menon . -

g =Trite Diezeug- I 3-

w menon ^
^ =PaTaniesg
g =Mese

Hypolydian (i>—d) Q I ij =>LiclianoB Meson.
Hypophrygian (C—c) F I M =Parhypate Heeon
Sypodorian (B

—

b) E-' =Hypate Meaon

Secondly, reduced by the system of Tonoi to

uniform pitch but varying in signature.
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distinguished from one another essentially by

their different sequence of intervals, and only

incidentally by difference of pitch. (2) The

Mese became the regular Dominant of the mode :

and (3) the modes ranged a note lower than they

had previously done owing to the addition of the

Proslambanomenos. Thus the Dorian mode is

found to have its seat as ever in the octave from

E upwards, with a as its Mese or Dominant : but

it now descends to D. Similarly the Phrygian

has 6 for its dominant and E for its lowest note

:

while the Lydian has c and T, the Mixolydian

d and 6.

So far it has been possible to trace the evolu-

tion of the modal system in the writings of the

theorists. Two out of three chief features of

tonality have emerged, viz. (1) the range and

succession of the intervals in each mode, and (2)

the idea of the Dominant. Hitherto, however,

there is no sign of any idea of the importance of

the Final, which is the third chief ingredient of

Tonality. The conception of the Dominant is

traceable back as far as Aristotle, but the signifi-

cance of the closing note of a melody had not as

yet been scientifically recognised, at any rate by

the theorists. At this point in the evolution

the series of writers on the theory of music,

who have hitherto been our guides, to all intents

and purposes comes to an end. No Greek

writers are forthcoming after the 4th century

A.D. until Bryennius in the 14th ; the Latin

writers do little to fill the gap, at any rate until

the 9th. Boethius, Cassiodorus, and Martianus

Capella in the 5th and 6th centuries are of

little value, as they merely repeat, after the

manner of an encyclopaedist, such informa-

tion as they derived from the Greek writers.

Happily at this date when the theorists fail,

there becomes available for the western history

a large collection of actual musical compositions,

The successors of Ptolemy, as it appears from

the late Byzantine writer Bryennius, came to

regard each of these modes as a pair of conjunct

tetrachords meeting in Mese ; they then added
below a Proslambanomenos or disjunct note to

make up the octave, thus repeating again the

process which had taken place years before in

the extension downwards of the two lower con-

junct tetrachords of the Perfect System (see

Monoohokd) ; and the old names of the notes

in the Octave were reapplied to each mode in

slightly altered form, thus:— Proslambano-
menos, Hypate, Parhypate, Liehanos, Mese,

Parhypate, Liehanos, Nete.

The main results of these changes were as

follows ; (1) The Seven Species of Octave of the

theorists became seven practical working Modes,*

I Later followers of Ptolemy added a Hypermizolydlan Mode,
thus making eight.

in which the further evolution of the modal
system may be traced.

The developments in the West between the

6th and the 9th centuries are bound up with
the great music school {Schola CwatorvmC) of

Rome. They go forward in silence ; for it is

onlywhen the Roman chant reaches the Frankish
Empire that the silence is broken by fresh

writings of theorists, called forth here, as in the

case of the Liturgy, by the new ways recently

imported from Rome. The early Roman church

was pre-eminently Greek in character and per-

sonnel, therefore its church music was not

different in this respect from the Roman secular

music which clung closely to the Greek tradi-

tions. From the 5th or 6th century onward
the music school of the Roman Church grew
in importance and organisation ; and, even
when Greek ceased to be the liturgical language
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of the Roman Church, there ia no reason to think

that any break came in the continuity of the

Greek tradition so far as the music was concerned.

The bulk of the so-called Gregorian music (see

that heading) was composed in these surround-

ings, and whatever importations there were at

this period from outside, were from Greek sources.

It is therefore to be expected that the theory

that lies behind the Gregorian music should

prove to be in line with the Greek traditions.

For a full discussion of the character of this

music the reader is referred to the article

Plain-song ; but one or two points must be

taken into account here.

The bulk of the music falls into two classes,

and is either responsorial or antiphonal in its

style. Now the responsorial music, which is

the older class of the two, is characterised by a

Dominant note, which serves as the note on
which the greater part of the text is recited ; but

it sets no great store on the Final. It therefore

correspondswith the state ofdevelopmentalready

reached and expounded. The antiphonal style

was of later introduction, coming from the East

iu the 4th century. Here the Final is of greater

moment, for the antiphon consists of a melody,

which has no reciting note, and in which, there-

fore, tonality is largely determined by the close.

It is safe, therefore, to suppose that with the

progress of the antiphonal style, there went
along a growth in the conception and import-

ance of the Final. Meanwhile a transformation

from simple to elaborate music was taking

place, as musical proficiency grew within the

Roman School. The responsorial class of music
was more affected by it than the antiphonal.

The elaborate embroideries which decorated the

chant of the Graduals and other Responds
tended to obscure the primitive reciting note

;

the Final, however, was onlybrought into greater

prominence by the process of elaboration. Con-

sequently, as the music grew more ornate,

tonality came to depend more upon the newly
conceived Final and less upon the older con-

ception of the Dominant. This change is one

which may safely be said to have come about

during this intervening period from the 5th to the

8th centuries in which the theorists are silent.

A more difficult change to account for is

that by which the so-called ' plagal ' modes came

into existence in their mediaeval form. The germ
of them is clearly discernible in the prefix ' Hypo,

'

which characterised the lowest three of the Seven

Modes. But in Ptolemy's time these were not

accounted of a different class from the rest

;

they had the same general character (mutatis

mutandis) ; and the prefix merely denoted that

they were each in pitch a fourth below the mode
with the corresponding designation. The medi-

aeval plagal modes took from these their names
and ranges, but they had not their independent

position and other characteristics. Each plagal

mode depended uponthe eorrespondingauthentic

VOL. ni

mode ; it had the same Final, and was so closely

related to it, that, when the modes came to be

denoted by numbers, it was at first thought more
natural to put the two under one number, only

distinguishing them from one another by the

term ' Authentic ' and ' Plagal. ' Thus the

Greeks reckoned them as four pairs ; but the

Latins, as they emancipated themselves from

Greek influence, came to denote them by the

numbers from one to eight. „, ,„,

Ist. Firat Mode / Authentic (DDrian) D—

d

a D
2nd. \ Plagal (Hypodorian) A—

a

F D
3rd. Second Mode J Authentic (Phrygian) E—

«

6 E
4th. \ Plagal (Hypophrygian) B—

6

a E
5th. Third Mode f Authentic (Lydian) P—

/

c F
6th. 1 Plagal (Hypolydianl O—

c

a F
7th. FourthMode/ Authentic (Mixolydian) G

—

g d G
8th. \ Plagal (Hypomixolydlan) D—

d

c G

This arrangement pf eight modes in four pairs

must be subsequent to the evolution of the idea

of the Final ; for it is the Final that is made
the main link between each pair of modes. It

also seems to be subsequent to the decay of the

Dominant in importance ; for while the Domi-
nants of the authentic modes keep to the old

line as being the Mese of the mode, those of

the plagal modes are determined only with
reference to the corresponding authentic Domi-
nant, being normally a third lower.

It is further to be obsei-ved that a new mode
has been sidded to the seven, viz. the Hypomixo-
lydian (quite unlike the previous one of that

name), which occupies the same octave as the

Dorian, but in the new condition of things is

entirely unlike it in any other respect.

There is also conceived to be a structural

dififerenoe between authentic and plagal. The
extra note that was added to the two conjunct

tetrachords in the form of a Proslambanomenos
(see above) came to be regarded, when the old

Greek tetrachordal system faded, as forming

with the lower tetraohord of the two a penta-

chord or fifth ; consequently, each authentic

mode was looked upon as a pentachord with a

tetrachord above it. This pentachord it shared

with its plagal brother ; and thus a plagal mode
was conversely viewed as a tetrachord with a

pentachord above it. In the former case the

Dominant (or ' Media ' as the Latins called it,

= H^<riii) was the hinge or meeting-point of the

two, and in the latter aatse the Final. [See also

Maneeia, ante, p. 41.]

Table of Eight Modes.
1st Mode. Primus or Authentus Protus.

f
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3rd Modo. Terlms or Authentiis Deuterm.

K F G a i I! (i e

g .
! ZJiZi-^*^ I i

4tli Mode. Qvartus or Plagius Deuterus.
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while the use of the b gave an opportunity not
only for transposition but also for obtaining

some variety by the use of an accidental. More-
over, by combining transposition and the use

of the \> some further chromatic efifects could be

obtained, and were in fact employed.

2. This rangewassubdivided intotetrachords,

and this arrangement accorded with the position

of the eight modes, for the lowest tetraohord

comprised the four lowest limits of the plagal

modes : the next comprised the four finals, and
was always so described ; the third in fact

comprised the four Dominants (Mese) of the

authentic modes, but it was not so described.

3. The doctrine of the Final was very clearly

held, though the doctrine of the Dominant had
almost entirely dropped out of sight.

4. The distinction between Authentic and
Plagal was clearly drawn in theory, though it

was being found a difficult task to draw the

line in practice. No tradition survived as to

the origin of the distinction. (The fable that

S. Ambrose made the authentic modes and S.

Gregory the plagal is of much later date.) It

is only supposed that the plagal were devised

to include the melodies of lower range, and no
significance is attached to the difference of

dominant between the authentic and plagal.

Yet even with all these four points clear,

there remained much for the new musicians to

do in the way of exposition and development of

the modal system. They had before them (1)
a great collection of masterpieces which had
been in use two hundred years and more, (2) an
eight-mode system of Greek origin and unknown

. antiquity, which even their Greek teachers could

not fully explain, and (3) works of theorists

(such as wfr have already had in review) ex-

tending only down to the 5th or 6th century

and exhibithig the theory at an inchoate stage

of development.

The works of Boethius and the rest of the

theorists, were, so far as the modes went, far

more a source of mystification than of enlighten-

ment. Valiant and clumsy attempts were

made by the writers of the 9th and 10th

centuries to reconcile the earlier with the

later, the past theory and the actual practice

(e.g. in the nomenclature of the modes); but

they only resulted in much confusion both at

the time and since. When, however, this element

is eliminated from their writings, there remains

a real development and a true exposition of the

modal system to be foipid even in the earliest

of the Frankish writers ; and when once Guide
of Arezzo had had the courage to say that ' the

book of Boethius is of no use to singers, but only

to philosophers, ' emancipation had come, and the

road of progress lay open to future generations.

The chief features of the modal system which

we have already brought to light, e.g. the

combination of pentachord and tetraohord in

the authentic, and its inversion in the plagal,

were duly expounded by these writers. They
have also the credit of having resisted an

attempt to make twelve modes instead of eight

;

they rightly pointed out that twelve were quite

unnecessary, granted the power to transpose

and the use of the bi>. They laboured to

expound and maintain the real tonal independ-

ence of the modes ; and this in itself was no
easy task in the days before Guide when the

singers had in the neums no absolute guide as to

the intervals and notes which they were to sing.

The chief innovation for which this period

was responsible was the change of the Dominant
of the third mode from the dubious note J to c ;

it took place in the 10th or 11th century, and,

though the improvement was universally ac-

cepted in theory and the innovation was adopted

in the most prominent position possible, i.e.

in the case of the reciting note of the third

tone, which thenceforward was c not 6, the

change was never carried out thoroughly, and
plenty of traces of the old use of i as Dominant
have survived.

The main difficulties that the writers of this

period had to face lay in two very practical

directions, and were caused by a change in

practice. Both the antiphons and the responds

had ceased to be used in the old way, and much
trouble was caused to the singers in consequence.

In many of the responds the custom had arisen

of repeating, after the verse or verses, only the

latter part of the respond itself instead of the

whole. It thus became necessary to lay down
rules for the establishing of a proper musical

relation between the end of the verse and the

opening notes of the repeat. A similar process

of shortening had caused the antiphon to be
repeated no longer after each verse of the psalm,

but only once or twice in the course of the

psalmody. Now the endings of the Tones had
always been carefully adapted so as to suit the

opening phrases of the antiphons ; but when
the repetition of the antiphon decayed, this

close intimacy was no longer so necessary.

This change of custom affected also the view
taken of the tonality of the antiphon. As
originally used, its opening phrase was aU-

important ; and it was assigned to this or that

mode (and associated therefore with this or that

tone) according to the character of its opening.

When, however, it came to be used rarely, or

only once at the end of the psalm, the end of the

antiphon and its Final became far more import-

ant than its opening ; consequently, according

to the newer plan, its tonality was determined
no longer by its indpit but by its last note.

The difficulty with the Responds was soon

settled once for all, by making, where necessary,

some slight but permanent accommodation in

the music ; but the other difficulty was a more
or less permanent one ; the mediaeval Tonals

continued to offer varying solutions of it, and
out of it there grew such further developments
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of modal theory aa the settlement of the
Absolute Initials, i.e. the notes in each mode
on which a melody may begin.

The development that produced the sequences

(see Sequence) entailed a further modification

in the modal theory that went far to break
down again the distinction between authentic

and plagal. In many cases the sequence-

melodies were written, as it were, in two
registers ; their compass, therefore, exceeded the

normal limits assigned to any one mode by the

theorists of the 10th to 12th centuries (who in

this respect were much more strict than the
original writers of the music had been) ; it then
became usual to regard them as being both in the

authentic and in the corresponding plagal mode.
This was the last modification of any great

moment that plain-song brought to the theory
of the modes. Such other modifications as

came to it between the 12th and the 16th
centuries were due principally to two other
causes, (1) the invasion of popular music or the

spirit of folk-song, and (2) the growth of

harmonised and measured music.

The tonality that was congenial to folk-song

especially in France was one that had always
been uncongenial to the classical plain-song,

viz. the scale which resulted from the uniform
use of the h\> with the fifth and sixth modes,
and is identical with the modern major scale or

mode. This pair of modes had always been
the least used of all the four ; without the flat,

there was too much tritone in it, even for

mediaeval ears that were not so sensitive in that

respect as modem ones ; with the flat, the mode
did not mrfoh differ from the fourth pair except

in having a semitone below the final, i.e. in

possessing a leading note, which from the point

of view of unharmonised music was rather a

disadvantage than an advantage. This major
scale, however, is the joy of folk-song ; and, as

such, it tended to invade the art-music and
even to claim a place cheek by jowl with the

severe ecclesiastical plain-song.

This tendency was still further emphasised

by the growing art of harmony. As the perfect

close was invented and became the centre of the

harmonic art, the leading note became a

necessity ; the F mode with ftb (or the C mode
without it) became favourites ; other modes had
to submit to chromatic alteration in the interests

Dorian. Phrygian.
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of harmony ; and though for a surprisingly long

time the feeling for the old tonality was so

strong that this alteration had to be disguised

(see MusrcA Ficta), yet it was clear that

eventually it would have to yield before the

steady pressure of the advancing art of harmony.

The period of the rise of harmony is thus the

period of the decay of the old tonality, and of

the modal system. The ancient modes gradually

disappeared until only the major and minor

modes remain. A good deal of richness in

melodic beauty was sacrificed in the process,

and modern melody, even with all its chromatic

freedom, has not such a wide range of variety

as the old modal system aflbrded. No one will

doubt that the gains in harmony more than

compensated for the losses in melody ; but it

must be emphasised that all was not clear gain.

The modal system as handled and transformed

by the pioneers of modern harmony is a matter

of far less interest, for all was in a continual

state of transition ; and though at certain

points a halt seems to be called and a permanent

interest stirred by the genius of Dunstable, or

of the great Flemings, or Palestrina and his

contemporaries, yet from the point of view of

harmony the old modal system cannot be re-

garded as anything else but a slavery, from

which it was desirable that the polyphonic school

should work its escape as soon as possible.

In the closing stages of the decay an attempt

was made to revive the proposal to reckon

twelve (or even fourteen) modes. (See Dodeoa-
CHOKDON.) There was much more to be said

for this from the point of view of polyphony in

the 16th century than there had been in the_

9th from the point of view of plain-song ; but

the modes were then a vanishing quantity, and
the enumeration is only misleading if it is

applied to the classical plain-song of earlier

days. The Kenaissance sent the musicians

back afresh to the old writers on musical theory,

but the attempts of Gafori and his followers

to combine the old and new were as little suc-

cessful in the 16th century as they had been

in the 9th ; they added nothing but some fresh

elements of confusion to the theory of the modes.

The following tables of the fourteen modes
as given by Glareanus may be compared with

the table given above to represent the eight

modes of the mediseval plain-song :

—

Lydian.

Hypodoiian,

Mixolydian.

Hypophiygian.

iEolian.

Hypolydian.

Hypermixolydiau. HyposBOlian.
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Hyperaeolian (rtaected).
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Ionian.

Hyperphrygian (rejected). Hypoionian.

The following are the eight representative I Middle Ages in order to show' off the special

melodies (or Neums) devised in the later I characteristics of each mode :

—

.1- '

f
' '

: p. . ^
--^ K'l.

'
'

>p.
-H P

[].
a

-^
. ^ ; ^*s ^ VyJ^

Pri-muin quae-ri-te r^-num de

-3.

:s=a^

Se-cun-dum au-tem si-mi - le est huic

-A
J " > ' >^ ^-> ^=^=?^

Ter-ci a di - es est quod haecfac - ta sunt

4.

i ] . . 3 8 ' " « ^'* '''s ife
Quar-ta vi gi - li a ve - nit ad e - oa

" ^ n.j V
Qnin-qae pm-den - tea tIt • gi • nea in - tra • ve • runt ad nnp • ti • as

7.

iX^

, aSa % .^^ g^^^| |

S^' »
"

g
» > . gl^ls^ J-^

Sexta ho - ra se-ditBu-per pu-te-um

8.

Sep-temsuutspi-rl-tusan-te thro-num de - i

fes itH:
^^51^

OC'to sunt be - a - ti - ta.di-nes

[The ancient authorities are enumerated in

the article headed Scriptokes. Among modern

writers the following may be named. Greek

Music—Westphal, Barmonik und Melopoie der

Grwehen, 1863, and Gevaert, Histoire de la

musique d'antiquitS, Ghent, 1875 and 1881.

These writers and their followers are opposed

hy Monro, The Modes of Ancient Oreek Music,

Oxford, 1894, and Macran, -Harmonics o^^mto-
xenus, Oxford, 1902. As regards mediaeval

music, Gevaert has also put forward a view of

the evolution of the mediaeval modes out of the

ancient in his Mdopie Antique, Ghent, 1895

—

a book of great value even to those who cannot

accept his theories. Another view, also based

on Westphal, is given by Gaisser in his SysUme

musical de L'iglise Grecque (Kome, 1901). The

account given above differs entirely from these

as regards the mediaeval period, and follows

Monro and Macran as regards the earlier

history. See Greek Music, vol. ii. pp.

223 ff.] w. H. F.

Some further points remain to be noticed,

more especially in connection with the use of

the modes in polyphonic music.

[Besides its Final and Dominant, every mode

is distinguished by two other highly character-

istic notes—its Mediant and Participant.

The Mediant— so called from its position

between the Final and Dominant—is always the

third of the scale in the Authentic Modes, xmless

that rote should happen to be B, in which case

C is substituted for it. In the Plagal Modes
its position is less uniform. The Participant

is an auxiliary note, generally in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Mediant in Authentic

Modes, and, in the Plagal forms, coincident

with the Dominant of the corresponding Authen-
tic scale. Some modes have a second Partici-

pant ; and one has a second Mediant, which,

however, is not very frequently used.

Each mode is also influenced by certain notes,

called its Modulations or Cadences, which are of

two kinds. To these are added two or more
subsidiary notes, called Conceded Modulations

{modulationes concessae), among which we often

find the inverted seventh, i.e. the seventh taken

an octave lower than its true pitch, and, conse-

quently, one degree below the natural compass

of the scale.

Upon one or other of these modulations, either

regular or conceded, every phrase of every
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melody must begin and end, subject only to two
fiirther restrictions : (i.) The first phrase must
begin on one of a somewhat less ample series of
notes, called the Absolute Initials

;
(ii.) The last

phrase can only end on the Final of the mode.
The following table shows the Compass, Final,

Dominant, Mediant, Participant, Regular and
Conceded Modulations, and Absolute Initials of

MODES, ECCLESIASTICAL

the tonality with regard to the situation of its

Final—to the difference of effect produced by a

point of ultimate repose placed in the middle

of the scale, as contrasted with that peculiar

to one resting on the lowest degree. And a

similar difference of expression may be found,

even in secular music, if we only examine it

carefully. Take, for instance, the three foUow-

MockUations.

Regular. Conceded.

Jfurribers.
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the Dominant and the Tonic in the Octave
above. Is it possible to deny that, apart from
its natural individuality, each of them owes a

peculiar character to the position it occupies in

the scale ?

Now the first of these melodies, lying en-

tirely between the Tonic and its Octave, is

strictly Authentic ; the second, lying between

the Dominant and its Octave, is strictly Plagal

;

and the third, occupying the entire range of the

Mode, from the Dominant below to the Tonic

in the next Octave above, is Mixed. Here,

then, are three varieties of expression produc-

ible by the Ionian Mode alone ; and when we
remember the number of modes which, in

addition to this distinction, obtainable by mere
change of position, possess a distinct tonality

also, we cannot but be stnick with the immense
fimd of variety with which the Gregorian system

is endowed. Moreover, it is not absolutely

necessary that the melody should be restricted

to the exact compass of an Octave. Originally,

as we learn from Hermannus Contractus, no
licence was permitted in this matter ; but

Theogerus, Bishop of Metz, writing about the

year 1100, allows the elongation of the scale,

whether Authentic or Plagal, to the extent of

a tone above and a tone below its normal limits.

The same licence is permitted by Hucbaldus of

St. Amand and the Abbot Oddo ; and it has

become a recognised rule that the First Mode
may be extended a tone downwards, and a tone,

or even a minor third upwards ; the Second a

tone downwards, and a semitone, tone, or minor
third upwards ; the Third Mode a major third

downwards and a semitone upwards ; the Fourth

a tone downwards and a semitone upwards ; the

Fifth a semitone or minor third downwards and
atone upwards ; theSixth a semitone downwards
and a tone upwards ; the Seventh a tone down-
wards or upwards ; the Eighth a tone downwards
or upwards ; and so with the later forms ; one

degree, either upwards or downwards, being

always conceded, and a major or minor third,

in one direction, very frequently claimed.

Guido d'Arezzo's rule is, that 'Though the

Authentic Modes may scarcely descend more
than a single degree, they may ascend to the

octave, the ninth, or even tenth. The Plagal

Modes, however, may be extended by carrying

them down to the fifth (i.e. below the Final)
;

but authority is granted to extend them (up-

wards) to the sixth or the seventh {i.e. above

the Fmal) as the Authentic form rises to the

ninth and tenth.'' Here, then, we see a new
and prolific source of variety, in the elaboration

of which the Plagal Modes play a very import-

ant part ; an advantage which is turned to

equaUy good account in Plain-song and Poly-

^ * Autenti vix a suo fine plus una voce descendunt—Ascendant
autem autenti usque ad octavam et nonam, vel etlam declmam.
Flagae Tero ad quintam remittuntuT et intenduntur ; sed Intensioni

sexta vel septima auctoritate tribultur, sicut in autentis nona et

dedma.' IDUcipI. Artix i[ia. xiii.)

phonic music. Both in Plain-song and Poly-

phonic music the Modes are used, sometimes at

their true pitch, sometimes transposed a fourth

higher (or fifth lower) by means of a B flat at

the signature. No accidentals are permitted in

Plain-song, except an occasional B flat, intro-

duced for the purpose of correcting a Tritonus

or a false fifth—the use of both these intervals

being strictly forbidden, whether in disjunct or

conjunct movement. The canto fermo, in poly-

phonic music, is as strictly subject to the laws

of the Mode as a Plain-song melody,—which, in

fact, it generally is ; but in the Counterpoint

the use of certain sharps, flats, and naturals is

sometimes directly enjoined, in conformity with
precepts which will be found fully described

elsewhere. (See MusicA Ficta.)

In order to ascertain the Mode in which a

Plain-song melody is written, observe the last

note, which will, of course, show the required

Final. Should the compass of the melody lie

between that Final and its octave, the Mode
will be Authentic. Should it lie between the
fifth above and the fourth below, it will be
Plagal. Should it extend throughout the entire

range, from the fourth below the Final to the

octave above it, it will be Mixed. Should there

be a B flat at the signature, it will indicate

that the Mode has been transposed ; and the

true Final will then lie a fourth below the
written one. For example, the Plain -song

e ,
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fioatus,' has no B flat at the signature. The
last note in the bass is G. The compass of the

Canto fermo, as exhibited in the tenor, lies,

almost entirely, between that note and its

octave. The Motet, therefore, is in the

Seventh, or Mixolydian Mode. The same com-
poser's Missa, ' iEterna Christi munera, ' has a

B flat at the signature, and is, therefore, trans-

posed. The last note in the bass is F, the

fourth below which is — the Ionian Final.

The compass of the Canto fermo, in the tenor,

lies between the transposed Final and its

octave. Consec[uently, the Mass is in the

Thirteenth or Ionian Mode, transposed.

According to strict law, it is as necessary for

the Canto fermo to end on the Final of the

Mode as the bass ; but, when the last cadence

is a very elaborate one, it frequently contents

itself with just touching that note, and then

glancing ofif to others, after the manner of what
we should now call a coda. The neophyte will

always, therefore, find the last bass note his

safest guide in this particular. (See Poly-
PHONIA.)

In order to accommodate the range of ' un-

equal' voices, it constantly happens that the

treble and tenor are made to sing in an Au-
thentic Mode, while the alto and bass sing in a

Plagal one, and vice versa. In these cases the

true character of the Mode is always decided by
the compass of the Canto fermo. w. s. r.]

MODULATION is the process of passing out

of one key into another.

In modern harmonic music, especially in its

instrumental branches, it is essential that the

harmonies should be grouped according to their

keys ; that is, that they should be connected

together for periods of appreciable length by a

common relation to a definite tonic or keynote.

If harmonies belonging essentially to one key
are irregularly mixed up with harmonies which
are equally characteristic of another, an im-

pression of obscurity arises ; but when a chord

which evidently belongs to a foreign key follows

naturally upon a series which was consistently

characteristic of another, and is itself followed

consistently by harmonies belonging to a key to

which it can he referred, modulation has taken

place, and a new tonic has supplanted the former

one as the centre of a new circle of harmonies.

The various forms of process by which a new
key is gained are generally distributed into three

classes—Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enharmonic.

The first two are occasionally applied to the ends

of modulation as well as to the means. That is

to say. Diatonic would be defined as modulation

to relative keys, and Chromatic to others than

relative. This appears to strain unnecessarily

the meaning of the terms, since Diatonic and
Chromatic apply properly to the contents of

established keys, and not to the relations of

different shifting ones, except by implication.

Moreover, if a classification is to be consistent,

the principles upon which it is founded must be

uniformly applied. Hence if a class is distin-

guished as Enharmonic in relation to the means

(as it must be), other classes cannot safely be

classed as Diatonic and Chromatic in relation to

ends, without liability to confusion. And lastly,

the term Modulation itself clearly implies the

process and not the result. Therefore in this

place the classification will be taken to apply to

the means and not to the end,—to the process

by which the inodulation is accomplished and

not the keys which are thereby arrived at.

The Diatonic forms, then, are such as are

effected by means of notes or chords which are

exclusively diatonic in the keys concerned. Thus
in the following example (Bach, Wohlt. Clav.

Bk. 2, No. 12) :—

the chord at * indicates that F has ceased to be

the tonic, as it is not referable to the group of

harmonies characteristic of that key. However,

it is not possible to tell from that chord alone

to what key it is to be referred, as it is equally

a diatonic harmony in either Bb, El?, or Ab ;

but as the chords which follow all belong con-

sistently to Ah, that note is obviously the tonic

of the new key, and as the series is Diatonic

throughout it belongs to the Diatonic class of

modulations.

The Chromatic is a most iU-defined class of

modulations ; and it is hardly to be hoped that

people will ever be sufficiently careful in small

matters to use the term with anything approach-

ing to clear and strict uniformity of meaning.

Some use it to denote any modulation in the

course of which there appear to be a number
of accidentals—which is perhaps natural but

obviously superficial. Others again apply the

term to modulations from one main point to an-

other through several subordinate transitions

which touch remote keys. The objection to this

definition is that each step in the subordinate

transitions is a modulation in itself, and as the

classification is to refer to the means, it is not

consistent to apply the term to the end in this

case, even though subordinate. There are further

objections based upon the strict meaning of the

word Chromatic Itself, which must be omitted for

lack of space. This reduces the limits of chro-

matic modulation to such as is effected through

notes or chords which are chromatic in relation

to the keys in question. Genuine examples of
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this kind are not so common as might be sup-
posed ; the following example (Beethoven, op.

31, No. 3), where passage is made fromE|> to 0, is

consistent enough for illustration :

—

^4^"^'^-^XdT^ Tgr T^lr^^
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modulatory device are in the end chiefly depen-

dent upon intelligible order in the progression

of the parts. It is obvious that a large propor-

tion of chords which can succeed each other

naturally—that is, without any of the parts

having melodic intervals which it is next to

impossible to follow—will have a note or notes

in common ; and such notes are as useful to

connect two chords in the same key as they are

to keep together a series which constitute a

modulation. But it has never been held indis-

pensable that successive chords should be so

connected, though in earlier stages of harmonic

music it may have been found helpful ; and in

the same way, while there were any doubts as

to the means and order of modulation, pivot-

notes may have been useful as leading strings,

but when a broader and freer conception of the

nature of the modern system has been arrived

at, it will be found that though pivot -iiotes

may be valuable for particular purposes, the

range of modulatory device is not limited to

such successions as can contain them, but only

to such as do not contain inconceivable progres-

sion of parts. As an instance, we may take the

progression from the dominant seventh of any
key to the tonic chord of the key which is

represented by the flat submediant of the

original key : as from the chord of the seventh

on Gr to the common chord of Ab ; of which we
have an excellent example near the beginning

of the Leonora Overture, No. 3. Another
remarkable instance to the point occurs in the

trio of the third movement of a quartet of

Mozart's in Bl>, as follows :

—

KeyDfr.T Key C Minor.

Other examples of modulation without pivot-

notes may be noticed at the beginning of Beet-

hoven's Egmont Overture, and of his Sonata

in E minor, op. 90 (bars 2 and 3), and of

Wagner's ' Gotterdammerung ' (bars 9 and 10).

An impression appears to have been prevalent

with some theorists that modulation ought to

proceed through a chord which was common to

both the keys between which the modulation

takes place. The principle is logical and easy

of application, and it is true that a great number
of modulations are explicable on that basis ; but
inasmuch as there are a great numberof examples
which are not, even with much latitude of ex-

planation, it will be best not to enter into a

discussion of so complicated a point in this place.

It will be enough to point out that the two
principles of pivot-notes and of ambiguous pivot-

chords between them cover so much ground that

it is not easy to find progressions in which either

one or the other does not occur—and eventhough

in a very great majority of instances one or the

other may really form the bond of connection

in modulatory passages, the frequency of their

occurrence is not a proof of their being indispens-

able. The following passage from the first act

of 'Die Meistersinger ' is an example of a

modulation in which they are both absent :

—

The real point of difBoulty in modulation is

not the manner in which the harmonies belong-

ing to different keys can be made to succeed

one another, but the establishment of the new
key, especially in cases where it is to be per-

manent. This is effected in various ways.

Frequently some undoubted form of the domi-

nant harmony of the new key is made use of

to confirm the impression of the tonality, and

modulation is often made through some phase

of that chord to make its direction clear, since

no progression has such definite tonal force as

that &om dominant to tonic. Mozart again,

when he felt it necessary to define the new key
very clearly, as representing a definite essential

feature in the form of a movement, often goes

at first beyond his point, and appears to take it

from the rear. For instance, if his first section

is in C, and he wishes to cast the second section

and produce what is called his second subject in

the dominant key G, instead of going straight

to G and staying there, he passes rapidly by it

to its dominant key D, and having settled well

down on the tonic harmony of that key, uses it

at last as a dominant point of vantage from

which to take 6 in form. The first movement
of the Quartet in 0, from bar 22 to 34 of the

Allegro, will serve as an illustration. Another
mode is that of using a series of transitory

modulations between one permanent key and
another. This serves chiefly to obliterate the

sense of the old key, and to make the mind
open to the impression of the new one directly

its permanency becomes apparent. The plan

of resting on the dominant harmony for a long

while before passing definitely to the subjects

or figures which are meant to characterise the

new key is an obvious means of enforcing it ; of

which the return to the first subject in the first

movement of Beethoven's Waldstein Sonata is

a strong example. In fact insistence on any
characteristic harmony or on any definite group

of harmonies which clearly represent a key is a
sure means of indicating the object of a modula-

tion, even between keys which are remote from

one another.

In transitory modulations it is less imperative
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to mark the new key strongly, since subordinate
keys are rightly kept in the background, and
though they may be used so as to produce a
powerful effect, yet if they are too much insisted

upon, the balance between the more essential

and the unessential keys may be upset. But
even in transitory modulations, in instrumental
music especially, it is decidedly important that

each group which represents a key, however
short, should be distinct in itself. In recitative,

obscurity of tonality is not so objectionable, as

appears both in Bach and Handel ; and the
modem form of melodious recitative, which
often takes the form of sustained melody of an
emotional cast, is similarly often tissociated with
subtle and closely-woven modulations, especially

when allied with words. Of recitative forms
which show analogous freedom of modulation
in purely instrumental works, there are examples
both by Bach and Beethoven, as in an Adagio
in a Toccata in D minor and the Fantasia

Cromatica by the former, and in the Introduc-

tion to the last movement of the Al> pianoforte

Sonata (op. 110) of the latter.

When transitory modulations succeed one
another somewhat rapidly they may well be

difficult to follow if they are not aystematised

into some sort of appreciable order. This is

frequently effected by making them progress by
regular steps. In Mozart and Haydn especially

we meet with the simplest forms of succession,

which generally amount to some such order 'as

the roots of the chord falling fifths or rising

fourths, or rising fourths and falling thirds suc-

cessively. The following example from Mozart's

C major Quartet is clearly to the point :

—

P=^i ^pr
s ;=|5=t

J^atJ-M^^T^

Bach affords some remarkably forcible examples,

as in the chorus ' Mit Blitzen und Donner ' in

the Matthew Passion, and in the last movement
of the Fantasia for Organ iu G (B. -G. xxxviii.

p. 81), in which the bass progresses, slowly by
semitones downwards from Cjt to D. A passage

quoted by Marx at the end of the second volume

of his Kompositionslehre from the ' Christe

Eleison ' in Bach's A major ^ Mass is very fine

1 See B.-G. Till. 51.

and characteristic ; the succession of transi-

tions is founded on a baas which progresses as

follows :

—

^L^^
In modem music a common form is that in

which the succession of key-notes is by rising

or falling semitones, as in the following passage

from the first movement of the Eroica Sym-
phony :

—

Of this form there are numerous examples in

Chopin, as in the latter part of the Ballade in

Ab, and in the Prelude in the same key (No.

17). Beethoven makes use of successions of

thirds in the same way ; ol^ which the most
remarkable example is the Largo which precedes

the fugue in the pianoforte Sonata in B|>, op.

106. In this there are fully eighteen successive

steps of thirds downwards, most of them minor.

This instance also points to a feature which
is important to note. The successions are not

perfectly symmetrical, but are purposely dis-

tributed with a certain amount of irregularity

so as to relieve them from the obviousness

which is often ruinous to the effect of earlier

examples. The divisions represented by each

step are severally variable in length, but the

sum total is a complete impression based upon
an appreciable ayatem ; and thia reault ia far

more artistic than the examples where the form
is so obvious that it might almost have been

measured out with a, pair of compasses. This

point leads to the consideration of another

striking device of Beethoven's, namely, the use

of a caesura in modulation, which serves a

similar purpose to the irregular distribution of

successive modulations. A most striking ex-

ample is that in the Prestissimo of the pianoforte

Sonata in E major, op. 109, in bars 104 and

105, where he leaps from the major chord of

the supertonic to the minor of the tonic,
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evidently cutting short the ordinary process of

supertonic, dominant and tonic ; and the effect

of this sudden irruption of the original key and
subject before the ordinary and expected pro-

gressions are concluded is most remarkable. In

the slow movement of Schumann's sonata in G
minor there is a passage which has a similar

happy effect, where the leap is made from the

dominant seventh of the key of Db to the tonic

chord of to resume the first subject, as

follows :

—

In the study of the art of music it is

important to have a clear idea of the manner
in which the fimction and resources of modu-
lation have been gradually realised. It will be

best, therefore, at the risk of going occasionally

over the same ground twice, to give a short

consecutive review of the aspect it presents

along the stream of constant production.

To a modern ' ear of any musical capacity

modulation appears a very simple and easy

matter, but when harmonic music was only

beginning to be felt, the force even of a single

key was but doubtfully realised, and the

relation of different keys to one another was
almost out of the range of human conception.

Musicians of those days no doubt had some
glimmering sense of a field being open before

them, but they did not know what the problems

were which they had to solve. It is true that

even some time before the beginning of the

17th century they must have had a tolerably

good idea of the distribution of notes which we
call a key, but they probably did not regard it

as an important matter, and looked rather to

the laws and devices of counterpoint, after the

old polyphonic manner, as the chief means by
which music was to go on as it had done before.

Hence in those great polyphonic times of

Palestrina and Lasso, and even later in some
quarters, there was no such thing as modulation

in our sense of the word. They were gradually

absorbing into their material certain accidentals

which the greater masters found out how to use

with effect ; and these being incorporated with

the intervals which the old church modes

afforded them, gave rise to successions and

passages in which they appear to us to wander

with uncertain steps from one nearly related

key to another ; whereas in reality they were

only using the actual notes which appeared to

them to be available for artistic purposes,

without considering whether their combinations

were related to a common tonic in the sense

which we recognise, or not. Nevertheless, this

process of introducing accidentals irregularly

was the ultimate means through which the art

of modulation was developed. For the musical

sense of these composers, being very acute,

would lead them to consider the relations of the

new chords which contained notes thus modified,

and to surround them with larger and larger

groups of chords which in our sense would be

considered to be tonally related ; and the very

smoothness and softness of the combinations to

which they were accustomed would ensure a

gradual approach to consistent tonality, though

the direction into which their accidentals turned

them was rather uncertain and irregular, and
not so much governed by any feeling of the

effects of modulation as by the constitution of

the ecclesiastical scales. Examples of this are

given in the article Hakmont ; and reference

may also be made to a Pavin and a Fantasia by
our great master, Orlando Gibbons, in ' Par-

thenia,' republished in the 'Tr&or des Pianistes,'

in Pauer's ' Old English Music,' and (Fantasia

alone) in Dannreuther's Ornamentation. In
these there are remarkably fine and strong

effects produced by means of accidentals ; but
the transitions are to modem ideas singularly

irregular. Gibbons appears to slip from one

tonality to another more than six times in as

many bars, and to slide back into his original

key as if he had never been away. In some of

his vocal works he presents broader expanses of

distinct tonality, but of the power of the effect

of modulation on an extended scale he can have
had but the very slightest possible idea. About
his time and a little later in Italy, among such

musicians as Carissimi and Cesti, the outlines

of the modem art were growing stronger.

They appreciated the sense of pure harmonic
combinations, though they lost much of the

force and dignity of the polyphonic school

;

and they began to use simple modulations, and
to define them much as a modern would do,

but with the simplest devices possible. Through-
out the 17th century the system of keys was
being gradually matured, but their range was
extraordinarily limited, and the interchange of

keys was still occasionally irregular. Corelli,

in the latter part of it, clearly felt the relative

importance of different notes in a key and the

harmonies which they represent, and balanced

many instrumental movements on principles

analogous to our own, though simpler ; and the

same may be said of Couperin, who was his

junior by a few years ; but it is apparent that
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they moved among accidentals with caution,

and regarded what we call extreme keys as

dangerous and almost inexplorable territory.

In the works of the many sterling and solid

composers of the early part of the 18th century,

the most noticeable feature is the extraordinary

expanse of the main keys. Music had arrived

at the opposite extreme from its state of a

hundred years before ; and composers, having

realised the effect of pure tonality, were content

to remain in one key for periods which to us,

with our different ways of expressing ourselves,

would be almost impossible. This is in fact

the average period of least modulation. Handel
is a fairer representative of the time than Bach,

for reasons which wiU be touchedupon presently,

and his style is much more in conformity with

most of his contemporaries who are best known
in the musical art. We may take him, therefore,

as a type ; and in his works it wUl be noticed

that the extent and number of modulations

is extremely limited. In a large proportion of

his finest choruses he passes into his dominant

key near the beginning—partly to express the

balance of keys and partly driven thereto by
fugal habits ; and then returns to his original

key, from which in many cases he hardly stirs

again. Thus the whole modulatory range of

the Hallelujah Chorus is not more than

frequent transitions from the Tonic key to the

key of its Dominant and back, and one excursion

as far as the relative minor in the middle of

the chorus,— and that is all. There are

choruses with a larger range, and choruses with

even leas, but the Hallelujah is a fair example

to take, and if it is carefully compared with any
average modern example, such as Mendelssohn's
' The night is departing,' in the ' Hymn of

Praise,' or ' great is the depth,' in ' St. Paul,'

or the first chorus in Brahms's Kequiem, a very

strong impression of the progressive tendency of

modern music in the matter of modulation will

be obtained. In choruses and movements in

the minor mode, modulations arc on an average

more frequent and various, but still infinitely

less free than in modem examples. Even in

such a fine example as ' The people shall hear,'

in ' Israel,' the apparent latitude ofmodulation is

deceptive, for many of the changes of key in

the early part are mere repetitions ; since the

tonalities range up and down between E minor,

B and FJ! only, each key returning irregularly.

In the latter part it is true the modulations

arc finely conceived, and represent a degree

of appreciation in the matter of relations of

various keys, such as Handel does not often

manifest.

Allusion has been made above to the practice

of going out to a foreign key and returning

to the original again in a short space of time.

This happens to be a very valuable gauge to

test the degrees of appreciation of a composer

in the matter of modulation. In modern music

keys are felt so strongly as an element of form,

that when any one has been brought promi-

nently forward, succeeding modulations for some
time after must, except in a few special cases,

take another direction. The tonic key, for

instance, must inevitably come forward clearly

in the early part of a movement, and when its

importance has been made sufficiently clear by
insistence, and modulations have begun in other

directions, if it were to be quickly resumed and
insisted on afresh, the impression would be

that there was unnecessary tautology ; and this

must appear obvious on the merest external

grounds of logic. The old masters, however,

must, on this point, be judged to have had but
little sense of the actual force of different keys
as a matter of form ; for in a large proportion of

examples they were content to waver up and
down betweennearly related keys, andconstantly

to resume one and another without order or

design. In the ' Te gloriosus ' in Graun's Te
Deum, for instance, he goes out to a nearly

related key, and returns to his tonic key no
less than five several times, and in the matter of

modulation does practically nothing else. Even
Bach occasionally presents similar examples,

and Mozart's distribution of the modulations in
' Splendente te Deus ' (in which he probably

followed the standing classical models of vocal

music) are on a similar plan, for he digiesses

and returns again to his principal key at least

twelve times in the course of the work.

Bach was in some respects like his contempo-
raries, and in some so far in advance of them
that he cannot fairly be taken as a representative

of the average standard of the day. In fact,

his more wonderful modulatory devices must
have fallen upon utterly deaf ears, not only in

his time but for generations after ; and, unlike

most great men, he appears to have made less

impression upon the productive musicians who
immediately succeeded him than upon those of

a hundred years and more later. In many cases

he cast movements in the forms prevalent in

his time, and occasionally used vain repetitions

of keys like his contemporaries ; but when he
chose his own lines he produced movements
which are perfectly in consonance witir modern
views. As examples of this the 'Et resurrexit'

in the B minor Mass and the last chorus of

the Matthew Passion may be taken. In these

there is no tautology in the distribution of the

modulation, though the extraordinary expanse

over which a single key is made to spread, still

marks their relationshipwith othercontemporary
works. In some of his instrumental works he
gives himself more rein, as in fantasias, and
preludes, and toccatas, for organ or clavier. In

these he not only makes use of the most compli-

cated and elaborate devices in the actual passage

from one key to another, but also of closely

interwoven transitions in a thoroughly modern
fashion. Some of the most wonderful examples
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are in the Fantasia in G minor for organ B.-6.

XV. p. 177), and others have been already

alluded to.

It is probable that his views on the subject of

the relation of keys had considerable influence

on the evolution of the specially modern type of

instrumental music ; as it was chiefly his sons

and pupils who worked out and traced in clear

and definite outlines the system of key-distribu-

tion upon which Haydn and Mozart developed

their representative examples of such works.

In the works of these two great composers we
find at once the simplest and surest distribution

of keys. They are in fact the expositors of the

elementary principles which had been arrived at

through the speculations and experiments of

more than a century and a half of musicians.

The vital principle of their art-work is clear and
simple tonality ; each successive key which is

important in the structure of the work is marked
by forms both of melody and harmony, which,

by the use of the most obvious indicators, state

as clearly as possible the tonic to which the

particular group of harmonies is to be referred.

This is their summary, so to speak, of existing

knowledge. But what is most important to this

question is that the art did not stop at this

point, but composers having arrived at that

degree of realisation of the simpler relations of

keys, went on at once to build something new
upon the foundation. Both Haydn and Mozart

— as if perceiving that directly the means of

clearly indicating a key were realised, the ease

with which it could be grasped would be propor-

tionately increased—began to distribute their

modulations more freely and liberally. For

certain purposes they both made use of transi-

tions so rapid that the modulations appear to

overlap, so that before one key is definitely in-

dicated an ingenious modification of the chord

which should have confirmed it leads on to

another. The occasions for the use of this device

are principally either to obtain a strong contrast

to long periods during which single keys have

been or are to be maintained ; or, where accord-

ing to the system of form it so happens that

a key which has already been employed has soon

to be resumed—as, for instance, in the recapi-

tulation of the subjects—to lead the mind so

thoroughly away that the sense of the more per-

manentkey is almost obliterated. Occasionally,

when the working-out section is very short, the

rapid transitions alluded to are also met with in

that position, asin the slowmovement of Mozart's

E|> Quartet. The example quoted above from

the last movement of his Quartet in C will serve

as an example on this point as well as on that

for which it was quoted.

A yet more important point ii^' relation to the

present question is the use of short breaths of

subordinate modulation in the midst of the

broader expanses of the principal keys. This is

very characteristic of Mozart, and serves happily

to indicate the direction in which art was moving
at the time. Thus, in the very beginning of his

Quartet in 6 (Kochel, 387), he glides out of his

principal key into the key of the supertonio. A,

and back again in the first four bars. A similar

digression, from F to D and back again, may be

observed near the beginning of the slow move-

ment of the Jupiter Symphony. But it requires

to be carefully noted that the sense of the prin-

cipal keys is not impaired by these digressions.

They are not to be confounded either with the

irregular wandering of the composers who im-

mediately succeeded the polyphonic school, nor

with the frequent going out and back again

of the composers of the early part of the 1 8th

century. This device is really an artificial enlarge-

ment of the capacity ofa key, and the transitions

are generally used to enforce certain notes which
are representative and important roofs in the

original key. A striking example occurs in the

first movement of Mozart's symphony in G minor
(1st section), where after the key of Bb has been
strongly and clearly pointed out in the first

statement of the second subject, he makes a

modulatory digression as follows :

—

r J^ r XL

This is in fact a very bold way of enforcing

the subdominant note ; for though the modula-
tion appears to be to the key of theminor seventh

from the tonic, the impression of that key is

ingeniously reduced to a minimum, at the same
time that the slight flavour that remains of it

forms an important element in the effect of the

transition.

The great use which Beethoven made of such

transitory subordinate modulations has been
already treated of at some length in the article

Hakmony ; it will, therefore, be best here to refer

only to a few typical examples. The force with
which he employed the device above illustrated

from Mozart is shown in the wonderful transi-

tion from El? to G minor at the beginning of the

Eroica (bars 7-10), and the transition from F to

Db at the beginning of the Sonata Appassionata.

These are, as in most of Mozart's examples, only

single steps ; in many cases Beethoven makes
use of several in succession. Thus in the begin-
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ning of the E minor pianoforte Sonata, op. 90,

the first section should be theoretically in E
minor, but in this case a quick modulation to G
begins in the third bar, in the seventh a modu-
lation to B minor follows, and in the ninth, G
is taken up again, and through it passage is

made back to E minor, the original key, again.

Thus the main centre of the principal key is

supplemented by subordinate centres ; the dif-

ferent notes of the key being used as points of

vantage from which a glance can be taken into

foreign tonalities, to which they happen also to

belong, without losing the sense of the principal

key which lies in the backgroimd.

These transitions often occur in the early part

of movements before the principal key has been
much insisted on, as if to enhance its effect by
postponement. Thus we find remarkable ex-

amples in Beethoven's Introductions, as for in-

stance in the Leonora Overture, No. 3, and in

the Introduction to the Quartet in C, op. 59,

No. 3. In composers of note since Beethoven,

we find a determination to take full advantage
of the effect of such transitions. Brahms, for

Instance, makes constant use of them in his in-

strumental works from the earliest to the latest.

The first two pages of the 6 minor Quartet for

pianoforte and strings, show at once how various

are the subordinate centres of which he makes
use. In a much later work—the Pianoforte

Quartet in C minor, op. 60—he presents a short

version of his principal subject in the principal

key, and then passes to B|? minor, D^ major,

Eb minor, A|>, G|> minor, and Bb major in rapid

succession before he resumes his original key, in

order to propound his first subject more fully.

Schumann was equally free in his use of sub-

ordinate modulations. In the fine intermezzo

of the 'Faschingsschwank,' which has the sig-

nature of Eb minor, the first chord is in that

key, but the second leads to Dl> major, and a

few chords farther on we are in Bt? minor, from
which an abrupt return is made to Eb minor
only to digress afresh. Such are the elaborate

transitions which are developed by an extension

of the device of single transitions used so fre-

quently by Mozart ; and it may be noted that

a closely connected series of transitory modula-
tions after thismanner, occupies in modernmusic
an analogous position to that occupied by a con-

nected series of harmonies, based on quickly

shifting root-notes, in the music of a century or

a century and a half earlier. Similarly, in the

closely connected steps of modulation, like

those vised by Haydn and Mozart between one
strongly marked expanse of key and another,

more modem composers have packed their suc-

cessions of keys so closely that itis often a matter

of some difiBculty to disentangle them with cer-

tainty. For instance, the passage in the slow

movement of Beethoven's Bb Sonata, op. 106,

just before the resumption of the principal key
and the first subject (in variation), is as follows

—

rf-
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equivalent to discovering the principle of modu-
lation. This clearly took a long time to achieve,

since composers moved cautiously over new
ground, as if afraid to go far from their starting-

point, lest they should not bo able to find a

way back. Still, the invention of the principle

of passing from one key to another led to the

discovery of the relations which exist between

one key and another ; in other words of the

different degrees of musical effect produced by
their juxtaposition. The bearings of the more
simple of these relations were first established,

and then those of the more remote and subtle

ones, till the way through every note of the

scale to its allied keys was found. In the

meanwhile groups of chords belonging to foreign

keys were subtly interwoven in the broader

expanses of permanent keys, and the principle

was recognised that different individual notes

of a key can be taken to represent subordinate

circles of chords in other keys of which they

form important integers, without destroying

the sense of the principal tonality. Then as

the chords belonging to the various groups called

keys are better and better known, it becomes
easier to recognise them with less and less indi-

cation of their relations, so that groups of chords

representing any giventonality can be constantly

rendered shorter, until at length successions

of transitory modulations make their appear-

ance, in which the group of chords ref)resenting

a tonality is reduced to two, and these sometimes

not representing it by any means obviously.

It may appear from this that we are gravi-

tating back to the chaotic condition which
harmony represented in the days before the

invention of tonality. But this is not the case.

We have gone through all the experiences of

the key-system, and by means of it innumerable

combinations ofnotes have beenmade intelligible

which could not otherwise have been so. The
key-system is therefore the ultimate test of

harmonic combinations, and the ultimate basis

ef their classification, however closely chords

representing different tonalities may be brought

together. There will probably always be groups

of some extent which are referable to one given
centre or tonic, and effects ofmodulation between
permanent keys ; but concerning the rapidity

with which transitions may succeed one another,

and the possibilities of overlapping tonalities,

it is not safe to speculate ; for theory and
analysis are always more safe and helpful to

guide us to the understanding of what a great

artist shows us when it is done, than to tell him
beforehandwhat he mayormaynot do. o. H. H. p.

MODULATIONS, REGULAR and CON-
CEDED (Lat. Modulationes \yel Clausulae]

regula/res et c&ncessae). The composer of a Plain-

song melody is not permitted to begin or end,

even his intermediate phrases, upon any note

he pleases. The last phrase of every melody

must, of necessity, end with the Final of the

Mode in which it is written. The first phrase

must begin with one or other of a certain set of

notes called the Absolute Initials of the Mode.

The intermediate phrases can only begm or

end on one of another set of notes called its

Modulations. Of these Modulations, four—the

Final, Dominant, Mediant, and Participant

—

are of more importance than the rest, and are

therefore called Regular. But as the constant

reiteration of these four notes would prove in-

tolerably monotonous in a melody consisting of

very numerous phrases, other notes called Con-

ceded Modulations are added to them ; and
upon any one of these any phrase, except the

first or last, may either begin or end.

A complete table of the Regular and Conceded
Modulations of all the Modes will be found in the

article Modes, the Ecclesiastical. w. s. e.

MOLINARA, LA (Ger. Die schone Mullerm).

Opera by Paisiello, produced at Naples in 1788.

In London at the King'sTheatre, March 22, 1 803.

Its name is preserved by a duet, ' Nel cor pii

non mi sento,' which has served as the theme of

many Variations, amongst others of six by Beet-

hoven. The autograph of the six was headed,

'Variazioni . . . perdute par la . . . retrovate

par L. V. B.' Beethoven also wrote nine varia-

tions on ' Quant' e pii bello,' an air from the

same opera. A third air from 'La Molinara,' viz.

' La Rachelina, ' is given in the ' Musical Library,

'

i. 98. [The song, 'Hope told a flattering tale,'

adapted to Paisiello's 'Nel cor piu non mi sento,'

became, near the close of the 18th century, one

of the most favourite English sentimental songs

;

it was introduced by Mara in a revival of

Arne's ' Artaxerxes,' and was republished in all

imaginable forms, p. K.] G.

MOLINARO, SiMONE, born at Genoa, was
nephew and pupU of Giovanni Battista dalla

Gostena, whom he succeeded in 1599 in his

office of maestro di cappella at the cathedral of

Genoa. In 1613 he edited in score in one folio

volume, the six books of chromatic madrigals

of Gesualdo, Prince of Venosa, which, as Ambros
says, shows that these strange works had begun

to be a subject of study for musicians. Of
Molinaro'sown publications, consistingof motets,

sacred concertos with organ score, including

some masses and magnificats, a book of madrigals

and canzonets, hardly any are preserved com-

plete, part-books being missing in nearly every

case. A certain number of his motets for five

voices have been preserved complete in the

collections of Hasler (' Sacrae Symphoniae,'

1598) and Schadaeus (' Promptuarium,' 1611),
from which Commer in modern times has re-

printed ten. These are mostly quite simple
and melodious on a harmonic basis, without
anything of imitative counterpoint to speak of.

But Molinaro is also known as a lutenist, and
from his ' Intavolatura di liuto,' 1599, contain-
ing Saltarelli, Passamezze, and Gagliarde, and
including twenty-five fantasias by his master
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Gostena, Oscar Chilesotti has reprinted fourteen
little pieces in modern notation in his ' Lauten-
spieler des XVI. Jahrhunderts ' (Breitkopf &
Hartel, 1891). In these pieces, as Eitner says,

Molinaro despises all counterpoint, and shows
himself as a pure melodist and harmonist, but
both in so simple and pretty a way, that they
all have something uncommonly attractive (see

MoncUshefte, xxiv. p. 29). j. B. M.

MOLIQUE, WiLHELM Bernhaed, celebrated

violinist and composer, was born Oct. 7, 1802,

at Nuremberg. His father, a member of the

town band, at first taught him several instru-

ments, but Molique soon made the violin his

special study. Spohr, in his Selhstbiographie

(i. 228), relates that while staying at Nurem-
berg, in 1815, he gave some lessons to the boy,

who already possessed remarkable proficiency

on the instrument. Molique afterwards went
to Munich, and studied for two years imder
EoveUi. After having lived for some time at

Vienna, as member of the orchestra of the

Theater-an-der-Wien, he returned in 1820 to

Munich, and succeeded his master EovelU as

leader of the band. From Munich he made
several tours through Germany, and soon

established his reputation as an eminent virtuoso

and a solid musician. In 1826 he accepted the

post of leader of the Eoyal Band at Stuttgart,

and remained there till 1849. In that year

he came to England, where he spent the re-

maining part of his professional life. The sterling

qualities of Molique as a player, and his sound
musicianship, soon procured him an honourable

positionin the musicalworld ofLondon . His first

appearance at the Philharmonic was on May 14,

1840, when he played his own A minor Concerto.

With the general public he was equally successful

as a soloist, quartet-player and teacher, while

the serious character and the fine workmanship

of his compositions raised him high in the

estimation of connoisseurs and musicians.

As an executant he showed a rare perfection

of left-hand technique, but his bowing appears

to have been somewhat wanting in breadth and

freedom. His style of playing was usually very

quiet, perhaps deficient in animation. As a

composer he holds a prominent place among
modern writers for the violin. The influence

of Spohr is evident, not only in the character of

most of his subjects, but also in his manner of

treating and working them out, yet some of his

works—especially the first two movements of

his third Concerto in D minor, and of the fifth

in A minor—are fine compositions. The main

subjects are noble and pathetic, the form is,

masterly, the working-out and the scoring full

of interest. On the other hand, they sufier in

effect by being too much spun out, and by being

overladen with somewhat old-fashioned and ex-

tremely difficult passages. His other composi-

tions, though evincing the same technical

mastery, are very inferior in interest to these

VOL. Ill

concertos— they bear hardly any traces of

inspiration and had no great or lasting success.

Molique [gave a farewell concert at St.

James's Hall, May 3, 1866, and five days after-

wards] retired to Cannstadt near Stuttgart,

where he died May 10, 1869. His principal

published works are :—six Violin Concertos
;

eight Quartets for stringed instruments ; two
Pianoforte Ti-ios ; a Symphony ; two Masses,

and an Oratorio, 'Abraham,' performed at the

Norwich Festival in 1860. 'To these must be

added Duos for two violins, and for flute and
violin, with a number of smaller vocal and in-

strumental pieces. p. d.

MOLL and DUE are the German terms for

Minor and Major.

MOLLENHAUER, Edward E., a violin-

maker, established in New York in the latter

half of the 19th century, who introduced an
'improvement' in violin construction which
was patented in this country (1881, No. 621).
' The invention consists in placing a board
between the sounding-board and the back of the
instrument, and parallel to these two boards, so

as to divide the interior into two compartments.
This intermediate board is provided with sound-

holes and a bass bar. ' This contrivance was con-

sidered of sufficient importance by Count Luigi
Francesco Valdrighi to form the subject of No. 9

of his Musurgiana under the title ' Strumenti
ad Arco Rinforzati' (Modena, 1881). B. h-a.

MOLLER, Joachim, who afterwards dropped
his patronymic, and subscribed himself Joaohim
von Burc/c or Burgk, was born in 1541 at Burg,
in what was then the territory of the Arch-
bishopric of Magdeburg. His teacher in music
as he himself tells us, was a certain Hermann
Noricus, of whom nothing else is known. His
real teaching, however, was derived from his

diligent study of the works of Orlando di Lasso,

whom, as he says he endeavoured to imitate, not

only in his free admixture of the chromatic with

the diatonic style, but in his careful adaptation

of the music to the sense and accent ofthe words.

From 1566 to his death, May 24, 1610, Joachim
von Burck was organist of the Church of St.

Blasius, Miihlhausen, a post in which he had
several distinguished successors, and greatest of

all, Sebastian Bach. Spitta says that ' Burck
may be regarded as having given the chief im-

pulse to the earnest musical feeling for which
Miihlhausen was long distinguished.' Johann
Eccard, who was born at Miihlhausen, was prob-

ably his pupU, and was afterwards associated

with him in several of his publications. Besides

being organist at St. Blasius, Burck subscribes

himself as ' Symphonista ' of the city of Miihl-

hausen, which would seem to imply that he

held some position as instrumentalist in the

town-band. He was also chosen to be Senator

or Alderman in the city Council, which, as Jliihl-

hausen was a free city of the Empire, was then

an oflBce of some distinction. A large number
R
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of Burck's compositions consist of settings of

German and Latin Odes and Hymns for Church
and School use, written by Ludwig Helmbold,

Lutheran preacher and superintendent at Miihl-

hausen. His chief publications are as follows :—

•

1566. Harmonla« Sacrae tan) viva voce quam inutnimentls , . .

edltae, 25 n. a S.

1568. DiedeutacheP!walou(PaBaionaiterSt. Johii),a4. ThiBwork
was dedicated to the Lutheran Cathedral chapter of Magdeburg. It

hae been republished in modem score among other works of Burck
br Eitner, 1898.

1569. Symb. Apoat. Nicen. Te Deum . . . acverba institutionifl

. . . a4.
1572. 1078, 1580, 1599. Several books of Odae Sacra* of Helmbold.

These Odes are described as set after the manner of Italian Villa-

nescaa.
1573. Sacrae Cantiones, 20 n. a 4-6.

1574. Paaaio Jesu Ohrieti. Psalm 22, a 4. This work in Motet
style is included in Bitner'a publication of 1898.

1575. Twenty Deutsche Liedlein (Helmbold), a 4, also included in

Eitner, 1898.
1578. Crepundia Sacra (Helmbold), a collection of School songs,

a 4.

1583. Vom hlg. Ehstaude, 40 Liedlein (Helmbold), a 4.

1594. Thirty Geistliche Lieder, a 4.

In 1626 the Council of Miihlhausen did honour

to its Senator-composer by issuing at the expense

of the city a collected edition in six volumes of

all the Odes and Hymns of Helmbold as set to

music by Burck. Besides the works mentioned

above as republished by Eitner, a considerable

number of Burck's hymn-settings, partly in the

simple Choral-style, partly in Motet-form, are

contained in Schbberlein's Schatz. j. R. M.

MONASTERIO, Jesus de, eminent Spanish

violinist, born at Poles in the province of

Santander, April 18, 1836, showed strong in-

clination for music at a very early age, and

enjoyed royal patronage from the age of seven

years. He was taught by the best masters at

Madrid, and for a time followed the career of a

prodigy, but the death of his father compelled

him to return to his home, and through the

influence of a wealthy amateur he was sent to

Brussels to study with De B^riot. Here he
remained at the Conservatoire from 1849 to

1852, when he returned home and played in

Madrid with great success ; in 1861 he appeared

in Belgium, Holland, and Germany as a finished

performer. His success in these countries and
in France was remarkable ; at Weimar he was

offered the post of court-capeUmeister, but he
preferred to return to his native country, and in

a short time he was appointed violin professor

at the Conservatoire of Madrid. His quartet-

playing was of remarkable excellence, and he
introduced the works of the classical masters to

the musical amateurs of Spain. He wrote many
successful works for his instrument, as well as

two ecclesiastical compositions without accom-

paniment. He died at Santander, Sept. 28,

1903 (obituary in the Zeitschrift of the Int.

Mm. Ges. 1903, p. 224). M.

MONDAY, Joseph. See Vowles.
MONDAY POPULAR CONCERTS. See

PoptTLAK Concerts.

MONDONVILLE, Jean Joseph , Cassanba
DE, born at Narbonne, Dec. 24, 1711, died at

BelleviUe near Paris, Oct. 8, 1772, son of well-

bombutpoorparents. His taste for musicshowed

itself early, and he acquired considerable powers

of execution as a violinist. After travelling

for some time he settled in LUle, where he was

well received, and still more so at the Concerts

Spirituels in 1737. Having achieved success

in Paris as a violinist and composer of popular

chamber-music and organ pieces (for Balb&tre),

Mondonville attempted the stage, but his first

opera, 'Isbe' (Acad^mie, April 10, 1742),

failed. In 1744 he succeeded Gervais as Sur-

intendant de la Chapelle du Roi, and under

court patronage he produced at the Academic
' Le Camaval du Parnasse ' (Sept. 23, 1749), an
opera -ballet in three acts, containing some
graceful music. When the contest between the

partisans of Italian and French music, known
as the Guerre des Bouffons, arose in 1762 in

consequence of the success of ' La Serva Padrona,'

Mondonville, a prot^g^ of Mme. de Pompadour,
was chosen champion of the national school

;

and his opera ' Titon et I'Aurore ' (Jan. 9,

1753) owed its success largely to this oireum-

stanoe. ' Daphnis et Alcimadura ' (Deo. 29,

1754), a pastoral in the Langue d'Oc, in which
he introduced many Proven9al airs, completed

his popularity ; and of this he made use to

procure his appointment as director of the

Concerts Spirituels. That post he occupied for

seven years (1755-62), showing great ability

both as an administrator and conductor, and
producing at the Concerts with much success

three short oratorios, ' Les Israelites au Mont
Oreb,' ' Les Fureurs de Saiil,' and ' Les Titans.'

'Les FStes de Paphos' (May 9, 1758), origin-

ally written for Mme. de Pompadour's private

theatre, was the only opera performed at the

Academic during the same period. His last

operas, 'Thfede' (1767) and ' Psyche ' (1769, a

mere adaptation of the third act of '.Les Fetes

de Paphos '), were unsuccessful. [Twelve Motets,

a book of trios, sonatas for violin and harpsi-

chord, etc. , arementioned inthe Quellen-Lexikon,

and a very amusing jew d'esprit was published

in 1760. It is a musical setting in cantata-

form of the ' Privil^e du Roi ' which appears

in all publications of the period ; it has parts

for strings, oboes, and horns.]

There is a good portrait of Mondonville in

pastel by Latour, formerly in the possession of

M. Ambroise Thomas. The physiognomy is

that of a man, cunning, patient, and fond of

money ; the arch of the eyebrows indicating a

musician gifted with melody and a good
memory. He holds a violin in his hand

;

possibly n hint from the artist that posterity

would rank the virtuoso and conductor higher

than the composer. However this may be, his

music has long been forgotten.

His son (born in Paris, 1748, died there 1808)
had some reputationas a violinist and oboist, a. o.

MONFERRINA. A kind of country dance,

originating in Piedmont. The tunes used in

Italy and Malta became fashionable in England
in the early years of the 19th century, and
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were employed for country danoea. In this

country the name stood as ' Monfrina,' ' Mon-
freda' or 'Manfredina.' The favourite tune

with the title ' Italian Monfrina ' was

—

^.

^ ^ ***- m
Copies will be found in Wheatstone's OouiUry

Dances for 1810, Companion to (he Ball-Soom,

circa 1816, and other collections of country

dances. F. E.

MONGINI, a tenor well remembered by
opera -goers of a generation back, first sang

in London at the old Her Majesty's Theatre

in 1859, and again about 1862. The best part

of his London career, however, dated from 1866,

when the premature death of Giuglini had
left Mapleson without a leading tenor possessed

of any great attraction for the public. Mongini
could not fill Giuglini's place, but he had a

voice of extraordinary power and range, and in

certain parts—Arnold in ' WiUiamTell,' Manrico

in 'Trovatore,' and John of Leyden iu 'The

Prophet ' among the rest—he met with marked
success. When Gye and Mapleson joined forces

at Covent Garden in 1869, Mongini was one of

the leading tenors in the company, and he after-

wards sang under Mapleson's management down
to 1873. Towards the end of his career, how-
ever, he lived a very irregular life, and in 1874

he died. As regards sheer vocal power—he

was a typical tenore diforza—Mongini was the

Tamagno of his day, but he had none of

Tamagno's gifts as an actor. s. H. P.

MONIUSZKO, Stanislaus, born May 5,

1820, in the department of Minsk in Lithuania,

received his first musical education from the

organist Aug. Freyer and went to Berlin in

1837, where he was a pupil of Rungenhagen

for two years. He settled down at Wilna as a

teacher and organist of the church of St. John,

and in 1846 his first opera, ' Halka,' was given

at Warsaw. In 1858 he became capeUmeister

at the opera in Warsaw, and afterwards professor

at the Conservatorium. Among his operas

and dramatic pieces (of which Eiemann enumer-

ates fourteen, with three ballets) the most

noteworthy are 'Die Grafin,' and 'Der Paria,'

the latter produced in 1869. He wrote fiive

masses, church music, cantatas, and choral

music, an overture ' Bajka,' music to ' Hamlet

'

and ' The Merry Wives of Windsor,' and many
songs and pianoforte pieces, besides an instruc-

tion book in Harmony in Polish. One of his

best songs, ' Le Cosaque,' enjoyed great popu-

larity for many years. He died at Warsaw,
June 4, 1872 ; twenty years afterwards a

branch of the Warsaw Musical Society was
founded with the special object of publishing

his MS. works and founding a museum in his

honour. (Riemann's Lexikon.) M.

MONK, Edwin George, Mus.D., bom at

Frome, Somerset, Deo. 13, 1819, was initiated

in music by his father, an amateur. He studied

pianoforte playing at Bath under Henry Field,

and organ playing under George Field. He
then went to London and learned choral singing

in HuUah's classes, and solo singing from Henry
Phillips. After holding several appointmente
as organist in his native county he went to

Ireland in 1844, and became organist and
music -master of the newly -formed College of

St. Columba [at Staokallan, near Navan, County
Meath, afterwards transferred to Rathfarnham,
County Dublin; heremainedtheretill 1846,when
he was succeeded by J. B. Collins, w. h. g. f.]

About the same time he commenced the study

of harmony and composition under 6. A. Mac-
farren, whose valuable teaching he enjoyed for

several years. In 1847 he settled in Oxford,

and was concerned in the formation of ' The
University Motett and Madrigal Society.' In
1848 he obtained the appointments of lay

precentor, organist, and music -master at the

new College of St. Peter, Radley, and gi"aduated

as Mus.B. at Oxford. In 1856 he proceeded

Mus.D., his exercise being a selection from
Gray's ode, ' The Bard, ' which he published in

the same year in vocal score. In 1859 he was
appointed successor to Dr. Camidge as organist

and choirmaster of York Cathedral. [He
resigned in 1883, and was succeeded by Dr. J.

Naylor. He died at Radley, near Oxford, Jan.

3, 1900.] He published a service, several

anthems, a ' Veni Creator Spiritus, ' and other

pieces, and various secular compositions, and
edited The Anglican Chant Book and The
Anglican Choral Service Book, also, with the

Rev. R. Corbet Singleton, 3%e Anglican Hymn
Book and, with Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, The Psalter

and Canticles pointed for chanting (two series),

and Anglican Psalter Chants. He was the

compiler of the libretti of Maofarren's oratorios,

' St. John the Baptist,' 'The Resurrection,' and
' Joseph.' [He was a student of astronomy, and
became a F.R.A.S. in 1871.] w. H. H.

MONK, William Hbnkt (no relation to the

preceding), was born in London, March 16, 1823.

He studied under Thomas Adams, J. A. Hamil-
ton, and G. A. Griesbach. After filling the office

of organist at Eaton Chapel, PimUco ; St.

George's Chapel, Albemarle Street ; andPortman
Chapel, St. Marylebone, he was appointed in

1847 director of the choir in King's College,

London, and in 1849 organist. In 1874, upon
the resignation of Hullah, he became Professor

of Vocal Music in the College. He was early

associated with Hullah in his great work of
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popular musical education. In 1851 he became
Professor of Music at the School for the Indigent
Blind. In 1 852 he was appointed organist of St.

Matthias, Stoke Newington, where a voluntary
choir, under his direction, for many years

sustained a daily choral service. He delivered

lectureson music attheLondon Institution(1850

to 1879) ; the Philosophical Institution, Edin-
burgh ; and the Royal Institution, Manchester.
He was appointed a professor in the National
Training School for Music, 1876, and in Bedford
College, London, 1878. He was musical editor

of The Pa/rish Ohoir after the fortieth number,
and one of the musical editors of Hynms Aneient
and Modern. He edited many other works of a
similar character, including some for the Church
of Scotland, and made various contributions to
many of the modern Hymnals. [He died in
London, March 1, 1889.] w. H. H.

MONOCHORD (irom the Greek Uovdxopdov
and the Latin ' Monochordon '), a single vibrat-

ing string, which, being subdivided in simple
mathematical ratios, gives the main notes of
the scale which underlie all musical theory.
This scientific basis of music has been known
from very early times. It is especially connected
with the name of Pythagoras, the great Greek of
the 6th century b.o. He very possibly obtained
his knowledge of it from the Egyptian priests,

and he certainly handed on to a Greek school of
his own a developed musical or rather acoustical

theory, on which all subsequent theory has been
based. The earliest full statement of it is in the
treatise of Euclid (c. 300 B.C.), called 'Sectio
Canonis,' the precursor of a large number of such
treatises extending into the Latin Middle Ages.
The first interval to be established is the

octave, which is sounded by ^ the vibrating
string ; the fifth will similarly be given by |
of the string and the fourth by | of it. A
tone is the diflerence between the fourth and
the fifth, that is to say, it is represented by the
fraction f . Thus the whole skeleton of the
scales is arrived at. The Greeks subdivided the
fourth in three different ways : (1) into a tone,
a tone, and a semitone : or else (2) into a semi-
tone, a semitone, and a sesquitone : or else (3)
into a quarter-tone, a quarter-tone and a ditone,

these three methods give the three genera of
scale called respectively diatonic, chromatic, and
enharmonic.' (See Greek Music.)
The first of the three is the one that has

been perpetuated in modem Western music, and
therefore is the only one that need be taken
into account here. The immediate result of it

was an Octave-System made up thus :

Nete (vyJTri or vedrt], lit. * lowest'), our highest
note.

S

Faranete (ira/ianjnj,

Trite (jpirii,

Paramesd (Trapafitayj,

i.e. 'next to Nete').

i.e. ' third string ').

i.e. ' next to Mese ').

I There are further suhtleties of BabdiviBion which may hero be
left unnotieed.

Mese (jbie'(rn, i.e.

P

Lichanos {Xiyavos. i.e.

t

Parhypate (Trapun-anj, i.6.

Hypate (vwdrrj i.e.

* middle string').

' forefinger string ').

' next to Hypate ').

'highest'), our lowest
note.

The terminology is taken from the Cithara or

Lyre. The interval from Nete to Hypate is

that of an octave ; from Paramese to Hypate
is a fifth or pentachord ; from Nete to Paramese
or from Mese to Hypate is a fourth or tetrachord.

These four notes are ' stable, 'i.e. of fixed position,

whether the scale be diatonic, enharmonic, or

chromatic ; but the inner notes of the tetrachord

vary according to the character of the scale.

On the left-hand side the intervals of the

diatonic scale are indicated by the initials T
and S ; and it will be noticed that the two
tetraohords are exactly alike in the arrangement
of their intervals, each being represented by the

formula STT ascending. This octave, therefore,

consists of two similar tetraohords separated

from one another by a tone, and therefore called

in technical language 'disjunct.'

As the range of musical instruments and of

musical ideals became more extended this con-

ception of the scale was widened. In the extant
writings of Aristoxenua (4th cent. B.o.) there

is little trace of any more extended scale than
this of one octave ; but at least by the time of

Euclid (c. 300 B.o.) the standard scale was
regarded as consisting of two octaves. A tetra-

chord was added both above and below the twin
tetraohords of the original octave, and then,
in order to complete the range of two octaves

an additional note was added below. The result

was the Double Octave-System, consisting of the
following series of notes, and known thencefor-

ward as the ' PerfectSystem '((TiiffTij/ia r^eiov):—
Nete Hyperbolaion ivrjnj virep-"\

T JSoAaiwi/)

Paranete Hyperbolaion (irapa-
T y^rri vi7tpPo\aiii}v)
Trite Hyperbolaion (rptrij virep-

S fio\aitiiv)

Nete Diezeugmenon (i^nj fiie-

^T ^evyfievtov)

Paranete Diezeugmenon (irapa-
T vij-n] 6ie^evyiJ.evuiv)

Trite Diezeugmenon (jpinj fite-

Paramese (irapafie'oi))

r Mese (fietrn)

T
I Lichanos Mesoa (Aixacbf {ls-

I T a-tav) I Tetrachord
Parhypate Meson (TrapuTrari;

j8 fiea-iav)

Hypate Meson (viran^ fita-iov)

Lichanos Hypaton (Aixoli/o;

T virarSiv) Tetrachord
Parhypate Hypaton (irapvirdrr} V Hypaton.

S virariav)

Hypate Hypaton (ywaTT]

VjraTutv)

Proslambanomenos (irpotr^afi.-

It ia evident at once that this nomenclature is

only the extension of the preceding. There

Tetrachord
Hyperbolaion.

Tetrachord
'Diezeugmenon.
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are only three new terms : the tetrachord added
above is called Hyperholaion (iwepPoXaiuv) ad-

ditional ; the upper tetrachord of the two origi-

nal ones is called Diezeugmenon (Sie^evy/Uvav)

disjunct ; the note added to complete the two
octeves is called proslambanomenos (irpoffXo/i-

Panbinevm) additional. This enlargement of the

scale grew up during the course of the 4th

century B.C. Its earliest extant exposition is

in the treatise of Euclid already mentioned, hut
probably its growth was gradual. It will be

observed that each of the two new tetrachords

is more closely attached to its neighbour than

were the two original tetrachords ; each pair is

in technical language not disjunct but 'conjunct'

{avvTinfUvbir), because the two meet and share

one note in common.
This conjunction of tetrachords was not a

new thing, for there had long been in existence,

side by side with the octave, a, Heptachord
consisting of two conjunct tetrachords which

met in the note Mese. The full Greek system

therefore was not complete without a tetrachord

conjunct having Mese as its base. This formed

an alternative to the intervals and notes of the

Tetrachord Diezeugmenon ; and thus a tetra-

chord called Synemmenon {awrni-iUviiiv) found

a place alongside and parallel to it. The middle

of the scale thus offered two alternatives, thus

:

r ParaAete Diezeugmenon. Nete Synemmenon.

T T
Trite Diezeugmenon. Paranete Synemmenon.
S
Faramese.

Mese.

Trite Synemmenon.
S

Thus, by a combination of these two,—known
as the Greater Perfect System and the Lesser

Perfect System,— there was reached the full de-

velopment in the Perfect Unmodulating System

aiarriiia rfKeiov inerdpoXov, which consisted of a

pair of octaves corresponding, so far as notes

went, with the modern minor scale without

accidentals, but with the possibility that the

note above the middle note of the series could

be flattened by a semitone.

This series had no particular pitch of its

own ; in other words these Greek names corre-

spond with the modem terms Tonic, Supertonic,

Mediant, etc. , not with the names that denote a

definite pitch. They were, therefore, applicable

to any pitch. The early notions of pitch among
the Greeks were denoted by tribal names,

—

Dorian, Locrian, Lydian, etc., which in them-

selves were necessarily somewhat indeterminate.

(See Modes.) Such methods, though for the

moment they might satisfy the theorists, were

necessarily insufficient as a working notation for

practical musicians. An alphabetical system of

notation was, therefore, devised by them for their

use in early days. This policy was begun by

the instrumentalists who assigned fifteen letters

<rfa Greek archaic alphabet to the fifteen degrees

of the Perfect System. These applied in the

first instance to the diatonic form, but by
modifications in form and in position the same
set of Symbols was made to serve also for

the chromatic and enharmonic forms. The
highest note of the series was called alpha ; beta

stood for the fourth below and gamma for its

octave, delta for the sixth below and epsilon

for its octave, and thus the series went on, each

pair of letters signifying two notes an octave

apart. (See Greek Music.) The antiquity of

the system is shown not merely by the em-
ployment of the digamma, but also by the

archaic form of other letters and by the use of

a second form of lambda, the second of which is

said to be peculiar to the alphabet of Argos.

The strange method of arrangement is probably
to be explained as due to the technique of the

instruments (see the table, pp. 246-247).

This system was sufficient not only to provide

a short notation for each note of the Perfect

System, but also (with the help of some modi-
fications to express the chromatic semitones) to

provide for the old Octave Scale to be pitched

at each of the thirteen pitches which the teach-

ing of Aristoxenus showed to be required, cor-

responding with the thirteen semitones of the

diatonic octave. (See Modes.) When the neo-

Aristoxenean teaching demanded fifteen pit6hes

instead of thirteen, the series was insufficient,

and had to borrow from elsewhere, as will be
seen shortly.

Meanwhile the singers had devised their own
method of notation, a simpler one and more
modern. They reckoned up all the notes that

they woiild use whether in the diatonic, the

chromatic, or the enharmonic form, gave alpha
to the highest note, and the succeeding letters

to the succeeding notes. No digamma or other

archaic form was used ; all the notes of the

alphabet down to phi were required for the

higher octave, owing to the number of the true

chromatic, enharmonic, anddiatonic subdivisions
of the octave. The lower octave then followed

suit, beginning with the chi, psi, and omegm
that were left over and then starting a fresh

alphabet with slightly modified letter-symbols,

which in turn had reached to phi by the time
that the lowest note was reached. This nota-

tion, like the other, was sufficient to represent

the octave at the thirteen Aristoxenean pitches.

To provide for the set of fifteen the vocalists

extended their notation upwards, and adopted
notes above their original alpha, denoting them
by the letters of the fag end of an alphabet

from tau to omega.

It seems to have been at this point in the

evolution that the two systems of notation—that

of the vocalists and that of the instrumentalists

—were for the first time confronted with one

another. At once a discrepancy was seen to exist

between them in point of pitch ; for the alpha

of the instrumentalist was a minor third above
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the alpha of the vocalist. As, however, the
vocalist had adopted the notes just mentioned
above his original alpha, he had something to

equate with the instrumentalist's alpha, and
thus the two were easily brought into line, so

far as the upper end of the scale was concerned.

At the lower end the discrepancy was more
marked, because the instrumentalist had not yet
extended his notation so as to meet the require-

ments of the neo-Aristoxenean fifteen pitches.

He was able, however, to do this very simply by
adding to the lower end of his scale the lower

notes of the vocalist's scale that overlapped his.

Thus the two methods of notation were made
to conform to one another. No further devices

were required, except that when it was desired

to note the Double-octave of the Perfect System,
and not merely the old Single -octave, at the
different pitches, the additional notes that

this change entailed were added above, and the
notation of the lower octave was repeated (with
a distinguishing dash) alike in both the systems
of notation.

Thenceforward the two systems prevailed

side by side ; each note was represented by two
signs, and it is in this form that the Greek
notation is known to us. The full description

of it is only found in writers of the Christian

era such as Gaudentius and Alypius ; but it is

clear that it is of great antiquity, and some such
history as that which has been reconstructed

here must lie behind it.

The Perfect System and its notation are of

importance because they pass from Greek music
through Greco-Latin music into the music of the

Middle Ages, and their effect still remains in

modern music. The further history as regards

the theory of music is traced in the article

Modes, but the question of pitch must be dealt

with here. Though the Perfect System could

be set at any pitch, it was natural to look upon
some one particular pitch as the normal one, and
upon others as transpositions. The Lydian
pitch was adopted for that purpose, and conse-

quently the symbol I- , which represented Pros-

lambanomenos at the Lydian pitch, is constantly

found as the normal equivalent of Proslambano-

menos, the V (gamma) a note higher as the

equivalent of Hypate Hypaton, and so on, the

notation being the instrumental one. The
reason for this convention is not clear ; certainly

it was settled without reference to the origin of

either of the systems of notation, for each of

these presupposes a different pitch as the normal
one, as its use of the letter alpha shows. If

the ancient and modern notations are to be
compared it is evident that the normal pitch

at which the Perfect System can most naturally

be set is from a' to A, for its intervals are

those of our minor scale, or else from dd to

D when the 6|> is used instead of 6[|. To bring

the old Greek instrumental notation into line

with modern notation it is therefore natural to

take the modern aa as the equivalent of the

highest note of the old instrumental system,

(which was its starting-point, and was in fact

called alpha). The starting-point of the old

vocal system will then have F)) as its modem
equivalent ; while the Lydian pitch, which was

adopted as thenormal pitchof the PerfectSystem,

will be represented by the range from dd to D.

And the whole range covered by the Perfect

System in all its possible pitches will be from

gg (the top note of the Hyperlydian pitch) to

FF, the bottom note of the Hypodorian pitch.

Within these extreme limits lies the whole of

ancient and mediaeval music.

The Perfect System, with its double Greek

notation, appears in the early Latin writers such

as the celebrated Roman philosopher Boethius

(470-524), and through him it reappears in the

Latin writers on music in the 9th century. The

Lydian pitch still continued to be for Boethius

and his followers the normal pitch ; and thus .

the description of the Perfect System in

Hucbald's treatise De hartmnica iristUutione

(c. 900) is accompanied by the ancient signs

derived from the primitive Greek alphabet, but

in a yet more degraded form, and with letters

drawn from the vocalist's system of alphabetical

notation substituted where the instrumentalist's

symbol was too uncouth to be easily reproduced

(see below).

This fusion of the two Greek alphabetical

methods of noting the Perfect System, called

Dasian Notation, did not last long. Later

writers are content to describe the Greek scale

without the Greek notation, and with a new
Western alphabetical system in its stead. The
two tables following will make all clear.

Table of Gkbkk Notation for evert
Semitone.

(Compare the Tables,Vol. ii. pp. 226-229.)

VOCAL NOTATIOK.
rNSTRTJMENTAL
NOTATION.

FF
GCK7

FFi
66
Air

GG|
A 9
BIr \ fimi
A| I \ M
B
C=Bt
[B= Cb]

C
Db
Ct
D
EI7

D#
E
F=E|
[Fb=E]

}{3

(altered Phi)

(turned TTpsilon)

(turned Tau)

(double Sigma)
(inverted Bho)

(inverted Pi)

(altered Omicron)
(double Xi)

(inverted Nu)
(inverted Mu)
(inverted Lambda)

(? Kappa)

(turned Iota)

(turned half Theta)

(altered Eta)

(altered Zeta)

(altered Epsilon l)

(altered Delta)

(turned Gamma)
(altered Beta)

(? altered Alpha)

borrowed
from the
vocal.

forms of H.

ancient forms
of I.

U J-forms of E.

3

X
^)
r

forms of
Argive A.

-forms of r.

I Ifot really DigammEi though called bo.
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of what we now call the ' Leading Note ' as an
essential element of melody was no new thing,

may be gathered from the words of Zarlino,

who, writing in 1558, says ' even Nature herself

has provided for these things ; for not only
those skilled in music, but also the Contadini,

who sing without any art at all, proceed by the

interval of the semitone '

—

i.e. in forming their

closes. Nevertheless, whatever may have been
the popular practice, it is certain that the

Polyphonic Style alone had hitherto been taught

in the Schools. We must understand there-

fore that those who met at the house of Bardi,

though undoubtedly the first to introduce this

simple music to real lovers of art, were not its

actual inventors. The latent germs of the

Monodic Style must have been present wherever
national melody existed.

The following example from Caccini's ' Nuove
Musiche' (Venezia, 1602) will show the kind

of effect contemplated by the Count of Vernio's

enthusiastic disciples. We need scarcely say

that the figure 14, under the last D, in the last

bar but one, indicates a, Dominant Seventh
;

but before this Canzonetta was published,

Monteverde had already printed his Fifth Book
of Madrigals ; he would not, therefore, be

robbed of any portion of the credit universally

accorded to him, even if it could be proved

—

which it cannot— that the discord in this

instance was not intended to appear as a

passing-note. The seventh on the E, in the

third bar, is, of course, a, suspension, written

in strict accordance with the laws of ancient

counterpoint. [See Montevbede, Claudio.]

gE^£if=F=r^i^^^^^^^
Di-te-li che ri mi - il Di - te - li clie ri-mi-ri Mentre ch'io

s^-rF^^F"-^^

Poor as this seems, when compared with the

delightful madrigals it was intended to supplant,

it nevertheless already shows traces of a new
element, destined to work one of the most

sweeping revolutions known in the history of

art. In exchange for the contrapuntal glories

of the 16th century, the composers of the

17th offered the graces of symmetrical form,

till then unknown. The idea was not thrown

away upon their successors. Before very long,

symmetrical form was cultivated in association

with a new system, not of counterpoint, as it

is sometimes erroneously called, but of part-

writing, based upon the principles of modem
harmony, and eminently adapted to the re-

quirements of instrumental music ; and thus

to such slight indications of regular phrasing,

reiterated figure, and prearranged plan, as are

shown in Caccini'sunpretending little aria, we are

indebted for the germ of much that delights us

in the grandest creations ofmodem genius. [See

Form, Harmony, Opera, Oratorio.] w. s. r.

MONOTONE (from fiAvos, ' single,' and ripos,

a ' note, ' or ' tone '). Prayers, Psalms, Lessons,

and other portions of the Divine Office, when
declaimed on a single note, are said to be

monotoned, or recited in Monotone. It is only

when ornamented with the traditional inflections

proper to certain parts of the service, that they

can be consistently described as sung. [See

Inflexion.]
The use of Monotonio Kecitation is of extreme

antiquity, and was probably suggested, in the

first instance, as an expedient for throwing the

voice to greater distances than it could be made
to reach by ordinary means. -w. s. R.

MONPOU, Fbanqois Louis Hippolytb, born
in Paris, Jan. 12, 1804 ; at five became a chorister

at St. Germain I'Auxerrois, and at nine was
transferred to Notre Dame. In 1 8 1 7 he entered

as a pupil in the school founded by Choron,

which he left in 1819 to be the organist at the

Cathedral at Tours. For this post he proved
unfit, and soon returned to Choron, who was
extremely fond of him, and made him, although

a bad reader and a poor pianist, his accom-
pagnateur (or assistant) at his Institution di

Musique religieuse. Here he had the opportunity

of studying the works of ancient and modern
composers of all schools, while taking lessons in

harmony at the same time from Porta, Chelard,

and F^tis ; but notwithstanding all these advan-
tages he showed little real aptitude for music,

and seemed destined to remain in obscurity.

He was organist successively at St. Nicolas des

Champs, St. Thomas d'Aquin, and the Sorbonne,

and sacred music appeared to be his special

vocation until 1828, when he published a pretty

nocturne for three voices to Beranger's song,

'Si j'^tais petit oiseau.' He was now taken

up by the poets of the romantic school, and
became their musical interpreter, publishing in

rapid succession romances and ballads to words
chiefly by Alfred de Musset and Victor Hugo.
The harmony of these songs is incorrect, the
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Aythm nide and halting, and the arrangement
wretched, but the general eflFect is bold and
striking, and they contain much original melody.

Backed as the composer was by influential

friends, these qualities were sufficient to attract

public attention and ensure success. But though
he was the oracle of the romanticists, Monpou
found himself after the close of Choron's school

without regular employment, and being amarried
man found it necessary to have some certain

means of support. The stage seemed to offer

the best chance of fortune, and though entirely

unpractised in instrumentation, he unhesitat-

ingly came forward as a composer of operas.

Within a few years he produced ' Les deux
Keines' (Aug. 6, 1835) ; 'Le Luthier de Vienne'

(June 30, 1836); 'Piquillo,' three acts (Oct. 31,

1837); ' Un Conte d'Autrefois' (Feb. 20, 1838) ;

'Perugina' (Dec. 20, 1838); 'Le Planteur,'

two acts (March 1, 1839) ; 'La chaste Suzanne,'

four acts (Deo. 27, 1839); and 'La Keine

Jeanne,' three acts (Oct. 12, 1840). 'These

operas bear evident traces of the self-sufficient

and ignorant composer of romances, the slovenly

and incorrect musician, and the poor instru-

mentalist which we know Monpou to have
been ; hut quite as apparent are melody, dramatic

fire, and instinct, and a certain happy knack.

His progress was undeniable, but he never be-

came a really good musician. Unfortunately he
overworked himself, and the effort- to produce

with greater rapidity than his powers would
justify, resulted in his premature death. Being
seriously ill he was ordered to leave Paris, but

be became worse, and died at Orleans, Aug. 1 0,

1841. He left unfinished 'Lambert Simnel

'

(Sept. 16, 1843), completed by Adolphe Adam,
and a short op^ra-comique, ' L'Orffevre,' which
has never been performed. G. c.

MONRO, or MONEOE, George, an organist,

who held appointment at St. Peter's in Cornhill,

and who played the harpsichord in the orchestra

of Goodman-fields theafre from 1 729 to his death

a few years later (1731 ?) His principal fame

wasgained, however, by a great number of vocal

compositions which were in great favour during

the early part of the 18th century. After ap-

pearing on single music sheets many were trans-

ferred to The Merry Musician, vols. ii. and iii.

e. 1728-29 ; toW&tt's Musical Miscellany, 173\
;

toWailsh's British Musical Miscellany, 1733-34,

and similar collections. He composed the music

for Fielding's ' Temple Beau, ' acted in 1 729. r. K.

MONRO, Henry, born at Lincoln in 1774,

was a chorister in the cathedral there, and

afterwards apupil ofJohn James Ashley, Dussek,

Dittenhofer, and Domenioo Corri. In 1796 he

was appointed organist of St. Andrew's, New-
castle-upon-Tyne. He composed a sonata for

pianoforte and violin, and a few pianoforte

pieces and songs. w. H. H.

MONSIGNY, Pierre Alexandre, whom
Cihoron used to call the French Sacchini, bom

at Fauquembergue, near St. Omer, Oct. 17, 1729,

showed a taste for music in childhood, and
studied the violin with success, though not

intended for the profession of music. His father

died just as he had completed his classical educa-

tion, and wishing to help his family, Monsigny
went to Paris in 1749, and obtained a clerkship

in the 6iu:eaux des Comptes du Clerge. Having
good patrons, for his family was a noble one,

and being well-educated, refined in manners,

and a skilful violinist, he was soon attached to

the household of the Duke of Orleans as maitre

d'hStel, with a salary which placed him above

want, and enabled him to provide for his younger
brothers. He then resumed his musical studies,

and Pergolesi's ' Serva Padrona ' having inspired

him with a vehement desire to compose a comic
opera, he took lessons from Gianotti, who played

the double-bass at the Op^ra and taught har-

mony on Rameau's system. He was a good
teacher, and his pupil made so much progress

that it is said Gianotti would not liave been
averse to putting his own name on the score of
' Les Aveux indiscrets, ' which Monsigny sub-

mitted to him after only five months' tuition,

and which at once established his fame when
produced at the Theatre de la Foire (Feb. 7,

1759). Encouraged by this first success he
composed for the same theatre, ' Le Maitre en

droit' (Feb. 13, 1760), and 'Le Cadi dupe'
(Feb. 4, 1761), which contains an animated
and truly comic duet. His next opera, ' On ne
s'avise jamais de tout' (Sept. 14, 1761), was
the first in which he had the advantage of a

libretto by Sedaine, and the last performed at

the Theatre de la Foire, before it was closed at

the request of the artists of the Comedie
Italienne, in fear of the new composer's increas-

ing reputation. After the fusion of the two
companies Monsigny composed successively ' Le
Roi et le Fermier,' three acts (Nov. 22, 1762) ;

'Rose et Colas,' one act (March 8, 1764);
'Aline, Reine de Golconde,' three acts (April

15, 1766); 'L'lle sonnante,' three acts (Jan.

4, 1768); 'Le D&erteur,' three acts (March
6, 1769); ' Le Fauoon," one act (March 19,

1772); 'La belle Ars^ne,' three acts (August

14, 1773) ; 'Le rendezvous bien employ^' one

act (Feb. 10, 1774); and 'Felix ou I'enfant

trouve,' three acts (Nov. 24, 1777). After the

immense success of this last work he never

composed again. [Two other operas, ' Pazanius

de Monegne,' and ' Philemon et Baucis,' written

about 1770, remained unperformed.] He had
acquired a considerable fortune as steward to

the Duke of Orleans, and Inspector-general of

canals, but the Revolution deprived him of his

employment, and of nearly all his resources.

However, in 1798 the societaires of the Op^ra-

Comique came to his assistance, and in recogni-

tion of his services to the theatre, allowed him
an annuity of 2400 fr2mos (nearly £100). On
the death of Piccinni, two years later, he was
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appointed Inspector of Instruction at the Con-
servatoire de Musique, but he resigned in 1802,
being aware that he could not adequately perform
the duties of the oflSoe from his own insufficient

training. In 1813 he succeeded Grdtry at the
Institut ; but it was not till 1816 that he re-

ceived the Legion of Honour. He died Jan. 14,

1817, aged eighty-eight, his last years being
soothed by constant testimonies of sympathy
and respect.

As an artist Monsigny's greatest gift was
melody. His desultory training accounts for

the poverty of his instrumentation, and for the
absence of that ease, plasticity, and rapidity

of treatment which are the most charming
attributes of genius. He was not prolific ; and
either from fatigue, or from a dread of an
encounter with Gr^try, he ceased to compose
Immediately after his greatest triumph ; his

exquisite sensibility and his instinct for dra-

matic truth have, however, secured him a place

among original and creative musicians. G. c.

MONTAGNANA, Antonio, a, celebrated

basso, who appeared in England in the autumn
of 1731. He made his debut on the London
boards in ' Poro ' (revived) ; and in January
1732 he created the bass rSle in ' Ezio,' Handel
having written specially for him the famous
song 'Nasce al bosoo,' which was clearly

intended to exhibit the peculiar powers of the
singer. This opera was followed by ' Sosarme,'

in which Montagnana had ^ain an air ' Fra
r ombre e 1' orrori,' in which the depth, power,
and mellow quality of his voice, and his rare

accuracy of intonation in hitting distant and
difficult intervals, were displayed to full advan-
tage. In the same year he sang in Handel's
' Acis,' a revival of ' Alessandro,' ' Flavio,'

'Coriolano,' and in 'Esther.' In 1733 Mon-
tagnana took part in ' Deborah,' ' Tolomeo,'
' Ottone,' ' Orlando,'and ' Athaliah' (at Oxford).

In ' Orlando ' he had another very difficult song
composed expressly for him, ' Sorge infausta,

'

which has remained a trial of compass and exe-

cution since his day for the most accomplished

bassi.

In the following year, however, Montagnana
seceded, with Senesino and Ouzzoni, to the

Theatre in Lincoln's -Inn -Fields, under the

direction of Porpora ; and here he appeared in
' Onorio ' by that master, and other pieces.

In 1735 and 1736 he was still with Porpora,

singing in his ' Polifemo,' and the ' Adriano ' of

Veracini. In January 1738 he returned to his

allegiance to Handel, singing in 'Faramondo,'

then first produced, ' La Conquista del Velio

d'Oro,' and 'Serse.' After this we hear no
more of Montagnana. j. m.

MONTAGNANA, Domenioo, 1700-40, a

great violin-maker whose name is not as

renowned as others of his class, owing to

the misleading labels bearing the names of,

'Guarnerins,' 'Bergonzi,' etc., which have been

dishonestly inserted in his instruments from time

to time to enhance their market value. He was

an apprentice of Antonius Stradivarius, and

ranks with Carlo Bergonzi as one of the master's

best pupils. He first established a workshop of

his own in Cremona, but later he settled in

Venice, where his superior knowledgeof qualities,

materials, thicknesses, and varnish—gained in

the workshops of Cremona—brought him into

prominence. His instruments show the influ-

ence of Stradivarius's teaching, but bear little

resemblance to the Stradivarius form. The
outline is less graceful, the upper and lower

curves flatter. The sound-holes somewhat re-

semble the ' Guamerius ' type, and the scroll is

much larger and bolder than that of Stradivari.

The extreme richness and velvety softness of

his varnish rivals that of his master, and has

excited the admiration of connoisseurs through-

out Europe. Montagnana made violas and

magnificent violonceUos besides violins, but

not being a prolific maker, his instruments are

scarce and valuable. It is as a violoncello

maker that the best tribute has been paid to

him by Charles Reade, who called him 'the

mighty Venetian' in his letters to the Fall

Mall Gazette in 1872. Hart's The Violin

(London, 1875). A. Vidal's Les Instrwmemis a,

Archet (Paris, 1876). Charles Reade's A Lost

Art Mevimd, reproduced from the Pall Mall
Gazette by George Muntz (Gloucester, 1873).

Les I/uihiers Italien au XVII. et XVIII. siides

(Jules GaUay, Paris, 1869). E. h-a.

MONTANAEI, Fbaucbsco, a distinguished

violinist bom in Padua during the latter part

of the l7th century. He was a pupU of Corelli,

and established himself in Borne, where he
became a member of the orchestra of St. Peter's

in 1700, and, according to Dr. Bumey, died

in 1730 of a broken heart when Bini came
to Some and proved himself to be the finest

performer of the period. He composed twelve

sonatas for violin which are published by a

Boulogne firm. (A. M. Clarke's FiddlersAneieni

amd Modern ; Fetis, Biog. des Mus.) E. h-a.

MONTE, Philippe or Filippo de, and some-

times Philippe db Mons, bom probably in 1521
or 1522,1 traditionally at Mons, but according

to Dlabacz at Mechlin. ^ As to his history we
gain little by consulting old authorities, as

Boissart,^ Bullart,* Freher,' Sweertius,* etc., and
are told as much by the title-pages of Philippe's

own publications. BuUart, however, gives a

portrait of the composer, after Sadeler, which
is well worth seeing, and much superior to the

smaller copies of it in Boissart and Hawkins.

^ Sadeler's portrait, the single authority for this date, give
Philippe's age as seventy-two in 1694.

s AUgem. hittar. Kii/rutler Lex. fw Biihmen. 4to. (Prag. 1616).
Dlahacss founds his statement on a llBt of the Imperial chapel dated
1682, For a fuU discussion of the subject see F^tie'B Biographiet
under ' Philippe de Mons,'

3 BolBsardus, Jconea Viror, IButtr, pars 3, p. 82 (1893).
4 Bullart. Acadimie des Seiencee, etc., vol. ii. bk. 4, p. 299

(BruxeUea, 1682).
5 Freheri, Theatnan vtr. clarorum (Nuremberg, 16SS).
6 SweertlUB, Atfiente BetgietB, p. 646 (Antwerp, 1628)
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Elisabeth Weston's poem,i often referred to in

biographies of Philippe, gives no information
at all.

De Monte published his first book of Masses
at Antwerp in 1557,^ just at the end of Lassus's

residence in that city, and we may safely credit

the common tradition of a friendship existing

between the two composers. It was probably
on Orlando's recommendation that Philippe

was called to Vienna, May 1, 1568, to become
Maximilian's Chapelmaster. Kudolph II., the

next emperor, moved his court to Prague, and
thither Philippe followed him. Thus we find

him dating from Vienna, April 15, 1569,' and
from Prague, Sept. 20, 1580,* and Oct. 10,

1587.5

Fetis gives interesting details of de Monte's

appointment as treasmer and canon of the

cathedral at Cambrai, a benefice which he
apparently held without residence. He resigned

these appointments early in 1603, and died on
July 4 of the same year.^

DeMonte publishedoverthirtybooksofmadri-
gals—nineteen books a 5, eight a 6, and four a
4.' Eight books of these in the British Museum
contain 163 ITos., so we may assume that 630
madrigals were printed, not to speak of many
others contributed to collections. His sacred

publications (two books of masses, and seven of

motets) seem comparatively few, but he would
scarcely find at the imperial court the same
encouragement to write, or assistance to publish

such works, as fell to the lot of his contempor-

aries at Kome and Munich. [See the Quellen-

Lexikon for list.] Ofmodem reprints, Hawkins
contributes a madrigal a 4, Dehn and Commer
a motet each, and Van Maldeghem some Nos.

in his 'Tr^sor Musical.' j. E. s.-b.

MONTECLAIR, Michel Pignolet de, bom
about 1666 at Ohaumont in Bassigny, was a

chorister in the cathedral of Langres, and subse-

quently sang in various other churches. He
entered the service of the Prince de Vaudtoont,
as music-master, and went with him to Italy.

In 1700 he went to live in Paris, and became
a double-bass player in the opera orchestra in

1707, remaining there until 1737, when he re-

tired with a pension. He died at St. Denis in

September 1737. He was a distinguished

teacher of the violin, and a composer of some
importance, both for the stage and the chamber.

His 'Festes de I'Etd,' an 'opera -ballet,' was
produced on June 12, 1716, and his 'tragedie

1 From the Parthenieon, by E. J. Weston, * ex fomilia WestoDio-
nun Angla ' (Pragu, Ang. 16, 1810). The poem in Fhilippe'a honour
consiBts of forty-six Latin lines.

3 Miaaarom a 6, 6, 8, lib. i. (Antwerp, 1557). This on the authority
of F4tis.

9 Ses Alto copy of second book of six-part Madrigals (Venice, 1569),
In Brit. Mus.

4 Kinth hook of Madrigals (a 5) (Yenice, 1680), in Brit. Mus. <

^ Saorar. Cantiounm, lib. 11. (Venice, 1587), in Brit. Mus.
6 For this date, and that of the Vienna appointment, see Eitner,

TtenxichnUs neuer Autgdben (Berlin, Tiautwein, 18n), and the
Quelien-Lexikon.

7 F4ti3 speaks of the nineteeuth book. The British Museum has
the fourteenth. FStis mentions do four-part Madrigals; but the
Catalogue of the Bibliothdque FtJtis contains ' Di Fi. di M. il 4°.

lib. di Had. k *.•

lyrique '
' Jephte,' in five acts and a prologue,

on Feb. 28, 1732. In the prologue of this latter

is a curious scene in which various mythological

divinities are driven from the opera-house by
Truth and the Virtues, and their places taken

by the scriptural personages. Monteclair's

Mithodepowr appreivire la Musique had appeared

in 1700, but in a revised edition (1736) a

number of examples from ' Jephte ' were given.

It contains a valuable explanation of the more
usual ornaments, and on the hints on the proper

accentuation of words in music. (See The
Oxford History of Mime, vol. iv. ; The Age of

Bach and Handel, p. 301.) m.

MONTEVEEDE, or MONTEVERDI,
Claudio, the originator of the Modern style of

composition, was bom at Cremona in May 1567
and, at a very early period, entered the service

of the Duke of Mantua as a violist ; showing
from the first unmistakable signs of a talent

which gave good promise of future excellence,

and which before long met with cordial recog-

nition, not only at the Ducal Court, but from
end to end of Europe.

The youthful violist was instructed in counter-

point by the Duke's Maestro di cappella. Marc
Antonio Ingegneri, a learned musician and a

composer of some eminence, who, if we may
judge by the result of his teaching, does not
seem to have been blessed in this instance with
a very attentive pupil. It is, indeed, difficult

to believe that Monteverde can ever have taken
any real interest in the study of scholastic music.

Contrapuntal excelleuoe was not one ofhis strong

points, and he never shines to advantage in

music in which it is demanded. His first pub-
lished work—a Book of ' Canzonette a tre vooi,

'

printed at Venice in 1584—though clever

enough for a youth of sixteen, abounds in irregu-

larities which no teacher of that period could
have conscientiously endorsed. And the earlier

books of Madrigals by which the Canzonette

were followed (in 1587, 1590, 1592, and 1603)
show no progressive improvement in this respect,

but rather the reverse. The beauty of some of

these compositions is of a very high order ;

yet it is constantly marred by unpleasant pro-

gressions which can only have been the result

of pure carelessness ; for it would be absurd to

suppose that such evil-sounding combinations
could have been introduced deliberately, and
equally absurd to assume that Ingegneri neg-

lected to enforce the rules by the observance

of which they might have been avoided. We
must, however, draw a careful distinction be-

tween these faulty passages and others of a veiy

different character, which, though they must
have been thought startling enough at the time
they were written, can only be regarded now
as unlearned attempts to reach, per saltwm,, that

new and as yet unheard-of style of beauty for

which the young composer was incessantly long-

ing, and to which alone he owes his undoubted
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claim to be revered, not only as the greatest

musician of his own age, but as the inventor of

a system of harmony which has remained in

unintermpted use to the present day. Among
progressions of this latter class we may instance

the numerous suspensions of the Dominant
Seventh and its inversions, introduced into the

cadences of Stracdamipwr il core—an extremely

beautiful Madrigal, published in the Third Book
(1592). Also an extraordinary chain of sus-

pended sevenths and ninths in the same inter-

esting work, which, notwithstanding the harsh-

ness of its eflfect, is really free from anything
approaching to an infraction of the theoretical

laws of counterpoint, except, indeed, that one

which forbids the resolution of a discord to be

heard in one part while the discord itself is

heard in another—and exceptions to that

law may be found in works of much earlier

date.
nonpadmo - - rir d'a

Hon pud mo - • rir

I 5 \

In his Fifth Book of Madrigals, printed in

1605, Monteverde grew bolder ; and, thrusting

the time-honoured laws of counterpoint aside,

struck out for himself that new path which he
ever afterwards unhesitatingly followed. With
the publication of this volume began that deadly

war with the Polyphonic Schools which ended
in their utter defeat, and the firm establish-

ment of what we now call modem music. In
' Cruda Amarilli '—the best-known madrigal in

this most interesting series, we find exemplifica-

tions of nearly all the most important points of

divergence between the two opposite systems,

not excepting the crucial distinctions involved

in the use of the diminished triad, and the

unprepared dissonances of the seventh and
ninth :

—

Some modern writers, including Oulibicheff

and Pierre Joseph Zimmerman, have denied

that these passages exhibit any novelty of style

—but they are in error. Up to this time

sevenths had been heard only in the form of

suspensions or passing-notes, as in ' Stracciami

pur il core.' The unprepared seventh— the

never-failing test by which the modern school

may be distinguished from the ancient, the free

style from the strict—was absolutely new ; and

was regarded by contemporary musicians as so

great an outrage upon artistic propriety that

one of the most learned of them—Giovanni

Maria Artusi of Bologna—published in the

year 1600 - work entitled DdU imper/ettioni

delta moderna musica in which he condemned

the unwonted progressions found in ' Cruda

Amarilli,' on the ground that they were alto-

gether opposed to the nature of legitimate

Harmony.' To this severe critique Monteverde

replied, by a letter addressed ' Agli studiosi

lettori,' which he prefixed to a later volume of

Madrigals. A bitter war now raged between

the adherents of the two contending schools.

Monteverde endeavoured to maintain his credit

by a visit to Rome, where he presented some of

his ecclesiastical compositions to Pope Clement
yill. But, much as his church music has been

praised by the learned Padre Martini and other

well-known writers, it is altogether wanting in

the freshness which distinguishes the works of

the great masters who brought the Roman and
Venetian schools to perfection. Laboured and
hard where it should have been ingenious, and
weak where it should have been devotional, it

adds nothing to its author's fame, and only

serves to show how surely his genius was leading

him in another and a very different direction.

Monteverde became Maestro di Cappella at

the Ducal Court in the year 1602. In 1607 the

Duke's son, Francesco di Gonzaga, contracted

an alliance with Margherita, Infanta of Savoy
;

and in that year Monteverde produced Ms
siOrfeo' (see below) followed, in 1608, by a

grand serious opera, called' Arianna,' the text

of which was supplied by the poet Rinuccini.

The success of this greatworkwas unprecedented.

It could scarcely have been otherwise ; for all

the composer's past experience was brought to

bear upon it. The passionate dissonances,

which had corrupted the Madrigal, and were

destined ere long to prove the destruction

of the Polyphonic Mass, were here turned to

such good account that in the scene in which
1 Che iiano eote diformi daOa natura €t proprietA deW harmonia

propria et bmtane dot fine del mutica, eft" i la dUettoHime,
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the forsaken Ariadne laments the desertion of

her faithless lover they drew tears from every

eye. No possible objection could be raised

against them now. The censures of Artusi

and his colleagues, just though they were, would
have lost all their force had they been directed

—which happily they were not—against vocal

music with instrumental accompaniment. The
contrapuntal skill necessary for the successful

development of true church music would have

been quite out of place on the stage. Monte-

verde's bitterest enemies could scarcely fail to

see that he had found his true vocation at last.

Well would it have been for polyphonic art and

for his own reputation also had he recognised it

sooner. Had he given his attention to dramatic

music from the first, the Mass and the Madrigal

might perhaps have still been preserved in

the purity bequeathed to them by Palestrina

and Luca Marenzio. As it was, the utter de-

molition of the older school was effected before

the newer one was built upon its ruins ; and
Monteverde was as surely the destroyer of the

first as he was the founder of the second.

As no perfect copy of ' Arianna ' has been

preserved to us, we know little or nothing of

the instrumental effects by which its beauties

were enhanced. But happily, ' Orfeo ' was

published in a complete form in 1609, and

again re-issued in 1615 ; and from directions

given in the printed copy we learn that the

several instruments employed in the orchestra

were so combined as to produce the greatest

possible variety of effect. [A very interesting

analysisoftheinstrumentalportionsof thiswork,

by Alfred Heuss, appeared in theSammelbdnde of

the Internationale Musik-Gesellschaft, iv. 175.]
' Orfeo,' indeed, exhibits many very remarkable

affinities with dramatic music in its latest form

of development—affinities which may not un-

reasonably lead us to inquire whether some of our

newest conceptions are really so original as we

suppose them to be. The employment of certain

characteristic instruments to support the voices

of certain members of the Dramatis personce is

one of them. The constant use of a species of

mezzo recitativo—so to speak—in preference

either to true recitative or true melody

is another. But what shall we say of the

instrumental prelude formed fiom beginning

to end upon one single chord, with one single

bass note sustained throughout ? No two com-

positions could be less alike in feeling than

this, and the Introduction to ' Das Rheiogold

'

yet in construction the two pieces are

absolutely identical. ^

Monteverde produced only one more work of

any importance during his residence at Mantua

—a mythological spectacle called ' II ballo delle

Ingrate,' which was performed at the same time

as ' Orfeo. ' Five years later he was invited to

I See The Oxford Bigtory of Music, vol. iii., The Seventeenth

Century, p, 51.

Venice by the Procuratori of S. Mark, who on
the death of Giulio Cesare Martinengo in 1613
elected him their Maestro di Cappella, promising

him a salary of three hundred ducats per annum
—half as much again as any previous maestro

had ever received—^together with a sum of fifty

ducats for theexpensesof hisjourney, and a house

in the Canons' Close. In 1616 his salary was
raised to five hundred ducats ; and from that

time forward he gave himself up entirely to the

service of the Republic, and signed his name
' Claudio Monteverde, Veneziano.' [An opera,

•Andromeda,' is mentioned in the Eiv, Mus.
Ital. xi. p. 24, as produced in 1618-20.]

The new maestro's time was now fully occupied

in the composition of church music for the

Cathedral, in training the singers who were to

perform it, and in directing the splendid choir

placed under his command. His efforts to

please his generous patrons were crowned with

complete success ; and his fame spread far and
wide. On May 25, 1621, some Florentines, resi-

dent in Venice, celebrated a grand Requiem in

the Church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo, in memory
of Duke Cosmo II. Monteverde composed the

music, which produced a profound impression
;

but, judging from Strozzi's extravagant descrip-

tion, it would seem to have been more fitted for

performance in the theatre than in the church.

A happier opportunity for the exercise of his own
peculiar talent presented itself in 1624 in con-

nection with some festivities which took place

at the Palace of Girolamo Mooenigo. On this
^

occasion he composed the Music to a grand

Dramatic Interlude, called ' II Combattimento

di Tancredi e Clorinda,' in the course of which
he introduced, among other novel effects, an
instrumental tremolo, used exactly as we use it

at the present day—a passage which so aston-

ished the performers that at first they refused

to play it.

^^^^^^^m.
But Monteverde's will was now too powerful

to be resisted. He was the most popular com-

poser in Europe. In 1627 he composed for

the Court of Parma the intermezzo, ' Licori, la

finta pazza.' In 1629 he wrote a Cantata—
' II Rosajo fiorito '—for the Birthday Festival

of the son of Vito Morosini, governor of Rovigo.

In 1630 he won new laurels by the production

of 'Proserpina rapita,' a. grand opera, written

for him by Giulio Strozzi, and represented at

the Marriage Festival of Lorenzo Giustiniani and

Giustiniana Mocenigo. Soon after this event
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Italy was devastated by a pestilence, which,
within the space of sixteen months, destroyed
fifty thousand lives. On the cessation of the
plague, in November 1631, a grand Thanks-
giving Service was held in the Cathedral of S.

Mark, and for this Monteverde wrote a Mass,
in the Gloria and Credo of which he introduced
an accompaniment of trombones. Two years
later, in 1633, he was admitted to the, priest-
hood ; and after this we hear nothing more of

him for some considerable time.

In the year 1637 the first Venetian Opera
House, II Teatro di San Gassiano, was opened
to the public by Benedetto Ferrari and Francesco
Manelli. In 1639 the success of the house
was assured ; and Monteverde wrote for it

a new Opera called 'L'Adone.' In 1641
' Arianna' was revived, with triumphant success,

at another new theatre—that of S. Mark. In
the same year the veteran composer produced
two new operas— 'Le Nozze di Enea con
Lavinia, ' and ' II Ritorno d' Ulisse in patria

'

;

[and he wrote a ballet, ' Vittoria d' Amore ' for

the carnival at Piacenza. (See Riv. Mits. Ital.

xi. p. 24.)] Finally, in 1642, appeared ' L' In-

coronazione di Poppea '—the last great efibrt of

a genius which in less than half a century
proved itself strong enough to overthrow a
system which had been at work for ages, and to

establish in its place another which has served as

the basis of all the great works produced between
the year in which the dominant seventh was in-

vented and that in which we are now living.

Monteverde died Nov. 29, 1643, and was
buried in the Chiesa del Frari, where his remains

still rest in a chapel on the Gospel side of the

choir. Of his printed works we possess eight

Books of Madrigals, published between the years

1587 and 1638 ; the volume of Canzonette

published in 1584 ; a volume of Scherzi musicali

(1632); the complete edition of 'Orfeo' ; and
three volumes of church music. A MS. copy

of ' II Eitorno d' Ulisse ' is preserved in the

Imperial Library at Vienna
;
[but the identity

of this score with Monteverde's work is disputed

by Eitner. See the Quellen- LeayUcoih\. It is

much to be regretted that the greater number
of the composer's MSS. appear to be hopelessly

lost. We shall never be able to say the same
of his influence upon art—that can never perish.

To him we owe the discovery of a new path, in

which no later genius has ever disdained to

walk ; and as long as that path leads to new
beauties he will maintain a continual claim

upon our gratitude, notwithstanding the in-

numerable beauties of another kind which he

trod under foot in laying it open to us. [An
interesting discovery of a supposed portrait of

Monteverde is recorded at length in Messrs.

Hill's Antonio Stradveari, p. 283. See the

Musical Times for March and April 1880 and
Sept. 1904.] w. s. E.

MONTGOMERY, Hugh, afterwards 12th Earl

of Eglintoun, bom Nov. 29, 1739
;
joined the

army and became a colonel. On succeeding to

the title and estates in Ayrshire he devoted

himself to musical studies and became a fair

amateur composer. He became a prominent

figure in Edinburgh Musical Society, and patron-

ised the Gow family. Some of his compositions

appear in the Gow publications, and in 1796

Nathaniel Gow issued a thin folio volume

(24 pp.) entirely of his Strathspeys. It was

issued anonymously, its title being New Strath-

spey Reels . . . composed by a gentlcTrum, amd
given loithpermission to Republished by Nathaniel

Gow. ' Ayrshire Lasses, ' his best-known Strath-

spey, isincludedin thiswork. NielGowdedicated

his Fourth Collection of Strathspey Reels, 1800,

to him. His death occurred on Dec. 14 (or 15),

1819, and a volume of his vocal airs and marches,

apparently from his hitherto unpublished MSS.,

was issued in Glasgow about 1835-40 with

pianoforte arrangements by John TurnbuU.

Mrs. John Hunter had in most instances sup-

plied the words. F. K.

MONTICELLI, Angblo Makia, was born at

Milan about 1710. He first appeared in opera

at Rome in 1730, and, having a beautiful face

and figure, began in that city, where no women
were then allowed upon the stage, by represent-

ing female characters. His voice was clear and
sweet, and singularly free from defects. 'Hewas,'

says Burney, ' a chaste performer, and ... a

good actor.' In 1731 and 1732 he appeared at

Venice with Oarestini, Bernaochi, and Faustina.

He came to London in the autumn of 1741,

and made his debut here in the pasticcio
' Alessandro in Persia. ' In the beginning of

1742, after other attempts, another opera was
brought out by Pergolesi, called ' Meraspe, o

L' Olimpiade,' the first air of which, ' Tremende,
osouri, atroci,' in MonticeUi's part, was sung
for ten years after the end of the run of this

opera; and 'the whole scene, in which "Se
cerca se dice " occurs, was rendered so interest-

ing by the manner in which it was acted as

well as sung by Monticelli that the union of

poetry and music, expression and gesture, have
seldom had a more powerful effect on an English

audience ' (Burney). [The air is given at length

in The Oxford Sistory of Music, vol. iv.. The
Age of Bach and Handel, p. 221.]
He continued to perform in London through

1743 ; and in 1744 he sang, in ' Alfonso,' songs

ofmorebravura execution than he had previously

attempted. During 1745 and 1746 Monticelli

still belonged to our Opera ; and in the latter

year he sang in Gluok's 'Caduta de' Giganti,'

and described one of his songs as an 'aria

Tedesca' from the richness of the accompani-

ment. The ' Antigono ' of Galvippi (produced

May 13) was the last opera in which Monticelli

appeared on our stage. He sang at Naples

vrith la Mingotti in the same year, and after-

wards at Vienna. In 1756 Hasse engaged him
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for the Dresden theatre ; and in that city he
died in 1764.

A capital mezzotint portrait of Monticelli was
scraped by Faher after Casali. j. m.

MONTIGNY-EEMAURY, Fanny Maeoel-
LINE Caeoline, born at Pamiers (Ariege), Jan.

21, 1843. Her elder sister and godmother,

EMre Remaury (Mme. Ambroise Thomas), an
excellent pianist, first taught her music, but

anxious to secure her every adrantage, entered

her in 1854 at the Conservatoire, in the piano-

forte class of Professeur Le Couppey. In 1858

she gained the first prize for piano ; in 1859 a

prize for solfege ; and in 1862 the first prize for

harmony. Shortly after this Mme. C. Remaury
played Mendelssohn's Concerto in G minor at

one of the concerts of the Conservatoire, and
her animated and vigorous interpretation of

this favourite work at once placed her in the

first rank of French pianists. In 1866 she

married L^on Montigny, a political writer on

the staff of the Temps, but was left a widow
in 1872. She has constantly mixed in society

of the best kind, and is as much appreciated

for her ready wit and attractive originality as

for her musical talent. She has not published

any composition, declining to print the ' tran-

scriptions ' which she occasionally plays to her

intimate Mends. She was for long the head

of the pianoforte virtuosi of France, and her

visits to England and tours on the Continent

extended her reputation over Eiurope.. Her
repertory is large ; her playing is &-ee from

affectation ; her tone powerful, her style at

once vigorous, tasteful and refined ; and she

interprets with fidelity the spirit of each master

whose works she produces. The impression she

leaves is that of a true musician, gifted with

an extraordinary memory and with intellectual

powers above the average. G. c.

MONZANI, Theobald, a celebrated Italian

flute-maker and player. As early as 1790 he

was established as a flute-maker and seller at

1 Duke Street, Grosvenor Square ; and before

1800, after sundry changes of address, had
settled down at 2 PaU Mall, in partnership

with one Cungdor, Cundon, or Cinador, for

the name is variously spelled in contemporary

references. In 1804 they removed to 3 Old

Bond Street, and in 1808 Monzani was in part-

nership with Hill. Monzani & HOI were, in

1814, at 100 Cheapside ; in 1814, at 24 Dover

Street ; and finally, 1820, at 28 Regent Street,

close to Regent Circus. They issued a great

deal of sheet music, much of it being Italian

vocal pieces, while their reputation as flute-

makers was at the highest. The elder Mon-
zani acquired some fame as an orchestral flautist,

and wrote several instruction-books, etc., but

his son excelled the father in taste and execu-

tion, and in 1826 is referred to, in W. N.

James's A Word or Two on the ^lute, as ' the

most promising performer in England.' F. K.

MOOD (Lat. Modus ; Ital. Modo ; Old Eng.

Mode or Moode). A term employed in mediaeval

music to indicate the relative duration of the

Large, the Long, and the Breve.

Mood is of two kinds—the Greater and the

Lesser. The former regulates the proportions of

the Large (maxima) to the Long ; the latter

that of the Long to the Breve. Both kinds may
be either Perfect or Imperfect.

In the Great Mood Perfect the Large is equal

to three Longs. In the Great Mood Imperfect

it is equal to two only.

In the Lesser Mood Perfect the Long is equal

to three Breves. In the Lesser Mood Imperfect

it is equal to two.

The Modal Sign is usually placed after the

Clef, like the Time Signature in modem music.

Innumerable varieties are found in music of dif-

ferent periods. Even as early as 1597 we find

Morley bitterly lamenting the absence of a rule

of universal application ; and a little attention

to the subjoined examples will show that his

complaint was not an unreasonable one. The
following forms are given by Zacconi :

—

Great Mood Perfect. Great Mood Imperfect.

Lesser Mood Perfect. Lesser Mood Imperfect.^ ES =ic t!3=^
Other writers sometimes describe them thus :

Great Jlood Perfect. Great Mood Imperfect.

Combinations ofthe Greater and Lesser Moods
are frequently indicated, thus :

Both Moods PcrlucL eii«au Aiuud Perlect, with
Lesser Imperfect.

In these examples the Circle is used as the

sign of Perfection, and the Semicircle as that of

Imperfection. The rests denote the proportion

between the two notes—not always accurately,

but in a vague way which accorded well enough

with the conventional signification of the figures,

when they were in general use, though it fails

to explain their real meaning. In Zacconi's for-

mulee the groups of rests are doubled—probably

for the sake of symmetry. Allowing for this,

we shall find that the sign for the Great Mood
Perfect exhibits, in every case, the exact number
of rests required ; viz. three Perfect Long Rests,

as the equivalent of a Perfect Large. The same ac-

curacy is observable in the signs for the combined
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Moods exhibited in the last four examples.
But in the other cases, so great a, discrepancy
exists between the number of rests indicated,

and the true proportion of the notes to which
they refer, that the figures can only be regarded
as arbitrary signs, sufficiently intelligible to the
initiated, but formed upon no fixed or self-

explanatory principle.

It will be observed that in all the above ex-

amples the rests are placed before the Circle or

Semicircle ; in which case it is always understood
that they are not to be counted. Sometimes in-

deed they are altogether omitted, and a figure

only given in conjunction with the Circle or

Semicircle. Thus Morley, following the example
of Ornithoparcus, gives Q 3 as the sign of the
Great Mood Perfect

; ^ 3, as that of the Great
Mood Imperfect

; Q 2 as that of the Lesser

Mood Perfect ; and Q 2 as that of the Lesser

Mood Imperfect. [See Notation.]
During the latter half of the 15th century,

and the first of the 16th, composers delighted in

combining Mood, Time, and Prolation, in pro-

portions of frightful complexity ; but after the
time of Palestrina the practice fell into disuse.

[See Time ; Pkolation ; Propoktion.] w. s. b.

MOONLIGHT SONATA. An absurd title

which for years has been attached both in Ger-

many and England to the Sonata quasi una
fantasia in Cj[ minor, the second of the two
which form together Beethoven's op. 27. It is

dedicated to the ' Damigella Contessa Giulietta

Guicciardi.' The title is said to have been de-

rived from an expression of Eellstab the critic

comparing the first movement to a boat wander-
ing by moonlight on the Lake of Lucerne, i In
Vienna it is sometimes known as the Lauben-
sonate,^ from a tradition that the first movement
was composed in the leaiy alley (Laubengang) of

a garden.

Op. 27 was published— ' for the harpsichord

or pianoforte'—in March 1802. Its dedication,

on which so much gratuitous romance has been
built, appears from the statement of the countess

herself to have been a mere accident. [See

vol. i. p. 237.] Beethoven, perhaps in joke,

laughed at its popularity, and professed to

prefer the Sonata in Fj minor (op. 78). [See

vol. i. p. 245.]

MOORE, Thomas. There have been many
biographies of this ' poet of all circles ' ; but it

is as a composer and singer, and thus as ' the

idol of his own,' that our pages must exhibit

him. Moore, who was born of Catholic parents,

in Dublin, May 28, 1779, seems to have been
from early youth susceptible of musical im-
pressions, and has recorded his childish delight

at being permitted to astonish the company at

the house of a certain Miss Dodd, by grinding

out music from a little barrel-organ, whilst

concealed under a table. We next find him

1 Lenz, Beeihown et sea troig styles, 1. 225.
3 Id., Beethoven, eine EuTiststudie, Pt. 2, 79.

brought forward as a show-reciter of his own
rhymes at the school ofSamuel Whjrte ofDublin,

who also educated Richard Brinsley Sheridan.

The Dublin University in 1793 having opened

its portals to the once 'proscribed Catholics,

Moore entered as a student in 1795 ; being on

a visit to the family of a fellow-student, he tells

us of his pleasure at hearing a sonata of Haydn's,

and a lesson of Nioolai's performed on the

harpsichord by the sisters of his friend. Among
hismusical acquaintanceswere oneWesley Doyle,
a musician's son, who published some songs at

Chappell's in 1822, and Joe, the brother of

Michael Kelly, the author of the Beminiscences.

Moore sang effectively upon these occasions some

of the songs of Dibdin, then immensely popular.

He now received lessons from Warren, subse-

quently organist of the Dublin cathedrals, and

a pupil of Dr. Philip Cogan, a noted extemporiser

upon Irish melodies ; but neither Doyle nor

Warren's example or precept produced any effect

until the future bard began to feel personal

interest in music. Subsequently he says, ' Billy

Warren soon became an inmate of the family :

I never received from him any regular lessons
;

yet by standing often to listen while he was
instructing my sister, and endeavouring con-

stantly to pick out tunes, or make them when I

vias alone, I became a pianoforte player (at least

sufficiently so to accompany my own singing)

before almost any one was aware of it.' He
produced a, sort of masque at this time, and
sang in it an adaptation of Haydn's ' Spirit-song,

'

to some lines of his own. On occasion of a

mock coronation held [Aug. 14, 1796] at the

rocky islet of Dalkey, near Dublin, Moore met
Incledon, who was then and there knighted as

Sir Charles Melody, the poet contributing an
ode for the sportive occasion. [His friendship

with Robert Emmett at Trinity College stimu-

lated his taste for old Irish airs ; and his first

musical works, songs, glees, etc., were pub-
lished by James Carpenter of London in 1802-5.

After 1807 James Power, and subsequently his

widow, were the sole publishers of his music]
It was the metrical translation or paraphrase of

Anacreon, subsequently dedicated to the Prince

Regent, that irrst brought Moore into public

notice ; about this time he alludes to the ' burst-

ing out of his latent talent for music ' : further

quickened by the publication of Bunting's first

collection of Irish melodies in the year 1796.
From this collection Moore (greatly to Bunting's
chagrin) selected eleven of the sixteen airs in

the first number of his Irish melodies ; Bunting
averred that not only was this done without ac-

knowledgment, but that Moore and his coad-

jutor Stevenson had mutilated the airs. [The
first numberof the ' Irish Melodies 'was published
in 1807, containing twelve songs ; the eighth
number (1821) was provided with symphonies
and accompaniments by Sir H. Bishop, and a
' pirated ' edition appeared in Dublin in the
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Same year, edited by Sir John Stevenson., The
tenth number and supplement appeared in 1 834.

They were often republished, a recent edition

being that in which Sir C. V. Stanford restored

the airs to their original form (1895)]. That
Bunting's censures were not without foundation

will appear from O'Carolan's air 'Planxty Kelly,'

one strain of which

—

was altered by Moore to the following :

—

Even this ending (on a minim) is incorrect, the

portion of the original air here used being

In ' Go where glory waits thee,' the ending as

given by Moore destroys what in the article

Irish Music we have called the narraivoeform ;

it should end as follows :

—

The air was, however, altered thus to suit Moore's

lines :

—

still re - member

The song 'Rich and rare' ends thus in the

original:

—

The version of Moore is perhaps an improve-

ment, but it is an alteration :

—

[but see Alfred Moffat's Minstrelsy of Ireland.']

Moore took to himself whatever blame these

changes involved, and even defended the often

rambling and inappropriate preludes of Steven-

son, whichhe fancifullycompared to theelaborate

initial letters of medieval MSS. Moore wrote

125 of these beautiful and now famous poems,

[for which he received an average of £121 each,

or £6 per line]. His singing of them to his

own accompaniment has been frequently de-

scribed as indeed deficient in physical power,

but incomparable as musical recitation ; not

unfrequently were the hearers moved to tears,

which the bard himself could with difficulty

restrain ; indeed it is on record that one of his

lady listeners was known to faint away with

emotion. Mr. N. P. WiUis says, ' I have no

time to describe his (Moore's) singing : its effect

VOL. in

is only equalled by his own words. I for one
could have taken him to my heart with delight I'

Leigh Hunt describes him as playing with great

taste on the piano, and compares his voice as

he sang, to a flute softened down to mere breath-

ing. Jeffrey, Sydney Smith, and Christopher

North are equally eloquent ; nay, even the

utterly unmusical Sir W. Scott calls him the
' prettiest warbler he had ever known '

; while

Byron, almost equally deficient in musical ap-

preciation, was moved to tears by his singing.

Moore felt what he expressed, for as an illustra-

tion of the saying, ' Si vis me flere, dolendum
est primum ipsi tibi,' it is recorded that on
attempting ' There's a song of the olden time,

'

a favourite ditty of his father, for the first time
after the old man's death, he broke down, and
had to quit the room, sobbing convulsively.

[His piano, made by Murland of Dublin and
dated 1808, is now in the National Museum,
Dublin.]

Although as an educated musician Moore
had no repute, yet, like Goldsmith, he now
and then undertook to discuss such topics as

harmony and counterpoint, of which he knew
little or nothing. Thus we find him gravely
defending consecutive fifths, and asking naively

whether there might not be some pedantry in

adhering to the rule which forbids them ? 'That

he was largely gifted with the power of creating

melody, is apparent from his airs to various

lines of his own ; amongst them ' Love thee,

dearest, '
' When midst the gay, '

' One dear
smUe,' and 'The Canadian boat-song' (first

published in 1820), long deemed a native air,

but latterly claimed by Moore. Many of his

little concerted pieces attained great popularity.

The terzetto ' 0, lady fair ' was at one time sung
everywhere; a little three -part glee, 'The
Watchman '—describing two lovers, unwilling

to part, yet constantly interrupted by the warn-

ing voice of the passing guardian of the night
calling out the hours as they flew too quickly

—

was almost equally popular. Among his musical

works may be briefly cited the matchless ' Irish

Melodies,' and their sequel the ' National Airs

'

(1818-28); 'Sacred Songs' (1816); 'Evenings in

Greece ' (1831), and numerous songs and ballads.

[For his only opera, 'M. P., or the Blue Stock-

ing,' see Horn, vol. ii. p. 4336]. With his

satirical and political writings we do not concern
ourselves. Probably no poet or man of letters

has ever attained such popularity, or such loving

celebrity amongst his very rivals. Some of his

works have been translated into the French,

Russian, Polish, and other languages of Europe,

and his oriental verse has been rendered into

Persian, and actually sung in the streets of Is-

pahan. It will be suflicient for our purpose to

allude to the one misfortune of his public life,

which arose from the defalcation of his deputy in

a small official post at Bermuda, given him in

1804 through the influence of Earl Moira. The

s
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claims which thus arose he, however, honourably
discharged by his literary labours. The evening
of Moore's life was saddened by the successive

deaths of his children. His wife, ' an admirable
woman, was his mainstay under these trials

;

and in 1835 the government of the day, through
Lord John Russell, almost forced upon him a
pension of£300 per annum. He died, enfeebled,

but in the possession of his faculties, Feb. 25,
1 852, at SlopertonCottage, near Devizes. E. p. s.

;

with additions in square brackets by F. K. and
w. H. 6. p.

MOOREHEAD, John, was bom about the
middle of the 18th century, in Ireland, where
he received his first musical instruction. He
came to England when young, andwas forseveral

years engagedin the orchestras of variouscountry
theatres. [He was one of the violins at the
Worcester Festival of 1794, and in 1796 was
principal viola at Sadler's Wells Theatre.] In
1798 he was engaged in the orchestra at Covent
Garden, and soon after was employed to compose
for that theatre. During his engagement he com-
posedmusic for 'ThePhilosopher's Stone,' 1795

;

' Birds of a Feather,' 1796 ;
' The Volcano ' and

'Speed the Plough,' 'Harlequin's Tour' and
' The Dominion of Fancy ' (both with Attwood),

1880 ; 'II Bondocani' (with Attwood) and
'Perouse' (with Davy), 1801; 'Harlequin's

Habeas,' 'The Cabinet' (with Braham, Davy,
etc.), and ' Family Quarrels ' (with Braham ^nd
Reeve), 1802. [In that year he became insane,

and having transgressed the laws, was confined

successively in Tothillfields' Prison and North-
ampton House, Clerkenwell. On his liberation

he entered the navy as a common sailor, and
was quickly promoted to be bandmaster. A
short time afterwards he hanged himself in a,

fit of insanity near Deal, in March 1804. The
' F. Moorehead ' who is described as the com-
poser of 'The Naval PUlar,' 1799 (see the

QuellertrLexikon) is probably a printer's error

for John Moorehead. His brother, Alexander,

was also a violinist of merit, i^nd led the band
at Sadler's Wells ; he also became insane and
died in an asylum in Liverpool. See T. Dib-

din's Bemmiscences, 1827, vol; i. pp. 314-333.]

w. H. H. ; additions by F. K.

MOOSER, Aloys, a fa,mons Swiss organ-

builder, whose greatest instruments are those at

Fribourg and in the New Temple at Berne. He
was bom at Fribourg in 1770, and died there

Dec. 19, 1829. Mooser also made pianos. G.

MORALES, Ceistofbro, born at Seville, Jan.

2, 1512, was a member of the papal chapel in

1 535-40. [He is supposed to have been maestro

de capilla at Toledo in 1544-45, and was a
singer in the cathedral of Malaga in 1551. In
1552 he seems to have returned to Seville ; he
died either there or at Malaga, June 14, 1553.]
His published works, dating between the years

1 Miu Beuie Dykes, a young and beautiful Iriih actreaa, whom
bfl married in 1811.

1539 and 1569, consist of sixteen Masses (in two

books). Magnificats, and several Motets pub-

lished in various collections. Morales " 'despised

all worldly, to say nothing of light, music, and

had nothing to do with it, regarding with anger

those who applied that noble gift of God, the

power of making music, to frivolous, and even

to objectionable uses. ' Ambitious that his works

should be worthy of God and the papal chapel,

he surely gained his end, and for nearly 360

years they have been annually sung^ in the

place for which he designed them. In modem
score Eslava gives six pieces ; Rochlitz * some

extracts from a mass ; Schlesinger * the cele-

brated motet ' Lamentabatur Jacob,' which

Adami describes as a ' marvel of art
' ; Martini '

three movements from the Magnificats. Two
motets (a 3), ' Domine Deus 'and ' Puer est natus,

'

and a Magnificat are in score in the British

Museum in Buraey's Musical Extracts, vol. iv.

(Add. MS. 11,584.) [See the Quellen-Lexikon.']

An interesting portrait is given by Adami,

and copied in Hawkins's History. J. E. S.-B.

MORALT. Five brothers of great celebrity

in Munich, celebrated for their rendering of

Haydn's quartets.

The firet, Joseph, bom 1775, entered the

court band in 1797, and became concertmeister

in 1800, which post he held till his death in

1828.

The next brother, Johakn Baptist, bom Jan.

10, 1777, was violinist in the Mannheim Court

band, and entered theMunich band in 1792, was
the second violin in the quartet, and also com-
posed two symphonies for orchestra, and 'Le;ons

methodiques ' for the violin, two string quartets,

besides a MS. Mass, etc. He died Oct. 7, 1825.

Philipp, the violoncello of the quartet, bom
1780, was in the band from 1795 to his (ieath

March 18, 1847. Hehiidatwin-brother, Jacques,

who played in the orchestra,but not in the cele-

brated quartet.

Geoeo, the tenor-player, was bom in 1781
and died 1818.

A Moralt, probably one of the same family,

was well known in England in the early part of

the 19th icentury. He was first viola player

at the Philharmonic till 1842, when his name
disappears, possibly on account of his death,

and is succeeded by that of Hill. He took a

prominent part in the provincial festivals and
music generally. M.

MORDENT (Ital. Mm-dente; Ger. Mordent,

also Beisser ; Fr. Mnci). One of the most im-

portant of the agrimens or graces of instrumental

music. It consists of the rapid alternation of

3 From prefoce to second book of Mauea.
3 • Hottetti etc. cbe Bl cantano nella C^pella Siotina e nella BaelUca

Vatlcana '—a HS. In the British Museom (Egerton Collection 2460-
2461) containinga Magnificat snngon tbe vigil of Epipliany, and the
motet * Lamentabator Jacob,' sung on the 4th Sunday in Lent.

4 Bamndumg Oetangittieke, vol. i. No8.27, 29.
8 In * Musica Sacia,' Berlin, 1863. Each motet can be had sepa-

rately,
e Bnmplan . . . di contrapptaUo (Bologna 1974.) The three

movements are used as theoretical examples, and nmneroui notes
added on questions which they illustrate.
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a written note with the note immediately
below it.

Mordents are of two kinds, the Simple or

Short Mordent, indicated by the sign yvi^, and
consisting of three notes, the lower or auxiliary

note occurring but once, and the Double or

Long Mordent, the sign for which is ^>v, in

which the auxiliary note appears twice or

oftener. Both kinds begin and end with the

principal note, and are played with great

rapidity, and, like all graces, occupy a part of

the value of the written note, and are never

introduced before it.

1. Single Mordent. Double Mordent.

Played.

The appropriatenessofthe term Mordent(&om
mordere, 'to bite-') is found in the suddenness with

which the principal note is, as it were, attacked

by the dissonant note and immediately released.

Walther says its effect is ' like cracking a nut

with the teeth,' and the same idea is expressed

by the old German term Seisser.

The Mordent may be applied to any note of

a chord, as well as to a single note. When this

is the case its rendering is as follows :

—

Bach, Sarabande from

No. 4.'

Suite Fran9aise

3. Bach, Overture from ' Partita No. 4.'

^

Sometimes an accidental is added to the sign

of the Mordent, thus T, or '»; the effect of this

is to raise the lower or auxiliary note a semitone.

This raising takes place in accordance with the

rule that a lower auxiliary note should be only

a semitone distant from its principal note, and

the alteration must ' be made by the player even

when there is no indication of it in the sign

(Ex. 4), except in certain understood cases.

1 [It should be mentioned that the paaeage referred to in Ex, 4 Ij,

in the opinion of many excellent anthorities, to he phiyed vithont
the ftocidental, Le. with At] not AS ae the auxiliary note. See

Spitta, J. 13. Baeh, Sngl tnuu.. i. 4W, note 89.]

The exceptions are as follows,—when the note
bearing the Mordent is either preceded or fol-

lowed by a note a whole tone lower (£xs. 5 and
6) and, genersilly, when the Mordent is applied

to either the third or seventh degree of the
scale (Ex. 7). In these cases the auxiliary

note is played a whole tone distant irom its

principal.

4. Bach, Organ Fugue in E minor.

^W yW
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and instantly releasing it (Ex. 9). This grace,

which ia identical with the Acciaccatura (see

the word), was said by Marpurg to be of great

service in playing fuU chords on the organ, but

its employment is condemned by the best

modern organists. The other kind, called the

Slow Mordent, had no distinctive sign, but was
introduced in vocal music at the discretion of

the singer, usually at the close of the phrase or

before a pause (Ex. 10).

9. Abbreviated 10. Sl(m Mordent.
Mordent.

^=H^ =F^=l^
i

Closely allied to the Mordent is another kind
of ornament, called in German the PralUriller

(prallen, ' to rebound, ' or ' bounce '), for which
term there is no exact equivalent in English, the

ornament in question being variously named
Passing Shake, Beat, and Inverted Mordent
(j)inc6 renversi), none of which designations are

very appropriate. The sign for this grace is

-vi- , the short vertical line being omitted ; and
it consists, like the Mordent, of three notes,

rapidly executed, the auxiliary note being one

degree above the principal note instead of

below it.

11. Written. Played.

4 r r\£j-r
The Pralltriller is characterised by Emanuel

Bach as the most agreeable and at the same time

the most indispensable of all graces, but also

the most difficult. He says that it ought to

be made with such extreme rapidity that even

when introduced on a, very short note, the

listener must not be aware of any loss of value.

The proper, and according to some writers

the only place for the introduction of the Prall-

triller is on the first of two notes which descend

diatonioally, aposition which theMordent cannot

properly occupy. This being the ease, there can

be no doubt that in such instances as the follow-

ing, where the Mordent is indicated in a false

position, the Pralltriller is in reality intended,

and the sign is an error either of the pen or of

the press.

12. Mozart. Rondo in D.

Nevertheless, the Mordent is occasionally,

though very rarely, met with on a note followed

by a note one degree, lower, as in the fugue

already quoted (Ex. 6). i This is, however, the

only instance in Bach's works with which the

writer is acquainted.

When the Pralltriller is preceded by an appog^

MORDENT

giatura, or a slurred note one degree above the

principal note, its entrance is sightly delayed

(Ex. 13), and the same is the case if the Mor-

dent is preceded by a note one degree below

(Ex. 14).

W. r. Bach, Sonata in D.

14. J. S. Bach, Sarabande from ' Suite

Anglaise No. 3.'

Emanuel Bach says that if this occurs before

a pause the appoggiatura is to be held very long,

and the remaining three notes to be ' snapped

up ' very quickly, thus

—

Played.

The earlier writers drew a distinction between
the Pralltriller and the so -called Sehneller

{schnellen, ' to fillip '). This grace was in all

respects identical with the PraUtrUler, but it

was held that the latter could only occur on a

descending diatonic progi-ession (as in Ex. 11),

while the Sehneller might appear on detached
notes. It was also laid down that the Sehneller

was always to be written in small notes,

thus- =, while the sign /w only indi-

cated the Pralltriller. Tiirk observes, never-

theless, that the best composers have often made
use of the sign in cases where the indispensable

diatonic progression is absent, and have thus

indicated the Pralltriller where the Sehneller

was really intended. This is, however, of no

consequence, since the two ornaments are essenti-

ally the same, and Tiirk himself ends by saying
' the enormity of this crime may be left for the

critics to determine.'

Both Mordent and Pralltriller occur very fre-

quently in the works of Bach and his immediate
successors

;
perhaps the most striking instance of

the lavish use of both oociu-s in the first move-

ment of Bach's ' Capriccio on the departure of a

brother,' which though only seventeen bars in
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length contains no fewer than seventeen Mor-
dents and thirty PralltriUers. In modem music
the Mordent does not occur, but the Pralltriller

and Sohneller are frequently employed, as for

instance by Beethoven in the first movement of

the Senate Pathttique.

Although the Mordent and Pralltriller are in

a sense the opposites of each other, some little

confusion has of late arisen in the use of both

terms and signs. Certain modern writers have
even applied the name of Mordent to the

ordinary Turn, as for example Czemy, in his

' Study ' op. 740, No. 29 ; and Hummel, in his
' Pianoforte School,' has given both the name and

the sign of the Mordent to the Schneller. This

may perhaps be accounted for by the supposition

that he referred to the Italian tnordente, which,

according to Dr. Oallcott (Grammar of Miisic),

was the opposite of the German Mordent, and
was in fact identical with the Schneller. It is

nevertheless strange that Hummel should have

neglected to give any description of the Mordent
proper. F. T.

MORELLI, Giovanni, a. basso with a voice

of much power, compass, sweetness, and flexi-

bility. He first appeared in London in Paisiello's

' Sohiavi per Amore,' vrith Storace and Sestini,

and Morigi, who had long been the first hiffo

caricato, but now became second to Morelli.

The latter was a very good actor, but, having

beenrunning-footmanto LordCowperatFlorence,
he was probably not much of a musician. He
continued for many years in great favour, and

sang at the Opera from time to time till he had
scarcely a note left ; but he was always received

kindly as an old and deserving favourite.

He sang the bass part in the ' Serva Padrona,

'

with Banti, so successfully that the performance

was repeated by Royal command ; and he was

actuallysinging withCatalani and Miss Stephens

(her first appearance) at the Pantheon, when
that house was rebuilt. He sang in the Com-
memoration of Handel in 1787, with Mara and
Rubinelli. J. m.

MORENDO, 'dying,' is used to indicate the

gradual ' decresoendo ' at the end of a cadence.

Its meaning is well given by Shakespeare in the

words, ' That strain again ! it'kaAa.dyi'ngfaU.'

It is used by Beethoven in the Trio, op. 1,

No. 3, at the end of the fourth variation in the

slow movement, and in the Quartet, op. 74, also

at the end of the slow movement. As a rule,

it is only used for the end of the movement or

in a cadence, but in the Quartet, op. 18, No. 7,

slowmovement, and in theNinthSymphony, slow

movement, it is not confined to the end, but

occurs in imperfect cadences, to give the effect

of a full close. It thus differs from smormndo,

as the latter can be used at anytime in the move-

ment. Chopin generally used sm/yrzavdo. Both

these words are almost exclusively used in slow

movements. M.

MOEI, Nicolas, an Italian by family, born in

London [Jan. 24, 1796 (or 1797),' was the son of

an Italian wigmaker in the New Road. He was
brought out as a prodigy, and at eight years of

age played in public a concerto of Barth^lemon's,

from whom he had lessons.] Subsequently he
studied for six years with Viotti, and not only

became an excellent solo violinist, but from his

enthusiasm, industry, and judgment, occupied a

very prominent position in the music of London
and England generally, from about 1812 till his

death. He played in the second concert of the

Philharmonic Society in 1814, and from 1816
was for many years one of the leaders of the

Philharmonic band and first violin at the Lenten
oratorios,the provincial festivals, and themaj ority
of concei'ts of any importance. ' His bow-arm
was bold, free, and commanding, his tone full

and firm, and his execution remarkable.' [He
married in 1819 the widow of the music-pub-

lisher Lavenu, and entered into partnership

with her son.] Amongst other music they pub-
lished the second book of Mendelssohn's Songs
without Words, and his PF. Concerto in G
minor. He died June 14, 1839, leaving a son,

Frank (bom March 21, 1820, died August 2,

1873), who was well known in London for many
years as a promising musician. His cantata
' Fridolin ' (brought outat the Worcester Festival

ofl851)wasperformed several timeswith success

;

and an operetta, the ' River-sprite,' to words by
G. Linley, was produced at Covent Garden, Feb.

.9, 1 865. [A second son, Nicholas Mom, junr.

,

was bom Jan. 14, 1822, and having studied

with his father and Charles Lucas, as well as in

Paris, composed various works, among them a

setting of Psalm cxxxvii., and music to Gilbert's

'Wicked World.'] G.

MORIANI, Napoleone, wasbomat Florence,

March 10, 1808. He came of a good family,

received a liberal education, and studied the law
for some time, intending to embrace it as his

profession. Seduced, however, by the applause

which his beautiful tenor voice obtained for

him in society, he changed his intentions, and
attempted the operatic career at Pavia in 1833,

with success. After singing in the principal

Italian cities, he returned to Florence in 1839,

and in the following year was recognised both
there and at MUan, and Trieste, as the first

living tenor of Italy. In 1841 he visited

Vienna, where he was appointed ' Virtuoso di

Camera' by the Emperor. In 1844 and 1845
he sang in London. He came with a real Italian

reputation, but he came too late in his own
career, and too early for a public that had not

yet forgotten what Italian tenors had been.

Besides, Mario was already there, firmly estab-

lished, and not easily to be displaced from his

position. ' Moriani's must have been a superb

and richly-strong voice, with tones full of ex-

pression as well as force ' (Chorley). But either

he was led away by bad taste or fashion into

1 1797 iB found on a portrait issued in 1805. [Diet, of Nat. Bioff.)
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drawling and bawling, or he had never been thor-

oughly trained. Any way, he pleased little here.

Still he sang with success at Lisbon, Madrid, and
Barcelona, in 1846, and was decorated by the
Queen of Spain with the Order of Isabella. He
sang at Milan, in the autumn of 1847, but his

voice was gone, and he soon afterwards retired

fromthe stage, and died March 4, 1878. Mendels-
sohn more than once speaks of him as 'my
favourite tenor, Moriani.' j. M.

MORIGI, Angelo, violinist and composer,
born in Rimini in 1752 ; died in Parma in 1788.
Tartini was his violin teacher and Valotti in-

structed him in theory and harmony. In 1768
he was appointed first violin of the Prince of

Parma's band, and later, director of the court

music, a position which he held for many years.

He was a composer of some merit, and excel-

lently spoken of as a teacher of composition.

Among his pupils was Bonifazio Asioli the
dramatic composer, who, out of deference to

his master's memory, published his (Morigi's)

Traitato di cont/ra/ppwnio fitgato after his death.

Compositions : Six Sonatas for violin alone,

op. 1. Six trios for two violins and violoncello

with a figured bass for the Clavecin, op. 2.

Six concerti grossi for violin, op. 3. Six others

dedicated to the Infanta Donna Philippe.

(Fetis, Biographic des Musiciens ; A. Mason
Clarke, Fiddlers Ancient and Modem.) B. h-a.

MORISSEATJ, whose Christian name and
place of origin are unknown, was a sabot-,

maker practising at No. 9 Rue des Fontaines

du Temple, in Paris, who applied the principles

of his art to the manufacture of violins, carving

the back and sides and neck all in one piece

out of a solid block of practically green wood,
the only glue used in their manufacture being

that employed to fasten on the bellies. This

innovation was considered sufficiently serious

by the 'Soci6t6 d'Encouragementpourl'Industrie

ITationale ' for a Rapport to be inserted in their

Bulletin (vol. xi. second series. No. 137, May
1864) drawn up by J. Lissajous, with the assist-

ance of MM. Gu^rin, Professor at the Conserva-

toire, Deloffre and Ferrand, leaders of the

orchestras of the Th^&tre Lyrique and the

Opera-Comique respectively. The report damns
the instruments with the faintest possible

praise. E. H-A.

MORITZ (Matxmoe), Landgraf of Hesse-

Cassel from 1692 to 1627, was bom May 26,

1572, and under the musical tuition of George

Otto, oapellmeister at Cassel from about 1588 to

1619, developed considerable talentfor composi-

tion. In 1601 he published a Lutheran Gesang-

buch with tunes only, twenty-four of which
were his own invention. In 1 6 1 2 he republished

the book, providing all the tunes with his own
4-part harmony. Meantime, in 1605, he had
abandoned Lutheran doctrine and embraced

Calvinism, even adopting the extreme Calvinistio

view that nothing but words of Scripture in the

vernacular should be sung in churches. Under
the influence of his new convictions he published

a musical edition of Lobwasser's German version

of the French Calvinistio Psalms, providing the

original iFrench tunes with a 4-part harmony,

and adding some new tunes of his own. His

endeavours to force the Calvinistio form of

worship on his Lutheran subjects met with some

resistance, and he was obliged to concede the

use of the Lutheran hymns. It is all the more

strange that so enlightened a prince should have

adopted this narrow view of the province of

church music, considering that he had himself

composed a large number of Latin psalms,

motets, and magnificats in the a cappella style,

a 4 to 12, which are still preserved in MS. in the

library at Cassel (see the Quellen-Lexilcon). It

redounds to his credit, however, that he showed

himself so munificent a patron to the young
Heinrich Schiitz who, brought up as a chorister

in his chapel at Cassel, was afterwards sent at

his expense to Venice to complete his musical

education under the tuition of Giovanni Gabrieli.

Schiitz testified his gratitude to his patron by
dedicating to him in 1611 his Opus 1, the first-

fruits of his Venetian studies, consisting of a
book of Italian madrigals a 5, concluding with

a flattering poem written by the musician him-

self in praise of his patron, and set for eight

voices. Among the MS. works of the Landgraf
in the Cassel library, there are some Italian

madrigals and ViUanelle a 4, also some instru-

mental pieces, fugues, and dances, which all

serve to show the interest taken by him in the

various branches of music of his time. He
laid down the reins of government of his princi-

pality in 1627, having lost the confidence of

his Lutheran subjects by his Calvinising policy,

and died in retirement, March 14, 1632. A
considerable number of his 4-part settings of

psalm and hymn tunes have been republished in

modem collections, such as those of Erk, Tucher,

and Winterfeld. A fugal movement for four

strings has also been published in score by Hugo
Riemann in his first Book of Old Chamber Music
(Augener & Co. ). j. B. M.

MORLACCHI, Francesco, composer ; bom
at Perugia, June 14, 1784. He leamt the

violin at seven years old from his father. At
twelve he was placed under Caruso, maestro

of the cathedral of Perugia, who taught him
singing, the clavier, and thorough-bass, while

he learned the organ from Mazetti, his maternal

great-uncle. At thirteen he had already com-

posed much, and during his years of boyhood
wrote several pieces for the church, among which
a short oratorio, ' Gli angeli al sepolcro,' at-

tracted the attention of many amateurs, and
among them, of his godfather. Count Pietro

Baglioni, who sent him to study counterpoint

with Zingarelli, at Loreto. But the severe

conventional teaching of ZingareUi clashed with

the aspirations of his yt)ung, impatient mind,
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and after a year and a half he returned to

Perugia. Conscious, however, that he had
still a great deal to learn, he went to Bologna,

to complete his studies under Padre Mattel.

[See Mattei.] Here he devoted much attention

to ecclesiastical music, besides making a special

study of the orchestra, and acquiring a practical

knowledge of all the chief instruments. During
this time of studentship he was commissioned

to write a cantata for the coronation of I^apoleon

as Eing of Italy, at Milan, in 1805. In

February 1807, a musical farce called ' II Poeta

in Campagna ' was performed at the Pergola

theatre in Florence, and, later in this year, a
Miserere for sixteen voices having won golden

opinions, the composer was invited to visit

Verona, where he produced his first buffo opera,

'II Ritratto.' He achieved his first popular

success with the melodrama, ' II Corradino,' at

Parma, in 1808. This was followed by ' Enone
e Paride,' 'Create,' 'Rinaldo d'Asti,' 'La
Principessa per ripiego,' ' II Simoncrno,' and
' Le Awentiie d' una Giornata,' besides a grand
Mass. But all these were surpassed by ' Le
Banaide,' written for the Argentine theatre at

Rome, in 1810. This work was immensely
successful, and once for all established its com-
poser's fame. Through the influence of Count
MarooUni, Minister to the Court of Saxony,

Morlaochi was now appointed chapel-master of

the Italian opera at Dresden, at fi^t for a year,

subsequently for life, with a large salary, besides

a considerable honorarium for every new opera

he might compose, and leave of absence for

some months of each year, with liberty to write

what he pleased, where he pleased. This

appointment he held till bis death. The
Italian style had long reigned supreme in the

Dresden fashionable world, and Morlacchi at

once became ' the rage.' His music partook of

the styles of Paer and Mayr ; it was melodious

and pleasing, but very slight in character. He
now acquainted himself to some extent with

the works of the great German masters, a study

which had a happy effect on him, as it led him
insensibly to add a little more stolidity to his

somewhat threadbare harmonies. His earliest

compositions at Dresden were, a Grand Mass
for the royal chapel, the operas ' Raoul de
Cr&jui' (1811) and 'La Cappriciosa pentita'

(1813), and an Oratorio of the 'Passion' (1812)
(book by Metastasio), extravagantly admired

by contemporary enthusiasts.

In 1813 Dresden became the military centre

of operations of the allied armies, tmd the King,

Friedrich August, Napoleon's faithful ally,

was a prisoner. During this time Morlacchi

kept at a wise distance from public affairs, and
bewailed the fate of his patron in retirement.

He was, however, roughly aroused by a sudden

order from Baron Rozen, Russian Minister of

Police, to write a canfata for the Emperor of

Russia's birthday. The task was, of course.

uncongenial to the composer, and as only two
days were available for it, he declined to comply,

alleging in excuse that the time allowed was
insuflSeient. By way of answer it was notified

to him that his choice lay between obeying and
being sent to Siberia. "Thus pressed he set to

work, and in forty-eight hours the cantata was
ready. Not long after this the Russian govern-

ment having decreed the abolition of the Dresden
chapel', Morlacchi obtained an audience of the

Czar, at Frankfort, when, in consequence of

his representations and entreaties, the decree

was reversed.

To celebrate the return of the Saxon king to

his capital in 1814, Morlacchi wrote another

Grand Mass and a sparkling opera Tmffa, ' II

Barbiere di Siviglia.' His political principles

must have been conveniently elastic, for the

year 1814 also saw the production ofaTriumphal
Cantata for the taking of Paris by the allied

armies, and a mass for voices alone, according

to the Greek ritual, in Slavonic, for the private

chapel of Prince Repuin, who had been the

Russian Governor of Dresden.

In June 1816 he was elected member of the

Academy of Fine Arts at Florence, and shortly

after paid a visit of some months to his native

country, where he was received with every kind
of honour, gala performances of ' Le Danaide,'

and the oratorio of the ' Passion,' being given

at Perugia. For the dedication of this last

work. Pope Pius VII. rewarded him with the

decoration of the Golden Spur, and the title

of Count Palatine. An oratorio, ' II sacrifizio

d'Abramo, o I'lsaaco ' (1817), although a feeble

work, was remarkable for the employment in

it of a novel kind of rhythmical declamation,

in place of the ordinary recitative.

In 1817 C. M. von Weber was appointed

capellmeister of the German opera at Dresden.

Morlacchi behaved to him with a studied show
of obsequious politeness, while doing his utmost
in an imderhand way to cripple his activity

and bar his progress. Yet he did not disdain

to beg for Weber's good word as a critic in the

matter of his own compositions, and indeed
was too much of an artist not to recognise the

genius of his young colleague, to whom, although
already overworked, hewould frequentiydelegate

the whole of his own duties, while on the plea

of iU-health he absented himself in Italy for

months together. Between 1817 and 1841 he
produced a number of operas and dramatic
pieces, amongwhich theprincipalwere ' Laodicea

'

(Naples, 181 7),
' Gianni di Parigi ' (1818), ' La

Morte d'Abel
'
(Dresden, 1821), 'Donna Aurora'

(Milan, 1821), ' Tebaldo ed Isolina ' (1822), ' La
Gioventii di Enrico V.' (1823), ' Ilda d'Avenello

'

(1824), 'ISaraoeni inSicilia'(1827), ' IIColombo'

(1828), ' II Disperato per eccesso di buon cuore

'

(1829), and 'II Rinegato' (1832), this last

opera being a second setting of the book of
' I Saraceni,' ' in a style calculated to suit
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German taste.' He wrote ten Grand Masses

for the Dresden chapel, besides a great number
of other pieces for the church. The best of

these was the Requiem, composed on the occasion

of the King of Saxony's death, in 1827. He
said of himself that, during the composition of

the ' Tuba Mirum ' in this mass, he had thought

unceasingly of the ' Last Judgment ' in the

Sistine chapel, and his biographer, Count
Rossi - Scotti, does not hesitate to affirm that

by his harmony he emulates Michel Angelo in

the realisation of the tremendous moment. We
must refer those of our readers who may wish

for a detailed account of Morlacohi to this

memoir, Delia vita e delle opere del Oa/v. Fran-

cesco MorlaccM di Perugia, or to the notice in

F^tis's Biographic des Musiciens (ed. of 1870),

which also contains a list of his compositions.

A ' scena ' or ' episode ' for baritone voice with

pianoforte accompaniment (the nan'ation of

Ugolino, from Canto xxxiii. of the Inferno'),

written in his last years, deserves special

mention here, as it became very famous.

In 1841 he once more set off for Italy, but
was forced by illness to stop at Innsbruck,

where he died, October 28. He left an un-

finished opera, ' Francesca da Rimini,' for the

possession of which Florence, Dresden, and
Vienna had disputed with each other. Profuse

honours were paid to his memory in Dresden
and in Perugia.

Morlacchi's music is an absolutely dead letter

to the world. Yet during his lifetime he was
reckoned by numbers of contemporaries one of

the foremost composers of the golden age of

music. Weber's good-natured criticism (in

one of his letters) on his 'Barbiere di Siviglia,'

aptly describes much of his dramatic work.
' There is much that is pretty and praiseworthy

in this music ; the fellow has little musical

knowledge, but he has talent, a flow of ideas,

and especially a fund of good comic stuff in

him.' For an exact verification of this descrip-

tion we refer the English student to the MS.
score of 'La Gioventu di Enrico V.,' in the

library of the Royal College of Music. He was
a clever executant in composition of this

ephemeral kind, which supplied a passing need,

but could not survive it. The best monument
he left to his memory was a benevolent institu-

tion at Dresden for the widows and orphans of

the musicians of the Royal Chapel, which he
was instrumental in founding.

The names of such published compositions of

Morlaochi as are still to be had, may be found

in Hofmeister's Handhuch der musilcalischen

lAUratur. F. A. M.

MORLEY, Thomas, was bom in 1567, ac-

cording to the Sadler MS. (Bodl. MS. Mus. e.

1-5), in which is entered his Domine non est

exaZtcUwm, with the inscription ' Thomas Morley
setatis suae 19, an" domini 1576.' He was
pupil of William Byrd, by whose endeavours.

says Anthony Wood, ' the said Morley became

not only excellent in musick, as well in the

theoretical as practical part, but also well seen

in the Ma^hematicks, in which Byrde was

excellent.' In July 1588, he took his degree

of Mus.Bac. at Oxford, and at the close of the

same year there is reason to think that he was

organist of St. Giles's, Cripplegate, for in the

registers of that church is entered the burial of

' Thomas ye sonne of Thomas Morley, Organist,'

Feb. 14, 1588-89. (Mus. Times, Sept. 1903.)

His wife had probably been a member of the

household of Lady Periam, wife of the Lord

Chief Baron of the Exchequer (see the Dedica-

tion of the First Book of Canzonets to Two Voices,

1595).

It is most likely that, after leaving St.

Giles's, Morley became organist at St. Paul's

Cathedral, though from a passage in the Descrip-

tionof Q. Elizabeth's Entertainment at Elvetham

in Sept. 1591, it might perhaps be inferred that

his appointment took place earlier ; it is said

there that the performance of some musicians

so pleased the Queen that 'she gave a newe

name unto one of their Pavans, made long since

by master Thomas Morley, then organist of

Paules church ' (Nichols's Progresses). However
this may be, he was still at St. Paul's in the

same year, 1591, for there is an allusion to him
as organist there in a letter dated Oct. 3, 1591.

{State Papers, Dom. EUz. vol. ccxL No. 19.)

From this letter, written from Flanders by one

Paget, a Catholic intriguer, it would appear

that Morley had been employed there as some
kind of political agent. ' Ther is one Morley

that playeth on the organies in poules that was
with me in my house. He semed here to be a

good Catholicke and was reconsiled, but not-

with-standing suspecting his behaviour I enter-

cepted letters that Mr. NoweU ' (presumably the

Dean of St. Paul's) ' wrote to him, wherby I

discovered enoughe to have hanged him. Never-

theles he shewing with teares great repentaunce,

and asking on his knees forgivenes, I was content

to let him goe. I here since his comming
thether he hath played the promoter and ap-

prehendeth Catholiokes.' This is corroborated

in the reply. (Ibid. No. 53.) ' It is true that

Morley the singing man employeth himselfe in

that kind of service .... and hath browght
diverse into danger.'

In 1592 Morley was made Gentleman of the

Chapel Royal, being 'swome 24th of July in

Mr. Greene's roome' (Rimbault, Cheque-iook,

p. 5) ; and in November of the same year he

was appointed to the ' Gospeller's place and
waiges,' after having served as Epistler. (Ibid.

p. 34.) Between 1596 and 1601 he was living

in the parish of St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, his

house at the end of this period being in Little

St. Helen's. The parish registers (Harleian

Soo. 1904) record the baptism of ' Frauncys
daughter of Thomas Morley, Musltion,' August
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19, 1596 ; and the burial of ' Fraunois d. of

Thomas Morley, Gent,' Feb. 9, 1598-9. On
June 26, 1599, ' Cristofer, s. of Thomas Morley,
gentleman, and Suzan his wyfe ' : and on July
28, 1600, 'Anne, d. of Thomas Morley, gentle-

man, and Suzan his wyfe,' were baptized. There
seems no reason to doubt that these entries all

refer to the musician. His residence in St.

Helen's is further marked by the appearance

of his name in two Rolls of Assessments for

Subsidies dated 1598 and 1600, in both of

which his goods to be taxed were valued at £5,
and the assessment was 13s. 4d. An interesting

point in connection with the earlier of these

documents is that the name of William Shake-

speare occurs in it, his goods being valued at

the same amount as were Morley's. It appears

that he and Morley both appealed against the as-

sessment, and one may suppose thatsome amount
of personal intercourse existed between the two,

especially when it is remembered that of the

very little original mnaic for Shakespeare's plays

which has survived, Morley composed one if

not two songs. (The 1598 EoU is printed in

Hunter's New Illustrations ofShakespeare, 1845;
and is discussed fully in Elton's William Shake-

speare, his Family and Friends, 1904.)

In 1598 Morley was granted a license for

twenty-one years to print song-books of all

kinds and music paper, ' with forfeiture of £10
to every person offending against this grant.'

The Patent, dated Sept. 28, 1598, is printed

in Steele's Earliest English Music Printing,

1903. It would seem that it was obtained

through the interest of one of the Caesar family,

(probably Sir Julius), which was connected with

the parish of St. Helen's. One book, Carlton's
' Madrigals,' 1601, is said on the title-page to

have been ' printed by Thomas Morley dwelling

in Little Saint Helen's,' but as a rule East,

Barley, and others, published as Morley's ' as-

signes ' under the Patent. Bai'ley indeed, in

1599 and 1600, seems to have done his printing

in Little St. Helen's, and only to have sold

his books at his shop in ' Gratious ' Street (cf.

Farmer's 'Madrigals,' and Morley's 'Consort

Lessons,' 1599: and Morley's 'First Booke of

Ayres,' 1600. [An imperfect copy of this last,

in the possession of Mr. Perry, of Providence,

R.I., U.S.A., is believed to be unique.]) In

1601 the whole question of granting monopolies

of this kind was raised in the House of Com-
mons, and Morley's Patent was among those

mentioned (Ames, Typographical Antiquities,

1749, p. 569). The last book which appears

to have been printed ' by the assignement of a

Patent granted to T. Morley,' was Dowland's
' Third Book of Songs,' 1603. Barley obtained

this Patent on Morley's death, and his name
appears as owner of it from 1606 onwards.

Morley alludes more than once to his ill

health in his Plaine and Easie IntroducUon,

1597: 'My health since you saw me, hath

beene so bad, as if it had beene the pleasure of

him who may all things, to have taken me out

of the world, I should have beene very well

contented ; and have wished it more than once'

:

and he speaks of the ' solitarie life which I lead

(being compelled to keepe at home),' as a reason

for his undertaking the work. It was perhaps

the bad state of his health which caused the

severance of his connection with the Chapel

Royal, where he was succeeded by George Wood-
son, Oct. 7, 1602. His death probably took

place in 1603, for the ' commission to administer

the goods, etc. of Thomas Morley, lateparishioner

of St. Botolph's, near Billingsgate, ' was granted

to his widow ' Margaret Morley ' on Oct. 25,

1603. (Information from Mr. Barclay Squire.)

Ifwe mayassume that this refers to the musician,

we must suppose that he had married a second
time. The title-page of the 1606 edition of

the ' Canzonets ' of 1593, which states that they
are ' Now Newly Imprinted with some Songs
added by the Author,' may be interpreted in

two ways. Weelkes printed in his 'Ayres or

Fantastic Spirites,' 1608, a 'Remembrance of

my friend M. Thomas Morley,' beginning 'Death
hath deprived me of my dearest friend.'

The following is a list of Morley's publications,

of some of which he was only the editor :

—

1. Canzonets, Or Litfcle Short Songs to Three Voyces. ]593.
(2nd ed. vjth four additional Canzonets, 1606. 3rd ed. 1631,

German TranalationB, Ca^sel, 1612 : Itostook, 1624,)
2. MadrigallB to Fonre Voyces, 1684, (2nd ed. with tivo ad-

ditional Uadilgals, 1600.)

3. The First Booke of Balletta to fine Toyces. 1595. (2nd ed.

1600. An Italian Edition, London, 1695. German Edition, Nurem*
herg, 1609, Edited for the Hus, Ant. Soc by Rimbault, 1842.)

4. The First Booke of Canzonets to two Toyces. 1595, (2nd ed,
1619.)

6, Canzonets, Or ILittle Short Songs to fonre voyces, Celected oat
of the best and approued Italian Authors, 16£^, (Contains two
by Morley himself,)

6, Canzonets or Little Short Aers to fine and size voices. 1597.

I, A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Piacticall Musicke, 1597.
(2nd ed, 1608, 3rd ed, 1771, Contains eight compositions, chiefly
motets, by Horley,)
a Madrigalls to fine yoyces. Celected out of the best approued

Italian Authors. 1598.

9. The First Booke of Consort Lessons, made by diuers exquisite
Authors for six Instruments. 1599. (2nd ed. 1611.)

10. The Fiist Booke of Ayres or Little Short Songs ; to sing and
play to the Lute with the Base Viole. 1600. (Conteina 'It was a
lover and his lass.')

II. The Triumpliea of Oriana to 5 and 6 voices, composed by
diuers seuerollaucthors. 1601. (Contains two madrigals by Morley.
Beprinted in score by Hawes, 1814. A new edition by Mr. Lionel
Benson is In course of publication, 1906.)

With these should be mentioned, ' The whole
Booke of Fsalmes. With their woouted Tunes
. . . Compiledbysimdrie Authors, 'etc. 'Printed

at London in Little S. Hellens by W. Barley,

the assigne of T. Morley, and are to be sold at

his shop in Gratious street. ' This book, which
has no date, contains four settings of tunes by
Morley, two of which (with another hitherto

unprinted setting) appeared later in Ravens-

croft's Psalter, 1621. (See Psaltek.) Of his

sacred music, Barnard (1641) printed a Morning
and Evening Service of four and five parts ; an
Evening Service of five parts ; and a Verse

Anthem ' Out of the Deep.' His Burial Service

was printed by Boyce. A Motet, 'Nolo mortem,'

a 4, has been edited by Mr. Barclay Squire.

Among his unpublished works are :

—

nomine lion est exaltatum, a 6. Domiue Dominus noster, a 5.

Bodl. MS. Mus. e. 1-6,
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De profnndli, a g. LabonTi, a 6. B. M. Addl MBS. 29,372-7.
How long wilt thou forget me. Jesu meek. Out of the deep

second venlon). B. College of Mueic.
Teach me thy ways. Peterhonse, Cambridge.

The Fitzimlliam Virginal Book (ed. Fuller

Maitland and Squire) contains music by him
;

as also does Forster's MS. Virginal Book in the

Buckingham Palace Library. A Fancy a 5 is

at Christ Church, Oxford, where are many MS.
compositions, chiefly canzonets, by him, some
of which may be from the printed collections

with altered words.

Morley's contemporaries, such as Meres and
Peacham, placed Mm among the best English

musicians of the time, and Ravenscroft speaks

of him after his death as ' he who did shhie as

the Sun in the Firmament of our Ait, and did

first give light to our understanding with his

Prsecepts' {Briefe Discourse, 1614). At the

present day Morley perhaps holds the first place

in popular esteem of all the Elizabethan com-
posers, partly because of the cheerfulness and
tunefulness of his Ballets, a form of composition

which he introduced into this country, and in

which he is unrivalled in England, unless by
his follower Weelkes. Here he owed much to

Gastoldi, after whose ' Balletti ' he modelled his

own, sometimes making use of phrases which
are plainly suggested by the Italian writer, just

as in- his Canzonets he sometimes adapts phrases

from Felice Anerio. But if his material is

sometimes borrowed, his treatment of it is

original, and the charge of plagiarism, which
Oliphant and others bring against him, need

not be pressed. If Morley wrote more in the

lighter forms of music, his grayer compositions

are not less masterly, as may be seen by
reference to the ' Nolo mortem ' or the Burial
Service, which is worthy of the praises bestowed

on it by Bumey. Hia Plaine and Easie Intro-

duction stands by itself. Written in dialogue

form, it gives a pleasant impression of Morley's

personality, and is of the greatest value for the

side-lighi3 which it throws on contemporary

musical life ; while for the English student of

modal music it is indispensable, being still the

only important English work on the subject.

Here again Morley has been charged with
plagiarism, on the ground that some of his

examples are the same as some which Tigrini

gives in his Compendia delta Musica, 1588. But
in these examples, both Tigrini and Morley are

simply showing the best ways of making formal

Closes ; and as the best are not unlimited in

number, it is not surprising if, in a crowd of

others, the same examples sometimes occur in

difierent text-books, Morley's notation is not

identical with Tigriui's, his arrangement is

quite different, and there is no reason to suppose

that he ever saw his book. G. E. p. A.

MORLEY, William, Mus.B., graduated at

Oxford, July 17, 1713. On Aug. 8, 1715, he
was admitted a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal.

He composed some songs published in a coUeo-

tion together with others by John Isham, and

a chant in D minor, printed by Boyce, ii. 306,

by some believed to be the oldest double chant

in existence. [See Flintoft.] He died Oct.

29, 1731. w. H. H.

MORNINGTON, Garrett Collet Wel-
LESLET (or Wesley), Earl of, Mus.D., bom
July 19, 1735, at Dangan, Ireland, displaye,d

capacity for music at a very early age. Several

interesting anecdotes of his early career are

related by Daines Barrington {Miscellanies,

1781). With little or no assistance from

masters he learned to play on the violin and

organ and to compose, and when, with the

view of improving himself in composition, he

consulted Th. Roseingrave and Geminiani, they

informed him that he already knew all they

could teach him. [He graduated B. A. of Dublin

in 1754 and proceeded M.A. in 1757. In that

year he founded the Academy of Music, an

amateur society in which ladies sang in the

chorus for the first time. Two years later he

married the Hon. Anne Hill Trevor, w. H. G. F.]

In 1764 the University of Dublin conferred on

him the degree of Mus.D., and elected him
professor of that faculty, a post he held till

1774. In 1758 he succeeded his father, who
in 1746 had been created Baron Momington,
and in 1760 he was created Viscoimt Wellesley

and Earl of Momington. His compositions are

chiefly vocal ; some are for the church, copies

of which exist in the choir-books of St Patrick's

Cathedral, Dublin. His chant in E flat is

universally known. [It is given in its original

form in Musical Times, 1900, p. 173.] But
it was as a glee composer that he excelled.

He gained prizes from the Catch Club in 1776
and 1777 for two catches, and in 1779 for his

popular glee ' Here in cool grot.' He published

a collection of ' Six Glees,' and John Sale

included three others in a collection with three

of his own. Nine glees, three madrigals, an
ode, and ten catches by him are contained in

Warren's collections, and several glees in

Horsley's 'Vocal Harmony.' A complete col-

lection of his glees and madrigals, edited by
Sir H. R. Bishop, was published in 1846. He
died May 22, 1781. Tliree of his sons attained

r6markable distinction, viz. Richard, Marquis
Wellesley ; Arthur, Duke of Wellington ; and
Henry, Lord Cowley. w. H. H.

MORRIS, or MORRICE, DANCE. A sort

of pageant, accompanied with dancing, probably

derived from the Morisco, a Moorish dance
formerly popular in Spain and France. Al-

though the name points to this derivation,

there is some doubt whether the Morris Dance
does not owe its origin to the Mataoins. In
accounts of the Morisco, no mention is made
of any sword-dance, which was a distinguishing

feature of the Matacins, and survived in the

English Morris Dance (in a somewhat different

form) so late as the 19th century. Jehan
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Tabourot, in the Orch4sographie (Langres, 1588),
says that when he was young the Morisco used
to be frequently danced by boys who had their

faces blacked, and wore bells on their legs.

The dance contained much stamping and knock-
ing of heels, and on this account Tabourot says

that it was discontinued, as it was found to

give the dancers gout. The following is the

tune to which it was danced :

—

The English Morris Dance is said to have
been introduced from Spain by John of Gaunt in

the reign of Edward III., but this is extremely

doubtful, as there are scarcely any traces of it

before the time of Henry VII., when it first

began to be popular. Its performance was not
confined to any particular time of the year,

although it generally formed part of the May
games. When this was the case, the characters

who took part in it consisted of a Lady of the

May, a Fool, a Piper, and two or more dancers.

From its association with the May games, the

Morris Dance became incorporated with some
pageant commemorating Robin Hood, and char-

acters representing that renowned outlaw. Friar

Tuck, Little John, and Maid Marian (performed

by a boy), are often found taking part in it.

A hobby-hoise, four whifBers, or marshals, a

dragon, and other characters were also frequently

added to the above. The dresses of the dancers

were ornamented round the ankles, knees, and
wrists with difierent- sized bells, which were
distinguished as the fore bells, second bells,

treble, mean, tenor, bass, and double bells. In
a note to Sir Walter Scott's Fair Maid of Perth

there is an interesting account of one of these

dresses, which was preserved by the Glover

Incorporation of Pertii. This dress was orna-

mented with 250 bells, fastened on pieces of

leather in twenty-one sets of twelve, and tuned
in regular musical intervals. The Morris Dance
attained its greatest popularity in the reign of

Henry VIII. ; thenceforward it degenerated

into a disorderly revel, until, together with
the May games and other 'enticements unto
naughtiness,' it was suppressed by the Puritans.

It was revived at the Restoration, but the

pageant seems never to have attained its former

popularity, although the dance continued to be

an ordinary feature of village entertainments

until within the memory of persons now living.

In Yorkshire the dancers wore peculiar head-

dresses made of laths covered with ribbons, and
were remarkable for their skiU in dancing the

sword dance,' over two swords placed crosswise

on the ground. A country dance which goes

> ' Do the swotd.d&Dce with any Morrlfl-dancer in Christendom.'
(Hanton, MalcortUTa, Act i. Scene 3.)

by the name of the Morris Dance is stiU

frequently danced in the north of England. It

is danced by an indefinite number of couples,

standing opposite to one another, as in ' Sir

Roger de Coverley. ' Each couple holds a ribbon

between them, under which the dancers pass

in the course of the dance. In Cheshire the

following tune is played to the Morris dance :

—

rfanMng, jBj ^OOT fatherbiokohij leg. andBO it feUa chancing.

In Yorkshire the following tune, founded on that

of ' The Literary Dustman, ' is generally used :

—

More or less modernised forms of the Morris
dance still linger in certain country places, both
in the north, and in the south of England. In
Oxfordshire there are Morris dancers who per-

form to the music of a pipe and tabor. The
following tune was noted down by the present

writer from a pipe and tabor player, as one used
for the Morris dance in an Oxfordshire village.

Oxfordshire Morris Damce.
Noted from a pipe and tabor player in 1901.

In Yorkshire, and in Northumberland, the
sword-dance is a feature of the Morris (see

Swokd-Daitce) and in the Whitby and other

districts of north Yorkshire the pastime is

called 'plew slotting. ' 'Plew' is the local

pronunciation of plough, and ' stot ' is a young
bull, formerly yoked to the plough. The ' plew
stots ' are bands of youths (one dressed as the
' maiden '—no doubt a survival of ' Maid
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Marian '—and another as the ' old man ') who
parade from village to village dancing the sword

and other dances, to the accompaniment of a

fiddle. In ' Traditional Tunes, '1891, edited by
the present writer, is a Lancashire Morris dance,

danced at ' rush bearings ' in that country. It

is noticeable that most Morris dances are

in either common, or 2 — 4 time, and the
' Helston Furry Dance,' which is a true Morris

dance, is a very characteristic example. Of a

different type is the following, which we may
assume to be a traditional Welsh Morris, printed

in a book of country dances issued by John
Walsh about 1730-35 ; it is there entitled

' Welsh Morris dance.'

Welsh Morris Damce.
From Walsh's Danoesi Gi/rea 1730-35.

« ^1^« .

MOETIER DE FONTAINE. A pianist of

celebrity, bom at Warsaw, May 13, 1816. He
was possessed of unusual technical ability, and
is said to have been the first person to play the

great sonata of Beethoven, op. 106, in public.

From 1853 to 1860 he resided in St. Petersburg,

and subsequently in Munich, Paris, and London,

at the last of which he died, May 10, 1883. M.

MOSCHELES, Ignaz, the foremost pianist

after Hummel and before Chopin, was born at

Prague on May 30, 1794. His precocious

aptitude for music aroused the interest of

Dionys Weber, the director of the Prague

Conservatorium. Weber brought him up on
Mozart and Clementi. At fourteen years of

age, he played a concerto of his own in public ;

and soon after, on the death of his father, was
sent to Vienna to shift for himself as a piano-

forte teacher and player, and to pursue his

studies in counterpoint under Albrechtsberger,

and in composition under Salieri.

The first volume of Avs Moscheles Leben,

extracts from his diary, edited by Mme.
Moscheles (Leipzig, 1872), offers bright glimpses

of musical life in Vienna during the first decade

of the century, and shows how quickly young
Moscheles became a favourite in the best

musical circles. In 1814 Artaria & Co., the

publishers, honoured him with a commission to

make the pianoforte aiTangement of Beethoven's
' Fidelio ' under the master's supervision. [See

vol. i. 248*, and 2246.]

Moscheles's career as a virtuoso can be dated

MOSCHELES

from the production of his 'Variationen iiber

den Alexandermarsch,' op. 32, 1815. These

' brilliant ' variations met with an unprecedented

success, and soon became a popular display

piece for professional pianists ; later in life he

frequently found himself compelled to play

them, though he had outgrown them both

as a musician and as a player. During the ten

years following Moscheles led the life of a

travelling virtuoso. In the winter of 1821 he

was heard and admired in HoUand, and wrote

his Concerto in G minor ; in the same year he

played in Paris, and subsequently in London,

where he first appeared at the Philharmonic

on June 11, 1821. Here John Cramer, and

the veteran Clementi, hailed him as an equal

and friend ; his capital Duo for two pianofortes,

'Hommage a Handel, ' was written for Ci-amer's

concert, and played by the composer and

'glorious John,' at the opera concert-room on

May 9, 1822. In the season of 1823 he

reappeared in London, and in 1824 he gave

pianoforte lessons to Felix Mendelssohn, then

a youth of fifteen, at Berlin. In 1826, soon

after his marriage, at Hamburg, with Charlotte

Embden, he chose London for a permanent

residence ; and for a further ten years he led

the busy life of a prominent metropolitan

musician. He appeared at the concerts of

friends and rivals, gave his own concert

annually, paid flying visits to Bath, Brighton,

Edinburgh, etc., played much in society, did

all manner of work to the order of publishers,

gave innumerable lessons, and withal composed

assiduously. [In 1827 he noted and an-anged

the traditional airs sung by a troupe of Tyrolese

singers who came to London. Two folio

volumes of these songs were published by Willis

with translation by W. Ball. In this collection

first appeared the once favourite song, 'The

Merry Swiss Boy.' s. K.] In 1832 he was

elected one of the directors of the Philharmonic

Society ; and in 1837 and 1838 he conducted

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony with signal

success at the society's concerts. In 1845,

after Sir Henry Bishop's resignation, he acted

as regular conductor.

When Mendelssohn, who during his repeated -

visits to England had become Moscheles's

intimate friend, started the Conservatorium of

Music at Leipzig, Moscheles was invited to take

the post of first professor of the pianoforte.

He began his duties in 1846 ; and it is but fair

to add that the continued success of the

institution, both during the few remaining

months of Mendelssohn's life, and for full

twenty years after, was in a great manner
owing to Moscheles's wide and solid reputation,

and to his indefatigable zeal and exemplary

conscientiousness as a teacher. Moscheles took

quite a paternal interest in his pupils. If the

school hours proved insufficient, which was
frequently the case, he would invite them to
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his private residence, and there continue his

instructions ; and when they left school he
endeavoured to iind suitable professional open-

ings for them, and remained their friend, ever

ready with kindly advice and assistance.

As a pianoforte player Moscheles was dis-

tinguished by a crisp and incisive touch, clear

and precise phrasing, and a pronounced prefer-

ence for minute accentuation. He played

octaves with stiff wrists, and was chary in the

use of the pedals.

Mendelssohn and, with some reservations,

Schumann, were the only younger masters

whose pianoforte works were congenial to him.

Those of Chopin and Liszt he regarded with
mingled feelings of aversion and admiration.

Indeed, his method of touch and fingering did

not permit him to play either Chopin's or

Liszt's pieces with ease. 'My thoughts, and
consequently my fingers,' he wrote in 1833,

ipropos of Chopin's !^tudes, etc., ' ever stumble

and sprawl at certain crude modiilations, and
I find Chopin's productions on the whole too

sugared, too little worthy of a man and an

educated musician, though there is much charm
and originality in the national colour of his

motives. ' It is true he somewhat modified this

opinion when he heard Chopin play. Still it

remains a fact that to the end of his days, both

the matter and the manner of Chopin and
other modem pianists appeared to him question-

able.

Moscheles was renowned for the variety and
brilliancy of his extempore performances, the

character of which can be guessed at by his

Preludes, op. 73. His last improvisation in

public on themes furnished by the audience

formed part of the programme of a concert at

St. James's Hall in 1865, given by Madame
Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt ' in aid of the sufferers

by the war between Austria and Prussia,' where

he improvised for some twenty minutes on ' See

the conquering hero comes,' and on a theme
from the Andante of Beethoven's C minor

Symphony, in a highly interesting and
astonishing manner.

The list of his numbered compositions given

in a Thematic Catalogue (Leipzig, Kistner) and

in Aus Moscheles Leben, vol. ii. , extends to op.

142, and there is besides a long list of ephemera,

written for the market, to please publishers and
fashionable pupils. The latter, and many of

the former, have had their day ; but his best

works, such as the Concerto in G minor, op.

60 (1820-21) ; the Concerto pathetique, op.

93 ; the Senate m^lancoUque, op. 49 ; the Duo
for pianoforte, ' Hommage k Handel,' op. 92

;

the three AUegri di Bravura, op. 51 ; and above

all, the twenty-four Etudes, op. 70 (1825 and

1826), and the ' Characteristische Studien,' op.

95, occupy a place in the classical literature of the

instrument from which no subsequent develop-

ment can oust them. Moscheles died at

Leipzig, March 10, 1870. The memoir above

referred to was translated by Mr. A. D. Cole-

ridge, and published in 1873, as The Life of

Moscheles. His Briefe von F. Mendelssohn-

Bartholdy an Ignaz und Oharlotte Moscheles

appeared in 1888. E. D.

MOSE IN EGITTO. An ' oratorio ; libretto

by Tottola, music by Rossini. Produced at the

San Carlo Theatre, Naples, March 5, 1818, and
at the Theatre Italien, Paris, Oct. 22, 1822.

The libretto was adapted by Balocchi and De
Jouy, and the music much modified by the

composer ; and it was reproduced, under the

title of ' Moise,' at the Academic Royal, Paris,

March 26, 1827. On the bills it was entitled

' Oratorio,' and on the book 'Moise et Pharaon,

ou le Passage de la Mer Rouge.' The opera

was produced at the King's Theatre, Haymarket,
London, as ' Pietro 1' Eremita,' April 23, 1822.

On Feb. 22, 1833, it was brought out at the

Covent Garden oratorios as 'The Israelites in

Egypt ; or, The Passage of the Red Sea, ' with
scenery and dresses, and additions from ' Israel

in Egypt.' On AprU 20, 1850, it was again

brought out at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent
Garden, as 'Zora.' In 1845 it was performed

by the Handel and Haydn Society of Boston,

U.S.A., in an English version of the original

libretto,! and on May 24, 1878, was also per-

formed with great success by the Sacred Har-
monic Society, at Exeter Hall, in an English

version by Arthur Matthison. o.

MOSEL, Giovanni Felice, a violinist of

merit, bom in Florence in 1754. The date of

his death is unknown. His father, who had
been a pupil of Tartini, gave him his first

instruction in violin playing, and he also received

lessons from Pietro Nardini. In 1793 he
succeeded the latter as director of the music
at the Court of the Grand Duke Leopold in

Florence, and in 1812 became fii-st violin in the

Theatre at Pergola. His name is chiefly known
in connection with the history of the ' Tuscan
Strad,' a violin which was one of a quartet

made by Stradivarius for the Grand Duke of

Tuscany in 1690. Before 1792 this chefd'ceuvre

had disappeared from the ducal collection, and
was lost until 1795, when Mosel (whose
possession of the instrument is unaccounted for)

sold it to Mr. David Ker of Portavoe, Ireland,

for £24. Published compositions : Six duets for

two violins and piano, published by Pleyel in

Paris in 1783. Six quartets for two violins,

alto and bass ; Ihid. 1785. Six duets for two

violins, op. 3 ; Venice, 1791. Serenade for

flute, two violins, and violoncello ; Venice, 1791.

MS. Sonatsis for violin alone ; trios fortwo violins

and violoncello, and some symphonies.—A. M.
Clarke's Fiddlers Ancient and Modem ; Fetis,

Biog. des Mus. ; Olga Racster's CAate o» Violins

(London, 1905); Hill & Sons, The Tuscan

Strad (London, 1889, 1891). E. h-a.
» They performed it forty-fllTe times down to 1878.
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MOSEL, loNAz Franz, Edlervon, compoaer

and writer on musical subjects, born at Vienna,

April 1, 1772, conducted the first musical fes-

tivals of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in

the Imperial Eiding-school (1812 to 1816). He
was ennobled, and made a Hofrath, From 1820

to 1829 he was vice-director of the two Court

theatres, and from 1829 tiU his death principal

custos of the Imperial library. He was one of

the three chief mourners at Beethoven's funeral.

In his earlier years he arranged Haydn's ' Crea-

tion ' (MoUo), Chernbini's ' Med^e,' and ' Deux
joumtes' (Cappi), and 'Cosi fan tutte' (Steiner),

for string-quartet ; and the ' Creation' and 'Cod

fan tutte' for two pianofortes, for the blind

pianist Paradies. For the Gesellschaft der

Musikfreunde he put additional instruments to

several of Handel's oratorios, ^ and translated the

text. He also composed three operas (court-

theatre), one Singspiel, several overtures and
entr'actes for plays, a Missa solennis, etc. He
published three collections of songs, dedicating

one to Vogl, the celebrated singer of Schubert's

songs, and another to Rochlitz (Steiner). Among
his writings the following are of value :

—

Ver-

such einer Aesthetik des drwmatischen Tonsatzes

(Vienna, Strauss, 1813) ; Ueher das Leben und
die WerTce des Antonio Salieri {ibid., Wallis-

hauser, 1827) ; Ueber die OrigimalpaHitwr des

Requiems von W. A. Moxart (1829) ; Oeschichte

der Sbfbibliothek (iMd., Beck, 1835); and
articles in various periodicals on the history of

music, including Die Tonkunst in Wien wahrend
der letxten S Desennien (1818, revised and re-

published 1840). Von Mosel died in Vienna,

April 8, 1844. o. F. p.

MOSES. An oratorio, the words and music

of which were composed by A. B. Marx, and
which was first performed at Breslau in Dec.

1841, and a few times subsequently in Germany.

The book was originally compiled, at Marx's

request, by Mendelssohn, though afterwards re-

jected ; and the autograph is preserved by the

Mendelssohn family in Berlin, with the date

August 21, 1832. G.

MOSEWIUS, JoHANN Theodor, bom Sept.

25, 1788, at Konigsberg in Prussia ; like so

many others, forsook the law for music and the

theatre. After a regular musical education he

became in 1814 director of the opera in his

native town. He married, and in 1816 went to

Breslau, and for eight years he and his wife

were the pillars of the opera. His wife dying
in 1825 he forsook the stage, and founded the

Breslau Singakademie. He had before this

started the Liedertafel of the town. In 1827
he followed Bemer as Professor at theUniversity,

and in 1832 became Director of the music there.

In 1831 he succeeded Schnabel as head of the

Boyal Institution for Church Music, which he
appears to have conducted most efficiently,

bringing forward a large number of pieces by
1 Huling«T publlihed the icoTea of * Belabazzar ' and * Jephtlu.*

the greatest of the old Italian masters, as well

as the vocal works of Mendelssohn, Lowe,

Spohr, Marx, etc. His activity was further

shown in the foundation of an elementary class

as a preparative for the Singakademie, and a

society called the Muaikalische Cirkel (1834)

for the practice of secular music. He also

initiated the musical section of the Vater-

landische Gesellschaft of Silesia, and became

its secretary. He died Sept. 15, 1858, at

SchafiEhausen. In England this active and

useful man is probably only known through

two pamphlets—reprints iT:ciia.iheAllg. Musikal-

ische Zeitung—J. -S. Bach in seinen Kirehen-

cantatenimd ChoralgesSmgen {BerUn, 1845), and

J. S. Bach's Matthdus Passion (Berlin, 1852).

These valuable treatises are now superseded

by the publication of the works of which

they treat, but in the copious examples which

they contain, some Englishmen made their

first acquaintance with Bach's finest composi-

tions. G.

MOSKOWA, Joseph Napoli^ok Net,
Prince de la, eldest son of Marshal Ney, bom
in Paris, May 8, 1803. As a lad he showed
great aptitude for music, and composed a mass,

which was performed at Lucca, where he- lived

after his father's death. In 1831 he was made
'Pair de France,' but sought distinction in a

totally different line from that of his brother

the Due d'Elchingen. He contributed to various

periodicals, especially some articles in the Bevue
des deux Mondes and the Oonstitutionnel, which
excited considerable interest. His love of sport

was great, and he was one of the founders of the

Jockey Club of Paris. In 1828 he married the

only daughter of LafiBtte, the banker. The
services rendered by the Prince to music are

considerable. In connection with Adolphe
Adam he founded the ' Soci^t^ des Concerts de
musique religieuse et classique,' an association

for the practice of vocal music, and to this he
devoted a great amount of learning, taste, and
judgment. We append a catalogue of the works
contained in the fine collection (11 vols. 8vo),

published for the Society by the Prince, which
has now become very scarce.^ The Prince lived

on intimate terms with Delsarte the singer, and
with Niedermeyer the composer, whom he ma-
terially assisted in the foundation of his ' Ecole

de musique religieuse.' In 1831 a mass of his

for voices and orchestra was executed by the

pupils of Choron, and called forth the strong

encomiums of M. F^tis. Although naturally

inclined to the madrigal style and sacred music,

he also attempted the theatre, producing at the

Op^ra-Comique, 'Le Cent-Suisse' (June 7,

1840), a one-act piece, which had a considerable

run, and 'Yvonne' (March 16, 1855), a one-act

op^ra-oomique, a clever imitation of the antique

style. The Prince died July 25, 1857, at St.

Germain-en-Laye.
s Tbera la B copy in the BrltUh Ulueum.
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diminutive otMotto, andequivalent to the French
mot or bon mot, a jest, derives some colour from
the fact that itwas unquestionablyapplied, in the

first instance, to a certain kind of profane music,

which in the 13th century was severely cen-

sured by the Church, in common with the

Eondellus, another kind of popular melody, and
the Conductus, a species of secular song, in

which the subject in the tenor was original, and
suggested the other parts, after the manner of

the Guida of a canon. Again, it is just possible

that the varying orthography to which we have
alluded may originally have involved some
real distinction no longer recognisable. But in

opposition to this view it may be urged that the

charge of licentiousness was brought against

the Motet under all its synonyms, though
ecclesiastical composers continued to use its

themes as Gantifermi, as long as the polyphonic

schools remained in existence—to which circum-

stance the word most probably owes its present

conventional signification.

The earliest purely ecclesiastical motets of

which any certain record remains to us are

those of Philippus de Vitriaco, whose Ars
coTnpositionis de Motetis, preserved in the Paris

Library, is believed to have been written between
the years 1290 and 1310. Morley tells us that

the motets of this author ' were for some time

of all others best esteemed and most used in the

Church.' Some others, scarcely less ancient,

are printed in Gerbert's great work De Oantu et

musixxt sacra—rude attempts at two-part har-

mony, intensely interesting as historical records,

but intolerable to cultivated ears.

"Very different from these early efforts are the

productions of the period, which in our article

Mass we have designated as the First Epoch of

practical importance in the history of polyphonic

music—a period embracing the closing years of

the 13th century, and the first half of the 14th,

and represented by the works of Du Fay,

Bianchoys, Eloy, Dunstable, Vinoenzo Faugues,

and some other masters whose compositions are

chiefly known through the richly illuminated

volumes which adorn the Library of the Sistine

Chapel, in which they are written, in accordance

with the custom of the pontifical choir, in

characters large enough to be read by the entire

body of singers, at one view. These works are

full of interest ; and, like the earliest Masses,

invaluable as studies of the polyphonic treat-

ment of the Modes.

Equally interesting are the productions of the

Second Epoch, extending from the year 1430 to

about 1480. The typical composers of this

period were Okeghem, Garon, Gaspar, Antonius
de Fevin, Hobrecht, and Giovanni Basiron, in

whose works we first begin to notice a remark-

able divergence between the music adapted to

the Motet and that set apart for the Mass.

From the time of Okeghem, the leader of the

school, till the middle of the 16th century.

composers seem to have regarded the invention

of contrapuntal miracles as a duty which no

one could avoid without dishonour. For some

unexplained reason, they learned to look upon

the music of the mass as the natural and

orthodox vehicle for the exhibition of this

peculiar kind of ingenuity ; while in the Motet

they were less careful to display their learning,

and more ready to encourage a certain gravity

of manner, far more valuable, from an sesthetic

point of view, than the extravagant complica-

tions which too often disfigure the more ambiti-

ous compositions they %vere intended to adorn.

Hence it frequently happens that in the

Motets of this period we find a consistency of

design combined with a massive breadth of

style, for which we search in vain in contem-

porary Masses.

The compositions of the Third Epoch exhibit

all the merits noticeable in those of the First

and Second, enriched bymore extended harmonic
resources, and a far greater amount of technical

skill. It was during this period comprising

the last two decades of the 15th century, and
the first two of the 16th, that the great masters

of the Flemish school, excited to enthusiasm by
the matchless genius of Josquin des Pres, made
those rapid advances towards perfection which
for a time placed them far above the musicians

of any other country in Europe, and gained for

them an influence which was everywhere acknow-
ledged with respect, and everywhere used for

pure and noble ends. The Motets bequeathed

to us by these earnest-minded men are, with

scarcely any exception, constructed upon a Canto

fermo supplied by some fragment of grave

Plain-song or suggested by the strains of some
well-known secular melody. Sometimes this

simple theme is sung by the tenor or some
other principal voice entirely in Longs and
Breves, while other voices accompany it in florid

counterpoint with every imaginable variety of

imitation and device. Sometimes it is taken

up by the several voices in turn, after the

manner of a Fugue or Canon, without the

support of the continuous part, which is only

introduced in broken phrases, with long rests

between them. When, as is frequently the

case, the Motet consists of two movements—

a

Pars prima and Pars secimda—the Cantofermo
is sometimes sung by the tenor first in the

ordinary way, and then backwards, in retrograde

imitation, ixmcriisans. In this, and other cases,

it is frequently prefixed to the composition, on
a small detached stave, and thus forms a true

Motto to the work, to the imitations of which
it supplies a veritable key, and in the Course of

which it is always treated in the same general

way. [See Insckiption, vol. ii. p. 470.]
But side hy side with this homogeneity of

mechanical construction we find an infinite

variety of individual expression. Freed from
the pedantic trammels which at one period
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exercised so unhealthy an influence upon the

Mass, tlie composer of the Motet felt bound to

give his whole attention to a careful rendering

of the words, instead of wasting it, as he would
certainly have done under other oireurastances,

upon the concoction of some astounding inver-

sion or inscrutable canon. Hence the character of

the text frequently offers a tolerablysafe criterion

as to the style of work ; and we are thus enabled

to divide the Motets, not of this epoch only,

but of the preceding and following periods also,

into several distinct classes, each marked by
some peculiarity of more or less importance.

Nowhere, perhaps, do we find more real feel-

ing than in the numerous Motets founded on
passages selected from the Gospels, such as

Jacobus Vaet's 'Egressua Jesus,' Jhan Gero's

renderings of the parable of the Pharisee and
the Publican, and others of similar intention.

The treatment of these subjects, though exhibit-

ing no trace of the dramatic element, is highly

characteristic, and shows a deep appreciation of

the sense of the sacved text, embracing every

variety of expression, from the triumphant
praises of the Magnificat to the deep sadness

of the Passion of our Lord. The oldest known
example of the former subject, treated in the

Motet style, is a Magnificat for three voices by
Du Fay. One of the earliest renderings of the

latter is Hobrecht's 'Passio D.N.J.C. secundum
Matthaeum,' a work full of the deepest pathos,

combined with some very ingenious part-writing.

Scarcely less beautiful is the later ' Passio

secundum Marcum, ' by Johannes Galliculus ;

and Loyset Compere has left us a collection of

Passion Motets of extraordinary beauty.

The Book of Canticles was also a fruitful

source of inspiration. Among the finest speci-

mens extant are three by Johannes de Lynburgia
(John of Limburg)—'Surge propera,' 'Pulcra es

anima niea,' and ' Descende in hortum meum '
;

Du fay's ' Anima mea liquefacta est ' ; a fine

setting of the same words, by Enrico Isaac
;

Antonius de Fevin's ' Descende in hortum
meum ' ; and, among others, by Craen, Caspar,

Josquiu des Pr&, and the best of their com-
patriots, a remarkably beautiful rendering of

'Quam pulcra es anima mea," for Grave Equal
Voices, by Mouton, from which we extract the

opening bars, as a fair example of the style :

—
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A host of beautiful Motets were written in

honour of Our Lady, and all in a style of

peculiarly delicate beauty ; such as Du Fay's

'Salve Virgo,' 'AlmaRedemptoris,' 'AveKegina,'

and 'Flos florum, fons amorum' ; Brasart's 'Ave
Maria'; Bianchoys' 'BeataDeigenitrix'; Arca-

delt's ' Ave Maria ' ; several by Brumel, and
Loyset Compere ; and a large number by Josquin

des Prds, including the following beautiful little

'Ave vera virginitas,' in Perfect Time, with its

remarkable progression of consecutive fifths

arising from the necessity of maintaining the

strictness of a Canon, in the fifth below, led by
the Superius and resolved by the Tenor.

^ Canon.

JOB pur i • fl • ca -

The Lamentations ofJeremiah have furnished

the text of innumerable beautiful movements,
in the Motet style, by Joannes Tinctor, Hykaert,

Caspar, Pierre de la Eue, Agricola, and, above

all, Carpentrasso, whose Lamentations were an-

nually sung in the Sistine Chapel, until in the

year 1587 they were displaced to make room
for the superb compositions of Palestrina. [See

Lamentations, vol. ii. p. 626.]

The greater Festivals of the church, as well

as those of individual saints, gave occasion for

the composition of countless motets, among
which must be reckoned certain Sequences set

in the Motet style by some of the great com-
posers of the 16th and 16th centuries ; notably

a ' Victimae paschali,' by Josquin des Pr^s,

founded on fragments of the old Plain-song

Melody, interwoven with the popular Rondelli,
' D' ung aultre amer,' and ' De tons biens pleine,'

and i> ' Stabat Mater, ' by the same writer, the
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Oamiofermo of which is furnished by the then

well-known secular air, 'Comme famine.' This
last composition, too long and complicated to

admit of quotation, was reprinted by Choron
in 1820, and will well repay serious study.

Leas generally interesting than the classes we
have described, yet not without a special his-

torical value of their own, are the laudatory

Motets dedicated to princes and nobles of high

degree, by the maestri attached to their respec-

tive courts. Among these may be cited Clemens
non Papa's 'Caesar habet naves,' and 'Quis te

victorem dicat,' inscribed to Charles V. ; Adrian
Willaert's 'Argentum et aurum'; and many
others of like character.

Finally we are indebted to the great masters

of the 15th and 16th centuries for a large collec-

tion of Naeniae, or Funeral Motets, which are

scarcely exceeded in beauty by those of any
other class. The service for the dead has been

treated, by composers of all ages, with more
than ordinary reverence. In the infancy of

Disoant, the so-called organisers who were its

recognised exponents did all they could to make
the ' OiEcium Defunctorum ' as impressive as

possible ; and, acting up to their light, en-

deavoured to add to its solemnity by the intro-

diiction of discords which were utterly forbidden

in Organum of the ordinary kind. Hence arose

the doleful strain, anciently called 'Litaniae

mortuorum disoordantes '
:

—

De pro • fDD - dii cla - ma - Ti

It is interesting to compare these excruciating

harmonies with the Dirge of Josquin des Prfe

in memory of his departed friend and tutor,

Okeghem. This fine Motet is founded on the

Plain-song melody of ' Requiemaetemam,' which

is sung in Breves and Semibreves by the tenor,

to the original Latin words, while the four

other voices sing a florid counterpoint to some
French verses beginning, 'Nymphes des bois,

Dresses des fontaines.' It was printed at

Antwerp in 1544 ; and presents so many
difficulties to the would-be interpreter that

Bumey declares himself ' ashamed to confess

how much time and meditation ' it cost him.

The simple harmonies of the peroration, ' Re-

quiescat in pace,' are so touchingly beautiful that

we transcribe them in preference to the more
complicated passages bywhich they are preceded.

The earliest printed copies of the Motets we

have described were given to the world by Otta-

viano dei Petrucci, who published a volume at

Venice in 1502 called 'Motette, A. nuraero

trentatre'; another in 1503 called 'Motetti

de passioni, B.' ; a third in 1504 called

'Motetti, C; a fourth in 1505— 'Motetti

libro quarto
'

; and in the same year a book

for five voices— ' Motetti a cinque libro primo

'

—which, notwithstanding the promise implied

in its title, was not followed by the appearance

of a companion volume. In 1511 the inventor

of printed music removed to Fossombrone

;

where between the years 1514 and 1519 he

published four more volumes of Motets, known,

from a figure engraved on the title-page, as the

•Motetti deUa Corona.' In 1538 Antonio

Gardano published at Venice a. collection,

called—also from a figure on its title-page

—

'Motetti del Frutto.' These were pirated at

Ferrara under the name of 'Motetti della

Scimia,' with the figure of an ape devouring a

li-uit ; whereupon Gardano issued a new volume

with the figure of a lion and bear devouring

an ape. Between the years 1527 and 1536
nineteen similar volumes were issued in Paris

by Pierre Attaingnant ; and many more were

printed in the same city by Adrian le Roy
and Robert Ballard. These collections, con-

taining innumerable works by all the great

composers of the earlier periods, are of priceless

worth. Of some of Petrucoi's only one copy is

known to exist, and that unhappily incomplete.

The Library of the British Museum possesses

his Second, Third, and Fourth Books of ' Motetti

della Corona,' besides a single part-book of

'Motetti C,' his First and Third Books of

Josquin's Masses, and the First of Gardano's
' Motetti del Frutto ' ; and this, taking into

consideration the splendid condition of the

copies, must be regarded as a very rich collec-

tion indeed.

During the Fourth Epoch—embracing the

interval between the death of Josquin des Pres,

in 1521, and the production of the ' Missa Papae

Marcelli, ' in 1565—the developmentofthe Motet
coincided so closely with that of the Mass that

it seems necessary to add but very little to the

article already written upon that subject. The
contemporaneous progress of the Madrigal did

indeed exercise a healthier influence upon the

former than it could possibly have done in

presence of the more recondite intricacies, com-

mon to the latter ; but certain abuses crept

into both. The evil habit of mixing together
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irrelevant words increased to such an extent

that among the curiosities preserved in the
Library of the Sistine Chapel, we iind Motets
in which every one of the five voices is made
to illustrate a different text throughout. In

this respect, if not in others, an equal

amount of deterioration was observable in

both slyles.

The Fifth Epoch—extending from the year

1565 to the beginning of the following century

—witnessed the sudden advance ofboth branches
of art to absolute perfection ; for Palestrina, the

brightest genius of the age, was equally great in

both, and has left us Motets as unapproachable

in their beauty as the ' Missa Papae Marcelli.'

The prolific power of this delightful composer
was no less remarkable than the purity of his

style. The seven books ofMotets printed during

his lifetime contain two hundred and two com-
positions, for four, five, six, seven, and eight

voices, among which may be found numerous
examples of all the different classes we have
described. About a hundred others, including

thirteen for twelve voices, are preserved in MS.
in the Vatican Library, and among the archives

of the Pontifical Chapel, the Lateran Basilica,

S. Maria in Vallicella, and the Collegium Ko-

manum ; and there is good reason to believe that

many were lost through the carelessness of the

maestro's son, Igino. The entire contents of the

seven printed volumes, together with seventy-

two of the Motets hitherto existing only in MS.,
have been issued in the complete edition of

Palestrina's works by Messrs. Breitkopf & Hartel

of Leipzig ; and this, probably, is as many as

we can now hope for, as it is well known that

some of the MS. copies we have mentioned are

incomplete. Among so many gems, it is diffi-

cult to select any number for special notice.

Perhaps the finest of all are those printed in the

Fourth Book of Motets for five voices, the words
of which are taken from the book of Canticles

;

but the two books of simpler compositions for

four voices are fiill of treasures. Some are

marvels of contrapuntal cleverness ; others

—

where the character of the words is more than

usually solemn—as unpretending as the plainest

Faux bourdon. As an example of the more
elaborate style we transcribe a few bars of
' Sicut cervus desiderat,' contrasting them with
a lovely passage from ' Fratres ego enim accepi,

'

a Motet for eight voices, in which the Institu-

tion of the Last Supper is illustrated by simple

harmonies of indescribable beauty :

—
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Palestrina's greatest contemporaries in the

Boman school were Vittoria, whose Motets are

second only in importance to his own, Morales,

Felice and Francesco Anerio, Bernardino and
Giovanni Maria Nanini, Luca Marenzio, and
Francesco Suriano. The honour of the Flemish

school was supported to the last by Orlando di

Lasso, a host in himself. The Venetian school

boasted, after WiUaert, Ciprian de Rore, Andrea
and Giovanni Gabrieli, and especially Giovanni

Croce, the originality of whose style was only

exceeded by its wonderful delicacy and sweet-

ness, which are well shown in the following

example

:

O 8a - - orum
—9 -

1
'
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In England the Motet waa cultivated with

great success by some of the best composers of

the beat period. The ' Cantiones Saorae' of Tallis

and Byrd will bear comparison with the finest

productions of the Roman or any other school,

those of Palestrina alone excepted. And besides

these we possess a number of beautiful Motets

by Tye, John Tavemer, John Shepherd, Fayrfax,

Robert Johnson, John Dygon, John Thome,
and several other writers not unknown to fame.

Though the Latin Motet was, as a matter of

course, banished from the services of the church

after the Reformation, its style still lived on in

the Full Anthem, of which so many glorious

examples have been handed down to us in our

Cathedral choir-books ; for the Full Anthem is

a true Motet, notwithstanding the language in

which it is sung ; and it is certain that some of

the purest specimens of the style were originally

written in Latin, and adapted to English words

afterwards—as in the case of Byrd's 'Civitas

sancti tui,' now always sung as ' Bow thine ear,

Lord.' Orlando Gibbons's First (and only)

Set of 'Madrigals and Mottets,' printed in

1612, furnishes a singular return to the old use

of the word. They are all secular songs ; as

are also Martin Pierson's ' Mottects, ' published

eighteen years later.

The Sixth Epoch, beginning with the early

years of the 17th century, was one of sad decad-

ence. The Unprepared Dissonances introduced

by Monteverde sapped the very foundations of

the polyphonic schools, and involved the Motet,

the Mass, and the Madrigal in a common ruin.

Men like Claudio Casciolini and Gregorio Al-

legri did their best to save the grand old

manner ; but after the middle of the century

no composer did it full justice.

The Seventh Epoch inaugurated a new style.

During the latter half of the 17th century in-

strumental music made a rapid advance ; and
Motets with instrumental accompaniments
were substituted for those sung by voices alone.

In these the old ecclesiastical modes were
naturally abandoned, in favour of the modern
tonality ; and as time progressed Alessandro

Scarlatti, Leo, Durante, Pergolesi, and other

men of nearly equal reputation, produced really

great works in the new manner, and thus pre-

pared the way for still greater ones.

The chief glories of the Eighth Epoch were
confined to Germany, where Reinhard Keiser,

the Bach family—with Johann Christoph and
Johann Sebastian at its head—Graun, and
Hasse, clothed the Motet in new and beautiful

forms which were turned to excellent account

by Homilius and RoUe, Wolf, Hiller, Fasoh,

and Sohicht. The Motets of Sebastian Bach
are too well known to need a word of descrip-

tion—known well enough to be universally

recognised as artistic creations of the highest

order, quite unapproachable in their own
peculiar style. With Handel's Motets few

musicians are equally familiar ; for it is only in

modern times that the German Handel Society

has rescued them from oblivion. Nevertheless,

they are extraordinarily beautiful ; filled with

the youthful freshness of the composer's early

manner. Besides a ' Salve Regina,' the MS. of

which is preserved in the Eoyal Library at

Buckingham Palace, we possess a ' Laudate

pueri,' in D, used as an introduction to the

Utrecht Jubilate ; another in F, a ' Dixit Domi-
nus,' a ' Nisi Dominus,' and, best of all, a lovely

' Silete venti,' for soprano solo, with accompani-

ments for a stringed band, two oboes, and two
bassoons, the last movement of which, ' Dulcis

amor, Jesu care,' was introduced in ' Israel in

Egypt,' on its second revival, in 1766, adapted

to the words, ' Hope, a pure and lasting

treasure.

'

Of the Ninth or Modern Epoch we have but

little to say. The so-called Motets of the

19th century have no real claim to any other

title than that of sacred cantatas. They were,

it is true, originally intended to be sung at

High Mass ; but the ' Insanae et vanae ourae

'

of Haydn, the ' Splendente te Deus ' of Mozart,

and the ' O salutaris ' of Oherubini, exquisitely

beautiful as they are, when regarded simply as

music, have so little in common with the Motet

in its typical form that one can scarcely under-

stand how the name ever came to be bestowed

upon them. The Motets of Mendelssohn, again,

have but little aflinity with these—indeed, they

can scarcely be said to have any ; for in spite

of the dates at which they were produced they

may more fairly be classed with the great works

of the Eighth Epoch, to which their style very

closely assimilates them. We need scarcely

refer to his three Motets for treble voices, written

for the Convent of the Trinity de" Monti at

Rome, as gems of modern art.

All that we have said in a former article on

the traditional manner of singing the polyphonic

Mass, applies with equal force to the Motet.

It will need an equal amount of expression and
an equal variety of colouring ; and as its posi-

tion in the service is anterior to the Elevation

of the Host a vigorous foHz will not be out

of place, when the sense of the words de-

mands it. It would scarcely be possible to

find more profitable studies for the practice of

polyphonic singing than the best Motets of

the best period. w. s. E.

MOTETT SOCIETY, THE, was established

in 1841, its chief promoter being William Dyce,

R. A. The object was to print ' A Collection of

Ancient Church Music,' adapted to English

words, with a compressed score, for the purpose

of accompaniment. The subscription was a

guinea a year. The musical portion was xmder

the charge of Dr. Rimbault, who acknowledges

in his preface that 'the greater part of the

Motetts of Palestrina were adapted by Mr.
William Dyce.'
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Lupi. Now it ia high time, 6 t.

Tittoria. Behold I bring you,
Bt.

Palestrina. IfthooBhaltcoofesB,
4t.

Do. Almighty and everliviug,
4t.

Do. O Jenualem, 4 v.

Do. These things hav,e I, 4 v.

Do. These are Uiey, 4 v.

Do. This shall he, 5 v.

Do. Break forth, 5 v.

F. della Porta. I have appeared,
4v.

Lasso. Behold I will send, 4 v.

Yittoria. Come unto me, 4 t.

Lasso. And the Angel, 4 v.

Do. If ye keep my, 4 v.

Masera. Blessed is the man, 4 t.
Lasso. For he was a good, 4 t.

Do. The voice ol him, 4 v.

Do. He saithtinto them, 4 t.
Do. Are ye able to drink, 4 t.

Croce. And they went forth, 4 v.

Do. Charge them that are, 4 t.

Byrd. Bless the Lord ye, 5 v.

I^eso. But watch thou, 4 t.

Croce. TSow onto Him, 4 v.

6. M. Naninl. All thy works, St.
Lasso. Miserere, 5 v.
Falestrina. Behold the Lamb of

God, 5 V.

Do. How beautiful, 4 v.

Tallis. If ye love me, 4 v.

Falestrina. Holy, Holy, 5 v.

The works were published in large folio, and
in parts, forming three divisions:—No. 1, An-
thems for Festivals ; No. 2, Services ; No. 3,

Miscellaneous Anthems, in all 192 pages of

music, and a few more of introductory matter.

DiTiBioNl. jPalestrina. Magnif.andN. Dim.,
7.

Sanctus and Gloria, 4 t.

Division 3.

Barcroft. O Almighty God, 4 t.

Gibbons. Why aft thoa bo
heavy, 4 v.

Idsao. praise the Lord, 5 v.

Do. Not unto us, S v.

P. Certon. I will alway give, S v,

Byrd. Prevent un, Lord, 4 v.

Tallis. Hear the voice, 4 v.

Falestrina. O God, Thou art, 4 v.
Tallis. All people that on earth,

4v.
FaiTant. TTnto Thee, Lord, 4 v.

Falestrina, Iwillmagnify Thee,
5v.

F. della Porta. Be merciful, 4 v.

Do. BighteouH ui) Thou, 4 v.

Falestrina. Lord my God, 4 v.

O. Gibbons. O Lord, increase, 4 v.

Vittoria. I will give thanks, 4 v.

Do. It is a good thing, 4 v.

Do, Teach me, O Lord, 4 v.

Do. How long wilt Thou, 4 v.

Do. My God, my Ood, 4 v.

Do. Unto Thee, God, 4 v.

Do. Behold, now praise, 4 v.

Falestrina. O Lord God of our
salvation, 5 v.

Tallis. Great and marvellous, 5 V,

Idsso. Hear my prayer, 4 v.

Byrd, Save me, O God, 4 v.

Tye. From the depth, 4 v.

Lasso. I will love thee, 4 v.

Vittoria. Save me, O God, 4 v.

Mel. O praise the Lord, 4 v.

Tallis. Blessed are those, 5 v.

Shepherd. Haste thee, O God, 4 v.

Croce. Behold now, praise, 4 t.

Do. praise the Lord, 4 v.

Do. give thanks, 4 v.

Do. Teach me Thy way, 4 v.

Do. Give ear. Lord, 4 v.

Do. Behold, I bring yon, 4 v.

Iasso. Save me, O God, 4 v.

Vittoria. O God, wherefore, 4 v.

Hooper. Teach me Thy way, 4 v.

W. C.

MOTETUS. A name given, in the infancy

of polyphonic music, to a middle part written

for the voice, which wasafterwards called Meditts

or Alius. The term was constantly used in

this sense in the 13th and 14th centuries, and
probably still earlier, w. s. R.

MOTIF (Germ. Motiv), a word which is in

process of naturalisation into English, and
which has no less than three distinct meanings,

according to which it will be found under

separate heads : first, the German word origin-

ally means what we call Figure, that is, a

short group of notes, * which produces a single,

complete, and distinct impression' ; second, it

is used as a synonym for Subject ; third, as

equivalent to, and an abbreviation of, Leit-

MoTiv, which has been fully treated. m.

MOTION is change of pitch in successive

sounds, when they are allotted to a single part

or voice, or to groups of parts or voices which

sound simultaneously. The motions of a single

part are classified according as the successive

steps do or do not exceed the limits of a degree

of the scale at a time, the former being called

'disjunct,' and the latter * conjunct' motion.

The following examples illustrate the two

forms :

—

Division SL

Vittoria. Communion Service,
4v.

Colonna. Magnif. and N. Dim.
8v.

Gabrie]i. Magnificat, 8 v.
Barcroft. Te Deum and Ben.,

4v.
BtoDard, Magnif. and N, Dim,,

6t.

Conjunct,

The independent motions of different parts

sounding together constitute counterpoint, and

are classified according to their relations, as

'contrary,' 'similar,' and 'oblique,' motions.

In the first the parts either distinctly converge

or diverge, one rising when the other falls. In

the second the parts either rise or fall together,

though not necessarily at equal distances. The
third refers to one part only, which moves up
or down while another stands still.

Further explanations and examples will be
found under the respective headings, c. H. H. P.

MOTTL, Felix, a celebrated and highly
gifted conductor, was born at Unter-St. Veit

near Vienna, August 29, 1856. As a boy he
possessed a fine soprano voice, and obtained

admission to the Lbwenburgische Convict, the

preparatory school of the Imperial Court Chapel.

Later on he entered the Vienna Conservatorium,

where Josef Hellmesberger soon recognised the
eminent gifts of young Mottl, who in due course

obtained all the prizes the college could award.

The Academical Eichard Wagner Verein of
Vienna elected him to the post of conductor of
the society's concerts, and it was there that his

eminent ability as a chef d'orchestre attracted

general notice. In 1876 Mottl took part in

the Bayreuth Festival performances of Wagner's
' Ring of the Nibelung ' as stage conductor, and
he became one of the most active members of

the so-called 'Nibelungen-kanzlei.' Upon the

recommendation of Dessoff he obtained in 1881
the post of conductor at the Grand Ducal Opera
House at Carlsruhe, which post he held until

1903. Mottl's energetic activity raised the
performances at this opera-house to a place

amongst the finest to be heard in Germany.
A sworn enemy of all routine work, he produced
at Carlsruhe many important stage works of

modern times, including the complete cycle of

operas by Berlioz, and all the musical dramas
of Richard Wagner. Mottl hM also obtained

brilliant successes as a conductor of concerts
;

he was director of the Philharmonic Society of

Carlsruhe until 1892, and was in 1886 appointed

by the Bayreuth authorities to conduct the

festival performances of 'Tristan und Isolde,'

a task which he accomplished to perfection.

[He went to New York to conduct the performr

ance of ' Parsifal ' given there in 1903-4]. He
has composed three operas, ' Agnes Bernauer

'

(successfully produced at Weimar in 1880),
' Ramin ' and ' Fiirst und Sanger,' a ' Festspiel

'

'Eberstein' (produced at Carlsruhe in 1881),
a string quartet, a song-cycle ' Pan im Busch,'
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besides a considerable number of songs for one
voice and pianoforte accoiapaniment. He has

edited various works of Berlioz, and the ' Barbier

von Bagdad' of Cornelius ; he has orchestrated

Liszfs pianoforte solo, 'St. Francis of Assisi

preaching to the birds.' It was played at the

Riohter Concert of June 4, 1888. [He eon-

ducted a Wagner Concert in the Queen's Hall

on April 17, 1894, and appeared often in Loudon
subsequently, at many series of similar concerts.

In June 1898 he conducted the Nibelungen

trilogy at Covent Garden. In 1904 he was
made a director of the Berlin Royal Academy
of Music] c. A.

MOUNSEY. The name of two English lady

organists and musicians. The elder of the two,

Ann Sheppaed, was born in London, April 17,

1811, and studied under Logier. She is alluded

to by Spohr in his account of his visit to

Logier's academy in 1820.' In 1828 she was
elected organist to a church at Clapton ; in

1829 to St. Michael's, "Wood Street, E.G., and
on KTov. 22, 1837 to St. Vedast's, Foster Lane.

In 1834 Miss Mounsey became an associate of

the Philharmonic Society. In 1843 she gave

the first of six series of Classical Concerts, at

Crosby Hall, London, for one of which Mendels-

sohn ^ composed 'Hear my Prayer,' for voices

and organ first performed Jan. 8, 1845. On
April 28, 1853 shemarriedMr. W. Bartholomew,

and in the same year composed the oratorio of

'The Nativity,' which was performed, Jan. 17,

1855, under the direction of John HuUah at

St. Martin's Hall. Mrs. Bartholomew was well

known in London as a teacher ; she published

upwards of 100 songs, 40 part-songs, and a large

number of works for piano and for organ. She
died in London, June 24, 1891.

The second sister, Elizabeth, was born in

London, Oct. 8, 1819, and developed consider-

able musical ability at a very early age. She
was appointed organist of St. Peter's, Oornhill,

in 1834, when only fourteen years old, a post

she resigned in 1882. The organ of St. Peter's,

a fine instrument by Hill, was one of those on
which Mendelssohn frequently played during
his visits to London. (See aTde, p. 138.) In
1842 Miss Elizabeth Mounsey was elected an
associate of the Philharmonic Society. Be-

sides the organ and piano, she at one time
devoted much study to the guitar, and in 1833
and 1834 appeared in public as a, performer
thereon. She published several works for all

three instruments. [She died in London, Oct.

3, 1905, having lived in the same house,

58 Brunswick Place, City Road, for eighty-

three years. See JIfMs. Times, 1905, p. 718.] G.

MOUNT OF OLIVES. The English name
of Beethoven's oratorio, ' Christus am Oelberg.'

It was first produced in this country on Feb.

25, 1814, by Sir George Smart; in the Lenten
1 AutoJyiography, 11. 99 100.
2 See hlB letter, In Folko's StminUeentxa, p. 220. The autograph

is now in the South Kensington Museum.

oratorios at Drury Lane ; and the English

version was probably made by Arnold, at that

time manager of the King's Theatre and a

prominent person in all theatrical matters.

Another version was made by Thos. Oliphant,

and a third by Mr. Bartholomew. The strong

feeling prevailing in England against the ap-

pearance of our Saviour as a personage in the

oratorio, which led to the modifications in the

versions already mentioned, led to one by Dr.

Hudson of Dublin in 1842, in which the story

was changed to that of David, and the title to

' Engedi. ' [In the present day this compromise

is generally given up, but it 'was adopted as

lately as in 1905, at the Bristol Festival.] G.

MOUNTAIN, Heney, » Dublin musician,

and violinist of ability, who was also established

as a music -seller and publisher in the Irish

capital towards the latter end of the 18th

century. From before 1785, he was at 20

Whitefriar Street, but about 1790 removed
from thence to 44 Grafton Street. He published

a large number of engraved single songs from

the popular operas of the day, and besides about

1785, issued a small book—' The Gentleman's

Catch Book,' which he edited and dedicated to

the Hibernian Catch Club.

Joseph Mountain, his son, was equally clever

on the violin, and came to Liverpool where he
was leader at the Concert Hall, and the theatre.

In this town he married Sarah Wilkinson, and
came with her to Covent Garden, where he was
leader of the orchestra. His wife's Christian

name varies in different biographical notices

—

Sarah, Sophia, and Rosoman, being variously

given. She was bom about 1768 of parents

named Wilkinson, who were circus performers

engaged at Sadler's Wells. As a young girl she

was handed over to Charles Dibdin who trained

her as a singer, and employed her in a little

burletta named ' Mount Parnassus ' acted at his

Royal Circus, where she made some success.

Shortly afterwards, in 1782, she appeared at

the Haymarket Theatre, and in 1784 went to

Hull where she sought an engagement from Tate
Wilkinsonwho at first refused her. She obtained

a public hearing at the benefit of one of his

actors, and he then gave her a part in 'The
Maid of the Mill.' At this time her parents

were entirely dependent on her. She rapidly

rose as a vocalist, and in 1786 was engaged at

Covent Garden Theatre. In 1787 she married

Joseph Mountain (see above). Though her

reception by the public while at Covent Garden
was enthusiastic, yet for some reason the mana-
gers kept her considerably in the background,
and she left the theatre to go to DubUn. In
1790 she again returned to the Haymarket
Theatre, and VauxhaU. At this latter place she

was «. great acquisition, and her name figures

as singer there from 1793 to 1799. She again

returned to Covent Garden, but left it in 1798,
ultimately singing at the Haymarket and Drury
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Lane. In 1802, having had a monologue enter-

tainment written for her, she went on tour, and
finally retired from the stage on May 4, 1815.
She died at Hammeramith, July 3, 1841. In
person she was small, but in her best period very

MOUNTAIN SYLPH, THE. A romantic
ballet opera in two acts ; words by J. T.
Thackeray, music by John Bamett. Produced
at the English Opera House (Lyceum), August
25, 1834. G.

MOUNT-EDGCUMBE, Richard Edgcumbe,
second Earl of, born Sept. 13, 1764, an amateur
musician and composer, whose Italian opera
' Zenobia ' was performed at the King's Theatre

in 1800 for the benefit of Banti. He is best

known as author of Musical Seminiscences,

containing an Account of the Italian Opera in

England/rom 177S, London, 1825 ; an amusing,

gossiping book, containing much useful infor-

mation. Two other editions, with a continua-

tion, appeared, and in 1834 a fourth, including

the Musical Festival in Westminster Abbey in

that year.. He died Sept. 26, 1839. w. h. h.

MOUNTIER, who is called by Bumey ' the

Chichester boy,' was probably of French origin,

and educated musically in the choir of Chichester

Cathedral. He made his first appearance 'in

Character on any stage ' as Acis, to the Galatea

of Miss Arne (afterwards Mrs. Gibber), May 17,

1732, at the Haymarket Theatre,—the perform-

ance got up by the elder Arne. Mountier sang,

in the same year, the part of Neptune (though

advertised for that of Phcebus, which was given

afterwards to Barret) in Lediard's ' Britannia,

an English Opera,' with music by Lampe, ' after

the Italian manner,' a work not mentioned by
the biographers of that composer. It may be,

therefore, interesting to record that the caste

included Cecilia Young (Britannia), afterwards

Mrs. Arne, Susanna Mason (Publick Yirtue),

Comano, or Coramano (Discord), a basso who
had sung the year before on the Italian stage.

Waltz (Honour), the well-known singer who,

from being ' Handel's cook,' became afterwards

the performer of many of that master's principal

bass parts in opera and oratorio,—and other

performers. In the following year we find

Mountier promoted to the Italian stage, and
singing the part of Adelberto in Handel's
' Ottone ' (revived), after which his name does

not appear again in the bills. j. M.

MOURET, Jean Joseph, bom at Avignon,

April 16, 1682, was in the service of the Duchess

of Maine at Paris from about 1707, and composed

his first balletsin 1 7 14 ; his first opera, 'Ariane,

'

in five acts and a prologue, was produced April 6,

1717, 'LesAmours des Dieux.'an 'op&a-ballet'

in four scenes and a prologue, came out in 1727,

and 'Les Triomphes des Sens ' in 1732. The
names and dates of other operas and ballets will

be found in the Quellen-Lexikon. Mouret was

appointed musical director of the Concerts Spiri-

tuels in 1728, and held the post tiU the concerts

were taken over by the Acad6mieRoyale in 1734.

For this institution he wrote a book of motets,

pnblishedinl742 ; andfortheComMieltalienne,

of which he was for some time the conductor, a

piece called 'Arlequin Pluton." He died at

Charenton, Dec. 22, 1738. M.

MOUSQUETAIRES DE LA REINE, LES.
An op^ra-comique in three acts ; words by St.

Georges, music by Halevy. Produced at the

Op6ra-Comique, Feb. 3, 1846. G.

MOUSSORGSKY, Modeste Petkovich, born
March 16/28, 1835, at his father's country-house

at Karevo, in the Government of Pskov. His
childhood was spent among rural surroundings.

Both his parents were musical, and his mother
taught him the piano from a very early age.

Before he v/as nine he played several of Liszt's

compositions and a pianoforte concerto of Field's.

While at the 'Ensigns' School' in St. Petersburg

he continued to take lessons from the pianist

Herke (Gerke). On leaving this institution he
was gazetted to the famous ' Preobrajensky

'

regiment, accounted one of the smartest in the

serviocjl Gifted with a pleasant baritone voice,

and a facility for improvising, his attitude

towards music remained purely that of an
amateur until 1857, when he became acquainted

with Dargomijsky, and was thus brought in

contact with all the members of the New Russian

School. He now began to study the works of

Beethoven, Glinka, andSchumann, and generally

to enlarge his musical outlook. Balakirev soon

recognised the dramatictendencyin Moussorgsky,

and set him to compose music to 'CEdipus,' of

which an excellent translation had just appeared

in Russian. He was also occupied with a pro-

ject to compose an opera on the subject of Victor

Hugo's 'Han d'Islande,' but got no further than
the libretto.

As he became increasingly absorbed in music,

Moussorgsky found his military duties more and
more irksome. Cui, Rimsky-Korsakov, and
Borodin had accepted the necessity of a dual

profession, and Stassov—who entertained the

highest opinion of Moussorgsky's talents—
counselled prudence, and tried to persuade him
that military duties need not prove fatal to their

development. But Moussorgsky had immense
faith in his powers, and even the persuasions of

his mother could not prevent him from sending

in his papers. At twenty-two he began the

long struggle with poverty which lasted—^with

scarcely a bright interval —to the end of his life.

Far from being able to devote himself exclusively

to his art, he was compelled to accept a sub-

ordinate post in a government ofiice, in order to

live. This uncongenial work proved a constant

hindrance to his artistic projects. Highly
strung, morbidly sensitive, and impatient of all

checks to his ambition, Moussorgsky was fre-

quently tempted to forget his troubles in an
excitable and irregular mode of life which proved
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injurious to his health. After the death of his

mother, matters grew worse, and in 1866, after

a. serious breakdown, he consented to live for a

time in the house of his married brother at

Minkino, and then recovered sufficiently to do

some of his best work. In 1868, having ex-

hausted the patience of his Department, he re-

turned to Petersburg with the score of his

national music drama 'Boris Godounov.' The
operatic direction requested Moussorgsky to

shorten the work and give more opportunity to

the soloists. In this revised form the work was

first performed at the Maryinsky Theatre, St.

Petersburg, Jan. 24 (Feb. 6), 1874. In spite

of much acrimonious criticism it must have

interested the public, since it was given twenty

times in the course of the season. It was per-

formed in Moscow in 1889. In 1896 a new
edition was Issued, the instrumentation revised

by Rimsky-Korsakov. Although it has been

allowed to drop out of the repertory of the State

theatres, ' Boris Godounov ' has been revived

with success by private companies and on benefit

nights. After ' Boris' Godounov ' Moussorgsky

turned his attention to the dramatic story of the

Princes Khovanstohin, suggested to him by
Stassov in 1872.

From 1870 to 1881 Moussorgsky continued to

live and work in St. Petersburg. At first he
shared rooms with Rimsky-Korsakov, but when
the latter married, he found himself once more
upon his own resources. The pinch of poverty

grew intolerable, and his health was more and
more undermined. A tour in South Russia

with the gifted singer Mile. Leonov gave

promise of comparative prosperity. But it came
too late. During the last years of his life

Moussorgsky frequently had recourse to drugs

and stimulants, in which he sought relief from

constant nervous depression. It is sufficient to

Jook at Kepin's portrait of the composer painted

shortly before his death, and compare it with
Borodin's account ofthe smart young guardsman,
and we shall need no further biographical

commentary. In this slovenly, broken-down,
but not unlovable personality we may find traces

fif the Moussorgsky of earlier days, at once the

most imaginative and realistic of musicians
;

something, too, still lingers of Moussorgsky the

humorist, the composer of such satires upon
his contemporaries as ' The Gallery ' and ' The
Lay of the Classicist

'
; still more of Moussorgsky

the child-lover who had such tender insight into

the children's world ; but the most haunting
impression of the portrait is that of the pitiful,

tragic Moussorgsky, dying in the prime of life,

his fine genius already dimmed and deteriorated,

destined never to know the invigorating joy

of recognition and success. He died in the

Military Hospital of St. Nicholas, in St. Peters-

burg, on his forty-second birthday, March 16/28,

1881.

Moussorgsky is the closest follower of Dargo-

mijsky. -He is not less national in sympathy
than the direct disciples of Glinka ; but whereas

their tendencies are lyrical and ideal, those of

Moussorgsky are emphatically disposed to real-

ism. In this respect, and also because he was

pre-eminently a vocal rather than a symphonic

composer, his musical temperament accords with

that of Dargomijsky. tflis dominant idea was

to bring music into closer relationship with

actual life. In a letter to Vladimir Stassov he

reveals his artistic intentions :
' To seek assidu-

ously the most delicate and subtle features of

human nature—of the human crowd—to follow

them into unknown regions, to make them our

own : this seems to me the true vocation of the

artist ... to feed upon humanity as a healthy

diet which has been neglected—there lies the

whole problem of art. ' This view, legitimate in

its first expression, led the composer insensibly

to an attitude of complete negation. Of all the

Russians he is the only one to whom the epithet

' musical Nihilist ' can be applied with any show
of justice. Seeing nature in everything and

making the exact copying of nature the first

duty of the artist, Moussorgsky came to reject

the formula of ' art for ai-t's sake ' as meaning-

less. To attempt in a work of art the union of

beauty with the material object, seemed to him
a puerility belonging to the childhood of art.

In order to understand Moussorgsky's work
and his attitude towards art, it is necessary to

realise the social conditionsunder whichhe lived.

He was a true child of the sixties, of that period

of moral and intellectual ferment which followed

the accession of Alexander II. and the emanci-

pation of the serfs. Of the little group of com-

posers then striving to give musical expression

to their newly awakened nationality, none was
so entirely carried away by the literary and
political movements of the time as Moussorgsky.

Every man was asking himself and his comrades

the question posed by the most popular novel

of the day :
' What shall we do ?

' The answer

was :
' Throw aside social and artistic conven-

tions. Make art the handmaiden of humanity.

Seek not for beauty but for truth. Go to the

people. Hold out the hand of fellowship to the

liberated masses and learn from them the true

purpose of life.' To this democratic and utili-

tarian spirit, to this deep compassion for the

people, to this contempt for the dandyism
and dilettantism of an earlier generation,

Muussorgsky strove to give expression in

his music, as Perov expressed it in painting,

as Tchernichevsky, Dostoievsky, and Tolstoi

expressed it in fiction. We may disagree with

his aesthetic principles, but we must confess

that he carried out with logical sequence and
conviction a considerable portion of his pro-

gramme, tn his sincere efforts to attain great

ends he undoubtedly overlooked the means.

He could never submit to the discipline of a
thorough musical training as did Tchaikovsky

I
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and Rimsky-KorsakoT. *He preserved his origin-

ality intact, but at a heavy coat. The weak-
ness of his technique has been exaggerated by
those who put down all his peculiarities to

ignorance ; but in some respects—particularly

as regards orchestration—his craftsmanship was
certainly unequal to the demands of his inspira-

tion, for his aims were very lofty. Had this

been otherwise Mouasorgsky's name would have
been more closely linked with those of Berlioz

and Richard Strauss.

His songs are the finest expression of his

artistic intentions. The ordinary themes of

lyric verse had no attraction for Mousaorgsky.

Conventional subjects were failures in his hands.

His songs are a series of ' human documents ' in

which the psychology of the Russian people is

faithfully reflected. The whole army of the
' humiliated and offended ' supplied him with

subjects. He has re-created these types of rural

life with extraordinary fidelity to nature. He
had also a vein of sardonic humour, and his musi-

cal satires upon the critics, priests, and minor
officials of his day are unique in their clever

mimicry and mordant sarcasm. He is the

Juvenal of musicians. In the series of songs

entitled ' The Nursery ' he has done for the

children what he had already done for the peas-

antry : Cfught and fixed a whole series of child-

types with all their moods, engaging, petulant,

capricious, and whimsical. The song-cycles 'No
Sunlight ' and ' Songs and Dances of Death

'

were composed during his last yeara of suffering,

and are indeed the cries of one ' who departeth

in darkness.' Had. the realistic schools of

painting and fiction never come into being, we
might still reconstruct from Mouasorgsky's songs

the whole psychology of Russian life.

The national music-drama, ' Boris Godounov,'

was written when Moussorgsky was at the zenith

of his power, and is the chief foundation on which
rests his reputation as an operatic composer.

The libretto is based upon Poushkin's famous

historical drama which bears the same title,

some scenes being kept intact as regards the

original text. It is full of stirring dramatic

interest, for it deals with one of the most sen-

sational episodes of Russian history. The heir

of Ivan the Terrible was of weak intellect, conse-

quently the real power passed into the hands
of the regent, the capable and crafty Boris

Godounov. The onlyobstacle between theusurper

and the crown was the Tsar'a younger brother

Dmitri. Boris Godounov did away with him,

and ruled wisely and well for many years. Then
Nemesis came in the person of the False Dmitri,

a young monk who declared himself to be the

heir, rescued at the eleventh hour, and con-

cealed in a monastery. The remorse, agitation,

and madness of Boris are finely depicted by

Poushkin, who obviou.sly had Macbeth in his

mind when creating this character. In ' Boris

Godounov' Moussorgsky discards the conven-

tional divisions and ensemble pieces of Italian

opera ; while the chief interest is centred in the

chorus and dialogue. The period is about 1600,

and the scene ia laid partlyin the Kremlin, partly

on the borders of Poland. The action of Mous-
sorgsky's second music drama ' Khovanstchina

'

takes place in the time of Peter the Great, when
all Russia was divided between the Old order

and the New. It would be impossible to point

to anything in Russian music more intensely

and touchingly national than the prelude to this

work. The orchestral introduction is built upon
national aira. The acene represents dawn on
the river Moskva. The bells are ringing for

matins, and as the sun rises, the gathering

light reveals the Holy of Holies to all Ruaaian

hearts—the Red Square in Moscow. The noisy

jingoism of Tchaikovsky's Overture '1812' loses

its thrill in comparison with this poetical evoca-

tion from the national life. As in ' Boria

Godounov,' so also in ' Khovanstchina, ' religious

music is introduced. In the latter work the
' Rasakolniki ' or ' Old Believers ' play a promi-

nent part, and Moussorgsky has made their

muaic distinctly archaic in character, as it should

be. Martha, the loyal, passionate, fanatical

Rasskolnik, is one of Moussorgsky's finest

achievements in musical portraiture. Before

his death the composer entrusted the instru-

mentation of ' Khovanstchina ' to Rimsky-
Korsakov.

Besides these completed operatic works
Moussorgsky in 1868 made an experiment in

what he described as 'op^ra dialogue.' He
attempted to set to music, just as it stood, the

prose text of Gogol's comedy ' The Matchmaker.'

He abandoned the idea after completing the

first act. Another unfinished opera was based

upon Flaubert's 'Salammb6.' Fragments of

this music were afterwards incorporated in other

works. A third operatic subject which he took

up for a time was Gogol's tale ' The Fair at

Sorochinsk.'

The following ia probably a complete list of

Moussorgky's compositions :

—

VOCAL MUSIC

Operatic
' The Matchmalcer,' op^ra dialogue (one act only) ;

' Boris
Godounov,' national music drama in four acts with a prologue
(completed 1870, first performed at the Maryinslty Theatre, St.

Petersburg in 1874); 'Khovanstchina' national music drama in

five acta |1872~1880] ; fragments of an opera ha^ed upon Gogol's
tale ' The Fair at Sorochinsk.'

Chobcs atij> Obchestba

'The Destruction of Sennacherib' (1867) ; 'Joshua Navin' (1877.

Both these works based on original Hebrew themes) ; female chorus
from ' SalammbO ' : mixed chorus from * <Edipus.'

SONOS

'Saul' (1863); 'Night,' 'Peasant Cradle Song,* 'Savishna' (The
idiot's song. 1865); 'Gopak,' 'The Wish,' "rhe aemlnarist' (1866);
' Mushrooming,' ' Hebrew Song,' ' The little Feast,' ' The Goat,' ' The
Magpie' (?), 'The Swaggerer,' 'The Classicist' (1867); 'The Orphan,'
' Tlie Nurse and Child,' ' The Gallery ' (musical pamphlet, 1870)

;

* The Nursery ' (seven pictures of child-life 1868-70} ;
' Left Behind '

;

'No aunllght' (a cycle of six, songs, 1874-75); 'Dances of Death'
(four songs, 1876). Published posthuniousiy :

' The quiet Heights'

;

'O, the Honourl' 'Dawn'; 'The Vision,' 'Down the Don,' 'The
Dneiper,' 'The Flea,' 'Callistratus,' 'The Traveller.'

Okohbstrai,

Intermezzo in mode classico (B minor), acherzo in B ; Turkish
Jlarch ; fantasia ' Night in the bare Mountain,'
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FlAHOFOBTB
Pictures from an Exhibition (ten musical sketches, subjects taken

from pictures by the celebrated Busslan architect Hartmann);
Meditation ; Une Larme ;

' The Sempstress
'

;
' On the Southern

Shores of Crimea': 'In the country'; 'A Child's Joke': Zntermezio.
K. N.

MOUTHPIECE (Fr. Bee, Bocal, Mnbouchure

;

Ger. Mim,iisiuck). That portion of a wind instru-

ment which, as the name implies, is inserted

iilto the player's mouth or applied to his lips.

[Of the French words, Beo (beak) is applied to

the first variety, and Embouchure to the second

or the mouthpieces of brass instruments. As
an Anglicised word the name embouchure is

also applied to the mouth-hole in the head-joint

of the transverse flute, which is never spoken
of as the mouthpiece, although for purposes of

comparison it is convenient to refer to it under
this heading. (For Bocal see Ckook.) Includ-

ing, therefore, the orifice for sound production

in the transverse flute, mouthpieces may be
classed into four groups, viz.

1. The open end of a tube, across which a

stream of air is blown, as when a note is produced
from a Pandean pipe, or from the pipe of a

common key. This is the simplest of all forms,

and possibly the most ancient ; it is the foi-m

adopted in the Nay or Egyptian flute. (See

Flute.) In the ordinary modern or transverse

flute, the open end across which the stream of

air is directed is obtained by means of a lateral

orifice.

2. A tubularconduit inserted between the lips

by which air is conveyed under pressure to a
whistle as in the flageolet ; or to enclosed reeds,

either directly as in the cromorne, or indirectly

through a wind-bag as in the bag-pipe. The
beaked mouthpiece of the recorder is merely a
modified form of this tubular conduit, but by its

name marks the distinction between the Flute-

hrhea and the transverse flute.

3. A beak-shaped chamber forming the upper
end of single -reed instruments of the clarinet

and saxophone types. One side is flattened to

form a bed or table for the reed, and communica-
tion isopened with the generaltube of the instru-

ment by a slot cut in this table.

This variety of mouthpiece can be applied,

although rather ineffectively, to the Bassoon and
its diminutives. The Dolcino or small bassoon

in the B|^ of the four- foot octave, was actually

played in military bands by means of a single

reed as late as the early years of the last century,

and even since then attempts have been made to

revive this means of producing tone on the
bassoon.]

4'. Cupped mouthpieces, which are applied to

the outer surface of the lips, not insertedbetween
them. The lips thus stretched across the calibre

of the cup form a kind of double reed, closely

resembling the Vocal Cords of the Larynx.
Each instrument of this class has a somewhat
different form of cup, which is described under
their respective headings. In theolderexamples,
however, and in those used by uncivilised tribes.

the cup consists of a simple hole, at the end of

a cow's horn for instance, or in the side of an

ivory tusk, communicating with the medullary

cavity. The transition from this to the shaped

cup can be well seen in the Swiss Alpenhom, in

which a small globular cavity, like the .mouth-

piece of the Trumpet, is rudely carved out of the

wooden strips of which the long tube is built up.

In more finished instruments of this class, the

mouthpiece is turned out of Brass, Ivory, Alu-

minium, or Silver, witha rounded cushion-shaped

edge for the accurate and painless pressure of

the lips. Glass has also been used, and of late

the cushion has been made of vulcanised india-

rubber.

[In all the mouthpieces comprised in the third

and fourth groups, the exact dimensions and
proportions exercise a great effect upon the tone-

quality. In those of the clarinet type the ruling

factor is the exact degree of opening between the

reed and the bed of the mouthpiece, this is tech-

nically called the 'spring' or 'lay.' In the

cupped mouthpieces of brass instruments the

variations are even greater and of more import-

ance, for in addition to the general size suitable

to the range of compass of each class, the exact

form of the cup and rim and the diameter of the

bore of each mouthpiece have a marked effect.

Half the
actual size.

Mouthpieces
of the

and Trumpet.

The cups of the mouthpieces of comets,

bugles, and saxhorns are intermediate in

character between those of the horn and trum-
pet.

Double-reeds, as used on the Oboe and Bas-
soon are mouthpieces only in the literal sense

that they are placed in the mouth ; they will

be treated under Bees.] w. h. s. ; with addi-

tions in square brackets by s. j. B.

MOUTON, Jean, French composer, born
about the year 1475 * in the department of the

Somme,2 pupil of Josquin, teacher of Willaert,

1 Date proposed by F^tis. Mouton's first publication appeared
In 1509.

3 See JoannU Mouton SamaracenaiM . . . aitguot modtai ; Paris,
Le Roy & Ballard, ISSIi (Brit. Mua. A. 132)—an edition apparently
unknOTm abroad, or the word ' Sameracenais ' would not have
escaped attention. Glarean merely calls Mouton 'Gallus.' F6tis
thinks, from the inscription on the tomb, that Bolliugne, a little
town near Metz, may have been his birthplace. In that case
'Sameraoessls' may refer simply to Moutoq's residence at 8.
Queutin.
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musician to Louis XII. and Francis I. of France,
canon of Theiounne, • and afterwards, like Joa-

quin, canon of the collegiate church of S.

Quentin, in which place he died, and was buried

in 1522, the following words being inscribed on
his tomb : ?

—

Ge gist maistre Jean de Hollingue dlt Mouton, en son
Tivant chantre du Roy, chanoine de Therouanne et de
cet eglise, t^ui ttepasaa le penultieme jour d'Octobre
MDXxii. Priez Dieu pour son ftme.

When Petrucci began to print music, Mouton
was in his prime, and the edition of five masses

(os 4) which F^tis assigned to the year 1508 is

an early example of a whole book devoted to

one composer. This book, which Glarean^

found 'in manibus omnium,' is now scarce,

and Fetis thinks the copy of the Beoond edition *

in the British Museum the only complete one.

Burney carefully examined the fourth mass,'

and scored several movements, discovering no
variety of measure or subject, no melody, no
ingenuity of contrivance, no learning of modula-

tion. Yet the masses were highly valued in

their day, reprinted by other publishers * and
much admired, according to Glarean and Le
Roy,' by Pope Leo X., Giov. di Medici. ^ As
for motets, Mouton saw twenty-one printed in

the best collection of his time, Petrucci's Motetti

de la Corona." Posthumous publications con-

tinued for nearly forty years, and the list of

known printed works includes nine masses, i"

about seventy-five motets and psalms, and a

few French chansons. [See QuellewZexOcon.]

The British Museum has a single voice-part

(superius) of Mouton's twenty - two motets '^

printed by Le Koy in 1555, and happily a

complete MS. score of the same collection.

This gives many interesting pieces, the 'Nesciens

Mater' {a 8) with four of the parts derived

canonically from the others, the 'Quis dabit

oculia ' composed in 1614 on the death of Anne
of Bretagne, Queen of France, some Easter

pieces, 'Alleluia,' and 'In illo tempore,' and

one for Christmas, ' Woe, noe, psallite,' on which

Arcadelt afterwards wrote a mass.

1 whence he removed, prohably, when the Englleh took the
town in 1513.

2 See EtudeM St. QuentlnoUeB (St. Quentin 1851-62 etc.) torn. i.

p. 302.) Ch. Oomart, the author, took the insciiptlon from a JU3.

of Qu^TUin Delafant, but does not otate where it is to be found.

It is the only authority for the date of Mouton's death, and for hia

two church preferments.
8 ' AufieiectYopfiov ' (Basileae, 1548), p. 464.

4 'Missae JVHouton' (Fossomhrone, Petrutius, Aug. 11, 1515),

containing 'Miasa sine nomine,' 'Alleluia.' 'Alma Iledemptoris,'

another ' Sine nomine,' ' Begina mearum ' (Brit. MuB. K, 1, d '7).

6 For Burney'B examples from Mouton, and critical notes, see

'Musical Extracts' (vol. ii. pp. 104, 134, 187, 169) in Brit. Mns.
* (Add. MS. 11,582). Most of the notes are Incorporated in his

fflMorj/ (vol. ii. p. 588). ^ ^ ^ ,^_^_
6 The ' Alma redemptorls ' was reprinted, and a new one, dittes

moy tontesTos pens^es,' added in Antiquis' famous ' Liberquindecim
Missarum ' (Bom. 1516).

7 See preface to work quoted in note 2 of prsvions page.

9 * A passionate lover of music . . . the sounds of which were

dally heard floating through the palace, Leo himself humming the

airs that were performed.' (Eanke's ^ii«ortf of tTis P&pa.)
9 Eight in book i. (1514) : ten in book ii. (1619) ; three In book iii,

^ Besides the six mentioned in note 4 of this col, and note 6

above, the 'Missa d'Alleraagne,' 'Tua est poteutift,' and 'Quern

dlcunt' were printed. F«Stis mentions a MS. ' Missa sans cadence

at Cambral. Zarlino speaks of a Mass ' Benedlcam Domlnum,
a 6 {IgtitMtiani Harm, pt. iv. p. 414).

U See Note 2 on previous page.

Bumey has scored, besides the mass move-
ments, three motets, '^ and in this style of com-

position finds Mouton more smooth and polished

than his contemporaries. ' Life in a court ' can

scarcely account for it. Most great musicians

of the time had the same surroundings. Glarean,

more reasonably, attributes to zeal and industry

the rare facility which separated Mouton from
his fellows. The numerous examples drawn
from his works for the 'Dodeoachordon,' and
the evident pride with which Glarean ^ recalls

the meeting in Paris, are evidence of the high

value set upon the French composer. Had
Mouton left no compositions of his own, he

would still be remembered as belonging to a

remarkable line of great teachers, Okeghem.
Josquin, Mouton, Willaert, Zarlino. J. K. s. -B.

MOVEMENT. A definite and complete item

in a musical composition, sometimes forming

part of a large work, and sometimes single and
independent. So called because each portion as

a rule maintains the same rate of ' movement.'
A ' number ' in an opera or oratorio will often

contain several movements. M.

MOZART, Leopold, father of the great com-
poser, and son of Johann Georg, a bookbinder,

of Augsburg, was born Nov. 14, 1719. Intelli- >

gent, sagacious, and persevering, he determined

to push his way beyond the narrow circle of his

parental home. From the first he was addicted

to music ; on leaving school he went for two
years (1737-39) to the University of Salzburg,

after which he devoted himself to the study of

music as a profession, and having become an
excellent violinist, was appointed Hofmusikus
by Archbishop Leopold (Firmian) in 1743,

afterwards Hofcompositor, and in 1762 vice-

Capellmeister by Archbishop Sigismund (Sohrat-

tenbach). On Nov. 21, 1747, he married Anna
Maria Pertlin (or Bertlin) daughter of an official

of St. Gilgen. They were described as the

handsomest couple in Salzburg. Of seven

children, only two survived^a daughter, Maria
Anna, born July 30, 1751, and a son, the

immortal Wolfgang. His travels with his

children are detailed on pages 285-289. He
discerned at once their immense gifts, and,

with pious trust in Providence, devoted his

whole energies to their education in music. He
died at Salzburg, May 28, 1787, bearing to the

grave the honourable distinction of having
trained one of the greatest musicians the world

ever saw. He composed much—oratorios, dra-

matic music, including the operas ' Semiramis

'

and ' Die verstellte Gartnerin
'

; but especially

church and instrumental works, several of which
were circulated either in print or MS. [See the

QuelU'n-Lexikon.'\ He engraved six of his own

i2 'Quis dabit ocuIls,"Non nobis Domlne,' composed in 1509 at
the birth of Ben^e, daughter of Louis XII. Also 'Quani pulcra es.'

which Burney likes so much that he gives the first movement in .

his Biitfyry. This motet had in its own time been ascribed to
Josquin.

13 Speakingofitcontinuallylnthe'Uodecachordon.' See pp.386,
320, 464. They conversed by means of an interpreter.
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sonatas in 1740. His great work, however,

was his Versuch eiiier grwndlichen Violinschule

(Augsburg, 1756), which passed through many
editions in various languages, and was for long

the only Method for the violin. From this

work alone we should judge him to have been

a man of culture far above the average, and
of solid worth, as indeed ho was. Marpurg,

Sohubart, Zelter, and others, have all mentioned

the book in the highest terms. A steel engrav-

ing of him from the family portrait in the

Mozarteum at Salzburg, is given in vol. i. of

Otto Jahn's Mozart (2nd ed.). His daughter

Maria Anna, whom he early taught the

piano,' and who shared her brother's successes

as a pianist on their joint tours, married, in

1784, Baron von Berchthold zu Sonnenberg,

Hofrath of Salzburg, and Warden of St. Gilgen.

On his death she returned to Salzburg, and
occupied herself with teaching. She became
bUnd in 1820, and died Oct. 29, 1829. c. F. p.

MOZART, CoNSTANZE, Wolfgang's wife {nee

Weber), born at Zell in Lower Austria, had a

pretty, weU-trained voice, and played the piano

in a pleasing manner. Mozart dedicated to her,

always in affectionate terms, many of his com-

positions, but, charaoteristioally, finished none

of them. She was a good and loving wife,

accommodated herself in 'everything to her

husband's disposition, and restrained him from

many heedless actions. He was sincerely at-

tached to her, and she, in return, lavished upon
him every care and attention. After Mozart's

death she and her two children had a hard

struggle for existence, but her necessities were

in some measure relieved by the success of

concerts which she gave in Vienna, Prague,

Berlin, and other cities. In Berlin, the King
granted her the use of the Opera-house, and the

services of his own band, for a concert, at which

she sang. In 1799 she sold all her husband's

remaining MSS. to Andr4 for 1000 ducats

(£500). In 1809 she married George N. Nissen,

an official in the Danish diplomatic service,

whose acquaintance she had made in Vienna in

1797. Henceforth her life was peaceful and
uneventful. On Nissen's retirement from office

in 1820 they went to live in Salzburg, where
he collected the materials for his Mozart-Bio-

graphie. He died in 1826, and Constanze on
March 6, 1842, a few hours after the arrival of

the model of Mozart's statue.

Of the two sons of Wolfgang and Constanze

Mozart, the elder, Kael, first took to commerce,

practising music as a pastime, and afterwards

became an employ^ of the Austrian government
at Milan, where he died in 1858. Mendelssohn
met him there in 1831, and delighted him by
playing the Overtures to ' Don Juan ' and the

'Zauberflote.' The younger,

Wolfgang Amadeus, born July 26, 1791, in

1 Her leiaouB flrit brought out Wolfgang'fl extraordinary muilcal
gilti.

Vienna, studied the piano and composition with

Neukomm, A. Streioher, Albrechtsberger, and

Salieri. He made his first appearance in public,

being led forward by his mother, at a concert

given on April 8, 1805, at the theatre 'an der

Wien,' when he played a concerto of his father's,

and variations on the minuet in 'Don Juan.'

The latter, and a cantata in honour of Haydn's

seventy-third birthday, were his own composi-

tions. In 1808 he became music-master to the

family of Count Joseph von Bawarowsky, in

Galicia. He made repeated professional tours,

and in 1814 became Musikdirector at Lemberg,

where he founded the Cacilienverein, in 1826.

As a pianist and composer he was held in

esteem—his name alone was sufficient to pre-

clude his rising to eminence. He died July 30,

1844, at Carlsbad in Bohemia. c. F. p.

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus, ^ born at

Salzburg, Jan. 27, 1756, even as a child of three

showed his love formusicinaremarkablemanner.

He listened eagerly to his sister Marianne's

music-lessons, amused himself for hours with

picking out thirds, and showed a good memory
for the pieces he heard. Encouraged by these

indications his father began, almost in play, to

teach him little minuets on the harpsichord

;

but the boy showed such aptitude that the play

soon became real work. Marianne's MS. music-

book ^ was called into requisition, the father

writingdown in it piecesofprogressive difficulty.

The impulse to compose similar pieces for

himself was soon roused in the boy ; these,

which already betray his feeling for beauty both

of sound and form, he played to his father, who
wrote them down in the book. Before long he
was able to enter his own compositions. He
even ventured on a concerto,but itwas so difficult

that no one could play it ; he stood his ground,

however, maintaining to his father that ' that

is just why it is called a concerto ; people

must practise till they can play it perfectly.'

Schachtner the court trumpeter, and a friend of

the family, relates many touching instances of

his lively and essentially child-like disposition*

;

of his eagerness in learning anything, especially

arithmetic ; of his warm love for his father

(' next after God comes papa ' he used to say)
;

ofhis docility, which was such that even in those

days of severity he never was whipped ; of his

ear, which was so delicate that he could detect

and remember to the next day a difference of

half a quarter of a tone, and so susceptible that

he fainted away at the sound of a trumpet ; of
his disinclination to ordinary childish amuse-

ments, and hisearnestnessoverhis music-lessons.

His father wrote to him in 1 778, ' as a child and

s He was christened in full Joannes ChryBoatomna WolfgangOB
TheophiluB ; Instead of Theophilua his father wrote Gottlieb—in
Latin Amadeus. Inhis earlier letters Mozartadded hlsconHrmation-
name Slgismundna. On his first works, and those engraved in Paris
lnl764,heslgnBhimBelf J, G.Wolfgang, afterwardsWolfgangAmade;
in private life he was always Wolfgang.

3 Now in the Hozarteuin at Salzburg.
* Letter to Mozart's sister, dated Salzburg, 1792 ; given entire by

Jabn, i. 19, The references throughout are to Jahn's 2nd edition.
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a boy you were too serious even to be childish :

and when sitting at the harpsichord, or doing

anything in the shape of music, you would not
stand a joke from any one. Indeed, from the

precocity of your talent, and the extremely

thoughtful expressionof your countenance, many
people feared you would not live to grow up.

'

It was not long ago discovered ' that when a
little over 5^, Mozart took part in a comedy,
' Sigismundus Hungariae Rex,' set to music by
El)erlin the court organist, and perfoimed in the

hall of the University of Salzburg, Sept. 1 and
3, 1761. There were about 150 performers,

including young counts, students, and choristers

of the chapel.

The father, struck by the rapid progress of

his children, determined to travel with them.

Tlieir firstexonrsion wasin Jan. 1762, to Munich,
where the Elector received them kindly, and
expressed great admiration ; and encouraged by
this success the family next went to Vienna,

giving a concert at Linz by the way.
The reputation of the little prodigies had

preceded them to Vienna, but the reality far

exceeded the expectations formed by the court

and nobility. The Emperor was especially taken

with the ' kleiner Hexenmeister ' (little magi-

cian), and in joke made him play first with one

finger only, and then with the keyboard covered.

Wolfgang asked expressly for Wagenseil, the

court composer, that he might be sure of having

a real connoisseur among his hearers. ' I am
playing a concerto of yoiu's,' he said, ' you must
turn over for me. ' He treated the Empress with
all the frankness of an unspoilt child, jumping
up into her lap, throwing his arms round her

neck and kissing her. Of course the upper

classes went wild about the children, and ' all

the ladies lost their hearts to the little fellow.

'

But a change soon came, for Wolfgang took the

scarlet fever, and even after his recovery people

held aloof from fear of infection. After a short

excursion to Pressbiu-g they returned to Salzburg

in the beginning of 1763.

The father now considered himself justified

in attempting a longer journey, his main aim
being Paiis. They left Salzbucg on June 9, and
travelled by Munich, Augsburg, Sehwetzingen,

Mayence, Frankfort,^ Coblenz, Aix-la-Chapelle,

and Brussels, giving public concerts, or playing

at the various courts. Wolfgang played the

violin, and also theorgan atthe various churches.

They arrived in Paris on Nov. 18, and stayed

five months. The children played before the

court at Versailles, gave two concerts, and excited

the greatest enthusiasm. Grimm, thecultivated

man of letters, took them up warmly, and was

1 fTffue Beitrdge f&r BalibwrgUche BeBchichte, etc. An extract
frym the MS. Chronik des Oetanget und der Mufik im Salzburg'

itchen b7 A. J. Haniinerle (Salzburg, 1^77).
2 Here the father announced in the programme, Angnst 30, that

'he would play with the keyboard covered," thus turning the
Emperor'a joke to account. Here also Goethe heard him—' I waa
about fourteen, and I still distincyy remember the little man with
hia frizzled wig, and sword.' Bckermann's Sesprdche mie Qoelhe,

ii.180.

of great use in procuring them introductions,

and rendering services of various kinds. Toshow
Wolfgang's talent in coniposition, the father

had four sonatas for pianoforte and violin

engraved, two (6, 7)' being dedicated to the

Princess Victoire, the King's second daughter,

and two (8, 9) to the witty Comtesse de Tess^.

The whole family was painted by Carmontelle,

and the picture is now in the possession of

Lord Revelstoke (see p. 311a).

They left Paris, April 10, 1764, and went by
Calais to London, where they took lodgings in

Cecil Court, St. Martin's Lane.* Here also they
met with a gracious reception at court, and the

children, especially Wolfgang, made an extra-

ordinary impression. The King put before the
' invincible ' Wolfgang pieces by Bach, Abel,

Wagenseil, and Handel, which he played at

sight, and also made him play on his organ, to

the still greater admiration of everybody. He
then accompanied the Queen in a song, and a

flute-player in his solo, and improvised a charm-
ing melody to the bass-part of one of Handel's

airs. He became very intimate with the Queen's

music-master, J. Christian Bach, and with the

singers Tenducci and Manzuoli, the latter of

whom gave him singing-lessonsof his own accord.

He also made the acquaintance of the Hon.
Daines Barrington, a man of very versatile

attainments, who after putting him to the

severest tests, wrote a paper for the Royal
Society, in which he detailed the facts and his

own admiration and astonishment.* After a

second performance at court, the children gave
their first concert on Tuesday, June 5j at the

Great Room in Spring Gardens. In the ad-

vertisement the father called his children
' prodigies of nature, ' and directed special

attention to Wolfgang ;
' his father had brought

him to England, not doubting but that he will

meet with success in a kingdom where his

countryman Handel, the late famous virtuoso,

received during his lifetime such particular

protection.' Town was very full for the King's

birthday (June 4), and the receipts were as

much as 100 guineas ; moreover, many of the

professors engaged declined receiving any re-

muneration for their services. The sensation

was immense ; even the father was astonished,

and wrote home describing their progress. ' To
play the British patriot ' he next allowed

Wolfgang to play the harpsichord and organ at

a concert at Ranelagh on June 29, ' for the

benefit of a useful public charity.' ^ After this

the family went to Tunbridge Wells, then at

the height of its fashion, returning at the end
of July ; shortly after the father took cold in

returning from a concert at Lord Thanet's, and
had a severe illness. During his convalescence

3 The numbers tliroughout refer to EOchel's 3fozart-Catal<t!jue.
* For the detailB of Mozart's stay, and the coudition of music at

the time, see Fohl'a Mozart in London (Vienna, 1867).
5 PhilosophicaZ TranwKtiont, vol. Ix. for the year 1770, p. 54.
8 Probably the Lying-in Hospital (Surrey), the foundation-atona

of which was laid in 1765. J
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they went to Chelsea, then a detached village,

and lived at the house of a Dr. Randal in Five-

fields (now Lower Ebnry Street). Not being

able to play any instrument, on his father's

account, Wolfgang composed hiS first Symphony
(15), followed by three others in 1765 (17-19).

On their return to town they lodged at

Williamson's, No. 15 Thrift Street (now Frith

Street, Soho) ; and on October 29 were again

invited to court. In acknowledgment of so

much gracious kindness, the father had six of

Wolfgang's sonatas for harpsichord and violin

(10-15) engraved at his own cost, and dedicated

to the Queen, who sent him 50 guineas. The
last two concerts, in which 'all the overtures

were of the little boy's own composition,' took
place respectively on Feb. 12, 1766, at the

Little Theatre, Haymarket, and May 13, in

Hickford's Great Boom, Brewer Street, the

latter at reduced prices, as the charm of novelty

had worn off. Here the children played a piece

of Wolfgang's for four hands on the same
harpsichord, a thing then quite new. The
instrument was one with two manuals and
pedals, as well as a Venetian swell, made by
Burkhard Shudi for the King of Prussia.'

From this time the father put forth repeated

invitations to the public to hear and test the

youthful prodigies in private, ' every day from
12 to 3, admittance 2/6 each person,' first at

their lodgings, and afterwards at the Swan and
Hoop Tavern, Cornhill. Playing with the key-

board covered is mentioned as a special attrac-

tion. Visitors, however,becameconstantly fewer,

in spite of the increasing urgency with which
they were invited (the Advertiser of July 11

contains the last advertisement), and some
popular disturbances, together with the appear-

ance of the first symptoms of George the Third's

malady, made the elder Mozart determine to

leave the country. The family, however, first

visited the British Museum (opened Jan. 15,

1759), to which the father presented all

Wolfgang's printed compositions, an^ a copy of

the engraving from OarmonteUe's picture. In
memory of his visit Wolfgang composed, by
request, a four-part motet,'' his only vocal piece

to English words, and presented the autograph
to the Museum, receiving a note of thanks from
the secretary, Mr. Maty (July 19, 1765).

They started July 24, stopped at Canterbury,

and at Bourne with Horace Mann, and on
August 1 left England for the Hague in con-

sequence of an invitation to the court of

Holland.3

They were detained a month at Lille by
Wolfgang's falling ill, but on their arrival at

the Hague in September were most graciously

' SeeJi,J.B\p]fiTtE'affUttyrt/ofthePiim»forte{lSff?). An account
o< the concert la given In tbe Salzburger Zeitung, Auguat 6, 1766.

2 ' God la our Refage and Btrength." For fiicaimUe of the auto-
graph aee Fohl'a Moznrt in London, [and the piece, edited by Dr. W.
H. Cumnilnga, waa rei>rinted In Mwdisal NeiBt, Jan. 27, 1906.]

3 [For further particulara concerning the family residence In
liondon, tee F. O. Bdworde'a Musical Baunu in Londim.}

received by the Prince of Orange and his sister

Princess Caroline of Nassau-Weilburg. First,

however, the little girl fell ill, and then Wolfgang

took a violent fever which lasted many weeks.

It was not till Jan. 1766 that he was able to

give two concerts at Amsterdam, at which all

the instrumental music was his own composition,

including a symphony (22). In March they

were again at the Hague for the fetes on the

installation of the Prince of Orange as Stadt-

holder, for which Wolfgang composed harpsi-

chord variations on an allegretto, and on the

old Volkslied ' Willem van Nassau ' (24, 25),

which were immediately printed. He also

composed for the Festival a kind of concerto

grosso which he called ' Galimathiaa musicum

'

(32) ; it concludeswith a fugue on the Volkslied.

Six sonatas for PF. and violin (26-31), dedicated

to the Princess, were also engraved. At Ghent

and Haarlem he played the organ in public.

They next travelled by Mechlin to Paris,

where they arrived on May 10. The children

played repeatedly at court, and their improve-

ment was appreciated, but here, too, there was

a falling off in interest. On July 9 they left

Paris, and passing through Lyons to Switzerland,

spent many pleasant days at Lausanne, Berne,

Zurich, and Schafiliausen. They . were feted

everywhere, but most of all at Zurich by the

poet Gessner, from whom they parted with

great regret. It was found not long ago * that

the father took his children over from Geneva
to Ferney, having a letter of introduction from
Damilaville of Paris. But Voltaire had been

in bed for six weeks, and Mme. Denis, Bameau's
pupil, was ill too; 'Comment pourrais-je

recevoir votre jeune joueur de clavecin ? Ah !

nous sOmmes bien loin de donner des fetes !
' he

wrote to his friend in Paris ; and so this strange

encounter between Leopold Mozart the sincere

believer, and Voltaire, did not take place.

That the former should have desired it is a

proof of his readiness to sacrifice even his

scruples to the interests of his children.' At
Donaueschingen they spent twelve pleasant

days with the Prince of FLirstenberg, who had
music nearly every evening, and after remuner-
ating them very handsomely, took leave of

them with tears in his eyes. At Biberach

Count Fugger of Babenhausen made Wolfgang
compete on the organ with Sixtus Bachmann,
a gifted boy two years older than himself;

neither was able to obtain a decided advantage
over the other. Passing through Munich,
where the Elector was much pleased with

Wolfgang's progress, they arrived in Salzburg

in November 1766.

The father's first care was to carry on Wolf-

gang's interrupted studies ; and as a solid

foundation took him through Fux's Gradus ad
Parnassum. The Archbishop, not believing in

i Voltaire Mtuicien, by Edmond van der Straeten.
fi The above intereatlng fact throve light on the paaaege on

Voltaire's death in Moeart'a Lettera (Paria, July 8, 1778).
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the boy's powers, gave him the first part of a
sacred cantata, 'Die Schuldigkeit des ersten

Gebotes '
' (35), to compose under strict surveil-

lance. Quite within our own time it has been
ascertained that this work was performed on
March 12, and April 2, 1767, by the students

in the University halL' To this period also

belong a Passions-cantate or Grabmusik (42), his

first PF. concertos (37, 39-41), and a Latin

comedy 'Apollo et Hyacinthus,' performed
May 13, at the Aula, at which (according to

Hammerle) he also played the heirpsichoid. In
the beginning of September the family, attracted

by the approaching betrothal of the Archduchess
Josepha, went to Vienna ; but they came in for

a series of misfortunes. The Princess died of

small-pox, the upper classes took flight for fear

of infection, and the Mozarts also fled to Olmiitz,

where, however, both children took the disease,

and Wolfgang was blind for nine days. Count
Podstatzky generously gave them free quarters

in the Deanery, and every care was lavished

upon them. After their recovery they made a
short stay at Briinn, where they were kindly
welcomed by Count Sohrattenbach, and other

nobles.

They arrived in Vienna in January 1768, and
were very kindly received at court ; but the

Empress was living in retirement after the death
of her husband, the Emperor set an example of

parsimony which was scrupulously followed by
the aristocracy, and the general public had no
feeling for art. But worse than all was the
envy and jealousy shown by their professional

brethren. In the midst of these various diffi-

culties and trials the Emperor invited Wolf-
gang to compose an opera, and conduct it at the

harpsichord. Coltellini's ' La finta Seraplice

'

(SI) was chosen, but a series of intrigues pre-

vented its being produced. Wol^ang had,

however, the satisfaction of producing his little

German operetta ' Bastien und Bastienne ' (50) ^

in the private theatre of their friends the Mess-

mers.* He had also an opportunity of appearing

in public as a composer, being commissioned to

furnish a mass (49), an offertorium (47), and a

trumpet-concerto, for the consecration of the new
church at the Waisenhaus. The ceremony took

place Deo. 7, and Wolfgang conducted in

presence of the Emperor and the court. [The
most remarkable composition of this year is a

1/ string quintet in Bb major (46), the last page of

which is dated Jan. 26, 1768. It is far more
mature in style than any of the preceding

symphonies or chamber-works, and it has the

special historical interest that in 1780 Mozart

reacored it, with three additional movements, as

a wind-Serenade (361).]

1 [The US. is at Windsor Cutle.]
s Hainnierle quotes tlienotice in the University minntes ;—' VJttl,

12 Msrtii, Jovii : Vscatfo {Post pnsndinm). Hoia media ? in Aula
Oratorinm fuitdecantatum aD. Wolfgango Mozart adolescentuio 10

annorum in modalos mnsicos egregie redactum.'
3 Translation of a parody on Boussean's ' Devin dn Village.'
* A medical man, not the celebrated msgnetiser.

A great pleasure awaited Wolfgang on his

return to Salzburg ; the Archbishop had his

rejected opera performed in the palace. He also

made him his Concertmeister, though without
salary. Wolfgang again devoted himself to

study, composing two masses (65, 66), and the
charming Johannes Otfertorium (72) for a priest

in the monastery of Seeon. His father now
resolved to take him to Italy for further culti-

vation, and also as a means of making his name
known. The father and son left Salzburg in the
beginning of December 1769, and travefling by
Innsbruck, where Wolfgang was greatly admired
at a private concert given by Count Kiinigl, they
visited Koveredo, Verona, Mantua, Milan, Lodi,
where Wolfgang composed his first quartet (80), .

Bologna, Rome, Florence, Naples, and on their

return, Bologna, Milan, and Venice. At Rove-
redo Wolfgang played at Baron Todeschi's, and
the day after played the organ in the parish
church to an immense crowd. At Verona one
of his symphonies was performed, and his play-
ing at sight, and composing and singing an air

to given words, caused great astonishment.
Pietro Lugiati had a picture taken of him, and
poets celebrated his praises. In Mantua, at a
concert of the Society Filarmonica, nine out of

twelve pieces were by Wolfgang. In Milan, they
were lodged in S. Marco, and Count Firmian,

the Governor-General, who was a great con-

noisseur, introduced them to all the principal

families. ' It is the same here as everywhere,'

writes the father, ' so there is no need to describe

it.' The foremost musician in the city, the
aged Giambattista Sammartini, subjected Wolf-
gang to severe tests. After a brilliant soiree at

Count Firmian's, for which he composed three

airs to words by Metastasio (77-79), he was
commissioned to write an opera for the next
' stagioue. ' At Parma they admired the cele-

brated singer Agujari. At Bologna they were
most hospitably received by Count Pallavicini,

who gave a brilliant academy, at which even
Padre Martini was present, although he had
then given up attending concerts. The father

writes that Wolfgang was more admired there

than anywhere, and anticipates that from
Bologna, the residence of so many artists and
scientific musicians, his fame will soon spread

over Italy. And he was right ; for the recom-
mendation of Padre Martini, the great church
composer, and referee in all musical disputes, at

once gave him a position in the eyes of the world.

After each visit to the Padre, Wolfgang carried

away a fugue to work out at home, and in every

case acquitted himself to the satisfaction of the

great contrapuntist. His acquaintance, too, with
the great singer Farinelli was of service to him
from an artistic point of view.

In Florence, where they arrived March 30,

the Mozarts were graciously received by the

Archduke Leopold, who had known them in

Vienna. Wolfgang played at court, accom-
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paiiied Nardiiii the great violinist, and solved,

' as easily as if he were eating a bit of bread,':

the hardest problems set him by the Marquis

de Ligniville, director of the oourt-musio and a

thorough contrapuntist. Wolfgang copied for

his own use nine pieces from the Marquis's

Stabat Mater with thirty canons, and com-

posed in imitation of it a Kyrie a cinque con

diversi oanoni (89). Here to his great delight

he again met Manzuoli, who had taught him
to sing in London. He also struck up a great

friendship with Thomas Linley, the young com-

poser of fourteen, who was a pupil of Nardini,

and already gave remarkable promise. The two
young artists were inseparable for the few days

of Mozart's stay, and competed ' not like boys,

but like men.' They parted with many tears,

and never met again, Linley being drowned in

1778. Long afterwards in Vienna Mozart spoke
of him, and lamented his early death.' Burney
says that the talk throughout Italy was of the

two genuises, little Mozart and 'Tommasino,'

from both of whom much was expected.

. The travellers reached Borne on Wednesday
in Holy Week, and went straight to the Sistine

Chapel to hear AUegri's celebrated Miserere,

when Wolfgang gave the well-known proof of

his ear and memory, by writing down the entire

work, after one hearing, merely correcting one

or two passages during the repetition on Good
Friday. [See Miserere.] This feat made a

great sensation. The principal people received

him with open arms, and Wolfgang played

everywhere. For these concerts he composed a
symphony (81) and two soprano airs (82, 83),

and sent a contredanse to his sister in return

for Haydn's minuets.

On May 8 they went direct to Naples.

Wolfgang was not invited to play before the

court, but the nobility treated both father and
son with great respect ; they also met many
previous acquaintances, who were of use to them
in various ways. On the 28th Wolfgang gave

a concert, which was brilliantly attended, and
brought in a good sum. When he played at

the ' Conservatorio alia Pietk, ' his hearers were

superstitious enough to attribute his marvellous

execution to the charm of a ring on his finger,

and when he laid it aside their astonishment

knew no bounds. They had made acquaintance

with Piccinni in Milan, and did the same here

with Jommelli. On June 25 they went back to

Rome, and the Pope, in a private audience, be-

stowed on Wolfgang the order of the ' Golden
Spur'—'the same that Gluck has,' as the father

wrote home with pardonable pride. He also

told as a good joke, how the guards let them
pass, taking Wolfgang for a young prince, and
himself for his tutor. Now he was Signor

Oavaliere Amadeo, and his father insisted on
his thus signing his compositions. Wolfgang,

however, was less pretentious, and soon let the
1 Kelly'a Remi7tUce7ifeii, i, 22S.

iatle drop. He was painted again in Rome by.

Battoni.

Leaving Rome on July 10, they arrived on'

the 20th in Bologna, where a great distinction,

awaited Wolfgang. 'The Aocademia Filarmonioa,

after testiijg his powers, ^ admitted him to their

ranks as 'oompositore,' although the statutes, be-

sides other qualiiications, requiied that members

should be at least twenty. His election as

'maestro di cappella'' followed on June 5, 1771.

Again they saw much of Padre Martini, and

under his influence Wolfgang wrote for practice

a series of sketches in the forms of strict counter-

point.* A Miserere (85) shows the influence

of the one heard in Rome.' Finally Martini

gave him a formal testimonial.

By Oct. 10 they were in Milan, and Wolfgang

set seriously to work on his opera, before the

completion of which the usual battles with the

singers, and in this case with jealous rivals, had

to be gone through. On Dec. 26, however,
' Mitridate Re di Ponto ' was produced for the

first time, Wolfgang conducting ; and it was
repeated to full houses twenty times, amid cries

of ' Evviva il Maestro ! Evviva il Maestrino !

'

After an excursion to Turin, they again passed

through Milan on their way to Venice, entered

into all the amusements of the Carnival, were

fgted by the nobility, and gave a brilliant con-

cert. On March 12 they went to Padua, where
Wolfgang played the organ in S. Giustina, and
was commissioned to compose an oratorio, which
Jahn conjectures to have been 'Betulialiberata'

(118), performed in all probability during Lent,-

1772. After some days' detention in Vicenza and
Verona, they arrived at Salzburg, March 28,

1771.^ His success in Italy procured him two
commissions,—one from Milan for an opera for

the Carnival of 1773, and the other from the

Empress Maria Theresa for a dramatic serenata

for the marriage of the Archduke Ferdinand, to

take place in Milan in October. During their

short stay at Salzburg, Wolfgang composed a

Litany (109), a Regina coeli (108), and a .sym-

phony (110). They started again August 13,

1771, and arrived in Milan on the 21st ; but
the libretto was not ready till the end of the

month. The score was completed in a fortnight,

a remarkable instance of rapidity, considering

that he had a violinist overhead, an oboe-player

beneath, and a pianoforte-teacher next door, all

hard at work the whole' day long—a Babel of

sounds which he, however, pronounced to be
' delightful (lustig) for composing, as it gave

ideas ' ! He was now so firmly established in

the favour both of the court and the public,

that he had no intrigues to encounter. He was
on the best terms, too, with Hasse, who was
composing ' Ruggiero,' and who with commend-

3 An Antlphon was iriveii him to aet in four parts (86).
3 Jahn gives—Minutes, ii. 613 ; Letter from the Father, i, 128

;

Test-composition, ii. ; Notenbellage, viii. p. 20 ; Diploma, ii. 614.
4 Jahn, if. NotenbeilaRe v. 6 /fifd, ri.
8 Jahn, ii. 616.
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able generosity, prophetically remarked, 'Thia
boy will cause us all to be forgotten ' (Queato
ragazzo oi fark dimentioar tutti). The marriage

of the Archduke and the Princess Beatrice of

Modena took place on Oct. 15 ; Hasse'a opera
was performed on the 16th, and Wolfgang's
Serenata ' Ascanio in Alba' (111) on the l7th,

with a success which enabled the father to write

home ' I am sorry to say Wolfgang's Serenata

has cut out Basse's Opera to an extent 1 can-

not describe.' Besides his fee, the Empress
sent him a gold watch set with diamonds, with
her portrait at the back. After the opera he
composed anothersymphony (1 12), and a diverti-

mento (113).

They returned home in the middle of Decem-
ber 1771. In the last days of the year

Wolfgang composed another symphony (114),
and was then laid up by serious illness. Mean-
time the Archbishop died, and Wolfgang was
commissioned to compose an opera for the

allegiance festival of his successor Hieronymus,
Count von Colloredo, whose election caused

universal astonishment and dismay. The piece

chosen was Metaatasio's ' II Sogno di Soipione,

'

very inappropriate, and apparently wanting in

inspiration, as the music is superficial and
entirely ' de circonstance. ' It was performed

probably in May 1772. About the same
period he composed four symphonies (124, 128-

130) ; a grand divertimento (131) ; three

quartets (136-138) ; a very important Litany
' de venerabili ' (125) ; and a Eegina cceli

(127).

The travellers again set out for Milan on
Oct. 24, 1772, and arrived on Nov. 4. Here
Wolfgang completed his new opera, ' Lucio

Silla '

(135), produced on Dec. 26, and repeated

more than twenty times to crowded and enthu-

siastic audiences. Kauzzini was one of the

singers, and Wolfgang composed for him a

motet, 'Exultate' (165), which he sang in the

church of the Theatines.

They returned in the beginning of March
1773 to Salzburg, where Wolfgang composed
four symphonies (181-184), three divertimenti

for wind-band (186-188), a grand concerto for

two violins (190), and a mass (167). In the

summer the father and son took the opportunity

of the Archbishop's absence in Vienna, to go
there themselves. Their immediate object is

not known, but probably the father was trying

to obtain some court appointment. He had
made a similar attempt in Florence, but with-

out success. He wrote to his wife and daughter,
' Things will and must alter ; take comfort,

God will help us.' [This visit to Vienna,

though it failed of its immediate object, had an
important bearing on Mozart's artistic career.

We are told that he here made acquaintance

with some of Haydn's quartets—probably those

numbered as op. 17—and that to these we owe
the six quartets (168-173) which he wrote in

VOL. Ill

August, and to which he specially referred when
he spoke of Haydn as his master in tliis form

of composition. During his stay at the capital

he also wrote a serenata for Salzburg (186), and
'was bold enough,' as his father wrote, to play

a violin concerto at a festival in the Theatine

monastery. His Mass in major (the Pater

Domenicus Missa, 66) was performed in August
at the Jesuit Church, and made a great

impression.]

In 1773 Wolfgang also composed at Salzburg

a string quintet (174), and a PF. concerto

(175), the first since those of 1767. The family

were together at Salzburg nearly the whole of

1774, Wolfgang being very busy with his studies,

and with composition. 'To this period belong

—

two masses (192, 194) ; a grand litany (195) ;

two vesper-psalms (193) ; an off'ertorium for

soprano and tenor soli (198) ; a bassoon-concerto

(191); four symphonies (199-202); two sere-

natas (203, 204) ; an interesting divertimento

(205), and PF. variations on Fischer's favourite

minuet (179), which he frequently played on
his tour.

On Dec. 6 the father and son started for

Munich, where Wolfgang was engaged, through

the influence of his patron. Count Ferdinand

von Zeil, Prince Archbishop of Chiemsee, to

compose an opera for the Carnival of 1775.

Stimulated, doubtless, by the rich resources at

his disposal, Wolfgang exerted himself to the

utmost, and ' La,^nta-6iardiniera ' XiSfi), pro-

duced Jan. 13, J£t5^ was a great success.

Schubart, who had heard it, speaks of the
' wonderful genius ' of the composer, and adds,

'unless Mozart should prove to be a mere
overgrown product of the forcing- house, he
will be the greatest composer that ever lived.'

Court and public vied with each other in paying

him attentions, and the court-chapel performed
one of his grand litanies (125), his two latest

masses, and an offertorium, ' Misericordias

Domini ' (222), written in haste at the request

of the Elector, and an admirable specimen of

strict counterpoint.

Soon after their return to Salzburg in March
1775, a series of fetes was given at court in

honour of the Archduke Maximilian, afterwards

Archbishop of Cologne, and Wolfjgang's dramatic

cantata to Metastasio's much-used ' II Ee pas-

tore' (208) was performed on April 23. To
the remainder of this year belong another mass

(220) ; two airs for tenor (209, 210) ; an air

for soprano (217) ; a divertimento (213) ; nine

canons for two, three, and four voices (226-234)
;

and five violin concertos (207, 211, 216, 218,

219), to which a sixth (268) was added in 1776.

The concertos show that he was working at the

violin, which he did to please his father, as he
disliked playing at court, though it was one of

his duties. His father writes to him, Oct. 18,

1777, ' You have no idea how well you play the

violin ; if you would only do yourself justice.
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and play with boldness, spirit, and fire, you
would be the first violinist in Europe. ' Again,
' I suspect you have scarcely touched the violin

since you were in Munich ; I should be very

sorry if that were the case ' ; and later, ' The
violin is hanging up on its nail, I suppose '

—

and the conjecture was right. The remark
about Munich refers to his Cassation (287),
' Everybody was staring away ; and I played as

if I had been the greatest violinist in Europe.'

Later, in Vienna, he preferred taking the viola

in quartets.

The whole of 1776, and as far as Sept. 1777,
passed quietly in the old routine, numerous
compositions testifying to Wolfgang's industry.

To this period belong five masses (257-259, 262,

275) ; a litany ' de venerabili ' (243) ; an
offertorium for two choirs ' Venite populi

'

(260); a graduate 'Sancta Maria' (273); a.

serenade for the wedding of Burgermeister

HafTner's daughter (249, 250) ; a serenade for

two violins principal! with accompaniments

(239) ; a divertimento for various instruments

(251) ; a nottumo for ditto (286) ; two diverti-

menti or Cassations for string quartet and two
horns (247, 287) for the name-day of Countess

Antonie Lodron ; five divertimenti for two oboi,

two bassoons, and two horns (240, 252, 253,

270, 289) ; a sonata for bassoon and violoncello

(292) ; an oboe-concerto (293) for Ferlendi,

frequently played by Bamm of Mannheim, who
used to call it his 'cheval de bataille.' The
PF. also reappears—variations (264, 265) ; six

sonatas (279-284), ordered by Baron Diirnitz,

who forgot to pay for them ; a trio (254) ; two
concertos (238, 246) ; and a concerto for three

PFs. (242) for the three Countesses Lodrow, a

favourite piece, often played on his next tour

by Mozart himself. Of seventeen sonatas for

organ, generally with violin and bass, intended

as graduales, six (241, 244, 245, 263, 274, 278)
belong to this period.

Besides all this mass of music, Wolfgang
studied the works of other masters, and even

—an example well worth following—put into

score from the parts a number of church-

pieces in the strict style by Michael Haydn
and Eberlin. He sent from Vienna for a note-

book of this kind for van Swieten's benefit.

We have now before us a youth of twenty-one,

a skilled performer on three instruments, and at

home in themost varied branches ofcomposition.

His father had given him a conscientious and
systematic education, protected him from all

injurious influences, and made him concentrate

his whole powers on his artistic cultivation.

All that teaching could do for him had been

done in Salzburg ; the time had now come for

him to go out into the world, and let the

discipline of life complete the work. His

existence at Salzburg had long been intolerable

to him ; beyond a few intimate friends he had
no society ; he was disgusted at the want of

appreciation for art, and his position with

regard to Archbishop Hieronymus became daily

more critical. On this point both he and his

father became anxious. Something must be

done. Not daring as yet to send his son alone

into the world, the father asked leave to take

a professional tour with him. It was refused,

the Archbishop's reason being, as he said after-

wards, ' that he could not bear people going

about begging in that fashion.' The cup was

now full, andWolfgang appliedforhis discharge.'

Irritated that any one should dare to leave him
so abruptly, and quite aware of what he was

losing, the Archbishop granted the request on

August 28, adding that, ' after the Gospel both

father and son were free to seek their fortune

wherever they pleased.' He relented, however,

with regard to the father, who came to the

painful resolve of sending his son away with

his mother. It was true that she had little

energy, and less intellectual power ; but she

was an experienced traveller, and could be

useful to her son in many practical ways. The
necessary preparations were accordingly made,

even to the purchase of a carriage, that they

might present a suitable appearance. On Sept,

23, 1777, mother and son left home. 'The

father bore up bravely till they were really off,

and then going to his room sank exhausted on

a chair. Suddenly he remembered that in his

distress he had forgotten to give his son his

blessing. He rushed to the window with out-

stretehed hand, but the carriage was already

out of sight. His son, however, breathed freely

when once fairly off; the deliverance from a

position which be had long groaned under
was delightful enough to mitigate even the

pain of separation from his father and sister.

Fortunately for him he could not foresee the

life which lay before him,—a life full to its

close of crosses and disappointments, and with
so few joys

!

Their first halting -place was Munich, but
here they met with nothing but discourage-

ment, and had to leave without accomplishing
anything. At Augsburg Mozart visited 6.

Andreas Stein, the celebrated maker of organs

and pianofortes, and both at his house and in

the monastery of St. TJlric^ charmed all hearers

by his playing. A concert, however, produced
but a small sum. On Oct. 30 they reached

Mannheim, where they stayed much longer than

they anticipated. The good prospects which
at first seemed to open before them were not

indeed realised ; but the visit formed a decisive

epoch in Mozart's life. Under the Elector

Karl Theodor, Mannheim possessed a good opera,

with an orchestra containing virtuosi of the

first rank, and at that time considered the first

1 This IntereatlDg dooument WEa found In the ardllepiBcopal
arclilvei bj Plrckmeyer the cnstodlen, and published with other
m&tter under the title of Zur LebeiuauchieJae Mogartt, Salzhur?,
1B76: ftlBO copied in the Preface to Mohre Mozartbriefe, sbid ed.

167V.
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in Europe for instrumental music' Mozart
made great friends with Cannahich, an excellent

conductor and good teacher, and gave pianoforte

lessons to his daughter Rose, who attracted him
in spite of her youth. He also became intimate

with the poets Wieland and Freiherr von Gem-
mingen, the composers Holzbauerand Schweitzer,
Raaff the great tenor, Wendling, Eamm, and
Ritter, excellent performers on the flute, oboe,

and bassoon. Here also his playing, both on
the pianoforte and the organ, was much admired,

and he had opportunities of meEisuring himself

with Sterkel and Vogler, neither of whom im-

pressed him much. The latter, indeed, he
positively disliked. While vainly endeavouring

to gain admittance to the Elector's Ohapel,

Wendling, Ramm, and Ritter tried to persuade

him to accompany them to Paris and give

concerts there. He was inclined to the plan,

and his father agreed, though with reluctance ;

but when it came to the point he allowed his

friends to start without him. The truth was
he had fallen in love. Aloysia, the second

daughter of Fridolin Weber, prompter and
copyist, was a gifted singer, with a fine voice

and considerable beauty, and these qualities

made a due impression upon Wolfgang, during

an excursion to Kirchheim, in Poland, where
the Princess of Orange kept a private orchestra,

and had daily concerts. Aloysia returned his

attachment, and allowed him to teach her sing-

ing ; and he, touched by the poverty of the

family, resolved to take her to Italy, and there

write a new opera for her first appearance. So
romantic a proposition drove his father nearly

out of his senses. In such a case quick action

was everything. Urging upon him the doubtful

character of the plan, he used all his endeavours

to tear him away from these dangerous surround-

ings. ' Off with you to Paris, and that imme-
diately ! Take up your position among those

who are really great,

—

aut Coeswr aut nihil!

From Paris the name and fame of a man of

talent spreads throughout the world.' As for

his Aloysia, he advised him to commend her to

Raaff, who would not only be able to teach her,

but whose good word would have great weight

with impresarios. It was a hard struggle for

Wolfgang, but his love for his father enabled

him to defer to his authority, and the time for

departure was fixed. Before leaving, however,

he gave some concerts, at which he played, and

produced both his compositions and his pupils
;

and now for the first time Mannheim became

aware of what it was losing. Parting with the

Webers was hard work ; they all wept, and

thanked him as their 'greatest benefactor.'

In Mannheim he composed—a soprano air for

Aloysia (294) ; a tenor air for Raaff (295) ; two

Lieder(307, 308) ; two fluteconcertos(313-314)

;

Romanze for flute (316); quartet for flute

1 It waa here that Hosart flrat learnt the value of the clarinet

aa an oivheati^ inatmment.

and strings (285) ; seven sonatas for PF. and
violin, partly composed in Paris (296,301-306)

;

three PF. sonatas (309-311), including the

beautiful one in A minor.

Leaving Mannheim on March 14, 1778, they

reached Paris on the 23rd. The father's antici-

pations did not in this instance prove correct

;

their old friend Grimm was still there, but by
no means so devoted to their interests as he had
been ; the youth was not the same attraction

as the marvellous boy had been ; and the musi-

cal world was absorbed in the Gluck and Piccinni

controversy. Nor had they succeeded in obtain-

ing from Vienna a recommendation to Marie

Antoinette. They were thus thrown upon their

Mannheim friends,anduponCountvonSiokingen,
to whom von Gemmingen had given them an
introduction. Wolfgang renewed his acquaint-

ance with Piccinni, whom he had met in Itely,

but they never got beyond the terms of ordinary

courtesy ;
' I know my business, and he his,

—

that is enough,' writes Wolfgang. Gossec he
calls ' my very good friend, and an uncommonly
dry man.' There is no trace of any acquaint-

ance with Gr6try. Grimm procured him admit-

tance to the Due de Guisnes, who played the

flute superbly, as Mozart says, and his daughter

the harp. Accordingly he had to compose a

concerto (299) for these two instrumente, for

which he cared less than any other. To the

daughter he gave daily lessons in composition,

and he had a few other lady-pupUs. But he
was not allowed to write an opera. Noverre,

ballet-master at the Op^ra, promised to use his

influence, which was great, in his favour ; but
all he did was to employ him to compose twelve

pieces for his ballet, 'Les petits riens.'^ He
composed a symphony for flute, oboe, bassoon,

and French horn, at the request of Le Gros,

director of the Concerts Spirituels, but it was
never performed. Some airs in a Miserere by
Holzbauer, produced at the Concerts Spirituels

without Mozart's name, passed unnoticed, except

by Gossec, who expressed great admiration,

lie Gros afterwards ordered another symphony,
which pleased greatly—the Paris or French
symphony in three movemente (297) ; and at

his request Mozart wrote a second Andante in

place of the original one.

In the meantime, his mother, who had never

been well in Paris, became seriously ill, and
died in Wolfgang's arms on July 3. With great

thoughtfulness he wrote to their friend Bullinger

to prepare his father for the sad news, and then

sent a letter direct, which gives a high idea of

the love which bound the family together, and
of the manlinessof his own conduct in so distress-

ing a position.^ He felt he could not remain

longer in Paris, and his father even urged his

departure, especially as there was now some
prospect for him iii Salzburg, owing to the deaths

2 nisoOTered and printed some yeaja ago. [See KoTBKBl.]
3 Jahn livea both letters (il. 691-692), with a faciimile of that to

Bullinger in an appendix to ToL i.
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of Adlgasser the court organist, and Lolli the old

capellmeister. Moreover, the Archbisliop had
promised to allow him to go anywhere to super-

intend the production of an opera, should he be

commissioned to write one. His last few days
in Paris were cheered by his old London friend

Christian Bach, who had come over for the per-

formance of his • Amadis.' ' His joy, and mine
too, at meeting again, you can well imagine,'

he wrote to his father. With Bach came Ten-
ducci, and the three spent a few pleasant days
at the Mar&hal de Noailles's ohslteau at Saint

Germain. Mozart wrote a scena for Tenducci,!

with accompaniment for pianoforte, oboe, horn,

and bassoon, and this was played by the Mare-
chal's servants, who were all Germans. To the
compositions already mentioned in Paris must
be added a gavotte (300), and a quartet for flute

and strings (298).

On Sept. 26, 1778, Mozart left Paris vrith a
still heavier heart than he had carried into it

six months before. He went by Nancy and
Strasburg, which he reached in the middle of

October. Here he gave three concerts, which
produced much applause but little money, and
played on Silbermann's two best organs in the
Neukirche and St. Thomas. On Nov. 3 he
started for Mannheim, although it was, as his

father said, a foolish notion to go there when
the Court, the Webers, and his best friends were
all absent at Munich, and there was nothing for

him to do. But it did him good to recall the
old memories, and, as he said, ' I loveMannheim,
and Mannheim loves me. ' Besides, he had some
prospect ofan engagement foran opera. Seyler's

troupe was still at the theatre ; they were indeed
only an operetta-company, but there was some
talk of founding a German national opera. Here,
too, Mozart saw two of Benda's melodramas,
'Medea' and 'Ariadne auf Naxos,' and was so

delighted with them that he willingly undertook
von Gemmingen's ' Semiramis.'^ Von Dalberg,
director of the theatre, also had his eye upon
Mozart for his opera 'Cora,' although he was
alreadyin negotiation with Gluckand Schweitzer.

However, all came to nothing ; and his father,

who had run into debt on his account, and had,
moreover, great hopes of seeing him well placed
in Salzburg, put forth his authority to make him
return—'You will start immediately on receipt

of this.' The son obeyed, and by Dec. 25 was
at Munich ; but his father, anxious lest he
should be detained for good, and fearing the
proximity of his beloved, did not let him rest

there. Cannabich and Raaff were indeed ' work-
ing for him hand and foot,' but there was no
need for anxiety on Aloysia's account. Her

1 Tenducol appears to have taken thia composition with him to
London. Burney (see Barrlngton's m^cellanies, 2891 speaks of it as
a masterpiece of invention and technique

I
Pohi's Mozart in London

2 He took the libretto home with him to compose ' gratuitously,'
' You ace,' he writes to his father, ' how strong my liking for this
kind of composition la,' Jahn {i, B14) has not heen able to discover
whether he ever composed It, or, whether the poem was lost.

family welcomed,,him warmly, but she who ' had

wept for him ' seemed now scarcely to remember

him, and was even displeased that he had altered

the fashion of his clothes. Yet he again offered

her his musical homage, composing a grand aria

(316) suited to her present capabilities, to words

taken, with a trace of self-complacency, from

Gluck's 'Alceste,' and with an obbligato accom-

paniment intended for Ramm and Ritter. This

air was his farewell to Aloysia "Weber, about

whom he wrote to his father in May 1781, 'I

did love her truly, and feel still that I am not

indifferenttoher ; butluckily for me her husband

is a jealous fool, and never lets her go anywhere,

so that I rarely see her.''

In mourning for his mother, disappointed in

his first love, and with all his hopes falsified,

Mozart returned in the middle of June 1779 to

the home of his childhood. In such circum-

stances the warmth with which he was received

was doubly grateful. A good many of his old

friends were still there to rally round him, but
nothing could overcome his dislike of Salzburg.

Even the duties entailed by his position as

Concert-meister and organist to the Court and
Cathedral,* were fulfilled as an irksome task.

His desire to write for the stage was re-kindled

by the presence of a dramatic company under
Bbhm and Schikaneder (1779-80). Thia was
the beginning of his intimacy with the latter, to

whom he furnished entr'actes and choruses for

Freiherr von Gebler's Dramma eroica ' Thames,
Kbnig von Egypten ' (345). To this period also

belongs a German opera, libretto by Schachtner,
to which Andr^ afterwards gave the title of
' Zaide ' (344)—performed in 1866 at Frankfort.

During his stay at Salzburg in 1779-80 he
produced the following works : two masses (317,
' Coronation mass,' and 337) ; a Kyrie (323) ;

two vespers (321, 339), among his best composi-
tions ; a trio for three voices with three corni di
bassetto (346) ; two Lieder (349, 351) ; two
canons (347, 348) ; two symphonies (319, 338) ;

movement of a symphony ^ (318); duo con-
certante for violin and viola (364) ; two seren-

ades (320, 361); divertimento for string-quartet
and two horns (334) ; four sonatas for PF. (330-

333) ; variations for PF. and violin (359, 360) ;

sonatas for four hands (357, 368) ; variations
for PF. (352-354) ; o concerto for two PFs.

(365) ; and the last organ sonatas (328, 329,
336). At Munich he composed : Kyrie of an
unfinished mass (341) ; concert-aria for Coun-
tess Baumgarten (369) ; and quartet for oboe,
violin, viola, and violoncello, for Kamm (370).

3 She was engaged as prima donna in Vienna in 1780, and married
Joseph Lange, the court actor. She acknowledged afterwards thataa
a young girl she had not appreciated Mozart as highly as she ought
to have done, but she became a great admirer of his music, and a
true friend. She did not live happily with her husband, but their
intercoutae with Mozart was quite unconstrained. He composed
for her in Vienna five more airs, and they gave mutual aeaistance at
each others' concerts, Kelly [Reminiscenceg, i, 253) admired her as a
singer of the first rank. Her voice was exceptionally high,

* His father ancceeded in getting him appointed aucceaaor to Adl-
gasser, with a salary of 400 florins [about £40),

Generally quoted as overture composed for Bianchi's ' Villanella
rapita,'
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His next employment was most congenial.

Through the exertions of his friends at Munich
the grand opera for the Carnival of 1781 was put
into his hands. The libretto was by Abbate
'Varesco, court chaplain at Salzburg, who con-

sulted Mozart at every step, as he began the

work at home. He went to Munich in the

beginning of November, and at the very first

rehearsals the music was highly approved by the

Elector and the performers. His father even
wrote to him from Salzburg, ' The universal

subject of conversation here is your opera.' The
Archbishop being in Vienna at the time, his

father and sister were able to go to Munich for

the first performance on Jan. 29, 1781. ' Ido-

meneo, Re di Greta,' opera seria (366, ballet-

music, 367), was enthusiastically received, and
decided once for all Mozart's position as a
di-amatio composer.

"While in the full enjoyment of the pleasures

of the Carnival, into which he plunged as soon

as his labours were over, he received a summons
from the Archbishop to join him in Vienna, and
started immediately.

On March 16, 1781, after a journey of four

days, Mozart arrived ' all by himself in a post-

chaise ' in Vienna, where his destiny was to be
accomplished. He was made to live with the

Archbishop's household, and dine at the ser-

vants' table—treatment in striking contrast to

that he received from the aristocracy in general.

The Countess Thun, 'the most charming and
attractive woman I have ever seen in my life,'

invited him to dinner, and so did vice-chancel-

lor Count Cobenzl, and others. The Archbishop
liked the prestige of appearing in society with
Mozart, Ceccarelli, and Brunetti, as his domes-

tic virtuosi, but did not allow Mozart either to

play alone in any house but his own, or to give

a concert. He was obliged, however, to yield to

the entreaties of the nobility, and allow him
to appear at the concert of the Tonkiinstler-

Societat. ' I am so happy, ' Mozart exclaimed

beforehand, and wrote to his father afterwards

of his great success. At the Archbishop's

private concert, too, he excited the greatest

enthusiasm, though he was often addressed in

that very house as ' Gassenbube ' (low fellow of

the streets). In vain did his father urge him
to forbearance, he was determined not to remain

in a position where he had such indignities to

endure. The opportunity came only too soon.

The Archbishop, detested by the nobility, and
above all by the Emperor Joseph, did not

receive an invitation to Laxenburg, the summer
residence of the court, and in his disgust de-

termined to leave Vienna. The household was
to start first, but Mozart, ' the villain, the low

fellow,' was turned out of the house before the

others. He took lodgings with the Webers,

who were living in the Petersplatz at a house

called 'zum Auge Gottes,' reduced in number
by the death of the father and the marriage of

Aloysia. At his next audience he was greeted

with 'Lump,' 'Lausbube,' and Tex' (untranslat-

able terms of abuse). ' None of his servants

treated him so badly,' continued the Archbishop.
' Your Grace is dissatisfied with me then ?

' said

Mozart. ' What ! you dare to use threats ?

'

(usingall the time the contemptuous ' Er '). 'Fex

!

there is the door ; I will have nothing more to

do with such a vile wretch ' (' elenden Buben ').

' Nor I with you,' retorted Mozart, and turned

on his heel. Not having received an answer to

his application for his discharge, Mozart drew

up a fresh memorial, with which he presented

himself in the ante-chamber of this Prince of

the Church ; but as if to culminate all the

brutal treatment he had already received, Count
Arco the high-steward, addressed him as ' Flegel

'

(clown), ' Bursch ' (fellow), etc., and, kicked Mm,
out of the room. This took place on the 8th of

June. Mozart was now free, though he had
not received his formal dismissal ;

' I will never

have anything more to do with Salzburg,' he
wrote to his father, ' I hate the Archbishop

almost to fury.' It was summer, the nobility

were all going into the country, and there was
no demand for either concerts or lessons. The
Countess Rumbeck was his only pupil. Com-
position was of course his resource, and while

thus employing his leisure, he fulfilled his long-

cherished desire of writing an opera for the

National Singspiel (German opera), founded by
the Emperor in 1778. The Emperor interested

himself in his favour, and he soon received a

libretto to his taste. He was hurt, however, at

finding himself passed over at the fetes in

honour of the Grand Duke Paul and his wife
;

even his ' Idomeneo ' had to give way to two
operas of Gluck's. His contest with Clementi,

in the presence of the Emperor and the Grand
Duchess on Dec. 24,' afforded him some slight

compensation. He had previously (Nov. 16)
played at the 'house of Archduke Maximilian,

who was very fond of him, though under the

circumstances unable to do anything for him.

[It was almost certainly during this winter that

he first met Haydn, who visited the Viennese

Court to superintend the performance of the

six quartets (op. 33), dedicated to the Grand
Duke Paul. From this meeting dates a ten

years' friendship which ceased only at Mozart's

death, and which influenced for good the com-

positions of both masters. It is no coincidence

that the greatest works of both were written

after 1781. Haydn learned from Mozart a

rounder phrase, a richer harmonisation, and a

fuller command of the orchestra ; Mozart learned

from Haydn a wider range of structure, and u,

gravity and dignity of expression which are

particularly noticeable in his later symphonies.]

,
1 The date in Mozart'i letter—the 14th, in Jahn i. 637, is a mis-

print. In Nohl'a Mozartbriefim, both editions, Dec. 26 should be
BQbatitnted for 22. as ma; be seen from the letter itself. It is ^vell

known that the theme of the sonata played by Clementi {(Euvret,

vi. 1) on this occasion va£ adopted by Mozart in the overture to the
' Zauberflote.'
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In spite of unremitting intrigues his ' Entfiih-

rung aus dem Serail ' (384), libretto by Bretzner,

was produced by the Emperor's express com-
mand, with great success on July 16, 1782.'

Mozart was arranging it for a wind-band when
he received through his father a request for a
serenade to be composed in all haste, for the

Haffners of Salzburg. This is the well-known
Symphony in D (385), at which, when looking

over it long afterwards, he was ' quite surprised,'

and thought 'it must have had a very good
effect.' To this was added the fine Nachtniusik
in C minor, for a wind-band, better known as a

string-quintet (388).

On the Grand Duke's second visit to Vienna
in October, he attended Mozart's opera, which
was still attracting ' swarms of people ' ; the

composer conducted in person, ' to show himself

the father of his own child.' Prague soon pro-

duced it with great success ; a foretaste of the

many honours Mozart was to receive in that

city.

He found his new abode with the Webers
very comfortable ; but the world soon began
to inquire whether he were not intending
to marry one of the daughters. The report

reached his father, who admonished him seri-

ously ; but Wolfgang solemnly declared that he
was thinking of nothing of the kind, and to

prove his statement took another lodging, in

the ' Graben.' Here, however, the want of the
attentions to which he had been accustomed
drove him to a new step, for which we soon
find him preparing his father. ' To my mind
a bachelor lives only half a life, ' he writes, and
hesitatingly names the object of his love. ' But
surely not a Weber ?

'
' Yes, a Weber, Constanze,

the third daughter.' All attempts at dissuasion

were vain ; his resolution was fixed, and on
August 4, scarcely a month after the production

of his opera, he led Constanze to the altar, at

St. Stephen's. Bringing home his bride was
his ' Entfiihrung aus dem Auge Gottes ' as he
told his friends. ' As soon as we were married,

my wife and I both began to weep ; all present,

even the priest, were touched at seeing us so

moved, and wept too.'

His marriage involved Mozart in innumerable
troubles. With many good qualities his wife

was a thoroughly bad manager, and this was
the worst defect possible, since Mozart was
naturally careless in money matters, and of

course his life as a busy artist was an unfavour-
able one for economy. They began housekeeping
with next to nothing, and their resources were
uncertain at the best. No wonder, then, that
in six months they were in serious difficulties

;

and so it went on to the end. His friends, the
worthy Puchberg especially, were always ready

1 Jul7 12, in Jabn, 1. 648. is vrong. The Emperor is reported to
have said, * Too ilne for our ears, Ueber Mozart, and much too many
notes,' meaning that the aecompaniments overpowered the voices.
Mozai-t answered frankly, ' Exactly as many notes as are necessary,
your Majesty.'

to come to his assistance, but they could not

prevent his often being put to embarrassing

and humiliating straits. Without even a pros-

pect of » fixed appointment he was thrown

back upon lessons and concerts. Pupils were

scarce, but he was more fortunate as a virtuoso
;

and for the next few years he was constantly

employed with concerts, his own and those of

other artists, and still more in playing at the

houses of the nobility. Lent and Advent were

the regular concert seasons in Vienna. The
Emperor was frequently present, and always

had a loud ' bravo ' for Mozart, speaking of him
too at his own table ' in the highest terms ' as

' un talent decide.' This makes it all the more

difficult to exonerate His Majesty from the

charge of yielding to the efforts of those im-

mediately about him, to prevent his bestowing

some suitable post on Mozart. The latter

writes on this subject to his father, ' Countess

Thun, Count Zichy, Baron van Swieten, even

Prince Kaunitz, are all much vexed at the little

value that the Emperor puts on men of talent.

Kaunitz said lately, when talking to the Arch-

duke Maximilian about me, that tnen of that

stamp only came into the world once in a hundred
years, and that they ought not to he driven out

of Germany, especially when, as good luck would
have it, they were already in the capital.'

After the success of his first concert in Lent

1782, Mozart entered into an engagement with
Martin, who had instituted a series of concerts

held in the winter at the ' Mehlgrube, ' * and
removed in May to the Augarten,^ where
Mozart played for the first time on May 26.

He afterwards joined the pianist Richter, who
gave subscription concerts. Among the artists

at whose concerts he appeared, were the singers

Laschi, Teyber, and Storace, and his sister-in-

law, Mme. Lange.

His own subscription concerts, generally

three or four, were held in the theatre, at the
Mehlgrube, or in the Trattnerhof, and being
attended by the cream of the nobility,* produced
both honour and profit. The programme con-

sisted chiefly, sometimes entirely, of his own
compositions—a symphony, two PF. concertos,

an orchestral piece with an instrument concert-

ante, three or four airs, and an improvised
fantasia. The latter, in which he showed
incomparable skill, always roused a perfect

storm of applause. For each concert he com-
posed a new PF. concerto, the greatest number

2 A very old building, with rooms In which balls and concerts
were held. A ilour-warehouse in the basement gave its name to
the house. It is now the Hotel Munscb.

3 See AnoARTEN, vol. 1 p. isio.
* In the list of Ms subscribers for 1784 we find, besides his regular

patrons. Countess Thun, Baroness WaldetSdten, Count Zlchy, van
Swieten, etc., the Duke of Wllrtemberg, Frlncea Uchtenstein.
Auersperg, Kaunitz, Llohnowsky, Lobkowitz, Paar, Falm, and
Schwarzenberg ; the distinguished families of Bathyany, Dietrich-
stein, ErdOdy, Esterhazy, Hatxach, Herberstein, Keglewicz, Nostiz,
Falfy, SohafT^otsch, Stahrenberg, and Waldstein; the Bussian.
Spanish, Sardinian, Dutch, and Danish ambaseadora ; the eminent
financiers Fries, Henicksteln, Arenfeld, Bienenfeld, Floyer, and
Wetzlar ; government officials of position, and scientific men, such
as Isdenczy, Bedekovioh, Ifevery, Braun, Greiner, Eeesa, Pufibndorf,
Bom, Martini, Sonnenfels, etc
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and the best belonging to this time. With so

much on his hands he might well say, when
excusing himself to his sister for writing so

seldom, ' Has not a man without a kreutzer of

fixed income enough to do and to think of day
and night in a place like this 1

' A list he sent

to his father of the concerts for 1784 will best

show the request he was in. During six weeks
(Feb. 26 to April 3) he played five times at

Prince Gallitzia's, nine times at Count John
Esterhazy's, at three of Richter's concerts, and
five of his own.

Tired of waiting for an appointment, which
must have been most trying to one of his

excitable nature, Mozart seriously thought of

going to London and Paris, and began to

practise himself in English and French. He
had even written to Le Gros in Paris about

engagements for the Concerts Spirituels, and
the Concerts des Amateurs, but his father,

horrified at the idea of a newly married man
without resources thus wandering about the

world, succeeded in putting a stop to the scheme.

As a compensation for the postponement of one

desire, he was able to fulfil another, that of

presenting his young wife to his father. Start-

ing after her recovery from her first confinement

(June 17) they reached Salzburg at the end of

July 1783.

Before his marriage Mozart had made a vow
that if ever Constanze became his wife, he
would have a new mass of his own composition

performed in Salzburg. The work was nearly

ready, and the missing numbers having been

supplied from one of his older masses, this fine

and broadly designed composition (427) was
given at the end of August in the Peterskirche,

Constanze herself singing the soprano. Opera
buffa having been reintroduced in Vienna he
began a new opera, ' L' Oca del Cairo ' (422),

but after some progress found the libretto (by

Varesco) so wretched that he let it drop.i A
second opera, ' Lo Sposo deluso ' (430), only

reached the fifth number, partly perhaps because

he despaired of being able to produce it, as

Sarti and Paisiello were then in Vienna,

absorbing public attention with the triumph of

the latter's 'II Rfe Teodoro' (1784). In the

meantime Mozart rendered a service of love to

his friend Michael Haydn, who was incapacitated

by illness from completing two duets for violin

and viola for the Archbishop. The Archbishop

characteristically threatened to stop his Coneert-

meister's salary, but Mozart came to the rescue,

and undertook to write the two pieces 'with

unmistakable pleasure.' His friend retained

his salary, and the Archbishop received the

duets (423, 424) as Haydn's. Mozart also took

an active interest in his father's pupils

—

1 It yraa completed by Andri, with a Bondean, quartetto from
' Lo Spoao deloBO,' finale from ' La Villanella raplta,' by Mozart

;

was adapted to new words by Victor Wilder, and performed in Paris,

Th^tre des Fantaisiea-Farisiennea, June 6, 18ff7 ; at Vienna in the
Carltheater, 1868 ; at Drury Lane, May 12, 1870.

Marohand the violinist of twelve (then playing

in Vienna), his sister Margarethe, then fourteen,

afterwards Mme. Danzi, the well-known singer,

and a child of nine, the daughter of Brochard

the celebrated actor. He also became intimate

with Marie Th&fese Paradies, the blind pianist,

who was then in Salzburg, and for whom he

afterwards composed a concerto (456). The
main object of his visit, however, wasnot fulfilled.

It was only after long opposition that his

father had unwillingly given his consent to his

marriage, but Wolfgang hoped that his prejudice

against Constanze would disappear on acquaint-

ance ; neither his father nor his sister, however,

took to her.

Leaving Salzburg on the 30th of October, and
stopping at Lambach for Mozart to play the

organ in the monastery, they found Count Thun
on the look-out for them at Linz, and made some
stay with. him, being treated with every con-

sideration. For a concert which Mozart gave

in the theatre, he composed in haste a new
symphony (425).^

In 1785 the father returned his son's visit,

staying with him in the Grosse Schulerstrasse

(now No. 8) from Feb. 11 to April 26. He
was rejoiced to find their domestic arrangements
and money matters for the time being in good
order. He found a grandson too— ' little Karl
is very like your brother.' Though not yet on
thoroughly good terms with his son or his

daughter-in-law, he derived all the old pleasure

from his successes as an artist, and listened

with delight to his productions. He had come
just at the right time, when concerts were
succeeding each other as fast as possible, and
his son taking part in all ; and at the first he
attended his eyes filled with tears of happiness

at Wolfgang's playing and compositions. The
day after his arrival Wolfgang invited his

friend Haydn and the two Barons Todi ; and
his father wrote home a full account of this

memorable evening ; memorable indeed ! for

setting aside other considerations, it was not
often that two men of such remarkable solidity

of character as Leopold Mozart and Haydn
could be found together. ' Three new quartets

were played,' writes the happy father, 'the

three (458, 464, 46^ he has added to those we
already have (387, 421, 428) ; they are per-

haps a trifle easier, but excellently composed.
Herr Haydn said to me, / declare to you before

God as a man of honour, that your son is the

greatest composer thai I know, either personally

or by reputation ; he has taste, and beyond that

the most consrwmmate knoviledge of the a/rt of
composition.' In return for this avowal Mozart
dedicated to Haydn, with a laudatory preface,

these six quartets, 'the fruits of long and
aaduous toU.' 'It is but his due,' he said,

' for from Haydn I first learnt how to compose
2 Dedicated to Conot Thnn. Andr^ Imagines No. 444 to have

been the one composed for this occasion, from Mozart haying copied
some of the parts.
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a quartet. ' The success of his pupil Marohand,
and the great progress of Aloysia Lange, both

as a singer and actress, also afforded pleasure to

Leopold Mozart. It is a signifioant fact that a

man of his way of thinking should have joined

the Freemasons, avowedly through his son's

influence. This, however, was their last meet-

ing, for soon after his return from Vienna his

health began to fail, and on May 28, 1787, he

ended a life which had been wholly consecrated

to his children.

Mozart the son belonged to the eighth and
oldest Freemasons' Lodge (' zurgekriintenHoff-

nung') in Vienna. His interest in the order

was great, indeed he at one time thou^t of

founding a society of his own to be called

' Die Grotte, ' and had drawn up the rules. A
letter to his father, during his illness, in which

he enlarges upon the true significance of death

to a Mason, is a proof of the serious light in

which he considered his obligations. His

connection with the order also inspired many
of his compositions. For it he wrote— ' Gesel-

lenlied' (468); ' Maurerfreude ' (471), a short

cantata, at the performance of which his father

was present shortly before his death ;
' Maurer-

ische Trauermusik' (477), for strings and wind;

'Lied,' with chorus, and a chorus in three

parts, both with organ (483, 484), for the

ceremony at the opening of the 'Neugekrbnte

Hoffnung ' (by a decree of the Emperor Joseph)

in 1785 ; and a short cantata for tenor, with

closing chorus (623), composed Nov. 15, 1791,

the last of his recorded works which he con-

ducted himself. A short adagio for two corni

di bassetto and bassoon (410); an adagio for

two clarinets and three corni di bassetto (411) ;

and an unfinished cantata (429) were probably

intended for the same.

In March 1785 Mozart produced at the

concert of the Tonkiinstler Societat, a cantata,

' Davidde penitente' (469), the materials for

which he drew from his last unfinished mass

(427), writing the Italian words below the

Latin, and adding two new airs. There was an

object for this work ; his name was down at the

time for admittance into the Society, but in

accordance with the statutes he was rejected, on
the ground that he could not produce the certifi-

cate of his baptism !

After a long delay he was again gratified by
an opportunity of writing for the stage. An
opera-buffa had been organised as far bsick as

April 1783, and the Emperor had secured an

excellent company i
; and after a failure the

National-Singspiel had been revived in October

1785. A libretto, 'Rudolf von Habsburg,'

sent to Mozart from Mannheim remained unused,

but at length he and Salieri were requested to

supply German and Italian 'pifeces de circon-

stance ' for some fStesjn honour of distinguished

1 IndudiT)? ITancy Storace, her brother Stephen, and the tenor
Kell;, all English,

visitors at Schonbrunn. To Mozart's lot fell

'Der Sehauspieldirector ' (486), a disjointed

comedy by Stephanie, junior, produced at

Schonbrunn, Feb. 7, 1786, and afterwards at

the Kamthnerthor Theatre. ^ i

In the next month a gratifying performance

of ' Idomeneo ' took place at the palace of Prince

Auersperg, by a troupe of titled and efficient

performers, under Mozart's own supervision. ^

This mark of the favourable disposition of the

aristocracy towards him bore fruit, attracting

the attention of Lorenzo da Ponte, the well-

known dramatist. His proposal to adapt

Beaumarchais's ' Mariage de Figaro ' for Mozart

received the Emperor's consent,—reluctantly

given on account of the offensive nature of the

plot in the original,—and the first performance

of ' Le Nozze di Figaro ' (492) took place after

violent intrigues, on May 1, 1786. The theatre

was crowded, and the audience enthusiastic

;

several numbers were repeated twice, and the

little duet three times, and this went on at

succeeding representations till the Emperor pro-

hibited encores.* Kelly, who took the parts

of Basilio and Don Curzio, writes with great

spirit: 'Never was anything more complete

than the triumph of Mozart, and his " Nozze di

Figaro, " towhichnumerous overflowingaudiences

bore witness. Even at the first full band
rehearsal, all present were roused to enthusiasm,

and when Benucci came to the fine passage
" Gherubino, alia vittoria, alia gloria militar,"

which he gave with stentorian lungs, the effect

was electric, for the whole of the performers on
the stage, and those in the orchestra, as if

actuated by one feeling of delight, vociferated
'

' Bravo ! Bravo, Maestro ! Viva, viva, grande
Mozart !

" Those in the orchestra I thought
would never have ceased applauding, by beating

the bows of their violins against the music
desks. ' And Mozart ? ' I never shall forget his

little animated countenance, when lighted up
with the glowing rays of genius ;—it is as impos-

sible to describe it, as it would be to paint

sunbeams. '

'

And yet, after all this success, nothing was
done for him. Earning a living by giving

lessons and playing in public was in every

respect unsatisfactory. 'You lucky man,' he
said to young Gyrowetz as he was starting to

Italy, 'and I am still obliged to give lessons

to earn a trifle.' Moreover, he soon found him-
self eclipsed on the stage by two new pieces,

which for a time absorbed the public entirely
;

these were Dittersdorfs Singspiel ' Doctor und

2 This Singspiel was given several Umes with a new libretto,
and several interpolations. A later attempt by Schneider 1I86I)
Introduced both Hozart and Bchllcaneder, and was particularly
unfortunate,

3 He composed for it a new duet for two soprani (489), and a
rondo for soprooio with violin solo (490).

4 Kelly relates {Reminiacencea, i. 262], 'When the slDgera were
one day rehearsing, the Emperor said, " 1 daresay you area]] pleased
that I have desired there shall bo no more encores," To which ijiey
all bowed assent, but Kelly said boldly, " Do not believe them. Sire,
they all like to be encored, at least 1 am sure 1 always do."

'

s Reminiscences, 1. 269, 266.
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Apotheker ' (July 11), and Martin's ' Cosa rara

'

(Nov. 17). Again he resolved to go to Eng-
land, and was again dissuaded by his father.

A gleam of light came, however, from Prague,

whither he was invited to see for himself the

immense success of his ' Figaro,' produced there

first after Vienna, as had been the case with the

'Entfiihrung.' Count Johann Jos. Thuu, one

of the greatest amateurs in Prague, placed his

house at Mozart's disposal, and he joyfully

accepted the invitation. His first letter states

'

the condition in which he found Prague, ' the

one subject of conversation here is—Figaro
;

nothing is played, sung, or whistled but

—

Figaro ; nobody goes to any opera but—Figaro
;

everlastingly Figaro !
' He was literally over-

whelmed with attentions, and felt himself at

the summit of bliss ; af the opera, given quite

to his satisfaction, he received a perfect ovation.

Furthermore two concerts were brilliantly suc-

cessful ; at the first, his new symphony (504)
having been loudly applauded, he sat down to

the piano, and improvised for full half an hour,

rousing the audience to the highest pitch of

enthusiasm. Again, and yet once again he had
to resume, till, obeying the general acclamation,

he finished by extemporising variations on ' Non
pii andrai,' which completed his triumph.

The receipts also were thoroughly satisfactory.

Having made the remark that he should like

to compose an opera for so intelligent and
appreciative a public, the impresario Bondini

took him at his word, and concluded a contract

with him for an opera for the ensuing season,

for which he was to receive the usual fee of 100
ducats, and the librettist 50. The distractions

of society in Prague took up all his time, and
his only compositions while there were nine

contredanses for orchestra (510) written for

Count Paohta, who looked him in for an hour
before dinner for the purpose, and six Teutsche

for full orchestra (509).

On his return to Vienna after this magnificent

reception, he felt his position more galling than
ever ; and his desire to visit England was re-

kindled by the departure of his friends Nancy
Storace, and her brother, Kelly, with his own
pupil Attwood. They promised to endeavour

to secure him some position there, so that he
would be able to go without undue risk.

The libretto of ' Figaro ' having proved so

satisfactory, he applied again to Da Ponte, and
this time their choice fell upon ' Don Giovanni.

'

In September 1787 he and his wife went to

Prague, and took lodgings ' Bei den drei Lowen

'

No. 420 in the Kohlmarkt. But his favourite

resort was the vineyard of his friend Dusohek

at Koschirz near the city, where are still shown
his room, and the stone table at which he used

to sit working at his score, often in the midst

of conversation or skittle-playing.^ Before the

1 To Mb friend Gottfried von Jacquin, Jan, IB, I'Jffl.

2 Tlie Villa is now called ' Bertramka.' A bust of Alozart, by

production of his new opera, Mozart conducted

a festival performance of 'Figaro' on Oct. 14,

in honour of the Archduchess Maria Theresia,

bride of Prince Anton of Saxony. He was very
anxious about the success of his opera, although,

as he assured Kucharz the conductor of the
orchestra, he had spared neither pains nor labour
in order to produce something really good for

Prague. On the evening before the representa-

tion the overture was still wanting, and he
worked at it far into the night, while his wife

kept him supplied with punch, and told him
fairy stories to keep him awake. Sleep, however,
overcame him, and he was obliged to rest for a
few hours, but at seven in the morning the
copyist received the score, and it was played at

sight in the evening. This first perfoi-mance of
' Don Giovanni ' (527) took place on Oct. 29,
1787.^ On Mozart's appearance in the orchestra

he was greeted with enthusiastic applause, and
a triple flourish of trumpets, and the opera
was accompanied from beginning to end with
rapturous marks of approval. He had of course

no time for other compositions, but his friend

Mme. Duschek locked him into her summer-
house to ensure his writing an aria he had
promised her. He revenged himself by making
it difficult, and would only give it her on con-

dition that she should sing it at sight. It is

one of his finest airs (528).

About the time of his return to Vienna Gluck
died (Nov. 15, 1787), and Mozart had reason
to hope that some suitable position would now
be open to him. But the Emperor was in

no hurry. By way, however, of recognising his

recent triumph at Prague, and in order to retain

him in Vienna (his hankering after England
being well known) he appointed him Kammer-
compositor with a salary of 800 gulden * (about

£80). Mozart looked upon this appointment as

a mere beggar's dole, and when, according to

custom, he had to send in a sealed letter stating

his income, he wrote bitterly 'Too much for

what I produce ' ; too little for what I could
produce. '

' Don Giovanni ' was not given in

Vienna till May 7, 1788, and then did not
please.^ Mozart added a new air for Donna
Elvira, No. 25 (K. 527), an air for Masetto,
No. 26, a short air for Don Ottavio, No. 27,
and a duet for Zerlina and Leporello, No. 28.

In spite of the success of his last opera, Mo-
zart's pecuniary condition continued desperate.

This is shown convincingly by a letter (June 27)
to his friend Puchberg, in which the poor fellow
Seidan, waa placed on a slight eminence in the grounds, and
solemnly unveiled on June 3, 1876, by the then possessor, Herr
Lambert Popelka, who died June 9, 1879. A hitherto unpubliehed
letter of Mozart's, dated Prague, Oct. 16, 1787, was printed at the
same time.

3 [The text of the playhiU for an early performance is given in
Le Mineatrel for May 21, 1905.]

4 His father did not live to see this partial realisation of his hopes

;

he had died, as already stated, on May 28.
fi Viz. the dances for the Imperial Redouteu-balls, which it was

his duty to supply.
6 According to Da Ponte the Emperor said, 'The opera is divine,

finer perhaps than " Figaro," but it is notthe meatformy Viennese.'
When the saying was reported to Mozart he replied, ' We must give
them time to chew it.'
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begs piteously for a loan, and speaks of 'gloomy
thoughts which he must repel with all his

might.' And yet at the very height of his

distress he manifests extraordinary power. Be-

sides other compositions, he wrote within six

weeks (June 26 to Aug. 10) his three last and
finestsymphonies, inEl>, Gminor, andC (Jupiter)

(543, 550, 551). But other very congenial work
awaited him. From the beginning of his life

in Vienna he had been acquainted with van
Swieten, director of the Hofbibliothek, who
was a great amateur of classical music, and who
with a small band of friends devoted every

Sunday morning to studying the works of the

old masters. He himself sang the treble,*

Mozart (who sat at the piano) the alto, and
Starzer and Teyber tenor and bass. It was for

these practices that Mozart sent for his MS.
book of pieces by Michael Haydn and Eberlin,

and afterwards for the fugues of Bach and
Handel. They also served as an incentive to

him to compose pianoforte pieces of a solid

description ; several remained fragments, but
among those completed are—Prelude and Fugue,
o 3, in (394) ; Fugue in G minor (401) ;

Claviersuite in the style of Bach and Handel

(399) ; an arrangement of the fugue in C minor
(originally for two PFs.) for string-quartet,

with a short adagio (546). He also arranged

five fuguesfrom Bach's ' WohltemperirtesClavier

'

for string-quartet (405).

By 1788, however, van Swieten's practices

had assumed larger proportions. At his instiga-

tion a number of gentlemen united to provide

the necessary funds for performances of oratorios

with chorus and orchestra. The fine large hall

of the Hofbibliothek served as their concert-

room, Mozart conducted, and young Weigl took

the pianoforte. It was for these performances
that he added wind-parts to Handel's ' Aois and
Galatea '2 (Nov. 1788), 'Messiah' (March 1789),
' Ode to St. Cecilia's Day, ' and .

' Alexander's
Feast* (July 1790).3

Such work as this, however, did nothing to

improve his pecuniary condition ; and in the
hope that the journey might bring to light

some means of extricating himself, he gratefully

accepted an invitation from his pupil and patron
Prince Karl Lichnowsky, to accompany him to

Berlin.

Leaving "Vienna on April 8, 1789, their first

halting-place worth noting was Dresden, where
Mozart played at court, exciting great admira-
tion and receiving 100 ducats. He was well

received also in private circles, and the general

interest was increased by a competition with
J. W. Hassler of Erfurt, then distinguished as

pianist and organist. * Without considering him

1 'Dlakant.' Mozart's letter, March 12, 1783.
^ Also performed at Mozart'a benefit -concert In the Jahn'Bohe

Ooncerteaal in the same month.
3 Ab to the public adoption of these additional accompaniments

In Bngland, see Afuaical Times, 1899, p. 18.
* HSsBler played a concerto of Mozart's at his concert in London,

May 80, 1792. See Pohl's Haydn in London, p. 200.

a formidable opponent, Mozart acknowledged

his talent. Here also he made the acquaintance

of the poet Komer, and his sister-in-law Dora

Stock, who drew a charming portrait of Mozart

with a silver pencil (see p. 312). He produced a

still greater effect in Leipzig, where he made the

acquaintance of Rochlitz, who has preseiyed in-

numerable interesting traits both of the man and

the artist. On April 22 he played the organ in

the St. Thomas Church, Doles the Cantor and

Gbmer the organist pulling out the stops forhim.

All present were enchanted, especially Doles,

who could almost have believed in the restora-

tion to life of his teacher, the great Bach himself.

In return he made the choir of the Thomas-

school sing Bach's 8-part motet 'Singet dem
Herrn,' at which Mozart exclaimed with delight,

' Here is something from which one may still

learn,' and having secured the parts of the other

motets (no score being at hand), he spread them

out before him, and became absorbed in study.

On their arrival in Berlin the travellers went

straight to Potsdam, and Prince Lichnowsky

presented Mozart to the King, who had been

anxiously expecting him. Frederick William II.

was musical, played the violoncello well (he

was a pupil of the elder Duport), and had a

well -selected orchestra. The opera was con-

ductedby Reich*:dt, and the concerts by Duport.

The King's favourable anticipations were fully

realised in Mozart, but Beichardt and Duport
were set against him by his candidly replying

to the King's question, what he thought of the

band, 'it contains great virtuosi, but if the

gentlemen would play together, they would
make a better effect.' The King apparently

laid this remark to heart, for he offered Mozart
the post of Capellmeister, with a salary of 3000
thalera (about £600). After a moment's hesita-

tion, he replied with emotion, ' How could I

abandon my good Emperor ?

'

In the meantime, preparations having been

made for a concert, Mozart went again to Leipzig.

The programme consisted entirely of his own
unpublished, compositions, and at the close he

improvised by general request ; but the audience

wasa scanty one. For Engel, the Court-organist,

he composed a charming little Gigue for piano-

forte (574). Returning to Berlin on May 19, he

rushed to the theatre, where his ' Entfuhrung

'

was being performed, and taking a seat near the

orchestra, made observations in a half-audible

tone ; the second violins, however, playing D
sharp instead of D, he called out, 'Confound

it, do take D !

' and was recognised immediately.

He was much pleased to meet his pupil Hummel,
who only became aware while playing of his

master's presence at his concert. This time

Mozart played before the Queen, but gave no

public performance. The King sent him 100
Friedrichs d'or, and asked him to compose some
quartets for him. As to the pecuniary results

of the tour, Mozart wrote laconically to his
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wife, ' On my return you must be glad to have
me, and not think about money. ' He started

on his homeward journey on May 28, and
passing through Dresden and Prague, reached
Vienna on June 4, 1789. He set to work
immediately on the first quartet (575) for the
King of Prussia, and received a kind letter of

thanks, vrith a gold snuff-box and a second

100 Friedrichs d'or. The two others (589, 590)
followed in May and June, 1790.

His position still continued a most melancholy
one, his wife's constant illnesses adding to hia

expenses. Again he applies to his friend and
brother freemason ' for immediate assistance. I

am still most unfortunate I Always hovering
between hope and anxiety !

' In this state of

things he yielded to the pressure put upon him
by his friends, and informing the Emperor of

the offer of the King of Prussia, tendered his

resignation. Surprised and disconcerted, the

Emperor exclaimed, ' A\^hat, Mozart, are you
going to leave me ?

' and he answered with
emotion, ' Your Majesty, I throw myself upon
your kindness—I remain

!

' This circumstance,

and the success of ' Figaro,'* revived after a long

pause, probably induced the Emperor to order a

new opera, for which Da Ponte again furnished

the libretto (said to have been founded on recent

occurrences in Vienna). This was the opera

buffa 'Cosi fan tutte' (588), produced Jan. 26,

1790, but soon interrupted by the Emperor's
serious illness, terminating in death on Feb.

20. Musicians had little to expect from his

successor, Leopold II. , and there was no break
in the clouds which overshadowed poor Mozart.

The rough draft is still preserved of an applica-

tion for the post of second Capellmeister, but he
did not obtain it. The magistrate did indeed

grant (May 9, 1791) his request to be appointed

assistant, 'without pay for the present,' to the

cathedral Capelbneister, which gave him the

right to succeed to this lucrative post on the

death of Hoffmann the Capellmeister, but
Hoffmann outlived him.

The coronation of the Emperor Leopold at

Fiankfurt on Oct. 9, was the occasion of his last

artistic tour. Having pawned his plate to pro-

cure funds, he started on Sept. 26, and after a,

journey of six days arrived in the ancient Keioh-

stadt. He gave a concert on Oct. 14, in the

Stadttheatre, the programme consisting entirely

of his own compositions. During a short stay

made in Mayence, Tisohbein took a life-size half-

length portrait [but see below, p. 312]. On the

return journeyhe visited Mannheim and Munich,
where, at the Elector's request, he played at a

court concert given in honour of the King of

Naples. He had not been invited to play before

the latter in Vienna, and he wrote to his wife

with some bitterness, ' It sounds well for the

court of Vienna, that membersoftheirown family

should hear me for the first time at a foreign

1 Muzart composed a new ftir (577) for MUe. Ferrarese del Bene,

court
!

' Soon after his arrival in Vienna, Mozart
had to take leave of his best friend, for Salomon,

the impresario, had come in person to carry

Haydn off to London.^ With a heavy heart he
said good-bye to the only artist who understood

him thoroughly, and honestly wished to see him
prosper. They were never to meet again.

His affairs were now worse than ever ; the

Berlin journey had produced nothing, and a

speculation on which he had set his hopes failed.

And yet he went on working his hardest. A
series of his best and most varied compositions,

including the beautiful motet ' Ave Verum

'

(618)—written at Baden, near Vienna, after-

wards Beethoven's favourite resort—were but
the forerunners of the ' Requiem ' and the
' Zauberflbte. ' His last appearance as a virtuoso

(he had not played the piano in public since

1788) was in all probability at a concert given

by Bahr, the clarinet-player, on March 4, 1791.

Perhaps he played his last Concerto in Bly (695)
composed in January. In this very month of

March, Schikaneder, the Salzburg acquaintance

of 1780, and now manager of the little theatre,

scarcely more than a booth, in the grounds of

Prince Starhemberg's house in the suburb of

Wieden, began to urge Mozart to compose a

magic opera to a libretto he had in hand, which
he hoped wouldextricate him from his embarrass-'

ments. Ever ready to help anybody, Mozart
agreed, and set to work on the score, the greater

part of which was written in a little pavilion '

near the theatre, and in a summer-house in the

little village of Josefsdorf, on the Kahlenberg,

close to Vienna. To keep him in good humour,
Schikaneder provided him with wine, and amus-
ing society,—his enjoyment of which good
things, grossly exaggerated, has tended more
than anything to throw discredit upon his

character.

In July, while hard at work, he received a

visit from a, stranger, who, enjoining secrecy,

commissioned him to write a Bequiem for an
unknown individual.* .The price (50, or accord-

ing to some, 100 ducats) was fixed, and Mozart
set to work with the more ardour for having
composed no church music since the mass of

1783. Again he was interrupted by an urgent

invitation from the Estates of Bohemia, to com-
pose an opera for the approaching coronation

of Leopold II. at Prague. Mozart was on the

point of stepping into the travelling carriage

when the mysterious messenger suddenly stood

before him, and asked what had become of the

requiem. - Touched and distressed by the ques-

tion, Mozart assured the man that he would do

his best on his return ; and so saying departed

with his pupil Siissmayer. He worked hard at

s He made preliminarj offere of a similar kind to Mozart.
3 Sfov on the Capuclnerberg In Salzburg, a gift from the present

Prluce Starbemberg.
* Proved after his death to have been Count Walsegg, an amateur

anxious to be thought a great composer, who really bad the
Requiem performed under ,hla own name. The messenger was hia
steward I^utgeb.
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the opera during the journey, Sussmayer filling

in the recitativo seoco. The coronation took

place on Sept. 6, and ' La Clemenza di Tito

'

(621) waa performed the same evening in the

National theatre, in presence of their Majesties

and a select audience, who were too much
absorbed by the occurrences of the day to pay

great attention to the opera. Indeed, the Em-
press is said to have made very disparaging

remarks on the ' porcheria ' of German music.

Mozart, who was not well when he came to

Prague, suffered severely from the strain, but he

spent a few pleasant hours with his friends, and
parted from them with tears.

Disappointed and suffering he reached home
in the middle of September, and at once set to

work with energy at Schikaneder's opera. The
overture and inlioduotory march to the second

act were finished Sept. 28, and two days later,

on the 30th, the 'Zauberflbte' (620) was given

for the first time. Mozart conducted at the

piano, Siissmayer turned over for him, and
Henneberg, who had conducted the rehearsals,

played the bells. It was coldly received at

the outset, and at the end of the first act

Mozart, looking pale and agitated, went on
the stage to Schikaneder, who endeavoured to

comfort him.i The audience recovered from

their coldness so far as to call for Mozart at

the close, but he was with difficulty persuaded

to appear before the curtain. The interest in

the opera increased with each representation,

and soon the 'Zauberflote' waa as great a 'draw'

as Schikaneder could desire.

Mozart now hoped to be able to devote his

whole time to the Requiem, but his late exer-

tions and excitement had proved too much for

him, sorely tried as he was in other respects.

Fainting fits came on, and he fell into a state

of deep depression. ^ His wife tried in vain to

raise his spirits. During a drive in the Prater,

he suddenly began to talk of death, and said

with tears in his eyes that he was writing the

Requiem for himself. ' I feel certain,' he con-

tinued, ' that I shall not be here long ; some
one has poisoned me, I am convinced. I cannot

shake off the idea. '
' By the advice of his

physicians, his terrified wife took the score

away from him, and he rallied sufficiently to

compose on Nov. 15 a cantata (623) for his

Lodge to words by Schikaneder. He even

conducted the performance himself; but the

1 Schenk, in hia autobiography, teWe how he had a place in the
orchestra at the first performance, and was so enchanted with the
overture that he crept up to the conductor's chair, seized Mozart's
hand and Icissed it. Mozart, putting out his right hand, looked
kindly at him, and stroked his cheek.

ii A note (Jahn, il. 639) to some unknown person (f Da Foute)
strikingly conflrms this.

3 It is notorious that Salieri wad very much suspected, hut he
indignantly repudiated the accusation. His own words {reported

by Niemetschek, p. 81 )
prove that he was not displeased at Mozart's

death ;

—
' It is indeed a pity to lose so great a genius, but his death

is a good thing for us. If he had lived longer not a soul would have
given ua a bit of bread for owr compositions.' The answer given to
the accusation by Salierl's friend, Capellmeiater Schwanenberg, was,

to say the leaat of it, remarkable ;
—

' Pazzi I non ha fatto niente per
meritaruntalonoref' (Geese 1 what has he done to deserve so great
an honour 1)

improvement was of short duration, and he

took to his bed. Now, when it was too late,

favourable prospects opened before him. He
was informed that some of the nobility of

Hungary had clubbed together to guarantee

him a yearly sum, and at the same time a

subscription was got up in Amsterdam, for

which he was to furnish compositions to become

the property of the subscribers. "When the

hour for the theatre arrived, he would follow

in imagination the performance of the ' Zauber-

flbte,' and the Requiem continued to occupy

his mind. On Dec. i he had the score brought

to him in bed, and tried a passage, singing the

alto himself, while his brother-in-law Hofer took

the tenor, and Schack and Gerl from the theatre

the soprano and bass. When they got to the

first few bars of the Lacrimosa, it suddenly came

home to him that he should never finish it,

and he burst out crying, and put away the

score. In the evening. Siissmayer came in, and

he gave him some directions about the Requiem,

with which his thoughts seemed constantly

occupied, for even whUe dozing he puffed out

his cheeks as if trying to imitate the drums.

Towards midnight he suddenly sat up with his

eyes fixed ; then he turned his head on one

side, and appeared to fall asleep. By one o'clock

in the morning of Deo. 5, 1791, his spirit had
fled. He died of malignant typhus fever. At
three o'clock in the afternoon of the 6th his

body was removed fr'om the house of mourning
to St. Stephen's *

; the service was held in the

open air, as was the custom with the poorest

class of funeral, and van Swieten, Siissmayer,

Salieri, Roser, and Orsler, stood round the bier.^

They followed as far as the city gates, and then

turned back, as a violent storm was raging,

and the hearse went its way, unaccompanied,

to the churchyard of St. Marx. Thus, with-

out a note of music, forsaken by all he held

dear, the remains of this prince of harmony
were committed to the earth,—not even in a

grave of his own, but in the common paupers'

grave (Allgemeine Grube ^). The Lodge to which
he belonged held in his honour a ceremonial

worthy of the deceased ; the Wiener Zeitung

announced ' the irreparable loss ' in a few elo-

quent lines, and afterwards inserted the follow-

ing epitaph :

—

MOZABDI

TVMOLO INSCRIBENDVM

Qui iacet hie, Cliordis Infans Miracula Mundi
Auxit et Orpheum Vir superavit, Abi

!

Et Animae eius bene precare.

* Bauhenateingaase, on the site of the present Oolvani'eche Ge-
b^ude, in the vestibule of which the builder has placed a bust of

Mozart.
<> Schikaneder was too much overcome to be present. Walking up

and down he exclaimed, ' His spirit pursues me everywhere ; I have
him continually before my eyes.'

^ By van Swieten 'a orders (himself well off )the strictest economy
waa observed in the funeral arrangements. 'The site of the actual
grave waa soon forgotten ; but the city of Vienna erected on the
probable spot a handsome monument by Hans Gasaer, soleiiinly
unveiled on the anniversary of Mozart's death, Dec. 5, 1859.
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To the compositions already mentioned in

Vienna must be added the following :

—

Aira for auprauo (368, 374) ; coucertarloa for his aister-iu-law, Mme.
Lange {383, 416, 538) ; air with PF. obbl. for Nancy Storace (505) ; I

ditto for Adambergei-, the tenor (4,31) ; haas airs for Fischer (432,
512), Gottfried von Jacqain (513), Gorl (who sang Saraatro), with
contraliaBao obbligato for Piscnlberger (612), and Benucci (S84). Aira
inaerted in operaa b7 other compoaers : two for Mme. Lange in
Anfossi's ' II curiDso indiscrete' (418, 419) ; basa air for AlhertarelU
In ' Le Geloaie fortunate ' (Anfoaai) (541) ; for Mile. YiUeneure in
Cimaroaa'a ' I due Baronl ' (578), and in Martin's ' II burbero dl buon
cnore' (682, 583); for hia siater-in-iaw Mme. Hofer in Faiaiello'a

Barbiere' (580). Trioa for the Jacquin familr (436-39); comic,
nicknamed the Bandel-Terzet (441); for Bianchi'a 'Villanella
rapita,' trio (480) and quartet (479). Twenty Lieder for a single
voice, including 'Das Veilchen' (476); 8 ' Ahendempflndung' (528),
' An Chloe ' (524) ; twelve canons.
Instrumental : serenade for wind instruments (375) ; Kleine

Nachtmusik (525) ; three marches (408) ; dances, 25 Nos. ;
' Ein

musikalischer Spaas ' (522) ; four string-quintets (515, 516, 593, 614)

;

one quintet^or clarinet, two yiolina, viola, and v'ceUo(581)
; quintet

forjharmonica, flute, oboe,lviola, and v'cello (617) ; trio (divertimento)
for violin, viola, and Vcello (563) : rondo for violin (3*3) ; four horn
concertos (412, 417, 447, 495) ; clarinet concerto (622). For PF.

:

sonata in C minor (457) with introductory fantasia (475) ; three
aonataa (545, 670, 576) ; Allegro and Andante (533) ; two fantaaiaa

(396, 397) ; Adagio in B minor (540) ; two rondos (485, 511) ; variations

(398, 455, 460, 500, 573, 613) ; six eonatas with violin, completed in
Yienna, and published by subscription, Mozart editing (296, 376-380)

;

seven ditto (402-4, 454, 481, 526, 647) ; sonataa for four hands (4^,
521) ; Andante with five variations (501) ; for a musical clock (also

arranged for four hands) Adagio and Allegro (694) ; fantaaia (680)

;

Andante (616) ; six trios with violin and v'cello (442, 496, 602, 542,

548, 564) ; trio with clarinet and viola (498) ; two quartets, G minor
and E flat (478. 493) ; quintet in E flat, with oboe, clarinet, horn,
and bassoon (452) ; seventeen concertos (413-15, 449-51, 453, 456, 459,

466, 467. 482. 488. 491. 503. 537, 595) : concert-rondo (382), printed as

the last movement of an earlier concerto (175).

In contemplating Mozart as an artist we are

first struck by the gradual growth of his powers.

God bestowed on him extraordinary genius, but

nearly as extraordinary is the manner in which
his father fostered and developed it. We have
seen him laying a solid foundation by the study

of Fux's Gradus, and anxiously enforcing early

practice in technique. We have also seen

Mozart studying in Salzburg the works of con-

temporaneous composers. In Italy his genius

rapidly mastered the forms of dramatic and
ancient church music ; van Swieten's influence

led him to Bach, whose works at Leipzig were

a new-found treasure, and to Handel, of whom
he said, ' He knows how to make great effects

better than any of us ; when he chooses he can

strike like a thunderbolt.' How familiar he

was with the works of Emanuel Bach is shown
by his remark to Doles, ' He is the father, we
are his children ; those of us who can do

anything worth having have learnt it from

him, and those who do not see this are ——.'

The eagerness with which he laid hold of Benda's

melodramas as something new has already been

described.

His handwriting was small, neat, and always

the same, and when a thing was once written

down he seldom made alterations. ' He wrote

music as other people write letters,' said his

wife, and this explains his apparently inexhaust-

ible power of composing, although he always

declared that he was not spared that labour and

pains from which the highest genius is not

exempt. His great works he prepared long

beforehand ; sitting up late at night, he would

improvise for hours at the piano, and 'these

were the true hours of creation of his divine

I The autograph is inscribed ' compoata per la Sgra. Storacei da
suo servo ed amico W. A. Mozart, 26 di Deo. 1786.'

^ Facsimile in Jahn, vol. i. Appendix.

melodies.' His thoughts were in fact always

occupied with music ;
' You know, ' he wrote to

his father, ' that I am, so to speak, swallowed

up in music, that I am busy with it all day
long—speculating, studying, considering.' But
this very weighing and considering often pre-

vented his working a thing out ; a failing with

which his methodical father reproached him :

—

' If you will examine your conscience properly,

you will iind that you have postponed many a

work for good and all. ' When necessary, how-
ever, he could compose with great rapidity,

and without any preparation, improvising on
paper as it were. Even during the pauses

between games of billiards or skittles he would
be accumulating ideas, for his inner world was
beyond the reach of any outer disturbance.

During his wife's confinement he would spend
his time between her bed-side and his writing-

table. When writing at night he could not get

on without punch, of which he was very fond,

and ' of which,' says Kelly,^ ' I have seen him
take copious draughts.' At the same time he
would get his wife to tell him stories, and would
laugh heartily.

We have already remarked on his powers as

a virtuoso on the piano, organ, and violin, and
also on his preference for the viola. He con-

sidered the first requisites for a pianist to be

a quiet, steady hand, the power of singing the

melody, clearness and neatness in the ornaments,

and of course the necessary technique. It was
the combination of virtuoso and composer which
made his playing so attractive. His small, well-

shaped hands glided easily and gracefully over

the keyboard, delighting the eye nearly as much
as the ear. dementi declared that he had never

heard anybody play with so much mind and
charm as Mozart. Dittersdorf expressed his

admiration of the union of taste and science, in

which hewas corroboratedbythe EmperorJoseph.
Haydn said with tears in his eyes, that as long
as he lived he should never forget Mozart's play-

ing, ' it went to the heart. ' No one who was
fortunate enough to hear him improvise ever

forgot the impression. ' To this hour, old as I

am,' said Eieder,* 'those harmonies, infinite

and heavenly, ring in my ears, and I go to the

grave fully convinced that there was but one

Mozart.' Hisbiographer Niemetschek, expresses

himself in similar terms, ' If I might have the
fulfilment of one wish on earth, it would be to

hear Mozart improvise once more on the piano
;

those who never heard him cannot have the

faintest idea of what it was. ' Vienna was the
very place for him in this respect ; when he was
thinkingof settlingthere, his father, with charac-

teristic prudence, warned him of the fickleness of

the public, but he replied that hia department
was too favourite a one, ' this certainly is piano-

forte-land.' And he was right ; from his first

3 Iteminiicencett i. 226.

4 AmbroB Bleder, orgauiatand choirmaster at Perchtolsdorf, near
Yienna, died 1851.
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appearance to the last, the favour of the public

never wavered. As a teacher he was not in

much request, Steffan, Kozeluch, Bighini, and
others, having more pupils though charging the
same terms as he. The fact is, he was neither

methodical nor obsequious enough ; it was only

when personally attracted by talent, earnestness,

and a desire to get on, that he taught willingly.

Many people preferred to profit by his remarks
in social intercourse, or took a few lessons merely
to be able to call themselves his pupils. Fraulein

Auernhammer is an instance of the first, and
the celebrated physician Joseph Frank of the
second. With such pupils as these he used to

say, ' You will profit more by hearing me play,

than by playing yourself, 'and acted accordingly.

Among his best lady pupils were the Countesses
Eumbeck and Zichy, Frau von Trattnern, wife
of the wealthy bookseller, Franziska von Jacquin,
afterwards Frau von Lagusius, and Barbara
Ployer. Hummel came to him in 1 78 7, he lived

in the house, and his instruction was most
irregular, being given only as time and inclina-

tion served ; but personal intercourse amply
supplied any deficiencies of method. Mozart
could always hear him play, and played con-
stantly before him, took him about with him,
and declared that the boy would soon outstrip

him as a pianist. Hummel left in Nov. 1788
to make his firsttourwith his father. Of Thomas
Attwood, who came to him from Italy in 1785
for a course of composition, and became his

favourite pupil,- he said to Kelly, ' Attwood is a
young man for whom I have a sincere affection

and esteem ; he conducts himself with great

propriety, and I feel much pleasure in telling

you that he partakes more of my style than any
other scholar I ever had, and I predict that he
will prove a sound musician.'* Kelly, who
wrote pretty songs, wished to have some instruc-

tion from Mozart in composition, but he dis-

suaded him from it, as his profession of the stage

ought to occupy all his attention. 'Reflect,'

he said, ' a little knowledge is a dangerous thing
. . . ; do not disturb your natural gifts. Melody
istheessence of music ; Icompare agoodmelodist
to a fine racer, and contrapuntist to hack post-

horses : therefore be advised, let well alone, and
remember the old Italian proverb—Chi sa piu,

meno sa.'^ Mozart also taught composition to

a few ladies, a cousin of Abb^ Stadler's among
the number. The MS. book he used with her
is in the Hofbibliothek, and is interesting as

showing the cleverness with which, in the midst
of jokes and playful remarks, he managed to

keep his lady pupils to their grammar.' With
more advanced pupils he of course acted differ-

ently. Attwood began by laying before him a

book of his own compositions, and Mozart looked

it through, criticising as he went, and with the
I BeminUeentxi, i. 228. 2 Ibid. i. 2SI7.

^ It has lieflll published more than once aa Kung^iutte Otneral
basaachvZe von W. A. Motart (Vienna, Steiner) and Fundamtnt 4u
Qenerdthaaui (Berlin, Slegmeyer, ISZi).

words,' I should have done this so, 're-wrotewhole

passages, and in fact re-composed the book.*

He held regular concerts at his own house on

Sundays, his friends being invited, and amateurs

admitted on payment.
Of his intercourse with other artists on his

tours we have spoken, but something remains to

be saidof his relationswithhis brethrenin Vienna.

Of Bonno, at whose house his newest symphony
was twice performed in 1781 with an unusually

large orchestra (sixty strings, wind instruments

doubled, and eight bassoons), Mozart said, ' he
is an honourable old man.' Gluck appreciated

him, and was inclined to be friendly, but they
were never intimate. At his request the ' Ent-

fuhrung' was performed out of its turn, and
' Gluck paid me many compliments upon it. I

dine with him to-morrow. ' On another occasion

Gluck was at Mme. Lange's concert, where
Mozart played. ' He could not say enough in

praise of the symphony and aria (both by
Mozart), and invited us all four (the Mozarts

and Langes) to dinner on Sunday.' Salieri was
unfriendly. He had great influence with the

Emperor, and could easily have secured an ap-

pointment for Mozart, but though astute enough
not to show his dislike openly, he put obstacles

in his way. Other still more bitter opponents
were Kozeluch, Kreibich, and Straok, who with
Salieri had it all their own way in the Emperor's
music-room. Kozeluch also hated Haydn, and
this inspired Mozart with a contempt which he
took no pains to conceal, and which Kozeluch
never forgave. We have already spoken of the
relations between Mozart and Haydn. 'It was
quite touching,' says Niemetschek, 'to hear
Mozart speak of the two Haydns, or ofany other

great master ; it was like listening to an admir-
ing pupil, rather than to the great Mozart.'
He recognised in the same generous way the
merit of those who merely crossed his path, such
as Paisiello and Sarti, with both of whom he
was on very friendly terms. Kelly * dined at

Mozart's house with Paisiello, and was a witness
of their mutual esteem. Mozart's^upilj-BaEbara
Ployer, played some of his compositions., to

Paisiello, who in his tufh'asked for the score of

'Idgmeneo.' Of Sarti, Mozart writes to his

fatherr^Hi is anJCgiest upright inan's^fljiaye^

played_a. great deal to him alfeady, including
variations _Dn one ofEis "own airs (460) wIm
which he was mTRrhjleased;'^'' Heiininoftalised;
this very theme by inffo^icing itjniSjthe second
Finale of 'T!on~GiSvSnni

'
; and did a Similar

service fdr'a theme from Martin's ' Cosa rara7
an opera which at that time threw even Mozart^
into the shade. Of that composer^ then a uni-

versal favourite, he saidr"' MucK'that he wSes
is really very pretty, but in ten years' time'Eis

* Holmes, p. 316. This hook waa in the posaeiBlon of Sir John
Oou.

& RvminUeenca^ i. 2S8.
s The ' honeat' man afterwards wzYitea'Terr maUcionaeritlque on

Uoaart's quarteti.
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music will be entirely forgotten.' Mozart took
a great interest in all striving young artists,

augmented in the case of Stephen Storace by his

esteem for his sister Nancy, the first Susanna in

•Figaro.' His sympathy with Gyrowetz has
been mentioned : of Pleyel's first quartets he
wrote to his father, ' They are very well written,

and really pleasing ; it is easy to see who his

master was (Haydn). It will be a good thing

for music if Pleyel should in timereplaoe Haydn.'
When Beethoven came to Vienna for the first

time in the spring of 1787, and found an oppor-

tunity of playing before Mozart, he is said to

have observed to the bystanders, ' Mark him
;

he will make a noise in the world.' Of Thomas
Linley, with whom, as we have seen, he made
friends in Florence, he said, ' That he was a true

genius, and had he lived would have been one of

the greatest ornaments of the musical world. '
^

Mozart was short, but sUm and well-propor-

tioned, with smaU feet and good hands ; as a

young man he was thin, which made his nose

look large, but later in life he became stouter.

His head was somewhat large in proportion to

his body, and he ha^ a profusion of fine hair,

of which he was rather vain. He was always

pale, and his face was a pleasant one, though
not striking in any way. His eyes were well-

formed, and of a good size, with fine eyebrows

and lashes, hut as a rule they looked languid,

and his gaze was restless and absent. He was
very particular about his clothes, and wore a
good deal of embroidery and jewellery ; from his

elegant appearance Clementi took him for one

of the court chamberlains. On the whole he

was perhaps insignificant-looking, but he did

not like to be made aware of the fact, or to

have his small stature commented upon. When
playing the whole man became at once a differ-

ent and a higher order of being. His counte-

nance changed, his eye settled at once into a
steady calm gaze, and every movement of his

muscles conveyed the sentiment expressed in

his playing. He was fond of active exercise,

which was the more necessary as he suffered

materially in health from his habit of working

far Into the night. At one time he took a

regular morning ride, but had to give it up,

not being able to conquer his nervousness. It

was replaced by billiards and skittles, his

fondness for which we have mentioned. He
even had a billiard-table in his own house

:

' Many and many a game have I played with

him,' says KeUy, ' but always came off second

best.' When no one else was there he would

play with Ms wife, or even by himself. His

favouriteamusementof all, however, wasdancing,

for which Vienna afforded ample opportunities.

This, too, Kelly mentions (i. 226): 'Mme.
Mozart told me that great as his genius was, he

was an enthusiast in dancing, and often said

that his taste lay in that art, rather than in

1 Kelly's JtemlnUeencet, U 225.

music' He was particularly fond of masked
balls, and had quite a talent for masquerading

in character, as he showed at the Bathhaus
balls in Salzburg. In 1783 he sent home for a

harlequin's suit, to play the character in a

pantomime got up by some friends for the

Carnival Monday ; Mme. Lange and her husband
were Columbine and Pierrot ; Merk, an old

dancing-master who trained the company, was
Pantaloon, and the painter Grossi the Dottore,

Mozart devised the whole thing, and com-
posed the music, which was of course very

simple ; thirteen numbers have been preserved

(446).

In society Mozart found amusement of the

highest kind, and inspiration, as well as affection

and true sympathy. No house offered him so

much of these as that of Countess Thun, ' die

charmanteste, liebste Dame, die ich in meinem
Leben gesehen,' of whom Burney, Keicbardt,

amd George Forster, wrote in the highest terms.

Other associates were the Countess's son-in-law

and Mozart's pupil Prince Karl Lichnowsky,
Hofrath von Born, Baron Otto von Gemmingen,
Hofrath von Spielmann, Prince Kaunitz, Count
Cobenzl, Field-marshal Haddik, Geheimrath
von Kees, who had weekly orchestral concerts

at his house, the botanist Jacquin, and his son

and daughter. Count Hatzfeld, an intimate

friend who played in his quartets, Kaufmann
Bridi, a good tenor who sung in ' Idomeneo,'

the families Greiner, Martinez, and Ployer, all

of whom had constant music, and van Swieten,

who has been mentioned already. Another
great admirer of his was Barisani the physician,
' that noble man, my best and dearest friend,

who saved my life ' (when seriously ill iu 1784),
and whose unexpected death in 1787 affected

him much. One can quite understand that

the refreshment of social intercourse was a real

necessity after his hard brain-work. On such

occasions he was full of fun, ready at a moment's
notice to pour out a stream of doggerel rhymes
or irresistibly droU remarks ; in short he was a

frank, open-hearted child, whom it was almost

impossible to identify with Mozart the great

artist. His brother-in-law Lange ^ says that

he was fall of fun during the time he
was occupied with his great works. It has

been reiterated ad nauseam that Mozart was a

drunkard, whose indulgence in this and cognate

vices brought himto an earlygrave, but that such

a charge was totally unfounded no one who has

studied his life can doubt for a moment.^ That,

like other people, he enjoyed a good glass of

wine nobody can deny, but his laborious life

and the prodigious number of his compositions

convincingly prove that he was never given to

excess. Those who accused him of intemper-

ance also magnified his debts tenfold when he

died, and thus inflicted grievous injury on his

3 SelbstbioffrapMe, p. 171.
3 Compare SchlichtegroU's NOerolag ; Anold'a laBguage it even

worse kMoiaret Oeitt, p. 65).
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widow. 1 These 'friends' propagated the worst

reports as to his domestic affairs and constant

embarrassments. Undoubtedly his wife was a

bad manager, and this was a serious defect in

a household which only acquired a regular

income (800 fl. !) in 1788, and whose resources

before and after that time were most irregular.

His wife's constant illnesses, too, were a great

additional burden. Though naturally unfitted

for anything of the kind, he made many serious

attempts to regulate his expenses, and would
every now and then keep strict accounts of

income and expenditure, but these good resolu-

tions did not last.^ As Jahn remarks with
point, how could he, when writing to Puohberg
for assistance (July 17, 1789), have appealed to

his friend's knowledge of his character and
honesty, if these exaggerations had been true ?

In most cases he was led astray by sheer good-

nature, as he never could refuse any one in

need. His kindness was grievously abused by
false friends, whose acquaintance was damaging
to his character, but he never learned prudence.

The worst offender in this respect was Stadler,

the eminent clarinet-player, who often dined at

his table, and repeatedly wheedled money out of

him under pretext of poverty. After all that

had passed, Mozart composed a concerto (622)
for Stadler's tour, finishing it two days only
before the production of the ' Zauberflbte, ' when
he was, of course, particularly hard pressed.

His religious sentiments, more especially his

views on death, are distinctly stated in a letter

to his father at first hearing of his illness. ' As
death, strictly speaking, is the true end and aim
of our lives, I have for the last two years made
myself so well acquainted with this true, best

friend of mankind, that his image no longer

terrifies, but calms and consoles me. And I

thank God for giving me the opportunity (you
understand ') of learning to look upon death as

the key which unlocks the gate of true bliss.

I never lie down to rest without thinking that,

young as I am, before the dawn of another day
I may be no more ; and yet nobody who knows
me would call me morose or discontented. For
this blessing I thank my Creator every day, and
wish from my heart that I could share it with
all my fellow-men.'

Mozart has often been compared with other

great men, Shakespeare, Goethe, Beethoven,
Haydn, etc. , but the truest parallel of all is that
between him and Raphael. In the works of

both we admire the same marvellous beauty and
refinement, the same pure harmony and ideal

truthfulness : we also recognise in the two men
the same intense delight in creation, which made
them regard each fresh work as a sacred task,

^ His afleoclatlon with Schlkaneder gave some colour to the
Teportfl. Hummel protested vehemeutly against such accusations.

a In one of these orderly fits he began {1784) a thematic register of
all hia compositions as they irere completed, and continued the
practice up to a short time hefore his death. This invaluable
document vas first published by Andrd in 1828.

3 A reference to the doctrine of the Freemasons.

and the same gratitude to their Maker for His

divine gift of genius. The influence of each

upon his art was immeasurable ; as painting has

but one Raphael, so music has but one Mozart.

In reviewing Mozart's instrumental compo-

sitions, we will first consider those for pianoforte.

They comprise all the different branches, and are

thoroughly suited to the instrument—grateful,

and for the present state of technique, easy

;

they contain no mere bravura-writing, the pas-

sages being for the most part founded on the

scale, or on broken chords. In playing them,

clearness, taste, and the power of singing on the

instrument are required. In variations, written

almost entirely for pupils and amateurs, he em-
ploys for the most part the melismatio style.

His themes were taken from well-known pieces,

such as, Fischer's minuet, and airs by Paisiello,

Gluck, Sart'i, Duport, etc. A good many that

were not his were circulated under his name, a

proof of the demand for them. Of these only

two need be specified, one by Fbrster on a theme
from Sarti's opera ' I finti Eredi ' ; the other by
Eberl, on 'Zu Steffen sprach im Traume,' from

Umlauf's 'Irrlioht.' Of three Rondos the last,

in A minor (5 11), is well known ; it is character-

ised throughout by a tenderness which makes it

most attractive. Two Fantasias (396, 397),

and a short sustained Adagio (540) are almost

improvisations ; a third Fantasia forms the pre-

lude to an excellent fugue in the style of Bach

(394) ; a fom-th (475) full of depth and earnest-

ness, was united by Mozart himself with the

sonata in C minor (457). The charming Gigue

(574) is weE known ; but a PF. Suite in the

style of Bach and Handel (499) was unfortun-

ately not finished ; the Abbe Stedler completed
a more formal and abstract Fugue (401). In

his Sonatas of the Viennese period Mozart re-

tained the conventional three movements ; they
overflow with melody, but the last movements,
generally in the form of an easy rondo or varia-

tions, are as a rule not much worked out. The
C minor (457), already mentioned, is full of fire

and passion, not excepting the last movement,
and already indicates what Beethoven was des-

tined to do for the sonata. Two others in Bb
and D (570, 576), both pleasing, lively and
easy, also deserve mention. Sonatas by others

were published under his name, for instance, one
in C minor (Kbohel's Anhang, 204) recommended
by Czerny in his ' Pianoforteschule ' (iv. 162),

even though of doubtful authenticity, and after-

wards published by Artaria with the composer's

name—'Anton Eberl, oeuvre I.' Another
favourite one is in Bl> (Kbchel's Anhang 136),

partly put together from Mozart's concertos by
A. E. Miiller as op. 26. The most striking

sonata for four hands is the last but one in F
(497). Two pieces for a musical clock (594,

608) ordered by Count Deym for Midler's Kunst-
cabinet, are only known in the PF. arrange-

ment for four hands ; they belong to the close
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of his life, and the earnestness of purpose and
thoroughness of technique which we iind in

them show how conscientiously Mozart executed

such works to order. For two pianos we have

a lively sonata in D (448), and an energetic

fugue in C minor (426) arranged by Mozart for

string-quartet with introductory adagio (646).

The Sonatas for PF. and violin were generally

written for his lady-pupils (the violin at that

time was, generally speaking, a man's instru-

ment). They are neither deep nor learned, but
interesting from their abundant melody and
modulations. One of the finest is that in Bl>

(454) composed in 1784 for Mile. Strinasacchi
;

the last, in F (547), is ' for beginners ' ; the

last but one in El> (481), is also easy, and con-

tains in the first movement the favourite subject

which he treats in the finale of the Jupiter

Symphony. The PF. Trios were intended for

amateur meetings ; the most important is the

one in E (542) composed in 1788 for his friend

Puchberg. The one in El> (498) with clarinet

and viola has been already mentioned ; they

were all written between 1786 and 1788.

Broader in design and more powerful in expres-

sion are the two Quartets in G minor and Eb
(478, 493), especially the first, which is effective

even at the present day. The Quintet in El>

with oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon (452),

composed in 1784, is particularly charming.

Mozart played it to Paisiello, and wrote to

his father ' I consider it the best I have yet

written.'

We now pass to the compositions for strings

and wind. The Duets are few ; and include

those composed for Michael Haydn. The only

Trio for violin, viola, and violoncello, in El?

(563) composed in 1788, is in six movements,

like a divertimento ; it is broadly designed, and

worked out with the greatest zeal and care, ' a

true cabinet -picture.' ' Of the first sixteen

Quartets for two violins, viola, and violoncello,

that in D minor (173), composed in 1773, rises

obviously to a higher level. It was only after

a pause of nine years (Nov. 1782) that Mozart

resumed this branch of composition with the six

dedicated to Haydn, each one a gem. Such,

however, was not the popular verdict at the

time ; a critic of the day ^ found them ' much
too highly spiced '—and asks ' whose palate can

stand that for any length of time ?
' Prince

Grassalkowics tore up the parts in a rage at

finding that they really contained the hideous

stuff which was being played before him ; and

they were returned to Artaria from Italy as so

full of mistakes that it was impossible to play

from them. The chief stumbling-block was the

much-abused introduction to the last quartet.

In his next one, in D (499), Mozart tried to

accommodate himself to the wishes of the public.

The last three, in D, Bb, and F (575, 589,

690), were composed for the King of Prussia at

1 Jahn. * Cramer'* Magazin der Mvxih, ii. 1275.

VOL. Ill

a time when he was nearly crushed beneath a

load of care and poverty, of which, however, the

works bear no trace. The king's favourite

instrument, the violoncello, has more than its

full share of work, and in spite of the fine

treatment and wealth of invention this is in-

jurious to the character of the quartet. The
Adagio with fugue (546) has beenalreadynoticed.

The Quartets for flute and strings (286, 298),

and for oboe obbligato (370) are easy of execu-

tion, and of no special importance.

The Quintets must all be ascribed to external

influences : Mozart invariably doubled the viola,

instead of the violoncello as Boccherini did.

The first, in B^ (46), was written in Vienna' in

1768, and the autograph shows his still un-

formed boyish hand ; the next, dated five years

later, is in Bt> (174) ; and the third, in

minor (406), an arrangement of the eight-part

serenade for wind instruments (388), follows

ten years later. Of those belonging to 1787 in

C and G minor (515, 616), the latter, full of

passion and movement, is the ne plus ultra of

its kind. The two last, in D and Ei> (593,

614), were written in December 1790 and April

1791, 'at the urgent request of an amateur,'

whose object evidently was to give assistance

in a delicate manner to the hard-pressed com-
poser ; both show the clearness and firmness of

the master-hand, although the end was so near.

Three other Quintets must be included in this

series ; one in El> (407) composed in 1787 for

Leitgeb the horn player, with only one violin,

and a French horn or violoncello ; another in

A (581), the charming 'Stadler quintet,' for

clarinet, two violins, viola, and violoncello, com-
pleted Sept. 29, 1789 ; and a third in C minor
(617) for glass harmonica, flute, oboe, viola, and
violoncello, composed in May 1791 for Kirch

-

gassner. The accompanying instruments are

obviously selected with a view to the special

timbre of the solo, an effect which is lost by
substituting the piano.

The Serenades, Nocturnes, and Divertimenti

or Cassationen, mostly with solo instruments

concertante, consist generally of from six to

eight movements. One of the nocturnes (286)

has four orchestras, of two violins, viola, bass,

and two horns each, by means of which a triple

echo is produced ; a short serenade (239) has

only strings and drums. Another serenade for

wind instruments with violoncello and bass

(361), remodelled in 1780 from a, youthful

quintet (46), is an important work. Of solid

merit are three divertimenti for string-quintet

and horns in F, Bb, and C (247, 287, 334) ;

the second is well known. They have six move-

ments each, and are essentially in quartet-style,

3 KSchel givea Salzburg, but the family were then in Vienna after

their return from Olmlltz and lirUnn. The quintet was metamor-
phosed by Mozart into a serenade (361) ill 1780. The fine adagio No. 3
was arranged in Vienna by an unknown hand as an offertorium, to

the words ' Quis te comprehendat,' for four voices, organ and violin

solo, two vloUns, viola, two horns, and boss. Parts published with
others by niabelli, in Bb,

X
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in spite of the horns. Though written when he
was not much above twenty, his mastery of this

kind of composition is complete. Another

divertimento for the same instruments, ' Ein

musikaliacher Spass, oder auch Bauern-Sym-

phonie' ('a musical joke '), composed in 1787,

is irresistibly comic.

The Tafelmusik, Naohtmusik, etc., for wind
instruments, with from six to eight movements
each, often present the most extraordinary com-

binations, such as two flutes, five trumpets, and
five drums (187, 188), intended it is true for

festal occasions, and two oboi, two bassoons,

and two horns, in six divertimenti (213, 240,

252, 2S3, 270, 289) composed in 1775 and
1776, and graceful in spite of their concise

form. Superior to these, and indeed to all

mere fSte music, are two serenades for wind in

Eb and C minor (375, 388), composed in

Vienna in 1781 and 1782 ; the latter also

arranged by Mozart as a quintet (406). Of
dance-music for full orchestra the first published

was four contredanses (267, Salzburg, 1776)

;

in 1784 followed two quadrilles (463), each con-

sisting of a minuet and an allegro ; and in 1787

six German dances (509) and nine contredanses

(510). The dances, written for six of the Ee-

douten-saal balls in Vienna, begin in Deo. 1788
with the German dances (567) and twelve

minuets (568).

In the Symphonies we are able to follow the

steps of his progress most closely. He first

makes sure of his materials and technique, then

the separate parts acquire more freedom and
independence, melody and invention grow the

subjects gain in character, there is more sub-

stance in the whole, the details are better worked
out ; the wind instruments, no longer used

merely to strengthen the strings, take their

own line and materially assist in the light and
shade ; in a word, the various component parts

of the orchestra become one animated whole.

Mozart had a great advantage over Haydn in

having heard and studied the fine orchestras at

Mannheim, Munich, and Paris, while Haydn
was entirely restricted to his own. Mozart at

first learned from Haydn, but after 1785 the

reverse took place ; Haydn's London symphonies

also show how much his orchestration gained

in fulness and brilliance from contact with the

world. Mozart's first attempts in London and
the Hague are in three movements ; in those

composed at Vienna in 1767 and 1768 the

minuet is introduced. His later treatment of

this movement is distinguished for refinement

and dignified cheerfulness, in contrast to the

jovial good-humour and banter which charac-

terise Haydn's minuets. Of twenty symphonies

composed in Salzburg, two are distinctly superior,

that in G minor (183) being serious, almost

melancholy, and in some sense the precursor of

the later one in the same key, to which the

other in A (201), bright, fresh, and sunny.

forms a striking contrast. Next comes the

lively Parisian or French Symphony in D (297)

with three movements ; then three more in

Salzburg, including one in G (318) in one

movement, probably intended as an overture

to a play.' With the exception of two in

and G (425, 444) composed in Linz, and plainly

showing Haydn's influence, all the rest were

written in Vienna. [The earliest of these was

the bright and energetic symphony in D major

(385), composed 1782 for his friend Haffner of

Salzburg ; four years later followed the Prague

Symphony (504) also in D major, the orchestra-

tion of which reminds us that it had recently

been preceded by ' Figaro.'] The last three,

in Eb, G minor, and C with the fugue (Jupiter)

(643, 550, 551), were composed in 1788 between

the 26th of June and the 10th of August, just

over six weeks ! Ambros says of them, ' Con-

sidered as pure music, it is hardly worth while

to ask whether the world possesses anything

more perfect.'' Jahn calls the first a triumph

of beauty in sound, the second a work of art

exhausting its topic, and the third in more
than one respect the greatest and noblest of

Mozart's symphonies.

[Equal in historical interest is Mozart's treat-

ment of the Concerto, which may justly be

regarded as his chief contribution to the growth
of the instrumental forms. Up to the middle
of the century the concerto wiis not distinguished

in essential structure from the current types of

orchestral or chamber music, and indeed only

differed from the overture and the concerted

sonata in the opportunity which it afforded for

contrasted masses or timbres. Even in the

concertos of Handel and J. S. Bach the solo

instruments are only ' primi inter pares ' ; the

distinction of protagonist and chorus is not as

yet fully felt. The first to perceive the real

aesthetic value of this contrast was C. P. E. Bach,

whose clavier -concertos definitely modify the

symphonic texture, and his tentative suggestions

were developed by Mozart with a richer inven-

tion, a wider melodic range, and a far greater

command of orchestral efiect. (For a description

of the form as he established it see vol. i. p. 578.)

He composed in all twenty-five concertos for

clavier solo, the first four (37-41) at Salzburg

in 1767, the next six (175-386) at Salzburg

between 1773 and 1777, the last fifteen (413-

595) at Vienna between 1781 and 1791. To
these should be added a concerto for three

claviers (242), written in 1776, and one for two
claviers (365) in 1780. Dming the years 1775-

1776 he wrote six for violin (207-268) mainly,

it would appear, as studies for his own practice,

and followed them in 1780 with a Concertante

Symphonic (364) for violin and viola. His

other works in this form are a concertone for

two violins and a concerto for bassoon (190-191),
1 Not, as often stated, BiftncM'i 'Villanellarapits/flntprodnced

iniTas.
3 GreToen dtr Musitt vnd Poegie, p. 123.
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both written at Salzburg in 1774, a concerto
for oboe (293) in 1777, one for flute and harp
(298) written at Paris In 1778, two for flute

solo (313, 314) on his return to Mannheim,
four for horn (412, 417, 447, 495), at Leitgeb's

house in Vienna, and the clarinet-concerto (622)
composed for Stadler in 1791.

These works fall naturally into two groups
which respectively precede and follow the begin-

ning of his residence in Vienna. Those of the

earlier group are, comparatively speaking, of less

importance, and though they exhibit all his

delicacy of touch and daintiness of invention are

mainly interesting as stages in his treatment of

the form. The most noticeable among them
are those in D major (175), F major (242), and
E|> major (365) for one clavier or more, together

with the six for violin which make charming
use of a medium that has been somewhat
neglected by the great masters. The concerto

for flute and harp (298), written apparently

with some reluctance on the commission of the

Due de Guisnes, is a brilliant virtuoso-piece with
a graceful and tender andante. The Viennese

clavier concertos are all masterly, especially

those in D minor (466), C major (467), minor

(491), and major (503) ; perfect in style,

melody, and balance, andoftenshowing a freedom
of structural organisation which is not to be

found in his other instrumental works. It is

well known that they were carefully studied by
Beethoven, in whose early compositions their

influence can clearly be traced. The horn-

concertos were evidently intended as a jest,

they are written at breakneck speed, and the

rondo of the first (412) is scrawled over with

extravagant mock-directions. The concerto for

clarinet (622) is, on the other hand, a careful

study of one of Mozart's favourite instruments,

and 'may be regarded,' in Jahn's words, 'as

the basis of modem clarinet-playing.
']

Next come the Vocal Compositions. Lieder

he only wrote casually ; and unfortimately to

very insignificant words. The greater number
are in stanzas, but some few are continuously

composed (diircTuxmiponirt), such as ' An Chloe

'

(524), rfiore in the style of an Italian canzonet

;

' Abendempfindung ' (523), fine both in form

and expression ;
' Ungluckliche Liebe ' and

' Trennung und Wiedervereinigung ' (520, 519),

almost passionate ; and ' Zu meiner Zeit ' (517),

in a sportive tone. Of three Kinderlieder (529,

596, 598) the second, ' Komm' lieber Mai,' still

survives ; nor will the ' Wiegenlied ' (350) be

forgotten. Goethe's ' Veilchen ' (476) is perfec-

tion, and shows what Mozart could have pro-

duced in this direction. Many spurious Lieder

have been published under his name ; there are

thirty-eight in Kbchel's Catalogue (Anhang V.

Nos. 246-283). The canons require sifting;

even our English ' Non nobis Domine ' has been

set to German words, and ascribed to him.

Several are composed to words in the Viennese

dialect, and the efl'ect is quite neutralised by
the modern drawing-room text which is often

substituted. ' Difficile lectu mihi Mars ' (559)
is a comic canon, followed on the reverse side

of the sheet by ' du eselhafter Peyerl '
^ (560).

The double canon on ' Lebet wohl, wir sehn uns

wieder' and 'Heult noch gar wie alte Weiber,'

written on taking leave of Doles at Leipzig, is

well known.
As we have seen already, he was frequently

called upon to write airs for concerts, and for

insertion in operas : many of these stOl bear

repetition; for instance, the soprano airs 'Misera

dove son ' (369), ' Non temer amato bene ' with

PF. obbligato (505), 'Un moto di gioja' (579),
' Bella mia fiamraa ' (528), one of his finest airs

;

the tenor air ' Per piet£ ' (420), and the bass

airs ' Non so d' onde viene ' (512), ' Mentre ti

lascio' (513), and 'Per questa beUa mano'
with double-baas obbligato (612).

To prepare the way for his Masses we must
first consider his Church music of various kinds.

First and foremost come the Litanies and Ves-

pers, each a complete whole formed of several

independent parts. The chief characteristic of

the Litania de venerabili is solemnity, and of

the Lauretanae or MarienUtanei, tenderness

;

and these Mozart has succeeded in preserving.

[See Litany.] Of the latter, the first, in B|>,

composed in 1771, already shows fluency in

part-writing, and mastery of form and modu-
lation ; but the second, in D (195), composed

in 1774, is far more important, the voices being

treated contrapuntally with independent or-

chestra. We have also two Litanie de vener-

abili in B)> and £|> (125, 143), composed in

1772 and 1776, the lapse of time between the

two being clearly marked in the compositions

themselves. The fine choruses in Nos. 3 and 5

of the latter, point to the Eequiem, and like the

fugue ' Pignus futurae ' almost startle by their

power, as does also the opening of the ' Panis

vivus,' identical with the ' Tuba mirum ' in the

Bequiem. A still stronger sense of the dignity

of church music is shown in two vespers in C
(321, 339) composed in 1779 and 1780, the

greater part of both thoroughly deserving a

place among his most important works. The
' Confitebor ' in the first, and ' Laudate pueri

'

and ' Laudate Dominum ' in the latter are real

gems. The motet ' Misericordias Domine

'

(222), an exercise for Padre Martini, who gave

him a brilliant testimonial for it in 1775, is in

strict counterpoint throughout. In 1776 he

composed a ' Venite populi ' for double chorus ;

the parts are in imitation, strict or free, and
the whole work teems with force and freshness.

A list of innumerable small pieces of church

music closes with the angelic motet 'Ave verum'

(618), composed on the 18th of June 1791, at

Baden, near Vienna.

His first Masses (49, 65, 66), written while he
1 Beferring to the defective utterance of Feyerl, the tenor.
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was atill a mere boy, show how thoroughly he
had mastered the forms then in use for that

style of music. We pass at once to the 6th

Mass, in Fi (192), the whole of which is in

counterpoint, with only two violins, bass, and
organ as accompaniment. This mass, in which
the master-hand is clearly discernible, recalls

the finest models of the old Neapolitan school,

and justly ranks next to the Requiem ; the Credo

is based throughout on the subject so well known
in the finale to the Jupiter Symphony. The
next, in D 2 (^^^)i i^ ^^° i*^^* i" order of merit

;

it has perhaps more grace, but less earnestness

and ideality. These two masses show what he
was capable of in church music when unfettered

;

but in the five which followed ^(220, 257-259,

262) he was forced to suit his patron's taste by
aiming at display, and the result is less fortu-

nate. Unhappily these being his best-known
masses, are generally taken as his standard

church works. Hardly more important are the

next three* (275, 317, 337), although Mozart
himself seems to have had a preference for the

first, in B|^, since he chose it to conduct himself

in 1791. The second, in 0, composed in 1779,

[see the following article on the spurious masses]

is called the ' Coronation-mass, ' why, nobody
knows ; the third, also in C, was composed in

1780, and all three fulfil the conventional re-

quirements, but seldom show a glimpse of the

true Mozart, and then only in court uniform. We
have already mentioned the last mass, in C minor

(427), and the circumstances under which it

was written. It is broadlydesigned, eachsection

being treated as a separate movement, and the

whole bears clear traces of his studies at the

time (1783) with van Swieten. It is to be re-

gi'etted that it was never finished ; the Kyrie,

Gloria, Sanctus, and Benedictus alone are com-
plete ; the Credo is only half done. Very re-

markable are the inequality of the different

movements, the large dimensions of the choruses

and fugues, and the bravura style of the solos.

The Kyrie, Gloria, and Sanctus are excellent,

the five-part Gratias, and the eight-part Qui
toUis, of incomparable beauty. [The Credo was
completed by the adaptation of other church
compositions of the master ; for the Agnus Dei,

the opening Kyrie was repeated, and the mMS,
as thus made fit for public performance, was
given by the Mozartverein at Dresden, April 3,

1901, and at the Bristol Festival of 1905, for

the first time in England.]

We now come to the Requiem, that work of

pain, which he was not permitted to finish. The
following pieces are in his own handwriting :

—

(1) Requiem and Kyrie, complete
; (2) voice-

parts, organ, and notes of the accompaniment
1 Mozart's Masses, arrangsd by V, Novello, No. 3.

2 Novello, No. 6.

3 The second, in Bb (257 ; Novello 2), Is called the ' Credo Mass,'
from the peculiar treatment of the Credo. It is printed in a very
mutilated form ; even the characteristic subject in the Credo itself

being left out wlienever possible. The mueh-used subject from the
Jupiter Symphony is introduced again in the Sanctus.

• Novallo, 10, 1, 14.

of Nos. 2 to 9, as follows :—Dies irae, 68 bars ;

Tuba mirum, 62 ; Rex tremendae, 22 ; Recordare,

130 ; Confutatis, 40 ; Lacrymosa, 8 ;
Domine,

78 ; Hostias, 54 : the last eight bars, containing

voice-parts, organ, and first violin, go to the

words ' Fao eas Domine de morte transire ad

vitam,' followed by the direction ' Quam olim

Da Capo,' that is to say, repeat the last 35 bars

of the Domine. His widow, in her anxiety to

have the score completed, and thus satisfy the

person who had ordered it, first applied toEybler,

but after a few attempts he threw up the task,

and she then entrusted it to Siissmayer, who
not only had more courage, but was able to

imitate Mozart's hand. He copied what Mozart

had sketched in, filled up the gaps, wrote a

Sanctus, Benedictus, and Agnus Dei, of his own,

and, to give unity to the work, wound it up by

repeating the fugue of the Kyrie to the word.s

' Cum Sanctis tuis.' The score thus completed

was handed to the messenger, who afterwards

proved to have been Leutgeb, steward to Count

Franz von Walsegg, of Ruppach. The Count,

who had lost his wife Anna Edlen von Flamm-
berg, on Feb. 14, 1791, and wished to perform

a Requiem to her memory, copied out the

score, inscribed it ' Requiem composto dal Conte

Walsegg,' and absolutely had it performed as

his own on Dec. 14, 1793. After wanderings

almost as complicated as those of Ulysses, the

various portions, in the original handwriting,

were at length safely landed in the Hofbibliothek

of Vienna. They consist of—(1) the autograph

Requiem ' and Kyrie, with the remainder com-

plete in Siissmayer's hand, bought by the Hof-

bibliothek in 1839 for fifty ducats ; (2) Nos. 2

to 9 just as they were left by Mozart
; (3) twelve

sheets presented by the Abbe Stadler, and (4)

thirteen bequeathed by Eybler in 1846. The
discovery of the autograph was the most con-

clusive reply to Gottfried Weber, who, as is

well known, disputed for years the authenticity

of the Requiem. It has been analysed with

becoming love and reverence by Holmes^ and
by Jahn in his second volume. The latter con-

cludes his observations thus :
' It is the true

and legitimate expression of his artistic nature

at its highest point of finish—his imperishable

monument.'^ An admirable summary of the

whole story will be found in Mozart's Bequiein,

5 The heading ' Requiem di me, W. A, Mozart mp 792 ' is touching,
as showing how he looked forward to its completion.

6 A Oriticoil Essay, etc.
^ This, Mozart's last work, was the first of his yocal works

(including his operas) to be performed in England. John Ashley
introduced it at Covent Garden Theatre on the first oratorio evening
during Lent, Feb. 20, 1801. The piece which preceded it was a Dead
March with corni di baasetto, double bassoons, and two pair of

double drums ; after it came a PF. concerto played by John Field,

and HandeVs ' L'AUegro ed il Pensieroso.' Books of the words, with
a trauelation of the Bequiem and a biographical sketch of Mozart,
were sold at 6d. each. Of the Bequiem Parke says, ' It is a composi-
tion of infinite science and dulness, from the effects of which the
audience was happily relieved by Inoledon's song in " L'AUegro,"
"Haste thee. Nymph.'" Tl\& Morning Post sbAA, ' The talents which
have celebrated the name of Mozart can scarcely be justly appreci-
ated by such a composition as the Beqniem' ; and wound up with,
' It is upon the wliole a composition which could only have come
from the hand of a master. From the performers it received ample
justice.' According to the Porcu^ne 'the performance was far
from being well managed.' It was repeated on March 4. (Pohl,
Mozart in London, p. 144.)
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by W. Pole, F.R.S., Mus.Doc. ; London, No-
veUo, 1879.

We have seen Mozart, when a mere boy,
turning from childish play to serious occupa-

tions : a striking instance of this is his ' Grab-
musik' or German cantata (42), written in 1767,
which is anything but a boyish composition.

About five years later he wrote, apparently in

consequence of his visit to Padua, an oratorio

by Metastasio called 'Betulia liberata' (118),

corresponding to an opera seria of the period.

The refrain in the last number but one, alter-

nately sung by solo and chorus, is an ancient

canto fermo harmonised in four parts, in fact the

same which is introduced in the Requiem to the

words ' Te decet hymnus. ' This is the only
independent work of the kind, his other cantata

'Davidde penitente' (469) being made up from
the Kyrie and Gloria of his last unfinished mass
(427) set to Italian words, with two interpolated

airs in concert style, which serve to render more
prominent the inherent want of unity and con-

gruity in the piece.

Of smaller cantatas, the two (471, 623) for

the Freemasons' Lodge are the only specimens.

Both show much earnestness and depth of

feeling ; the first, for tenor solo and chorus,

was composed in 1785 ; the latter, consisting

of six numbers, written on Nov. 15, 1791, he
conducted in person only two days before his

last illness.

The long list of Mozart's dramatic composi-

tions is headed by a sacred Singspiel, ' Die
Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebotes,' in three parts,

the first being composed by him in Salzburg

during the winter of 1766-67, and the others

added by Michael Haydn and Adlgasser, the

court organist. Mozart's work occupies 208
pages, and is in the style of the Italian oratorios

of the period, the forms being handled with
perfect certainty. Mingled with the boy's

unsteady writing there are occasional passages,

mostly florid, in his father's hand, and the

words to the recitatives are by a third person.

The third tenor air is interesting, and Mozart
himself evidently thought it good, as he intro-

duced it with slight variations into his first

opera. Immediately afterwards followed a

Latin comedy ' Apollo et Hyacinthus,' which,

in spite of the restraint of a foreign language,

was so far a success that it was performed once.

In Vienna in 1768 he composed a German
operetta or pastorale in one act, ' Bastien und
Bastienne,' and an opera buffa in three acts,

' La finta Semplice. ' According to Jahn these

rise above the ordinary level of contemporary

comic operas in spite of their wretched librettos

;

and he remarks that in these early dramatic

works Mozart fixes the two opposite poles which
he touched in his artistic career.

^
The chief

number in the ' Finta Semplice ' is the tenor

air No. 7, previously mentioned. The three

operas composed and performed in Milan,

' Mitridate, ' ' Ascanio in Alba, 'and ' Lucio

SiUa,' each mark a step in advance. They
succeeded beyond the expectations of himself

and his father ; as did also ' La finta Giardi-

niera," produced in Munich, Jan. 1775, when
he wrote home, ' Everything has gone off so

well, the noise was greater than I can describe

to Mama.' The German opera, 'Zaide,' in

which he made use of the melodrama by Benda
which he admired so much, has neither overture

nor finale, and once set aside, its subject is too

much like that of the ' Entfuhmng ' to allow of

its being again performed. * To this period also

belongs the heroic drama ' Thames, Kbnig von
Egypten,' consisting of three choruses and four

instrumental pieces. The choruses, like those

of Racine's ' Athalie,' were intended to add
dignity to the action, and as choruses were at

that time his ' most favourite composition, ' he
worked at them with great satisfaction. 'They

are on a far grander scale, especially as regards

the orchestral accompaniments, than those of

his masses of the same period. Unfortunately
the play had been given up in Vienna, and he
much regretted not being able to use his music.

The choruses were published with Latin words

—

'Splendente te,' 'Ne pulvis,' 'Deus tibi'—in

which form they are well known in England.

^

"With ' Idomeneo ' he started on a fresh career,

for which all his previous works had been
merely preparatory. Oulibicheff declares that

in it three styles may be easily distinguished,

the first in which he is still fettered by the

formalism of opera seria, the second in which
he strives to imitate Gluck and French opera,

and the third in which his own artist nature
develops itself freely. Jahn says, 'In. "Ido-
meneo " we have the genuine Italian opera seria

brought to its utmost perfection by Mozart's

highly cultivated individuality.' He put his

best work into the parts of Ilia and Electra,

which most struck his fancy. The choruses

form a prominent feature, especially those

which so much enhance the beauty of the second
Finale. The handling of the orchestra is still

admirable and worthy of study. In fact, this

opera is the work of one who, though in the

prime of manhood, has not lost the vigour and
freshness of youth. Mozart was very anxious

to have it performed in Vienna, when he
intended to rearrange it more after the French
model ; but we have seen that he had to be
content with a private performance by distin-

guished amateurs, for which he made several

alterations, and composed a duet for two soprani

(489), and a scena with rondo for soprano and
violin solo (490).

In the ' Entfiihrung ' it is interesting to ob-

serve the alterations in Bretzner's libretto

which Mozart's practical acquaintance with the
1 Andr^ added ao overture and finale, and a new Ubretto was

written by Gollmick. A performance in Frankiort, Jan. 27, 1866,
ia only of historical interest.

2 Von Vincke wrote a connecting poem for concert use. They
were afterwards translated Into German.
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stage haa dictated, to the author's great disgust.'

Indeed Osmin, one of the most original cha-
racters, is entirely his own creation at Fischer's

suggestion. Jahn quotes Weber's excellent

remark on this opera * : ' Here I seem to see

what the bright years of youth are to every
man, a time of blossom and exuberance which
he can never hope to reach again. As time
goes on defects are eradicated, but with them
many a charm is rooted up also. I venture to

affirm that in the " Entfiihi-ung " Mozart had
reached the full maturity of his powers as an
artist, and that his further progress after that
was only in knowledge of the world. Of such
operas as "Figaro " and " Don Juan " we might
have had many more ; but with all the good
will in the world he could never have written
another "Entfiihrung."'

In 'Figaro' we admire 'the spontaneous
growth of the whole organism, the psychological

truth and depth of sentiment, which make the
characters so life-like, and resulting from these

the striking harmony in the use of means and
forms, and the mixture of dignity and grace,

all founded on something higher than mere
sensuous beauty.' In it 'we feel the throbbing
of our own life-blood, recognise the language of

our own hearts, and are captivated by the irre-

sistible charm of unfading beauty—it is Art,

genuine, immortal, making us free and happy.'
' Don Giovanni,' inferior perhaps to ' Figaro

'

as regards artistic treatment, has one manifest

superiority ; all the moods and situations are

essentially musical. There is scarcely a feeling

known to humanity which is not expressed in

some one of the situations or characters, male
or female. ' Cosi fan tutte,' taken either as a

whole or in detail, is unquestionably a falling

off from the two previous operas, and yet even
here in detached pieces, especially in the chief

rdles, many brilliant touches show the master-

hand. Even this opera, therefore, we can in

some respects consider an enlargement of his

boundaries. ' La Olemenza di Tito ' carries us
back to the old opera seria. ' Cosi fan tutte

'

had recalled the old opera buffa, and Metastasio's

libretto, written in 1734, required considerable

modifications to suit the taste of the day ; the

most important being the introduction of en-

sembles wherever the situations allowed, and
the curtailment of the original three acts to

two. Nothing, however, availed to make the

plot or .characters interesting ; throughout it

was evident that the characteristics which had
most attracted in Metastasio's day, were now
only so many obstacles and hindrances to the

composer. Moreover, two of the singers, im-

ported purposely from Italy, demanded special

opportunities for display ; Mozart was ill, had
the ' Zauberflbte ' in his head, and was deep in

the ' Bequiem '—a combination of unfavourable

1 BerHner Z4tt. vnd Theater-Zeitvmg, 1783, 11. 898.
B U. C. Toa Weber, Bin LebembOd, 111. 191.

circumstances, sufficient of itself to preclude

success. 'Making due allowance for these

facts,' writes Eochlitz,' 'Mozart found himself

compelled to take one of two courses, either to

furnish a work of entire mediocrity, or one in

which the principal movements should be very

good, and the less interesting ones treated

lightly and in accordance with popular taste
;

he wisely chose the latter alternative.'

We now come to the ' Zauberfliite,' which

made an impression on the public such as no

work of art had ever produced before. The
libretto is so extraordinary that it is necessary

to explain its origin. Schikaneder, at his little

theatre in the Wieden suburb, had produced

with great success a romantic comic opera after

Wieland, 'Oberon, Konig der Elfen,' set by
Paul Wranitzky. Encouraged by this success

he had a second libretto constructed upon a

fairy-tale, 'Lulu, oder die Zauberflbte,' from

Wieland's ' Dsohinnistan. ' Just as it was
ready he found that the same subject had been
a,dapted by an actor named Perinet for the

theatre in the Leopoldstadt of Vienna, under
the title ' Kaspar der Fagottist, oder die

Zauberzither,' with music by Wenzel Miiller.

He therefore remodelled his materials, intro-

duced sympathetic allusions to the Freemasons,

who were just then being hardly treated by the

government, added the parts of Papageno and
Papagena, and laid claim to the entire author-

ship. Such was the origin of this patchwork
libretto, which, with all its contradictions,

improbabilities, and even vulgarity, is undeni-

ably adapted for the stage. Schikaneder knew
how to gain the attention of an audience by
accumulating and varying his stage effects. In
proof of this we have not only the long run of

the opera itself, but the testimony of Goethe,*
who, while acknowledging that it was full of

indefensible improbabilities, added, ' in spite of

all, however, it must be acknowledged that the

author had the most perfect knowledge of the
art of contrast, and a wonderful knack of intro-

ducing stage effects.' It is well known that

Goethe contemplated a continuation of the
libretto, and entered into an agreement with
Wranitzky on the subject in 1796.^ Beethoven*
declared it to be Mozart's greatest work—that
in which he showed himself for the first time
a truly German composer, and Schindler ' adds
that his reason for estimating it so highly was,

that in it were to be found specimens of nearly

every species of music from the lied to the

chorale and fugue. Jahn (ii. 533) thus con-

cludes his critique : ' The " Zauberflbte " has a

special and most important position among
Mozart's operas ; the whole musical conception
is pure German ; and here for the first time
German opera makes free and skilful use of all

3 AUg. Mut. Zeitunff. i. 154.
* Bokermann's Gegprdche mit Qoethe, lil, 17.
B OrpbeuB, Mtu. Taachenbvxh, 1841, p. 252.

^ Seyfrled, Eaethoven^i Studien, Anhang, p. 31
7 alograiihit, a. 164, 322.
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the elements of finished art. If in his Italian
operas he assimilated the traditions of a long
period of development, and in some sense put
the finishing stroke to it, with the '

' Zauberflbte
"

Hozart treads on the threshold of the future,

and unlocks for his countrymen the sacred
treasure of natural art.

'

We append a list of Mozart's operas, in the
order in which they were first performed in
London.'

' La Clemelm dl Tito,' 1806, March 27, King's Theatre ; for
Hn. BilUnffton's benefit, ' ably supported by Mr. Braham.' {1812,
March 3, Catalanl appeared as Vitellia, and Sig. Tramezsanl as
Sesto.)

*Cosl fan tatte,'1811. May 9, King's "Theatre ; for the benefit of
Mme. Bertinottl Kadlcatl.

'II Flantoniftglco,'1811, Junefi; King's Theatre; Signer Naldi's
benefit.

* Le TSozza dl Figaro,' 1812, June 18. King's Theatre ; in aid
of the funds of the Scottish Hospital. Among the pf^ormers
were Catalaui, Mrs. Dickons. Big. Naldi, and Fischer. It Tras a
decided success, further increased on Its revlTal In 1817 (Feb. 1}
under Ayrton, with a powerful cast.

' Don Olovannl,' 1817, April 12, King's Theatre. Extraordinary

'The Seraglio' ('EntfUhrung ans dem Seiair), 1827, Nov. 24,
CoTent Garden. Music and libretto mutilated. Performed in
Italian at Her Majesty's, June 30. 1866.

' Der Schauspieldlrector,' 1861 ; music given at Crystal Palace
summer concert, in Italian. Also in English (Sept. 13, 1877) in the
Crystal Palace "Theatre as ' The Manager.'

[Mozart's likeness has been preserved in every
form and variety of portrait ; the following list

is taken from an article by Emil Vogel in the

Jahrbuch der Mvsikbibl. Petersfur 1899 (1900),

p. 13. (1) The earliest, an oil-painting to

the knee, taken in Yienna in 1762, represents

him in the Archduke Maximilian's gold-laced

court suit, given him by the Empress. (2) A
pencil drawing made in the spring of 1763 at

Salzburg, probably by F. N. Streiche ; the ori-

ginal is lost, but a photograph is in the Mozart
Museum. (3) In the small family picture,

painted by CarmontelleinParisinl763, Mozart
is sitting at the harpsichord, with his sister by
his side, and his father standing behind him
playing the violin. This is now in the posses-

sion of Lord Revelstoke. It was engraved by
Delafosse, and was reproduced in coloured fac-

simile by Goupil's Photogravure process for

Colnaghi & Co., London, in 1879. (4) In the

Museum of Yersailles is a small oil-painting of

the date Dec. 1763, by M. B. Ollivier, crowded
with figures, representing Mozart sitting at the

harpsichord in the Prince de Conti's saloon.

This is reproduced in Riv. Mas. Hal. v. 699.

(5) A portrait of doubtful authenticity, said to

have been painted during Mozart's visit to the

Netherlands in 1765-66, is in oil, and signed

D. van Smissen. The original is in the pos-

session of Herr Landgerichtsrat Bich. Homer
in Neu-Ulm, and a photograph is in the Mozart
Museum. (6) Another doubtful oil- portrait,

of the date 1766-67, painted by Thadaus Helb-

ling, was on loan in the Mozart Museum
(1900), and ia reproduced in Famous Composers,

ii. 272. (7) About 1769 a miniature by an
anonymous artist, formerly in the possession of

the composer's sister, was given by her to the

painter F. von Amerling (1803-87), and is

1 Fohlt Mozart in London, pp. 145<1S1.

now in the possession of the painter's widow,
Countess Maria Hoyos in Vienna. As has been
mentioned, his picture was taken in 1770, both
in Verona and Eome. (8) In the first he is

seated at the harpsichord in a crimson and
gold court suit, with a diamond ring on the
little finger of his right hand. Above the key-
board is ' Joanni Celestini Veneti, mdlxxxiii,'
and on the open music -book may be clearly

deciphered what was apparently a favourite

piece of the period. This picture, a half-length,

is now in the possession of Frau Therese Kam-
merlacher, geb. von Sonnleithner. The head is

given in the frontispiece of Jahn's 4th volume
and ia also reproduced in Riv. Mus. Ital. v. 709.

(9) In Pompeo Battoni's portrait, taken in

Eome—now in the Nottingham Museum—the
right hand holds a roll ofmusic ; the countenance
is full of life, but highly idealised ; an engraving
by Adlard is given in the Becord of the
Musical Union for 1865 ; in Ella's Musical
Sketches, vol. i. and in the second edition of

Nohl's Mozartbrie/e. (9a) A portrait in the
possession of W. Barclay Squire, Esq., is prob-

ably by Battoni, was lent to the Vienna Ex-
hibition of 1892, and has been reproduced by
the Berlin Photographic Company. It re-

presents a musician of about Mozart's age in

1770, but has a harp in the background, and
it is not absolutely certain that it is a genuine
portrait of the composer. (10) A miniature,

dating from about the end of 1771, is in the
Mozart Museum. (11) In October 1772, Karl
Christian Klass made a drawing in profile,

sitting at a table on which are a violin and a
book ; this is in the possession of Count von
Waldstein in Prague. (12) In the Liceo

Musicale at Bologna there is a portrait said to

be a copy made for Padre Martini from a lost

original referred to in a letter by Leopold
Mozart of Sept. 25, 1777. The composer is

represented sitting at an organ. (13) In 1777
Mozart sent to his cousin, Maria Anna Thekla
Mozart, a miniature, which at her death in

1841 was bequeathed to Postmeister Streitel of

Bayreuth, whose great -grand -daughter, Frau
Justizrath Vogl, of Eegensburg, is the present

owner. It is reproduced in Vogel's article.

(14) Frau Emil Konig of Mainz is the possessor

of a portrait probably painted by J. J. Langen-
hoffel in Mannheim in 1777 ; this also is repro-

duced in Vogel's article. (15) A crayon draw-
ing by Augustin de Saint-Aubin was executed

in Paris in July 1778 ; it now belongs to Herr
B. P. Goldschmidt of Berlin. (16) A wax
medallion, possibly of about the same date as

No. 15, is in the possession of Dr. Max Fried-

lander of Berlin. (17) Delia Croce painted

a large picture of the family in 1780 : Mozart
and his sister are at the piano playing a duet

;

the father with his violin stands at the side,

and the mother's portrait hangs on the wall. A
large steel-engraving from it by Blasius Hbfel
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is published at Salzburg. The half - lengths

of Mozart and his father in Jahn's 1st vol.

(pp. 1 ai)d 564) are from tliis picture. The
original is in the Mozart Museum. (18) A
half-length profile carved in box-wood by Posoh

(1781), and now in the Mozarteum at Salzburg,

was engraved by J. G. Mansfeld, and published

by Artaria, with the inscription ' Dignum
laude virum Musa vetat mori. ' This, the uni-

versally accepted portrait, is out of print, and

Kohl's engraved copy (1793) by no means comes

up to the original. (19) Miniatures of Mozart

and his wife were sent by the composer to his

sister soon after his marriage in 1783 ; they

have disappeared, but are reproduced in Nissen's

biography. (20) A miniature by Grassi, Vienna,

1785, is much idealised. It was engraved by
Gottschick in 1829. (21) During his short stay

at Dresden in 1789, Dora Stock, the talented

sister-in-law of Kbrner and friend of Schiller,

drew him in her own refined and spirited style.

The likeness is caught with the tenderness

peculiar to a woman's hand ; the outlines are

correct, and the thoughtful expression of the

eye rivets the beholder ; the luxuriant silky

hair, of which he was proud, is more truthfully

rendered than in any of his portraits ; and even

the small stature is sufficiently indicated.

Hofcapellmeister Eckert of Berlin (died Oct. 14,

1879), possessed the original (now in the pos-

session of the Bibliothek Peters), of which we
have here attempted an engraving.

(22) A life-size half-lengtli, said to have been

painted at Mayence in 1790 by Tischbein, is

given in .Jahn (ii. 456) ; there is more intellect

and refinement in it than in that by Posch,

which, however, is more like. Grave doubts

have been cast upon the authenticity of the

' Tischbein ' portrait (the composer's son, when
shown it in 1849, said there was not the

smallest resemblance to his father), which,

supposing them to be established, forbid us to

suppose that (22a) a portrait now in the posses-

sion of Mr. H. E. Krehbiel of New York, dis-

covered by him in Paris in 1900, in the house

of M. Catusse, the French Minister to Sweden,

is a genuine representation of Mozart. This

portrait is reproduced in the American periodical

the New Musk, Review. (23) Lange, Mozart's

brother-in-law, drew him, probably at the be-

ginning of 1791, sitting at the piano absorbed

in improvisation. The picture, complete only

to the waist, was pronounced by his son Karl

to be very like. It is now in the Mozarteum at

Salzburg ; and a lithograph from it by Ed.

Lehmann was published at Copenhagen. Some
other less authoritative portraits are mentioned

at the end of Vogel's article.]

The Mozart literature is copious ; but it has

been ably summarised by Jahn in his W. A.

Mozart (1st ed. 4 vols. 1856-69, 2nd ed. 2 vols.

1862, Breitkopf & Hiirtel, translated by Misa

Pauline Townsend and published by Novello).

In the preface he expressly describes his method
of procedure, and the use he has made of all the

printed matter in existence, assigning to each

work its relative value and importance. Here

we find SchlichtegroU, Niemetschek, Rochlitz,

Arnold, Schlosser, G. N. von Nissen, Holmes,

Oulibicheff, Gottfried Weber, Andre, Lorenz,

Fuohs, Nohl, Marx, and others. Breitkopf &
Hiirtel also published in 1878 a second edition

of Mozart's Briefe. Conjointly with Jahn's

second edition should be used Dr. von Kbchel's

dtronologisch-thevuUisches Verzeichniss sammt-
licher Tonwerke W. A. Mozarts (Breitkopf &
Hiirtel, 1862), second edition, enlarged and
revised by Paul, Graf von Waldersee, 1905.

As will be evident to the reader, the present

article is founded on the above two excellent

works, the substance of which, in a compressed

form, is now presented for the first time ' to the

English public.

Comparatively few of Mozart's compositions

were published in his lifetime ; the greater part

being circulated, with or without his acquies-

cence, in MS. His publishers in Vienna were

Artaria, Toricella, and Hoffmeister. Breitkopf

& Hiirtel published the first comprehensive

edition in 1800, and the twelve vols, of ' (Euvres

complets ' were long and widely known. The
same enterprising firm issued the first scores of

his Symphonies, Requiem, and other works.

Steiner of Vienna followed in 1820 with an

engraved edition of his collected works in thirty

parts. Numerous ' complete ' collections of his

PF. works, quartets, quintets, etc., came out

afterwards. Breitkopf & Hartel next issued his

last great operas in score, revised from the auto-

graphs, preparatory to their ' Erete kritisch

durchgesehene Gesammtausgabe ' of his works,

begun in 1876 and now completed. Von
Kochel with great liberality provided a special

1 [This of courae refers to the first edition of tile Dictionary.]
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fund to start this work—the finest possible

monument to Mozart, and at the same time an
honourable memorialof his most worthy admirer.

Classified List of Mozart's works ; from the

Catalogue of Breitkopf & Hartel's Erste

kritiseh dureh^esekene GesarmtUatisgabe,

I. VOCAL
Series 1. 15 MiuBes.
Series 2. 4 Litanies, 2 Vespere, I Dixit and Magnificat.
Series 3. 4Kyriea, 1 Madrigal, 1 Yeni Sancte, 1 Miaerere. 1 Anti-

plion,3 Beginacceli, ITe Deuin.S Tantum ergo, 2 German Kirchen-
lieder, 9 Offertoires, 1 De piofundis, 1 Air for soprano, 1 Motet for
ditto, 1 Hotet for 4 voices, 1 Graduale, 2 Hymna

Series 4. I Passions-cantate (Grabmusik) ; ' Id Betulia libetata,'
oratorio: 'Daviddepenitente,' cantata; 'Die Maorerfreude,' sliort
cantata for tenor with final chorus ; ' Eine kleiue Freimanrer can*
tate,' for 2 tenors and bass.

Series 5. ' Die Schuldigkeit dea ersten Gehotes,' sacred Singspiel
in three parts (first only by Mozart). ' Apollo et Hyacinthni,' Latin
comedy. 'Baatien undBastieiine,'Germauoperetta,lact. 'Lafinta
Semplice,' opera buffa, 3 acts. ' Mitridate, Bd dl Fonto,' opera, 3 acts.

'Ascanio in Alba,' tbeatra-lische Serenade, 2 acts. 'II Sogno di
Scipione,' dramatische Serenade, 1 act. ' Luclo Silla,' diamma per
musica, 3 acts. ' La finta Giardinieia, opera bnffii, 3 acts. ' II Bd
Fastore,' dramatic Cantata, 2acts. ' Zaide,' German opera, 2 acts.
' Thamos, Konig in Aegypten,' heroischea Drama ; Cfaoriiaes and
Entr'actes. 'Idomeneo Bd di Greta, ossia, Ilia ed Adamante,'
operaseria in 3 acts. Ballet-raueic to ' Idomeneo.' ' Die EntfUhrung
ans dem Serail,* komisches Singspiel, 3 acts. 'Der Schauspiel-
director,' comedy with mnsic, 1 act. ' Le Ifozze di Figaro,' opera
buf&, 4 acts. ' II Dissoluto punito, oseia, n Don Giovanni,' opera
bnffik, 2 acts. ' CosI (an tutte ' (' Weibertreue '), opera butfa, 2 acts.

'La Clemenza di Tito,' opera seria, 2 acta. 'Die ZauberflOte' (*I1

Flauto magico ') German opera, 2 acta.

Series 6. 27 airs, 1 rondo for soprano with orchestra obbligato ; 1

ditto for alto ; frditto for tenor; 5 ditto for baas : 1 ariette for bass

;

1 dentsches Kriegslied ; 1 duet for 2 soprani ; 1 comic duet for

soprano and baas ; 6 terzettos ; 1 quartet.
Series 7. 34 Lieder for single voice with PF. accompaniment

;

1 Lied with chorus and organ ; 1 three-part chorus with organ

;

comic terzetto with PF. : 20 canons for 2 or more voices.

II. INSTRUMENTAL
Obchestbal Workb

Series 8. 41 Symphonies.
Series 9. 28 I>ivertimenti, Serenades, and Cassationen for or-

chestra (12 Divertinienti for wind instr.) ; 3 Divertimenti for 2
violins, viola, 2 horns, and bass.

Series 10. 9 Nob. Marches for orchestra; 2 symphonic move-
ments; 'Manrerische Trauermnsik' for orch. ; 'Ein mnaikalische
Spass' for 2 violins, viola, bass, and 2 horns ; 1 Sonata for bassoon
and v'cello ; short Adagio for 2 corni di bassetto and baesoon ; Adagio
for 2 clarinete and 3 corni di bassetto ; Adagio for harmonica

;

Ada^o and Allegretto for harmonica, flute, oboe, viola, and v'cello

;

Adagio and Allegretto for a musical clock; Fantasia for ditto;
Andante for a amall barrel-organ.

Series 11. 25 Nos. various kinds of dance-music for orchestra.

Series 12. Concertos, and smaller pieces with orch. 6 Concertos
for violin ; 3 short pieces for ditto ; 1 Coucertone for 2 solo violins

;

1 Symphonie concertante for violin and viola; 1 Concerto for

bassoon; 1 ditto for fluteand harp ; 2 ditto for flute ; 1 Andante for

ditto ; 4 Concertos for horn ; 1 ditto for clarinet.

Chaubgb-Musjc

Series 13. 7 Quintets for 2 vjoUdb, 2 violas, and v'cello ; 1 ditto,

fori violin, 2 violaa, horn, and v'cello (or2nd v'cello instead ofhorn);
1 ditto for clarinet, 2 violins, viola, and v'cello.

S^es 14. 26 Qoartets for 2 violins, viola, and v'cello ; 1 short
Nachtmusik for 2 violins, viola, v'cello, and donble-hasa ; Adagio
and Fugue for 2 violins, viola, and v'cello ; 1 Quartet for oboe,

violin, viola, and v'cello.

Series 15. 2 Duets for violin and viola ; 1 Duet for 2 violins

;

1 Divertimento for violin, viola, and v'cello.

PF. MuBio

Series 16. 2S Concertos forFF. and orchestra ; 1 ditto for 2 PFs.;

a ditto for 3 PFs. ; 1 Concert-rondo for 1 PP.
Series 17. 1 Quintet for PF., oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon

;

2 Quartets for PF, violin, viola, and v'cello ; 7 Trios for PF., violin,

and v'cello ; 1 ditto for PF., clarinet, and viola.

Series 18. 42 Sonatas for PF. and violin ; Allegro for ditto ; 12
variations for ditto : 6 variations for ditto.'

Series 19. 5 FF. Sonatas for 4hands; Andante with S variations

for ditto ; Fugue for 2 PFs.; Sonata for ditto.

Series 20. 17 Sonatas for PF.; Fantasia and Fugue ; 3 Fantaaiaa
for ditto.

Series 21. 16 Collections of variations for PF.
Series 22. 18 short pieces for PF. (Minuets, 3 Rondos, Suite,

Fugue, 2 Allegros ; Allegro and Andante ; Andantino ; Ada^o
;

short Gigiie ; 35 Cadenzas for PF. concertos).

Series 23. I7 Sonatas for organ with accompaniment (chiefly 2
violins and bass).

Series 24. Supplement. Contains all the unfinished and doubtful

worka,etc. Among others ; The ' Keqnieni ' ; 'L'OcadPlCairo,'opeTa

huffk; 'Lo SpoBO deluso,' opera buffa ; Handel's ' Acis,' 'Mesaiah,'

'Alexander's Feast,* and "Ode on St. Cecilia's Day" (additional

accompaniments); 5 Fugues from the ' Wohltemperirtes Clavier'

(arranged for 2 violins, viola, and bass) ; 3 Sonatas of Johann Bach's

(arranged as a concerto for PP., 2 vloUnfl, and bass) ; etc.

c. F. P. ; with additions in square brackets by

w. H. H^.

Mozakt's Spurious Masses

The notice of Mozart can scarcely be considered

complete without some mention of works, un-

doubtedly spurious, which have been attributed

to him, and of those which the best authorities

consider at least doubtful, especially as some

important works are included in these categories.

Of the former class Kbchel's Catalogue enumer-

ates sixty-three, of the latter forty-seven. The
most important are various masses, published,

together with Mozart's genuine ones, by Novello

in his arrangement for organ and voices. Those
in Eb (Novello's Nos. 13 and 16), and in C (his

No. 17), Kbchel regards as of doubtful author-

ship (Appendix Nos. 185,186). Novello's No. 7

in Bb, of which the score and parts were pub-

lished by C. F. Peters at Leipzig as by Mozart,

is believed by a writer in the Allgemeine musi-

kalische Zeitung (xiv. p. 829) to be spurious,

which opinion is shared by 0. Jahn (ed. 1, i.

673), who states that there were no clarinets in

the Salzburg orchestra when Mozart was there
;

to which Kochel adds that we know enough of

Mozart's subsequent life at Mannheim, Munich,

and Vienna before 1784, from his own letters,

to be sure that he then wrote no Mass except

that in C minor. To which must be added that

Mozart's widow stated that this Mass was com-

posed by F, X. Siissmayer. Two short Masses

(Novello's Nos. 8 and 9) in C and G were pub-

lished by M. Falter at Munich as Mozart's, but

are said to be by Gleissner of Munich. A short

Requiem in D minorwas published by Simrock at

Bonn (Novello's No. 1 8) as Mozart's ; but Kochel

says it is certain that Mozart never wrote any
Requiem except his celebrated last composition.

The most important of these spurious Masses

is that which was published in score by N. Sim-

rock at Bonn in 1821, and by Novello for organ

and voices as No. 12. This Mass commences in

G, but is chiefly in C and its related keys, and
ends in C. The reviewer in the Allgemeine

musikaliscJie Zeitung, xxiii. p. 648, for Oct.

1821 declares that he had possessed it for thirty

years, and argues for its genuineness (notwith-

standing that the style is rather showy, more
calculated to please the Archbishop of Salzburg

than to satisfy Mozart himself). But in July

1826 Ritter Ign. von Seyfried opened a contro-

versy on the subject in the Ccedlia (vol. v.

Heft 17, p. 77) with 'Scruples concerning the

Mass in G published by Simrock in the name of

Mozart, ' in which he enumerated especially

weaknesses in part-writing and tonality, and
other faults, and pronounced it spurious. In

Heft 22 of the same journal the publisher of the

Mass declared that he had received it from Carl

Zulehner, who would doubtless explain how he

had come into possession of the MS., the hand-

writing of which was similar to Mozart's, but

probably not his. But Zulehner made no answer

to the challenge. Jahn (i. 672) agrees with
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Seyfried, and adds that ' the treatment of the

instruments, especially the bassoons, is quite

different from Mozart's manner in his Salzburg

masses. ' And Kiicheladds, ' ThisMass isdeclared

by all connoisseurs to be decidedly spurious.'

To this another testimony can now be added.

The violinist Leopold Jansa recognised it as a

Mass in which he used to sing as a boy in a

musical school in his native country of Bohemia,

where it was known as 'MuUer's Mass.' This

would take us back to about 1812, long before

its first publication by Simrock in 1821. If

Miiller was really the composer's name, it ought

to be possible to discover him. As regards his

age, he might be August Eberhardt Miiller.

And he is named in Kochel's Catalogue (App.

No. 286) on the authority of a Catalogue of

Breitkopfs, as the real composer of some varia-

tions published as Mozart's own ; besides which,

two songs, also published as Mozart's, are attri-

buted to ' Miiller ' by Kbohel (Nos. 248, 249),

on the authority of a writer in the AUgemeime
mimkalische Zeitwng (i. 745). But as a musi-

cian of North Germany he was perhaps hardly

likely to be known in manuscript copies in

Bohemia. Wenzel Miiller, music composer at

the various theatres in Vienna from 1.786 is more
likely in the latter respect, but his serious music

is extremely unimportant. If the name Miiller

be discarded, it might be asked whether Zulehner

may not have palmed off a work of his own on
Simrock as Mozart's. Zulehner was well ac-

quainted with Mozart, and worked for Simrock,

who published two choruses from 'Thamos,'

arranged for four voices with pianoforte accom-

paniment by Zulehner, which are quite different

from those in Mozart's ' Thamos ' to the same
words, and are therefore placed by Kbchel in

the list of spurious works (No. 243). This seems

a parallel case to that of the Mass, ofwhich Sim-

rock published both the scoreand an arrangement
for four voices and pianoforte by Zulehner. The
same publisher published also an arrangement

for Mozart's (genuine) symphonies as trios for

PF. , violin and violoncello, by Zulehner. More-

over, Zulehner was the possessor of a Mass in C
bearing Mozart's name, and called the ' Corona-

tion Mass. ' This was a mere pasticcio of pieces

taken from ' Cosl fan tutte,' transposed, altered,

and joined together by intervening chords.

Zulehner is said to have maintained that the

mass was the original work, and that Mozart
' plundered ' his own work (as Jahn says) to

produce the opera. This is perhaps the most
damaging fact, yet ascertained, to Zulehner's

reputation. Jahn says, ' That the mass is

pieced together from the opera by some church-

musician is proved by the existence of passages

not belonging to the opera, and by the mode in

which the borrowed treasure is employed ; and
no musician to whom I have shown the mass
doubted this ' (Jahn, iv. Beilage 5). Two other

remarks may be made. It rather seems as if

the mass were put together from two distinct

sources. The Kyrie is in 6, the Gloria is in C ;

the Mass ends in C, and the middle movements

are in keys related to C, but not for the most

part to 6 : F, A minor, G, and C minor. It

seems, therefore, as if we had a mass in C minus

the Kyrie, and as if a Kyrie from some other

source had been prefixed to complete it. It is

finally interesting to note that the only really

strong movement in the Mass, the great fugue
' Cum sancto spiritu,' which is well worthy of

Mozart, is expressly stated by Simrock in his

answer to Seyfried to have been performed, long

before the publication of this Mass, in the chapel

of the Elector of Cologne in a Mass of Mozart's
;

and he gives no such testimony of any other

part of this Mass. It may, therefore, be possible

to cling to the belief that this single movement
is genuine.

The other spurious works are less important.

Most have never been published, or published

only once or twice by obscure publishers in

Germany. There are, however, thirty-nine

spurious songs in vogue, published chiefly by
Bellstab at Berlin and Andr^ at Offenbach, of

some of which the true composers are known.
One is the beautiful bass air ' lo ti lascio, cara,

addio ' (published in Suppl. to Allg. musik
Zeitung, i.), which is by G. von Jacquin (Kiichel,

App. Nos. 245-283). Among the doubtful

pieces are reckoned thx-ee Divertimenti for wind
instruments, a sonata in C minor, and a romance
for piauofortein Ab (Ih. 226-228,204,205). E. M.

MOZARTEUM OF SALZBURG, THE. An
educational institute for musicians, which also

gives annual concerts. With it is connected

the Dom Musikverein, which undertakes the

music for the cathedral services. Dr. Otto
Bach was the director from 1868. In 1869 an
' International Mozart Stiftung ' or Fund was
created, with the double object, as yet unrealised,

of assisting poor musicians, and founding an
' International Conservatorium.' o. p. p.

MOZARTSTIFTUNG, THE, at Frankfort,

was founded in 1838, to assist poor but talented

musicians in their studies. Scholarships are

retained as a rule for four years. [Among
eminent musicians who have held them are the

following :—Max Bruch, K. J. Brambach, A.

Krug, F. Stejnbach, E. Humperdinck, Paul
Umlauft, and Ludwig Thuille.] c. F. p.

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. Opera in

four acts after Shakespeare, text by Julian

Sturgis, music by C. V. Stanford. Produced
at Covent Garden, May 30, 1900. In a German
translation by John Bernhoff, at the Stadt-

theater, Leipzig, April 25, 1902.
MUCK, Karl, was born at Darmstadt,

October 22, 1859, his father being a Bavarian

Magistrate (Ministerialrat), and studied at

Heidelberg and Leipzig. At the latter place he
visited both University and Conservatorium, and
graduated as Doctor of Philosophy. The same
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year (1880) he made his d^bnt as a pianist in

the Gewandhaus. Shortly afterwards he became
capellmeiater at Salzburg, then at Briinn, Graz,

and in 1886 first capellmeister at Prague. As
director of Neumann's Travelling Opera Com-
pany he appeared in Berlin, and was appointed

in 1892 capellmeister at the Royal Opera in

that capital, a post he resigned in June 1906,
going to America to conduct the Boston Sym-
phony Concerts. He conducted at the Bay-
reuth Festival of 1902. He visited England
in 1899 to conduct German Opera at Covent
Garden. H, v. H.

MUDIE, THOMA.S MOLLESON, was bom at

Chelsea on Nov. 30, 1809. He died, unmarried,

in London, July 24, 1876, and is interred in

Highgate cemetery. He was one of the ten

successful candidates for entry into the Boyal
Academy of Music, in the severe first examina-
tion of 1 823. At the foundation of this institu-

tion the Utopian idea was entertained of giving

free education to its pupils and defraying the

cost from funds raised by subscription j hence
the large number of candidates. Mudie was a
pupil of Dr. Crotch for composition, of Cipriani

Potter for the pianoforte—who also gave him
useful advice as to his writings—and of Willman
for the clarinet. He studied this last in com-
pliance with the rule that male students must
take part in the orchestral practices, and thus

obtain the benefit of this experience ; he
obtained much proficiency on the instrument,

and had a remarkably beautiful tone, but he
ceased its use when he discontinued his

studentship. His song ' Lungi dal caro bene,

'

was so esteemed that the Committee of Manage-
ment paid the cost of its publication, an act

repeated in the case of Stemdale Bennett's First

Concerto, but in no other. Several vocal pieces

with orchestral accompaniment, a Symphony
in C, and one in Bb were also works of his

student time. The last named is especially

notable, and may be remembered by its Minuet
with two Trios, all three finally played together

as a Coda. Mudie's pupilage terminated in

1832, by his appointment as a professor of the

pianoforte in the Academy, which post he held

till 1844. In 1834 he entered into some

relationship, partly of friendship and partly

stipendiary, with Lord Monson, with whom he

spent much of his time at Gatton in Surrey.

This relation was closed by Lord Monson's

death in 1840, who bequeathed to Mudie an
annuity of £100, which, however, the estate

being somewhat involved, the musician relin-

quished in favour of his patron's widow. He
continued to act as organist of Gatton till 1844.

The Society of British Musicians, founded in

1834, furnished an arena for the performance of

several of the works of Mudie. The Symphony
in B|> already mentioned, was played at the

concert of Feb. 9, 1835 ; a Symphony in F,

remarkable for a movement in F minor, Nov.

10, 1835 ; a Symphony in D, March 10, 1837 ;

a Quintet in E|> for pianoforte and strings, Jan.

5, 1843 and March 7, 1844 ; a Trio in D for

pianoforte and strings, Oct. 6, 1843 ; and
several songs and concerted vocal pieces on
many occasions. On the death of Alfred

Devaux, in 1844, Mudie went to succeed him
in his occupation as teacher in Edinburgh.
While there he published several pianoforte

pieces and songs, and wrote accompaniments to

many of Wood's collection of the Songs of

Scotland ; he also occasionally gave pianoforte

recitals. In 1863 he returned permanently to

London, but from that time, except with an
overture at one of the Crystal Palace concerts,

came little before the public. A complete
reverse of the brilliant prospects of his early

days clouds the latter period of Mudie's career,

when his playing lost its charm, and his music
had rarely the power— amounting even to

mastership—that distinguished his first pro-

ductions. His published music comprises forty-

eight original pianoforte solos, including the
twelve melodies dedicated to Sir W. Stemdale
Bennett ; six duets for the same instrument

;

nineteen fantasias, some of which are on Scottish

airs ; a collection of twenty-four sacred songs,

a work of remarkable interest ; three sacred

duets ; three chamber anthems for three voices ;

forty-two separate songs, and two duets. The
existing scores of his symphonies and the whole
of his printed works are deposited in the library

of the Eoyal Academy of Music. o. A. M.

MUHLFELD, Kichard, born Feb. 28, 1856,

at Salzungen, learnt theory from Emil Biichner,

and was a member of the famous Grand Ducal
Orchestra of Meiningen from 1873, at first as a

violinist, but from 1876 as first clarinet, having
taught himself the latter instrument with such

success that he rapidly gained an unique position

among modern players. He took part in the

Bayreuth festival plays from 1884 to 1896, and
came to England for the first time in 1892,

appearing on March 28 at the Popular Con-
certs, in Brahms's quintet for clarinet and
strings, a work, like the master's trio and the

two sonatas in which the same instrument is

employed, written with special view to Miihl-

feld's great qualities as a player. Nothing can

exceed the depth of meaning and beauty that

he can put into a phrase, and in all kinds of

music his performance is a perfect model of

what musical interpretation can be. Many a

detail of excellence in the Meiningen orchestra

is due to him, for he was accustomed for many
years to act as sub-conductor, and to rehearse

the players singly and in groups. (Biemann's

LeaAkon, etc.) M.

MULLEK, the beothees, celebrated quartet-

players, four sons of the Duke of Brunswick's

Hofmusikus, Aegidius Cheistoph MOllbk,
bom July 2, 1766, at Nordhausen, died Aug.

14, 1841, at Bmnswick, where all his sons
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were bom. The brothers were Kael Fbiedrich,
first violin and oonoertmeister to the Duke,
bom Nov. 11, 1797, died AprU 4, 1873;
Thbodor Heinrich Gustav, viola, bora Dec.

3, 1799, died Sept. 7, 1855 ; August Theodob,
violoncello, bom Sept. 27, 1802, died Oct. 20,

1875 ; Frakz Ferdinand Gborg, second violin

and oapellmeister to the Duke, bom July 29,

1808, died May 22, 1855.' Educated by their

father expressly with a view to quartet-playing,

they brought the art to a perfection then un-

known. The Duke of Brunswick's somewhat
tyrannical regulation, by which none of his

musicians were allowed to take any part in the

music of the town, obliged them to prepare in

secret for appearing in public, and in 1830 they
sent in their resignations. They gave concerts

at Hamburg in 1831, and in 1832 at Berlin,

where the public gradually learned to appreciate

their wonderful ensemble. In 1833 they left

Berlin, and visited in turn all the principal

cities of Germany and Paris, extending their

tours farther and farther, till 1845, when they
went to Russia. Their repertoire consisted

almost entirely of the works of Haydn, Mozart,

and Beethoven, and they thus contributed im-

mensely to the spread of a taste for really good
music. Their performance of Haydn's ' Kaiser

quartett ' especiallyhad a world-wide reputation.

The eldest brother, Karl Friedrioh, also had
four sons, known as the younger Miiller brothers

;

Bernhard, viola, bom Feb. 24, 1825, died

Sept. 4, 1895 ; Karl, first violin, bom April

14, 1829 (he married a singer Elvira Berghaus,

and was known as Miiller-Berghaus) ; Hugo,
second violin, born Sept. 21, 1832, died June
26, 1886 ; and Wilhblm, violoncello, the most
important, born June 1, 1834, died in New
York, in Sept. 1897. They were court quartet-

players to the Duke of Meiningen, and also

made extended tours, visiting Russia, Denmark,
and France. In 1866 they settled for a short

time in Wiesbaden, and then at Rostock, where
Karl became capellmeister, his place in the

quartet being supplied when travelling by
Leopold Auer. It was, however, broken up
entirely in 1873, by the appointment ofWilhelm
as Kammermusikus, and teacher at the Hoch-
schule fur Musik in Berlin. The younger
Miillers, thoughdistinguished for their ensemble,

did not reach the standard of perfection main-
tained by the elder brothers ; the chief reason

being that instead of restricting themselves to

genuine quartets, they played music which,
though good of its kind, was in reality better

suited to a small orchestra. F. G.

mUlLER, August Ebeehaedt, bom Dec.

13, 1767, at Wordheim, in Hanover. His
father, organist at Rinteln, was his first in-

structor and he subsequently learnt of J. C. F.

Bach of Biickeburg. In 1785 he went to

1 The dates of death are very much confuted by Biemann ; the
above are believed to be correct.

Leipzig to study law, but soon gave it up, and

became in 1789 organist of St. Ulrioh's church,

Magdeburg. In 1792 he was chosen to direct

the concerts, etc., at Berlin, and there became

intimate with Marpurg, Fasch, Reichardt, and

other distinguished men. He was made organist

of St. Nicholas' church, Leipzig, in 1794. He
played the organ and harpsichord equally well,

and was also a proficient on the flute. In 1800

he was appointed deputy to Hiller at the

Thomasschule, and cantor on Hiller's death

in 1804. In 1810 he moved to Weimar, and

died Dec. 3, 1817. The following is a list of

his compositions :—(1) Piano : Two concertos
;

a trio for piano and strings, op. 17 ; two sonatas

for violin and piano ; many sonatas for piano

solo, besides variations, etc. (2) Organ : Suites,

a sonata and chorale, variations. (3) Flute

:

Eleven concertos ; a fantasia with orchestra, and

twenty-three duets for two flutes. (4) Vocal

:

Three cantatas for four voices and orchestra

;

two posthumous operettas (Singspiele) ; songs

with piano accompaniment. (5) Instraction

:

Method for the piano, and instruction-book for

the flute (see the Quellen-Lem,kon). u.

MULLER, Christian, of Amsterdam, be-

tween 1720 and 1770 built the finest organs in

Holland, and especially the celebrated instru-

ment at Haarlem in 1 738. v. db p.

MULLER, Heinrich, bom at Llibeck, Oct.

18, 1631, was from 1653 till his death, Sept.

17, 1675, Pastor and Archdeacon of the St.

Marien-Kirche, Rostock, also a distinguished

professor of theology at the University there.

Among his numerous theological and homiletical

works he published in 1659 a book entitled

'Geistliche Seelen-Musik,' containing about 400
Hymns, mostly of a very subjective devotional

cast, for which 126 tunes are provided with

Figured Bass. As the Hymns are characterised

by almost an excess of subjective devotional

sentiment, some of them by Miiller himself, and
a large number from Angelus SUesius, so the

tunes bear witness to a corresponding change in

musical taste, and the gradual suppression of the

older rhythmical chorale in favour of the secular

Aria-form in modern keys. The work is even

more of a pioneer in this direction than Crliger's

' Praxis pietatis melica. ' Of the tunes fifty new
ones are the invention of Nicolaus Hasse, then

organistof theMarienkirche. None of thesetunes

have continued in general use, though one has

reappeared in a recent English collection 'Songs

of Syon,' edited by the Rev. G. R. Woodward
(No. 3). Miiller prefaces his work with a series

of ten chapters on the origin and use of Spiritual

Songs, in the course of which he deplores the

decay of congregational interest in Church
Music and Hymn-singing, and of the devotional

sentiment in connection therewith. His object

was thus to stir up greater interest in con-

gregational singing from the devotional point of

view, and by the infusion of greater warmth of
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devotional sentiment. Another work of Miiller

may be mentioned, Geistliche Erquick-stunden

(1664-66), the devotions in which wereafterwards
versified, and provided with tunes in the form
of spiritual Arias by several Nuremberg poets

and musicians, members of the Pegnitz-Blumen-

Genossensohaft, and published under the title

Poetischer Andacht-Xlang (1673-91). It was
works of this kind that led the way to the intro-

duction of the devotional solo Aria into the

Lutheran Church Cantata. J. s. M.

MiJLLER, IwAN, a renowned clarinettist,

born at Reval, Deo. 3, 1786, appeared first in

Paris in 1809, where he brought out many of

his structural improvements in the instrument,

and where, after a residence of some years, and
a successful concert tour through all theprincipal

European cities, undertaken in 1820-1826, he

was appointed professor in the Conservatoire.

In later life he returned to Germany, and died

at Biickeburg, Feb. 4, 1854. His compositions

(concertante for two clarinets, three quartets for

clarinet, violin, viola, and violoncello, etc.)

have an educational value for players of his

instrument, but beyond that they are of no
importance. His best production is a ' Gamme
pour la nouvelle Clarinette,' published at Berlin

in 1825. M.

MULLER, Wenzel, born Sept. 26, 1767,

at Tyrnau in Moravia, was for some time a

pupil of Dittersdorf, and became conductor in

the Briinu Theatre in 1783 and three years

afterwards, when only nineteen, obtained a

similar post at Mariuelli's theatre in Vienna.

The rest of his life was spent in the capital,

with the exception of the years 1808-1813,

during which he was director of the opera at

Prague, where his daughter Therese, afterwards

known as Madame Griinbaum, was engaged as

a singer. On his return to Vienna, he became

conductor at the Leopoldstadt Theatre, and

retained the post until within a short time of

his death, which took place at Baden near

Vienna, on August 3, 1835. As a composer of

light operas, he enjoyed enormous popularity

for many years, and his productions in this

kind are said to number over 200. His more

ambitious works, as symphonies, masses, etc.,

were less successful. Among his dramatic works

may be mentioned:— 'Das Sonnenfest der

Braminen' (1790); 'Das neue Sontagskind'

(1793); 'Die Schwestern von Prag' (1794);

' Die TeufelsmiihleaufdemWienerberge' (1799).

A peculiar interest attaches to his ' Zauberzither'

or 'Kasper der Fagottist,' produced June 8,

1791, since Schikaneder took several suggestions

from it for the plot of 'Die Zauberflote.' In

1S18 Miiller produced his ' travestierte Zauber-

flote' (Mendel's Conversations -LemJcon; Rie-

mann's Opemhandhuch). m.

MULLER, Wilhblm, author of the poems

of Schubert's beautiful song-cycles ' Die schiine

Miillerin' and 'Die Winterreise, ' and father of

Max Miiller the eminent philologist, was born

at Dessau, Oct. 7, 1794, son of a well-to-do

tradesman, who educated him carefully in ac-

cordance with the liberal tendencies of the

times. In 1812 he studied philology at Berlin

under F. A. Wolf, and history. In 1813 he

joined the Prussian army as a volunteer, and
took part in Liitzen, Bautzen, and other battles,

and in the occupation of the Netherlands.

Returning to Berlin in 1814, he devoted him-
self to ancient German language and literature.

On his return from Italy in 1819 he became

librarian to the Duke of Dessau. He died at

Dessau on Oct. 1, 1827. The best-known of

his poems are Gedichte aus den Mnterlassenen

Papieren eines Waldhomisten, two vols. (1821-

1824); Lieder der Gi-iechen, five parts (1821-

1824) ; a translation of Fauriel's modern Greek
national airs, two vols. (Leipzig, 1825) ; Lyrische

Spaziergmige (ibid. 1827). His miscellaneous

works were edited by Schwab in five vols. (1830).

His collected poems, published after his death

(Leipzig, 1837), are among the choicest lyrical

treasures of Germany.^ Warmth and truth of

expression, keen observation of nature, and
melodiousness of language, have made him a

universal favourite with composers. Randhar-
tinger states that the first time Schubert met
with the Miillerlieder, he was so enchanted

that he set several before the next day. F. G.

MUTHEL, Johann Gottfried, born about

1720 at Molln in Lauenburg, became a pupil of

J. P. Kuntzen at Lilbeck, and in 1738 received

the appointment of chamber-musician and court-

organist at Schwerin, in which capacity he also

gave musical instruction to the members of the

Ducal family of Mecklenbnrg-Schwerin. Pro-

vided with a letter of introduction from the

Duke he went to Leipzig in May 1750 to perfect

himself in playing and composition under the

tuition of Sebastian Bach. It was the last year

of Bach's life, but he received Miithel into his

house, and Miithel was withhim in his last illness

and at his death. He then went to Naumburg
to Bach's son-in-law Altnikol, and afterwards

visited Dresden and Potsdam, at which latter

place he made the acquaintance of Emanuel
Bach, with whom he continued on terms of close

friendship. In 1753 he accepted a call to Riga,

where he remained for the rest of his life as

organist to the Lutheran Church, and where he

died some time after 1790. Miithel is described

as one of the best organ and dander players and
composers of his time. Dr. Burney speaks of

his clavier works in the highest terms, describ-

ing them indeed as more difficult than those of

Handel, Scarlatti, Schobert, and Emanuel Bach

;

but as characterised by so much novelty, taste,

grace, and contrivaneeasentitlethem toberanked

among the best productions of the kind (see his

Present State of Music in Germany, 1773, vol. ii.

1 See an essay on Wilhelm MUUer, in Max MUUer's Chipt from, a
German Worlahop, vol. iil. pp. 103-121.
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pp. 328-329). His style would seem to te akin

to that of Emanuel Bach, but of greater severity

and with fewer concessions to the taste of the

day. Only a few of his works were published,

among themtwo Concertos, C minorandDminor,
for clavier with accompaniment of strings, pub-

lished at Riga in 1767 ; three sonatas and two

Ariosi with variations published by Haffner at

Nuremberg ; a ' Duetto flir 2 Claviere, 2 Flilgel,

oder 2 Fortepiano,' Riga, 1771, which appears

to be the earliest work with Fortepiano on the

title. In Madame D'Arblay'a Diary mention is

made of this Duet as played by two members of

Dr. Burney's family at one of his house-concerts.

If Miithel's clavier works have that originality

which Burney and Schubart (Ideen zur Aesthetik

der Tonkimst, 1784), ascribe to them, it is sur-

prising that in these days of revivals none of

them have ever been republished. j. B. M.

MUETTE DE PORTICI, LA. See Masa-
NIELLO.

MUFFAT, Gborg, highly esteemed composer,

of Scottish extraction (Eitner), studied Lulli's

style for six years in Paris ; was organist of

Strasburg Cathedral till 1675 ; became organist

to the Bishop of Salzburg about 1678 ; visited

Vienna and Rome ; became in 1690 organist,

and in 1695 capellmeister and Master of the

Pages to the Bishop of Passau, and died there

Feb. 23, 1704. He published 'Anuonioo tributo'

(sonate di camera, Salzburg, 1682) ; 'Apparatus

musico-organisticus'—twelve toccatas,chaconne,

passacaglia, Augsburg, 1690,dedicatedto Leopold

I.)—of importance as regards the development
of organ-phiying. ' Svaviores harmoniae. . . .

Florilegiuml.' (Augsburg, 1695); 'Florilegium

secundum' (Passau, 1698), both with autobio-

graphicalprefaceinfourlanguages ;
' Ausserlesene

niit Ernst und Lust Gemengte Instrumental-

Music ' (1701). See Zeitsch/rift of the Int. Mvs.
Ges. vol. V. p. 365. [The 'Apparatus' was repub-

lished in the Trisor des Pianiates, and the two
works called ' Florilegium ' in the Denkmdler
d. Tonkimst in Oesterreich, Jhrg. i. and ii., 1894
and 1895;] the 'Ausserlesene mit Ernst und
Lust Gemengte,' etc. in the same series, Jhrg.

xi. His son

August Gottlieb (Theophilus), bom in 1690
(baptized April 25) at Passau, a pupil of J. J.

Fux, became in 1 7 1 7 court and chamber-organist

to the Emperor Charles VI. , and to the widowed
Empress Amalie "Wilhelmine (died 1742), and
music-master to the royal children. He retired

on a pension in 1763, and died in Vienna,
Dec. 10, 1770, aged eighty. He was a distin-

guished organist and a composer of taste, and
published for organ,i ' 72 Versetten oder Fugen,
sammt 12 Toccaten, besonders zum Kircheu-
dienst bei Choral-Aemternund Vespem dienlioh'

(Vienna, 1726) ; for harpsichord, 'Componi-
menti musicali,' containing overtures, caprices,

1 Abont Beveaty yean ago LSBchenbohl of Vienna Tepubltshed
trom this work ' XII klelne Fngen sammt XI Toccaten,'

MUNDY

sarabandes, etc., with a preface ; and ending

with 'Particolari segni delle maniere,'" etc.

(Vienna, 1727, dedicatedto Charles VI., at whose

expense it was engraved). Zellner arranged a

toccata and fugue in C minor, composed by
Muffat in 1720 as a concert-piece for harmonium
(Vienna, Spina). A Courante and two Minuets

of his are given by Pauer in 'Alte Klaviermusik'

(Senfl). He was one of the many composers

whom Handel laid under contribution for sub-

jects and phrases in his oratorios. The ' Com-
ponimenti,' republished in the Trisor des Picun-

istes, were again brought out by Chrysander, as

No. 5 of his 'Supplemente.' See Denkmaleb,
vol. i. p. 689. See Biv. Mus. Ital. iii. 1, where an

interesting article by Guido Adler is to be found.

There were two violinists of the same name in

the Imperial chapel, Gottfbied, from 1701 to

1709, and JoHANN Ebnst, appointed in 1730,

died in 1746, aged forty-eight. c. F. F.

DE MUNCK, rBAN90ls, Belgian violon-

cellist, was bom at Brussels in 1815. He was

trained at the Brussels Conservatoire under

Platel, in which institution he eventually be-

came that famous teacher's successor as first

professor of the violoncello. As a soloist he

was well known in Germany. In 1848 he ac-

cepted a position in the orchestra of Her
Majesty's Theatre, London, but returned to

Brussels in 1853, where he died the year

following. His chroniclers unite in ascribing

to him exceptional talents, the development of

which was hindered by a somewhat disorderly

course of life. His one published composition

was a 'Fantaisie et Variations sur un thime
Eusse.' w. w. c.

DE MUNCK, Eenest, son of the above, was
bom at Brussels in 1 840. A pupil of his father,

and of Servais, he was at the age of ten already

a capable violoncellist. In 1855 he went on
tour in Great Britain with Jullien's band, and
ultimately settled down in London, where he is

now engaged as professor at the Guildhall School

of Music. His residence in London has, however,

not been continuous. In 1868 he was in Paris,

and in 1870 at Weimar, where he formed part

of the Court orchestra. He married Carlotta

Patti in 1879. In 1893 he was appointed pro-

fessor at the Royal Academy of Music, yi. w. q.

MUNDY, John, Mus.D., son of William

Mundy, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, was

educated by his father, became organist of Eton

College, and about 1585 succeeded John Mar-

beck as one of the organists of St. George's

Chapel, Windsor. On July 9, 1586, he gradu-

ated as Mua.B. at Oxford. Both he and his

father are mentioned in some verses at the end

of a MS. collection of Motets and Madrigals

transcribed in 1591 by John Baldwin, singing

man of Windsor, recounting the celebrated

musicians of the time. In 1594 he published
' Songs and Fsalmes, composed into 3, 4, and 5

s ManlereneAgi^mens—turns, beats, etc.
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parts, for the use and delight of such as either

love or leame Mnsicke.' He contributed a
madrigal, ' Lightly she tripped o'er the dales.

'

to 'The Triumphes of Oriana,' 1601. He took
his Mus.D. degree in 1624. An anthem by
him is contained in Barnard's MS. collections,

and three of the pieces in his ' Songs and
Psalmes' weresooredbyBurney(Brit. Mus. Add.
MS. 11,588). Burney gives a part-song by him,
' In deep distress,' in his History, vol. iii. p. 55.

Several of his compositions for the keyboard are

contained in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book,
among them a curious Fantasia describing

'Faire Wether,' 'Lightning,' 'Thunder,' 'Calme
Wether,' and ' A faire Day.' He died in 1630
and was buried in the Cloisters of St. George's

Chapel, Windsor.
William Mundt, his father, was a vioar

choral of St. Paul's, and on Feb. 21, 1563-4,

was sworn a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal.

A service and three anthems by him, and also

the anthem ' Lord, the Maker of all thing

'

(sometimes assigned to Henry VIII.), are

printed in Barnard's ' Selected Church Music'
Another service and two other anthems are con-

tained in Barnard's MS. collections, and eleven

Latin motets in a set of MS. parts by him, both

in the library of the Royal College of Music.

A number of compositions are in the Christ

Church and Music School collections, Oxford.

The words of several of his anthems are con-

tained in Clilford's Divine Services and Anthems,
1664. He was probably one of those who,
although outwardly conforming to the Reformed
worship, retained a secret preference for the old

faith, since he is mentioned by Morley in his

IiUrodudion, in company with Byrd and others,

as never having ' thought it greater sacriledge

to spume against the Image of a Saint then to

take two perfect cordes of one kinde together.'

The date of his death is not recorded, but it

was probably in 1591, as on Oct. 12 in that

year Anthony Anderson was sworn Gentleman
of the Chapel Royal in his room. w. h. h.

MUNRO, Alexander, a Scottish musician

settled in Paris. He published there ' A Collec-

tion of the best Scots tunes fitted to the German
iiute,' folio, license dated 1732. This work is

particularly rare, a copy was sold at the Tap-

house sale in July 1905. Hawkins criticises the

arrangements of the melodies thus :
' The

simplicity of the airs is lost in the attempts of

the author to accpmmodate them to the style

of the Italian music' F. K.

MURIS, Johannes db, a celebrated musical

theorist of the early part of the 14th cen-

tury. He has been claimed as an Englishman,

but on what grounds it is difficult to say.

Gesner, in his Bibliotheca Universalis of 1545,

p. 441, cites a mathematical treatise of De
Muris printed at Mainz in 1538, but gives no

indication of his nationality. Bale, who appears

to have relied on information received from the

learned Oxford mathematician, physician, and
antiquary Robert Record, included ' Joannes de

Muris, jM«m Anglum faisse scriptoresferunt,' in

the second part of the enlarged edition of his

Scriptores lllustres Majoris £rittaniae (Basle,

1559, p. 69). Neither Gesner nor Bale makes
any reference to his reputation as a musician.

At a later date Tanner describes him as ' natione

Anglus, philosophus, mathematicus et musicus

insignis' (BibliothecaSrittanicoSibernica, 1748,

p. 537), and Sir John Hawkins found confirma-

tion of his English origin in the following verses

which occur in a treatise ' De Origine et Effectu

Musice' in MS. Lansdowne 763 of the British

Museum, at fol. 17 :

—

Pausas. iuDcturas. &acturas, atque figuras
Mensuratarum fonuauit Franco notarum.
Et Jton de Muris variis floruitque figuris.

Anglia cantorum nomen gignit pliirimorum.

But, in whatever way these lines are punctuated,

it is difficult to see how they can be made to

attribute an English origin to De Muris. No
locality in England is known with an English
orLatinised nameat all resemblingMuriorMuris.
When we look abroad, the great Benedictine

Abbey of Muri in Switzerland at once sug-

gests itself ; but the chronicles of this Abbey,
which have been published by P. M. Eeim
(Zurich, 1877), contain no reference to our
author. In France there are several communes of

the name of Murs or Meurs, and M. I'abb^ Nor-
mand, who under the pseudonym of Theodore
Nisard published a, short paper on Jean de
Muris in 1886, gives reasons for selecting Murs
or Meurs in the cantonne of Sezanne, which lies

about half-way between Meaux and Vitry, as the

home of the De Muris family. Henri de Muris,

bishop of Th6rouane, who died in 1286, was a
benefactor of the abbey ofSaint Faron at Meaux.
Another Henri de Muris, chevalier, owned land

at Saint Fiacre in Brie in 1313. This is in the
near neighbourhood.

On the other hand F^tis favours a Norman
origin on the ground that De Muris in a letter

written late in life to Pope Clement the Sixth

alludes to the friendship of their youth, and that

Clement had in fact been a monk at the Chaise

Dieu in Normandy and afterwards Archbishop
of Rouen. He cites a Padua manuscript dated

1404, and entitled 'Mag. Joh. de Muris de
Normandiaalias Parisiensis practica mensurabilis

cantus cum expositione Prosdocimi de Belde-

mandis ' : but one may suspect that the title is

a later addition. In a mathematical treatise at

Oxford dated 1321 (MS. Digby 190, fol. 66)
Johannes de Muris is again described as a

Norman : but this is in a colophon which is

clearly not part of the original treatise. No
place ofthenameofMurs is known in Normandy.

Whatever doubt there may be about his

birthplace, there is abundant evidence that De
Muris resided for some part of his life in Paris.

He himself speaks of having heard at Paris a
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triplum composed by Franco (Coussemaker,

Scriptores, ii. 402a), and at least two of his

treatises are dated from the Sorbonne in Paris.

One is the ' Musica Speculativa ' printed by
Gerbert(5'crJp<o?-cs, vol. iii.), the Paris manuscript

of which ends with the words :
—

' Explicit

musica speculativa secundum Boetium per

magistrum Johannem de Muris abbreviata

Parisiis in Sorbona anno Domini 1323." The
other is the ' Canones de eclipsi lunae,' the

Bodleian manuscript of which (MS. Digby 97,

fol. 1246) ends thus :
—

' Hos autem canones

disposuit Johannes de Muris Parisiis in anno
Domini 1339 in domo scolarium de Sorbona."

M. Leopold Delisle (ie Cabinet des Manusmts
de la BibliotMque Nationale,\fil i,\o\. ii.p. 186)
has noticed that many of the Sorbonne manu-
scripts bear thenames and possiblythe signatures

of teachers through whose hands they passed.

One of them (Latin MS. 16,646) is an Euclid

bearing the name of J. de Muris, but this may
be the Julianus de Muris who was elected Rector

of the Sorbonne in December 1350 (Du Boulay,

Historia Uhiversitatis Parisiensis, iv. 973).

Mersenne (^Harmonicorum lAbri XII., Paris,

1648, i. XXV. 8) speaks of De Muris as ' Canoni-

ous et Decanus Ecclesiae Parisiensis
'

; but his

name does not occur in the Cartulary of N6tre
Dame published in four volumes in 1850, nor

in the Gallia Christicma, nor in La France

Pontifieale.

Beyond 1339 the existence of De Muris can

be traced down to 1350 or a little later. The
authors of the Gallia Christiana, writing in

1744 (vol. vii. p. 1636), speak of 'epistolae

Johannis Muri famosi theologi anni 1340' as

attesting Philip de Vitry's skill in music ; but

the letters are not now known, unless that

mentioned below should prove to be one of

them, and it may be doubted whether De Muris

the musician is the person referred to. The
Paris MS. 7443 of the Bibliothfeque Nationale

contains a letter ofDe Muris to Pope Clement the

Sixth, who succeeded to the Papacy in 1342.

MS. Digby 176 of the Bodleian Library contains

(at fol. 1 76) an astrological treatise by De Muris
on the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in

1345. Another Paris manuscript of the 15th
century (Fonds Latin 14,736) is catalogued as

containing (1) Theorica numerorum auct. Jo. de

Muris (2) Ejusdem epistola metrioa ad Philip-

pum de Vitriaco, episcopum Meldeusem (3) De
arte mensurandi. If this description be correct,

De Muris must have been living at least as late

as 1350, the year in which Philip de Vitry was
appointed Bishop of Meaux. Weiss in Miohaud's

Biographie Uhiverselle (Paris, 1821) asserts

that De Muris is known to have been still alive

in 1358, but he gives no authority.

The reputation of De Muris, not only as

musician, but as mathematician, astronomer and
astrologer, is attested by the numerous manu-
scripts bearing his name to be found in most of

the principal libraries of Europe. Mathematical

treatises by him were printed at Vienna in 1515

and at Mainz in 1538. A copy of the latter is

in the British Museum. TheMusica Spemlativa,

an abridgment of Boetius attributed to De
Muris, was printed at Frankfurt in 1508 and is

probably the work cited by Panzer, i. 486, as

' Joann. Muris Musica manusoripta et composita.

Lipsiae, 1496, fol.' As early as 1404 a com-

mentary on his treatise on mensurable music

was written by Prosdocimus de Beldemandis,

and his aathority is constantly appealed to by

the theorists who followed him.

Of the musical works of De Muris by far the

most important, and the only one of which the

authenticity has never been questioned, is the

Speculum, Musice, preserved in two manuscripts

of the Bibliothfeque Rationale at Paris, Nos.

7207 and 7207a, the former of which is said to

date from the end of the 14th century. It is

a treatise in seven books, the first five of which

deal with the theory and the last two with the

practice of music. Owing to its great length it

has never been printed in its entirety, butCousse-

maker has included the last two books in the

second volume of his Scriptores, and has also, in

the preface to that volume, given us the chapter-

headings of the first five books. These treat

of intervals and ratios, consonances, propor-

tions, scales, tetrachords and the like, and
are professedly based on Boetius. The sixth

book is devoted to the church modes, and ex-

pounds the doctrines first of Boetius, then (cap.

XV. ) of Guido and his successors, and finally (cap.

Ix. to cxiii.) of the moderns. The seventh

book deals with mensurable music, and is

remarkable for the protest it contains against

modern divergence from the theory and practice

of Franco and his school, against innovations in

notation, exaggerated sentiment in discant, the

liberties taken by singers in the matter of

embellishment, the excessive use of discords and
the abandonment of the old Organum and
Conductus in favour of the Motet and Cantilena.

De Muris never refers to contemporary musicians

by name, but the passages he cites from their

writings show that Philip de Vitry, the

champion of the 'ars nova,' was one of those

attacked. This lends point to the sentence at

the end of his first chapter in which De Muris

disclaims any personal enmity against those

whose doctrines he controverts. It has been

thought that the Spec/ulv/m Musice is the treatise

mentioned with three others at the end of the

mathematical treatise of 1321 as having been

completed in the same year, and that its

publication was the immediate cause of the

Papal decree of 1322 prohibiting the use of

discant in churches (see Ambros, ii. 347). The
passage in MS. Digby 190 is as follows :

—

' Eodemque anno noticia artis musice profer-

ende, figurande, tam mensurabiUs quam plane,

quantum ad omnem modum possibilem discan-
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tandi, non solum per Integra aed usque ad
minutissimas fraccionea ; Cognioioque circuli

quadrature perfeotissime demonstrata ; Expoai-
cioque tabularum Alphonsi regis Oastelle ; ao

Geneologia Astronomie nobis claruit. ' This is

nota veryapt description oHheSpeculumMusiee,
nor is the expression ' nobis claruit ' such as one
would expect an author to use of his own work.
On the other hand, it is unlikely that De Muris
would have troubled to note down such a list of

works unless they were his own, and no other

musical treatise of his is known to which the
description would at all apply. A further

difficulty is caused by the fact that in the
Speculum De Muris speaks of himself as old

and feeble, which is hardly consistent with his

having lived another thirty years, and it may
be doubted whether the ' ars nova ' could have
won by 1321 such general acceptance as is

indicated by the language of the seventh book
of the Speculum.

Several minor treatises attributed to De Muris
have been printed by Gerbert and Coussemaker.

Some of them do not profess to be more than
epitomes of his teaching ; such are the Smrvma
Magistri Johannis de Mwris (Gerbert, iii. 190),

and the Ars Contrapuncti seeundv/m, Johannem
de Muris (Coussemaker, iii. 59). Others contain

details of notation which did not come into use

till long after his death, and doctrines which
are entirely at variance with those of the

Speculum,. Such are the Libellus Practice Cantus
MensuraMlis (Coussemaker, iii. 46), which
authorises the use of white or open-headed notes

in proportio sesquiaitera, and the Ars Discantus,

which is not only inconsistent with the Speculum.

in many respects, but actually cites De Muris
as an authority (Coussemaker, iii. 68, 108).

Others again contain passages which are quoted
verbatim and confuted in the Speaulitm. Such
are the Musica Speculativa and the Qiiaestiones

super partes Musicae (Gerbert, iii. 256, 301)

;

see Dr. Robert Hirsohfeld'a Johcmn de Muris,

Leipzig, 1884, pp. 11-26. For these reasons

the Speculum Musice is the only work which,

in the present state of our knowledge, can be

attributed without hesitation to De Muris. The
treatises with the next best claim to authenticity

are the Su/m/ma Musice, the Libellus and the

Musica SpeculcUiva. The Swmma Musice is not

inconsistent with the Speculum, and the differ-

ence of style may be accounted for by supposing

it to be an early work written for the use of

students. The ZMellus is accepted and quoted
as the work of De Muris by Proadocimus de

Beldemandis and all the early theorists. The
anachronism above referred to may perhaps be

explained as a later addition intended to bring

the book up to date. On the other hand, in all

the manuscripts, it is entitled I/ibellus seeumdum,

(not per) J. de Muris, and the mention by name
of the contemporary Gulielmus de Maseandio

(Guillaume deMachaut) is not in accordancewith

VOL. in

the practice of the Speculum, The Musica Specu-

lativa follows immediately after the Speculum
in the Paris MS. 7207, and was printed as the

work of De Muris in 1508, but Dr. Hirschfeld's

demonstration of the attack made upon it in the

Speculum seems fatal to its authenticity.

At the present day it is perhaps unnecessary

to refer to the extravagant claims formerly made
for De Muris as a pioneer and inventor. Nicola

Vicentino first made the astonishing statement

that musical notes, the long, breve, etc. , were the

invention of De Muris (L'Antica Musica, Rome,
1555, p. 9). Prior to the publications of Gerbert

and Coussemaker this was repeated in many
books ofreference (as, forinstance, in Grassineau's

Musical Dictionary of 1740), though Mersenne
and after him Rousseau (Diet, de Musique, 1767),
both of whom were at pains to consult the Paris

manuscripts, had no difficulty in refuting it.

If we ask what was the contribution of De Muris

to the progress of the Art of Music, the answer

must be that his was purely a restraining influ-

ence. Neither on the theoretical nor on the

practical side of the art did he take any step

forward. On the contrary, he regarded with

distrust the innovations that were springing up
round him, many of which were nevertheless, as

we can now see, essential to musical develop-

ment. He would gladly have confined music
and musicians within the four comers of the

Franconian theory and practice. It may be

that as ' Verfeohter des Classischen in der

Tonkunst,' to use Dr. Hirschfeld's phrase, he

did a good and necessary work in upholding the

dignity of the Art, and in chastening the

exuberance of younger spirits by insisting on the

importance of formality in composition and
restraint in utterance ; but this alone would
never have commanded the respect and admira-

tion of his age. It is to his personality as a

teacher, his vast erudition and his lucidity in

definition and exposition that his reputation as

a musician must be attributed. J. r. E. s.

MURSCHHAUSER, Franz Xavbr Anton,
bom at Zabem in Alsace, 1663 (baptized July

1), came early to Munich, and became a pupil

of Johann Caspar Kerl, with whom he remained

till his death in 1690. From the title-page of

his book ' Vespertinus Latriae, et Hyperduliae

Cultus' (Ulm, 1700; for four voices, two
principal and four ripieno violins), we learn

that he was then capellmeister to the Frauen-

kirohe at Munich. He died there Jan. 6, 1738.

Besides the work already mentioned, he left

:

—
' Octitonium novum Organum ' (Augsburg,

1696); ' Prototypon longobreve organicum

'

(Nuremberg, 1700)—preludes and fugues for

organ, lately re-edited by Franz Commer. A
second part appeared later :

' Fundamentalische

. . . Handleitung gewohl zur Figural- als Choral-

Musik '(1707); ' Opus Organicum tripartitnm

'

(1712, 1714). His most important and best-

known work is the Academia Musico-poetica
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hipctrtita, oder hohe Sckule der musikalischen,

Com/posWUm (Nuremberg, 1721). Towards the

close of the first part he incautiously used the

words ' to give a little more light to the excellent

Herr Mattheson,' for which he was so severely

taken to task by that irascible musician in a

pamphlet Melopoetische I/ichtscheere in drei

verschiedenen Schneutg^ngen (Critica Musica,

pp. 1-88), that he relinquished the publication

of the Academia. An ' Aria pastoralis variata

'

of his is given in Pauer's ' Alte Klaviermusik
'

(Senff). F. o.

MURSKA, Ilma de, a native of Croatia,

born in 1836, and taught singing at Vienna
and Paris by Madame Marchesi ; made her

d^but in opera at the Pergola, Florence, in

April 1862, sang at Pesth, Berlin, Hamburg,
Barcelona, etc. ; obtained an engagement in

Yienna as a bravura singer in parts such as Con-

stanze ( ' Seraglio '), Marijia, Inez (' L'Africaine
'),

etc., and appeared in London at Her Majesty's

Theatre, as Lucia, May 11, 1865. She played

also Linda, Amina, and Astrifiammante, and
sang at the Philharmonic, May 29, and always
with great applause. Between this date and
1873 she acted and sang repeatedly in London,
at Her Majesty's, Covent Garden, and Drury
Lane, returning to the continent in the off

seasons. One of her most congenial parts and
best achievements was Senta in the Italian

version of the 'Fljring Dutchman,' July 23,

1870. Between 1873 and 1876 she visited

America, Australia, New Zealand, etc., returning

to this country in 1879. On Dec. 29, 1875,

she married for the second time (her first

marriage having taken place many years

before), Alfred Anderson at Sydney ; and,

after his death, she took for her third husband
J. T. Hill, at Otago, New Zealand, May 15,

1876. Her voice was a soprano of nearly three

octaves compass, with great execution. Her
acting was brilliant and original, though some-
times bordering on extravagance. Her parts,

besides those mentioned, included Dinorah,

Isabella, Ophelia, Marguerite de Valois, Gilda,

Marta, Leonora ('Trovatore'), etc. After spend-

ing some time from 1879 onwards in London,
she went to New York as a teacher of singing,

but finding this work uncongenial, returned to

Munich, to live with a married daughter ; she

died Jan. 14, 1889, and her daughter was so

distraught by her death that she poisoned her-

self. Interesting and amusing particulars of

Murska's career may be read in Marchesi and
Mvxic, Santley's Student and Singer, and The
Mapleson Memoirs. A. o.

MUSARD, Philippe, bom in Paris in 1793,
was not educated at the Conservatoire, but took

private lessons for some years from Reicha, to

whom he dedicated his Nouvelle MUhode de Com-
position musicale (1832). This long-forgotten

work, of which only eight chapters appeared,

contains the announcement of a Traits complet

et raisormi du systems musical, with curious

historical notes, implying that Musard was

dissatisfied with his position as an obscitte

violinist and conductor, and proposed to make
his mark as a solid and erudite musician. A
series of concepts and 'bals masqufe,' held in

the bazaar in the Rue St. Honor^ (afterwards the

Salle Valentino), however, gave him the oppor-

tunity of distinguishing himself in a different

direction. The most salient feature of these

promenade concerts (instituted Nov. 1833) was

the introduction of the cornet -i- pistons. In

fact Dufresne, the comet-player, owed much of

his success to the solos composed for him by the

conductor. In 1835 and 1836 Musard con-

ducted the balls at the Op^ra, and his band of

seventy musicians was rapturously applauded.
' Gustave III. ' had set the fashion of the galop,

and with Musard's music, and the ' entrain ' of

the orchestra, the new dance deserved its nick-

name of 'Le galop infernal.' Meantime s,

better room had been built in the Rue Vivienne,

and thither Musard removed in 1837. Here

he had to sustain a competition with Johaan
Strauss of Vienna, whose waltzes were so

superior to his own, that in order to avoid

sinking to the level of a mere composer of

quadrilles, Musard was driven to expedients.

His first experiment, the introduction of a

chorus, having succeeded, he next attempted

classical music, and in Holy Week gave a ' con-

cert spirituel,' consisting of Handel's music
only. This opened the way for numerous
imitators. Having secured a reputation in

France he came to England, and made his first

appearance at Drury Lane on Monday, Oct. 12,

1840, as conductor of the Promenade Concerts,

or Concerts d'hiver, given there under the

management of Eliason. The series terminated

in March 1841, and on Sept. 30, Musard
appeared again as conductor of a set of Pro-

menade Concerts at the Lyceum, under the

management of Henri Laurent, which continued

up to Christmas. He was long remembered in

London, and his appearance is well described by
Hood :—

From bottom to top
There's no bit of the Fop,
No trace of your Macaroni

;

But looking on him.
So solemn and grim,

You think of the Marshals who served under Boney.

Up to 1852 Musard was considered the best

composer of dance-music and conductor of pro-

menade concerts in France. His quadrilles

—

' Yenise, '

' Les Echos, ' etc.—contain manyhappy
and at that time novel effects, and his music is

well written and well scored. Having made
money he bought a house at Auteuil, where he
lived, much respected. Symptoms of paralysis

appeared in 1852, and he died March 31, 1859.

His son Alfred, born 1828 in Paris, followed

his father's profession. As early as 1847 he
conducted the orchestra at a ball given at the
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Op^ra-Comique, and in 1856 Besaellfevre selected

him to conduct the ' Concerts des Champs
Elys^es,' hut he did not retain the post, and
never rose above mediocrity— at least in

music. G. c.

MUSETTE, diminutive of the old French
' muse,' both meaning (1) an instrument of the

bagpipe family, consisting of two pipes or reeds

and a drone, supplied with wind from a leathern

reservoir. [See Bagpipe.] Like the Irish bag-

pipe it is inflated by bellows placed under the

performer's arm. The original compass was
ten notes (a) ; but by the addition of holes and
keys the scale was increased to thirteen (b) :

—

Limited as were its resources, this instrument

was once a favourite, and under Louis XIV.,

was introduced, first into the court ballets, and

then into the divertissements or entr'actes of

operas. Ladies even learned to play it, and
had highly ornamented instruments made for

their use.

The best information on the subject is to be

obtained from Mersenne's ffarmonie Universelle,

Borjon's Traiti de la Musette, a folio with plates

(Lyons, 1672), and Mithode powr la Musette

(Paris, Ballard, 1737), by Louis Hotteterre, a

well-known flute player, the son (according to his

own statement) of Martin Hotteterre, composer

and virtuoso. From these works we learn that

the best makers were Le Vacher'; the Hotte-

terres, father and two sons, Nicolas and Jean
;

Lissieux ; Perrin, etc. The best-known players

were Philippe Ghedeville (died in Paris, 1782),

a valued member of the orchestra at the Op^ra

from 1725 to 1749, and his brother Nicolas.

Both published pieces for two musettes, now in

the library of the Paris Conservatoire.

(2) Also a small oboe without keys, generally

in G ; not to be confounded with the ' hautbois

de forSt ' or ' oboe piccolo.

'

(3) The term is also applied to an air in 2-4,

3-4, or 6-8 time, of a moderate tempo, and

smooth and simple character, appropriate to the

instrument from which it takes its name. Thus

a musette generally has a pedal-bass answering

to the drone or bourdon, and the upper part

abounds in grace -notes and rapid passages.

To these airs were arranged pastoral dances,

also called musettes, which were in great favour

under Louis XIV., and Louis XV., especially the

latter, as may be seen by the pictures of Watteau

and others of that school.

Among the most celebrated musettes may be

mentioned those in 'Callirho^' and 'Nina,'

operas by Destouches and Dalayrac. They are

to be found in Bach's English Suites, Nos. 3 and

6, and in the sixth of Handel's Grand Con-

certos. ^- •'•

MUSIC-PRINTING. There are several ways

in which an unlimited number of copies of

designs or characters may be produced. If a

block of wood or metal is cut away so as to

leave m relief the required shapes of the char-

acters, then by inking the raised surface an

impression is easily obtained on paper. A
great improvement on such block-printing was

effected by making each letter a separate type

in east metal, so that the types might be used

over and over again for different works. The
converse of surface printing is copper -plate

printing ; here the design is engraved m intaglio

on a sheet of metal, and the ink is contained

in the simken lines of the engraving and not

on the surface of the plate. A third way is

by lithography, in which charsicters are drawn
with peculiar greasy pencils on the surface

of certain porous stones. The stone being

wetted, the ink is applied ; and it adheres to

the dravring, hut refuses the stone. All these

methods have been applied to the printing of

music.

I. So far as is at present known, the earliest

music-printing entirely from type occurs in a

missal printed by Ulrieh Hahn at Rome in 1476,

a copy of which is in the Biblioteca Maglia-

becchiana at Florence. He was followed in

1481 by Jcirg Reyser at Wiirzburg and by
Octavianus Scotus at Venice, in close succession

to whom came S. Planck (1482), J. Sensen-

sohmidt (1486), Erhard Ratdolt (1487), and
others. In these the stave-lines were red and
the notes black, all being from type, but at

two printings, one for the stave and another

for the notes. Figurated or florid song, however,

presented greater difficulties to the type-printer,

and block - printing, therefore, was employed

for the musical portions of such books as the

Musices Opusculum of Nicolaus Burtius, printed

at Bologna in 1487, by Ugo de Rugeriis,

in open lozenge-shaped notes ; and the Practica

Musicos of Franchinus Gafurius, printed at

Milan, 1492. Even as late as 1520, Conrad

Peutinger published at Augsburg a collection

of motets for five voices in wood-engraving.^

On the following page we give a facsimile from

Burtius's work.

Meanwhile Ottaviano dei Petrucci (bom at

Fossombrone, 1466) so advanced the art that,

practically speaking, he may be considered as

the inventor of printing florid song with mov-
able types. He was settled in Venice, and

there produced his first work, a collection of

ninety-six songs, in 1501. Another of his

publications appeared in 1503, and is a collec-

tion of masses by Pierre de la Rue, a copy of

which may be seen in the British Museum.

The stave lines and the notes are produced at

two separate printings ; the lines being unbroken

and perfectly continuous, and the notes set up

in movable types. The only objection to this

1 Bee Eitner'H ntbllogrd^hie, p. 14. The iUusttfttions to Onlibl-

cbef'i great work on Mozart (Hoscov, 1843} are aU cut in vood,^
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system was the expense of the double printing
;

and this was not overcome, so far as is at present

known, until 1525, when Pierre Haultin (see

MUSIC-PBINTING

the same, only greatly improved in all its

details.

In England the first known attempt at Music-

Page (Tractatus 2dus, p. 76) from the Opusadum of Burtins (Bnrzio),

in the Library of A, H, Littleton, Esq.

^^^^^m

below) used a smgle printing. His system was
followed by the Gardano family at Venice from
1536 for about a century and a half, and the
process used at the present day is pretty nearly

printing is in Higden's Policronicon, printed

at Westminster in 1495 by "Wynkyn de Worde.
The characters (see reduced facsimile opposite)

represent the consonances of Pythagoras. This
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appears to have been set up piecemeal and not
engraved on a solid wood-block. It is, however,
the only bit of music in the book. There is a
mistake in the double-octave,

which has one note more than
the proper interval. In the

first edition of this work,

printed by Caxton 1482, a

space was left for the musical

characters to be filled in by
hand. Both editions are in

the British Museum. In g
Marbeck's Boke of Cormrum
Praier noted (Grafton, London, 1550) the four

lines of the stave are continuous and not made
up of small pieces, and are printed in red ink

;

the square notes are black and appear to be

each a separate type. Only four sorts of notes

are used, and are thus explained in a memor-
andum by the printer. 'The first note is a

streue ^ note and is a ^
breve ; the second is a
square note and is a semy-

breve ; the third is a pycke and is a mynymme ;

the fourth is a close, and is only used at the

end of a verse, etc.'

A book in the British Museum (K. 1, e. 1),

proves that florid music was printed in England

in 1530. It is the bass part of a collection

of twenty songs, printed by Wynkyn de

Worde, the successor of Caxton. The typo-

graphy is identical with that of Petrucci,

already mentioned as being produced by means

of two impressions. John Day of Alders-

gate, in 1560, published the Church Service

in four and three parts in an improved

style of typography, and in 1562 the whole

Book of Psalms. And Thomas VautroUier in

1575 published the Cantiones of Tallis and

Byrd under a patent from Queen Elizabeth,

the first of the kind granting a monopoly or

sole right of printing music. To them succeeded

Thomas Este—who changed his name to Snod-

ham—John Windet, William Barley, and others

who were the assignees of Byrd and Morley,

under the patents respectively granted to them
for the sole printing of music. In 1 6 4 1 Edward
Griffin of Paul's Alley, London, printed a, col-

lection of church music in score and parts

selected by John Barnard, a minor canon of

St. Paul's. The notes were of lozenge shape,

and the stave lines not very well joined together,

the whole being inelegant though

veiy legible, after this fashion, sfc-y-^
But the expense of two printings

was saved.

[There was little or no improvement in the

principle of setting up movable music type for

some time. Nothing could be more excellent

than the book printed by Wynkyn de Worde
alluded to above, but that was the result of

1 Strene, i.e. itiained or atretcbed out, perhaps from Iti being

the longest note lued in chanting.

double printing ; and both ancient and modern
printers who have tried the method have found

its disadvantages so great that they have

abandoned the process. Therefore the only

method of music typography used in England

in the 16th and 17th centuries (until 1690)
was a single printing. The notes had lozenge-

shaped heads, and each quaver and semiquaver

stood alone. In manuscript and in engraving

it was quite easy to unite the tails with pen or

graver, but the difficulty of setting this form
up in movable notes was too great for the ear-

lier printers. About 1690 came ' the new ty'd

note,' the first attempt at a reform in this mat-
ter. It was made by John Heptinstall (q.v.)

who had then just commenced music-printing.

He used a type with round head, and united

the quavers and semiquavers in a rather rude
fashion. His fine bold note, though rough
enough in appearance, was much easier read,

and William Pearson (q-v.) still further im-

proved it. This last named in 1699 issued

'Twelve New Songs [by Dr. Blow and Dr.

Turner], chiefly to encourage William Pearson's

new London Character, ' 1699, folio. Gradually

improvements were made, principaUy by Pear-

son, though Continental printers were conser-

vative enough to keep to the older form of

type for a considerable time. In 1729-31 and
later, John Watts solved the difficulty of the
' tied note ' by cutting the whole of the piece

of music on a wood-block ; his Musical Miscel-

lany (6 vols. 1729-31) and his editions of the

ballad operas are examples. This woodcut
process was carried to great perfection in a

Liverpool work issued by John Sadler, ' The
Muses Delight,' 1754 ; and very rude woodcut
music was given in those periodicals which
boasted a music page, such as the Universal and
the Gentleman's Magazine. Some locally printed

psalm-books (Wakefield and Leeds) also had
rough woodcut music. In 1767 Henry Fougt
{q.v.) made such improvements in setting

movable music type that he obtained a medal
from the Society of Arts, and claimed a patent,

which no doubt could not have been maintained.

Fougt who was, according to Hawkins, a Lap-
lander, had to quit the country, leaving his

founts to R. Falkener, who employed Fougt's

same method.
In Scotland music -printing had a place,

and many editions of the psalms were printed,

both at Edinburgh and at Aberdeen. Robert

Lekprevik, an Edinburgh and St. Andrews
printer, was the first to employ music type in

The Forme of Prayers, 1564 and 1565. Other

Edinburgh printed Psalters are by T. Bassan-

dine, 1575 ; Henrie Chatteris, 1595 ; Andro
Hart, 1611, etc. In Aberdeen music -printing

began with Edward Ruban, who printed a

Psalter in 1633. It was John Forbes in his
' Cantus ' (1662-66 and 1682) who first printed

secular music in Scotland. He suffered fine
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and imprisonment for printing contrary to

the monopoly gi'anted to Andrew Anderson

and his widow. Between 1682 and quite late

years little music typography was done in

Scotland, though music-engraving and punch-

ing was freely practised from the early part of

the 18th century. F. K.]

As regards France, Foumier (TraiU historiqiie

et critique sur I'origime et Us progris des carac-

tires de fonte pour I'impression de la musique,

Berne, 1765) says that Pierre Haultin of Paris

made the iirst types for printing music about

the year 1525. The notes and the stave were

represented on the type, consequently the

whole was printed at once. These types he
used himself, as well as selling them to Pierre

Attaingnantand other printers. Haultin printed

as late as 1576. Guillaume le B6 in 1544-45

engraved music types for printing first the

lines and then the notes ; but this inconvenient

system was abandoned. Nicholas Duchemin
printed music at one printing in the years

1550 to 1556. Robert Granjon printed music

at Lyons about 1572. The works of Claude

Le Jeune were printed in France by Pierre

Ballard in 1603 and 1606 ; the beauty and
elegance of the characters employed shovring

that the French had greatly the advantage of

their neighbours. About this time also madrigals

were printed at Antwerp by Phalfese and sold

at his shop, the sign of King David.

The above-named eminent house of Ballard

in Paris was established in the middle of the

16th century by Robert Ballard and his son-in-

law Adrien Le Roy, sind continued from father

to son for two centuries, enjoying a royal

privilege or patent until the time of the Revolu-

tion of 1789. [See vol. i. p. 173 ; and vol. ii.

p. 681.]

Type music was greatly improved in the

18th century. Fournier (Paris, 1766) published

a Manual typographique, the musical specimens

in which are very good and clear. But still

finer are the types cut by J. M. Fleischman of

Nuremberg in 1760. The stave and notes are

equal to any plate -music for clearness and
beauty. These types now belong to J. Ensohede

& Son of Haarlem.

Henry Fougt's Patent, of which the specifica-

tion may be read in the Patent Office (No. 888,

year 1767) states that the old 'choral' type

consisted of the whole figure of the note with

its tail and the five lines ; but that in his

system every note with its five lines is divided

into five separate types. The modern system

is therefore very similar to this.

In 1755 Breitkopf of Leipzig effected improve-

ments in the old system of types, which his

son (in conjunction with his partner Hartel)

carried still farther. [See vol. i. pp. 394-5.1

Gustav Sohelter of Leipzig entirely reformed

the system, while Carl Tauchnitz of Leipzig

was the first to apply stereotype to music-notes.

Clowes, the eminent London printer, did

much to improve music types. The I/armoni-

con (1823-33), the Musical Library (ISSi), and

the Saei-ed Minstrelsy (1835), are excellent

specimens of the art, the stave lines being more
perfectly united than before.

Professor Edward Cowper invented a beautiful

but expensive process of printing music from

the raised surface of copper or brass characters

inserted in a wooden block, the stave lines bping

also of copper inserted in another block and
printed separately from the notes. The words

were set up in ordinary types, then stereotyped

and inserted in grooves in one of the blocks.

His patent is dated April 5, 1827, and numbered
5484. [This process was used with great

success by Stephen Chappell and Messrs.

Goulding and D'Almaine, but in spite of the

excellent results obtained, it was given up after

a time. F. K.]

In Scheurman's process (1856) the notes, set

up in type, were impressed on a wax mould and
the stave lines superadded to the same mould,

from which a stereotype cast was taken. But
the double operation was difficult, and the

mould liable to damage ; and the plan was
abandoned.

The old system, however, of using separate

types has been so much improved upon by
Messrs. Novello & Co., Henderson, Rait, and
Fenton, and other printers, and the stave lines

are now so well joined, that the appearance

and distinctness of type-music leave little to

be desired. This result is due chiefly to the

use of stereotype, which enables printers to

employ the most perfect, and consequently very

expensive, kind of types. If these were used

to print a large edition, they would soon be

damaged ; and even if this were not the case,

it would never pay the publisher to keep such

a mass of type set up against the time when
a fresh edition might be required. The types

must be distributed and used for other works
;

and the expensive labour of setting up must be

incurred afresh for each new edition. All this

is avoided by taking a stereotype cast from the

types, which can be done at a small cost, and
kept in store to be printed from whenever there

is a fresh demand for copies. The type is then

released, and serves over again for other works
or other pages of the same work, retaining its

sharpness unimpaired. Another advantage of

stereotyping is that many little defects in the

types can be remedied in the plate—greatly to

the advantage of the impression.

An inspection of the following examples will

show how type-music is built up of many small

parts. Thus the single quaver and its stave are

composed of seven small pieces, which are dis-

sected and shown separately in the second ex-

ample. The same is done for the group of three

quavers, which is made up of sixteen separate

pieces.
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II. The printing of music from engraved

copper-plates is supposed to have begun at Eome,
where a collection of Canzonets— ' Diletto spiri-

tuale '—was engraved by Martin van Buyten,

and published by Simone Verovio in 1586, and
subsequently books of airs, .etc., composed by
Kapsperger, dated 1604-12. In France the

great house of Ballard, already mentioned, began
to use engraving towards the end of Louis XIV. 's

reign ; some of LuUy's operas being printed from
types and some from engraved copper-plates.

The Germans practised the art. In England
the same process was used for a collection of

pieces by Bull, Byrd, and Gibbons, entitled
' Parthenia,' engraved by Wm. Hole, and pub-

lished in 1611 ; for single songs engraved by
Thomas Cross before and after 1700 ; by Cluer

for Handel's ' Suites de Pitees,' and other music

(1720, etc.), and for Dr. Croft's ' Musicus Appa-
ratus Academicus ' (1713 ?), and ' Musica Sacra

'

(1724). [See Cross, Cluer, Croft, Engraving.]
The process of scratching each note separately

on the copper with a graver was obviously an
expensive one ; but the Dutch contrived to

soften the metal so as to render it susceptible of

an impression from the stroke of a hammer on
a punch, the point of which had the form of a

musical note—a method not only much cheaper,

but also ensuring greater uniformity of appear-

ance ; and accordingly they were very successful

with their numerous publications from and after

the year 1700. A punched copper-plate from
Dublin, only about forty years old, was shown
at the Caxton Exhibition in 1877.

[Prior to the 18th century engraved music

was always cut upon copper. Thomas Cross
{q.v.) was the greatest worker in this field,

but from the appearance of some of his later

work the present writer is inclined to be-

lieve that he found a cheaper substitute in

either zinc or pewter, also that he introduced

a method of etching by acid. While he was
still cutting or etching his music -sheets, the

process (said by Hawkins to have been intro-

duced by Walsh and Hare (q.v.) in 1710) of

stamping, at first on copper and afterwards on

pewter, became common. Cross engraves at

the foot of one of his sheets (in possession of

the present writer) :
—

' Beware of ye nonsen-

sical punch't ones,' which proves that stamped

music was then gaining ground. It soon super-

seded engraving, and during the 18th century,

to as late as 1830-40, remained with typo-

graphy practically the only method employed.

At the present day it is still in use, with the

advantage that a proof being pulled in transfer

ink and laid on a lithographic stone, the whole

impression comes from this while the plate

remains for future use.

After Walsh had introduced stamped music,

both his firm and his apprentices carried on the

method; one, Wm. Smith (q.v.), about 1729-30

engraved certain musical works, though he

afterwards became one of the principal persons

who stamped the plates. John Phillips and
his wife Sarah, Welsh people settled in London,

were also famous in this latter way from about

1760 to 1770.

In Dublin, one Robert Thornton in 1686

advertised music ' fairly engraven on copper

plates, ' but none of his work has been identified.

In Scotland music-engraving probably com-

menced with Richard Cooper of Edinburgh,

who engraved about 1728 and later. Other
Edinburgh engravers were Baillie, Phinn, and
Read, also later ; while James Johnson (q.v.),

who commenced with engraving, ended by being

the chief person who stamped music in Scot-

land. F. K.]

This is the process that continues to be used to

the present day, and by which such magnificent

specimens as the editions of the Bachgesell-

schaft, and those of the great classical masters

(by Breitkopf & Hartel), or the edition ofHandel
by Dr. Ohrysander, are produced. Messrs.

Novello & Co. imported Geiinan workmen, and
their edition of Mendelssohn's PF. works in

one volume (1879), or the publications of the

Puroell Society, rival the best productions of

Leipzig for clearness and elegance. In order

to save the pewter plates from wear, it is now
the custom to transfer an impression from

the plate to a lithographic stone or to zinc,

and then print copies at the lithographic press.

This also enables the printer to use a better and
blacker ink than if the plates themselves had
to be printed from ; but the impressions are

liable to smudge, and are inferior in clearness

to those from the plates, unless indeed these

are engraved in a very superior style of sharp-

ness. In Germany, zinc has of late been used

instead of pewter ; the punches make a clearer

impression, and the plates allow of a larger

number being printed without damage.

In estimating the relative merits of type and
plate printing from a commercial point of view,

it must be borne in mind that it is cheaper to

engrave a pewter plate than to set up a page of

type, but that the cost of priiiting from the

plate is greater than from the types. If there-

fore a small number of copies only is required,

say 1000, it is cheaper to engrave. But if

several thousands are likely to be sold, then the

type system is more profitable.

III. Lithogi-aphy, [which appears to have

been first used in music-printing by a Birming-

ham lithographer named William Hawkes
Smith in sheet-songs, etc., about 1820,] has in

a few instances been used to multiply manu-
script music, which is transferred to the stone

from a paper copy written with a special ink.

This may be useful when a few copies are
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wanted on an emergency, as any copyist

would be able to write on the transfer paper.

But by employing trained copyists, accustomed

to write backwards, the music may be written

at once on the stone ; and in this way Breit-

kopf & Hartel of Leipzig have produced use-

ful editions of Mozart's operas and other works,

both notes and words being very clear and
neat. Alfleri's edition of Palestrina (six vols.

Rome, 1841-45) is a splendid specimen of

lithographed music.

[IV. Photography has been applied in many
instances to the miniature reproductions of full

and vocal scores, such as the small editions of

' Messiah ' and ' Elijah ' published by Bagster

& Co., but the beautiful miniature scores of

Wagner's operas (Schott & Co. and Breitkopf &
Hartel), Brahms's symphonies and other works
(Simrook), and of the classical chamber com-
positions (Payne, Leipzig) are specimens of

genuine engraving.]

A new process for printing music is that

called ' Gravure Chimique,' examples of which
have been occasionally seen in the French
Figaro. The music is first punched on a

pewter plate in the ordinary way, from which
a paper proof is taken and transferred to a zinc

plate. Nitric acid is then applied, which
dissolves the zinc where it is not protected by
the ink, and leaves the notes in relief. This
stereotype plate is then used to print from in

the ordinary typographic press. M. Lefman,
67 Rue d'Hauteville, Paris, who kindly ex-

plained the process to the writer, also informed
him that these cliches, of the ordinary music
size, can be made for 50 francs (£2) each.

Messrs. Augener have produced some beautiful

specimens of music-printing. The music is

first punched on pewter plates in the usual

way, and is then transferred to a, stone, from
which it is printed. The ornamental title-

pages are equal to the finest copper-plate en-

gravings.

[A 'patent union musical notation,' invented
by John Lang, in which the Tonic Sol-Fa
initial was shown in the head of each note,

was employed by William Hamilton, a Glas-

gow music - printer, about 1860-75 ; it was
used in elementary works, but found little

favour. P. K.]

[See a, series of articles by Dr. Chrysander
in the Musical Times of 1877 ; Goovaert's

Histoire et Bihliographie de la Typographie
nmsicale dams les Pays-Bas, 1880 ; Proceed-

ings of the Mus. Assoc, 1884-85, p. 99 ; F.

Kidson's British Music Publishers, 1900 ; and
Robert Steele, Earliest English Music Prirtiing,

1903; and the article 'Notendruek' in Rie-

mann's Lexikon (1905).] v. de p.

MUSIC SCHOOL, THE, Oxfokd, is situated

on the south side of the Schools quadrangle,

under the Bodleian Library. This building was
rebuilt in its present form at the beginning of

the 17th century, but the interior of the Music

School was altered in 1780 by the architect

Wyatt under the direction of the then Professor

of Music, Dr. Philip Hayes. The expenses of

these alterations were defrayed by a grant of

£50 from the University and by the proceeds of

three choral concerts given at the following

Commemoration, at one of which Dr. Hayes's

oratorio ' Prophecy ' wm performed. The Music

School was formerly used for the performance

of the exercises for the Degree of Mus.B. and

Mus.D., but during the last twenty-five years

the orchestra has been removed, and the room
is now used for the University Examinations.

The collection of music (noticed in the article

Libraries) which belongs to the Music School

is no longer preserved there, having been
removed to the Bodleian ; and the famous col-

lection of portraits, of which a list is appended,
was moved in 1887 to the New Schools. They
were shown at the Music and Inventions Ex-
hibition of 1885, where Salomon's portrait was
identified. See Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 23,071,
folio 65, for a list of them in 1733-34.

C. P. Abel.
Dr. J. BuU.
Dr. Burney.
Thomas Blagrave.
Colonel Blaitliwait.
Dr. Boyce.
Lord Crewe, Bishop of
Durham.

Dr. Child.
Dr. Croft.
Corelli.

J. P. Eiffert.

Bernard Gates.
Christopher Gibbons.
Orlando Gibbons.
W. Gregory.
Handel.
Dr. Heather.

Sir John Hawkins.
James Hasletine.
Dr. W. Hayes.
Dr. P. Hayes.
John Hingeston.
B. Hudson.
J. Hilton.
Nicholas Laniere.
Henry Lawes.
William Lawes.
Orlando di Lasso.
Matthew Lock.
Dr. Pepusch.
Salomon.
Bernard Smith.
Christopher Simpson.
Dr. Thomas Tudway.
Dr. Wilson.

In Anthony k Wood's account of the Univer-

sity, he states that the Music School also pos-

sessed busts of King Alfred, Dr. W. Hayes,
and H. Purcell, as well as portraits of W. Hine,
Dr. Parsons, and John Weldon. w. b. s.

MUSICA ANTIQUA. A collection of music
compiled and edited by John Stafford Smith,
and published in 1812 in two vols, folio, with
a preface and translations of the Provencal songs

inserted in the work by John Sidney Hawkins,
and some notes by the editor. Its nature and
objects will be best described by quoting the

very ample title
— 'Musica Antiqua. A Selec-

tion of Music of this and other countries from
the commencement of the twelfth to the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century, comprising some
of the earliest & most curious Motetts, Madri-
gals, Hymns, Anthems, Songs, Lessons &
Dance Tunes, some of them now first published
from manuscripts and printed works of great

rarity & value. The whole calculated to shew
the original sources of the melody & harmony
of this country, & to exhibit the different

styles and degrees of improvement of the several

periods.' The work contains 190 separate
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pieces. The selections are made with great
skill and judgment, but are very ill digested, as

instead of being arranged in strict chronological

order, they are intermingled in a very confused
manner. The composers from whose works the
specimens are selected are John Ambrose, Hugh
Aston, Thibaut de Blason, Dr. John Blow, Gaces
Brulez, William Byrd, Dr. Thomas Campion,
Peter Certon, Dr. William Child, Clemens non
Papa, John Cole, Raoul de Coucy, Perrin

Dangecourt, John Dowland, John Earsden,

Jehan Erars, Thomas Erars, Francesco Gemini-
ani, Jhan Gero, Orlando Gibbons, Heath, Henry
VIII., Pelham Humfrey, Simon Ives, John
Jenkins, Robert Johnson, Robert Jones, Nicholas

Laniere, Orlando di Lasso, Jehan de Latre,

William LawM, Matthew Lock, George Mason,
Tiburtio Massaino, Christofero Morales, Thibaut
King of Navarre, Jacob Obreeht, Johannes
Okeghem, Parker, monk of Stratford, Francis

Pilkington, Jodocus Pratensis, Daniel Purcell,

Henry Purcell, Richafort, Dr. Nicholas Staggins,

Thomas Tallis, Thierres, Orazio Vecchi, Thomas
Weelkes, Giaches Wert, Adrian Willaert and
Gioseifo Zarlino, besides others whose names are

unknown. The principal pieces include four

ancient chants for the * Te Deum ' as given by
Meibomius, Diruta, Lucas Lossius, and Karbeck

;

the canon, * Sumer is icumen in * ; Chansons by
Troubadours of Navarre and Normandy

;
part

of Robert Johnson's music for Middleton's
' Witch ' ; two or three masques of the time of

James I., copious extracts from 'Musick's

Handmaid,' two parts, 1678 and 1689 ; etc.

etc. w. H. H.

MUSICA DIVINA. A collection of church
music, edited by Carolus Proske, priest and
capellmeister of the Cathedral at Ratisbon, and
published there by Pustet. The materials were

collected by Proske himself from the libraries of

the Papal Chapel, St. Peter's, St. John Lateran,

S. Maria Maggiore, S. Maria in Vallicella, the

Vatican, the Roman College, and other libraries

in Rome, and also from the best collections in

Naples. The prospectus was issued in January

1853, and the first volume was published in the

same year. The second volume followed in

1854, the third in 1859, and the fourth at

Easter 1862. All these contained compositions

for four voices, and belong to the 'first year.'

The publication was continued by a * Selectus

novus missarum' in two vols. (1857-61), after

which Proske died, Dec. 20, 1861. An 'Annus
secundus * has since been issued containing

a vol. of masses, a vol. of motets, a vol. of

litanies, and a Liber Vespertinus. The work
is an upright quarto, in bold clear music type

;

each volume of the scores has a preface, a

table of contents, a list of clefs of the originals,

etc., and short biographical notices of the com-

posers. The voice parts are also printed

separately. The list of the entire work is as

follows :

—

ANNUS PEIMUS

Tom. I. Liber MieBarum,

1. Missa bTeviB. Falestrina.
2. Do. lite confesBor. Do.
3. Do. Dies sanctiflcatus. Do.
4. Do. Octavi toni. 0. Iasbo.
5. Do. ' Fuisque j'ay perdu.'

Do.
6. Do. Quart! toni. Vlttorlo.

Tom. II.

Advent.
Domine. J. J. Fux.
Ecce GODcipieB. J. Handl.
Ft. 2. Super solium David.
Obsecro dontlne. Do.
Cum audlBBBt. M. Cardoso.
Dicite pusillanimes. J. J. Fux.
Egredietur virga. J. Handl.
Ft. 2. BadixJeBse.
De coelo veniet. Do.
Ave Maria. F. Canniciaxi.

Nativity of Christ.
Dies sanctiflcatus. Falestrina.
Hodie CiiristuB. G. M. Naninl.
O magnum mysterium. Vit-

toria.
Hodie nobis de coelo. C. Porta.
NatuaestnobisDeUB. J. Handl.
Hodie Chriatufl. Or. Turini.

St. Stephen.
Lapidabuut Stephauum. O. M.
Nanini.

Sepelierunt Stephannm. L.
Marenzio.

St. John.
Hie est beatiBsimuB. 6. M.
Nanini.

Valde honoranduB. Falestrina,
Innocents.
Vox in Bama. Clemens non
Fapa.

Circumcision.
O admirabile commercinm. F.
Constantini.

Ecce Maria gonuit. Bud. LasBO.
Epiphany.
Tribus miracullB. L. Marenzio.
Ab oriente. J. Handl.

Sundays after Epiphany.
Jubilate. 0. lii£Bo.

Dextera domini. Do,

, Mlssa breviB. A. Oabrlell.
, Do. 'Dixit Maria,' Hosier.
, Do. 'In Nat. Domini.' Fi-

toni.
, Do. liOttl.

Do. pro defunctis, Asola.
, Do. do. Pitoni.

Liber Motettorum.

0. L&Bso.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Ubi est Abelf O. Alchinger.
Sexagesima.
Exurge. J. de Kerle.
Pt. 2. Exurge.

Quinquagesima.
BenedictUB es. O. Lasso,

Quadragesima.
Exaltabo te. O. Croce.
Angells suia. M. Cardoso.
Medltabor. O. liasso.

Erat Jesus. Orazio Vecchi.
I^ietatua sum. A. Scarlatti.

Passion Sunday,
Eripe me de inimlcis. 0. Lasso.
Ft. 2. Confitebor tibi.

Palm Sunday.
FaeriHebraeorum. Falestrina.
Improperium. 0. I^sso.

Coena Domini.
Christus tactus est. Aaola.

Good Friday.
Fopule mens. Vittoria.
AdoramuB. Alchinger.

Easter Eve.
Vespere autem. J. HandL

Easter Day.
Haec dies. Falestrina.
Angelus autem. F. Anerio.
Alleluja Christus. Do.
Maria Magdalenae. A.Gabrieli.
Christus resurgens. O. Zabso.
Et respicientes. Marenzio.

Sundays after Easter.
Surrexit Fa«tor. Falestrina.
Virtute magna. O. Croce.
Lauda anima mea. G. Alchin-

ger.

Cantate Domino. O. Turini.
Benedicite genteB. O. Lasso.
O rez gloriae. Marenzio.
Ascendena Christus. J. Handl.
Omnea gentea. O. M. Caeini.

Whitsunday.
Loquebautur. Falestrina.

Veni Sancte Spiritua. G. Alle-
gri,

Factua est repente. 6. Alchin-
ger,

Pt, 2. Gonflrma hoc Deus,
Trinity Sunday.
Te Deum Fatrem. A. Gabriell.
Tibi lauB. O. lasso.
Benedlcta sit. Agazzari.

Corpus Christi.

O sacrum convivium. 0. Croce.

sacrum convivium. G. a.
Bemabei.

Caro mea. A. Gabrleli.
Egosumpanis, A, Constantini.

Do. P. AgoatinL
In voce exultationis, Pitoni.
Ex altari tuo. Do.
Qui terrena triumphat. Do.
Ti-ansflge. G. Biordi.
Domine non sum dignua. Vit>

toria.

Pt. 2. Miserere mei.
Duo Seraphini. Vittoria.
Pt. 2, Trea sunt qui.
Domine convertere.
Sperent in te omues.
lUumina.
Benedicam.
In te speravi.
Expectans.
Domine in auxilium.
Super flumina.

St. Andrew.
Doctor bonus. Vittoria.

St. Nicholas.
BeatuB Nicolas. Anon.

Conception.
Quam pulchri. Falestrina.
Conceptio tua. Marenzio.

Do. C. Porta,
St. Thomas.
Quia vidistl. Hasler.

Name of Jesus.
In nomine. J. Handl.
O Jeau benignissime. Bud.

Lasso.
Purification.
Senex puerum. Vittoria.
Hodie beata. F. Constantini.

Annunciation.
Gabriel Angelus. Marenzio.
Ne timeas. Vittoria.
Dixit Maria, Hauler.

Invention of the Cross.
Noa autem. F. Anerio.

St. John Baptist.
Fuit homo. Falestrina.
Joannes est nomen. O. Lasso.

SS. Peter & Paul.
Tu ea FetruB. Clemens non
Fapa.

Queu dicunt. Marenzio.
Hodie Faulus. Do.

Visitation B.V.M.
Beata es. Hasler.

Mary Magdalene.
Mulier quae erat. A. Gabriel],

St. Lawrence.
LevitaX.aurentiUB. A.Gabrieli.

Assumption,
Quae est ista, Falestrina.
Vidi speciosam. F. Anerio.
Sicut cedras. Do.
Assumpta est, a 3. G. Alchin-

ger.

Beheading of S. J. Baptist.
Missa Herodes. Falestrina.

Nativity of B.V.M,
Nativitas gloriosae, Marenzio.
Begalt ex progenie. J. Handl.
Cum jucunditate. Bai.
Felix namque. Pitoni.

Exaltation of the Cross.
AdoramuB. Falestrina.
Crux fidells. Anerio.
Factum est. Do,

Guardian Angels.
Oznnes aancti Angell. Alchin-

ger.
All Saints.
Salvator mundi. Falestrina.
Aogeli, Archangeli, A. Gab-

rieli.

Vidi turbam, C. Porta.
quam gloriosum. Vittoria.

Do, Marenzio.
St. Martin.
O quantus luctus. Falestrina.
beatum. Marenzio.

Presentation of B.V.M.
Congratulaminl. Falestrina.

St. Caecilia.
Dum aurora. Falestrina.
Cantantibua organis. Maren-

zio.

Triduanas. Bai.
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labi sunt viri. FaleBtrina.
Estote fortea. Vittoria.
Tollite jugum. A. Qabriell.
Beatl eritis. G. Croce.
Beatus vir. A. Gabrlell.
late Banctua. Ylttoria.
Honestum fecit. F. Aiierio.
Destderium animae. Do.
Gaudent In coells. Vittoria.
Laetamini, a 3. Q. M. IsTaniiil.

latorum eat enim. C. Casclolinl.
Filiae Jeruaalera. A. Gabrieli.
Ecce sacerdoH. Vittoria,
SacerdoBBtpontifex. A. Gabrieli.
Dum esset summus. Marenzio.

Preface, tables of contents, clefs,

etc.

Slcut cervuB. Falestrlna.
Ft. 3. SitlTit aiiiina.

Factus est Dominua. O. Lasso.
Beaedicain. Vittoria.
Ego dixi. F. Anerio.
Cantate Domino. J. L. Hasler.
Domine Deua. Do.
Qratias agimus. Do.

In medio Eccleslae, a 5. G. F.
Brissio.

Hie vir despiclena. Vittoria.
Biinilabo euin. Mareozio.
Euge serve, Orazio Vecchi.
Serve bone. Bad.
Intercessio nos. Anon.
VenisponsaCbristi. Faleetrina.

Do. Vittoria.
Do. A. Gabrieli,

Begnum mundf. F. Anerio.
Exaudi Domine. Faleatrina,
quam metuendus. Vittoria.

Domum tuam. J. Hand!.

Cantabo Domino. Orazio Vecchi.
Velociter exaudi. Do.
Exaude Deus. G. Croce.
Voce mea. Do.
Ego sum pauper. Do.
Benedicani, Do.
Confitemini. A. Constautini,
Cantate Domino. Fitonl.
Laudate Dommum. Do.
Exultate Deo. A. Scarlatti.

Tom. Ill, Liber Veaporarum.

Falsibordoni, hy
Vittoria.
Berrabei.
C. de Zachariis.
L. Viadana.

Psaimodia Molulata, by
Demantius.
C. de Zacharlis.

Psalmi ad Vesperaa.
Crtiz.

G, Turini.
6 Psalmi, F. Anerio.
4 Fsalmi, B. Ifanini.
4 PsaliDi, Anon.
Faalmi.
Dixit. B. Giovanelli.
Laudate. O. Pitoni.
Laudate. Anou.
Nisi Dominus. J. J. Fux.
Beati. Do.
De profundi!. Do.
MagniftcatStonoium. Surlano.
Do. do. 0. Lasso.
Do. 8th tone. Palestrina.
Do. 1st do. O. Lasso.
Do. 8th do. Morales,
Do. 5th do. Ortiz.

Do. Sth do. F. Anerio.
Do. 4th do. Marenzio,
Do. 4th do. Fitoni.
Do. 4th do. Fux.

Hymiis tor Vespers.
Chriate redemptor. F. Anerio.
Hoatis Herodea. Paieatriua.
Vexilla Regis. Do.
Jesu nostra redemptio. Vit-

toria.

Veni Creator. Falestrlna.
O lux beata. Vittoria.
Pange liugua.

Do.
Do.

Ifuntiua celao.

Junctor coeli.

Pitoni.
Casini.
Ortiz.
Ortiz.

Tom. rv. Liber Vespertinus.

Collaudaraua. Anon.
Chriate redemptor. Ortiz.
Urba beata. Vittoria.
Ave maris stell^i. Do.

Do. do. Surtano.
Do. do. Hasler.
Do, do. Biordi.

Antiphonsof the B.V.M.
Almaredemptoris. F. Suriaoo.
Ave regina. Do.
Kegina coeli. Do.
Salve regiiia. Do.

Do. Do.
Alma redemptorifl. F. Anerio.
Ave regina. Do.
Begina coeli. Do.
Salve regina. Do.
Alma redemptoria. G. Aichin-

ger.

Ave regina.
Begina coeli.

Salve regina.
Alma redemptoria.
Ave regina.
Begina coeli.

Ft. 2. Sflsurrexit.
Salve regina.
Alma redemptoria. Palestrina.
Ft. 2. Tn quae genniati.
Alma redemptoris, F, Anerio.

Do. Aichinger.
Ave regina. 0. Lasso,

Do. C. Porta,
Do. Aichinger.
Do. Pux.

Begina coeli. Ortiz.
Ft. 2. Besurrexit.
Regina coeli. C. Porta.

Do. Lottl.
Salve regina. O. Lasso.
Ft. 2. Et Jesam.
Salve regina. F. Anerio.

Do. Aichinger.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Fassio Chrlati, Surlano.
Matthew.
Mark.
Luke.
John.

Lamentatlonea, Palestrina,
In Coena Domini.
Parasctfve.
Sabbato Sancto.

Beeponsoria,
Tn monte Olivett G. Croce.
Triatia eat anima. Do.
Ecce vidimua. Viadana.
Amicus roeua. Do,
Judaa inercator. A. Zollo.
Uuus ex diBcipulis. G. Croce.
EramquaaiAgnua. L. Viadana.
Una hora. Ferrario.
Seniores popull, Viadana.
Omnes amici. Do.
Velum templi. G. Croce.
Vinea mea. Viadana.
Tenebrae factae. O. Croce.
Tradiderunt. A. Zollo.
Caligaverunt. Do.
Sicut ovis. Viadana.
Jerusalem surge. Do.
Flange quasi virgo. Viadana,
Becepit pastor. J. Handl.
Ft. 2. Ante oujua conspectum.
voa omnes. 0-. Croce,

Ecce quomodo moritur. J.

Handl.
Ft. 2. In pace factus.

Aeatimatus, A Zoilo.
Sepulto Domino. J. Handl,
Ft. 2. Hfe forte veniant.

18 Selectisaimae Modulationea.
For Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday in Holy Week. Vit-
toria.

BupplementumHarmonltunmfor
Holy Week.

Miaerere in FaJao bordone, by
Paleatrina.
F. Dentice.
S. M. Naninl.
Lud. Viadana (3).

Miaerere. Handl.
Turini.
Uttendal.

BenedlctuB in Falso bordone.
Guidetti (3).

Benodictus. Palestrina.
Do. Vittoria.
Do. J. Handl,
Do. Did, Ortiz.

Chrisbus factus est. J. Handl.
Do. do. Fitonl,

Improperia. Palestrina.

G. A. Bemabei.
RoBselli.

O. Iabbo.

P. AgoBtinl.
Anon.

Do.
Adoramua.

Do.
Do.

Litany ol
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of concession was claimed by composers of every

school. Nevertheless the early contrapuntists

yielded so far to prejudice as to refrain from
committing their accidentals to writing, when-
ever they could venture to do so without danger

of misconception. Trusting to the singer for

introducing them correctly, at the moment of

performance, they indicated them only in doubt-

ful cases, for which no singer could be expected

to provide. The older the part-books we examine
the greater number of accidentals do we find

left to be supplied at the singer's discretion.

Music in which they were so supplied was called

Cantus fictus or Musica ficta ; and no chorister's

education was considered complete until he
was able to sing Cantus jklus correctly at

sight.

In an age in which the functions of composer

and singer were almost invariably performed by
one and the same person this arrangement

caused no difficulty whatever. So thoroughly

was the matter understood that Palestrina

thought it necessary to indicate no more than

two accidentals in the whole of his ' Missa

brevis,' though some thirty or forty at least

are required in the course of the work. He
would not have dared to place the same con-

fidence either in the singers or the conductors

of the present day. Those who would really

understand the music of the 15th and 16th

centuries must leam to judge for themselves

how far the modern editor is justified in adopt-

ing the readings with which he presents ^ them

;

and to assist them in so doing we subjoin a

few definite rules, collected from the works of

Pietro Aron (1529), Zarlino (1558), Zacconi

(1596), and some other early writers whose
authority is indisputable.

1. The most important of these rules is that

which relates to the formation of the Clausula

vera or true Cadence—the natural homologue,

notwithstanding certain structural differences,

of the Perfect Cadence as used in Modem Music.

[See Cadence, I. vol. i. pp. 434-5.]

The perfection of this Cadence—which is

always associated, either with a point of repose

in the phrasing of the music or a completion

of the sense of the words to which it is sung

—

depends upon three conditions, (a) The Canto

fermo, in whatever part it may be placed, must
descend one degree upon the Final of the Mode.

(J) In the last chord but one the Canto fermo

must form, with some other part, either a Major

Sixth, destined to pass into an Octave, or a

Minor Third, to be followed by Unison, (c)

One part, and one only, must proceed to the

Final by a Semitone—which, indeed, will be

the natural result of compliance with the two

first-named laws.

In Modes III, IV, V, VI, XIII, and XIV,
1 Froflke, In hia ' Musica Divina,' has placed aU accidentals given

by the composer In their usnal position, bujiyrt the notes to which
they refer ; but those suggested by himseW above the notes. It is

much to be desired that all who edit the works of the old masters
should adopt this most excellent and conscientious plan.

it is possible to observe all these conditions with-

out the use of accidentals. For in the Third

and Fourth Modes the Canto fermo will natur-

ally descend a Semitone upon the Final ; while

in the others the Counterpoint will ascend to

it by the same interval, as in the following

examples, where the Canto fermo is shown
sometimes in the lower, sometimes in the upper,

and sometimes in a middle part, the motion of

the two parts essential to the Cadence being

indicated by slurs.

Modes III and IV.

But accidentals will be necessary in aU other

Modes, whether used at their true pitch or

transposed (see Modes, the Ecclesiastical).

Natural Modis.

I and II.

Transposed Modes.

I and II.

Moreover, it is sometimes necessary, even in

Modes V and VI, to introduce a Bl^ in the pen-

ultimate chord, when the Canto fermo is in the

lowest part, in order to avoid the False Relation

of the TrlUyims, which naturally occurs when
two Major Thirds are taken upon the step of a

Major Second ; although, as we have already

shown, it is quite possible as a general rule

to form the true cadence in those Modes with-

out the aid of accidentals.
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Modes V. and VI.

HS-^ -IS-

II. In the course of long compositions True
Cadences are occasionally found ending on some
note other than the Final of the Mode. When
these occur simultaneously with a definite point

of repose in the music, and a full completion of

the sense of the words, they must be treated as

genuine Cadences upon one of the Regular or

Conceded Modulations of the Mode in question,

and the necessary accidentals must be introduced

accordingly, as in the Credo of Falestrina's

Missa Brevis

—

Mode XIII. (transp.).

f^=^^^^^
^^

Mode I. (transp.).
etc.

g
III. An accidental is also frequently needed

in the last chord of a Cadence. The rule is,

that every Cadence which either terminates a

composition or concludes a well-defined strain,

must end with a Major Chord. It naturally

does so in Modes V, VI, VII, VIII, XIII, and
XIV. In Modes I, II, in, IV, IX, and X, it

must be made to do so by means of an accidental.

The Major Third, thus artificially supplied, in

Modes in which it would naturally be Minor, is

called the ' Tierce de Picardie,' and forms one of

the most striking characteristics of Mediseval

Music. 1

Modes I. and II.

It is not, however, in the Cadence alone that

the laws of ' Cantus Fictus ' are to be observed.

IV. The use of the Augmented Fourth (Tri-

tonus) and the Diminished Fifth (Quinta Falsa),

as intervals of melody, is as strictly forbidden

in polyphonic music as in plain-song [see Mi
CONTRA Fa]. Whenever, therefore, these inter-

vals occur they must be made perfect by an
accidental ; thus

:

It will be seen that in all these examples it

1 Kzcept in comnoBitionB In morethan lour parts, Mediaeval Com-
poBers luuallyomitted the Third, altogether, in the final chord. In
tblB caae a Uajor Third ie alvaya lappoaed.

is the second note that is altered. No singer

could be expected to read so far in advance as to

anticipate the necessity for a change in the first

note. For such a necessity the text itself will

generally be found to provide, and the singers

of the 16th century were quite content that this

should be the case ; though they felt grievously

insulted by an accidental prefixed to the.second

note, and called it an ' Ass's mark ' (Lat. Sig-

rmm asininum ; Germ. JEselszeichen). Even in

conjunct passages they scorned its use ; though

the obnoxious intervals were as sternly con-

demned in conjunct as in disjunct movement.

These passages are simple enough, but some-

times very doubtful ones occur. For instance,

Fietro Aron recommends the student in a di-

lemma like the following, to choose, as the least

of two evils, a Tritonus, in conjunct movement
as at (a), rather than a disjunct QuirUa falsa,
as at (b).

,JoBQunr DEs Fr^

^g^^^^g

V. In very long or crooked passages the
danger of an oversight is vastly increased ; and
in order to meet it, it is enacted by a law of fre-

quent, though not universal application, that a
B between two A's—or, in the transposed Modes,
an E between two D's—must be made flat,

thus

:

VI. The Quinta falsa is also forbidden as an
element of harmony ; and, except when used as
a passing note, in the second and third orders of

counterpoint, must always be corrected by an
accidental ; as in the following example from the
Credo of Falestrina's 'Missa .sterna Christi
munera ' [see Fa Fictum, vol. ii. p. 1].

The Triionus is not likely to intrude itself

as an integral part of the harmony ; since the
chords of 6-4 and 6-4-2 are forbidden in strict
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counterpoint, even though the Fourth may be
perfect.

VII. But both the Tritonus and Quinta/alsa
are freely permitted, when they oeour among the

upper parts of a chord, the bass taking no share

in their formation. In such cases, therefore, no
correction will be required.

VIII. The last rule we think it necessary to

mention is strongly enforced by the learned

Padre Martini, though Zarlino points out many
exceptions to its authority. Its purport is that

Imperfect Concords, when they ascend, must
be made Major, and, when they descend, Minor.

That this is true in some of the progressions

pointed out in the subjoined example is evident,

but it is equally clear that in others the law is

inapplicable.

^) (b) Exception. Exception.

These laws will sufiice to give a fair general

idea of a subject, the difficulties of which seem

greater at first sight than they really are. It

is impossible but that we should sometimes meet

with ambiguous cases—as for instance when it

seems uncertain whether a point of repose in the

middle of a composition is or is not sufficiently

well marked to constitute a True Cadence ; or

the conclusion of a strain definite enough to

demand a Tierce de Picardie. But a little ex-

perience will soon enable the student to form a

correct judgment, whenever a choice is presented

to him ; if only he will bear in mind that it is

always safer to reject a disputed accidental, than

to run the risk of inserting a superHuous one.

On one other point only will a little further

explanation be necessary.

Among the few accidentals introduced into

the older part-books we rarely find a Natural.

Composei-s limited themselves to the use of the

Sharp and Flat, in order to remove a trifling

difficulty connected with the processof transposi-

tion. It constantly happens that for the con-

venience of particular singers pieces, originally

written in transposed Modes, are restored, in

performance, to their natural pitch. In this

case the B flat of the transposed scale, raised

by a Natural, is represented at the true pitch

by an F, raised by a Sharp ; thus

—

,, , _„ , „„...j Mode VII. restored to its
Mode VII. traDsposed. natural pitch.

. Now to us this use of the Natural in the one

case, and of the Sharp in the other is intelligible

enough. But when accidentals of all kinds

were exceedingly rare, there was always danger

of their being misunderstood ; and the early com-

posers, fearing lest the mere sight of a Natural

should tempt the unwary in the act of transpos-

ing to transfer it from the B to the F, substituted

a Sharp for it ; thus

—

Mode VII. transposed.

This method of writing, which is found as

late as the 18th century, is exceedingly puzzling

to the beginner ; but all difficulty will vanish

if he will only remember that notes, flat by the

signature, simply become Natural when a Sharp

is prefixed to them. w. s. K.

MUSICA FIGURATA (Figured music). I.

In its earliest sense this term was applied to

Plain-song melodies, corrupted by the intro-

duction of forbidden intervals, and overloaded

with those iU-conceived embellishments which,

in the year 1322, were so sternly condemned by
the celebrated Bull of Pope John XXII. [see

Maoiootaticfm]. II. In later times it was
more generally understood to indicate the poly-

phonic music of the 14th, 15th, and 16th cen-

turies, in which the beauty of a Plain-song

Canto fermo was enhanced by the addition of

an elaborate and regularly constructed counter-

point, w. s. K.

MUSICA MENSUEATA, or Cantus Mbn-
suEABiLis (Measured Music). The notes of

Plain-song were originally of indeterminate

length ; and were lengthened or shortened

indefinitely, in accordance with the rhythm or

accent of the words to which they were adapted.

But after the invention of Figured Music it

became necessary to design a system of notation

capable of expressing the relative duration, as

well as the pitch, of every note intended to be

sung ; and thus arose a new species of song,

called Cantus mensurahUis or Measured Music.

One of the earliest known writers on this sub-

ject was the celebrated Franco of Cologne who,
upon the strength of his Tract entitled Ars
caittus Tnensurdbilis written during the, later

half of the 11th century, has frequently been

credited with the invention of the Time-Table.

It is but fair, however, to say that in this very

tract Magister Franco himself speaks of ' many
others, both recent, and ancient' {multos tarn

7WV0S quatn antiques), who have written on the

same subject ; whence, notwithstanding the

testimony of Marchettus of Padua, who wrote

two centuries later, we must infer that we are

indebted to our author rather for a compendium
of what was already known at the time when
he flourished, than for a new or original dis-

covery. In confirmation of this view Gousse-

maker, in his Scriptores de mvMca medii aevi,

cites several MSS. which appear to be of earlier

date than the treatise of Franco ; and prints, in

extenso, examples which set forth systems far

less completely developed than that which
Franco describes.
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Next in point of antiquity to Franco's

treatise is one written by our own oounti'ynian,

Walter Odington of Evesliam, in the 13th cent.

Others follow, by Marchettus of Padua, in 1274
;

Johannes de Muris, in 1321 ; Robert de Handle
—another Englishman—in 1326 ; Prosdooimus

de Beldemandis, in 1410 ; Franchinus Gafurius,

in 1480 ; and numerous other authors, who all

concur in representing Franco as an authority

entitled to the utmost possible veneration.

A detailed analysis of these interesting works

would far exceed the limits of the present article.

The systems they set forth are, of course, pro-

gressive ; and a sufficiently explicit summary of

their successive stages of development will be

found in the Articles Notation, Time-Table,

and others therein mentioned. w. s. E.

MUSICA TRANSALPINA. The name of

the first printed collection of Italian madrigals

with English words. It was published in

London in 1588 (the dedicatory epistle is dated

Oct. 1), soon after Byrd had issued his ' Psalmes,

Sonets, and Songs,' the first printed collection of

English madrigals. The title is ' Musica Trans-

alpina. Madrigales translated of foure, five

and sixe parts, chosen out of diuers excellent

Authors, with the first and second part of La
Verginella, made by Maister Byrd vpon two
Stanz's oCAriosto, and brought to speak English

with the rest. Published by N. Yonge, m
fauoior of such as take pleasure in Musick of

voices. Imprinted at London by Thomas East,

the assigne of William Byrd, 1 588. Cum Priue-

legio Megiae Maiestatis.' Nicholas Yonge, the

compiler, tells us that during his residence in

London he had annually received music-books

from Italy and elsewhere, and that his house

was much resorteil to by gentlemen and mer-

chants, English and foreign, attracted by the

music which was daily performed there ; that

five years previously a gentleman had trans-

lated many Italian madrigals, and that he,

having obtained copies, had often been impor-

tuned to publish them, and had at length done

so. The number of madrigals in the collection

is fifty-seven, viz. sixteen by Ferabosco, ten by
Marenzio, four each by Palestrina and Filippo

di Monte, three by Oonversi, two each by Byrd,

Faignient, Donate, Orlando Lasso, Ferretti and
Felis, and one each by di Maoque, Pordenoni,

de Vert, Yerdonck, Palestina, Rinaldo del Mel,

Bertani, and Pinello. In the table of contents

the original initial Italian words are given, side

by side with the English. In 1597 Yonge
published a second book under the same name,
containing twenty-four madrigals,' viz. six by
Ferabosco, three each by Marenzio, Croce and
Quintiani, two each by Eremita and Palavicino,

and one each by Vecohi, Nanini, Venturi,

Feliciani, and Bioci. The madrigals in both

books are very judiciously chosen, and many are

still in constant use. The English words are

almost literal translations of the original Italian,

and are generally well fitted to the notes, but

as verses are singularly crude, and in some

instances—notably the well-known 'Cynthia,

thy song and chanting' of Giovanni Croce

—

almost unmeaning. w. H. H.

MUSICAL ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY,
THE, ' for the publication of scarce and valu-

able works by the early English composers,' was

established in 1840, and commenced its publica-

tions in November of that year. Specimens of

old English melody had been reproduced in ' A
Collection of National English Airs,' then re-

cently completed, and this Society was designed

to afl'ord specimens of the English school of Tiar-

mony in and after the madrigalian era. As
motets, madrigals, and other choral music were

originally published only in separate parts, it

became necessary, for this object, to reproduce

them in score. The separate parts were difficult

of attainment, and not in all cases correct ; the

editors had, therefore, a considerable amount of

labour, and occasionally of thought, in making
the scores. Nevertheless, the duties were wil-

lingly undertaken by eminent musicians of the

time, some of whom added biographies of the

composers, or other interesting introductory

matter—all without remuneration, as the object

was a national one.

Nineteen works were published, in large folio,

and to these were added sixteen correspond-

ing folios of compressed scores by Sir G. A.

Maofarren. These were undertaken by the

publisher on his own responsibility, with a view

of increasing the subscription list. The council

of the Society had decided against the addition

of accompaniments under the vocal scores. Be-

sides the editors, there were many eminent
musicians who assisted on the council and at

the rehearsal of each work, being then occasion-

ally called upon to advise in cases of doubtful

notes.

The Society lasted seven years, and in its

second year numbered nearly a thousand mem-
bers, but they gradually fell away, chiefliy alleg-

ing as reasons that the works were more fitted

for societies than for private families, in which
there are rarely a sufficient number of voices

;

and, secondly, that the books occupied too much
space. The annual subscription was one pound,
and the works were supplied to the members at

prime cost.

The nineteen works issued by the Society

were :

—

1. A MaflB for five voicu, by William Byrd. Edited by B. is.

Bimbault.
2. Tile flrat set of Madrigals by Jobn Wilbye. Edited by Ja;mes

Turle.
8. Madrigals and Motets for five voices, by Orlando Gibbons.

Edited by Sir George Smart.
4. Dido and Mams, a tnigia opera by Henry FurceU. Edited by

O. A. Msfifarren.
6. The fll-st set of Ballets for five voices by ThomaeMorley. Edited.

by E. F. Bimbanlt.
6. Book I. of Cantiones Saor» for five voices, by William Byrd.

Edited by W. Horsley.
*J. Bonduca, a tragedy by Henry Purcell. Edited by E. P.

Simbault,
8. Tlie first set of Madrigals by Thomas Weelkes, Edited by

Edward J. Hopkins.
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9. FantasleBmthreepartacoinpOB6dforYio1e,byOrlftndoOibboiu.
Edited by B. F. Bimbanlt.

10. King Artbur, an op«ra, by Henry Purcell. Edited by Pro>
leasoT Edward Taylor.

11. The whole Book of Faalma with their wonted tunea, in four
parts, as published by Thomas Bste. Edited by E. F. Bimbault.

12. The Urst set of Bongs by John Dowiand. Edited by William
Chappell.

13. Airs or Fa las by John Hilton. Edited by Joseph Warren.
14. A collection of Anthems by M. Este, T. Ford, Weelkes, and

Bateson. Edited by E, F. Bimbault.
16. MadrigalB by John Bennet. Edited by E. J. Hopkins.
16. The second set of Madrigals by John Wilbye, Edited by

Qeorge Wiliiam Budd.
17. The lint set of Madrigals by Thomas Bateson. Edited by

E. F, Bimbault.
18. Farthenia, or the first music ever printed for the Virginals,

by W. Byrd, John Bull, and Orlando Gibbons. Edited by E. F.
Bimbault.

19. Ode composed for St. Cecilia's Day by Henry Purcell. Edited
by E. F. Bimbault

Among members of the council not included

in the above list were Sir John Goss, Sir W.
Stemdale Bennett, Sir Henry Bishop, Henry
Smart, George Hogarth, William Hawea, Charles

Lucas, Charles Neate, John Bamett, Tom Cooke,

George Cooper, W. H. Callcott, J. Blackbourn,

W. Bayley, E. Hawkins, I. Moscheles, and
others. Dr. Rirabault acted throughout as

hon. secretary, and W. Chappell, the projector

of the Society, acted for about five years as

treasurer and manager of the publications. He
was then succeeded by his younger brother,

Thomas P. Chappell. w. c.

MUSICAL ART SOCIETY OF NEW
YORK, THE, was founded in 1894 for the

cultivation of the works of Palestrina, Bach, and
the ancient and modern composers of the a
cappella style. It was the first organisation of

the kind that developed stability in the United

States, and the plan of it was formulated and
carried out by Dr. Frank Damrosch, who was its

conductor at the beginning, and still is at the

present time (summer of 1906). Knowing how
futile it is to rely upon amateurs merely for

this kind of work, requiring as it does the

highest degree of delicacy of execution, purity of

intonation and capacity for intelligent interpre-

tation, he appealed to the professional singers

of New York for his choir. Of such he organ-

ised a chorus of fifty- five mixed voices, paying

the singers for their services, and holding them
to duty by a stringent system of fines. In

addition to the regular members of the choir

there is a supplementary body from which new
members are drafted as older ones retire. Be-

sides these active participants in the Society's

work there are founders, patrons, and associate

members who pay different sums for the main-

tenance of the organisation. The concerts are

public. The first was given on March 3, 1894,

and there have been two annually ever since,

one in the Christmastide and one in Lent, the

seasons being considered in the composition of

the ecclesiastical portion of the programme.

The programmes have included works by Pales-

trina, Nanino, Vittoria, Gabrieli, Corsi, Donate,

Anerio, Oaldara, Allegri, Leo, des Pres, Lasso,

Sweelinck, Praetorius, Calvisius, Schiitz, Eccard,

Leisring, Bach, M. Haydn, Mozart, Wilbye,

Morley, Tomkins, Gibbons, Wesley, Leslie,

Schumann, Mendelssohn, Brahms, Franz, Liszt,

Cornelius, von Othegraven, Herzogenberg,

Dvorak, Arcadelt, Cherubini, Berlioz, Bortni-

ansky, Gretchaninoff, Tandiev, Kopyloff, Cui,

and others. The middle number of the pro-

gramme is generally an orchestral piece by Bach,

Handel, or some other old composer. Stimulated

by the success of the concerts in New York
similar societies have been organised in Boston,

the borough of Brooklyn (New York City), and
Chicago. B. A.

MUSICAL ARTISTS' SOCIETY, THE.
Among the numerous attempts made for the

direct encouragement of British music towards

the end of the 19th century, those for which
this Society was responsible hold no small

place. Projected in 1873 by Messrs. Arthur
O'Leary, C. E. Stephens, and other musicians,

the Society was finally established in the follow-

ing year, when a series of semi-private concerts

was inaugurated, at which performances were

given of chamber music, chiefly by members of

the Society,—Messrs. Algernon Ashton, J. F.

Bamett, and F. Davenport, Dr. F. E. Gladstone,

and Sir G. A. Maofarren being some of the

composers whose works had a hearing. Among
the list of original members may be mentioned,

Messrs. J. F. Bamett, H. R. Bird, Alfred

Gilbert, A. Randegger, and Olaf Svendsen

;

while the vice-presidents were Sir G. A.
Maofarren, Sir Arthur Sullivan and others, the

Duke of Beaufort being President. The first

concert took place at the premises of Messrs.

Stanley Lucas, Weber & Co., others (being

three in number a year, though later this

number was increased) at such places as the

Royal Academy of Music, Grosvenor Gallery,

and St. Martin's Town Hall, where the last

concert was given on June 6, 1898, the Society

dissolving itself early in 1899. In 1885 the

concerts became of a more public character, as

tickets for admission were on sale, and the press

were invited. In 1891 it was decided to intro-

duce occasionally into the programmes foreign

music of recognised merit but little known in

England ; nevertheless the Society continued

to meet with insufficient financial support, this

being eventually the reason for its dissolu-

tion. N. G.

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION, THE, initiated

by Sir John Stainer and the Rev. Sir F. A. Gore

Ouseley, Bart., was established in 1874, after

preliminary meetings at the house of Mr. W.
Spottiswoode, F.R.S., and at South Kensington

Museum, at the latter of which, on May 29,

John HuUah presided, and several members
were enrolled. On August 4, 1874, the first

general meeting of the members was held,

A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., in the chair; and it was

resolved that the Society's title should be
' Musical Association for the investigation and
discussion of subjects connected with the Science

and Art of Music' The members, according to
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the rules, ' consist of practical and theoretical

musicians as well as those whose researches have

been directed to the science of Acoustics, the

history of Music or other kindred subjects.'

The Association met for many years at the

Beethoven Rooms, Harley Street, on the first

Monday of every month from November to June,

when papers were read and discussed. From
1890 to 1894 the meetings were held at the

Boyal Academy of Music, and from the latter

year at the Koyal College of Organists, Hart
Street, Bloomsbury, and the day of meeting is

nowthe third Tuesday in the month. From 1905

the meetings were held at Messrs. Broadwoods'.

The subscription is one guinea a year, and
members are elected by ballot. The first Pre-

sident was the Kev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, Bart.

,

whose successor was Sir John Stainer. The
Vice-Presidents were G. Grove; J. HuUah

;

Prof. G. A. Macfarren, Mus.D. ; W. Spottis-

woode, and J. Tyndall. The Council included

the vice-presidents and Messrs. W. Chappell,

6. A. Osborne, Dr. W. Pole, Messrs. A. H. D.
Prendergast, C. K. Salaman (the first Hon.
Secretary), Dr. Stainer, and Dr. W. H. Stone.

The Society's Proceedings were published annu-

ally by Chappell & Go. for the first three years,

and then by Stanley Lucas & Weber, until 1887
inclusive ; in 1888 Messrs. Novello's name
appeared on the title-page as publisher. The
early volumes of Proceedings are of extreme

rarity. In 1900 the Association entered into

special relations with the Internationale Musik-

gesellschaft, with certain privileges in the way
of subscription, to members of both societies.

In 1904 the Association became incorporated.

In the present year (1906) the Council and
officers are as follows :

—

President—Sir C. Hubert H. Parry, Bart. ;

Vice-Presidents—Messrs. W. G. Adams, C. A.

Barry, Sir J. Frederick Bridge, Dr. W. H.
Cummings, Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, Sir A. C.

Mackenzie, Dr. C. Maclean, Mr. A. H. D. Pren-

dergast, Prof. E. Prout, Lord Rayleigh, Sir

C. Villiers Stanford. Ordinary members of

Council—Messrs. W. W. Cobbett, C. B. Edgar,

Dr. C. H. Lloyd, J. A. Fuller Maitland, Dr.

W. G. M 'Naught, Dr. F. G. Shinn, Messrs.

T. L. Southgate, W. Barclay Squire, J. F. R.

Stainer, and F. G. Webb. Mr. C. B. Edgar is

the Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. J. Percy Baker

the Secretary. c. M.

MUSICAL BOX. [See Automatic Appli-

ances, vol. i. p. 136.]

MUSICAL FEASTS. The Musical Feasts

which preceded the Musical Drama were so

called because it was the custom in Italy to

celebrate any joyful occasion, such as the

marriage of princes, with feasts and games
and melodramatic poetry, accompanied with

theatrical representations. Feala of arms,

jousts, and tournaments, also made part of the

entertainment, which was in Italy of much the

same character as the masques and pageants in

England in the time of Elizabeth and James I.

So much were these Musical Feasts in request

that the most celebrated poets and musicians of

the day were employed to arrange the scheme,

celebrated architects devised the extraordinary

and elaborate machinery brought in to enhance

the efiect, and great painters—in one instance

a pupil of Perugino, Bastiano di San Gallo

—

condescended to paint the scenery.

' Like the musical feasts,' says Burney {Sist,

ii. 60), ' the first Italian operas were performed

in the palaces of princes, for the celebration of

marriages, or on some particular occasion of joy

and festivity, at the expense of the Sovereign or

the Republic, and not in theatres supported by
general contribution.' (See II Quadrio, vol. v.

p. 500.) c. M. p.

MUSICAL GLASSES. [See Haemonioa,
vol. ii. p. 297.]
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, COLLEC-

TIONS OF. Three or four centuries ago the

distinction between a collection for practical use,

such as often existed in royal and noble palaces,

and a collection of musical curiosities was not so

sharply defined as in the present day ; but the

Museum of Alphonso II. at Ferrara, the instru-

ments acquired by King Henry VIII. ofEngland
and the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria in

the 16th century, the Museum of Manfred
Septala of Milan and the collections of the

Venetian Contarini, of Ferdinand de' Medici

at Florence, and of Dandelen in Flanders in

the 17th century show that great interest

and value were attached, even then, to instru-

ments of music other than for the expression of

musical ideas. The Italian writer Saba (c. 1546)
mentions, as a n£w fashion, the decoration of

the interior of palaces with organs, clavecins,

psalteries, lutes, viols, flutes, cornets, trumpets,

and other instruments, and it is probable that

from this custom (not unknown to-day) arose

the more systematic and intelligent collection

of ancient instruments. There was, however,

one branch of this subject which these earlier

enthusiasts were obliged to leave untouched,
and the ethnological collectionsofmusical instru-

ments which now afford so much information
as to the skill and practice of primitive races

were as unknown as they were impossible.

In thesubjoined list ofmuseumsand collections

an attempt has been made to denote their object

and extent, and the following abbreviations

have been used :—S, European Stringed instru-

ments. K, With keyboards. W, European
Wind instruments. P, European instruments
of Percussion. S W P, A collection of European
instruments. E, Instruments collected for

ethnological purposes. A, Archaeological and
prehistoric instruments. G, General collection,

including European and ethnological specimens.

C, Printed catalogue of special interest with
date of latest issue known. An asterisk de-
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notes a public collection or catalogue wholly

devoted to musical instruments.

The difficulty of making the list correct and
complete has been great, especially as regards

collections in private hands which, as the new
list shows, are continually changing locality

and owner. Inquiries, however, have been care-

fully made, and information thankfully received

from museums and well-known collectors, whilst

the catalogues of all the musical exhibitions of

recent years have been collated. Owing to the

limitations of space very small collections and
the ownership of single instruments, however

rare, are not mentioned.

A. EUBOPE
1. Great Britain and Ireland

LivBBPOoi.. Public Museam including the Mayer collection (G).

London. Victoiia and Albert Huseum, South KenaiDgton (6);
*C, 1874. Specimens are frequently lent to the Bethnal Green and
Provincial MuseaniB. * Mnseuni of the Boyal College of Music,
B. Kensington (Or). Inciudea the Donaldson (C, private) and mpklna
Collections, also the Tagore and Day CollBctions of Indian Inatru-

aents. The British Museum (A, £). Indian Museum. 8. Ken-
sington (G). Homiman (London County Council) Museum, Forest
HUl (S W P) ; C, 1904. The Crystal Palace, Sydenham (E). The
London Missiouary Society (B).

MANCHEffEEB. Koy^ College of Music, ' Henry Watson ' Collec-

tidn (&). *C, in preparation.
Oxford. University Museum with Fitt-Klvera Collection (E).

Wabrington. Municipal Museum (G).

Edinburob. *UniTeraity Music School (O). National Museum
of Antiquities (G) ; C, 1892.

GZ.ASOOW. Technical College, Euiog Collection (S K), Art Gal-

lery (B).

DuBLur. Museum of Science and Art (G). Museum of Trinity
CoUege (A). National Museum, Kildare Street (Instruments of

various kinds of Irish manufacture).

Some private collections of musical instruments ;—
Aldebshot. Mp-ssra. G. Potter (P).

Browmbea I8I.AND, Poole. 0. van Raaltq Esq. (S W P).

Claydon Hovhb, WiNSLOvr. Sir E. Vemey (E, especially Javanese
Instruments).
Edinburgh. R. B. Armstrong, Esq. (8). Messrs. Glen & Co.

(WP).
Goodrich Court, Bosa. H. C. Moflktt, Esq. (K).

Hatfield, Habi-ow. Eev. F. W. Galpin (G). 0, in preparation.
London. Messrs. Boosey (W). Messrs. Broadwood (K) ; '•C, 1903.

A. Frere, Esq. (S, W). J. A. Fuller Maltland, Esq. (S). Messrs.
Arthur and Alfred Hill (S). Howard Head, Esq. (S). A. S. Bose,
Esq. (B). Hesars. Budall Carte (W).
Manchester. Boddington Collection (K) partly dispersed ; C,

1888.
Southampton. Mr. W. Dale (K).

Wariey, Brentwood. Misa Willmott (3 W P).

WOUBUSNE WODEHOnsE, WOLVKRHAMPTOW. Col. T. B. ShaW-
Hellier (S W P).

8. Austria

Bdda-pesth. National Hungarian Museum (A, G).

LiNZ. Museum Francisco-Caroliuum (SW F).

Salzburg. Museum Carolino-Augusteum (SW P). A hrief guide-

book.
Vienna. *Museum of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde (SW F).

Imperial Museum, including the Ambraser Collection (G) ; C, 1901.

Ethnographical Museum (B).

Private Collections ;

—

EiSBNSTADT. Prince Eaterhazy (3).

Vienna. The representatives of Baron N. de Bothschlld (8W F).

The Archduke Franz Ferdinand (SW F).

3. Belgium

AwTWEBP, The Steen Museum (S W P) ; C, 1892.

Bruoes. Archeological Museum (A K).

Brussels. *Museum of the Conservatoire de Musique (G) ; *C.
three vola. 1880-1900. Museum of the Congo State {at Tervueren)

(B) ; •C, 1902.

Private Collection ;—
Ghent. Snoeck Collection (S and Flemish Instruments only)

;

•C, 1903, The General Collection is now at Berlin.

4. Denmark

CoPEHffAOEH. National Museum of Antiqiiities (A). The Ethno-
graphical Museum (B). * The Museum of Musical Instruments in

the Industrial Museum (G),

Private Collection :—
Herr C. Claudius (G) ; 'C, 1900.

6. ^cmce
Pabib. •Miiseum of the Conaervatoire de Musique (O) ; "C, 1884

with two Supplements. Muste S. Germain (A). HOtel Cluny (K).

Private Collections :—
Bloib. M. Petit (S W F).

NiOB. M. A. Gauntier (S).

Paris. Baron de Lery (S W P). M. Mercier (K). MM. Pleyel

Wolff ACie (K).
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6. Germany
'Bekliit. * Museum of the Hochschule fur Musik, Charlottenburg,
including part of the Snoeck Collection (S W P., and Chinese
Inatrumenta) ; *C (part only), 1892. Museum fUr Volkerkunde
(A, B) ; C, 1898, etc. Museum fUr Kunstgewerbe (S) ; C, 1890, etc.

Hoheuzollern Museum (S W P), including instruments belonging
to the Boyal House.
Breslau. Sohlesische Museuui fur Kunstgewerbe (S W F).

Cologne. *Heyer Collection for the Conservatoire de Musique,
purchased from Paul de Witt, Leipzig, 1905 (SW P) ; -C (De Witt
Coll.), 1904.

Darmstadt. Grossherzogliches Museum (S W).
Dresden. Boyal Collection (S W).
Frankfort on Main. Stadtiaches-HiatorischesMuseum (SW P).

Hauburo. Stiidtisches Museum (3 W F).

Leydkn. BiJkaMuseum (E). Museum of Antiquities (Egyptian).

Munich. Bavarian National Museum (S W P) ; • C, 1883.

Nuremberq. Germanlsi^es Museum (S W P).

Private Collections :

—

Dresden. Prof. A. FUchs (S).

Leipzig. Hetr Paul de Witt (SWF—see under Cologne) ; • C, 1904.

Stuttgart. Herr Klinkerfusa (K).

Wbihar. Dr. A. Obriat (S W P).

T. BoUtmd.

Amsterdam. Bijks Museum, including the Boera collection (Gl.

Middelburo. Staatamuseum (W).

Private Collection :

—

The Hague. Heer D. T. Scheurleer (G).

8. Italy

Bologna. Muaeo Clvioo (3 W P) ; * C, 1898.

Flobencb. Btruscan Museum (A).

Milan. * Museum of the Conservatoire de Mualque (S). Muaeo
Civico (E, especially Japaneae Instruments).
Naples. National Museum (A).

BoME. 'The Museum of the Academy of 8. Cecilia (SW P). The
Vatican Museum (A).

Turin. Museum of Antiquities (A). Conservatorio (3).

Venice. Museo Civico, including the Correr Collection (G); C, 1899.

Vebona. Museo Civico (W).

Private Collection:

—

Flobencb. Signer A. Krauas (G) ; * C, 1901 : (Japanese Instru-
ments) 1880.

9. Norway
Christiania. Staatamuseum (A).

10. Portugal

Lisbon. Muaeo de Marion (B, especially Portuguese Colonies).

11. Russia

Hblsingfobs. Mus^e Ethnographique (E).

Cracow. Kunst-Historisches Museum (8 W).
Moscow. *Museum of the Conservatoire de Musique (G). Muste

Daohkoff (E).

S. Pbtersburo. * Museum of the Conservatoire de Musique (G)

;

•C, 1884. MuB^e Ethnographique (B).

ViLNA. MuB^e Ethnographique (E).

12. Spain

Madrid. Muaeo de Marina (E). Museo Arceologico (A).

Private Colleotioua :—
Cadiz. Seiior S. Viniegra (S).

Madrid. Her Royal Highness Princess Isabel Francesca (8W F).

13. Sweden

Stockholm. * Muaikhistoriska Museet (G) ; * 0, 1902.

14. Svntzerland

Basle. Mittelalterliche Sammlung (SWF); C, 1888.

ZuRECH. Landes Museum (S W P) ; C in preparation.

Private Collections :—
Geneva. Prof. M. Bedot (E, especially Javanese Instruments).

Madame Galopin [S W F).

Lucerne. Herr H. Schumacher (S W F).

B. ASIA
China. Pekin. Imperial Palace (ancient Chinese Instruments).

India. Tanjore. The Palace (old Indian Instruments).

Japan. Tokio. •Institute of Music (Japanese Instruments).
In these countries collections of very old instruments are often

found in the temples.

Private Collection :—
Calcutta. Sir S. M. Tajore (Indian Instruments).

C. AFRICA
Capetown. Public Museum (African Instruments).
Egypt. Cairo, Museum of Egyptian Antiquities (A) ; C, 1903.

Tunis. Carthage, Mus^e de 8. Louis (A).

Private Collection :—
Grahamstown. Mr. P. R. Scholes (African Instruments).

D. AMERICA
Ann Arbor. Museum of the University of Michigan, including

the Steams Collection (G) ; C in preparation.

Boston. Cambridge, Peabody Museum (E).

Brazil. La Plata Museum (E).

Chicago. Field Columbian Museum (B).

Chile. Santiago, National Museum (A).

Mexico. National Museum, Mexico City (A).

New York. The Metropolitan Museum ol Art, Crosby Brown
Collection (G). • C, European Section, 1902, ditto Keyboards, 1903.

Asiatic Section, 1903 (revised). Historical Groups, 190B. Ilia

American Museum of Natural History (E).

Peru. Lima National Museum (A).

z
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Philadblphta. Unlveraity Museum, Friechmuth Collection
(B VT F). The Museum ot the Academy of Natural Sciences (E).

Urugdat. Monte Video, National Museum (E].

Wasbinoton. The United States National Museum (6).

Private Collections ;—
Boston. Messrs. Chickerinz (6). Messrs. E. Howe (G). Mr. D.

S. Pillsbury (W).
New Havbn, CoMMKOTiour. Mr. M. Stetnert (S K) ; • C, 1893.

VioTOKiA, B. Columbia. Dr. G. F. Newcombe (E).

E. OCEANIA
H0NOLUI.(J. The Bishop Museum (E) ; C, 1892. P. w. a.

MUSICAL LIBRAEIES. See Libbaribs,

vol. ii. pp. 690-720.

MUSICAL LOAN EXHIBITIONS. The
idea of bringing before the public the art

treasures of private collectors under the form

of a loan exhibition is essentially English, the

Special Exhibition of Ancient Musical Instru-

ments held at South Kensington in 1872 being

acknowledged as the prototype of the many
similar collections which have since been made
in Europe and America. Although musical

exhibitions for trade purposes only do not fall

within the scope of the present article, students

of musical history will find much information

in the reports on the musical instruments in the

two earliest London exhibitions (the Great

Exhibition of 1851 and the International Exhi-

bition of 1862) by Dr. William Pole, and the

accounts by Clayand Pont^coulant of the musical

section in the Paris Exhibition of 1867, whilst

many recent exhibitions, though not arranged

with this particular object in view, have afforded

unusual opportunities of hearing the music of

extra-European peoples performed by native

artists. In the following list are included the

names of the most important exhibitions, in

which there have been loan collections of musi-

cal instruments and literature, those of marked
value from an antiquarian standpoint being

denoted by an asterisk. Official catalogues

of exceptional interest, and treatises which
have been published bearing on these exhibi-

tions, are mentioned under the special occasion

which produced them.
1872. LoNnoir. * Special Exhibition of Ancient Musical Instru-

ments, South Kensington. Catalogue with introductions, notes, and
photographs by Carl Engel, 1873. Cremona Violins and Varnish, by
Charles Reade, 1873. Some account of the Special Exhibition, being
Appendix 2 to Catalogue of the Musical Instrumenta in S. Kensing-
ton Museum, by C. Engel, 1874.

1878. Paris. •Historical Exhibition, TrocadiSro. Keport by
Oustave Chouquet.

1880. Brussels. National Exhibition.
1881. MjLAN. * Musical Exhibition. Official Catalogue with short

notes.
1885. LoNOOK, *Loan Collection of Musical Instruments, Books,

etc., Albert Hall. A very fine collection held in connection with the
Inventions Exhibition. Guide to the Loan Collection with notes
and preface by A.J. Hipkins. 1885. A Brief Description of Spinets,
and other Keyboard Instruments in the Loan Collection, by William
Dale {privately printed). Notes on Siamese Musical Instruments
(Siamese Embassy, London). 1885. Musical Instruments, Historic,
Rare, and Unique, by A. J. Hipkins, with illustrations in colour by
W. Glbb. 1888.

1886. Bdihbueoh. International Exhibition.
1887. Manobbbtbr. Royal JubUee Exhibition (Musical auto-

graphs).
1888. BoLooiTA. 'International Exhibition of Musical Instru-

ments. Official Catalogue with short notes
Brdsbbls. Industrial Art Exhibition.

1889. Paris. 'Universal Exhibition. Report on the Musical
Instruments by Thibouville Lamy. La Facture instrumentale (wind
Instruments), with Ulusttations by Constant Pierre. 1890.

1890. London. 'Military&xhibition, Chelsea (no stringed instm-
ments,butinal]otherrespectsverycomplete). Official Cataloguewith
short preface to the musical section. Descriptive Catalogue of the
Musical Instruments with prefaces. Illustrations, and appendices, by
Captain C. R. Day. 1891 (Eyre & Spottiswoode).

Edinburoh. International Exhibition.
1892. Vienna. 'International ExhibitionofMusicandtheDrama,

The most extensive exhibition at present held. Illustrated Cata-

logue with notes, issued in ' National ' sections. Musical History in
the International Exhibition at Vienna, by R. A. Marr. 1893. The
International Exhibition of Music and the Drama, edited by Hip-
kins, Steinert, and Schneider, translated from the German. 1894.

LoNOON. Musical Art Exhibition, Royal Aquarium. Cata-
logue with short prefaces and notes.

1893. Chicago. The World's Columbian Exhibition. Illustrated

and annotated Catalogue of the Steinert Collection of Keyed and
Stringed Instruments. 1893.

1894. EniNBUBGa. Loan Exhibition of the Society of Musicians.

1897. London. Victorian Era Exhibition, Earl's Court (especially

Musical Literature).
Brubsbls. Universal Exhibition.

1898. Berlin. Musical Exhibition. Official Catalogue with short
notes.

1900. London. 'Musical Exhibition, Crystal Palace. The first

Exhibition in which the wholecollection wassystematicajlyarranged
to show classiUcationand development. Annotated Catalogue with
prefaces and Lectures. 1900. AfusicaZ Sews Office.

Paris. 'Universal Exhibition. Musto rdtrospectif, illus-

trated Report of the Committee on the Musical Instruments, 1905
(privately printed).

1902. Boston, U.S.A. Historical Muelcal Exhibition. Illustrated
Catalogue with notes by Chickering.

1904. London. 'TercentaiyExhibitionof thcMuslcians'Company,
Fishmongers' Hall. An important feature was the system of Daily
Lectures. Official Catalogue with prefaces and notes. 1004. The
Lectures with illustrations, 1906 (Walter Scott Publishing Co.).

Illustrated and Annotated Catalogue (Novello) in the press.

P. w.o.

MUSICAL PERIODICALS. See Periodi-

cals, Musical.
MUSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, THE.

This Society was founded in April 1868 by a

body of musicians, professional and amatem-,

who had originally been members of the New
Philharmonic Society, and wished to re-consti-

tute it. This being found impracticable, they

established a new institution, under the name
of the Musical Society of London. Among the

names of this body are found those of Charles

Salaman, Esq., the chief mover of the project

(to whose kindness the present writer is indebted

for his information), who held the post of

Honorary Secretary until 1865, when Mr. G. C.

Verrinder succeeded him ; Augustine Sargood,

Esq. (Treasurer) ; C. E. Horsley, Esq. (Honorary
Librarian) ; W. V. "Wallace ; G. A. Macfarren

;

Henry Smart ; Jules Benedict ; Stephen Elvey
;

John Goss ; E. J. Hopkins ; B. Molique ; Sir

F. A. Gore Ouseley, Bart. ; and Dr. S. S. Wesley

;

besides other prominent musicians. The objects

of the Society, as stated in its early prospectuses,

were :—To promote social intercourse among its

members and with musicians of this and other

countries ; to form a musical library for the use

of members ; to hold conversazioni, at which
papers on musical subjects might be read, and
subjects of musical interest discussed ; to give

orchestral, choral, and chamber concerts, and
occasionally lectures ; to afford the opportunity
oftrying new compositions ; to publish occasional
papers, calculated to extend the theoretical and
historical knowledge of music. The members
consisted of fellows, associates, and lady-asso-

ciates,whose subscriptionwas fixed atone guinea.

The following were honorary fellows :—Auber,
Berlioz, Ernst, Joachim, Meyerbeer, Moscheles,
Rossini, and Spohr. The conductor of the
Society during the whole period of its existence

was Mr. Alfred Mellon. The first concert took
place on Jan. 26, 1859, when the C minor Sym-
phony of Beethoven, the ' Melusina ' Overture
of Mendelssohn, and a cantata by G. A. Mao-
£a,rren, 'May-Day,' etc., were given. Gade's
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Highland Overture was performed at the second
concert. Among the most interesting items of

the programme may be mentioned, Schumann's
Symphony (No. 1), May 1861 ; Joachim's Con-
certo in the Hvmgarian style, played by the

composer, March 12, 1862 ; the Choral Sym-
phony of Beethoven, April 30, 1862, on which
occasion Stephen Heller played Mozart's Con-
certo for two pianos with Charles Halle ; Sulli-

van's 'Tempest'Musio,May 21, 1862; Schumann's
Symphony in Eb, June 13, 1866. Besides the

regular concerts, conversazioni were occasionally

given, at which the programmes were frequently

remarkable, and objects of antiquarian and
artistic interest were exhibited. At the fii-st

conversazione, for example, Mr. Charles Salaman
played two pieces by Orlando Gibbons on a
virginal. At the last concert, March 20, 1867,

the most interesting feature of the programme
was Beethoven's Choral Fantasia, the pianoforte

part of which was played by Mme. Schumann.
On April 15 following the operations of the

Society were suspended, in consequence of the

inadequacy of the funds for carrying out the

proposed schemes, and the proceedings were

never resumed. M.

MUSICAL UNION, THE. An association,

managed by a President, Vice-President, Com-
mittee of fiifteen noblemen and gentlemen, and
a Director(JohnElla), which gave eight matinees

of classical chamber music for many seasons in

London. The Musical Union took its origin in

social gatherings held at Mr. Ella's residence,

but in 1844 the Society assumed greater import-

ance, and its concerts never failed to sustain the

high standard of excellence for which they were

remarkable from the first. A list of all the

artists who have appeared at the Musical Union
would include the names of all the most cele-

brated executants of the middle of the 19th

century, many of whom were first introduced

into England by Ella. It is impossible to esti-

mate too highly the important influence this

Society had in disseminating a taste for good

music amongst the upper classes in London.

The system of placing the performers in the

centre of a circle, which was adopted at these

concerts, gave them a social charm to which a

considerable share of their success was no doubt

owing ; but the greatest boon which musicians

owe to the Musical Union was the introduction of

analytical programmes, which were first adopted

in London by Professor Ella at these concerts.

[See Analysis.] The programmes were de-

livered to the members a day or two before the

performances took place—a plan highly to be

commended. The association ceased to exist

in 1880, and its founder, Mr. Ella, died Oct. 2,

1888. w. B. s.

MUSICIANS' COMPANY. The worshipful

Company of Musicians of London has a history

and associations which carry back the mind to

the musical life of the Middle Ages, the days

of the troubadours and minstrels. The Charter

by which the Company received its corporate

existence and legal status dates back no farther,

it is true, than 1604, in which year it was
granted by James the First. This was not,

however, the first instrument by which minstrels

in England had been empowered to form them-
selves into Guilds or Fraternities, for the Patent

Roll gives us the Charter granted by King
Edward IV. in 1469 to his 'beloved minstrels,'

empowering them to constitute themselves into

a guild and make rules and regulations for the

government of the craft or 'mystery' of

musicians, and to adopt measures to remedy
grievances and improve the poor estate into

which the calling had evidently then fallen

from the high esteem in which it had been held

in previous centuries. This Charter, preserved

by Rymer in his well-known Foedera, where
the original Latin text is given, possesses great

interest, by reason of the light it throws upon
the musical practitioners of those days. Though
apparently the earliest on record, it cannot
have been the first of its kind, for in it we are

told that 'the brothers and sisters of the

Fraternity of Minstrels ' had established and
ordained similar brotherhoods or guilds 'in

times past. ' Of these earlier Charters, unfortu-

nately, no copy is known, but it will be safe to

assume that the rules which they contained for

the government of the guild differed little from
those laid down in the document here re-

ferred to.

This earlier Charter was granted in response

to the prayer of the King's Minstrels, whose
names are given. They were "Walter Halliday

(Marshal), John Cliff', Robert Marshall, Thomas
Grene, Thomas Calthorne, "William Cliff', "WU-
liam Christean, and William Eynsham. They
complain of the wrong done them by ' certain

ignorant rustics and craftsmen of various call-

ings, who falsely represent themselves to be
minstrels ; although they are in that art by no
means learned or skilled, they nevertheless

move from place to place on festival days and
collect all those profits by means of which the

King's Minstrels should obtain their living' ;

and furthermore, that thus 'much disgrace is

brought upon the art or occupation of minstrels.

'

To remedy the grievances thus complained of,

the minstrels named were erected into a corpora-

tion with perpetual succession, and were given

powers of examination, supervision, control, and
correction of all minstrels throughout the

Kingdom, the County of Chester excepted, for

there the minstrels were under other special

control (see Sir Peter Leyeester's Historical

Antiquities of Cheshire). "What measure of

success attended the efforts of the new guild to

improve the condition of the members, or what
was its eventual fate, is not recorded. Its

existence must have been short-lived, however,

for at the opening of the 1 6th century we find
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mention of a new guild, a ' Fellowsliip of

Minstrels and Freemen of the City of London,'

though when, and by whom it was instituted,

there is nothing so far discovered to show.

However, in the history of the Pewterers'

Company by Welch, under date 1500 and 1501,

it is stated that the Pewterers' Hall was fre-

quently let, the Minstrels or Musicians being

amongst the principal hirers.

It may be remarked in passing that the

term ' Minstrel ' is a loose one and has led to

some confusion, a notable instance being the

Henry Walker, ' citizen and minstrel of London,

'

from whom Shakespeare held his house in Black-

friars. Walker's connection with the Musicians'

Company is mentioned in his will with codicU

proved August 30, 1616, where he describes

himself as a ' Musitian of London.

'

The association that existed between music
and players leads one to suppose that in all

probability Shakespeare, too, was a member of

the Musicians' Company, but owing to the

Roll ofthe Freemen connected with theCompany
at that period having been destroyed, we are

unable to find any proof for this supposition.

In the early days, one of the principal

duties of these City Musicians or 'waits,' as

they were commonly called, was to supply the

music for the City Pageants and Festivities.^

The Fellowship of the Freemen and Minstrels

of the City of London have many complaints to

make of precisely the same character as those

raised by the minstrels of Edward IV., 'the

povertie and decay ' to which they are brought
by the ' continuell reoorse of foreign minstrels

daily resorting to the City out of all the Contrays
of England.' For the remedy of this, and for

the better government of the London Minstrels,

the testing of ' their sufficiency in their art,'

and the control and regulation of the teaching

of music and dancing, we find that rules were
continually enacted and re-enacted, but without,

as it would seem, any permanent measure of

Eventually the Fellowship appears to have
been reduced to such a condition that it was
deemed necessary to reconstitute it upon a new
basis. This was furnished by the Charter of

James I., which brought into existence the

Worshipful Company of Musicians. It was
incorporated at the prayer of the above-men-

1 The livery of the London Waits in 1576 is described in Fair-
holt's Lord Mayortf Paffeanta, Ft. 1, p. 23, as follows :

' Blue gowns,
red sleeves and caps, eveiy one having his silver collar about his
neck.' The gowns worn by the Masters and Wardens of the present
day are blue, trinuned with fur. In the Diary of Henry Machyn,
citizen and merchant-taylor of London, 1S50-6S, may be Been such
entries as the following :^

', The furst day of September (1556) was Sant Gylles day, and ther
was a goodly procesayon abowfc the parryche with the whettes
(waits) and the canepe Imrne, and the Sacrement, and ther was a
goodly massBSongeasbene hard ; and master Thomas Orenelle, wax-
chandler mad a grett dener for master Garter and my ladye, and
master Machylle the shreife and ys wife, andboth the chamburlayns,
and mony worshipful! men and women at dener, and the whettes
playng and dyvers odur mynsterelles, for ther was a grett dener,'

3 'Thomas Morley writes as follows in the 'Dedication of First
Booke of Consort Lessons,' 1599:—'The ancient oustome of this
honourable and renowned Citie hath been ever to retaine and
malntaine excellent and expert Musicians,'

tioned Fellowship of the Minstrels of London
(of which it was consequently the direct successor

and representative), under the style and title of
' the Master, Wardens and Commonalty of the

Musicians of London.' It was to be governed

by a Master, two wardens, and a body of

assistants numbering not less than thirteen and
not more than twenty, and it was to be in-

vested with full powers for the control and
government of aU minstrels and musicians in

the City of London and within three miles

thereof. In accordance with the authority con-

ferred in the Charter, the Company drew up an
elaborate series of by-laws for the regulation of

the teaching of music within its jurisdiction.

These rules, which are too elaborate and exten-

sive to quote here, afford some interesting matter

for readers of to-day. It must be admitted,

however, that they exhibit a business-like and
wise regard for the interests of its members,
their proficiency in their art, and also for the

training and morals of the apprentices.

The Arms of the Company were granted by
Camden, Oct. 15, 1604, and approved by Sir

Henry St. George Eichmond, 1634, PhiUp
Pikeman being Master, Walter Clarke and
Philip Janvrin, Wardens, and Nicholas Pinny,
Clerk. We may add that the principal charge

of the Arms is the Swan, the bird of Apollo
and emblem of the musician's or poet's song.

The state of decline into which the art of

music as a profession had fallen during the 17th
century is no doubt due to the Revolution
and Puritan domination. It is therefore not
surprising that the Musicians' Company should
have sunk into comparative obscuriiy, as is

proved by a MS. dated about 1660, which is

preserved in the Bodleian Library, wherein the
members of the Company are enumerated as

being thirteen in number. Later on, however,
it appears to have come once more to the front,

for in 1700 the Company was authorised by an
Act of Common Council to exercise jurisdiction

over dancing-masters. It likewise appears that
the Company's jurisdiction was enforced as late

as 1763, in which year an action was succiess-

fuUy brought by the Musicians' Company before

the Recorder of London, against Barton Hudson,
for employing persons not free as musicians at

a Lord Mayor's Banquet.
Though the Company is still in active exist-

ence, it possesses, unfortunately, no records of
its history and acts during the greater part of the
three last centuries. These have been lost, and
with them, of course, many interesting details

of the musical life of London during that
period. However, some glimpses of the Com-
pany's history may be found in the Records of
the City of London.

Times are changed since the Guilds were
potent factors in the political and social life of
England, when it was necessary for those living

in the City to take up the Freedom and Livery
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of the CSty Guilds in order to be allowed to

carry on their trade or profession in the confines

of the City. Nevertheless, many of them still

exist, and although tliey no longer discharge

to the fuU the functions for the exercise of

which they were originally founded, most of

them have adapted themselves to the new
conditions and seek to the best of their power
to further the interests of the calling with
which they have been so long associated. Such
is the case with the Musicians' Company. It

is doing all that lies within its limited means,

by the institution of scholarships, competitions,

the award of medals and in other ways, to

stimulate and promote the study and practice

of the art which it was established to supervise

and controL We may add in passing, however,

that the Musicians'Company has never possessed

any great wealth.

In addition to the above-mentioned awards,

a sum is granted annually for a scholarship in

composition to be held at the Guildhall School.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has founded in connection

with the Company, of which he is an honorary

freeman, two scholarships entitling the holders

to threeyears' &eetuitionat theGuildhallSchool,

and Mr. S. E. Palmer, whose benefactions to

the musical world are so well known, has

presented to the Company, of which he also

is an honorary freeman, the sum of £1250.
With the interest derived therefrom two other

scholarships have been created, tenable, at the

same Institution, the one by a boy and the other

by a girl. In 1904, in connection with the

tercentenary of the granting of the Company's
Charter, prizes were given by Mr. Charles T. D.

Crews, the Master, and the Rev. H. Cart,

liveryman of the Company, for various musical

compositions, including a grace for the use of

the Company. In addition, Mr. Crews presented

fifty guineas to the Guildhall School to be

employed in assisting poor students. Mr. W.
W. Cobbett, liveryman of the Company, has

also given a prize of £50 for a ' Phantasy ' for

string quartet.

Specially worthy of mention is the Exhibition

held by the Company in commemoration of its

Tercentenary at the Fishmongers' Hall, which
was opened by the Prince and Princess of Wales
on the 28th of June 1904, under the patronage

of the King and Queen, His Majesty heading

the list of lenders. Then was brought together

a remarkable collection of instruments, books,

manuscripts, portraits, and other objects bear-

ing upon the history and practice of music,

probably more complete, valuable, and instruc-

tive than anything of the kind that had ever

before been got together. A finely illustrated

catalogue of the entire collection is now (1906)

in course of preparation.

In order that all possible advantage might

be derived from the Exhibition, a series of

lectures on the exhibits, with musical illustra-

tions, was delivered. (These have since been
published in book-form.)

Among the throngs who flocked to this

Exhibition, those who possessed sufficient know-
ledge to estimate its value could not fail to

recognise and admit that in promoting it the

Musicians' Company had furnished a convincing

proof of their usefulness, and a strikingtestimony
of their zeal for the best interests of their art.

At the present time, 1906, the Musicians'

Company consists of about a hundred Livery-

men. Election to the Company rests with the
Court, which consists of the Msister, two
Wardens and not less than thirteen assistants.

Fees amounting to £42 : 16s. are payable on
taking the Livery. The Livery of the Company
carries with it the Freedom of the City, the
privilege of a vote in the City for Parliamentary
Elections and for certain Civic affairs. The
Musicians' Company is the only City Company
concerned with the exercise of a profession.

By arrangement the Musicians' Company now
enjoy the use of the Worshipful Company of
Stationers' magnificent old Hall.

The Company, as regards members and influ-

ence, is at present in a stronger position than it

has been for upwards of a century, and the
gieater number of the Liverymen are connected
with and interested in the art of music. The
majority are musicians, both professional and
amateur, and the Madrigal Society and other
important bodies are well represented.

The officers are as follows : Master, Mr. E. E.
Cooper (Treasurer of the Royal Academy of
Music) ; Wardens, Sir Homewood Crawford and
Mr. A. C. Hunter ; Assistants, Mr. C. T. D. Crews,
Mr. T. P. Jones, Mr. H. R. Frisby, Mr. J. H.
Skilbeok, Mr. R. B. Warwick, Sir J. F. Bridge,

Mu3.Doo., Mr. J. C. CoUard, Mr. C. D. Hoblyn,
Mr. F. HarwoodLesoher, Mr. W. Cordy Herring,

Mr. T. L. Southgate, the Rev. R. H. Hadden,
M.A., Mr. Alfred H. Littleton, Mr. Arthur F.

Hill, Mr. W. P. Fuller, and Col. T. B. Shaw-
Hellier ; Hon. Chaplain, Canon Duckworth

;

Clerk, Mr. T. C. Fenwiok.

The Livery Club of the Musicians' Company,
founded in 1902, to promote the interests of

the Company and its usefulness to the Art of

Music, has issued for private circulation two
handbooks dealing with the history of the
Company, reprinting the two Charters and
giving the By-Laws and other information of

interest to the Liverymen. In 1904 the Livery
Club re-instituted a private celebration of the
Feast of St. Cecilia. a. f. h.

MUSIKALISCHES OPFER, i.e. Musical
Offering. One of Bach's works, containing

various treatments of a subject given him by
Frederick the Great to extemporise upon during
his visit to Potsdam in May 1747. The work,

as published by Breitkopf & Hartel (Nov. 1831)
contains two Ricercari, one for three voices and
one for six voices (the latter in score), one Fuga
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canonica for two voices, five Sonatas for Flute

(the king's own instrument), Violin, and Con-

tinuo, and eight Canons ; sixteen pieces in all.

The work was published by Bach with a dedica-

tion dated July 7, 1747—a curious medley of

five sheets oblong folio and one sheet upright

folio, containing the Ricercar a 3, and a Canon
perpetuus (the third in B. & H.'s edition), five

Canons, and the Fuga canonica. In the Dedica-

tion copy, now in the Amalienbibliothek at

Berlin, Bach has written 'Regis lussu Oantio

Et Reliqua Canonica Arte Resoluta'—'the
theme demanded by the king with other things

developed by canonical art.' Four more oblong

folio sheets seem to have been afterwards added,

containing the Ricercar a 6 and two Canons, and
lastly three sheets containing the Sonatas and
one Canon. (See Spitta's Baiih, Engl, transl.

iii. 191-7, 233, 292, 294.) G.

MUSIN, OviDE, born at Nandrin, near LiJge,

Belgium, Sept. 22, 1854. Entered Liege

Conservatoire in 1863
;

pupil of Hyneberg,

and two years later took first prize for violin

playing. Inl870Henri Leonard was appointed

professor at the Li^ge Conservatoire ; Musin
studied with him, and eventually followed him
to the Paris Conservatoire, where—at the age

of fourteen—he was awarded the gold medal for

solo and quartet playing. A year later he made
his dftut, replacing Leonard at a concert. After

touring in France, he visited Holland in 1875,

and, meeting the impresario Jarreth, wasengaged
by him for a prolonged tour. Under Mapleson's

direction he came to London in 1877, remaining

here for five years. Finally he made a tour

round the world, returned to Lifege in 1897,

and succeeded C6sar Thomson as violin professor

at the Conservatoire. His last appearance in

London was on May 6, 188 8 , at the Prince's HaU,
where he played Leopold Damrosch's Conoert-

stiiok for violin and orchestra, under the baton

ofWalterDamrosch. He now resides at Brussels,

but spends six months of the year in New York,

where beholds preparatory classes for admittance

to the Lifege Conservatoire. {IMge Artiste,

Sept. 30, 1905 ; Baker's Biog. Diet, of Musi-

cians.) E. H-A.

MUSTEL, Victor, a manufacturer of har-

moniums, whose long struggles against poverty,

and final success, entitle him to be called the
' Palissy of music,' was bom at Havre in 1815.

Left an orphan at the age of twelve, he was
apprenticed to a shipbuilder, and in 1838 set up
in business for himself in that trade at the little

hamlet of Sanvio. Endowed from youth with a

peculiarly constructive genius, his first attempts

at making musical instruments were devoted to

the improvement of an accordion which he had
bought in Havre. Elated with his success, he
disposed of his workshop in May 1844, and set

out for Paris with his wife and two children.

For the next nine years he worked in several

diff'erent workshops, but never obtained high

In 1853 he determined to start in busi-

ness for himself as a harmonium maker, and in

1855 exhibited his harmonium with^ 'Double

Expression,' and a new stop 'Harpe Eolienne,'

for which he gained a medal of the first class.

For the first year after this, Mustel (now assisted

by his two sons) did fairly well, but business

rapidly declined, and he would perhaps have

been obliged to sucoimib, but for the sale of a

little land which he had inherited from his

father. Even in 1866 his receipts did little more
than cover the costs, but since that date the firm

of ' Victor Mustel et ses Fils ' has gained a repu-

tation that has been as noteworthy in England
as in France.

The inventions due to MM. Mustel are— ' La
Double Expression ' (patented 1854), whereby
the natural preponderance of the bass tones over

those of the treble is, with complete power of

increase and decrease in either half, brought
under direct control of the player by means of

knee pedals (genouillferes) that control the energy

and pressure of the wind ;
' Le Fortd expressif,'

a divided swell governed by pneumatic agency
;

and ' La Harpe ^^olienne,' a tremolo register of

two ranks of vibrators, 2 ft. pitch, which offer

a gently beating variation to the unison by
being slightly less and more than the normal
pitch of the instrument, the impression ofwhich
remains unimpaired. M. Mustel subsequently

invented ' Le Typophone,' and ' Le M^taphone.'
The first of these is a keyboard percussion instru-

ment, made of tuning-forks in resonance boxes

of the proper acoustic capacity. The principle is

very similar to that of the Celesta (see vol. i.

p. 491). The Metaphone (patented in 1878)
is an invention to soften at pleasure the some-
what strident tones of the harmonium. It

is produced by a sliding shutter of leather to

each compartment, and is governed by draw-
stops, as with other modifications of tone and
power. A. J. H.

MUSURGIA UNIVERSALIS. The name
of a voluminous work, published at Rome in

the year 1650, by the Jesuit Father, Athanaaius
Kircher, and translated into German by An-
dreas Hirsch, of Hall, in Suabia, in 1662.
The ten Books into which the treatise is

divided contain much useful matter, interrupted,

unfortunately, by a host of irrelevant disquisi-

tions, and an inordinate amount of empty
speculation.

In the First Book the author describes the

Construction of the Ear, the Comparative
Anatomy of the Vocal Organs, and the sounds
emitted by different animals. The Second Book
treats of the Music of the Hebrews and the

Greeks. In the Third are contained discnssions

on the Theory of Harmonics, Proportion, the

Ratios of Intervals, the Greek Scales, the Scale

of Guido d'Arezzo, the system of Boethius, and
the Ancient Greek Modes. The Fourth Book
is devoted to a description of the Monoehord
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and its minute divisions. The Fifth Book treats

of Notation, Counterpoint, and other branches
of Composition ; and contains a Canon which
may be sung by twelve million two hundred
thousand voices. [See Nodus Salomonis.]
The Sixth Book—founded chiefly on the
Harmomicorum libri XII of Mersennus—con-
tains a long dissertation upon Instrumental
Music. The Seventh Book describes the differ-

ence between Ancient and Modern Music.

—

The Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Books are filled

with discussions of a very transcendental char-

acter ; and, dealing largely in ' the Marvellous,"

treat of the Bite of the Tarantula and its

musical cure, the Harmony of the Spheres, and
of the Four Elements, the Principles of Harmony
as exemplified in the Proportions of the Human
Body and the Affections of the Mind, and other

subjects equally visionary and recondite, some
compensation for the absurdity of which will

be found in a really practical description of the

.fflolian Harp, of which Father Kircher claims

to be the inventor.

A careful perusal of this curious work will

be found neither useless nor uninteresting,

provided its statements be received cum, grano
salts. Remembering that its author was rather

a well-read scholar than a practical musician,

we can scarcely wonder at the errora it contains.

Its merits are the result of laborious research.

Its faults arise from Father Kircher's inability

to form a correct judgment on points which,

to a more experienced artist, would have pre-

sented but little difficulty. And the like may
be said of the same writer's Phonurgia nova—
a work on the Natiure and Properties of Sound
—which appeared in 1673. yf. s. B.

MUTA (Italian), i.e. chsmge. A word often

seen attached to Horn parts—'muta in Es,'

'muta in B,' etc., meaning simply 'change to

Eb or Bl>,' etc.; that is, take off the crook in

which you are playing and put on that which
will make the horn sound in Eb or B|y. g.

MUTATION. (Lat. Mutatio, from muto, 'I

change.') I. When in the Solmisation of a

plain -song melody it becomes necessary to

pass from one Hexachord to another, the process

by which the transfer is effected is called a

Mutation. [See Hexachord.] In ascending

from the Sexachordondurum to the Hexachordon
naturale, the change may be conveniently made
by substituting the re of the latter for the sol

of the former, at the note D—whence this

particular Mutation is knovoi as that of Sol Re.

[See example, vol. ii. p. 391.]

In descending from the Hexachordon naturale

to the Hexachordon durum, the sol of the latter

must be taken, instead of the re of the former

at the same note ; and the Mutation is then

called Re Sol. The same process will also

serve for the mutual interchange between the

Hexachordon naturale and the Hexachordon

molle, at the note G.

But, in ascending from the Hexachordon

naturale to the Hexachordon durum, the re of

the latter must be substituted for the la of the

former, at the note A, by means of the Muta-
tion La Re ; and, in descending from the

Hexachordon durum, to the Hexachordon natu-

rale, the la of the second will be sung instead

of the re of the first

—

Re La.

Direct communication between the Hexa-
chordon durum, and the Hexachordon molle is

rarely used, on account of the False Relation

described under the head of Mi Contea Fa.

Many different systems of Mutation have

been recommended by early writers ; but all

agree in the necessity of so arranging that the

Semitone shall always fall between the syllables

mi and /a. Lucas Lossius (Sroteinata musicae,

1565) directs the change to be always made by
means of re in ascending, and la in descending

;

and enforces his rule in the following distich

—

Vocibus utaris solum mutando duabus

:

Per re quidem sursuni mutatur, per la deorsum.

[See also Prof. Wooldridge's The Polyphonic

Period, vol. ii. of The Oxford History of Music,

pp. 78-81.]

II. The term is also applied to the change
which takes place in a boy's voice, when it

passes from treble or alto into tenor or bass.

The period of this transformation is uncertain
;

but it generally declares itself between the ages

of fourteen and sixteen, and is very rarely

deferred later than the completion of the seven-

teenth year. During the time that it is in

progress, the vocal organs undergo so much
disturbance, that great care is necessary in

order to prevent them from being seriously

injured by incautious exercise.

III. More rarely, the word is used to denote

that change in the position of the hand upon
the violin, which, by English violinists, is

called the Shift. w. s. E.

MUTATION STOPS, in an organ, are those

registers which do not produce a sound agreeing

with the name of the key pressed down, but
either the perfect fifth or the major third to it,

as 6 or E on the C key. The former are

called fifth-sounding, or Quint stops ; the latter

third-sounding, or Tierce stops. The proper

relative size of the largest fifth-sounding stop

is one-third that of the Foundation stop from

which it is deduced ; as 10§, 5J, or 2f, from

the 32, 16, or 8-foot stops respectively. The
largest Tierce-sounding stops are one-fifth the

size of the Foundation stops from which they

are deduced ; as 6f, 3J, and 1-|^ feet respectively.

The third-sounding rank on the manual has been

much more sparingly used since the introduction

of Equal Temperament, as it does not sound
agreeably with that system of tuning ; and an
additional rank of pipes consequently becomes
available for some other purpose.

The only Mutation stop in use in England
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previously to the arrival of Smith and Harris

(1660) was the twelfth (2| feet). After that

date the Tierce (If foot), Larigot (1^ foot),

and their octaves (among the small Mixture

ranks) hecame not uncommon. E. J. H.

MUTE. See Sordino.

MY MOTHER BIDS ME BIND MY HAIE.
The third, and one of the most favourite of

Haydn's Twelve Canzonets. The words were

originally written by Mis. John Hunter, the

wife of the eminent surgeon, and a great friend

of Haydn's, to the andante of a sonata by Pleyel.

The stanzas were reversed by Haydn, so that the

present iirst verse was originally the second. G.

MYSLIWECZEK, Josef, a Bohemian com-
poser, son of a miller, born near Prague, March
9, 1737 ; had a good education in the common
school, and after his father's death devoted him-
self to music. After many attempts at com-
position, and muchwandering, he wentto Venice,

studied with Peaeetti, and fell upon his feet

at Parma, in 1764, with an opera, 'II Bellero-

fonte,' the success of which was so great as to

make his reputation ; though he returned to the
north of Italy he was recalled to Naples no less

than nine times. [In 1773 his 'Erifile' was
given in Munich, and in 1775 his 'Ezio' at

Naples. An oratorio 'Abramo ed laaoco' (1777)
was for some time ascribed to Haydn.] Mozart
met him at Bologna in Nov. 1772, and again at

Munich in 1777. He was evidently very gifted.

Mozart says of his sonatas that ' they are bound
to please, not difficult, and very effective, ' and
urges his sister to learn them by heart.' Else-

where he speaks of him as a prize difficult to

replace. 2 He was evidently very fascinating, ^

Letter, Not. IS, 1777.
s Oct. 11, 1777,

a AujvMt?, 1778.

but as evidently a loose fish, unable, with all his

engagements, to keep himself respectable. *

In 1778 he gave his 'Olimpiade' at Naples,

which threw every one into transports of en-

thusiasm. The famous singer Gabrielli sang his

songs everywhere, and was accustomed to say

that none were so well suited to her voice. He^

died at Borne, Feb. 4, 1781, adding another to

the long list of musicians whose great popularity

during their lifetime was not sufficient to pre-

serve their works from swift oblivion. Mysli-

weczek is said to have had a young English

friend named Barry, who buried him in San
Lorenzo in Lucina, and erected a monument to

him there. The Italians called him II Boemo,
in despair at the pronunciation of his proper

name. [Four oratorios, fifteen operas, many
symphonies, concertos, sonatas, and arias, are

mentioned in the Qiiellen-Lexikon.'\ a.

MYSTJ;RES D'ISIS, LES. An arrangement,

or derangement, of Mozart's 'Zauberflbte,' words

by Morel, music adapted by Lachnith
; produced

at the Academic, August 23, 1801. The opera

was torn to pieces ; some of the best numbers
(e.g. the second quintet, the terzet, the chorus
' Isis, ' Pamina's song) were taken out, numbers
from other operas inserted (e.g. 'Fin ch' hau
dal vino ' as a duet). The concluding chorus

opened the opera, and great liberties were

taken with what was left. But such was the

beauty and spirit of the music that its success

was immense, and it kept the boards till May 2,

1827. Thereal 'Zauberflbte 'was first produced

in Paris in 1829. Lachnith was much ridiculed

at the time; he was called 'le d^rangeur,'

and his work ' Les miseres d'ici.' [See Lach-
nith, vol. ii. p. 618.] 6.

• Feb. 22, 1778; Oct. 11,1777.
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JJAAMAN. An oratorio in two parts ; the

words by W. Bartholomew, the music by
Costa. Composed for the Birmingham Festival,

and produced there Sept. 7, 1864.

NABUCCO, or NABUCODONOSOR. Opera
in three acts ; libretto by Solera, music by
Verdi. Produced at the Soala, Milan, March
9, 1842 ; at Paris, Oct. 16, 1845 ; in London
as ' Nino ' at Her Majesty's, March 3, 1846. G.

NACHBAUK, Franz, a noted German tenor,

bom March 25, 1835, at Schloss Giessen, near

Friedrichshafen, Wurtemberg. He was educated

at the Polytechnic School, Stuttgart. As a

member of a Gesangverein, his fine voice at-

tracted the notice of Pischek, who advised him
to take regular instruction in singing. He
began his career as a chorister at Basle, and
afterwards became a member of a German ti'oupe

travelling in France. Through the liberality

of M. Passavant, a banker at Lun^ville, he
found means for the culture of his voice, first

through Orth, the bass singer, and afterwards

with Lamperti of Milan. He afterwards sang

in opera at Mannheim, Prague, Darmstadt,

Vienna, and in 1866 at Munich, where he
obtained a permanent engagement at the opera,

enjoying a great reputation untU his retirement

in 1890. He created the part of Walther in

'Die Meistersinger ' in 1868, and that of

Froh in 'Das Kheingold' in 1869. He also

sang in Italy, and appeared as Lohengrin at

Rome in 1878. In 1882 he was a member of

the German Opera Company at Drury Lane,

and on June 3 sang the part of Walther in

' Die Meistersinger.' He also appeared as

Adolar in 'Euryanthe' on June 13, but came

to England too late to account for the great

reputation he enjoyed in Germany. He died

at Munich, March 21, 1902. A. c.

NACHDRUCK, MIT ('With pressure,'

' Heavily
'

; corresponding nearly to the Italian

pesante). A direction used by Beethoven in the

Rondo of the Pianoforte Concerto in Eb, No. 5,

op. 73 (Bars 9, 102, 106), to indicate that the

bass is to be well emphasised. The term

espressivo is ooincidently used in the treble. M.

NACHEZ, TiVADAE, violinist, was bom on

May 1, 1859, at Budapest. His first teacher

was Sabathiel, leader of the orchestra at the

Royal Hungarian Opera. With him he re-

mained tin his sixteenth year, when he gained

one of the travelling scholarships founded by
the King of Hungary. With this he went to

Berlin, and was for three years a pupil of

Joachim. His studies concluded at Paris,

where he was a pupil of Leonard for a year, and

where he established himself for a time, playing

at the Pasdeloup and other concerts. He made
several tours on the continent, and finally settled

in London in 1889. He is a brilliant soloist.

and produces an excellent tone. As a composer

he has been mainly successful in writing violin

solos based upon Hungiirian melodies, w. w. c.

NACHRUF, i.e. Farewell. The German
word expresses the idea, not merely of farewell,

but of fame after death ; thus ' Elegy ' would
be a more accurate translation. The title given

by Mendelssohn to the slow movement which
he composed to his Quintet in A, in Paris,

after Iiearing of the death of his great friend

Edward Ritz. It replaced a minuet and trio

in FJt and D, the trio in double canon. c.

NAGHSCHLAG. The German name for

one of the graces of instrumental and vocal

music. It consists of a note played or sung at

the end of the note to which it serves as an
ornament, and it thus forms, as its name
indicates, the antithesis to the Vorschlag, or

short appoggiatura, which is played at the

beginning. [Appoggiatuea.]

Voo'schZag.

1. Written. FUiyed.

Nadischlag.
Written. Played.

^^E^^^^P^
Like all graces, the Nachschlag forms part

of the value of its principal note, which is

accordingly curtailed to make room for it, just

as in the Vorschlag the principal note loses a

portion of its value at the beginning. Emanuel
Bach, who is the chief authority on the subject

of grace-notes, does not approve of this curtail-

ment. He says— ' All graces written in small

notes belong to the next following large note,

and the value of the preceding large note must
therefore never be lessened. ' And again— ' The
ugly Nsichschlag has arisen from the error of

separating the Vorschlag from its principal note,

and playing it within the value of the foregoing

note, ' and he gives the following passage as an
instance, which he considers would be far better

rendered as in Ex. 4 than as in Ex. 3,

Nevertheless, Emanuel Bach's successors,

Marpurg, Tiirk, Leopold Mozart, etc., have all

recognised the Nachschlag as a legitimate grace,

though they all protest against its being written

as a small note, on account of its liability to

be confounded with the Vorschlag. Marpurg
refers to an early method of indicating it by
means of a bent line ^v, the angle being directed

upwards or downwards according as the Nach-
schlag was above or below the principal note
(Ex. 5), while for a springing Nachschlag, the

leap of which was always into the next follow-

ing principal note, an oblique line was used
(Ex. 6). ' But at the present day (1755),' he

34e
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goes on to say, 'the Naohaohlag is always

written as a small note, with the hook twrned

towards its ovrnprindpal note ' (Ex. 7).

5. 6.

The Naohaohlag was not limited to a single

note, groups of two notes (called by Turk the

double Nachsohlag) forming a diatonic progres-

sion, and played at the end of their principal

note, being frequently met with, and groups of

even more notes occasionally.

In the works of the great masters, the Nach-

schlag, though of very frequent occurrence, is

almost invariably written out in notes of

ordinary size, as in the following instances,

among many others.

9. Handel, 'Messiah.'

Beethoven, Symphony No. 7.

Mendelssohn, Violoncello Sonata, Op. 45.

Bach, Fugue No. 1. (Double JVachschlag.)

Modem composers, on the other hand, have

returned to some extent to the older method of

writing the Nachschlag as a small note, ap-

parently not taking into account the possibility

of its being mistaken for a Vorschlag. It is

true that in most cases there is practically little

chance of a misapprehension, the general charac-

ter and rhythm of the phrase suifioiently indi-

cating that the small notes form a Nachschlag.

Thus in many instances in Schumann's piano-

forte works the small note is placed at the end

of a bar, in the position in which as Nachschlag

it ought to be played, thus distinguishing it

from the Vorschlag, which would be written at

the beginning of the bar (Ex. 10). And in

the examples quoted below from Liszt and

Chopin, although the same precaution has not

been taken, yet the effect intended is sufficiently

clear—the small notes all fall within the time

of the preceding notes (Ex. 11).

10. Schumann, ' Warum,' Op. 12.

Bar 7. Nachschlag. Bar 11.

11. Liszt, 'Bhapsodie Hongroise,' No. 2.

Ĉhopin, Nocturne, Op. 32, No. 2.

i

Although the employment of the Nachschlag

is so general in composition, it appears to have

no distinctive name in any language except

German. Some English authors ^ have adopted

the translation Afternote, but it has never come
into general use, while among the old French

agrimens there is one called Accent, which is

identical both as to sign and execution with the

Nachschlag described by Marpurg (Ex. 5), but

which, according to Rousseau, who speaks of it

as a coup de gosier, only belonged to vocal music.

The term Nachschlag also signifies the turn

of a trill. [See Tkill.] f. t.

NACHSPIEL, i.e. Afterpiece. Aname given

by the modem German school of organists to

voluntaries intendedto beplayedattheconclusion

of the service. whUe the congregation is leaving

the church. This form of composition is also

called Postludium, and has even been Englished

as ' Postlude.' The German title corresponds

to the word Vorspiel, used as an equivalent to

Praludium or Prelude. Examples of the name
(Nachspiel) may be found in the works of Joseph

Andre and Einok, and examples of Postlude in

those of Henry Smart and many others. M.

NACHTLAGER VON GRANADA, DAS.
Opera in two acts, from Fr. Kind's drama,

by Frhr. von Braun, composed by Conradin
Kreutzer, produced at Vienna, 1834.

NACHTSTUCKE (Night Pieces). The name
of four pieces for pianoforte solo by Schumann,
constituting op. 23 ofhis published works. They
were written in Vienna in 1839 (the same year

as the ' Fassohingsschwank aus Wien,' the Three

Romances, the Humoreske, etc.), and are dedi-

cated to F. A. Becker of Freiberg. The name
is taken from the title of a series of tales by

1 Dr. Callcott'B Qramtmar vfSiuHe.
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Hoffmann, whose works, like those of Jean Paul
Eichter, haid a great fascination for Schumann
at this period of his life. [See Kbeisleeiana,
which were written the year before the 'Naoht-
stiicke. '] They are entirely distinct in character

from the ordinary Nocturnb, though the name
would seem to imply a resemblance ; in fact,

they are much more like the ' Nuits Blanches

'

of Stephen Heller, being, with one exception

(No. 4, the simplest and most popular, as well

as the quietest of the series), excitedand restless,

yet full of vigour. M.

NADESHDA. Eomantic opera in four acts ;

words by Julian Sturgis ; music by A. Goring

Thomas. Produced by the Carl Bosa Company
at Drury Lane, April 16, 1885. m.

NAGELI, JoHANN Gborg, an eminent music
publisher, and also a composer and littiratev/r,

born near Zurich, May 16, 1773. He started

his music business in his native town in 1792,

and quickly issued editions of Handel, Bach
(forty-eight Preludes and Fugues, Art of Fugue)
and other classics, large oblong folio, in a style

of great clearness and beauty for the time. In
1803 hestarted the 'Eepertoire deaclavecinistes,'

a periodical publication in which new works by
Clementi, Cramer, Beethoven, and others ap-

peared. For Beethoven he published the three

grand solo sonatas now known as op. 31, which
appeared without opus number, the first and
second in 1803 in Pt. 5 of the Eepertoire, the

third in 1804 in Pt. 11. It is in connection

with the first of the three that the circumstance

occurred which will prevent Nageli from being

forgotten as long as Beethoven's sonatas are

studied. He actually interpolated fourbarsinto

the first movement of that sonata, between the

28th and 27th bars from the end :

—

Beethoven, however, must have pardoned this

crime ; for several of his later letters to Nageli

are couched in terms of aff'ection, and he did his

utmost to induce the Archduke Eodolph to sub-

scribe to a volume of Nageli's poems in 1824.

Nageli's compositions were chiefly vocal

—

choruses for Church and School use, etc., popular

enough in their day. He founded an association

for the encouragement of music, and acted as its

President. He was a great adherent of the

Pestalozzi system of education, and wrote in

support of it. But these and his other active

labours for his beloved art, his disputes with

Thibaut and with Hottinger, were brought to an

end by his death at Zurich, Dec. 26, 1836, and

are all now forgotten. An exception may be

made for his ' Lied vom Khein ' (Scherer's Col-

lection, p. 76) and for an air which was long

highly popular in England imder the name of
' Life let us cherish, ' [published in Zurich, 1794]
and upon which the Finale in Woelfl's sonata
' Non plus ultra ' is a set of variations. g.

N.fflNIA. A cantata for chorus and orches-

tra on Schiller's words, ' Auch das Schbne muss
sterben,' set by Hermann Goetz, op. 10, and by
Brahms, op. 82. Naenia or Nenia was a classical

term for a funeral dirge. g.

NA6EL, WiLiBALD, bom Jan. 12, 1863, at

Miilheim on the Euhr, the son of a well-known
singer, Siegfried Nagel ; he studied music at

Berlin under Ehrlich, Treibs, Spitta, and
Bellermann, and after spending some years as

a teacher of musical history at Zurich, came to

England in order to study the records of our

national music. He made many minute and
valuable researches, which were afterwards

embodied in two books, GeschicMe der Musik in

England, two volumes, 1891 and 1897, and
Annalen der Englischen SbfmusiJc, 1894-95,
published as a supplement to the Monatshefte

fii/r Musik. Among his other works are : TJeher

die dramatisch-mtisikalischen Bearbeitungen der

Genovefa - Legende (1888), and Beethoven und
seine Olaviersonaten (1903), as well as a life of

Brahms. In 1896 he went back to Germany
and took up his residence at Darmstadt, where
since 1898 he has been teacher of musical

science in the Technische Hochschule. He con-

ducts the academical Gesangverein of the same
place. A Geschichte der Musik am Darmstddter

Safe, 1570-1800, is stUl in preparation. M.

NAICH, Hubert, one of the earlier madrigal
composers, of whose life nothing is known except

that he was a Netherlander, living in Italy

towards the middle of the 16th century. The
only publicationwhichbears his name exclusively

is a collection of thirty Italian madrigals a 4 and
6, printed at Eome, but bearing no date, though
probably about 1540. It is dedicated to Bindo
Altoviti, the friend of Eaphael and patron of

Benvenuto Cellini, and at the end Naich him-
self is described as a member of the Accademia
degli Amici at Eome. Other madrigals by
Naich appeared in the various collections of

Arcadelt and Eore. Among the half-dozen

Italian madrigals contained in Ott's Liederiuch,

1544, there is one by Naich, ' Kara beltk divina,'

a very good specimen of early madrigal composi-

tion, and the only means we have at present of

judging Naich's work. (See Eitner'a reprint

of Ott.) J. B. M.

NAIL VIOLIN. (In German ' Nagelgeige,'

'Nagelharmonika,' ' Eisenvioline '). Thiscurious

musical instrument was invented in the year

1740 by a German violinist named Johann
Wilde, at that time living in St. Petersburg.

The suggestion for its construction originated

in Wilde's accidentally scraping the hair of his

bow across the metal peg, upon which he was

about to hang it, and in so doing producing a

musical sound of distinctive quality. The flat
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wooden sounding-board is in the shape of a
half moon, and the metal nails are firmly

fastened perpendicularly around the edge of the

curved side. These naila diminish in height as

the notes rise in pitch, and the chromatic nails

are distinguished by being slightly bent. It

was held in the left hand by a hole underneath,

and sound was produced by rubbing a strong,

well-rosined, black-haired bow across the nails.

In 1780 it was improved by the addition of

sympathetic strings ; and Senal—a Viennese

artist— excelled upon it. In 1791 a new ar-

rangement of it, called the 'Nagelclavier,' was
produced by Trager of Bamberg, who made it

of an oblong shape. It was played upon witli a

band coated with rosin, instead of a bow, which
band was worked by keys. (Carl Engel, Cata-

logue of Musical Instruments at South Kensing-

ton.) E. H-A.

NALDI, Giuseppe, bom at Bologna, Feb.

2, 1770, was the only son of Giuseppe Naldi,

of the same city, who held a goverimient

appointment of high trust. The son was
educated in the universities of Bologna and
Pavia, where he made very rapid progress in his

studies for the law, the profession of his choice.

Finding this, however, uncongenial after a

short time, he obtained, at the personal request

of the Marohese Litta, a secretary's place in a

government department, where he gave promise

of ability and distinction ; but the Italian

Bevolution put an end to his career in this

direction, and he left the country.

He next appeared at Milan, where he was
persuaded to give way to his natural genius for

music, and where he achieved his first success

upon the stage. According to F^tis (who,

however, is incorrect in some details of his

biography), Naldi appeared at Rome in 1789,

then at Naples, and next at Venice and Turin.

In 1796 and 1797 he reappeared at Milan. In
London he made his d^but April 15, 1806, and
he continued to sing here every subsequent

season up to 1819 (inclusive). His principal

characters were in 'Le Cantatrici Villaue,"

' Cosi fan tutte,' and ' II Fanatico per la musica.'

In the latter, he showed his skiU in playing

the violoncello, on which he was no mean
performer. Lord Mount-Edgcumbe describes

his voice as ' weak and uncertain ' ; while

another critic calls it 'sonorous and powerful,'

but excepts from his successful rdles that of

Sanoho in the ' Villeggiatori bizarri,' which he

rather foolishly excuses on the plea that he was
' too much the gentleman to play the clown

'

(Monthly Mirror). AU agree, however, that

Naldi was extremely clever, could write very

fair verses and compose very tolerable music
;

had an accurate ear ; could play the piano and
violoncello very well ; and read at sight with

perfect ease and intonation. As an actor, he

was excellent, and played with 'irresistible

humour, effect, judgment, and truth.' A good

portrait-sketch of him, as Figaro in ' Le Nozze,'
' Drawn and Etched expressly for the British

Stage,' appeared in Feb. 1818. In the next

year, he was engaged at Paris, where he made
his debut in ' Cosi fan tutte '

; but his powers

were much faded. He returned once more to

London in that, his last, season ; and in the

following year, at Paris, met an untimely

death, in the apartments of his friend Garcia,

by the bursting of a newly-invented cooking-

kettle, a trial of which he had been invited to

witness. [According to the Gentleman's Maga-
zine, he died on Thursday, Dec. 15, 1820.

w. H. G. r.] His daughter, MUe. Naldi, made
her d^but in 1819. She sang at Paris in

1822-23, and is said (by F6tis) to have 'shared

thepublicapplausewith Pasta forsome years, par-

ticularly in ' Tancredi ' and ' Romeo e Giulietta.'

Without attaching implicit credit to this state-

ment, we may believe that she was an excellent

singer, and that she was a loss to the stage

when she retired (1824), having married the

Conte di Sparre, after which she was no more
heard, except in her own salon, or those of her
friends. j. m.

NALSON, Rev. Valentine, Sub-chanter of

York Cathedral in the early part of the 18th
century, composed an Evening Service in 6,
and also, on the occasion of tlje Peace of Utrecht
in 1713, a Morning Service in the same key,

both which are contained in the Tudway Col-

lection, Harl. MSS. 7341 and 7342. Some
anthems by him are also extant at Ely. He
died in 1722. w. H. H.

NANINI, or NANINO, Giovanni Beb-
nakdino, was bom, about the middle of the
16th century, at Vallerano, where he studied
counterpoint under his elder brother, Giovanni
Maria. Removing at a later period to

Rome, he held the appointment of Maestro di

Cappella, first in 1599 at the Church of S.

Luigi de' Francesi, and afterwards at that of

S. Lorenzo in Damaso. Beyond this little is

known of his personal history ; though it is

certain that he took a prominent part in

the management of his brother's music
school,—an institution to which some of the
most celebrated composers of the period were
indebted for their early training. [The exact
date of his death has not been ascertained, and
can only be surmised as between 1612 and
1618, as the works which appeared after the
latter year were edited by others.]

As a composer G. B. Nanini takes rank
among the best masters of his time ; but his

works are, for the most part, far less charac-
teristic of the true polyphonic style than those
of his brother. He was one of the first who
ventured so far to depart from the traditions of

the Roman School as to write church music
with organ accompaniment ; and his later pro-

ductions bear evident marks of that ' progress

'

which ultimately led to its extinction. His
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published works are : a volume of delightful

Madrigals entitled, 'Madrigali, a 5 vooi, Lib.

I.' (Venice, 1588, 1598); Idem. Lib. IL
(Venice, 1599) ; Id. Lib. IIL (Rome, 1612) ;

' Motecta, a, i. ii. iii. iv. v. voo. una cum gravi

voce ad organi sonitum accomodata. Lib. I.'

(Roma, 1610); Id. Lib. IL (Rome, 1611);
Id. Lib. IIL (Rome, 1612); Id. Lib. IV.

(Rome, 1618) ; 'Salmi, a 4 voc. con. 1' organo'

(Rome, 1620) ; and ' Venite, exultemus Domino,
a 3 voc. coll' organo' (Asaisi, 1620). In
addition to these important works, many Mad-
rigals, and other detached compositions, will be
found in the collections published by Phalesius,

and others, at the beginning of the 17th
century ; and many more still remain in MS.
(See the QueHen-Lexikon.') Of these last, the

most important are, some Psalms and Motets

for eight Voices and a Salve Regina for twelve,

formerly in the collection of the Abb^ Santini

;

and a Treatise on Counterpoint, written, in

conjunction with Giov. Maria, perhaps for the

use of the pupils in the Music School. Proske

has included four of his Psalms in the ' Musica
Divina.' w. s. B.

NANINI, or NANINO, Giovanni Maria,
elder brother of the preceding, was a native of

Tivoli, where he is believed to have been born
between 1545 and. 1550. [In early youth he
was a chorister at Vallerano, and studied

Counterpoint, at Rome, under Gaudio Mell ; and,

on the completion of his education, he obtained

a place as tenor singer in Sta. Maria Maggiore in

Rome, was appointed in 1575 maestro at San
Luigi de' Francesl, in 1577 a singer in the Papal

Chapel, and in 1579 maestro at Sta. Maria
Maggiore.]

Finding his talents now fairly appreciated,

Giov. Maria established a public Music School

—

the first ever opened in Rome by an Italian—in

the management of which he was assisted by
his brother, Giov. Bernardino, as well as by
Palestrina himself, who constantly gave instruc-

tion to the pupils, and took a lively interest in

the institution. The school prospered exceed-

ingly ; and was frequented by more than one

talented youth whose genius afterwards bore

abundant fruit. Nanini's reputation as a learned

contrapuntist, and gifted composer, was secured.

His works were received at the Sistine Chapel

with marks of special approbation, and in 1604

he was appointed maestro in that chapel. His

death took place on March 11, 1607 ; and his

remains were deposited in the Church of S.

Luigi de' Francesi.

Nanini was one of the brightest ornaments of

the great Roman school, the highest qualities of

which he cultivated in a remarkable degree.

His motet, for six voices— ' Hodie nobis ocelorum

rex '—annually sung, in the Sistine Chapel, on

the morning of Christmas Day, is a noble com-

position ; and he has left us many others, of

equal merit, a large proportion of which still

remain in MS. among the archives of the ponti-

fical choir, the Vatican Basilica, the Collegium

Romanum, the oratory of S. Maria in Vallicella,

and other noted collections. P. Martini

mentions a MS. collection of Canons, entitled

' Cento cinquanta sette Contrappunti e Canoni

a 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, e 11 Voci, sopra del Canto

fermo intitolato La Base di Gostanzo Festa,'

which contains some miracles of ingenuity and
learning. Some of these, at least, have already

appeared among his published works ; but a

dissertation on counterpoint, called ' Regole di

Giov. Maria e di Bernardo Nanini, per fare con-

trappunto a mente sopra il Canto fermo,' written,

conjointly, by himself and his younger brother,

in 1619, exists only in a MS. copy—unhappily,

imperfect—transcribed by Orazio Griffi, and
preserved in the library of the Palazzo Corsini

alia Lungara. [For other copies see the Quellen-

Lexikon.'\

The published works of Nanini comprise a

volume of ' Motetti a 3-5 voci ' (Venice, 1586) ;

'Madrigali,' Lib. I. (1579); Idem. Lib. II.

(1581, etc.); Id. Lib. III. (1586); 'Canzonetti

a 3 voci, per Alessandro Nanini raccolte ' (1593) ;

aU published, at Venice, in 4to, by Gardano ;

some 'Salmi, a 8 voci,' printed in the well-

known collection of Fabio Costantini (Napoli,

1615); and a number of motets, madrigals, and
other isolated works, included in Costantini's

'Motetti,' Waelrant's 'Symphonia Angelica,'

and other collections published in Italy, and by
P. PhaUse of Antwerp. Some very fine motets

—including a masterly ' Hodie Christus natus

est, ' in which the characteristic NoJ ! Nofe ! is

introduced with great effect—will be found in

Proske's ' Musica Divina. ' [See Noel.] Others

are given in the collections of the Prince de la

Moskowa, Roohlitz, etc. [See the Quellen-

Lexikon.'] w. s. K.

NANTIER - BimtE, Constance Betsy
Rosabella, was born at St. Denis in the Isle

of Bourbon (now He de la Reunion), Nov. 16,

1831. MUe. Nantier, who derived her second

name from her marriage with a singer, was at

the Paris Conservatoire imder Duprez, from
1847 to 1849, and obtained an accessit in the

latter year in his class, and the first prize in the

opera class. She made her d^but on the stage

at the Carignan Theatre, Turin, in Mercadante's
' La Vestale.' She played in Paris at the Salle

Ventadour in 1851, and afterwards joined an
Italian company, of which Giuglini was one,

playing at Lyons, Nlmes, Montpelier, etc.

Madame Nantier-Didi^e made her first appear-

ance in England at Covent Garden in 1853
as the Chevalier de Gondi, in ' Maria di Rohan,'

afterwards as Maddalena in ' Kigoletto ' on its

production here, and as Ascanio in ' Benvenuto
Cellini ' ; and in all three parts was successful.

From 1853 to 1864 inclusive she sang here

every year in Italian opera, at Covent Garden
and the Lyceum, the usual mezzo soprano or
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contralto parts, creating amongst others Nancy
in 'Marta,' Rita on the revival of 'Zampa,'

L' Amore in 'Orfeo,' Ulrica in Verdi's ' Ballo,'

and Siebel in ' Faust. ' In this last opera

Gounod wrote the popular air 'Quando a te

lieta' expressly for her. During this time

MadameNantier-Didife sang at Court and public

concerts, made an operatic provincial tour in

1855, later in that year and the early part of

1856 played in opera in America, and took part

at the Bradford Festival of 1859. The rest of

each year she was engaged at the Italian Opera
of Paris, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Madrid, etc.,

or sang at concerts in the French provinces.

She died at Madrid, Dec. 4, 1867. Apropos of

Maddalena, Mr. Ohorley remarks, ' Her gay
handsome face, her winning mezzo-soprano voice,

not without a Cremona tone in it, redeeming the

voice from lusciousness, and her neat lively

execution, were all displayed in this part, short

as it is.' For such occupation as falls to the

share of a first-rate singer of the second class,

this lady has never been exceeded. Subse-

quently when . . . she tried to win first

honours as a contralto, the natural limits of

her powers made themselves felt, and she lost

rather than gained in public favour. ' A. o.

NAPIER, William, a Scottish musician and
music -publisher born about 1740. For a,

number of years he played the violin in the

private band belonging to George the Third,
until gout in his hands prevented this. He
was an energetic music-publisher, quick to see

latent talent in new composers. His publica-

tions include a quantity of instrumental works,

and he held the valuable copyright of such
ballad operas as 'Rosina,' 'Maid of the Mill,'

etc. He disposed of some of these copyrights to

Dale for £540. His best-known publication is

'A Selection of Original Scots Songs,' three vols,

folio 1790-94, with Bartolozzi frontispieces. His
earliest address (before 1773) was 474 Strand,

at the comer of Lancaster Court. About 1788
he removed from here to 49 Great Queen Street,

and finally, about 1800, to 8 Lisle Street. He
died in his seventy -second year in 1812, at

Somers Town (see obituary notice in The Scots

Magazine for August 1812). F. K.

NAPLES. The first school of music at Naples
was founded towards the middle of the 15th
century by John Tinctor. His school was short-

lived, but it was immediately succeeded by the

illustrious Neapolitan Conservatories,whichwere
both the first examples and models of all similar

musical institutions, not only in Italy but in

the other countries of Europe.

The Conservatories of Naples, four in number
—(1) Santa Maria di Loreto, (2) San Onofrio,

(3) De' Poveri di Gesi Cristo, (4) Delia Pietk

de' Turchini—were originally founded by private

benefactors for the purpose of affording both
1 The earlier portion of this quotation was reprinted in the first

volume of the Dictionary, under article Bosio. by an error. It
refers to Ume, Nantier-Bldite.

shelter and instruction to the homeless orphans

of Naples. The children were taken out of the

streets and clad in a particular dress, each Con-

servatorio being distinguished from the others

by its peculiar colour. They were, moreover,

closely shaven, and this, coupled with the clerical

character of their dress, caused them to be called

'Preterelli' (little priests). Many of them were

indeed destined for Holy Orders. Ecclesiastical

music was at first the primary object of these

institutions. They were governed after the

pattern of a priests' seminary, and each had a

church of which the pupils formed the choir.

The funds of the institution were increased by
the services of the pupils in other city churches

and in the Royal Chapel, for which they received

a monthly salary ; also by other pious olEces,

such as watching and chanting hymns and

prayers over the dead previous to burial. This

was the task of the younger pupils, while the

elder ones would carry the dead to the grave

and even bury them. These elder pupils were

called 'Paranze' (i.e. a small corps or company)
and the younger ones 'Sopranelli' and Contral-

tini,' according to their voices. Besides these

pious services, which were almost daily in re-

quest, the pupils were engaged to sing in the

great musical processions, or ' Flottole '—so
called from ' Flotto, ' a term for the choir, a

corruption of 'Frotta,' a crowd, because of the

number of the pupils. Afterwards, when dra-

matic music began to revive, they represented

the mysteries in the monasteries and convents

during carnival, and later still performed in the

theatres, more especially in that of San Carlo,

forwhich the pupilsofthe Pietk de' Turchiniwere

principally selected on account of their proximity

to it. These efforts of the pupils brought in to

each Conservatorio an average of 1000 ducats a

year, but despite these and the private bene-

factions of individuals, the endowment of each

institution was hardly sufficient to supply the

bare necessaries of life to the pupils, while the

space was so cramped that many of them had
to sleep in the corridors and refectories, and the

supply of musical instruments was far too scanty

for the performers. Yet from this humble
origin sprang the great masters of music whose
compositions are inseparably associated with
Italy.

(1) Santa Makia di Loreto. This originated

in 1535 with a poor artisan of the name of

Francesco, who received into his house on the

Mercato orphans of both sexes, and caused them
to be fed and clothed and instructed in music.

The rich citizens of the Mercato assisted his

pious design by every means in their power.

The fame of the school reached the ears of

Giovanni da Tappia, a Spanish priest domiciled

in Naples, and he, having the progress of music
greatly at heart, volunteered to direct it, and
extend its powers of usefulness by a permanent
endowment. This he obtained by begging alms
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from house to house through the Neapolitan
Provinces. At the end of nine years he returned

to Naples with a sufficient sum for the purpose.

The original humble institution was transferred

to a larger building close to the Church of Sta.

Maria de Loreto. This building was formally

ceded by the government to da Tappia, received

the title of 'Conservatorio,' and was endowed,

in 1566, with the ' Jus del forno ' and ' della

beccaria.' Thus established, rich citizens from

time to' time left their fortunes to this institu-

tion, which grew and flourished. The pupils

ofboth sexes reached the number of 800. Among
the illustrious musicians whose names are con-

nected with SantaMaria di Loreto are Alessandro

Scarlatti, Durante, Porpora, Traetta, Sacchini,

Perez, Guglielmi, and many more.

In 1797 the two Conservatories of San Onofrio

and Santa Maria di Loreto were united, the

former being absorbed in the latter. In 1806,

by order of Joseph Buonaparte, the Conserva-

torio of Loreto was united to that of the 'Pietk

de' Turchini,' and the building of- Santa Maria

di Loreto then became a hospital. It is still

called r Ospedale del Loreto, and over the

doorway the following inscription may still be

read:

—

Uq di ad Apollo, ad Esculapio or sacro.

' Once dedicated to Apollo, now to Aesculapius.'

(2) San Onofrio a Capuana. So called be-

cause it was situated in the district of Naples

known as Capuana. It was founded in 1576 by
private benefactions under the name of the
' confraternity of the Bianchi. ' It received 120

orphans, who were instructed in religion and
music. The funds of this, as of the other

similar institutions, were augmented by the

exertions of the pupils as already described.

In course of time it was taken out of the hands

of the confraternity and established as a Con-

servatorio by royal warrant, with the title of

San Onofrio. The dress of the pupils was black

and white—hence the name 'de' Bianchi.' At
a later date foreign pupils were admitted on

terms of monthly payment, and on the under-

standing that they should continue to give their

services for a few years after the end of their

term of instruction. In 1797 the building of

San Onofrio was turned into barracks, and the

pupils were transferred to Santa Maria di Loreto.

A. Scarlatti was a teacher in this Conservatorio

also, likewise Durante, Leo, Feo, Cotumacci

;

amongst their pupils were Gizzi, Jommelli,

Piccinni, Terradellas, and Paisiello. Gizzi, by

the advice of Scarlatti, opened in 1720 a school

of singing in connection with this Conservatorio,

the famous singer Gioacchino Conti di Arpino

was one of his pupils, and out of gratitude to

his master, took the name of Gizziello. [See

GiZZIELLO.]

(3) De' Povbei di GBsir Ceisto. This was

established in 1589 by a Franciscan, Marcello

Foscataro di Nicotera, for the foundlings of

Naples. By means of alms collected from the

Neapolitans, he obtained the necessary funds,

and drew up the rules, which were ratified by
Alfonso Gesualdo, the then Cardinal Archbishop
of Naples. The pupils, 100 in number, varying
in age from seven to eleven, and literally taken
out of the streets, were clothed at first in the

sober dress of the Franciscan order, afterwards

in blue and red, were fed and instructed in

their own language and in music, and were
governed by two canons of the cathedral of

Naples.

"This Conservatorio existed till 1744, when
by order of Cardinal SpineUi it was converted

into a Diocesan Seminary. It now bears the

title of ' Seminarium Archiepiscopale Diocesa-

num,' whereas it had for years borne the in-

scription of ' Pauperum Jesu Christi Archiepis-

copale Collegium." The pupils were distributed

among the three remaining Conservatories

—

San Onofrio, Loreto, and the Pietk de' Turchini.

This Conservatorio is by some considered as

the oldest of all, and as the cradle of the great

Neapolitan School of Music. Feo, Greco,

Durante, Vinci—all pupils of Scarlatti—Cotu-

macci, Porpora, Ignazio Gallo, and Pergolesi,

were among the most famous composers which
it produced.

(4) Della PietX de' Tubchini. This ori-

ginated with the confraternity of Sta. Maria
della Incoronatella, who, in the year 1583
made their house an asylum both for the home-
less orphans of Naples, and also for children

whose parents were unable to support them.

At first the children were only taught to read

and write, and were clad in long blue garments
(' color turchino '), hence the name of ' Pietk

de' Turchini,' which was adopted by the insti-

tution instead of that of the ' Incoronatella.

'

It was not till a century later that musical

instruction was given to the pupils. In 1600
it was placed under the protection of Philip III.

of Spain, and in 1670 Francesco Provenzale

and Gennaro Ursino were appointed to be its

Professors of Music, Provenzale having preceded

Scarlatti as Maestro of the Palatine Chapel at

Naples. It produced many famous composers,

such as Fago, Carapella, Leo, Cafaro, Jom-
melli, and Sala. In 1806, on the abolition

of the Conservatorio of Sta. Maria di Loreto,

the pupOs were received into the Pieti de'

Turchini. In 1808 this, the last of the Con-
servatories, was also suppressed on the repre-

sentation of Monsignore Capecelatro, Archbishop

of Tarauto, ' that the Neapolitan Conservatories

had fallen from their ancient glory en account

of bad administration and lack of discipline,

and that the only remedy was to re-organise

them in one great college established on a

broader basis.' Thus the 'Real Consebva-
TOEIO DI Mtjsica' came into existence, first

with the title of San Sebastiano, and afterwards
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with that of S. Pietro a Maiella, which it still

reiains.

Tritta, Paisiello, and Feneroli were the first

directors and general administrators of the new
Real Conservatorio. They were succeeded in

1813 by Zingarelli. In 1817 'external' pre-

paratory schools of music were added ; and the

pupils who passed creditable examinations there

were admitted into the Real Conservatorio. In

the revolution of 1820 half the building of San

Sebastiano was seized for the use of the govern-

ment, the other half was made over to the

Jesuits, and the monastery of San Pietro a

Maiella was assigned to the Conservatorio. In

1837 Zingarelli was followed by Donizetti, and
he again in 1840 by Meroadante, who made
great reforms in the discipline and efficiency of

the college. In 1861, on accoxmt of his blind-

ness, Carlo Conti was appointed his coadjutor.

Conti died in 1868, and was succeeded by Paolo

Serrao Mercadante, who retained his post as

President till his death in 1870. Since that

date the Conservatorio appears to have lost

ground, and a fatal economy seems to have

beset its management. In 1874 the scholarships

were reduced from 100 to 50, and 25 of these

were thrown open to women, with allowance

for lodging ; but in 1879 this allowance was
abolished. The post of Director is now vacant,

and the Conservatorio is governed by a board

of professors and amateurs. Manfroce, Bellini,

Luigi Ricci, and Michael Costa are the most
distinguished names on the roll of the Nea-

politan School of Music since the establishment

of the Real Conservatorio di Napoli. [See

Libraries, vol. ii. p. 713.] o. m. p.

NAPOLEON, Arthur, son of Alexandre

Napoleone, an Italian, and Dona Joaquina doa

Santos, a Portuguese lady, was born at Oporto,

March 6, 1843. He began to learn the piano

at four years of age under the direction of his

father, who was a professor of music in that city.

At six years of age he played at the Philharmonic

ofOporto. In 1850-52, hegavesuccessfulconcerts

at Lisbon and Oporto, and played several times

before the Queen, Dona Maria II. In 1852 he

went to London, and in 1853 he gave concerts

in the Salle Herz, Paris, and played before the

Emperor and Empress. Returning to London
he played at the Musical Union. In Jan. 1854

he was engaged for twelve concerts at the KroU
Theatre, Berlin, and having been presented by
Meyerbeer, played at the palace of Oharlotten-

burg before the King of Prussia. He studied

with Hall^ at Manchester in the same year, and
undertook tours in the United Kingdom. In

1856 he played in Germany and Poland, and

made a tour in England in 1857 with Sivori

and Piatti. In that year Arthur Napoleon

went to the Brazils and was enthusiastically

received by his countrymen. In the first four

concerts he gave in Rio Janeiro he made a profit

of over £3000. Having travelled through South

America he returned to Portugal in 1 85 8 . From

thence he went to the United States, making

several long tours, and to the West Indies in

1860, where he played with Gottschalk in

Havana, and resided for some time during 1860

and 1861 at Porto Rico. His reappearance in

London at St. James's Hall in 1862, when he

gave a concert with the sisters Marchisio, was

not entirely satisfactory. He now perceived

that serious study of the classical composers was

essential to his artistic development and to the

ultimate attainment of the position for which

his natural talents fitted him. While not

neglecting this discipline he continued his tours,

going again to the Brazils and Portugal, where

he was charged with the direction of the opening

fSte at the Exhibition at Oporto in 1865. His

last tour was made in Portugal and Spain in

1866, when he played before Queen Isabella.

Owing to circumstances entirely independent of

art, Arthur Napoleon left off playing in public

at a time when he might really have begun a

distinguished career as one of the first pianists

in Europe, for which he had all the requisites.

In 1868 he established at Rio Janeiro a business

in music and pianofortes that has become the

first in South America, the present style of the

firm being Arthur Napoleao & Miguez. He has

written several successful pieces for piano and

for orchestra. At the request of the Emperor
of the Brazils he directed in 1876 the perform-

ance of Verdi's Requiem, and in 1880 under-

took the direction of the Camoens tercentenary

festival. A. j. H.

NAPRAVNIK, Edward Franzevioh, born

August 12/26, 1839, at Beisht near Kbniggratz,

in Bohemia, was the son of a teacher. He
learnt the rudiments of music from a colleague

of his father's named Pugonny, and at thirteen

was able to play for the service in the village

church. In 1854 he was left an orphan in very

poor circumstances. He was determined to

become a musician, and succeeded in entering

the School of Organists in Prague. He studied

instrumentation with Kitel, and also at the

Pianoforte School established by Maidel, where

he was soon taken on as assistant teacher.

Several essays in composition, comprising

masses, symphonies, overtures on Czechish

themes, songs, etc., date from this early period.

In 1 86 1 , Napravnik was called to St. Petersburg

to be director of Prince Youssipov's private

orchestra. Two years later he was appointed,

at Liadov's suggestion, to be his assistant, and

the organist of the Imperial Theatres. He rose

to be second conductor in 1867, and succeeded

Liadov as chief capellmeister in 1 869 ; a position

which he still occupies.

At the time of his appointment Russian opera

was in a neglected and languishing condition,

and Napravnik carried on thework of restitution,

begun by his predecessor Liadov, with tact and

zeal. The existing repertory of the Maryinsky
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Theatre—where Russian opera is usually per-

formed in Petersburg—has been largely built

up on his recommendation, and although some
masterpieces of national opera are unduly
neglected, it shows a great improvement on the

past. The days when native works were en-

tirely disregarded for those of the Italian and
other schools are now at an end. Mention must
bemade ofthe admirableperformances of Glinka's

'A Life for the Tsar,' Tchaikovsky's 'Eugene
Oniegin, '

'The Oprichnik, 'and ' Dame de Pique,

'

and Rimsky-Korsakov's ' Snow Maiden ' and
'Sadko,' which have become distinguishing

features of Napravnik's directorship. To his

remarkable talent as a conductor Napravnik
joins uncommon powers of organisation. Al-

though a strict disciplinarian he shows great

diplomacy in the management of his affairs.

Not only has he so greatly improved the or-

chestra of the Imperial Opera—both as regards

numbers and quality—that it now ranks as one

of the finest in the world, but he has done much
to raise the social and material position of the

players. He is universally respected, and his

opinion carries weight in all strata of the musi-

cal world of Russia.

At the close of thirty-five years' service, in

1898, Napravnik had conducted over 3000
operas, including sixty-two first productions,

of which thirty-six were Russian, and thirty

revivals, fifteen of these being by native com-
posers. Besides his onerous work at the Opera,

Napravnik has distinguished himself as a

concert conductor. From 1869 to 1881 he con-

ducted regularly the Concerts of the Russian

Musical Society, and occasionally those of the

Philharmonic Society.

In his compositions Napravnik shows the

qualities and defects frequently characteristic

of the oonduotor-oomposer ; a consummate com-

mand of technical means and the eclecticism

and good taste born of vast experience ; but also

a certain loss of individuality and distinction,

which seems the unavoidable result of perpetu-

ally assimilating other men's creations. His

operas have met with marked success, and are

certainly not devoid of charm, although the

nature of the music is often reminiscent.

Napravnik's early opus numbers, up to thir-

teen, represent his youthful works composed

before leaving Bohemia. The following is a

list of his known compositions :

—

'The NlJe-NovgorodJftns,' opeia In four act*, op. 15, flrat per-

formance St. Petersburg, 1868 (revived in 1888): 'Harold,' opera

lnflveacts,op. 45,St. Peterabnrg, ]886: ' Doubrovalcy.'operainfoor

acta, op. 58, St. Petersburg. 1895 ;
' Fraucesca da Biniini ' (libretto

from Stephen PhilUpa'a play), op. 71. St. Fetersbak-g, 1903.

Obchestbal

Four Symphonies, op. 17 ;
' The Demon,' op. 18, 1879 ; National

Dancea, opp. 20 and 23 ; Symphonic poem, ' "rhe East," op. 40 ; Suite,

op. 49 ; Solemn Overture, op. 14 ; Marchea, opp. 33 and 38,

CHaHBBB Music

Three String Quartets, oi>p. 16, 28, 66 ; two Pianoforte Trios, opp.

34 and 62 : Pianoforte Quartet, op. 42 ; String Quintet (two violon-

celloa), op. 19 ; Violin and Pianoforte Sonata, op. 62 ; two Suites for

violoncello and pianoforte, opp. 29 and 36.

VOL. Ill

iHSTBUHEHTAl, AND OSOHESTBAL

Pianoforte Concerto, op. 27; Fantasia on Bussian themea for
pianoforte and orcheatm, op. 39 ; Fantasia for violin and orchestra,
op. 30 ; Suite for violin and orchestra, op, 60.

Vocal

Music to A. Tolstoi's ' Don Juan,' for soil, chorus, orchestra,
and declamation ; ballads, with orchestral accompaniment, ' The
Voyevode,' op. 22 (baritone), ' "rhe Cossack,' and ' Tamara,' op. 26,

For chorus.—Three male-voice choruses, op. 41 ; five choruses a
cappella, op. 60 ; four ditto, op. 65 ; four ditto, op. 63.

Songs, op. 21 (4), op. 26 (4). op. 81 (4), op. 36 (4), op. 44 (4), op. 66 (4),

op. 69 (6), op. 68 (4), op. 70 (4 duets).

PlAlfOFORTB

Musical Pictures (6), op, 43 ; Bagatelles (4), op. 46 ; two Valses, op.

48 ; Dance Suite, op. 57 ; six pieces, op. 61 ; three pieces for violin

and piano, op. 64 ; three pieces for violoncello and piano, op. 37 ; four
ditto, op. 67. R N
NARDINI, PiBTEO, an eminent violinist and

composer, was born at Fibiana, a village in

Tuscany, in 1722. He received his first musical

instruction at Leghorn, and afterwards studied

for several years under Tartini at Padua. We
know nothing further of his early career. About
the year 1753 he was appointed solo-violinist at

the Ducal court at Stuttgart, where he remained

for fifteen years. In 1767 he returned to Italy,

settled at Leghorn, and stayed with his old

master Tartini during his last illness. In 1770
he accepted an appointment as director of the

music at the court of the Duke of Tuscany, and
died May 7, 1793, at Florence.

Nardini was the most eminent of Tartini's

disciples. Leopold Mozart, the best possible

judge in matters of violin-playing, writes ofhim

:

' The beauty, purity, and equality of his tone,

and the tastefulness of his cantabile- playing,

cannot be surpassed ; but he does not execute

great difiioulties.' The well-known poet-musi-

cian Schubart relates in his flowery style :
' His

playingbiings tears into the eyes ofstony-hearted

courtiers—nay, his own tears run down on his

violin
!

'

That Nardini was not a mere executant, but a

thorough musician, is evident from the character

of his compositions for the violin. Vivacity,

grace, a sweet sentimentality, are the main
characteristics of his style, which is altogether

more modern in form and feeling than Tartini's.

His Allegros are often largely developed, and
already display the full sonata-form, while his

slow movements are not unlike Viotti's. If

nevertheless the greater part of his works appear

to us old-fashioned and antiquated compared

with those of Tartini, the reason is, that he has

neither the depth of feeling, the giand pathos,

nor the concentrated energy of his great master.

His published compositions are : sixConcertos,

op. 1 (Amsterdam) ; six Sonatas for violin and

bass, op. 2 (Berlin, 1765 ; a new edition pub-

lished by Cartier, Paris) ; six Sonatas for two

violins (also numbered op. 2), London, Walsh :

six Trios pour flute (London) ; six Solos pour

violin, op. 5 (London, 1770) ; a solo for violin

with thorough-bass (London, 1780); six Quartets

(Florence, 1782) ; six Duos pour deux violons

(Paris).

Some of hia sonatas have latterly been re-

edited by Alard in his ' Maitres Classiques ' ; by

2 a
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F. David in the ' Hohe Schule des Violinspiels,"

and by G. Jensen in 'Claasisohe Violinmusik.'

Leoni di Pienza published an Elogio di Pietro

Na/rdini, in Florence, 1793 ; see also J. B. de

Eangoni's Easai sv/r U goUt de Musiqvx, 1790.

P. D. ; additions by E. h-a.

NARES, Jambs, Mus.Doc., born at Stanwell,

Middlesex, in 1715 (baptized April 19), was a

chorister in the Chapel Eoyal under Bernard

Gates, and Dr. Croft, and afterwards with Dr.

Pepusoh. He acted for some time as deputy

for Pigott, organist of St. George's Chapel,

Windsor, and in 1734 was appointed, on the

resignation of Salisbury, organist of York
Minster. On Jan. 13, 1756, he was appointed

to succeed Dr. Greene as organist and composer

to the Chapel Royal, and in the same year

graduated as Mus.D. at Cambridge. In Oct.

1757 he was appointed Master of the Children

of the Chapel Royal, vice Gates, his old master.

In 1770 he gained a prize from the Catch Club
for his glee, 'To all Lovers of Harmony.' He
resigned the mastership of the Chapel boys

July 1, 1780, died Feb. 10, 1783, and was
buried in St. Margaret's, Westminster. Dr.

Nares published ' Eight Sets of Harpsichord

Lessons,' 1748; 'Five Harpsichord Lessons,'

op. 2, 1758 ; 'Three Easy Harpsichord Lessons'

;

' A Treatise on Singing
'

; ' II Principio, or, A
regular Introduction to playing on the Harpsi-

chord or Organ' (1759, the fiyst set of progressive

lessons published on a systematic plan) ;
' The

Royal Pastoral,' a dramatic ode, 1767; 'Collec-

tion of Catches, Canons, and Glees,' c. 1780 ;

' Six Organ Fugues
'

; ' Second Treatise on
Singing, with a Set of English Duets

'
; and

'Twenty Anthems,' 17'78. 'A Morning and
Evening Service and Six Anthems' were pub-

lished in 1788, with a portrait of him, setat.

sixty-five, engraved by Ward after Engleheart,

prefixed. [A sketch of his life is also contained

in the volume, by his son Robert.] His Service

in F and three anthems are included in Arnold's
' Cathedral Music,' an anthem in Page's ' Har-

monia Sacra,' and two anthems in Stevens's
' Sacred Music. ' Two canons, two glees, two
rounds, and a catch by him (the famous ' Wilt
thou lend me thy mare 1

') are contained in

Warren's collections, and one of his lessons, in

three movements, from the set of 1758, was
reprinted in the Oxford Hist, of Mus. vol. iv.

The Age of Baeh and Homdd.
[The epithet 'poor,' first applied to Nares's

music in the first edition of the Dictionary, has

been copied into most of the books of reference
;

examination of his secular music shows how
ill-founded is the impression, although his

anthems are perhaps not very elevated in

character.] w. H. H.

NATHAN, Isaac, bom of Hebrew parents

at Canterbury in 1791, being intended for the

priesthood, was in 1805 sent to Cambridge to

study Hebrew, but bis natural bent being for

music he was articled to Domenico Corri, and

devoted his attention principally to singing and

composition. He appeared at Covent Garden

as Henry Bertram, in ' Guy Mannering.' After

composing several songs, he produced in 1816-

1822 'Hebrew Melodies,' to Lord Byron's

poetry, with much success. [Byron became

very intimate with Nathan, who set many of

his poems to music. See Diet, of Nat. Biog,^

In 1823 he supplied part of the music for the

comedy ' Sweethearts and Wives '—one song in

which, 'Why are you wandering here, I pray?'

became very popular—and published Muswrgia
Vocaiis, An Essay on the History and Theory

of Music amd on the qualities, capabilities, and
management of the Humam, Voice. In 1824 he

brought out 'The Alcaid,' comic opera, and in

1827 'The Illustrious Stranger,' operatic &rce.

In 1836 he published The Life of Madame
Malibran de Biriot. In 1841 he emigrated to

Sydney, where he produced 'Merry Freaks in

Troublous Time,' 1851, and ran a periodical.

The Southern Eaph/rosyne and Australian Mis-

cellany, from 1846. He was accidentally kiUed

by being run over by a tramway car, Jan. 15,

1864. He was much esteemed as a singing-

master, w. H. H. ; additions from Did. of
Nat. Biog., Brit. Mus. Biog., etc.

NATIONAL CONCERTS. A series of con-

certs given in Her Majesty's Theatre, in October,

November, and December 1850, with Balfe and
Charles d'Albert as conductors. The prospec-

tuses contained a rarely - equalled list of per-

formers, and promises of new works, most of

them by English composers (probably the only

originof thename of the concerts), noneofwhich,
however, saw the light ; while the performances

consisted almost entirely of the ordinary in-

gredients of ' monster ' concerts, with a very

meagre number of features interesting enough
to be recorded. During the season, however,

the following works came to a hearing : Spohr's

symphony, 'The Seasons'; Mendelssohn's 'Fin-

gal's Cave ' and ' Melusina ' overtures, the latter

so badly played that it had to be abandoned as

impracticable ; besides one or two symphonies,
and a movement or two from a concerto by
Beethoven. The following artists actually

appeared : Halle, Molique, Sainton, Piatti,

Arabella Goddard (her first appearance), Stock-

hausen, and Sims Reeves. The concerts were

in the hands of Cramer, Beale & Co., and
proved an unequivocal failure, chiefly because

of the enormous expectations that were excited

but not fulfilled. An attempt was made in

March 1852 to start another series with the

same title, in Exeter Hall, but the scheme fell

to the ground after a few concerts.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR
MUSIC, THE. This institution, which had
been projected and discussed since 1854, and the

idea of which had emanated from the Prince

Consort, was not founded until 1873, when a
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meeting was held at Clarence House, the Duke of

Edinburgh in the chair, at which it was resolved

that ' it is desirable to erect a building at a cost

not exceeding £20,000 for the purposes of a

Training School for Music at Kensington, in con-

nection with the Society of Arts.' A site on the

immediate west side of tlie Albert Hall was
granted by the Commissioners of 1851, the con-

struction of the building, on the design of

Captain F. Cole, R.E., was undertaken by Mr.

(afterwards Sir) Charles J. Freake, at his own
cost ; the first stone was laid on Dec. 18, 1873,

and the School was opened at Easter 1876 with
82 free scholarships, of which 4 were founded by
the Society of Arts, 2 by members of the Society,

5 by Mr. Freake, 10 by the Corporation of

London, 14 by City Guilds, 33 by provincial

towns, and the remainder by private donors.

The scholarships were of the value of £40 a year

each, and were founded for five years, by sub-

scription renewable at the end of that term ;

they carried free instruction for the same period,

and wereobtainable ' by competitiveexamination

alone.' The Duke of Edinburgh was chairman

of the Council, Sullivan was appointed Principal,

with a staff of Teachers ; in 1881 he was suc-

ceeded by Stainer as Principal, and the School

continued to flourish till Easter 1882, when it

came to anendowing to the determinationarrived

at to establish the Royal College of Music on a

wider and more permanent basis. The College,

on its formation, took over the building, furni-

ture, and fittings, organ and music, and a balance

at the banker's of £1100. The instruction in

theTrainingSchool was systematicand thorough,

and in proof of its efficiency during the short

period of its existence it is sufficient to name
Eugene D'Albert, Frederick Cliffe, Annie Mar-

riott, and Frederick King, as having received

their education there. [See RoTAL College
OF Music] m.

NATURAL. A word formerly applied to

the scale of C major, which was called 'the

natural scale ' because it has no accidentals. It

thus became used for the sign (B) which cancels

a preceding sharp or flat, whether used as a

chromatic accidental or occurring in the signa-

ture. In other words, when the use of a sharp

or flat has indicated that the note a semitone

above or below that in the diatonic series of C
major is to be taken, the introduction of a

Natural indicates that the unaltered note is to

be resumed ; and hence a naturalised note is

always a white key on the pianoforte or organ,

unless it be combined with a sharp or flat, as

l)j( or lll>, to cancel a chromatic double-sharp or

double-flat, and indicate the corresponding note

of the diatonic series indicated by the existing

signature.

Naturals do not occur in the signatures of

keys, except when it is necessary to cancel all

or part of a previous signature, at a change of

key in the coiirse of a piece of music ; as at the

change from C minor to C major in the Marcia
Funebre of the Eroica Symphony, or the change
from El> minor to Eb major at the end of the

Introduction of Spohr's Overture to ' Jessonda.

'

Where a complete change is made from a sharp

key to a fiat key, or vice versd, the naturals are

often indicated, but with very little reason, as

the mere statement of the new signature must
cancel the former one. o. H. H. p.

NAU, Maria DoloresBenbdicta Josbfina,
was bom of Spanish parents at New York,
March 18, 1818. Having entered the Conserva-

toire at Paris, July 23, 1832, she became a pupil

of Mme. Cinti-Damoreau, and soon developed a
clear and flexible voice. This, with a large share

of intelligence, musical feeling, and application,

enabled her to take the first prize at the concours

of 1834.

On March 1, 1836, at the age of eighteen.

Mile. Nau made her first appearance at the

Op^ra, as the Page in the ' Huguenots,' and
achieved a success, in spite of her inexperience.

She remained six years at that establishment,

but playing only secondary parts, which did

not allow her real worth to appear ; and at the

end of that time her engagement was not

renewed. Mile. Nau determined, therefore, to

travel in the provinces and abroad, where she

soon was appreciated much more highly ; in

Brussels, particularly, her excellent vocalisation

and phrasing produced a marked impression.

In October and November 1844, she sang in

London. Her foreign successes opened the eyes

of the Opera-managers at Paris, where she was
re-engaged at thrice her former salary. She
reappeared there in December, receiving a
warm welcome ; and continued to sing on that

stage till the end of 1848, with unabated fclat.

Her farewell was on Oct. 11 of that year, in
' Lucia

' ; after which she went to London, and
thence to the United States, where she had n,

triumphal progress. Returning to London, she
sang at the Princess's Theatre for nearly eighteen

months, with great success ; and thence betook
herself once more to the Op^ra at Paris, where
she remained during 1851, 1852, and 1853.

Mile. Nau re-visited her native country in

1854, and received extravagant adoration. She
returned to Paris again in 1856, when she finally

quitted the stage. j. m.

NAUDIN, Emilio, bom at Parma, Oct. 23,

1823, was taught singing by Giacomo Panizza

of Milan, made his d^bnt at Cremona about

1845 in Pacini's 'Saffo,' and afterwards sang at

the principal theatres of Italy, at "Vienna and
St. Petersburg. He made his first appearance

in England, June 2, 1858, at Drury Lane, as

the Duke in 'Rigoletto,' and remained for the

season, playing Edgardo, Ernesto, and Arturo,

and singing in concerts. After singing at

Madrid, and Turin, he reappeared in England
on May 30, 1862, at Mrs. Anderson's farewell

concert at Her Majesty's, and on the 31st acted
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Maurioo at the same theatre. In November of

that year he appeared as Ferrando at the Parisian

revival of 'Cosl fan tutte," and in Flotow's

'Stradella.' On April 7, 1863, he appeared

at Covent Garden as Masaniello, and remained

there every season up to 1872 inclusive, except

1865, when he was engaged to create Vasco di

Gama, on the production of ' L'Africaine,' April

28 ; he had been mentioned in Meyerbeer's will

as the most suitable singer for the part. During

all these seasons he undertook several characters

in addition to the above, viz. Don Ottavlo,

Baoul, Vasco, Danilowitz, Fra Diavolo, Carlo,

etc., as well as Don Carlos, on the production

of Verdi's opera of that name in England, June

4, 1867 ; and was always acceptable on account

of his careful singing and acting. In 1873 he
sang in concerts only. In 1874 he sang at

Drury Lane for the season, adding Henrique
(' Diamans de la Couronne ') to his already

extensive list, and in 1875 returned to Covent
Garden. In the autumn of that year he
played Lohengrin for the first time in the

English provinces. Since then he has not
appeared in England. In Moscow he played

Tannhauser in 1877. In 1879 he sang in Spain
and Italy, and added the part of Eleazar (in
' La Juive ') to his repertory. He was struck

down with paralysis, and died at Boulogne in

May 1890. A. c.

NAUMANN, JoHANN Gottlieb (or Gio-

vanni Amadeo), well-known composer in his

day, born April 17, 1741, at Blasewitz near

Dresden. Though the child of a peasant he
was educated at the Kreuzsehule in Dresden,

and intended for a schoolmaster. He studied

music by himself, until a Swedish musician
resident in Dresden named Weestroem, happen-
ing to visit his home, was struck by seeing

Bach's (probably Emanuel's) sonatas on the

harpsichord, and determined to take him on a
professional tour. Starting in May 1757, they
first went to Hamburg, where they were de-

tained ten months by Weestroem's ill health,

and then to Padua, where Weestroem took
lessons from Tartini, in which he did not allow

Naumann to share. His treatmentwasaltogether
so bad that the young man left him, but was
able to proceed with his training, as Tartini

taught him for nothing, and an English musician

named Hunt gave him pecuniary assistance.

During his stay of three years in Padua he made
the acquaintance of Hasse. He next went to

Naples ip 1761 with a pupil named Pitscher, to

study (Irainatic music for six months ; and then,

arnajS with, a recommendation from Tartini,

vi^it^ Padre Martini at Bologna, and received

from him some instruction in counterpoint.

During a lengthened stay at Venice he produced

his first opera at San Samuele. In 1763 he
returned home, and through the influence of the

Electress was appointed court composer of sacred

music. In 1765-68 he was again in Italy,

composing ' Achille in Sciro' (1767) for Palermo,

and ' Alessandro nelle Indie ' for Venice. In

1769 he produced 'La Clemenza di Tito'

(Metastasio's text) in Dresden, and in 1772
' Solimanno ' and ' Nozze disturbate ' in Venice,

'Armida' in Padua (1773), and 'Ipermestra'

in Venice (1774). On his return to Dresden in

1774 he declined a flattering invitation from

Frederick the Great to Berlin, and in 1776 was
rewarded by the Elector with the title of

CapellmeLster, and a salary of 1200 thalers.

During a temporary residence in Stockholm

i

1776-78) he produced in Swedish ' Amphion'
1776) and 'Cora,' his best and most popular

work, published for PF. in 1780. [He was
again in Sweden in 1782-84, prodiioing ' Gustav

Vasa ' in 1783.] In 1786 he was raised to the

dignity of Obercapellmeister, with a salary of

2000 thalers, for his refusal of a brilliant posi-

tion at Copenhagen. In 1793 he produced

'Protesilao,' an opera, at Berlin, and an ora-

torio 'Davidde in Terebinto' at Potsdam, for

which he received a gold snuff-box with 400
Friedrichs d'or from the King Frederick William

11., who also induced Hummel to take lessons

from him. His last opera, ' Aci e Galatea,'

was produced, April 25, 1801, at Dresden,

where he died of apoplexy on the 23rd of the

following October. For further particulars the

reader is referred to Meissner's Bruchstiicke zw
Biographie Naumcmti's (Prague, 1803-4).

Naumann was alsoa prolificcomposerofchurch
music ; thirteen oratorios, andtwenty-onemasses
with Te Deums, and smaller church pieces, being

preserved in Dresden. [See the Quellen-LexHam
for list.] The court chapel stiU performs some
of his compositions, but the single work of his

now known beyond Dresden is his setting of

Klopstock's ' Vater unser,' an effective composi-

tion for its day. Though a good musician, cap-

able of turning his talents to account, he had
not a particle of genius. Entirely uninfluenced

by the works of Haydn and Mozart, he trudged

on to the end of his life in the footsteps of Hasse

and Graun. [He is reported to have composed
the beautiful ' Dresden Amen,' immortalised in

Wagner's ' Parsifal.']

The Library of the Eoyal College of Music
contains aMass of his(inG) publishedin London,
with an accompaniment arranged by Edmund
Harris ; and'The PilgrimsattheHolySepulchre,'
an oratorio, edited with a biography by Mainzer.

By his marriage with the daughter of Admiral
Grotschilling he left three sons, the eldest of

whom, Karl Friederich, became a well-known
mineralogist, whose son Eknst, bom August 15,

1832, studied the organ with Johann Schneider,

and composition with Hauptmann, and was
from 1860 organist and musikdirector at Jena,

and from 1877 professor. He published an ex-

cellent treatise, Ueber die verschiedenen Bestim-

mungen der TonverJidltnisse (Leipzig, 1858), as

well assome music, among which may be named
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two string quintets, and a serenade for strings

and wind.

The elder Naumann's second son, Mokitz
Ernst Adolf, a well-known physician and pro-

fessor in Bonn, was father of Dr. Emil, pupil

of Mendelssohn and Hauptmann, and a composer

of merit, bom Sept. 8, 1827, in Berlin. [An
oratorio, 'Christus der Friedensbote,' was given

in Dresden in 1848, and an opera, ' Judith,'

was given In the same place in 1858. In 18S6
his first effort in musical literature. Die Einfiih-

rung des Fsalmengeswngs in die Kirche, procured

him the post of court-director of sacred music.

Another opera, 'Loreley,' was performed after

his death, in 1889. He lived chiefly in Dresden,

and published many books, the most notable

being Die modeme musikalische Zopf (1880),

a pamphlet of conservative tendency, and an ex-

haustive History of Music (1880-85), translated

into English by F. Praeger, and furnished with

very necessary additional chapters on English

music by Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley. This appeared

in 1886. He succeeded W. Rust as organist of

S. Thomas's, Leipzig (March 1880), on the pro-

motion of the latter to be Cantor. [Emil Nau-
mann died at Dresden, June 23, 1888.]

The third brother, Constantin August, was
a mathematician and astronomer, F. G.

NAVA, Gaetano, a distinguished Italian

teacher of singing, and writer of vocal exercises,

born at Milan, May 16, 1802. His father,

Antonio, taught and composed for the French

guitar, then a favourite instrument, but the son

received a college education previous to entering

the Milan Conservatoire under Federici. Here
in 1837 Nava was appointed professor, retaining

his connection with the institution—where he

gave instruction both in harmony and in singing

—for thirty-eight years, that is, up to the time

of his death, March 31, 1875. His skill as a

vocal teacher, enhanced by his cultivated intel-

ligence and uncommon earnestness and honesty

of purpose, brought him a large cZi«7i<^feofprivate

pupils. Distinguished among these stands our

own countryman, Charles Santley. None of

Nava's scholars have achieved a more brilliant

reputationthanthateminentbaritone ; norcould

abetter exemplification be desired of the master's

method of careful vocal development, as opposed

to the forcing system. Nava's works, published

at Milan, by the firms Ricordi, Lucca, and Conti,

comprise numerousbooks ofsoZfeg'g'i and mcalizH,

severalmasses and separate pieces ofvocal church

music, and a Method of Singingthathasappeared

also in London and at Leipzig. B. t.

NAVARRAISE, LA. ' Lyric Episode ' in two

acts, text by J. Claretie and H. Cain, music by

Jules Massenet, produced at Covent Garden

Theatre, June 20, 1894. Subsequently at the

Opera-Comique in Paris and elsewhere.

NAVOIGILLE, whose real name was GuiL-

LAUMB JuLlBN, was bom at Givet about 1745

;

came to Paris, was adopted by an Italian, and

patronised by Monsigny, entered the band of the

Duke of Orleans, and opened a free violin school,

in which Boucher, the well-known virtuoso, was
educated. He composed duets and trios for

strings, and two theatrical pieces, the music of

which largely consisted of well-known airs.

Navoigille died in Paris, Nov. 1811. He was
a good leader, but his name would have been
forgotten but for the mistake committed by
F^tis in attributing to him the authorship of

the 'Marseillaise.' g. c.

NAVRATIL, Cakl, bom at Prague, April

24, 1867, was taught theory by Guido Adler
and the violin by Ondricek, and is the com-
poser of many ambitious works of considerable

interest and value. The operas, ' Hermann '

and 'Salammb6,' represent his work for the

stage ; besides a symphony in G minor, to be
ranked as absolute music, there are no fewer

than five symphonic poems, belonging to the

class of ' programme -music' These deal re-

spectively with 'John Hus,' 'Ziska,' 'Zalov,'

'Neklan,' and 'Der weisse Berg.' Concertos

for violin and pianoforte with orchestra, two
trios for piano and strings, two quintets for

piano and strings, a sonata for violin and piano,

one for viola and piano, a string quartet in D
minor, two Psalms for eight -part chorus, a
Mass in D, much pianoforte music and many
songs, show great industry, and some of the

music is strongly original. Navratil has written

a life of Smetana, and is an honorary member
of the Dutch Maatschappij tot Bevordering

van Toonkunst. M.

NAYLOR, John, an excellent cathedral

organist, was born at Stanningley, near Leeds,

on June 8, 1838. As a boy he was a chorister

at the Leeds parish church, and also received

instruction on the pianoforte from the well-

known musician and organist R. S. Burton.

With this exception he was a self-taught man.
At the age of eighteen he was appointed organist

of the parish church, Scarborough, where he soon

began, in spite of his youth, to promote a taste

for good music in the town. He graduated at

Oxford in 1863 as Mus.B., and proceeded to the

degree of Mus.D. in 1872. In 1873 he became
organist of All Saints' Church, Scarborough,

where in collaboration with the vicar, the Rev.

R. Brown -Borthwick, he raised the musical

services to a pitch of great excellence. He was
here able to make experiments in connection

with the chanting of the Psalms which were not

without their influence in bringing about the

publication of Dr. Westcott's Paragraph Psalter.

Dr. Naylor became organist and choirmaster of

York Minster in 1883. He was conductor of

the York Musical Society for many years before

his retirement in 1896. He was a musician of

catholic tastes, and a composer of no mean merit.

His works include, besides various anthems and
services, the following cantatas written with

organ accompaniment, and performed with great
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sucoeas by a large body of voices inYork Minster

;

' Jeremiah,' 1884 ;
' The Brazen Serpent,' 1887

;

'Meribah,' 1890 ; 'Manna,' 1893. He resigned

his appointment at York in 1897, and went on

a voyage to Australia, dying at sea. May 15,

1897. T. p. p.

NEALE, John and William (father and

son), a, firm of Dublin music-sellers and pub-

lishers established before the middle of the 1 8th

century in Christ Church Yard. It is very

difficult to trace their history, though they

played an important part in matters musical in

the Dublin of their day, while few of their

publications are left to afford clues. The elder,

John Neale or ' CNeil,' was in 1723 connected

with a musical club held at a tavern in Christ

Church Yard, which club afterwards developed

into a very important musical association. He
and his son were managers of most of the enter-

tainments in Dublin, and built 'The Musick
Hall ' in Fishamble Street, opened in Oct. 1741,

and wherein Handel in December of the same
year conducted its iirst public performance.

[John Neale died before 1738. w. h. a. f.]

William Neale died at an advanced age about

1769, his son John, who was a surgeon, becom-

ing the best amateur violinist in Dublin. The
above particulars are mainly gathered from
Gilbert's History of Dublin, 1854. In turning

to other references, in Bunting, 1840, p. 4, and
in Petrie, 1855, pp. 39, 150-57, some confu-

sion is apparent. They speak of certain publi-

cations issued about 1720, and it is difficult to

identify these satisfactorily.

John and William Neale published a couple

of thin folio works, being the songs and airs in

'The Beggar's Opera,' and in its second part.

On these are advertised other of their publica-

tions, including three books of ' English Airs
'

;

one each of ' Scotch Tunes,' ' Irish Tunes,' and
'Country Dances' ; while 'The Songs and Airs in

"Merlin"' fixes the date of issue as after 1734
or 1736. The Neales were probably the first

Irish music -publishers of any note, though
perhaps exception might be made for Bobert

Thornton, who engraved music in Dublin at

the end of the 17th century, and for Samuel
Powell, a printer and bookseller, who issued

psalmodies and similar works having musical

notes, in the early years of the 18th cen-

tury. F. K.

NEATE, Charles, bom in London, March
28, 1784, received his early musical education

from William Sharp, and afterwards from John
Field, with whom he had formed a close inti-

macy. Besides the pianoforte he performed on
the violoncello, he and Field both being in-

structed on that instrument by Sharp. He first

appeared in public as a pianist at Covent Garden
at the Lent ' oratorios,' in 1800, and soon estab-

lished a reputation as an excellent performer of

the school of Clementi and Field. He studied

composition under Woelfl, and in 1 808 published

his first work, a sonata in minor. In 1813
he was one of the original members of the Phil-

harmonic Society, of which he was for many
years a director, often a performer, and occasion-

ally conductor, at its concerts. His admiration

of Beethoven induced him in 1815 to visit

Vienna, where he remained for eight months,

enjoying the friendship and profiting by the

advice of the great composer. He then went to

Munich, where he stayed five months, studying

counterpoint under Winter. After an absence

of two years he returned to England, and was

long esteemed as one ofthe best performers upon,

and teachers of the pianoforte. He was the

first to introduce into England Beethoven's Con-

certo in Eb, Weber'sConcertsttick,and Hummel's
Concerto in E and Septuor in D minor. He did

not publish a second work until 1822, when he

produoedhissonata in D minor, andsubsequently
several other works, including a fantasia for

piano and violoncello, op. 9 ; a quintet for piano,

wind and double bass ; and two trios for piano

and strings ; but, notwithstanding his sound

technical knowledge, he was not successful as a

composer, as he lacked fancy and originality.

He died at Brighton, March 30, 1877, having

many years before retired from the exercise of

his profession. See Concordia, Oct. 16, 1875,

and Mus. Times, 1901, pp. 15, 16. w. H. h.

NEDBAL, OsEAR. See Bohemian Quar-
tet, vol. i. p. 350, and add to the notice there

given that he left the Bohemian Quartet in

the spring of 1906, at the same time throwing

up his place as conductor of the Philharmonic

Society of Prague. His place in the quartet

has been filled by a viola player named Herold.

NEEDLEE, Henry, bom in London in 1686,

was an amateur violinist, who was instructed on

the instrament first by his father and afterwards

by the younger Banister, and became a pro-

ficient performer. He is said to have been

taught harmony by Purcell, which must prob-

ably be taken to mean Daniel Purcell. About
1710 he was appointed Accountant-General of

the Excise, and in the same year assisted in

establishing the Academy of Ancient Music,

where he long filled the post of principal violin.

He was the first to lead the concertos of Corelli

in England. He died August 1, 1760. Twenty-
eight volumes of music, almost entirely tran-

scribed by him from the libraries at Oxford,

were presented by his widow to James Mathias,

who, in 1782, bequeathed them to the British

Museum, where they form Add. MSS. 5035 to

5062. w. H. H.

NEEFE, Christian Gottlob, a musician of

some distinction in his day, whose claim to

remembrance is his having been Beethoven's

instraotor. He was bom at Chemnitz, Feb. 5,

1748, the son of a poor tailor, and, possessing a

lovely voice, sang in the church choir and learnt

music in the school. His parents contrived to

place him at the University of Leipzig to study
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law, but the love of music was too strong, all

his spare time was spent over the treatises of

Marpurg and Emanuel Bach ; and the acquaint-

ance of J. A. Hiller, then cantor of Leipzig, and
a leading musician of Germany, was a great

incentive. He broke with law and began his

musical career by writing operettas for the

theatre. In 1777 he took Killer's place as

conductor of a travelling orchestra known as

the Seyler Society, which made him known in

the Khine district. At Frankfort he found a
wife, in 1779 settled at Bonn as conductor of

another association called the ' Grossmann-Hell-
muth Society,' and on Feb. 15, 1781, entered

the service of the Elector, Max Friedrich, as

aspirant to the post of court-organist, vice Van
den Eeden. With the organ Neefe took over

van den Eeden's pupil, Ludwig van Beethoven,

then just entered on his eleventh year. Van
den Eeden died June 29, 1782, and on April 26,

1783, Neefe was promoted to the direction of

both sacred and secular music at the court. A
year after this, April 15, 1784, the Elector died,

the theatrical music was put down, and a series

of economies begun by the new Elector Max
Franz, which resulted in the reduction of Neefe's

pay from 400to 200florins. In 1788 anew court

theatre was organised, with Reicha as director,

and Keefe as accompanist and stage manager.
Then came the war, and in 1794 the theatre

was shut up, the company disbanded, and Neefe

lost his place. He led a poor existence as

municipal official under the French, his family

were dispersed, and at last we hear of him as con-

ductor at the theatre at Dessau. Here his wife

fell seriously ill, and ultimately he himself sank
under his troubles, and died Jan. 26, 1798.

Neefe was an industrious musician ; the names
of eight pieces are preserved which he wrote for

the theatres of Leipzig and Bonn between 1772
and 1782. He wrote also for the church, and

a mass of chamber music, besides arranging and
adapting many operas. [See the Quellen-Lesd-

kon.'] He also published articles on musical

subjects in the periodicals of the time, and left

an autobiography which was communicated by
his wife to the Allg. musikalische Zeitwng of

1799 (p. 241). (See Th&yev'a Beethoven, i. 81-

85, 117, etc.) G.

NE6K0 MUSIC OF THE UNITED
STATES. The nearest approach to 'folk-music'

in the United States is that played or sung by
the negroes in the Southern States. Before the

Civil War (1861-65) brought freedom to the

slaves, the ability to read was very rare among
those held in bondage. Indeed, in many of the

States which authorised slavery, education of the

slave was a misdemeanour. The tunes to which

they danced or to which they sang their songs

and hymns were, therefore, traditional. The
origin of some of the tunes is held to be African

on these grounds :—they can be reduced to a

pentatonic scale, which is the scale of musical

instruments said to be still in use in Abyssinia,

Nubia, and other countries in Africa ; they have
the same 'catch' that appears in songs still sung
in Africa, according to the observations of several

travellers. Both 'catch' and scale are also

common in the traditional music of the Scotch,

Irish, Welsh, and Magyars. There are, however,

many tunes in common use among the American
negroes which have neither peculiarity. The
negroes have the imitative faculties very highly

developed, and most of their tunes which do not

resemble those of the old races were probably

caught from Methodist preachers, whose system
of conducting ' revivals,' with its appeals to the

imagination of the hearer, was such as readily

to capture these impressionable people. Many
of the negro hymns have lines and phrases that

show a Wesleyan origin. Traces of Catholic

teachings are visible also, but these are infre-

quent. Resemblances between various sections

as to the tunes and the words used are noted by
close observers, the differences being such as

would naturally be produced in the flight of

time or by lapse of memory, as they were handed
down from father to son or carried across the

country. The tunes are sometimes minor (gener-

ally without a sharp seventh) and sometimes

major ; occasionally a mixed mode is employed,

beginningina major key, and ending in eitherthe

relative or tonic minor ; or the contrary course

may be followed. And there are tunes which end
on the subdominant or anywhere but on the

tonic or the dominant. The negroes are very

sensitive to rhythm. As one dances a jig, his

companions gather about him and furnish a

percussive accompaniment with bones (played

after the manner of castanets) or roughly made
tambourines, or, wanting instruments, by alter-

nately slapping their hands together and on

their knees, keeping excellent time. They have

songs for all occasions where they move in

concert, such as loading or unloading ships, or

working at the pumps of a fire engine. Their

rhythmic sympathies are most strongly active

on these occasions. Often one of a gang acts

as a precentor, giving a line or two by himself,

and the chorus coming in with the refrain.

This leader, when his supply of lines gives out

or his memory fails, resorts to improvisation.

A similar practice obtains with them at their

religious and social gatherings. Sometimes the

improvised lines willbe given in turnby different

ones in the company who have the faculty of

inventing them. The women's voices have a

peculiarly pathetic timbre within their natural

range, which is narrow, rarely reaching farther

than from a to d". When forced they are harsh

and strident. As a rule the tenor voices are

dry, butthebassesaregenerallyrichand sonorous.

A quick ear is more common than tunefulness

among the race, but the effect produced by the

singing of a great number, always in unison, so

quickens the hearer's pulse or moves him to
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tears that defects are forgotten. Their time is

sure to be accurate. Of instruments in use

among them the variety is small. Bones and
tambourines are common, but the banjo is not

so generally used by them as has been thought,

and fiddlers are very rare. Some of the slave

songs, especially those that may be classed as

hymns, were made known in the Northern States

for the first time by small bands of singers of

both sexes who gave concerts in the principal

cities in 1871 and subsequently. One troupe

(the 'Jubilee singers') came from the Fisk

University, Nashville, Tennessee, and in the

course of its tours, which included several trips

to Europe, raised over 150,000 dollars for the

University, which was established especially to

educate those who had been born in slavery.

Another came from a similar institution at

Hampton, Virginia. One effect of their tours

was the introduction ofsomeof the songs into the

religious services of the Northern negroes. It is

observed, however, that the songs are everywhere

gradually disappearing from use as the negroes

become bettereducated. Theirimitative faculties

lead them to prefer music exactly like that which
is performed in churches where the worshippers

are white. Some of the secular songs of the

negroes have acquired peculiar distinction.

' Jim Crow '—said to be the name both of the

song and of the negi-o whose performance of it

had a local reputation in Louisville, Kentucky, in

1830—was, indirectly, the origin of the negro

minstrel show, the most familiar example of

which in England was that long known as

Christy's. Many of the plantation songs were

introduced into these shows, ' Coal-black Rose,

'

' Zip Coon, ' and ' Ole Virginny nebber tire ' being

the most familiar among them. A plantation

song, 'Way down in Raccoon Hollow, ' enjoyed a

wide popularity set to words beginning ' Near
the lake where droops the willow.

'

A few examples of the negro melodies and
verses are appended. They are taken from the

collection 'Slave Songs of the United States.'

The reader must understand that all of these

are sung much faster than either the tunes or

the words would seem to warrant, the rapid pace

being a result of the negroes' strong rhythmic
instincts. The first example shows a pentatonic

scale, and the use of the 'Scotch snap.'

In de morn-ln' when I liae, Tell my Je • stu

Tdl my Je - bub hud-dy, oh I

The following is an illustration of the use of

an unconventional ending :

—

Turn, sinner, turn to-d»y, Turn, oinncr, turn O

I

Turn, fllnner, tarn to<da7. Turn, flloner, tarn 1

A very popular tune, and full of pathos when
sung by a large company, is the following :

—

^^i^^^i^
Ho - bo - dy knows de trou-ble I've had,

No - bo dy knowB but Je-sos, ZTo-bo-dy knows de

Bavsomeber-rleaa^hang-ln doTm, O yes, Loit].

Dr. W. Howard Russell describes in chapter

xviii. of My JMan/ North and South, a song

which made a remarkable impression on him,

and which, from his description, appears to be

the following :

—

Â^n-f^-f^̂ ^ ^^
O gza.veyaxd, O giaveyard, rm

walk-In* troo* de graTeyard, Lay dls bo - dy down.

The following is a popular song among the

Louisiana Creoles, and the words give an idea of

the dialect :

—

Belle Layotte.

ife^TJTT^^TUJ'J^^
Mo d^-Jarou-ld tout la <

Fine. Solo."^"^

Faucor ouax par-eil

belle lA-yotte. Mo rou-ld tout la cdte. Mo rou-1^ tout la

s-g r r^rT"P~g"'CTT'ĝ

Quamagoutcommela iMlle La-yotte.

[The peculiarities of negro musichave occasion-

ally been introduced into works of higher artistic

aim. Gottschalk used some of the Creole music
as subjects for free treatment on the pianoforte

;
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J. A. Brockhoven, of Cincinnati, wrote a suite

for orchestra on Creole tunes ; and Dvorak, during
his residence in America, adopted some of the
musical idioms of the negro music into his

'New World' Symphony and two chamber
compositions, pp. 95-97.] Those interested

will find it discussed in the following treatises

hy writers who have lived at the South, and
made special studies of the subject :

—

Dwight's Jov/rtwl of Music, Nov, 8, 1862. Letter, Miss
McKim, Philadelphia ; probably the iirst occasion when
public attention was called to the Slave sougs.

Gmtinevial Monthly, Philadelphia, August 1863.
Article, 'Under the Palmettos,' Mr. H. G. Spaulding,
with specimens of the music.

Atlantie MonthZy, June 1867. Article, ' Negro Spirit-

uals,' T. W. Higginson, with the words of many of the
most popular hymns.

' Slave Songs of the United States,' New York, 1871.

Woids and tunes, the latgest collection published.
The Century, New York, Feb. 1886 ; Article, ' Creole

Slave Dance.' AprU 1886; article, 'Creole Slave Songs.*
Both by Mr. G. W. Cable. Especially interesting because
of the descriptions of negro customs in Louisiana, some
of which are of remote AMcan origin, and because of
the explanation of the peculiar dialect of the Louisiana
negroes—a mixture of French and English, sometimes a
little Spanish, but each greatly modified by the negro's

own method of speech. F. h. J.

[l?he following additions to the bibliography of the
sulgect are communicated by Mr. H. E. Erehbiel :

—

Allen, W. F., article on 'Negro Dialect,' New York
Naiion, May 30, 1867 ; Brown, John Mason, 'Songs of the
Slaves,' Lippincott^s Mag., Dec. 1868 ; Demii]g, Clarence,
By-ways of Nature and Life, New York, 1884 : Haskell,
Marion Alexandra, 'Negro Spirituals,' Ceniv^ Mag.,
August 1899 ; Hopkins, Isabella T., ' A Description of a
Negro Church Service,' Scribner's Mag., 1880, pp. 422-

429 ; Trotter, James M., Music and some highly Musical
People, Boston and New York, 1878 ; Woodville, Jennie,
* Rambling Talk about the Negro,' Lippincott's Mag,, Nov.
1878.

—

CoUectioTis : Edwards, Charles L., BahrnlM Songs
and SUrries, Boston, 1895 ; Marsh, J. B. T., The Story of
the Jubilee Si/ngers, Boston, 1895 (often reprinted)

;

Cabin and Plantation Songs sung by the Ha/nipUm Students,

New York, 1891.]

Prior to about 1835 Englishpeople had neither

knowledge of, nor interest in, the folk -music

of the American negro. Some few examples,

though probably not many more than half a

dozen, had appeared in print before that time,

and one characteristic specimen from Aird's

Selection of Scotch, English, Irish, and Foreign

Airs, vol. i. [1782], is appended. It has the

incessant repetition of phrase found in so many
negro airs. One or two others from Virginia

are in the same work.

Povipey ran away.
Negro Jig (Virginia).

The other is taken from 3%e Gentleman's

Armisement, book 2, circa 1800. The words

of these plantation melodies seem to have been

merely a string of sentences concocted on the

spur of the moment by the singer as he per-

Negko Dance.

From The Gentleman's Amusement, book 2, circa 1800

(a work containing many airs of American interest).

formed the ' Walk Round ' (much the same sort

of thing as the ' Cake Walk ' of to-day), while a

steady clapping of hands from the spectators

marked the time.

As to the African origin of these tunes many
theories have been offered, from the belief in

their practical genuineness as real native strains

(a view apparently supported in the previous

section of this article), down to the contemptuous
attitude of some who take them to have been
manufactured in deliberate imitation of European
models, by ignorant musicians for the enjoyment
of their fellow-slaves. The truth is probably to

be found somewhere between these two extremes.

We may admit at once th^t the rhythmic
peculiarities noticed above are to be traced to

the original home of the African slave ; as all

students of primitive music know, distinct

rhythms are among the most marked character-

istics of savage music. As to the scales in

which the melodies of the earlier songs are cast,

those who have made a scientific study of folk-

song hesitate to accept any conclusion which
confines certain scales to any one country or

date ; beyond the broad fact that the pentatonio

scale is probably the mark of an earlier date

than the church modes, while these again are

earlier than our modern major and minor scales,

there is little or no possibility of defining more
closely the geographical source of any melody.

There are, for example, perhaps as many British

folk-songs in the pentatonic scale as could be

found among the traditional music of any other

race or nation ; and any of these may well have
been caught up from the descendants of the first

American settlers, and the rhythms gradually

changed to suit the congenital taste of the

coloured race.

About 1834-35 one Dan Rice introduced the

grotesque song and dance of the negro to the

audience of American theatres and concert halls.

His first song was 'Jim Crow,' the main burden
of which with appropriate actions ran

—

Wheel about, and turn about and jump just so.

Every time you wheel about you jump Jim Crow.

Though no doubt this was a plantation lyric,

there are signs that the melody has been con-

siderably tampered with. Rice, bringing the

song to England about 1835-36, the whole
nation became in a perfect ferment over it.

' Coal black Rose,' ' Sich a getting upstairs,"

2a
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'Dandy Jim from Carolina,' and 'Jim along
' whose principal phrase was

—

Hey.^t along.get along JoBe7,H«r,getaloDg,Jlm,along Joe,

were others of this early period. The singing

of negro songs having become general, several

bands of 'Ethiopian Serenaders' appeared at

the theatres of America and in England during

the forties. " Christy's, the most famous of

these, was of a rather later date.

While in the earlier days the entertainments

professed to represent the plantation song and
dance with banjo, bones, and fiddle accompani-

ment, this soon gave way to the introduction of

other songs of better literary merit than the

meaningless jumble of words of the original

songs. Stephen C. Foster (1826-64) supplied

such lyrics as 'Old folks at home,' etc., and an
attempt was made to give some picture of the

life of the slave in the songs sung. The camp
meetings and religious services have also pro-

vided negro songs, many of that origin.

After the slavery days the condition of the

American negro has greatly changed, and with
this his ditties.

,
The modern ' coon ' or ' plan-

tation ' songs, and the popular form of syncopa-

tion called ' rag-time,' are all easily to be traced

to their source in the older negro songs, which,

as hinted above, are probably to be regarded

as European in melodic origin, translated into

rhythms that have been handed down from the

generation of slaves who actually came from

Africa. F. K.

NEIGE, LA, ov le Nouvel Eoinhakd.
Opera-comique in four acts ; words by Scribe

and Delavigne, music by Auber. Produced at

the Theatre Feydeau, Oct. 8, 1823 ; in London
at Covent Garden, as ' The Frozen Lake, ' Nov.
26, 1824. G.

NEITHARDT, August Heinkioh, founder

of the Berlin Domchor (Cathedral choir), was
born at Schleiz, August 10, 1793. His early

musical studies were interrupted at twenty years

of age by his military service, which lasted

through the campaigns of 1813-15. This led to

his becoming bandmaster to the Garde-Schiitzen

Battalion (1816-22) for which he composed and
arranged a host of pieces. From 1822 to 1840
he was master of the band of the Kaiser Franz
Grenadiers, and wrote and did much for the

improvement of military music. In 1834 he
wrote an opera, ' Julietta,' and in 1839 he was
made 'kbnigliche Musikdirector, ' and in 1843
was commissioned to found a regular choir for

the Berlin Cathedral, which he did by uniting

the scholars and seminarists who sang the

ordinary Cathedral service with the smaller

choir who sang in the Court-chapel, about eighty

strong in all. Thus was formed the famous

Domchor, for which Mendelssohn wrote his noble

psalms and motets. In 1846 Keithardt went

to St. Petersburg to hear the famous Russian

choirs, and in 1850 he and his choir visited

London and created much astonishment by their

extraordinarily refined and effective perform-

ances. Neithardtdied at Berlin, April 18, 1861.

He was a remarkably able conductor, indefatig-

able in drilling his choir and in providing them
with masterpieces of all schools, some of which
were edited by him in continuation of Commer's
' Musica Sacra ' (Berlin, Bote & Bock). G.

NEL COE Pit NON MI SENTO. A duet

in Paisiello's Molinara, which was for a long

time a remarkable favourite. Beethoven and
many others wrote variations upon it. In

England it was known as ' Hope told a flattering

tale.' G.

NELSON, Sydney, bom in London, Jan. 1,

1800, son of Soloman Nelson. At an early age

was adopted by a gentleman who gave him a

good musical education, and he was for some
time a pupil of Sir George Smart. Aftera period

spent in teaching singing and in the composition

of populardrawing-room music, he was appointed

an Associate ofthe PhilharmonicSociety. About,

or shortly before 1840, he entered into a partner-

ship with Charles Jefferys (a song-writer for

whose lyrics Nelson's music was mainly com-
posed), and as ' Jefferys and Nelson ' they com-
menced a music - publishing business in Frith

Street, removing afterwards into Soho Square.

They issued much sheet music, chiefly by Nel-

son, but in 1843, the concern not proving a

success. Nelson left it entirely in Jefferys' hands,

who greatly developed it. Nelson now arranged

a musical and dramatic entertainment, and with
members of his family went on tour to America,

Canada, and Australia. He died in London,
April 7, 1862.

His musical works principally consist of draw-

ing-room balladswhichinclude such once popular

melodies, as 'The Rose of AUandale,' ' The Pilot,'

etc. He alsocomposed a burletta, ' TheGrenadier,

'

produced by Madame Vestris, and ' The Cadi's

Daughter, ' while a grand opera, ' Ulrica, ' was put
in rehearsal, though never performed. (Informa-

tion in part from Diet. ofJVat. Biog.) f. k.

NENNA, PoMPONio, born at Bari in the

old kingdom ofNaples about 1560, distinguished

himself chiefly as a composer of madrigals in the

style of Monteverde. On the titles of his publi-

cations he is described as ' II oavaliere Cesareo,'

having been made a Knight of the Golden
Spur. Following further in the path opened
up by Monteverde in the invention of new har-

monies he became the teacher and inspirer of

Gesualdo, Prince of Venosa, in the direction of

free chromatic modulation. He published eight

books of madrigals a, 5, and one a 4, appearing

in various editions from 1609 to 1624. Hisdeath
must have occurred before 1618, as appears from
the preface to a new edition of his eighth book
of madrigals a 5. His other works are a set of

Responsoria a 4 for the Matins of Christmas and
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Holy Week, published in 1607, and another set

of Responsoria a 5 for the Matins of Holy Week,
published after his death in 1622. Dr. Haberl
of Ratisbon, who knows these sacred works,
speaks of them as refuting the harsh judgment
of Fetis on the composer. The only sacred work
of Nenna in modern score is a simple setting of

the Veni Creator, printed from a Roman MS.
in the continuation of the ' Musica Divina ' by
Dr. Haberl. j. E. M.

NERON. An opera in four acts ; words by
Jules Barbier ; music by A. Rubinstein. In-

tended for the French stage, but first performed,

in German, as ' Nero, ' at the Stadt Theater,

Hamburg, on Nov. 1, 1879, under the direction

of the composer. G.

NERUDA. A distinguished family of violin-

ists. According to Dlabacz,* the founder was
Jakob, who belonged to Rossicz, near Prague,

and died Feb. 19, 1732. He left two sons

;

first, JoHANN Chrtsostom, born at Rossicz,

Dec. 1, 1705, learnt music at Prague, became
famous on the violin, and took orders at the

Prsemonstratensian convent there, a few months
after his father's death ; became choirmaster of

the convent, and died Deo. 2, 1763. The next

brother, Johann Baptist Geoeg, was first at

Prague, and then, for thirty years, at the

Elector's Chapel at Dresden, where he died in

1780, aged seventy -three, leaving a mass of

compositions behind him (see the Quellen-

Lexikon), and two sons, Ludwig and Anton,
both chambermusiciansto the Elector of Dresden.

Another member of the Neruda family was
Josef, organist of the Cathedral at Briinn, in

Moravia, who was bom in 1807, and died Feb.

18,1875. He had five children, Victor, Amalie,

WiLMA, born March 29, 1839, Marie and
Franz. Amalie adopted the PF., and made no
important career. [Franz Neruda was born at

Brtinn, Dec. 3, 1843, became a violoncellist, and
joined his father and sister in various concert

tours. In 1864-76 he was a member of the

royal orchestra at Copenhagen ; in 1892 he
succeeded to Gade's place as director of the

musical society there, and he also directs another

society in Stockholm. He has written many
popular and meritorious compositions for or-

chestra and chamber, a violoncello concerto,

string quartet, etc. The best-known of his

works is a little berceuse often played by his

famous sister.] Wilma began to play the violin

almost as soon as she could walk, became a

pupil of Jansa, and made her first appearance,

with her sister, in the winter of 1846 at Vienna,

where she excited much astonishment by the

extraordinary power of her bow, the deep sen-

timent of her cantilena, and her great execution,

notwithstanding the smallness of her hands.

(Hanslick). From Vienna the family journeyed

northwards, visiting Leipzig, Berlin, Breslau,

Hamburg, and other cities. In London, Wilma
> KUnstler-Lezikov fur BShmen.

made her first appearance at the Princess's

Theatre, April 30, 1849, and appeared eighteen

times up to May 24. She played at the Phil-

harmonic Concert of June 11, 1849, inaconcerto
of De B6riot's. They returned immediately to

the Continent, and passed several years in

travelling, chiefly in Russia. In 1864 Mile.

Neruda found herself in Paris, where she played
at the Pasdeloup Concerts, the Conservatoire,

etc., and awakened an extravagant enthusiasm.

At this time she married Ludwig Norman, a

Swedish musician, and was henceforth known
as Mme. Norman-Nemda. In 1869 she again

visited London, played at the Philharmonic on
May 17, and was with some difficulty induced,

by the entreaties of Vieuxtemps, to remain till

the winter, when she took the first violin at the

series of Monday Popular Concerts before Christ-

mas, and at once made her mark. From that

time [until 1898] she was in England for

each winter and spring season, playing at the

Popular Concerts, the Philharmonic, the Crystal

Palace, Hallo's Recitals and Manchester Con-
certs, etc. etc., with ever-increasing power and
refinement. 6.

[On July 26, 1888, she married Sir Charles

Hall6, and was associated with him on the

concert-platform until 1895, when he died. In
1896 a public subscription was set on foot among
her admirers, under the direction of a committee
of which the King (then Prince of Wales) was
president. Associated with him were the King
of Sweden, the King of Denmark, and » vast

number of eminent musicians, statesmen, and
others, and the title-deeds of a palazzo at

Asolo, near Venice, were presented to Lady
Halle, on behalf of the subscribers, by the

President of the Committee at Marlborough
House. In 1898, after the death of her eldest

son in an Alpine accident, she made Berlin her

headquarters, and has resided there ever since,

paying annual visits to England, and making
artistic tours throughout Europe. In 1901
Queen Alexandra conferred upon her the dis-

tinctive title of 'Violinist to the Queen.'

The Stradivarius violin upon which Lady Hall^

plays is one of the finest in existence, dating

from 1709, and was presented to her in 1876 as

the joint gift of H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh
(afterwards Duke of Saxe-Coburg), Earl Dudley,

and the Earl of Hardwicke. E. h-a.]

NESSLER, Victor E., born Jan. 28, 1841, at

Baldenheim in Alsace, at first studied theology

at Strasburg, but the success of his essay at

operatic composition, a work entitled ' Fleurette,

'

and produced there in 1864, induced him to

devote himself to music. He then went to

Leipzig, and obtained various posts as conductor

of male choral societies, for the use of which he
wrote a set of part-songs, etc. In 1870 he be-

came choral director at the Stadt Theater, and
in 1879 conductor at the Carolatheater in the

same town. Meanwhile various operas had
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been brought out with varying suooesa. The list

is as follows:— 'Die Hoohzeitsreise ' (1867);
' Dornrosohen's Brautfahrt' ^1868); 'Nacht-

wachter und Student' (1868); 'Am Alexan-

dertag ' (1869) ;
' Irmingard,' a more ambitious

work than the previous productions, in five acts

(1876) ; 'DerEattenfingervonHameln'(1879),

an opera which rapidly spread his fame through-

out Germany, and attained an enormous success

;

' Die wilde Jager ' (1881); 'Der Trompetervon

Sakkingen ' (1884) ; ' Otto der Schutz ' (1886) ;

and 'Die Rose von Strassburg' (1890). The
success of the ' Trompeter ' was almost as great

as that of the ' Eattenfanger. ' Both owe their

popularity to an easy superficiality of style,

which commended itself to the less musical por-

tion of the German public. When the ' Eatten-

fanger,' under the name of 'The Piper of

Hamelin,' was produced at Covent Garden

Theatre by the English Opera Company on
Jan. 7, 1884, it achieved a well-merited faUure.

Nessler died at Strasburg on May 28, 1890. M.

NESVERA, Joseph, born near Horowitz in

Bohemia, Oct. 24, 1842, was intended for the

career of a schoolmaster, but showed such strong

proclivities for music that he became a choir-

director in a church at Prague. He has held

posts of the same kind successively at Kbnig-

gratz and at the cathedral of Olmlitz. He has

written a number of meritorious works for the

church, much pianoforte and violin music, a

string septet ('Idylle'), a symphony in G minor,

a violin concerto, and three operas, ' Perdita

'

(performed at Prague), ' Waldeslust ' (which has

been performed in Czech and Croatian as well as

German), and 'Der Bergmbnch.' (Eiemann's

Lexikon.) v..

NEUKOMM, SiGisMUND, Chevaliek von,

born at Salzburg, July 10, 1778, [was a chorister

at the cathedral of Salzburg in 1788-93] and

first learned music from Weissauer and from

Michael Haydn, who in 1798 sent him to his

brother at Vienna. He studied music with

Joseph Haydn for some years, and was treated

by him more as a son than a pupil. His first

compositions appeared in 1808, and in 1806 he

went via Sweden to St. Petersburg, where he

became capellmeister, and director of the

Emperor's German theatre. He returned to

Vienna just in time to close the eyes of Haydn,
and shortly after took up his residence in Paris,

and there lived on terms of intimacy with Grdtry,

Oherubini, Cuvier, and other eminent men, and
especially with Talleyrand, in whose establish-

ment he succeeded Dussek as pianist. Their

friendship survived the downfall of the Empire,

and he accompanied Talleyrand to the Congress

of Vienna. There he composed a Eequiem for

Louis XVI. , which was performed at St. Stephen's

before a crowd of the greatest notabilities, and for

which in 1815 Louis XVIII. made him Chevalier

of the Legion of Honour, with letters of nobility.

In 1816 he went in the suite of the Duke of

Luxemburg to Eio Janeiro, and remained there

asmaltre de chapelle toDom Pedro tillthe revolu-

tion of 1821 drove that monarch, and Neukomm
with him, back to Lisbon. Having resigned his

pension, he returned to Talleyrand, whom he

accompanied on several of his grand tours. He
came to London in the same year with Mendels-

sohn (1829), and they met at the house of

Moscheles, with whom Neukomm remained on

terms of great friendship and mutual esteem.

[See Mendelssohn's letters to Moscheles, pp.

116, 118.] The last twenty years of his life

he divided between England and France, and

died in Paris, April 3, 1858. In England his

intelligence and cultivation gave him a high

position. His Symphony in El? was played by
the Philharmonic, March 21, 1831, and many
other pieces at various times. His oratorio

' Motmt Sinai,' was repeatedly performed in

London, and at Worcester, Derby, etc., and he

wrote his oratorio ' David ' specially for the

Birmingham Festival of 1834, where so highly

was he prized as to be familiarly called ' the

King of Brummagem. ' ^ In fact his two songs

'Napoleon's Midnight Eeview' and 'The Sea,'

the latter to Barry Cornwall's words, may be

said to have made him for some months the

most popular person in England. But there

were no lasting qualities in his longer pieces,

and Mendelssohn's arrival at Birmingham in

1837 eclipsed Neukomm's fame, and even caused

him to be as unjustly depreciated as he had
before been unduly extolled. This reverse he
bore with a philosophy which elicited Mendels-

sohn's warmest expressions.^

Neukomm was a man of remarkable diligence

and method, which nothing interrupted. The
number of his compositions is prodigious. They
embrace about 1000 works, including eight

oratorios, numerous masses, and music for

Schiller's 'Braut von Messina,' in which he
endeavoured to resuscitate the ancient Greek

chorus. He had a great predilection for Pales-

trina, and attempted to revivehis style. He also

wrote for several musical periodicals, especially

the Ilevtie et Gazette musicale de Paris. He was
destitute of genius, and therefore produced

nothing that will live ; indeed he was more a,

highly cultivated amateur than an artist in the

strict sense of the term. But he was above aH
a man of great refinement and of an extraordi-

narily fine and sincere character, to which the

strong attachment of friends like the Bunsens

and Mendelssohn is in itself the most convin-

cing testimony. P. 6.

NEUMARK, Gboeg, poet and musician, was

bom May 16, 1621, at Miihlhausen in Thu-

ringia. On his way to Konigsberg to study law

at the University, he was robbed of all his posses-

sions, and was obliged for a time to accept a post

as private tutor at Kiel, where, it is said, he
indited his best-known hymn, ' Wer nur den

I MendelaiDhn'B Letter; ii. 124. ^ /iid. U. 124, 132.
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lieben Gott liisst walten.' After various wander-
ings and further misfortunes, lie at last in 1651
obtained a settled position as secretary and
librarian to the Ducal Court at Weimar, where
his talents were also called into requisition as

Court-Poet for festival occasions. He was en-

rolled in several of the fancifully-named literary

societies of the time for the cultivation of poetry,

such as ' die fruohtbringende GeseUschaft ' and
the ' Pegnitz-schaferei.' Neumark died at

Weimar, July 8,1681. His chief work is entitled
' Musikalisch-poetiseher Lustwald' (Jena, 1657),
and consists of a collection of sacred and secular

songs, some of which, chiefly the sacred, are pro-

vided with melodiesbyNeumark himselfandother
musicians. The melodies have a slight instru-

mental accompaniment of two violins and bass.

But the one hymn and tune by which Neumark
really lives is the above-mentioned ' Wer nur
den lieben Gott,' which, with the rhythm of the

tune slightly altered, have been received into

most Choralbiicher, and form the basis of Bach's

Church Cantata of the same name for the Fifth

Sunday after Trinity. Spitta, in his comments
upon Bach's Cantata, seems to consider Bach's

choice of this hymn as not very appropriate to

the Sunday ; but it is significant of Bach's think-

ing otherwise that he chose the same last verse of

thehymn tobe the concluding Chorale to another

Cantata for this Sunday, ' Siehe ioh will viel

Fischer aussenden.' Bach must have been fond

of the tune, as he has adopted it with other words
as the concluding Chorale to four other cantatas,

and has also employed the tune for organ treat-

ment. (See his Chorale-Preludes.) Mendelssohn
has also adopted it in ' St. Paul ' to the words

(in the English version) 'To Thee,0 Lord; lyield

my spirit,' with special reference to the death

of St. Stephen. J. K. M.

NEUMES. See Notation, and, on the

origin of Neumes, the Bivista Musicale Italiana,

ii. 185.

NEUSIDLER, the name of a family of

German lutenists in the 16th century, of whom
two are known by publications of their own.

Hans Neusidlbk was bom at Presburg in Hun-
gary, but lived as lutenist and citizen (Burger)

of Nuremberg, wherein 1536, 1540, and 1544 he

published various Lute-books in German tabla-

ture, usually divided into two parts, the first

consisting of instructions and exercises for

beginners, the second (as the titles indicate)

containing fantasias, preludes, motets, secular

songs and dances arranged for the lute. Dr. Oscar

Chilesotti's Lautenspieler des 16 JMs., published

by Breitkopf & Hartel, 1891, contains twelve

of these pieces in modem notation. Hans
Neusidler died 1563.

Mblchior Neusidler, said to be the son of

Hans (though this is not certain), lived chiefly

at Augsburg, partly under the patronage of the

merchant-prince Anton Fugger, but apparently

also employed in the service of the city to

provide forwhat is described as the StilleMusica,

that is, the quiet, domestic music for private

festivities. (See document printed in Monais-

hefte, XXV. 5.) Earlier in his life he must have

been in Italy, since his first publication consists

of two books of lute-pieces in Italian tablature,

issued from the Venetian press ofGardano, 1566.

These pieces, besides beingreceivedinto Phalfese's

'TheatrumMusicum' (Louvain, 1571),were after-

wards republished in German tablature (Frank-

fort, 1573). In 1574 Neusidlei published at

Strasburg his 'Teutsch Lautenbuch,' which con-

tains motets and secular songs by the best

composers of the time, such as Josquin, Lassus,

Arcadelt, Rore, and others, arranged with little

florid variations for the lute ('artlich und
zierlich coloriert' as the title says), also some
dances and fantasias. The date of his death is

given as 1590. In 1626 mention is made of

a Conrad Neusidler, supposed to be a son of

Melchior, living at Augsburg, and employed as

a lutenist for the Stille Musiea or private music
of the citizens. No publication of his ia

known. j. R. m.

NEVADA, Ehma, nie WixoM, the daughter
of a doctor, was born, 1862, at Alpha, near

Nevada City, California. She was taught
singing by Mme. Marchesi at Vienna, and on
May 17, 1880, made her d^but on the stage at

Her Majesty's Theatre as Amina, under the

name of Nevada, with success, but did not sing

again, owing to pecuniary difficulties with her

manager. She then sang in all the great cities

of Italy, and on May 17, 1883, made a successful

d^but at the Op^ra-Comique, Paris, as Zora in

the revival of F^licien David's ' Perle du Bresil,'

appearing also as Mignon until February 1884.

In the spring of the year last named she sang
as Amina and Lucia in Italian at the Thetoe des

Nations, and in the autumn at the Norwich
Festival in the ' Redemption, '

' Elijah, ' etc. , and
Oct. 16, on the production of Mackenzie's
' Rose of Sharon,' with great success, the soprano

music having been written expressly for her.

On Nov. 7 she sang in the last work at the
' Sacred Harmonic,' St. James's Hall. Later in

the year and in 1885 she sang in Italian Opera
on alternate nights with Mme. Patti at New
York, San Francisco, etc., with the greatest

success. On Oct. 1, 1885, she married at

Paris, Dr. Raymond Palmer. She returned to

America on an extended concert tour, and re-

appeared in England for a few nights at Covent

Garden, notably on April 29, 1887, in the

revival of ' Mireille. ' She then sang in Holland,

Germany, Russia, Italy, Portugal, and Spain.

In 1892 she sang for a few nights as Rosina at

Covent Garden, and in 1898 at the Op&a-
Comique, Paris, as Lakm6. In 1899 she sang

at the Crystal Palace, Philharmonic, and other

concerts, and in 1905 at the Waldorf Theatre

as Violetta. With a voice of moderate power

(2J octaves in compass up to/"), she excels both.
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in coloratura parts and in those where pathos is

required. Among other favourite parts of hers

are both Susanna and Oherubino in the ' Nozze,'

and Carmen. Mme. Nevada, though but little

heard in London, has enjoyed a brUliant career

elsewhere. Her medallion as Amina, in com-

pany with those of Pasta and Malibran, was

placed on the statue of Bellini at Naples, on

the initiative of her friend the late Francesco

Florimo, the great personal friend of the

composer. A. 0.

NEVIN, Ethelbert, an American composer

born in Edgeworth, Penn., Nov. 25, 1862. He
studied in Boston, the pianoforte under B. J.

Lang and composition under Stephen A. Emery

;

he then went to Berlin, where he spent the

years 1884, 1885, and 1886 under the instruc-

tion of Karl Klindworth, and of Von Billow.

He returned to America, and taught for some
years in Boston ; then, from 1892, in Paris,

Berlin, Florence, and Venice, he spent his time
in teaching, studying, and composing. He again

returned to America in broken health, and died

in New Haven, Conn., on Feb. 17, 1901. His
work as a composer was confined almost entirely

to songs and short pianoforte pieces, which have
a graceful lyric vein, and a feeling for melody
that is sometimes over sentimental, but often

finely expressive of the gentler moods, amorous,

gay, and introspective. They show finish of

workmanship, and skill in the treatment of

ideas not always in themselves important.

Among his best-known publications are a,

' Sketch Book ' of songs and pianoforte pieces,

op. 2
;
pianoforte duets, op. 6 ; 'Water Scenes

'

for pianoforte, op. 13, of which one number,
'Narcissus,' attained a very wide popularity;

'A Book of Songs,' op. 20 ; a suite for piano-

forte, 'In Tuscany,' op. 20 ; and a pantomime
designed by Vance Thompson, entitled ' Lady
Floriane's Dream.' R. A.

NEW PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY, THE.
The prospectus, dated from Cramer's, January

1852, states that the Society was founded to

give more perfect performances of the great

works than had hitherto been attained, and to

afford to modern and native composers a favour-

able opportunity of coming before the public.

Classical music was not to be exclusively ad-

hered to ; Exeter Hall was chosen as the locale
;

Berlioz was engaged as conductor for the first

season ; the band was magnificent (twenty first

violins, led by Sivori) ; the chorus was profes-

sional ; and the subscription for stalls for six

concerts was £2 : 2s.
,
professional subscribers,

£1 : Is. The concerts of the second season

were conducted, four by Lindpaintner, and two
by Spohr, in combination with Dr. Henry
Wylde. The orchestra was enlarged to twenty-

four first violins, etc. For the third season the

concerts were removed to St. Martin's Hall, and
were conducted partly by Lindpaintner, partly

by Dr. Wylde. For the fourth season they

returned to Exeter Hall. For the fifth and

sixth, 1856 and 1857, Hanover Square Kooms
were chosen. In 1858 Dr. Wylde assumed the

entire responsibility of the undertaking, and

the concerts were henceforward held in St.

James's Hall, season by season, as the ' New
Philharmonic Concerts,' until 1879, when Dr.

Wylde retired in favour of Mr. William Ganz.

The programmes throughout maintained that

preference for novelties which distinguished

them at the outset. In 1859 the practice of

making the rehearsals public was begun. In

1879 the Society came to an end, the last

concert under its name being given on June 21

of that year. The scheme was carried on

for three years more as 'Ganz's Orchestral

Concerts.' a.

NEW YORK MUSICAL SOCIETIES. In

the following record and survey of the musical

organisations in New York (U.S.A.) special

attention is paid only to societies at the present

time (1906) actively engaged in the cultivation

of high-class music in the American metropolis.

The list, moreover, comprises only a small

fraction of the city's musical societies. Like

every large American city New York sees the

birth every year of a number of societies de-

signed for the accomplishment of specific ends

which seem laudable to the founders, or for the

gratification of individual ambitions, but which
soon perish because they do not fill a popular

need. It would serve no good purpose to

cumber the pages of a work like this Dictionary

with accounts of societies whose future is proble-

matical, whose present cannot be said to make
significantly for wide and lofty musical culture,

and whose influence is confined to the small

circle of members and their friends. The
history of musical societies in New York City

does not extend back farther than the middle

of the 18th century. Until that period the

social customs and tastes of the inhabitants of

the town, and the character of their entertain-

ments were swayed by the original settlers and
their descendants. An excerpt from the writer's

monograph entitled The FhilJmrmonic Society

of New York states the case with sufiioient

comprehensiveness to serve present purposes,

and is therefore quoted here:—'The Dutch
had brought little or no artistic sensibility

with them, and their experiences from the time

of their settlement of Manhattan Island till

the final occupation of the town by the British,

were not of a kind calculated to develop a love

for music. In social, political, and commercial

affairs their influence was much more widespread

and enduring ; but, having come from a country

where music was sadly neglected, to another

where life meant a struggle and where of neces-

sity the commercial spirit swayed everything,

the Dutch could not fairly be expected to

give a very appreciable tinge to the art-tastes

of the growing town. After New Amsterdam-
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had become New York, and was firmly settled

in the possession of Great Britain, and English
merchants and English soldiers had begun to

work a change in the social life of the town,
the things which embellish civilisation were
speedily introduced and, very naturally, in

their English typesi All the musical impulses
of a century ago came from England, though,

after the cultivation of the serious forms of

nmsic had begun, German musicians were
largely instrumental in advancing them in

New York as well as Boston and the other

large cities ofthe sea-coast.' Amateur orchestras

came into existence late in the 18th century.

One of these, which gave its forty-eighth anni-

versaryconcert inl847, was called theEuterpean.

Before the end of the first quarter of the 19th

century there were in existence, besides the

Euterpean, a Philharmonic Society and the Con-
cordia, clubs of singers and instrumentalists,

the former English in its constitution, the latter

predominantly Gei-man. There was a profes-

sional element in these organisations, and it was
in a significant degree the creator of the influence

which in 1842 crystallised in the present Phil-

harmonic Society, which since then has been the

most notable institution in the field of American
instrumental music, and with whose foundation

the professional record may be said to begin.

(See Symphony Concerts in U.S.A.) It is the

only concert organisation in New York whose
history extends back to the middle of the

19th century.

The history of the choral societies using the

vernacular, which preceded the present Oratorio

Society, extends back to the last decades of the

18th century, and seems to have begun in its

larger phase—there were Glee Unions like those

of England at an earlier date

—

with movements
looking to the betterment of church music after

theshacklesof theold Psalmody had beencast ofl'.

William Tuckey, who had been a vicar-choral

in Bristol, was brought from England in 1752
to be clerk of Trinity Parish. He served in

that office for four years from Jan. 1, 1753.

At first his choir was composed of boys and girls

from the Charity School, but he succeeded in

eliminating the female element soon after he
entered upon his duties. After his departure

from Trinity Parish he continued to labour in

other parishes and outside the church walls.

He raised a subscription for which he taught
' ladies and gentlemen '

a, Te Deum, evidently

of his own composition, which he ' guaranteed

'

to be ' as good a piece of music as any of the

common Te Deums sung in any cathedral church

in England.' On Jan. 9, 1770, the samemusician

gave a concert for his own benefit, at which he
performed the overture and sixteen numbers of

Handel's 'Messiah.' A Handel and Haydn
Society, Choral Society, and Sacred Music

Society, all grew out of movements which had

their inception in the Episcopal church, and from

1825 on there was a continuous succession of

singing-societies till the field was occupied by
the organisations whose histories are told below.

The Sacred Music Society, under the direction

of Ureli Corelli Hill, one of the founders of

the Philharmonic Society, performed Handel's
' Messiah' in 1831 and Mendelssohn's ' St. Paul'

in 1838. In 1844 Hill invited Spohr and Men-
delssohn to visit New York for the purpose of

conducting a festival after the English model.

Nothing came of the enterprise at the time, but
in Feb. 1847 a Mendelssohn Festival was held

in Castle Garden, in which the Philharmonic
Society, the Gennan Liederkranz (see below),

and the Concordia took part.

Apollo Club (Borough of Brooklyn).—

A

glee club devoted chiefly to the performance of

part-songs for men's voices, though ballads and
cantatas with orchestral accompaniments are

also given. Three concerts are given each

season for the entertainment of the associate

members of the club, whose annual subscriptions

maintain the organisation. The club is the

outgrowth of a meeting of fifteen gentlemen,

chiefly church singers, held on Nov. 1, 1877.

After an accession of eight other singers and
four months of study the club gave its first

concert on March 27, 1878, the preliminary

expenses being borne by the twenty-three singers

themselves. The success of the concert led to a

reorganisation on a subscription basis at a meet-

ing held on June 5, 1878. The name 'Apollo

Club' was chosen at this meeting, the active

membership fixed at 60 voices and the associates

at 250 men^ibers. Subsequently the active list

was increased to 80, at which point it is still

maintained. On May 1, 1879, it was incor-

porated under the laws of the State ofNewYork.
The first concert under the permanent regime
was given at the Academy of Music, Brooklyn,

on Dec. 9, 1878. Three concerts have been
given every season since, and have been attended

by the ilite of Brooklyn society. Dudley Buck
(see vol. i. p. 413) wjis the first conductor of

the club, and he remained in office until Oct. 1,

1903, when, having retired from the active

pursuit of his profession, he resigned and was
succeeded by the present incumbent, one of his

pupils, John Hyatt Brewer. Mr. Brewer had
been one of the original members of the club and
its accompanist from the beginning to the date

of his election on Oct. 6, 1903. Of Mr. Buck's

many compositions the following were written

for the Apollo Club and first brought forward

at its concerts: 'The Voyage of Columbus,'

'The Bugle Song," 'Paul Revere's Ride,' 'The

Nun of Nidaros,' 'Twilight,' 'King Olafs

Christmas,' and 'Chorus of Spirits and the

Hours' firom Shelley's 'Prometheus.'

Chukch ChoralSociety.—Earlyin February

1889 a number of gentlemen met in the Rec-

tory of St. Bartholomew's Church for the pur-

pose of discussing a plan formulated by Richard
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Henry Warren, organist of the church, looking

to the production of the larger forms of ecclesi-

astical music within the walls of metropolitan

churches and under conditions calculated to

enhance their dignity and solemnity. It was

decided to hold a service at which an oratorio

should be performed under the conditions

described, and a letter was handed to Mr. Warren
assuring him of support, and commending the

undertaking. It was signed by a number of the

highest clergy and most prominent laymen in

the city. Mr. Warren at once organised a

chorus, taking his large choir of mixed voices at

St. Bartholomew's as a nucleus, and rehearsals

were begun on February 25 in the chapel of the

church. The work chosen was Gounod's ' Mors
et Vita,' which was presented (for the first time

in New York) in St. Bartholomew's Church on
April 25, in the presence of a large congregation

that had responded to the invitations. The
function was treated as strictly religious. At a

meeting held in the rooms of St. Bartholomew's

Church on Dec. 16, 1889, the Church Choral

Society was organised, the officers chosen being

J. Pierrepout Morgan, president ; theRight Eev.

H. C. Potter, Bishop of New York, and the

Rev. E. Winchester Donald, vice-presidents

;

Henry W. Hayden, secretary ; John Murray
Mitchell, treasurer ; and Richard Henry Warren,

musical director. The plan adopted for financial

support was to obtain subscriptions to the num-
ber of 250 at $15 each, the subscribers to be

known as associate members of the Society and
to receive tickets of invitation to the Society's

services. These services were continued uninter-

ruptedly for seven years, each programme being

performed once in the afternoon and again in

the evening of the succeeding day. Then there

came a suspension of activities until the spring

of 1903, when a tentative service led to their

resumption on the old lines. Mr. Warren has

remained the musical director. In its first

epoch the Church Choral Society performed the

following works : Gounod's ' Mors et Vita ' (first

time in New York), Beethoven's Mass in C,

Bach's ' God's Time is Best, ' Magnificat in D,
'Bin' Feste Burg,' DvofAk's 'Stabat Mater,'

Requiem Mass (first time in America), Mass in

D (first time in America), Liszt's 'Thirteenth

Psalm (first time in New York), Mendelssohn's

'Hymn of Praise,' and 'Lauda Sion,' George

W. Chadwick's ' Phoenix expirans ' (first time
in New York), Mackenzie's ' Veni, Creator

Spiritus ' (first time in America), Schumann's
' Advent Hymn, ' Schubert's ' Song of Miriam,

'

Saint-Saens's Nineteenth Psalm, Horatio W.
Parker's ' Hora Novissima ' (first time), Harry
Rowe Shelley's ' Vexilla Regis ' (first time). In
the second epoch up to the season 1905-6 :

Bach's ' Bide with Us,' Elgar's ' Light of Life

'

(first time in America), Coleridge Taylor's ' The
Atonement' (first time in America), Bach's
' God is a Sun and Shield, ' Liszt's Thirteenth

Psalm, DvoMk's 'Te Deum Laudamus,' Mendels-

sohn's 'Hymn of Praise,' Brahms's 'Song of

Destiny,' Elgar's ' Te Deum ' and ' Benedictus

'

(first time in America), Dvorak's Mass in D,

Gounod's 'De Profundis,' Saint-Saens's 'The

Deluge,' Gounod's 'St. Cecilia Mass,' and
Parker's 'Hora Novissima.'

The Deutsohbk Libdbrkeanz is perhaps

the most striking representative in the United

States of the musical club developed on the

German lines which combine the cultivation of

music with good fellowship, social and domestic

enjoyments. Like similar clubs on both sides

of the Atlantic its primary purpose was the

promotion of Mdnnergesang—the German part-

song for men's voices. With this was combined

the social element which grew out of the meet-

ings of the singers, and to these features were

added the higher artistic conceptions as popular

musical culture grew, not only among the people

in general but also among the citizens of German
birth. The confessed purpose of such clubs was

and is the perpetuation of love for some of the

characteristic elements of German civilisation.

To this end the clubs periodically make more
or less strenuous efforts to uphold German as

the language of social communication in the

club-houses as it is the ofilcial language of the

clubs. Naturally the task grows more and
more difficult as the original immigrants die

and the younger generation, born and educated

in the country, take their places. In turn, how-
ever, the German clubs have strongly influenced

the club life of the American people, and, as

may be seen in the historical sketch of the Cin-

cinnati Festivals in this Dictionary, have done
much to promote popular musical culture,

especially in the choral department. The con-

certs of the Deutscher LiSDEKKRAifZ and of

the other prosperous societies modelled upon it,

though private functions, are of the highest

artistic value, combining performances by emi-

nent artists and orchestras with the singing of

German part-songs and choral works in the

largest and most dignified forms. The clubs

have also been influential in the introduction of

German opera, giving amateur performances of

German lyric dramas at a time when there were

no professional organisations in America to

represent this form of art. In addition to such

amateur performances the German societies in

New York also provided choruses for the first

professional representations of operas like

Wagner's ' Tannhauser ' and ' Lohengrin.'

When the first steps to organise the Lieder-

kranz were taken in the fall of 1846 the German
population in New York was small, but already

boasted a singing-society called the Gfesangverein

der Sodal-Beformer, a name which betrays its

bond of union to have been as much political

as artistic. Dr. Hermann E. Ludwig, a promi-

nent physician of the city, called the first meet-

ing which was held on a Sunday afternoon in
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the Shakespeare Hotel, a German hostelry much
frequented by persons of musical inclinations.

Those who responded to the call numbered 150,
but this number was out down to twenty-five,

when it was proposed to assess would - be

members twenty-five cents each. Nevertheless

an organisation was effected on Jan. 9, 1847,
the name Deutscher Liederkranz agreed on and
Dr. Ludwig elected president. A musician

named Krauskopf was elected conductor. He
got into a quarrel with his singers within a few

months and resigned, but Dr. Ludwig remained
president till his death in 1856. Eehearsals

were begun in the Shakespeare Hotel, and the

first concert was given in the Apollo Rooms,
then the fashionable concert-hall of the city, on
May 17, 1847. The chorus numbered about

100. Julius Hecht succeeded him on August
20 of the same year. On August 24 the Lieder-

kranz joined with the singing -society of the

Social Reformers in an invitation to the German
singing-societies of Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
Newark to form a union to be called the Sdnger-

bund. Nothing seems to have resulted from
this beyond some meetings, but the North
American Siingerbund was organised in Cin-

cinnati in 1849. (See Cincinnati Musical
Festivals.) In October Sivori and Herz gave

a concert in which the Liederkranz participated,

thus beginning a species of public activity which
was frequently exercised in later years, as, for

instance, in the concerts of Jenny Lind, Thal-

berg, the Mendelssohn Festival of 1848 (which

was attended by an audience of 8000), William

Vincent Wallace and the Philharmonic Society.

In February 1849, Hecht resigned, and was
succeeded by Wilhelm Miiller, who had been a

conductor in Brunswick. He lasted less than

a year and a Mr. Weisheit, whose tenure of

office was no longer, was elected. Then there

came a man who remained at the musical helm
of the society a fuU generation, and saw it grow

from a modest singing-society to a wealthy and
influential institution, playing an important

rQle in the city's life. This was Agriol Paur,

who was elected conductor in May 1850, and
remained in active duty till he retired as hono-

rary conductor with salary in 1884. Two years

before Theodore Thomas (q.v.) had been elected

to perfonn the duties which were become too

onerous for Mr. Paur, and at various times during

the next two years Edward Heimendahl and
Arthur Mees were frequently called in to assist

Mr. Thomas, who was unable to devote himself

to the work of training the singers. He declin-

ing a re-election, in 1884 Eeinhold L. Herman
was elected and served five years. Heinrich

Zoellner was called to the post from Cologne, and

remained in office from 1890 tUl 1898. From
1898 till 1903 the conductor was Dr. Paul

Klengel, who came from Leipzig, and he was

succeeded by the present incumbent, Arthur

Claassen.

VOL. Ill

The club was active during its early years in

manifesting sympathy with the revolutionists

in Germany, and the influx of political refugees

in 1849 resulted in a strengthening of its

membership. In 1 8 5 1 it gave two performances

of Lortzing's opera 'Gzaarund Zimmermann,'
but the financial results were disastrous, and the

Society did little in the line of opera afterward.

Internal dissensions resulted in a defection

in the membership and the organisation of the

Mannergesangverein Arion {q.v.) in 1854. A
women's chorus, which has participated in the

concerts of the Society since, was organised in

1856. The present membership is about 1400,

of which 150 are active, the rest associate.

The women's chorus numbers from 60 to 75.

The Kneisel Quaetet. (See Boston Musi-
cal Societies and Kneisel.) New York has
been the home of Mr. Kneisel and his associates

since the autumn of 1905.

Manneegesangvekbin Aeion. The char-

acter of this Society is like that of the Lieder-

kranz, of which it is an offshoot, and what has

been said in general about German singing-

societies applies to it. As compared with the

Liederkranz it may be said that it has a larger

devotion to characteristically German things

and German methods, and a slightly larger

proportion of active members. It has also

adhered to its original mission as a promoter

of songs for men's voices, ahd has never culti-

vated music for mixed voices, or founded a
women's choir. Its membership in 1906 is

about 1 1 0, ofwhom 150 form the active chorus.

In the summer of 1892 sixty singers were sent

by the Society to make a tour of the principal

cities of Germany under the direction of Frank
van der Stucken, and made a profound impres-

sion by the excellence of their performances.

In January 1854, fourteen members of the

Liederkranz, disagreeing violently with the

majority of that Society, seceded and organised

a club to which they gave the name Manner-
gesangverein Arion. Within a week they gave

a concert in the Apollo Rooms. The first con-

ductor was a musician named Meyerhofer, who
was succeeded by Carl Bergmann {q.v.). Berg-

mann remained in the position, barring a short

interregnum in 1862, till 1870. Other con-

ductors for short terms were Carl Anschiitz,

F. L. Ritter, V. Hartmann, and H. Grenier.

In 1871 Dr. Leopold Damrosch {q.v.) was
brought from Breslau, and he remained con-

ductor until 1884, when he made way for

Frank van der Stucken {q.v.), who was suc-

ceeded in the fall of 1895 by Julius Lorenz,

the present incumbent. In addition to the

customary music for men's voices, the Arion,

from the beginning of its career, cultivated

operettas. In 1855 a work of this kind, com-

posed by Carl Bergmann and called ' Mordgrund-
bruck,' was performed, and a year later 'Der

Gang zum Eiaenhammer ' by the same composer.

2b
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Amusing little works in the same style, which
do not call for female voices, are stiU given at

long intervals of time, but only for the diversion

of the members and their families. The choruses

in the first Wagner opera ever performed in

America were sung by the active members of

the MannergesangvereinArion. This was 'Tann-

hauser,' produced under the direction of Karl

Bergmann at the Stadt Theater in the Bowery
on August 27, 1859. In 1869 the Society gave

a public performance of 'Der Freisohiitz.'

Mendelssohn Glbb Club. Formally organ-

ised on May 21, 1866, and incorporated under

the laws of the State of New York on Oct. 21,

1876. The club cultivates unaccompanied part-

songs, and its active membership is composed
almost wholly of professional singers. There
are five classes of members, namely, active,

associate, retired, life, and honorary. Active

membership is limited to sixty, and the list is

not only always full, but there has been a large

waiting-list for years, the privilege of member-
ship being highly prized amongst local singers.

They pay fees, but at a lesser rate than the

other members, and are held to strict account

in respect of attendance and capability ; absence

from two stated meetings is tantamount to

resignation, and they are subject at all times

to examination as to their qualifications from
an artistic point of view. After five years of

service active members are entitled to election

as associates. Betired members are such as

have sung for the club ten years or more. Life

and honorary members are chosen by ballot,

the former on meeting certain requirements of

the constitution of the club, and paying $500.

The concerts of the club, which are of the

highest order, are given solely for the enter-

tainment of the members and guests whom
they invite. All the business of the club is

in the hands of the active members. In the

formative period of the club's history, meetings

having been held in the winter of 1865-66,

rehearsals were conducted by a Mr. Schripf and
Mr. Albites. In 1867, however, Joseph Mosen-
thal was elected conductor, and such he remained
till his death, which came to him suddenly in

one of the club's rooms in 1896. Mr. Mosen-
thal, a native of Cassel, was a violinist, pupil

of Spohr, and for many years one of the leading

church musicians of New York. The season

of 1896 was filled out by Arthur "Woodruff, one

of the active members, whereupon Edward A.
MacDowell (g.v.) was elected, serving till May
1898, being succeeded by Arthur Mees, who,

in 1904, gave way to Frank Damrosoh (g.v.)..

Mr. Mosenthal wrote a number of songs for the

club, among the best known of which are ' The
Sailors' Song,' 'Music of the Sea,' 'Blest Pair

of Sirens,' ''Thanatopsis.' EeinholdL. Herman
wrote for it ' Song of the Seasons,' and W. W.
Gilchrist ' Ode to the Sun,' ' Autumn Day,' and
'Dreaming Forever."

Musical Aet Sooibtt. (See ante, p. 335.)

New York Symphony Orchbbtbx. (See

Symphony Conobrts, U.S.A.)
Oeatorio Society. When Dr. Leopold

Damrosch came to New York in 1871 to assume

the conductorship of the Mannergesangverein

Arion he had been for fourteen years conductor

of singing -societies as well as the Symphony
Orchestra in Breslau. It was but natural,

therefore, that he should have felt a desire to

exercise a wider usefulness than was opened to

him by his duties as conductor of a choir of

men's voices, vrith the restricted field of music

cultivated by it. Moreover, the leading choral

society of the city was falling into a somnolency,

which augured ill for choral music. In the

spring of 1873 he invited a number of singers

to his house, and submitted a, proposition to

form a singing-society of mixed voices which
should consistently cultivate the higher forms

of the art. The singers decided to make a

beginning. True to its traditions, which show
that choral music in New York had its begin-

nings within its walls. Trinity Parish gave the

new choir the use of "rrinity Chapel as a meet-

ing-place. Fifteen or eighteen persons attended

the first rehearsal.
_
Summer interrupted the

meetings, and after the customary vacation it

v/as thought wise to change the study room to

a wareroom of the Enabe firm of pianoforte

manufacturers. There, too, the first concert

of the infant Society was held on Dec 3, 1873.

Neither Dr. Damrosch nor the o6Bcers, at the

head of whom stood Prof. F. A. P. Barnard,

president of Columbia College, thought it advis-

able to ask public support for the concert. The
programme embraced a chorale by Bach, Mozart's

'Ave Verum,' the motet 'Adoramns te,' by
Palestrina, a part-song by Mendelssohn, and
some of the airs and choruses from Handel's

'Samson.' The choir numbered between fifty

and sixty, and the artistic success attained was
most pronounced and encouraging. Thus was
the Oratorio Society launched, which soon

assumed the task of maintaining the oratorio

in New York. A public hall was hired for the

second concert on Feb. 26, 1874, at which the

programme was still of a miscellaneous character,

comprising again a chorale by Bach, Orlando
Lasso's 'And the Angel,' Michael Haydn's
'Tenebrae facta sunt,' Handel's 'Zadok, the

Priest.' At the third concert, on May 12, 1874,
the Society entered upon its mission. It, and
public interest in it, had grown apace, and it

was found possible to perform an entire oratorio

with orchestral accompaniment. Naturally the

work was ' Samson.' The prospectus issued at

the outset stated the purpose of the new Society

to be the cultivation ' of the highest style of

sacred and secular music,' and though the

oratorio was admitted to be the objective point,

yet the compositions of masters like Lotti,

Anerio, Palestrina, Lasso, Purcell and Bach
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were admitted to be within the purview of its

activities. The third concert was held in

Steinway Hall, then the best and most fashion-

able concert-room in the city. On Christmas
night, 1874, the Oratorio Society took from the

palsied hands of the Harmonic Society, which
went out of existence, the pious duty of an
annual performance of the 'Messiah,' a duty
which it has performed ever since, and which,

indeed, has enabled it to continue its ministra-

tions. The Harmonic Society had performed

Handel's sacred oratorio annually in the

Christmastide ever since its organisation in

1850. Since its organisation the Oratorio

Society, numbering on an average 400 singers,

has given three or four concerts annually, first

at Steinway Hall, then the Academy of Music,

Metropolitan Opera House, and Carnegie Hall.

Dr. Damrosch was conductor from the begin-

ning down to his death in February 1885. He
was succeeded by his son, Walter Damrosch
(q.v.), who served untU the season 1898-99,

when he in turn yielded to his brother, Frank
Damrosch (g.v.). Following is a list of the

works performed by the Oratorio Society in

the order of their production : Handel, ' Samson

'

and 'Messiah,' 1874; L. Damrosch, 'Euth
and Naomi,' 1875; Mendelssohn, 'St. Paul,'

1875; Liszt, 'Christus' (first part), 1876;
Mendelssohn, 'The First Walpurgis Night,'

1876; Schumann, 'Paradise and the Peri,'

1876; Mendelssohn, 'Elijah,' 1876; Bach,
' Actus Tragicus,' 1877 ; Brahms, ' A German
Requiem ' (first time in America), 1877; Haydn,
'The Creation,' 1877 ; Handel, 'Judas Macca-

beus,' 1877; Haydn, 'The Seasons," 1878;
Handel, 'Alexander's Feast," 1878; Kiel,

' Christus ' (first time in America), 1879
;

Bach, 'St. Matthew Passion,' 1880; Handel,
' L'Allegro, II Pensieroso ed il Moderate,' 1881

;

Rubinstein, "The Tower of Babel,' 1881
;

Handel, ' Israel in Egypt," 1882; Bach, 'Vain

and Fleeting," 1882 ; L. Damrosch, ' Sulamith
'

(first performance), 1882 ; Berlioz, ' Grand'

Messe des Morta," 1882 ; Cowen, ' St. Ursula,'

1883 ; Wagner, 'Parsifal' (as an oratorio), 1886

;

Liszt, 'Christus,' 1887; Mozart, 'Requiem,'

1887 ; Schumann, 'Scenes from Faust' (third

part), 1887 ; Eduard Grell, Mass a cappella,

1889; Brahms, 'Commemorative Sentences,'

1890; Saint -Saens, 'Samson and Delilah,'

1892 ; Tinel, ' St. Francis ' (first time in

America), 1893; Dvorak, 'Psalm cxlix.,' 1895;

Verdi, 'Manzoni Requiem,' 1896; Gounod,

'The Redemption," 1897; Parker, 'St. Christo-

pher,' 1898; Goetz, ' 137th Psahn," 1898; Wal-

ter Damrosch, ' Manilla Te Deum ' (first time),

1898 ; Bach, Mass in B minor, 1900 ; DvoMk,
'Requiem,' 1901 ; Elgar, 'Dream of Gerontius,'

1903 ; Elgar, ' The Apostles ' (first time in

America), 1904; Richard Strauss, 'TaiUefer'

(first time in America), 1905 ; Dvorak, ' Stabat

Mater,' 1905 ; Beethoven, Mass in D, 1905.

People's Choral Union and Singino-

Classes. These organisations are the fruits of

a movement begun in the autumn of 1892 by
Frank Damrosch to bring choral culture home
to the wage-earning classes in the population

of New York. It was the outcome of Settle-

ment work and various civic and labour move-
ments. Meetings were held in Settlement

homes and Working Girls" Clubs in the section

of the city largely occupied by Polish and
Russian Jews employed in clothing manufac-

tories. Elementary classes were at first formed

to teachsinging and sight-reading, Mr. Damrosch
beginning the work, and gradually turning it

over to sissistants. After the first year the

elementary classes, three in number, were con-

solidated into one class for more advanced

study, which met on Sunday afternoons in the

hall of Cooper Union, one of the largest rooms

in the city. A nominal fee of ten cents for

each lesson is exacted, and the classes have

been self-supporting from the beginning. The
study, beginning with the most elementary

exercises, leads up through simple rounds and
part-songs to cantatas and oratorios. Since

1897 the Choral Union has given an annual

concert, with a chorus sometimes exceeding

1000 voices, at which such works as 'Mes-

siah,' 'Elijah,' 'Samson,' Schubert's 'Miriam's

Triumph," 'Israel in Egypt," 'The Seasons,"

' St. Paul," and Bruch's ' Cross of Fire ' have

been sung. There were in 1906 about 1000

members in the elementary classes, and the

same number in the People's Choral Union.

Frank Damrosch was elected director for life.

People's Symphony Concekts. (See Sym-
phony CONOEKTS, U.S.A.)

Philharmonic Society of New York. (See

Symphony Concerts, U.S.A.)

Symphony Cokobrts for Young People.

(See Symphony Concerts, U.S.A.)

American Guild of Organists. (See vol.

i. p. 77.)

Department of Music of the Brooklyn

Institute of Arts and Sciences. The Borough

of Brooklyn is the second in size and importance

of the boroughs constituting the city of New
York. The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and

Sciences is the outgrowth of the Brooklyn

Apprentices' Library Association, which was

incorporated by the Legislature of the State of

New York onNov. 20, 1824. A charter granted

in 1843 widened the scope of the original asso-

ciation, and changed the name to the Brooklyn

Institute. There was a still greater extension

of the Institute activities in 1888, and to the

other artistic and scientific departments that of

music was added in Nov. 1891, the first public

function being a lecture on Chinese Music by

the writer. The membership of the department

was 54 originally, and Dudley Buck (See vol. i.

p. 413) was the first president. Since then the

membership has grown steadily, and in 1906
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numbered 2114. Musical knowledge is pro-

moted by means of lectures and concerts, the

largest functions being the concerts of the

Brooklyn Philharmonic Society, which have

been given under the auspices of the department

since the departure of Theodore Thomas for

Chicago. (See Brooklyn Philharmonic Society

under the head of Symphony Concerts, U.S.A.)

For the maintenance of these concerts and un-

specified concerts of chamber music the depart-

ment has a fund of $10,000, received as a bequest

under the will of Henry K. Sheldon, many years

president of the Brooklyn Philharmonic Society.

From this latter Society, on the disbandment

of its chorus, the department received a large

number of vocal scores ; it has also received

gifts of a collection of exotic instruments and
scores from James A. H. Bell and others. In
the new Academy of Music, which is under con-

struction at the time of this writing, provision

is to be made for lecture, class and concert-rooms

for the uses of the department.

The Manubckipt Society is an organisation

founded in August 1889, reorganised in 1899 as

the Society of American Musicians and Com-
posers, and again reorganised a year later for the

purpose of promoting the interests of American
composers. It had an enrolled membership
of about 100 in 1906, when, after many futile

efforts to enlist the general public in its ac-

tivities, it was pursuing the policy of holding

meetings for its members and invited guests at

intervals of a month, for the purpose of

hearing compositions by its members in the

smaller forms. H. E. K.

NIBELUNGEK. See King des Nibel-
UNGBN, DbR.
NICHELMANN, Cheistoph, was born Aug.

13, 1717, at Treuenbrietzen in Brandenburg.

He was pupil and first treble in the choir-school

of St. Thomas, Leipzig, and thus enjoyed his

first musical instruction from Sebastian Bach.

Spitta says it was from Frisdemann Bach that

he had his lessons on the clavier, although

Friedemann can only have been a very young
man at the time. Nichelmann betook himself

for a time to Hamburg, where he made the

acquaintance of Mattheson and Telemann.

Coming to Berlin in 1738 he continued his

studies in counterpoint under Quanz, and in

1744, probably on the recommendation of

Emanuel Bach, was appointed Second Cembalist

or Harpsichord player to the Eoyal Chapel, in

which capacity his chief duty was to accom-

pany the flute -playing of King Frederick the

Great. In 1 756, for some reason or other, he was

dismissed from the chapel, but continued to live

at Berlin by giving private lessons, though

always in straitened circumstances, till his death

July 20, 1762. He was highly esteemed by his

Berlin contemporaries as a composer of odes and
-works for clavier, and many of his works ap-

peared in the various collections of clavier-pieces

and odes, such as the Musikalische AlUrlei of

1760, and other similar works edited by F. W.
Marpurg. Twelve clavier-sonatas, their style

resemblingthatof Emanuel Bach, were published

in two parts as op. 1 and op. 2 by Schmid of

Nuremberg, and six of them reappeared in

London. A large nimiber of clavier-concertos

and other works, including a serenata, 'The
Dream of Scipio,' performed at Berlin before the

King in 1 746, exist in MS. Nichelmann is also

known as the author of a treatise on the nature

of melody (Die Melodie nouih ihrem Wesen, etc.)

published in 1755, which provoked some con-

troversy. The six sonatas forming op. 2, and
other pieces, are reprinted in the 'Tresor des

Pianistes.' J. K. M.

NICHOLL, Horace Wadham (a descendant

of the founder of Wadham College, Oxford),

bom at Tipton, near Birmingham, March 17,

1848, taught music by his father, and Samuel
Prince, was organist at Dudley, near Birming-

ham in 1867-70 ; at Stoke-on-Trent, 1868-70
;

and while at the latter place was persuaded by
an American gentleman to go to Pittsburg,

where he became organist of St. Paul's Cathedral,

and afterwards at a presbyterian church. He
lived in New York from 1878 onwards, for two
years as organist of St. Mark's. As a composer

he unites great contrapuntal skill with a taste

that is uncomprisingly ' modern
'

; his organ

pieces, by which alone he is so far known in

Europe, include twelve symphonic preludes and
fugues, a symphonic poem called ' Life, ' in six

movements, and works in various forms. Among
his most important compositions in other forms

are a cycle of four oratorios (1880-90), 'Adam,'
' Abraham,' ' Isaac,' and ' Jacob,' all in MS. ; a

setting of 'The Golden Legend," a 'Cloister

Scene ' for choir and orchestra (op. 6) ; and a

mass in E flat, also published. Among his

orchestral works are a suite, op. 3, symphonic
fantasias, opp. 5 and 7 ; a symphony in G minor,

'The Nation's Mourning,' op. 8 ; another in C,

op. 12 ; symphonic poems, 'Tartarus,' op. 11,

and 'Hamlet,' op. 14, and a 'scherzo-fugue'

for small orchestra, op. 15. Besides these there

are numerous pianoforte pieces, songs, anthems,
etc., and some chamber music and text-books.

(Baker's Biog. Did., of Mus.) M.

NICHOLLS, Agnes, born July 14, 1877, at

Cheltenham, was educated first at the Bedford
HighSchool, where she studied singing and violin

playing. In 1894 she gained a scholarship at

the Royal College of Music, and studied singing

there six years under Mr. Visetti. During this

period she made her debuts on the stage at the

Lyceum Theatre, Nov. 20, 1895, as the heroine

on the revival of Purcell's ' Dido and ^neas,

'

and Dec. 11, 1896, as Anne Page, on the pro-

duction in English of Verdi's 'Falstaff.' In

1897 she sang at the Gloucester Festival. As
a student, she sang thrice before Queen Victoria,

as Javotte at a private performance at Windsor
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of Delibes's ' Le Eoi I'a dit,' in the ' Hymn of
Praise' on Jubilee Sunday, 1897, with Albani
and Lloyd, and in 1899, the principal soprano
music in 'Elijah,' on both these latter occa-

sions at St. George's Chapel, under Sir W.
Farratt. On leaving the College she had
further vocal instruction from Mr. John Acton
of Manchester. On May 14, 1901, she made
her d^but at Covent Garden as the Dewman in
' Hansel und Gretel,' and was re-engaged there

in 1904-6 and sang as Micaela, Donna Elvira,

Woglinde, and Helmwige. But it is as a

concert and oratorio singer that she has estab-

lished her reputation, and has sung at all the

principal festivals, the Richter concerts in

London and Manchester, the London festivals

under Weingartner, the Royal Choral Society,

etc. She appeared at the Cincinnati Festival

and at the Jubilee Concerts at the Crystal

Palace in 1904. On July 15 of the same
year she married Mr. Hamilton Harty, the

well-known musician and accompanist. She
is the possessor of a fine soprano voice of con-

siderable compass and execution. A. c.

NICHOLSON, Charles, born at Liverpool,

1796, son of a flute-player, became the most
eminent of English flautists. After performing

in the orchestras of Drury Lane and Covent

Grarden he was engaged, about 1823, as principal

flute at the Opera, the Philharmonic Society,

the country festivals, etc. His playing was
remarkable for purity and brilliance of tone and
neatness of execution, and his admirable manner
of performing an adagio. He published a flute

preceptor and numerous concertos, fantasias,

solos, and other pieces for his instrument. He
died in London, March 26, 1837. w. H. H.

NICODE, Jean Louis, was born August 12,

1853, at Jerczig, near Posen, capital of the

German province of that name, which adjoins

the Polish frontier line. His father, a skilful

amateur violinist, had a small estate at Jerczig
;

but owing to bad fortune, lost his money, and

was obliged to turn his violin - playing to

account in order to support his family. In

furtherance of this scheme he removed to Berlin

in 1856. Here the young Nicod^, who had
already shown very decided aptitude for music,

was for some years taught by his father and
the organist Hartkass, until, in the beginning

of 1869, he entered the Neue Akademie der

Tonkunst, where he studied the piano under

KuUak, harmony under Wiierst, counterpoint

and composition under Kiel. His abilities

were very highly thought of during these

student days, and when he left the Akademie

he was able to succeed well as a teacher in

Berlin, and also to establish the Nicode Concerts,

at which he proved himself to be a brilliant and

attrsictive pianist. A concert tour through

Galicia and Roumania with Mme. Desir^e Art8t

increased his reputation so much that in 1878

he was led to remove to Dresden in order to

become a Professor at the Royal Conservatorium,

of which Franz Wiillner was Artistic Director.

Here he remained until Wiillner was ejected

from his post as Director of the Opera in 1885,

when Nicod^ left the Conservatorium and
became Director of the Philharmonic Concerts.

He held this post for three years, gaining

great success, but in 1888 he gave up his

appointment in order to devote himself entirely

to composition. However, in 1893 he again

appeared as a conductor, and on the establish-

ment of the Dresden ' Neusteidt Chorgesang-

verein' Nicod^ was appointed Director, a

position which he stiU retains (1906). As a
pianist his style is full of warmth and artistic

power ; and as a conductor he shows an artistic

insight and a genial warmth of comprehension
which lead him to give intrepretations that are

full of breadth and humanity. Whilst pre-

serving the dignity of music he recognises the

popular sympathies of musicians, so that his

readings appeal to both the trained musician
and the general public. These qualities of the
man naturally come out in his compositions,

which, although occasionally showing the in-

fluence of other composers whom he admires

(such as Schumann), are full of interest land

poetry. Unfortunately his small works are

not very numerous, a few fugitive pieces and
the ' Liebesleben ' for piano being among the

best known ; only three songs appear to have
been printed. Among the larger works for

orchestra, 'Marie Stuart,' 'Symphonic Varia-

tions,' ' Die Jagd nach dem GlUck,' ' Das Meer,'

and ' Gloria,' Nieod^ shows a steady advance in

power of invention, construction, development,
and skill in orchestration. ' Marie Stuart ' is a
brilliant piece of character-painting. ' Die Jagd
nach dem Gliick ' is a ' Phantasiestiick ' which,

although practically a bravura piece, is not at

all commonplace. In the ' Symphonic Varia-

tions ' a beautiful theme is treated with unusual

skill. It was in 1888 that Nicod^ produced
his more important work ' Das Meer, ' a sym-
phony for full orchestra, organ, male chorus,

and solos, the poem by Karl Wijrmann. This
work is full of breadth and daring ; the

imagination shown in the music being even
better than that of the writer of the poem. Not
content with these limitations Nicod6 set to

work upon his latest great composition, ' Gloria,'

produced 1904. This is what may be called a

Symphonic Opera without voices, for it occupies

a whole evening in performance. Scored for a

very large orchestra, organ, harps, male chorus,

and boys' solo, it is laid out in six movements;
in which great use is made of a number of

Leitmotifs, and three ' quotations '—two from
the 'Missa Solemnis,' and one from 'Die

Meiatersinger.' In this work Nicode shows
himself to be a master in the art of combining
melodies, as well as a clever and intelligent

scorer, with great command of construction and
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colouring. In speaking generally of hia works
viewed as a whole it may be said that he has

the character of a poetical lyrical artist with a

leaning towards refined drama. Nicod^'s works
are as follows :

—

Op-.
six Songs lug

. Symphony/""-
Two Waltzes.

4. Matie Stuart. Symphonic Poem (orchestra). 1881.
6. CharactorlBtlc Polonaise. PF. eolo.

6. Andenken an Schumann. Six ' PhantasiestUcke,' PF. BOlo.

?. MlBcellen. Four pieces (PF. duet).

8. Aphorlsmen. [13 KlavlerstUcke.)
9. Two Characteristic pieces. (1. Eb minor, 2. O minor), FF. Bolo.

10. Waltz Caprices. PF. duet.
11. Die Jagd nach dem OlUck. PhantaalestUck. (Orchestra.) 1882.
12. Two Studies (1. in Cjf minor, 2. in G minor).
13. Italienisohe Yolkstiinze und Lieder. (Orchestra.) In two

books. Arranged for orchestra from PF. solo.

14. Komanze for Violin and Orchestra.
15. Three Songa.
16. Scherzo Fantastique. (PP. duet.) 1877.

17. Suite for small Orchestra. (Four movements.) 1892.

18. Variations and Fugue, Db major. 1880. PF. solo.

19. Sonata, F minor. PF. solo.

20 Jubilaumsmarscb (orchestra) composed (or the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the Berlin Academy of Music. 1880.

21. Three Studies (1. F| minor, 2. F major, 8. D minor). PF. solo.

22. Bin Llebesleben (Ten Poems). PF. solo.

25. Sonata for violoncello in B minor.
24 Faschingsbllder. Four pieces (orchestra),

2c. Sonata tor violoncello in 6 major. 1882.

26. Ein Ballscene (Waltzer). PF. duet.
27. Symphonic Variations. 1883. (Orchestra.)

28. Waltzes and Burlesques. FF. solo.

29. Pictures from India. 1886.

30. Dem Andenken an Amarantha. Song Cycle.
31. Das Meer, Symphonic Ode. 1889. (Orchestra, Organ, Male

Chorus.)
32. Two pieces for String Orchestra. 2 Ohoi, 2 Horns.
33. Erbarmen. Hymn for Mezzo-Soprano and Orchestra.
34. Gloria (1904), in six movements. p g

NICOLAI, Carl Otto Ehrenpribd, eminent
composer and conductor, born at Kbnigsberg,

June 9, 1810. His home was unhappy, and his

education neglected, except for the piano, which
he was well taught. At sixteen he ran away,

but found a protector in Justizrath Adler of

Stargard, who assisted him in his studies, and
in 1827 sent him to Berlin, where he took

lessons from Zelter and Klein. In 1833 the

Chevalier de Bunsen sent for him to Rome as

organist to the chapel of the Prussian Embassy,

and there, under,Baini, he studied the ancient

Italian masters, without neglecting those of

modem date. Towards the close of 1837 he

went to Vienna, and became capellmeister and
singing-master of the Kamthnerthor Theater,

returning to Home in Oct. 1838. He then

composed a series of operas in the prevailing

taste of the day. ' Enrico Secondo ' and ' Ros-

monda d' Inghilterra' (1839) were given at

Trieste, and 'II Templario' (1840) with great

success at Turin ; but ' Odoardo e GUdippe

'

(Genoa, 1841) and ' II Proscritto ' (Milan, 1841)

were not so well received. In 1841 he accepted

the first capellmeistership of the court opera at

Vienna, and remained till Easter, 1847, highly

appreciated as a conductor. Here were produced

his 'Templario' (1841, German, 1845) and 'Die

HeimkehrdesVerbannten'(1844), a remodelling

of ' II Proscritto,' in which Staudigl was much
applauded. With the avowed object of giving

first-rate performances of Beethoven's Sym-
phonies, he founded the Philharmonic concerts,

the first of which took place March 28, 1842.

A mass (composed 1843) dedicated to Frederick

William IV., and » Fest-ouvertiire for the

Jubilee of the University of Konigsberg (1844)

led to his appointment as director of the newly

founded Domohor, and Court-Oapellmeister of

the opera in Berlin, and he gave a farewell

concert in the large Redoutensaal at Vienna

(April 1, 1847), at which Jenny Lind sang, and

some of the instrumental music in ' Die lustigen

Weiber von Windsor ' was produced for the first

time. He completed that opera in Berlin, and

the first performance took place on March 9,

1849, with brilliant success, which he did not

live to enjoy, as he expired of apoplexy on May
1 1 . The opera was given in Vienna (with recita-

tives by Prooh), Feb. 12, 1852, and in London

(as ' Falstaff '), May 3, 1864, and long held its

place as one of the most popular of comic operas.

Nicolai had a, fine collection of Italian and

German scores, which he left to the Imperial

library at Berlin. Mendel's Otto Mcolai (Berlin,

Heimann) contains a catalogue of all his works,

printed and in MS., the latter being numerous,

and including a symphony, a requiem, and a Te
Deum. He was an honorary member of the

Society Cecilia of Rome, and of the Filarmonici

of Bologna. The Tonkiinstler-Verein of Berlin

erected in 1851 a monument over his grave in

the churchyard of Dorotheenstadt. c. F. P.

NICOLAI, Dr. Philipp, was born August

10, 1556, at Mengeringhausen in the Princi-

pality of Waldeck. He served as Lutheran

Pastor at Dortmund and Cologne, was then for

a while Court-preacher to the Dowager Countess

of Waldeck, Pastor again at Unna in West-
phalia, and finally from 1601 to his death, Oct.

26, 1608, First Pastor of the Church of St.

Katherine, Hamburg. It was during a severe

visitation of the plague at Unna in Westphalia

that he wrote and afterwards published his

Freudenspiegel des evrigen Lebens (Frankfort

1599), containing the words and melodies of

the two well-known Chorales, 'Wachet auf,

ruft uns die Stimme,' and ' Wie schbn leuehtet

uns der Morgenstem,' on which Sebastian Bach
based two of his most beautiful church cantatas.

Nioolai himself was musician enough to har-

monise these and other chorale melodies for

four voices. Winterfeld erroneously supposed

the words of 'Wie schbn leuehtet uns der

Morgenstern ' to have been a spiritual parody
of a secular love-song ' Wie schbn leuchten die

Aeugelein,' to which he concluded that the

melody originally belonged, but Wackernagel
(Das deittsche Kirchenlied, i. pp. 617-19) proved
the secular words to be of later origin than the

spiritual, so that in this case it is the secular

love-song which is the parody of the hymn and
not vice versa. In the melody Baumker (Das
katholische deiUsche Kirchenlied, ii. p. 283)
traces resemblances to the old Christmas Carol

'Resonet in laudibus.' j. r. m.

NICOLINI, originally Ernest Nicolas, son

I
of an hotel-keeper of Dinard, Brittany, was born
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at St. Male, Feb. 23, 1834. He was for a short
time a pupil at the Paris GonseTvatoire, and in

1856 gained a second ouxessit in Comic Opera.
In July 1857 he made his d^but at the Opera-
Comique in Halevy's ' Mousquetaires de la

Eeine
'
; he remained there until 1859, without

any marked success. In that year he went to

Italy, and under the name of Nicolini sang at

Milan, Florence, Turin, and elsewhere, with
fair success. He returned to Paris in 1862, to

the Salle Ventadour, with better results than
before, and sang there for several seasons till

1870.

His first appearances in England were May
21, 1866, at a concert given by Madame Lucca,

at St. James's Hall, and on the 29th of the

same month at Covent Garden, as Edgardo, but
with such moderate success that he did not

return to London untQ April 25, 1871, when
he reappeared at Drury Lane under Mapleson,

as Faust, with very fair results, and remained

for the season, distinguishing himself especially

as Baoul. In 1872 he was engaged at Covent
Garden, where he sang every year for some
time, being associated with Mme. Patti in her

various operatic triumphs. They were married

on August 10, 1886. He had an agreeable

voice of moderate power, a good stage presence,

and was a fair actor, but he adopted the tremolo

to such a degree as seriously to prejudice the

method of singing which he acquired at the

Conservatoire. He died at Pau, Jan. 19,

1898. A. 0.

NICOLINI, NicoLiNO Geimalbi, detto, one

of the greatest singers of the 18th century, was

born at Naples about 1673. He received a

good education, and could write very fair verses,

as appears from the libretti which bear his

name as their author. His voice, originally a

soprano, soon sank into a fine contralto. The
first dramas in which his name has been found

are ' TuUo Ostilio ' and ' Serse,' set by Buonon-

cini, at Rome, 1694, in which he sang with

the celebrated Pistocchi. During 1697-98, he

was the principal singer In the operas at Naples
;

and in 1699 and 1700 was again performing at

Eome. After this, he sang in other Italian

cities, including Milan and Venice ; and, being

decorated at the latter place with the Order of

St. Mark, he was thenceforth always known as

the ' Cavaliere Nicolini.'

Late in the autumn of 1708, he came to

England, drawn hither by the report of our

passion for foreign operas, and 'without any
particular invitation or engagement ' (Cibber).

Here he made his first appearance, Dec. 14, in

the ' Pyrrhus and Demetrius ' of A. Scarlatti,

translated into English by Owen Swiney (or

MacSwiney), the manager, and arranged by

N. Haym, who wrote a new overture and some

songs for it. In this, of course, Nicolini sang

his part in Italian, while other singers per-

formed theirs in English. Steele describes this

opera as ' a noble entertainment,' and declares

that he 'was fully satisfied with the sight

of an Actor [Nicolini] who, by the Grace

and Propriety of his Action and Gesture,

does Honour to an Human Figure,' and 'sets

off the Character he bears in an Opera by his

Action, as much as he does the Words of it by
his Voice. Every Limb, and every Finger,

contributes to the Part he acts, insomuch that

a deaf Man might go along with him in the

Sense of it,'—with much more to the same
purport.' The opera prices were raised on the

arrival of this performer, ' the first truly great

singerwhohad eversung inour theatre ' (Burney).

In fact, the whole scheme of the subscription

w£is probably remodelled according to his re-

commendations. Some curious papers exist, ^

the collection of Vice - Chamberlain Coke, by
which it appears that Nicolini furnished that

ofScial with a full account of the system on
which the Venetian opera was managed, and
that he suggested a similar system for that of

London. One chief feature was that a sub-

scription of 1000 gs. should be got from the

Queen (Anne) ; and on this Coke founded a,

calculation which led to the remodelling of the

opera-subscription and raising of the prices, in

order to remedy what Nicolini described as the
' annual and certain loss of money ' which our

Opera had till then suffered.

Though not attracted to London by an engage-

ment, Nicolini had been immediately secured

by Swiney for a year. Tosi, in his Treatise on
Singing, doubts whether a perfect singer can at

the same time be a perfect actor ; but Galliard,

the translator of that Treatise, says (in a note,

1742),—'Nicolini had both qualities, more than
any that have come hither since. He acted to

perfection, and did not sing much inferior. His
variations in the airs were excellent ; but in his

cadences he had a few antiquated tricks. ' Nico-

lini next appeared in ' Camilla
'

; and in May
he signed an engagement with Swiney for three

years, at a salary of 800 gs. ; the singer to

receive, in addition, £150 for a new opera 'to

be by him fitted for the English stage every

season, if such opera shall be approved of.''

On June 4 Nicolini had a concert for his

benefit at the Opera Hotise, where he continued

to sing as before. In 1710, however, he
quarrelled with Swiney, and sought, in a letter

dated May 1 8 , * to free himself from an 'esclavage

inquiet et honteux qu'on ne syauroit non plus

s'immaginer aiUeurs hors de I'Angleterre,'—his

engagement with Swiney. The principal griev-

ance, as usual, was that he had not been paid his

due salary ; but the Vice-Chamberlain patched

up the quarrel, and Nicolini continued to sing

at the theatre in 'Almahide' and 'Hydaspes,'

the libretto of the latter being his own, or at

least edited by himself. In this piece occurred

1 Tatter, Jan. 8, 1709.
B In the vrlter'a posaension. > Ibid. * Ibid.
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the famous combat with the lion, about which
Addison was so witty, while giving the greatest

possible credit to Nioolini for his acting, which
gave 'new majesty to kings, resolution to heroes,

and softness to lovers.' He wished 'that our

tragedians would copy after this great master

in action. Could they make the same use of

their arms and legs, and inform their faces with

as significant looks and passions, how glorious

would an English tragedy appear with that

action, which is capable of giving a dignity to

the forced thoughts, cold conceits, and unnatural

expressions of an Italian opera ! '
' On Feb.

24, 1711, 'Rinaldo' appeared, the chief part

being created by Nicolini, who had in it many
opportunities for displaying his powers of de-

clamation, execution, and acting. He played

in 'Antiooo,' Dec. 12, and in 'Ambleto' (his

own libretto) in the beginning of 1 7 1 2. Addison
says,^ ' I am sorry to find, by the Opera bills

for this day, that we are likely to lose the

greatest performer in dramatic Music that is

now living, or that perhaps ever appeared upon
a stage. I need not acquaint my readers, that

I am speaking of Signer Nioolini. The town
is highly obliged to that excellent artist, for

having shewn us the Italian Music in its perfec-

tion, as well as for that generous approbation

he lately gave to an opera of our own country '

in which the composer endeavoured to do justice

to the beauty of the words, by following that

noble example which has been set him by the

greatest foreign masters in that art.' Nioolini,

who took his benefit, on March 22, in 'the

Music performed before the Queen on her births

day, and the famous scene in Thomyris, by
Scarlatti,' left England at the end of this season,

and did not return till 1714, when he appeared,

June 14, ' for the last time before his voyage to

Italy. '
* He returned, however, in the following

winter, for he sang in ' Rinaldo ' (revived), Jan.

4, 1715, and afterwards in ' Amadigi.' Accord-

ing to the idea which tradition gives us of the

abilities of Nicolini, his part in this latter opera

must have drawn out all his powers, both as

singer and actor (Burney). He took his benefit

in 'Rinaldo.' In the following season (1716),
Nioolini appeared in 'Luoio Vero,' 'Amadigi,'

and 'Clearte' ; and in 1717 he sang again in
' Rinaldo ' and ' Amadigi '—his last appearances

in England. We find him at Venice in a long

run of 'Rinaldo' in 1718, again in 1723, singing

in Leo's ' Timoorate, ' and Quantz met him there

in 1726, when his singing was on the decline,

though his acting still commanded admiration.

The date of his death is not known. j. M.

NICOLO. The ordinary name in France for

NiooLO IsouARD ; see vol. ii. p. 513. G.

NICOLSON, RiCHAED, Mus.B., was on
Jan. 23, 1595-96, appointed organist and in-

structor of the choristers of Magdalen College,
1 SpectatOT. March 15, 1710-11. ^ IMd. Jnns 14. 1712.

^ Oalliard's 'Calypso and Telemachus,' words by Hughes,
* Daily Cowrant,

Oxford. In Feb. following he graduated as

Mus.B. He contributed a madrigal, 'Sing,

shepherds all,' to 'The Triumphes of Oriana,'

1601. In 1626 he was appointed the first

Professor of Music upon Heyther's founda-

tion at Oxford. He resigned his place at

Magdalen College in 1639, and died in the same
year. w. H. H.

NIECKS, Friedrich (he signs his name
Frederick), was bom on Feb. 3, 1845, at Diissel-

dorf, where his father was an orchestral musician,

teacher, andconductor. Fromhim Niecks learnt

the elements of music and violin playing, before

studying under a local organist and, sub-

sequently, under Langhans, Julius Grunewald,
and Leopold Auer, for violin, and under Julius

Tausch, for composition and pianoforte playing.

At the age of thirteen Niecks made his first

public appearance as a violinist at a concert of

the Musikverein in Diisseldorf, where he played

De Beriot's second concerto ; and about the

same time he became a regular member of the

Theatre and Subscription Concerts Orchestra, a
post he retained till after he was one-and-twenty

years of age, when, owing to ill-health, he had to

abandon the idea of a public career as an instru-

mentalist. Meanwhile his general education

had been obtained from private teachers, by self-

tuition, and at Leipzig University, where he
devoted his attention chiefly to philosophy,

with a special leaning towards psychology and
aesthetics, fine arts and history. In 1868 Niecks
was induced by (Sir) A. C. Mackenzie to leave

Diisseldorf and settle in Scotland, where later

in the year he became viola player in Mackenzie's

Edinburgh quartet, and organist and teacher in

Dumfries. In 1876 a letter written to the
Monthly Musical Record, of which Prout was
editor, led to a permanent engagement in con-

nection with that paper, and in 1879 Niecks
became a regular contributor to the Musical
Tivies. His Concise Dictionary of Musical
Terms, to which is prejiaced an Introdiietion to the

Elements of Music, appeared in 1884, in which
year a second edition, revised and corrected, also

was printed ; while in 1888 his Frederick Chqpvn
as Man and Musician was published, a German
edition by W. Langhans appearing in the fol-

lowing year. In 1890 Niecks lectured before

the Royal Institution of Great Britain on the
early development of the forms of instrumental
music, and in November of the next year he
was appointed Reid Professor of Music in Edin-
burgh University. There he lectures on and
gives practical teaching in music in all its kinds,
and in each winter holds a series of not less

than four Historical Concerts, and from 1894 to

1 8 96 heleda string-quartet. Inl901he founded
a Musical Education Society, which has some
seventy or eighty members ; to it is attached a

musical circulating library. Before the Musical
Association Niecks has read many interesting

papers, including one on ' The Flat, the Sharp
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and the Natural,' and another on ' The Teaching
of Musical History.' Ready for publication are

A History of Programvme Music from the 16th
Century to the Present Time, and a volume on
3%e Nature and Capacity of Modern Music—
the latter a philosophical treatise. In 1898
Dublin University created him Mus.D. honoris

causd. B. H. L.

NIEDERMEYER, Louis, bom at Nyon,
Lake of Geneva, April 27, 1802, studied under
Moscheles and Fbrster in Vienna, Fioravanti

in Rome, and Zingarelli in Naples, where he
formed a lasting intimacy with Rossini. At
Naples he produced his first opera, ' II reo per

amore.' He next settled in Geneva, taught the

piano, and composed melodies to Lamartine's

poetry, one of which, 'Le Lac,' obtained great

success, and made his name known in Paris,

before his arrival there in 1823. Through
Rossini's influence his one-act opera, ' La Casa

nel bosco ' was produced at the Theatre Italien

(May 28, 1828), but its reception not satisfying

him he left Paris and became music-master at

a school in Brussels. Wearied of this drudgery,

he returned to Paris, and published melodies

distinguished for style and sentiment, and
worthy of the poems by Lamartine, Victor Hugo,
and Emile Deschamps, which they illustrated.

The success of these songs made Niedermeyer
anxious to return to the theatre, but ' Stradella

'

(fiveaots,Maroh3, 1837) failed, though supported

by Mile. Falcon, Nourrit, and Levasseur. It

was, however, revived in 1843 in three acts.

' Marie Stuart,' five acts (Dec. 6, 1844), was
scarcely more successful, and would be forgotten

but for its ' Adieu k la France. ' Other numbers
however, deserve attention. The revival of

the ' Donna del Lago ' having been resolved on

at the Academic, Rossini summonedNiedermeyer
to his residence at Bologna, and empowered him
to adapt the score to a French libretto entitled

'Robert Bruce,' in three acts (Dec. 30, 1846).

The opera failed, but the introduction of the

saxhorn, the eight trumpets in four different

keys in the overture, and the skill with

which various movements from ' Zelmira ' and
' Armida ' were adapted, attracted the attention

of musicians. Niedermeyter's last attempt at

opera was ' La Fronde ' (five acts. May 2, 1853)

—a failure like its predecessors. His true

vocation was sacred music. His mass with full

orchestra, his 'messes basses,' motets, and
anthems, pure in style, and abounding with

graceful melody, are still sung. We have

mentioned elsewhere his connection with

d'Ortigue in the foundation of a periodical for

sacred music, intended to maintain the old

traditions. [See MaItrisb.] Unfortunately

he knew but little of either the history or the

practice of plain-song, and his Mithode d'accom-

pagnement du Plain Chant (1855), hsistily

compiled, was severely criticised. Niedermeyer

must be ranked among the musicians whose

merits are greater than their success. Some of

his melodies will live, and the Ecole de Musique
still known by his name (a continuation of

that founded by Choron) will ensure for his

sacred works an honourable place in the reper-

toires of the Maitrises de France. He died in

Paris, March 14, 1861. [There is little ground
for supposing, as Riemann does, that he com-

posed the famous song ' Pietk, Signore ' attri-

buted to Stradella, of which Rossini was prob-

ably the real author.] a. c.

NIEDERRHEINISCHE MUSIKFESTE, i.e.

Lower Rhbnish Musical Festivals, now
held in triennial turn at Whitsuntide, at either

Dusseldorf, Aix-la-Chapelle, or Cologne, and
from an artistic point of view perhaps the most
important existing in Germany. The originator

ia said to have been Dr. Ludwig F. 0. Bischoff,
a very active musician and litterateur, who
assembled together the musicians in his province,

and instituted a ' Thuringian Musical Festival,'

which was held at Erfurt in 1811. In 1817,
Johann Schornstein, music-director at Elberfeld,

following the example of Bischoff, collected the

musical forces of Elberfeld and Diisseldorf, and
gave a performance on a large scale in the former

town, thus laying the foundation of the Lower
'Rhenish Festivals. For the success of the

Elberfeld attempt was decided enough to induce

several of the most influential persons in the
two towns mentioned to take the matter in

hand, and to arrange two grand concerts for

Whitsuntide, which should take placealternately

at Elberfeld and Diisseldorf. The organisation

of these concerts exacted so much labour and
trouble that it was resolved to propose to a
third neighbouring city to take part in them,

and an offer of co-operation was made to Cologne,

which at first declined the proposal. The first

four festivals were, therefore, held at Elberfeld

and Dusseldorf alternately.

From the time of the retirement of Elberfeld

in 1827, Aix gave in its definite adhesion, and
except during the political disturbances from
1848 to 1850, and also in 1852 and 1859, these

festivals have since occurred at Diisseldorf,

Aix, or Cologne.

Without entering into the detail of each occa-

sion, a few facts maybementioned. The fifteenth

meeting, at Diisseldorf, in 1833, may be con-

sidered the most important which had occurred,

and as marking a new epoch in the history of

these now renowned festivals. For it was on
this occasion that the direction of the music
was first entrusted to Mendelssohn, then in his

twenty -sixth year.' Another distinguishing

feature was a third concert improvised by him
on the morning of Whitsun-Tuesday, which was
subsequently known as the ' Artists' concert,'

in consequence of the introduction at it of

detached and solo pieces. In 1835 Mendelssohn

conducted at Cologne, and on the following

1 See under Mbitdblssohn, pp. 129, 130.

25
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Whitsuntide directed the eighteenth festival at

Diisseldorf, on which occasion his oratorio 'St.

Paul ' was produced. He reproduced Handel's

'Joshua' at Cologne in 1838, and on that occa-

sion continued his great work for his country and

for the musical world generally of reviving the

superb choral works of Sebastian Bach, which,

partly in consequence of their extraordinary

number and want of classification and publica-

tion, had been suffered to remain almost in

disuse, until resuscitated by one of the greatest

disciples of the glorious ' Cantor of Leipzig.'

At the twenty-first festival, at Diisseldorf, in

1839, Mendelssohn was again at the helm,

introducing there his 42nd Psalm ' As the hart

pants,' and at the ' Artists' concert ' playing his

second pianoforte concerto. In 1842 he con-

ducted at Diisseldorf, and made its festival

memorable by the introduction of the 'Lob-

gesang,' which had been already performed at

Leipzig and Birmingham ; and in 1846, at Aix,

for the seventh and last time, he directed a grand

selection, when Jenny Lind sang, and produced

extraordinary enthusiasm—the occasion being

recorded as the 'Jenny-Lind-Fest. ' Her singing

of Mendelssohn's 'Auf Flugeln des Gesanges'

and 'Friihlingslied,' at the 'Artists' concert,' is

described by chroniclers of this festival as pre
ducing an effect wholly unparalleled. In 1852
no festival took place, but in the following year

Hiller and Schumann shared the direction at

Diisseldorf, respectively contributing a Psalm—
the 125th, and a Symphony—in D minor.

From this time the Rhenish Festivals became
in some respects even more than previously

interesting. The great composer who had done
so much for them had indeed passed away, but
so great a. fame had been secured for them,
partly in consequence ofthe memorable occasions

on which Mendelssohn had presided, and also

on account of the engagement ofmore celebrated

soloists and of the selection of fuller if not more
interesting programmes, as to attract for these

Whitsuntide meetings more attention, and to

draw musical visitors from all parts. In 1855,

at Diisseldorf, Mme. Lind-Ooldschmidt sang in

Haydn's 'Creation,' Schumann's ' Paradise and
Peri,' and at the Artists' concert.

Diisseldorf was fortunate enough in 1863
again to secure her services, and the choral

selections were conducted by Herr Otto Gold-

schmidt. An unusual and interesting feature

on this occasion was an organ solo by Herr van
Eyken, who played Bach's great prelude and
fugue in 6 minor. The following Whitsuntide,
1866, Madame Lind-Goldschmidt was once more
heard at a Diisseldorf festival, in i^andel's
' Messiah ' and Schumann's ' Paradise and Peri,'

etc., Madame Schumann, Auer, and Stockhausen
being the other soloists, and Herren 0. Gold-
schmidt and Tausch conducting.

[The festival held at Diisseldorf in 1902 was
specially interesting to English musicians, since

the performance of Elgar's 'Dream of Gerontius'

called forth one of the rare instances of con-

tinental recognition of English art.]

To this brief glance at their origin and pro-

gress, a few remarks may be added as to the

distinctive features of these and other German
festivals, which strike an hdbitvA at our own
large musical gatherings. Perhaps the most

important difference is the greater care in pre-

paration. Far more time is devoted to rehearsals

of full band and choros, under the conductor's

direction, than with us. Hence theperformances

are undoubtedly more finished than at English

festivals, at which only two hurried rehearsals

take place for seven or eight performances. In

Germany six full rehearsals are held for three

concerts.

In the next place, the first object in England
is to raise money : in Germany the great object

is to benefit art. One of the bad results of our

system is that committees shrink from risking

the performance of any but popular works which
will draw and ' pay. ' One of the good results

of the foreign plan is that only classical works

of high artistic merit are given. No such

selections as some of those at evening concerts

at our festivals ^ would be tolerated in Germany.

In the Bhiueland aU classes rejoice at an
opportunity to take part in 'das liebliche

Friihlingsfest. ' Eemuneration appears to be a

secondary consideration ; indeed the services of

the chorus, which often comprises members of

the best families, are gratuitous, and are given

con amore. And one consequence of this, and
of a general agreement and enthusiasm on the

part of the amateur performers, is a moderate

charge for tickets.

Carl Klingemann, Mendelssohn's friend, writ-

ing to England concerning the Diisseldorf meet-
ing of 1836, says:—'Never did I hear such
chorus -singing. All the singers, with the

exception of the soloists, were amateurs, as also

the greater number of the instrumental per-

formers. It is this circumstance which gives

to this festival its peculiar excellence and beauty.

From all the neighbouring towns and the whole
country round the dilettanti were gathering,

arriving in steamboats or Eilwagen, not to toil

at an irksome ill -paid task, but for a great

musical field-day, full of soul and song. All

ranks and ages unite for the one harmonious
end. . . . Add to this love of the art, good
training, well - cultivated taste, and general

knowledge of music, and it is explained how
such an effect is produced. You felt the life,

the pulsation of this music, for their hearts as

well as their understandings were in it. It was
in this chorus and in this band that public

interest was centred ; the audience listened and
enjoyed, but the amateur performers constituted

the festival.' h. s. o.

NIEDT, Fbiedeich Erhardt, is described on
1 [Matters have much improved since the abttve was written.]
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the title-pagea of his works as being a native or

inhabitantofJena(Jenensi8), andas byprofession

a Kotary Public. He afterwards removed to

Copenhagen, where he is said to have died in

1717. He is chiefly known as the author of a

work on musical composition entitled Musical-

ische Handleitung, which appeared in three

parts ; the firstpart,publi3hedatHamburg, 1700
and 1710, treats chiefly of playing from a

thorough or figured Bass ; the second part,

entitled Handleitung zur Variation,, publ^hed
at Hamburg, 1706, treats of the composition of

preludes, chaconnes, and other dance-forms on
one and the same Bass. An improved and en-

larged editionof this was issued by Mattheson in

1721, containing, as the title indicates, over sixty

different organ-specifications. The third part

of Niedt's work appeared posthumously under
Mattheson's editorship in 1717, and treats of

counterpoint and canon, and the composition of

motets and recitative. Another work of Niedt's

is entitled MusicaZisohes ABC zum Nutzen der

Lehr- und Lemeiiden (1708), and contains a few
practical examples. It would appear from
what Spitta says in his life of Sebastian Bach
that Bach was familiar with Niedt's Musicalische

Handleitung, and based his own system of

instruction in Thorough-bass upon it. J. B. M.

NIEMANN, Albert, one of the most famous

tenors of Germany, was bom Jan. 15, 1831, at

Erxleben, Magdeburg, where his father kept

an hotel. He was placed, when seventeen years

old, in a machine factory, but want of means
prevented his remaining there, and he went on
the stage at Dessau in 1849, first as an actor of

small parts, and afterwards as a chorus-singer.

Here the Hofkapellmeister Friedrich Schneider

discovered his musical talent, and gave him some
instruction. A baritone singer naiiied Nuseh
taught him singing, and with such success that

Niemann soon obtained engagements at HaUe
and other small theatres. He thus came nnder

the notice of von Hiilsen, who called him to

Berlin, and gave him the means of further im-

provement. He afterwards played at Stuttgart,

Kbnigsberg, and Stettin, and from 1854 to 1856

at Hanover. Through the kindness of the King
of Hanover he was sent to Paris to study under

Duprez. From 1866 until his retirement at

the end of 1888 he was engaged at Berlin ; and

was created ' Kammersanger ' to the emperor.

In Germany he enjoyed a great reputation,

especially in ' heroic parts, ' for which his hand-

some person and powerful voice eminently fitted

him. He has played the parts of the Wagner
heroes, also Cortez, Florestan, Joseph, Raoul,

John of Leyden, Arnold, George Brown ('La

Dame Blanche') and Chapelon ('Postilion');

and was selected by Wagner to play Siegmund in

the trilogy at Bayreuth in 1876 ; he appeared at

Her Majesty's Theatre in the same part in 1882.

Earlier in his career he played Tannhauser

in Paris, on its production at the Acad6mie on

March 13, 1861 ; when, as is well known, the

opera was received with great disfavour, only
being played twice. In 1886-88 he sang in

German in New York with great success. He
married two eminent actresses, first in 1859,
Marie Seebach, and, second, in 1870, Hedwig
Eaabe (bom 1831). By his first wife he had
a son. Otto, also a tenor singer, who appeared
in a selection from 'Parsifal' at one of Hen-
schel's London Symphony Concerts, in Dec.

1887. A. o.

NIGHT DANCEKS, THE. A romantic
opera, in two acts, founded on the same legend

with the ballet of 'Giselle,' and the modem opera
' Le Villi

'
; words by G. Soane, music by Edward

J. Loder. Produced under the title of 'The
Wilis, or the Night Dancers,' at the Princess's

Theatre, London, Oct. 28, 1846. The notice

of the performance in The Times is histori-

cal, since it was the first account of an opera

contributed by Mr. J. W. Davison, who until

1878 was the musical critic of that paper. The
opera was revived at the Eoyal English Opera,

Covent Garden, Nov. 10, 1860. g.

NIKISCH, Arthuk, born Oct. 12, 1855, at

L^bdnyi Szent Miklos in Hungary, was the third

son ofthe Baron Sina's chief book-keeper, August
Nikisch. At three he showed signs of musical

aptitude, and at six began the study of the piano-

forte and theory under Franz Prochazka at But-
schowitz, whither the family had withdrawn.
Even at seven years of age Nikisoh's musical

memory was so remarkable that he was able to

write down for pianoforte the ' TeU ' and ' Bar-

biere ' overtures, after having heard them played
on an orchestrion; at eight he made his first

public appearance as a pianist, and at eleven

became a pupil at the Vienna Conservatoire of

Hellmesberger, Schenner, and Dessoff. At the

entrance examination he so distinguished himself

as to be placed in the highest class where his

colleagues were ten and more years senior to

him. For a time the violin chiefly occupied his

thoughts, though at thirteen he won the great

gold medal by the composition of a string sextet,

the first prize for violin playing, and the second
for pianoforte playing. In 1 8 73 Nikisch left the
Conservatoire ; at the final concert he conducted
part of his own D minor Symphony. At this

period he had' also written a violin sonata, a

string quintet, and a cantata ' Christnacht' with
orchestra. In his student days, Nikisch on one
occEision acted as spokesman for a deputation

(which included Mottl and Paur) appointed to

greet Wagner in 1872 ; and in May of that year

Nikisch played among the first violins in the

historical performance under Wagner of Beet-

hoven's Choral Symphony at the laying of the

foundation-stone of the Bayreuth Festspielhaus.

On Jan. 1, 1874, Nikisch became an official

member of the Vienna Hofkapelle, which post he
occupied during the next three years, playing

under such conductors as Herbeck, Dessoff,
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Rubinstein, Liszt, Brahms, and Wagner. But
his own ideal, held from childhood, to become
a conductor, was ever before him, and naturally

great was hisjoy when at Christmas 1877, Angelo
Neumann, the director of the Leipzig Opera,

invited him, on DessofTs recommendation, to

become ' Chorrepetitor ' there. The invitation

was accepted, and on Jan. IS, 1878, Nikisch

took up the post in the town with whose splendid

musical life he has practically, from that day,

been indissolubly connected. On Feb. 11 he
conducted opera for the first time in the Altes

Theater, and with such success that in the follow-

ing summer he replaced, temporarily, Josef

Sucher, and conducted 'Tannhauser' and 'Die
Walkvire.' In 1879, on Sucher's retirement,

Nikisch became first conductor of the Opera in

Leipzig. For the nextten years he busied himself

immensely with the production of the best new
operas, and the revival of neglected masterpieces.

In the concert room, too, he enjoyed many a
triumph, among which was his famous perform-

ances in 1880 of Schumann's D minor Sym-
phony, when he was semi-publicly congratulated

by Mme. Schumann. In 1881 he conducted
the Tonkiinstler-Versammlung at Magdeburg,
when Borodin's E|> Symphony was introduced,

and again at Leipzig in 1883 ; and two years

later he startled conservative Leipzig by con-

ducting (from memory, a rare event then) a

concert of the Liszt Verein in the Opera
House, when the ' Faust ' and ' Dante ' sym-
phonies were played complete. In July 1889
Nikisch accepted a call to Boston, Mass. to

take up the conductorship of the famous Sym-
phony Orchestra ; he took his farewell of Leip-

zig—for a time only, as events proved—in a

memorable performance of ' Fidelio. ' In America
he remained four years, travelling much ; in

1893, his contract there being at an end, he re-

turned to Europe, and became HofkapeUmeister
at the Buda-Pesth Opera, as well as director.

These posts, however, he resigned when, being in

London to conduct a seriesof concerts, hereceived

an invitation to become conductor of the Leipzig

Gewandhaus on Reineoke's retirement—a re-

markable offer, since when Nikisch was the

conductor of the opera in Leipzig, his so-called

advanced views on music placed him in sharpest

contrast with those of Reinecke and the Gewand-
haus Direction. He still (1906) holds the

post of conductor of the Gewandhaus, together

with that of conductor of the Berlin Phil-

harmonic, with which latter orchestra he
has visited Paris, St. Petersburg, Moscow,
Switzerland, etc. In Paris in 1897 he created

a furore. In 1902 he visited London for the

second time, when as one of the conductors of

the London Musical Festival hedirectedamemor-

able performance of Tchaikovsky's fifth sym-
phony, a work he was the first to introduce to

England on his first visit. He came here again

in 1904, 1905, and 1906. In the two latter

years, for a period of about twelve months, he

was director of the Leipzig Opera, a post he

was compelled to resign in 1906—a retirement

caused partly by his ill-health, and partly, it is

said, by the parsimony of the treasury in re-

gard to the mounting of operas. On July

1, 1885, Nikisch married Amelie Heusner, of

Brussels, a singer of repute in the operas of

Cassel and Leipzig. Since 189 7 he hasconducted

the Philharmonic Concerts in Hamburg in suc-

cession to Hans von Billow. In addition to

being one of the finest of orchestral conductors

in musical history, Nikisch is a superb piano-

forte accompanist. At one time he held the

theory that all conductors should first be

violinists, for as such they are trained to use

the wrist and so to avoid the apparently

great physical effort of the other class of con-

ductors. B. H. L.

NILSSON, Ohbistinb (properly Kristina),

was bom August 20, 1843, near Wexib in the

district of Wederslbf, Sweden, where her father

was a very small farmer on the estate of Count

Hamilton. From an early date she showed
great aptitude for music, and her voice proved

the means of her introduction to Baroness

Leuhusen, nAe Valerius, herself formerly a singer,

from whom the young vocalist received some
lessons. She was afterwards instructed by
Franz Berwald of Stockholm, and in six months
sang at Court. She next accompanied the

Baroness Leuhusen to Paris, and studied singing

under M. Wartel. She made her d^but at the

Theatre Lyrique, Oct. 27, 1864, as Violetta, in

a French version of 'La Traviata'; and after-

wards appeared as Lady Henrietta, Astrifiam-

mante, Donna Elvira, etc. She remained at the

Lyrique nearly three years, during which time

she created the parts of Myrrha in Joncieres's

' Sardanapale ' and Estelle in Cohen's ' Bluets,'

both in 1867. Between the two she came to

England, and made her first appearance, June 8,

1867, at Her Majesty's as Violetta, with great

success, subsequently playing in the other

characters mentioned above, and as Margaret

in ' Faust. ' The same season she sang at the

Crystal Palace, and also at the Birmingham Fes-

tival in oratorio. She was next engaged at the

Paris Op6ra for the part of Ophffie in Ambroise

Thomas's 'Hamlet,' in which she appeared on

its production, March 9, 1868, with very great

success.

In 1868 Mile. Nilsson reappeared in Italian

Opera at Drury Lane, with the same &lat as

before, and sang the part of Lucia and Cherubino.

In that year she sang at the Handel Festival.

She sang in the autumn at Baden-Baden, appear-

ing for the first time as Mignon, and in the

winter returned to the Acaddmie, Paris. In

1869 she played Oph^lie in the production of

'Hamlet' at Covent Garden, and appeared as

Donna Elvira to the Donna Anna of "Titiens and

the Zerlina of Patti. In the autumn she made
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a provincial tour, singing later in London, at

ExeterHall, in the 'Messiah,' 'Creation,' 'Hymn
of Praise,' etc., and returning to Paris for the
winter. In the summer season of 1870 she
sang for the first time in England as Alice,

the Countess ('Figaro'), Desdemona, and
Mignon. On July 17 she sang the soena 'Ah
perfido,' at the Philharmonic, on the commemo-
ration of the centenary of Beethoven's birth.

From the autumn of 1870 to the spring of 1872
she sang in America in concerts and Italian opera

under M. Strakosch, when she added to her other

parts Mme. Abeille in Flotow's comic opera
' L'Ombre.' She retiu-ned to Drury Lane in the

summer of 1872, and on July 27 was married at

Westminster Abbey to M. Auguste Eouzeaud of

Paris. (He died Feb. 22, 1882.) From 1872
to 1877 Madame NUsson sang every season in

Italian opera at Drury Lane and Her Majesty's,

creating Edith in Balfe's 'Talismano,' June 18,

1874, and Elaa on the production of ' Loliengrin

'

at Drury Lane in 1875, a part which she had
previously played in America. She paid a

second visit to America for the winter seasons

of 1873 and 1874. She has only once visited her
native country in »• professional capacity, viz.

in 1876, when she made a tour in Scandinavia
with remarkable success. In 1877, and in

1879-81, she sang at Her Majesty's Theatre,

singing the parts of Margaret and Helen in

Boito'a ' Mefistofele ' in the first performance of

that work in England, July 6, 1880. She
toured in opera and concerts in Russia, Spain,

Vienna, America, and Sweden about the same
period, and married Count Casa di Miranda in

March 1887. On June 20, 1888, she gave the

second of her farewell concerts, and definitely

retu-ed from the professional career, giving her

services once more at what was presumed to be

Sims Reeves's final retirement in the same hall,

May 11, 1891.

Her voice is of moderate power, great sweet-

ness, brilliancy, and evenness in all the register,

the compass being about two and a half octaves,

from g to d"'y Her style is especially suited to

the more pathetic parts of opera, being peculiarly

excellent in Elsa, Margaret, and Mignon ; as

Donna Elvira and the Countess she wsis un-

rivalled. During her earlier seasons her success

was helped by a certain naivete of look and
manner which was very charming. A. c.

NINTH. The compound intervals called

ninths exceed the octave either by a tone or a

semitone ; if the former the ninth is called

' major ' (a), if the latter it is called ' minor

'

(6). The interval of an ' augmented ninth

'

which exceeds the octave by three semitones (c)

also occasionally occurs, as will be presently

noted, but it has not by any means the pro-

minence and importance of the major and minor

forms. (Ex. 1.)

1 It was formerly nearly three octavea. but ehe spared the hlffher

part oa Uie advice of Bossini, on account of the great strain.

Ninths differ from all other compound inter-

vals in the higher degree of invariability with
which they are distinct both in character and
treatment from their corresponding simple

intervals the major, minor, and augmented
seconds. They may be broadly divided into

two classes—those which require preparation

somewhat peremptorily, and further prompt
resolution after percussion ; and those which
satisfy the understanding ear so far that pre-

paration appears superfluous, and haste to

changethe harmonyafterpercussion unnecessary.
The former belong to the class of artificial com-
binations arrived at by processes which imply
counterpoint, and the latter to that of essential

or fundamental chorda which can exist intelligibly

in the sense of harmony alone.

The first class is generally divided by theorists

into two sub-classes, called respectively ' suspen-

sions ' and 'prepared discords.' The intimate

relationship of these chords has abeady been
indicated in the article Hakmony ; the above
classification will therefore only be accepted

here provisionally, for convenienceinexplanation

.

Suspended ninths which are resolved while the

chord which accompanies them stands still, can

occur on every note of the scale, though that on
the leading note is extremely harsh ; they are

commonly accompanied by third and fifth, as

in Ex. 2, and not unfrequently by a major
seventh, suspended with the ninth, and resolving

with it ; sometimes also by a suspended fourth

as well, which resolves on the third simultane-

ously with the resolution of the ninth and
seventh. Suspended major ninths resolve either

upwards or downwards ; in the former case alone

theyresemble suspendedseconds, whichobviously
must rise in resolution ; and in this form also

the artificial chromatic heightening of the major
ninth to an augmented ninth takes place, as in

the following, from the Vorspiel to Wagner's
'Tristan und Isolde.' (Ex. 3.)

1. (o) (6) (c) 2. Beethoven. 8. Wagner.

This device is similar to the chromatic

alteration of the augmented fifth ; and, in fact,

eight bars after the above quotation, the aug-

mented ninth and the augmented fifth actually

occur together in the same chord, in a way
which is highly suggestive of their common
origin.

The second sub-class mentioned above differs

fromthose which are distinguished as suspensions

chiefly in the process of resolution ; in which,

instead of the rest of the chord (that is, its root

and concordant notes) being stationary while
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the suspended notes are resolved, and moving
afterwards, the process is condensed, so that

when the discord has been arrived at by pre-

paration, which is practically the same as the

process of suspension, the root of the chord and
its dependent notes change simultaneously with

the resolution. So that though the resolution

is upon the same note as it would have been if

the chord had remained unchanged, its relation

to the root-note of the new chord is different.

The root commonly rises a fourth, but it is

also possible for it to fall a third.

The above class of ninths may be accompanied
by thirds and sevenths which are either major
or minor, but in the last and most important
class the accompanying thii-d must be major
and the seventh minor. These ninths, both
major and minor, are commonly held to be
fundamental harmonies, on the ground of their

representing the compound tone of the root or

generator. The major ninth is represented by
the eighth harmonic, which is only removed
two octaves and a note from the root,—and is

easily and clearly obtained, as for instance on
horns and trumpets. The minor ninth is simi-

larly taken by some theorists to be represented

by the sixteenth harmonic, which, however, is

four octaves removed from the generator, and is

so closely hemmed in by other harmonics at

the distance of a semitone apart, that it seems
doubtful if it could be clearly distinguished or

easily obtained as the major ninth is. It may,
however, possibly be taken as a modification or

softening of the major ninth, and is certainly

used with equal freedom. Examples fiom so

trustworthy a source as Haydn are given in

the article Hakmony (vol. ii. p. 319) : Schu-

mann's Overture to Genoveva actually com-
mences with a full chord of the minor ninth

;

and Mendelssohn's Andante con Yariazioni in

E|>, with second inversion of the major ninth.

The ninths belonging to this class are not

only free in the manner of their assumption,

but singularly so in the manner of their resolu-

tion ; they are both commonly resolved after

the manner of suspensions, either upwards or

downwards, while the rest of the chord stands

still; or after the manner of the so-called
' prepared ' discords ; while the chord changes,

as from Dominant to Tonic harmony. They
also resolve by leaps, as in the case of the

Dominant ninths ; in which the part having
the ninth frequently leaps downwards to the

third or fifth of the chord, and then passes

with change of harmony to a proximate con-

cordant note in the Tonic chord. Occasion-

ally the ninth appears to be resolved rather

by a change of the mass of harmony than
by the progression of the parts ; and further

it is found persisting through such changes

of harmony, and being resolved without

moving, as in the following from Macfarren's
' Joseph '

:

—

The Dominant major ninth is used only in

the major mode, the minor ninth in both ; and
it wm be clear at the mere statement that the

minor ninth from the Dominant is not a note

which occurs in the diatonic series of the major

scale, and therefore the chord is chromatic in

that relation. But not only this ninth, but
several others which are more distinctly chro-

matic, are commonly affiliated in the range of

a key without its being considered that the

tonality is thereby obscured. The most con-

spicuous of these are the ninths of the Tonic
and Supertonic, which represent the compound
tone of those respective notes, and also stand in

the favourable position of Dominant chords in

the closely related keys of the Subdominant
and Dominant to the original key. In these

the minor seventh and minor ninth of the

Tonic, and the major third and minor ninth of

the Supertonic are chromatic in relation to the

major scale. The major ninth of the Supertonic

will not chime conveniently with the minor
mode because of its contradicting the vital minor
third of the scale ; in all the other ninth;

which can be used in either scale, there will be
at least one note which is chromatic.

From the minor ninth is derived that con-

spicuous class of discords called diminished
sevenths, which are its inversions with the
root-note omitted. They sire said theoretically,

that is in just intonation, to be very harsh
;

but modem musicians seem to be exceedingly

well content with the chord, and from Bach
downwards, they even go to the length of

using the interval of a diminished seventh
melodicaUy ; which shows at least that the
mind can readily grasp it. This facility may
of course be partly owing to the frequency
with which the chord occurs in modem music.

Theorists have complained that it is used to

excess, and in some senses this may be true

;

but if so it is not unlikely that it is a good deal

their fault, for they rarely miss the opportunity

toshow offmuchsuperfluous ingenuityinpointing

out to their disciples the chameleonlike qualities

of the chord and its various uses, which it

would be much better for worthy disciples to

find out for themselves. It may comfort those

who feel disposed to use the chord a good deal

at times for really musical purposes, to point

out a singular example in a prelude in G minor
for organ, by Bach (B.-G. xv. p. 112), too long

for quotation, in which there is a descending
series of twelve diminished sevenths alternating

with transitional I'esolutions, and followed by
four more diminished sevenths descending in a
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TOW ; making in all a notable total of sixteen

diminished sevenths in thirteen bars.

Further particulars concerning the character-

istics of this chord will be found under the heads
of Diminished Intervals and Change, I. 3.

The complete chord of the Dominant ninth
is sometimes called the ' Added ninth ' be-

cause the third which produces the interval is

added to the complete chord of the Dominant
seventh. c. H. H. p.

NISARD, Theodore, whose real name was
Theodule Eleazar Xavier Normand, bom at

Quaregnou in Belgium, Jan. 27, 1812, was
ordained priest in 1835, and in 1842 became
organist of St. Germain in Paris, and was
employed by a large ecclesiastical bookseller to

edit books of plain-song. Being naturally of a

controversial turn of mind, he published many
pamphlets on questions connected with musical

archseology ; but these are of less value than
his edition of Dom Jumilhac's treatise on La
Science el la Pratique du Plain-Chant, from
which he extracted his pamphlet De la Notation

proportionelle du Moyen-Age (Paris, 1847) ; his

Etudes sur les anciennes notations musicales de

I'Europe (no date), directed against F^tis ; and
finally his remarkable articles in d'Ortigue's

Dictionnaire liturgique, historique, etpratique du
Plain-Chant, etc. (1854). Many other titles

are given in Riemann's Lexikon.

NISSEN, Erika Lie-. See vol. ii. p. 724.

NISSEN, Georg Nicolaus von, Staatsrath

of Denmark, was born at Hadersleben (Den-

mark), Jan. 22, 1761. When charg^-d'affaires

at Vienna in 1797 he made the acquaintance of

Mozart's widow, assisted her in regulating her

embarrassed affairs, and, in 1809, married her.

Retiring from official life in 1820, he settled in

Salzburg, where he died March 24, 1826. His

biography of Mozart, compiled from the mass

of documents then in existence, and from the

recollections of his wife and Mozart's sister,

was published after his death by his widow,

with preface by Dr. Feuerstein of Pirna, and
' Anhang ' (published by Breitkopf & Hartel,

with second and cheap edition by G. Senff,

Leipzig, 1828). c. p. p.

NIXON, Henry George, born Feb. 20,

1796, at Winchester, was successively organist

at St. George's Chapel, London Road, 1817-20
;

at Warwick Street Chapel, 1820-36 ; at St.

Andrew's Roman Catholic Chapel, Glasgow,

1836-39, and finally at St. George's Cathedral,

Southwark, in 1839, which post he held until

his death from cholera in 1849. His composi-

tions include five Masses, a Te Deum, ' Respice

Victimae Paschali,' 'Dominus regnavit'; a

Cantata written for Malibran ; Vespers for

every festival in the year, many of them pub-

lished after his death in two folio volumes,

besides pianoforte solos and songs. He married

in 1818 Caroline Melissa Danby, the daughter

of John Danby, the glee composer, who died

in 1857, and by whom he had thirteen children
;

among them were

James Cassana (1823-42), a violinist, and
Henry Cotter, the fourth son, bom 1842

in London, was taught music and the organ by
Deval of Hull, by Henry Smart, Dr. Steggall,

and G. A. Macfarren. He was successively

organist at churches of various denominations
at Hull, Woolwich, Blackheath, Spanish Place,

and St. Leonard's, where he officiated from
1872 to 1877, being also the local representa-

tive of the Royal Academy of Music. He
received the degree of Mus.B. at Cambridge in

1876. His compositions include a sonata for

piano and violin, played by himself and Henry
Blagrove in 1871 ; a pianoforte trio, first prize

Trinity College, London, in 1880 ; sonata for

pianoforte and violoncello ; symphonic poem
' Palamon and Arcite,' overture, 'Titania'

(Cowen's Concerts, Dec. 18, 1880); concertstiick

for piano and orchestra ; madrigals, part-songs,

and songs, etc. a. c.

NO SURRENDER. A famous Ulster 'party

'

tune, almost equally popular with the ' Boyne
Water ' and ' Protestant Boys ' (Lilliburlero),

which has been played at the annual anniversary

celebration of the closing of the gates of Derry
for over 200 years. As is well known to students

of Irish history, the gates of Derry were closed

against the army of King James II. on Friday,

December 7, 1688, and the event has ever since

been the occasion of an Orange display. The
words were written by Mrs. Tonna (better

known as 'Charlotte Elizabeth') in 1826, but
the tune can be definitely traced back to about
the year 1695, but was not printed till 1808,

and has been frequentlyreprinted. There is very

little diiference in the settings, but the following

is the earliest version of this splendid marching
tune, as found in a MS. music-book belonging

to Kane O'Hara (the author of ' Midas '), dated

1760:—
No Simrender.

MS. of 1760.

^^^^^^

w. H. e. V.

NOCTURNE, NOTTURNO. A name and
form of composition the origin of which is due
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to John Field, whose eighteen or nineteen so-

called Nocturnes (although not more than about
twelve of them deserve the title—see Field) are

widely and deservedly popular, not only for

their intrinsic charm of freshness and simplicity,

but also onaccount oftheir being the predecessors

of Chopin's Nocturnes, which undoubtedly owe
their form, though not their characteristic

melancholy, to those of Field. It is very inter-

esting to compare some of the Nocturnes of both

composers,—for instance, Field's No. 5 in Bb,
with Chopin's op. 32, No. 2, both the first and
second subjects of each bearing a striking re-

semblance to those of the other composer. The
Italian form of the word, Nottumo, is employed
by Mozart to denote a piece in three movements
for strings in two horns (K, 286). It is also

used by Mendelssohn for the title of the lovely

entr'acte in the 'Midsummer Night's Dream'
Music, which represents the sleep of the lovers.

More recently the name has been used to cover

a multitude of sins in more than one branch

of art, M.

NOCTUKNS (Lat. Noeturni, Noctwrnce Ora-

tiones. The Night Hours). Portions of the

OfficeofMatins, consisting of Psalms, Antiphons,

and Lessons ofwhich three divisions are usually

sung on Sundays and Festivals, and one only

on Ferial Days. [See Matins.] w. s. r.

TSOJ)E(lia,tm nodus, 'aknot'). The vibration

of a string may assume many diiferent forms.

In Fig. 1 the string is shown vibrating as a

whole ; in Fig. 2 it divides into two equal

segments ; in Fig. 3 into three equal segments.

These segments, where the amplitude of vibra-

tion is greatest, are called Loops (I, Figs. 2 and

3), and the points of rest between them are

called Nodes (w).

Fig. 3.

Fio. 4,

But when a string is plucked, as in the harp

and guitar, or bowed as in the violin, it does

not vibrate in any one of the simple forms just

described, but in several of them at once. The
motion of the whole string combined with that

of its halves would be represented by Fig. 4.

Here the node is no longer a point of complete

rest but a point where the amplitude of vibra-

tion is least.

If the string while vibrating be touched at

Ji it J) 6tc. of its length, as in playing har-

monics on the harp or violin, all forms of vibra-

tion which have loops at these points vanish,

and all forms which have nodes there become

more marked. Thus it is possible to damp the

vibrations of the whole string, of its third parts,

of its fifth parts, etc., leaving the vibrations of

its halves, of its fourth parts, of its sixth

parts, etc., unimpeded.

The column of air in an open pipe vibrating

as a whole has a node in the centre, towards

which the particles of air press and from which

they again draw back (see Fig. 5, n).

Fio. 5. I I

Thus at the node the air does not move but

undergoes the greatest changes of density. At
the loop (I) there is no change of density but

great amplitude of vibration. The open ends of

the pipe are always loops, for the density at

these points being the same as that of the outer

air, does not change. This remains true whether

the pipe have two, three, or more nodes, as

shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Fio. T. <-l

In a stopped pipe the closed end is always a

node, and the open end a loop, whether the

column of air vibrate as a whole (see Fig. 8),

or divide into segments as shown in Figs. 9

and 10.

Fio. 8. I
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voices might be increased to five hundred and
twelve, or even to twelve millions two hundred
thousand. The Guida—in which four notes

only are used—stands as follows :

—

o^^ ' I
~^— I gg

The First Choir leads, the bass and tenor

entering together, the former with the Guida,

and the latter, with its inversion, beginning on
the twelfth above. After a semibreve rest the

alto sings the Guida, and the treble its inver-

sion in the twelfth above, both beginning to-

gether, as before. All the other choirs enter in

the same way, each pair of voices beginning

one semibreve later than the preceding pair.

But when the number of voices exceeds thirty-

two, the notes must be sung of different lengths,

some choirs taking each one as a Large, others

as a Long, and so on. It is easy to see that a

canon of this kind is no work of art at all.

Arithmetically considered, it reduces itself to a

very simple calculation ; while, musically, it is

nothing more than an intolerable drawl on the

chord of G. But no canon, written for so great

a number of voices, could possibly be founded

on more than one single chord. w. s. s.

NOEL (Old Fr. Nmiel; Burgundian Noi;
NormaniVM*?; PoiteviniVoit; Germ. Weihnaehts

Gesang ; Eng. Nowell, Nbuell, Christmas Carol).

A peculiar kind ofhymn or canticle of mediseval

origin, composed and sung in honour of the

Nativity of Our Lord.

The word J^oel has so long been accepted as

the French equivalent for ' Christmas ' that we
may safely dispense with a dissertation upon its

etymology. Moreover, whatever opinions may
be entertained as to its root, it is impossible to

doubt the propriety of retaining it as the generic

name of the Carol, for we continually find it

embodied in the Christmas Hymn or Motet in

the form of a joyous exclamation ; and it is

almost certain that this particular kind of hymn
was first cultivated either in France or Bur-

gundy, and commonly sung there in very

ancient times.

Of the numerous early examples which have

fortunatelybeen preservedto us,themost interest-

ing is, undoubtedly, the famous ' Prose de I'ane.'

This curious carol was annually sung at Beauvais

and Sens on the Feast of the Circumcision, as

early as the 12th century, and formed an import-

ant part of the ceremonial connected with a

certain popular Festival called the 'Fetede I'^ne,'

on which an ass, richly caparisoned, and bearing

upon ita back a young maiden with a child in

her arms, was led through the city, in com-

memoration of the Flight into Egypt, and finally

brought in solemn procession to the Cathedral,

while the crowd chanted the following quaint,

but by no means unmelodious ditty [a variant

of the plain -song melody 'Jesu redemptor

omnium ']
:

—

VOL. in

3E '^E^ :J:^:3=^J=;5=

Or - i • en - tls par-ti-boB, Ad-ven-ta - Tit as - i - nuB,
Hez, aire Aanes, car chautex, Bel-le bouche re-chig-nez.

Pal-cher et for - tia - ai-iiiiu, Bar - ol • nla ap - tis - st-miu.
Votu aunz da loin aa - aez, Et de I'avolne i, plantez.

Hez. aire Aa • nes,
Hez, sire As - ues, hez I

Scarcely less popular in Germany than the
' Prose de I'ane ' in France, were the beautiful

carols ' Resonet in laudibus ' (Wir loben all' das

Kindelein), and ' Dies est laetitiae ' (Der Tag der

ist so freundlich)—the latter equally well known
in Holland as ' Tis een dach van vrolichkeit.

'

Both these examples are believed to be as old as

the 13th century ; as is also another— ' Tempus
adest floridum '—of equally tuneful character.

' In dulci jubilo '—a curious mixture of Latin

and patois, set to a deliciously simple melody

—

may possibly be of somewhat later date.

These early forms were succeeded in the 16th
and 17th centuries by carols treated, with more
or less success, in the polyphonic style. The
credit of having first so treated them is generally

given to Franjois Eustache du Caurroy, Maltre

de Chapelle to Charles IX., Henri III., and
Henri IV., on the strength of a collection of

pieces, entitled 'Melanges de la Musique,' pub-

lished at Paris in 1610— the year following his

decease. But Giovanni Maria Nanini, who
died at Rome in 1607, has left us a magnificent

example inthe form of a motet—'Hodie Christus

uatus est '—in the course of which he introduces

the exclamation, No^ ! 'Noi ! with striking effect

;

and Luca Marenzio published a similar composi-

tion adapted to the same words as early as 1588.

[The same words were set by Sweelinck and
many other composers.] As Du Caurroy's col-

lection was contained in a posthumous volume,

it would perhaps be impossible now to reconcile

the claims of the rival composers as to priority

of invention ; though the French Noels wiU of

course bear no comparison with those written

in Italy in point of excellence. Still, it is only

fair to say that the Italian composers seem to

have excited no spirit of emulation among their

countrymen ; while for more than a century

after the death ofDu Caurroy collections of great

value appeared from time to time in France

;

such as Jean Fran9ois Dandrieu's ' Suite d eNoels,

'

published early in the 18th century; 'Noei

Borguignon de Gui BarSzai,' 1720; ' Traduc-

tion des Noels Bourgmgnons,'1735; 'Nouveaux
Cantiques SpirituelsProven^aux, 'Avignon, 1750;
and many others. We subjoin a few bars of

Nanini's motet, and of one of Du Caurroy's

Noels, as specimens of the distinctive styles

of Italy and France at the beginning of the

17th century.

2
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O. M. Nahini.
So t, Ho-i, Ho i.

I No i, So i, No - 6, No •

t, No - <• No . «, No «.

Do Cadrrot.
No - el, No -

No . a, Soa, No-«l, etc < 4

Ko - 81, No - 81, No-61, No-6l, etc.

81» TSO-&, No - 81, etc.

The histoiy of our own English carols has not
yet been exhaustively treated, nor has their

music received the attention it deserves. In no
part of the world has the recurrence of Yuletide

been welcomed with greater rejoicings than in

England ; and, as a natural consequence, the
Christmas Carol has obtained a firm hold, less

upon the taste than the inmost affections of the

people. Not to love a carol is to proclaim one-

self a churl. Yet, not one of our great composers
seems to have devoted his attention to this

subject. We have no English Noels like those
of Eustache du Caurroy. Possibly the influence

of national feeling may have been strong enough
in early times to exclude the refinements of art

from a festival the joys of which were supposed
to be as freely opento themostunlettered peasant

as to his sovereign. But, be that as it may,
the fact remains, that the old verses and melodies

have been perpetuated among us, for the most
part, by the process of tradition alone, without
any artistic adornment whatever ; and, unless

some attempt be made to preserve them, we can

scarcely hope that in these days of change they
will continue much longer in remembrance.

There are, of course, some happy exceptions.

We cannot believe that the famous Boar's Head
Carol— ' Caput apri defero'—will ever be for-

gotten at Oxford. The fine old melody sung to

' God rest you, merrie Gentlemen,' possessing as

it does all the best qualifications of a sterling

hymn tune, will probably last as long as the

verses with which it is associated. But the

beauty of this noble tune can only be fully

appreciated, when it is heard in polyphonic

harmony, with the melody placed, according to

the invariable custom of the 1 7th century, in the

tenor. A good collection of English carols, so

treated, would form an invaluable addition to

our store of popular Choir Music.

The best as well as the most popular English

carols, of the present day are translations from

well-known mediaeval originals. The Eev. J. M.
Neale was peculiarly happy in his adaptations

;

among which are the long-established favourites,

'Christ was born on Christmas Day' (' Resonet

in laudibus ') ;
' Good Christian men, rejoice,

and sing ' (' In dulci jubilo ') ;
' Eoyal Day that

chasest gloom ' (' Dies est laetitae ') ; and ' Good
King Wenceslaa looked out' ("Tempus adest

floridum ')—though the Legend of ' Good King
Wenceslas ' has no connection whatever with the

original Latin verses. ^

Of modern carols in the strict sense of the

word it is unnecessary to say more than that

they foUow, for the most part, the type of the

prdinary part-song. w. s. K.

The subject of the observance of Christmas
by song and music is so wide, and materials so

scattered, that it is quite impossible to deal with
it in any adequate manner in such a work as

the present. In France, carol-singing appears

to have had always an important place in

Christmas rites, and there are a great number
of ancient, as well as of comparatively modem
French carols extant. In Scotland the practice

of carol-singing practically ceased in the 16th
century, and has not yet been resumed. In
England it has always been regarded with
favour, though year by year the traditional

carols are heard less and less.

Christmas carols of an early date are plenti-

fully scattered through the MSS. preserved in

our great libraries, and the British Museum is

rich in them.
Besides the religious aspect the carol has also

its festive feature, and it is rather difiicult to

say which of the two predominates in the greater

number. The religious carols were, in many
cases, taken fromthe apocryphal New Testament.

It is stated that in France Christmas carols

were, in the 13th century, hawked about the

streets, and from early times it has been custom-
ary in England for printers of garlands and
ballad sheets to issue annually sets of the popu-
lar Christmas carols. The tunes to which such
carols as ' God rest you, merrie Gentlemen ' and
others similar are and were sung, are traditional

melodies coming from the same sources as the

1 See the Ber. T, Helmore'e ' Carols for ChriBtmaBtide,' a vork
which, notwlthetandlDK ItB modest pretensioiYB, is by far the heBt
Collection publlahed in a popular form, [An excellent article un
' Caiols, English and FoTeign,' appeared in the Jfuiieol Timet for
Oec, 1001, written by Sir John Stalner.} See also the foUowlnf
blhlloBraphr
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English folk-song, and the journals ofthe Folk-

Song Society and other collections of English

folk-melodiescontainmany interestingexamples.

The following biWiography of the principal

collections of carols, though barely touching the

fringe of the subject, may be of service.

1521. Vynkyn de Worde. In thin year he iuued the flrat known
printed collection of caroln. The end leaf of one copy only
Teinaina (Bodleian lihtary) , and on one page in the veU-known
Boar's-head caroL The colophon rune :

—
* Thus endeth the

ChriBtmaase caroles newly imprinted at London in Flete
Btrete at the Bigne of the Bonne hy Wynkyn de Worde the
yere of our Lord M.D. XXL'

164IU2. A Tolume of seven carols was ' Imprynited at London in the
Powetry hy Bicherd Kele ' between these yeaiv.

1661. New Carols for the MeryTime of Christmas. London, 12nio.

1661.

From this time onward to the 19th century

the collections of Christmas carols were mainly

confined to garlands and broadsides issued annu-

ally by printers ofballad lore and ' histories,' and

this periodical issue ofthe traditional carol is still

continued at the present day. Many scattered

carols are to be found in different works, and

Eitson and others have reprinted and annotated

many from early printed sources, and from manu-

scripts. William Hone, in his Ancient Mysteries

described, 1822, prints a list ofeighty-nine which

were theiicommonlyknown. Also in his Folitical

Christmas Carol, circa 1820, he gives an air to

' God rest you, merrie Gentlemen,' evidently

from a traditional source, being practically the

first of the popular traditional carol tunes

printed.

1822-28. navies Gilhert. Some Ancient Christmas Carols with the
tnnes to which they were formerly sung in the West of

England. London, 1822. 8vo. (Second ed. 1823.)

1833. Wm. Sandys. (Jhristmas Carola Ancient and Modem . . .

also specimens of French Provincial Carols, London, 1833, 8vo.

1833. Christmaa Carolswithappropriate muaic, and an introductory
account of the Christmas &uvl. London, 1833-40. 4to.

1841. ChristinasCaroleandSacred Bongs. London, J. W. Parker, 4to.

1841. ThOB. Wright. Specimens of Old Christmas Carols selected

from UBS. and printed books. Percy Society, 1841.

1847. Thoa Wright. Songs and Carols now fiiet printed from a
mannsciipt of the 15th century. Percy Society, 1847.

1846. E. F. Bimhault. A. LittleBook of Christmas Carols.

(1852.] Wm. Sandys. Chriatmastide : its History, Festivities, and
Carols. London. (A later edition of the work issued in 1833.)

1853. T. Helmore. Carols for Christmastide, folio.

1861. Joshua Bylveater. A Oarland of Christmaa Carols Ancient
and Modem . . some never before printed . . London, J. C.

Hotton, 1661, 12mo,
[1864.] Wm. Husk. Songs of the Nativity : being Christmaa Carols

Ancient and Modem. J. L. Hotton, 4to.

etrca 186S. W. W. Fyffe. Christmas: its Customs and Carols.

London, 4to.

Bev. J. H. Bramley and John Stainer. Christmas Carole

Old and Kew. Three parts. XoveUo.
eirca 1890. J. A. Fuller Maittand and W. S. Bockstro. Thirteen

English Carols of the Fifteenth Century from a MB. roll in
the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, 4to.

1893. W. n. V. Duncomhe. A Collection of Old English Carols as

sung at Hereford Cathedral, imp. 8vo.

1904. Bev. G. Hill. Wiltshire Folk-Songs and Carols, 4to. Also
Folk-Song Society's Publications (part 7), English County
Bongs, etc. F. E.

NOHL, Cakl FRiErBiCH Ludwig, a well-

known writer on music and musical subjects,

was bom at Iserlohn in Westphalia, on Dec. 5,

1831. His father was a legal functionary, and

intended that the son should follow the same

profession, although his taste for music showed

itselfwhile he was still a child. He was educated

at the Gymnasium of Duisburg, and in 1850

entered the University of Bonn. From Bonn
he proceeded to Heidelberg, in order to pursue

his legal studies, which were, however, neglected

for musical and literary pursuits. At Heidelberg

he determined to make music his profession,

but this idea was abandoned in accordance with

his father's wishes, and he continued the study

of jurisprudence at Berlin, at the same time

receiving instruction in the theory of music

from Professor Dehn. In 1853 Nohl entered

the Prussian Civil Service as Eeferendarius, but

in 1856 his health broke down, and he had to

undertake a journey to France and Italy. He
returned to Berlin in 1857, and continued his

musical studies under Professor Kiel. In 1858

he finally abandoned the legal profession, and

settled at Heidelberg, the University of which

place conferred upon him the degree of Doctor

of Philosophy (1860). In the following year

he went to Munich, where in 1865 King
Ludwig II. appointed him an Honorary Professor

in the University. In 1872 he returned to

Heidelberg, where he resided as teacher of

musical history and festhetics until his death,

Dec. 16, 1885. Space will not allow of our

inserting a complete list of Nohl's works

:

many of them have been translated into English,

and axe known in this country. His Mozart's

Letters (1866), Beethoven's Letters (1865 and

1867), Letters of Musicians (1866), Gliuik am,d

Wagner (1870), Die Beethoven Feier (1871),

Beethoven according to the Mepresentaiicns of his

Corvtemporaries (1877), Life of Beethoven (1864-

1877), Mozart according to the Bepresentations

of his Contemporaries (1880), and other works

on Mozart and Beethoven, are valuable con-

tributions to the musical literature of the time,

and have gone through many editions. W. B. s.

NOIRE. The French name for a crotchet,

or quarter-note.

NOLA, DoMBNico DA, whose proper name
seems to have been Don Joan Domenico del

Giovane, was bom at Nola in the kingdom of

Naples in the first quarter of the 16th century.

He was afterwards Maestro di Cappella of the

Church of the Annunziata, Naples. His pub-

lications, appearing between 1541 and 1564,

consist of one book of motets a 5, soine books

of Yillanelle a 3 and Madrigals a 4 and 5.

His Villanelle were afterwards re-edited by
Claudio Merulo in 1567. Several of his Madri-

gals appeared in later collections. Ambros
mentions a book of motets a 5 and 6 (Tenibe,

1575), which is not indicated in the Quellen-

Lexiicon. Three of his Madrigals, which have
melody and good workmanship, have been re-

published ill Torchi's L'arte Musicale in Italia,

vol. i. J. K. M.

NON NOBIS DOMINE. A celebrated

Canon, generally sung in England, as a substi-

tute for 'Grace after meat' at public dinners

and on other festive occasions.

English historians are unanimous in describ-

ing ' Non Nobis Doniine ' as the composition of

William Byrd ; but it is not to be found in any
volume of his published works, though the

subject appears in one of the ' Cantiones sacrae

'

printed by Byrd and Tallis in 1575. Bumey
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tells us that the earliest copy to which Byrd's

name is appended is that inserted in Hilton's

' Catch that Catch can.' It is undoubtedly to

be found in that curious work ; but neither in

the edition of 1652 nor that of 1658 is the

author's name mentioned ; and the existence

of an earlier edition printed in 1651, though

strongly suspected, has never been satisfactorily

proved. Dr. Pepusoh, in his Treatise an, Har-
mony (1730-1731), distinctly calls it ' the

famous Canon by William Byrd,' [Mattheson,

in the Vollkom,. Capellm. (1739), refers to it as

being Byrd's] and no doubt seems to have been

felt on the subject until about the middle of

the 18th century, when Carlo Eicoiotti published,

at Amsterdam, a concerto, founded on the well-

known theme, which he attributed to Falestrina.

Falestrina has, indeed, used its opening clause

more than once ; notably in his madrigal,
' When flowery meadows deck the year '—one

of the loveliest that ever was written. This,

however, proves nothing. He has not treated

it as a canon—in which form it bears far less

resemblance to his peculiar style than to that of

Josquin des Pr^s. The subject, moreover, is by
no means an unusual one ; and has even been

called, by Morley, 'a most common point.'

Handel has used it, in his ' Hallelujah Chorus,"

in 'I will sing unto the Lord' ('Israel'),' and in

other places too numerous to mention. Bach
has employed it as the subject of an ' AUabreve
per Organo pleno,' in D (B.-G. xxxviii. p. 121).

Mendelssohn has also used the few opening notes

in ' Not only unto him '—the last chorus in ' St.

Paul
'

; and these notes, phrased exactly as in

the canon, will be found among the works of so

many composers that it is clear they are looked

upon as common property. But the subject is

not the canon. It is in the ingenuity of that

that the true merit lies. We claim that merit

for Byrd. Kicciotti may possibly have been

tempted to accord it to Palestrina, on the

authority of a very ancient copy, said to be

preserved in the Vatican, engraved upon a

plate of gold. But it does not appear that

Falestrina's name is appended to this copy

;

and it is worthy of remark that in the Intro-

duction to Dr. Blow's ' Amphion Anglicus,"

printed in 1700, special mention is made of

'Bird's Anthem in golden notes,' 'Preserv'd

intire in the Vatican.'

The canon—a perpetual one, in the Mixo-

lydian Mode—is capable of many solutions, all

exhibiting a freedom of treatment not quite

consistent with the strict laws of counterpoint.

The most noticeable deviations from rule are

some hidden octaves, which seem to form an
essential element in the construction of the

second clause, and a certain Changing-note in

the form of an ascending seventh, which last

fault, however, would not appear were the parts

made to leave off in the old-fashioned way, one
1 See Burney's Commamoratton of Bandtl, p. 39.

at a time, as they began. The leading part-
technically termed the Guida^iakea at its

true pitch is as follows :

—

STon no - blB Do - ml - ne, non no - bis Bed no-ml-ne

too da glo - ri-am, sed no-ml-ni tuo da glo - li - am.

Thesimplest solution ofwhich it seems capable

is in two parts, of which the first leads, with

the Ouida, while the second follows, after a

breve rest, in the fifth below, singing the B
flat in order to preserve the tonality. The

chief demerit of this lies in the prominence

which it gives to the hidden octaves already

mentioned.

In another two-part solution the upper voice,

leading with the Guida, ia followed after a

semibreve rest by the lower one in the fourth

below ; aU the F's in the second voice being

made sharp.

In a third the Guida leads, as before, and

the lower voice follows, after three semibreve

rests, in the octave below.

These three solutions—in so far as they are

complete in two parts—seem hitherto to have

escaped notice ; but they form the basis of all

solutions for a greater number of voices.

The solution usually sung is in three parts.

The Treble leads. The Alto follows after a

semibreve rest in the fourth below, singing

all the F's sharp. And the Tenor enters, three

semibreve rests after the Guida, in the octave

below it.
2

Another three-part solution may be formed,

as follows. The Treble leads, with the Guida.

The Alto follows, after a breve rest, in the

fifth below, singing the B fiat. And the Tenor

enters, one semibreve later than the Alto, in

the octave below the Guida. We believe that

this solution—which is at least as eflective as

that in general use, and, in some places, even

more so—has also remained hitherto undis-

covered.

Among the MSS. preserved in the Eoyal

Library at Buckingham Palace is a solution in

four parts. The Tenor leads with the Guida.

The Bass follows, after a breve rest, in the

fifth below, singing the B flat. The Alto

enters, a breve after the Bass, in the fourth

above the Chdda, singing the B flat. The
Treble begins a semibreve after the Alto, an
octave above the Guida. In order to work
out this solution, the seventh note in the Alto

must be made a semibreve and the eighth a

minim ; and the three last notes in the Treble

must be F, F, C, instead of B, B, A. No clue

can be obtained either as to the authorship or

the date of this very interesting MS.
> We are here aAsamlng that the canon Is sung at Its trne pitch.

It is more frequently transposed at least a fifth lotrer ; and sung hy
an alto, a tenor, and a bass.
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Furthermore, Burney entertains us, on the
authority of Hilton, with a solution in which
all the parts are inverted ; thus

—

inir"gg >^ _ I
-— I-, o

Non no-blB Do-ml-ne, non no • bia, aed no-ml-ne

too da glo-Ti-Am, Bed no-mi-nl tuo da glo-rl>aiQ.

The GhiMa is here led ofif by the second voice.

The first follows after a semibreve rest, in the

fourth above. The third enters, two semibreves

after the second, in the twelfth below the Gwida.

We give this solution for what it is worth ; but

it presents so many crudities that it is impossible

to believe it can ever have entered into the

composer's original design. w. 8. K.

NON PLUS ULTRA ; the title of a piano-

forte sonata in F by Woelfl (op. 41), published

in 1807 (?), and intended to express that

mechanical difficulty could no further go. The
fuU title is ' Non Plus Ultra. A Grand Sonata

for the Pianoforte, in which is introduced the

favourite Air Life let us Cherish, with Variations.

Composed and dedicated to Miss E. Binny by
J. Woelfl. Op. 41. London: Printedand sold

for the author by J. Lavenu.'

The challenge was answered by 'Plus ultra,"

the title affixed by the publishers to Dussek's

sonata ' Le retour k Paris' in A flat (op. 71)

on its publication in England. Its full title is

' Plus Ultra. A Sonata for the Pianoforte,

composed and dedicated to Non Plus Ultra, i

by J. L. Dussek. Op. 71. London : Cianchetti

and Sperati.' The date of publication of the

second work is probably 1808. G.

NONE (Lat. Officium (yel Oratw) ad Horam
Ndnam, Ad Nonam). The last of the ' Lesser

Hours ' in the Roman Breviary.

The Office consists of the Versicle and Re-

sponse, ' Deus in adjutorium
'

; a Hymn

—

'RerumDeustenax vigor'—^whichneverchanges;

the last forty-eight verses of the Psalm, ' Beati

immaculati,' sung in three divisions, but under

a single Antiphon ; the Capitulum and Respon-

sorium for the Season ; and the Prayer or Col-

lect for the Day. The Plain-song Music for

None will be found in the Antiphonal. w. s. R.

NONET (Ital. Nonetto). A composition

written for nine voices or instruments.

A Vocal Nonet is rarely called into existence

without some special raison d'etre. For instance,

in the polyphonic schools it not unfrequently

results from the union of two choirs, one for five

and the other for four voices, as in the case of

Allegri's celebrated Miserere ; while in operatic

music it becomes a self-evident necessity when-

ever nine characters are brought upon the stage,

either together or in succession during the

course of a continuous series of movements, as in

the Finale to the first Act of 'Die Zauberflbte.'

1 ' It aUudes to a sonata published under tbis title.*

Among the few instrumental nonets produced

since the time >f Mozart the first place must
unquestionably be accorded to Spohr's delight-

ful op. 31, for stringed and wind instruments

combined. [Rheinberger's nonet for flute, oboe,

clarinet, bassoon, horn, with violin, viola, violon-

cello, and double bass (op. 139) and Stanford's

serenade for two violins, viola, violoncello,

double bass, flute, clarinet, horn, and bassoon

(op. 95) may be mentioned.] w. s. K.

NONNE SANGLANTE, LA. Opera in five

acts ; words by Scribe and Delavigne, from

Lewis's ' Monk
'

; music by Gounod. Produced

at the Paris Grand Op^,ra, Oct. 18, 1854. e.

NOORDTor NOORTH,Anthony van, isonly

known as being in 1659 organist of the Nieuwe
Kerk at Amsterdam. In that year there was
published ofhim a Tabulatur-Boeck for the organ

containing a number of the French Psalm tunes

varied according to the verses, and six Fantasias

in Fugue-form. The music appears on a double

stave of six lines each with two clef-signatures to

each stave, and occasionally there is a part for

the left hand given in Old German tablature

under the stave. The work has recently been

republished in modern score by the Vereeniging

voor Noord-Nederlands Muziekgeschiedenis, vol.

xix. One of the Fantasias is also given in Ritter,

Geschichte des Orgelspiels, Bd. ii. No. 35. J. B. M.

NORCOME, Daniel, son of a lay-clerk of

St. George's Chapel, Windsor, and himself a

lay-clerk, was bom there in 1576. Having em-
braced the tenets of the Romish Church, he was
deprived of his lay clerkshipandwentto Brussels,

where he became one of the instrumentalists in

the Viceregal Chapel. His name occurs in a
list of the members of the chapel in 1641. He
contributed a madrigal, ' With angel's face and
brightness,' to 'The Triumphs of Oriana,'

1601. w. H. H.

NORDICA, Lilian, or Lillian, nie Norton,
was born May 12, 1859, at Farmington, Maine,

U.S.A. She was taught singing by John
O'Neill, New England Conservatory, Boston.

She first sang in the vocal. quartet of Dr. Put-

nam's church, and afterwards ' in an extended

concert tour throughout America principally

with the Handel and Haydn Society and with

Theodore Thomas's Orchestra, with unvarying

success' (Pratt). On May 21 and 22, 1878,

she came to England and sang at the Crystal

Palace with Gilmore's American band. She
then studied singing at Milan with Sangiovanni,

and on April 30, 1879, made a successful d^but,

under the name of Nordica, at Brescia as

Violetta in ' Traviata. ' After singing in other

cities, Berlin, Dantzig, etc., she was engaged in

1881 at St. Petersburg, and sang as Philine,

Amalia in ' Un Ballo,' etc. On July 21, 1882,

she made her d^but in ' Faust ' and sang on
Dec. 15 in 'Hamlet,' having studied the lead-

ing soprano parts under Gounod and Thomas.

In the same year she married Mr. Frederick
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A. Gower, and for a time retired into private

life. After eighteen months of married life

she lost her husband in a balloon accident

in an attempt to cross the English Channel.

In 1885 she reappeared on the stage at

Boston, made a long tour with Mapleson in

America and the English provinces, and under

him on March 12, 1887, she made her d^but

at Covent Garden as Violetta—appearing later

as Gilda and Margaret with instant success, on
account of the purity of her style and the rich-

ness and roundness of her upper register. On
March 24 she sang at the Philharmonic. The
same year she was engaged by Harris for his

Drury Lane season, where she sang as Lucia,

Donna Elvira, Valentine, Aida, etc. From 1888
to 1893 she sang every season under Harris,

at Covent Garden, in a great variety of parts,

adding to her repertory Selika and Elsa. On
July 26, 1893, she created the part of Zelioa in

Stanford's ' Veiled Prophet. ' She also sang with
much success in concerts at the Crystal Palace,

in oratorio at Albert Hall and St. James's Hall
(Ifovello concerts), the Handel and provincial

festivals, and other concerts. In 1889 she sang
in the winter season under Abbey and Gran, and
again in 1893. In 1894 she sang Elsa in
' Lohengrin ' at Bayreuth. In 1896 she married

in America a Hungarian tenor singer Zoltan

Dome, whom she afterwards divorced. In 1897
she sang again at the Handel Festival. In
1898 and 1899 and again in 1902 she returned

to Covent Garden, and added to her repertory

Donna Anna, Susanna, Isolde, Briinnhilde, etc.

Mme. ITordica is one of the few artists who
can excel both in dramatic and florid singing,

though she is a better singer than actress. Her
third marriage, with Captain Joseph Raphael
de la Mar, was announced in Le Minestrel in

3 905. A. c.

NOEDISA. Bomantjc opera in three acts,

words and music by F. Corder. Produced by
the Carl Rosa Company at Liverpool on Jan.

26, and at Drury Lane, May 4, 1887. M.

NOKDRAAK, Richard, a name known
mainly to the biographers of Grieg, as he had
an important influence on that composer's

career. He was born at Christiania, June 12,

1842, and was a pupil of Kiel and KuUak ; he
wrote incidental music to Bjiirnson's ' Mary
Stuart ' and 'Sigurd Slembe,' and threw him-
self with ardour into the cause of Norwegian
national music, collecting and editing folk-songs,

etc. He and Grieg were fellow-workers with

this object, and his early death on March 20,

1866, deprived his friend and his country of an
enthusiastic supporter. M.

NORMA. Opera in two acts ; words by
Romani, music by Bellini. Produced at Milan,

Dec. 26, 1831 (Donzelli, Pasta, Grisi). In Paris,

Italiens, Dec. 8, 1835. In London, in Italian,

King's Theatre, June 20, 1833 ; in English

(PlanoW), Drury Lane, June 24, 1837. G.

NORMAN, Barak, viol and violoncello

maker, 1688-1740, London. One of the best of

the old English school of viol-makers, and one

of the first—if not the first—to manufacture

violoncellos in England. His earliest work is

in imitation of Thomas Urquhart, whose pupil

he is thought to have been ; later he copied the

Maggini models, especially in the matter of

double purfling. His violoncellos and tenors are

skilfully inodelled, they are rather high in build,

the/ holes somewhat German in character ; the

wood used for the bellies is of good quality ; the

varnish is very dark. His name or monogram
is found executed in purfling under the finger-

board of all his instruments. In 1715 Barak

Norman went into partnership with Nathaniel

Cross and carried on a joint business with

him at the sign of the Bass Viol in St. Paul's

Churchyard. George Hart, The Violin, its

Fcemous Makers, etc. E. Heron-Allen, Violin-

Making as it Was and Is. Morris, British

Violin-Makers. Sandys and Forster, History

of the Violin. E. h-a.

NORRIS, Thomas, Mus.B., bom at Mere
near Salisbury, in August 1741 (baptized on
the 15th), was a chorister of Salisbury Cathedral

under Dr. Stephens. He appeared as one of

the principal soprani at the Worcester Festival,

1761, and Hereford Festival, 1762, and in the

latter year at Drury Lane in 'The Spring,' a

pasticcio. In 1765 he was appointed organist

of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford ; in

November of the same year graduated at Oxford
as Mus.B., his exercise (two anthems, 'The
Lord is king ' and ' I will alway give thanks

')

being performed in the Music School, Nov. 12 ;

and on Dec. 15 was chosen organist of St. John's

College. In 1766 he appeared at the Gloucester

Festival as a tenor singer, and continued to sing

at the Meetings of the Three Choirs until 1788.
On Nov. 5, 1771, he was admitted a lay clerk

of Magdalen College, Oxford, i He sang at the
Commemoration of Handel in 1784 (where his

delivery of the final recitatives in ' Israel in

Egypt,' and of ' Thy rebuke,' and ' Behold and
see,' in ' Messiah,' was greatly admired), and at

most of the subsequent performances in the

Abbey. He sang also at the oratorios in London.
In 1790 he was engaged at the Birmingham
Festival. But the effort proved fatal ; ten days
afterwards (Sept. 3, 1790), he expired at Him-
ley Hall, near Stourbridge, the seat of Lord
Dudley and Ward. Norris composed several

anthems, only one of which has been printed ;

six symphonies for strings, with two hautboys
and two horns (in the Royal College of Music),
and some glees and other vocal pieces. [A
catch by him is in the third volume of Sibbald's

Collection of Catches, and he wrote an overture

to Purcell's ' Tempest ' music, of which a copy
is in the British Museum, Add. MS. 31,450.]

> [An amuslDg extract from the Hagdalen Regitteri la giveu in
Weat'a Cath. Org. v. £6.]
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His career was much prejudiced by habits of

intemperance. w. H. H.

, NORRIS, William, one of the Children of

the Chapel Royal at the coronation of James II.

in 1685 ; afterwards a member of the choir, and
master of the choristers of Lincoln, his appoint-

ment to the latter office being confirmed in 1 691.

An anthem by him, ' Blessed are those,' was
printed in Playford's ' Divine Companion, ' and
a service and two anthems are in the Tudway
Collection (Harl. MS. 7340). He composed an
ode for St. Cecilia's day, believed to have been

performed in London in 1702 ; the MS. was in

the possession of Benjamin Jacob, and was sold

with the rest of his library in 1830, but has

not been traced. Norris is supposed to have

died about 1710, but his name does not occur in

the Chapter Rolls after 1700. t/v. h. h.

NORTH, Fkancis, Lord Guilford, bom
at Kirtling, Cambridgeshire, in 1637 (baptized

Nov. 2), Chief Justice of the Common Pleas,

and afterwards Keeper of the Great Seal, one of

the best amateur musicians of his time, published

anonymously in 1677 A Philosophical Essay on
Musick, containing some curious observations

on the phenomena of sounds. He died Sept. 5,

1685.

The Hon. Roger North, his brother, born at

Tostock in Suffolk, Sept. 3, 1653, was also bred

to the Bar, and became Attorney-General to

James II. He wrote several family biographies

and other works, but his claim to mention here

is as author of Memoires of Musick, a well-written

sketch of the progress of the art from the time of

the ancient Greeks to 1728. The MS. remained

in the family's possession, unpublished, until

1842, when [after being rescued from the shop

of a country broker] it came into the hands of

George Townshend Smith, then organiatof Lynn,
Norfolk, through whose exertions it was pub-

lished in 1846 under the editorship of Dr. Rim-
bault. [The first 185 pages of the MS. contain

a treatise, The Musical Orammariam,, never

printed.] North, who was a skilled musical

amateur, died at Rougham, March 1, 1733-34.

w. H. H. ; corrections from Diet, of Nai. Biog.

and additions from r. K.

NORTH STAnORDSHIRE FESTIVAL,
Hanlby. See Festivals, vol. ii. p. 29.

NORWICH FESTIVAL. The establishment

of Triennial Festivals at Norwich dates from the

year 1824, but previous to this. Musical Festivals

were held:inl770, 1802, 1809, 1811, 1813, 1814,

and 1817. These generally consisted of two or

more miscellaneous concerts held either in St.

Andrew's Hall or the theatre, and of oratorios

and selections of sacred music performed in the

church of St. Peter's Mancroft. On these

occasions the band was chiefly composed of local

musicians, both amateur and professional, led

by London principals under different conductors,

the most prominent of whom was Dr. Beckwith.

In 1824 the scheme of Triennial Festivals, after

having been broached by R. M. Bacon, and dis-

cussed for some years, was finally adopted on
the motion of Philip Martineau, surgeon, of

Norwich. A chorus of 150 voices was formed
and trained by Edward Taylor, afterwards

Gresham Professor, assisted by the Cathedral

organist, Zechariah Buck. The band consisted

of 110 performers, and the conductor was Sir

George Smart. The Festival was attended by
10,087 people, and was a great financial success,

the sum of £2411 : 4 : 2 being handed over to

the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, after pay-
ing all expenses. Since 1824 Festivals have been
held at Norwich triennially, but the pecuniaiy
success has never been so great as in that year ;

in 1836, 1854, and 1869 the expenses were in

excessof the receipts. The conductor from 1824
to 1836 was Sir George Smart ; from 1839 to

1842, Professor Taylor ; from 1842 to 1878,
Sir Julius Benedict ; and from 1881 to the
present time Mr. Alberto Randegger. In 1839
Spohr was present, conducted his. 'Calvary/
played his Concertino, ' Sonst und Jetzt, ' and
with Blagrove a Concertante for two violins.

He would have come again in 1842 for the per-

formance of his ' Fall of Babylon ' if he could

have obtained leave of absence from Cassel. It

is impossible to give a list of all the artists who
have sung at these Festivals ; it would include

the names of all the greatest vocalists of the

century, from Mrs. Billington and Braham (in

1802) downwards. Apart from the stock pieces

the following may be mentioned ; Mozart's

'Davidde Penitente ' (1848), Bexfield's 'Israel

Restored ' (1852), Pierson's 'Jerusalem ' (1852),
and 'Hezekiah' (1869), Molique's ' Abraham'
(1860), and Handel's 'Passion Music' (1866).
' St. Paul ' was given for the first time at

Norwich in 1881, when the new works were
Cowen's ' St. Ursula ' and A. Goring Thomas's
'Sun -worshippers,' and, for orchestra alone,

Barnett's 'Harvest Festival' and W. Macfarren's

'Henry V.' In 1884 the chief novelties were
Mackenzie's ' Rose of Sharon ' and Stanford's
' Elegiac Ode.' In 1887 several of the younger
English singers were engaged. The new works
were both Italian oratorios, ' The Garden of

Olivet,' by Bottesini, and Mancinelli's 'Isaias.'

[In 1890 Parry's ' L'Allegro ' and Mackenzie's
' Dream of Jubal ' were the novelties (the latter

had been performed elsewhere previously). In
1893 Paderewski and Sarasate were engaged, the

former to play his ' Polish Fantasia ' and the

latter to introduce Mackenzie's ' Pibroch '
;

Cowen's ' Water Lily ' was the most important

new choral work. In 1896 Mancinelli's ' Hero
and Leander, ' an opera performed as a cairtata

;

Stanford's ' Phaudrig Crohoore ' ; and a violin

concerto by Frederick Cliffe, were the principal

new works. In 1899 the three new sacred com-
positions of Verdi, Dvorak's 'Biblical Songs,'

Perosi's 'Passion according to St. Mark,' Parry's
' Song of Darkness and Light,' and Elgar's ' Sea
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Pictures,' were given for the first time. In 1902
the interesting features were Parry's ' Ode to

Music,' Arthur Hervey's 'Youth' overture, Mac-
kenzie's suite, ' London Day by Day, ' Oowen's

Coronation March and Ode, Stanford's first

' Irish Rhapsody,' Horatio Parker's ' Star Song,'

Cliffe's 'Triumph of Aleestis,' German's 'Ehap-

sody on March Themes, ' and an opera ' Werther'a

Shadow ' by Alberto Randegger, junr. In 1905
no fewer than thirteen works, mostly by
Englishmen, were produced under the direction

of the composers: Parry's 'Pied Piper,' Manci-

nelli's 'Saint Agnes,' two choral ballads by
S. Ooleridge-Taylor, five ' Bohemian Songs ' by
Josef Holbrooke, and Bridge's overture ' Morte
d'Arthur,' were the most important.] w. B. s.

NOTA CAMBITA (Ital. Nota Camtnata
;

Germ. Wechselnote ; Eng. Changing Note). I.

A Note of Irregular Transition ; in other words,

a Passing-note, on the strong part of the

measure ; as opposed to the Note of Regular

Transition or true Passing-note, which, though
equally foreign to the harmony, produces a less

discordant effect, because it invariably occurs

upon the weak part of the measure.

In the following example from Cherubini the

D is a Changing, and the second G a Passing-

note.

» t

The use of Changing-notes is only permitted
in strict Counterpoint as a means of escape

from some grave difficulty ; and, of course, only
in the Second, Third and Fifth Orders. [See

Counterpoint ; Pakt-Writing.]
II. Fnx applies the term Nota cambita^ to

a peculiar Licence sometimes known as ' Die
Fux'sche Wechselnote ' by virtue of which the
Polyphonic composers, instead of resolving a

Passing Discord at once, suffered it to descend
a Third, and then to rise a Second to its

Resolution. Cherubini condemns this Licence

as one which should ' neither be admitted nor
tolerated in strict Counterpoint. ' Fux accounts

for it by the omission of an imaginary Quaver.

The norm of the passage is, he says, as at (a),

in the following example. By leaving out the

first Quaver it is made to appear as at (6) ; by
leaving out the second as at (c).

(a) (i-) (0J
Cnerubini recommends the form shown at (b).

The common consent of the great Polyphonic
composers justifies the preference of (c) ; and
theifB8Sfrii«fij>ce lies in the exquisitely beautiful

effects they produce by means of it. Without
1 'Nota camblta, ab Italia cambitaa nuncupata.' {Gradtu ad

PamasBum, ed. 1725, p. 65.)

multiplying examples we may mention in-

numerable instances in the ' Missa Papae

Marcelli,' and in Orlando Gibbons's full anthem
'Hosanna to the Son of David.' The last-

named composition— one of the finest in

existence in the English Polyphonic School

—

derives a great part of its wonderful beauty from

the judicious use of this unjustly condemned

Licence. w. s. R.

NOTATION (Lat. Notatio ; Fr. Simiographie

;

Ger. Noti/rung, Notensehrift, Tonschrift ; It. An-
notazione). The art of expressing musical ideas

in writing. Musical notation is so familiar to

us that few are aware of the difficulty of the

problems which had to be solved, and the

innumerable experiments undertaken for the

invention and perfecting of a satisfactory

method of recording musical sounds. In early

stages the transference of melody from composer
to performer is made through the ear only ; but
as the art develops and increases in complexity

the assistance of the eye becomes a necessity,

for the memory can no longer retain the grow-

ing mass of new compositions. Methods of

expressing musical sounds in writing may be
conveniently grouped under two heads : (1) the

Phonetic, 'in which words, letters, or numerals
indicate the degrees of the scale, with the ad-

dition of signs to show time-values and rhythm;
and (2) the Diastematic, or 'Notation by
intervals,' in which the rise and fall of melody
is presented to the eye by the relative positions

of certain signs, called Neumes, or Figures, or

Notes (Lat. Notae, Natulan).

Amongst Phonetic notations are that of the

Hindus, one of the oldest in use, consisting of

five consonants and two vowels, representing

the names of the scale-degrees, while the addition

of other vowels doubles the value of the notes

(but the Hindus chiefly trust to memory for

transmitting their music) ; the Chinese, who
use characters derived from the names of the
scale-degrees, with signs for values ; the ancient
Greek system of letters and signs ; that of the
Arabs, who divide their octave into thirds of a
tone, and write the scale in groups of three
Arabic letters or Persian numerals, a survival

of the Greek system ; the tablatures, in which
letters or figures represented the keys or finger-

ing of instruments, rather than the scale-degree

;

the tonic sol-fa, in which (as in that of the
Hindus) letters represent the names of the
scale-degrees, and other signs show time-values;
and the Paris-Galin-Cheve, in which numerals
are used for the scale-degrees.

The Diastematic method, which implies a
more advanced stage of musical cultivation, era-

braces the neumes of the Western Church, the
notation of the Greek Church (a survival in
a much altered form, of the neumes), the clas-

sical notation of Japan, the Mensural music of

the Middle Ages, and the familiar notation of
modern Europe.
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It took mankind some time to become accus-

tomed to the idea that musical sounds could be
relatively ' high ' and ' low. ' The earliest Greek
musicians named their scale - degrees from the

length of the strings on the trigon, or harp, so

that their ' highest ' sound was that given by the

longest, or 'highest' string, and their 'lowest'

sound that of the shortest, or ' lowest ' string.

The conception of high and low sounds, al-

though familiar to musicians since about 300
B.O., is, after all, merely a convention, the value

of which for musical purposes has caused its

general adoption.

The Latin word Nota means a nod, or sign,

hence the written sign which represents a par-

ticular musical sound. It is customary to speak

of the keys of an instrument, and even of the

sounds themselves, as 'notes,' but this is not,

strictly speaking, correct ; and insome languages,
German, for instance, the written sign, the key
which it represents, and the sound, are generally

kept distinct, the first being called Note, the

second Taste, and the third Ton. In early

mediaeval times, and, in fact, as late as the

14th century, certain short legato passages were

conceived of as units of sound, moving upwards
or downwards, and hence were represented by
a single sign, oaXled. Jigura, or rwia composita or

simplynoto. Plures chordae sonant dum v/na nota

profertur is an expression frequently met with
;

and the same idea is shown in a remark by
Hucbald, qualUer ipsi soni jungantur m unwm,
vel distmgiLantur ab inmcem, and another by
Joh. de Garlandia, aliqua longa est quae drcum-
Jlectet se versus acuitatem et gramtaiem. Such
'figures' or 'notes' were called Ligatures, by
the mensuralists.

The history of our notation begins with the

neumes. The Greek system of notation by
alphabetical letters seems to have gradually

dropped out of use between 200 and 600 a.d.

Boethius and Gaudentius, referring to it, say

that the ' ancients made use of little signs,

called notulae, by which any melody could be

noted down.' Boethius knew of no contempo-

rary means of writing music, and the so-called

Boethian notation was in reality simply a means
of referring to his diagrams of tetrachords by
letters of the alphabet, having no connection

with the musical scale. It is probable that up to

this time, or even later, the teachers sent out

from the singing-schools of Rome and Milan

taught the melodies of the church by ear. But
with its rapidly advancing development, church

music began to feel the pressing need of preserv-

ing the purity of its melodies by some means of

recording them in writing, and recourse was had

to the methods used in rhetoric, in which the

rise and fall of the speaking voice was regulated

by. certain rules, and indicated in writing by
signs, called accents, i.e. ad cantus, ' belonging

to the (rhetorical) song.' A rise of the speaker's

voice was indicated by an upward stroke of the

pen from left to right, a fall by a downward
stroke, and a rise and fall on a single syllable

by the junction of the two signs, which thus

formed the circumflex accent. The rhetorical

ticcents seem to have originated in Byzantium,
and M. Gevaert supposes that they were first

used in connection with the melodies of the

church about 680 a.d.i Their adoption was a

natural outcome of the singing of the prose

words of Scripture, from which metre was absent,

and which only differed from rhetoric in that

the rise and fall of the voice was regulated by
the musical scale. The melodies naturally re-

quired additions to the grave, acute, and circum-

flex accents : and by the 9th century an organised
system of notation had arisen, under the name
of neumes, from veO/m,^ a 'nod,' or 'sign.' Each
neume was given a name, and there were rules

for the proper accentuation, crescendo, diminu-
endo, ritardando, etc. of the various groups of

sounds. No time measurement was required,

for the words were sung as they would be pro-

nounced in clear reading, according to the rules

of rhetoric. The heavy monotonous modern
method of singing plain-song is the result of its

alliance with measured music inthe Middle Ages,
when all its notes were forced into fixed slow

measures, of equal time-values, without rhythmi-

cal accent, in order that it might serve as the

cantus firmus or tenor, upon which composers

wove their florid contrapuntal parts, omnes notae

planae musicae sunt longae et ultra mensuraTn,

eo quod mensuram trium tempora continent

(Hieronymus de Moravia ; Coussemaker, Script.

vol. i. p. 94). Much has been written of late

years concerning the rhythm of plain-song, the

importance of which is recognised by all, and
efforts have been made to attribute long and
short values to the various forms of its notes,

but these are merely the modem forms of the

neumes, and, as such, have no definite time-

values. The rhythm of plain-song is founded

on the balance of sentences and accents in good

prose, and has been conveniently called ' free

rhythm ' to distinguish it from the ' measured

'

rhythm of measured music, in which time is

divided into portions bearing a definite relation

to one and another. The Anglican Chant gives

an excellent example of both forms ; the words
on the ' reciting note ' are sung in ' free rhythm,

'

that is, the rhythm of prose, and the inflexion

is in the ' measured rhythm ' of modern music.

The neumes were originally intended only to

refresh the memory of those who had previously

learned the melodies by ear in the singing-

* A similar Byatein of depicting upward and downward move-
ments of melody by strokes of the pen is found in the Japanese
notation of the 14th century. The reciting note is shown by a
stroke like the Punctwm of the neumes, while the InfiexionB are
indicated by up-and-down strokes. A new reciting note is Indicated
-by a down or up stroke placed before the first of a series of ' level

'

strokes. Signs for ornaments of the nature of the qtiilisTna, presBtu,
etc., together with some other features, make a striking resem-
blance in the principles of the two notations. This ancient
Japanese diastematic notation was in use before there was any
known communication between Europe and Japan.

2 vevfLa, a sign, must not be confounded witl^ irfevua, a breath-
ing, hence a long florid passage of plain-song sung without words.

2 c
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schools ; they made no attempt to represent the
actual intervals, and hence are in this respect

untranslatable ; their study is, however, very
important, since they show the proper grouping
and accentuation of the sounds. But the

numerous photographic reproductions of ancient

MSS. published by the Benedictines of Solesmes,

and other learned societies, have shown that the

church melodies whose intervals are known

through the square notation on a stave, are

the same as those written in the early neumes

of the 9th century, whose intervals can thus be

known by comparing their notation with that

of later times.

I
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The figure shows the elements out of which
some of the more important neumes are derived,
and the forms they have taken in different coun-
tries, and at various times. The table (which
might be extended indefinitely) shows how care-

fully the unity of the individual neumes has been
preserved in the Gothic and Sc[uare notation.

A comparison of numbers of photographic fac-

similes reveals the fact that the groups of square

and lozenge notes found in Plain-song MSS. of

the 13th century and onwards, are not merely
haphazard ligatures, and arbitrary combinations,

but the mediaeval forms of the neumes of earlier

MSS,, and the Benedictines, in their latest
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editions, have restored to them their proper

name of Neumes.
The Functum appears at first as a dot, and

afterwards takes the form of a lozenge, as shown
in column 7 ; this shape is due to a, short

downward stroke of a broad-nibbed pen. "When
a knowledge of sight-singing became part of the

education of all priests and choirmen, a custom
arose, which is still continued, for choirs and
priests to sing from a single large book, placed

on a high reading-desk, the words and music

being writjten so boldly that they could be seen

at a distance. The single Punctum then took

the form shown in column 13, though it retained

its lozenge shape in compound figures. It origin-

ally represented a low note.

The Virga, or rod, derived from the acute

accent, gradually acquired a head, perhaps at

first from the action of the pen in rapid writing ;

when the stave came into general use, the head
of the Virga was enlarged, and placed on the

line or space belonging to the scale degree it

indicated. (See columns H to 14.) It repre-

sented a higher note than the Functum.
The Olivis and Fodatus are compound notes,

the component parts of which are rarely found

separated. In the square notation the Fodatus

is represented by two squares placed vertically,

and connected by a stem. These two neumes
represented respectively, a higher, followed by
a lower, and a lower followed by a higher note.

The Scandicus, an ascending passage, becomes
vertical in the Sarum Gradual, but in most MSS.
it retains its oblique position.

The Climacus, a descending group, the Torcu-

Ivis (i.e. twisted), a group of low, high, low,

and its converse, the Porrectus, retain their

structural principles throughout : the down
stroke of the Porrectus becomes, in the square

notation, a thick oblique line, representing two
notes, the first higher than the second, while

the third note is in the form of a Virga, or

Functum, joined to the lower extremity of the

oblique line. The construction of the remaining

neumes can easily be understood by comparing

them with those described, and their trans-

lation as given in columns 11 to 15.

Space forbids us to give more than a passing

reference to the accentuation, on which depend

the rhythmical properties of the neumes. It

must be understood that neumes, whether in the

forms of columns 3 to 10, or 11 to 15, have in

themselves no time -values ; any variation of

time comes, not from the shape of the notes, but

from the rules for the verbal and vocal phrasing,

etc. The two simple neumes, the Virga and
Functum, take their time and their accent from

the words to which they are allied ; the com-

pound neumes are, as a rule, to have their first

note accented, i.el the first note forms the

thesis, and the other notes the arsis ; but to

this there are many exceptions, which can only

be learned from a treatise. The time of the

several notes of the compound neumes is that

of the syllables of the text ; but here again the

exceptions are numerous.

Certain ornaments must be mentioned, viz.,

the Quilisma, written thus in the Solesmes

version, yir^ a kind of mordent, generally

occurring on the lower note of an ascending

minor third : the Strophieus (Apostropha, Dis-

tropha, Tristropha), representing a sustained

sound, sung with a vibrato effect
f^ . The

A. - men.

Fressus, a junction of two neumes by means of

a common note, producing an effect of the

nature of syncopation ; and the Liquescents, or

Seminotes, represented in the Solesmes version

by i They seem to have indicated a kind of

mezza voce sound on the liquescent letters L, M,
N, E, and became the Plica of the Mensuralists.

A complete system of signs of expression

is found in many MSS. under the name of

Komanian Letters, from its supposed inventor,

Bomanus, a monk of St. Gall. The most notable

example of the system is in an Antiphonary, in

the library at Einsiedeln (Codex 121), which is

known to have been written before 996 A.I>.

The signs refer to Intonation, Ehythm, and
Intensity ; the following are a few examples :

—

Intonation

:

0, «i altius elevetw admonet.

1, leva/re neumwm.
d, ut deprimatwr.

Ehythm : c, celeriter

t, tenere \

X, expectwre \(^tardando)
m, moderari J

Intensity : /, frwngore

k, clttinge da/mitat

Any of the signs could be modified by the

addition of the letters

6, iene

V, valde

m, mediocriter

It will be seen from the foregoing description

of the Neumatic notation, and its development
into square and lozenge forms, that it had
nothing in common with measured music, except

the shapes of the notes, which the Mensuralists

borrowed from it. The invention of the organum
in the beginning of the 9th century made it

necessary to find some method of fixing the

intervals and the time-relations of the notes.

It is almost pathetic to contemplate the tenta-

tive efforts of those who were feeling in the

dark after a means of writing the new kind of

music. The first problem was to fix a con-

venient nomenclature for the degrees of the

scale, hitherto known by their unwieldy Greek
names. The monochord, the instrument used
for teaching, was marked with the letters of the
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alphabet, but apparently without system, each

teacher marking it as he liked. Experiments
were made, at first without success, of adapting

the letters of the monochord to the neumes.

Kotker Balbulus (d. 912) suggests the follow-

ing nomenclature, showing that the importance

of the modem major mode was already begin-

ning to be recognised, and that the octave had
taken the place of the tetrachord as the basis of

the scale

:

A B C D A B C D E F Oetc.

This nomenclature, which is also found in

other treatises, seems to have been applied to

instruments, rather than voices.

Two 11th-century treatises

—

MvMca Enchiri-

adis by pseudo-Hucbald, and Opuscula Musica

by Hermannus Contractus—describe the Dasia-

notation, in which, the ancient sign for the

aspirate (TrportfSLa diurcla), with certain addi-

tional features attached, is used to indicate the

first, second, and fourth notes of each tetra-

chord, the third being shown by other signs.

The ancient form of the aspirate, |-, continued

in use as an alphabetical letter until the 12th

century of our era, and was therefore familiar

to the musicians of the 11th century ; it was

also the ancient instrumental note correspond-

ing to Lichanos Hypaton, which became the

final (D) of the first mode.

The various additions to the aspirate-sign

used in the Dasia- notation make it appear

something like the letter F in various shapes
;

and it was used in different positions for the

different notes, in accordance with Greek pre-

cedent. This notation represented eighteen

notes ; its signs were as follows :

—

For the sake of beginners it was used in com-

bination with horizontal lines, and the letters

T, S (tone, semitone), the words of the cantus

being written between the lines. This is prob-

ably the earliest attempt to invent a Dia-

stematic notation in which the intervals were

indicated with absolute precision.

.j.i
tris sempitemus / \

pa/ n\
uT

nJ. TU
tris sempitemus/ \

pa/ TT
'y-m

U\

SotvUtm.

.es- .2. jO- ^i. ^t-

Ta pa - trifl Bern - pi - ter - nus ea

The theorists, however, failed to see what an
immense advance they had accidentally made,
and when the student had become familiar with

the signs of the Dasia-uotation he was expected

to be able to use them without the lines. They
were then placed over the words, and must have
been even more troublesome to read than Odo's

system described below.

Adelbold, a contemporary writer, being in-

fluenced by the Katapyknosis of Greek music,

proposes to use the whole alphabet, to represent

the three genera, with large capitals for 'fixed,'

and small ones for ' movable ' sounds. The
diatonic genus works out by his system as

follows :

—

An anonymous writer calls Proslambanomenos
A, goes up the scale as far as our G in Latin

capitals, uses the round and square h for our

h flat and i natural, shows the second and third

octaves by small Latin and Greek letters respec-

tively, and the 6 below Proslambanomenos by
a capital Gamma. Odo of Clugny, the inventor

of the Guidonian system (m{2. infra), made an
attempt to combine the alphabet with the

neumes, after the manner of the Montpellier

Antiphonary, where letters from as to i are

placed below the neumes : but this suggestion

seems to have been soon given up. In the

middle of the 11th century Hermannus Con-
tractus invented a system of indicating intervals

thus :

E== Unison.
S= Semitone.
T=Tone.
TS=Minor Third (Tone & Semitone).
TT=M^or Thinl.
D=Diatessaron (Fourth).
A= Diapente(Fifth).

AS=Diapente & Semitone (Minor Sixth).
AT=Diapente and Tone (Msyor Sixth).
AD=Diapente & Diatessaron (Octave).

A dot above or below the letters indicated,

respectively, a rising or falling interval. This
notation had the fatal defect that a single

mistake in an interval would destroy the whole
of the subsequent melody.

Vincenzo Galilei, writing in 1571, says that

he found in a MS. of the 10th century in the

monastery of San Salvator at Messina, a notation

on lines, the spaces not being utilised, thus :

It is untranslatable, since the Greek letters

belong to no known system of notation.

The outcome of the experiments was the

general adoption of the system known as ' Gui-

donian,' since it was perfected, and utilised by
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Guide of Arezzo (though suggested by Odo of

Clugny) in the first decades of the 11th century,

and this has remained with certain modifications

to the present day. Commencing with Gamma
for G (whence the French Garrnne, and the

English Oarnitit, meaning scale), Latin capitals

are given to Proslambanomenos and the six

notes above it, small Latin letters to the second

octave, and the third octave is shown by doubled

letters ; the round and square h (which eventu-

ally became the signs for the flat and natural),

being used for the two B's.

'the Tceys, by which the secrets of the stave a<re

unlocked.'

For teaching purposes Guido made use of the

syllables ut, re, mi, fa, etc., combining them in

hexaohords ; and there were thus at the end of

the 11th century three recognised methods of

indicating musical intervals with certainty :

1. The first seven letters of the alphabet.

2. The hexachordal syllables.

3. The position of the neumes on the stave.

ISTos. 1 and 2, belonging to the phonetic class,

D E

Modem names

—

Capitals.
'

GAB
Al

Small Letters.

a "b 'b\

But the alphabetical notation, however neces-

sary for teaching, was not found satisfactory for

recording melodies, since it was inconvenient

for sight-singing, and experiments were now
made in another direction. ' Points ' were
placed at definite distances above the words, and
above and below one another. In this system,

called by the Solesmes writers Notation A points

superposes, everything depended on the accuracy

with which the points were interspaced ; and
the scribes, as a guide to their eye, began to

scratch a straight line across the page, to

indicate the position of one particular scale-

degree, from which all the others could be shown
by the relative distances of their ' points.' But
this was not found sufSciently definite. The
scratched line was therefore coloured red, and a

second linewasadded, coloured yellow, indicating

the interval of a fifth above the first. Neumes
placed on these two lines were to represent the

sounds F and c of the Guidonian alphabet, and
the other sounds were shown by the relative

position of the neumes between, above or below
them. The honour of completing the ' staff' or

'stave' thus begun, is attributed to Guido of

Arezzo, who added a black line, indicating u
between the red and yellow lines, and another,

indicating e, above the yellow line. The
pitch of every note within a certain compass
was now definitely shown by its position on a

line or a space, and four lines have continued

to form the orthodox stave of plain-song to the

present day. Neumes, however, continued to

be written without a stave in Germany as late

as the l4th century, while staves of one, two,

and three lines only, are of frequent occurrence

in 12th and 13th century MSS.
When the compass of a melody overlapped

that of the stave, it became necessary to alter

the names of the lines ; hence arose the practice

of placing one or more letters at the beginning

of each stave, called Olaves signatoe, our ' Clefs,'

since, as explained by several writers, they are

oa !>!> |)t| as ddhie d
i 5 c d *

Double Letters.

6' ^' c" d"

were used to inculcate the refinements of

No. 3, which sufliced for all the requirements

of plain-song.

No sooner, however, was a melodic notation

perfected, than the art of organum, which was
now developing into discant and counterpoint,

began to make new demands which the nota-

tion could not satisfy. The singing of several

notes of counterpoint against one sustained note

of the plain-song, gave rise to the complicated

notation called 'Mensural Music,' 'Measured
Song, ' or, in Latin, Musica mensurdbilis, men-
surata, figmrata, etc., in which the notes,

whose intervals where shown by the stave,

were ' measured ' in fixed time relationship

with one another, while Plain-song was given

fixed and equal note-values, to make it available

for the 'New Art.' The 'Rules of Measured
Song' are many and conflicting, but all men-
sural writers agree to adopt the square-headed

virga, p. 395, column 11, as a ' Longa,' or long
note, and the two forms of the punctum as the

'Brevis,' and 'Semibrevis.' The dates of the

earliest writers on measured music are a matter
of discussion, but we may assume that the

system began to take shape during the latter

half of the 13th century. (See Hugo Riemann,
GeschicMe des Contrapuncts.') Hieronymus de
Moravia gives the following time-table, in which
instans is to be understood as ' the smallest

time in which a sound can be heard distinctly,'

a survival of the teaching of Aristoxenus, a

pupil of Aristotle :

—

1.
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Hieronymus and other early writers was soon
to give way to a threefold division of the notes,

leading to such endless rules and exceptions,

that the power of reading new music at sight

covdd have been attained only by few.

Time was divided by the alternations of long
and short notes into ' Moods,' ^ for which con-

flicting rules are given. Franco of Cologne
reduces the Moods from seven to five in

number

:

1. All longs, or Trochees : i.e. or
— u —u — u — u

2. Iambics u— l»— u— u—
3. Dactyls — uu — uu — uu —kju
4. Anapaests i_iu~ uw" uu~ uu~
5. All shorts \j\j\ju<j*j

Of ' Figurae ' he says there are three, the

LongaV, the Brevis|, and the Semibrevis ^.

The Perfect Long was of the value of three

Breves, the Imperfect Long of two ; the ' Figure

'

was the same for perfect and imperfect, and
the values of notes were shown by their positions

with regard to each other. Notes were there-

fore said to be Perfect or Imperfect 'by position.'

Compound figures, he says, are the Ligatures

and the Plica. The ligatures were, as we have
seen, derived from the compound neumes. The
plica, derived from the liquescent neumes, had

four 'figures': ascending long U, ascending

short '_', descending long I ; descending

short H. It seems to have been an ornament

of the nature of that described under its

neumatic predecessor.

In course of time the requirements of rapid

writing led to the introduction of white notes,

called ' empty notes.' Notes were also coloured

red to show change of value, but the rules on
this point were complicated, and Philip of

Caserta says that if a scribe has no red ink at

hand he may leave the notes open. Philip of

Vitry (circa 1290-1361) says that red notes

change what was perfect by position to imper-

fect and what was imperfect by position to

perfect : but in some cases they are used to show
that the passage is to be sung In the octave

above.

New notes, gradually introduced, are variously

described by d^erent theorists : e.g.

Largs

Loagm

()r ° tf

Modem forms

1 This wora is Bometimea ipelled Mode, but we adopt the spelling

suggested b? Horley, since Mode is usually applied to the icaiu of

mediKTal music.

Sbmlbcevig

Minima, or
Semibrevis miaor

"/
Modern forms

o

Crocheta, or
Semiminima, or
Fusa

Croma, or

Quaver }

Semicroma, or)
Semiquaver J

^

;

Objection was taken to the innovations on the

ground that splitting up the notes caused the

music to be too much fracta, or ' broken into

divisions,' and that since minima meant
'smallest' itwas impossible to have a notesmaller

than the smallest ; but the rapidly developing
art of music swept away all objections, and by
the end of the 15th century the following 'simple'

figures were in general use :

—

Greater LeMer Semi-
Semi- Semi- minim, or Semi*

Large. Long. Breve, brere. Minim, minim. Croma. croma.

t*: W==t=t 1M T I T r
The expedient used by the tablature-makers of

dividing the stave into measures by bar-lines was
not adopted by the Mensuralists, and the rules

for time-values were difficult and complicated.

A note was perfect if it was followed by a

note or rest of its own denomination ; e.g. long
followed by long, or breve by breve.

A note was imperfect if it was followed or

preceded by a, note of the next denomination
below it ; e.g. a long followed or preceded by a

breve, a breve by a semibreve : such a note
became imperfect 'by position.'

Franco.

M 1 ^ -

4:
Vir - go t1 get me

Translation.

L^V^
A ce-to feI>lipo ta^ri.

Translation.

l^^H
A-ce-to fel-li po>ta ri.

tzH
-1-JS—X.

Translation.
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These examples illustrate therule of Perfection

and Imperfection in its simplest form, viz. ' by
position

'
; further modifications were produced

by the rules of mood, time, and prolation, and
by 'points.'

Mood, the oldest of the rhythmical divisions,

was concerned with the large, the long, and the

breve. Mood could be major or minor, and each

of these forms could be perfect or imperfect.

In Major Perfect Mood, the large was equal

to three longs.

In Major Imperfect Mood, the large was equal

to two longs.

In Minor Perfect Mood, the long was equal

to three breves.

In Minor Imperfect Mood, the long was equal

to two breves. Mood was indicated by certain

signs at the beginning of the stave, in the place

occupied by the modem time-signature. The
signs varied at different epochs, and in different

countries ; the following are some of the most
usual forms :

—

Major Perfect Mood. M^'or Imperfect Mood.

Time was concerned with the breve and semi-

breve. It was perfect and imperfect.

In Perfect Time the breve was equal to three

semibreves.

In Imperfect Time the breve was equal to two
semibreves.

The time-signatures were as follows :

—

Perfect Time

:

or thus : or thus

;

EBE S£ dE

Imperfect Time

:

or thus

:

or thus

:

Prolation was concerned with the semibreve

and minim. It was major and minor.

In Major Prolation the semibreve was equal

to three minims.

In Minor Prolation the semibreve was equal

to two minims. The prolation-signatures were
as follows :

—

ME^or Prolation

:

or thus

:

or thus

:

These signatures were not arrived at without
many experiments, some of which are referred

to by Johannes de Muris the Norman, in his

Speculum Musicae, written in 1321, where he
complains that 'to show Perfect Mood (the

moderns) use three lines enclosed in a quad-
rangle, and for Imperfect Mood two lines in a
quadrangle. Some again presume to use M for

Perfect Mood, and N for Imperfect, saying that

as O aid C "'e used for variations of Time, so

M and N may show Mood. But others reverse

the matter, and use O ^°^ Perfect Mood and C
for Imperfect Mood. Others use for Perfect

Time a circle containingthree strokes, and for Im-

perfect Time a semicircle containing two strokes.

Such and many other things do the modems,

which the ancients never did ; and thus they

have added many burdens to the art, which was

formerly free, but has now become like a slave

in such matters.

'

The general principles of ancient time-signa-

tures are that three strokes or a circle or the

figure 3 denote perfection, or ternary division,

and two strokes, or a semicircle, or the figure

2 denote imperfection or binary division. A
line drawn through a circle or semicircle, or the

inversion of these figures, shows diminution of

the value of the notes to the extent of one half,

so that longs are to be sung as if they were

breves, breves as if they were semibreves, etc.

The line still survives in the modern signa-

ture called alia breve, in which two minims are

counted in a bar of common time, instead of

four crotchets.

Double diminution, in which the notes were

reduced to one-fourth of their natural value, was
shown by two lines drawn through the circle or

semicircle, thus, (|) <|f
, but such cases are rare.

The late Mr. W. S. Kockstro makes the following

remarks : ' These rules, though applicable to

most cases, were open to so many exceptions,

thatOrnithoparcus, writing in 1517, and Morley,

in 1597, roundly abuse their uncertainty. In

very early times the three rhythmic systems

were combined in proportions far more complex
than any of the compound common or triple

times of modem music. In canons, and other

learnedcompositions, two or more time-signatures

were frequently placed at the beginning of the

same stave. In a portion of the Credo of

Hobreoht's Missa " Je ne demande " we find as

many as iive

:

' These complications were much affected by
Josquin des Pr&, and the early composers of the

Flemish School ; but in the latter half of the

16th century—the So-called "Golden Age"

—

the only combinations remaining in general use

were. Perfect time, with the lesser prolation

QS) or O Imperfect time, with the lesser pro-

lation (X the greater prolation alone (J)
» and

the lesser prolation Q answering respectively

to the
J,

the alia breve, the » and the common
time of our present system.'

The rules for notes were equally applicable to

the Rests, called Pausae or Fausatiimes in Latin,

whose forms were
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Perfect Imparfeot Perfect Imperfect
Large. I^rge. Long, Long. Breve.

with the addition of a single rest extending above
and below the stave, indicating the end of a
period, and a double rest of the same kind,
marking the 'end of the song.' The latter

became our double bar.

Final Best.

The values of notes and rests were modified

by the use of points or dots, the rules for which
varied in different countries. Frosdoscimus de
Beldemandis (fl. 1422 A.D.) complains that while

the Italians had given up all points except that

of division, the Gallic musicians used many,
and it was difficult to know what was the effect

of a dot. The general rules may be summarised
thus

:

The point of addition or augmentation was
placed after a note which was followed by a note

shorter than itself, and was therefore imperfect

by position. The effect of the point was to

restore perfection to the note after which it was
placed, and it was practically equivalent to the

modem dot, which by adding one-half to the

value, makes a note worth three, instead of two,

of the next lower denomination.

But occasionally, instead of a point of addi-

tion, two black notes were written, the first of

which represented the note with a point, and

the second, a shorter note, completed the beat.

Passages are constantly written in both ways in

the same composition :

—

Written : or that.

The point of perfection was used in two ways :

(a) it was placed in a circle or semicircle in the

signature, to indicate perfect time or major

prolation ; (b) it was placed after a note, in order

to complete the triple beat, when the note was

perfect by the signature, but imperfect by posi-

tion. There was no practical difference in the

effect of the points of addition and augmenta-

tion, but the first was used when the signature

was binary, and the second when it was ternary.

The point of alteration or duplication, pro-

duced what we should call syncopation. It

was placed after a long note followed by two

short notes and another long one, its effect was

to restore perfection to the first and last (long)

notes, and to double the length of the second

short note. It thus affected three out of a group

VOL. Ill

of four notes, and to distinguish it from the

point of augmentation it was usually, though
not always, placed above the level of the notes

it affected ; and its place was sometimes taken

by black notes in the 15th and 16th centuries.

Written

:

or thus.

Black notes are used to show syncopation in

the Cantate e canzonette of Legrenzi, printed at

Bologna as late as 1676, thus :

Sung.

The point of division or irnperfeotion was
placed between two short notes, which were

themselves between two longer notes ; its effect

was to show that the two long notes were to be

imperfect, and it was, like the point of altera-

tion, placed at a higher level than the notes.

Written. Sung.

Written.

The last point was unnecessary, since the notes

were already imperfect by position, and Tinotor

in the 15th century calls them Puncti asimei,ass's

points
;
yet they continued to be used by Pale-

strina and his contemporaries, who, however,

sometimes omitted the point, and wrote the last

two notes of the passage black, with the under-

standing that theywere to retain their full value.

The result was that there were three ways of

expressing the same thing :

—

Sung.

The above rules refer to the ' Simple Notes

'

usedbytheMensuralists ; the 'Compound Notes,'

or Ligatures, must now be described.

Taking the compound notes of Plain-song,

which had no time-values, as their models, the

Mensuralists, adapted them to their needs, under

the name Ligatura (Latin), Legatura (Italian),

Liaison (French), Ligatur (German).

The word Proprietas applied to a ligature

refers to its first note ; the word Perfection to

its last.
. ,

A Ligatura cum Proprietate has a breve as

its first note.

A Ligatura sine Proprietate has a long as

its first note.

A Ligatura cum opposita Proprietate begins

with two semibreves.

One semibreve alone is not used in a ligature,

says Franco, nor are more than two.

2d
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Ligatures are 'ascending' or 'descending,'

according to the relative positions of the first

two notes ; if the ligature commences with a

low, and proceeds to a higher note, it is an
' ascending ' ligature, and vice versa. The re-

maining notes in either form may be higher or

lower than the two first.

An ascending ligature, with no tail, is cum
proprieUUe, i.e., its first note is a breve.

An ascending ligature with a tail descendiAg

on the right or left of the first note is Hne
proprietate, i,e., its i^'st note is a long. A
descending ligature with a tail descending from

its left side is Cum proprietate, i.e., its first

note is a breve. A descending ligature without

a taU is sine proprietate, i.e.,, its first note is a

long.

A ligature, whether ascending or descending,

which bears a rising tail on its left side, isCwm
opposita proprietate, i.e., its first two notes are

semibreves.

The ligature is ' with Perfection ' if the last

note stands immediately over its predecessor, or

under and separated from it ; i.e. its last note

is a long.

A ligature is 'with Imperfection,' if the last

note stands obliquely over or under its predeces-

sor, and is joined to it ; i.e., the last note is'a

breve. All the intervening notes are breves,

unless one of them has a tail ascending on its

left side, when it is a semibreve.

The above is an epitome of the roles given

by Franco ; a table of ligatures, by Guilielmus,

contained in Goussemaker, Scriptores, vol. iii.

p. 276, marked with the letters L for long, B
for breve, S for semibreve, agrees with them, if

allowance is made for probable slips of the pen
in so complicated a matter.

For music of the 15th and 16th centuries the

rules are as follows :—

-

Two white square notes in ligature, or an

oblique note ascending, are generally breves :

Writttn. Sung.

The sam4 descending may be sung as breves or

as longs, or as a long followed by a breve ; the

latter two cases are rare, and can only be

decided by the context

:

Written. Swrtg (in a few rare cases).

Two square white notes in ligature, "with a

tail descending on the right side, are longs,

whether they ascend or descend, and whether

they are separately formed, or are joined in a

single oblique figure

:

(ten. Sung.

Two similar notes, with a tail descending on

the left side, are breves

:

WriUtn. Sung,

Two such notes, with a tail ascending on the

left side, are semibreves :

WritUn.

Ligatures of two notes, with a tail ascending

on the left side, and another descending on the

right, are to te sung as a semibreve followed

by a long

:

WriUm. Written.

In ligatures of more than two notes all

except the first and last are called 'middle

notes,' and, according to Omithoparcus (1517),

every middle iiote, however shaped, or placed,

is a brevfe, unless the first note has an ascend-

ing tail on the left, in which case all the notes

are semibreves.

Morley tells us that if a note which should

be white is written black, it loses one-third of

its value ; but he means one-fourth, as in the

following example :

—

Written. Sung. WriUm.

There is, however, often a little uncertainty

with rega,rd to the degree in which a black note

is to be shortened ; more especially when the

same ligature cbntains both black and white

notes, as in the following examples from
Palestrina :

—

Written.

A very little experience will enable the

student to discover the intention of such forms
as these at a glance. Though the three we
have selected seem at first sight to offer unex-

pected complications, it will be found, on close

examination, that the laws laid down above
leave no doubt as to the correct solution of any
one of them. Even when an oblique note is half

white, and half black, it is only necessary to

remember that each colour is subject to its own
peculiar laws.

Written.
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Cases, however, frequently occur in ^hich
black notes are to be treated precisely as white
ones. It is tnle that these passages are more
often found in single notes than in ligatures, but
it is difficult, sometimes, to understand why
they have been introduced at all.

Sometimes a ligature is accompanied by one
or more points of augmentation, the position of

which clearly indicates the notes to which they
are to be applied:

WrilUn.

In some old printed books the last note of a

ligature is placed obliquely, in which case it is

always to be sung as a breve. The student will

meet with innumerable other forms, more or

less difficult to decipher ; but those we have
illustrated wiU be sufficient to guide him on his

way in all ordinary cases ; and in exceptional

ones he will find that long experience alone will

be of service to him.^

The ligatures, in spite of their ambiguity and
complexity, died but slowly. They lasted into

the 17th century, and even into the 18th, for

they are found in the examples of Martini's

Esemplare ossia Saggio di contrappmUo, printed

at Bologna, in 1774, though by this time they

had long been confined to two notes only.

Mood, Time, Prolation, Perfection, Imperfec-

tion, Major, and Minor, led to the construction

of enormous time-tables, many examples of

which are found in mediaeval treatises. Hothby
and Prosdoscimus each give no less than twenty-

six such tables, the complication of which can

be gathered from a remark of Hamboys, that, if

a larga be perfect, it contains 3 double longs,

27 breves, 81 semibreves, 241 minor semibreves,

721 semiminors, and 2187 minims, and each of

the notes, perfect and imperfect, is similarly de-

scribed in detail. In the 16th century we find

evidence of a revolt against the complications

of the time-tables, which led to the gradual

disappearance of the system of Mensural music

and the adoption of simpler and more practical

methods of indicating rhythm. The expression

' The Moderns love brevity ' begins to occur in

the treatises, and the ' Musical Time called

Natural,' that is to say, the duple division of

notes, which obtained in the tablatnres, began

to reassert its supremacy in vocal music, from

which it had been banished for centuries by
mediaeval confusion between musical theory and

the Doctrine of the Trinity. ^ The old rules

are collected by Zarlino, in his IstitiUioni

1 The mlea for 16th- and leth-centur^ ligaturea are quoted, with
h few verbal alterations, from the article by the late Mr. W. 8.

Sockatro, in the former edition of this Dictionary.
s> The threefold yalue of perfect notes woe connected with the

Trinity, 'which is pure perfection/ by most of the medinval
writers.

armoniche, 1558j not because they were any

longer of practical value to musicians, but ' lest

they should be lost.' ' Some musicians might

like,' he says, ' to read some ancient cantilena ;

but if the modern composer should not number

his cantilena according to the Moods, he could

really say that the matter was of little account,

and that he had no knowledge of such things.'

Thomas Morley collects the rules in his Plaine

and Eade Introduction, in 1597, and regrets

the loss of the old teaching, saying that 'a

more alight and superficial! knowledge (is) come

in steede thereof ; so that it is come nowadays

to that, that if they know the Common Moode

and some Triples, they seeke no further.' The

expression ' Common Moode,' for duple rhythm,

shows how completely the binary division of

notes had by this ,time taken its natural place

as the foundation of time-division.

By the beginning of the 17th century the

semibreve was the basis of the time-signatures,

as it is with us ; the circle still continued to

show three semibreves in a measure, but it

disappeared in the course of the century, and

the only remnant of mediaeval signatures now
in use, is the C, or semicircle, indicating the

'Common,' or 'Natural,' or duple division of

the semibreve, and the same figure, with a line

through it to show diminution.

Measures were called 'Bars' iu 1684 by

William Bathe, in his A Brief Introduction to

the TriteArte o/Musicke, and in 1597 by Morley

;

and about this time bar-lines, which had already

been used for more than a century in the Tabla-

tnres, began to take their place on the stave.

They were sometimes placed at irregular inter-

vals, though there is so much method in their

irregularity that it would almost seem as if our

forefathers had a finer perception of the varying

strength of rhythmical accents than we have.

[See the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, etc.]

Bar-lines did not come into general use until

about a century after their introduction. Cac-

cini's ' Euridice,' composed in 1600, is barred

throughout ; while a book of Solfeggi by Caresana

of the year 1693 is unbarred.

Like the other features of our notation, the

stave passed through many vicissitudes before

its general acceptance in the form that we know
it. While Plain-song has found a stave of four

red or black lines sufficient for its needs,

measured music, whose whole raison d^Hre was

the notation of two or more simultaneous

melodies, made use in early times of staves

containing lines varying in number from 4 to 15

and even to 25, on which all the voice-parts

were written. Clefs were given to several lines,

and sometimes to aU the lines, and even to the

spaces. Vertical lines were roughly 'scored'

through the staves at indefinite intervals (hence

our word ' Score ') as a guide to the eye and a

help to keeping the singers together ;
perhaps

they were used at rehearsals in the same way as
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the capital letters or numerals printed over

modern scores, to aid the choirmaster.

In course of time the inconvenience of so many
lines was felt, and they wore divided into groups
of four for each voice, by the insertion of red

lines in the stave, on which no notes were
written. The next step was to make a space

between the several voice-parts, by omitting the

red lines, and it was found convenient to use

five instead of four linos for each voice -part,

though sometimes, as in the famous rota, 'Sumer
is icumen in ' (13th century), six lines are used.

The stave of five lines first appeared in the 12th
century, and its convenience caused its gradual
adoption to the exclusion of all others. It must
not be imagined, however, that its general

acceptance by musicians can be assigned to any
particular date, or even any century ; on the
contrary, just as we find unstaved neumes
continuing to be written for centuries after the
invention of so important an Improvement as

the stave, so we find, in measured music, staves

of eleven to fifteen lines in the 14th century,

long after one would have expected composers
to have recognised the more practicable and
convenient smaller staves. A little two-part
composition of the 12th century in the Bodleian
Library (Douce MS. 139), 'Fowles in ye frich,"

published in facsimile by the Plain -song and
Med. Mus. Soc. ('Early English Harmony,'
Plate 7), written in sq^uare-headed neumes (see

p. 395, col. 11), therefore not in measured notes,

shows two separate five-lined staves, bearing the
soprano and tenor clefe, and, except for the
shape of the notes, it might have been written
in the 17th century ; while a book of theo-

logical treatises and hymns (Brit. Mus., Codex
Arundel 248) of the 14th century, has staves

of varying numbers of lines, from fifteen down-
wards.

The vocal stave was fixed at five lines by the
15 th century, but this was not the case with
instrumental music, which continued to use
large staves till well into the 1 7th century.

The FitzwiUiam, and other contemporaneous
collections of English harpsichord and organ
music, make use of staves of six lines ; while
the Bolognese, Venetian, and Neapolitan or-

ganists of the end of the 16th and beginning
of the 1 7th centuries, use a stave of six lines for

the right hand, and eight for the left hand and
feet combined. The so-called ' Great Stave ' of

eleven lines, has never been used except for the
purpose of illustration in modern theoretical

works : De Muris, and others certainly use
staves of eleven lines in their treatises, but not
in the sense of the ' Great Stave.

'

The' invention of Ledger or Leger Lines in

the 17th century enabled composers not only
to reduce the instrumental stave to the con-

venient number of five lines, but also to lessen

the number of changes of clef; though they
were slow to perceive the latter advantage, for

j

changes of clef are as frequent in music for keyed
instruments in the 18th century as they are

in viola and violoncello music to-day. Of the

clefs we shall speak later.

Lozenge -shaped breves, semibreves, minims,
crotchets, etc., slowly gave way to the more
rapidly written and more easily read oval and
round notes of modem music. Black lozenges

are used as lately as the last decades of the

16th century to show syncopation, and white
lozenges are still used in the hymn-books of

the Dutch Reformed Church. In the begin-

ning of the 18th century a new method
of saving time and facilitating reading was
found by joining the crooks of quavers and
semiquavers, etc., instead of writing each crook
separately. This had been done in the Tabla-

tures some centuries before. Playford, in 1712,
describes notes thus joined as 'the new tyed
note,' e.g. jJJJ instead ot J'J'J^J*.

Repetition dots were placed by the Mensura-
lists on each side of a ' Period ' rest, which was
double or triple, etc., according to the number
of times the passage was to be repeated, thus

:

•||'
'III' •Hill"

When words were to be repeated

a smaller sign was used : #. The modern Segno

ig- was borrowed from the tablatnres. The Presa
•S- was used in canons, to show where the
various voices entered, and the Fermata, called

in English, Pause, /!\, showed where they closed.

The pause was also used both in the tablatures

and in mensural music, in its modem sense of-

showing an indefinite dwelling on a note.

In the 17th and 18th centuries, common
time is often signified by the figure 2, and three

crotchets in a bar by 3. Double signatures, a
remnant of the old system, occur, such aa C

|
for two dotted breves, i.e., the bar contains two
breves, shown by C, and each breve, being
dotted, contains three semibreves, shown by
the figures ».

The simple modern system which makes C
show the semibreve, and every other time-

signature a fraction or 'Proportion' of the
semibreve, did not find general adoption until

the first half of the 18th century ; e.g. Strozzio,

in his Ehmentorum Musicae Praxis, 1683, gives
a long list of ' Proportions,' in which he makes
* indicate four minims, « six semibreves, «

four semibreves, = two and a half breves, etc.

Expression signs, though used by the earliest

neume writers, were entirely absent from men-
sural music, and seem to have been first reintro-

duced in connection with the lute, in whose
notation Morley indicates ' Soft and Loud play

'

by So : Lo : calling this ' as good a grace as any
other.

' About 1 6 38 we find in lute music Piano,
Forte, the sign v for Mezzoforte, ~=z=— for

Crescendo and Diminuendo, besides tempo indi-

cations, as Presto, Adagio, etc. [But see Maz-
zoocHi.] Expression - words and signs were
gradually introduced into vocal music, after

having found a place in that for instruments.
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and have- always had a tendency to increase in

nnmljer and refinement. Italian has been the
language most used for the purpose, and is gener-

ally understood in this connection, but English,

German, and French have been occasionally

employed by composers of those nations. The
staccato sign first appeared in the works of

Couperin, Seb. Bach, and Eameau, in the form
of a dot ; in those of J. C. Bach it is a dot or an
upright stroke, according to the degree of stac-

cato required [see Dot, Dash]. The Legato

sign appears early in the ISth century, and is

used for the first time in combination with the

staccato dots by Mozart. It is the modem
representative of the ligature, the words ligature

and legato being derived from the Latin ligare,

and the Italian legare, to bind.

The Clefs have varied considerably, both as

to form and method of use, in the course of

time. Plain-song has practically used only the

C and F clefs ; while mensural music, after em-

ploying all the letters of the musical alphabet,

together with B, at different periods, finally

reduced its clefe to the three which are now in

use, and whose shapes have gradually become
conventionalised thus :

F Cleft.

The F clef is now always placed on the fourth

line, and is called the Bass clef; in the 17th

and 18th centuries it was frequently placed on

the middle line, and, when in this position, it

was called the Baritone clef. This is the

oldest of the clefs, having been the one used

when the stave consisted of only a single line.

It marked the •mi fa or semitone of the Hexa-

chordum naturale. The C clef was formerly

the most used of all for vocal music, but during

the last fifty years it has been more and more
confined to instruments. It has been used on

each of the five lines, though now restricted to

three. It is named after the voices it formerly

represented, Soprano, Alto, or Tenor. The
soprano clef on the first line is sometimes

found in the vocal parts of modem full scores
;

the alto and tenor are chiefly now used for

the viola, trombone, and violoncello parts. It

marked the mifa of the Hexachordwm, durum,

in the upper octave.

The G, or treble clef, can hardly be said to

have come into general use till the rise of

instrumental music into importance during the

16th and 17th centuries ; and even then, on

keyed instruments, it had to share a place with

the C clefs ; hence it has altered its shape less

than the others. Until the 19th century it

was hardly looked upon as a vocal clef, and,

except in England, it was never used for chorus

parts, though it was for solo voices. Its

foreign names imply an instrumental, rather

than a vocal use : Italian, Chiave di violino ;

German, VwUn-ScMiissel. It was formerly

sometimes placed on the lowest line, and called,

when in this position, the ' High treble,' or

'French violin clef.' C. P. E. Bach in 'Die

Israeliten in der Wiiste,' 1775, doubles the G

clef, thus mm, to show that two flute-parts are

written on a single stave. A similar doubling

was reintroduced in 1879, by Mr. Otto Gold-

schmidt, to avoid the use of the C clefs in the

tenor and alto parts, and is gradually finding

favour. With the same object of enabling the

tenor line to be easily distinguished from the

treble, Messrs. Eicordi employ a char- ^^
acter combining the G and C clefs in one sign.

The G clef has now practically superseded the

C clefs in vocal scores, it being understood that

the tenor peirt is always to be sung an octave

lower than it is written.

Mr. Rockstro gives the following scheme of

clefs in iise in the time of Palestrina ' :

—

_ „ ji " " Aito. Teaor. Cod- Bari- Bass. Contra
High Treble Sop- Hezzo tra tone. Basso.
Tt«ble. or rano. Sup- Tenor.

Violin. lano.

and remarks :
' The Polyphonic composers of

the best periods were extremely methodical in

their choice of clefs, which they so arranged as

to indicate, within certain limits, whether the
Modes in which they wrote were used at their

natural pitch or transposed. The natural

clefs, chiavi naturali, were the well-known
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass, which have
remained in common use, among classical com-
posers, to the present day. The transposed
clefs, Chiavi trasporiati or Ohiavette, were of

two kinds, the acute and the grave. The
former were the Treble (Violino), Mezzo-Soprano,
Alto, and Tenor, or Baritone. The latter

consisted of the Alto, Tenor, Baritone, and
Bass, or Contra -Basso. The effect of this

grouping was, that, when the Mode was written
at its true pitch, in the Chiavi naturali, the
Chiavette served to transpose it a fourth higher
or a fifth lower ; if, however, it was written at

its natural pitch, in the Chiavette, it was
transposed by aid of the Chiavi naturali. The
High Treble and Contra-Tenore were very rarely

used after about the middle of the 16th
century ; and the Contra-Basso did not long
survive them ; but the remaining seven forms

1 In tbe former edition of this nicti6nar^.
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were so constantly employed that a familiai:

acquaintance with them is ihd^pensable to all

students of Polyphonic Music'
The clefs are now distributed amongst the

instruments and voices in the following way :.

—

In full scores, the soprano, alto, and tenor voices

are given either their own proper clefs, or three

G clefs, and the bass voice always has the F
clef. The violins use the G clef, the violas

the alto clef, changing to the 6 to avoid many
leger- lines. The violoncellos use the ¥ and

tenor clefs, with an occasional passage in tlie G
clef, causing some ambiguity, as in some in-

stances the G clef is used, as in writing for the

tenor voice, to indicate sounds an octave below

what is written ; all modern writers use this

clef only in its real position in writing for the

violoncello. The double basses use the F clef,

but sound an octave below the written notes.

The flutes, oboes, and clarinets use the G clef,

but the latter play at a different pitch from the

written notes, if they are not ' Clarinets in C.

'

The Corno di Bassetto and the Cor Anglais,

both transposing instruments, play from the G
clef. The bassoon uses the F and tenor clefs,

and the double bassoon the F clef only, trans-

posing an octave lower. Trumpets and horns

use the G clef, and usually.play in the key of

0, their crooks transposing the music ,to the

necessary key. The extreme low notes of the

hof'n are, however, written in the F clef. We
have previously referred to the Trombones ; the

Drums play from the key of C, or, in very

modern music, their true notes are written in

the F clef.

The history of the sharp, flat, and natural

must now be referred to. When the Guidonian

alphabet was arranged, the letter b, called 6

rotunditm,, or b mollis, was given to the sound

called Trite synemmenon, and the figure t|,

called b quadrwtn, b quadratum, b durum, was
applied to Paramese ; a survival of the two forms

of 6 is seen in the modem German nomenclature,

in which B flat is called B, and B natural is

called H, from the old form of the square b,

which was something like the letter h.

Guido called the hexaehord beginning on C, to

whose scale the b quadntm belonged, Hexa-
chordum naturale ; hence arose the English name
of ' Natural ' for the sign of the square b. Com-
posers early found it necessary to depress or raise

certain scale-degrees other than 6 by a semitone,

and a complete chromatic scale was in use before

the end of the 13th century, though scarcely

yet recognised by theorists. The raising of a

note by a semitone was at first indicated by the

square b ; in course of time the lines of this

letter became lengthened, and a new figure arose

called Diesis (whence the French IHisii) or Crvx

(whence the German Kreuz), which took the

name 'Sharp' in England. A curious little

anonymous chapter quoted by Couasemaker

under the heading De Sinemenis (evidently a

corruption of synemmenon) refers to tiieOrux aa

the conjunction between the tones, and gives a

complete aemitonic scale, explaining, however,

that the Crux between b ratwndwm and c is

represented by the sign B, ' and according to the

vulgar such music is called False Music' The
origin of the terms False music. Feigned music,

etc. was that the newly introduced semitones

did not occur in early days, and were notindicated

on the monochord ; therefore, though they were

absolutely necessary to contrapuntal music, they

must only be used under protest, and should

not be written down. Those who visit the

churches in Southern Italy and Spain will hear

the plain-song melodies corrupted by the intro-

duction of unwritten semitones in obedience to

certain unwrittenbut understood rules, a survival

of the ancient False music, or Musicaficta: The
signa chromatica continued to be omitted until

the time of Praetorius, who, in 1619, recom-

mends composers to write them where necessary,

to avoid hesitation and doubt on the part of

singers. The natural was used to contradict a

flat, but not to contradict a sharp, which was
done by a flat ; thus Eircher, in his Mvxwrgia,

1660, writes

—

Not until the beginning of the 18th century was
the natural used to contradict both a sharp and
a flat, as in modem music.

The flat and natural have never altered their

shapes ; the sharp has undergone many modifi-

cations, of which the follpwing are the principal

:

The double sharp and double flat became neces-

sary when equal temperament gave composers

command of the complete circle of keys. The
double sharp was at first represented by the

natural of the note above the note affected, but
this unscientific and misleading method was
successfully combated by Mattheson, who pro-

posed a St. Andrew's cross, and by Leopold

Mozart, who proposed an upright cross. Other

forms suggested were <l< and ^, but the one pro-

posed byMatthesonhas superseded all the others.

He also proposed a Greek /3 for the double flat,

but this was given up in favour of the form
familiar to us. The conventional way of con-

tradicting a double sharp and flat by tiJt and fib

has been objected to by some, and possibly a

new method may be invented and find accept-

ance in the future.

Key-signatures were probably suggested by
the early use of b rotwndwm as a clef ; they were

not favoured by the Mensuralists, who, if they

did not trust to the rales otMusica Ficta, placed
' Accidentia ' (whence our word ' Accidentals

')

where necessary. The earliest key-signatures

are found in the compositions printed by Petrucci

at Fossombrone 1513-23. In the 17th century
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composers frequently duplicated sharps and flats

thus

:

in the key of 6 ^^. in the key of B flat

and, on the other hand, they frequently omitted
the last sharp or flat of the signature, thus

in the key ofA ^ t~ , in the key of E fiat

This practice continued to the time of J. S. Bach
and Handel.

The 18th-century composers employed a great

number of signs called Agremens or Graces, as

a kind of shorthand for certain weU-recognised

ornaments. (SeeAoRfeMENs.) These ornaments
are now for the most part written out in full by
notes of smaller type than the rest, and the only

survivals of the old shorthand signs are the

shake, the turn, and the mordent. The passion

for grace notes wm formerly such that many who
are now living can remember a style of organ

playing in which unwritten graces were intro-

duced in addition to those indicated by the

composer.

The successive labours of the neume-writers,

the Mensuralists, the Tablaturists, and the

impetus given to composers by the rise of

instrumental and dramatic music during the

l7th and 18th centuries, have resulted in a

notation that is now accepted by the whole of

the civilised world ; that is equally applicable

to instruments and voices ; that is easily learned

by all who have musical instincts ; that is

capable of expansion to meet new requirements
;

and whose very inconsistencies (which are a

stumbling-block to those who begin to learn it

late in life), are, in reality, an assistance to the

eye, which would easily become confused by too

great an uniformity. Changes will undoubtedly

come, as long as music continues to be a living

and advancing art ; but they will only come
slowly and gradually, as they have done in the

past, and it is probable that in its general struc-

tural principles our notation will last as long

as our present system of music. Its principles

may be thus summarised :

1. The relative pitch of sounds is indicated

by the position of signs, called notes, on a stave

of five lines, which can be extended when re-

quired by the addition of ledger- or leger-lines.

The clef forms the key of the stave.

2. The relative time-values of notes are shown

by their shapes.

3. The relative force of accents is shown by
the position of the notes with regard to the bar-

lines.

4. The key and rhythm of a composition are

shown by signatures.

5. The semibreve is the ' mother of the other

notes," ' the remaining notes taking their values

as |, J, etc. of the semibreve. ^

1 An expression found In 16th-century writers, during the revolt

against the Moods.
2 In Qermany and America the notes are named after their

' 6. The rhythmical scheme is shown by bar-

lines.

7. The expressional requirements of the music
thus written are shown by easily understood

words and signs placed above or below the

stave.

Innumerable efforts have been made to super-

sede this system of notation, by the invention

of others, which are supposed to be easier to

learn, or more simple in construction ; but, with
one exception, the new notations have always
had the fatal defect of making too gi-eat a de-

mand on the intelligence of the performer, who
is thus debarred from giving his attention to the

aesthetic significance of the music. New systems

are mostly the outcome of the efforts of grown
persons to acquire the ability to read music, who
forget that fluency in this or in any kind of

reading cannot be attained by intellectual effort,

but by the mechanical routine that is only

possible in early youth. The one exception re-

ferred to is the tonic sol-fa notation, a return to

the phonetic class, whose success is due to its

scientific recognition of the relation of the scale

degrees to the tonic, in modern mnsic ; but, likp

the old mensural music, it is too complicated

for instruments, and like the tablatures, it fails

to call the eye to the assistance of the ear, and
it is therefore never likely to supersede the stave

notation.

Authorities.

—

Scriptores ecclesiasticade musiea,

sacra potissimwm,, edited by Gerbert, 1784
;

Scriptores de Mitsica medii aevi, edited by
Coussemaker, 1864-1876 ; Zarlino, Istitidioni

armonicJie, 1558 ; Morley, A Plaine and Masie

iTitroduction to Practical Music, 1597. For the

history of plain-song notation the chiefauthority

is the Paliographie Musicale, a periodical pub-

lished by the Benedictines ofSolesmes. c. F. A. w.
NOTE, NOTES (Lat. Tiota). The marks or

signs by which music is put on paper. [See

Notation.] Hence the word is used for the

sounds represented by the notes. [See Scale.]

-Also for the keys of a pianoforte ; and for a tune

or song, as the ' note ' of a bird. G.

NOTKER, a monk of St. Gall, composer and
writer on music, who was bom early in the 9th

century and died at a great age in 912. His
chief title to fame rests on his work in the

development and popularisation ofthe Sequences

(see that heading), and as his share in that has

been overestimated, so the value of his brief

theoretical writings has been much overlooked.

There is a letter from him to his colleague,

Lambert, on the subject of the so-called
' Romanian letters '—a series of letters found in

early MSS. of plain-song giving directions as

to the execution of the music. The value of

Notker's exposition in all respects may be

doubted, but it seems to explain rightly the

more important signs and their use, by the
values, the old words semihreve, minim, crotchet, etc. heing given
up In favour of Ganz-note, whole-note, Halh-note, half-note, Viertel-
note, quarter-note, etc.
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important but somewhat eccentric school of

St. Gall.

Of greater interest are Notker's three short

treatises in Old German, on the theory of music

and on organs. The first describes a peculiar

method of alphabetic notation, and the others

have some curious features. His writings are

printed in Gerbert, Scriptores, i. 95-102. He
is generally distinguished from other writers of

the same name by the nickname Balbulus

—

the stammerer. w. H. F.

NOTOT, Joseph, bom at Arras, Pas de

Calais, in 1755. From his earliest infancy he

manifested a wonderful aptitude for music. His

father intended to educate him for the Church

or the Bar ; and for the purpose of diverting his

mind from the pursuit he most loved they sent

him to Paris. It happened soon after his arrival

in that city that a friend took him to St. Ger-

main-des-Pres, where, having obtained permis-

sion of Leclerc, the organist, to sit at the organ,

he performed extempore in so ingenious a

manner that Leclerc would not believe it pos-

sible the boy could be playing from his own ideas.

Leclerc therefore gave him a subject, upon which

the boy instantly formed a fugue, and acquitted

himself so admirably that the great composer

seized him in his arms, and, lifting him up as

high as he could, exclaimed, in an ecstasy of

delight, ' Tu resteras h, Paris.' His father, find-

ing him to have really a genius for music, per-

mitted the boy to adhere to the study of music

as his future profession, and he consequently

remained in Paris, where he soon acquired a

great reputation. On his return to Arras he

was appointed organist there. His compositions,

which were greatly admired by John Christian

Bach, consist of four symphonies, three piano-

forte concertos, and a number of sonatas for that

instrument. And it is said that in his style

of accompanying from a full score Joseph Notot
was unequalled. At the French Revolution this

excellent musician renounced music as a profes-

sion and came to reside in England. We regret

not to be able to ascertain the period of his

decease. The above notice is from a work called

the British Minstrel and Musical Literary Miscel-

lany, a periodical published many years ago in

Glasgow, No. 58. c. H. p.

NOTTEBOHM, Martin Gustav, composer,

teacher, and writer on music, bom Nov. 12, 1817,

at Ludensoheid near Arnsberg in Westphalia,

son of a manufacturer. In 1838 and 1839,

when in Berlin as a volunteer in the Garde-

schiitzenbataillon, he took lessons on the piano

and composition from L. Berger and Dehn. In

1840 he removed to Leipzig, where he became

intimate with Mendelssohn and Schumann, par-

ticularly the latter. A testimonial from Men-
delssohn, stating his qualifications as a musician,

procured his discharge from the army, and in

Sept. 1846 he settled finally in Vienna. In

1847 he went through a course of counterpoint

with Secbter, and was for long esteemed as an

able and conscientious teacher of the pianoforte

and composition. But it is as a solid and

scientific writer on music that his name will live ;

indeed his critical researches on Beethoven's

works constitute him an authority of the first

rank. His co-operation in the revised editions

of the works of Bach, Handel, Beethoven,

Mendelssohn, and Mozart, is of the highest value

as a guarantee for the thoroughness with which
undertakings so important should be conducted.

If not the first to explore Beethoven's sketch-

books, he certainly investigated them more

thoroughly and to more purpose than any one

else, and bis works on this subject deserve the

gratitude of every student of the great composer.

[See vol. i. p. 230.] It is to be regretted that

no public institution was inclined to offer a man
of his great attainments a position commensurate

with his services.

Nottebohm wrote ; MusikvmsenscJiaftliche

Beitrage in the M(matschrift filr Theater und
Musik (1855 and 1857, Vienna, Klemm) ; Mn
Skizzenbuch von Beethoven, description with ex-

tracts (1865, Breitkopf& Hartel) ; ThemaMsches

Verzeichniss der im Druck erschienenen Werke

von Beethoven, 2nd ed. enlarged, and with

chronological and critical observations (1868,

B. & H.) ; Beelhoveniana (1872, Kieter-Bieder-

mann) ; Beethoven's Studien, vol. i. containing

the instruction received by Beethoven from

Haydn, Albreohtsberger, and Salieri ; from

the original MSS. (1873, ibid.) ; Thematisches

Verzeichniss der im Druck erschienenen Werke
Franz Schuberts (1874, Vienna, Sohreiber)

;

Neue Beethoveniana, papers appearing from time

to time in the Musikalisches Wocheriblatt, 1875
to 1879—this last, and the Beethoveniana, are

founded on the examination of Beethoven's

sketch-books to which allusion has been made
;

Mozartiana (1880, B. & H.); Mn Skiaseribuch

von Beethoven aus dem Jahr 1803 (B. & H.
1880)— this contains the sketches for the

Eroica. His compositionsinclude—op. 1 ,
piano-

quartet ; op. 4, piano-trios (both Peters) ; Solos

for PF. opp. 2 and 3 (Peters) ; opp. 6, 10, 11,

13-15 (Spina) ; op. 16 (Peters) ; op. 17, ' Varia-

tionen iiber ein Them avon J. S. Bach,' PF.
four hands (B. & H.).

His death took place at Gratz, on Oct. 29,

1882. Since then the papers which appeared

in the Mus. Wochenblatt as iVewc Beethoveniana,

with others of the same nature by him, have
been collected by E. Mandyczewski, and pub-
lished in 1887 by Rieter-Biedermann of Leipzig

in a volume of 590 pages, as Zweite Beethoven-

iana. An index to both the Beethoveniana
volumes was published in Oct. 1888. c. F. P.

NOTTURNO. See Nocturne.
NOURRIT, Louis, tenor-singer, born August

4, 1780, at Montpellier, and educated in the

Mattrise there ; through the influence of Mehul
entered the Conservatoire at Paris, became the
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favourite pupil of Garat, and won prizes. He
made his first appearance at the Opera as Renaud
in Gluck's ' Armide. ' A good singer, but un-
ambitious and cold, he contented himself with
taking Laine's parts in the old operas, and seldom
created new r61es. He retired in 1826, and lived

at his country house at Brunoy till his death,

which took place on Sept. 23, 1831. During
the whole of his operatic career he carried

on the business of a diamond merchant, and
wished to make a tradesman of his eldest son,

Adolphe, born in Paris, March 3, 1802. This
gifted youth received a good classical education

at the College Ste. Barbe, but was then put into

an office, the drudgery of which he beguiled by
studying music in secret. On the representation

of Garcia, however, he was allowed to follow his

wishes. His first appearance at the Opera took
place Sept. 10, 1821, as Pylade in Gluck's ' Iphi-

g^nie en Tauride,' when he was favourably re-

ceived, partly because, in voice, manner, and
appearance, he was strikingly like his father.

This resemblance suggested to M^hul an op^ra-

f^erie, 'Les deux Salem' (July 12, 1824), which,

however, failed. Adolphe was intelligent and
well educated, and determined to succeed.

Flexibility of voice he acquired by singing in

-fiossini's operas, and he studied hard to excel

as an actor both in comedy and tragedy. On
his father's retirement he succeeded him as

leading tenor, and for more than ten years

created the first tenor r&le in aU the operas

produced at the Acad^mie. The following is a
list of the parts written for him : 1826, Ntocles

in 'Le Si^ge de Corinthe.' 1827, Amenophis
in ' Moiae

'
; and Douglas in ' Macbeth.' 1828,

Masaniello in ' La Muette de Portici
' ; and ' Le

Comte Ory.' 1829, Arnold in ' Guillaume Tell.'

1830, Ltenard da Vinci in Ginestet's ' Franyois

I. k Chambord ' ; and Un Inconnu in ' Le Dieu
et la Bayadere.' 1831, Guillaume in 'Le
Philtre'; and Robert in 'Bpbert le Diable.'

1832, Edmond in 'Le Serment.' 1833,

'Gustavo III.' ; and Nadir in Cherubini's ' Ali

Baba.' 1835, El&zar in 'La Jidve.' 1836,

Baoul in ' Les Huguenots ' ; and Phoebus in
' La Esmeralda ' by Louise Bertin. 1837, ' Stra-

della ' in Niedermeyer's opera. In 1831 he

sang Adhtear iu 'Euryanthe,' and in 1834
Don Juan in a new translation of Mozart's

opera.

The writer of this article was a personal friend

of Nourrit's, and heard him in nearly aU the

rSles which he created, and to which he imparted

a distinct stamp of his own. Though rather

stout, and short in the neck, he had a fine

presence, and could be refined and pleasing in

comedy, or pathetic and commanding in tragedy

at will. He used his falsetto with great skill,

and was energetic without exhausting his powers.

He was idolised by the public, and his influence

both with them and with his brother artists

was great. He was consulted by managers and

authors alike ; he wrote the words for EWazar's

fine air in ' La Juive,' and suggested the abrupt

and pathetic close of the duet in the ' Huguenots.

'

His poetic imagination is shown by the libretti

for the ballets of ' La Sylphide,' ' La TempSte,'

'L'lle des Pirates,' 'Le Diable boiteux,' etc.,

danced by Taglioni and Fanny Elssler—all of

which were written by him. Besides securing

large receipts for the Op6ra, he popularised

Schubert's songs in France, made the fortune

of various composers of romances, and was
always ready to sing the first act of ' La Dame
Blanche ' with Mme. Damoreau for any charit-

able purpose. In conversation he was witty
and refined. Duprez's engagement at the

opera was a severe mortification for so earnest

and so popular an artist, and rather than divide

honours to which he felt he had an exclusive

right, or provoke comparisons which would in

all probability have been made in his favour,

he resolved to retire. On his last appearance
at the Academic (April 1, 1837) he received the

most enthusiastic and flattering ovation ever

perhaps accorded to a French artist, but nothing
would induce him to remain in Paris. He
obtained leave of absence from the Conservatoire,

where he had been professeur de declamation

lyrique for the last ten years, started for

Brussels, and thence proceeded to Marseilles,

Lyons, and Toulouse. His idea was to produce

during his tournee scenas or acts composed
expressly for him, and Ambroise Thomas
furnished him with a dramatic cantata called
' Silvio Pellioo ' (words by Legouve), which he
carried off with expressions of delight at having
found something which would display his powers
in a new light. Of this piece, however, nothing
has ever been heard since. While at Marseilles

and Toulouse Nourrit's customary excitement
increased to an alarming degree, and was aggra-

vated after his return to Paris, by a series of

newspaper articles praisingDuprezathis expense.

These drove him away a second time. He
started for Italy in a state of deep depression,

but was temporarily restored by Rossini's kind-

ness and by the cordiality of his reception in

most of the great towns. Unfortunately ' Poly-

eucte,' which Donizetti had composed for him,
was interdicted in Naples, and he made his first

appearance at San Carlo in Mercadante's ' II

Giuramento.' He was well received both in this

and in ' Norma,' but could not be persuaded of

the fact. After singing at a benefit concert in

a state of great mental fatigue, he had a sudden
access of delirium in the night, and throwing

himself out of window was killed on the spot,

March 8, 1839. His remains were brought to

Paris, and interred amid a crowd of sorrowing

friends. He was much valued by Mendelssohn,

who made his acquaintance in 1831, and who
notices his death in terms of great sorrow.

(Hiller's Mendelssohn, p. 137.)

There is a fine marble medallion of Nourrit
'

2d
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by Fradier ; and he was often painted in scenes

from 'La Muette,' 'Robert,' 'La Juive,' and
' Les Huguenots. ' The portrait by F. K. Spencer

is very like. M. L. Quicherat, one of his sons-

in-law, published Adolphe Nowrrit : sa Vie,

etc. (Paris, 1867, 3 vols.), containing ample

details. [See also Ferdinand Killer's Kiinstler-

leben (1880).]
His brother AuGUSTE (born Paris, 1808, died

at I'lsle d'Adam, July 11, 1853) was also a

distinguished tenor singer, and for some time

directed the chief theatres at the Hague, Amster-

dam, and Brussels. He visited the United

States, and after his return devoted himself to

teaching singing. G. c.

NOVACEK, Ottokar, violinistandcomposer,

born at Fehertemplom, Hungary, May 13, 1866,

died in New York, Feb. 3, 1900. Pupil, first

of his father, second ofDont in Vienna, and lastly

of Schradieck and Brodsky at the Leipzig Con-

servatoire, where he gained the Mendelssohn
prize in 1885. He played at the Gewandhaus,
and joined the Brodsky Quartet first as second

violin and later as viola. He was a member of

the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Nikisch,

and solo viola in the New York Damrosoh
Orchestra from 1892 to 1893. Weakness of the

heart caused him to retire from active work in

1899, and being unable to play he devoted him-
self to composition. Published compositions

:

three string quartets, No. 1 in E minor. No. 2
in E, No. 3 in (posthumous) ; concerto for

piano (introduced by Busoni) ; two concerto

caprices for piano, eight ditto for violin and
piano. Bulgarian dances for violin and piano

;

Perpetuum Mobile for violin and orchestra ; air

for violin and pianoforte ; six songs, the words
by Tolstoi. Baker, XHct. ofMusicians, e. h-a.

NOVAK, VfiEzsLAv, composer, the principal

exponent of the modem Bohemian school, was
born at Kamenitz, Bohemia, on Dec. 5, 1870.

He studied at the Bohemian University of

Prague, and at the Oonservatorium of Music in

the same city, where he, Josef Suk, and Oskar
Nedbal were contemporaries in Dr. Anton
Dvorak's composition class, he and Suk being

the master's favourite pupils of that time. Since

then he has lived in Prague as a music-teacher

and state examiner. He several times received

a state grant for composition, and was thus

brought to the notice of Brahms, who was one

of the judges, and who recommended him to

Simrock, the Berlin publisher. His early works
show the influence of the German romantic

school, but later his interest was aroused in the

national music of his own country ; and as

Smetana and Dvorak had already exhausted

the resources of the popular music (Volksrausik)

of the Czechs, he has sought inspiration in that

of the kindred Moravian and Hungarian-Slovak
races. He is entirely a programme-musician,

writing in both subjective and objective moods,

and even his chamber-musicworks have a definite

concrete background, although he refrains from

indicating it in the score. His orchestral

writings include : Overture to a Moravian

Popular Drama, op. 18 ; Symphonic Poem,
' On the lofty Tatra,' op. 26 ; Slovak Suite, op.

32 ; Symphonic Poem, 'Eternal Longing," op.

33 ; Serenade, op. 36. For mixed chorus with

orchestra, four ballads to texts of Moravian

Popular Poetry, opp. 19 and 23. Chamber-

music : two piano trios, opp. 1 and 27 ; two string

quartets, opp. 22 and 35 ;
piano quintet, op. 12

;

piano quartet, op. 7 ;
piano sonata, the 'Eroica,'

op. 24. He has also written numerous songs,

male-voice choruses, and piano pieces. His

works have been published by Simrock, Breit-

kopf & Hartel, Urbanek (Prague), etc. R. G.

NOVELLETTEN. The title of a series of

eight pieces for pianoforte solo by Schumann
(op. 21), written in 1838, and dedicated to

Adolph Henselt. There is also another Novel-

lette of great beauty not included in this series,

but written in the same year, which Schumann
afterwards inserted in his 'Bunte BUitter,' four-

teen short pieces, op. 99. The name, like so

many others of Schumann's, suggests the in-

fluence of Jean Paul's writings. 'He had found

at last (says Mr. Niecks) ' the proper form for

his confidential communications,—for the Ereis-

leriana and Novelletten are a kind of confessions.

These pieces read like a romance, to the interest

and beauty of which they add the truthfulness of

reality. . . . They are characterised by Schu-

mann as "larger connected romantic stories."

Here we have no painful forcing, no oozing

out of thoughts, but a full stream, a rich out-

welling, such as is rare even with this master.

. . . They difier from the Kreisleriana in the

preponderance of the humorous element, and are

of a more hopeful and cheery tone.' M.

NOVELLO, Vincent, son of an Italian

father and English mother, was born at 240
Oxford Street, Sept. 6, 1781. He was a chorister

at the Sardinian Chapel, Duke Street, Lincoln's-

lun-Fields, under Samuel Webbe, the organist,

and after the breaking of his voice officiated as

deputy for "Webbe, and also for Danby, organist

of the Spanish Chapel, Manchester Square. At
sixteen years of age he became organist of the

Portuguese Chapel in South Street, Grosvenor

Square, which office he held until 1822. In

1 8 12 he was pianist to the ItalianOperaCompany
at the Pantheon. He was one of the original

members of the Philharmonic Society, and
occasionally directed its concerts. Having
attained great eminence as an organist he was
selected to take the organ in the ' Creation ' at

the Westminster Abbey Festival in 1834. From
1840 to 1843 he was organist of the Roman
Catholic Chapel in Moorfields. He was one of

the founders of the Classical Harmonists and
Choral Harmonists Societies, of both of which
he was for some time conductor. In 1849 he

^ Monthly Musical Record for August 1876.
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q^uitted England for Nice, where he resided until

his death, August 9, 1861. Novello's com-
positions were numerous and varied, and if not
remarkable for invention or originality, are

marked by grace and solid musicianship. They
include 'Eosalba,' a cantata composed for the
Philharmonic Society, and first performed in

1834; 'Old May Morning,' a 'cheerful glee'

which gained a prize at Manchester in 1832 ;

and 'The Infant's Prayer,' a recitative and air

which was long the favourite of every choir-boy

wlio was qualified for concert-singing, and of

which nearly 100,000 copies were sold. He
also composed many masses, motets, and sacred

pieces to Latin words, which, if not very original,

were good sound music, and have helped to form
the taste of many an amateur in England. But
it was as an editor and arranger that he princi-

pally deserves tbe gratitude of lovers of music.

His first work was 'A Collection of Sacred Music

'

(masses and motets, includingmany by himself);

2 vols., 1811, 2nd edit., 1825 ; which was fol-

lowed by 'Twelve Easy Masses,' 3 vols., 1816
;

' The Evening Service," including the Gregorian

hymns, 2 vols., 1822 ;
' The Fitzwilliam Music,"

a noble selection of sacred pieces by Italian com-
posers from MSS. in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, 5 vols., 1825; 'PurceU's Sacred

Music,' 5 vols., 1828-32, containing many an-

thems, services, and other pieces never before

printed, afterwards republished in 4 vols, [but

for the siccident that Novello was allowed, after

the York Festival of 1828, to copy the MSS. in

the library of the Minster, many of these must
have been lost to the world] ; 18 Masses by
Mozart, and 16 by Haydn, of which 10 of the

former and 9 of the latter were printed for the

first time; 'Convent Music," a collection of

pieces for treble voices, 2 vols., 1834 ;
' Studies

in Madrigalian Scoring," 1841. ' The Psalmist,"

a collection ofpsalm tunes ;
'The Congregational

and Chorister"s Psalm and Hymn Book' ; Croft's

Anthems, 2 vols. ; Greene's Anthems, 2 vols. ;

Boyce's Anthems, 4 vols. ; Organ part to Boyce's
' Cathedral Music

'
; the masses of Beethoven,

Hummel, etc. He took a number of madrigals

by Wilbye and others, originally written for

three and four voices, and added two, three, and
even four additional parts to them with great,

if misplaced, ingenuity. For the organ he

published, amongst others, ' Select Organ Pieces,'

3 vols. ;
' Cathedral Voluntaries,' 2 vols. ; and

'Short Melodies,' 1 vol. But it is impossible

to enumerate all the arrangements of this in-

dustrious musician, or the benefits which he

thereby conferred on lovers of music at a time

when it was difficult of access to a degree now
hard to realise. Novello possessed well-culti-

vated literary taste, and numbered among his

intimate friends Charlesand MaryLamb, Shelley,

Keats, Leigh Hunt, Hazlitt, Edward Holmes,

and Charles Oowden Clarke, the latter of whom
married his eldest daughter Mary. [She died at

Genoa, Jan. 12, 1898.] Lamb mentions him with
affection in more than one passage. [See ' A
Chapter on Ears' in the Essays of Elia.'] His
family circle was greatly beloved by those who
had access to it, amongst others by Mendelssohn,

who was often there during his early visits to

this country, and many of whose extraordinary

improvisations took place in the Novellos'

drawing-room. [See Joseph Bennett's ' A No-
vello Centenary,' in the Musical Times for

1885, p. 495 ; and the Diet, of Nai. 5%.]
Cecilia, his second daughter, studied singing

under Mrs. Blane Hunt, and appeared upon the

stage. She was a good musician, and an ex-

cellent and useful singer of secondary parts.

She became the wife of Thomas James Serle,

actor, dramatist and journalist. She died at

Genoa, June 20, 1890. Their daughter, Emma
Claka, a promising soprano singer, died at an
early age, Oct. 4, 1877.

CtARA Anastasia, his fourth daughter, bom
June 10, 1818, was at nine years of age placed

under Miss Hill and John Kobinson, at York,
to learn singing and pianoforte-playing. In
1829 she became a pupil of the Conservatoire

at Paris, but returned to England in the fol-

lowing year on account of the Revolution. In
1833 she made her first public appearance at a

concert at Windsor, with such success that she

was immediately engaged at the Ancient and
Philharmonic Concerts and Worcester Festival,

and in the next year at the Westminster Abbey
Festival. She sang at all the principal concerts

and Festivals until 1837, when, at the invitation

of Mendelssohn, she went to Leipzig, and ap-

peared at the Gewandhaus Concerts, whence she

passed on to Berlin, Vienna, St. Petersburg,

and Diisseldorf. Writing to the Secretary of

the Philharmonic Society in Jan. 1839, Men-
delssohn speaks of her and Mrs. Shaw as ' the

best concert-singers we have heard in Germany
for a long time, 'and Schumann {Gesamm. Schrif-

ten, iii. 47) dwells on the extraordinary interest

she excited, and the universal surprise at her

noble simple style of interpreting Handel. In

1839 she went to Italy to study for the stage,

and became a pupil of Micheroux at Milan, with
whom she remained for a year. She made her

first appearance in opera at Padua, July 6, 1841;

in Rossini's ' Semiramide,' with great success.

She afterwards sang at Rome, Milan, Bologna,

Modena, and other places. She returned to

England in March 1843, and appeared in opera

at Drury Lane, and in oratorio at the Sacred

Harmonic Concerts, and the Birmingham Festi-

val. On Nov. 22, 1843, she was married to

Count Gigliuoci, and withdrew from public life
;

but circumstances compelled her, a few years

later, to return to the exercise of her profession,

and in 1850 she sang in opera at Rome and
Lisbon. In 1851 she returned to England and
appeared in oratorio, in which she achieved her

greatest successes, and at concerts. She also
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made one more appearance here on the stage,

namely, in the ' Puritani ' at Drury Lane, July

S, 1853. In 1854 she sang in opera at Milan.

Her greatest triumphs were at the opening of the

Crystal Palace, June 10, 1854, and at the Handel
Festivals in 1857 and 1859, where her clear

pure notes penetrated the vast space in a manner
not to he easily forgotten. In Nov. 1860, she

took leave of the puhlio in a performance of
' Messiah ' at the Crystal Palace, and at a

benefit concert at St. James's Hall, and returned

to Italy, where she now resides. Her voice was
a high soprano, extending from below the

stave to D in alt, retaining till old age its

purity of tone, brilliance, and power. She
excelled in oratorio, particularly in devotional

songs, and she enjoys the distinction of having

drawn praise from Charles Lamb, notwithstand-

ing his insensibility to music. (See his poem,

To Clara N.)
Mary Sabilla, his sixth daughter, was also

a soprano vocalist, but delicacy of throat and
susceptibility to cold compelled her to relinquish

singing. She translated several theoretical

works into English. From 1849 she resided in

Italy, and died at Genoa, Jan. 8, 1904.

Joseph Alfred, his eldest son, bom Aug. 12,

1810, was a bass singer, and for many years sang

in oratorios and concerts. He was for some
time choirmaster at Lincoln's-Inn Chapel. He
adapted the English text to the ' Lobgesang,'

and several of the Psalms of Mendelssohn. He
was actively engaged in obtaining the repeal of

the advertisement duty, the paper duty, the

stamp on newspapers, andother imposts generally
known as the 'Taxes upon Knowledge.' He is,

however, best known as a music-publisher. [See

NovELLO & Company.] He retired in 1 856, and
went to reside at Nice, whence he removed to

Genoa, where he died July 16, 1896. w. H. H.

NOVELLO & CO. The foundation of this

firm of music -publishers dates from the year.

1811, when Vincent Novello, already well

known as a professor of music and organist, put

forth his first publication, 'Novello's Sacred

Music as performed at the Eoyal Portuguese

Chapel.'

Vincent Novello, while much engaged both
as teacher and organist, found time to compose,

edit, and issue from his private residence from

time to time many important works enumerated

in the preceding article. The publication of

the 'Sacred Music,' which consisted of up-

wards of 1000 pages, was finished after his

son, Joseph Alfred Novello, had begun
• business as a regular music-publisher at No. 67

Frith Street, Soho, which he did in 1829.

From Frith Street he removed in 1834 to more
extensive premises at No. 69 Dean Street, Soho,

which house, in conjunction with No. 70, is

still occupied by the present firm as a printing-

office. In those early days no less than eighteen

masses by Mozart and sixteen by Haydn, of

which only eight and seven respectively had
previously been published, and that only in full

score, were issued under the editorship of Vincent

Novello in the practical and useful form of vocal

scores. In thus taking up sacred music, Novello

was the first legitimate successor to John Day,
since whose time the publication of sacred music

in England had been limited to the publication

of music issued on subscription by the editor

or composer.

Joseph Alfred Novello was the first person who
made the practical discovery that music could

be supplied in large quantities at a much lower

rate than had hitherto been charged, and that the

necessary demand might be created by bringing

out what were then considered extraordinarily

cheap editions of standard works. How different

the meaning of the term ' cheap ' was at that

early period from what it is now, may be gathered
from the fact that the small engraved oblong
editions of Haydn's and Mozart's Masses, then
considered very low in price, were charged to

the public at sums varying from 8s. 6d. down-
wards.

Alfred Novello soon advanced still further in

the same direction, by turning his attention to

type - printing as the only means of meeting a
really large demand. In 1846 he began the

issue of music in Svo—that form being then
an entire novelty—printed from type. The
' Messiah ' and the ' Creation ' were issued in

that year in sixpenny numbers, and were followed
by many others. In 1857 the 'Messiah' was
issued at Is. 4d. Concurrently with the progress

of the type-printing, a reduction in the price

of sheet-music by about 50 per cent was made
in the year 1849, thus placing it before a large

section of the public by whom it had before been
unattainable. But while thus lowering the price

of music and extending its range, the firm has

not been unmindful of excellence of execution.

Vincent Novello's early productions are dis-

tinguished for a peculiar grace and neatness ;

and very recently, by introducing German
engravers, his successors have produced, in the
Purcell Society's volumes, and in their complete
edition of Mendelssohn's PF. works, specimens
of plate music equalling any that are turned
out by the great foreign publishers, and fully

up to the same very high level of excellence

which distinguishes their type-music.

In the year 1861 the business began to be
conducted under the style of Novello & Co.,

Mr. Henry Littleton, who had taken an increas-

ingly active part in the house since 1841, and
had for some years sole direction of the business,

being admitted a partner : five years later he
became sole proprietor, by the retirement of

Novello ; and in 1867 he purchased the business

of Ewer & Co. , thus acquiring all the copyright

works of Mendelssohn. In the same year the

premises at No. 1 Berners St. were opened [they

were given up in 1906, for premises in Wardour
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St.], and the business of a music-circulating
library (carried on by Ewer & Co.) was under-
taken. Later still, in 1878, large bookbinding
establishments were opened at 111 and 113
Southwark Street. [Mr. Henry Littleton died

May 11, 1888, leaving two sons as his successors

in the firm, which for many years after 1867
was known as Novello, Ewer,. &.Co., and which
is now again styled NoTello & Co.] G.

NOVERRE, Jeaut Geoeges, born in Paris,

AprU 29, 1727. His father, who had formerly

served under Charles XII., intended him for the

army, but his love of dancing and the theatre

were invincible, and he became the great

authority on dancing, and the reformer of the

French ballet. A pupU of the celebrated dancer

Dupre, he made his d^but before the court at

Fontainebleau in 1743, but apparently without

success, as we find him soon afterwards well

received at Berlin. In 1747 he returned to

Paris, and composed several ballets [among them
the ' Ballet Chinois '], for the Opira Comique,

the success of which aroused so much jealousy

as to induce him to accept Garrick's invitation

to London in 1755. [The ' Chinese Festival,'

produced at Drury Lane, Nov. 8, 1755, provoked

greatoppositionowingto politicalcircumstances. ]

There he spent two years, profiting in more ways

than one, as may be 'seen by the more extended

knowledge and more elevated imagination of his

ballets ofthat date. He returned to Paris hoping

for the appointment of ballet-master to the

Acad^mie, but failing this, he aoceptedalucrative

engagement at the large theatre of Lyons. Here,

in conjunction with Granier, he produced three

ballets (1758 and 1759) of which the scenarios

were printed. Here also he published his Lettres

sur la JDanse et les Ballets (1760, 1 vol. 8vo),

which attracted general notice, and greatly

increased his reputation. Remaining still with-

out a summons to Paris, he found a patron in

the Duke of Wurtemberg, for whom he composed

no less than twenty divertissements and ballets-

pantomimes. [In 1765 he returned to Paris

and produced 'Medea.'] In 1770 Empress

Maria Theresa summoned him to Vienna, as

director of the court-fStes, and dancing-master

to the Imperial family ; and here again he

composed a dozen ballets for the court theatre,

the scenarios of which were printed separately.

On the marriage ofArchduke Ferdinand, Noverre

received the Order of Christ, and permission to

take part in the wedding fetes at Milan, when
he produced several new ballets, afterwards

given in Vienna. [His two letters to Voltaire

describing Garrick (printed in the French

translation of theii/e ofGarrick, 1801) probably

date from a visit to London which Noverre paid

at this time.]

On his return to Paris in 1775, Noverre

obtained, through his former pupil Marie

Antoinette, now Queen of France, the long-

coveted post of ' Maitre des ballets en chef at

the Aoad^mie. In addition to revivals of

earlier works he composed specially for the Op^ra

'Les Caprices de Galathee ' (Sept. 30, 1776);
' Annette etLubin' (June 9, 1778); 'Lespetita

Riens ' (June 11, 1778), for which Mozart wrote

fourteen pieces [the music was long supposed

to be lost, but was discovered in 1873 in the

library of theGrand Opera inParis byM. Nuitter

;

it was printed in extenso in C. E. Noverre'a

Life and Works of the Chevalier Noverre (1882),
but is placed by Eiichel in his appendix of lost

works, where, however, he gives the themes of

thirteen out of the fourteen movements] ; and
'MMee' (Jan. 30, 1780). He also arranged

the divertissements of several operas by Gluck
and Piccinni. [In the famous quarrel over these

two composers Noverre took the side of Piccinni.

He retired with a pension in 1780, and lived

at St. Germain-en-Laye. His ' works ' in three

volumes were published in an English translation

in 1782.] On the outbreak of the Revolution

he fled to London, and there produced two of

his best ballets, ' Les Noces de Thetis ' and
' Iphigteie en Aulide. ' After so successful a

career he was justified in looking forward to sen

old age of afiluence, but during the Revolution

he lost the savings of fifty years and was reduced

to poverty, which he bore with dignity and
resighation. His death took place at St.

Germain-en-Laye in 1810, in the end of October,

according to Choron and Fayolle, on Nov. 19,

according to Fetis. Some give 1807, but that

is apparently a mistake. [The date given in

his descendant's biography is Oct. 18, 1809, but

no authority is quoted in support.]

Noverre several times remodelled his standard

work. An edition published at St. Petersburg

(1803-4), Lettres sur la Danse, sur les Ballets et

les Arts, i vols., scarce, and apparently unknown
to F^tis, contains analyses of numerous ballets.

The best known is the Paris edition of 1807,

Lettres siur les Arts imitateurs en girUral, et sur

la Danse en particulier, 2 vols., with portrait en-

graved by Roger after Gu^rin, and the following

lines by Imbert :

—

Du feu de son gSnie il anima la danse

:

Aux beaux jours de la Grfece il sut la rappeler

;

Et, recouvrant par lui leur antique Eloquence,
Les gestes et les pas apprirent ^ parler

;

which give a good summary of what Noverre
effected. He invented the ballet d'action, re-

formed the costume of the dancers, abolished

routine in favour of taste, compelled composers

to conform their music to the situations in the

drama and the sentiments of the characters,

and succeeded in making the pantomime appeal

to the intellect as well as to the eye.

Among Noverre's writings may be specified

Observations sv/r la constriiction d'une nouvelle

Salle de VOp&ra (Amsterdam, 1787) ; and Lettres

a wn artiste swr les fUes publiques (Year IX.).

The MS. notes of an eminent bibliophile allude

to another, Th6orie et pratique de la Danse en
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giniral, which seems not to have been printed,

and was doubtless intended for the Dictiomiaire

de la Danse, projected by Noverre, but not

finished. o. o.

NOWELL. [See Noel.]

NOZZE DI FIGARO, LE. Opera buffa by
Mozart, in four acts ; the libretto by L. da Ponte

after Beaumarchala' 'Mariage de Figaro,' on

Mozart'sownsuggestion. Itisdated,in Mozart's

Autograph Catalogue, Vienna, April 29, 1786,

and the first performance took place at the

National Theatre, Vienna, May 1. In Paris

as ' Le Mariage de Figaro,' in five acts, with

Beaumarchais' spoken dialogue, at the Aoad^mie,

March 20, 1793 ; at the Theatre Lyrique, as

' Les Nooes de Figaro,' by Barbier and Carr^, in

four acts, May 8, 1858. In London, in Italian,

at the King's Theatre, June 18, 1812. G.

NUANCES (shades). This word is used in

music to denote the various modificationsof time,

force, and expression, which are a prominent

characteristicofmodemmusic,whetherindicated

by the composer or inserted by the performer.

As examples of modifications of time may be

cited the directions raUerda/ndo, acceUrwnXb,

calamdo, lentando, slrmgendo, etc. ; of force,

cresceiido, diminuendo,pesante, martellato,heaidea

piano and. forte with their own modifications, as

mezzo piano, piamissimo, etc., the marks -==—
for crescendo and diminuendo, and a or =- for

sforzamdo ; of expression, dolce, espressivo, mar-
cato, lusingando, etc. No exact date can be
given for the time when these marks originated,

as they came very gradually into use. But in

the Antiphonarium of St. Gall (printed in fac-

simile at Brussels in 1851) there are small letters

interspersed among the neumes, which undoubt-

edly serve the purpose of dynamic signs : thus/
stands forfrangore, t or U for bene teneahm; and
c for celeriter. The signs became more and more
common as the instruments were gradually

improved. Burney (vol. iv. p. 187) says,

speaking of Matthew Lock :
' In his third

introductory music to the Tempest ' (written in

1670), ' which is called a Curtain Tune, probably

from the curtain being first drawn up during the

performance of this species of overture, he has,

for the first time that has come to my knowledge,

introduced the use of crescendo(lo\ideT\)j degrees)

with diminuendo and lenta/ndo, under the words

soft and slow by degrees.' From the fact of

these directions being in Italian, we may gather

that they had been previously used by Italian

composers, but the date cannot be put much
earlier than 1670 for their first appearance,

though Domenico Mazzocchi (fl. 1640) is said to

have used the sign -==- as we use it nowa-

days. From this time until about 1740, when
they were quite settled and in constant use, these

marks of expression were used, at first very

sparingly, and gradually more and more fre-

quently. The place of Mcents was taken, on

the older keyed instruments, by the mamieren.

or grace-notes, which served to emphasise the

notes before which they were placed. Possibly

it is from this cause that the confusion, so

common in some musical criticisms, has arisen

of using the word nuo,nces to indicate the grace-

notes OTJiorUure of singers. These marks occur

occasionally in the works of Bach, as for instance

in the Italian Concerto, and they are used by
Rameau and Couperin, who give them in French,

retaining their own language in spite of the

general use of Italian for musical purposes.

This custom remains still in French music, in

which such terms as ' pressez le temps,' ' animez
un pen, ' etc. , are of frequent occurrence : and
some German composers have taken to exclud-

ing Italian expressions altogether, substituting
' zunehmend ' and ' abnehmend ' for crescendo

and diminuendo, etc. This is a development
of the practice originated by Beethoven in one

or two of his later works, and continued by
Schumann, whoconfined himself, almost entirely,

to the German language. In the score of ' The
Apostles, ' Sir Edward Elgar uses the initial letter

ofthewordsri^nufo, accelerando, andlarga/mente,

followed by a line of dots indicating the extent

of music to be covered by the direction.

With regard to the wimnces which are left to

the performer, no rule can be laid down as to

their use, nor can their insertion be a matter of

teaching. Almost all modem music requires

the use of certain modifications of time and
expression, which it is impossible to convey alto-

gether by words or signs. These should never

be attempted by any but a more or less finished

musician. The difficulty of steering between
the error, on the one hand, of going through
the composition in a dry and desultory manner,
without attempting any ' interpretation,' as it

is called, of the composer's thoughts, and, on
the other hand, of exaggerating or setting at

defiance the marks which are put for the guid-

ance of the performer, and bringing out the
performer's own individuality at the sacrifice of

that of the composer, is very great, and can only
be entirely overcome by those artists who have
the rare gift of losing their own individuality

altogether, and merging it in the composer's
idea. Two of the best instances of the utmost
limit of this kind of nuances, are Dr. Joachim's
reading of the Hungarian Dances by Brahms,
and (in a very different grade of art) the playing
of Strauas's Waltzes by his own band in Vienna.
In both these examples there is an utter absence
of exaggeration, and yet the greatest possible

freedom of expression. This amount of liberty

of interpretation is only allowable, it will be
understood, in the works of the later modem
masters ; but even in Bach the great artists are

not afraid to modify the time in ornamental
passages, and to mould their phrases, as it were ;

in Schumann and Chopin a great deal more
licence is allowable than is the case in Beethoven,
and Mendelssohn was very sparing in its use.
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It is almost entirely by means of these unwritten
nvaiices that the comparative merits of the

greatest performers can be judged. M.

NUCIUS (Nux or Nucis), Joannbs, was
bom at Gbrlitz in Silesia about 1SS6. In the

Monatshefte zwr Musikgeschichte, xxxyi. 200-209,

Beinhold Starke corrects and supplements from

documentary evidence the details given in the

Quellen-Lexikon as to the life and works of

Nuoius. From this we learn that Nucius re-

ceived his musical instruction from a certain

Johannes Winckler, whom he describes as a very

capable musician. He afterwards took the

monastic vows in the Cistercian Abbey ofRauden
in Upper Silesia, and in 1591 was elected Abbot
of the daughter -house of Himmelwitz. The
Abbey was burnt down in 1617, but Nucius

survived the partial rebuilding of it to March 25,

1620. His published works consist of two books

of Motets for five and six voices (Cantiones

Saerae. . . Frag, 1591, 1595, andLiegnitz, 1609),

containing altogether 129 numbers, including

second parts. His intention to publish a book

of Masses does not appear to have been carried

out. Two masses with missing parts exist in

MS. Nucius also put forth in 1 6 1 3 a theoretical

work entitled Musices poeticae give de composi-

tione cantus. Of this work Starke gives a pretty

full account in the Monatshefte referred to

above. Nucius expresses his great veneration

for the works of Josquin des Pres and Orlando

Lassus. J. R. M.

NUMBER. The several pieces or sections of

operas, oratorios, or other long works, are num-
bered for convenience of reference, etc. This is

sometimes very arbitrarily done even by so

methodical a person as Mendelssohn. (Compare

e.g. in ' Elijah,' Nos. 40 and 41.) The overture

is never counted, but ' No. 1
' is the first piece

after it. See also Opus-Number. g.

NUNC DIMITTIS. The first words of the

Song of Simeon, occurring in the 29th, 30th,

31st, and 32nd verses of the 2nd chapter of the

Gospel of St. Luke. This canticle has been used

at either Vespers or Compline from the earliest

ages. It is mentioned in the Apostolical Consti-

tutions (written about the beginning of the 5th

century), and though St. Benedict does not order

its use in his Rule (a.d. 530), Amalarius, writing

early in the 9th century, mentions it as in use in

his own time, and English versions of it are ex-

tant as far back as the 14th century. It appears

that in the most ancient times this hymn was

sung at Vespers, of which service it still forms

part in the Greek Use. The Roman and Ar-

menian Uses, however, appoint it to be sung at

Compline, the solemn character of the hymn
seeming more appropriate to the last service of

the day. (It isworthyof note that the Armenian
differs from the Western Use in having two dis-

tinct Offices of Compline, one for public, and the

other for private use. The former contains

neither Magnificat nor Nunc Dimittis, but the

latter includes both canticles, thus resembling

the Evening Office of the Anglican Church.)

The Anglican Evensong was formed by com-
bining the two ancient services of Vespers and
Compline, the 1st Lesson and Magnificat being

taken from the former, the 2nd Lesson and the

Nunc Dimittis from the latter. In the Second

Service Book of Edward VI. (published in 1562),
the 67th Psalm (Deus Misereatur), which the

Sarum Use had rendered familiar, was allowed to

be sung instead of the Nunc Dimittis. The fact

of this canticle being generally sung at Compline
—the least elaborate, as well as the last of the

daily services—accounts for the neglect it has

received in musical treatment from the hands of

the great mediaeval masters of Church Music.

In Merbecke's ' Booke of Common Praier noted

'

it is adapted to the Fifth Church Tone and to

a chant founded on the Seventh Tone ; indeed,

settings of the hymn are almost entirely confined

to thePost-Reformation composers ofthe English

school. With these it has always been a

favourite, and although it is the shortest of the

canticles used in the Anglican Service, yet the

peculiar solemnity of the words, and the unity

of idea which pervades it have caused the Nunc
Dimittis to be more generally set and sung than

the alternative Psalm Deus Misereatur. w. B. s.

NUT. 1. Of the Violin (Fr. Sillet ; Ger.

SatteT). A slip of ebony or ivory (the former

chiefly used) glued to the neck of the violin at

the upper end of the finger-board, and overwhich
the strings pass. It is slightly raised above the

level of the finger-board, and serves to keep the

strings from touching it except when pressed

down by the finger. It existed in the old

instruments which preceded the violin, and in

them was ruder and larger.

2. Of the Bow (Fr. Hausse ; Ger. Froich).

A piece of ebony or ivory, over which the hairs

pass, attached to the end of the bow by a metal

shank working in a groove out in the bow. A
screw working in the shank serves to tighten or

slacken the hairs. The nut is slightly hollowed

in the cheeks, and is accurately fitted to the

stick by means of a metallic groove. The nut

is as old as the bow itself.

The name in both cases is equivalent to

' knob ' or ' projection,' £. J. f.
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QAKELEY, Sir Herbert Stanley, Mua.D.,

second son of Sir Herbert Oakeley, Bart.,

born at Ealing, July 22, 1830, was educated at

Eugby an! Christ Church, Oxford. He gradu-

ated as B.A. in 1853, and as M.A. in 1856.

He studied harmony under Dr. Stephen Elvey,

and the organ under Dr. Johann Schneider at

Dresden, and completed his musical studies at

Leipzig, with Prof. Breidenstein of Bonn.

In 1865 he was elected Professor of Music in the

University of Edinburgh. He received his

Mus. D. degree from the Archbishop of Canter-

bury (Tait) in 1871, and was knighted in 1876.

He received in 1879 the degree of Mus.D. from

the University of Oxford, and in 1881 that of

LL.D. from the University of Aberdeen ; he was
created in the same year Composer of Music to

Her Majesty in Scotland. In 1886 the Univer-

sity of Toronto conferred on him the degree of

D.C.L., and in 1887 he received the degree of

Mus.D. from the University of Dublin. [In

1891 he resigned the Edinburgh Professorship,

and was made Emeritus Professor in the following

year. He died Oct. 26, 1903, and a year after-

wards a memoir by his brother, Mr. E. M.
Oakeley, was published in London.] Among
his publications are many songs, with pianoforte

or orchestral accompaniment, twenty of which
were published in a ' Jubilee Album ' dedicated

to Queen Victoria ; three vocal duets ; twelve

part-songs ; students' songs and choral arrange-

ments of eighteen Scottish liTational melodies,

and of various others for male voices. For the

Church, some dozen anthems, a Jubilee Cantata

for 1887, a motet with orchestral accompani-

ment, a Morning and Evening Service, and
many hymn-tunes. He also published a few

of his compositions for pianoforte and organ,

and for orchestra, including a, festal and a

funeral march.

Sir Herbert Oakeley had a remarkable gift of

improvisation, and was an organ-player of ex-

ceptional ability. During his tenure of the pro-

fessorship he gave a great impulse to the public

performance of music at the Eeid Concert ; he
inaugurated an annual festival which did a

good work for some years. (See Rbid Con-
certs.) w. H. H.

OBBLIGATO, i.e. neceSsary. A term signi-

fying that the instrument with which it is

coupled is indispensable in that place or that

piece. It is in this respect the ..opposite to Ad
LIBITUM. Q.

OBERMEYER, Joseph, violinist, born at

Nezabudioz, Bohemia, in 1749. Date of death
unknown. Kamel was his first master and,

owing to the generosity of his patron Count
Vincent Waldstein, Tartini was his second. He
JB said to have closely imitated the broad adagio

playing of the great maestro. On his return

to Bohemia he resumed his post of valet-de

-

chambre (which it need hardly be observed was

a household position different from that which
is nowadays implied by the term), to Count
Waldstein. Eventually he relinquished this

situation, and becoming a farmer performed but

rarely in public. In 1801, he reappeared at

Prague with great success, and three years later

his playing at some musical fetes at Strathaw

was, according to Fetis, greatly admired. Ha
was then fifty-five. He was still alive in 1816.

—F^tis, Siog. des Mus. ; Clarke, Dictionary of
Fiddlers ; Eituer, Quellen-Zexikon. E. h-a.

OBERON. A romantic opera in three acts

;

words (English) by J. E. Planche, music by
Carl Maria von Weber. Produced at Covent
Garden Theatre, April 12, 1826. In Italian

(by Maggione) at Her Majesty's (in four acts),

July 3, 1860, with recitatives by Benedict and
six additional numbers from ' Euryanthe ' and
elsewhere. In German at Leipzig (Hell's trans-

lation), Dec. 23, 1826. o.

OBERTAS.i This is described in the Mcy-
klopedyja Powszeehna (Warsaw, 1884) as the

most popular of Polish national dances. The
couples follow their leader, turning from right

to leftj and describing a circle or oval ring. The
woman sometimes dances round her partner, and
sometimes vice versa ; a song is often sung at thS

same time. The obertas is evidently regarded

by the Poles as their national waltz, though, as

will have been seen, it differs from the German
waltz in several characteristics of the dance as

well as in the style of the music associated with
itbymoderncomposers. Wieniawski's 'Mazurka
caract^ristique ' for violin No. 1, bears the sub-

title ' Obertas
' ; it is deficient in the rough, wild

character, without which the dance is scarcely

to be distinguished from a mazurka. Boito in-

troduces the obertas into the first scene of Act i.

of ' Mefistofele ' : whether he was guilty of an
anachronism in representing his 16th century
Frankfort populace indulging in a national dance
of Poland (to say nothing of Polish exclama-
tions) is open to question. The Mazurka found'

its way into North-Germany only after August
III. of Saxony ascended the throne in 1733
(Brockhaua). Had the obertas been adopted
at any time by the German people, such writers

as Angerstein, Czerwinski, Voss, etc., could not
have ignored it in their works on the art and
history of the Dance ; though their neglect to.

include the name of a dance known only in

Poland, in their enumeration of dances of all

nations, is at least excusable. However, the

charm of these stirring strains, no doubt sug-
' From ' Obracac,' slgDifylaff 'to turn round.' * Obertaa ' has a

second meaning, ' confualOQ ' or * perplexity.' The accent lies on
the second arllable.

416
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gested to Boito by his Polish mother, renders

very welcome the composer's possible deviation

from historic truth.

Wieniawski and Boito suggest by a drone

bass in fifths the rude accompaniment of the

bagpipes or other primitive combination of in-

struments.
Tutto vanno alia rinfbsa
SuUa musica confusa
Gosl far la cornamusa

—

writes Boito for his chorus. The wild and
romping nature of this dance and music must
have proved without attraction for Chopin,

who has at any rate not included by name
an Obertas among his Mazurkas. Neverthe-

less, we may recognise that in G major, op.

56, No. 2 (Vivace) as being in harmony and
rhythm the nearest approach to the Obertas

attempted by this fastidious and undramatic

composer. L. m. m.

OBERTHUE, Charles, a distinguished per-

former on arid composer for the harp, was born

on March 4, 1819, at Munich, where his father

carried on a manufactory of strings for musical

instruments. His teachers were Elise Brauchle

and G. V. Eoder, the Court Director of Music.

In the autumn of 1837 he was engaged by
Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer as harp-player at the

Zurich theatre. He stayed there until September

1839, when, after a concert tour through Switzer-

land, he accepted an engagement at Wiesbaden,

In 1842 he went to Mannheim, where he

remained until 1844. A difference with V.

Lachner, and the representations of English

friends then living at Mannheim, induced

Oberthiir in October 1844 to come to England,

where he found a firm protector in Moscheles,

and where he took up his residence. He first

obtained an engagement at the Italian Opera,

but soon gave this up, and devoted himself to

privateteaching andcomposition, with occasional

appearances as a soloist at the principal concerts

in England and abroad. The list of Herr

Oberthiir's compositions (more than 200 in

number) includes two operas ' Floris von Namur,

'

and 'Der Berggeist des Harzes,' successfully

performed at Wiesbaden ; a grand Mass, ' St.

Philip deNeri' ; cantatas, 'The Pilgrim Queen,'
' The Red Cross Knight,' and 'Lady Jane Grey

'

;

Overtures ('Macbeth ' and ' Riibezahl') ; Trios

for harp, violin, and violoncello ; a Concertino

for harp and orchestra ; 'Loreley'—a legend

for harp and orchestra; a Quartet for four

harps, etc. Oberthiir died in London, Nov.

8,1895. W.B.S.

OBLIQUE PIANO. A cottage pianoforte

the strings of which are disposed diagonally, in-

stead of vertically as is usual in upright instru-

ments. The greatest angle, however, is at the

longest and lowest string ; the bias gradually

diminishing until the shortest and highest string

is vertical or nearly so. The object is to get

greater length in the bass strings. The inven-

VOL. Ill

tion of the Oblique Piano is due to Robert

Wornum, of London, who, in 1811, took out a

patent for an upright piano with the strings

set diagonally, and the heads of the hammers
in the same rake as the strings. The Oblique

Piano was comparatively early adopted in

France, especially by Messrs. Roller & Blan-

ohet, who made very distinguished small in-

struments in this manner. The principle has

since been generally adopted by the best

French and English makers, and more recently

by the Germans and Americans. [See Piano-
FOKTE.] A. J. H.

OBOE (Fr. Hautbais ; Ger. Hohoe, Hochholz).

[A wooden instrument of conical bore, played

with a double reed, and of treble pitch, except

in certain varieties in which the name is quali-

fied by some addition.

The development of the modem oboe, and its

relationship to other double reed instruments

can be best traced by reference to some primitive

types. The double reed is certainly prehistoric,

and the oboe in its rudest form is of the highest

antiquity, and has been used in all parts of the

globe.] It can be traced in the sculptures and
paintings of ancient Egypt and Greece ; indeed,

specimens are preserved in the British and
Leyden Museums, which were found with straws

beside them, probably to be used in making
the reed. Instruments from Arabia, ancient

America, China, Hindustan, Italy, and Wal-
lachia are deposited in the Victoria and Albert

Museum,
[Although some of these ancient instruments

were undoubtedly rude, yet others, bothin design
and workmanship, were of high class, and it is

therefore impossible to speak of the modem
oboe as an invention of any particular date. It

should rather be regarded as the outcome of a

gradual differentiation of type, accentuated by
the refinement of a particular member of a

family. By the 1 6th century, two chief families

ofdouble reed instruments were well established,

and are described by Sebastian Virdung (1511)
and by Michael Praetorius (1618). One of these

families, in which the double reed is associated

with a cylindrical tube is represented by the

Krummhorns (?,'!'.), and lies outside the scope

of this article. In the other chief family, the

double reed is fitted to a conical tube, and
the oboe is the aristocratic descendant of one

branch of this family. The whole group com-
prised schalmeys or shawns, and pommers,
known also as bombards, from the humming or

buzzing tone of the lower-pitched members of

the group. The little schabney with lowest

note a' was, according to Praetorius, not much
used ; the discant schalmey with lowest note d'

has been developed into the modern oboe. These
two schalmeys were the treble members of the

family, the set or choir of six being completed
by the alto, tenor, and bass pommers, with the
great double-quint pommer descending to the

2 E
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contra F (FF). The typical instrument had six

finger-holes, and in the tenor, bass, and double-

quint instruments these were supplemented by
extra holes closed by keys, to extend the

compass downwards. The differentiation of this

primitive type above referred to has resulted in

the oboes and bassoons as we now know them,

for the distinction between these is not mainly

that of pitch as between treble and bass, but

one of quality, instruments of the oboe group

having a lighter and more delicate quality than

bassoons, irrespective of pitch. In the 17th

century the little and discant schalraeys, with

the alto and tenor pommers, were grouped to-

gether and called ' haulx-bois ' or ' haultbois,'

to distinguish them from the two larger pommers
called 'gros-bois.' We thus obtain the modem
French and English names Hautbois and Oboe,

and it was early in the 17th century that the

discant schalmey assumed the form of the oboe,

the addition of key-work since that date being

a gradual development, and not the introduction

of any distinctively new principle.

The orchestral oboe as now made sounds i!

whenthesixfinger-holes are closed, andby raising

the fingers in succession the scale of D major is

obtained as on the flute. Strictly speaking the

instrument is therefore in D, but as the notes

sound as written, it is customarily spoken of as

being in 0. Its tube is conical, enlarging from

the reed to the bell, and it therefore overblows

to the octave, and is usually built up of three

portions, the 'top joint,' 'lower joint,' and
'bell.' In addition to these there is the small

metal tube, or ' staple ' to which the blades

of cane forming the double reed are seciired.

To facilitate the fingering of semitones, the

third and fourth finger-holes were formerly made
double, that is to say, instead of a full-sized

hole, two small ones placed side by side were

used in each case, one or both of which could

be covered by the finger, but although this

arrangement was long maintained, the necessity

for it has passed away with the modem free use

of key-work. By the end of the 17th century

two keys giving d and e'b were introduced ; in

1727 Gerard Hofmann of Rastenburg added
two keys for g^Jt, "^'Jt, and in the 1 9th century the

instrument gradually attained its present deli-

cacy and excellence. The Method by Sellner,

published in 1825 at Vienna describes keys

producing c',c'S, ti'J,/', f%, g'tt, a'i, c", and also

an octave key. The present compass of the

instrument extends downwards to ill, »"<! some-

times to 6l>, and the fingering of the less compli-

cated models is not dissimilar from that of the

flute and the bassoon.

From the lowest note, whether b\f or Jt| (1),

to the ft'H next above (2), thirteen or twelve

consecutive semitones are successively obtained

by lifting fingers or depressing keys. For c" (3)

the middle finger of the left hand is kept down
and the forefinger lifted, as on the flute ; the

note being improved by covering the right-

hand finger-holes. For c"JJ all finger-holes are

open, or as an alternative the fingering of its

lower octave di can be used, the emission of

the note being aided by a slight opening of the

c'J hole, which in this way serves as a vent or

speaker. Continuing to repeat the fingering of

the lower octave, d' and d'i are obtained by a

similar use of the d't hole. From e" (4) to

a" (5) the first octave or speaker-key which is

worked by the thumb is used, and in all modem
instruments there is a second octave key worked
by the knuckle of the left forefinger, by means
of which the scale can be extended irom a" to

a!" (6) though

C5) C6)

the /'" below this may be considered as the

practical limit of the oboe's compass. In the

most recent instruments of all, these two ' vent-

holes,' or harmonic keys, which serve only to

determine a node in the tube, and which, im-

like the correspondingmechanism of the clarinet,

do not furnish an independent note of their

own, are made automatic, and practically inde-

pendent of the player's will. For most of the

higher notes above a", the bottom d'H key
requires to be raised by the right little finger,

just as occurs in the flute.

The above scale, from its close similarity to

those of the flute and bassoon, may be looked

upon as traditional and fundamental. But
hardly any wind-instrument, except the flute,

has been so altered and modified of late years

in its mechanism as the oboe. The so-called

Boehm fingering has been applied to it with
considerable success, though the system hais not
been largely adopted by musicians. The form
most in use at the present day is a modification
of the older model described above, but with
many devices borrowed from the Boehm system.
It has thus become by far the most elaborate
and complicated of reed instruments, and it is

a question whether a return to an older and
simpler pattern, by lessening the weight of the
machine, and the number of holes breaking
the continuity of the bore, and by increasing
the vibratory powers of the wooden tube,

would not conduce to an improved quality of
tone.

The bulk of these additions is due to the late

M. Barret, at once a distinguished artist and
an ingenious mechanic, who devoted a long and
laborious professional life solely to the elabora-
tion of his favourite instrament. In this task
he was ably seconded by the French instru-
ment maker, Triebert, with whom he was in
constant correspondence, and whose instru-
ments have, until of late, almost monopolised
the trade.

Barret's chief modifications may be briefly
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named as (1) the introduction of a plate for the
left-hand thumb, somewhat similar to that on
modern flutes, by which this member, formerly
idle, is called into action

; (2) the double
automatic octave keys named above

; (3) a
vast number of double, triple, and even quad-
ruple alternative fingerings for particular notes,

which materially reduce the mechanical diffi-

culty of inconvenient passages. On these

and other points, the writer has to thank Mr.
Mitcalfe, of Lowestoft, for some valuable sug-

It is not, however, in the mechanism only

that the oboe of to-day is

entirely different fiom that

used in the early part of

the 19th century, but also

in the sound - producer or

reed. The writer is happy
to have it in his power to

illustrate this fact by paral-

lel photographs, reduced in

the woodcut to half dimen-
sions, of two oboe reeds,

which stand to each other

in about the chronological

relation named above. The right-hand cut is

a reproduction of the modern reed as made in

France by Triebert. That on the left hand
is one of several given to the writer by the

late Mr. "WaddeU, formerly bandmaster of the

First Life Guards, and belonged to the oboist

who accompanied Rossini on his first visit to

this country, in 1823, the great melodist being

unwilling to entrust his elaborate oboe parts

to any English pretender. It will be at once

seen that it is a reproduction of the Pifferaro

reed, approximating more to that of the bassoon

and oboe di caccia, than to that of the modern
oboe. A very similar reed was used even by so

recent a player as Grattan Cooke. The effect

of twenty -six such, as in the first Handel
celebration, against about forty violins, is diffi-

cult to realise.

The oboe has from ancient times held the

prescriptive right to give the tuning A to the

orchestra. This doubtful privilege obviously

dates from the period before Handel, when it

was the only wind instrument present. The
writer has elsewhere expressed his opinion that,

for acoustical reasons, the function should rather

devolve on the far more refractory and untune-

able clarinet, than on any member of the double-

reed family. For the bass section of the band,

however, the low D of the bassoon, reproducing

the open note of the middle string of the double

bass, has many advantages.

[The oboe as above described is the instrument

practically in general use both in orchestras and

military bands. For the latter, however, the oboe

is sometimes, but not often, made in B|> instead

of in C, and a smaller instrument in Efr, or

soprano oboe, is also occasionally used ; the two

instruments thus pitched are in correspondence

with the Bb and El> clarinets respectively, and

therefore require the same trans-

positions of the written parts.

The illustration shows a modern
oboe descending to h\y.

The other members of the

family are the Oboe d' Amore

(?.».), the Cor Anglais (?.!;.), and

the Baritone Oboe which stands

one octave in pitch lower than

the oboe proper, and one- fifth

higher than the bassoon. This

instrument, although but little

known, has not fallen altogether

out of use, for it is introduced

by Kichard Strauss in his latest

opera ' Salom^, ' produced at

Dresden in December 1905. We
thus have at the present day a

quartet in the oboe family ; the

oboe in c', the oboe d' amore in a,

the cor anglais in /, and the

baritone oboe in c.

The oboe as it now exists is

the result of gradual development

from a primitive type, and in this

particular diflers from the clari-

net, in which the improvement
upon the typical single reed in-

strument was so rapid and dis-

tinctive as almost to amount to

an invention. Therefore it is

not surprising that the oboe with
its congeners was formerly used

for town bands and military

purposes to an extent not now
seen, as it has been largely dis-

placed by the clarinet. It had
been so employed long before it

was introduced into church and artistic secular

music, indeed, military bands were in Germany
termed ' Hautboisten,' and a well-known copper-

plate engraving of the 18th century shows the

band of the English Guards passing to St.

James's Palace, consisting principally of oboes of

different sizes, with bassoons of primitive shape,

drums, and cymbals. The oboe as such was
first employed in Paris in the opera ' Pomone

'

by Oambert in 1671.

The tone of the oboe is peculiarly distinc-

tive, and without being powerful or obtrusive

it is very penetrating. A character of spor-

tiveness and light -heartedness seems proper

to it in quick movements, and yet in slow

passages there is perhaps no instrument which
can better give the effect of a 'pleading' or

f beseeching ' as distinguished from a ' plain-

tive ' voice.]

It is impossible within brief limits to do
more than indicate the use made by great

composers of an instrument which is at once

historically the oldest and musically the most
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important of the reed band. It may, however,

be noted that it possesses singularly little solo

or concerted music. Handel composed six

concertos for it in 1703, which are still occasion-

ally performed. Mozart also wrote one for

G. Ferlandi, of the Salzburg band, which was on

several occasions played by Raram ; the com-

poser himself in a letter noting its performance

for the fifth time in 1778, and playfully terming

it ' Ramm's cheval do bataille.' The score was

formerly in the possession of Andre, but appeal's

to have been lost or mislaid, as no trace of it

can now be found. Kalliwoda wrote for his

friend Reuther a concertino (op. 110) of con-

siderable length and difficulty. Schumann con-

tributes three romances for ' Hoboe, ad libitum

Violine oder Clarinet,' which seem better known
in the version for the latter instruments.

Beethoven has (op. 87) a trio for the singular

combination of two oboes and English Horn, an
early composition in symphonic form with four

complete movements.

A concerto of Sebastian Bach for trumpet,

flute, oboe, and violin with string accompani-

ment, is in the B.-6. edition, vol. xix. p. 33.

Two oboes, with a like number of clarinets,

horns, and bassoons, take part in several octets

by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. They have
been already referred to under Clarinet.

It is, however, in the great symphonies, ora-

torios, and masses that its full value must be

appreciated. Bach indeed uses chiefly the more
ancient form of the oboe d'amore. [See Oboe
d' amore.] But the scores of Handel abound
with fine passages for it. Indeed, it seems at

his period to have been almost convertible with

the violins as the leading instrument. This fact

probably accounts for the large number in pro-

portion to the strings which, as named above,

were present at once in the orchestra. The oboe

is distinctly anterior in use to its bass relative

the bassoon, although this also often figures as

reinforcing the violoncellos and basses in a

similar manner. Haydn's works are equally

liberal in its use. With him it appears as a

solo instrument, usually in melodies of a light

and sportive character. It may be noted that

in a large number of his symphonies the minuet
and trio are assigned to this instrument, often

answered by the bassoon. Probably its pastoral

tone and history pointed it out for use in a

dance movement. There is, however, a fine

adagio for it in the oratorio of ' The Seasons,

'

as well as a long and difiicult solo passage (No.

11), in which the crowing of the cock is imitated,

and which is a perfect study of minute realism

in notes.

Berlioz quotes several instances of the use of

the oboe by Gluck. It is, moreover, probable

that the ' chalumeau ' which occurs in his scores

was some form of this instrument.

No writer has made more frequent and varied

use of the oboe than Beethoven. It takes a

prominent part in many of his symphonies, in

the opera of ' Fidelio, ' and in his church music.

In the two last, it is hardly necessary to name
the air of 'Florestan,' and passages in the Masses

in C and in D. In the Symphonies it leads

the wind band in the funeral march of the

Eroica, has a singular little cadenza of six notes

and a turn in the firstmovement of the C minor,

and the reprise of the Trio in the Finale ; a

long rustic melody preceding the storm in the

Pastoral, several effective passages in the 7th,

and the scherzo in the Choral Symphony.
Mozart is in no wise behind Beethoven in the

prominence he awards to the oboe ; indeed, the

fadt that many of his greatest works, such as

the Jupiter Symphony, several of his masses,

and even of his operas, were written for limited

bands in which all the wind instruments were

not represented at once, gives this, which except

in the E|> Clarinet Symphony is almost always

present, a still more marked predominance.

It is perhaps from the increase and greater

development of the wind band that later writers,

such as Weber and Mendelssohn, appear to make
less use of the oboe than their forerunners. The
former of these writers, however, evidently had
a predilection for the clarinet and horn, as is

shown by his concerted music ; the latter has

used the oboe most effectively in 'St Paul,'

'Elijah,' the 'Hymn of Praise,' and elsewhere.

Hummel, in his fine Mass in El>, assigns it

the subject of the ' Et incarnatus, ' and has also

left as op. 102 a series of variations for oboe

with orchestra.

Solos, etc., for Oboe

Handel.—Six Concertos for Oboe.
Mozart.—Grand Quintet in A for Oboe, two

Violins, Tenor and Violoncello, op. 108.

Beethoven.—Trio for two Oboes and Cor
Anglais, op. 87.

BlUMMEL.—Variations, with Orchestra, op.

102.

Kalliwoda.—Concertino in F with Orches-
tra, op. 110.

Kreutzer.—Trio for Oboe, Tenor, and
Bassoon.

Schumann.—Drei Eomanzen, etc., op. 94.

[The three pieces for oboe and piano, by
Mr. D. F. Tovey, deserve mention.] For other
concerted music see Clarinet and Bassoon.
[w. H. s. ; with additions in square brackets by
D. J. B.]

[During a considerable portion of the 18th
century the oboe was, in England, in esteem as
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a solo instrument. This was due, probably, in

the first instance to Giuseppe San Martini, whom
Hawkins mentions as the greatest performer on
it that the world had then seen. Before his

time its tone was rank, harsh, and grating, but
Martini appears to have had a secret method of

manipulating the reed which rendered it in his

hands of a very much sweeter character. About
1735 the reward of ten guineas was offered for

a lost oboe reed supposed to be Martini's. His
pupU, Thomas Vincent, further popularised the

oboe, and Fischer and Parke were, in the latter

half of the century, the greatest masters on it.

Fischer's ' Eondeau ' performed at Vauxhall was
a very noted piece for the oboe for half a century.

Robert Burns in a letter to Thomson (June 1 793)
refers with great admiration to the playing

of Eraser, an Edinburgh oboist, who took the
' Quaker's wife ' (generally considered as a lively

lilt) as a slow movement. An interesting tutor

for the instrument was issued about 1775-80 by
Cahusac. r. K.]

OBOE D' AMOKE (Fr. Hantlois d'avumr).

An instrument of exactly the same compass and
construction as the ordinary oboe, except that

it stands a minor third lower than that, being

in the key of A. It has also a hollow globular

bell instead of a conical one, which renders the

tone more veiled and pathetic. In this respect

it is intermediate between the first and the

Corno Inglese. It is chiefly in the scores of

Bach that this instrument is met with, most of

his works containing important parts for it. As
a good instance may be cited the air No. 4 in

the first part ofthe Christmas Oratorio— ' Bereite

dich Zion.'

It has been common of late to replace this fine

but almost obsolete instrument by the ordinary

oboe. Occasionally, however, as in No. 7 of

the work above named, the two are written for

together, and the extreme note A is required,

two lines below the treble stave, which is below

the compass of the ordinary oboe.

Theinstrumentwas not long ago reconstructed

by Mons. Mahillon, of Brussels, according to the

designs of Mons. Gevaert, the learned director of

the Conservatoire of Music, in that capital, for

the special purpose of playing Bach's scores cor-

rectly. It was thus used in Westminster Abbey
on Jan. 15, 1880, and is now regularly employed

in the concerts of the Bach Choir, w. h. s.

OBOE DI CACCIA, i.e. hunting oboe {Fa-

gotlino ; Tenoroon). An old name for an instru-

ment of the Oboe or Bassoon family standing in

the F or E|> between those respectively in use.

It occurs frequently in the scores of Bach, who
assigns prominent solo and concerted parts to

it. There is also a double part for instruments

of this nature in Purcell's ' Dioclesian ' ; and

two important movements, the ' quam tristis

'

and the ' Virgo virginum praeclara ' in Haydn's

Stabat Mater are scored for two oboi di oaccia

obbligati. As specimens of Bach's treatment

of the instrument may be named the Pastoral

Symphony and other movements of the Christ-

mas Oratorio, scored for two, and a beautiful

Aria in the St. John Passion for the singular

quartet of flute, soprano, oboe di caccia, and
basso continue, preceded by an Arioso for tenor,

with two flutes, two oboi di caccia, and quartet

of strings. It is much to be regretted that this

magnificent instrument has almost entirely gone
out of use, and is confounded by recent writers

with the very different Corno Inglese. For
whereas the latter is essentially an oboe lowered

through a fifth, the real oboe di caccia is a
bassoon raised a fourth. It therefore carries

upwards the bass tone of the latter, rather than
depresses the essentially treble quality of the

oboe. It is obvious from Bach's practice that

he looks on it as a tenor and not as an alto

voice. In his older scores the part is headed
TaUle de Basson, Taille being the usual name
for the Tenor Voice or Violin. In the older

scores of Haydn's Stabat the parts are actually,

and as a modern writer i says 'curiously enough,'

marked ' Fagotti in El>, ' that being the older

name by which it was designated. Even as late

as the time of Bossini the instrument was known,
and to it is given the beautiful Ranz des Vaches,

imitating very exactly the Alpenhorn, in the

Overture to 'Guillaume Tell.' This is scored

in the F or bass clef, as is also remarked by the

writer above referred to,^ who singularly con-

cludes that the notation is ' an octave lower than
the real sounds produced.' The fact is that

when the opera was first heard in this country,

the passage was actually played as written on
the oboe di caccia by a player named Tamplini.

There can be little doubt that Beethoven's Trio
for two oboes and cor anglais (op. 87) was really

intended for this instrument, since it takes the
fundamental bass part throughout.

In construction, scale, and compass the oboi

di caccia in F and E|^ exactly resemble bassoons

on a miniature scale. They are played with a

small bassoon reed. The writer is fortunate

enough to possess two fine specimens in F by the
great maker Savary, and one in El? by Marzoli.

The former he twice played in Bach's Christmas
Oratorio in Westminster Abbey, and also at the
Hereford Festival of 1879. w. H. s.

[As there is some uncertainty about the proper

use of the term oboe di caccia, and reasonable

difTerence of opinion, the best course seems to

be to supplement the foregoing article by a
brief statement of a later view.

Under Oboe it is noticed that the early schal-

meys and pommers differentiated into the oboe

and bassoon families as we now have them, the

characteristic difference beingtone-qualityrather

than pitch, although low-pitched members of the

oboe family, and high-pitched ones of the bas-

soon family are rarely used. The alto pommer,
1 Prof. E. Prout, On the Qroutth of the Modem Orcltextra, a paper

read before the Miisical Ajaociation, Jan. 6, 1879.
2 ItutrwmeraaHon, in NoveUo & Co.'s Miuic Primers.
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subjected to refinement,becametheoorno inglese,

or cor anglais, but in a, less advanced stage

retained its broader tone character as the oboe

di caccia ; many specimens of such instruments

exist, and like the cor anglais, are usually in

F or E|>, a iifth lower than the oboe. As thus

described we have the bassoon quality carried

upwards from the bass, rather than the oboe

quality brought downwards from the treble.

The question of pitch remains. The lowest

note for the instrument in the ' Guillaume Tell

'

overture as written is B, and if this is an

octave lower than the real sound produced

(according to Prof. Front's view) it lies easily

within the compass of either the oboe di caccia

or the cor anglais. If, however, as stated by
Dr. Stone, it was played by Tamplini as written,

it must necessarily have been on an instrument

differing from the oboe di caccia as commonly
recognised, and as described above.

In the case of Haydn's Stabat Mater, '0 quam

tristis,' the lowest note is written

for fagotti in El> ; this would sound & fee

and is again below the compass of the cor

anglais as usually made. Such instruments,

however, have been made to give the low Bl>

equivalent to the Db written. On the bassoon

in E|>, however, which is the instrument actually

named, there would be no difficulty. Such
bassoons in F or E|>, i.e. a fourth or a minor third

above the usual key of the instrument, are

generally known as tenor bassoons or tenoroons,

and it is manifest that these are the instruments

that were regarded by Dr. Stone as oboi di

cacoia, but whether they were so regarded by
the composers named is another and more diffi-

cult question.] D. J. B.

OBRECHT, Jacob, sometimes given Ho-
BRECHT, one of the great masters of the 15th
century, born probably at Utrecht about 1430.

In early life he was chapel-master at Utrecht,

and Erasmus' learnt music from him, as a

choir-boy in the cathedral, about the year 1474.

[Traces of a visit to Italy, where he entered the

services of Duke Ercole of Ferrara, in 1474, have
been found by van der Straeten. (See his

Musiqiie au Pays-Bas.) In 1483-85 he was
director of the school of singing at Cambray,
and in 1489-1500 held the office of teacher at

St. Donatien at Bruges.] He was also living

some time in Florence, where Aaron met him
in company with Josquin, Isaac, and Agrieola,

at the court of Lorenzo il Magnifioo.

In 1491 Obrecht was elected chapel-master

in Antwerp Cathedral, already a great musical

centre, with a fine choir of nearly seventy voices,

exclusive of boys. Of the higher honours and
emoluments he received there, of the visits paid

him by foreign musicians, of his work in the

1 (rlarean, who vas a pupU of Erasmus, mentions this In the
Sodecachordon.

revision of the cathedral music -books, and

lastly of his poor health, M. Leon de Burbure

has found ample evidence in the records of

that church. 2

Many of his works are preserved, and eight

masses were printed, the merits of which are

fully discussed by Ambros.' The finest of

these, ' Fortuna desperata,' has been published

in modern notation (Amsterdam, 1870) and re-

printed as No. IX. of the publications of the

Maatschappij tot Bevordering der Toonkunst,

(1880). The first volume of printed music in

1501 contained two secular pieces, and Petrucci

included many more in his collection of the

next few years. Eitner gives titles of about

thirty printed chansons and motets still exist-

ing. Dr. Burney has scored some movements
from the mass ' Si dedero,' in his notebooks,

and Forkel has given two examples in his

history. [See the Quellen-Lexik(m.'\

Baini speaks of MS. works in the Papal

Chapel, and there is reason to think that among
them is the mass written for the Bruges choir.

This mass was so appreciated that the singers

came to Antwerp in a body to thank the great

master. Surely, to provoke such enthusiasm,

there must be some power which we can hardly

appreciate, hidden behind that ' clean and clear

counterpoint' which Dr. Burney so coldly

admires. To the mind of Erasmus, Obrecht
ever remained 'nullisecundus.' He was greatly

struck, as amateurs are to this day, by the

wonderful rapidity with which a great musician
could throw off his work. A certain mass of

Obreoht's astonished the old music world, as

the ' Don Juan ' overture has done the new, in

being the superhuman product of a single

night's toil. j. k. s.-b.

OCA DEL CAIRO, L'. Opera buffa in two
acts ; libretto by Varesco, music by Mozart,
1783.

Mozart left it unfinished, being dissatisfied

with the text. It was completed by Andre
with pieces from other operas of Mozart's, was
adapted to new French words by Victor Wilder,
and performed at the Theatre des Fantaisies
Parisiennes, June 6, 1867 ; at Vienna, 1868 ; at

Drury Lane, in Italian, May 12, 1870. G.

OCARINA. A family of small terra-cotta

instruments, in character somewhat resembling
flageolets, made of various sizes, and introduced
into this country some years ago by a travel-

ling troupe of German or Tjrrolese musicians.
The fingering is something intermediate between
the instrument named above and that of the
'picco' pipe. The only point of acoustical

importance they illustrate is due to their large
internal cavity, and the absence of any beU.
They have in consequence a hollow, rather
sweet tone, similar to that of a stopped organ
pipe. They are of no musical significance

2 See article ' Obrecht' In Fitis's Biagra^hie.
3 Ontchiahte der MuHk, ill. 180.
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whatever. See also article AcoirsTics, vol. i.

p. 32a. w. H. s.

O'CAEOLAN, or CAEOLAN, Titelogh, one

of the last and certainly the most famous of the

bards of Ireland, was born in the year 1670, at

a, place called Newtown, near Nobber, in the

county of Meath. He lost his sight in his 22nd
year from small-pox, and, in allusion to this

used to say, ' my eyes are transplanted into my
ears.' He was descended from an ancient and
respectable family in Meath, where a district

was known as Carolanstown (now Carlanstown).

Turlogh began to learn the harp at twelve years

of age, but owed nearly all his education to

Madam Maodermot Eoe of Alderford, a fine

dame of the old school, who lived to eighty

years of age, and survived her proUgS. She it

was who, when O'Carolan's father settled at

Carrick-on-Shannon, perceived the talent of the

boy, had him taught the Irish language and
music, and provided him with a horse and an
attendant, when, at twenty-two, he became an
itinerant minstrel. He was susceptible towards

the gentler sex ; his first love was one Bridget

Cruise, and he must have preserved a tender

remembrance of her, since long after they

parted he recognised her fingers, as his hand
touched them accidentally in a boat at Lough
Dearg. He solaced himself for her loss by fall-

ing in love with Mary Maguire, a young lady

from Tempo, Fermanagh. She became his

wife, and they Uved happily together. He
now took a farm in Leitrim, but imprudent

hospitality soon dissipated his means. He
then (1692) adopted the life of a travelling

minstrel. Wherever he went, the doors of the

nobility and gentry were thrown open, and he

was ever ready to compose both words and

music in praise of those who welcomed him.

Later in life O'Carolan was somewhat addicted

to intemperance ; he required to be supplied

with stimulants before composing, but after

drinking, his muse rarely failed him. One
instance, however, is recorded in which his in-

vention was utterly at fault. It related to a

Miss Brett. In order to celebrate her charms,

O'Carolan tried and tried in vain, till throwing

aside the harp in a fit of vexation he declared

to the young lady's mother that after frequent

attempts to compose for her, there was not a

string in his harp that did not vibrate with a

melancholy sound ;
' I fear,' said he, ' she is

not long for this world : nay,' he added, with

emphasis, 'she will not survive twelve months !

'

The event proved the bard a true prophet, for

Miss Brett died within that time. With a view

to wean him from his inordinate fondness for

drink, O'Carolan's friends made him promise to

shun all places where liquor could be purchased,

and he for a while abstained ; but at last, visit-

ing the town of Boyle, and chancing to pass a

spirit-shop, he prevailed on the shopman to

pour out a glass of the spirit, intending to

smell but not to taste. His resolution, however,

failed him, and he not only swallowed the one

draught, but many others, until his mind had
fuUy recovered its tone, and in this state of ex-

hilaration he produced his famous tune 'The
Eeceipt for drinking whiskey. ' It was said that

Geminiani and other foreign artists entertained

a very high opinion of his musical talents, but
though some stories are told of his immediately
executing from memory long and difficult pieces

which the Italian musicians had just played,

these tales are musically improbable, and are

inconsistent with the generally received accounts

of his moderate skill on the harp. It is enough
to allow him the decided talent for improvising

music and words, to which his claim has been
undisputed. [As early as 1727 several of

O'Carolan's airs were printed in Daniel Wright's

'Aria di Camera.' His ' Bumpers Squire Jones,'

'One bottle more,' 'Down beside me,' 'Grace

Nugent,' and 'O'Eourke's noble feast,' were
enormously popular, whilst his ' Princess Eoyal

'

was adapted by Shield as ' The Arethusa,' on
which account many have considered the melody
as of English origin. Lampe introduced two
of O'Carolan's airs into a Dublin -printed
Wesleyan Hymn-Book (1749). Tom Moore
adapted six of his tunes, namely, 'Fly not yet,'

'The Young May Moon,' 'Oh! banquet not,'
' Oh ! blame not the bard," ' Oh, the sight en-

trancing,' and 'The Wandering Bard.' Of his

200 songs aU are in Irish, save one, ' O'Caro-

lan's Devotion,' set to English words. His
harp is now the property of the Eight Hon.
O'Conor Don, P.C., Clonalis, who also possesses

the best-known portrait of the great minstrel.

Four editions of his airs were printed between

the years 1780 and 1800 ; and, in 1804,
Broderip & Wilkinson published an edition,

suppressing the names of thetunes. O'Carolan's

skull was presented by George Nugent Eejmolds
to Sir John Caldwell, for his museum, in 1796.

An edition of his best airs, words and music,

with historical annotations, is being prepared

by the present writer.]

In 1733 his wife died. She had borne him
six daughters and also one son, who subsequently

taught the Irish harp in London, and before he
quitted Ireland, in 1747, published an imperfect

collection of his father's compositions. Turlogh
O'Carolan died March 25, 1738, at Alderford

House, where his room is stiU shown, with his

high-backed chair, his engraved punch-ladle,

and a press in the wall where he kept his

whisky. His funeral was attended by sixty

clergymen of diiferent denominations; by a

number of the gentry of the district, and by a

vast crowd of the humbler class ; and his wake
lasted four days, during which the harp was
never silent, and the bottle never ceased to flow.

Of late years the grave of the bard (hardly to

be distinguished from those of the Macdermot
Eoe family amongst whom he lies) has been
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neatly enclosed, and an inscription placed over

the arch of the gateway, by Lady Louisa Tenison.

O'Carolan's fecundity as a musician was un-

doubted ; one of the ten harpers assembled at

Belfast in 1792 had acquired more than 100

tunes composed by him, and asserted that this

was but a small portion of them. In September

1809, a sort of commemoration of him was held

in Dublin. Lady Morgan bequeathed £100 for

a fine bas-relief of O'Oarolan, executed by a son

of the Irish sculptor Hogan. It was placed in

St. Patrick's Cathedral. R. P. s. ; with additions

and corrections by w. H. G. F.

OCCASIONAL ORATORIO, THE. A work

of Handel, probably intended to celebrate the

failure of the Jacobite rising of 1745. It con-

sists of an OTerture and three parts, among which

are 'O liberty,' afterwards transferred to 'Judas

Maccabeus,' some of the choruses from ' Israel

in Egypt, ' and a Coronation Anthem, introduced

into Part III. The words of Part I. are in great

part taken from Milton's Psalms, and many
numbers appear to be written by Dr. Morell.

(See pref. to the work in the Handelgesellschaft

edition.) It was performed at Covent Garden
on Feb. 14, 19, and 26, 1746. (Rockatro's lAfe

of Handel.) M.

OCHETTO (Lat. OcUtus ; Fr. Boquet ; Old
Eng. Hocket). A curious device in mediaeval

Discant, the sole merit of which consisted in

interrupting one or more voice-parts—generally

including the tenor—by meaningless rests, so

introduced sis to produce an effect analogous to

that of the hiecough^whence the origin of the

word. [See Hocket.] It seems to have made
its first appearance in the secular music of the

13th century ; but no long time elapsed before

it was introduced into the Discant sung upon
Ecclesiastical Plain-song, on which account it

was severely condemned in the Decretal issued

by Pope John XXIL in 1322. The following

specimen is from a secular song of the 14th cen-

tury, preserved in MS. at Cambray, and printed

in extenso in Coussemaker's Sistoire de VHar-
monie au Moyen Age (Paris, 1852) :

—

Trvplnm.

^m
^^^m
^m^-

etc.

^fei^SsS
Tenor.

Ochetus.

w^ ;^^
In the latter half of the 14th century the

popularity of the Ochetus began rapidly to

wane ; and in the 15th it was so far forgotten

that Joannes Tinctoris does not even think it

necessary to mention it in his Terminorum
Musicae Diffinitoriwm,.

OCTAVE

But though the Ochetus so soon fell into dis-

repute as a contrapuntal device, its value, as a

means ofdramaticexpression,hasbeenrecognised,

by composers of all ages, with the happiest pos-

sible result. An early instance of its appearance,

as an aid to expression, will be found in Orazio

Veochi's Motet, ' Velocitur exaudi me ' (Venice,

1590), where it is employed, with touching

pathos, at the words defedt spiritus mens.

e^
de - f

e

cit spi ri - tus I

^.^.__J, - - I

--^ Eg SE
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heard before, namely the even-partial tones of
the former compound tones, and at the same
time we hear nothing that we had not previously

heard. Hence the repetition of a melody in

the higher octave is a real repetition of what
has been previously heard, not of all of it, but
of a part. If we allow a low voice to be ac-

companied by a higher in the octave above it,

the only part-music which the Greeks employed,

we add nothing new, we merely reinforce the

even partials. In this sense, then, the com-
pound tones of an octave above are really

repetitions of the tones of the lower octaves,

or at least of part of their constituents.'

Irregularly consecutive octaves are forbidden

in music in which the part-writing is clearly

defined. The prohibition is commonly explained

on the ground that the effect of number in the

parts variously moving is pointlessly and in-

artistically reduced ; at the same time that an
equally pointless stress is laid upon the pro-

gression of the parts which are thus temporarily

united either in octaves or unison. Where,
however, there is an appreciable object to be

gained by uniting the parts, for this very

purpose of throwing a melodic phrase or figure

into prominence, such octaves are not forbidden,

and small groups or whole masses of voices, or

strings, or wind instruments, are commonly so

united with admirable effect.

The interval of an augmented octave, exceed-

ing the octave by a semitone, is occasionally

met with ; as in the following example from the

first subjectoftheOverture to 'Don Giovanni '
:

—

T
It is very dissonant. [For the space-saving

device in keyed instruments, known as Short
Octave, see that article : also the articles

Obgan and Spinet.] c. h. h. p.

OCTAVE, or PRINCIPAL, an open metal

cylindrical organ -stop, of four feet on the

manual and eight feet on the pedal ; the scale

and strength of tone of which are determined

by those of the open diapason on the same

department. Where there are two Principals

the second one is sometimes of wood, open, as

at Christ's Hospital, when it partakes of the

flute character. In the Temple organ the

two stops, of metal, are called 'Octave' and
' Principal ' respectively ; the former being scaled

and voiced to go with the new open diapason,

and the latter to produce the first over-tone to

the old diapason. In foreign organs the Octave

stop sounds the first octave above the largest

metal Register of Principal (Diapason) measure

on the clavier ; and is therefore of eight, four,

or two feet size according to circumstances.

[See Principal.] e. j. h.

OCTAVE FLUTE. [See Piccolo.]

OCTET, or OTTETT {ptM,to), a composition

for eight solo instruments. It differs from a

double quartet, such as those of Spohr, as that

master explains in his Selbstbiograpkie (ii. 153)

;

the eight instruments working together in-

dependently, and not in two bodies—just as

in the case of a composition )br eight voices

compared with one for two choirs or double

chorus. Mendelssohn's Octet for strings is a

splendid example. [See Mendelssohn, ante,

pp. 116, 117, 164.] So is Schubert's, for two
violins, viola, violoncello, contrabass, clarinet,

horn, and bassoon. Gads and Svendsen have
each written one for strings. Beethoven's

'Grand Octuor' (op. 103), originally entitled

'Parthia in Es,' is the original form of his

early String Quintet (op. 4), and is written for

two oboes, two clarinets, two horns, and two
bassoons. G.

ODE (Gr. ipSri, from aelSw, 'I sing'). A fonn
of poetry which, both in its origin and in its

later forms, has been peculiarly adapted for

musical expression ; in fact, the words of the

earliest odes were probably written to fit music

already existing. The form which has been

most frequently and successfully set to music
in modem times is that of the Greek odes, in

which the rhythm and metre are constantly

changing, thus giving great scope for varief^

of treatment. Modern instances of this kind

of odes are Milton's ' L' Allegro ' and ' II

Penseroso,' Dryden's 'Ode on St. Cecilia's Day,'

Gray's 'Bard' and 'Progress of Poesy," Collins's

' Ode to the Passions, ' Wordsworth's ' Ode on
Intimations of Immortality,' and Shelley's odes.

Another form of ode is where the metre of the

verses remains the same, as in the Odes of

Horace, Milton's 'Ode on the Nativity,' etc.

To this class belongs Schiller's ' Ode to Joy,'

used by Beethoven in the Ninth Symphony.
Of musical settings of odes the following are

the most important, besides those already

mentioned : Handel's four odes, a list of which
is given in the catalogue of his works (see

Handel - Gesellsohaft, vol. ii. p. 292)

;

Purcell's ' Odes and Welcome Songs,' twenty-

nine in number, in course of publication by
the PuroeU Society ; in later times, Sterndale

Bennett's setting of Tennyson's ' Ode for the
' opening of the International Exhibition of

1862
'

; Parry's setting of Shirley's ode, ' The
Glories of our Blood and State' (1883); Stan-

ford's of Whitman's 'Elegiac Ode' (1884); and
Parry's of Milton's ' Ode at a Solemn Music

'

(1887), were followed by many other odes, and

set the fashion in England for short choral

works more or less strictly in the ode form,

such as Nicholas Gatty's 'Fly, envious Time,'

set to Milton's Ode on Time, etc. Most of

these compositions are for chorus and orchestra,

and in many there are solos or semi-choruses

interspersed, representing the Strophe and Anti-

strophe of the classic chorus. M.

ODINGTON, Walter de, or Walter of

2e
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Evesham, as he appears to have been indiffer-

ently called, probably took his name from

Oddington, in Gloucestershire. It has been

the fashion among musical historians to identify

him with the Walter, monk of Canterbury,

whose election to the primacy was quashed by

the Pope in 1229 ; but unfortunately the true

spelling of his name was Einesham or Eynsham.

The subject of this article could not have been

born much before the middle of the 1 3th century,

if, as appears beyond doubt, he was the Walter

de Evesham • who is referred to in a list of

mathematicians as living in 1316. Upon this

supposition we may accept the date, 1280, at

which Leland states thai Odington was flourish-

ing. In all probability his musical works were

written early in his life, his latter days being

given up to astronomy, in which science he is

known to have been proficient, from several

treatises which have come down to us. His

only known musical work was the ' De Specula-

tione Musices, ' of which there is a MS. copy in

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Another

copy is supposed to have been contained in one

of the Cotton MSS. of which the remains are

now at the British Museum. In this treatise

Walter shows himself a sound musician as well

as a learned writer, supplying in almost all cases

examples of his own composition. The principal

subjects he handles are musical intervals, nota-

tion, rhythm, musical instruments, and har-

mony, which latter term he uses instead of the

old ' disoantus
'

; he gives interesting definitions

of such words as rondeau, motet (which he calls

'motus brevis cantilenae'), etc. But the treatise

is especially important for the study of rhythm
in the 13th century. All that is known of

his life is that he was a Benedictine of the

monastery at Evesham, and that he was at

Oxford, as stated above, in 1316. [He com-

piled a calendar, beginning with the year 1301
;

and lodged in Merton College about 1330. Diet,

of Nat. Siog.] A. h-h.

ODO, or OTTO, Abbot of Cluny from 927 to

942, is the reputed author of a Dialogus de

Musica printed by Gerbert (Seriptores, i. 252).

A large, amount of biographical material con-

cerning Odo is collected in Mabillon's Acta
Sanctorum Ordinis S. Benedicti (1685), vol.

vii. pp. 124-99. It includes a contemporary

memoir by Frater Johannes, an Italian who
was brought back from Kome by Odo in 939,

and spent two years as a monk at Cluny in

immediate attendance on the Abbot. Odo was
bom in 879, and was brought up at the court

of William, Duke of Aquitaine. At the age of

nineteen he took Holy Orders and joined the

establishment of St. Martin's at Tours. He
subsequently studied Dialectics and Music at

Paris under Remy d'Auxerre, and on his return

to Tours was appointed ' Archioantor,' in which

capacity he composed three hymns and twelve

antiphons in honour of St. Martin. In 909

he left Tours and entered the Benedictine

monastery of Beaume (near Be3an9on), one of

the dependencies of the great monastery of

Cluny (near Macon). Here he was entrusted

with the care of the choir-school, and here, if

anywhere, he probably wrote the Dialogus.

On the death of Bemo in 927 he succeeded to

the Abbacy of Cluny itself. Throughout his

life he was distinguished for zeal and piety.

He died on Nov. 18, 942 ; and was buried in

the crypt of St. Julian's at Tours.

On the vexed question of the authorship of

the Dialogus de Musica we learn nothing from

the biographers beyond the fact that Odo was
a skilled teacher and composer of church music.

The Dialogue, which is between master and
student, treats of the monochord and its use,

the ' consonantiae et conjunctiones vocum,' i.e.

the construction of plain-song melodies, and the

eight ecclesiastical modes. In the prologue,

addressed to his 'carissimi fratres,' the author

states that he was induced to write in conse-

quence of his success in training choir-boys, but

further on (Gerbert i. 256i) he speaks of an
antiphon 'quae a Domno Oddone curiosissime

est emendata,' a statement which has been held

to show conclusively that Odo was not the author

of the Dialogue. The diagrani on p. 253 ex-

hibits (1) the 'monochordum Guidonis,' not

necessarily Guido of Arezzo, and (2) the gamut
divided into tetraohords on Hucbald's system
and with Hucbald's letter-signs, with the words
' Enchiriadis Oddonis ' added. In several of

the MSS. collated by Gerbert this title ' En-
chiridion,' i.e. Manual, is given to the Dialogue,

and it has been generally assumed that this is

the book referred to by Guido of Arezzo in his

letter to the monk Michael, where he recom-

mends to students 'librum Enchiridion quern

reverendissimus Oddo abbas luculentissime oom-
posuit ' (Gerbert, ii. 50). Further, most of the

MSS. of the Dialogue name Odo as the author,

so that the generally received opinion is not
lightly to be set aside.

Some writers, however, have claimed the

Dialogue for Guido of Arezzo, on the ground of

the addition of the note gamma ut at the bottom
of the scale, the insertion of the ' monochordum
Guidonis,' and the fact that it is usually found
with Guide's writings and is actually ascribed

to him in some of the earliest MSS. But
garrvma ut had certainly been introduced before

Guide's time, and no other of the Guidonian
' inventions ' is to be found in the Dialogue.
The problem is further complicated by the

suggestion that the Enchiridion referred to by
Guido is really the Musica Enchiriadis generally
attributed to Huobald. For this again there
is considerable authority, though it is possible

that it is all derived from the statement of

Guido quoted above. Hermann Contractus,
who died in 1055, speaks hesitatingly of 'quidam
enchiriadis musioae auctor,' but William of
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Hirsohau, who died in 1091, distinctly attri-

butes it to a 'venerable Otto,' and many MSS.
name Odo or Otto as the author of both the
musica enchiriadis and the scholia enchiriadis.

The question is elaborately discussed by Hans
Miiller in his Ifucbald's EcMe und Unechte

Schriften {Leipzig, 1884). Miiller decides that
neither Hucbald nor Odo was the author, but
it may be questioned whether such a conclusion

is justified by his premises.

Of other ti-eatises ascribed to Odo the best

authenticated is a Tonarium printed by Cousse-

maker (Scriptores, ii. 117) from a MS. at St.

Di^, where it is entitled ' Intonarium a Domino
Ottone abbate diligenter examinatum et ordi-

natum, a Guidone scientissimo monaco, optimo
musyco, probatum, legitime approbatum et

autenticatum.

'

j. f. e. s.

ODOISTIC NOTATION. When the Byzan-
tine Scales were introduced into the Western
Church the letter names (in Greek) of the

notes were apySe^-qa, but these. letters had
the meaning ofourCDEFGABC. The Greek
letters were replaced by Latin letters A B C D
E F G, but these also had the meaning of our

C D E F G A B. The Western monks, prob-

ably adhering at first to the system which
regarded Flagal as being a fifth below authentic,

were obliged, in order to provide a Plagal for the

Authentic beginning on our D, to introduce the

note gamma r (c. 900). Odo of Clugny appears

to have changed the letter pitch meanings so as

to cause that which had previously been named
a to be called c, thus altering all the letter pitch

meanings three degrees. The first Western use of

the sign gamma occurs in Odo, who died 942.

However, the Byzantines seem to have used the

Tiote gamma, of. Byzantine Scaibs and Nota-
tion. D. H.

(EDIPTJS. (i.) Mendelssohn was commanded
by the King of Prussia to set music to the three

plays of Sophocles—'Antigone,' 'CEdipns Ty-

rannus,' and 'Gldipus at Colonos'—as a trilogy. ^

'Antigone ' was firstperformed atthe New Palace,

Potsdam, Oct. 28, 1841. On March 12, 1845,

Mendelssohn informs His Majesty that the music

to '(Edipus at Colonos' is finished and ready for

performance, and that for ' CEdipus Tyrannus

'

completely sketched, meaning, no doubt, in fuU

score, as was usually the case with his ' sketches.'

The first of the two was produced at Potsdam

on Nov. 1, 1845, and was published, before the

end of 1851, as op. 93 (22 of the posthumous

works). It contains an introduction and nine

numbers. A Ml analysis of the work by 6. A.

Macfarren will be found in the earlier num-
bers of the Musical World for 1854. ' CEdipus

Tyrannus ' appears never to have come to per-

formance, and the finished sketch of the music

seems to have disappeared. G.

(ii.) Incidental music, choruses, etc. were

written to the ' CEdipus Tyrannus,' by Sir 0. V.
< Letter of MUller in Mendelflsohn'B &ritff** March 19, 1845.

Stanford, for the performance at Cambridge on
Nov. 22-26, 1887.

OEGLIN, EKHAKT.ofEeutlingen, established

himself in Augsburg as book and music-printer

and publisher at the beginning of the 16th
century. He was the first to introduce into

Germany Petrucci's invention of music-printing

with movable metal types. His practice only
differed from that of Petrucci by his printing

notes and lines together by one impression.

His first known work of the kind is the Melo-

poiae sive Harmonia of Tritonius (a musical

setting of some odes of Horace), printed in 1507.

In 1512 he printed and publishedwithout special

title a Liederbuch, containing forty-two German
secular songs and six Latin motets or hymns,
all for four voices. No names of composers are

given, but from comparison with other sources

five of the secular songs have been ascertained

to be by Hofhaimer, two by Heinrich Isaac, and
one by Senfl. The whole work has been reprinted

in modem score by Eitner in bd. ix. of the

Publikation der OesdUchaft fv/r Musilcforschung,

with facsimiles of the original title-pages and
some of the music. Oeglin printed another

Liederbuch, but of this only the discant part is

at present known to exist, preserved in the

Royal Library at Berlin. (See Eitner, MotuUs-

hefte, xxii. pp. 214-17.) J. R. M.

OESTEN, Theodok, born at Berlin, Dec. 31,

1813, learned various instruments, both wind
and string, from Politzki, Stadtmusicus of

Fiirstenwald, a small town between Berlin and
Frankfort-on-the-Oder. At nineteen he went
to Berlin, and studied composition with Bbhmer,
Eungenhagen, Schneider, and A. W. Bach, but
before this he had written a quantity of dance-

music, variations, etc. He also learned the

clarinet from Tanne, a Eammermusicus. He
was soon in great request as a teacher, and in

1843 his PF. rondo called 'Les premieres

Violettes,' cleverly written in the sentimental

taste of the day, had an enormous success, and
was followed by a host of similar pieces, easy to

play and with attractive titles, which ruled the

market for many years. He had many more
or less successful imitators, his own son Max
among the number. Oesten died March 16,

1870. F. a.

OFFENBACH, originally LEVY, Jacques,

bom at Offenbach-on-Main, June 21, 1819, the

son of the cantor of the Jewish synagogue at

Cologne ; came to Paris as a youth, and in Nov.
1833 entered the violoncello class of Professor

Vaslin at the Conservatoire. He left in a year,

without having distinguished himself, or shown
any taste for serious study. He then entered

the orchestra of the Opera-Comique, where he
played by the side of Seligmann, and doubtless

picked up much of his knowledge. [In early

life he wrote several pieces for the violoncello.]

He first appears as the composer of some chan-

sonettes to parodies of La Fontaine's poems. He
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next became conductor of the orchestra at the

Theatre Fran9ais, and composed the ' Chanson de
Fortunio,' in Alfred de Musset's 'Chandelier,'

(1848), a song which is certainly one of the hest

of his melodies. Henceforward he made nse of

every expedient to place himself before the

public, giving concerts of a kind to excite public

curiosity, and in various ways illustrating the

saying that 'a grain of wit ia better than a

bushel of learning' (le savoir-faire vaut mieux
que le savoir). His first piece, 'Pepito,' pro-

duced at the Varietes, Oct. 28, 1853, attracted

little notice, but he followed it by a host of

operettas, suited to small theatres and careless

audiences, and at last found his real field in

'Les deux Aveugles,' 'Le Violoneux,' and
other musical trifles which he gave at the small

theatre in the Champs Elys^es, of which he be-

came manager in July 1855. In December of

that year, he took the 'Th^tre Comte' in

the Passage Choiseul, named it the ' Bouffes

Fariaiens, ' and produced a succession of operettas

which became immenselypopular, and eventually

opened to him the doors of the Op^ra-Comique,
and even of the Academie, where his ballet-

pantomime, 'Le PapiUon,' was brought out,

Nov. 26, 1860, with considerable success.

Thus this very clever and prolific musical cari-

caturist ran some danger of being treated as a
first-rate composer at a time when Cafe-concerts

were encouraged, and Concerts du Conservatoire

were out of fashion at the Tuileries. [In 1861
he gave up management on his own account and
produced pieces in various other theatres ; but
in 1873 he once more became a manager, taking
the Th^itre de la Gaite till 1875, when he went
to America, without much success. (See his

Notes d'un Musiden en voyage, 1877.)] The
following list of his works is arranged for

convenience' sake in alphabetical order :

—

Apothicaiie et Ferrnqiiier, one
act; 1861.

Arlequia barbler, one act pan-
tomime ; 1855.

Bagatelle, one act; 1874.

Barbe bleue, three acta ; ISfld.

Barkouf, three acts ; 1861.

Ba-ta-clan, one act ; 1856.
Bavards, Les, two acts ; 18S3.
Belle H61dne, La, three acta;

1865.

Bergen, Lea, three acts ; 1866.
Bergera de Watteau, Les, one

act; 1S56.
Boite an lait. La, four acts ; 1877.

Bonne d'enfants. La, one act

;

1856.

Boulangdre, La, a dee ^cus, three
acta; 1876.

Boule de neige, three aci» ; 1872.

Braconniers, Les, three acts

;

1873.
Brigands, Les, three acta ; 1870.
Cameval des revues, one act

;

1860.

Chanson de Fortunio, La, one
act; 1861.

Ch&teau & Toto, Le, three acts

;

1868.

Chatte, Ia, metamorphose en
femme, one act ; 1858.

Corsaii'e Noir, Le, three acta

;

Vienna, 1872.

CoBcolette, one act ; Ems, 1865.

Creole, La, three acts ; 1^5.
Crcquefer, one act ; 1857.

Daphnis et Chlo^, one act ; 1860.

Deux Aveuglea, Les, one act;
1855.

Deux P£cheur8, Les,one act ; 1857.
Diva, La, three acta ; 1869.
Docteur Ox, Le, three acta ; 1877.
Drag^es du Baptdme, Les, one

act ; 1866.
Dragonette, one act ; 1857.
Bntrez, Messieurs, Most

one act ; 1855.

Fantasio ; three acts ; 1872.
Flfre enchants, Le, one act ; 1866.
Fille du Tambour major. La,

three acta; 1879.
Financier, Le, et le Savetier, one

act; 1866.
Foire St. Laurent, Ia, three acts

;

1877.

GenevidTe de Brabant, two acts,
Bouffes, 1859; five acta, Oait£,

- 1876.
G^rgiennes, Lea, three acta;

1864.

Grande duchesse de G^rolstein,
Ia, three acts ; 1867.

Ue de Tulipatan, L', one act;
1868.

Jacqueline, one act ; 1862.
Jeanne qui pleure et Jean qui

rit, one act ; 1865.
Jolie Farfumeuse. La, three acts

;

1873.
LcQon des Chant, La, one act;

Ems, 1867.
Liachen et Fritzchen, one act:

1864.

Madame Favart, three acts ; 1878.
Madame I'Archiduc, three acta

;

1874.

Mme. Papillon, one act ; 1856.
Mattre P^onilla, three acts; 1878.

Mariage aux lontemes, Le, one
act; 1858,

Marocaine, La, three acts ; 1879.
Meedames de la Halle, one act

1858.
Monsieur Cnoufleuri, one act

1861.
Monsieur et Madame nenis, one

act; 1862.

Orph^e aux Eofers, two acts
1868 ; 1874, in tour acts.

Papillon, Le, baUet, two acts
1860.

Pepito, one act ; 1863.

Ffirichole, La, three acts ; 1868,
F^rinette, one act ; 1866.

Permission de dix heures. La, one
act ; 1874.

Fetits Frodiges, Les, one act
1857.

Pierrette et Jacquot, one act;
1876.

Pierrot Clown, one act panto-
mime; 1865.

Folichinelle dans le Monde, one
act ; 1866.

Fonune d'api, one act ; 1873.
Pont des soupirs, Le, two acta;

1861.

Frincesse de Tr^bizonde, three
acta ; 1870.

B^Te d'une nuit d'^, Le, one
act ; 1866.

Bheinnixen, three acts ; Vienna,

1864. .

Bobinaon Craao^, three acts;

Boi Garotte, Le, four acts ; 1872.

Romance, La, de la rose, one
act; 1870.

Bose de St, Flour, La, one act;

1866.

Signer Fagotto, one act ; 1868.

Soixante - sixidme, Le, one act;

1866.
Troia Ixiisers du diahle, Les, one

act; 1867.

Tromb al Cazar, one act ; 1856.

Une demoiseUe en loterle, one
act; 1857.

Une nuit blanche, one act ; 1855.
Un mati k la porte, oneact;1869.
Vent du Soir, one act ; 1867.
Vert.Vert, three acts ; 1869.
Vie pariaienne. La, five acts;

1866.
Violonenx, Le, one act ; 1855.
Vivandigres de la grande armte.

Lea, one act ; 1869.
Voyage dans la lune, four acts;

1876.

Voyage, Le, de MM, Dunanau,
three acts; 1862.

Whlttington and his Cat, three
acts; Alhambia, London,
1874.

—ninety pieces, written in twenty-five years

!

Such astonishing facility implies abundance of

ideas, rather than originality or fastidiousness.

Offenbach's melodies are often vulgar and often

wanting in piquancy. He never hesitates to

repeat a good phrase, or to break a rule, if any
purpose is to be served by it ; but this and other

faults are much concealed by the bustle, gaiety,

and extravagance of his effects, the frequent

happy hits, and the strong natural vein of

irony. It is melancholy to predict that of all

these musical bouffonneries little or nothing
will remain ; since in order to live, a work of

art must possess either style or passion, whilst
these too often display merely a vulgar scep-

ticism, and a determination to be funny even
at the cost of propriety and taste.

Offenbach visited England at least four times.

In 1844 he played the violoncello in public
and private at the concerts of Ella, Benedict,
Mme. Puzzi, etc. In 1857 he conducted the
performances of the Bouffes Parisiens company
at the St. James's Theatre, and for his benefit

played a musette of his own on the violoncello.

In 1866, when his 'Belle Helene' was running
at the Adelphi, and in 1870, he made no public
appearance.

He died of gout on the heart at his residence
on the Boulevard des Capucines, Oct. 5, 1880.
His posthumousworks include ' La belle Lurette,'

composed within a short time of his death, and
' Les Contes d'Hoffmann,' op^ra-comique. The
former was revised by L& Delibes, and produced
at the Renaissance, Oct. 30, 1880, with Jane
Hading, Milly Meyer, Vauthier, Jolly, etc. (in

English at the Avenue Theatre, March 24, 1883).
The second opera was the composer's most
cherished work, on which he had been working
for years. For some time Offenbach had felt

his end approaching, and said to M. Carvalho,
' Make haste, make haste to mount my piece

;

I am in a hurry, and have only one wish in the
world—that of witnessing the premiire of this
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work. '
1 It was finally revised and partly orches-

trated by Guiraud, and produced at the Opera-

Comique, Feb. 10, 1881, with Adele Isaac, Mar-
guerite Ugalde, Talazao, Taskin, Grivot, etc.

It was played no less than 101 nights in the

year of its production. It was given in Germany,
and at the Ring Theatre, Vienna, at the time
of its conflagration. Some of the music was
adapted to a one -act farce by Leterrier and
Vanloo, 'Mile. Moucheron,' produced at the

Renaissance, May 10, 1881. Offenbach's widow,

to whom he was married in 1844, died April

19, 1887. After enjoying extraordinary popu-

larity in London during the sixties and seven-

ties, Offenbach's music has almost completely

lost its vogue in England, and, apart from a

revival of ' La Grande Duchesse ' at the Savoy
Theatre in 1897-98, there has hardly been

any important performance of his works. As
yet no English manager has had the courage

to produce ' Les Contes d'Hoffmann,' although

it is constantly given in Berlin, a city which is

almost alone in preserving the tradition of

Offenbach's light - hearted and witty music.

Revivals take place fairly often at the Vari^tfe

and other Parisian theatres. An interesting

article on Offenbach is reprinted in Berlioz's Les

Musieiena, p. 319. G. c. ; with additions by
A. c, from Riemann's Lexikon, from A. Mar-

tinet's biography (1887), from the Daily Tele-

graph, Oct. 7, 1880, and from E. Speyer, Esq.

OFFERTORIUM (Eng. Offertory, Fr. Offer-

taire). A portion of a Fsalm, or verse from

some other part of Holy Scripture, sung by the

choir, at High Mass, immediately after the

Credo, during the time occupied by the priest

in making ready the Oblations, and offering

them upon the altar.

In early times there was antiphonal psalm-

singing at this point ; when simple psalmody

gave place to the elaborate performances of

trained singers there arose a form of composi-

tion consisting of an elaborate aniiphona ad

offerendum, with three or four verses to be sung

alternately with the antiphon, and in early

Gregorian music the Offertory takes this form.

The curtailment of the ceremonies in this part

of the service from the 9th century onward

led to a curtailment of the music, the verses

were diminished in number or restricted so

much that after the 12th century it was rare

to find even one left. They survived, however,

on some few occasions right down to the 16th

century ; but the modern Roman rite has

scarcely anything left except the Offertory-

antiphon alone.

As the plain-song settings have been curtailed

until they are not long enough to fill up the

interval before the priest is ready to begin the

Surmm Corda, they are usually supplemented,

either by a motet—as in the Pontifical Chapel

: by a grand voluntary on the organ. Pales-

I Dotty Telegra^, Porii CorreapondeDce. Oct. 7. 1880.

trina provided for this contingency by setting

the special forms for all the Sundays and most
of the principal festivals in the year in the

motet style, for five voices, and publishing them
in the year 1593 in two books, entitled ' Offer-

toria totius anni. ' ^ But when the appointed

words have already been sung in Plain-song, it

is not at all de rigueur that they should be re-

peated in the Motet which follows, provided

this be an appropriate one for the festival. It

is, indeed, in this part of the Mass that the

Motet, properly so called, finds its strongest

raison d'Hre ; and a rich store of compositions,

well adapted to the end in view, has been be-

queathed to us by the great masters of the

15th and 16th centuries. [See Motet.]
Among the so-called Motets of the modem

schools, a few are specially entitled Offertories ;

but these differ in no respect from the ordinary
' Motet,' vrith instrumental accompaniment.
Many very popular Offertoires, in the form of

organ voluntaries, will be found among the

works of modern French composers. Among
the best are those of Lefebure Wely and Widor.

The Sentences appointed to be used at the

Offertory, in the Book of Common Prayer, were

printed by John Merbecke in his 'Booke of

Common Praier noted ' in 1550, with Plain-song

melodies, evidentlyadapted from ancient sources;

but the later writers do not seem to have thought

it desirable to harmonise them. w. s. B.

OGINSKI. A noble and distinguished

Polish family. (1) Prince Michael Casimie,

who was born at Warsaw in 1731 and died

there in 1803, resided at Slonin in Lithuania,

where he maintained an establishment of

orchestra and singers. He is said to have in-

vented the addition of pedals to the harp, and
to have proposed the Creation to Haydn as the

subject of an oratorio. He formed a canal

between two rivers at his own expense—

a

national work, which connected the Baltic with

the Black Sea. (2) His nephew, Michael
Cleopas, born Sept. 25, 1765, at Gutzow, near

Warsaw, was grand treasurer of Lithuania and
senator of the Russian Empire. Of his diplo-

matic and literary achievements we need not

speak. In the matter of music he was a pupil

of Kozlowski's, and was known for his Polonaises.

Of these fourteen are published, one of which
became very widely celebrated owing to its merit

and to a romantic story attached to its origin.

It is printed in the Musical Lihrkry, vrith the

story referred to. Twelve others are printed

in the Harmonicon of 1824. He also wrote

songs to French words. During his residence

in Paris in 1823 Prince Oginski was well known
in the best musical circles. He died at Florence,

Oct. 31, 1833, and is buried in Santa Maria

Novella. (3) Prince Gabriel, born in 1788,

2 They fona the fifth ToL of Alfleri'a edition and the ninth
of Breltlcopfs. Bumey hu printed one of them— ' Exaltabo te
nomine/ the Offertory for the eleventh Sunday after Pentecost—in
ToL ill. p. ISl.
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though a musician and violin -player, left no

compositions. He was driven from home by
the revolutions of 1831, but was forced to return

by nostalgia, and died in Lithuania in 1843. G.

OIREACHTAS. In 1896 the executive

committee of the Gaelic League in Ireland

decided on holding an annual Oireachtas, or

Festival, at which competitions were to take

place in various subjects, including literary and

musical. The first Oireachtas was held in

Dublin, in 1897, and was a marked success.

Each year has shown that the Irish revival is

gaining strength ; and the tenth Oireachtas, in

August 1906, was the most representative yet

held. In the musical section, prizes are awarded

for solo and choral singing, also for harp, fiddle,

war pipes, uilleann (union) pipes, and flutes,

as well as dancing. For the solo and choral

competitions (as well as in the literary section)

only Irish words are permitted, and there is a

distinction made between 'native' and 'nou-

native' speakers. The Oireachtas, since 1900,

lasts five days, but the musical element, which
at first predominated, is now (1906) considerably

obscured by other features. w. h. g. f.

OKEGHEM, JoA-NNBs, born early in the

15th century, probably at Termonde in East
Flanders, where a family of that name then re-

sided. The form Ookenheim was introduced

by Glarean, and has been very generally copied,

but Okeghom (with such slight variations as

Okenghem, Okekem, etc.) appears on his com-
positions and in all important documents re-

lating to him. As he was a chorister in Antwerp
Cathedral in 1443, we may place his birth about

1434. There is some reason for supposing

Binchois to have been his master, but in any
case there was no lack of excellent musicians at

the time when he was a boy. He gave up his

place at Antwerp in 1444, and about 1452
entered the service of the King of France. [In

1454 he is styled ' Johannes Hoquegan, premier

chappeUain. '] In 1461, the year of Charles

VII. 's death, he is mentioned as head of the

chapel. With Louis XI. he appears to have

been in great favour, and was by him appointed

treasurer of the church of St. Martin's at Tours,

where he resided the greater part of his life.

[He made a journey to Spain in 1469, and his

post at Tours was filled up in 1496, so that his

death probably took place in that year.] He
is said to have served three Kings of France for

forty years.

No wonder if by this time he was somewhat
out of fashion, and that the invention of music-

printing at the beginning of the 16th century

was more to the advantage of his distinguished

pupils than to his own. In the earliest of

Petrucci's publications five French chansons are

given ; but no mass or motet bearing Okeghem's
name was printed till many years after his

death, and even then the mass which Fetreiua

published, 'Missa ciijusvis toiii,' seems to have

been chosen on account of its special scientific

interest, and no others were printed entire. Ex-

tracts from the ' Missa Pfolationum ' were given

in various theoretical treatises, but both these

masses exhibit Okeghem as a great teacher, I

rather than a great church composer. [In

the Royal collection at Dresden is the MS.
Kyrie from a mass ' Gaudeamus,' and the Court

library at Vienna contains MS. copies of this

whole mass as well as of the 'Missa cujusvis

toni.' The Brussels library possesses two MS.
masses, ' Pour quelque peine ' and ' Ecoe ancilla

Domini,' and the papal chapel, one, ' De plus en

plus.' Other masses are in the Sistine chapel at

Rome, and in the cathedral archives at Trient.]

A tradition asserts that costly music books

containing many of Okeghem's works were

destroyed when the imperial troops plundered

the city in 1527, and his compositions at St.

Martin's at Tours were probably lost in the same
way. A motet, 'Alma redemptoris,' and three

songs, 'D' ung aultre amer,' 'Anltre Venus,'
*

and ' Rondo Royal ' in' MS. are in the Bibl.

Riccardiana at Florence, and other chansons at

Rome and Dijon. [See the Quellen-Lexikon.^

These compositions, insulficient as they are for

forming a satisfactory judgment on Okeghem's
powers, are sufiicient to separate him very dis-

tinctly from his predecessors, and show the'

astonishing progress made during the forty

years of his supremacy (1450-90). He is

regarded as the founder of the second or newi
Netherland school, in contradistinction to the

older school of Dufay, Brasart, Eloy, Binchois,

and Faugues. Kiesewetter, who first made this

classification, and has given numerous examples
from the works of the earlier period, distin-

guishes Okeghem and his contemporaries ' by a

greater facility in counterpoint and fertility in (

invention ; their compositions, moreover, being
no longer mere premeditated submissions to the
contrapuntal operation, but for the most part

being indicative of thought and sketched out
with manifest design,^ being also full of ingeni-

ous contrivances of an obbligato counterpoint,

at that time just discovered, such as augmenta-
tion, diminution, inversion, imitation : together
with canons and fugues of the most manifold
description.' One of these canons has gone the
round of the musical histories, but its solution

has not always been successful, and F^tis has
had to correct the editions given by Forkel,

Kiesewetter, Burney, and Hawkins. 'The 'Missa
cujusvis toni,' which Kiesewetter, without suf-

ficient reason, regards as a comical mass, is a
work possibly written for the sake of his pupils,

but more probably as an intellectual treat for

the highly educated musicians who formed the
church choirs in those days. It would be valued
by them, not only as a test of their thorough
acquaintance with the church modes, and an

1 AnibroB (Iti, 1^) mention* fhe motet 'Alma redemptoris' aa
ffoidlng a proof of thii statement.
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exercise in transposition from one mode to the

next,^ but also for the endless charm of variety,

which the special characteristics of the various

modes would impart to it. Another piece of

I Okeghem's, famous in its time, was a motet for

* thirty -six voices, which was probably (like

Josquin's ' Qui habitat in adjutoi-io ') written

with six voices, the other parts being derived

from them canonically.'

As a teacher Okeghem stands alone in the

whole history of music. ' Through his pupils

the art was transplanted into all countries, and

he must be regarded (for it can be proved by
genealogy) as the founder of all schools from

his own to the present age. ' ^ The names of

Josquin ' and de la Rue stand foremost in the

list of his pupils. Josquin, himself a, great

teacher, carried the new Netherland art into

Italy, and the first important representatives

both of German and French music, Isaac and
Mouton, with many others less famous, learnt

through him the Okeghem traditions. J. K. s. -B.

OLD ENGLISH EDITION, THE. A valu-

able series of musical reprints, edited by G. E. P.

Arkwright, was published by Joseph Williams

of London, and Parker & Sons of Oxford, from

1889 to 1902. The list of contents is as follows:

1. Campion, Lupo, and Giles. Masque for Lord Hayes's
Marriage, 1607.

2. Ame. Six Songs.
3-5. Eirbye's Madrigals, 1597.
8-9. Byrd's Songs of Sundry Natures, 168C.

10. Tye. Mass, ' Euge bone.'
11-12. Ferrabosco's Madrigals.
13-15. Weelkes's Ballets and Madrigals, 1698.

16-17. Weelkes's Ayres or Phantastick Spirites, 1608.

18-20. Pilkington's Songs or Airs, 1605.

21. White, Eirbye, Wilbye and Daman. Antbems,
Motets, etc.

22. Milton. Six Antbems.
23. Blow. Six Songs.
25. Blow. Masque, 'Venus and Adonis.'

OLD HUNDREDTH TUNE, THE. The
great popularity of this tune in England and
America has given birth to much discussion re-

specting its origin and authorship. The greater

part, however, of what has hitherto been written

on the subject is either purely conjectural or

based on an imperfect knowledge of the facts.

The researches of Bovet,* Douen,' and others

into the history of the Genevan Psalter have

cleared up almost aU difficulties, and shown that

it was in that work that the tune first appeared.

A brief sketch of the history of the Genevan

Psalter has been given in the notice of Louis

Bourgeois. For the present it is enough to

say that the ' Old Hundredth ' was the melody

adapted to Beza's version of the 134th Psalm

included in the first instalment of psalms, thirty-

four in number, added by him to the Genevan

Psalter in 1551. No copy of that Psalter con-

taining the tunes to these psalms is known of

1 Ambros, iii. 174.
a Eieiewetter's EUtory of Muite, Kngliflh edition, I^ 131.

a The alegy composed by Josquin In memory ofhU master is spoken

of elsewhere. See articles Josquik and Motet.
, * HUtotre du Plavtier da igliia reformtes, fleuchatel and Paris,

1872.
« Clemera Marot et le Piautier Suguenot, two vols. , Paris, 187S-79.

earlier date than 1554, but there is little doubt
that they were added to the psalms either at the

timeof publication of the latter or in 1552 ; and,

as will be seen in another article, this date falls

within the time when Bourgeois was musical

editor of the Genevan Psalter—that is, from 1542
to 1557. To Bourgeois, therefore, the tune in its

present form may be ascribed, but how far it is

original is uncertain. The greater part of the

melodies in the Genevan Psalter are known to

be adaptations of secular tunes of the time, and
the ' Old Hundredth ' is, no doubt, one of the

number. Douen cites a melody from ' Chan-
sons du XVe Sitele publics par G. Paris et

A. Gevaert,' Paris, 1875, which commences as

follows :

—

to the words ' II n'y a icy celluy Qui n'ait sa belle.

'

It was a not uncommon practice of the

old writers to construct new tunes by adding
different terminations to the same fragment of

older melody. The strain with which the ' Old
Hundredth ' commences seems to have been very

popular from this point of view. We find it,

with different endings, in ' Souter Liedekens

ghemaect ter eeren Gods' (Pure Songs made
to the honour of God), Antwerp,^ 1540 ; in

Utenhove's Dutch Psalter ('Hondert Psalmen
Davids '), printed in London by John Daye in

1561 ; in Este's ' Psalter,' 1592, and elsewhere.^

The following is a transcript of the melody
by Bourgeois, 1552, as harmonised by Goudimel,
1565:—

8 In this, fhe earliest Flemish Psalter, all the psalms (excepting
the 116th and the 118th, and also the song of Simeon) are set to
popular Flemish and French tunea. Psalm xix, which hegtns with
the same strain as the Old Hundredth, is to the melody of

—

' Ick had een hoelken ntnercoren, die ick met Herten minne.'

I had chosen a lover whom I heartily loved.

7 The tune adapted to Psalm xxv. in the Oeneran Psalter of 1561,
replacing the melody to 'which that Psalm bad heen set in the
previous editions, commences with a similar melodic progression

—
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r-r
In 1561Kethe wrote versions of twenty-five

psalms for the enlarged edition of Knox's Anglo-

Genevan Psalter published in that year. One of

these was the Long Measure version of Psalm C,
'All people that on earth do dwell,' to which

the Genevan tune was then for the first time

adapted.

The name 'Old Hundredth' is peculiar to

England.' The psalm was originally known as

the ' Hundredth,' but after the appearance of

the New Version by Brady and Tate in 1696,

the word ' Old ' was added to the titles of the

tunes continued in use from the preceding Psalter

of Sternhold and Hopkins, to which no special

names had been given. The name 'Savoy,'

sometimes applied to the Old Hundredth in the

18th century, was derived, not as Havergal
supposes, from a vague fancy respecting its

Savoyard origin, but from its use by the French
congregation established in the Savoy, London,
in the reign of Charles IL

Several variations of the tune are found in

English and German tune-books, but chiefly in

the value of the notes, the melody remaining

unchanged. The versionmost commonly adopted
in England in the 19th century was that in

which all the notes, except the final note of each

strain, are of equal length. This form, however,

tends to produce monotony, and necessitates too

slow a time, the tune being essentially jubilant

in character. Its original form is in all respects

the best, with perhaps a slight modification in

the fourth strain for the sake ofsymmetry,'' as in

Ravenscroft's 'Booke ofPsalmes,' 1621 :

—

6. A. C.

O'LEAEY, Akthur, wasbornMarch 15, 1834,

at Tralee, Co. Kerry. He received his early

instruction in music at home. When between

seven and eight years old, his pianoforte playing

attracted the attention of Mr. Wyndham Goold,

through whose instrumentality he was sent to

the Leipzig Conservatorium in January 1847.

At a dinner-party given in Mr. Goold's honour

by Mendelssohn, the boy sat next the composer,

who was in many ways most kind to him
afterwards. At Leipzig he studied the piano

with Moscheles and Plaidy, counterpoint with

Hauptmann, and composition with Riohter and
Julius Eietz. At the house of Herr Preusser

• In America the tune Is commonlj called ' Old Hundred
' ; prob-

ably an English provincialism imported by some n( the early

colonists. In fact the writer had some recollection of hearing that
this name wee In nse In some parts of England not many years
since.

2 TheoldpBaltertnne8beingarlgina11yunbaTTed,strict symmetry
between the strains was sometimes disregarded for the salce of effect.

OLIPHANT

he became acquainted with Robert and Clara

Schumann, and many other musical celebrities.

After a five years' stay at Leipzig, Mr. O'Leary

returned to London and entered the Royal

Academy of Music, studying under Cipriani

Potter and Sterndale Bennett. In 1856 Lord

Westmoreland appointed him Professor at the

Academy, and on the opening of the National

Training School for Music, he was appointed to

that institution. He retired from the Royal

Academy in 1903, but continues to teach

privately. Mr. O'Leary's compositions include

orchestral pieces, songs, dance-music, transcrip-

tions and original pieces for the pianoforte, etc.

His toccatainFwas played at the PopularConcert

of Dec. 14, 1885. He has also edited Bach's

Christmas Oratorio, Bennett's Pianoforte works,

and Masses by Hummel, Sechter, and Schubert.

His wife, Rosbtta, is the daughter of Mr.

W. S. Vinning, of Newton Abbot, and was

married to Mr. O'Leary in Nov. 1860. She

was elected King's Scholar at the Academy in

1851, and is known as the composer of several

successful songs. w. B. s.

OLIMPIADE. An opera of Metastasio's,

written to celebrate the birthday of the Empress

Elizabeth, wife of Charles VI., Emperor of Ger-

many, in 1733. It supplies a good instance of

the persistent adherence of the composers of the

18th century to one libretto, having been com-

posed no less than thirty-one times, by the fol-

lowing composers— Caldara (1733), Pergolesi,

Leo, ]3uni, Scolari, Latilla, Perez, Sarti, Hasse,

Piccinni (2), Bemasconi, Gassmann, Bertoni,

Jommelli, Cafaro, J. C. Bach, Traetta, Arne,

Anfossi, Mysliweczek, Andreozzi, Schwanberg,

Gatti, Borghi, Paisiello - Federioi, Reichardt,

Tarchi, Perrino, Conti (1829), as given in

Clement's Diet. Lyrique. 0.

OLIPHANT (from Olifamit, Elephant), a

short horn or bugle, made from the tusk of an

elephant, from which the name comes. These

instruments were used for signalling and hunt-

ing, and some existing specimens are very richly

carved. They have no musical value, but are

interesting in connection with the development
of the horn, and of wind instruments generally.

(See HoKN and Wind Instkuments.) d. j. b.

OLIPHANT, Thomas, born at Condie, Perth-

shire, Deo. 25, 1799, was in 1830 admitted a

member of the Madrigal Society, and soon

afterwards became its honorary secretary. He
adapted Englishwordstomany Italianmadrigals,

some ofwhich have become exceedingly popular,

notably 'Down in ^ flow'ry Yale,' adapted to

Festa's ' Quando ritrovo. ' In 1834 he published

A BriefAca/wnt of the Madrigal Society, and in

1836 A Short Accoimt of Madrigals. In 1837
he published an 8vo volume entitled La Miisa

Madrigalesca, a collection of the words of nearly

400 madrigals, with remarks and annotations.

He wrote an English version of Beethoven's
'Fidelio,' and English words to several songs.
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and edited Tallis's • Service and Responses.' In
his latter years he was president of the Madrigal
Society. He died March 9, 1873. w. H. H.

OLSEN, Ole, one of the foremost Norwegian
players and composers, was born on July 4, 1860,
at Hammerfest, the most northerly town in the

world. His father, who was a merchant and
also a good amateur organist, played at the

parish church, and so well did he teach the little

Ole that at the early age of seven the boy was
able to take his father's place at the organ and
play the services. It was originally intended

that he should become an engineer, and in order

to obtain the education necessary for that pro-

fession he was sent, in 1865, to study at Dront-
heim ; but his strong bias in favour of music
continued to assert itself, and it was not long

before he placed himself under the guidance of

Fust ]>ndermann. This was in 1867 ; and
from that date until 1870 Olsen studied regularly

during the winter months, while in the summer
time he joined various travelling theatrical

companies as conductor, thus acquiring invalu-

able experience. In the year 1870, however, he
began to settle down to more serious study, and
betook himself to Leipzig, where he became the

pupil of E. F. Kichter, Oscar Paul, and Keineoke.

After a course of four years at Leipzig Olsen

returned to Sweden and settled at Christiana

(1874), where he worked as a teacher of the

piano, and as a choirmaster. He also made use

of his great talent for writing by becoming a

musical critic. When Svensden retired from

the directorship of the Musical Society the post

was offered to Olsen, who accepted it and retained

it for many years. In 1884 he became musical

director to the 2nd Norwegian Infantry Brigade

;

and the experience and skill which he acquired

in this leading position led to his being asked

to undertake the onerous duties of musical

director under the Military Board, when that

office was established by the SwedishGovernment
in 1900. He thus occupies a very distinguished

position in relation to military, as well as

orchestral music. In his capacity as director

he has travelled much, and in fulfilment of the

duties of this and other offices he has conducted

performances of his compositions in Denmark,
Sweden, Germany, and Austria.

Ole Olsen has produced compositions of all

kinds, excepting chamber music, which has not

at present offered him any attractions
;
possibly

on account of his dramatic and military ten-

dencies. Of his orchestral works the symphony
in G major, together with the symphonic poems
' Aasgaardsreien ' and ' Elf-dance ' are accounted

very fine examples of their class. In the sphere

of operatic music Olsen is well represented by

three grand operas, 'Stig Hvide,' 'Lajla,' and
' Stallo. ' He has written one oratorio, ' Nideros,

'

a fairy comedy, 'Svein TJrad,' and four great

cantatas, ' Ludwig Holberg,' ' Grifienfeld,'

'Broderbud,' and the 'Tourist Cantata.' As a

VOL. Ill

composer he is very highly esteemed by all who
have heard his music, which isofa very advanced

type ; but he is hardly less distinguished as a

poet, having^ritten many poems for special

occasions besides the libretti for his three operas.

Olsen's work is characterised by great breadth,

a free modern versatility in style and colouring,

with plenty of knowledge of managing his

resources. r. H.

OLTHOFF, Statius, bom 1555 at Osnabruck,
was called in 1579 to the post of cantor to the

Marien-Kirche at Rostock in Mecklenburg. In
1593 he is described in the account-books of the

church as Magister Statins and as occupying the

higher position of con-rector. At the instigation

of Nathan or Nathaniel Chytraeus, the Human-
ist Professor of Latin and Poetry at the Univer-
sity of Rostock, who also as rector reorganised

the chief school of the town, Olthoff composed
a series of four-part settings of George Buchanan's
famous Latin-verse paraphrases of the Psalms.

This work was published at Frankfort 1585 with
the title : Psalnwrum Damdis paraphrasis

poetica Georgii Buchanan Scoti a/rgumerabis ac

melodiis expliccUa atque illvstrata, etc. Eitner

enumerates successive editions of this work up
to 1656. The musical settings have been re-

published in the Vierteljahrsschrift fiir Musik-
vnssenscha/t, bd. v. Olthoff retired from active

work in 1614, and died at Rostock, Feb. 28,

1629. J. K. M.

OLYMPIE. Tragedie lyrique, in three acts,

imitated from Voltaire by Dieulafoy and Briffaut

(and others) ; music by Spontini. Produced at

the Academic Royale, Deo. 22, 1819. At Berlin,

in German (E. T. A. Hoffmann), May 14,

1821. G.

O'MARA, Joseph, born July 16, 1866, at

Limerick, son of James O'Mara, J. P., late high
sheriff for that city. Inl889he studied singing

in Milan under Perini and Moretti. On Feb. 4,

1891, he made his debut as Ivanhoe at the Royal
English Opera -House, and was favourably re-

ceived. He had further teaching from Edwin
Holland, and in 1892 he sang at the Popular

Concerts. In 1894-95 he sang under Harris,

both in English and Italian, at Drury Lane and
Covent Garden as Don Caesar, Hardress Cregan,

Faust, Philemon, Don Jos^, Turiddu, etc. On
March 2, 1896, he made a very great success as

Mike Murphy on the production of Stanford's

'ShamusO'Brien'at the Opera-Comique Theatre.

Since then he has been a favourite tenor in the

Moody-Manners Opera Company in their Lon-

don and provincial seasons, and has added to his

repertory many Wagnerian parts, Myles in ' Lily

of Killarney,' Raoul, etc. Brit. Mus. Biog.

etc. A. 0.

ONCE-MARKED OCTAVE. See 0, vol. i.

p. 433.

ONDRICEK, Franz, violinist, was born of

Czech parents at Prague, on April 29, 1859.

His father, a good violinist, was the leader of

2 P
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a small orchestra performing in caf^, ballrooms,

etc., and early conveyed a knowledge of his

instrument to his son, who, at the age of seven,

was able to take a part in the fltchestra, and
was known in Prague as a prodigy. In 1873

he was sent to the Conservatorium of his native

town, where he received free tuition for three

years. In 1876 he gave a concert at Prague, in

the course of which a strange incident occurred.

Wieniawski, who was present, after hearing

Ondricek play a movement from a concerto of

Molique, stepped on to the platform and publicly

embraced the young artist. The result of this

successful appearance was that a rich merchant

undertook his farther education, and sent him
to the Paris Conservatoire, where he entered the

class of Massart, gaining a premier prix at the

end of two years. Had he been eligible he
would have won it in his first year. After leav-

ing the Conservatoire he remained in France for

two years, played in Paris at Pasdeloup's Con-
certs, and in other French towns, and then
visited London, where he appeared at a concert

of the Philharmonic Society, of which he is an
honorary member. After returning for a short

time to Bohemia, he made a series of tours on
the continent, in the course of which he visited

Berlin (in 1884) and gave two successful con-

certs in the opera-house. Since then he has

played as a soloist in most musical centres of

the world : in Russia, Italy, Holland, America,

the East, etc., and has been the recipient ofmany
orders and decorations. Ondricek aims at

universality, having at his fingers' ends the com-
plete repertory of the virtuoso as well as that of

the classical player. As a youthful performer

his style was exceptionally wild and passion-

ate, but it has now become more restrained, if

less individual. He has led string quartets at

the London Popular Concerts. The most inter-

esting number in his repertory is the violin

concerto in A minor of his compatriot, Anton
Dvorak, which he interprets with authority.

As a composer he is little known, except that

he has frequently played a not very satisfactory

transcription of airs taken from Smetana's
' Verkaufte Braut.

'

w. w. c.

ONSLOW, George, bomatClermont-Ferrand
(Puy-de-D6me), July 27, 1784, was a grandson
of the first Lord Onslow, and descended through
his mother, a de Bourdeilles, from the family

of BrantSme. Although eventually » prolific

composer, he showed as a child no special love

for music, and the lessons he took on the piano

from Hullmandel, Dussek, and Cramer, during
a stay of some years in London, developed

nothing beyond manual dexterity. Having
returned to France, and settled in a province

more famous for its scenery than for its oppor-

tunities of artistic relaxation, he associated with

some amateurs who played chamber music, and
was thus induced first to study the violoncello,

and then [after a two-years' visit to Vienna,]

to compose works modelled after those which
gave so much pleasure to himself and his friends.

The analytical faculty, properly used, reveals

to its possessor many secrets, but it neither

supersedes lessons from an experienced teacher,

nor can in any case supplygenius. Thus Onslow,

even after he had composed a considerable

amount of chamber-music, felt the necessity for

further instruction before attempting dramatic

composition, and applied to Beicha, who was
an able master so far as grammar went, but in-

capable of transmitting to his pupil that sacred

fire which he did not possess himself. Onslow
therefore proved as cold on the stage as he had
done in the concert-room, and his three operas-

oomiques, 'L'Alcalde de la Vega' (August 10,

1824), 'Le Colporteur' (Nov. 22, 1827), and
' Le Due de Guise' (Sept. 8, 1837), after secur-

ing successive siiccis d'estime, disappeared, leav-

ing the overture to 'The Colporteur,' which
for some time was to be heard in concert rooms,

as their only representative. His three pub-

lished symphonies, though performed several

times by the Society des Concerts du Conserva-

toire, are also forgotten. [He was elected a

member of the Philharmonic Society in London,
in 1832, and wrote a symphony for it.] A
musician of respectable attainments and inde-

fatigable industry, an accomplished gentleman,
and moreover a man of fortune, he had no
diflioulty in finding either editors or appreci-

ative friends, as was proved by his election in

1842 to succeed Cherubini at the Institut.

Such an appointment must have been gratify-

ing to those musicians who believe with Bufibn

that • genius Is nothing more than a great power
of patience.' With the above reservations it

must be admitted that Onslow, by the number
of his works, and the elegant style of his best

passages, merited the reputation he enjoyed
during his lifetime. He died at Clermont on
Oct. 3, 1863, leaving [a scena, ' La Mort
d'Abel,' for bass -solo and orchestra, four

symphonies,] thirty -four quintets and thirty-

six quartets for strings, six trios for PF., violon
and violoncello; a sextuor (op. 30) for PF.,
flute, clarinet, horn, bassoon and contrabasso,
or PF., two violins, viola, violoncello, and
contrabasso ; anonetto(op. 77) for violin, viola,

violoncello, contrabasso, flute, oboe, clarinet,

bassoon, and horn, which he also arranged (op.

77 bis) as a sextuor for PF., flute, clarinet,

horn, bassoon, and contrabasso, or for PF.,
two violins, viola, violoncello, and contrabasso

;

a septet (op. 79) for PF., flute, oboe, clarinet,

horn, bassoon, and contrabasso ; sonatas and
duos for PF. and violin, or violoncello

;

sonatas for PF., four hands, and many pieces
for PF. solo. His quintets are undoubtedly
his best works, and contain much charming
music. No. 16, called 'Le Quintette de la

balle,' describes his emotions—the pain, the
irregular beating of his pulse, and his gratitude
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on his recovery— consequent on an accident

that happened to him in 1829 at a wolf-hunt,

where a spent ball hit him in the face, render-

ing him somewhat deaf in one ear for the rest

of his life. His earlier quintets were written

for two violoncelli, but at a certain performance

in England the second violoncello failed to

arrive, and it was proposed that Dragonetti

should play the part on his double-bass. Onslow
positively refused, saying the eifect would be

dreadful. However, after waiting some time,

he was obliged to consent, and after a few bars

was delighted with the effect. After this he

wrote them for violoncello and double-bass,

and the preceding ones were then rearranged in

that way under his own inspection by Gouff^,

the accomplished double-bass of the Paris Opera,

Halevy pronounced his eulogium at the Institut,

and printed it in his Souvenirs et Portraits.

D'Ortigue collected materials for his biography,

but only published an abstract of them in the

Mitiestrd (1863-64, p. 113). Fitis drew his

information from these two sources, to which

the reader is referred for further detail, a. c.

;

additions from Diet, ofNat. Biog. and Riemann's
Lexikon.

OPEN NOTES . On wind instruments those

notes which are proper to the tube employed,

and occur as natural harmonics of the funda-

mental tone, are known as open notes, and are

thus distinguished from ' stopped ' notes obtained

on the horn by the closing ofthe bell to a greater

or lesser degree by the hand, and from notes

produced by the means of keys or valves.

When keys or valves are used the fundamental

length of the tube is changed, and consequently

a new series of harmonies is introduced. D. j. B.

OPEN STRINGS. In instruments of the

violin type where the pitch of a note is obtained

by means of the fingers pressing the strings at

intervals of tones and semitones, the term 'Open

String ' is employed to indicate the unstopped

sound ofone of the stretched strings. Example

:

On the violin, the note e" can be sounded by

pressing a finger on the A, D, or G strings, or by

vibrating the first string which is tuned to the

pitch of that note. A small o placed over the

note indicates when the 'open string' is to be

played. o. E.

OPERA (Ital. Opera, abbrev. of Opera in

Musica, a 'Musical "Work," Vramma per la

Musiea ; Fr. Opdra ; Germ. Oper, Singspiel).

A drama, either tragic or comic, sung through-

out, with appropriate scenery and acting, to

the accompaniment of a full orchestra.

I. Classical Opera

It may seem strange to speak of the Opera

as one of the oldest institutions in existence
;

yet our search for its origin leads us back to a

time long antecedent to the beginning of the

Christian era ; and he who would read the story

of its infancy aright must collect its details

from the history of ancient Greece ; for it is as

old as the drama itself. It was nurtured at

Athens, in that glorious theatre, the acoustic

properties of which have never yet been rivalled.

Its earliest librettists were .ffischylus and
Sophocles, and its earliest orchestra a band
of lyres and flutes. There is no doubt about

this. It is quite certain that not only were

the choruses of the 'Agamemnon' and the

'Antigone' sung to the grandest music that

could be produced at the time they were written,

but also that every word of the dialogue was
musically declaimed. Musical dialogue has

been censured by unmusical critics as con-

trary to nature. It is, undoubtedly, contrary

to the practice of everyday life, but not to the

principles of art. It is necessary that the tinith

of this proposition should be very clearly

established, for unless.we make it our starting-

point we shall never arrive at the true raison

d'Ure of the Lyric Drama, nor be prepared with
a satisfactory answer to the cavils of those trho,

like Addison and Steele, condemn it as a mon-
strous anomaly. It is open to no charge of

inconsistency to which the spoken drama is not

equally exposed. The poet writes his tragedy

In verse, because he thereby gains the power of

expressing great thoughts with the greatest

amount of dignity that language can command.
His verses are sung, in order that they may be

invested with a deeper pathos than the most
careful form of ordinary declamation can reach.

No one objects to the Iambics of the ' Seven

against Thebes,' or the blank verse of 'King
John

' ;
yet surely our sense of the fitness of

things is not more rudely shocked by the melo-

dious All! soccorso.i son tradito ! uttered by
the Commendatore after Don Giovanni has

pierced him through with his sword, than by
the touching couplet with which Prince Arthur,

at the moment of his death, breaks forth into

rhyme

—

O me ! my uncle's spirit is in these stones :—
Heaven take my soul, and England keep my bones I

The conventionalities of common life are vio-

lated no less signally in the one case than in

the other ; yet, in the opera as well as in the

play, the result of their violation is an artistic

conception, as easilydefensible on logical grounds

as the proportions of a statue or the colouring

of a picture—neither of which are faithful imita-

tions of nature, though founded upon a natural

ideal.

These appear to have been the views enter-

tained, towards the close of the 16th century,

by a little band of men of letters and musicians

—all ardent disciples of the Renaissance—who
met in Florence at the house of Giovanni Bardi,

Conte di Vemio, with the avowed object of

resuscitating the style of musical declamation

peculiar to Greek tragedy. This end was un-

attainable. The antagonism between Greek and
modem tonalities would alone have sufiSced to
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make it an impossibility, had there been no

other difficulties in the way. But, just as the

search for the philosopher's stone resulted in

some of the most important discoveries known
to chemistry, this vain endeavour to restore a

lost art led to the one thing upon which, above

all others, the future fate of the Lyric Drama
depended—and compassed it, on this wise.

Among the musicians who frequented the

Count of Vernio's reunions were three whose

names afterwards became celebrated. Vincenzo

Galilei—the father of the great astronomer

—

was a pupil of the old school, but burning to

strike out something new. Jacopo Peri and
Giulio Caccini were young men, with little or

no knowledge of counterpoint, but gifted with

a wealth of original genius, and sufficient energy

of character to enable them to turn it to the

best account. All were thoroughly in earnest,

thoroughly dissatisfied with the music of the

period, and longing for a style of composition

better fitted to express the varying shades of

human passion than that then generally culti-

vated. The first result of their tentative

efforts to reach this long-cherished ideal was
the invention of the cantata—a secular com-
position for a single voice accompanied by a

single instrument. Galilei produced a work
of this description entitled ' II Conte Ugolino,

'

which has unhappily been lost. Caccini

—

already celebrated for the beauty of his voice,

and the excellence of his performance upon the

lute—wrote a number of shorter pieces, which
he sang with unbounded applause at Bardi's

house, to the accompaniment of a theorbo,

played by Bardilla. Some of these Canzonette

were published, in 1602, under the title of ' Le
nuove Musiche

'
; and an entire verse of one of

them will be found in the article Monodia in

the present volume. They are, indeed, most
interesting, as examples of the earliest phase

of the style—fitly called Monodic—which ex-

changed the contrapuntal richness of the poly-

phonic school for the simplest of melodies,

confined to a single part, and accompanied by
a bass, which was often not only simple, but
of the rudest possible construction. The par-

ticular verse to which we have referred

—

Diteli

mi se di me m cale—is exceptionally symmetrical

in form. As a general rule, the melodies of

this transitional period were so destitute of

what we now call 'Figure,' as to be all but

amorphous ; and it is precisely to this peculi-

arity that we are indebted for the extraordinary

effect they wrought. All that their composers

aimed at in constructing them was the exact

oratorical rendering of the words with which
they had to deal ; and in striving to attain this

they unconsciously, and as if by a kind of

inspiration, achieved that potent medium of

passionate expression which alone was needed
to make the Lyric Drama possible—pure, well-

accented, declamatory recitative. Not, as they

fondly imagined, the exact method of delivery

cultivated by the Greek dramatists ; but, we
may fairly believe, the nearest approach to it

consistent with the modem scale—the true

MusicaparlmUe, or Stilo rappresentaiivo, which,

by regulating the inflections of the voice in

accordance with the principles of sound rhetori-

cal science, invests them, if the experience of

nearly three centuries may be trusted, with an
amount of dramatic power attainable by no
other means.

The necessity for some such provision as this

must have been painfully apparent to all think-

ing men. The polyphonic school, brought to

absolute perfection by Palestrina and his great

contemporaries, was utterly unfit for dramatic

"

purposes
;
yet, in ignorance of a more appropri-

ate form of expression, attempts to turn it to

account in that direction had not been want-

ing. It is certain that great part of Poliziano's

'Orfeo,' written in the latter half of the 15th
century, was set to music of some kind ; and
Leo Allatius mentions, in his ' Drammaturgia,'

the names of eight musical representations pro-

duced between the years 1569 and 1582. The
bare titles of these works, to one of which the

name of Claudio Merulo is attached, are all

that now remain to us ; and, unfortunately, we
possess no printed copies of three still more
important productions^' II Satire,' 'La Dis-

perazione di Fileno,' and ' II Giuoco della Cieca

'

—set to music by EmUio del Cavalieii, the

two first in 1590, and the last in 1595 ; but
we may form a tolerably safe estimate of their

style from that of Orazio Veochi's ' L' Amfi-
parnasso,' performed at Modena in 1594, and
printed soon afterwards in Venice. This curioiis

Commedia armonica, as the composer himself
calls it, is presented in the form of a series of

madrigals for five voices, written in the true

polyphonic style, and equally remarkable for

the beauty of their effect, and the learning dis-

played in their construction. There is no over-

ture ; and no instrumental accompaniment or

ritornello of any kind. When the stage is

occupied by a single character only, the four
superfluous voices are made to sing behind the
scenes ; when two persons are needed for the
action three are kept out of sight. All doubt
on this point is removed by the woodcuts with
which the music is illustrated

; but before we
condemn the absurdity of the arrangement we
must remember that the grand old madrigalist
only uses his unseen voices as later composers
have used the orchestra. He could not leave
his characters to sing without any accompani-
ment whatever

; and has therefore supported
them, and, to the best of his ability, enforced
the action of the scene by the only harmonic^
means within his reach. [On the condition of
performance of the earliest operas, see the
Sammelbande of the Int. Mus. Ges., iv. 175
and 404, by Alfred Heuas ; and the Monthly
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Musical Secord, March 1906, article by E. J.

Dent.]

It must be confessed that though Orazio

Vecchi was a skilful contrapuntist and Peri

was not, the Florentine composer had all the

advantage on his side, when, three years after

the first performance of ' L' Amiiparnasso,' he
produced his music to Rinuccini's 'Dafnc'
Count Bardi having been sununoned^o"Rome
in 1592 to act as Maestro di cavnera to Pope
Clement VIII., the inBBtlfi^ formerly held at

his house were transferred to that of his friend

Jacopo Oorsi, as enthusisistic a patron of the

Fine Arts as himself. It was at the Palazzo

Corsi that ' Dafne ' was first privately performed

in 1597. No trace of it now remains; but
Peri himself tells us, in the preface to his

'Euridice,'. that he wrote it at the instigation

of Signer Corsi and the poet Rinuccini, ' in

order to test the effect of the particular kind
of melody which they imagined to be identical

with that used by the ancient Greeks and
Romans throughout their dramas ' ; and we
learn from the account given by Giov. Batt.

Doni that 'it charmed the whole city.' The
success of the experitnent was, indeed, so decided

that in the year leOO^Peri was invited to pro-

vide a still greater work to grace the festivities

which followed the marriage of King Henri IV.

of France with Maria de' Medici, It was on

this occasion that he produced his famous
' Euridice,' the first true Italian opera that was
ever performed in public, and the acknowledged

prototype of all laterjievelapments _of the

Dramma per la musica. The work excited an

extraordinary amount of attention. Ottavio

Rinuccini furnished the libretto. Several noble-

m jn t J )k p irt in the public performance. Be-

hind the scenes, Signor Corsi himself presided

at the harpsichord, assisted by three friends,

who played upon the chitarrone, the lira grande

or viol di gamba, and the theorbo or large lute.

These instruments, with the addition of three

flutes used in a certain ritomeUo, seem to have

comprised the entire orchestra ; and a consider-

able amount of freedom must have been accorded

to the performers with regard to their manner
of employing them ; for in the barred score

published at Florence, with a dedication to

Maria de' Medici, in 1600, and reprinted at

Venice in 1608, the accompaniment consists of

little more than an ordinary figured bass. This

score is now exceedingly scarce. Hawkins did

not even know of its existence, and Bumey
succeeded in discovering one example only, in

the possession of the Marchese Rinuccini, a

descendant of the poet, at Florence ; but a copy

of the Venice edition is happily preserved in

the library of the British Museum.

Peri himself tells us, in his preface, that a

portioii of this interesting work was written by

Caocini, though his own name alone appears

upon tie title-page ; but Caccini also set the

entire libretto to music, on his own account,

and published it in Florence in the same year

(1600), with a dedication to Giovanni Bardi.

'The style of the two operas is so nearly identical,

that whole scenes might easily be transferred

from one to the other, without attracting notice

;

though it cannot be denied that there are situa-

tions, such as that in which Orpheus returns

with Euridice from Hades, wherein Peri has

reached a higher level of dramatic expression

than his rivals It is, perhaps, for this reason

that Caccini's^ Euridice ' seems never to have
been honoured with a public performance ; the

young composer was, however, commissioned to

produce for the wedding festivities another
Favola in rrmsica, entitled ' II Eapimento di

Cefalo,' some portion of which afterwards ap-

peared among the ' Nuove musiche.'

The study of these early attempts becomes
especially interesting, when we regard them as

the fairest possible types of the style of com-
position which characterised the first period of

the history of the modem Lyric Drama.
The immediate result of their success was the

recognition of the opera as a, form of art no
longer tentative, but fairly established upon
true sesthetic principles, embarrassed by no
grave practical difficulties, and perfectly con-

sistent, in all its details, with the received

traditions of classical antiquity—which last

recommendation was no light one, in the esti-

mation of men whose reverence for Greek and
Roman customs amounted to a species of in-

sanity. It was impossible that Florence could

be permitted to monopolise an invention con-

ceived in such complete accordance with the
spirit of the age—the latest product of the

Renaissance. Accordingly, we find the scene of

its triumphs transferred before long to Mantua,
in which city the second period of its history

was inaugurated with extraordinary splendour
in the year 1 607, on the occasion of the marriage
of Francesco Gonzaga with Margherita, Infanta
of Savoy. At the invitation of Vincenzo Gon-
zaga, the reigning Duke, Rinuccini prepared for

this festival the libretti of two operas, entitled

'Dafne' and ' Arianna,' the first of which was
set to music by Marco di Zanobi da Gagliano,

and the second by Claudio Monteverde', the
Duke's Maestro di Cappella—a man of extra-

ordinary genius, already famous for the boldness

of his opposition to the established rules of
counterpoint. Both operas were written in

the newly invented Stilojrwgpresentatim ; and
both were deservedly successful, though^not in

an equal degree. After the first performance of
' Dafne ' we hear of it no more ; but ' Arianna

'

produced so extraordinary an effect upon the
audience, more especially in the scene in which
the forsaken Ariadne bewails the departure of
her

,
faithless lover, 1 that Monteverde was- at

• Thin scene

—

LatcitUemi morire—generally knovn ae the ' la-
ment of Ariadne'—le almost the only portion of the opeia Chat
jbas been preserved to «s. It may ji£found entire in C. von
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once invited to compose another opera, for the

ensuing year. For the subject of this he chose

the never-wearying story of Orpheus and Eury-

dice, which was dramatised for him by some

poet whose name has not transpired. The new
work—entitled 'Orfeo,' to distinguish it from

Peri's illustration of the same myth—was in

many respects immeasurably superior to any

that had preceded it. Though Monteverde did

not actually invent the opera, he proved himself

more competent to deal with it than any man
then living. Dramatic expression was one of

the most prominent characteristics of his genius.

Moreover, he was an accomplished violist ; and

while his natural love for instrumental music

tempted him to write for a far larger orchestra

than any of his predecessors had ventured to

bring together, his technical skill enabled him
to turn its resources to excellent account. The
instruments used on the occasion of the first

performance were

—

2 Gravicembali.
2 Contrabass! de Viola.

10 Viole da brazzo.

,1 Arpa doppia.
2 Violini piccoli alia Fran-

cese.

2 Chitarroni.
2 Organ! di legno.

3 Bassl da gamba.
L Trombom.
1 Begale.
2 Gometti.
1 Flautino alia vigesima

seconda.
1 Clariuo, con 3 Trombe

sordine.

Hawkins, strangely misinterpreting the lists

of characters and instruments given at the

beginning of the printed score, imagines every

singer to have been accompanied by an instra-

ment of some particular kind set apart for his

exclusive use. A very slight examination of

the music will suffice to expose the fallacy of

this idea. Nevertheless, the instruments are

really so contrasted and combined as to invest

each character and- scene with =• marked indi-

viduality which cannot but have added greatly

to the interest of the performance. The intro-

ductory toccata—founded, throughout, upon a

single . chord^s followed by a ritornello so

gracefully conceived that, had it been written

even in our own time, its simple beauty could

scarcely have failed to please. * Another ritor-

nello, in five parts, is written in close imitation,

almost resembling canon. The recitatives are

accompanied, sometiilies, by a figured bass only

;

and sometimes by two or more instruments, the

names of which are indicated at the beginning.

A complete score of the opera was published

at Venice in 1609, and reprinted in 1615. A
copy of the second edition, now preserved in

the Royal Library at Buckingham Palace, was
formerly in the possession of Sir John Hawkins,

who quoted from it largely in vol. iii. of his

History of Music.

The expense attendant upon the prbduction

Winterfeld's Joanna 0abrieli, and alio in a Memoir of Monteverde
published in the Muttcca Timet for March 1860.

^ The-tobcata and rltomello will be found entire In an essay
On tlie Life, Work, and Infl^tmce of Monteverde, printed in the
Mutical Times for April 1880. The toccata Is also given in Farry's
ifueie of the ijth Centura [Oxford Bigtory ofMuetc, vol. ill. p. Kl),

wh%re a close analysis of the whole work Is also given.

of these early operas must have been enormous.
The gorgeous dresses, and other incidental ap-

pointments, occasionally mentioned by writers

of the period, sufficiently explain why the

Dramma in Musica was reserved exclusively

for the entertainment of princes, on occasions

of extraordinary public rejoicing. No such
occasions appear to have presented themselves

for some considerable time after the marriage of

Francesco Gonzaga. Accordingly we find that,

after following up ' Orfeo ' with a grand Mytho-
logical Spectacle called ' II Ballo delle Ingrate,'

Monteverde produced no more dramatic works
till the year 1624, when, having settled per-

manently in Venice, he wrote, at the instance

of Girolamo Mocenigo, an Intermezzo, ' II Oom-
battimento di Tancredi e Clorinda,' in which
he introduced, for the first time, two important
orchestral effects, which have remained in

common use to the present day

—

pizzicato

passages for the stringed instruments, and the
well-known tremolo. [See Montbvbrdb.] In
1630 he again took higher ground, and com-
posed, for the marriage of Giustiniana Mocenigo
with Lorenzo Giustiniani, a grand opera called

'Proserpina Rapita,' which was brought out

with extraordinary magnificence, and seems to

have been very successful. The music, however,
was soon destined to be forgotten ; for this was
the year rendered memorable by the terrible

plague, which, completely devastating the larger'

Italian cities, rendered all intellectual advance-
ment for the time being impossible. As we
shall presently see, when it had had time
to recover from this serious hindrance, art

flourished more brilliantly than ev«f; but
before proceeding with the history of its

triumphs in Venice, it is necessary that we
should glance for a moment at its position in

some other parts (rfltaly.

Pietro della ValTe^ writing in 1640, tells us
that, like Tragedy at Athens under the guid-
ance of Thespis, the Lyric Drama made its first

appearance in Rome upon a cart. During the
Carnival of 1606 this ambulant theatre was
driven from street to street, surmounted by a
movable stage, whereon five masked performers
enacted a little play, set to music for them by
Paolo Quagliati. The idea seems to have
originated with Delia Valle himself. He it

was who arranged the performances, and in-

duced Quagliati to write the music ; and so
great was the success of the experiment, that
from four o'clock in the afternoon until after
midnight, the little band of stroUera found
themselves surrounded by a never-failing con-
course of admiring spectators. Rough indeed
must these primitive performances have been
when compared with the entertainments pre-
sented to the Florentines by Peri and Oaccini

;

yet it is strange that, notwithstanding their
favourable reception, we hear of no attempts
either to repeat them or to encourage the
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introduction of anything better, until the year

1632, when a musical drama called ' II Bitorno
di Angelica nell' Indie' appears to have been
privately performed in the palace of one of

the Roman nobles. The composition is

ascribed, in Lady Morgan's lAfe and Times

of Salvator Mosa, to a composer named Tignali.

This name is considered by Mr. S. S. Stratton

to be a corruption of Tenaglia, whose ' Clearoo

'

was produced at Rome in 1661. Representa-

tionsof this kindwere afterwards notuncommon

;

but many years elapsed before any really great

opera was produced in the eternal city.

The Bolognese claim to have encouraged the

opera in very early times, and even to have
invented it ; but they are far from being able

to prove their case. A chronological catalogue,

published at Bologna in 1737, gives a list of

all the musical dramas performed in the city

from the year 1600 down to that in which it

was printed. The names of the poets who
furnished the libretti are here very carefully

recorded, from the earliest times ; but no
native composer is mentioned until the year

1610, when Girolamo Giacobbi brought for-

ward his ' Andromeda,' which produced so great

an impression that it was again revived in 1628.

The works of the Florentine and Venetian
composers seem, however, to have met with a

more favourable reception at Bologna than the

products of native genius. Peri's ' Euridice

'

was performed there in 1601, and again in

1616, on which occasion it attracted a vast

and most enthusiastic audience ; and for very

many years afterwards the Bolognese were quite

contented with the importation of successful

operas from Venice.

The early records of the Neapolitan drama
are lamentably* imperfect. We hear of no

opera produced in Naples until 1646, when
mention is made of a pasticcio called 'Amor
non a legge,' by several different composers,

none ofwhose names have transpired. It seems,

however, more reasonable to believe that our

information is at fault, than that a school

which afterwards became so deservedly famous

should have been first called into existence at

so late a period. Still, we cannot fail to

observe that, notwithstanding the enthusiastic

cultivation of dramatic music, the centres of

its development were, at this period, very far

from numerous. The more luxuriantly it

flourished in any highly privileged city, the less

we hear of it elsewhere.

The third stage in the history of the Lyric

Drama was preluded by the bold transfer of its

patronage from the Prince to the people. In

the year 1637 the famous theorbo player,

Benedetto Ferrari, and Frajilcesco Manelli da

Tivoli, the composer, opened at their own
private risk the first public opera-house in

Venice, under the name of the Teatro di San

Cassiano. For this new theatre Ferrari wrote

the words, and Manelli the music, of an opera

called ' Andromeda, ' which was so well received

that in the following year the same two authors

brought out a second work, 'La Maga ful-

minata'; while in 1639 the text of Giulio

Strozzi's ' La Delia, ossia la Sposa del Sole

'

was set to music, either by Manelli or Paolo

Saorati—it is difficult to saywhich,—and Ferrari

produced ' L' Armida ' to poetry of his own.
This was an eventful season. Before its close,

Monteverde once more appeared before the

public with a new opera called 'L' Adone,'

which ran continuously till the Carnival of

1640 ; and his pupil. Pier- Francesco Caletti-

Bruni, nicknamed by the Venetians ' II Checco
Ca-Cavalli,'i made his first appearance as a
dramatic composer with ' Le Nozze di Peleo

e di Tetide '—a work which proved him to be

not only the faithful disciple of an eminent
Maestro, but a true genius, with originality

enough to enable him to carry on that Maestro'

t

work in a spirit free from all trace of servile

imitation. His natural taste suggested the

cultivation of a more flowing style of melody
than that in which his contemporaries were
wont to indulge ; and he was not so bigoted

a disciple of the Renaissance as to think it

necessary to sacrifice that taste to the insane

Hellenic prejudice which would have banished

rhythmic melody from the opera for no better

reason than that it was unknown in the time

of Pericles. Vincenzo Galilei and his Floren-

tine associates condemned such melody as

puerile and degraded to the last degree. Monte-

verde never ventured to introduce it, save in

his ritornelli. But Cavalli—as he is now
generally called—not only employed it con-

stantly, for the sake of relieving the monotony
of continuous recitative, but even foreshadowed

the form of the regular aria, by that return to

the first part which was afterwards indicated

by the term Da Capo. Cavalli's genius was as

prolific as it was original. The author of Le
Glorie delta Poesia e della Musica (Venice,

1730) gives the names of thirty-four operas

which he produced, for Venice alone, between

the years 1637 and 1665. F^tis mentions

thirty-nine, but Quadrio assures us that he
wrote, altogether, more than forty ; Bumey
laments that after diligent search he could meet
with the music of only one, ' L' Erismena,' pro-

duced in 165.5 ; but complete copies of twenty,

including two undoubted autographs, may be

found in the Contarini collection in the library

of S. Mark at Venice ; and the autograph of
' L' Egisto ' is preserved in the Imperial Library

at Vienna. Some interesting examples from
' L' Erismena ' will be found in vol. iv. of

Burney's History ; and a comparison of these

with the subjoined extract from an air in ' II

Giasone' (1649), with accompaniments for

two violins and a bass, will show that the
1 That is, ' Little Frank, of the Houae ol Cavalli.'
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composer's feeling for melody was by no means

exhibited in one production only.

De - U - zle cooten - ti ch« I'aime b« - a - 1«
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Cavalli's predilection for rhythmic melody
was fully shared by his talented contemporary,

Marc Antonio Cesti

—

a, pupil of the celebrated

Roman Maestro, Giaoomo Carissimi, to whose
example, though he himself did not care to

write for the stage, the dramatic composers of

the day were indebted for a higher ideal than
they could possibly have conceived without his

assistance. Honest work in one branch of art

seldom fails to react favourably upon another
;

and it is certain that, by transferring to the

opera the methods of phrasing and instrumenta-

tion employed by Carissimi in the Cantata di

Camera, Cesti not only elevated the former to

a more dignified level than it had ever before

attained, but at the same time laid the founda-

tion of his own triumphant success. His

earliest attempt, 'L' Orontea'—first performed

at Venice in 1649,attheTeatrodeiSS. Apostoli,

in the teeth of Cavalli's ' Giasone ' at the rival

house of S. Cassiano—retained its popularity,

throughout the whole of Italy, for more than

thirty years. Of his later operas, six— ' Cesare

amante,' 'La Dori, o lo schiavo regio,' 'Tito,'

' Argene, '
' Genserico, ' and ' Argia '—werewritten

for Venice, and two—'La Schiava fortunata'

and 'II Pomo d' oro'—for Vienna. Many of

these are, it is to he feared, irretrievably lost

;

but we still possess enough to give us a very

clear idea of the composer's general style. Some
fragments from 'L' Orontea,' discovered in a

MS. music-book once belonging to SalvatorRosa,

wiU be found in vol. iv. of Bumey's History
;

and a complete score of ' II Pomo d' oro ' is

preserved at Vienna, in the Imperial Library.

A score of ' La Dori ' is also mentioned in the

catalogue of the collection formed by the late

Abbe Santini ; and the library of Christ Church,

Oxford, boasts fifteen of Cesti's cantatas, which

differ but little in style from his music written

for the theatre.

The honours of the Venetian school were

upheld, about this time, by a crowd of popular

composers, the most successful of whom were

Carlo Fallavicino, D. Giov. Legrenzi, Antonio

Sartorio, Pietro and Marc Antonio Ziani, Castro-

villari, Strozzi, and some other aspirants for

public fame, who found ample employment in

the numerous opera houses which before the

close of the century sprang up in every quarter

of the city. We have already had occasion to

mention the inauguration of the Teatro di S.

Cassiano in 1637. It was not long suffered to

stand alone. The Teatro di SS. Giovanni e

Paolo was opened in 1639 with ' La Delia, ossia

la Sposa del Sole
' ; the Teatro di S. Mose in

1641 with a revival of Monteverde's ' Arianna '
;

the Teatro nuovo, in the same year, with
Strozzi's ' La finta pazza ' ; the Teatro dei SS.

Apostoli in 1649 with 'L' Orontea,' as already

described ; the Teatro di S. Aponal in 1661
with Cavalli's ' L' Oristeo

'
; the Teatro di S.

Luca, di San Salvatore, in 1661, with Castro-

villari's ' La Pasife ' ; the Teatro di S. Gregorio

in 1670 with a Pasticcio entitled ' Adelaida'

;

the Teatro di S. Angelo in 1677 with Freschi's
' Elena rapita da Paride

'
; the Teatro di S.

Giovanni Grisostomo in 1678 with Pallavioini's
' Vespasiano

'
; and the Teatro di S. Fantin in

1699 with Pignotta's 'Paolo Emilio.' The
mere txisteuce of these eleven theatres proves,

more clearly than any amount of written descrip-

tion, the readiness with which the Venetians
received the opera as one of their most cherished
amusements. They had already learned to
look upon it as quite a national institution

;
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and supported it with a liberality altogether

unknown elsewhere. In Rome, for instance,

there were at this time three opera-houses

only—the Torre di Nona, opened in 1671 with
CayalU's ' Giasone ' ; the Sala de' Signori Cap-
ranica, for the inauguration of which Bernardo
Pasquini composed his ' Dov' e Amore e Pieti

'

in 1679 ; and a theatre in the Palazzo Aliberti,

which started with Perti's ' Penelope la casta

'

in 1696. No public theatre was established in

Bologna till 1680.

The next period of our history was a very
significant one, and productive of results so

important that it may be said to mark the

boundary between a class of works interesting

chiefly from an antiquarian point of view, and
those grander productions the intrinsic value of

which entitles them to be remembered through-

out all time.

The earlier dramatic composers, from Peri

downwards, held the art of counterpoint in

undisguised contempt, and trusted for success

entirely to the brilliancy of their natural talents.

Alessandro Scarlatti, beyond all comparison the

brightest genius of the epoch we are considering,

had wisdom enough to perceive that natural

gifts lose more than half their force when un-

cultivated by study. Acting upon this con-

viction, he never ceased to labour at the science

ofcomposition, until hefound himselfuniversally
recognised as the most learned musician of his

day ; and thus it was that he took even the

best of his contemporaries at an incalculable

disadvantage. His knowledge of counterpoint

so far aided him in the construction of his

basses andtheelaboration of hisaccompaniments,

that, under his masterly treatment, the timidity,

which, in the infancy of modem art, so fatally

weakened its effect, and rendered it so miserable

a substitute for the richer combinations of

polyphony, was exchanged for a freedom of

style and breadth of design which at once

elevated it to the rank of a finished school,

capable indeed of" future development to an
unlimited extent, but no longer either tentative

in conception or rudimentary in structure. On
the other hand, his sptendid natural talents

did him good service in quite another way.

Tired of them.onotony_of Jininterruptedjfiflitft^

tive, he boldly started on a new path, and,

rejecting the experience ofJiis immediate pre-'

decessors as altogethereffete, avaiTeJ^imself of

three distinct forms of dramatic expression

—

the simple form of recitative, called by the

Italians EecUatim secco ; accompanied recitative,

or Recitativo stromentato ; and the regular Aria.

The first of these he employed for the ordinary

business of the stage ; the second, for the ex-

pression of deep pathos, or violent emotion of

any kind ; the third, for impassioned, or at

least strongly individualised soliloquy. As these

three methods of enunciation are still used, for

exactly, similar purposes, we shall frequently

have occasion to refer to them hereafter. For
the present, it is sufficient to say that no radical

change ever took place in the structure of

ReeUaiivo secco since it was first invented. It

was supported by a simple 'Thorough-bass,'

the chords of which were filled in, in former

times, upon the harpsichord, and later, in

England, played on the violoncello and double
bass. Accompanied recitative, on the contrary,

unknown, so far as we can discover, before the

time of Scarlatti, has since passed through an
infinity of changes, naturally dictated by the

gradual enlargement of the orchestra, and the

increased strength of its resources. But it is

stiU what its inventor intended it to be—

a

passionate form of declamation, in which the

sense of the verbal text is enforced by the

continual interposition of orchestral symphonies
of more or less elaborate construction. Lastly,

the symmetrical form of the aria had only been
very imperfectly suggested, before Scarlatti

completed it by the addition of a ' Second Part,'

followed by that repetition of the original strain

now known as the Da Capo. WitmnTKelast
hundred years this Da Capo has been discon-

tinued, from a not unnatural objection to the

stiffness of its effect ; but that very stiffness

was, in the first instance, a notable sign of

life. We cannot but welcome it as the healthy
indication of a desire to escape from the dreari-

ness of the interminable monologue which pre-

ceded it ; and, however formal we may now
think it, we owe something, to the composer
who first made it a distinctive feature in the

dramatic music he did so much to perfect, and
whose love of regular design led him to introduce

improvements of equal value into the form of

the instrumental prelude which was afterwards

recognised as the indispensable overture.

Scarlatti's first opera, ' Gli Equivoci nel

Sembiante' (Rome, 1679), was followed by
more than sixty others, written for Rome,
Vienna, Venice, ancL more especially Napl^,
which justly clailns him as the founder of its

admirable school. The most successful of them
seem to have been, ' Pompeo ' (Naples, 1684);
'La Teodora' (Rome, 1693); 'Pirro e Deme-
trio,' ' II Prigioniero fortunate,' ^ ' Le Nozze col

nemico,' 'Laodicea e Berenice' (Naples, 1694-

1703) ;
' II Trionfo della Liberty ' and ' Mitri-

date' (Venice, 1707); and the most celebrated

of all, 'La Principessa fedele' (1707). [See

E. J. Dent's Alessandro Scarlatti for dates and
names of operas.]

The most talented of Scarlatti's contem-

poraries were, among Neapolitans, Alessandro

Stradella and Francesco Rossi ; in Venice,

Antonio Caldara and Antonio Lotti ; in Bologna,

Antonio Perti, Francesco Pistocchi, and Giovanni
Maria Buononcini ; and, in Vicenza, Domenico
Freschi. But for his untimely death, Stradella's

1 A MS. score of this opera wiU lie found In the Dragonetti
coUoction iA the British Museum.

2/
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genius would undoubtedly have entitled him to

take rank as the founder of an original and

highly characteristic school. As it was, he

lived but to compose one single opera, ' La Forza

deir Amor paterno,' the libretto of which was

printed at Genoa in 1678. Kossi, though born

in Naples, wrote chiefly for Venice, where he

met with very great success. Lotti produced

eighteen successful operas in that city, between

tlve years 1683 and 1717 ; and one in Dresden.

Caldara enriched the Venetian school with five,

besides writing many more for Vienna, founded

for the most part upon the libretti of Apostolo

Zeno and Metastaaio. The greater number of

Freaohi's works were also written for Venice

;

but his famous ' Berenice ' was first performed

at Padua, in 1680, the year after Scarlatti

made his first appearance in Borne, with a mise
en seine which exceeded in magnificence any-

thing that had ever been previously attempted.

Among the attractions mentioned in the printed

book of the opera, we find choruses of 100
Virgins, 100 Soldiers, and 100 Horsemen in

iron armour ; besides 40 Cornets, on horseback
;

6 mounted Trumpeters ; 6 Drummers ; 6 En-
signs ; 6 Sackbuts ; 6 Flutes ; 12 Minstrels, play-

ing on Turkish and other Instruments ; 6 Pages

;

3 Sergeants ; 6 Cymbaleers ; 12 Huntsmen ; 12
Grooms ; 12 Charioteers ; 2 Lions, led by 2

Turks ; 2 led Elephants ; Berenice's Triuniphal

Car, drawn by 4 Horses ; six other Cars,

drawn by 12 Horses ; 6 Chariots, for the

Procession ; a Stable containing 100 living

Hoi-ses ; a, Forest, filled with Wild-boar, Deer,

and Bears ; and other scenic splendours, too

numerous to mention in detail, but highly

significant, as indicative of a condition of the

drama in which, notwithstanding an honest

desire on the part of many a true artist to

attain eesthetic perfection, the taste of the

general public was as yet unable to soar above

the vulgarities of a frivolous peep-show. To
so great an extent was this absurdity carried

that Pistocchi's ' Leandro ' (1679) and ' Girello

'

(1682) were performed in Venice by puppets,

and Ziana's ' Damira plaoata ' by mechanical
figures, as large as life, while the real singers

officiated behind the scenes. Concerning the

influence of such vanities upon the future pros-

pects of art we shall have occasion to speak

more particularly hereafter.

The scene now changes to Paris, whither

Giovanni Battista Lulli was brought from
Florence in the year 1646, in the character

of page to Mademoiselle-de-JVloiitpensier, niece

of Louis XIV. For the personal history of this

extraordinary genius we must refer our readers

to vol. ii. 779 fif. ; all that concerns us here is

his influence upon the musical drama. Removed
from Italy at the age of thirteen, he brought

none of its traditions to France, and was thus

left to form a school—for he did nothing less

—by the aid of his own natural talent alone.

He has not, indeed, escaped the charge of

plagiarism ; and it is well known that he

profited not a little by the study of such works

of Cavalli and Cesti as he could obtain in Paris
;

but the assertion that he imitated the forms

invented by the great leaders of the Venetian

school, from inability to strike out new ones

for himself, is equally inconsistent with the

known conditions under which his operas were

produced, and the internal evidence afforded

by a careful analysis of the works themselves.

The French Grand Opera was no importation

from foreign parts. It had an independent

origin of its own, and is as clearly traceable to

the Ballet as its Italian sister is to Classical

Tragedy. As earljrasjthe_year 1581, » piece,

called ' Le Ballet comique ae la"Eoyne, ' ar-

ranged by Baltazar de Beaujoyeaulx, with

dance tunes, choruses, musical dialogues, and
ritornellij composed for the occasion by BeauUeu
and Salmon, was acted, at the Chateau de

Moutiers, in presence of Henri III., with extra-

ordinary splendour. [Vol. i. pp. 17-4, 177.]

The entire work is, fortunately, still in exist-

ence ; and the music is far more likely to have

suggested ideas to Lulli than the productions

of his own countrymen. The first attempt to

introduife Italian musjs^was made-by^inuecini,

who visitea Jfranoe in iKe'suite of Maria_de'

Medici in 1600 ; but it does not seem to have
accorded with the national taste. During the

reign of Louis XIII. the Ballet was more
warmly patronised at Court than any other

kind of musical entertainment. Cardinal

Mazarin endeavoured to re-introduce the Italian

Opera, during the minority of Louis XIV. ; but
its success was very transient, and far less en-

couraging than that of the early attempts at

French Opera. The first of these was ' Akebar,
Roi de Mogol,' written and composed by the

Abb6 Mailly, and performed at Carpentras in

1646, in the presence of the Papal Legate,

Cardinal Bichi. In 1659, Perrin wrote a /

Pastoral, with music by Cambert, which was
first privately performed at Issy, and afterwards,

in presence of the king, at Vincennes. Louis
was delighted with it ; and, supported by his

approval, its authors produced some other

works, of which the most successful was
' Pomone,' played first in 1671 at the H6tel de
Nevers, and in 1677 in the Tennis Court at

the HStel de Gu^ndgaud. This was the first

French opera ever publicly performed in Paris.

Meanwhile, Lulli was industriously engaged in

the composition of ballets, designed to meet
the taste of the young king, who was passion-

ately fond of dancing, and cared little for any
kind of music unsuited to his favourite pastime.
But in March 1672 he obtained, by Royal
Patent, the entire monopoly of the ' Academic
de Musique,' and then it was that he entered
upon that portion of his career which exercised

the strongest influehce upon the subsequent
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progress of dramatic music in France. Too
politic to imperil his position at Court by the
introduction of unwelcome novelties, he still

made ballet music his cheval de bataille ; and,
so popular were his daiiceTunes~anrrhythmic
choruses, that the occupants of the Parterre are

said to hare been constantly tempted to join in

singing them. Moreover, his bold and highly
cultivated taste for instrumental music led him
to mould the overture into a form more perfect

than any with which it had been previously

invested. [See Overture.] For the meagre
prelude affected by his Italian contemporaries

he substituted a dignified Largo, followed by an
Allegro, in the fugato style, with a well-marked
subject, and many clever points of imitation,

broadly conceived, and designed rather to please

by their natural sequence than to surprise by
any extraordinary display of ingenuity. Some-
times he added a third movement, in the form
of a minuet, or other stately dance tune, which
never failed to delight the hearer ; and so suc-

cessful was the general effect of the whole that

no long time elapsed before it was imitated by
every composer in Europe. Had Lulli done
nothing for art but this, posterity would still

have been indebted to him for a priceless

bequest : but he did far more. Inspired by
the verses of Quenault, who wrote twenty

pieces for him between the years 1672 and
1686, he had genius enough to devise a style of

recitative so well adapted to the spirit of the

best French poetry, that the declamatory por-

tions of his operas soon became even more
attractive than the scenes which depended for

their success upon mere spectacular display.

In order to accomplish this purpose, he availed

himself of an expedient already well known in

the Venetian school—the constant alternation

of duple and triple rhythm. This he used to

an excess which, while it secured the perfect

rhetorical expression of the text, injured

the flow of his melody very seriously, and
would be a fatal bar to the revival of his music

at the present day. But it helped him to

found the great French school ; and France

will ever be grateful to him for doing so.

Lulli was the last man in the world to en-

courage the talent of a possible rival, or even to

allow him a fair hearing. While he lived, he

reigned supreme ; and his successors, Colasse,

Danchet, Campra, and Destouches, were quite

incompetent to carry on his work. But though

art languished in France, good service was done

in its cause, in our own country, by a contem-

porary writer of great and original genius.

With the sole exception of Alessandro Scar-

latti, no dramatic composer of the 17th century

left behind him so great a number of works, the

beauty of which time has no power to destroy,

as Henry Purcell. In all essentiaLpoints, he

was immeasurably in advance of ihe age in

which he lived. His melodies sound as fresh

to-day as they did when they were first written,

and for the best of all possible reasons. Apart
from their skilful construction, which betrays

the hand of the accomplished musician in every
bar, they are pervaded throughout by a sponta-

neity of thought which can never grow old.

Springing directly from the depths of the
composer's heart, they never fail to find, in the
hearts of their hearers, a response over which
the tyranny of fashion can exercise no influence.

It is not surprising that their author should
have created his own model, instead of following
the example of the French or Italian composers.

The idea of English Opera was suggested neither

by the Ballet nor the Tragedy. It was the
legitimate offspring of the Masque ; and the
Masque, in England at least, was very far from
presenting the characteristics of a true Lyric
Drama. Its music was, at first, purely in-

cidental—as much so as that introduced into

the plays of Shakespeare. It is true that as

early as 1617 Nicolo Lanifere set an entire

Masque of Ben Jonson's to music, in the Stilo

recitativo, and may therefore justly claim the

credit of having composed the first English

Opera, though he was by birth an Italian. But
the practice was not continued. The music
written by Henry Lawes for Milton's ' Comus,

'

in 1634, is far from dramatic, and it was really

Purcell who first transformed the Masque into

the Opera ; or rather, annihilated the one, and
introduced the other in its place ; and this he
did so satisfactorily that, measuring his success

by the then condition of art in France and
Italy, he left nothing more to be desired. His
recitative, no less rhetorically perfect than
Lulli's, was infinitely more natural, and fre-

quently impassioned to the last degree ; and
his airs, despite his self-confessed admiration

for the Italian style, show little trace of the

forms then most in vogue, but breathing rather

the spirit of unfettered national melody, stand

forth as models of refinement and freedom.

Purcell's dramatic compositions are very numer-
ous, though only a few are real operas. In

many the music forms an important part of the

whole, as in ' Dioclesian,' ' King Arthur,' ' Bon-
duca,' etc., but only in ' Dido and Aeneas ' can

it be said that the main action is cai*ied-oajg

music.

What Lulli did for France, and Purcell. for

England, Eeinhard Keiser did foil Germany.
The Opera was first imported into that country

from Italy in 1627, when Rinuccini's 'Daftia^
translated into German by Martin Opvbz, and
set to music by Heinrich Schiitz, was performed

at Torgau, on the occasion of the marriage of

George II., Landgraf of Hesse, with the sister

of the Elector of Saxony. At Regensburg, tte

musical drama made its first appearance with
Benedetto Ferrari's 'L' Inganno d'Amore,' in

1653, Antonio Draghi's 'Alcindo,' and 'Olo-

ridia,' were produced in 1665 at Vieima ; and
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Giulio Riva's 'Adelaida Regia Principessa di

Susa ' at Munich. But all these last-named

works were sung in Italian. The true cradle of

the German Opera, despite its transient success

at Torgau, was Hamburg ; in which city Johann

Theile produced his ' Adam und Eva '—the first

' Singspiel ' ever publicly performed in the Ger-

man language—in 1678. This was followed, in

the same year, by ' Orontes ' ; and from that

time forward the Hamburg Theatre retained

the first place among the public opera-houses

of Germany for more than half a century.

Nikolaus Strungk wrote six operas for it, be-

tween the years 1678 and 1685. Between 1679

and 1686 Johann Franckwrote thirteen. Johann
Fortsch wrote twelve, between 1684 and 1690
Johann Conradi eight, between 1691 and 1693
Johann Cousser five, between 1693 and 1697
and Mattheson three, between 1699 and 1704
but between 1694 and 1734 Keiser produced

quite certainly not less than 116, and prob-

ably many more. Handel also brought out

his 'Almira' and 'Nero' there in 1705, and
his 'Daphne' and 'Florinda' in 1706; his

connection with Hamburg was, however, of no
long duration, and it was to Reiser's exertions

alone that the Theatre was indebted for its

world - wide fame. Reiser's first attempt,

'Ismene,' was successfully performed at Wolfen-

biittel in 1692 ; and after that his popularity

continued undiminished, until in 1734 he took

leave of his admiring audience with his last

production, ' Circe.' The number of his pub-

lished works is, for some unexplained reason,

exceedingly small. By far the greater portion

of them was long supposed to be hopelessly lost,

in the city which had once so warmly welcomed
their appearance ; but in 1810 Polchau was
fortunate enough to discover a large collection

of the original MSS., which are now safely

stored in Berlin. Their style is purely German

;

less remarkable for its rhetorical perfection than

that of LuUi, but exhibiting far greater variety

of expression, and a more earnest endeavour to

attain that spirit of dramatic truth which alone

can render such music worthy of its intended

purpose. Their author's love for scenic splen-

dour did indeed sometimes tempt him to place

more reliance upon its effect than was con-

sistent with the higher aspirations of his

genius
;

yet he was none the less a true

artist ; and, though Schiitz and Theile were

before him in the field, it would be scarcely

just to deny him the honour of having founded

that great German school which has since

produced the finest dramatic composers the

world has ever known.
But the advance we have recorded was not

confined to one school only. The opening de-

cades of the 18th century introduce us to a very

important crisis in the annals of the Lyric

Drama, in most of the principal cities of Europe.

So steadily had it continued to increase in

general favour, since it was first presented to

a Florentine aiidience in the year 1600, that,

after the lapse of little more than a hundred

years, we find it firmly established, in Italy,

France, England, and Germany, as a refined

and highly popular species of entertainment.

Meanwhile, its progress towards artistic perfec-

tion had been so far unimpeded by any serious

difliculty, that a marked improvement in style

is perceptible at each successive stage of its

career ; and the next period of its history is

pregnant with interest, as suggestive of a far

higher ideal than any that we have hitherto

had occasion to consider.

Though Handel, as we have already seen,

made his first essay at Hamburg in German
Opera, his natural taste sympathised entirely

with the traditions of the Italian school, which

had already been ennobled by the influence of

Carissimi, Colonna, and other great writers of

chamber music, as well as by the works of

Alessandro Scarlatti, and the best dramatic

composers of their time. Attracted by the

fame of these illustrious masters, he studied

their works with all possible diligence during

his sojourn in Italy ; and having learned from

them all that he cared to know, put his experi-

ence to the test by producing his first Italian

opera, 'Roderigo,' at Florence, in 1706, and

his second, 'Agrippina,' in the following year,

at Venice, besides composing at Rome a third

musical drama, called 'Silla,' which, though

never publicly performed, served afterwards as

the basis of 'Amadigi.' Even in these early

works, his transcendent genius asserted itself

with a power which completely overcame the

national exclusiveness of the Italians, who
affectionately sumamed him ' II caro Sassone

'

;

but a still more decided triumph awaited him
in London, where he brought out his famous
' Rinaldo ' (composed in a fortnight !) at the

Queen's Theatre in the Haymarket, on Feb. 24,

1711. This was, beyond all comparison, the

finest opera that had ever been placed upon the

stage in any country ; and its success was both

brilliant and lasting. On its first production

it was played fifteen times in succession. It had
a second run of nine nights in the following

year ; a third in 1715 ; a fourth in 1717, and

another as late as 1731. Moreover, it was

enthusiastically received in 1715 at Hamburg;
and equally so, three years afterwards, at Naples.

For this long-continued popularity it was chiefly

indebted to the exceeding beauty of its arias, of

which it contained many, such as ' Lascia oh'io

pianga,'! 'Cara sposa,' 'Vieni o cara,' 'Figlia

mia," ' II tricerbero umiliato,' ^ and others

equally fine, concerning which it may be safely

prophesied that, like the magnificent March,

afterwards introduced by Dr. Pepusch into the

1 OrlgtoaUy vrltteD, in the form of an inatruniental Sarabande,
for ' Almira,' at Hamburg, in 1705.

3 Once extremely popular as an English Bacchanalian song, ' Let
the waiter bring clean glasses.'
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•Beggar's Opera 'i (1727), they will last for

ever. The original decorations were very
splendid ; though, if the testimony of an avowed
enemy may be trusted, they were not conceived

in irreproachable taste. Though it is pretty

well understood that we owe some portion at

least of the pleasantries contained in No. V.

of the Spectator to Addison'sp disgust at the

failure of his own so-called English Opera,
* Rosamond,' the remarks there passed upon the

release of a flight of living birds during the flute

symphony ^ of ' Augelletti che cantate ' serve to

show that the puerilities which had amused the

Venetians in the time of Freschi and Ziani had
not yet passed entirely out of fashion, and that

the LyricDrama was still disfigured by anomalies

which needed careful excision. When Italian

operas were first introduced into this country,

in place of the miserable productions which
succeeded the really great works of Purcell,

they were performed by a mixed company of

Italians and Englishmen, each of whom sang

in his own language. A similar absurdity had
long prevailed in Hamburg, where the airs of

certain popular operas were sung in Italian,

and the recitatives in German ; and even in

Italy the conventionalities of fashion and the

jealousies of favourite singers exercised a far

more potent influence upon the progress of

dramatic art than was consistent with true

aesthetic principles. During the greater part

of the 18th century the laws which regulated

the construction of an opera were so severely

formal that the composer was not permitted to

use his own discretion, even with regard to the

distribution of the voices he employed. The
orthodox number of Personaggi was six—three

women and three men ; or, at most, three

women assLsted by four men. The fust woman
{Prima donna) was always a high soprano, and
the second or third a contralto. Sometimes a

woman was permitted to sing a man's ^art,

especially if her voice, like those of Mrs. Barbier

and Mrs. Anastasia Kobinson, happened to be a

low one ; but, in any case, it was de rigueur

that the iirst man (Pririw iwmo) should be an

artificial soprano, even though the rile assigned

to him might be that of Theseus or Hercules.

The second man was either a soprano, like the

first, or an artificial contralto ; and the third, a

tenor. When a fourth male character (JJltima

parte) was introduced, the part was most fre-

quently allotted to a bass ; but operas were by
no means uncommon in which, as in Handel's
' Teseo,' the entire staff of male singers consisted

of artificial sopranos and contraltos, who mono-

polised all the principal songs, and upon whose

popularity for the time being the success of the

work in no small degree depended.

> To the words. ' Let as take the road. Hark I I hear the sound
of coaches.' Another equally flue March, from * Sciplo,' afterwards

appeared in 'Polly.' as 'Brave Boys, prepare.'
2 This Symphony, though contained in Handel's 'conducting

score, is not given in the early printed copies.

The airs entrusted to these several performers

were arranged in five unvarying classes, each

distinguished by some well-defined peculiarity

of style, though not of general design ; the

same mechanical form, consisting of a first and
second part, followed by the indispensable Da
Capo, being common to all alike.

1. The Aria cantabile was a quiet slow move-
ment, characterised, in the works of the best

masters, by a certain tender pathos which
seldom failed to please, and so contrived as to

affordfrequent opportunities for the introduction

of extempore ornamentation at the discretion of

the singer. Its accompaniment, always very
simple, was limited in most cases to a plain

thorough-bass, the chords of which were filled

in upon the harpsichord.

2. The Aria di portamento was also a slow
movement, and generally a very telling one.

Its rhythm was more strongly marked than that
of the Aria cantaMle, its style more measured,
and its melody of a more decidedly s^nynetrical

character, freely interspersed with suS^ined and
swelling notes, but afibrding few opportunities

for the introduction of extempore embellish-

ments. Flowing and graceful iu design, its

expression was rather sedate and dignified than
passionate ; and its accompaniment rarely ex-

tended beyond a well -phrased thorough-bass,

with one or two violins, used chiefly iu the
symphonies.

3. The Aria di mezzo carattere was open to

great variety of treatment. As a general rule,

it was less pathetic than the Aria Cantabile,

and less dignified than the Aria di portamento,

but capable of expressing greater depths of

passion than either. Its pace was generally,

though not necessarily, Andante ; the second
part being sung a little faster than the first,

with a return to the original time at the Da
capo. Its accompaniment was rich and varied,

including at least the full stringed band, with
the frequent introduction of oboes and other

vrind instruments.

4. The Aria parlante was of a more declama-
tory character, and therefore better adapted for

the expression ofdeep passion, or violentemotion
of any kind. Its accompaniments were some-
times very elaborate, and exhibited great variety

of instrumentation, which the best masters care-

fullyaccommodated to thesense of the verses they
desired to illustrate. Different forms of the air

were sometimes distinguished by special names :

for instance, quiet melodies, in which one note
was accorded to each several syllable, were
called Arie di nota e parola ; while the tei'ms

Aria agitata. Aria di strepito, and even Aria
infv/riata, were applied to movements exhibit-

ing a greater or less amount of dramatic power.

5. The Aria di bravura, or d'agilitd,, was
generally an allegro, filled with brilliant ' divi-

sions ' or passages of rapid fioritura calculated

to display the utmost powers of the singer for
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whom the movement was intended. Some of

the passages written for Elizabetta Pilotti Schia-

vonetti, Cuzzoni, Faustina, Nicolini, Farinelli,

and other great singers of the period, were so

amazingly difficult that few artists of the present

day would care to attack them without a con-

siderable amount of preparatory study, though

it is certain that the vocalists for whom they

were originally composed overcame them with

ease. Among such volate we may class the

following, sung in 'Ricardo Prime,' by the

celebrated sopranist, Senesino.

Though we sometimes meet with operatic

airs of the 18th century which seem, at first

sight, inconsistent with this rigid system of

classification, a little careful scrutiny will

generally enable us to refer them, with tolerable

certainty, to one or other of the universally

recognised orders.

The Cavatina, for instance, distinguished

from all other types by the absence of a second

part and its attendant Da capo, is, in reality,

nothing more than an abbreviated form, either

of the Aria cantabile, the Aria di portamento,

or the Aria di mezzo caraUere, as the case may
be. The second act of ' Teseo ' opens with an
example which establishes this fact very clearly,

needing only the addition of a subordinate strain

in order to convert it into a regular Aria
cantabile.

The Aria d'imitazione was written in too

many varieties of style to admit the possibility

of ite restriction to any single class. Warlike

airs with trumpet obbligato, hunting-songs

with horn accompaniment, echo-songs—such as

' Dite che fb.,' in ' Tolomeo '—airs with obbligato

flute passages or vocal trills suggestive of the

warblings of birds, and descriptive pieces of a

hundred other kinds, all fell within thiscategory,

and generally exhibited the prominent charac-

teristics of the Aria di mezzo carattere, unless,

as was sometimes the case, they were simple

enough to be classed as Arte camtdbili, or even

Arie pwrlanti, with a more or less elaborate

obbligato accompaniment, or contained volate

of sufficient brilliancy to enable them to rank

as Arie d'a,gilita.

The Aria all' v/nisono is of comparatively rare

occurrence. ' Bel piacer,' sung by Isabella

Girardeau, in ' Rinaldo, ' and generally regarded

as the typical example of the style, is a pure

Aria cantabile, written for an expressive soprano,

supported only by a single violin part, playing

in unison with the voice throughout. In the

symphonies, a violoncello part is added ; but it

is never heard simultaneously with the singer.

Similar airs will be found in ' II Pastor Fido

'

and ' Ariadne ' ; but we meet with them so

seldom that it is doubtful whether they were

ever held in any great degree of favour, either

by singers or the public. The fine song, ' II

tricerbero umiliato,' in 'Rinaldo,' represents a

less rare form, wherein the basses and other

instruments all supported the voice in unisons

or octaves.

The Aria concertata was simply an Aria di

mezzo carattere, or an Aria parlante, with a

more than usually elaborate or original accom-

paniment. Among the finest-known examples

of this class we may mention ' Priva son,' in

' Ginlio Cesare,' with flute obbligato ;
' Hor la

tromba, ' in ' Rinaldo, ' with four trumpets and
drums obbligati ; an air in ' II Pastor Fido,'

with accompaniments for violins and violoncellos

in octaves pizzicato, with a harpsichord part,

arpeggiando, throughout; 'Ma quai notte,' in

'Partenope,' accompanied by two flutes, two
violins, viola, and theorbo, with violoncelli and
baasi pizzicato ;

' Se la mia vita,' in ' Ezio,' for

one violin, viola, violoncello, two flutes, and
two horns ; 'AUe sfere dellagloria, ' in ' Sosarme,

'

for the full stringed band, enriched by two
oboes and two horns ; and a highly character-

istic scena, in ' Semele '— ' Somnus, awake ! '

—

for two violins, viola, violoncello, two bassoons,

and organ.

The sequence and distribution of these varied

movements was regulated by laws no less

stringent than those which governed their

division into separate classes. It was necessary

that every scene in every opera should terminate
with an air ; and every member of the Dramatis
persorue was expected to sing one, at least,

in each of the three acts into which the piece

was almost invariably divided ; but no performer
was permitted to sing two airs in succession,

nor were two airs of the same class allowed to

follow each other, even though assigned to two
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different singers. The most important airs

were played at the conclusion of the first and
second acts. In the second and third acts,

the hero and heroine each claimed a grand
scena, consisting of an accompanied recitative

—such as ' Alma del gran Pompeo in ' Giulio

Cesare'—followed byan^rwKi'ojiiiYdcalculated
to display the power of the vocalist to the
greatest possible advantage ; in addition to

which the same two characters united their

voices in at least one grand duet. The third

act terminated with a chorus of lively character,

frequently accompanied by a dance ; but no
trios, quartets, or other concerted movements
were permitted in any part of the opera, though
three or more characters were sometimes suffered

—as in ' Rinaldo ' '—to join in a harmonised
exclamation, at the close of a recitative.

Rinaldo. Goffredo. Almirena, KinaMo.
Eustazio.

nlBca ognf tor • men- al contento, al con-ten-to 1^
«̂

E^ :zt3t

it

It seems strange that with so many voices at

command, so little advantage should have been
taken of the opportunity of combining them

;

but the law was absolute, and no doubt owed
its origin to the desire of popular singers rather

to shine alone, at any cost, than to share their

triumphs with rival candidates for public favour.

The effect of these formal restrictions, pressing

with equal severity on the composer and the

author of the libretto, was fatal to the develop-

ment of a natural and consistent drama. Of
the numerous poets who wrote for the lyric

stage, during the earlier half ofthe 1 8th century,

two only, Apostolo Zeno and Metastasio, suc-

ceeded in producing really good pieces, in spite

of the difficulties thrown in their way. Goldoni

would probably have been equally successful,

had he been equally persevering ; but after one

or two vexatious failures, he threw up the opera

in disgust, and devoted his attention to comedy.

Among composers, Handel alone so far overcame

the trammels of pedantry as to suffer them to

^ More than seventy years alterwanlB, Mozart naed the same
expedient, with irrraiatihle effect. In ' Le Nozze dl Figaro.' The
writer weU remembers the ' donble encore ' which followed the
delivery of the words. 'E achiatti il Signer Coute al gusto mio,'

by Mile. Jenny Lind. Mme. Orimaldi. Signer Labiache and Herr
Staudigl, at Her Maj^ty's Theatre, in the year 1847.

exercise no deleterious influence whatever upon
his work. When it suited his good pleasure to

submit to them, he did so with such exceeding

grace that tliey seemed to have been instituted

rather for his convenience than otherwise.

When submission would have interfered with
his designs, he followed the dictates of his own
clear judgment, and set both critics and singers

at defiance. For instance, contrary to aU
precedent, he enriched the third act of ' Eada-
misto ' with an elaborate quartet ; while in
' Teseo '—the scenes of which are distributed

in five acts—he seems from first to last to

have made it a point of conscience to assign

two airs in succession to each of his principal

characters, as often as it was possible to find

an opportunity for doing so.

That critics should attack, and singers openly

rebel against, a composer who showed so little

consideration for their prejudices was only to

be expected ; but, meanwhile, the jealousies he
excited, and the opposition he provoked, served

the double purpose of bearing testimony to the

greatness of his genius, and stimulating him to

the most strenuous exertions of which it was
capable. His famous contest with Giovanni

Battista Buononcrni was triumphantly decided,

in the year 1721, by the verdict unanimously
passed upon ' Muzio Scevola, ' of which he com-
posed the third act, Buononcini the second,

and Attilio Ariosti the first. ' A full description

of the work will be found in Burney, vol. iv.

pp. 273-8 ; and the student who desires to

form his own conclusion on the subject will

scarcely feel inclined, after consulting the MS.
score preserved in the Dragonetti collection in

the British Museum, to dispute the fairness of

Burney's criticism. This, however, was by no
means one of his greatest successes. He was
continually working at high pressure ; and, as

a natural consequence, even the weakest of the

forty-two grand operas he has bequeathed to us

contain beauties enough to render them im-

perishable. It has been said that they have
had their day, and can never again be placed

upon the stage ; but much remains to be said

on the opposite side. While preparing our

materials for the present article, we subjected

the entire series to a most careful and minute
re-examination ; and the more closely we carried

out our analysis, the more deeply were we im-

pressed by the dramatic power which proves

almost every scene to have been designed for

an accomplished actor, as well as a finished

singer. The opportunities thus afforded for

histrionic display are unlimited ; while, as far

as the music is concerned, it seems almost in-

credible that such a host of treasures should have

been so long forgotten— for the works contain,

not merely a few beautiful songs, here and there,

but scores of deathless melodies, which only

3 Chrysander attributes the first Act to Filippo MatteL In the
Dragonetti Score it is said to he by ' Signer Fipo.'
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need to be as well known aa ' Angels ever bright

and fair,' or ' Let the bright Seraphim,' in order

to attain an equally lasting popularity. It is

true that a large proportion of these songs were

written for artificial voices, now, happily, no

longer cultivated ; but the contralto parts in-

variably liewell within the rangeof female voices;

while those originally designed for such singers

as Nicolini or Valeriano might safely be en-

trusted to an accomplished tenor—an exchange

with which we are all familiar in the case of

some of our best-known Oratorio music' That
the formality of the libretti need no longer be re-

gardedas aninsuperable bar to their reproduction

was sufficiently proved, in 1842, by the success-

ful run which followed the revival of ' Acis and
Galatea,' at Drury Lane, under the management
of Macready. If a work never intended to be
acted could command attention under such

circumstances, surely it would not be too much
to hope for the same success from operas such
as 'Rinaldo,' or 'Ariadne,' fuU of equally

beautiful music, and expressly designed for a

splendid mise en seine. An attempt was made
in the revival of 'Almira,' Handel's first Ger-

man opera, at the commemoration festival of

the Hamburg Opera-house in Jan. 1878. Let
us hope that some enterprising manager will,

one day, turn his attention to the still finer

Italian operas.

Though Handel's operas so far excelled all

others produced, either during his lifetime or

1 It ia by no means certain that the part ofAcia was not originally
intended for a soprano Toice. The subject is not free from per-
plexities, which are increased by Handel's frequentcustom of vriting
tenor and alto parts in the treble (violin) clef, when intended for
English singers. Even with Italian singers there are difficulties.
Concerning such voices as those of Senesino. Carestini, aad Farinelli,
we have already been told as much as it is desirable that we should
know ; but we should be thankful for more detailed Information
touching the Voci di FaUetto, both soprano and contralto, which
were in common use in Italy before the middle of the 17th century.
We know that until some time after the close of the 16th century
boys' voices were used, not only in the Papal Choir, but in many
royal and princely chapels, both in and out of Italy—aa, for in-
stance, that of Bavai-ia, when under the command of Orlando dl
Lassu. It is even certain that the part of Dafoe, in Peri's ' Euridice,'
was originally sung by Jacopo Oiusti, ' un /anciuUetto Luccheie'

;

though, except in England, boys' voices were not much used on the
stage. Their place was afterwanls supplied. In Italy, by FaZBetti,
who sang extremely high notes, and managed them with wonderful
skill, by virtue of some peculiar method which seems to be entirely
lost—like the art of playing upon the old-faahioned trumpet. Delia
Valle mentions a certain Qiovannl Luca, who sang roulades and
other ' paasages which ascended as high as the stara ' ; and speaks
highly of another singer, called Ludovico Falsetto, whose voice was
of BO lovely a quality that a single long note sung by him was more
charming than all the effects produced by later singers, though he
seems to have possessed but little execution, and to have pleased
rather by the excellence of his method and the delicate sweetness
of his sustained notes than by any extraordinary display of musical
ability. These FaUetti were mostly Spaniards ; but they found no
difficulty in obtaining employment in Italy, where at one time they
were preferred to boys, whose voiees so frequently change just when
they are beginning to sing with true expression. The last soprano
falsetto who sang in the Papal Chapel was a Spaniard named
Giovanni de' Sanctos, who died in 1625. The first artificial soprano
was the Padre Girolamo Rossini da Perugia, a priest of the Con-
gregation of the Oratory, who was appointed a member of the
Pontifical Choir in 1601, and died in 1644. From this time forward,
artificial voices were preferred to all others in Italy ; but they were
never tolerated in France, and only at the Italian opera in England

;

the soprano parts being still sung, in this country, by boys, and the
contralto by adult Falsetti, as well on the stage as In Gathedral
choirs. Ben Jonson's lament for the little performer for whom
' Death himself was sorry ' Is familiar to every one. In the Masques
sung in his day, the principal parts were almost always Bung by
boys, who were generally selected from the Children of the King's
Chapel. It was by these boye that Handel's 'Eaiiher' waa sung,
with dramatic action, in 1731 ; and he frequently used boys' voices
in his later works. Thus a boy, named Ooodwlll, sang in ' Acis
and Galatea' in 1732, and in 'Athallah' in 1735; another, called
' Robinson's Boy, ' in ' Israel in Egypt ' in 1738 ; and a third, named
Savage, in ' Sosarme ' in 1749, and ' Jephtfaa ' in 17S1.

for many years after his death, they seem,

except in a few isolated cases, to have excited

very much less attention on the continent than

in our own country. While they were steadily

increasing his fame and ruining his fortune in

London, another set of works was progressing

successfully on the banks of the Elbe, under the

superintendence ofone of the greatest of Handel's

contemporaries, Johann Adolph Hasse. a native

of North Gerrti^y, who, after a long courae or
study in Kaples, adopted the Italian style, and
eventually settled in Dresden, where, between

the years 1731 and 1763, he brought the Italian

opera to a higher state of perfection than it

enjoyed in any other continental city. He
died at Venice in 1783, leaving behind him
more than 100 operas, most of which exhibit

great merit though little depth of inspiration,

while all, probably, owed some part at least of

their popularity to the matchless singing of his

wife, the celebrated Faustina. To this period

belong also the operas produced by Graun, at

Brunswick and Berlin, "between the years 1726
and 1759, and,'those written about the same
time, by Fuv'at Vienna. These compositions,

though the^ever became equally famous, were

undoubtedly greater, considered as works of art,

than thpse -of-Hasse ; as were also those given
to the world a little later by John Christian

Bach. Meanwhile, good service was done, in

Italy by Vinci^:^pne-n£_tha-gB!atest geniuses,,
of the age—Domenico Scarlatti, Leonardo Leo7
Francesco Feo, Nicolo Porpora, and many other

talented composers whose works we have not
space to notice, including the now almost for-

gotten Buononcini, who was by no means a

poor composer, and, but for his unfortunate
contest with Handel, would probably have
attained an European reputation.

We are next transported once more to Naples,
where rapid progress was made, about the
middle of the 18th century, in a new direction.

We hav^already described, in the article Inter-
mezzo, the gradual development of the Opera
Buffa from the interludes which were formerly
presented between the acts of an Opera Seria,

or spoken drama. These light works were, at
first, of very-^mple^aracter ; but a significant
change in their construction was introduced by
Nioolo Logroscino, a Neapolitan composer, who
first entertained the idea of bringing his principal
characters on the stage together towards the
close of the piece, and combining their voices
in a more or less elaborate concerted finale.

[But see Logroscino, vol. ii.p. 766.] Originally
this consisted of a single movement only, and
that, comparatively, a simple one. Later com-
posers enlarged upon the idea ; extended it to
severalmovements insuccession, oftenin different
keys ; and finally introduced it into the Opera
Seria, in which it soon began to play a very
important part, naturally leading to the intro-
duction of trios, quartets, and the host of richly
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harmonised pezzi concertati upon which the
dignity of the Grand Opera was afterwards

made so largely to depend.

The distribution of parts in the Opera Buffa

differed, in some important particulars, from
that which so long prevailed in the Opera Seria

;

introducing fewer artificial Toioes, and giving

far greater prominence to the basses. The
Personaggi were grouped in two divisions. The
chief, or Buffo group, consisted of two female

performers, called the Prima and Seconda Buffa,

and three men, distinguished as the Prvmo

Buffo,, the Buffo caricato, and the Ultima parte,

of whom the first was a tenor, while the second

was generally, and the third always, a bass.

The subordinate group was limited to the two
inevitable lovers, entitled the Donna seria and
Uomo serio. This arrangement was originally

very strictly enforced ; but as time progressed

departures from the orthodox formula became
by no means uncommon.

Most of the great composers of this period

excelled equally in Opera Buffa and Opera

Seria ; and the style of their melodies was so

much more modem than that cultivated either

by Handel or Hasse, that we have found it

necessary to include among them some whose
names, by right of chronology, should rather

have been referred to the preceding epoch, with

which, however, they can claim but very little

aesthetic connection. First among them stands

Pcrgolesi, whose serious opera ' Sallustia ' pro-

duced a furore in Naples in 1731, while his

comic Intermezzo, 'La servapadrona,' performed

in 1733, was received with acclamations in every

capital in Europe. JommelU's style, though

less truly Italian than Pergolesi's, so nearly

resembled it, that it would be impossible to

class him with any other composer. He wrote

an immense number of operas, both serious and

comic ; and the melodies he introduced into

them obtained for him an amount of public

favour which had by no means begun to wane

when Burney visited him at Naples in 1770.1

The work of these great masters was vigorously

supplemented by the efforts of Saoohini,

Guglielnii, Galuppi, and Perez ; and still more

nobly by ti^03e of Paisiello and Piccinni, both

of whom brought rare and brilliant talents into

the field, arid enriched their school with a

multitude of valuable productions. The grace-

ful spontaneity of Paisiello's manner prevents

many of his songs from sounding old-fashioned,

even at the present day. Piccinni was also

a most melodious writer ; but our thanks are

chiefly due to him for the skilful development of

his finales, which he wrought into long concerted

pieces, not only excellent as music, but remark-

able as the earliest known instancesof an attempt

to make the interest of the piece culminate, as

it approaches its conclusion, in the richest

> See hU Prennt Slatt of Jiulic in France and Italll, p. 316.

ttteq.
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harmonies producible by the united voices of
the entire Drainatis personm.

By a deplorable perversion of justice Piccinni's

real merits are too frequently passed over in
silence by critics who would lead us to believe

that his only claim to remembrance rests upon
the details of a miserable feud, the considera-

tion of which will shortly occupy our atten-

tion.

The leading spirit of this eventful epoch was
Christoph Willibald Gluck, a composer whose
clear judgment and unerring dramatic instinct

exercised an influence upon the progress of art

which has not, even yet, ceased to make its

presence felt, and to which the modem German
school is largely indebted for the strength of its

present position. An accomplished rather than
a learned mxisician, Gluck rendered himself
remarkable, less by any extraordinary display

of technical skill, than by hia profound critical

acumen ; but it was not until he was well

advanced in life that this great quality bore the
fruit which has since rendered his name so

deservedly famous. In early youth, and even
after the approach of middle age, he seems to

have been perfectly contented with the then
prevailing Italian style, which he cultivated so

successfully that, but for a certain depth of

feeling peculiar to himself, his 'Artamene,' or

'Semiramide,' might be fairly classed with the
best productions of Jommelli or Sacchini, as may
be seen in the following extract from the former

opera :

—

ci-glio noQ d ver, non h Ter, non vado a

Jj 1 ^ ] J

^I^H^'^^^^jg^p==|^^g^^

His first doubt as to the logical consistency

of the orthodox Italian Opera seems to have
been suggested by the unsatisfactory effect of a

Pasticcio, called ' Piramo e Tisbe,' which he
produced in London in the year 1746. In this

piece he contrived to introduce a large collec-

tion of airs, chosen from his best and most
popular works

;
yet it wholly tailed to fulfil his

2g
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expecta1;ions, not because the music was in fault,

but because it was altogether unsuited to the

situations of the drama. The reader will, it is

to be hoped, remember the grand principle which

we assumed as our point d'appui at the opening

of the present article—that the Lyric Drama
could neither be pronounced inconsistent nor

illogical, so long as music was employed as a

means of intensifying the expression of poetry,

and therefore (as a natural consequence) of in-

creasing the dramatic power of the scenes it

depicted. It was upon this principle that Peri

and Caccini based their experiments at Florence,

when they first attempted to clothe the theories

of Giovanni Bardi and his enthusiastic associates

with a definite form ; and, theoretically, the

position was never disputed. But as the art of

composition, assisted by increased orchestral re-

sources and an improved system of vocalisation,

threw off the trammels of its early stiffness, and
attained, step by step, the perfection of sym-
metrical form, composers were tempted to sacri-

fice the interest of the drama to that of the

music which should have tended to illustrate it.

The real force of the most striking situations was
lost in the endeavour to fill them with captivat-

ing arias, calculated to gratify, at the same time,

the popular taste and the vanity of individual

singers. As the number of great singers mul-
tiplied, the abuse grew daily more and more
antagonistic to the enunciation ofesthetic truth,

until the opera was degraded into a mere collec-

tion of songs, connected together by recitatives

which seemed designed more with the idea of

providing breathing-time for the singer, than
that of developing the plot of the piece, or

rendering its details intelligible to the audience.

In Handel's operas we find no trace of the weak-
ness engendered by this iU - judged though
almost universal conformity to the prevailing

fashion. His recitativo secco is designed on so

grand a scale, and is made the vehicle of so

much dramatic expression, that the action of his

pieces is never permitted to drag ; but, in the

works of Hasse, and Porpora, and other popular

writers of the period, the defect we speak of is

painfully apparent. Against this state of things,

which Benedetto Marcello had already censured

in no measured terms, Gluck's hatred of false-

hood and incongruity in all that concerned his

beloved art could not fail to rebel. He felt

that the system was based, from first to last,

on a fatal mistake
;
yet could not, for the time,

suggest a remedy sufficiently potent to remove
an evil so deeply rooted. He therefore patiently

endeavoured to attain a clearer insight into the

sources of the error, studying diligently, and
in the meantime making a great name by the

production of operas written in a style which
he himself was rapidly learning to despise, but
with which the general public were enchanted.

It was not until 1762, ;sixteen years after his

memorable visit to England, that he made any

serious attempt to express his new ideas in a

tangible form. He was at that time settled

at Vienna, and on terms of intimate friendship

with the Italianpoet Calzabigi, who fully entered

into his views, and at his request furnished

him with a libretto, written on principles totally

opposed to those of Metastasio, with whom he

had previously worked in concert. The new
opera, ' Orfeo,' was an experimental one, both

on the part of the composer and the librettist.

Gluck carried out his new theories, as far as he

had succeeded in perfecting them ; made his

music everywhere subservient to the action of

the drama ; finished his airs without the stereo-

typed Da capo ; introduced appropriate choruses

and other concerted pieces ; and never sacrificed

the true rendering of a dramatic situation for

thesake of attracting attention to his own powers

as a composer, or of affording a popular singer

the opportunity of displaying the flexibility of

his voice. On the other hand, he was most
careful to make the musical portion of the work
as interesting as was compatible with due regard

to the demands of its scenic construction. When
it was possible to introduce a fascinating melody,

without injury to the general effect, he gladly

availed himself of the opportunity of doing so

—

witness his delightful ' Che far6 senza Euridioe,'

than which no lovelier song was ever written
;

while, so far as the choruses were concerned, he
was equally expressive in the pathetic strains

allotted to the shepherds in the first act, and
the shrieks of the threatening fiends in the

second. Theresultofthisconscientiousendeavour

to carry out a reform, which he believed to be

not only desirable, but absolutely necessary, was
a truly magnificent work, which, though its

success at first seemed doubtful, soon found a
place in the repertoire ofevery theatre in Europe.

Even those most violently opposed to innovation

felt compelled to applaud it ; for its dramatic
force was irresistible, and in flow of melody it

was excelled by none of the best operas of the

period. But Gluck had not yet accomplished
his full desire. Encouraged by the triumph of

his first attempt in a new style, he carried out
his principles still farther, in two other operas
' Alceste ' (1767), and ' Paride ed Elena ' (1770),
which were not received at Vienna with very
great favour. The critics of the day were not
yet fully prepared for the amount of reform
indicated in their construction. Metastasio
and Hasse had reigned too long to be deposed
in a moment ; and Gluck met with so much
opposition that he determined to make his

next venture in Paris, where, in 1774, he brought
out his first French opera, ' Iphiginie en Aulide,

'

under the patronage of his old pupil, Marie
Antoinette. The resutt^jUyjustified his reliance

upon the critical discernment of an audience less

easily influenced by the sensuous allurements of
Italian art than by the declamatory powers of
their own old favourites, LuUi, and his great
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successor, Bameau, who both regarded the per-

fection of aocompamed recitative as a matter of

far greater importance than a continuous iiow of

rhythmic melody. To Lulli's rhetorical purity

Gluck communicated an intensity of passion

which, though it would have scandalised the

courtiers of the Grand Monarque, to whom the

voice of nature was an unknown language, was
welcome enough to those of Louis XVI. He
enriched his scenic effects with an orchestral

background with which the most ambitious

attempts of Bameau would bear no comparison

whatever. In place of Lulli's formal Fugue,

and Bameau's scarcely less inelastic orchestral

Prelude, he introduced an Overture, intended

—

in his own words— ' to prepare the audience for

the action of the piece, and serve as a kind of

argument to it. ' Superior to both these popular

composers on their ownground, and gifted besides

with a refinement of taste which lent charms

of its own to every melodic phrase he wrote, it

is not surprising that he should have takfen

Paris by storm. The new opera was received

with acclamation, and Parisian critics, with the

Abb4 Arnaud at their head, proved that they

not only appreciated its beauties but thoroughly

understood the principles upon which it was

conceived. The only mistake they made—

a

mistake which more modem critics have been

only too ready to endorse—lay in supposing

that these principles were new. They were not

new—and it is well that we should state this

fact clearly, because we shall have occasion to

refer to it again. The abstract ideal which in

the year 1600 found its highest attainable ex-

pression in Peri's ' Euridice, ' was not merely

analogous to, but absolutely identical with,

that which, in 1774, the rich genius of Gluck

clothed in the outward form of ' Iphig^nie en

Aulide.' To compare the two works in the con-

crete would be manifestly absurd. Peri wrote at

a time when monodio art was in its infancy, and,

with all his talent, was at heart an incorrigible

pedant. To more than a century and a half

of technical experience Gluck added one grand

qualification with which pedantry can in no wise

co-exist—a passionate love of nature. Hence

his irresistible power over all who heard him.

A certain critic, speaking of a passage in

'Iphig^nie en Tauride,' in which Orestes, after

a scene full of the most fearful agitation, exclaims

' Le calme rentre dans mon coeur !

' found fault

with it on the ground that the agitation still

carried on in the accompaniment belied the ex-

pression of the words. 'Not so,' said Gluck
;

' he mistakes physical exhaustion for calmness

of heart. Has he not killed his mother?'

Equally thoughtful was his defence of the well-

known movement Caron t'appelle, in ' Iphig^nie

en Aulide,' against the charge of monotony

—

'My friend, in Hell the passions are extin^

guished, and the voice, therefore, needs no in-

flexions.' Could Shakespeare himself have

studied the passions of the human heart more
deeply ?

Gluck's triumph was complete, but it was
short-lived. A reaction soon set in. Piccinnl

was invited to Paris in 1776, and with the
assistance of Mannontel as his librettist, pro-

duced two operas— ' Boland ' and ' Atys '—in

the Italian style, both of which excited general

admiration. This, however, was not enough to

satisfy the party spirit of a large -body of mal-
contents, who, on the arrival of the Italian

composer, divided the art-world of Paris into

two rival factions,—the Glnckiste and the

Picdnniste,—which fought with a bitterness of

prejudice infinitely greater than that displayed

by the followers of Handel and Buononcini in

London. Both parties were equally unjust to

their opponents, and the battle raged with a

violence proportioned to the unreasonableness

of its exciting cause. The immense success

which attended the production of Gluck's
' Iphig^nie en Tauride' in 1779 brought
matters to a crisis. The Piccinnists, irritated

at so signal a triumph on the opposite side,

urged their favourite composer to produce an-

other opera on the same subject. Nothing
could possibly have been more unfair to

Piccinni. He was by far the most accomplished

representative of the Italian school then living,

and so deeply attached to its traditions that

the task forced upon him was not so much
beyond as opposed, in every possible way to

his powers. He brought out his version Of

the ^ork in 1781 ; and, as might have beej
expected, it was a miserable failure ; bufTEis
severe blow did not put an end to the preten-

sions of his party, and the feud was continued

with imdiminished violence on either side,

until long after the composer of ' Orfeo ' had
retired into private life at Yienna. Its in-

fluence upon art has proved to be indelible.

Few French composers, with the exception of

Jil^hul, have made any serious attempt to

carry out the principles laid down by Gluck,

as indispensable to the perfection of dramatic

music ; but notwithstanding their early re-

jection at Vienna they were afterwards un-

hesitatingly adopted in Germany, and hkve ever

since formed one of the strongest characteristics

of German opera: > On,the other hand, Piccinni's

powerful development of the finale enriched the

Italian schqol with a means of effect of which
it was not slow to avail itself, and which its

greatest masters have never ceased to cherish

with wellrdirectedi Care. Of the work wrought
by one of the greatest of these, we shall now
proceed to speak.-

We have already explained that, after formal

recognition oi the Opera Buffa as a legitimate

branch of art, it was cultivated with no less

assiduity than serious opera, and that the

gricatest writers attained equal excellence in

both iatyles.. Of none can this be more truly
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said than of Cimarosa, to whose fertility of

invention Italian opera is indebted for the

nearest approach to perfection it has as yet

been permitted to achieve at the hands of a

native composer. The raciness which forms so

conspicuous a feature in 'II Matrimonio segreto'

is not more remarkable than the intense pathos,

reached evidently without an effort, in ' Gli

Orazij e Curiazij.' In neither style do we find

a trace of the stiffness which no previous com-

poser was able entirely to shake off. Cimarosa's

forms were as far removed as the latest pro-

ductions of the present day from the antiquated

monotony of the Da capo; and we see them
moulded with equal care in movements of every

possible description. The delightful aria, ' Pria

che spunti in ciel 1' aurora ' (said to have been

inspired by the view of a, magnificent sunrise

from the Hradschin, at Prag), is not more
graceful in construction than the irresistibly

amusing duet, ' Se fiato in corpo avvete, ' or

the stiE more highly developed trio, ' Le faccio

un inchino,' though these are both encumbered
with the necessity for broad comic action

throughout. It is, indeed, in his treatment

of the Pezzo concertcUa that Cimarosa differs

most essentially from all his predecessors.

Taking full advantage of the improvements
introduced by Piccinni, he bestowed upon them
an amount of attention which proved the high

value he set upon them as elements of general

effect. Under his bold treatment they served

as a powerful means of carrying on the action

of the piece, instead of interrupting it, aa they

had too frequently done in the works of earlier

masters. This was a most important modifica-

tion of the system previously adopted in Italian

art. It not only furnished a, connecting link

to the various scenes of the drama, which could

no longer be condemned as a mere assemblage

of concert arias ; but it strengthened it in every

way, added to the massive dignity of its effect,

and gave it a logical status as unassailable as

that for which Gluck had so nobly laboured in

another school. Henceforward Germany might
pride herself upon her imaginative power and
Italy upon her genial melody ; but neither

could reproach the other with the encourage-

ment of an unnatural ideal.

What Haydn could have done for this period

had he devoted his serious attention to dramatic

music, at any of the larger theatres, is of course

mere matter of conjecture ; though it seems

impossible to believe that he would have rested

satisfied with the prevailing Italian model.

His ' Orfeo ed Euridice,' written for the King's

Theatre in the Haymarket in 1791, but never

performed, in consequence of a change in the

management, is remarkable rather for its

supreme refinement than for dramatic power,

a, qualification which it would have been un-

reasonable to expect from a composer whose
former operas had been written expressly for

Prince Esterhazy's private theatre, and, though

well adapted for performances on a small scale,

(several were written for the marionette theatre),

were not, as he himself confessed, calculated

to produce a good effect elsewhere. The scores

of many of these were destroyed when the little

theatre was burned down in 1779 ; but the

original autograph of ' Armida,' first performed

in 1783, is happily preserved in the library

of the Royal College of Music. 'Orfeo ed

Euridice' was printed at Leipzig in 1806;
and a beautiful air from it, 'II pensier sta

negli oggetti,' will be found in the collection

called 'Gemme d' antichitk' (Ashdown & Parry),

and will give a fair idea of the general style

of the work. Zingarelli, Salieri, and their

Italian contemporaries, though undoubtedly

possessing talents of a very high order, were

so far inferior to Cimarosa, in all his greatest

qualities, that he wiU always remain the typical

writer of the age ; and to his works alone can

we look for the link which connects it with the

next period, the most glorious one the lyric

drama has ever known, since it witnessed the

elevation both of the Italian and German
schools to what, in the present state of our

knowledge, we must needs regard as absolute

perfection.

Though Mozart was born only seven years

later than Cimarosa, and died many years

before him, the phase of art he represents is

infinitely more advanced than that we have

just described. His sympathies, like Handel's,

were entirely with the Italian school ; but to

him, as to Handel and the elder Scarlatti, it

was given to see that the monodists of the

17th century had committed a fatal mistake in

rejecting the contrap'untal experience of their

great predecessors. So carefully was his own
art-life guarded'"5gain3t~tKe admission of such

an error, that before he was fifteen years old

(1770) he was able to write a four-part counter-

point upon a given Canto fermo, strict enough
to justify his admission as Compositore into

the ranks of the Accademia Filarmonica at

Bologna. In later life he studied unceasingly.

Founding his praxis (as Haydn had done before

him, and Beethoven did afterwards) on the

precepts laid down by Fux in his Gradus ad
Parnassum (1725), he was able to take the

fullest possible advantage of the gifts bestowed
upon him by nature, and was neve/ at a loss

as to the best method of treating/ the inex-

haustible wealth of melody she placed at his

command. In dramatic situations, of what-
ever character, he struck out the truth by mere
force of natural instinct, where Gluck would
have arrived at it by a long process of syn-

thetic induction ; and this faculty enabled him
to illustrate the actual life of the scene with-

out for a moment interrupting the continuity
of his melodic idea, and to enforce its meaning
with a purity of expression diametrically
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opposed to the coarseness inseparable from an
exa^erated conception. For instance, when
Papageno prepares to hang himself, he takes
leave of the world with such unaffected pathos,

that we lose all thought of absurdity in our

sorrow for the poor clown who is so truly sorry

for himself, and who yet remains the most
absurd of clowns to the end. On the other

hand, when elaboration of form was desirable,

he did not disdain to avail himself of the

experience of his predecessors, but enlarged

a thousandfold upon the ideas of Ficcinni and
Cimarosa, and produced symmetrical move-
ments, the complications of which had never

entered into their minds as possible. Thus
the sestets ' Sola, sola ' and ' Riconosci in

questo amplesso ' surpass in fulness of design

tiie grandest d&noHmemis to be found in any
other operas of the period ; while the two
concerted finales in ' Le Nozze di Figaro ' con-

tain respectively nine and seven, and those in
' II Don Giovanni ' no less than eleven distinct

movements, all written with the most masterly

skill, and linked together in such natural

sequence that it is impossible but to accept

them, in each particular case, as the component
parts of a single comprehensive idea, as homo-
geneous as that of a symphony or a concerto.

Again, Mozart's command of the orchestra, as

a medium of dramatic effect, stands unrivalled.

He was accused by some of his contemporaries

of over -loading the voice with unmeaning
accompaniments ; but the charge was made in

ignorance of the principle upon which he

worked. Gr^try, when asked by Napoleon to

define the difference between the styles of

Mozart and Cimarosa, replied, ' Sire, Cimarosa

places his statue on the stage, and its pedestal

in the orchestra : Mozart places the statue in

the orchestra, and the pedestal on the stage.'

The metaphor, though pretty enough, con-

veyed a palpable untruth. Neither Mozart

nor Cimarosa reversed the relative positions

of the statue and the pedestal ; but Cimarosa

used the latter simply as a means of support

;

whereas Mozart adorned it with the most

exquisite and appropriate Bassi-riliem. His

accompaniments are always made to intensify

the expression of the voice, and to aid it in

explaining its meaning ; and he attains this

end by a mode of treatment as varied as it is

original. Though his system of instrumenta-

tion has served as the basis of every other

method, without exception, used by later

composers, his own combinations are marked

by a freshness which never fails to make known
their true authorship at the very first hearing.

From a close study of his scores we shall learn

that he did not arrive at his full perfection

until after long years of careful study. Though

the cachet of true genius is impressed upon his

earliest inspirations, it is in 'Idomeneo, Re di

Creta,' produced at Munich in 1781, that we

first find him claiming his right to. be num-
bered among the greatest composers the world
has ever known. We have here the perfection

of melodious grace, the perfection of di-amatio

truth, and the perfection of choral dignity.

In the last-named quality—more especially as

exhibited in the choruses ' Pieti ! Numi, PietJi
!

'

and ' veto tremendo '—it is doubtful whether
' Idomeneo ' has ever been equalled, even by
Mozart himself ; while it is certain that, in its

comprehensive grasp of a grand and always
logically consistent ideal, it has never been
surpassed : but in richness of invention and
exhaustive technical development it must
undoubtedly yield to 'Cos! fan tutte,' 'La
Clemenza di Tito,' ' Le Nozze di Figaro,' and
' II Don Giovanni. ' In these four great works
Italian opera reached a grade of excellence

above which it seems extremely improbable
that it will ever be fated to rise. Yet Mozart
did not rest satisfied even here, It was given

to him to raise German opera to the same high
level, and concerning this a few words of ex-

planation will be necessary.

We have already spoken of Hamburg as the

cradle of the German opera, and of Handel,
Mattheson, and Reinhard Reiser, as theguardians

of its infancy. After the death of Reiser in

1739 the Hamburg theatre lost much of the

prestige it had acquired during his magnificent

rule ; but, some thirty years later, a notable

impulse was given to Teutonic art at Leipzig,

by Johann Adam Hiller, a really talented

musician, celebrated as the first Director of the

Gewandhaus concerts, and, at a later period,

as Cantor of the Thomasschule. At the

instigation of Koch, the manager of the

Leipzig theatre, Hiller devoted his attention

to a light kind of dramatic effusion, with
spoken dialogue, plentifully interspersed with
music of a pleasing character, based, for the

most part, upon a highly developed form of

the German Lied, though sometimes taking

the shape of concerted pieces of considerable

completeness. These little pieces succeeded

admirably, some of them, such as ' Der Teufel

ist los '— founded upon the English play,

'The Devil to pay'—'Der Dorfbarbier,' and
'Die Jagd,' attaining an enormous popularity.

And thus arose that best and truest form of

German opera, the 'Singspiel,' which, though
less defensible on pure aesthetic principles

than either the Opera Seria or the Opera Buffa,

has given birth to some of the grandest lyric

dramas we possess. We say 'less defensible,'

because it is evident that a scene, partly spoken

and partly sung, cannot possibly bring out

the poet's meaning with the clearness which is

easily enough attainable when a single mode
of expression is employed throughout. There

must be a most awkward and unnatural solu-

tion of continuity somewhere. All the com-
poser can do is to put it in the least inconvenient
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place. J. F. Eeichardt afterwards made an

attempt to overcome this difficulty in the
' Liederspiel '— an imitation of the French
' Vaudeville '—in which he was careful that

the action of the piece should never be carried

on by the music, which was almost entirely of

a semi-incidental character. A third form of

inusioal drama was introduced at Gotha in

1774 by George Benda, who, in his 'Ariadne

auf Naxos ' and ' Medea, ' assisted the effect of

a spoken dialogue by means of a highly coloured

orchestral accompaniment, carried on uninter-

ruptedly throughout the piece after the manner

of what is now called a melodrama. Mozart

heard some of Benda's productions at Mannheim
in 1778, and, though he never adopted the

method in any of his greater works, was de-

lighted with its effect. He took, indeed, the

greatest possible interest in all that concerned

the advancement of German art ; and when
commissioned to write a work for the National

opera, founded at Vienna in 1778 by the

Emperor Joseph, he threw his best energies

into the welcome task, and produced in 1782
a masterpiece— ' Die Entfuhrung aus dem
Serail'—which at once elevated the Singspiel

to the level he had already won for the Italian

opera, and secured it a recognised status as the

embodiment of a conception peculiar to and
truly worthy of the great Teutonic school.

We rarely hear this delightful opera now, even

in Germany ; but its beauty is of a kind which
can never grow old. It teems with lovely

melodies from beginning to end ; and the

disposition of its voices leads to the intro-

duction of a wealth of concerted music of the

highest order. It was received with enthusiasm

both in Vienna and at Prague. Mozart followed

it up in 1786 with 'Der Schauspieldirektor,' a

charming little piece, filled with delightful

music ; and in 1791 he crowned his labours

by the production of the noblest lyric comedy
existing in the German language— ' Die Zauber-

flote.' Ferdinand David—no over -indulgent

critic—once told the writer that the libretto of
' Die Zauberflote ' was by no means the flimsy

piece it was generally supposed to be ; but that

no one who was not a Freemason could ap-

preciate its merits at their true value. For

instance, the grand chords played by the trom-

bones at the end of the first part of the overture,

and in the first scene in the second act, enun-

ciate—he said—a symbol which no Freemason

coidd possibly fail to understand. Not many
years ago, these chords were always played, in

England, with the minims tied together, so

that the notes were struck twice, instead of

thrice, at each repetition. By this false read-

ing, which is perpetuated in Cianchettini's

edition of the score, the force of the symbol is

entirely lost, and the whole intention of the

passage defeated.

But the history of the next period will teach

us that the peculiar phase of German art over

which Mozart asserted such absolute supremacy

was not the only one in which it was capable

of manifesting itself. The possible variety of

style is unlimited ; and it was evident from the

first that many promising paths to excellence

still remained unexplored. One of these was

selected by Beethoven, with results for which
the world has reason to be profoundly grateful.

Over this great master's early youth the stage

seems to have exercised none of that strange

fascination which so frequently monopolises the

young composer's interest, almost before he has

had time to ascertain his true vocation ; and
when, in the full maturity of his genius, he
turned his attention to it, he does not appear

to have been attracted, like Mozart, by the

force of uncontrollable instinct, but rather to

have arrived at perfection, as Gluck did, by
the assistance of earnest thought and imremit-

ting study. He wrote an opera, simply because

the manager of the Theater-an-der-Wien found

it worth while to ofier him an engagement for

that purpose : but, having undertaken the

work, he threw his whole soul into it, laboured

at it, as his sketch-books prove, incessantly,

and identified himself so completely with ita

progress that he seems as much at home in it

as he had ever previously been in a sonata or a
symphony. The subject selected was Bouilly's

'Ldonore, ou I'amour conjugale,' which had
already been set to music as a French ' Opera-
comique ' by Gaveaux, and very successfully,

to Italian words, by Paer. A German transla-

tion was now made by Sonnleithner ; and that

Beethoven was satisfied with it, and was con-

scious of no inconsistency in the dialogue being
spoken, must be inferred from the careful

solicitude with which he strove, not only to

give due effect to the various situations of the

drama, but to bring out the sense of the text,

even to its lightest word. The work was
produced in 1805 under the name of 'Fidelio,

oder die eheliche Liebe,' and again performed
in the following year with extensive alterations

and a new overture ; but its success was more
than doubtful. In 1814 it was revived at the
Kamthnerthor Theater, still under the name
of ' Fidelio,' with further alterations consequent
upon a thorough revision of the text by
Friedrich Treitschke, and a new overture in E—the fourth which had been written for it

—

and, on this occasion, its beauties were more
clearly appreciated, though not to the extent
they deserved. Never during the composer's
lifetime was ' Fidelio ' understood as we under-
stand it now. Perhaps no work of the kind
ever caused its author more serious annoyance.
Even in 1814 the prima donna, Madame
Milder-Hauptmann, presumed, on her own
confession, to dispute Beethoven's will with
regard to the magnificent soena, ' Komm,
HofiEuung, lass den letzten Stem.' Yet the
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unwearying care he bestowed upon the minu-
test details of the piece, no less than upon its

general effect, resulted in a work which really

leaves no room for hostile criticism. The most
censorious analyst, if he be honest, wiU find

himself constrained to admit that, however
deeply he may seek into the inner meaning of

the scenes it presents to us, Beethoven has
been beforehand with him, and sought into it

more deeply still. Not Gluck himself evei

produced an opera bearing traces of such intense

devotion to pure dramatic truth. The prin-

ciples upon which it is modelled are, indeed,

almost identical with Gluck's so far as theory

is concerned ; but Gluck, in his latest works,

undoubtedly sacrificed musical form to dramatic

expression ; while Beethoven has shown that

the perfection of the one is not inconsistent

with the fullest possible enunciation of the

other.

With these great qualities to recommend it,

' Fidelio ' stands alone, and has necessarily

become immortal ; while the works of Paer,

Siissmayer, and other composers who enjoyed

a high degree of popularity in the earlier years

of the 1 9th century, have been long since almost

forgotten. The only other productions of the

period that can for a moment be placed in

competition with it are the later operas of

Cherubini, who, after writing for many years

in the light Neapolitan style, struck out, in

'Lodoiska' (1791), a manner of his own, strik-

ingly original, and far above the possibility of

imitation, but based, like Beethoven's, upon the

principles laid down by Gluck, and presenting

the curious anomaly of a German method,

cultivated by an Italian, for the amusement of

a Parisian audience. Beethoven is known to

have spoken of Cherubini as ' the greatest of all

living writers for the stage,' and to have admired

'Les deux Journ^es' and 'Faniska' exceedingly
;

and it is worthy of remark that a strong analogy

is observable between the libretti of ' Fidelio,'

' Faniska,' ' Les deux Journees,' and ' Lodoiska,'

in each of which the leading incident is the

rescue of an unjustly detained prisoner, through

the devotion of a faithful friend whose life is

risked, though not lost, in the labour of love

necessary to effect the desired object. We can

scarcely believe it possible that the two great

composers would have selected subjects so exactly

similar in charsicter, and bringing into play

exactly the same delicate shades of emotion,

passion, and feeling, had there not been a

strong community of thought between them

;

yet their mode of expressing that thought was

in each ease so completely a part of themselves,

that not the slightest trace of similarity is

discernible in their treatment even of those

scenes which most closely resemble each other

as well in their outward construction as in

their inner meaning. In all such oases the

most careful criticism can only lead to the

conclusion that each master did that which
was best for his own work in his own peculiar

way ; and the more closely we analyse these

works, the deeper will be our reverence for the

genius of those who attained such splendid

results by such very different means.
The next development of German Opera is

that known among musical historians as the

Romantic school—a form of art which, since

the beginning of the 19th century, has

exercised a more decided influence upon the

progress of dramatic music than any other

recognised agent. The invention of the romantic
opera has been almost unanimously ascribed to

Weber ; we must not, however, pass over in

silence a claim which has been brought forward,

within the last few years, in favour of Spohr,

though we believe it to be indefensible. It is

quite true that 'Faust,' Spohr's greatest triumph
in this peculiar style, was completed and ready
for performance in 1813 ; while Weber's master-

piece, 'Der Freischiitz,' was not produced till

1821. But the decision of the controversy does

not rest, as has been pretended, upon the com-
parative chronology of these two great works.

As early as 1806 Weber had given good promise

of what was to come, in a decidedly Komantic
opera, 'Kubezahl,' written for the theatre at

Breslau, but never publicly performed. The
only portions of this opera now known to be in

existence are a scena, a quintet, and a chorus

of spirits, in MS., and the overture—published

with extensive alterations under the title of

'Der Beherrscher der Geister' ('The Ruler of

the Spirits '). It is sad indeed to feel that the

remainder is hopelessly lost ; but the overture

alone affords us all the evidence we need. Not
only is it the first example we meet with in

modem times of a grand orchestral prelude

written in 6-4 time ; but its subjects, its instru-

mentation, and its general design establish its

'Romantic' character beyond all controversy,

and, taken in connection with the date of its

production, remove the necessity for bringing

forward any further testimony in the composer's

favour. Priority of invention, therefore, un-

questionably rests with him ; while those who
judge the question on aesthetic grounds have
never hesitated to iiccept 'Der Freischiitz' as

an embodiment of the highest ideal the school

is capable of realising, its truest prototype as

well as its brightest ornament. To Weber,
therefore, the full honour must be accorded

;

and it is in his works that the characteristics

of the school may be most profitably studied.

It is by no means indispensable that the

libretto of the romantic opera should deal with

the supernatural. Though it certainly finds a

congenial habitat in the realm ofghosts, demons,

fairies, gnomes, witches, mermaids, and sprites

of all sorts and conditions, it is equally at home
among the splendours of chivalric pageantry, in

the solitude of the Black Forest, or under the
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arches of a cloister, Its dramatis person^ "may.

be queens and princes, a troop of spectres, or a

company of peasants with hearts as innocent as

their dresses are homely. Only, whoever they

are, they must speak in their real character,

natural or imaginary. The scene cannot very

well be laid in the streets of a modern city, nor

must the incidents be such as one would be

likely to encounter in ordinary domestic life

;

but the domestic affections, and all other

passions which form the common inheritance

of every age and country alike, may, and neces-

sarily must, be represented in their fullest

integrity. The only condition laid upon the

composer is that when he is called upon to

deal with natural things he must be truly and
unaffectedly natural. When he soars into the

regions of fancy, he must trust entirely to the

power of his imagination ; and in proportion to

the extent of that power will be the measure

of his success. Let us see how these conditions

are fulfilled in Weber's masterpiece.

The plot of ' Der Freischutz ' consists of the

simplest possible love story, surrounded by an

atmosphere of horror, which, though having no
real connection with it, inHuences its progress

from beginning to end. It is by his clever

recognition of this fact that Weber has proved

himself the greatest master of the style that

ever lived. He presents his heroine to us as a

high-souled maiden, faithful and true, and above

all, earnestly and unaffectedly God-fearing. We
learn all this, not from anything she says or

does, but simply from the style of the music

he has given her to sing. In like manner, and
by the same means of expression, he depicts his

hero as an honest fellow, very much in love,

but very weak and vacillating when his best

affections are used as temptations to draw him
into evil. We see this last-named trait in his

character very clearly exemplified in the grand

concerted piece, '0! dieae Sonne,' and the

terzetto, ' Wie ? was ? entsetzen !
' and the first,

in ' Durch die Walder ' ; but, when the shadow
of Samiel appears behind him, he entirely loses

his individuality. He is no longer one of our-

selves. His cry of despair, ' dringt kein

f "ahl durch diese Nachte,' reaches us Uke a

wail from the other world, and we are instantly

transported from the realms of human passion

into those of pure imagination. Caspar, on the

other hand, is never natural. He has consorted

with demons until he has himselfbecome a fiend

;

and he betrays this fact as clearly in his rollick-

ing Trinklied, as in his death-song. The same

just discrimination of styles is exhibited in the

music allotted to the peasants, the bridesmaids,

and thegrisly followers of 'The Wild Huntsman,'

who are all made to sing passages so well suited

to their several characters, whether real or

imaginary, that no spoken words could illustrate

them with equal plainness. In the famous

'Incantation Scene' the art of tone -painting

is used with a power which needs the aid of no

scenic horrors to impress its meaning upon the

most unimaginative comprehension, and which

is, indeed, only too frequently distracted by
the noise and confusion inseparable from a too

exuberant ' spectacle ' ; while the overture, a

triumphofdescriptiveinstrumentation, furnishes

us, by means of its leading themes, with an
epitome of the entire story. The constant use

of the Leitmotif throughout the whole of this

remarkable opera seems indeed to entitle Weber
to the honour of its invention, notwithstanding

the suggestive notes sung by the statue in ' II

Don Giovanni. ' His skill in making the overr

ture serve as an argument to the piece to which
it is prefixed, in accordance with the principles

laid down many years previously by Gluok, is

at all times very conspicuous. In ' Euryanthe

'

(1823), for instance, the spirited first subject

prepares us at once for the knightly pomp of

the coming drama ; while the weird episode for

Violini, con sordini, tells the secret of the plot

with a ghastly fidelity to which the shuddering
tremoli of the viola—^played senza sordini—

.

lends an intensity truly wonderful, when we
remember the extreme simplicity of the means
employed. The raison d'Streof this extraordinary

episode—to which no one seems ever to give a
thought in England—is the temporary rising

of the curtain, for the purpose of displaying

the vault containing the sarcophagus of Adolar's

sister Emma, whence is stolen the poisoned

ring afterwards brought forward in evidence of

Euryanthe's faithlessness. The whole passage

is treated with a dramatic force never afterwards

exceeded even by Weber himself. He seems,

indeed, to have bestowed especial pains upon
'Euryanthe,' in which he so far departed from
German custom as to substitute heavily accom-
panied recitative for spoken dialogue through-
out—an expedient which he did not follow up
in his later English opera ' Oberon,' and for the
introduction of which it is certain that neither
English nor German audiences were at that
time prepared.

Though Spohr cannot be justly credited with
the invention of the ' Romantic Opera,' his

imaginative temperament and rich creative

powers enabled him to cultivate it with very
great success ; while his unlimited command
over the intricacies of the chromatic and en-
harmonic genera lent a peculiarly luscious
colouring to his method of treatment. His
'Faust'—now thrust aside to make room
for another work of the same name—contains
beauties enough to remove all danger of its

permanent extinction. ' Der Berggeist' (1825),
though less generally known, is, in some respects,

still finer
; and is especially remarkable for its

magnificent overture, as well as for the skilful

treatment of a scene, in which the phantoms of
the heroine's friends are sent, by the power of
a magic spell, to cheer her in her solitude.
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The shadowy music assigned to the ghostly

forms, contrasted with that sung by the same
individuak when present in their own proper

persons, tells the story with true dramatic
accuracy. Spohr also reached a very high
^standard in ' Zemire und Azor' (1819), 'Der
Alchymist' (1830), and 'Der Kreuzfahrer'

(1845). In ' Jessonda,' produced in 1823, and
regarded by himself as his best opera, he made
an attempt, like Weber, to abolish spoken
dialogue in favour of accompanied recitatrve

;

but found, Uke Weber, that popular feeling was
too strong to listen to reason on a point concern-

ing which it still holds its ground, alike in

Germany, France, and England. In Italy

alone has uninterrupted singing been always

regarded as a sine qud non at the opera. [See

three articles on Spohr's operas, by F. Corder,

in the Musical Times for 1884, pp. 385, 444,

and 508.]

Next in order of merit are the Komantic
Operas of Heinrich Marschner, whose more im-

portant productions, 'Der Vampyr ' (1828),
' Der Templer und die Jiidin ' (1829), ' Hans
Heiling' (1833), and ' Adolph von Nassau'

(1843), rank among the best works of the kind

that have been produced in modem times. Of
the eleven operas written by Ernst Theodor
Hoffmann, and now preserved in MS. at Berlin,

one only, founded on De la Motte Fouqu^'s

charming story of 'Undine,' seems to have pro-

duced any very strong impression. Weber has

praised thi? most enthusiastically ; yet, notwith-

standing its originality, its characteristic instru-

mentation, audits intense dramatic power—more
especially as exhibited in the part of Kiihlebom

—nothing has ever been heard of it since it was

first produced in 18 16 . Almostequally forgotten

are the Bomantic Operas of Lindpaintner, whose
' Lichtenstein,' ' Die Sicilianische Vesper,' ' Der

Bergkonig,' and 'Der Vampyr,' far excel, both in

artistic conception and technical development,

many works which have unaccountably outlived

them. Lindpaintner died in 1856 ; and, in

noticing his works, we virtually bring our history

of the German Opera down to modern times.

When Cherubini fulfilled his great art-mission

in Paris, he worked side by side vrith men who,

though wholly unworthy to be placed in the

same category with himself or with Beethoven

—the only other composer whose dramatic music

bears the slightest analogy to his own—were,

nevertheless, earnest enough in their way, and

conscientiously acted up to their light. Of these

composers we now propose to speak, as the chief

actors in the most brilliant period in the history

of the Opira-comique.

After the retirement of Gluck, Piccinni still

enjoyed a certain term of popularity ; but when
the excitement of faction had settled down into

the calm of sounder judgment, the field was

really open to any French composer with talent

enough to secure a fair hearing. At this junc-

ture Gretry and M^hul stepped forward to fill

the gap. Both were men of more than ordinary

talent, and the works ofboth became extremely

popular, and held firm possession of the stage

for many years. Gretry's style was light and
pleasing, and exEictly adapted to the taste of a

Parisian audience. Mehul was an even more
thorough musician, and aimed at higher things,

striving conscientiously to carry out the prin-

ciples of his instructor, Gluck, for whom he

entertained the deepest reverence, and to whose
wise counsels he was indebted for many of the

sterling qualities which tended to make his work
deservedly famous. It was chiefly by the exer-

tions of these two genial writers, and their equally

talented countryman and contemporary, Boiel-

dieu, that the Opdra-comigue was raised to the

position which it has ever since maintained, as

one of the most popular branches of French
dramatic art ; for the great works of Cherubini,

though Opdras-comiques in name, are, in style,

muchmore nearly alliedto theGerman 'Romantic

Opera.' The true Opira-com,iqiie is essentially

a French creation. Its title is somewhat anoma-

lous, for it is not at all necessary that it should

introduce a single comic scene or character ; but

its MiwOrnient must be a happy one, and the

dialogue must be spoken. Even Mehul's ' Joseph

'

(1807), though founded strictly upon the Scrip-

ture narrative, is included, by virtue of this con-

dition, in the category, as are many other works,

the action of which is serious, or even gloomy,

throughout.' Since the beginning of the 19th

century, the best French composers have desired

nothing better than to succeed in the style

which was so signally sidorned by their imme-
diate predecessors. Monsigny, Berton, Isouard,

Lesueur, and Catel all cultivated it with more
or less success ; as did, at a later period, Clapis-

son, Adam, Herold, Hal^vy, and Auber. The
last two composers also attained great celebrity

in Grand Opira ; it is enough to say here that

their lighter works were received little less cor-

dially in England and Germany than at the

Parisian theatres for which they were originally

composed.

As Germany boasted its Romantic Opera, and
France its Op&a-eomiqiie, so England gave birth

to a style of opera peculiar to itself, and differ-

ing in so many important points from all other

kno\vn forms, that we shall find it convenient

to place it in a class by itself.

In describing the dramatic works of Purcell

(see above, p. 443), we stated our belief that

English Opera owed its origin to the Masque.

Now the music of the Masque was wholly

incidental—that is to say, it formed no essential

element of the piece, but was introduced, either

for the purpose of adding to the effect of certain

scenes, of affording opportunities for certain

1 The lighter form of the Taitdmiilie so much morenearlyresembles
a play, with incidental songB, than a regular opera, that we do not
tldnk it neceseary to include a notice of it in the present article.

[See VAonEviLLE.]
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actors to display their vocal powers, or of

amusing or interesting the audience in any way
that might be thought most desirable. The
only purpose for which it was not used was

that of developing the action of the drama,

which was carried on entirely in spoken dialogue

;

declamatory music, therefore, was quite foreign

to its character, and all that was demanded of

the composer was a succession of songs, dances,

and tuneful choruses. Purcell rebelled against

this state of things, and introduced a decidedly

dramatic feeling into some of his best music
;

but he died early, and his work was not success-

fully followed up. The history shows how com-

pletely the Italian Opera banished native art

from the stage during the greater part of the

18th century. Attempts were indeed made to

bring it forward, from time to time, sometimes

successfully, but often with very discouraging

results. Several English operas were sung at

the ' Little Theatre in the Haymarket," while

Handel's splendid works were rapidly succeeding

each other at the King's Theatre across the

street ; and, more than once, English operas

were advertised to be performed 'after the

Italian manner,'—that is to say, with recitatives

in place of dialogue, and measured melody for

the airs. None of these, however, produced any

.

real effect ; and no success worth recording was
attained until the year 1728, when Gay wrote,

and Dr. Pepusch adapted music to, the 'Beggar's

Opera." This was an embodiment of English

art, pure and simple. The plot was laid in an
English prison ; the dialogues were spoken, as

in an ordinary play ; and the music consisted

of the loveliest English and Scottish melodies

that could be collected, either from the inex-

haustible treasury of national song, or the most
popular ballad music of the day. The success

of this venture was quite unprecedented, and led

to the production of a series of pieces in similar

forms known as 'Ballad Operas.' [See English
Opeka, vol. i. p. 782.]

After producing a piece more or less in this

style, Dr. Arne hoped to fulfil his ambition of

founding a school of English Opera, based upon
the then fashionable Italian model ; and with

this end in view he translated and set to music

the text of Metastasio's ' Artaserse, ' and pro-

duced it, under the name of ' Artaxerxes," in

1762. Its reception was extremely encouraging,

and deservedly so, for it contained much excel-

lent music, and was performed by a very strong

company ; but its success was rendered almost

nugatory, so far as its effect upon the future

was concerned, by the interference of a certain

class of critics—men, for the most part, with

some amount of literary ability, but utterly

ignorant of the first principles of art, and there-

fore knowing nothing whatever of the merits

of the question they pretended to decide—who,

having come to the conclusion that the English

language was unfitted for recitative, reiterated

this opinion until they persuaded a large section

of the public to agree with them. But for this,

it is quite possible that the idea, had it been

conscientiously developed, might have led to

results of real importance. As it was, no further

attempt was made to sing an English opera,
j

throughout, though no objection was raised

againstthe introduction of any amount of recita-

tive, accompanied or unaccompanied, into jin ora-

torio. Ame'sproject, therefore, brought forth no
permanent fruit, though hehad no cause to be dis-

satisfied with the resultofhisownprivate venture.

Michael Kelly was a prolific writer of English

operas, and won much fame by 'The Castle

Spectre ' (1797), 'Bluebeard' (1798), and 'The

Wood Dsemon' (1807). Hook, Davy, Ware,

Eeeve, and many other equally popular writers

contributed their quota of works which have

long since passed out of memory, but which
our grandfathers held in no light esteem.

To them succeeded Braham, whose really good

songs, so perfectly adapted to the powers of

his matchless voice, commanded success for
,

'The English Fleet' and many other pieces,

which, ata true works of art, were certainly not

on a level with those of Shield. Very different

were the productions of Sir Henry Bishop, a

thorough master of harmony, and a more than

ordinarily accomplished musician. He made,

indeed, no attempt to improve upon the form

of the English opera, which, in his hands, as

well as in those of his predecessors, was still no

more than a play—generally a very poor one

—

diversified by a goodly collection of songs, duefs,

and choruses. But neither his songs nor his

concerted pieces betrayed the slightest sign

of weakness. Had they formed parts of a well-

constructed drama, instead of being scattered

through the various acts of such ill-conceived

medleys as ' The Knight of Snowdoun ' (1811),

'The Miller and his Men' (1813), or 'Guy
Mannering' (1816); had their writer devoted

his life rather to the regeneration of English

opera than to the less exalted task of adorning

it with gems of which it was not worthy—the

name of Bishop would not have stood very low-

down upon the list of the great operatic com-
posers of the 19th century. But there seems

to have been a great lack of energy in the right

direction at this particular epoch. Charles

Horn, another delightful composer of English

operas, was equally content to let the general

character of the piece remain as he found it.

It would be scarcely just to say the same of

Balfe, who first made himself famous, in 1835,
by 'The Siege of Eochelle,' and, in 1843,
produced the most successful modern English
opera on record, the far-famed 'Bohemian Girl.'

Balfe's style was not an elevated one ; but
he possessed an inexhaustible fund of melody,
and by careful study of the Opdra-comique^ he
certainly raised the standard of the pieces he
wrote, so far as their general structure was
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concerned, thougli in so doing he deprived
them of the most salient characteristics of
the older models, and produced a noTelty to

which it is difficult to assign any definite

artistic status—a- peculiarity which is, also,

to some extent observable in the works of

Booke, J. Bamett, Lavenu, Wallace, and E. J.

Loder. A higher artistic level was attained

by Benedict and Macfarren, though, with the

exception of 'The Lily of Killamey' of the

former, none of their operas have made ^ per-

manent mark.
The next period of our history takes us once

more to Italy, where we find the work of Cima-
rosa followed up by one of the most brilliant

geniuses the world has ever known. While
Weber was studiously developing the Romantic
school in Germany, Rossini was introducing

unheard-of changes—^not aWa^s for the better,

but always striking and eifeotive—into the

inmost constitution of Italian art, and carrying

them out with such trenchant vigour, and on
so extensive a scale, that he may be said to

have entirely remodelled both the Opera Seria

and the Opera Buffa. Though by no means a

learned musician, he knew enough of the

grammar of his art to enable him to do full

justice to the delicious conceptions which
continually presented themselves to his mind,

without costing him the labour of a second

thought. From first to last he never troubled

himself to work. Nature had bestowed upon
him the power of giving a nameless grace to

everything he touched. His melodies were

more sensuous, his instrumentation more rich

and varied, and his forms more concise, than

any that had been previously produced in

Italy ; it was but natural, therefore, that he
should be hailed, at first, as Cimarosa's legiti-

mate successor, or that he should eventually

succeed in very nearly supplanting him, not-

withstanding his manifest inferiority to that

great master in most, if not all, of those higher

qualities which tend to make their possessor

immortal. Possibly a greater amount of learn-

ing might have dimmed the lustre of his

natural gifts. As it was, his country had just

reason to be proud of him, for his weakest

productions were infinitely stronger than the

strongest of those brought forward by the best

of his Italian contemporaries. Like Cimarosa

and Mozart, he was equally great in Opera

Seria and Opera Buffa. His first great triumph

in the former style took place in the year

1813, when he produced 'II Tancredi' at

Venice, and took the city by storm. This

was followed by many other works of the same

class; and notably, in 1816, by ' Otello,'

which marks an epoch in the history of serious

opera, inasmuch as it is written in Secilativo

strmnentato throughout, in place of the ordinary

Eedtativosecco— apeculiarityextensivelyadopted

in the grand operas of a later period. It was

in 1816 that he also produced his greatest

Opera BufFa, ' II Barbiere di Siviglia '—a work
which, notwithstanding the extraordinary

popularity of 'La Cenerentola, ' 'La Gazza
Ladra, ' and some other equally well-appreciated

favourites, has always been regarded as his

cJief d'ceum-e. Of his ' Guillaume Tell,' written

in 1829, in a style entirely different from
anything he had ever previously attempted,
this is not the place to speak ; but the number
of his Italian operas is prodigious, and though
many of them have long since been forgotten,

the revival of an old one may always be looked
upon as a certain success. w. s. E.

II. Modern Ofeba

Rossini's greatest contemporaries and suc-

cessors were Mercadante, Giovanni Pacini,

Bellini, and Donizetti. The first of these culti-

vated a peculiar elegance of style, and won bright

laurels by his 'Nitocri,' produced in 1826. In
the previous year Pacini produced his best opera,
' Niobe," in which Madame Pasta achieved one
of her most memorable triumphs. Donizetti's

(1798-1848) tragic operas, which were the

delight of the opera-goers of his day, appeal but
little to modern hearers. ' Lucia di Lammer-
moor,' ' Lucrezia Borgia,' and ' La Favorite ' are

perhaps the best of them, considered dramatic-

ally, but Donizetti sacrificed his talent too

light-heartedly to the fsishion of the moment to

win more than ephemeral fame. Within rather

restricted limits he was a fluent melodist, and
in scenes like the once-famous sextet in ' Lucia

'

he shows ability in handling a dramatic situa-

tion, but his constant repetition of certain well-

worn operatic devices makes his serious works
sadly monotonous, and his talent is really seen

to better advantage in his lighter works, such
as 'Don Pasquale,' 'La Fille du Regiment,'

and ' L' Elisir d' Amore,' which are unaffectedly

bright and spirited, and worthily sustain the

Rossinian traditions of opera huffa. Bellini

(1802-35) had decidedly less dramatic talent

than Donizetti. His genius was purely lyrical

in spirit, and he was much happier in works of

an idyllic description like 'La Sonnambula'
than in his more pretentious eflbrts such as
' Norma ' and ' I Puritani. ' He had an exquisite

gift of melody, but he adhered so rigidly to the

received formulas of the day that a new genera-

tion soon tired of the cloying lusciousness of his

tunes. The advent of Verdi (1813-1901)
brought new life into the world of Italian opera.

The vigour and energy of his earlier works
speedily won a public that was already weary
of the sickly sweetness of Bellini and Donizetti.

His strenuous melodies, allied as they, often

were to words of a patriotic tendency, struck

like a trumpet-call upon the ears of men already

ripe for revolt against the hated Austrian rule.

In those days politics and music went hand
in hand, and the success of ' Nabucodonosor

'
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(1842), 'I Lombardi' (1843), and 'Ernani'

(1844) was in part due to the fact that the

composer was recognised by his compatriots as

the bard of freedom. Verdi's genius developed

rapidly, and by the time he had written ' Eigo-

letto ' (1851) he was master of a style far more

varied and flexible than that of 'Ernani.'

' Rigoletto,' if not altogether emancipated from

the Cavatina-Cahcdetta tradition, is as remark-

able for its dramatic power and clever char-

acterisation as for its rhythmic and melodic

originality. The grouping of the characters

and the deft, quick touches by which they are

musically realised show the hand of a master.

' II Trovatore' (1853) and 'La Traviata' (1853),

though inferior dramatically to 'Eigoletto,'

exhibit in a surprising manner the range of

Verdi's genius, the former being a bloodthirsty

melodrama, treated with astounding fertility of

invention and energy of expression, the latter

an anaemic drawing-room tragedy in which the

leonine composer appeared for once in an

unusually lamb -like mood. ' Les VSpres

Siciliennes' (1855) was a not altogether suc-

cessful attempt to assimilate the grandiose

Meyerbeerian manner of French opera, an
attempt which Verdi repeated with even less

success a dozen years later in 'Don Carlos.'

' Un Ballo in Maschera' (1859) recalled ' Rigo-

letto' in its variety and clever contrasts of

character, and 'LaForza del Destine' (1862)
had much of the energy and sanguinary

vehemence of ' II Trovatore,' though the music

was naturally more advanced in style and the

situations were more artistically handled. With
'Aida' (1871) Verdi reached what has been

described as his third period. The production

of Boito's 'Mefistofele' in 1868 had brought a

suggestion of WagnerianJnfluence south of the

Alps for the first time, a suggestion by which
Verdi undoubtedly profited, though his style

remained as essentially Italian as ever. The
greater importance assigned to the orchestra,

the absence for the most part of set airs, and
the continuity of the musical structure are the

principal signs of the remarkable development

that had taken place in Verdi's method of

expression in 'Aida,' and in 'Otello' (1887),

the libretto of which was written by Bbito, the

advance towards a freer and more dramatic

style is still more marked. This was no doubt

partly forced upon Verdi by the very nature of
' Otello, ' which is essentially dramatic rather

than lyrical. The supreme importance of the

dialogue during the greater part of the drama,

and the rapid play of thought and feeling which

characterises the work as a whole, rendered it

impossible for him to make that symphonic use

of the orchestra of which certain scenes show

that he was now fully master. Yet the

orchestra plays a far more important part in
' Otello ' than in any of Verdi's previous works.

Not merely does it heighten the emotional

value of the music by innumerable touches of

picturesque effect, but throughout the work it

underlines the dialogue with exquisite subtlety,

illuminating the text without obscuring it by
unnecessary elaboration. It is only necessary

to refer to such a passage as the 'Credo,' with

its mordant shakes and pandemonium of trom-

bones, or to the hideous writhings, as of some

loathsome reptile, that accompany the utterance

of lago's venomous suspicions, or to the pomp
and circumstance of glorious war that surround

Othello's tragic farewell to fame, in order to

indicate how far Verdi's use of the orchestra in

' Otello ' transcended all that he had hitherto

accomplished. In ' Falstaff ' (1 89 3), the libretto

of which was another of Boito's masterpieces,

Verdi reached the climax of his operatic career.

The subject lent itself more naturaUy to sym-

phonic treatment than ' Otello,' and Verdi's

use of the orchestra here surpassed anything

that he had previously accomplished. It is

not easy to avoid comparing 'Falstaff' with

'Die Meistersinger,' each one the single ex-

cursion of a master of tragedy (for Verdi's early,

fiasco ' Un Giomo di Eegno ' is a negligible

quantity) into the domain of comedy, but the

two have really little in common. Brilliant

and kaleidoscopic as is Verdi's handling of the

orchestra, it challenges no comparison with

that of Wagner. The voice remains the centre

of Verdi's musical system, the statue is never

set in the orchestra and the pedestal put upon
the stage. 'Falstaff' recalls the touch of

Mozart rather than that of Wagner. Perhaps

the most amazing thing about it is that it was
written by a man of eighty. It bubbles with
life and humour, it ripples with merriment and
laughter, and here and there are delicious

dashes of tenderness which come as an exquisite

relief to the almost perennial flow of high
spirits. Of such are the enchanting love

passages between Nannetta and Fenton and
the wondrous opening of the last scene, in

which the mysterious charm of the moonlit
forest is transmuted into music more romantic
in feeling than anything that had been written

since the days of Weber. Never, surely, have
humour and erudition been so happily matched
as in the final fugue.

While Verdi was laying the foundation of

modem Italian opera, his great contemporary,
Eichard Wagner (1813-83), was working out
a very different scheme of reform north of the
Alps, a reform which, though its actual results

may not prove to be so far-reaching as was once
believed and expected, undoubtedly affected the

operatic conditions of his time in a very remark-
able manner. Wagner's early works show how
easily his as yet undeveloped genius bent to the
various influences with which it came into con-

tact. In 'Die Feen' (1833) he clung to the
skirts of Weber, ' Das Liebesverbot ' (1836) was
a frank imitation of Bellini and Auber, and in
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'Rieuzi' (1838) there are unmistakable sug-

gestions of Meyerbeer. In ' Der fliegende Hol-
lander ' (1843), though its debts to Marsohner's
' Hans Hailing ' and the popular Italian com-
posers of the day are patent, Wagner found
himself at last. The romantic atmosphere of

the story drew him almost unconsciously upon
new paths. In a more technical sense, too,

' Der fliegende Hollander ' marks the opening

of a new period in Wagner's musical history.

The Leitmotiv, which was afterwards to play

so prominent a part in his operatic works, here

makes its first appearance, used tentatively,

it is true, and without a suggestion of the

elaboration with which the composer afterwards

employed it, but often with true poetical signi-

ficance and startling dramatic effect. ' Der
fliegende Hollander ' was written during Wag-
ner's stay in Paris in 1839-42, a period which
proved momentous to his subsequent career.

It was then that his attention was first called

to the rich treasures of Teutonic legend, smd he

conceived the idea, which was the mainspring

of his life's work, of founding a truly national

German art-form. To quote his own words

:

' A new world opened before me. Here was

the ideal form suddenly offered to me in all its

glory—that form which in the world about me,

however great and brilliant it seemed, could

have so little part in the productions of that

popular and only school of art which I saw
prevailing both in the drama and music.

Here were suddenly revealed in their true

artistic form the noblest, most characteristic,

deepest, and strongest elements of the primal

Germanie spirit.'^ 'Tannhauser' (1845) and
' Lohengiiu' (1850) were the first-fruits of his

new devotion to national ideals. Each marks

a, very definite stage in Wagner's artistic de-

velopment. His conception of the use of the

Leitmotiv was maturing surely if slowly, and

he was gradually emancipating himself from

his early bondage to Italian tradition. In

'Lohengrin' he had, in fact, broken all links

with the past, save that of the concerted finale,

constructed in the old Cavatina-Cahaletta form,

while his almost symphonic use of the orchestra

foreshadowed the remarkable development of

his later years. But before the production of

'Lohengrin' came the revolution of 1848, an

event which was to exercise a profound influence

upon the composer's career. Too much has

been made of Wagner's actual share in the

movement of 1848. He viewed it from an

artistic rather than a political standpoint.

He saw that the art of his day was the out-

come of the reactionary civilisation in which

his lot was cast, and he hoped to see an

artistic and a social revolution accomplished

simultaneously. We will quote his own words

once more : ' In my belief, it was only by a

complete change in political and social relations,

1 The Work and MUtUm ofmy Lift, 1879.

of which the degradation of art was a fitting

manifestation, that an artistic revival, and
especially a revival of the drama, was to be
brought about. In civilisation, as it then

existed, the stage only played the part of a

pleasant source of enlivenment for social ennui

;

yet even thus it seemed to me that if it were
once under elevated and artistic guidance, it

might have an elevating influence on a public

which by its means might be gradually led

away from all that was evil, commonplace,
frivolous, and false. To prove that this w.as

possible now became my task, as the possibility

of a genuine change in the constitution of

society suddenly seemed revealed to me. As an
artist I felt myself impelled to represent, in

this new aspect of affairs, the so easily forgotten

or neglected rights of art. That my plan of

reform, already thought out to the smallest

practical detail, would only be received in

scornful silence by the existing government of

art matters was of course evident to me. I

turned, therefore, to the new movement that

was so full of promise for my scheme.'^

Exiled from his fatherland, removed from the

main current of active musical life, and living

for the most part quietly in Switzerland, Wagner
had ample leisure for maturing the vast ideas

to which his imagination had already given

birth. His chances of winning the ear of

Germany seemed remote, but he never faltered

in his determination. His theories upon art

were crystallised into literary form in his book
entitled Kunst und Revolution, and they took

practical shape in his mighty drama ' Der Bing
des !N^ibelungen.' It is not easy to say, in the

case of the latter, how far theory influenced

practice and practice vitalised theory, but the

result had a more important influence upon the

development of opera than anything that had
been written since the death of Gluck. Wagner's
aim was to unite music, drama, and painting

in one art-form, in which each should contri-

bute equally to the general effect. He took

as his prototype the Athenian drama of the

days of Pericles, though it need hardly be said

that the result was as different from its model
as was the opera of Peri, which also announced

itself as an attempt to reconstruct the conditions

of Greek tragedy. Revolting against the con-

ventionalised expression of emotionwhich he saw
upon the contemporary stage, he turned to the

early myths as the simplest and most natural

expression of human emotions, and in the noble

Teutonic legend of the Mbelungs he found the

field he desired for the practical exposition of

his theory of art.

Wagner's original design for his great

Nibelung poem was very different from the

completed drama as we now know it. He
began with the tragedy of Siegfried's death and
worked backwards, finding it necessary as ths
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drama progressed to add more and more pre-

ludial and explanatory matter. 'Gotterdam-

merung ' is thus, from the literary point of view,

the immediate successor of ' Lohengrin,' while
' Das Eheingold ' represents Wagner's maturer

views of what an operatic libretto ought to be.

In ' Gotterdammerung ' indeed it is not diffi-

cult to trace lingering reminiscences of the

old Meyerbeerian system of construction. The
second act, for instance, was evidently intended

originally to include a big concerted piece after

the ' Lohengrin ' pattern, though by the time

he came to compose the music, Wagner had
moved into a very diflFerent world of expression.

Thus the gulf between ' Lohengrin ' and ' Das
Bheingold ' is actually much wider than if

Wagner had begun upon the latter immediately

upon concluding the former. ' Das Rheingold

'

has a touch of that crudity which is naturally

to be expected in the work of a man handling
new forces with an as yet inexperienced hand.
Wagner began building the citadel of music-

drama with the prejudices as well as the zeal of

a newly converted proselyte. Freshly emanci-

pated from the bondage of operatic convention,

he was defiant in his scorn of much that in old

days he had thought essential to the construction

of an opera. In his earlier works he had
adhered in the main to the purely lyrical con-

ception of opera—speech raised by stress of

emotion into song—and had used the orchestra

only as an accompaniment. The essence of his

new system was the equalisation of his vocal

and instrumental forces. In ' Das Rheingold

'

the orchestra is exalted to almost symphonic
dignity, while the traditional alternations of

formal song and recitative are merged in a free

declamation. Wagner's symphonic use of the
orchestra led naturally to the creation or at

any rate to the greatly increased development
of his system of leading motives. Symphonic
music presupposes the use of musical themes.

Wagner drew his themes not from the words
sung by his characters, but from the characters

themselves, their thoughts, feelings, and aspira-

tions. The human puppets of the drama, the

emotions that sway them, even such 'properties'

as rings and swords—all have their distinct

musical equivalents, which form the foundation

on which the vast musical edifice is built. These
themes are by no means the mere labels that

adverse critics of Wagner would have us believe.

They are subject, as fully as the characters and
emotions which they represent, to organic change
and development. By this means every incident

in the progress of the drama, the growth of

each sentiment and passion, the play of thought
and feeling, all find a close equivalent in the

texture of the music, and the connection between
music and drama is advanced to a point of

intimacy which certainly could be attained by
no other means. '

As his work on the Nibelnng dramaprogressed.

Wagner found that his theory, like most other

theories, had to be modified a good deal in

practice, not only with respect to leading

motives, but in other details also. For instance;

when he set out to weld drama and music into

one, he seems to have determined that because

in drama two characters do not speak at the

same time, they should not sing together in

opera, and in the love-duet in ' Die Walktire

'

he carefully abjured the delicious harmony of

two voices. Fortunately, by the time he came
to write ' Tristan und Isolde ' he thought better

of his theory, to the great advantage of the

marvellous love-scene in the second act. But
throughout Wagner's later works we find him
always moving in the direction of lyrical rather

than dramatic expression, and thus to a certain

extent giving the lie to the theory with which
he started upon the composition of ' Der Ring
des Kibelungen.' He seems to have felt this

himself, and in this connection his own words
with regard to ' Tristan ' are peculiarly interest-

ing :
' I readily submit this work to the severest

test based on my theoretical principles. Not
that I constructed it after a system— for I

entirely forgot aU theory—but because here I

moved with entire freedom, independent of all

theoretical misgivings, so that even whilst I was
writing I became conscious how far I had gone
beyond my system.' These words are valuable

as a practical confession of what is indeed a

self-evident proposition, namely, that Wagner's
creative instinct was by no means in thorough
accordance with his theoretical system. The
opera of his day cried aloud for reform, and
as a combative principle Wagner's theory of

the union of drama and symphony worked
admirably. But as a foundation for creative

work it was insufficient, for the simple reason

that the essence of opera is not dramatic but
lyrical, as Wagner found in practice. ' Tristan

'

is valuable to us, not as a union of drama
and symphony, but as a supreme expression of

lyrical feeling. It is indeed one of the most
perfect conceivable examples of what an opera
should be, since it is almost entirely devoid
of incident and deals entirely with emotion.
This is the true province ofmusic, which, strictly

speaking, has nothing to do with incident. It

cannot heighten the effect of a merely theatrical
' situation ' ; it is only a drag upon action,

whereas its power of expressing emotion is

unlimited. ' Tristan ' was written while Wagner
was midway with his great Nibelung drama.
In his Swiss retreat, far from friends and possible

patrons, he seems to have despaired of ever seeing
the production of a work that demanded such
exceptional conditions, and turned to ' Tristan

'

in the hope of producingsomethingbetteradapted
to the ordinary stage. Yet even ' Tristan ' might
never have seen the light but for the fortunate
accident which threw the poem of 'Der King'
into the hands of the young king, Ludwig II. of
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Bavaria. The latter ascended the throne in

1864, and one of his first acts was to summon
Wagner to finish his great work at Munich.
With what joy the composer obeyed the call

can well be imagined. Meanwhile 'Tristan,'

which had been cast aside as unplayable after

fifty-seven rehearsals at Vienna four years before,

was produced at Munich in 1865, followed by
' Die Meistersinger ' in 1868. In ' Die Meister-

singer' Wagner broke new ground, leaving for

once the world of legend and applying his now
perfected system of music-drama to ahomely tale

of mediceval bourgeoisie. The rarefied atmosphere
in which ' Tristan ' and ' Der Ring ' move is

exchanged for frankly human joys and sorrows,

the heroic emotions of gods and goddesses give

place to a wonderfully elaborated picture of

life in 16th-century Nuremberg. It is not
difiicult to read in the history of Walther's

struggles against the prejudice and pedantry of

the Mastersingers a suggestion of Wagner's own
life-history, and if Beckmesser represents the

malice of critics who are themselves composers

—and these were always Wagner's bitterest

enemies—Hans Sachs may stand for the en-

lightened public, which was the first toappreciate

the nobUity of the composer's aims. It is not

surprising that 'Die Meistersinger' was the

first of Wagner's mature works to win general

appreciation.

Throughout his career he had been assailed

on all sides by shameless abuseand vile invective.

To a later age the terms in which his music

was attacked by contemporary critics appear

almost incredible. The production of 'Die

Meistersinger' may be taken as the turning-

point in the history of Wagner's crusade. The
first complete performance of ' Der Ring des

Nibelungen ' at the new Bayreuth Festspielhaus

in 1876 won him many more adherents, and

the production of 'Parsifal' in 1882 finally

established his position. From that time forward

the era of persecution was over. A few voices

still cried in the wUdemess, but the general

world of music accepted Wagner as a great man.
' Parsifal ' stands, as it were, apart from the

rest of Wagner's works, by reason of its mystical,

semi-sacred subject and the circumstances of its

production. Performed as it is (save for sacri-

legious New York and Amsterdam) at Bayreuth

alone, with the utmost splendour of mounting

and before an audience of select enthusiasts

assembled from the four corners of the earth, it

is still, so to speak, surrounded by a halo of

almost unearthly splendour. It is difficult to

discuss it in terms of ordinary criticism. One

thing, however, may safely be said, that it

stands alone among works written for theatrical

performance by reason of its absolute modernity,

coupled with a mystic fervour such as music

has hardly known since the days of Palestrina.

, The history of music furnishes more than

one instance of the paralysing effect which the

influence of a great genius is apt to exercise

upon his contemporaries and immediate suc-

cessors. The popidarity of Handel in England
had the effect of stunting the development of

our national music for a century. The influence

of Wagner upon German opera has been some-
thing similar. Since his death in 1883, German
musicians have produced—with one exception, to

be noted in due course—hardly anything in the

way of opera but imitations more or less frank

of his music. Even in earlier days and before

Wagner's works had met with general accepta-

tion his influence had begun to work. It may
be traced in Peter Cornelius's ' Der Barbier von
Bagdad ' (1858), a work of masterly musician-

ship which in turn unquestionably suggested to

Wagner the handling of certain scenes in ' Die
Meistersinger

'
; and again, though less pro-

nouncedly, in Hermann Goetz's ' Der Wider-
spanstigen Ziihmung ' (1874). Cornelius in his

later years became more frankly Wagnerian, and
his operas ' Der Cid ' and ' Gunlbd ' have far

less originality than 'Der Barbier.' Goldmark
felt the influence of Wagner from the first,

but his 'Kbnigin von Saba' (1875) is more
original than 'Merlin' (1886), which is little

better than an imitation of the more salient

characteristics of 'Der Ring des Nibelungen.'

In his later operas, ' Das Heimchen am Herd

'

(1896), 'Die Kriegsgefangene' (1899), and 'Gbtz

von Berliohingen ' (1902), Goldmark, whose
talent is naturally of a singularly plastic nature,

shows obvious traces of the influence of Humper-
dinck. It would serve no good purpose to linger

over the works of men like Kistler, Schillings,

and Bungert, to mention a, few out of many,
whose only claim to attention lies in their

capability, more or less developed, of reproducing

the methods, if not the spirit, of Wagner. The
most original opera produced by a German com-
poser since the death of Wagner is ' Hansel und
Gretel' (1893), by Engelbert Humperdinck,
which indeed, save in very general terms, can
hardly be called Wagnerian at all. It was
indeed a sufficiently original idea to treat a

homely little Saiismdrchen in the manner of a

grand opera at all, with folk-tunes, or something
very like them, as the foundation of a score of

almost unexampled complexity. The music of
' Hansel und Gretel ' is, in truth, amazingly
elaborate and the composer's treatment of his

themes is kaleidoscopic in its variety, but the

whole thing flows on as naturally as a bsllad.

The framework of 'Hansel und Gretel' is

that bequeathed by Wagner, but the spirit

which animates the work is so different from
that of the Bayreuth master that there can be no
suspicion of imitation, much less of plagiarism.

Unfortunately ' Hansel und Gretel ' still awaits

a successor, for Humperdinck's later works have
been quite unworthy of his maiden effort. He
has, however, already succeeded in founding

something like a school,, of which the most
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prominent pupil ait present is Siegfried Wagner,

the only son of the great composer. Siegfried

Wagner's first work, ' Der Biireuhauter ' (1899),

showed many signs of Humperdinck's influence.

It achieved a transient success, but his later

operas have all been failures. Another of

Humperdinck's followers is Eduard Poldini,

whose ' Der Vagabund und die Prinzessin ' is a

work of unusual charm and ability. Eichard

Strauss is best known as a symphonic writer,

but he has made several attempts to win operatic

fame. ' Guntram ' (1894) was hardly more
than a clever exercise in the Wagnerian manner,

but 'Feuersnoth' (1901) and 'Salome' (1905)
are decidedly more individual in style. They
show to the full the composer's harmonic auda-

city and his astonishing command of orchestral

colour, and they may possibly prove to be the

heralds of a new epoch in German opera.

In France, Wagner's influence was naturally

less potent, and was slower in making itself felt.

The retirement of Rossini from the active world

of music left the field clear for Meyerbeer, who
ruled the destinies of French opera practically

until the fall ofthe Second Empire. Meyerbeer's

music now belongs to the past, and there is little

chance of its ever coming into favour again, but
it has merits which should not be overlooked,

and its influence upon modern French opera

cannot be ignored. Meyerbeer's early Italian

works are unimportant, but in 'Robert le

Diahle ' (1831) he came forward with a new
form of opera, in which German, Italian, and
French elements played almost equal parts.

Meyerbeer was a thorough eclectic, and he
knew his Weber and his Rossini well. They
both had something to say to the making of

'Robert le Diable,' and Meyerbeer contrived

very cleverly to build his new edifice upon the

foundation of the grandiose old tradition of

French opera. ' Les Huguenots ' and ' Le
Prophete ' are far better, more serious and more
dignified than 'Robert,' and ' L'Africaine ' is

in some ways the best of all. Meyerbeer's two
comic operas, 'h'&toile du Nord 'and 'Le Pardon
de Ploermel,' must not be forgotten. He was
far too clever a man to undertake anything that

he could not carry through successfully, and
in these works he caught the trick of French
op^a-comique very neatly. Meyerbeer was
extravagantly praised during his lifetime ; he
is now as bitterly decried. The truth lies, as

usual, between the two extremes. He was an
extremely able and accomplished musician,

with a strong natural instinct for the theatre,

and he set himself the task of captivating the

public of his time. He had no ideals beyond
that of winning success, to which he devoted

himself heart and soul. He seldom had the

courage, perhaps not even the desire, to give his

genius full play. He never lost sight of the

audience, writing what he thought would please,

not what he thought was right, so that there

is a hoUowness and superficiality about his best

work which no amount of mere ingenuity can

disguise. Meyerbeer has fine moments, but they

are marred by lapses into mere conventionality

or by degrading trickery. He strove to please his

public, and he had his reward. One of the best

of Meyerbeer's contemporaries, who imitated him
and was in tiim imitated by Meyerbeer, was

HaWvy, whose ' La Juive ' still keeps the stage.

Auber borrowed little from Meyerbeer, but clung

rather to the skirts of Rossini. Under his gay
and inspiriting dictatorship French op6ra-com-

iqv£ rattled merrily on until the seventies, while

Adolphe Adam, Maillart, Grisar, and many other

now forgotten composers helped to keep alive

the traditions of Gretry and Boieldieu. The
advent of Charles Gounod brought a new breath

of life into the somewhat jaded atmosphere of

French opera. His early works are unimportant,

but ' Faust ' (1859) was destined to exercise an

important inlluence upon the rising generation

of French composers. It is easy to scofl' at

Gounod's cheap sentimentality and his flimsy

treatment of the supernatural, but there is

much in ' Faust ' that is absolutely original. The
dreamy languor of the love-music, the cloying

sweetness of the harmonies, the melting beauty
of the orchestration all combined to produce an

effect which was at that time entirely new to

opera. Gounod's other works, repeating as they

do in a less striking form the main characteiistics

of ' Faust, ' may be ignored en masse, but the part

played by ' Faust ' in forming the new French
school can hardly be overestimated. Ambroise
Thomas's 'Mignon' (1866) showed unmistak-
ably the source whence the composer had drawn
his inspiration, and the earlier works of Saint-

Saens and Massenet are derived no less obviously

from Gounod. With Bizet's ' Carmen ' (1875)
the influence of Wagner is felt definitely for

the first time in French music, though a sus-

picion of it hangs about some of Uo Delibes's

earlier ballets. After the days of ' Carmen' the

Wagnerian virus, as it naturally appeared to

the majority of French critics, spread rapidly.

Ernest Reyer's 'Sigurd' (1884) bore witness

to the growing influence, and Massenet's ' Esclar-

monde' (1889) was the most serious attempt
that had till then been made to graft the LeU-,

Motiv system upon the stock of French opera.

Since ' Esclarmonde ' Massenet has made few
attempts to follow up his early excursions upon
Wagnerian paths, and his later operas show a
growing tendency to fall back upon the slighter

form of opira-comiqv,e, though he has never
altogether relinquished his tendency to trifle

with leading motives. Alfred Bruneau in ' Le
ESve ' (1891) announced himself as a staunch
adherent of the Wagnerian system, and his

later works, 'L'Attaque du Moulin' (1893),
'Messidor' (1897), 'L'Ouragan' (1901), and
' L'Enfant Roi ' (1905), though less uncompro-
Inising in style than ' Le Reve,' are no less
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saturated with Wagnerian ideals. Vincent
d'Indy is another staunch Wagnerian, and his

.'Fervaal' (1897) and 'L'fitranger' (1903)
are among the most important works pro-

.duced by French musicians in which Wagner's
system is fully accepted. Cfear Franck's two
remarkable operas ' Hulda' and ' Ghisele,' both
produced after the composer's death in 1890,
are Wagnerian in their remarkable command of

polyphony rather than in their adherence to

the system of leadingmotives, andin the ' Louise'

(1900) of Charpentier and the 'Pelleas et Meli-

. sande ' (1902) of Debussy, the two most im-

portant works produced by French composers

in recent years, the Wagnerian methods are only

employed in a modified manner. The influence

of Wagner is still strong in France, but if we
may judge from the most successful of recent

works produced in Paris, the age of frank imita-

tion is over and the present tendency is towards

bringing the Wagnerian system into harmony
with the best traditions of French music.

In Italy the influence ofWagner has counted
for very little. The earlier contemporaries of

Verdi, of whom the most successful were Pet-

rella, ApoUoni, Marclietti, and Carlos Gomez,
a Brazilian composer whose methods were
purely Italian in style, were content to fol-

low in their great leader's footsteps, and their

works have no suspicion of any Germanising

tendency. Boito's ' Mefistofele, ' originally

produced in 1868, and revived in a revised form

in 1875, , brought the first hint of Wagnerian
influence south of the Alps. It influenced

Verdi's later works profoundly, and through him
has considerably modified the tendencies of

modern Italian composers. Ponchielli's 'La
Gioconda' (1876) owes much to Verdi and
Boito, but it has some original value, and certain

mannerisms of the composer, notably his fond-

ness for fanciful melodic designs, have been

freely copied. Mascagni sprang into fame with

'Cavalleria Rnsticana' (1890), an effective if

vulgar little work, which set the fashion for

one-act ' shockers '—a fashion which flourished

extravagantly for some years, but is now happily

a thing of the past. None of Mascagni's subse-

quent works have won much favour. ' L' Amico
Fritz ' (1891) is more refined in style than
' Cavalleria,' but is woefully slight in dramatic

interest. 'Iris' (1898) is perhaps Mascagni's

most artistic production, but its original value

ia small. Leoncavallo imitated 'Cavalleria'

successfully in ' Pagliacci' (1892), but his later

operas have won little success. 'I Medici'

(1893), his most ambitious work, was a string

of ill-digested reminiscences, and ' La Bohfeme

'

(1897), which contains some of his best music,

was cast into the shade by Puccini's opera of

the same name. Mascagni and Leoncavallo both

show the influence of Wagner in their later

works, but their homage takes the form of mere

plagiarism rather than any assimilation of the

vor,. Ill

methods of the Bayreuth composer. Puccini

is by far the most gifted of living Italian com-
posers. He won no emphatic success until ' La
Boheme' (1896), though ' Le Villi' (1886),
'Edgar' (1889), and 'Manon Lescaut' (1893)
all contain beauties of a high order. ' La
Boheme ' derives directly from Verdi's ' Falstaff','

and slight as it is, its humour, tenderness, and
melodic freshness combine to make it one of

the most attractive of modern operas. 'La
Tosca' (1899) was a concession to the prevail-

ing taste for melodrama, but ' Madama Butterfly

'

(1904) is Puccini's strongest work. Its delicious

melody, admirable musicianship and genuine
emotional power promise great things for the

composer's future. After Puccini, Giordano is

the most striking figure in contemporary Italian

music. He began by imitating Mascagni in

'Mala Vita' (1892), but in 'Andrea Chenier'

(1896), ' Fedora ' (1898), and ' Siberia ' (1 904)
he far surpassed his exemplar, and produced work
which, though at times crude and vulgar, often

shows considerable dramatic power and that

feeling for theatrical effect which seems to be
the special heritage of Italian musicians. Among
other Italian composers who have won success

in recent years are Franchetti, Cilea, Tasca, and
Spinelli, but for the most part their works
merely reproduce the most salient features of

their more famous contemporaries.

The recent history of opera in other European
countries may be briefly dismissed, but it is

interesting to note that wherever a, really

national school of opera has been founded, its

rise may be dated from the time when the

general feeling of cultivated society in each

country succeeded in casting off the yoke of

foreign influence. In the 18th century Italian

opera ruled the whole of civilised Europe, with
the sole exception of France. Germany was
the first to emancipate herself, and her example
has been followed in recent times by other

countries. Bohemia, which for a long time
merely echoed the taste of Germany, has now
a school of opera of its own, founded by Smetana
and fostered by Dvofak and other composers,

whose names, though little known outside the

walls of Prague, are held in high honour in

their own country. Russian opera, which was
founded by Glinka, had for many years n

precarious existence, but the gradual revolution

in public taste which culminated in the abolition

of the customary season of Italian opera at

St. Petersburg coincided with a remarkable

burst of operatic industry among Russian com-
posers. Theworks ofBorodin, Rimsky-Eorsakov,
and Cesar Cui, to name but a few out of many,
have rarely succeeded in crossing the Russian

frontier, but the modern Russian school of

opera is none the less important, and the history

of its inception should teach a valuable lesson

to oui-selva. In England, indeed, the operatic

conditions are still practically those of the

2h
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18th century. As in the days of Handel, -we

depend almost entirely upon foreign composers

for our scanty sustenance, and so long as opera

performed in an alien language flourishes in our

midst, there is little hope of an English school

of opera ever attaining the dignity to which
the traditions of our race seem to point. Yet
it is plain that the present lamentable conditions

of English opera spring from no deficiency on
the part of our composers. Such meagre oppor-

tunities as have been granted them from time
to time have been grasped with alacrity, and,

considering the circumstances, with conspicuous

success. The establishment of the Carl Bosa
Company in 1875 gave hopes of the foundation

of a national school of opera. Carl Kosa pro-

duced many works of genuine merit by English
composers, of which the most remarkable were
' Esmeralda ' (1883) and ' Nadeshda ' (1885), by
Arthur Goring Thomas, ' Colomba ' (1883), by
Sir Alexander Mackenzie, and ' The Canterbury
Pilgrims' (1884), by Sir Charles VilliersStanford.
But the movement so happily inaugurated ended
in disappointment. The English public clung
to French, German, and Italian opera and turned
a cold shoulder to native talent. In 1891 Mr.
D'Oyly Carte opened the Royal English Opera
with Sir Arthur Sullivan's ' Ivanhoe,' and once
more the hopes of musicians rose high. But
the enterprise was ill managed, the new theatre
soon closed its doors, and ere long was converted
into a music-hall. Since then the outlook of
English opera has been gloomy indeed, nor has
the public been moved from its apathy with
regard to national art even by such works as

Sir Charles Stanford's ' Shamus O'Brien ' (1896)
and 'Much Ado about Nothing' (1901), to say
nothing of the operas, some of them of con-
spicuous merit, of Messrs. Corder, Cowen, and
MacCunn. Of late we have been regaled with
the curious spectacle of English composers
writing operas to foreign librettos, as in the
case of Miss Ethel Smyth's ' Der Wald ' and
Mr. Herbert Bunning's 'La Princesse Osra,'

presumably with the hope of winning favour
from a public which resolutely stops its ears to
works in its own language. Such a state of
things speaks for itself, and indeed it is useless

to predict a change for the better so long as
art is at the mercy of a fashion both ignorant
and depraved. k. a. s.

Opera in the United States

This article is, in the main, concerned only
with opera as contradistinguished from operetta
and those other mixed forms of dramatic enter-

tainment which have degraded the terminology
of music without elevatingthemselves. To such
forms have been devoted the labours of the
majority of American composers who have
written for the stage, i Opera in the United
'An exception might be made in tavonr ofW. H. Pry's ' LeOTiora

'

(New Yorls, 1845) and ' Notre Dame de Paris ' (Philadelphia, 1863),
George P. Bristow's 'Elp van Winkle' (New York, 1866), John

States, as in England, is without national, state,

or municipal subvention, official support of this

character being popularly looked upon as con-

trary to the political institutions of the country.

Opera, therefore, has always been conducted as

a private enterprise, and in consequence its main-

tenance has been precarious. During the first

century of its existence it was wholly of the

English type and itslanguagewas the vernacular.

French opera preceded Italian by two decades,

its original American home being New Orleans,

where French civilisation was dominant for

many years after Louisiana was ceded to the

United States by France, and where operatic

performances of operas were given as early as

1803, if not earlier ; but though French operas

and Italian operas in French translations have
been sung in many cities of the union by com-
panies going out from New Orleans from the

year 1827 till now, the performances never

became a distinctive or influential feature of

musical culture elsewhere. German opera was
introduced thirty years after the Italian. It

began a struggle for domination at the outset,

and for a space (1884-91) monopolised the
field in the larger cities as well as New York,
then took its place as one of the three equally

favoured phases in which the form is cultivated

at the present time (1906) in New York. It

is there that the principal institution has had
its home from the beginning, and thence that all

the itinerant troupes go forth which carry the
entertainment throughout the land. In its

larger manifestations opera is still an exotic,

that in the vernacular scarcely less than that

in Italian, German, and French.
There can be no doubt, as the researches of

Mr. 0. G. Sonneck (Chief of the Musical Divi-
sion of the Library of Congress) have demon-
strated, that traces, faint but unmistakable, of
performances of operas of the ballad type are
found in the earliest decades of the 1 8th century

.

This fact has its chief significance for us in the
influence which the songs had upon the eventual
introduction of opera proper by adding to the
importance of theatrical music and the employ-
ment of players with singing voices. Confining
ourselves to the record which is beyond contro-
versy, it may be said that the period during
which the English type of opera prevailed in
the American colonies and the United States
was compassed by the years 1749 and 1825.
Within this period, however, there already fall

performances of foreign operas in the adapted
forms current at the time in London, works
which might best be described as pasticcios, the
original music being infused with additions and
simplifications by the English adapters.

French and Italian operas had many per-
formances, sometimes in French, sometimes in

Knowles Paine's 'Azara' (published at Leipzig, not performed),
*. a. Converse's 'Pipe of Desire" (Boston, 1905) and some of the
excellent operettas of R. de Koven and Victor Herbert. These are
exceptions which serve to prove the rule.
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English, before the year 1800 in the towns
and cities which were then in most active cora-

munioation with Europe. There are even traces

of a German Singspiel, Benda's 'Ariadne ' being
on the New York list of 1791. Among French
works Rousseau's ' Pygmalion ' and ' Devin du
Village," Dalayrac's 'Nina' and 'L'Amant
Statue, ' Monsigny's 'D^serteur, ' Gretry 's ' Z^mire
et Azor,' 'Fausse Magie,' and 'Richard CcEur
de Lion,' and others, were known in Charles-

ton, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York in

the last decade of the 18th century. There are

traces, too, of Pergolesi's 'Serva Padrona,' and
it seems more than likely that ' an opera in 3

acts, ' the text adapted by Colman entitled ' The
Spanish Barber ; or The Futile Precaution,'

played in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New
Yorkinl794,wasPaisiello's'BarbierediSiviglia.'

From 1820 to about 1845 more than a score of

the Italian, French, and German operas which
made up the staple of foreign repertories were
frequently performed by English singers. The
earliest of these singers were members of the
dramatic companies who introduced theatri-

cal plays in the Colonies. They went from
London to Philadelphia, New York, Williams-

burg (Va.), and Charleston (S.C.), but eventu-

ally established their strongest and most
enduring foothold in New York. Boston was
long under the strongly repressive influence of

Puritanism. In Philadelphia, as elsewhere, the

religious spirit tried to set bars to the Thespian
invasion, a Bill being passed by the local govern-

ment in 1758 to interdict the building of play-

houses and the acting of plays. There must
already have been a liberal tendency at work,

however, for the Bill was set aside by the King
in Council, and during the governorship of John
Penn there was no interference with the come-
dians. Until the 1 9th century was well begun
Philadelphia was a larger and more influential

city than New York, and the rivalry between
the two American companies of players in the

cities was extremely active, Philadelphia laying

more stress than New York on the performances

of opera, especially in the last decade of the 18th
century ; but with the advent of opera in its

larger and truer forms New York took the

superior position, which it has maintained ever

since, as the most populous, wealthy, and cosmo-

politan city in the country ; and the Pennsyl-

vanian capital has become dependent, like all

the other cities of the country, upon visits from
opera troupes housed during the regular season

in New York. The musical repertory of the

first company of comedians which appeared in

Philadelphia about the middle of 1849, but left

more distinct traces in New York in February

1750, consisted wholly of ballad operas, namely,

'The Beggar's Opera,' 'Damon and Phillada,'

' The Devil to Pay,' ' Flora, or Hob in the Well,'
' The Virgin Unmasked 'and ' Colin and Phoebe.

'

To these the following works were added in

the progress of the period which elapsed before

English compositions gave way to foreign

:

'The Chaplet,' 'Love in a Village,' 'Thomas
and Sally,' ' The Maid of the Mill,' ' Lionel and
Clarissa,' 'The Padlock,' 'Contrivances,' 'A
Wonder, or an Honest Yorkshireman, '

' Midas

'

(O'Hara's burletta), ' Neptune and Amphitrite,

'

'Inkle and Yarico,' 'No Song, no Supper,'

'Robin Hood,' 'The Haunted Tower,' 'The
Siege of Belgrade,' ' Blue Beard,' 'Nina,' ' Clari,

or the Maid of Milan, '
'The Castle of Andalusia,'

' Abou Hassan,' ' Artaxerxes,' 'Dido,' 'The
Maid of Cashmere,' Balfe's 'Siege of Eochelle'

and ' Bohemian Girl,' ' The Miller and his Men,'
' The Duenna, '

' Paul and Virginia ' (Mazzinghi),

'Guy Mannering' and 'Rob Roy.'' The list

does not aim to be complete ; it might be made
to include a considerable number of works for

which music was partly arranged, partly com-
posed, by foreign musicians who, at the end of

the 18th century and beginning of the 19th,

were at the head of musical afiairs in New York
and Philadelphia. Chief among these were
Victor Pelissier,obviouslya Frenchman,whocame
from Cape of France, and Alexander Reinagle,

Benjamin Carr, James Hewitt and Raynor
Taylor, natives of England. Pelissier composed
the music for what, in the present state of know-
ledge, may be set down as the first opera wholly
written in America which had public perform-

ance. This was ' Edwin and Angelina,' the

words by Elihu Hubbard Smith of Connecticut,

originally written in 1791, revised in 1793 and
1794, and performed once on Dec. 19, 1796.

An opera entitled ' The Archers,' based on the

story of William Tell, words by William Dunlap,
music by Benjamin Carr, was written later, but
performed earlier (April 18, 1796) and oftener.

Before the end of the 18th century the English

comedians began carrying their plays and ballad

operas in all directions. Despite theuncongenial

social soU of Boston a playhouse was established

there in 1794. Companies went north into

Canada, south to Jamaica and New Orleans (a

company playing there for a brief season in

1817), west over the mountains and down the

Ohio River to Cincinnati and the towns of

Kentucky, gradually penetrating farther as

facilities for travel improved, and with them
the promises of reward. The discovery of gold

in California attracted the strollers to that

distant coast, and there Caroline Eichings was
singing in opera in 1856. Becoming established

and prospering, they tempted artists who had
won place and renown in the London theatres

to take up their abode or temporarily to visit

America. Thus came Mrs. Oldmixon, Miss
Leesugg, William Pearman, Charles Incledon,

Thomas Phillips, John Sinclair, Mr. and Mrs.

Wood (the latter Miss Paton), Mr. and Mrs.

Seguin, Jane Shires', Elizabeth Poole, John
» A fairly complete list of operas given in various cities up to 1797

may be compiled from George O. Seihamer's Biatory of the American
Ttttatre.
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Braham, Louisa Pyne, and others of little less

note who established themselves in the favour

and affections of the American people, and some

of whom made a lasting impression on the

American stage. It is needless to give the list

of operas performed by these singers ; it was

that current at Covent Garden at the time,

new works and adaptations making their way
across theocean with astonishing rapidity. Save

such operas as 'The Bohemian Girl," and later

'Maritana' and 'The Lily of Killarney,' the

repertories of all the English Grand Opera

Companies since the exclusively English period

have consisted of translated works. Though
English opera, or opera in English, never

became fashionable after 1850 or achieved the

degree of popularity enjoyed by Italian opera,

it never ceased to be, and many notable organisa-

tions devoted to it followed the early invaders,

so that its cultivation has been continued with

varying degrees of merit and success down to

to-day. Such companies were those headed

by Caroline Eiohings, Parepa-Rosa and Clara

Louise Kellogg. In 1886 a loudly heralded

attempt was made to place it on a level with

the German institution, which was then at its

zenith, having succeeded in elbowing its Italian

rival out of the principal operatic seat in New
York. The National Opera Company was
established with Mr. Theodore Thomas as its

artistic head. It started on its career with much
eclat, but made a disgraceful end within two

years. Of late an orgajusation which has dis-

closed notable vitality has been that owned
and managed by Henry W. Savage of Boston,

and known first as the Castle Square Opera
Company and afterwards as the Savage Grand
English Opera Co. Mr. Savage was led into

operatic management by becoming the owner
of the Castle Square Theatre in Boston, which,

unremunerative under other managers, he placed

on a profitable footing by his own management,
beginning in 1895. Gradually he extended

his enterprise, until for a while he had separate

companies performing operas and operettas in

Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

>md Washington. He then united his forces,

and, choosing the best of his artists, sent a

single company on a general tour through the

States. In the season 1904-5 a separate or-

ganisation, recraited to some extent in Europe,

produced "Wagner's ' Parsifal ' for the first time

in English in forty-seven cities. In the season

1905-6 he similarly made a feature of an English

version of 'Die Walkiire.'

The history of Italian opera in the United

Statesbegins in 1825, when a companyof singers,
gathered together in London, was induced to

come to New York by Domiuiok Lynch, a

French importer of wines. The company was

not only under the management of Manuel del

Popolo Vicente Garcia {q.v.), but half of the

J)rincipal singers were members of his family.

viz. himself, his wife, his daughter Maria

Felioitk (afterwards the famous Malibran), and

his son Manuel. It was Garcia's first and only

venture as an impresario, and an unlucky one

for him in its final outcome, though crowned

with reasonable success in New York. The
Park Theatre was the fashionable playhouse at

the time, and here Garcia opened his season on

Nov. 29, 1825, with Rossini's 'II Barbiere di

Siviglia,' in which he had created the r61e of

Almaviva nine years before. The company
remained a year in New York, giving what

might be called a regular and a supplementary

season, two nights a week, seventy-nine per-

formances in all, then journeyed onward to

Mexico, where Garcia added considerably to his

earnings, only to be robbed of all after he had
turned his face toward Europe. His repertory

consisted of 'II Barbiere,' 'Romeo e Giulietta,'

'IlTurco in Italia,' ' Semiramide, ' 'Don Gio-

vanni ' (for which a local representative of Don
Ottavio had to be engaged), 'Tancredi,' 'Otello,'

'Cenerentola,' and two of Garcia's operas,

'L'Amante astuto' and 'La Figlia del Aria.'

After her unfortunate marriage Mme. Malibran

had to support herselfbysinging in Grace Church
on Sundays and occasionally appearing in English

opera in the Bowery Theatre on week-days.

Garcia's Mexican misadventure seems to have
disillusioned him in the matter of operatic

management, and New York would in all prob-

ability have heard nothing more of Italian

opera for a long time to come had it not been

for Lorenzo da Ponte (g.v.), who had been a

resident of the city for a score of years. It was
he who had persuaded Garcia to include ' Don
Giovanni ' in his list. He had laboured long

and successfully to instil knowledge and love

for the Italian language and literature in the

cultivated society of the metropolis, and doubt-

less saw visions of a recrudescence of his earlier

aotivitiesastheatrical poet inYiennaand London.
At any rate he established himself as poet of

the Garcia troupe, sent to Europe for his niece,

Giulia de Ponte, a singer of mediocre ability,

and brought from Philadelphia an Italian com-
poser, Filippo Trajetta, with whom he hoped
to write operas for the Garcia troupe to perform.

Nothing came of these plans, however, the
Garcias being well on their way to Mexico
when Trajetta reached New York. Nevertheless
Da Ponte succeeded in keeping alive the spark
which had been fired by Garcia's coming, and
in 1832 he was instrumental in bringing a
second troupe to New York. The manager of

this company was a tenor singer named Mon-
tressor. The company began a season at the
Richmond Hill Theatre on Oct. 6, 1832, but the
enterprise collapsed after the thirty-fifth per-

foi-mance. In the story of the next undertaking,
which followed hard on the heels of the
Montressor failure, there will be recognised so

many of the elements characteristic of operatic
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management in England and America that it3

recitalmaystandas typicalofmanythat foliowed<
Da Fonte argued that Italian opera needed a

home of its own to make it thrive in the United
States. So he enlisted the interest and money
of richer men than himself and built the Italian

Opera-HouseatChurchand Leonard Streets. The
magnificence of the interior decorations and
fittings of the new playhouse were a new thing

in the country. It had an entire tier of boxes,

which were draped with crimson silk. The
floors were carpeted, and the sofas and stalls in

what had been the pit, but now became the

parterre, were upholstered in blue damask. The
dome was decorated with pictures of the Muses,

and the walls were painted, like the dome, by
artists imported from Europe for the purpose.

Thecostof the bnildingandgronndwas$l 75,000,
which was then considered a fabulous sum.

Italian opera took possession of its sumptuous
new home on Nov. 18, 1833, under the manage-
ment of Bivafinoli and Da Fonte, and began its

career with Rossini's ' Gazza Ladra. ' The season

was advertised to last forty nights, but was
lengthened by a supplementary term of twenty-

eight. So it endured, with few interruptions,

till July 21, 1834. The performances were

accounted brilliant. The plan of giving per-

fonnances also in Philadelphia (which is favoured

by the nearness of that city to New York, and
which has prevailed with managers from that

day to this) was adopted, fifteen representations

being given in the old national capital ; but at

the end of the season Rivafinoli was a ruined

man. The receipts had been only $51,780.89,

and the deficit was $29,275.09 according to a

published statement made by Rivafinoli. The
treasurer of the company, one Sacchi, and one

of the singers named Porto, reorganised the

company and reopened the beautiful house on

Nov. 10, 1834. New operas were added to the

current list, and the first American singer to

take prominent part in Italian performances

appeared in the person of Miss Julia Wheatley.

Musically the season was fairly successful, but

all came to an end with the unceremonious

departure from the city of the prima donna,

Signora Fanti. Then the accounts showed that

though the public support had been all that

could possibly have been expected, financial

success had been precluded by the large number
of free admissions which the management had
been compelled to grant. The boxes had been

retained by the stockholders in lieu of rent, and

also 116 free tickets nightly. Thus ended the

career of Italian opera in the first establishment

specially built for its housing. The Italian

Opera-House was given over to the spoken drama
under the new style as the National Theatre,

and was at the last destroyed by fire in 1841.

As has already been intimated, the story of

opera in 1833 and 1834 may be said to stand

for the story of Italian opera in New York

during the rest of the 1 9th century. With
the addition of a new element, rivalry, it was
repeated over and over again. Two years after

the destruction of the National Theatre, Ferdi-

nand Palmo, a popular restaurateur, built

Falmo's Opera-House, and opened it with a

troupe under his management on Feb. 3, 1844.

Within a year the -orchestral musicians struck

for their pay in the middle of a representation,

the sheriff seized the money in the box ofiice,

and the season came to an end. Falmo's fortune

was gone ; he went hack to the kitchen for a
living, and died an object of charity. The new
home of opera remained such for another season,

but with a rival in the shape of the Astor Place

Opera-House—which was opened on Nov. 22,

1847, under the management of Sanquirico and
Fatti, who had given a season earlier in the year

at Falmo's with the Havana Opera Company
playing at the Park Theatre and CastleGarden

—

to contend against. The continuance of opera

for five years at this house had been guaranteed

by 150 public-spirited citizens. At the end of

the period, which was the most exciting in the

history of opera in the United States, the Astor
Place Opera-House was completely discredited

as the home of Italian opera, and steps were
taken to build again, with greater pomp and
higher aims than ever. Now came the Academy
of Music, which was opened on Oct. 2, 1854,

with Grisi and Mario in ' Norma,' and which,

on Nov. 24, 1859, was the scene of Adelina

Fatti's d^but in opera. The Academy remained
the true home of Italian opera until the opening
of the Metropolitan Opera-House on Oct. 22,

1883. The need which prompted the building

of the new house was social. Fashion demanded
that its votaries should be box-owners at the

opera. Within the score of years following the

erection of the Academy the wealth and popula-

tion of New York had grown enormously.

There was no longer room at the old house for

all. The new one was built. For two seasons

both houses were occupied by rival managers,

rival singers, and rival audiences. The new
house prevailed, and the old, from the most
aristocratic playhouse in the city, became one
of the most humble and democratic. In 1906
conditions which surest those of 1882 in a

relative way are prevaiKng, and the city is on
the eve of a rivalry between the Metropolitan

Opera-House and the Manhattan Opera-House,

both tenanted by opera companies. As an
indication of the material progress made by the

American productions of Italian opera within

half a century it may suffice to call attention

to the fact that whfereas the average nightly

receipts during the consulships of the managers
who occupied the Astor Place Opera-House
while it tajoyed supremacy were |850, the
average nightly receipts at the Metropolitan

Opera-House during the past few seasons have
been $7500. New York and Philadelphia are
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now (1906) paying not much less than

$1,000,000 a year for opera.

Further details of the history of Italian opera

may be told in the form of an annotated list of

the principal men who have purveyed it for the

delectation of the American people. Mention
has been made of Garcia (1825-26), Moatrea^or

(1832), Da Ponte and Ravafinoli (1833-34),
Palmo (1844), Sanquirico and Patti—withwhom
was associated Pogliani for a space-—(1847).

The Patti in question was Salvatore, father of

Adelina and Carlotta Patti. With Sanquirico,

a buffo singer, he opened the Astor Place Opera-

House in 1847, but yielded it in 1848 to E. P.

Fry, brother of "W. H. Fry, critic of the

Tribune newspaper and composer, whose opera,

'Leonora,' was performed in 1846. Fry
brought Max Maretzek from Europe to act

as his conductor, and the latter became the

successor of the former as manager. Maret-
zek figured extensively as manager and con-

ductor from 1848 to 1870 in all the theatres

of the city, and wherever opera went in other

cities of the States. The Havana Company
when it first came to New York was under the

management of Don Francesco Marty y Torrens,

and made a notable impression upon American
operatic annals by introducing as its conductors

Bottesini {q.v.), the famous contrabass player,

and Luigi Arditi (?.».), who remained identified

with opera in the United States until 1890.

In 1853 James H. Hackett appeared upon the

scene with a company headed by Mario and
Grisi, and for a brief space in 1854 Ole Bull

{q.v.) tempted fortune as manager of the

Academy of Music. Maurice Strakosch began
a career which extended over a generation in

1857, in which year he was associated with the

European musical agent and manager Bernard
UUmann and Thalberg, the pianoforte virtuoso,

whom Ullmann had brought to the United
States. Thalberg's connection with operatic

management was of short duration, however,

and Ullmann returned to Europe in 1861. In
1 8 59 he was the partner of Maretzek. Strakosch

was the brother-in-law as well as the teacher of

Adelina Patti, and he accompanied her to

Europe in 1860. Thereafter he usually worked
in connection with his brother Max Strakosch,

who in 1861 joined forces for a time with
Jacob Grau, uncle of Maurice Grau, who was
destined to see Italian opera reach the zenith of

its prosperity at the Metropolitan Opera-House
between 1900 and 1903. Names of minor
importance, like Draper, Mora, Albites, and
De Vivo, lead to that of James H. Mapleson
(y.v.), who was manager of the Academy of

Music from 1875 to 1885. In 1896 he returned

to the field of many triumphs, but his enterprise

was overtaken within a few weeks by effacing

disaster. The first manager of the Metropolitan

Opera-House was Henry E. Abbey, with whom
was associated Maurice Grau in an executive

capacity. One year sufficed for Mr. Abbey to

write his name high among those of the mana-

gerial wrecks which strew the shores of Italian

opera from Handel's day to this. When the

directors of the company that had built the

opera-house began to look for a lessee they found

that there were no candidates, and that the

impresarios whom they had invited to manage
their house were unwilling to meet their require-

ments in the matter of artists. In this dilemma

they were approached by Dr. Leopold Damrosch,

with a proposition tliat German opera be

substituted for Italian, and that the financial

responsibility of the enterprise be assumed by
the stockholders of the opera-house company.
This was agreed to, and the season of 1884-85

began on November 17 with ' Tannhauser.

'

For seven years German opera now held the

field against Italian, and within that time took

so firm a hold upon popular taste that after the

whims of fashion led the directors of the opera-

house again to put it in the hands of Messrs.

Abbey, Schoeffel, and Grau in 1891, those

managers included German opera in the reper-

tory, and began the custom of giving all operas

in the language in which they were written

—

a principle which they were helped to apply by
the circumstance that two of the most popular

members of their company were the brothers

Jean and Edouard De Keszk6, who were pro-

ficient in the Italian, French, and German
tongues. Abbey, Schoeffel, and Grau were suc-

ceeded by a corporation called the Grau Opera
Company, which gave way after the retirement

of Mr. Grau, because of ill-health, at the close

of the season 1902-3 to the'Heinrich Conried

Opera Company, of which a German actor and
manager long active in New York is the business

and artistic head.

German opera,which, afteritsseason oftriumph
from 1884 to 1891, took its place harmoniously
beside its former rivals, had been in. a. militant

condition since it began in America. This was
in 1855, when a company of German singers, of

which Julius Ungher was the conductor, gave a
series ofperformances in Niblo's Garden Theatre.

The operas of this first season were ' Der Frei-

sohiitz,' 'Martha,' 'Masaniello,' and 'Stradella.'

The movement was greatly helped by the large

German population of the cityand the dominance
of the Germans in the general musical activities

of the metropolis. Within a year after the
beginning Maretzek thought it wise to sue for

the support of the German populace by giving
extra nights of German opera at the Academy of
Music. Carl Bergmann {q.v.) placed himself at

the head of the German forces (never absent
long from the city after they had once effected

an entrance) for a short season at the old Bowery
Theatre in 1856, and again in 1859 at the Stadt-^

theater, the home at the time of German drama.
Carl Anschiitz, brought from London in 1857
to be conductor of the Italian opera at the
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academy underStrakosohandUllmann, remained
to head several German enterprises beginning in

1863, and in theregular season of 1863-64 at the
Academy he conducted a German companyunder
the management of Grover, which alternated

with the Italian company managed by Maretzek.

A score of German cpmpanies, largely made up
of the same artists, followed each other during

the next two decades, and a number of singers

who had won favour in the Italian companies
(artists like Parepa-Kosa and Lucca) not only

took part in German performances on occasion,

but alsoplaced themselves at the head ofitinerant
companies which spread the vogue of German
opera throughout the country. Such a company
w£is the Carlotta Patti German Opera Company,
whose chief attraction was Mozart's 'Magic
Flute.' In the van of other German companies
were the dramatic sopranos Lichtmay and
Frederici, the tenor Habelmann and the basso

Karl Formes. The coming of Wachtel led to

the formation of the Wachtel Company in 1875.

In the days of their earliest struggles the German
singers began the movement which resulted in

the Wagnerisation of the repertory, and which
took so strong a hold upon the people throughout
the country that after the re-establishment of

the ItaUan r^ime (with a significant modifica-

tion) at the Metropolitan Opera-House in 1891,

Walter Damrosch was enabled successfully to

conduct seasons of German opera in cities like

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

St. Louis, and San Francisco in spite of the

opposition of the institution which had the

mark of fashion. The term Wagnerisation is

here meant to signify not alone the preponder-

ance of Wagner's lyric dramas in the current

lists of the opera-houses, but also the infusion

of Wagner's principles of performance in all the

works brought forward. It will be interesting

in studying the influence of the German com-

panies to note the dates on which Wagner's

operas and dramas were first produced in New
York, not a few of these dates showing that the

American city took precedence of many of the

capitals of Europe in appreciation of Wagoer's

genius: 'Tannhauser,' April 4, 1859 ; 'Lohen-

grin,' April 3, 1871 ;
' The Flying Dutchman, 'in

Italian, Philadelphia, Nov. 8, 1876 ; in English,

New York, Jan. 26, 1877 ; in German, New
York, March 12, 1877 ;

' Die Walkiire,' April 2,

1877 ; 'Rienzi,' March 4, 1878 ; 'Die Meister-

singer,' Jan. 4, 1886 ; 'Tristan und Isolde,'

Dec. 1, 1886 ;
' Siegfried,' Nov. 9, 1887 ;

'Gotterdammerung,' Jan. 25, 1888 ; 'Das

Rheingold," Jan. 4, 1889 ; 'Parsifal,' Deo. 24,

1903. The productions from 1886 to 1889

were all under the artistic direction of Anton
SeidI, who was conductor at the Metropolitan

Opera-Honse during the German regime after the

first season. Dr. Damrosch dying just before that

season ended.

America boasts a large list of singers who have

adorned the operatic stage at home and abroad

within the last half century. The most notable

have been Charles R. Adams, Suzanne Adams,
Emma Albani (born in Canada hut reared in

New York State), David Bispham, Robert Blass,

William Candidas, Annie Louise Cary, Jessie

Barlett Davis, Emma Eames (born while her

parents were sojourning in China), Signer Foli,

Geraldine Farrar, Julia Gaylord, Helen Hast-

reiter, Minnie Hank, Eliza Hensler (who, while

singing in Lisbon, became the morganatic wife

of Dom Fernando, the queen's consort), Louise

Homer, Emma Juch, Clara Louise Kellogg,

Pauline L'Allemand, Marie Litta, Isabella

M'CuUough, Emma Nevada, Lillian Nordioa,

Fred. C. Packard, Jules Perkins, Sig. Perugini,

Adelaide Phillips, Mathilde Phillips, Susan
Strong, Minnie Tracy, Emma Thursby, Alwina
Valleria, Jennie Van Zandt (Vanzini), Marie
Van Zandt, Julia Wheatley, Virginia Whiting
(Signora Lorini), and Josephine Yorke. Within
the century and a half which has elapsed since

opera found a footing in the country a large

number, perhaps a majority, of the singers who
have enjoyed great and general fame have sung
in the United States. Most of them effected

their American debuts in New York, and there

follows here a list of them, with their first

appearances, for which may be claimed as much
accuracy as a painstaking study and revision of

the available reoords__made possible :

—

Ackt^, ISM.
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Scalchi', 1SS2.

8ehott, 1884.
Schroeder-Hanfstjfng!, 1884.
Schumann-Heink, 1897.

Scotti, 1899.

Seguin, Mr. and Mis., 1838.

Sembrlch, 1883.

Sontag, 1853.

Btagno, 1883.

Stefi^noue, 1849.
Sucher, 1895.

Susbii, 1854.

Sylva, 1885.

Tamagno, 1890.
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OPERA BOUFFE. A French comic opera,

of exceedingly light character, and constructed

on too trivial a scale to entitle it to rank as an

opera-comique. w. s. B.

OPERA BUFFA. An Italian Opera, of light

and playful character, in which the dialogue is

carried on in Secitativo secco, interposed between

the airs, duets, and choruses, which form the

chief attraction of the piece. The subject of

the Opera Buffa is always more or less comic,

and not unfrequently extravagantly so. The
finest examples extant are : Cimarosa's 'IlMatri-

monio segreto,' Mozarfs -"-God fan tutte,' and
Rossini's ' II Barbiere di Siviglia. ' [See Opera,

and CoMio Opera.] w. s. k.

OPERA COMIQUE, A French Opera, in

which the dinoumeTit is happy, and the dialogue

spoken. Provided these two conditions be

present it is not at all necessary that the piece

should introduce any really comic scenes, or

characters ; for instance, one of the finest op6ras-

comiques in existence is Cherubini's ' Les deux

joumees,' in which the hero is only saved from

whut appears to be almost certain destruction

by the devotion of a humble friend. [' Carmen,'

too, with its tragic denoHmeni, ranks as an
op&a-oomique, because of its spoken dialogue.

See Opera, and Comic Opera.] w. s. e.

OP^RA-COMIQUE, THE, at Paris, a theatre

for French pieces with spoken dialogue, origin-

ated in the 'spectacles de la Foire.' For its

early history we refer the reader to Chouquet's

Sistoire de la Miisique Dramatique en France,

etc. (Paris : Didot, 1873), and will only state

that the title of ' Op^ra-Comique ' dates from

the execution of an agreement between the come-

dians and the directors of the Academic Royale

de Musique in 1715. The new enterprise, thus

recognised, succeeded so well as to excite the

jealousy of the large theatres, and in 1745 to

cause the closing of the Opfra-Oomique. In

1752, however, Monet received permission to

re-establish -it at the Fa,ir of St. Germain, and
under his skilful management it progressed so

rapidly that in 1762 the Opdra-Oomique joined

the ComMie Italienne, and took possession of

the room in the Rue Mauconseil, whence in

1783 they migrated to [the theatre in the Rue
Favart. In 1791 a second Op^ra-Comiqne
Company established itself in the-Rue Feydeau,

and a fierce competition ensued, which ended in

the ruin and closing of both houses in 1801.

After this the two companies were united into

one, which settled itself at the Th^tre Feydeau,

OPHICLEIDE

leaving the Salle Favart to the Italian- troflpe.-

At the Feyde?ra they remained till April 1829>-

when the theatre, being no longer habitable,-;

was closed. The Favart theatre being still in

the hands of the Italians, the Op&a-Comique

took possession of the Salle Ventadour, but

quitted it in 1832 for the little Th^tee des

Nouveautes in the Place de l,a Bourse (no longer

existing), and at length in 1840 returned to

the Salle Favart, where it is still located. The
house looks on to the Place Boieldieu. It held

1500 persons. In 1879 it was completely re-

stored by Cr^pinet, to the improvement of its

acoustic qualities, which before were not good.

[The theatre was burnt down on May 25, 1887^

and for several years after that the company's

performances took place at the Thetoe Lyrique

in the Place des Ch3,telet, now the Th. Sarah

Bernhardt. On Deo. 7, 1898, the fine theatre,

rebuilt on the old site, was opened with

brilliant success.] G. c.

OPERETTA. A little opera, generally of

a buffo character, too short to furnish an even-

ing's amusement, but useful as an afterpiece or

Intermezzo. We can scarcely point out more
charming examples of the style than Mozart's
' Sohauspieldirektor ' and Rossini's ' L' Inganno
felice.' Both these little masterpieces are in

one act, and this condition is really an essential

characteristic of the Operetta ; the series of

Gilbert and Sullivan operettas set the feshion

for pieces of the kind in two acts.

In Italy the dialogue of the Operetta is always

carried on in EedtaMvo secco. In England, Ger-

many, and France it is spoken. w. s. R.

OPHICLEIDE (Eng. and Germ. ; Fr. Basse

d'Harmonie). A barbarous name, compounded
of the Greek words for snake and door-key,

which has been given to an improvement on
the serpent, Russian bassoon, or bass-horn.

The invention of this instrument is attributed

by Fetis to Friohot, a French musician settled

in London about the year 1790. He states,

moreover, that Friohot published in London in

the year 1800 a description and method of

playing it, under the title of ' A Complete Scale

and Gammut of the Bass-horn, a new instru-

ment, invented by M. Friohot, and manufactured
by J. Astor.' It seems, however, that a

; musician of the church of St. Peter, at Lille,!

by name Regibo, had already, in 1780, made
improvements on the serpent, by adding several

keys and modifying the bore, so that Eegibb
may in fact be considered as the inventor even
of the so-called Russian bassoon, 'which re-*

turned from the north of Europe about thirty,

years later.' It seems agreed on all hands that
the French were made acquainted with this

instrument by the bands of the allied sovereigns,

when the latter occupied Paris in 1815. In
this year its discovery, is claimed by Halary of
Paris, who patented it in 1821, and whose;
successor is ;Said to- possess the origiiial model.
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with seven keys and a scale of twenty-seven
notes. Labbaye added new keys to it, and the
number was raised to eleven or twelve.

[Since the date of the first edition of this

work the ophieleide has become obsolete. The
period of its rise and decline lies within the

19th century, its decline corresponding in

time with the improvement of the various bass

brass valved instruments ; and as it may be

regarded as the final development and latest

survival of cup -blown instruments with side-

holes (see Wind Instkumekts), a general view

of the relationship between the ophieleide and
its immediate predecessors may be conveniently

given here.

From the family of the zinken came the

serpent, an instrument of large calibre, de-

scending to the 8-foot C, and originally having
six or sometimes seven finger-holes, but no
keys. The serpentine form was given to the

instrument to bring the finger-holes within

convenient reach, but the fundamental defect

was that any holes that could be covered by
the fingers were necessarily far too small to

allow of free ventage and good intonation.

The gradual addition of keys improved the

instrument, but so long as the finger-holes

remained no really good scale was possible.

The 'bass-horn,' or 'basson Eusse,' was essen-

tially a serpent changed in form, so as, by
being doubled upon itself, to have some re

semblance to the bassoon, but the weakness

due to the size and position of the finger-holes

remained ; beyond convenience in handling,

the improvement upon the serpent was tliere-

fore not great.

To Halary of Paris appears to be due the

credit of dispensing with finger-holes, and of

so disposing large side-holes covered with keys

as to obtain a chromatic scale with facility,

both in the pedal and upper octaves. The
' bass-horn,' or ' basson Russe,' thus became the

ophieleide, an instrument an octave lower

than the key or Kent bugle (and of the same
family), to which similar key-work had already

been applied. There is, however, this dis-

tinction between the two instruments, that

whereas on the key -bugle the pedal octave

c to c' is not used, and the key-work has there-

fore only to give the chromatic scale between

c' and /, on the ophieleide the pedal octave is

used, and the key-work had to be schemed to

give semitones from C to c.

The instrument as finally established had

eleven and in some cases twelve keys, and was

blown with a large cup mouth-piece of metal

or ivory, very similar to those of the bass-

trombone and euphonium. Some of the early

specimens Avere made chiefly of wood, like their

predecessors the serpents, and were termed

serpentcleides, but latterly brass was almost

universally used for the whole instrument.

The ophieleide being practically a conical

tube possesses the usual harmonic series of all

brass instruments, and its open notes are these

— C, c, g, c', e', g', bb', c" ; but the last two
were usuallj' obtained as

harmonics of lower notes

produced from side-holes.

The C speaks through a

side -hole covered by an
open -standing key, and
the bell of the instrument

is prolonged sufficiently

to give Bp, when this

open-standing key is

closed by the thumb of

the left hand. The scries

as above given then be-

comes B,a, Bt], /t, 6i,

etc., and in like manner
the different eff"ective

lengths of the tube, as

determined by the suc-

cessive opening of the

other ten keys, yield

primes from Cfl to AJI,

each of which can give

its series of harmonics by
changes of lip-pressure.

A compass is thus ob-

tained of thirty - eight

semitones, or a little over

three octaves—from B,J to c"—but the upper
limit is indeterminate, as on nearly all wind
instruments. It will be obvious that from the
overlapping and coincidence of the various

harmonic series many alternative methods of

producing the same note with slight enhar-

monic changes are open to a good player.]

The tone of the ophieleide is, from its differ-

ence of scale and of material, less tender and
veiled than that of its predecessor the serpent,

but on the other hand it has greater compass
and equality than that rather primitive con-

trivance.

[The ophicleides used in the orchestra were
usually made in G, but in military bands they
were used in Bb, with A5 for the lowest note.

Alto or tenor instruments in F or Et> were
sometimes made, and also contrabass ophi-

cleides in F or Eb, an octave lower than the

tenors."

The complete falling into desuetude of this

instrument, notwithstanding its fairly good
intonation and distinctive tone-quality, must
be partly attributed to this very distinctiveness,

a peculiar 'hollowness' which did not blend well

with other instruments ; and partly to the

improvement in brass valve-instruments, with

their nmch more simple and convenient finger-

ing and richer tone-quality.

The ophieleide was first used in the opera in

the production of Spontini's 'Olympie'in 1819.]

Two of these instruuients were employed at

the Musical Festival in Westminster Abbey in

27i
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June 1834. At the Birmingham Festival of

the same year an ophicleide as well as a contra-

bass ophioleide were introduced, and are noticed

in a periodical of the time as 'destined to

operate a great change in the constitution of

the orchestra.'

There is very little concerted music for this

instrument. Indeed Mendelssohn, who employs

it freely in some of his works, such as 'Elijah,'

where it is written for down to 16-foot A, three

lines below the bass stave, and the 'Midsummer

Night's Dream' music, where it has an im-

portant part in the overture, may be considered

as the only classical writer who systematically

introduces it in his scores. Wagner has re-

placed it by bass and contrabass tubas. Tutors

for the ophicleide are published by Schiltz, by
Berr & Caussinus, and by V. Comette ; the

second is the most complete, w. H. s. ; with

additions in square brackets by D. j. B.

OPUS, OPUS-NUMBER, OPERA, (EUVRE.
A method of numbering musical compositions

in the order of their publication, using the Latin

word opus (work), appears first, though rather

spasmodically, in the 17th century ; it began

to come into general use in the time of Mozart,

but was not fully established until Beet-

hoven's time, the numbering not being carried

out to all the published works of the former

master. No rule is observed as regards the size

of an opVyS ; for instance, Beethoven's op. 1 con-

sists of three pianoforte trios, while Schubert's

op. 1 is only the song 'Erlkbnig.' The opus-

number has nothing to do with the date of com-
position, but only with that of the publication

;

thus some early works, both of Schubert and
Mendelssohn, were published (posthumously)

with very late opus-numbers. Several mistakes

have occurred in the numbering of Beethoven's

works in various editions : for instance, the

three pianoforte sonatas (op. 31) have often

been called ' op. 29,' which is the number of

the String Quiatet in 0, and the last four of

the so-called ' posthumous ' quartets have been
numbered in two different ways. The accurately

chronological numbering is as follows : the A
minor Quartet should be op. 130, not 132

;

that in Bb major, op. 131, not 130 ; that in CJ|

minor, op. 132, not 131, and that in F major,

op. 133, not 135. But it is unlikely that the

series of more familiar, if less correct, numbers
will now be abandoned, M.

ORATORIO (Lat. Oratorivm ; Ital. Dramma
sacra per Musica, Oratorio ; Germ. Oratoriwm).

A sacred Poem, usually of a dramatic character,

sung throughout by solo voices and chorus, to

the accompaniment of a full orchestra, but—at

least in modem times—without the assistance

of scenery, dresses, or action.

I. Anoiknt Oeatoeio.

It is impossible to say when, where, or by
whom, the first dramatio representation of a

scene from Holy Writ was attempted. One of

the oldest examples of which we have any certain

record is the 'Festum Asinorura,' celebrated at

Beauvais and Sens, in the 12th century, and

long remembered in connection with a &mous
carol called the ' Prose de I'Ane,' the melody of

which will be found in the present volume. [See

p. 385.] But it was not onlyin France that such

representations found favour in the sight of the

people. William Fitz Stephen mentions a Monk
of Canterbury who wrote many Miracle-Plays

during the reign of King Henry II., and died in

1191 ; and we know, from other sources, that

an English audience was always ready to greet

entertainments of this description with a hearty

welcome. The clergy also took them under their

especial protection, and retained their interest

in them for so long a period, that, in 1378 the

choristers of St. Paul's performed them regularly,

under careful ecclesiastical superintendence. In

other countries they attained an equal degree of

popularity, but at a somewhat later date. In

Italy, for instance, we hear of a 'Commedia
Spirituale ' performed for the first time at Padua
in 1243, and another at Friuli in 1298 ; while
' Oeistliche Schauspiele ' first became common in

Germany and Bohemia about the year 1322.

[The recent revival, in theatrical form, of the old

mystery of ' Everyman, ' has given a new and
living interest to these productions.]

The subjects of these primitive pieces were

chosen for the purpose of illustrating certain

incidents selected from the history of the Old
and New Testaments, the lives of celebrated

Saints, or the meaning of Allegorical Conceits,

intended to enforce important lessons in Religion

and Morality. For instance, ' II Conversione di

S. Paolo' was sung in Rome in 1440,and 'Abram
et Isaac sno Figluolo ' at Florence in 1449.
Traces are also found of 'Abel e Caino ' (1554),
' Sansone ' (1554), ' Abram et Sara ' (1556), ' 11

Figluolo Prodigo' (1565), an allegorical piece,

called 'La Commedia Spirituale deU' Anima,'
printed at Siena, without date (and not to be
confounded with a very interesting work bearing
a somewhat similar title, to be mentioned pre-

sently), and many different settingsof the history
of the Passion ofour Lord. This last was always
a very favourite subject ; and the music adapted
to it, combining some of the more prominent
characteristics of ecclesiastical Plain-song with
the freedom of the secular Chanson, was certainly

not wanting in solemnity. Particular care was
always taken with that part of the sacred
narrative which described the grief of Our Lady
at the Crucifixion ; and we find frequent instances

of the ' Lamentation ' of Mary, or of St. Mary
Magdalene, or of The Three Maries, treated, in

several different languages, in no unworthy
manner. The following is from a MS. of the
14th century, formerly used at the Abbey of

Origny Saint Benoit, but now preserved in the
Library at S. Quentin :

—
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ie» Trois Hemes,

Tons per - du nos - tre con - fort Dis -

Bnm Chzls-tum ties tont plain de don-cour. n es -

mout nous a - molt U-TTala

No great improvement seems to have been
made in the style of these performances after

the 14th century ; indeed, so many abuses crept

into them that they were frequently prohibited

by ecclesiastical authority. But the principle

upon which they were founded still remained
untouched, and the general opinion seemed to

be rather in favour of their reformation than
their absolute discontinuance. S. Philip Neri,

the founder of the congregation of Oratorians,

thought very highly of them as a means of

instruction, and warmly encouraged the culti-

vation of sacred music of all kinds. On certain

evenings in the week his sermons were preceded

and followed either by a selection of popular

hymna (see Laudi Spiritual:), or by the

dramatic rendering of a scene &om Scripture

history, adapted to the comprehension of an
audience consisting chiefly of Boman youths of

thehumblerclasses, thediscourses beingdelivered

between the acts of the drama. As these observ-

ances were first introduced in the Oratory of

S. Philip's newly-built church of S. Maria in

Vallicella, the performances themselves were

commonly spoken of as Oratorios, and no long

time elapsed before this term was accepted, not

in Rome only, but throughout the whole of

Europe, as the distinguishing title of the

'Dramma sacra per musica.'

S. Philip died in 1595, but the performances

were not discontinued. The words of some of

them are still extant, though unfortunately

without the music, which seems to have aimed

at a style resembling that of the Madrigals

Spirituals—just as in the ' Amfipamasso ' of

Orazio Vecchi we find a close resemblance to

that of the secular madrigal. Nothing could

have been more ill adapted than this for the

expression of dramatic sentiment : and it seems

not improbable that the promoters of the move-

ment may themselves have been aware of this

fact, for soon after the invention of the Monodic

Style we meet with a notable change which at

once introduces us to the first period in the

history of the true Oratorio. [See Monodia.]

While Peri and Caccini were cautiously feel-

ing their way towards a new style of dramatic

music in Florence, Emilio del Cavalieri, a com-

poser of no mean reputation, was endeavouring

with equal earnestness to attain the same end
in Rome. With this purpose in view he set

to music a sacred drama, written for him by
Laura Guidiccioni, and entitled ' La Rappre-

sentazione dell' Anima e del Oorpo.' The piece

was an allegorical one, complicated in structure,

and of considerable pretensions ; and the music
was written throughout in the then newly-
invented stilo rappresentativo of which Emilio

del Cavalieri claimed to be the originator. The
question of priority of invention is surrounded,

in this case, with so many difBculties, that we
cannot interrupt the course of our narrative for

the purpose of discussing it. SufiBce it to say

that, by a singular coincidence, the year 1600
witnessed the first performance, in Rome, of

Emilio's ' Rappresentazione ' and, in Florence,

of Peri's ' Euridice '—the earliest examples of the
true Oratorio and the tme Opera ever presented
to the public. The Oratorio was produced at

the Oratory of S. Maria in Vallicella in the
month of February, ten months before the

appearance of ' Euridice ' at Florence. Emilio
del Cavalieri was then no longer living, but he
had left such full directions, in his preface, as

to the manner in which the work was to be per-

formed, that no difficulty whatever lay in the
way of bringing it out in exact accordance with
his original intention, which included scenes,

decorations, action, and even dancing on a
regular stage (in Palco). The principal char-

acters were II Tempo (Time), La Vita (Life),

II Mondo (the World), II Piacere (Pleasure),

L' Intelletto (the Intellect) , L'Anima (the Soul),

II Corpo (the Body), two Youths who recited

the Prologue, and the Chorus. The Orchestra

consisted of one Lira doppia, one Clavicembalo,

one Chitarrone, and two Flauti, 'o vero due
tibie air antica. ' No part is written for a violin

;

but a note states that a good efiect may be pro-

duced by playing one in unison with the soprano

voices throughout. The orchestra was entirely

hidden from view, but it was recommended that

the various characters should carry musical

instruments in their hands, and pretend to

accompany their voices, and to play the Ritor-

nelli interposed between the melodies allotted

to them. A Madrigal, with full instrumental

accompaniment, was to take the place of the

overture. The curtain then rose, and the two
youths delivered the Prologue ; after which a

long solo was sung by Time, [quoted in Bumey'a
History, iv. p. 91]. The Body, when singing

thewords, 'Sechehormaiabnamia.'wastothrow
away his golden collar and the feathers from his

hat. The World and Life were to be very richly

dressed, but when divested of their ornaments,

to appear very poorand wretched, and ultimately

dead bodies. A great number of instiTimente

were to join in the Ritomelli. And, finally, it

was directed that the performance might be
finished either with or without a dance. ' If
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without,' says the stage-direction,' 'the vocal

and instrumental parts of the last chorus must
be doubled. But should a dance be preferred,

the verse beginning Chiostri altissimi e stellali

must be sung, accompanied by stately and
reverent steps. To these will succeed other

grave steps and figures of a solemn character.

During the ritomelli the four principal dancers

will perform a ballet, embellished with caper?

(saltato con capriole) without singing. And
thus, after each verse, the steps of the dance

will always be varied, the four chief dancers

sometimes using the Gagliarde, sometimes the

Canario, and sometimes the Corrente, which will

do well in the BitomelU.'

The general character of the music—in which
no distinction is made between Eecitative

and Air—will be readily understood from the

following examples of portions of a solo and
chorus :—

•

L'Intelletto.

I'a - le ' E con tal fretta pas sa ch'a dle-tro i

Ten - ti e le Ba - et - te las

"g-g-r^ '

Had EmiUo del Cavalieri lived to follow up
his first Oratorio with others of similar character,

the result ofhis labours could scarcely have failed

to add greatly to his already high reputation,

for his first attempt met with a very enthusiastic

reception. [See the Oxford History of Music,

vol. iii. ; The Seventeenth Century, pp. 37-40.]

Unfortunately, the most popular among his

successors devoted so much attention to the
development of the Opera, that for a time the

Oratorio was almost forgotten ; and it was not
until more than twenty years after his death
that it again excited sufficient interest to lead

to the production of the series of works which
illustrate the second period of our history.

The occasion which immediately led to this

revival was the Canonisation of SS. Ignatius

Loyola and Francis Xavier. In honour of this

event Eapsberger set to music an Allegorical

Drama, called ' Apotheosis, seu consecratio SS.

Ignatii et Franciaci Xaverii,' which was several

times performed at the Collegio Romano, with

magnificent scenic decorations and full dramatic
action, in the year 1622. The music of this

piece, which is still extant, is miserably poor
and so much inferior, both in originality and
dramatic form, to the works of Monteverde and
other popular writers of the period, that it is

impossible to believe it could have succeeded,

had it not been for the splendour of the mise en

seine with which it was accompanied. Another
piece, on the same subject, entitled ' S. Ignatius

lioyola,' was set to music in the same year by
Vittorio Loreto. Neither the poetry nor the

music of this has been preserved, butErythraeus'
assures us that, though the former was poor, the

latter was of the highest order of excellence, and
that the success of the performance was unprece-
dented. Vittorio Loreto also set to music ' La
Pelligrina constante," in 1647, and ' II Sagrifizio

d' Abramo,' in 1648. Besides these, mention is

made of ' II Lamento di S. Maria Vergine,' by
Michelagnolo Capellini, in 1627 ; 'S. Alessio,'

by Stefano Landi, in 1634 ;
' Erminio sul Gior-

dano,' by Michel Angelo Kossi, in 1637 ; and
numerous oratorios by other composers, of which,
in most instances, the words only have survived,

none appearing to have been held in any great

amount of popular estimation. An exception
must, however, be made in favour of the works of

Domenico Mazzocchi, by far the greatest com-
poser of this particular period, whose 'Queri-
monia di S. Maria Maddelena ' rivalled in popu-
larity even the celebrated 'Lamento d' Arianna'
of Monteverde. Domenico Mazzocchi, the elder
of two highly talented brothers, though a
learned contrapuntist, was also an enthusiastic
cultivator of the monodic style, and earnestly,

endeavoured to ennoble it in every possible way,
and above all, to render it a worthy exponent of
musical and dramatic expression. He it was
who first made use of the well-known sign now

^ Sptitola ad tMvenot, Ub, iv.
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called the ' Swell '(-=;==-) ; and, beiiringthis

fact in mind, we are not surprised to find in his

music a refinement of expression for which we
may seek in Tain among the works even of the
best of his contemporaries. His oratorio, ' II

Martirio di SS. Abbundio ed Abbundanzio,' was
produced in Rome in 1631 ; but his fame rests

chiefly upon the 'Querimonia,' which when per-

formed at S.Maria inVallicella, bysuch singers as

Vittorio Loreto, Buenaventura, or Marcantonio,

drew tears from all who heard it. The following

extract will be sufficient to show the touchingly

pathetic character of this famous composition

—

the best which this period could boast :

—

S. Maria Maddelena.

'^s^.
Beu Tuol aa • uax - la U Be-den-to - leil

^^
^^"^^^g^SEgg^g

saDgae, ma indamo sparsl il pre -u-o • aorl<o

m
i^^^^^s

sa-rftper leidiqnelbe - a-to aangue aenzaildogliosohu-

m ^^^^
^^

mor del pian

We now come to a greater composer than any

of whom we have hitherto had occasion to speak

—one of those representative men whose rare

genius is powerful enough not only to inaugurate

a new era in the annals of art, but to leave its

impress upon all time.

Giovanni Carissimi was the first composer of

the monodic school who succeeded in investing

the new style with a suflBcient amount either of

dignity or pathos to encourage a reasonable hope

that it might one day produce results in some

degree commensurate for good with the loss it

occasioned by the destruction of polyphony.

Considered as music, the united value of all the

monodic works produced within the first thirty

years of the 17th century would be outweighed

over and over again by one single bar of the

least of Luca Marenzio's madrigals. Except as

stepping-stones to something better, they were

absolutely worthless. Their only intrinsic merit

was a marked advance in correctness of rhetorical

expression. But this single good quality repre-

sented a power which, had it been judiciously

used, would have led to changes exceeding 'in

importance any that its inventors had dared to

conceive, even in their wildest dreams. Un-
happily, it was not judiciously used. Blinded

by the insane spirit of Hellenism which so fatally

counteracted the best effects of the Renaissance,

the pioneers of the modern style strove to find

a royal road to dramatic truth which would save

them the trouble of studying musical science
;

and they failed, as a matter of course ; for the

expression they aimed at, instead of being en-

forced by the harmonious progression of its

accompaniment, was too often destroyed by its

intolerable cacophony.' It remained for Caris-

simi to prove that truth of expression and purity

of harmonic relations were interdependent upon
each other ; that really good music, beautiful

in itself, and valuable for its own sake, was not

only the fittest possible exponent of dramatic

sentiment, but was rendered infinitely more
beautiful byits connection therewith, and became
the more valuable in exact proportion to the

amount of poetical imagery with which it was
enriched. Forming his style upon this sure

basis, and trusting to his contrapuntal skill to

enable him to carry out the principle, Carissimi

wrote good music always—music which would
have been pleasant enough to listen to for its

own sake, but which became infinitely more
interesting when used as a vehicle for the expres-

sion of all those tender shades ofjoy and soitow

which make up the sum of what is usually called

' human passion. ' His refined taste and graceful

manner enabled him to do this so successfully,

that he soon outshone all his contemporaries,

who looked upon him as a model of artistic ex-

cellence. His first efforts were devoted to the

perfection of the Sacred Cantata, of which he has

left us a multitude of beautiful examples ; but he
also wrote numerous Oratorios, among which the

beat known are 'Jephte,' 'Ezechiaa,' 'Baltazar,'

'Abraham et Isaac,' 'Jonas,' 'Judicium Salo-

monis,' ' L'Histoire de Job,' 'La Plainte des

Damnes,' 'Le Mauvais Riche,' and 'Le Juge-

ment Dernier.' These are all full of beauties,

and, in ' Jephte ' especially, the composer has

reached a depth of pathos which none but the

greatest of singers can hope to interpret satisfac-

torily. The solo, ' Florate coUes, ' assigned to

Jephtha's Daughter, is a model of tender ex-

pression : and the Echo, sung by two sopranos

at the end of each clause of the melody, adds an
inexpressible charm to its melancholy effect.

FlLIA,
Flo-ra - te. plo

1 Stefano Laudi, In his preface to 'S. Alessio' (Boma 1634), tells

us that the Bltomelli are written for violins, in three parts ; but
that a bass is often added to them, moving purposely in flfUis or
octaveswith one of the parts, for the sake of the beauty of the effect.'
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It was about this time that the spectacular

representation began gradually to fall into disuse,

though the dramatic character of the poem was
still retained, with certain modifications, chief

among which was the introduction of a personage

called the ' Historicus,' to whom were assigned

certain narrative passages interpolated between
the clauses of the Dialogue for the purpose of

carrying on the story intelligibly in the absence

of scenic action. This idea was no doubt sug-

gested by the manner of singing the History' of

the Passion during Holy Week in the Pontifical

Chapel, where the ' First Deacon of the Passion

'

sings the words of Our Lord, the Second those
of the Chronista (or Evangelista), and the Third
those of the Synagoga (or Turba). Carissimi

used this expedient freely, and his example soon
led to its general adoption, both in Italy and
Germany. His Oratorios, indeed, excited such
universal admiration, that for very many years

they served as models which the best com-
posers of the time were n^ ashamed to imitate.

As a matter of course, they were sometimes
imitated very badly ; but they laid, neverthe-

less, the foundation of a very splendid school,

of which we shall now proceed to sketch the
history.

Oarissimi's most illustrious disciple—the only
one perhaps whose genius shone more brightly

than his own—was Aleasandro Scarlatti, a com-
poser gifted with talents so versatile that it is

impossible to say whether he excelled most in

the Cantata, the Oratorio, or the Opera. His
sacred music, with which alone we are here

concerned, was characterised by a breadth of

style and dignity of manner which we cannot

but regard as the natural consequence of his

great contrapuntal skill, acquired by severe

study at a time when it was popularly regarded

as a very unimportant part of the training neces-

sary to produce a good composer. Scarlatti was
wiser than his contemporaries, and carrying out

Carissimi's principles to their natural conclusion,

he attained so great a mastery over the techni-

cal difficulties of his art that they served him
as an ever-ready means of expressing, in their

most perfect forms, the inspirations of his

fertile imagination. Dissatisfiedwith the meagre
Recitative of his predecessors, he gave to the

Aria a definite structure which it retained for

more than a century—the well-balanced form,

consisting of a first or principal strain, a second

part, and a return to the original subject in the

shape of the familiar 'Da Capo. ' The advantage

of this symmetrical system over the amorphous
type affected by the earlier composers was so

obvious, that it soon came into general use in

every school in Europe, and maintained its

ground, against all attempts at innovation, until

the time of Gluok. It was found equally useful

in the Opera and the Oratorio ; and, in connec-

tion with the latter, we may indeed notice it

even as late as the closing decades of the 18th
century. Scarlatti used rhythmic melody of

this kind for those highly impassioned scenes

which, in a spoken drama, would have been re-

presented by the monologue, reserving accom-
panied recitative for those which involved more
dramatic action combined with less depth of

sentiment, and using Jledtativo secco chiefly for

the purpose of developing the course of the nar-

rative—an arrangement which has been followed

by later composers, including even those of our
own day. Thus carefully planned, his Oratorios

were full of interest, whether regarded from a
musical or a dramatic point of view. The most
successful among them were ' I Dolori di Maria
sempre Vergine' (Rome, 1693), 'II Sagrifizio

d' Abramo,' ' II Martirio di Santa Teodosia," and
' La Concezzione della beata Vergine ' ; but it

is to be feared that many are lost, as very few
of the composer's innumerable works were
printed. Dr. Bumey found a very fine one in

MS. in the Library of the Chiesa nuova at Rome,
with ' an admirable overture, in a style totally

different from that of Lulli,' and a song with
trumpet obbligato. He does not mention the
title ofthe work, but the following lovely melody
seems intended to be sung by the Blessed Virgin
before the finding of our Lord in the Temple:

—
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have failed to take a place among the greatest

composers of any age or country. There seems

no reason to doubt the veracity of the tradition

which represents his first and only Oratorio,

' San Giovanni Battista,' as having been the

means of saving his life, by melting the hearts

of the ruffians who were sent to assassinate him,

on the occasion of its first performance in the

Church of S. John Lateran ; but whether the

story be true or not, the work seems certainly

beautiful enough to have produced such an eflect.

The most probable date assigned to it is 1676 ;

but it difl'ers, in many respects, from the type

most in favour at that period. It opens with

a sinfonia, consisting of three short fugal move-

ments, followed by a recitative and air for S.

John. The accompaniment to some of the airs

is most ingenious, and not a little complicated,

comprising two complete orchestras,

—

a Con-

certino, consisting of two violins and a violon-

cello, reinforced, as in Corelli's concertos, by the

two violins, viola, and bass, of a Concerto grosso.

These instruments were frequently made to play

in as many real parts as there were instruments

employed ; but many of the songs were accom-

panied only by a cleverly constructed ground-

bass, played con tutti ibassi del coticerto grosso.

Some of the choruses, for five voices, are very

finely written, and full of contrivances no less

effective than ingenious ; but the great merit of

the work lies in the refinement of its expression,

which far exceeds that exhibited in any contem-

porary productionswith whichweare acquainted.

g^gjgr^^^g=;^

This quality is beautifully exemplified in the

foregoing melody, sung by the ' Consigliero,

Up to this point the development of the

Oratorio corresponded, step for step, with that

of the Opera. Both were treated, by the same

composers, in very nearly the same manner

;

the only difference being that the more super-

ficial writers were incapable of rising to the

sublimity of scriptural language, while the men
of real genius strove to surround their several

subjects with a dignity which would have been

quite out of place if used to illustrate a mere
mythological fable. Earnestly endeavouring

to accommodate the sentiment of their music to

that of the words to which it was adapted, this

latter class of writers succeeded, as we have seen,

in striking out for themselves a style which was

generally recognised as peculiar to the sacred

music of Italy. But it was in Italy alone that

this style prevailed. In Germany, the Oratorio

started, indeed, from the Miracle-play, as its

primary basis ; but it travelled on quite another

road to perfection, w. s. R. ; with additions

by E. w.

II. MoDEKN Oratorio

The point that these investigations have now
reached is indeed the pivot of the whole history

of Oratorio. It had its artistic birth in Italy

simultaneously with Opera ; and it at once

gravitated in the direction of the sister-form,

and the two streams flowed side by side, their

waters occasionally intermingling till at last

they coalesced. Italian Oratorio has indeed an
exclusive history of its own ; it never spoke

another language (though in its decay composers

ofotherraces handled it), and itnever abandoned
its intimate connection with Italian opera. But
the spirit that animated the great 16th-century

religious -liturgical music passed out of Italy

with the birth of Opera ; it met in Germany the

spirit of the Passion-music,' and the offspring of

the two is modern Oratorio. All unoonseiouslyj

but without any break, Palestrina and Vittoria

passed on the pure flame to Byrd and Gibbons,

and they to Schutz. We may say that all

Oratorio is religious recreation ; but, though
the great men rose above the conception, Italian

Oratorio as a whole, from Cavalieii to Rossini,

lays the stress on the recreation, while, though
some of its exponents have fallen below their

ideal, all other Oratorio, from Schutz to Elgar,

lays the stress on the religion. Palestrina and
Bach would cheerfully have persecuted each
other as alien heretics, but they are spiritual

brothers in their art ; Palestrina and Rossini

were of the same blood and professed the same
faith, but there is not the slightest real tie

between them. It is true that what we may
call modern Oratorio was born long before what
we may call ancient Oratorio had died ; and at

1 The earlier 'PaBsions' are merelyarrangemeataotthe traditional
Church melodies.
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times in the 18th century the path of the grow-

ing man came very near that of the dying child.

But still the line of demarcation is there, and
it is the central fact in the history of Oratorio.

The actual pei-sonal link between the great

Italians of the 16th centiu-y and Sohiitz was
Giovanni Gabrieli, who received Schiitz atVenice

as one of his pupils during the last three years

of his life (1609-12). Gabrieli was a very

remarkable composer of ruggedly sincere aims,

who attempted to fuse the religious earnestness

of the older generation both of Italians and
Netherlanders with the technical methods of

the operatic revolution, and produced in the

process some most interesting works, though as

he wrote nothing that can be called an oratorio,

he remains outside the present investigation.

Among his own countrymen he left no followers,

but Schiitz imbibed a large measure of his spirit

;

and the six works that we may call oratorios

('Historia von der Auferstehung Jesu Christi,'

' Die Sieben Worte Jesu Christi am Kreuz,' and
four P8tssions, one according to each evangelist),

which he produced at intervals after his return

to Germany, are the real first-fruits of German
music. The influence of the old mystery-play

is no doubt present, as it was present in the

earliest Italian oratorio ; but the whole concep-

tion is, nevertheless, different. There is not

the faintest thought of the stage or anything

remotely connected with it, not the faintest

attempt at anything like a tune, or at anything
' attractive ' ; the solemnity of the subjects is

obviously the only thing present to his mind,

and his sole aim is to represent them faithfully.

His methods vary ; in the four Passion-oratorios,

for example, there is no sort of accompaniment

indicated at all,i and the narrator and the

various soloists have long stretches of quite

unrhythmical music, which are nothing more

nor less than a highly organised and very

expressive development of plaip-song ' intona-

tions,' 2 interspersed from time to time with

short choruses, contrapuntal and dramatic in

character, which portray very simply but very

successfully the utterances of the disciples or

the Jews or the Roman soldiers. Alike in these

four works and in the two others, there are

opening and closing choruses of a usually rather

more extended type, the first (except in ' The
Seven Words ') setting forth the subject of the

work, the last an utterance of prayer or praise.

In ' The Seven Words ' all the voices, solo and
choral, are supported by a figured bass, and

there are two independent instrumental ' Sym-
phoniae ' besides ; in the Resurrection-oratorio

(which, though the earliest, is on the whole the

1 Probably the choriM-parto were doubled on the organ, but aU
tbe long portions for flolo Toicea were in all likelihood meant to be
entirely unaccompanied—at any rate, they cannot havd been treated

in the same etyle as it they had been furnished with a figured bass.

Breitkopf & Hartel'a fiiU scores are the only safe guide for SchQtz

;

each of the only two vocal-scores that the present writer baa seen

makes his music historically nuintelligiM&
2 The original Passion-music was a fixed plain-chant in a regular

UtUTCT of the Roman Chuich.

VOL. Ill

most important of the six), the narrator is ac-

companied by four gambas, and the other soloists

and the chorus by a figured bass for the organ,

with four ad libitum violas in the last chorus.

The use made of the chorus varies, and in the

last-named work it is at a minimum ; but in all

we have the highly expressive archaic sort of re-

citative, though in 'The SevenWords ' it becomes

freer in style and, as we have seen, it is unaccom-

panied in fourof the sixworks and accompanied in

the other two. All of them, and indeed Schiitz's

many other works as well, are altogether of

very exceptional interest ; no more artistically

reverent composer ever lived, and though, per-

haps, we cannot avoid feeling at times a certain

sense of monotony, yet this weighs lightly

against his deep pathos and expressiveness, occa-

sionally combined indeed with extraordinary

modernity of chord-progression as in this

—

COZITQfUO.

from 'The Resurrection,' throughout which the

voice of Jesus is (like those of some of the other

characters) represented by a duet.

Schiitz was the last composer who was at all

strongly influenced by the traditional musicAl

formulse of the Roman Church ; and in Germany
the influence of the Plain-song quickly gave way
before that of the Chorale, which was entirely

an indigenous product, and. was indeed being

treated as the basis of comparatively elaborate

artistic work of the motet type even before the

time of Schiitz, though his own oratorios show
no recognisable traces of anything of the kind.

In 1672, the year of Schiitz's death, Johann
Sebastiani produced at Konigsberg a Passion-

oratorio, in which all trace of the Plain-song had
completely disappeared ; and from that time on-

wards German music knew it no more, apart from
passing purely artistic references, as in the Credo

of Bach's Mass in B minor. But though it is

certain that the noble Chorale tunes were more
and more used bycomposers—sometimesin fairly

plain, sometimes in highly elaborate settings'

—

yet we are often in the earlier times left without
exact evidence as to the frequency of their

introduction as congregational elements into

the Passion-oratorio, in the manner exemplified

later on in Bach and Graun. Thus the two
oratorios which are by far the greatest sacred

works byaGerman composer between Schiitz and
Bach— Reiser's settings of Brockes's favourite

poem, Der fur die Siinde der Welt gemartete
8 It must be confessed .that Bach and all other adapters of

Chorales were the reverse of purists. Luther and all his contem-
poraries and foUowera wrote their melodies in a fiexlble rhythm
that is as innocent of any sort of bar-fetteis as Plain.song Itself ; and
a colisiderable torturing process was often necesaats before they
could be fitted to the more modem conditions which were (and are
still) supposed to be indispensable. ;!''"/
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und aterbende Jesus, and Kdnig's poem, Der zwm,

Tode verurtheilteund gekreuzigte Jesus, are extant

only in selections entitled respectively ' Auser-

lesene Soliloquiae ' and ' Seelige Erlbsungs-

gedanken,' which contain merely the contem-

plative numbers and the recitatives of the

evangtlist-narrator. Keiser, who was born in

1673, the year after Schiitz's death, and was

consequently twelve years the senior of Bach

and Handel, still remains a mere name to most

persons : Schiitz and Buxtehude, the two

greatest of the other great early Germans, have

recently come to their own so far as publication

is concerned, but Keiser still lacks due recogni-

tion. The above-mentioned extracts from his

two masterpieces were, however, published by the

composer himself, and though they do not seem

to have beenhithertoreprinted, theyundoubtedly

express a very noble and very mature art.

Bach's religious music is steeped through and

through with the influence of these works,

produced respectively in 1712 and 1715, just

indeed at the time when he was passing out of

his early rather stifiF style into the enjoyment

of his full powers ; and though of course it

would be the height of absurdity to make any

Teal comparison between the total output of the

two men, yet nevertheless there are pages in

these works of Keiser which are quite worthy

of the younger composer in some of his very

finest moods. Indeed, we might really look

all through the complete literature of music

before we could find six bars more full of supreme

pathos than these that open a 'Soliloquium

Mariae ' in ' Der gekreuzigte Jesus '—sung, no

doubt, ' molto adagio ed espressivo '
:

—

which are followed by a sort of ' accompanied

recitative ' and an aria ' con affetto,' the whole

forming a most wonderful piece of the highest

expressiveness and beauty. Or again, take

from the same work the extraordinarily

emotional close of the ' Chor der nachfolgenden

Weiber und Verwandten des Herrn Jesu'—an
' aria a tre voci '

:

—

6 belTB % It bfi t^s 8
i «B' bl ^%'^
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or, in a totally different style, the air of the
' Glaubige Seele,' as fresh in its springlike devo-

tion as anything of the kind in Bach :

—

We have now four oratorios from the pen of

the man whose work is, as Schumann says, the

musician's daily bread—three Passion-oratorios

Ukisoni.

or the air of the 'Fromme Schacher,' with its

'violette all' nnisono, piano per tutta I'aria,"

playing chiefly reiterated notes with lovely

tranquil effect—or indeed crowds ofotherthings.
' Der gekreuzigte Jesus ' is on the whole con-

siderably the finer of the two works ; but the

earlier 'Der sterbende Jesus' contains also some
very beautiful numbers, such as the 'Soli-

loquium' for the 'Tochter Zion '—'Die Rosen
crbnen sonst der ranken Domen Spitzen '

—

consisting of (a) a 'Cavata,' cwntaMle, in A
major, (i) a recitative beginning in C and end-

ing in A major, (c) a ' Larghetta ' in B minor,

(d) a 'Da Capo,' presumably the 'Cavata,'

(e) a recitative beginning in Ftt minor and
ending in A major, (/) an 'Aria,' Canto cantaMle,

in D major, (jr) two concluding bars for the

tenor -evangelist. Keiser shows several ex-

amples of this sort of extended solo scena

(which really finds its closest parallel in certain

works of Purcell) ; and though his oratorios

are of course, in general scope and type, much
smaller than those of Bach, yet in maturely

artistic expression of notably fine ideas, the best

work of the older man need not be ashamed of

the comparison. One of his most modern

touches is his great fondness for numuxs, like

'cantabile,' 'con affetto,' and so on ; in later

years, it is tme, German religious music degener-

ated into a good deal of mere sentimentality,

but there is as little of that in Keiser as in

Schlitz or Bach.

and a Christmas-oratorio : certainly a 'St. Mark
Passion,' and most probably yet another, has
disappeared owing to the delinquencies of

Friedmann Bach, whose own fine music cannot
atone for his sinful carelessness with regard to

shoals of his father's manuscripts. Of the

Passion-oratorios, that ' according to St. Luke '

was regarded by Mendelssohn as spurious, but
it is now generally accepted as a genuine, but
very early work ; it is of but slight importance,

anddemands little more than historical mention.

Of the other two great works the ' St. John
Passion' is the earlier, dating from 1724, five

years before the 'St. Matthew Passion,' and is

the more dramatic and the less reflective of the

two ; the latter indeed includes so dramatic a
conception as the superb ' thunders and light-

nings ' chorus, but it can show hardly anything

to correspond with the extended and organically

developed choruses of Jews and Roman soldiers,

while in it the portions of a purely contemplative

character are both more frequent and more
subtly beautiful than in the earlier Passion.

But indeed it is hard, even if it were necessary,

to make comparisons between these two
magnificent works, in which all the Geiman
religious music of the previous century—the

sincere outpouring of the spirits of great men
as yet far too little known—comes to a climax

:

architectonic movements like the first chorus

of the ' St. Matthew Passion,' or unfathomably
pathetic airs like 'Erbarme dich' from the same
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work or ' Es ist voUbracht ' from the ' St. John
Passion, ' express in terms of perfect art a religious

sentiment that is fully as exalted as the radiant

mysticism of Palestrina and yet in a way more
intimate and more human. Still, neither work

is of steadily equal splendour throughout, and
we should guard ourselves against the too

facile supposition that because the ' St. Matthew
Passion ' has, since its virtual rediscovery by
Mendelssohn,' been far more frequently per-

formed than any other of its composer's religious

works, it is therefore the unchallenged crown
of them all. Leaving the B minor Mass out of

the question, the one hundred and ninety-five

church cantatas, each practically a short oratorio,

the last of which was only published in 1894
(and perhaps half as many again have, alas,

disappeared), contain dozens of things that can
hold their own with anything in either of the
Passions ; some day, perhapsj we shall know
them as we ought.

The ' Christmas Oratorio '—the title is Bach's
own— is really not a whole singly-conceived
work like each of the Passions, but a collection of

six separate cantatas written for six separate holy-

days, beginning with Christmas and ending with
Epiphany ; but though the church cantata is an
art-form which has been purposely excluded from
the present article as being, like the English
anthem, a mere incident in an ecclesiastical

service, yet the fact that Bach himself joined

these six together and called the result an ora-

torio seems to necessitate some notice. The
work (to which for practical purposes we may
refer in the singular number) was written in

1734, five years after1;he 'St. Matthew Passion
'

;

the dramatic element is practically non-existent,

the exquisitely beautiful pastoral music which
is heard both (as a purely instrumental intro-

duction) at the beginning and, in fragments (in

conjunction with the ohorus), at the end of the
second of the six divisions, being the onlyportion
which is not, so to speak, evangelically mystical
in outlook. But on the other hand, though a
good many congregational chorales, set more or

less plainly, are inserted, the splendid large

choruses are none of them founded on chorale-

melodies, as is so often (though very far from
invariably) the case in the purely independent
cantatas ; and there is an organic unity about
the design of the complete oratorio which makes
it quite possible for us to imagine that Bach,
while viewing each of the six divisions so as to

serve as a separate work by itself, nevertheless

simultaneously ensured that the six could be
combined if necessary into one balanced whole.

Certainly it would be very difficult for us to join

together six of the other church cantatas with
anything like so satisfactory a result as is pro-

1 It Is poalUvely astounding to think that not one single choral
work of Bach's was performed anywhere for eighty years after his
death, and that now, well-nigh eighty years later still, barely an
eighth part of them (taking the moat generous estimate) have been
brought to public hearing In this country.

duced by the combination of the six master-

pieces which go to make up the 'Christmas

Oratorio.'

It was Bach's very frequent habit to utilise

old music of his owii under new conditions,

borrowing (as a rule) movements as wholes,

but subjecting them to fresh technical polish in

various deeply interesting ways; and the 'Christ-

mas Oratorio ' shows several striking instances of

this transference. It is no doubt with a con-

siderable shock to our feelings that we realise

—

to take merely two instances—that the music
of the opening chorus in which the Christian

world is bidden to rejoice in its salvation, was
originally written for an ode for the Queen of

Poland's birthday, and that the famous contralto

air for the Virgin (or perhaps, rather, the per-

sonified Christian soul), ' Schlafe, mein Liebster,'

comes from a secular cantata entitled ' Hercules
auf dem Scheidewege, ' where it is sung by Vice
when endeavouring to seduce the hero. And
we must confess that while in this latter case

the lovely music fits both situations—astound-
ingly diverse though they are—about equally
well, the vigorous unison phrases with which the

first chorus opens are undoubtedly more pointed
in the original version where they definitely

depict respectively the drums and trumpets
of the words, ' Tbnet, ihr Pauken : erschal-

let, Trompeten.' Indeed, the music, con-
sidered as a polished setting of words, usually
suffers to some extent in these transferences,^

even if, as is also usually the case, it is in some
respects technically improved ; but the fact

that Bach was frequently in the habit of doing
such things, and that in most cases the music
manages fairly well to fit both the old and the
new words—at any rate so far well that there

is no striking incongruity—cannot but cause
us to reflect. And the only conclusion at which
we can arrive is that to Bach the music was,
beyond all comparison, the main thing. When
the words offered any point of specially vivid
emotion. Bach leapt to the occasion instantly

;

when they did not, he wrote magnificent music
which fitted them well, but which could also—
with almost always some but, as a rule, not very
serious loss (never once, be it noted, with the
slightest loss of dignity of style)—be tacked on
to other words if the composer, when writing a
new work, should be pressed for time. And, like
Handel (as we shall shortly see), he apparently
did not in the least mind adapting for the service
of the Church, ofwhichhe wasbeyondallquestiou
a sincerely devout member, music originally
designed for very different purposes. After
all, what it probably means is that to Bach (as,

by his own confession, to Beethoven) words were
really on the whole a hindrance rather than a

2 To give Instances would carry us too far from our main subject

;

the most salient example Is the 'Kyrie 'of the O minor Mass. which
IS a positively atrocious mangling ofoneofthemost perfect chorueee
In all Bach's works, the opening number of the cantata 'Herr
delne Augen sehen nach dem Glauben.' Indeed, a large volume
might be devoted to this question.
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help ; in his religious mnsioit is not the religious-

ness of the words but the supremacy of the music
that stirs our inmost being. ' Sacred music ' as

such is merely a Ohimaera homJnnans in vacuo
;

and it is only the music-lover whose hold on
ultimate artisticppinciples is vague anduncertain
who is really seriously upset, when listening in

the ' Christmas Oratorio ' to the great call to Zion
to prepare herself for the coming of Christ, by
the reflection that Bach, in all innocence and
aU piety, is using—most probably merely to save

time—music that originally expressed Hercules'

indignant rejection of Vice's allurements.

We need not dwell at any length on the

oratorios of Telemann, who was Bach's senior

by four years, aiid survived both him and
Handel : perhaps no composer ever lived who
was more indefatigably industrious—his works
run literally into thousands. Apart from every-

thing else, he wrote forty-four Passions, and
hosts of oratorios on other subjects, among
which ' Der Tag des Gerichts ' and ' Die Tages-

zeiten ' seem to have been the best known ; he
was a highly skilled contrapuntist and, accord-

ing to an anecdote quoted by Schumann, boasted

that ' a proper composer should be able to set

a placard to music,' but his bland style lacks

any sort of depth or solidity, and the shallow-

ness of much of the subsequent ecclesiastical

music in Germany—especially that designed for

definitely liturgical use—is very largely trace-

able to his widespread influence. Very many
of his works were published, while Bach's

manuscripts were accumulating dust ; and, any-

how, they were so much more easy and generally

intelligible to the average church-goer of the

period.

Handel's early essays in ecclesiastical music

are, however, of different quality ; they lack

indeed the maturity of technical handling that

we see in the great English oratorios, but as

regards at any rate two of them we may perhaps

say that on the whole they show more strictly

religious earnestness of purpose, and that while

we miss the spaciousness of the later works we
miss also their careless conventionalities. In

many ways both the ' St. John Passion ' (1704)

and the Passion set to the often-used poem of

Brockes (1715) are distinctly interesting works
;

there are many numbers that are far closer to

Keiser's and Bach's methods than anything

else Handel ever wrote—notably the bass air

'Erschiittere mit Krachen' in the 'St. John

Passion,' and in the other the solo for the
' Toohter Zion ' with a ' Chor der glaubigen

Seelen,' where the chorus says nothing what-

ever but ' Wohin ?
' nine several times, and the

harmony is finally completed by the soloist

answering 'nach Golgotha.' The 'St. John

Passion ' is much the slighter work of the two :

the last chorus (the words of which are very

similar to those of the closing number of Bach's

' St. Matthew Passion ') is beautiful, but a good

deal of it is, though very sincere in outlook,

curiously elementary in handling, and in many
details much less akin to Handel's ordinary

style even than the ' Brockes-Passion ' is—take,

for example, the first phrase of the soprano solo

' Durch dein Gefangniss, Gottes Sohn '
:

—

In an article in the Musical Gazette of Dec.

1900, Mr. E. D. Kendall argues very ably

against the genuineness of the whole work, for

which indeed even the external authority is

none too certain ; but Handel can anyhow only

have been nineteen at the time, and though
his contemporary opera ' Almira ' is much more
mature, we cannot very safely draw any par-

ticular deductions from internal evidence. No
one has ever questioned the ' Brookes-Passion,'

which i^ also very unlike its,composer's simul-

taneous and later work ; and the difference in

technique is not more than the experience of

the intervening eleven years would give. Handel
had indeed a singular %pd chameleon-like genius
for adaptation to his environment : to German
words he wrote purely German music, while the

English oratorios are totally diffisrent, as indeed

again is ' La Resurrezione,' the oratorio written

at Rome in 1708. ^ This is built on a purely

Italian model, with recitatives of a purely

operatic style, and pleasant cheerful dance-

measures ; there are three soprano soloists, the

Angel, Mary Magdalene, and a ' Voice, ' an alto

(Cleophas), a tenor (St. John), and a bass

(Lucifer). The work has a good deal about it

that is very agreeable, but it is not equal to

the best of the operas, which it resembles far

more than anything else ; there are some in-

teresting orchestral experiments, notably the

important part in the adagio chorus, ' Per me
gii di morire,' for ' tutti flauti e un oboe sordo

'

—all in unison.
~ Judged at any rate by quantity of output,

English oratorio is one of the most successful

branches of musical art
;
yet its origin was

entirely fortuitous. It sprang, fully -fledged,

from the brain of a foreigner—there is nothing in

existence that can by any stretch of language

be called an English oratorio before Handel—
and it owed its being simply and solely to a

business speculation. Handel arrived in Eng-
land in 1710, and wrote nothing in the nature

of a public oratorio for twenty- three years;

'Esther,' the first English oratorio, was indeed

written in 1720, but, like the Chandos Anthems
it was designed merely for private performance

^
' n Trionfo del Tempo,' composed at about the same time, was

revised by the composer many years later, and will be discussed
subsequently.
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in the chapel at Cannons (near Edgware), the

seat of Handel's patron, the Duke of Chandos.

During these years Handel devoted himself

almost exclusively to Italian opera ; but, with

the ever-increasing opposition of the rival faction

that his jealous adversaries had created, he at

last found his former popularity fast disappear-

ing, and set about considering how he might

best recover his old position of ascendancy.

On Feb. 23, 1732—just fourdays after 'Sosarme,'

one of his best operas, had been produced with

considerably more artistic than financial success,

' Esther' was revived in a private performance by
the children of the Chapel Koyal, with scenery,

dresses, and action ; it took the popular fancy,

an unscrupulous speculator announced a per-

formance on his own account, and the composer,

in self-defence, produced the work in public at

the Haymarket Theatre (but without acting)

on May 2, before an overflowing and vociferously

enthusiastic audience, and it was repeated five

times with equally brilliant success. The essenti-

ally practical mind of Handel instantly grasped

the situation, and ' Deborah ' and ' Athaliah

'

were both written in 1733 to meet this new
demand that promised so well ; then, however,

there seemed to be a possibility that the opera

business might be set on a better financial

footing, and so the old love was renewed, and
ten more stage works were produced. But
things went financially from bad to worse, and
in the spring of 1738 Handel was obliged, in

order to pay his debts, to accept a benefit

concert ; he changed his mind again and in July,

directly the opera season was over, he began to

work on ' Saul,' and for the rest of his life

(except for two unimportant productions in

1739 and 1740) bade farewell to the stage.

Handel's honest frankness does him every credit

—he had to get his living out of his adopted

countrymen, and he never sacrificed the slightest

particle of his self-respect either as a man or as

a musician ; but still it is as certain as anything

in musical history can be that we would never

have had the ' Messiah ' and ' Israel in Egypt

'

but for the failure of their composer's career as

a fashionable operatic impresario. He turned

to oratorio because of the probability of its

paying well, not because of any personal impulse

either artistic or devotional ; and now ninety-

nine out of a hundred persons know his name
solely in virtue of what he himself seems then

to have regarded as a pis aller. After ' Saul

'

and 'Israel in Egypt,' both written in 1738,

there was a pause while Handel turned for the

last time, in ' Imeneo ' and ' Deidamia,' to the

scenes of his old triumphs ; then he set his face

steadily forward and the 'Messiah,' 'Samson,'

'Joseph,' ' Belshazzar, ' 'The Occasional Ora-

torio,' 'Judas Maccabeus,' 'Alexander Balus,'

'Joshua,' 'Solomon,' 'Susanna,' 'Theodora,'

and ' Jephtha ' followed all in the succeeding

ten years. He also twice revived his early ' II

Trionfo del Tempo, ' with additions and altera-

tions, in 1737, and (in English, as 'The Triumph
of Time and Truth') in 1757, besides writing

'Semele' and 'Hercules' (1743 and 1744),

which were called oratorios as being produced

in the same manner and constructed on the same
general lines, but are not in anyway of a religious

character, though they are serious in mood and
thus difier from a work like ' Acis and Galatea,'

which is entitled ' Serenata.'

Outside his adopted country, Handel's influ-

ence on the course of subsequent musical history

has been extremely slight, almost non-existent

:

but in England it has been overwhelming. Even
at the outset, however, his influence was confined

to a certain section of his works ; it is highly

improbable, for example, that ninety-nine out
of every hundred of his opera airs have been
heard anywhere half-a-dozen times if at all since

the operas themselves were last produced in

Handel's lifetime, and many of them ran only

for a few days. We shall see later on how the

oratorios dominated over English music for a
full century or more ; and though now the

influence is still more concentrated, and many
of the finest things in the oratorios themselves

are unknown except to the special student, yet

still the ' Messiah,' at any rate, exercises in this

country a sway of an almost unparalleled char-

acter. Handel is still a sort of national fetish

with thousands of English people who could not
for their lives, when listening to 'Israel in

Egypt,' see any difference of quality between a
stupendous effort of genius like 'The people

shall hear ' and routine hackwork like ' Their
land brought forth frogs

'
; the ' Hallelujah

Chorus' is part of their religious belief." It

is no doubt the case that the strictly musical
world has within the last generation almost
entirely freed itself from its shackling fetters,

and is now in a position to look Handel in
the face as a very great man, but by no means
the greatest ; but the weight of the dead hand
is stiU heavy. Though we must indeed in

fairness acknowledge that, if English music
had to be crushed, it was as well that the
tyranny should be so benevolently serious ; it

tolerated and even encouraged portentous
dulness, but it set its face like a flint against
mere frivolity. If it was necessary for us blindly
to bow the knee for all that time to one single

work, no doubt the ' Messiah ' was our wisest
choice.

^ Handel vrota altogether a great number of 'Hallelujah
ChoruAea (there ate two in ' Deborah '), bnt he could never make
Inr P**^"*

^°* *** accentuate the word. The dominating (thoughBtm not quite invariable) Torsion in the chorus from the 'Messiah'
^ that usuaUy adopted by the English Restoration composers ; but .

Handel far more frequently followed the incorrect accentuation
\j~\j—- In 'Judas Maccabajus' he mixes up these two simnl-
taneously ; and in Part ill. of * Deborah ' we actually find this,

J- /I J. /^.T I J
All« - lu - jah, al • le la jiOi.

where It is obviotu that Hand«l wanted this rhTthm, and cared lesi
than nothing about the words. Vocal scores, however, frequently
' comet ' this sort of thing bythe easy process ofraining the miulo.
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But it is very curious that, with all this

passion of Handel -worship, we should have
treated our hero with such painfully scant

respect ; no other composer in theworld's history

has suffered anything like the indignities that

we have heaped upon him. The score of the
' Messiah ' is full of careful directions which nine

hundred and ninety-nine performances out of a

thousand blandly and totally ignore ; and no
anecdotes of Handel's unparliamentary violence

of language towards all singers, male or female,

who ventured to think they knew better than

he did, avail to prevent our modern so-called

' great singers ' from distorting his rhythm out

of all recognition, and inserting top and bottom
notes that would have driven him wild. We
collect armies of people to take part in those

quaint performances known as Handel Festivals,

and never (till a cleansing process was set on

foot by Sir August Manns) troubled even to

see whether the orchestral parts used agreed

with one another ; though it is no doubt true

that a good many hundreds out of a total of

five thousand or so may sing or play anything

they like without the keenest member of the

audience being in the least degree the wiser.

Something has been done in recent years by Sir

Frederick Bridge and others to despatch the
' additional accompaniments ' of Mozart and

Franz and Costa and every one else to the limbo

from which they should never have emerged ;
^

but it would need a hundred-handed Hercules

to cleanse thoroughly the Augean stable the

disgraceful condition of which is chiefly due to

our gross neglect of elementary scholarship.

Almost all vocal scores but the latest contain

chords the like of which Handel never wrote
;

and even yet only a comparatively small number

of organists play the ' Dead March ' in ' Saul ' in

a manner that is moderately faithful or even

reasonably decent.

The reaction of modern - minded cultured

musicians against Handel -adoration has pro-

gressed very rapidly, and has indeed gone rather

too far ; his greatness lies deep, while his faults

are all on the surface, and leap to the eyes of

every one not blinded by tradition and associa-

tion. It is easy to recognise the extraordinary

musical dulness of huge tracts of the oratorios,

in which there is neither invention nor work-

manship—nothing but the mouldy crumbs from

an 18th-century table ; Handel seems usually

to have composed in a terrible hurry, and

probably not very many members of his omni-

vorous and indiscriminating public knew his

great work from the other. He was, indeed,

far too easy-going about his own music ; consider,

1 It ie true that Mozart's arrangement of tbo ' Meaajah,' ]]ke moBt
German onea, waa merely for a performance in a room that lacked

an organ ; but atlll he might have done the work with conaideiably

more reverence for the original. Coata, who for so long ruled the

oratorio world of England, had no other motive than to add to

the noise. At the present time one and the aame firm advertises

four sets of orchestral parts for 'Acia and Galatea'—by Mozart,

Mendelssohn, Coata, and (just as an unimportant alternative)

Handel.

for example, the passage in ' Joshua ' where

Achsah remarks

—

O who can tell, O who can hear
Of Egypt, and not shed a tear ?—

a sentiment which the orchestra immediately

proceeds to illustrate as follows :

—

And so on, and so on. It is true that almost

all the great composers have turned out a

considerable quantity of inferior work ; but

none of them wrote such reams of this sort of

bald rubbish as Handel.

And yet the student of the oratorios lives in

a state of continual excitement. He may, for

example, be making a special examination of

the instrumental movements, and steadily

ploughing through the overtures ^—all of which

are practically (in spite of occasional structural

differences) exactly similar in tone to those in

the operas, and as a rule still more uninteresting

and uncharacteristic—the childish martial inter-

ludes in ' Saul ' and ' Joshua ' and ' Belshazzar,'

or things like the cheerful bustling that heralds

the sacrifice of Jephtha's daughter ; and then

suddenly he comes across a flexibly balanced

and vitalised movement like the sparkling

march in ' Judas Maccabaeus, ' or the Dead
Marches in ' Samson ' and ' Saul '—the former

extremely fine and the latter surely (as Handel
wrote it) one of the greatest little things in

existence. He may be studying the recitatives,

and lamenting the almost entire absence of the

living spirit that breathes through those of

Purcell or Bach, and then he suddenly comes

across 'Thy rebuke hath broken his heart,' or

' Deeper and deeper still, '
^ and his critical pen

drops numbly from his hand. He may be

reading through the second part of ' Israel in

Egypt,' starting after ' The horse and his rider,'

and gradually getting sleepier and sleepier, till

he comes to ' The people shall hear, ' when he
wakes with a start to the conviction that the

man who could write music like this was, in

spite of all else, one of the supreme composers

of the world. And, indeed, all the oratorios are

full of surprises of a more or less similar kind,

except the ' Messiah
'

; in this there is no doubt

a good deal of ordinary Handelianism, but it is

3 The absence of overture to 'Israel in Egypt' is explained by
the fact that at tloth the fliat two performances the noble ' Funeral
Anthem '—one of Handel's veiy finest works—^was given as an
introduction. .

3 Which has no sort of connection, by the bye, with ' Waft her,
angels.' which is now usually (luite illegitimately tacked on to it.
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never worse than that, and the quantity of work
on the very highest plane is considerably greater

than anywhere else. After all possible allow-

ances have been made for associations, the
' Hallelujah Chorus ' remains one of the most

colossal things in art, as ' He shall feed his

flock ' 1 remains one of the most beautiful ; and
there are not a few numbers that fall but little

below this lofty level.

But though pieces like those we have been

mentioning undoubtedly represent the high-

water mark of Handel's genius, yet it is in-

teresting to notice how in many csises he seems

most at home with words that have non-religious

associations.^ We need not dwell on ' Semele,'

though it is one of its composer's most unified

and most attractive works, and contains some
of his very best music ; like its much less in-

teresting companion, ' Hercules, ' it is called an
oratorio onlyby courtesy. 'TheTriumph ofTime
and Truth '—a sort of allegorical though not
exactly secular oratorio— has, in spite of its

quite unaccountable neglect, a very unusual

proportion of numbers full of striking freshness

and real individuality ; the choruses, ' Come,
come, live with pleasure, '

' Lo, we all attend on
Flora,' ' how great the glory,' are all marked
by exquisite grace, and in the airs, ' Happy
beauty,' 'Lovely beauty,' 'Charming beauty,'

and ' Guardian angels, protect me ' (just before

the final Hallelujah chorus), comparativelyslight

though they all are, there is similar melodic

beauty and real artistic polish not so very often

to be found in the solo numbers of the more
strictlyreligiousworks. But, leaving these aside,

we may almost say that wherever in the ora-

torios heathens are set directly side by side with
Jews or Christians, the music of the former will

be the more striking. Compare, for example, in

'Saul' thepicturesque powerof 'Alongthe monster
atheist strode' with the tame respectability

of the succeeding ' The youth inspired by thee,

Lord '

' ; in ' Belshazzar ' the music of Daniel

has not a tithe of the living force that breathes

through that of the Assyrian revellers, and in
' Samson ' it would be hard to deny that on the

whole Dagon's worshippers have artistically the

best of it, so far as the choruses are concerned.

And, yet again, many of the Christian choruses

in ' Theodora'—on the whole one of the very best

of the oratorios—are no doubt extremely fine
;

but there is something about such flawless little

gems as ' Venus laughing from the skies ' and
' Queen of summer, queen of love ' that comes

to us like a fresh breeze into a slightly stuffy

room, bringing with it an unmistakable echo

of the voice of the great Englishman who had

1 Whicli should be Bung by a eiugle voice throughout ; the absurd
diviBioa between two voices is a tiadition without the slightest
authority from the composer.

^ Indeed, most of the musicianswho have read with equal dispas-
sionate care through all the operss and all the oratorios would prob-
ably be inclined to assert that, on the whole, the musical value of

the solo numbers in the former works is considersbly the higher.
3 Though this latter, indeed, is not altogether Handel's original

worlc ; it is one of the numbers connected with Urio's 'Te Deum.'

Mfnuetto.
-(5-1

Queen of Bum-mer, qaeen of Lore .̂

m

^m^^k^^M^A
cloud - com-pel-lln^ Sove, Grant a long and hap - py

^^^
to great Cie-gar, king of men. .

First strain repeated to conclude.

then been half a century in his grave. To
trace the influence of Purcell on Handel is

indeed a deeply interesting study ; it is chiefly

confined to music of this secular tinge (the

very beautiful duet in 'Athaliah,' 'Joys be-

fore our eyes appearing,' and Delila's air in

'Samson, '

'My faith and truth
,

'are perhaps, with
parts of the ' Utrecht Te Deum,' the only other
noteworthy instances), and where it is at all

visible it is curiously thorough. In ' Queen of

summer,' for example, not only is the rhythm
one of Purcell's most characteristic hall-marks,

but there is perhaps no instance in the strict

work of any great composer but these two of the
progression in the fourteenth bar, which violates

what seems (though it is not always mentioned
in text-books) to be the most rigid of the general-

isations that make up what we call the ' laws of

harmony.'

But these more than half secular movements,
brilliant and beautiful as they are, are usually
comparatively slight in texture and design ; for

Handel in his really greatest moods we must
look elsewhere. We can make what allowances
we like for the frequent lack of any distinctive-

ness of thematic material, for the acres of com-
placent commonplaces, for the imposing effects

that consist merely of massively reiterated tags
;

but beyond them all there is the great genius.

When he was working in earnest, he possessed
a mastery over a particular kind of choral
technique that no other composer before or since
has even approached ; the part-writing is very
simple, and yet no one else has been able to pro-
cure that extraordinary balanced clearness of
sound. His chords ring like bells ; and he can
hurl himself straight through the rules of pro-
fessorial orthodoxy with an effect astonishing in
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its brilliance.^ And he does not attempt to

enter fields in which he is not at home :
' The

mighty power in whom we ti-ust ' in ' Athaliah,'

is the solitary and distinctly unsuccessful emula-

tion of the typical German chorale-chorus, and
in no other' wise did he venture on anything

alien to his own natural style or unintelligible

to the public on whose pulse he kept so careful

a finger. But still, in his great choral work there

is any amount of variety. He can be grandly

stem, as in 'Envy, eldest -born of hell' in

' Saul,' or ' By slow degrees the wrath of God

'

in 'Belshazzar,'or 'Tremble, guUt'in 'Susanna,'

with its glorious chief subject :

—

^CJ^JI -^-TT^Ebg-J!^

m
Trem-'ble, guilt, for thou shalt find, thou ebalt find,

wrath di-Tine out • strlpa tbe wind,

He can be deeply pathetic, as in ' Fall'n is the

foe ' in ' Judas Maccabaeus, ' or ' Mourn, Israel

'

in ' Saul,' or ' And the children of Israel sighed

'

in ' Israel in Egypt. ' If we wish for impressive

strength, there are ' How long, O Lord ' in

'Susanna,' 'How dark, Lord, are thy decrees'

in ' Jephtha, ' or ' Earth, tremble ' in ' Esther '
^

;

if for rapturous brilliance, there are ' Praise the

Lord with harp and tongue' in 'Solomon,' or

' Sing unto God' in 'Judas Macoab8eus,'or 'Then

round about the starry throne ' in ' Samson.

'

And these are only a mere casual handful from a

rich store, while we have not even mentioned

the ' Messiah
'

; and if we seek further whether

for delicate grace or dramatic realism, the

'Nightingale 'chorus in 'Solomon' or the supreme
' Darkness ' chorus in ' Israel ' will give us all

we want. And though as a general rule Handel

never troubled himself to give any specially

subtle rendering of his words, yet the sombrely

impressive end of ' Theodora ' (which is perhaps

on the whole, after ' Saul,' the best of the less-

known oratorios) shows that he could occasionally

go deeper than the critics who have blamed him
for the ' ineffective close ' ; while things like the
' Horse and his rider ' chorus in ' Israel, ' or

'Hear us, God' in 'Samson,' in their mas-

sively simple treatment of situations where

pictoria^sm might easily be carried too far,

mark the difference between the sure judgment

of Handel at his best and lesser men's vague

attempts at dramatic accuracy. Probably most

persons would agree that, taking them all in all,

the general average of the solo music in the

oratorios is inferiorto thatof the choral—indeed,

there is perhaps no oratorio in which the indi-

vidual airs are so nearly always distinctive as

they are in secular works like ' Acis and Galatea

'

1 FerhapB the flneet example of this is to he found, not in the
oratorios, but in the ode 'L' Allegro' ('Mirth, with thee we mean to

live ).

2 In the middle of the long choros, ' He comes to end our woes.

or ' Teseo
'

; but nevertheless Handel surelywrote

nothing nobler than 'Angels ever bright and
fair ' or ' Total eclipse 'or 'He was despised '

—

to take a mere haphazard selection. And, indeed,

occasionally we find in the oratorios a sort of

personal characterisation that is hardly ever

—

though there are exceptions—seen in the operas,

though thesecularooncertworks show itstrongly

;

almost all the music of Jephtha's daughter Iphis

is as girlish as Handel could well manage to be,

Manoah in ' Samson ' is a definite figure, and
both Susanna and her attendant are portrayed

with real distinctiveness. It is a pity, however,

that some of the best and best-known solo music
is hardly ever heard except when illegitimately

detached from its context : in ' Samson ' both
'Let the bright seraphim' and 'Return, God
of hosts ' are integral parts of choruses, and in
' Jephtha '

' Deeper and deeper still ' and the

chorus ' How dark, Lord, are thy decrees

'

form one united whole. Elaborate recitatives

like this last are not at all common in the ora-

torios, but when they do occur, they are usually

remarkable ; there are several particularly fine

examples in ' Saul ' which strike a note of dis-

tinction that is practically unknown in 'Handel's

ordinary introductory recitatives.

The Handelian English oratorio is something

sai generis ; it had no sort of precursor, and
apart from some slight relics in the works of

Beethoven and Spohr and some rather clearer

ones in those of Mendelssohn, it has left no
traces in the work of any great man. Kinship

with the previous religious music of Handel's

own countrymen is practically indiscoverable

;

it is far closer to the models of the Italians.

Apart from the 'Messiah,' which ocoupiesaunique
position, the Handelian oratorio is an ' enter-

tainment,' sometimes consisting, like ' Solomon'
and 'Israel in Egypt,' chiefly of imposing
choruses, sometimes, like ' Joseph ' and
'Jephtha, ' of a judicious blend of Biblical h istory

and decorous 'love-interest,' sometimes again of

vivid drama, like 'Saxil' and 'Belshazzar' ; but
compared with Schiitz or Bach, it is always
' of the earth, earthy. ' The atmosphere of the

theatres in which they were produced hangs
round them all (certain pages indeed, especially

in 'Joseph' and 'Susanna,' seem imperatively to

demand gesture and movement) ; and yet they
are sharply differentiated from the Italian

oratorios by the enormous stress which they

lay on choral utterance, not by any means
exclusively as representing the sentiments of

actors in the story but equally or even more
frequently as representing the reflections of the

religiously- minded listener. But still these

reflections are always, so to speak, external

;

North German pietism found singularly little

echo in the breast of the Georgian Londoner,

whether Christian or Jew,' for whom Handel
3 ' JudasMaccabosos ' and ' AlexanderBalus ' were specially written

to please the Jews, who had aided Handel in his second bankruptcy
in lf4e.

2i
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wrote, who would probably have regarded the
' Matthaus Passion ' as both intensely boring

and indecently personal. Yet all our reverence

for the greater, silent man at Leipzig, who had

to suffer a century of well-nigh total neglect

before he began to come to his own, should

never blind us to the fact that Handel, with

all his imperfections on his head, is also among
the immortals.

A brief paragraph must be devoted to the

still more or less burning question of the
' plagiarisms ' in Handel's oratorios. "We need

not dwell on his adaptations of his own Italian

secular duets in the 'Messiah,' or of his in-

strumental music in 'Israel in Egypt' and else-

where, or on his frequent transferences of

material from one large work to another ; there

are plenty of more or less close parallels in the

work of other great composers. But he also

'conveyed' largely from the music of others,

his appropriations ranging from mere quotation

of melodic phrases or figures of accompaniment
to virtual transcriptions of entire movements.

A ' Te Deum ' by Urio is laid under large con-

tributions for the ' Dettingen Te Deum,' 'Saul,'

and tw(/ or three other works ; large tracts of
' Israel in Egypt ' are very intimately connected

with a ' Magnificat ' by Erba, and the chorus

'Egypt was glad wieu they departed,' in the

same work, is an almost exact copy of an organ

canzona by Kerl ; and scattered up and down
the oratorios we find borrowings from a serenata

by Stradella, some duets by Clari, harpsichord

pieces by Muffat, and various other more or less

distinct traces of works by many other com-

posers of slightly previous or contemporary

date. Many of these are no doubt mere
quotations which Handel has fused so closely

with his own work that there is no trace of

incongruity of style, but all shades of the

appropriating process can be traced right up to

the penning of what are, practically entirely,

non-Handelian movements, such as the above-

mentioned chorus, which is pure Kerl, and (also

in 'Israel in Egypt') 'He is my God,' 'TThou

sentest forth thy wrath,' and 'The earth

swallowed them,' which are virtually pure

Erba. It is indeed an extraordinary instance

of the force of traditional association that the

suspicions of a scholar like Mendelssohn (who
edited ' Israel ' for the English Handel Society),

were never aroused by the heavy lifeless

part -writing of these movements, especially

Erba's, which is quite unlike Handel's technical

methods at any time of his life ; and Hawkins
actually printed Kerl's canzona in his History

as an interesting example of that composer's

style without, apparently, recognising in any
way its Handelian bearings. Confronted with

these startling facts, some ardent Handelian

worshippers have been put to great shifts in

order to preserve their hero's character, ' while
I Huch the most ingenloiu theoir la that presented in the

the extremists on the other side have indulged

in rousing moral sermons ; but perhaps after

all a middle course is the most in accordance

with a reasoned judgment. The primary thing

to be remembered isthe extraordinary prevalence

at this period of Pasticcios, whether selections

from the work of only one or of many different

composers : the English ballad opera, which
arose at this time, remained artistically an olla

podrida to the end of its days, and Handel
himself brought out several operas which were

merely ' favourite airs ' strung together, while

having no apparent objection to interpolate

entirely disconnected songs (sometimes in

Italian) in order to secure the success of the

oratorios, and producing large works that were

little more than ricjiaiiffds of old music of his

own. Before we blame Handel, we must
remember that no other great composer ever

lived in a society where it was considered in-

teresting and important to advertise a work as
' new and original ' ; it was not in his nature

to reflect on matters of artistic morality in

vacuo, so to speak, and we may charitably

recollect that he frequently wrote in a very

terrible hurry. But still his unconscionable

and quite unparalleled greediness is very

deplorable ; the case of the forced retirement

from England of Bononcini is not altogether

similar, as the madrigal of Lotti which caused

the scandal was exhibited in a competition, and
not under circumstances where the Pasticcio-

idea could even remotely be entertained, ^ but

still no doubt Handel's enemies would have
made excellent capital out of the works of Erba
and the rest, had they discovered them. It

may be quite true that ' originality consists in

the whole
'

; but a whole of which the chief

parts are by some one else is somewhat of an
anomaly. "We can indeed distinguish five

grades of unannotated musical borrowing (ex-

cluding the use of folk-music, in which, however,
all can be traced) ; the quotations may be,

from the composer's point of view, recognisable

—firstly, by all his listeners without exception,

as with the North Germans' use of chorale-

melodies—secondly, by all musicians, as with
Elgar's quotations from Mendelssohn in his

'Enigma' variations—thirdly, by all musicians
of 'up-to-date taste," as with Bach's adaptations
from Dieupart in his English suites—fourthly,

by the persons immediately concerned, as with
Brahms's quotations from a song by Stockhausen
in his 'Es liebt sich so lieblich im Lenze,' sent

to the singer as a present on an occasion of

family rejoicing—fifthly, as weU-nigh invariably

muical Timet of December 1905, by Mr. P. Boblnaon, who argnes
that the works of TJrio and Erba are not by those coinposen but by
Handel, having been written at the small towns of the same names
in Norili Italy. But this seems more brilliant than plausible, and
does not touch the question of internal evidence ; and Kerl and the
rest still remain.

^ It is, however, by no means certain (see the evidence collected
by Hawkins).that Bononcini really meant to pass off Lotti's work
as his own ; and his proud refusal to say a word in his own defence
is capable of more than one interpretation.
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with Handel, and very regrettably, by probably
no one at all.

As we have seen, Handel's Italian oratorios

were merely echoes of the older type, and had
no real influence on his English masterpieces.

And, indeed, the whole subsequent history of

Italian oratorio is that of the gradual extinction

of the ancient type ; strictly speaking, it is not
modem oratorio, but ancient oratorio in extremis.

But still, though its last days were brightened

by no music worthy to be compared with
Carissimi's'for real subtle artistic insight, there

are yet works that show glimpses of fine music,

and several names seem to demand mention, if

only as historical landmarks.

—<rhe traditions of the best features of the

oratorios of musicians like Alessandro Scarlatti

and Stradella lingered indeed for some con-

siderable time. Lotti's work in this direction

shows much that is of high value, and Harcello's

curiously named ' oratorio a quattro voci '—
' II

Pianto e il Riso delle quattro Stagioni dell' anno
per la Morte, Esaltazione, e Coronazione di

Maria sempre Vergine Assunta in Cielo '—con-

tains some fine dignified music, and shows in

the alto aria 'Maria, Madre d'Amor' a singularly

beautiful Siciliano, which is really equal to all

but the very finest of Handel's songs in that

measure.' Leo's ' Santa Elena al Calvario ' has

also much of very considerable interest ; some
of its choruses (particularly ' Di quanta pena 6

irutta
'
) show fine strong solid workmanship,

though on the whole it can perhaps hardly

compare with other definitely liturgical sacred

music from his pen, nor with certain sacred

cantatas for solo voices. Pergolesi produced a

Christmas oratorio, and also a sacred drama
entitled ' La Conversione di S. Guglielmo,' into

which comic intermezzi—after the very curious

fashion of those days (1731)—were introduced

;

and this marks the beginning of the decline.

Too much has indeed been made of the mere

fact that religious subjects were frequently

given stage presentation—from the earliest

mystery-play down to ' Parsifal,' such things

have been done in the spirit of the very purest

reverence ; but the real cause of the decay was

that there was not the least attempt at any
elevation of style, and that these lapses from

the true path were not mere occasional accidents

(as had happened before), but settled habits

that were frankly avowed by the composers,

and frankly welcomed by their listeners. Por-

pora's ' Santa Eugenia,' one of the early works

of his Roman period (the autograph is dated

13 8*"', 1721), though not intended for stage

presentation, does its best to look like an opera,

with its twenty changes of scene in the first

I Th« MS. of thia work in the British Miufium has the word
• OrigiDAle * in large lettera at the bottom of the title-page—pre-

imnabl7 to ebow that it in not, like ao manr works of the period,

a pasticcio. The name of the author of the words baa been caretallr

erased, bnt the words ' delhi Compagnia dl GesA' can just be traced

;

is this perhaps a sign of a performauce of the work in some country

from which the Jesuit order was excluded?

act, and seventeen in the second ; and in spite

of certain relics of sedateness and dignity (as in

Eugenia's really pathetic 'Tu lacero esangue

con pena infinita'), the work as a whole is

thoroughly stilted and occasionally, as in the

introductory sinfonia, simply vulgar. Men
like Piccinni (whose ' Jonathan ' is perhaps his

best work) and Sacchini—who had both an
inclination towards the serious in art—did, it

is true, something to stem the current ; and
JommelU's 'La Passione di nostro Signore Giesu

Cristo,' which was highly successful, and had
the honour of being reprinted in London, tried,

with much address, to combine the 'elegance

and taste ' which the composer's patrons de-

manded with a certain sort of solidity of

technique. But Jommelli's work, though one of

the best of its age in this field, is painfully

dull on the whole ; and almost the only thing

that is really noteworthy, is the remarkable
ending of the last chorus of the first part on
the unresolved dominant harmony to the words,

'pensaci, pensaci'—an emotional efiect which
anticipates by nearly a century Schumann's 'Im
wiinderschonenMonatMaL' Andthe'Assalonne'
of Cimarosa, whose main line (for which he had
a real genius)was comedy opera, gives the impres-

sion of being merely the refuse of Handel mixed
up with that of Haydn, plus a very considerable

amount of bouncing good-humour ; the music
frequently bustles about on a single harmony
for pages on end, and the warrior Joab, who is

a soprano greatly addicted to top C's, expresses

the sentiment ' Lagrimate il cor nel seno ' by
empty twirlings on one syllable for fourteen

bars at a time. The oratorios of Zingarelli and
Guglielmi are similarly fall of bald triviality

;

and Sarti, Salieri, and Paer, who were, espe-

cially the first-named, men of decidedly more
mark, still produced in this field nothing
that possesses any sort of vitality. Not indeed
that they did not attempt to do things on a
somewhat large scale ; in the extracts from
Paer's ' II Trionfo della Chiesa ' which are pre-

served in the British Museum, there is a very

elaborate movement 'Dio pietoso, dio clemente,'

with a bass aria for an Angel combined with
two separate choirs, one of female voices ' coro

d' eco celeste da lontano,' and the other an
ordinary four-part choir of worshippers— the

whole accompanied by a full soft orchestra,

with clarinets and harp, but no trumpets and
drums, and a great deal of wood-wind soli.

But experiments of this kind, which were not
uncommon, have hardly ever any real sign of

vitality about them ; Italian oratorio was indeed

dying, and it expired in its absolute fusion with
opera in Rossini's 'Mosfe in Egitto,' which was
originally written for the stage (and was so

performed, with two different librettos on the

subjects of ' Peter the Hermit ' and ' Zora

'

respectively, at London theatres in 1822 and
1850), but was also, under the composer's own
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direction, entitled 'oratorio,' and very frequently

performed in the ooncert-room. This curious

work marks the final extinction of any trace

of the religious spirit, which still lingered very

fitfuUy in Paer ; and it is the grossest calumny

to the race that has produced the most purely

spiritual religious music in existence to place

Rossini's antics to the credit of his Italian blood.

Hewas indeed simplya keenman of business with

a genius for a certain kind of light opera, who
took his religious commissions as they came

;

and the vulgarity and triviality with which
these pages teem rouse curious reflections as to

the intelligence of the committees of the Sacred

Harmonic Society and the authorities of Exeter

Hall in the days when this production passed

as devotional music. A good many numbers
might indeed be made into quite pleasing

ballets, and there is a certain amount of fair

operatic work in other than dance - rhythms ;

but we can almost imagine Rossini with his

tongue in his cheek, writing page after page of

impressive-looking ensembles in crowds of parts

(which, on investigation, prove to consist of

mere childish doubling), and reflecting that,

when the poor little phrase that forms the whole
of the famous 'Dal tuo stellate soglio' has been
repeated often enough, the audience cannot
help thinking it fine when it blares out at last

in the major. But the work is historically

important as the last of its line, and as a
monument of successful imposition ; and the

modem student may agreeably while away some
short time in contemplation of the curious

polka-like presentation of Moses' prophecy of

the ultimate triumph of Israel over ita sufferings,

or of the display of the audacity of Pharaoh
and his son Amenophis by their continual

J™ 'J"^ JjTj rhythm in contrast to the

more pious crotchet measure of Moses and the

Israelites.

With ' Mose in Egitto ' Italian oratorio was
practically silenced for seventy years ; a very

few works were indeed produced by composers

of Italian race but cosmopolitan careers, which
chiefly saw the lightoutside their native country,

and anyhow are of very slight importance. But
at the close of the 19th century it was re-

vived, under the direct guidance of the Vatican,

by Lorenzo Perosi, whose works were urged

upon Europe for several years by the whole
driving force of the Roman Church, which has

since been directed towards another and much
worthier composer. Perosi's work ia of consider-

able historical interest ; and he was perhaps

somewhat unfairly handled by critics not in per-

sonal sympathywith his outlook. ' His numerous
oratorios— ' The Resurrection of Lazarus ' is as

typical as any—remind us indeed, in one way,

more of Haydn's works than of any others
;

1 Ferosl'a notable labours in purifying liturgical muaic in Italy
lie outside tlie present investigation.

there is the similar attitude of the religiously-

minded child. Not indeed that Perosi is strictly

musically worthy of mention in the same breath

;

he seems like a naive southern boy, playing

innocently with material that he cannot really

handle. The music flows on anyhow, in aimless

meanderings that suggest alternately imperfect

reminiscences of Wagner and of Palestrina ; it

is almost always quite ineflectual, and sounds
like the casual extemporisation of a musical

dreamer, but it is also entirely inoffensive, clean,

and sincere, and in its vague childish way not

at all unattractive. But it is in aU probability

the only religious music produced by an Italian

of any sort of note since the 1 6th century that

is entirely free from the taint of secularity.^ The
pessimists of the Council of Trent may, accord-

ing to the well-known story, have thought that

they had discovered a firm bulwark jn Palestrina,

but the coming of the great flood was only

delayed, not averted.

While Italian religious music was waning
more and more, German oratorio-composers ofthe

generation after J. S. Bach were torn by diverse

forces ; on the one hand was the influence of

the Passion-music, on the other that of Italian

opera, the fashionable amusement of all persons

of proper culture and taste. This struggle be-

tween the national and the foreign strikes deeply

across all the music of the 18th century in all

countries north of the Alps ; in Germany we see

how Haydn and Mozart looked both ways, and
it was indeed only the patriotic uprising at the
fall of Napoleon that finally nationalised German
music. Some were led more one way than the
other, but others tried to keep the balance fairly

even ; Graun, for example, wrote both German
and Italian operas, and though his style owed
far more to Italian influence than to any other,

yet his 'Der Tod Jesu,' by which alone his

fame has survived, is in design a Passion-oratorio

on the strict North German model. It starts

at once, without any preamble, with the '0
Haupt voU Blut und Wunden ' chorale-tune with
which Bach's ' Matthiius-Passion ' renders us so

familiar ; several more are introduced in the
course of the work, and later on the Chorale with
bass solo is obviously modelled on Bach's struc-

tures. There are plenty of numbers, such as

the first and last choruses, the bass recitative

immediately after the death of Jesus, and several

other recitatives, which show much really

pathetic expression and are thoroughly sincere

and solidly good music ; but at other times
Graun writes merely very smooth and polished
work which is attractive technically but not at
all otherwise. He could indeed, sis in the long
bass solo scena, write dramatic and brilliant

music which shows his Italian side at its best

:

but his quieter moods are those by which he
most lives. Graun was not in truth anything

2 Perhaps we may except Verdi's beautiful Laudi alle Vergine*
for lour solo female voices.
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like a great genius, but the best things in ' Der
Tod Jesu ' leave a very satisfactory impression

behind them ; while the cue oratorio of his

famous contemporary Hasse that has survived

complete, ' I Pellegrini al Sepolcro, '
^ is (apart

from its one and only chorus, which is a vast

improvement on the rest of the work) a singu-

larly duU production, merely the ordinary ade-

quately effective dry machine-made music,

exactly like reams and reams of contemporary

effusions. And this kind of oratorio lingered

on for some time ; Hasse was the great fashion-

able autocrat of his day, and pleasant as some
of his secular music ia, his influence in the

oratorio-field weighed altogether on the wrong
side. His traditions were carried on by men
like Naumann, J. C. Bach, Winter, Weigl,

Hiller, Dittersdorf, Himmel, and many others

till they died from sheer inanition about the

second decadeof thel9th century : and few works

are more hopelessly tedious than theirs, which
(save in very rare instances) have neither soul

enough to be sacred music nor backbone enough

to be secular. Nor indeed have we even the

relief that the sight ofnew librettos might afford,

for the same poems were amiably handed over

from one oratorio composer to another : Meta-

stasio's 'I Pellegrini al Sepolcro' was, forexample,

set by Naumann as well as by Hasse, his

' Paasione di Giesu Cristo ' by Jommelli (as we
have just seen), Paisiello, Salieri, and Naumann,
his ' Santa Elena al Calvario ' by Leo, Hasse,

and STaumann, and so on ad infinitum. Some
of the Italians, like Leo and Jommelli, were, as

we have seen, above their school : Leo, indeed,

was in some of his religious music a distinctly

great man, but, apart from a very few exceptions,

the decay of Italian oratorio, whether in its

native land or elsewhere, leaves no regret be-

hind it.

But whUe Hasse and his friends and followers

were vainly trying to galvanise a dying art-form,

one great composer, whose work has been, till of

late years, far too much neglected, produced three

oratorios which are of very high interest as well

as of special historical importance ; indeed, Carl

Philip Emanuel Bach's ' Passions-Cantate,' ' Die

Auferstehungund Himmelfahrt Jesu,' and 'Die

Israeliten in der Wiiste,' all, but especially

(though it is the earliest) the last named, well

requite close study. ^ Like all his contempor-

aries, he felt the pressure of the conflict of

styles, and indeed is the one great man who
best exemplifies them. Often he shows extensive

traces of his father's influence, most of all

perhaps in his recitatives and recitative -like

liiovements in each of the three works, where he

combines a large share of J. S. Bach's dignity

and pathetic expressiveness with a power of

1 The original periahed, ivith many worlu of Hasae, in the bom-
bardment of Dresden in 1760 : what we have i3 a German veraion

publiahed by J. A. Hiller aa ' Die Pilgrimme auf Golgotha.'
2 See eapecially TJm Viimnete Period {Oxford. Bittory of Music,

Tol. iv.), by Mr. W. H. Hadow, for an admiiable account of C. P. E.

Bach.

dramatic word-painting that is his own great

endowment. The setting, for example, of the

words, ' Warum hast du den bittern Kelch
getrunken, ' from the recitative at the opening of

the ' Passions-Cantate,' has an exquisite tender-

ness, and joins syllables with music in the style

of a skilled reciter ; and the great movement in

'Die Israeliten in der Wiiste,' where Moses
prays ' Gott, meiner Vater Gott ' and the chorus
cry at intervals ' Wir vergehn,' ' Wir sterben,' is

most striking in its perfect dramatic instinct.

And, again, he abolishes altogetherthecustomary
overture, which even with Handel (though his

workmanship is far more solid than that of the

ordinary writer of Italian oratorios) is a more or

less perfunctory and anyhow entirely irrelevant

production ; instead he writes, in both the
' Passions-Cantate ' and ' Die Auferstehung und
Himmelfahrt Jesu,' very short movements (one

to each part in the latter work) only a few bars

long, but obviously aiming, and with consider-

able success, at the preparation of the right

solemn mood, and in the ' Die Israeliten in

der Wiiste,' the little ' Symphonie, ouvertiiren-

massig,' that occurs some short way on in the

oratorio, has a definite dramatic fi notion. Often,

again, he altogether turns his back on his

father and looks out in a quite different direc-

tion ; he introduces a choral ' Was der alten

Vater Schaar ' into ' Die Israeliten in der Wuste,"
but the harmonisation is totally unlike J. S.

Bach's style, and in some of the choruses in the
same work and in ' Die Auferstehung und
Himmelfahrt Jesu,' notably in the very long
and elaborate finale of the latter, the whole
handling of the voices and the brilliance of the
orchestration, remind us strongly of Haydn,
while the direction ' sciolto ' over triplet semi-

quavers for violins in the aria ' Mein Geist voU
Furcht und Freude lebet ' in the last-named
work is a striking index of C. P. E. Bach's
modernity of mind and his urgent desire for

flexible phrasing even of a quite ordinary
passage. It is true that his genius is far less

at home in lyrical reflectiveness than in dramatic
action ; but each of the three works is of

singularly high interest, and not a few pages in

them are really great. The one enormous
drawback, however, is that C. P. E. Bach, of

all foremost composers, was the most amateur-
ish in technique ; his dramatic feeling sometimes
outruns his sense of artistic proportion, and we
never feel quite certain that his powers will not
give out suddenly and leave the music in the
lurch. The fine solid contrapuntal chorus,
' Auf dass wir der Siinde abgestorben ' in the
' Passions-Cantate,' loses much of its eflfect when
immediately succeeded by a scrappy little

movement in the poorest elementary harmonic
style ; finely expressive recitatives are mixed up
with conventional orchestral passages, and very
beautiful melodies (as ' Wende dich zu meinem
Schmerze ' in the ' Passions-Cantate ') are just
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spoilt for want of the perfect organic balance

that a greater master would have furnished.

Indeed, this sort of incurable amateurishness

runs more or less through nearly all C. P. E.

Bach's work ; but for it he would have been

one of the really great men, and as it is, he is

a, composer who well repays very much closer

Study than he has hitherto generally received.

The two great giants of the period, who en-

riched so many fields of music side by side,

took very diverse views of oratorio. Mozart's

work in this form is altogether negligible, and
consists merely oftwo compositions. ' LaBetulia

liberata,' written to a libretto by Metastasio

(also set by Jommelii, Naumann, and others), at

the end of 1771 or beginning of 1772, was the

result of a commission given him at Padua when
he visited that city in the course of his Italian

concert-tour ; the oratorio is simply an ' opera

seria ' without action, and, though its composer
had then (in his sixteenth year) WTitten many
very wonderful things, is of but little interest

;

one of its numbers contains the ancient ' intona-

tion ' introduced at the words ' Te decet hymnus

'

in the first chorus of the ' Eequiem ' twenty
years later. The only other oratorio, ' Davidde
penitente,' of considerably later date, is nothing

but a pasticcio from the splendid C minor Mass,

arranged to Italian words, and combined with
a couple of incongruous and not specially note-

worthy arias of a florid character. Mozart also

wrote, in the very early ' sacred singspiel '
' Die

Schuldigkeit des ersten Oebotes,' ' an example
of the kind of hybrid production which, as we
have seen, was not uncommon at this time ; but
this again is of no importance, and the com-
poser's genius for sacred music can only be seen

in the ' Requiem ' and in the many splendid

and far too little-known liturgical works of

smaller dimensions.

Haydn, on the other hand, put much of his

very greatest music into his oratorios. His
earliest, ' 11 Eitomo di Tobia ' (far the finest

example of 18th-century Italian oratorio that

exists), was written in 1774 for the Tonkiinstler-

Societat of Vienna, a musical club that had been
inaugurated two years earlier ; and its brilliant

writing both for the voices and for the unusually

large orchestra (including trombones and a

couple of corni inglesi ^) seems to show that the

composer was anxious to display to the utmost
the powers of the members of the ambitious

young institution. The oratorio is laid out on
a large scale, and, though it suflers by compari-
son with its composer's later work, is neverthe-

less of very great interest from first to last, and
is unaccountably and undeservedly neglected at

the present time, apart from the chorus ' Svanisce

in un momento,'^ which is well known as a
1 Only the first of the Jthree parts is hj Mozart, the other two

helng respectively by Michael Haydn, a^d Adlgasser, the court
oreanist of Salzburg, a pei-sonage otherwise unlcnown to fame.

z Serving in place of clarinets, which were then very rare ; but
Gomi inglesi were rarer stiU.

3 An Interpolation ten years after the first production of the vorlc.

motet furnished with singularly inappropriatt!

words, beginning ' Insanae et vanae curae.' It

is no doubt true that the libretto is of less than

no literary quality, but in that respect it is little

worse than the vast majority of others of the

period ; and the light-lieartedness of most of the

music is not more unecclesiastical than that

displayed in Haydn's Masses or even in the

greater part of the 'Creation.' The pages are

crowded with delightfully melodious strains of

a sort of wild-flowerlike innocence ; and in many
artistic essentials the music has a far maturer

grip than the more dramatic and ingenious work
of Carl Philip Emanuel Bach. The latter, as

we have seen, had the instinct for word-expres-

sion very strongly developed, often at the ex-

pense of the music itself ; Haydn went steadily

on his serene way thinking primarily of produc-

ing as perfect music as he could, and letting the

details of the words take very considerable care

of themselves. Not indeed that he does not

try to depict the general situation as far as is

possible ; when, for example, Anna relates how
she sees ghosts in her dreams, Haydn does his

best to be decorously shivery. But C. P. E.

Bach's minute anxiety to be emotionally accurate

never troubled Haydn ; and it is interesting to

compare some of the older composer's choruses

—

singularly right dramatically, but musically

unequal—with a movement like the last chorus

of the first part of ' II Ritomo di Tobia,' where
the singers beseech the Almighty to hear their

prayers and tears in an allegro in D major,

forte, with nice running fiddles and everything
very charming and cheerful. Yet Haydn's
gaiety never degenerates to anything remotely

like frivolity ; and in this oratorio there is

plenty of broad solid writing built up with a

learning that is never heavy, while the introduc-

tion (though the final modulation from the key
of C to that of E flat, in order to lead into the
opening chorus, rather upsets the structure)

represents, at its date, the composer's largest

orchestral manner.
In the yearl785 Haydn received a commission

from the authorities of the Cathedral at Cadiz *

to write seven instrumental adagios for use
during Lenten services as interludes between
sermons on each of the ' Seven Words on the
Cross.

' Originally composed for orchestra and
afterward arranged for string quartet, they were
yet again published in 1801 with additions and
modifications and arranged for solo voices,

chorus, and orchestra, with an explanatory
preface ; and in this form, which Haydn obvi-

ously considered the best, the work may fairly

be ranked as a short oratorio. The composer
in his preface refers to the difficulty of writing
music on such lines without resulting monotony

,

and weariness to the listeners ; and it cannot be
said that the effect is in any way really satis-

* His mujio seems to haye been well icnown in Spain ; Boccherini,
who was resident at Madrid, was a warm admirer and propagandist,
and the Icing had extended him his patronage several years before.
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factory. There is a slow introduction ; then
come seven sections all similarly slow, each
(except the fifth, the words ' I thirst ' not being
set at all) starting with the actual ' Words ' set

for plain four -part harmony in the general
style of a liturgical ' Intonation ' and entitled

'Choral,' followed by a chorus with soli, in

which the sentiment suggested by the scriptural

passage is developed. The fourth and fifth

numbers are separated by an instrumental

Largo, and the work concludes with a chorus,
' Presto con tutta la forza,' descriptive of the

earthquake. The music is not altogether that

of the great Haydn, and some of it is rather

perfunctory, while the last section comes too

late to secure real contrast and only rather

upsets the emotional balance and disorganises

the work as a whole ; but still there is much
very beautiful melody of a simply expressive

character, and the earthquake is depicted with
a fine fiery breathless sort of directness that

produces a remarkable effect, without the very

slightest sensationalism or abandonment of

polished technique.

Haydn's next ' oratorio was the great master-

piece known in England as the 'Creation,'

which was written in 1797-98. The libretto

(which Haydn had acquired during his last

English visit) was written by Lidley on the

general basis of Paradise Lost, and had been
originally intended for Handel ; it was turned

into German, with considerable alterations, by
Haydn's friend van Swieten, and the detest-

able and occasionally ungrammatical balderd&sh

which has been sanctified by several generations

of English choral societies is an attempt at a

retranslation. It was the culminating success

of its composer's life ; and immediately on its

publication in 1800 institutions were founded

for the express purpose of performing it, while

in this country rival managers fought for the

honour of introducing it to London, and Wor-
cester, Hereford, and Gloucester produced it at

each of the ' Three Choirs Festivals ' in the

opening years of the century. And now, after

more than a hundred years, all musicians who
have, without any permanent ill efiects, passed

beyond the youthful fever for mere novelty and
emotionalism as such, return to this perennially

fresh work with continual delight. No doubt

tlie third part is, taken altogether, inferior to

the other two, and even these are not throughout

of equal interest—few works are ; but the whole

is fragrant with the limpid purity of the ' great

morning of the world,' and though music has

done far deeper and wider things since, we have

no more superseded the ' Creation ' than painting

has superseded the work of the men whose

spiritual outlook was similarly that of the little

child.

1 The Hasa In B flat written in 1796 U the main aonrce of an
onanthorised paatieclo called the oratorio 'Jndah,' which wai
popular in England in the dayi when atrocltiee of thle kind were
common.

For the last great work of his life Haydn had
again recourse to England, the libretto of the
' Seasons ' being an adaptation by van Swieten of

Thomson's poem of the same name. The title

of ' oratorio ' is Haydn's own, but it is what
would now be called merely a cantata on a largo

scale ; there is a little ' religious application ' in

the words of a few numbers in two out of the

four sections, but otherwise the subject is

throughout purely secular. It is a ctise of the

same mistaken nomenclature that we have
already noticed «'ith regard to several works of

Handel ; but it is the last time that we find the

word oratorio thus vaguely used, as with the

spread of public music unconnected with either

church or stage, other more adequate titles came
into use, and the modern definite idea of oratorio

as a non-liturgical work of religious character

became firmly established. But still, as Haydn
underetood the term as merely im[ilying a large

choral and orchestral work connected neither

with worship nor with acting, it seems fitting

not to refuse the ' Seasons ' at any rate a passing

mention in the present review. And, indeed, the

neglect of so beautiful a work is very regrettable

;

it is true that none of it reaches the level of the

finest portions of the ' Creation, ' but Haydn,
though an old man of over seventy, still retained

his full powers, and alike in 'Spring,' in
' Summer, ' in ' Autumn, ' and in ' Winter ' there

are pages and pages full of melody, picturesque-

ness, and vigour. And throughout the polished

purity of style never fails ; he can deal with the

most diverse situations with equal serene fresh-

ness, and can walk across the dangerous ground
of realism while keeping musicianship unsullied.

Indeed, Haydn's treatment ofwords thatdemand
some sort of attempt at realism is one of his

most characteristic features
;
given the ' cheer-

ful, roaring, tawny lion,' the 'flexible tiger,'

the 'sinuous worm,' and all the rest of the

menagerie of the ' Creation,' it is impossible to

see how they could have been portrayed with
more artistic innocence and perfectly congruous
restraint. And in the ' Seasons ' he can depict

thunderstorms and hunting scenes, and all the

rest of the objects that made up Thomson's view
of nature, without ever sacrificing organic struc-

ture or musical beauty ; while, in the imitation

of the grasshopper in ' Summer

'

he, with his not infrequent curiously pro-

phetic modernity of touch, shows, as clearly as
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Richard Strauss (and perhaps there is no other

example in the intervening century), how notes

can occasionally be used not as harmony but as

mere points of colour, like the clang of triangles

or cymbals.

Haydn's work forms a sort of bypath in the

history of oratorio ; and we can see no reflection

of it in sacred music till we come to the wonder-

ful ' Stabat Mater ' and ' Biblische Lieder ' of

Dvorak,^ who, though a modern of the moderns,

is the only other composer of such music who
was similarly a Slav by blood and a Roman
Catholic by faith, and also, like Haydn, steeped

through and through in his national folk-tunes.

We see in Haydn's oratorios, as in the best

sacred work of his successor, a sort of splendid

large unconsciousness that has perhaps not been

attainable save by a genius springing from a

race intellectually backward and moved by
childlike emotional impulse, but in these cases

kept within artistic bounds by the gentle but
firm hand of the religious traditions of the

Latins. It is true, indeed, that we should always

remember that all music stands or falls solely

by its own innate artistic merits or demerits, and
that, especially in these latter days, criticism

of religious art is hampered to a quite incalcul-

able extent by wilful forgetfulness of this fact

;

nevertheless, while Haydn's music (and Dvorak's

too, for that matter) would still remain exactly,

equally beautiful whatever its composer's blood

and faith had been, it is still of considerable

historical interest to note the divergence from
the main current. It seems practically certain

that Haydn can have known nothing of John
Sebastian Bach's choral music ; but had he

done so, what would he have thought of the

longing of Bach's prayers, or the radiance of

his praise ? He could only have, so to speak,

emotionally stared at them as a child who cannot

read stares at a printed page. And Bach him-

self was, as we have seen, in the direct spiritual

line of descent from Palestrina and his great con-

temporaries both in Italy and England, through

men like Schiitz and Keiser ; and this is the one

and only line of the greatest religious music down
to Brahms. Andeven Handel, who himselfrepre-

sents a divergence, comes nowhere near Haydn's
attitude : his bluff downrightness has nothing

in common with the other's quiet cheerfulness.

Mozart, in his ' Requiem,' comes indeed closest,

but even here the tone is far more reflective, the

mood far less tranquil ; and Haydn's work re-

mains the crowning musical example of some
thing that the world's artistic current has almost

passed by—the spirit of the little child. And,

to return to strictly musical criticism, it is

wonderful how the great simple beauty of the

chief numbers of the ' Creation '—that look as

if any one could imitate them until one tries

—

survives untarnished through all changes of

1 ' St. Ludmila,' Drof&k's only oratorio, la, as wa ataaU ase later,

not altogether characterlatic of hla naiial style.

fashion : 'With verdure clad, '
' In native worth,

'

' Rolling in foaming billows ' pass indeed with

but little damage through the appalling ordeal

of forty or fifty or more consecutive per-

formances at ' Competitive Festivals '—a test

before which all but the greatest music melts like

driven snow. None of the solo numbers shows
any trace Of that perfunotoriness so painfully

common with Handel, but on the other hand
Haydn's choruses, though absolutely fulfilling

their proper function, do not aim at the same
technical height as the best work of the older

composer. Haydn was in every way quite as

good a contrapuntist as Handel, and when he
chose could write as fine fugal work as any one

;

but his natural love was rather towards instru-

mental than towards choral expression, whereas

with Handel the reverse is overwhelmingly true.

In Haydn's day the orchestra was just coming
into existence as a thing in itself with its own
natural speech full of all sorts of infinite possi-

bilities ; and Haydn himself was one of the very

foremost leaders ill the new paths. And so,

whereas with Handel the orchestra is the merest

uninteresting support, Haydn does his best to

keep the balance even, and perhaps, beautifully

smooth, broad, and effective as his choral writing

is, occasionally seems to show more interest in

the orchestra than in the voices, while at no
place whatever in all the works we have been
discussing does the libretto afford the slightest

chance for anything like that large declamatory
style that inspires the finest of Handel's choruses

—except in the last chorus of ' The Seven Words
from the Cross,' where Haydn quite rises to the

occasion, though his strokes are less hammering
than Handel's might have been.

Though not published till 1811, Beethoven's
' Christus am Oelberge '

^ seems to have been
written between the ' Creation ' and the ' Sea-

sons '
; but the world to which it introduces

us is altogether different. Beethoven jokingly
compared his own very successful ' Prometheus

'

ballet-music with Haydn's masterpiece' ; and it

is very possible that it was the extraordinary
reception of the ' Creation ' which suggested to

Beethoven the composition of an oratorio,

though for some reason the work, while com-
pleted in 1801—apparently before or at any
rate only a short time after the ' Prometheus

'

music,—was not performed in public till April
5, 1803, when it was produced at the Theatre
'an der Wien,' and apparently met with con-
siderable though not exceptional favour. It is

Beethoven's only sacred work, apart from the
two masses, though late in his life he seems to

have contemplated a sort of sequel, to be entitled
' Die Hbllenfahrt des Erlosers

'
; and the pro-

3 Known in England firstly with a anhstituted libretto (after the
barbaroua faahion of older days) on the subject of 'Bngedi, or
David in the Wildemeaa,' and now as 'The Mount of Oliyes.'

3 The pun on 'Die SchBpfung' and 'Die Geschiipfe dea Pro-
metheua

' is obvious ; but it has been sometimes unwarrantably
supposed that the comparison was a piece of mere conceited
impertinence.
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blem it raises is very curious. Many years

subsequently Beethoven expressed to his friend

Schindler his dissatisfaction viith the work, and
especiallyhisregretthatthe part ofJesushad been
treated in too operatic a style ; and undoubtedly
there is a very considerable flavour of the foot-

lights about these now very seldom-heard pages.

A considerable portion—most notably of all the
trio for the Seraph, Jesus, and Peter—is indeed

simplysparkling, and notwith the innocent light-

heartedness with which Haydn's angels welcome
the 'new-created world,' but with a theatrical

triviality coming, as far as the work of a man
like Beethoven could, perilously near Rossini's

astounding attitude towards the mysteries of

Christianity. Occasionally again, as in the

setting of the words of Jesus, ' Meine Qual ist

bald verschwunden,' we find a kind of exagger-

ated melodrama ; and between these two poles

Beethoven wanders in a manner that is decidedly

vague. Ruber's libretto no doubt does nothing

to help him ; besides being most inappropriate,

it is poor in construction, and without any
suggestiveness. But still we feel that Beet-

hoven's heart, anyhow, was not really in his

work ; it was his first choral composition since

his boyish days, and he may have felt his

powers in that direction still uncertain, and
again, as has been already suggested, the

impelling motive may rather have been emula-

tion of Haydn than anything more intimately

personal. And, in that sort of dimly tentative

way that we see paralleled in a few of his early

works,' he seems to seek to show his originality

and his modernity by a large admixture of sheer

virtuosity of a kind that his maturer music

never displays ; and thus, for example, the

soprano soloist personating the Seraph is

favoured with brilliant scale-passages rising to

the topmost E and regular cadenzas as intel-

lectually empty as those of Liszt. But when
Beethoven gets rid of this sort of bastard

operatic influence and straightens out his

apparently somewhat muddled frame of mind,

he writes much extremely beautiful music

—

immature indeed in a sense which makes it

sound considerably more old-fashioned than the

great work of the two older Viennese composers,

but still full of point and grace and not without

decided youthful dignity of a very pleasant

kind. There is, for example, a great deal that

is very charming and permanently interesting

in the long soprano solo and chorus, ' Heil

eueh, ihr Erlosten,' the duet for the Seraph and

Jesus, ' So ruhe denn mit ganzem Schwere,' has

a fine broadly flowing melodiousness, and the

last chorus is strong vigorous work, owing a

good deal technically to Handel, but still

showing very unmistakably the hand of Beet-

hoven. He can never really get rid of his genius

for long, however much he may occasionally

1 The moat notable caae is the pianoforte solo sonata in C major,

Op. a. No. S.

VOL. Ill

stray into a sort of thin theatricalism and how-
ever much he may work against the grain with

uncongenial words ; sooner or later, even in this

work—one of the least among his larger efforts

—the ' grand style ' emerges. And, from the

purely technical point of view, the oratorio is

extremely interesting as being its composer's

first essay in orchestral writing on a large scale

(trombones, rarely used down to Beethoven's

latest days, here appear for the first time) ; he
may owe this early choral technique largely to

Handel, but his orchestration is already singu-

larly firm and individual, fall of life and colour

and very rich in sound. The work altogether

is plainly one of ambition ; the young composer
plunges ahead with buoyant and occasionally

regrettably careless vigour, and although his

solitary oratorio is on the whole considerably

less serious than his solitary opera, still it marks
a stage, and he managed to grasp with both
hands a large proportion of the things at which
he aimed.

Schubert's essays in oratorio-writing are two :

' Miriam's Siegesgesang ' (1828), and ' Lazarus

'

(1820)—the latter, for some reason which is

unknown, left unfinished, like two other great

works of only slightly subsequent date, the B
minor Symphony and the C major pianoforte

sonata. ' Miriam's Song of Victory ' is a short

work that might fitly be called an ' oratorietto,'

and is designed for soprano solo (with a range

of over two octaves, and very important notes

at either extreme) and chorus, with only a pro-

visional pianoforte accompaniment, after the

composer's not infrequent fashion ; without
being great, it is very pleasant and often very
picturesque music, fullof Schubertian melodious-

ness, but not in his most inspired style.

' Lazarus ' is, however, merely a fragment of

what was designed to be an oratorio on appar-

ently a very large scale ; the libretto is laid out

in three acts, but Schubert comes to an abrupt
end in the middle of « number in the second

of these three— merely, as far as we can judge,

owing to some accidental circumstance which
diverted his thoughts and his pen elsewhere.^

The work is called a 'religious drama,' and is

indeed furnished with regular scenic directions
;

but it seems in the highest degree unlikely that

it can ever have been meant for stage perform-

ance, and in all probability the acting indications

were (as in many concert-room works by various

composers of both earlier and later date)

merely designed to give vraisemUance to the

situations. It is strange that only one number
from this beautiful work—the very fine and
passionate lengthy scena for the Sadducee
Simon with which the second act opens—seems

to have found its way into public notice, and
that only seldom ; though it could not be

performed as a whole, there are many other
2 There is nothing in all artistic history more curious and irritat-

ing than Schubert's attitude of lazy indifference to his masterpieces

;

throughout his life he seems to have been utterly Incorrigible.

2k
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things in it of the greatest interest. Maria's

tender air, ' Steh im letzten Kampf der Miiden,"

her long soena, 'Der Trost begleite dieh,'

Lazarus's short but very lovely ' Viel selige

Stunden,' and perhaps more than all these the

exquisite air for Jemima, the daughter of

Jairus, 'So schlummert auf Rosen,' from

which we quote the beautiful strain that recurs

often in its course

—

—all these are in the highest degree worthy of

intimate knowledge, and the splendid passionate

soprano solo for Martha, in the middle of which
the oratorio breaks o£f, bade fair to be at least

equal to any of them. It is true that, as with
nearly all Schubert's work of this date, there is

occasionally a considerable lack of balance and
organic structure ; the music often flows along

in the kind of half-dramatic rambling way so

frequently exemplified in the earlier songs—no
firm divisions between sections, and no particular

key-system, but merely a sort of vague and not
very satisfactory 'melos.' But the numbers
that have been mentioned above are in most
respects imusually well designed ; and one can
(as so often with Schubert) very readily for^ve
the somewhat lop-sided structure of the move-
ment in the second act headed 'Chore der

Freunde Lazarus ' in admiration for its wonder-
ful beauty of sound. Choral work is indeed

almost at a minimum, though perhaps in the

unset portions of the libretto there may have
been a larger proportion ; there are several solo

characters, but all that we have for chorus,

apart from the movement just mentioned

—

which starts with the voices divided into four-

part sopranos and altos and four-part tenors and
basses, but soon diverges into very vaguely

indicated alternation of ordinary four -part

chorus with soli passages—is an exquisitely

delicate little movement at the end of the first

act, immediately following the scene of the

death of Lazarus, which is portrayed with great

impressivenesB and finely quiet restraint of

style. The trombones are here used in a way
that was certainly absolutely original in the

year 1820, and indeed throughout the whole

work the orchestration is full of Schubertian

beauty ; had the oratorio been completed, and
had Schubert (as he did in the case of one or

two of his works, to their astounding improve-

ment) conquered his ordinary habits sufficiently

to revise his first thoughts, the literature of

sacred music would have been enriched with a
very great masterpiece.

Neither of Schubert's oratorios was performed

during his lifetime, and, as we have seen, one

of them was a fragment and the other (as regards

the accompaniments) a mere temporary make-
shift ; but far different is the case with Spohr's

works in this field, to which we must now turn.

Excluding the early and altogether unim-
portant 'Das jiingste Gericht'— written for

the 'Fete Napoleon' at Erfurt in 1812—he
wrote three oratorios, ' Die letzten Dinge ' in

1826, 'Des Heilands letzte Stunden' in 1835,

and 'Der Fall Babylons' in 1842 ; on each of

them he lavished all the resources of his art,

and each met with enormous success, alike in

Germany and in England. The composer him-
self, in his autobiography, refers to the per-

formance of 'Des Heilands letzte Stunden'
(known in England first as 'The Crucifixion,'

afterwards as 'Calvary') at the Norwich Festival

of 1839 as—in spite of the opposition raised by
some of the clergy to the libretto—the greatest

triumph of the whole of his life: and when
three years later he was unable to secure leave

of absence from his duties in Germany in order

to come to conduct his next oratorio, a monster
petition of his English admirers, backed by no
less a personage than the Prime Minister in his

official capacity, was forwarded (but without
success) to the Elector of Hesse -Cassel. But
with the rise of Mendelssohn-worship his star

gradually waned ; and at present, at any rate in

this country, ' Die letzten Dinge ' (' The Last
Judgment '

') is the only one that seems to have
kept the field. Yet these three works form an
important chapter in the history of oratorio,

and demand some detailed notice.

It is somewhat difficult to know why ' The
Last Judgment,' the earliest, and on the whole
certainly not the best of the three, should have
retained its popularity the longest ; it has con-
siderably more of what may be called the
second-rate anthem style about it' than the
others, and in it Spohr's typical sugary chro-
maticism is effusively rampant— indeed, all that
we are capable of feeling at the end of the
quartet ' Blest are the departed '

—

1 It aflemi most oonTenient in this article to rafer to Spobr*!
muiic (and Blmilarly to MendelBiohn'a later on) bf the English
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For ST - CI - . more, for er • - er - • more.

is a sigh of relief that the mawkishness has Dot
been rendered altogether intolerable by the

substitution of a B flat for the penultimate note

of the sopranos. And as the composer's own
metronome indication is only ^=72, there is

very ample time for the honey to produce its

full effect ; in the first English edition, indeed,

many of Spohr's tempi were by some mis-

understanding exactly doubled—a tradition

which still survives to some extent, and gener-

ally causes ' All glory to the Lamb who died

'

to sound like a dance-measure. But alike in

'The Last Judgment' and in the other two
works, Spohr, whenever the words afford any
chance, almost always gives way to this sickly

sort of emotionalism that, reinforced in later

years bythe influence ofa much inferior musician

in the person of Gounod, has left a deep mark
on English church music Things like ' Holy,

holy, holy ' in ' The Last Judgment,' or Mary's

'WTien this scene of trouble closes' in 'Calvary,'

are really not very much better than what
(with all due apologies to all the ancients

and some of the moderns represented in the

collection) has been—at any rate before the

recent partial cleansing—generally known as

' Ancient and Modem ' music ; and though
occasionally, as in 'Lord God of heaven and

earth ' in ' The Last Judgment,' he may pull

himself together by sheer technical ability, yet

the sentimental mannerisms of Spohr remain

among the things that music might very well

have done without. But the pity is that selec-

tions like these, which certainly do not represent

their composer at anything like his best, have

come to be regarded sis specially typicaL It is

true indeed, that, so far as harmony is con-

cerned, he is very astonishingly partial to sliding

chromatic semitones, of a kind which all other

standard composers in the history of music have

reserved for very special and rare occasions

—

niunei, as the original libretti are quite unlcnovn here. ' The FaU
of Babylon ' was indeed an original English Ubretto br Edward
Taylor, Oresbam Professor of Music, but Spohr composed the
mnsic to a German translation. ' The Last Jndgment ' is a some-

what nnfortanate version of 'Die letsten Dlnge'; it does not
adequately express the subject-matter of the oratorio, and Is very

liable to cause confusion with the early ' Das JUngste Qericht '—a
totally diifeivnt work.

Wagner, for example, never, except in his very

earliest works, employs Spohr's system, largely

chromatic as his harmony is ; but still, when the

music goes at a fair pace, the weakness is very
passing, and in a certain number of instances

the effect is legitimate and pleiisant enough in

its way. And sometimes, even in slow numbers,
Spohr can brace himself up to a certain sort

of tender dignity that, without being exactly

strong, is yet far removed from sentimentalism.

The last chorus of ' Calvary,' for example, though
it has a few mannerisms about it, is yet very

restrained and quietly solemn, and the pianis-

simo end, with the very striking use of the

chorus in unison and octaves, is extremely

beautiful—in its way indeed it is not unworthy
of a sort of comparison with the last chorus of

Bach's 'Matthaus-Passion,'in which very similar

words are set in what, making allowance for

the difference between the two men in genius,

is a very similar spirit. Spohr really seems
to have tried a good deal from time to time,

especially in his later works, to avoid his

besetting harmonic sins ; but the pity is that

frequently, when he succeeded fairly well in

doing so, the consequence was that he became
merely dull. Yet when the words demand
specially vigorous treatment, he can usually

rise to the occasion ; the chorus ' Destroyed is

Babylon the mighty ' is certainly far the best

number in ' The Last Judgment,' and is fuU of

fire and dramatic effectiveness. The elaborate

earthquake chorus in ' Calvary ' is even more
successful, with its continual broadly picturesque

touches and its real brilliant vitality ; and
again, in 'The Fall of Babylon,' the chorus,
' The lion roused from slumber ' swings along

with fine energetic dignity, and the rhythm,
though rather lacking in subtlety, has a hammer-
ing effect which undeniably enhances the vigour

of the words.

Spohr's rhythm is, however, usually one of

his least satisfactory points. In countless cases

it is as mechanically square and rigid as that

of the ordinary inferior anthem ; the composer
seems to get tied up in certain hard-and-fast
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measures, and to be quite unable to bend them
to his will. Monotonous ambling like this

from ' The Fall of Babylon '—

Bcended, O Judah be glad, thy mourning is end - ed,

is only too frequent in his works, and often

spoils pages where there is otherwise much to

interest. He tries sometimes to gain varied

rhythms by combining diverse emotional ex-

pressions, as in the chorus ' Haste to the banquet'

in ' The Fall of Babylon, ' where a male voice

chorus of Jews is blended with the voluptuous

dance-music of the Babylonian women, but the

complexity is only surface -deep, and no real

contrast is audible. In this oratorio however,

especially, Spohr does his best to secure adequate

characterisation ; the choral music of Jews,

Assyrians, and Babylonians has each its own
features, though occasionally the lines of de-

marcation become thin and faint. And in the

two later works at any rate he displays a very

considerable, though not always consistent,

dramatic instinct ; his recitative is, indeed, as

a rule, quite lifeless, and the attempts in ' The
Last Judgment ' to portray all the shifting

many-coloured imagery of the words are, as a

rule, dull and ineffectual. But, as we have
seen, he can here rise to the pictiure of the

destruction of Babylon ; and in the later works
he can make very good dramatic use of the

softer tints also. The ' Vision of Daniel ' in
' The Fall of Babylon ' has touches of real

marked distinction, while the scene of the

trial of Jesus in ' Calvary,' especially its earlier

portion, is set forth with a restrained and sombre
touch that is of high dramatic value ; and again

in the same work, the short solo-quartet with
chorus of disciples that follows the words ' It is

finished, ' is strikingly effective, with its accom-

paniment of dull drum-rolls and nothing more.

It is true, however, that frequently, as in Judas's

solo air, there is little worthy thematic invention

at the back of the dramatic instinct ; and
generally one cannot avoid a sense of great

inequality in the flow of inspiration. The man
is a real musician with real reverence for his

work ; but one has a sort of uneasy feeling that,

in spite of all his ingenuity, there is no artistic

stability about him.

In some ways, indeed, he is a curious mixture

of the old and the new. On one side he was
an undoubted pedant,—his fugal writing is very

smooth and academically flawless, but singularly

little more
;
yet he does not scruple to write

passages which break, and break very success-

fully, elementary 'rules of harmony,'—there

are barefaced and admirable consecutive fifths

both in 'The Last Judgment' and in 'The Fall

of Babylon. ' The purely orchestral movements
in the oratorios are as a rule—those in 'The
Last Judgment' most of all—merely strings

of old-fashioned conventional phrases, and his

accompaniments are sometimes mere guitar-

figures
;
yet, in other cases, the orchestration

is very original and of very high interest

—

in the earthquake chorus in 'Calvary,' for

example, there are no fewer than six drums
needed, tuned so as to supply chromatically

moving basses, chord-effects, and all sorts of

picturesque touches that still seem strikingly

fresh, and in 1833 must have been unimagin-

able to any other brain but that of Berlioz. >

Again he anticipates, in a somewhat crude

sort of way, the 'leit-motif system, as, for

example, in the forecasting at the opening of
' Calvary ' of Joseph of Arimathea's final ac-

knowledgment of the divinity of Jesus ; but to

situations like this, that call for real spiritual

impressiveness, he somehow cannot musically

rise. Indeed, in studying his oratorios we are

alternately fascinated and repelled ; but it is,

nevertheless, a misfortune that much of his

best work should be less generally known than
much that more justly deserves oblivion.

About this time there were signs that Ger-

many, like contemporary England, was passing
through a period of oratorio-worship for its own
sake ; it hardly seems possible on any other

supposition to account for the extraordinary
popularity of the oratorios of Friedrich Schnei-
der, who between 1810 and 1838 turned out
no fewer than sixteen, all of which were appar-
ently welcomed with enthusiasm, but are now
probably never heard, even in their own country,
from one year's end to another. Like Lind-
paintner's 'Abraham' and 'Der Jiingling von
Nain,' Schneider's 'Das Weltgericht, ' 'Die
verlorene Paradies,' and ' Salomonis Tempelbau

'

belong to that great company of musical works
which, successful as they may be at the time,
have no root in themselves and presently wither
away. And a similar neglect has overtaken the
' Mount Sinai ' and ' David ' of Neukomm, a
cosmopolitan composer who, after studying
under Haydn, spent the rest of his life in Paris
and London, with intervals in Russia and Brazil

;

especially in England his works were held in
very high esteem, and 'David' was specially

Written for the Birmingham Festival of 1834.
But the music of the 'King of Brummagem,'

' It Is very strange that so tew taxt-books refer to this most
remarkable writing for the drums.
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as Mendelssohn playfully called him, is probably
now never heard in his realms or indeed any-

where else.

Very different has been the fate of the ora-

torios of Mendelssohn himself. ' St. Paul,'

'Elijah, ' and the 'Hymn of Praise' (which is more
fitly grouped with the oratorios than with any-

thing else) are all still household words, and the

unfinished ' Christus ' shows enough of the same
characteristics to warrant the supposition that,

had its composer lived to finish it, it would have
equalled the popularity of the others. Yet no
musician who lives in touch with the artistic

world of to-day would deny that over against this

popular adoration and in sharp antagonism to

it there is a powerful body of opinion which wiU
only tolerate the most qualified appreciation of

works that to others seem unsullied perfection.

The present-day revolt of nine out of ten modern-
minded musicians is a probably inevitable reac-

tion from the old blind worship by profession

and public alike ; and as usually happens in

such cases, the reaction has gone to an extreme

which is very unfair, and has included very

different things in a general indiscriminate

condemnation. Perhaps it may be best first

to discuss the works and their place in oratorio

history in some slight detail, and then to

attempt to gauge the rational grounds of the

popularity which at any rate in England they

continue to enjoy.
' St. Paul ' was first performed at Diisseldorf

in May 1836, and was introduced to England in

the following October. The subject had been

suggested to Mendelssohn five years before by
the Frankfort CaciUen-Verein ; the libretto

was chiefly the work of the composer himself,

Marx, who had been originally approached,

having declined on the ground that the intro-

duction of chorales, which Mendelssohn specially

desired, was inappropriate. But in the way in

which they are here employed this objection

seems baseless ; while the chorales are not medi-

tatively devotional, as with Bach, yet they have

a perfectly right function as, so to speak,

spiritual comments on the situation, and indeed

Mendelssohn's libretto is structurally very

thoughtfully arranged. In spite of the very wide

differences it is easy to see throughout how the

design of Bach's 'Matthaus-Passion'—the revival

of which, with, incidentally, the publication of

Bach's complete works, is the greatest of all

debts thatmusic owes toMendelssohn—exercised

a deep influence ; there is the same constant

reflective attitude and the same fusion of dra-

matic action with what are really direct appeals

to the personal religious emotions of the indi-

vidual listener. The narrative element is really

secondary ; the composer's attitude is, in es-

sentials, that of the preacher taking for text a

portion of history different in kind from all

other history, and applying the lessons he desires

to draw from it in the form of a direct sermon,

with just so much scenic background as will

make the sermon interesting. And in ' Elijah,'

written for the Birmingham Festival of 1846,

we can see the same main idea, though the

subject naturally demands more drama and less

exhortation; whenever there is the slightest

opening, the libretto (which, though the work
of Schubring, was written under Mendelssohn's

close supervision) points the story with the

appropriate personal moral. This conception

of oratorio is a perfectly logical and consistent

one, and the books of ' St. Paul ' and ' Elijah
'

strike a very skilful balance between the sub-

jective pietism of Bach, who deals with outward

events only as a framework for the experiences

of the individual soul, and the objective ' sacred

opera ' attitude of Handel, to whom—or to

whose librettists anyhow—religion is a straight-

forward matter of hard fact. But nevertheless

there is always the risk that the two elements

may not satisfactorily cohere ; and as a matter

of fact Mendelssohn is the only composer of the

front rank who has attempted to balance them
so exactly, and all the greatest purely religious

music in existence has, there is no doubt, been
the work of men who have concerned them-
selves with the objective side even less than he
did. But all Mendelssohn's sacred work is

throughout as sincere as any one could desire ;

and however much we may criticise the musical

results, the purity of the aim is beyond question.

But after all, we must never tire of remember-
ing that a musician is to be judged by his music,

and not by anything that is not directly deduc-

ible from it ; and a generation that has passed

out of the glamour of Mendelssohn's personality

cannot avoid recognising how soon, in almost

all his religious music, his technique and
his temperament alike gave out. He was
never technically careless ; on the contrary, he
polished indefatigably, and frequently made
great alterations even after the work had been
performed. But the extraordinarily subtle and
refined workmanship that is visible in master-

pieces like the ' Hebrides ' overture and the

superb scherzos is non-existent in the oratorios
;

somehow or other the fire of inspiration burns

less brightly and the tools seem blunted. Con-
trasted with the unfaltering certainty with
which he treads the realms he created and made
his own, the handling of the great bulk of the

oratorio-music is that of the merely second-rate

workman. Apart from his handful of flawless

masterpieces, his technique indeed is never

quite up to the level of the great men ; even

Schubert, grossly careless as he was, often saw
really much farther into the deepest principles of

organic form than did this neat and accurate

but irredeemably circumscribed talent. Not
that oireumscriptiou in itself lowers an artist

;

Mendelssohn's place among the great composers

is assured for all time in right of the perfect,

unchallengeable works that issued irom his pen.
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Bat he seems, unfortunately, to hare been un-

conscious of what we can see now, that he was

lord only of one kingdom.
And as in technique, so in temperament, the

oratorios very rarely show the really great

Mendelssohn. They express, very sincerely

and adequately, the religious emotions of the

Protestant world of the mid-nineteenth century,

not those that know neither period nor place.

The ' light that never was on sea or land ' rarely

shines over these amiable pages, many of which
are redolent of a sort of spiritual ' bourgeoisie

'

that to any one fresh from reading or hearing

Palestrina or Bach or Beethoven's 'Missa

Solemnis' or Brahms's 'Deutsches Requiem'
would seem almost unbearable, were it not so

obviously well-intentioned. It is true that

Mendelssohn himself seems to have had mo-
mentary visions of his limitations :

' rest in

the Lord ' was only saved from the fire by the

intervention of unnecessarily officious friends. *

But many members of that company, still fur-

ther removed than this from the great ideals,

never seem to have been in any sort of danger
of destruction ; and anyhow the composer who
could pen music like this from the ' Hymn of

Praise

'

Adagio religioeo.

and then write • religiose ' above it, places him-

self, by his own act, outside the goodly fellow-

ship of the prophets.

But we must beware lest we ourselves fall

too much under the sway of the reaction which
is just now leading so many musicians who have

cast off the old spell to rush into hasty injustice.

All the things of which ' But the Lord is

mindful of his own ' or ' Look down on us from
Heaven ' are types, must probably be thrown to

the wolves ; few modern musicians with artistic

reputations to lose would venture to defend

them. But enough and more than enough can

be saved which will keep at any rate ' Elijah

'

as a great work, the great things in which will

seem all the greater because we have given up
the dull and weak pages that adjoin and hamper

1
' It Is too sweet,' was the composer's own criticism ; he only

reluctantly, and at the last mlnate, consented to retain It.

them. The man who could write 'Is not his

word like a fire,' ^ or ' Thanks be to God,' or the

first part of ' Behold God the Lord passed by

'

was a very great genius, even if we still cling

to our belief that his real kingdom is elsewhere :

and there are many other pages instinct with

dramatic picturesqueness or delicate grace. It

is hard, however, to rescue so much of ' St. Paul

'

and the ' Hymn of Praise ' ; heavy monotony
broods over large tracts of the first, ^ and the

second, apart from the scene of the watchman
and things in the first two numbers of the

introductory symphony, shows Mendelssohn's

religious music at its weakest. Too little is

left of ' Christus ' to enable us to judge what it

might have been ; it is interesting, however, to

note that the composer again had recourse to

chorales, as in 'St. Paul' and the 'Hymn of

Praise '—the work as we have it ends with one,

•—and ' Wie leuchtet schon der Morgenstem ' is

introduced into the chief number that remains

as an integral part of the movement. It seems

to have been a fixed principle with him for all

oratorio -music except that dealing with Old
Testament subjects ; sometimes his harmonisa-

tions are after the pure Bach models, but on
other occasions he diverges into rather un-

balanced modernity. Somehow, in his religions

music, all his carefnl revisions seem to have
been unable to guard him from these strange

inequalities.

A comparison of Mendelssohn's oratorios with
those of Spohr is not without considerable

interest. Both men enjoyed unbounded popu-
larity, and we in England welcomed them
whole-heartedly as twin kings of religious art.

But now nearly all Spohr's works are rapidly

accumulating dust, and how long will Mendels-
sohn's religious music outlast the decline of

most of his other compositions ? Yet no doubt'

it has been fitting that the latter should have
had the longer lease of life : Mendelssohn's
touch is much the firmer, and his command
over varied resources much the greater. His
music may not often clutch at the throat, but
a few things in ' Elijah ' do so very unquestion-
ably ; and we may look in vain through Sjiohr's

pages for anything that really causes our pulse
to beat quicker. Again, apart from a few
things like ' Be not afraid,' the younger com-
poser's oratorios are free from that irritatingly

square rhythm that is so marked a characteristic

of the elders ; and the delicate polished grace
of the best of the quieter choral numbers in
' Elijah ' is as far beyond anything in Spohr's
oratorios as Mendelssohn's great secular master-

a It la ft thousand pities that the very fine hammering pjA Unto
phrase with which this air ends Is but rarely sung as the composer
plainly directs. Most Elijahs, foUowlng that odd wiU-o'-the-wlsp
called ' oratorio tradition,' ruin it by a ridiculous accelerando in
the last two bars.
3Itlscuriously typical ofthe secular bent of Mendelssohn's genius

that one of the freehest numbers should be the heathen chorus ' O
be gracious, yeImmortals,' which is musically much more individual
than the rebuke that it calls forth : exactly the same thing can
be seen also in ' Elijah,' And we have preriously noted similar
Instances in the works of Handel.
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pieces are beyond anything the other ever wrote.

But yet sometimes, in an uncertain vague sort

of way, Spohr seems to have had a glimpae of

depths unknown to the serene conservatism of

the other ; his visions of ' far-off things ' are

dim, and are inextricably mixed up with much
that is weak and altogether transient. But
Mendelssohn's religious music gives the im-

pression that he lived in untroubled unconscious-

ness of anything outside mid-nineteenth century

Protestantism.

And this would seem to be the real secret

of his vitality in this country. He appealed

directly and with absolute sincerity to a particu-

lar form of religious sentiment which, from early

Victorian days, has lain deep in the heart of the

average Englishman and Englishwoman ; he is

the only great artist, in words or colour or music,

who has ever touched this emotional spring, and

he has had, and still has, his reward. The
modem anti-Mendelssohnian may vent strong

language about ' shallow respectability ' and so

on ; but the fact is really deeper than that.

We may perhaps find it hard to deny, from the

purely artistic point of view, a certain accuracy

in the hard epithets, or to avoid realising that

the only portions of the oratorios which promise

to live on their own merits are those over which

the breath of Mendelssohn's secular genius has

passed ; but the dulness of the choruses of ' St.

Paul' is not the dulness of an inferior man,

but of a great man working under cramping

conditions. And we can best realise his position

when we reflect on the countless sacred works

written by all sorts of composers to satisfy this

particular sentiment, that has always craved for

artistic expression ; they have all gone down to

decay, but ' Elijah ' survives, because it makes
this appeal eis being the work of a great musician.

But it cannot, as a whole, survive for ever, and

it is only to be hoped that its fall will not drag

Mendelssohn's real masterpieces with it. The

whirligig of time in the long run puts down
the things which have got no business to be at

the top, but it does not at all follow that it will

raise the things that have got no business to be

at the bottom. Who, for example, of the

thousands of English people who melt over ' If

with all your hearts' know anything of their

countryman William Byrd ?

In 1843, half-way between the productions of

the 'Hymn of Praise' and 'Elijah,' Wagner's
' biblical scena ' ' Das Liebesmahl der Apostel

'

saw the light ; it is his solitary piece of sacred

music, and, as being entirely non-liturgical in

character, seems to find a place in this article.

It is a comparatively brief work, written for a

' Male-chorus festival ' at Dresden, and consists

of two sections of contrasting character ; the

first part, comprising some two-thirds of the

work, is entirely a cappella, but the second

part, into which it leads without break, has an

independent and elaborate orchestral accompani-

ment. The voice-parts are tenors and basses

alone ; there is a main choir of disciples, some-

times divided into three separate groups, and a

choir of apostles (twelve voices), while a short

passage is directed to be sung by a supplementary

choir ' from above.' The unaccompanied portion

is considerably the finer of the two ; it is

chorally very effective, and contains some strik-

ing music, though a considerable amount is

indeed rather monotonous, as much of its com-
poser's work of the period is—strong but not

specially inspiring. The possible failure of the

singers to keep exact pitch is ingeniously met by
the introduction of the orchestra on a long drum
roll with a very gradual crescendo, three drums
beingtuned to the same note, and entering one by
one ; this portion is, however, far less interesting,

and its very commonplace Eienzi-like main tune,

Allegro con Itrio.

01«bt uni den Hnth, n frea • dig kund M thuo.

surroundedby brilliantsemiquaver scalepassages,

consorts very oddly with the solid ecclesiastical

style of the earlier section. The work as a

whole is one of Wagner's mildest, and would
hardly require notice were it not the solitary

contribution to the oratorio-field of one of the

greatest of composers ; the dramatic element is

indeed shown in the orchestral introduction

which represents the 'rushing mighty wind,'

but musically this does not amount to much.
The contribution of the other great modern

German to the literature of non -liturgical

religious music is, however, of a very different

character. Brahms's 'Deutsches Eequiem' is

not styled an oratorio, but it is far more that

than it is anything else ; it has no sort of con-

nection with any ecclesiastical service, and its

whole being is religious. ^ Indeed, it represents

the supreme religious emotions in the language of

the modern world, as Palestrina represents them
in that of medisevalism and Bach in that of the

Keformation ; and, like them, Brahms speaks

for all time, while to us, merely because we are

his contemporaries, his appeal is in a sense even

more intimate than theirs. All the stem
nobility and passionate tenderness at his com-
mand were lavished on these wonderful pages ;

and the religious music of Brahms will stand as

alike the permanent and the solitary artistic

memorial of the highest aspirations of his

generation.

Modern German composers have indeed

ventured but little into this field ; Schumann
never attempted anything that could even

approximately he called an oratorio, and his

* The gorgeousl7 massive 'Trluinplilled' might eonceivahlr he
considered an ' oratorletto.' Just as much as Soiubert's 'Miriam's
Siesesgeaang/ but for Ita avowed political undercurrent.
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reluctance seems to have spread to nearly all

who can in any way be called his followers.

Individual works there have no doubt been, but

their importance, whether artistic or historical,

is very slight ; and on the whole the younger

generation of German composers do not seem to

be turning their attention much in the direction

of religious music in the concert-room, though

there is a large output of works intended for

liturgical use. Mention might perhaps—among
the productions of the older men—be made of

Raffs ' Weltende,' one of his last compositions
;

but the oratorios of Bruch are deserving of more
detailed notice. Well-known as is much of his

violin and violoncello music in this country,

Bruch's choral compositions are not at all gener-

ally familiar to English concert-goers ; amonghis
religious works the oratorios ' Arminius ' (op. 43)
and 'Moses' (op. 67) are the most important.

The latter is a ' Biblical oratorio '—so styled

probably to differentiate it from the earlier work'
—designed on a very large scale, and showing
its composer's talent in polished technique and
much interesting material, joined to a certain

lack of real distinctiveness and vitality ; how-
ever, both it and the earlier, and rather more
spontaneous 'Arminius' are well worth knowing
by the admirers of the G minor concerto and
' Kol Nidrei.'

We may now perhaps briefly mention a few
oratorios by composers not of German blood,

but largely influenced by German methods.
Gade, for example, though a pure Dane, is in all

but his very earliest works a German composer.

His short oratorio-cantata ' Zion ' shows many
traces of his intercourse with the Mendelssohn
school, but still has a certain individual frag-

rance about it that is distinctly attractive, and
it is, so to speak, the work of a musician and a

gentleman. It consists merely of three choruses

followed by a finale consisting of a bass solo and
chorus ; the last is considerably the least in-

teresting portion, but the second and third

sections, entitled respectively ' The Departure

from Egypt' and 'The Captivity in Babylon,'

contain some of their composer's strongest work,

and in the third especially there are some really

rather fine pages. Gade's talent was never

capable of very powerful flights ; but his writing

is always refined, and in ' Zion ' the thematic

material is, as a rule, considerably firmer and
more individual than is often the case in his

works.

No really national Scandinavian composer

seems to have produced any noteworthy work
in the field of oratorio ; and Slavonic composers

also have almost always turned their energies in

other directions. Rubinstein, though musically

he was really a quite denationalised Russian,

nevertheless attempted no concert -oratorio,

though his sacred opera, ' The Tower of Babel,'

was once performed at a Crystal Palace concert

under its composer's direction, and proved to be

a somewhat dull attempt at a realistic expression

of its title ; and his later strictly national com-

patriots seem to have done nothing even of this

hybrid nature. The two oratorios of the other

great modern pianist deserve, however, a few

words: 'Christus'—a Latin oratorio containing

complete settings of the 'Stabat mater dolorosa,'

the ' Stabat mater speoiosa,' and much more

—

seems to be very little known in England, but

'St. Elizabeth' was performed in London several

times during Liszt's last visit to this country.

The former is, as is natural, the more subjective

and mystical of the two, mingling occasional

sincerely expressive feeling with curiously stagey

realism, and showing many traces of the in-

fluence of the traditional modal church melodies

combined with typical modernities, .the juxta-

position being most of all marked in the settings

of the Beatitudes and the Lord's Prayer : the

shepherds' music and some other numbers are

picturesque, but there is an aspect of rather

tawdry tinsel about the greater part of the long

work. The latter is more dramatic and spectacu-

lar, and contains (like most modem oratorios or

hagiological subjects) a certain amount of pure
' secular ' music—a chorus of children at play,

a march of Crusaders, and so on
;
yet in almost

the whole of 'St. Elizabeth,' even some of its

most secular movements, we see constant traces

of Liszt's partiality forfragments of old Gregorian

intonations, and the principal 'St. Elizabeth

motive' itself, which is worked up and down
on three flutes at the very start of the oratorio,

and is continually employed in various meta-

morphoses down to the very last bars, is nothing
but a liturgical formula.* But in spite of this

uniting thread, the impression created by the

whole long work is the reverse of organic ; the

composer's favourite system of piecemeal

thematic development always looks at a casual

glance so much more elaborate and interesting

than it really is, and, apart from a few pleasantly

picturesquepages, 'St. Elizabeth, 'like 'Christus,'

shows no exception to the curious poverty of

invention and lack of anything like solidity

of style seen in so much of Liszt's work, most
of which has become hopelessly old-fashioned a

generation after it was written. Pious friends

and virtuoso pianists may succeed in galvanis-

ing his name for a little longer, but, however
much he may live in the works of his artistic

children, it is improbable that the oratorios, at

any rate, will have much vitality either direct

or indirect.

Dvorak's 'St. Ludmila' is also an oratorio on
a hagiological theme, and, like 'St. Elizabeth,'

includes in one and the same work hunting
choruses and solemn cathedral ceremonials. It

waswritten on commission for the Leeds Festival

of 1886 ; but failed to meet with the same
success as had been won by his 'Stabat Mater'

^ It has been usGd, in the same rhythm, by Brahms in the
second of his two songa with viola obbligato (' GeletUches Wieiren-
liedj" op. 91, No. 2),
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and 'The Spectre's Bride' in the years im-
mediately preceding. These works had aroused
in England a widespread interest in the
Bohemian composer—our latest epidemic of

foreigner-worship, and certainly one of the most
justifiable ; and there can be little doubt that
' St. Ludmila ' was written with rather special

desire to meet the wishes of the friendly patrons

who had been really the first adequately to

recognise him. But the result was as unsatis-

factory as usually happens when an artist tries

to please others rather than himself; and
Dvofak's solitary oratorio does very little to add
to his fame. Not indeed that he definitely

copied the style of Handel and Mendelssohn,
whom he understood to be the chief objects of

worship at Leeds, nor even that, save in a very

few passing cases, the music shows anything
worth mentioning of their influence ; the touches

of Handelianism and Mendelssohnianism are

rare and very transient, and they are mixed up
with much that is quite alien. But undoubtedly
' St. Ludmila ' shows its composer in a confused

state of mind, trying largely to denationalise

himself and to be orthodox and cosmopolitan
;

and at any rate the whole of Parts IL and III.

(apart from the picturesque little hunting chorus

in the former) are singularly monotonous and
lifeless. In some of the earlier choruses of Part

I., and in the adjitcent tenor song and Ludmila's

first air, there are, however, plenty of pages which
show the real Dvo?ak ; but these, fine as they

are, are not suf&cient to counteract the somni-

ferousness of the rest of the long work, which
will stand in musical history as the miscalcula-

tion of an innocent- minded genius. DvofAk
did not succeed in producing an oratorio which
would in the very least remind his English

Mends of the ' Messiah ' or ' Elijah
'

; he only

succeeded in being a dull and confused imitation

of the inferior side of himself.

French oratorio has always been a plant of

uncertain growth. LuUi's contemporary, Char-

pentier, brought back from his studies in Italy

ideas about oratorio-writing which took shape

in many works— ' David et Jonathan, '
' L'enfant

prodigue,' 'Le sacrifice d'Abraham,' etc. etc.

—

which are now buried in obscurity, and hardly

seem anyhow to have shown in any special

measure the many admirable qualities which
mark their composer's secular music. The
fine motets of Lalande and Campra, at the

beginning of the 1 8th century, are as exclusively

intended to be portions ofan ecclesiastical service

as are the contemporary English anthems, to

which in many ways some of them, especially

by Lalande, bear a close resemblance; and com-

posers who desired to treat Biblical subjects out-

side the church resorted frankly to the stage.

Rameau wrote an opera on the subject of Sam-

son, and though it does not seem to have come

to performance, the contemporary production of

another on the subject of Jephtha by Montfelair

shows that there was no rooted censorial objec-

tion to Biblical drama with costume and scenery.

Later on, another example is visible in M^hid's
' Joseph '—the masterpiece of a remarkable com-

poser far too neglected at the present time : also

Meyerbeer, who for practical purposes may be

counted as a Frenchman, made his first boyish

essay in opera with a libretto on the same story

as that used by Mont&lair. There were, no
doubt, concert-oratorios written now and then,

chiefly more or less strongly influenced by Italian

methods, though not to the extent (as with con-

temporary Germans) of the abandonment of the

native language. Gossec's ' Saul ' seems to have
had considerable success, and Lesueur produced
a good many works of the kind—a Christmas

oratorio, two Passion-oratorios, three Coronation-

oratorios, 'Debora,' 'Rachel,' etc. etc.—of which
his pupil Berlioz can speak with respect. Cheru-

bini, however, though the list of sacred works
produced by him in Paris is » long one, used
exclusively liturgical words ; and it was
reserved for the wayward pupU of these two
pillars of the old r('.gime to produce, in the year

1854, what is really the first French oratorio

of lasting artistic importance that exists.

The sub-titleof Berlioz's ' L'Enfance du Christ'

is ' trilogie sacrfe ' ; and as a matter of fact the

work is a mosaic. The second section, ' La
Fuite en Egypte,' was written several years

before the others, and was published by itself

as a ' mystere ' : the original score bears the

words ' attribue k Pierre Ducr^, maitre de
chapelle imaginaire,' in repentant recollection

of the composer's practical joke in successfully

foisting the work on the Parisian public , as a

17th-century composition disinterred during
excavations at the Sainte- Chapelle. i The
two other sections were attached on either

side of this, but the work as a whole hangs
together very fairly well, in spite of its piece-

meal construction. The libretto is from Berlioz's

own pen ; it is not without a good deal of literary
point, but, as was indeed invariably the case

with him, the composer resorts to the quaintest

devices in order to introduce movements that

will display his genius for picturesque orchestra-

tion. Just as in ' La Damnation de Faust ' the

hero is suddenly transported to Hungary for no
other reason than that Berlioz may have a chance

of introducing his arrangement of the Rakoczy
March, so here all sorts of stage devices are for-

cibly dragged into the service—the night patrol-
,

march of the Roman soldiers through the streets

of Jerusalem, theincantation-music of the Jewish

magicians summoned by Herod to explain his

dreams, the serenade for two flutes and harp by
the children ofthe householdat Sai's that receives

the fugitives—all these are brought into the

work without any sort of adequate artistic

reason. But the oratorio as a whole is of singular
> See Berlioz's Zes grotesques de la musigue (pp. 169-T4). The

chief point of the Joke is that the music bears not the faintest
resemblance to anything written during the 17th century.

2k
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beauty, and shows Berlioz in an almost unique

light ; it seems, indeed, at the time of produc-

tion, to hare much astonished many who had
looked upon its composer solely as an eccentric

with an insatiable appetite for huge orchestras

and general bi»arrerie. Not indeed that

Berlioz can altogether divest himself of theatri-

calism, even in this least theatrical of his large

works ; the incantation-music is poor and empty,

and charming as is the music of the angels at

the end of the first part, one cannot read with-

out a smile the elaborate directions that a curtain

must be dropped first to the faces and then to

the feet of the singers, who are finally told to

turn round and sing into the wall. The first

part is indeed considerably the least interesting
;

the long meditatively sombre solo for Herod is

full, as are so many pages of its composer, of fine

things which somehow never quite convince the

listener, and the scene in which Herod and the

magiciansvow vengeanoeon the innocentchildren
of Bethlehem is for the most part the ordinary

Berliozian sound and fury. But even in this

section a singularly beautiful placid duet for

Mary and Joseph, and the unseen angels' short
' Hosanna ' chorus strike the dominant note of

the oratorio, and the whole of the second section,

and the greater part of the third, are full ofasort

of tender fragrance that is in a very high degree

distinctive and lofty. 'La Fuite en !^gypte,'

indeed—with the assembling of the shepherds,

their simply strophio farewell chorus, and the

movement depicting the repose of the Holy
Family, dying away with a few meditative bars

for tenor solo and a pianissimo angels' call—^is

one of the most perfect things in French music
;

and the same singularly delicate spirituality is

shown in the final chorus of the third section

(unaccompanied, and with a tenor solo part

added), which is full of a curiously subtle simpli-

city expressed in music of rare charm. The rest

of the last section is hardly equal, beautiful as is

the music in the opening number, and in the

scene where Mary and Joseph seek in vain for

shelter ; occasionally there is a certain amount
of mere mannerism, and the serenade is rather

too clever to be perfectly satisfactory. But it

is strange that the work is so neglected in

England ; there is very little that grates on the

ear as so much from Berlioz's pen does, and the

finest portions are, in their subtly childlike

spirit, as pure and tender as anything in modern
sacred music.

Of all later French oratorio composers, C&ar
Franok is certainly the one who has inherited

most of Berlioz's spirit, though his great sacred

work 'Les Beatitudes ' is not entitled an oratorio,

and is not Biblical in subject ; but, as we so

often notice, the mere label that a composer
may choose to give to his work is of but little

importance in broad classification of art-forms.

Besides this Franck also produced several
' Scenes bibliques,' or short oratorios ; of these

' Eebecca ' is a typical example—a somewhat
slight but very fragrant and picturesque work,

except where, as in the final chorus, the composer

tries rather unsuccessfully to be orthodoxly

ecclesiastical and grandiose. ' Les Beatitudes,

'

however, is, no doubt, the masterpiece in this

field ; some portions may seem slightly exagger-

ated and undistinguished, and the technical

handling of the material is occasionally rather

vague and uncertain, but there are many very

subtle and striking pages in the score, and the

music is in all respects emotionally sincere and
finely felt—qualities by no means always to be

found in French sacred art. Franck's fame is,

in England, of such recent origin that it is

sometimes forgotten that he really belongs to a

past period :
' Euth,' one of his most poetical

works, dates in its original form from 1845, and
his ' Redemption ' preceded its better - known
namesake by half a generation.

Before dealing with Gounod's oratorios a few

words may be given to those of Massenet and
Saint-Saens, most of which are of earlier date

—

though their composers were born later—less for

their intrinsic merits than for their interest as

typical examples of a particular kind of religious

music that still has great influence in Fran6e,

and, to some extent, in other countries also.

Massenet's ' Eve ' and ' Marie Madeleine ' and
Saint-Saens's ' Le Deluge ' all represent in very

clear and definite shape what we may perhaps
call the ' salon ' idea of oratorio, though the two
composers approach their goal from difierent

sides. Massenet in his oratorios gives, on the

whole, the impression that he is satisfied if he
can be, so to speak, fashionably Parisian—

a

quality which is shown as much in the ' Curse

'

section in ' Eve,' with its stage thunders and
lightnings, as in the voluptuous duet that im-
mediately precedes it ; and it is curious that,

though the words give ample scope, the lyrictj

feeling that often manifests itself in smaller
works here seems dulled and blunted. But he
has the merit of recognising his limitations, and
makes practically no attempt to be impressive :

the only exception in these two works is the
singularly painful and altogether objection-
able picture of the death of Jesus in 'Marie
Madeleine '—tam-tam strokes, shrieks of ' Ah !

'

on diminished-seventh chords, and the general
melodramatic stock-in-trade. Saint-Saens does
not do this kind of thing, and his technique is

cleverer ; but ' Le Deluge ' cannot be called a
satisfying work.i All musicians whose paths
lie among schools have come across piano pieces
' dans le style ancien,' curiously stiff in pose and
ostrich-like in their innocent attempts to de-
ceive

; mutatis mutandis, the same atmosphere
pervades much of Saint-Saens's work, and in
many pages of ' Le Deluge ' traces of it can be
felt. And when this sort of pseudo-classicism

n^^ considerably Buperior ' B»mBon et DaUla ' 1«, lUce UaMenst'a
HdrodlodB,' an opera, thonBh it haa ODlr been performed on the

concert-plattorm in Xntland.
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is mixed with modernity not of the strongest

kind, the result is a sort of blend that is not
specially attractive ; while it is somewhat un-
fortunate that the chief tune in the Prelude,

which might pass once in a way without very
much notice, is introduced in the course of the

work so very many times that its deficiencies

become palpably obvious. Indeed, the gap in

what one might call spiritual elevation of style

between these works and those of Berlioz and
Franck is very noteworthy, and cannot be

ascribed to mere 'difference of taste,' that

favourite loophole for amiable indifference to

vital things ; and the worst of it is that (though

there are some signs of an emergence in the last

few years) modern French religious music, except

that of a few stronger spirits, has been honey-

combed with the facile sentimentality arising

from works like these and like those of the stiU

more famed composer to whom we now turn.

In the musical career of Gounod operatic

composition is a long interlude of some thirty

years or more, religious subjects chiefly engross-

ing his pen both in his early youth and also

towards the close of his life. The St. Cecilia

Mass (the first 'Messe Solennelle') was the

earliest work to give him fame in England ; and
more than thirty years afterwards 'The Redemp-
tion ' was produced at Birmingham, in 1882, and
was followed at the next festival three years

later by ' Mors et Vita. ' These two latter works,

as the only compositions of Gounod that can be

called oratorios, are all that concern us here ;

but it may be noted in passing that, as regards

essentials of outlook, his religious style never

changed. He was by nature attached to reli-

gious mysticism, and there is no denying that

his music, regarded purely from the devotional

standpoint, gives an impression of personal

sincerity that is lacking in that of many who
are his artistic children ; but (as has been said

before, though so vital a point can scarcely be

too frequently reiterated) the non- artistic as-

pects under which a work of art may conceivably

be regarded should never be allowed to influence

the purely artistic judgment of the same. 'The

Redemption' leapt at once into extraordinary

popularity in this country ; but though the

British public has taken many curious works to

its ample bosom, and will, no doubt, take many
more, it seems now fairly certain that this is

not among its permanent loves. And it is

indeed very difficult to see the causes of its

enormous success—a success which the great

majority of serious musicians regarded with a

sort of hopeless amazement ; for ' The Redemp-

tion ' in many respects broke completely with

the traditional popular oratorio style. Choral

writing, in the sense in which Handel and

Mendelssohn understood the term, is practically

non-existent ; and there are hardly any ' tunes

'

at all. The most that can be said is that (with

one or two notable exceptions, such as the ' Trio

of the Holy Women ') the work possesses, ac-

cording to its lights, a certain sort of not un-

dignified sincerity ; and it is no reflection on its

single-mindedness if it sounds to us rather like

the work of an ascetic in an atmosphere of

artificial flowers. But to criticise it from the

strictly artistic standpoint is rather like aiming
at a target that has been riddled nearly to

invisibility, though its historical importance as

the crowning specimen of its type and as a sign

of its times is too great for it to be passed over

in silence. "We may probably say, without any
paradox, that Gounod deliberately set himself

to produce the particular ' religious ' impression

at which he aimed by the method—for which
ecclesiastical history shows many a parallel in

other spheres—of consciously sacrificing every-

thing of the slightest artistic interest, either in

material or in technique, in order that, so to

speak, the mind of the listener might be swept
and garnished for the reception of the religious

message. On no other theory is it possible,

charitably, to account for the extraordinarily

poverty-stricken nature of this curious score

;

but still we cannot divest ourselves of the

reflection that other composers have produced
equal (or we should prefer to say, immeasurably
greater) religious 'effects' without this self-

abnegation. And, however much he may strive

against the flesh, Gounod's operatic methods
show themselves in the passages of cheaply

pretentious sentiment ; and, in a curiously half-

hearted way, in the harmonic 'originality'

gained by fastening the head of one platitude

on to the tail of another, examples of which can
be seen on almost every page. ' The Redemp-
tion ' is indeed well worth the study of artistic

psychologists, just as to the serious literary

critic the enormously though temporarily popu-
lar novel affords a field for interesting analysis :

the man who, with (in its way) a European
reputation behind him, could write bars like

these

set to some of the most solemn words conceiv-

able, is a very remarkable phenomenon.
' Mors et Vita,' produced three years later, is

a trilogy which is, according to the composer's

preface, the continuation of 'The Redemption.'

The first section is a setting of the Requiem
liturgy, and the second, 'Judicium,' and the

third, 'Vita,' have words selected from various

portions of the Latin version of the New Testa-

ment, chiefly from the Apocalypse. Allthesalient

qualities of the earlier work are seen here again

in very considerable force, though ' Mors et Vita

'

is on the whole decidedly the better of the two.
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and contains a few rather pretty things of a slight

type ; bat when Gounod tries to work hims.lf

up to the great occasions, all he can secure is

the ludicrously commonplace hideousness of the

'Tubae ad ultimum judicium,' or 'impressive'

harmony consisting of major thirds in contrary

motion and other novelties which have been

prevented by their obviousness and ugliness

from adoption by any one else.

Gounod's two oratorios are of great historical

importance to English musicians, inasmuch as

they represent the latest (and, it is very possible

and devoutly to be wished, the last for ever)

attempt at foreign domination of English music

—a domination which, unlike those previously

swayed by Uandel and Mendelssohn, was an
unmixed bane. While it lasted, it was a very

serious menace to English music ; and we may
be thankful that we have escaped with nothing

worse than a deep mark on Anglican hymns
and anthems—a legacy which, though very

regrettable, is without any far-reaching artistic

import.

A brief paragraph may perhaps be given to

the modem Belgian school of oratorio, the chief

names iu which are Peter Benolt (1834-1901),
and, iu tlie younger generation, Edgar TineL
Franok, whom we have already mentioned, was
indeed a Belgian by birth, but he was a French-

man by long residence ; and his works show no
sympathy with the school founded by BenoJt,

the leading principle of which was the employ-

ment of the Flemish language in all vocal

music. The list of Benolt's works includes

several oratorios, 'Lucifer,' 'De Sehelde' (moie

properly styled a cantata), a ' Children's

Oratorio,' and others ; but the first named,
written in 1865, seems to be the only one that

has ever received a hearing in England. It

was produced in London in 1889, without much
success ; but it is nevertheless a work designed

on broad and powerful lines, with much that is

picturesque and legitimately effective. The
opening scene—two long double choruses, the

first a portrayal of the stillness of the sea, the

second a violently exciting storm -scene and
' invocation of Lucifer '—gives great oppor-

tunities for choral efifect, and is not without

considerable impressiveness of a not particularly

subtle or individual kind. Indeed, Benoit's

music is that of a very clever musician with
high ideals, but not any special distinctiveness

of style or real polish ofutterance ; his numerous
propagandist writings lay great emphasis on
artistic nationalism, but, apart from the Flemish

words, his oratorio music has no racial mark of

any sort. And the same lack of vital originality

of style is also found in the ' Franciskus ' of

Tinel, though the oratorio—which is laid

out on a large scile so as to include musical

treatment of all the salient features in the life

of St. Francis of Assisi, both before and after

his conversion—has much that is marked by

charm of material and interest of handling.

Indeed, neither Benoit nor Tinel can reach

anything like the level of their self-denational-

ised compatriot Franck ; and very possibly their

enthusiastic attempts to galvanise an artificial

music -school hindered their really natural

"freedom of utterance, though still Franck would

have remained as inherently far the greatest

talent.

We may now iu conclusion turn to the

English school of oratorio -composers since

Handel. The great Anglo-German impresario

achieved his most brilliant coup in his discovery

that, although there had not been the very

faintest traue of any such thing as English

oratorio before he wrote one himself, yet the

art-form was, above all others, the one to which

the average English person would cling with

the most tenacious affection. Directly after

the success of ' Esther,' Greene rushed into the

field with 'Deborah' (1732) and 'Jephtha'

(1737) ; but neither these nor Boyce's ' David's

Lamentation' (1736) nor the 'Judith' (1733)

of the much inferior Defesch, a Fleming just

then settled in London, seem to have secured

more than transient fame. Ame's first oratorio,

'Abel,' dates from 1744, and his second and
more important, 'Judith,' from twenty years

later ; his technical equipment was never of the

most complete kind, but he was saved from

complete submission to the Handelian domina-

tion by his artistic kinship with his native folM-

musio, the strong influence of which can often

be traced in the straightforward manly sweetness

of his tunes. Sometimes, indeed, he achieved

subtler things—the air ' Sleep, gentle cherub,'

in 'Judith,' is full of exquisitely delicate and

polished beauty ; and he could often be breezily

energetic in a most pleasant manner. But, as

a rule, his melodiousness runs in decidedly

narrow channels ; and both ' Abel ' and ' Judith

'

are crowded with merely decorous work

—

essentially superficial though never at all other-

wise objectionable, and retaining anyhow a

certain sprightliness of touch. But with Arne's

death in 1775 English oratorio - music entered

on a century of artistic darkness, over which

brooded from first to last the elephantine shadow
of Handel, to which was added in the final thirty

years the almost equally universal though less

ostentatiouslyponderousshadowof Mendelssohn.

This is, indeed, the period of Kapelhneisler-

musiJc in excelsis. The composers of these tons

of oratorios were ' all honourable men
'

; their

visions of things outside the organ-loft were

usually fitful and reluctant, but they worked
hard and conscientiously, and their music is

nothing woi-se than intolerably dull. They
set, with apparently absolute indiscrimination,

well-nigh every word of the Bible ; and when
they were not writing oratorios of their own.

they were stUl making them out of the mangled
remains of other men's music. Operas of
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Handel, masses of Haydn, instrumental muaic
of Mozart and Beethoven—all were fish to the

net of this insatiable oratorio-demanding public
;

and most English musicians devoted the greater

part of their energies to the task of satisfying

it in one way or the other. From the middle

of the 18th century down to the renascence

which is the work of men who are still in their

prime, English music is a darkness relieved

only by the wandering lights of talents that, in

happier circumstances, might have been geniuses.

But (in spite of the contrary assertions of

foreign historians of English music) it is un-

deniable that these talents did exist ; and some
of them were very remarkable talents too. All

through the century some, with whom we have

here no concern, showed their real work in

other fields than oratorio ; the greatest of these,

Samuel Wesley, the remarkable father of a

better-known but hardly on the whole quite so

remarkable son, wrote between the ages of six

and eleven a couple of oratorios, ' Euth ' and
'The Death of Abel,' which are at least as good as

the growu-up work ofmost of his contemporaries,

but he afterwards diverged into liturgical music.

'

Crotch's ' Palestine ' is probably the best speci-

men of English oratorio during the half-century

after Ame's death ; a good deal of it is indeed

a mere mixture of Handelian commonplaces

with the rather consciously polite elegances of

1812 ; but the still frequently heard ' Lo, star-

led chiefs ' is very agreeable music, and some of

the larger choruses (particularly ' Let Sinai teU,

'

which in its way is quite dramatic and impres-

sive) are solid and dignified work. And anyhow
the oratorios that were mainly imitations of

Handel possess a sort of satisfactory downright-

nesj of attitude which is lacking in most of

those of rather later date, where the old

influence is weakened by the addition of re-

miniscences of the inferior moments of Spohr

or Mendelssohn. Sterndale Bennett's 'The

Woman of Samaria ' is probably the best of the

oratorios of this later period ; but it shows none

of the fresh spring-like beauty that marks the

thirty years earlier ' Naiads ' overture, and, apart

from a few numbers, such as the last chorus

'And blessed be the Lord God of Israel,' is

curiously monotonous and undistinguished.

Bennett could have rescued the form if any one

could ; but ' the best in this kind are but

shadows,' and Sullivan's 'The Light of the

World,' and 'The Martyr of Antioch,' with

which the epoch of darkness closes, add to the

dulness typical of their fellows certain other

qualities all his own. Pierson's ' Jerusalem
'

(1852) represents, however, » side-path not

without interest ; he was a composer of very

great talent, but incurablyamateurish technique,

who sought a more congenial home in Germany

1 The many, and as yet nnedltod, MS. volumes in the British

Museum contain many reaUy noble antiphons, after the purest

leth-century models, and quite unlike the flue large motets by
which alone Samuel Wesley's name is at all generally kept alive.

and produced, with many other things, orchestral

works which bear, in their artistic outlook, an
extraordinary resemblance to those of the very

latest exponents of programme-music. ' Jeru-

salem ' is a transitional work, but it owes very

little to either Handel or Mendelssohn ; it is

very earnest, but as a rule, very ineffectual,

beautiful phrases are unaccountably cut short,

and finely austere music mingles with very

tentative sentiment. As a whole, the work is

too unequal to live ; but it is interesting as an
early sign of revolt.

We are still, perhaps, too close to the revival

of English oratorio, which is chiefly due to Parry,

Stanford, Mackenzie, and in these latter days,

Elgar, adequately to forecast what may be its

ultimate results. Some of these have indeed

turned, to a considerable extent, to other fields

;

Mackenzie's 'Rose of Sharon' (1883), showed a

promise that has hardly been fulfilled, and
Stanford has produced no strictly non-liturgical

religious musicexcept 'The Three HolyChildren'

and 'Eden,' both comparatively early works.

But the latter's other religious music has also

helped on the movement very greatly ; and
Parry's numerous oratorios and oratorio -like

cantatas are the works that have done most to

build up his fame, while Elgar's three chief

productions, 'The Dream of Gerontius,' 'The
Apostles,' and 'The Kingdom,' approach the

problem with equal sincerity from an entirely

different side, and, like the beautiful 'Every-

man ' of Walford Davies, add yet further im-

petus to the revival. This is hardly the place

for detailed criticism of works the pages of

which are, comparatively speaking, barely dry ;

but the one thing that is certain is that our

long night is over.

As we have seen, the history of oratorio has

been that of an art-form with exceedingly iU-

defined boundaries. On the one hand it has

in the past often, by insensible degrees, become
practically identical with opera or with purely

secular cantata ; on the other, it still often

passes imperceptibly into pure worship-music, or

into the recently developed choral art-form that

is associated with poetry of a lofty but non-

religious character. Inthese pages the boundary-

line has been fixed so as to include, along with
all works named oratorios by their composers, all

those written for chorus and orchestra (on a

scale of cei-tain dimensions) to words definitely

religious, but at the same time neither by fact

nor by implication a mere part of a Church
Service. Consequently, while the more modem
Passion-music compositions have been included

as complete 'services' in themselves, ^ the

German church-cantatas have been ruled out as

being nothing more than an incident in regular

worship, like the English anthem ; and similarly

all motets and settings of the ordinary High

2 Kelser'a ' Passions,' anyhov, were definitely caUed oratorios by
their composer.
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Kass, the Eequiem Mass, the Te Deum, the

Stabat Mater, or of any Psalms, have been

judged outside the field even if designed for

self-contained, non-liturgical, presentation. The
line has been drawn in full and lively con-

sciousness of its very faint character ; but »

line of some kind is necessary, and all others

seemed fainter still. It appears now, however,

most probable that certain kinds of oratorio,

which in the not so recent past have been much
favoured, will attract at any rate the foremost

composers no longer. The old type of oratorio-

libretto, the hack-work of men totally devoid

of either religious discrimination or literary

instinct, is very justly dead ; composers are

more and more seeking their inspiration in fine

original poetry, whether strictly religious or

what may perhaps be called 'ethically religious'

in character, and when preferring to select

scriptural words, generally do so with a subtle

thoughtfulness very seldom shown in earlier

times.

For an art-form undergoing such a process of

rejuvenation, there is probably a noteworthy
future ; but just possibly the new birth may
have come a little too late. All over Europe,

and certainly not least in England, the younger
musicians are turning their faces elsewhere

;

but this may be only a passing phase, and the

fascination of choral music to great words may
again make itself felt. But the oratorio of the

future will have to recognise that the days of

preferential treatment are over, and that the

new works must stand or fall as music, and as

music alone ; the petulant demand to be heard

solely in surroundings where non-musical associa-

tions are overwhelming and where the voice of

criticism is silenced can no longer be tolerated,

and the plea that a work can only be fairly

judged in a medieval cathedral must be taken

as a confession that it cannot stand on its own
merits. The appeal made by a Madonna of

Giovanni Bellini loses not one whit of its

essential force when addressed to those who are

parted by many a long mile from its creator's

own ways of thought ; similarly the religious

music of the future must stand, as the great

religious music of the past stands now, in the

light of day and in the rush of the world, by
its appeal to us as men and as musicians. [First

portion, pp. 474-80, w. s. R., with additions

by E. w. ; second portion, pp. 480-end, E. w.]
ORAZI ED I CUEIAZI, GLI. Opera in three

acts ; libretto by Sografi, music by Cimarosa.

Produced at Venice, 1794, and at the Theatre

Od^on, Paris, June 16, 1813. G.

l.'OECHESOGRAPHIE,iettraict^ en forme

de dialogue, par lequel toutes personnes peuvent

facilement apprendre et pratiquer I'honneste

exercice des dances,' is the title of a rare 4to

volume of 104 pages, published by Jehan des

1 'Descripttonof daudng/fromopx^O'if, 'danciDg';andypa^eii',

•to write.'

Preys at Langres in 1588. The Privilegium is

-

dated Nov. 22, 1588, and the work was reprinted

at Langres in 1596 with a somewhat different

title. A new edition, with a preface by Laure

Fonta, appeared at Paris in 1888. The author,

whowrites underthe anagramof ThoinotArbeau,
was one Jehan Tabourot, a canon of Langres, of

whom nothing is known except that he was the

uncle of the poet Etienne Tabourot (1649-90),
Seigneur des Accords (sometimes called 'the

Burgundian Babelais '), that besides the Orchho-

graphie, he wrote an equally rare Shepherd's

Calendar in dialogue, and that he died in 1595,

aged seventy-six.2 The Orchisographie is a

particularly valuable work, as it is the earliest

treatise on dancing extant which contains the

notation of the different dance-tunes. Quaintly
written in the form of a dialogue between
Thoinot Arbeau and Capriol (a lawyer who finds

that the art of dancing is a necessary accomplish-

ment in his profession), the work contains a
review of dancing as practised by the ancients,

directions for playing drums, fifes, oboes, etc.,

as well as minute descriptions of the manner of

dancing Basse Dances. The book is illustrated

with curious woodcuts, representing the different

steps to be executed in the dances, and contains

music for fifes and drums, as well as for the

following dances, several of which may be found
in the present work. See Beanlb, Oanarie,
Galliaed, Gavotte, Matassins, Moebis
Dance, Pavan, Touedion, Teihoeis, Volte.

Pavanes.
Tourdions.
Gaillardes—'Latraditoremyfamorire'; 'Anthoinette';

'Baisons nous belle'; 'Si j'ayme ou non'; 'La fatigue';
' La Milannoige'; ' J'aymerois mieulx dormir seuletto*;
' L'ennuy qui me tourmente.

'

La Volte.
La Coutante.
L'Alleniande.
Bianles— Double, Simple, Gay, de Bourgogne, du

Hault Barrois.
Branles couppte—'Cassandre'; 'Pinagay'; 'Charlotte';

de la Guerre ;
' Aridan.

'

Branles de Poictoui; d'Escosse ; de BretagnefTriory);
de Malte ; des Lavandieres ; des Pois ; des Hermites ; du
Chandelier; de la Torche; des Sabots; des Chevauli;
de la Uontarde ; de la Haye ; de I'Official.
Gavotte.
Horisque.
Canaries.
Pavane d'Espagne.
BoufTons, or Mattachins.

2. A work entitled Orchesography, or the Art
ofDamxng hy characters and demonstrations, etc.,

was published in 1706 by J. Walsh. It is a
translation by J. Weaver of R. A. Feuillet's

Chorigraphie, ou I'Art de Dierire La Danae, par
caractires, figwres et signes d&monstratifs, etc.,

which was published in 1699, and is founded on
a system invented by the famous dancing-master

* The information given above Is taken from the Abb* PapiUon'8
BMtQtliiqiM da Auteurt de Bourgogne. Cxerwlnski lOetehiehte der
TanOamit), without naming his autborlties, gives the following
additional partlcnlars. He nays tliat Jelian Tabourot was the son
of Etienne Tabourot, a lawyer of Dijon, and from bis childhood
^owed a great inclination for dancing, which he had learned at
Poitiers. Itwas originally intendedthatheshouIdfoUowhis father's
profession, but being attacked by a severe illness, his mother vowed
that if be recovered he should become a priest. He was accordingly
ordained In 1630, and was made canon of Langres in 1674
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Charles Louis Beauchamps (1636-1705). The
book is curious as showing the degree of elabora-

tion to which the old French dances were brought
at the Court of Louis XIV. Feuillet'a work was
followed by a supplement, containing an interest-

ing collection of old dance-tunes. w. B. s.

ORCHESTRA (Gr. dpx^rpa, i.e. a ' dancing
place

'
; Ital. Orchestra ; Germ. Orchester ; Fr.

Orehestre).

I. That portion of a theatre or concert-room
which is set apart for the accommodation of

the instrumental band—in the latter case, of

the chorus also.

The word is of Greek origin, and in classical

times denoted an open space, in which dances
were performed to the sound of various instru-

ments. This space was situated between the

seats for the audience and the xdiXov (from
KoiXos, 'concave'), another curvilinear space en-

closed for the use of the chorus, immediately
in front of the Proscenium (irpoffKiivioK). In
Roman theatres the orchestra was diverted from
its original purpose, and filled with seats for the

senators ; for which reason it was placed at a

lower level than its Greek prototype, though
it occupied exactly the same situation on the

ground-plan of the building.

In modern theatres the normal position of

the orchestra is in front of the stage, but on a

level with the floor of the stalls and pit—the

parterre of the French opera-houses. The ad-

vantages of this arrangement are very great.

It permits the sound of the instrumental band
to be heard in every part of the house, and
effectually prevents it from overpowering the

singer, who throws his voice over it from the

higher level of the stage. [But many artists,

from 1600 onward (see below), have felt that

the poetic atmosphere would be much enhanced
if the orchestra, with its gesticulating conductor,

labouring musicians, and dazzling lights, could

be rendered invisible to the audience. This was
at last done in the Wagner theatre at Bayreuth,

where the reverse arrangement to that of the

concert platform was adopted, the players being

seated on a series of descending rostra, the

descent being towards and partly under the

stage. Nothing could be more satisfactory

than the result of this plan, but up to the

present time (1906) only one new theatre—the

Prinz Regenten, at Munich—has followed the

example.

In concert-rooms the orchestra is usually

placed at one end of the apartment, at such a

height above the level of the floor that the

whole figure of a performer standing in front

may be visible to a seated audience. In these

cases the seats in the orchestra are generally

placed in rows, one above another, in the form

of the segment of an amphitheatre ; while, in

order to throw the sound more forcibly into

the auditorium, the wall behind is sometimes

moulded into a qnasi-hemispherical form. (The

convexities at the sides of the orchestra at

the Queen's Hall—an architectural freak—are

doubtless largely to blame for its acoustical

defects.) It would be quite feasible, with our

modern mechanical appliances, to render the or-

chestra seats capable of being raised or lowered,

so that where a recital, let us say, of a Wagner
music-drama was being given the band could

be sunk as at Bayreuth, so as to run less risk

of overpowering the voices. Some years ago

the floor of the orchestra at Covent Garden
was considerably lowered, to the great improve-

ment of the effect in modern operas.

II. Both in England and on the Continent

the term orchestra is also applied collectively

to the body of instrumental performers officiat-

ing at a place of entertainment or on a raised

platform in the open air. It is not applied to

a body of solo performers nor to the instru-

mentalists attached to a regiment when these

stand upon the ground instead of upon a stage.

In these two last cases the word substituted

for it is Band. See vol. i. p. 178.]
III. In u third sense the term is applied,

not only to a body of performers, but to the

instruments upon which they play—and with
which they are of course, in technical language,

identified. Thus we constantly hear of 'an
orchestra consisting of thirty stringed instru-

ments, with a full complement of wind.'

Three hundred years ago the number of

orchestral instruments was very small, and
so undecided that it was not always possible

to say whether a certain instrument was or-

chestral or not. Lutes and viols of all kinds
were indeed in constant use, together with
flutes—in the form of the old Flilie h, bee—
cornets, trumpets, drums, and even Saracenic

instruments dating from the time of the
Crusades ; but there was no rule as to their

combination, so that they could scarcely be
said to constitute an orchestra at all. For
instance, in the ' Ballet comique de la Royne

'

performed at the Chateau de Montiers, on the
occasion of the marriage of Margaret of Lor-

raine with the Due de Joyeuse in 1581, mention
is made of hautboys, flutes, comets, trombones,
viole di gamba, lutes, harps, a flageolet

—

played by Pan—and ten violins, played by as

many ballet-dancers in full dress. (See vol. i,

pp. 174-7.) Such an array would, at first

sight, lead us to expect great things, did we
not find that the performers were separated

into ten Bands {disc concerts de musigue) ; that

the violins were reserved for one particular

scene, in which they played alone, five on
each side ; that in another scene Neptune and
his followers were armed with 'lyres, luths,

harpes, flustes, et autres instruments
' ; and

that in another Jupiter descended from a

golden dome, in which were placed forty

musicians, 'avec nouveaux instruments, et

differents de precedens.' This alone will be
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sufficient to show the confused state of instru-

mental music in the 16th century : and when
we add that the manner of writing, even for »

'Consort of Viols,' was exactly the same as

that used for unaccompanied voices—insomuch

that we constantly meet with compositions

•apt for voyces or viols'—it will be readily

understood that, in France at least, the or-

chestra was in its infancy. Nevertheless, this

is really the earliest instrumental band used

in connection with a dramatic performance of

which we have any certain record ; we must
therefore accord to France the honour which is

justly her due.

In Italy the orchestra developed itself from

small beginnings, with an uninterrupted regu-

larity which led to very unexpected results.

The earliest dramatic representation in which
we hear of the employment of a regular staff

of instrumental performers is the oratorio

called 'La Rappresentazione dell' Anima e del

Corpo,' composed by Emilio del Cavalieri, and
first performed at Rome, in the Oratory attached

to the Church of S. Maria in Vallicella, in the

month of February 1600. The orchestra used

on this occasion consisted of a double lyre (or

viol di gamba), a harpsichord, a double guitar

(or bass lute), and two flutes. This little band
—modest indeed compared with that used at

the Chateau de Moutiers—was kept entirely

out of sight, like the orchestra at Bayreuth
;

but the composer recommended that the various

characters employed in the drama should carry

instruments in their hands, and at least play,

or pretend to play, during the symphonies,

and also that a violin should play in unison

with the soprano voice throughout.

Ten months after the production of this

primitive oratorio, that is to say in December
1600, Peri produced at Florence the first Opera
Seria, ' Euridioe, ' which was accompanied by
an orchestra, consisting of a harpsichord, a

large guitar, a great lyre (or viol di gamba),

and a large lute (or theorbo). These instru-

ments were also hidden behind the proscenium,

as were, in all probability, three flutes used in

a certain scene, in which the Shepherd, Tirsi,

pretends to play upon a triple pipe {Triflauto),

which he holds in his hand.'

The next advance was made by Monteverde,

who used for the accompaniment of his ' Orfeo,'

produced at Mantua in 1608, an orchestra

consisting of two harpsichords, two bass viols

Contrabassi di Viola), ten tenor viols (Viole da
brazzo), one double harp, two little French
violins, two large guitars, two organs of wood,

two viole di gamba, four trombones, one regal,

two comets, one little octave flute (Flautino

alia vigesima secwnda), one clarion, and three

trumpets with mutes (1 Clarimo e 3 Trombe
sordine). AVe have no means of ascertaining

whether the performers upon these instruments

were kept out of sight or not, though it seems

scarcely probable that Monteverde would have
abandoned a plan which had already been

successfully adopted both by Emilio del Cava-

lieri and Peri. The one thing that strikes us

as peculiar is, that the performers should have
been allowed so very much latitude with regard

to the notes they were to play. So much of

the opera is accompanied by a simple figured

bass, that unless separate parts not included in

the score were written for the other instruments

—which seems very unlikely indeed—the mem-
bers of the orchestra must have been allowed

to play pretty much as they pleased.

As the rapid progress of dramatic music
rendered the exhibition of more artistically

constructed accompaniments an absolute neces-

sity, this heterogeneous mixture of instruments

gradually gave place to a more orderly arrange-

ment, in which viols of various kinds played aii

important part, the Thoroughbass being played

by the viol di gamba and Other large stringed

instruments, while the harmony was sustained

by the harpsichord. [Here, then, before 1650,

we find the elements of an orchestra consisting

then as now of strings, wood, and brass, but
the art of using these elements developed very

slowly and gradually (see Instkumentation).
The constitution of early orchestrfis was very
fluctuating and uncertain, depending, doubtless,

upon local circumstances. So strikingly is this

the case with J. S. Bach that it seems probable
that he sometimes wrote for instruments which
he did not possess, filling in their parts himself
at the organ. This would explain certain eccen-

tricities in his scoring, which are otherwise

perplexing. See also Oaford History of MvMc,
vol. iv. pp. 120-38.

Among the curiosities of orchestral history
must certainly be reckoned the Handel Com-
memoration held at Westminster Abbey in

1784, on which occasion the band consisted of

48 first and 47 second violins, 26 violas, 21
violoncellos, 15 double basses, 6 flutes, 26 oboes,

26 bassoons, 1 double bassoon, 12 trumpets,
12 horns, 6 trombones, 4 drums, and 2 organs.

But the normal constitution of an orchestra at

all times has depended more upon the question of
cost than anything else, and it is easy to under-
stand why Haydn and Mozart were generally
restricted to a tiny force of about 6 first violins
and other strings in proportion, 1 flute, 2 oboes,

2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets and drums.
As the literature of the orchestra grew, the
chains of custom and convention (always so
binding in our art) grew more and more rigid

;

the ' Beethoven orchestra '—the above list with
the addition of two clarinets— was for a good
fifty years the accepted mould into which all

composers were expected to run their ideas, and
the few who, like Berlioz and Wagner, insisted
upon extra instruments, ran the risk of not
getting their works played at all. It was the
widening of harmonic boundaries that forced
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the horns to be increased to four, but not till

Wagner became a power in the land were the
wood wind to be found in threes. Before long
we bid fair to find them in fours. Two or three
composers of the present day demand this,

besides six horns and an extra array of brass
;

in fact, the orchestra is becoming a large wind
band plus strings, instead of a string band plrts

wind.] w. s. B. ; with additions by f. c.

ORCHESTRATION. See Instkumbnta-
TION.

ORCHESTRINA DI CAMERA. The title of

a series of little instruments of the harmonium
tribe. They were invented and made by W. E.

Evans, of London, and represent the orchestral

clarinet, oboe, flute, French horn, and bassoon.

They imitate the timbre of the respective instru-

ments after which they are called, and have the

same compass of notes. The clarinet and French
^orn are furnished with shifting keyboards, in

order to arrange for the mechanical transposition

of the parts when these are not written in the

key of C. The different qualities of tone are

obtained by making the vibrating reeds of vary-

ing dimensions, and by the peculiar shape of the

channels conveying the wind to them. The
orchestrinas are chiefly intended to be employed
as convenient substitutes for the real instru-

ments at performances where players of the

orchestral instruments cannot be obtained. Dr.

HuUah, in his Music in the House, recommends
them as valuable for the practice of concerted

music as well as for the purpose of supplying
obbligato accompaniments. T. L. s.

ORDRES. Another name for Suites, used

by Couperin and some of his contemporaries.

There is no difference of arrangement or struc-

ture which would account for the employment
of the two names. M.

ORFEO. See Okphefs.
ORGAN (Fr. Orgue; Ital. Organo ; Ger.

OrgeT). I. History. It must not be supposed

that the ' organ ' referred to in the Old Testa-

ment (Gen. iv. 21)— ' Jubal ; he was the father

of all such as handle the harp and organ '—bore

any resemblance to the stately instrument with
which we are aU so familiar by that name at

the present day. At the same time there can

be little doubt that the principle of the three

great classes of organ-pipe—Stopped, Open, and
Reed—was known at a very early period, as we
shall have occasion to show.

It is here purposed, as far as practicable, to

trace from the remotest beginnings to its present

exalted dimensions, the gradual growth of that

great triumph of human skill which so justly

enjoys the distinction of being the most perfect

musical instrument that the ingenuity of man
has hitherto devised ; the impressive tones of

which so greatly enrich the effect of the religious

services celebrated in our great sacred edifices.

The materials available for this purpose are not

indeed always of the plainest kind, the accouiits

VOL. Ill

being not unfrequently incomplete, exaggerated,

or surrounded by a somewhat apocryphal air

;

but much may be done by selecting the most

probable, and placing them in intelligible

order.

The first idea of a wind instrument was doubt-

less suggested to man by the passing breezes as

they struck against the open ends of broken

reeds ; and the fact that reeds of different

lengths emitted murmurs varying in pitch may
have further suggested that if placed in a par-

ticular order, they would produce an agreeable

succession of sounds ;—in other words, a short

musical scale. A few such reeds or tubes, of

varied growths or diameters, and of graduated

lengths, bound together in a row, with their

open tops arranged in a horizontal line, would
form an instrument possessing sufficient capacity

for the performance of simple primitivemelodies

:

and of such kind doubtless was Jubal's ' organ

'

{ougaV) ' already mentioned. It probably was
not more ; and it could scarcely have been less.

Necessityprecedes supply ; andiiothing is known
that would lead to the supposition that the

music of the time of Jubal called for anything

beyond a few tubes, such as those just described,

for its complete accompaniment.

The myth that Pan was the originator of

the Syrinx led to its being called ' Pan's-pipe,'

under which name, or that of 'Mouth-organ,'

it is known to the present day. [Pandean
Pipes.]

The number of tubes that in the course of

time came to be used was seven, sometimes
eight, occasionally as many as ten or twelve

;

and the Greek and Roman shepherds arerecorded

as being among the makers of these 'organs,'

as well as the performers upon them.

The pipes of the Syrinx being composed of

reeds cut off just below the knot
—which knot did not permit the

wind to escape, but' caused it to

return to the same place where it

entered, thus traversing the length

of the tube twice—were in prin-

ciple so many examples of the first

class of pipes mentioned above.

They were practically ' Stopped
pipes,' producing a sound nearly

an octave lower than that of an Open pipe of

the same length. ^

The mode of playing upon this earliest organ
must have been troublesome and tiring, as either

the mouth had to be in constant motion to and
fro over the tubes, or they had incessantly to

be shifted to the right or left under the mouth.
Some other method of directing wind into them
must in course of time have been felt to be
desirable ; and the idea would at length occur

of conducting wind into the tube from below

* Rendered by GeseniuH ' pipe, reed, ayrinx.' The \roTi occura
alBO in Job xxi. 12, Psalm d. 4.

2 An exact model of a Stopped Diapaeoo pipe of wood la presented
by the well-known ' pitch-pipe ' formerly in common use.

2l

Fig. 1.
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instead of above. This result—an enormous

step forward—;<!ould be obtained by selecting a
reed, as before, but with a short additional

portion left below the knot to serve as a mouth-

piece or wind-receiver (the modem ' foot ') ; by
making a straight narrow slit through the knot,

close to the front, to serve as a passage-way

for the breath ; and by cutting a small horizontal

opening immediately above that slit, with a

sloping notch, bevelling upwards and outwards

over that again. The breath blown in at the

lower end, in passing through the slit would
strike against the edge of the notch above,

and there produce rapid flutterings, which
would be communicated to the air in the tube,

and would cause a sound to be emitted. In
this manner a specimen of the second class of

pipe mentioned above—that of the Open species

—would be brought into existence.

In course of time the idea would occur of

trying to obtain more than one sound from a
single pipe, for which purpose first one hole

—

to be covered or exposed by a, finger—then a
second, and so on, would be cut laterally, in

the body of the pipe, in a line with the slit just

described, which experiment would be attended
with the same result on the pitch of the sound
as if the tube were shortened at each hole in

succession. Thus the same short succession of

agreeable sounds as those of the Fan's-pipe, or

any pleasant admixture of them, would be

obtainable from one tube, and a rude model
produced of an instrument .which in its more
finished form subsequently became the Fl4te-d-

iec. Familiar examples of this kind of per-

forated tube are presented by the wooden and
tin toy-whistles of the present day.

When the first ' squeaker ' was made, such as

country lads still delight to construct of osiers

in spring-time, a primitive model of a pipe of

the third kind mentioned above, a Keed-pipe,

was produced. . It consisted of a 'vibrator'

and a tube ; the former sounded by being

agitated by compressed wind from an air-cavity,

—the breath from the human mouth. Beed-
pipes, although freely used as separate wind-
instruments in ancient times—the Bag-pipe
among the number—were not introduced into

organs until the 16th century, so far as can be

ascertained, and need not therefore be furtner

considered in this place.

A series of pipes of the second class (re-

ceiving air from below) would be less con-

veniently under the immediate control of the

mouth than their predecessors ; hence a wooden
box was devised (now the mnd-chest), contain-

ing a row of holes along the top into which were

placed the lower ends of the pipes ; and the

wind was sometimesprovided by two attendants,

who blew with their mouths alternately into

pliable tubes, the one while the other took

breath. An antique organ supplied in this

manner (perhaps an Hydraulus) is sculptured

linder a monument in the Museum at Aries,

bearing the date of xx.M.viii.^

This piece of carving is of the highest in-

terest as showing the ancient organ at its first

step from a state of the utmost simplicity—'

dismounted indeed from the breast of the player,

yet still supplied by the mouth, and before the

application of bellows ; and it has not previously

appeared in any English article on the organ.

The pipes are held in position by a cross-

band, just as were those of the earlier Syrinx.

The carving represents the back of the instru-

ment, as is indicated not only by the ' blowers

'

being there, but also by the order of the pipes,

from large to small, appearing to run the wrong

way, namely, from right to left instead of the

reverse. The pipes of the early organs are said

to have sounded at first all together, and those

which were not required to be heard had to be

silenced by means of the fingers or hands. An
arrangement so defective would soon call for a

remedy ; and the important addition was mgide

of a slide, rule, or tongue of wood, placed beneath

the hole leading to each pipe, and so perforated

as either to admit or exclude the wind as it was
drawn in or out.

KiiclieT^M-usurgia,

bk. ii. oh. iv. § 3,

p. 3) gives a draw-

ing, here repro-

duced, to show this

improvement. (He
conceives it to be

the Mashokithra or

Magraketha of the

Chaldees.)

The wind was conveyed to the chest through
the tube projecting from the right-hand side,

either from the lips or from some kind of hand-
bellows. In either case the stream would be
only intermittent.

Another drawing given by Kircher (said to be
that of the Hebrew instrument called Magre-
phaJi) exhibits the important addition of two
small bellows, which would afford a continuous

1 Fran Dom Bedos, L'Art dufaeteur d'Orguet (Fula, 1766).

PlO. 3.
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wind-supply, the one furnishing wind while the

other was replenishing.

It is very doubtful, however, whether this

is an authentic representation. The pipes are

picturesquely disposed, but on account of their

natural succession being so greatly disturbed

for this purpose, and their governing slides

doubtless also similarly intermixed, the task to

the organist of always manipulating them cor-

rectly must have been one of extreme diflSculty,

if not impossibility. Nevertheless, as soon as

the apparatus received the accession of the two
little bellows placed to the rear of the wind-box,

in lieu of two human beings, the small instru-

ment arrived at the importance of being essen-

tially a complete and independent, albeit a,

primitive Pneumatic organ.

Whether the two bellows produced as unequal

a wind as is sometimes supposed, is perhaps

scarcely apparent. At the present day the

working of the two ' feeders ' of the Harmonium
when the Expression stop is drawn, demonstrates

that it is quite possible to supply air from two

separate sources alternately without any appre-

ciable interruption to its equability ; and it is

quite possible that in old times, when the

necessary care and attention were bestowed, a

tolerably uniform current of air and a fairly

even quality of tone were obtained.

At any rate, a meansofproducing anabsolutely
equal pressure of wind, and one that could not

possibly be disturbed by any inexpertness of the

blower, was secured in the Hydraulus, for a

description of which the reader is referred to

vol. ii. pp. 450-52.

The Hydraulus or Hydraulic organ is men-
tioned in the Talmud under the name of hir-

daulis or ardablis ; and a certain instrument is

mentioned as having stood in the Temple of

Jerusalem, which is called MagrepJuih, and had

ten notes, with ten pipes to each note. This

organ, however, was not a hydraulic one.'

Great as may have been the theoretical merits

of the Hydraulic system, yet in practice it does

not seem to have supplanted the purely Pneu-

1 IM, Jer., Sitkkah. T. 6; Tal. Bab., Arakhin, lOb, 11a. We are

indebted to Dr. SchUler-SiinesBy, of Cambridge, tor tliia informa-

laatic. This fact would imply, in the first place,

that .the defects of the Pneumatic system were

not of so radical a nature as has generally been

supposed ; and in the second, that the Hydraulic

system itselfwasbyno meansfreefrom objections,

one of which certainly would be that of causing

damp in the instrument, an intruder towards

whom organ -builders always entertain the

greatest horror. The Hydraulic organ never-

theless continued in occasional use up to about

the commencement of the 14th century, when
it appears finally to have died out. Its weight
and size seem to have originated a distinction

between portable and stationary organs, which
began early, and was perpetuated in the terms
frequently used of ' Portative ' and ' Positive.'

Although nothing very precise can be deduced
from the ancient writers as to the time, place,

or manner in which some of the progressive

steps in the invention of the organ already

detailed were made, yet it is certain that the

germ of many of the most important parts of

the instrument had been discovered before the

commencement of the Christian era, the period

at which we have now arrived. [A careful paper

by Miss Kathleen Schlesinger, Researches into

the Origin of the Organs ff the Ancieids, in the

Sammelbande of the Int. Mus. Ges., vol. ii. p.

167 ff., may be referred to.]

During the first ten centuriesbut little appears

to have been done to develop the organ in: size,

compass, or mechanism ; in fact, no advances
are known to have been made in the practice of

music itself of a kind to call such improvements
into existence. Yet a number of isolated records

exist as to the materials used in the construction

of the instrument ; the great personages who
exerted themselves about it ; and its gradual
introduction from Greece, where it is said to

have taken its origin, into other countries, a,nd

into the church ; and these have only to be
brought together and placed in something
approaching to chronological order, with a few
connecting words here and there, to form an
interesting and continuous narrative.

In the organ of Ctesibius, described by Hero,^
it appears that the lower extremity of each pipe
was enclosed in a small shallow box, something
like a domino box inverted, the sliding lid being
downwards. Each lid had an orifice" which, on
the lid being pushed home, placed the hole in

correspondence with the orifice of the pipCj and
the pipe then sounded. When the sliding' lid

was drawn forward, it closed the orifice, and so
silenced the pipe. With certain improvements as

to detail, this action is in principle substantially

tile same as that shown in Eigs. 3 and 4, and
it continued in use up to the 1 1th century. But
the most interesting p^rt of this description is

the reference to the existenee of a simple kind
ofkey-action \yhich pushed in*the lid on the;key.

2 See W. CbapKell'Q careful account, Bittorj/ q/Mtftici. 343 etc.
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being pressed down, the lid being pulled back
by a spring of elastic horn and a, cord on the

key being released. Claudian the poet, who
flourished about a.d. 400, has in his poem Be
ConsukUu F. Modlii Theodori (316-19) left a

passage describing an organist's performance

upon an instrument of this kind, and also its

effect, of which the following is a literal version :

' Let there be also one who by his light touch

forcing out deep murmurs, and managing the

unnumbered tongnes of the field of brazen tubes,

can with nimble finger cause a mighty sound
;

and can rouse to song the waters stirred to their

depths by the massive lever.' The reference to

water implies that the organ was a Hydraulic

one.

A Greek ' epigram, attributed to the Emperor
Julian the Apostate (died a.d. 363), conveys

some particulars concerning another kind of

4th-century organ, of which the following is a

literal translation : ' I see a strange species (lit.

' nature ') of reeds : surely they have rather

sprung up from a foreign (lit. another) brazen

field (lit. furrow) : wild—^nor are they swayed
by our winds ; but a blast, rushing forth from
a cavern of bull's hide, forces its way from
beneath, under the root of the well-bored reeds.

And a skilful man having nimble fingers stands

feeling the yielding rods of pipes, and they,

gently dancing, press out song.' This account

describes a Pneumatic organ, and one which
had no keyboard. Both accounts particularise

the material of which the pipes were made

—

bronze, and it is not improbable that pipes of

metal were at that time a novelty.

Theodoret (bom about 393, died 457) also

refers to musical organs as bekig furnished with
pipes of copper or of bronze.

. On an obelisk at Constantinople, erected by
Theodosius (died 393), is a representation of an
organ, which is here copied.

' The pipes are eight in number, and appear

to be formed of large reeds or canes, as those

of Chinese organs are said to be at the present

day. They are not sUflBciently varied in length

tp indicate the production of a proper musical

scale, which is possibly an error of the sculptor.

They are supported like those shown in Pig. 2.

This example is very interesting as affording

the earliest illustration known of a method
of compressing fhe organ wind which some

I Patatine A'nthdtiffj/, bk. Iz. Tko. 365.

centuries afterwards became common—namely,

by the weight of human beings. From the

drawing it seems as if the two youths were

standing on the same bellows, whereas they
were more probably mounted on separate ones

placed side by side. St. Jerome, a little later

(died 420), is said^ to mention an organ at

Jerusalem, with twelve brazen pipes, two
elephants' skins, and fifteen smiths' bellows,

which could be heard at the Mount of Olives,

—it is nearly a mile from the centre of the city

to the top of the mount,—and therefore must
have been an instrument of great power.

Cassiodorus, who was consul of Rome under
Eii^ Vitigas the Goth in 514, described the

organ of his day as an instrument composed of

divers pipes, formed into a kind of tower, which,

by means of bellows, is raade to produce a loud

sound ; and in order to express agreeable

melodies, it is constructed with certain tongues '

of wood from the interior, which the finger of

the master duly pressing or forcing back, elicits

the most pleasing and brilliant tones.

The exact period at which the organ was first

used for religious purposes is not positively

known ; but according to Julianus, a Spanish
bishop who flourished a.d. 450, it was in

common use in the churches of Spain at that

time. One is mentioned as existing 'in the

most ancient city of Grade,' in a church of the

nuns before the year 580. It is described as

being about two feet long, six inches broad,

and furnished with fifteen playing -slides and
thirty pipes, two pipes to each note. Hawkins
has given a drawing of the slide -box of this

organ in his History of Music (i. 401), the
' tongues ' of which are singularly ornate.

The number of notes on the sKde-box (fifteen

in a length of two feet) would show that the

pipes were of small diameter, and therefore

that the notes were treble ones.

The £kdvantage of using the organ in the

services of the church was so obvious that it

would soon be perceived ; and accordingly in

the 7th century Pope Vitalian, at Rome (about

the year 666), introduced it to improve the

singing of the congregations. Subsequently,

however, he abolished ithe singing of the

congregations, and substimted in its place that

of canonical singers. I

At %he commencement! of the 8th century

the use of the organ was appreciated, and the

art of making it was known in England. The
native artificers had even introduced the custom
of pipe decoration, for, according to Aldhelm,
who died a.d. 709, the Anglo-Saxons ornamented
the front pipes of their organs with gilding.

Organ-making was introduced into France about

the middle of the same century. Pepin (714-

768), the father of Charlemagne, perceived that
2 Kitto, Cyc. Bib. Ltt., 3rd ed., ii.~255&. Kitto'a raference (Ad

Dardanum), however, does not appear to be correct.
3 TJi6 term ' t^nsoes ' ilinff^tae) remained in use for the alideis up

to the time vAien the altde-box was superseded by the eprlng-boz
about the end of the 11th century.
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an organ would be an important aid to devotion

;

and as the instrument was at that time unknown
either in France or Germany, he applied (about

the year 767) to the Byzantine Emperor
Constantine Copronymus the Sixth, requesting

him to send one to France. Constantine not

only complied with this solicitation by present-

ing him with a large organ, but forwarded it

by a special deputation, headed by the Roman
bishop Stephanus. The organ was deposited in

the church of St. Cornelius at Compilgne. It

was a Pneumatic organ, with pipes of lead

;

and is said to have been made and played by

an Italian priest, who had learnt the method

of doing both at Constantinople.

The first organ introduced into Germany was

one which the Emperor Charles the Great, in

811 or 812, caused to be made at Aix-la-Chapelle

after the model of that at Compilgne. The

copy was successful, and several writers ex-

pressed themselves in terms of high praise at

its powerful yet pleasing tone. What became

of it is not recorded.

In 822 or 826 an organ was sent to Charle-

magne by the Caliph Haroun Alraschid, con-

structed by an Arabian maker of the name of

Giafar, which was placed in a church at Aix-la-

Chapelle. It was a Pneumatic organ of extra-

ordinarily soft tone.

Venice was favourably known for its organ-

makers about this time ; n. monk of that city,

of the name of Georgius, a native of Benevento,

having in the year 822 constructed an instru-

ment for Louis le D^bonnaire, which was a

Hydraulic organ, and was erected in the palace

of the king at Aix-la-Chapelle. Its pipes were

of lead.

The French and Germans were both desirous

of rivalling the foreign specimens of ingenuity

that had come under their notice ; and so suc-

cessful were they in their endeavours, that after

a time the best organs were said to be made in

France and Germany. The progress of Germany

in making and using them in the latter half of

the 9th century, particularly in East Franconia,

was so great, that Pope John "VIII. (880), in a

letter to Anno, Bishop of Friesingen, requests

that a good organ may be sent to him, and a

skilful player to instruct the Roman artists.

By this time organ-building had apparently

made its way into Bavaria ; and a large instru-

ment, with box-wood pipes, is said to have been

erected in the Cathedral of Munich at a very

early date.

In the 9th centuryorgans had become common

in this country, the English artificers furnishing

them with pipes of copper, which were fixed in

gilt frames. In the 10th century the English

prelate St. Dunstan (925-88), famous for his

skill in metal work, erected or fabricated an

organ in Malmesbury Abbey, the pipes of which

were of brass. He also gave an organ to

Abingdon Abbey, and is said to have furnished

many other English churches and convents with
similar instruments. In this same century Count
Elwin presented an organ to the convent at

Ramsey, on which he is said to have expended
the then large sum of thirty pounds in copper

pipes, which are described as emitting a sweet
melody and a far-resounding peal.

A curious representation of an organ of about
this date is given ^ in a MS. Psalter of Edwin
preserved in the library of Trinity College,

Cambridge. 2 The pipes are placed within a

frame, apparently after the manner referred to

above. The surface of the organ is represented

as being perforated to receive a second set of

pipes, though the draughtsman appears to have
sketched one hole too many. The two organists,

whose duties seem for the moment to have been
brought to an end by the inattention of the
blowers, are intent on admonishing their

assistants, who are striving to get up the wind-

Fio. 6.

supply, which their neglect has apparently

allowed to run out. The four bellows are blown
in a manner which we here meet with for the

first time—namely, through the intervention of

handles instead of directly by the hands ; and
as in so small an organ there could not have
been room for four persons to compress the

wind by standing upon the bellows, we may
infer that they were loaded with weights in the
manner that has generally been supposed not to

have been introduced until some centuries later.

At the end of the 10th century several organs

existed in Germany (St. Paul's, Erfurt ; St.

James's, Magdeburg ; and Halberstadt cathe-

dral), which, although small and unpretending
instruments, were objects of much astonishment
and attraction at the time.

In the 11th century we find a treatise on
the construction of organs, included in a larger

work on Divers Arts, by a monk and priest of

the name of Theophilus, which is of consider--

able interest as showing the exact state of the

art of organ-making at that period ; the more

so as even the existence of such a tract was un-

known to all the historians, foreign or English,

who wrote on the subject, until it was discovered

* [It la a bad copy of a pietare in the Utrecht Psalter.]
2 Fart of the representation is here engraved from a photograph,

by the kind permission of the authorities. «
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by Mr. Hendrie, who published a translation

of it in 1 847. ' It is too long to quote in exlenso,

and is also rather obscure in parts ; but the

following particulars may be gathered from it :

—

that the slide-box was made two and a half feet

in length, and rather more than one foot in

breadth ; that the pipes were placed upon its

surface ; that the compass consisted of seven or

eight notes ; that the length of the slide-box

was measured out equally for the different notes

pr slides, and not on a gradually decreasing

scale as the pipes became smsdler, since the play-

ing-slides would not in that case have been of

one width or at one distance apart ; that the

organ was played by these movable slides ;. that

each slide worked in little side-slits, like the

lid of a box of dominoes ; that there were two
or perhaps even more pipes to each note ; that

the projecting ' tongue ' of each slide was marked
with a letter to indicate towhich note it belonged

—a custom that continued in use for centuries

afterwards (as for instance in the Halberstadt

organ finished in 1361 : and in the old organ in

the church of St. iEgidius, in Brunswick, built

in the latter part of the 15th century, and
illustrated on p. 524) ; that a hole was cut

through the slide under each pipe about an inch

and a half across, for the passage of the wind
;

that all the pipes of a note sounded together ;

that a note was sounded by the slide being

pushed in, and silenced by its being drawn for-

ward ; and that in the front of each slide, im-

mediately behind the handle or tongue, a narrow
hole about two inches longwas cut, in which was
fixed a copper-headed nail, which regulated the

mbtion of the slide and prevented its beingdrawn
out too far.

The following illustration, deduced from
Theophilus's description, shows the slide, and
three passages for wind to as many pipes above.

The sUde intercepts the wind, but will allow it

to pass on being moved so that its openings,

shown by the unshaded parts, correspond with
those below and above.

\- nil ]
- fH'ii'fif - n r-

if Y \ I
—
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Fig. 7.

Gori's Thesaurus ZHptychorum, 1759, vol. ii.

contains a most interesting engraving, copied

from an ancient MS., said to be as old as the

time of Charlemagne,^ which shows a person

playing upon an instrument of the Theophilus

type (see Fig. 8).

But of all theinformationgivenbyTheophilus,

^ TheqpbiH, qui et HufferuB, Preabyteri et Manatihi LibH IFT.t

de Dtvergis AHibtu. Opera et Studio iCoberti Hendrie. Londlal,
Johannes Mnrny, UDOOOXLTli. 8to.

the most important, because previously unknown
and unsuspected, is that which relates to the

finishing of the pipes so as to produce different

Fio. 8.

qualities of tone. They were made of the finest

copper ; and the formation of a pipe being

completed, Theophilus thus proceeds : ' He (the

maker) can bring it (the pipe) to his mouth and
blow at first slightly, then more, and then

strongly ; and, according to what he discerns

by hearing, he can arrange the sound, so that if

he wish it strong the opening is made wider

;

but if slighter, it is made narrower. In this

order all the pipes are made.' Here we see that

the means for producing a fuller tone by a wide
or high mouth, and a more delicate sound by a

narrower or lower one, were well known in the

11th century ; and that the manner of testing

the ' speech ' by blowing the pipe with the mouth,

in various ways, is precisely that often employed
by the 'voicer' of the present day, when
' regulating ' or ' finishing ' a stop. It is worthy
of observation that although Theophilus inci-

dentally recognises an addition to the number qf
pipes to a note as one means of increasing the

utility of the organ, he as distinctly indicates itS:

range or compos as simply seven or eight notes.

It would have been of great importance had he
mentioned the names ofthe sounds which formed
a sufficient scale for the accompaniment of the

chants of his day. His record, as a priest and
monk, as well as an organ-maker, would have
been most valuable.

We have intentionally introduced the.acoount

of Theophilus somewhat before its due chrono-
logical place, as it materially assistsin elucidating
the description of the remarkable organ erected

in Winchester Cathedral in the 10th century by
order ofBishop Elphege (died 951), and described

in a poem by a monk ofthe name ofWulstan who
died in 963.- It is of fiu-ther use in this place,

since Wulstan's description has up to this time
been a great puzzle to most writers on the history

of the organ.

The following is a translation of the portion of

the Latin poem with which we are concerned,
as given in Wackerbarth's Music and the Anglo-
Saxons, pp. 12-15.

Such organs as yon have built are seen nowhew,
fabricated ob a double ground. Twice six bellows above
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are rauged in a row, and fourteen lie below. These, by
alternate blasts, supply an immense quantity of wind,
and are worlced by seventy strong men, labouring witli

their arms, covered with perspiration, each inciting his
companions to drive the wind up with all his strength,
that the full-bosomed box may speak with its four
hundred pipes which tlie hand of the organist governs.
Borne when closed he opens, others when open he closes,

as the individual nature of the varied sound requires.

Two brethren (religious) of concordant spirit sit at the
instrument, and each manages his own alphabet. There
are, moreover, hidden holes in the forty tongues, and
each has ten (pipes) in their due order. Some are con-
ducted hither, others thither, each preserving the proper
point (or situation) for its own note. They strike the
seven differences of joyous sounds, adding the music of
the lyric semitone. Like thunder the iron tones batter
the ear, so that it may receive no sound but that alone.

To such an amount does it reverberate, echoing in every
direction, that every one stops with his hand his gaping
ears, beilig in no wise able to draw near and bear the
sound, which so many combinations produce. The music
is heard throughout the town, and the flying fame thereof
is gone out over the whole country.

From this we learn that the organ was built

in two stages, as are most of those of the present

day, a principle of which no previous example

is met with ; the chief department—correspond-

ing with the Great orgsm of after-time, and fed

by fourteen bellows—being below, and the two

smaller departments—answering to the Choir

and Echo organs of later times, and each supplied

by sixbeUows—beingabove. Several of the pipes

were so farof an exceptionally large size, probably

foreshadowingtheDoubleDiapasonofsubsequent

times, that some were ' conducted hither, others

thither ' ; that is to say, in organ-builders'

language, they were 'conveyanced off' pipes,

and were probably brought into view and so

grouped as to form an ornamental front, exactly

as in the present day. The 'tongues' were

perforated with ' hidden holes,' after the manner

explained by TheophUus ; and there were the

remarkable number of ten pipes to each playing-

slide ' in their due order,' whatever that 'order

'

may have been.

"The organ had a total number of fortytongues

;

and as the organist had the help of two assist-

ants, and each 'managed his own alphabet,'

the lettered tongues must have been assorted

into three sets. The remarks of the same writer

on the voicing of pipes show it to be quite

probable that the three divisions of this organ

produced as many different strengths of tone,

like the separate manuals of a modem instru-

ment. The gamut of the instrument consisted

of the seven diatonic sounds, with ' the music

of the lyric semitone (B flat) added.' This last

expression is interesting, as showing not only

that the introduction of the B flat was unusual,

but that its effect was musical. It modified

the tritone which existed between F and B.

Sufficient is indicated in this account to en-

able one, after some thought, to offer a suggestion

as to the most probable range of the three sets

of playing-slides of this Winchester organ. A
series of eleven diatonic sounds, from C to F,

making with the B flat (lyric semitone) twelve,

would be all that was required by the old chants

as !an accompaniment, and would dispose of

thirty -six of the notes. The chief alphabet

may not improbably have descended one note

lower, to Btl, and three higher, to Bl>, a compass

that was afterwards frequently adopted by the

mediseval organ-makers ; or may have had two
extra diatonic notes both above and below,

extending the range to two octaves, namely
from A to A, corresponding with the ancient

'Disjunct or Greater System Complete.' In
either case the exact number of ' for^ tongues

'

would thus be accounted for. These assumed
ranges are exhibited in the following diagram.

12 notes

^^^•^=^ ^Efei
I

The description of the organist's opening or

closing the holes ' as the iridividual nature of

the varied sound requires,' clearly indicates that

he manipulated for single notes only; in fact,

with slides he could for successive sounds do no
more than draw forward with one hand as he
pushed home with the other.

The contrast from ' loud ' to ' soft ' and back,

which, from an organ, was probably heard for the

first time in this example, would be obtained by
' the organist ' himself ceasing, and letting one

of his assistants take up the strain, and then by
his again resuming it ; but whether the three,

when simultaneously engaged, still played the

melody only, or whether they occasionally ' bat-

tered the ears' of the congregation with some
of the hideous progressions instituted in the

'Organum' of the 10th century, it probably

now would not be easy to ascertain. If the

latter, it is quite possible that the chants of

the period were sometimes clothed in such har-

mony as the following ; the ' organist ' playing

the plain-song, and each of the attendants one
of tlie under parts :

—

If the din caused by the zealous organist and
his ' two brethren (religious) of concordant

spirit ' was such that the tone ' reverberated

and echoed in every direction, so that no one

was able to draw near and hear the sound, but
had to stop with his hands his gaping ears,'

which could • receive no sound but that alone,

'

it is evident that the race of noisy organ ac-

companists dates much farther back than has

generally been supposed, and existed before
' lay ' performers were heard of.

We now arrive at a period when a vast im-
provement was made in the manner of con-

structing the organ. It has been shown that

when the Winchester organ was made, and on-

wards to the date of the treatise by Theophilus,
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the method of admitting wind to, or of excluding

it from, the pipes of a note, waa by a slide,

which alternately covered and exposed the

underside of the holes leading up to its pipes.

The frictional resistance of the slides, at all

times trying, would inevitably be increased by
their swelling in damp weather and becoming

tight ; theywould certainly have to belengthened

for every pipe added, which would make them
heavier and harder to move with the hand

;

and they involved the twofold task, already

mentioned, of simultaneously thrusting one

slide back while another was being drawn out.

These circumstances, added to the fact that a

given resistance can be overcome with less

difficulty by a blow than by a pull with the

fingers and thumb, must have directed attention

to the possibility of substituting pressure for

traction in the manipulation of the organ. Thus
it is recorded that towards the end of the 11th
century huge keys, or rather levers, began to

be used as the means for playing the instrument

;

and however unwieldy these may have been,

they were nevertheless the first rude steps to-

wards providing the organ with a keyboard. A
spring-box, too, of some kind was almost of

necessity also an improvement of the same
period ; for without some restoring power, a

key, on being knocked down, would have
remained there until picked up ; and that re-

storing power would be the most readily supplied

by a spring oi* springs. In some of the early

spring-boxes a separate valve seems to have been

placed against the hole leading up to every pipe

of each note, where it was held in position by
an elastic appliance of the nature just named.
The valves were brought under outward control

by strings or cords, which passed through the

bottom of the spring-box, and were attached to

the key lying in a direct line beneath. As the

keys must have been hung at their inner end,

and have had their greatest fall in front, the

smallest pipes of a note were no doubt from the

first placed quite inside, and the largest in front,

with those of graduating scale occupying an
intermediate position in proportion to their size

;

and thus the small valves, opening a lesser

distance, were strung where the key had the

least fall, and the larger pallets where they had
the greatest motion.

4,Herr Edmund Schulze, of Paulinzelle, about

the middle of the 19th century made for the

present writer a rough sketch of the spring-box

of an organ about 400 years old which he
assisted in taking to pieces when he was quite

a youth ; from which sketch the drawing for

the following illustration was prepared.

The early keys are described as being from

three to five inches wide, or even more ; an inch

and a half thick ; from a foot and a half to a

yard or more in length, with a fall sometimes

of as much as a foot in depth. They must at

times, therefore, have been as large as the treadle

of a. knife-grinder's machine. Their size and

amount of resistance would on first thought

appear to have been most unnecessarily great

and clumsy ; but this is soon accounted for.

^ ^^

We have seen that the gauge of the keys was

influenced by the size of pipe necessary for the

lowest note. Their width would be increased

when the compass was extended downwards
with larger pipes ; and their length would be

increased with the number of valves that had
to be strung to them ; while the combined
resistance of the many strong springs of the

larger specimens would render the touch insen-

sible to anything short of a thump.
It was in the Cathedral at Magdeburg, towards

the end of the century of which we have been
speaking (the 11th), that the earliest organ with
a keyboard of which we have any authentic

record, was erected. It is said to have had a

compass of sixteen notes,—the same range as

that of our assumed ' chief alphabet ' of the

Winchester organ,—but no mention is mside as

to what the notes were.

In the 12th century the number of keys was
sometimes increased ; and every key farther

received the addition of two or three pipes,

sounding the fifth and octave to the unison.

According to Seidel ^ (p. 8) a third and tenth
were added. Provided a rank of pipes sounding
the sub-octave were present, the fifth, octave,

and tenth would sound at the distance of a

twelfth, fifteenth, and seventeenth thereto,

which would be in acoustic proportion ; but a

rank producing a •major third above the unison
as an accompaniment to a plain-chant convey-

ing the impression of a mirvor key, must have
sounded so atrocious, that it would probably
be introduced only to be removed on the earliest

opportunity, unless a rank of pipes sounding
the second octave below the unison (afterwards

the 32-foot stop) were also present. Although
the number of pipes to each key thus continued
to be added to, no means was devised for silen-

cing or selecting any of the several ranks or tiers.

4-11 sounded together, and there was no escaping

from the strong incessant ' Full Organ ' effect.

There is a curious account written by Lootens'

I JobAnn Julius Seidel, Di« OrgeZ und ihr Bau (Breslau, 1842).
* Ifouveau manueleomptet de I'Organitte (Paris).
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—an author but little known—of a Dutch organ
said to have been erected in the church of St.

Nicholas at Utrecht in the year 1120. The
organ had two manuals and pedals. The com-
pass of the former was from F, represented by
a pipe of 6 feet standard length, up to V\>,

namely two octaves and a half. The chief

manual had twelve pipes to each key, including
one set of which the largest pipe would be
12 feet in length,' and which therefore was
identical with the Double Open Diapason of

subsequent times. The sound-board was with-
out grooves or draw-stops, consequently there

were probably nearly as many springs for the

organ-beater to overcome as there were pipes

to sound. The second manual was described as

having a few movable draw -stops ; and the

pedals one independent stop,—oddly enough
a Trumpet,—details and peculiarities which
strongly point to the last two departments
having been additions made at a much later

period ; for a ' double organ ' is not known to

have existed for two centuries after the date at

which this one is said to have been completed
;

still less a triple one.

In the 13th century the use of the organ in

divine service was, according to Seidel, pp. 80-

89, deemed profane and scandalous by the Greek
and Latin clergy, just as in the 17th century

the instrument was called a ' squeaking abomina-

tion ' by the English Puritans. The Greek
Church does not tolerate its use even at the

present day.

Early in the 14th century—in the year 1312
—an organ was built in Germany for Marinus
Sanutus, a celebrated Venetian Patrician, which
was erected in the church of St. Raphael, in

Venice. It excited great admiration ; and as it

no doubt contained all the newest improvements,

it was a pleasing retiu-n to make for the organ

sent from Venice to Aix-la-Chapelle nearly five

hundred years before.

One of the greatest improvements effected in

the organ in the 14th century was the gradual

introduction of the four remaining chromatic

semitones. Fjf was added in the early part of

the century ; then followed CS and El? ; and next

Gj. The B|> already existed in the Winchester

and other mediaeval instruments. ByDom Bedos
the introduction of these four notes is assigned

to the 1 3th century ; while others place the first

appearance of three of them as late as the 15th.

Praetorius gives them an intermediate date

—

the middle of the 14th century ; and he is un-

doubtedly correct, as they were certainly in the

Halberstadt organ, finished in the year 1361.

Dom Bedos refers to a curious MS. of the

14th century in the Bibliotheque Nationale, as

1 No record ia known to exist as to the pitch to which the very
early organs were tuned, or whether they were tuned to any uniform
pitdi whatever, which la extremely doubtful. In referring to the
lowest pipe as being 12 feet in speaking length, a system of pipe
measurement ia made us^ of which is not known to have been
adopted until centuries after the date at which this organ is stated

to luTe been made.

affording much further information respecting

the organ of that period. This MS. records

that the clavier of that epoch sometimes com-

prised as many as thirty-one keys, namely, from

B up to/", two octaves and a fifth ; that wooden
rollers, resembling those used until within the

last few years in English organs, were employed
to transmit the movement of the keys to the

valves ; that the bass pipes were distributed,

right and left, in the form of wings ; and that

those of the top notes were placed in the centre

of the instrument, as they now are.

To appreciate the importance of the improve-
ments just mentioned, and others that are

necessarily implied, it is necessary to remember
that so long as it was a custom in organ-making
to have the pipes above and the keys below
placed parallel one to the other, every little

expansion of the organ involved an aggravation

of the unwieldy size of the keys, at the same
time that the convenient reach of the player

set most rigid bounds to the legitimate expan-
sion of the organ, and fixed the extent of its

limits. The ingenious contrivance of the roller-

board at once left the dimensions of the organ
free to be extended laterally, wholly irrespective

of the measure of the keyboard.

This emancipation was necessary before the
additional semitones could be conveniently ac-

commodated ; for as they would materially in-

crease the number of pipes in each rank, so they
would require wider space to stand in, a larger

spring-box, such as was then made, to stand

upon, and rollers equal in length to the sum of

the distance to which the pipes were removed
out of a parallel with each key.

With regard to the distribution of the pipes,

they had generally been placed in a single row,

as shown in mediaeval drawings, but as the

invention of the chromatic notes nearly doubled
the number in the septave—increasing them
from seven to twelve—half the series would now
form nearly as long a row as the entire diatonic

range previously did. The two smallest pipes

were, therefore, placed in the centre of the organ,

and the remainder alternately on each side ;

and their general outline—spreading outwards
and upwards—gave them the appearance of a

pair of outstretched wings. The 'zig-zag'

plantation of pipes was doubtless a subsequent

arrangement.

In 1350 Poland appears in connection with

our subject. In that year an organ was made
by a monk at Thorn in that kingdom, which
had twenty-two keys. As this is the exact

number possessed by the Halberstadt organ,

completed eleven years later, it is possible that

the Thorn organ may have been an anticipation

of that at Halberstadt, as far as the chromatic

keyboard is concerned.

Up to this time (14th century), we have met
with nothing to indicate that the organ had

22
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been employed or designed for any other purpose

than the execution of a primitive accompaniment
to the plain-song ; but the instrument which
now comes under notice breaks entirely fresh

ground, and marks a new starting-point in the

use of the organ as well as its construction and
development. The Halberstadt Cathedral organ,

although, strictly speaking, a 'single organ,'

only, with a compass of scarcely three octaves,

had three claviers, and pipes nearly equal in

size to any that have ever been subsequently

made. It was built by Nicholas Faber, a priest,

and was finished on Feb. 23, 1361. Our in-

formation regarding it is obtained from the de-

scription ofMichael Praetorius in his 'Syntagma
musicum.' It had twenty-two keys, fourteen

diatonic, and eight chromatic, extending from
Btl up to a', and twenty bellows blown by ten

men. Its largest pipe, B, stood in front, and
was 31 Brunswick feet in length, and 3^ ft. in

circumference, or about 14 inches in diameter.

This note would now be marked as the semitone
below the C of 32 feet, and the pipe would
naturally be expected to exceed the pipe of that
note in length ; but the pitch of the Halberstadt
organ is known to have been more than a tone
sharper than the highest pitch in use in England
at the present day, which accounts for the want
of length in its B

II
pipe.'

In the Halberstadt instrument a successful

endeavour was made for the first time to obtain
some relief from the constant 'full organ' eifect,

which was all that had previously been com-
monly produced. For this purpose a, means
was devised for enabling the pipes standing in

front (afterwards the Principal, Praestant, or

Open Diapason), and the larger pipes in the
aide towers (subsequently part of the Great Bass
Principal, or 32 -foot Diapason), to be used
separately and independently of the other tiers

of pipes, which were located behind, and hence
called the Hintersatz, or ' hinder-position. ' This
result was obtained by introducing three claviers

instead of one only ; the upper one for the full

organ, consisting of all the tiers of pipes com-
bined ; the middle one, of the same compass as

the upper, and called 'Discant,' for the Open
Diapason alone ; and the lower one, with a
compass of an octave, from tg (Blj) to H (bH),

for the lower portion of the Bass Diapason. The
result of this arrangement was that a change
from forte to piano could be obtained by playing
with the right hand on the middle manual and
the left hand on the lower. It was even possible

for the organist to strike out the plain-song,

forte, on the Hintersatz with his left fist, and
1 Aa the history of musical Fitch Is treated of under Its proper

head, It la only necessary here to refer briefly to the remarkable
fact that the pitch of old organs sometimes varied to no less an
extent than halt an octave, and that too at one and the same date,
as shovm by Arnold Schllck in ISll. One reason given for thlB great
shifting of the pitch was, that the organ should be tuned to BUlt
higher or lower voices, without the organist having to ' play the
chromatics, which was not convenient to everyone'; a difficult
that must have arisen as much irom the construction of the key-
boards, and theunequaltuning, asfrom lack of sklU in tlie performer
to use them.

play a primitive counterpoint (discant) with
the right. Praetorius mentions incidentally,

that the large bass pipes, which sounded the

third octave below the unison, would have been
scarcely definable, but being accompanied by
the numerous pipes of other pitches in the

general mixture organ, they became effective.

A rank of pipes sounding a ' third ' above the

unison, like that mentioned by Seidel, and
already quoted, might very well have been
among these.

The claviers of the Halberstadt organ pre-

sented several interesting features ; and being

the earliest examples of chromatic keyboards
known, are here engraved from Praetorius.

Fig. 10.

Fio. 12.

The keys of the Halberstadt organ were made
at a time when the five chromatic notes—or
as we now call them, the ' sharps and flats '

—

were placed in a separate row from the 'naturals,'
almost as distinctly so as a second manual of
the present day. The keys of the upper
(Biniersatz) and middle (Discant) claviers (Fig.

10) measured four inches from centre to centre
and the diatonic notes were ornamentally shaped
and lettered, thus preserving the 'alphabetic'
custom observed in the 10th-century organ at
Winchester, and described by Theophilus in the
1 1th. The chromatic notes were square-shaped,
and had their surface about two and a half
inches above that of the diatonic, were two
inches in width, and one inch in thickness, and
had a fall of about an inch and a quarter.
The chromatic keys were no doubt pressed down
by the three inner fingers, and the diatonic by
the wrist end of the hand. The diatonic notes
of the lower clavier (Fig. 11), eight in number,
namely U (Bl|), 0, D, E, F,.G, A, H(Bli), were
quite differently formed, being square-fronted,
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two inches in breadth, and with a space of

about the same width on each side. These keys
were evidently thrust down by the left hand,
by pressure from the shoulder, like handles, the

space on each side being left for the fingers and
thumb to pass through. This clavier had four

chromatic notes, Cj, Ei>, FJ, and GJ, but
curiously enough, not B(>, although that was
the ' Ijrrio semitone ' of which so much is heard
long before.

The contrast between the fort^ and picmo

effect on the Halberstadt organ—from the full

organ to a single set of pipes—^must have been

very violent ; but the experiment had the good
effect of directing attention to the fact that a
change, if less marked, would be grateful and
useful ; for Seidel (p. 9) records that from this

time instruments were frequently made compris-

ing two manual organs, the upper one, interest-

ingly enough, being named ' discant ' ; and he
further gives it as his opinion that this kind of

construction probably led to the invention of

Couplers.

He likewise mentions that large churches were

often provided with a second and smaller organ

;

and Raetorius speaks of primitive little organs

which were hung up against a column in the

church 'Uke swallows' nests,' and contained

twelve or thirteen notes almost or entirely

diatonic, thus,

B, C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F ; or

C, D, E, F, G, A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G, A.

Dom Bedos relates that in the 14th century an
organ was erected in the church of St. Cyprian,

at Dijon, which not only had two manuals,

but had the choir organ in front. The front

pipes were made of tin, those inside of lead
;

thereweresaid tobesound-board grooves, covered

underneath with white leather ; three bellows

4 feet 7 inches long, and 2 feet 1 inch wide

;

and an arrangement by which a continuous

wind could be provided from one bellows only.

This, however, is manifestly the account of an

organ which had received improvements long

after its construction, such additions afterwards

coming to be described as part of the original

work.

We now come to the 15th century, which

was prolific in its improvements of the spring-

box, keys, pedals, wind-supply, etc. And first

of the Spring-box.

The first endeavour was to obtain more than

one strength of tone from the same manual. It

appears that to establish the power of prevent-

ing some of the sets of pipes (doubtless those

that afterwards constituted the mixture and

other bright- sounding ranks) from speaking

when required to be silent, a sliding board was

placed over the valves that opened and closed

the entrance for the wind at the feet of those

pipes. The remaining tiers of pipes, doubtless

those sounding the unison (8), octave (4), and

sub-octave (16), could thus be left in readiness

to sound alone when desired. The effect of

this contrivance must have greatly resembled

that of the ' shifting movement ' of subsequent

times.

Two distinct effects were thus obtained from
one organ and one set of keys ; and the question

would soon arise, ' if two, why not more ?
' A

further division of the organ-sound soon to\-

lowed ; and according to Praetorius the credit

of first dividing and converting the HmterscUz
into an Instrument of several single sets of pipes

(afterwards called registers or stops) is due to a
German artificer of the appropriate name of

Timotheus, who constructed a sound-board pos-

sessing this power for an organ which he rebuilt

for the monastery of the Bishop's palace a,t

Wiirzburg.

The ' Spring sound-board ' was formed in the

following manner. The valves of each note

were closed in on each side by two diminutive

walls (sound-board bars) extending fi:om the

back to the front of the wind-box, and, together

with the top and bottom, forming and enclosing

each valve within a separate canal (sound-board

groove) of its own. The entire area of the

former wind -box was partitioned off in this

manner, and occupied by the ' bars ' and
'grooves' of the newly devised sound-board.

A playing-valve (sound-board pallet) was neces-

sary below each groove to admit or exclude

wind. These were collectively enclosed within

a box (wind-chest) now added to fulfil the duty
of the transformed wind -box. The valves

immediately under the several pipes of a note
were no longer drawn down from below by
cords, but were pressed down from above, as

shown in the following cut, which is a trans-

verse section of a small spring sound-board for

three stops.

r^

Pro. 13.

A metal pin passed down through the surface

of the sound-board and rested on the front end

of the 'register -valve' as it was called. A
movement or draw-stop was provided, on draw-

ing which the longitudinal row of metal pins

was pressed down, and the valves lowered,

The combined resistance of the set of springs

beneath the valves was very considerable, hence

great force was necessary in 'drawing a stop,'

which had to be hitched on to an iron bar to

keep it ' out.' When released it sprang back
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of its own aooord. The set of pipes of which
the register-valves were open, would then be
ready for use ; and in the woodcut the front

set is shown as being thus prepared. The wind
would be admitted into the groove by drawing
down the sound-board pallet, which is seen

immediately below.

By this means the power was created of using

each separate set of pipes, except the small

ones, singly or in any desired combination, so

that the organ could be played loud or soft, or

at any intermediate strength between the two
extremes ; and they now for the first time
received distinctive names, as Principal (Open
Diapason, 8 feet) ; Octave (Principal, 4 feet)

;

Quint(Twelfth, 2f feet); Super-octave(Fifteenth,

2 feet) ; etc. ; and each separate series was then
called a Register (Stop). The smaller sets of

pipes were left to be used in a group, and were
called ' Mixture '1 (Sesquialtera, etc.). The
stops sounding a note in' accordance with the

key struck, as C on the key, were afterwards

called Foundation-stops ; those which produced
a different sound, as 6 or E on the C key, were
named Mutation-stops ; while those that com-
bined the two classes of sounds were distin-

guished as Compound or Mixture Stops.

The spring sound-board was much admired by
some Hollanders ; and some organ-builders from
the Low Countries, as well as from Brabant,

went to see it, and constructed sound-boards on
the same system for some time afterwards.

The pipe-work, however, was all of one class,

—open, metal, cylindrical, and of full propor-

tionate scale—similar in general model to the

second great class of pipe referred to at the

commencement of this article as Open. Great

therefore as was the gain resulting from the

invention of the registers, the tone still remained
of one general character or quality. It then
occurred to some of the thinking men of the

time that other qualities of tone would probably

ensue if modifications were made either in

the shape, proportion, outline, or material of the

pipes, etc. ; and the experiments justified the

hypothesis.

Stopped pipes (our first great class) were

made either of wood closed with a plug, or of

metal covered with a sliding cap ; and so a soft

pleasing mild tone was obtained. Thus origin-

ated the Gedact (Stopped Diapason), Bordun
(Bourdon), Klein-gedact (Flute), etc. Some
Eeed-stops (our third class) were also invented

about this time, as the Posaune (Trombone),

Trumpet, Vox humana, etc. Stops composed
of cylindrical pipes of small diameter were

likewise constructed, and made to produce the

string- tone, which stops were hence called

1 Dr. Bnmey, Dr. Crotcll, Kieaewetter, aad other viiters, took
considerable pains to Tentilate and enforce their various theories
as to the origin of the Mixture-stop in an organ ; but they all

omitted to remember that for centuries the whole organ wasnothing
but one huge stop of the kind ; and that when the larger sets of
pipes were separated off for use, the Mixture was self-formed out of

the residue, consisting of rows of little pipes 'that were thought
scarcely worth the trouble of ' drawing on ' separately.

Violone (Double Bass),' Viol di gamba, etc. J

and further modifications of tone were secured

by either making the pipes taper upwards, as

in the Spitz-flote, Gemshom, etc., or spread

out, as in the Dolcan. Thus was brought about
as great a contrast in the organ ' tone-tints ' as

there is between the graduated but similar

tones of a photograph and the varied tints of a

coloured drawing.

In the course of the 15th century the keys
were reduced in size several times, as fresh

contrivances for manipulating the instrument
were from time to time thought of, or new
requirements arose.

An early improvement consisted in combining
the ' long and short keys ' on one manual, and
so far reducing their size that they could be
played by perhaps a couple of fingers and the
thumb alternately. The manuals of the old

organ in the church of St. .ffigidius, in Bruns-
wick, presented this advance ; and as they are

early examples, perhaps the very first to fore-

shadow the modern keyboard, a representation

of a few notes of one of them is here given from
Fraetorius.

Pig. 14.

The naturals of the Great manual were about
an inch and three quarters in width, two inches
and three eighths in length in front of the short
keys, while the short keys, three inches long
and an inch wide, stood an inch and a half
above the naturals. The keys of the second
manual (Suclc-positif), curiously enough, appear
to have been made to a somewhat smaller
gauge, the naturals being an inch and a half in
width. On this organ the intervals of a third,
fourth, and fifth lay within the span of the
hand, and were doubtless sometimes played.

It will be observed that the plan of lettering
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the keys was still followed ; but the formation
of the clavier was quickly becoming so compact,
well defined, and susceptible of being learnt

without such assistance, that the ' alphabet

'

probably fell into disuse as superfluous soon
after this time.

The name given to the second manual,

—

Rilck-positif, Back-choir organ, or, as it is called

in England, ' Choir organ in front,'—is interest-

ing as showing that at this time the double
organ (to the eye) was certainly in existence.

Franchinus Gafiurius, in his Tlieorica Muswa,
printed at Milan in 1492, gives a curious en-

graving of an organist playing upon an early

clavier of this period, with broad keys, of which
a copy is given (Fig. 15).

The illustration is of peculiar interest, as it

represents the player using his hands—to judge
from their position, independently of each other

—in the execution of a piece of music in two
distinct parts ; we may fancy that the melody
—possibly a plain-song—is being taken with
the right hand, which appears to be proceeding

sedately enough, while the left seems to be
occupied in the prosecution of a contrapuntal

figure, the elbows meanwhile being stretched

out into almost a flying position.

The keys of the organs in the Barefooted

Friars' church at Nuremberg (Hosenberger,

1475), the cathedral at Erfurt (Castendorfer,

1483), and the collegiate church of St. Blasius

at Brunswick (Kranz, 1499), were less again in

size than the foregoing, so that an octave was
brought within about a note of its present width.

The next reduction must, therefore, have intro-

duced the scale of key still in use. Seidel

(p. 10) mentions that in 1493 Eosenberger

built for the cathedral at Bamberg a still larger

organ than his former work at Nuremberg, and
with more keys. He further observes that the

manual of the organ in the Barefooted Friars'

church had the upper keys of ivory and the

under keys of ebony. Here then we reach a
period when the keys were certainly capped

with light and dark-hued materials, in the

manner which continued to be followed up to

the end of the 18th century, when the naturals

were usually black, and the sharps and flats

white. Seidel states also that all the above-

named organs were provided with pedals.

The invention of the Pedals ranks among the

most important improvements that were effected

in the 15th century. For a long time they did

not exceed an octave in compass, and consisted

of the diatonic notes only

—

i (BB), C, D, E, F,

G, A, H (BB)—and their use was for some

time confined, as might have been expected, to

the holding of long sustained sounds only. The
manual clavier wsis attached to them by cords.

This kind of 'pedal action' could only be applied

conveniently when the pedals were made to a

similar gauge to the manual clavier, as the

clavier keys had previously been made to ac-

cord in position with the valves in the early

spring-box. This correspondence of gauges was
actually observed by Georgius Kleng in the

pedals which he added to the organ at Halber-

stadt in 1495 ; and as those pedals were at the

same time the earliest of which a representation

is to be traced, an engraving has already been
given of them below the Halberstadt claviers

(Fig. 12). It will be observed that in addition

to the diatonic keys already mentioned, they
had the four chromatic notes corresponding

with those on the lower manual with which
they communicated. The naturals were made
of the kind that were afterwards called ' toe

pedals.'

fP f=l

dl

w
1Milk

Pro. 15.

In the early part of the 15th century—in the
year 1418—the pedals received the important
accession of a stop of independent pedal-pipes,

and thus were initiated the ' Pedal Basses

'

which were destined to impart so much dignity

and majesty to the general organ tone.

The manner in which the date of the construc-

tion of the first pedal stop was discovered, is thus
related in the Leipzig Allgem. Mus. ZeUwng for

1836 (p. 128) :— ' In the year 1818 a new organ
was erected in the church of Beeskow, five miles
from Frankfort on the Oder, on which occasion
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the organ-builder, Marx, senior, took some pains

to ascertain the age of the old organ which he
had to remove. On a careful investigation it

appeared that the old organ had been built just

four hundred years, the date mccccxviii being

engraved on the upper side of the partition (kern)

of the two principal pedal-pipes, for that these

two pipes did belong to the pedal was clear from

their admeasurement.' [This may, however,

have indicated some kind of arrangement simi-

kr to that of Short Octave.]

In 1468 or 1469 Traxdorff, of Mainz, made
an organ for the church of St. Sebald at Nurem-
berg, with an octave of pedals, which adjuncts

led to his being afterwards at times quoted as

the originator of them.

Their invention has more usually been attri-

buted to Bemhard in 1470 or 1471, organist to

the Doge of Venice ; but there can be little

doubt that they were known long before his time.

Several improvements connected with the pedals

seem not to have been traced to their originators

;

such as the introduction of the semitones, the

formation of the frame pedal-board as now made,

the substitution of rollers for the rope-action

when the breadth of the manual keys was made
less than that of the pedals ; the separation of

the 32-foot stop from the manual, and its appro-

priation, together with that of other registers,

exclusively to the use of the pedals, etc. Bern-

hard may perhaps have been the first to origi-

nate some of these alterations, and Traxdorif

others, which tradition afterwards associated

with the 'invention of the pedals.'

Dom Bedos mentions that in the course of

the 15th century, 16- and even 32-foot pipes

began to be heard of, and that they necessitated

a general enlargement of the several parts of

the organ, particularly of the bellows. Pipes

of 16 and nearly 32 feet were, as we have seen,

in existence a century earlier than the period to

which Dom Bedosassigns them. Hisobservation,

therefore, may be taken as applying more prob-

ably to the fact that means, which he specifies,

had been taken to rectify the feebleness existing

in the tones of large pipes, such for instance as

those at Halberstadt. Hand-bellows were no
longer adequate to the supply of wind, either in

quantity or strength, and hence more capacious

ones were substituted. Fraetorius, in 1620,

illustrates this improvement by giving a repre-

sentation of the twenty bellows which he found

existing in the old organ in the church of St.

.3)gidiu3 in Brunswick, and which we have copied

(Fig. 16).i

Upon each bellows was fixed a wooden shoe
;

the blowers held on to a transverse bar, and each

man, placing his feet in the shoes of two bellows,

raised one as he lowered the other. Great in-

genuity and constructive labour Were bestowed

on such bellows ; but a supply ofwind ofuniform
1 The reader will remember tliat this method of compreBsing the

organ-wiDd had been thought of upwards of a thouaand yeare earlier

a| ConBtantinople.

strength could never have been obtained from
them, and consequently the organ could never

have sounded in strict tune.

FlQ. 16.

About the beginning of the 16th century the

very ingenious but complicated spring sound-

board was discontinued as being subject to

frequent and very difficult repairs, and for it

was substituted the sound-board with

In this sound-board were ingeniously combined
the chief features of the two kinds of wind-
controlling apparatus that had been in use in

previous centuries. Between the holes in the

top of the grooves, and those now made parallel

therewith in the pipe-stocks, into which the

feet of the pipes fitted, were now introduced the

slides, shown in section in the following cut

;

/^

Pig. ir. T
which were now laid the lengtJi-way of the sound-
board, instead of the cross-way as in the old

spring-box ; and as they were placed in the
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opposite dii-ection they likewise operated in the
reverse way to what they formerly did ; that is,

each slide opened or closed one pipe [or rank] of

the several notes, whereas before it acted on the
several pipes of one note, as shown in Fig. 7.

The pallets and springs in the wind-ohest were
of course retained ; but the forest of valves, etc.

which had been imbedded in the grooves was
done away with, and the sound-board simplified

and perfected in the form in which it still con-

tinues to be made. (Fig. 17.)

In the early part of the 16th century (1516-
1518) a large and handsome organ was erected

in St. Mary's church, Liibeek, which had two
manuals from D to A above the treble stave,

and a separate pedal down to C. The latter had
a great Principal of 32 feet, and a second one of

1 6 feet,
. made of the finest English tin, and

both ' in front. ' This organ, however, was tuned

to a very sharp pitch—a whole tone above the

highest now in use. Its largest pipe, therefore,

although named C, really sounded D, and was
therefore scarcely so long as the biggest pipe at

Halberstadt, made a century and a half earlier.

This organ received the addition of a third

Manual (then called ' Positiv im Stuhl ') in 1560
and 1561, and subsequently underwent many
other enlargements and improvements ; so that

by the beginning of the 18th century, when the

celebrated Buxtehude was organist, its disposi-

tion stood nearly as follows ; though the list

may possibly include a few subsequent additions

of minor importance.

FrlDdpal
Quintaton
Octav
Spitz-flote

Bordun .

Principal
Bohr-fiijte
Viola di Gamba
Quintatjtn
Octave .

Spitz-flOte .

EUinrrwfi&x. 13 stops.

Feet
BauBch-pfeile (12 A 16).

Mixture, 7 mnks.
Scharff, 4 ranks,

-

Trompete .

Troiopete .

Zink ....
Umteb-were. 14 stops.

Sesqulaltera (12 A 17),

Uixture, 4 ranks.
Scharfi; 5 ranks,
Fagott....
Trichter-Begal
Vox huiuana

Bkvbt-wbbk. 16 stops.

Principal
Gedact ,

Bohr-flSte
Octave .

Nassat ,

Sesqulaltera (12 A 17)
llixtiu«, 8 ranks,
Cimlial. 3 ranks.

Oboe . . . .

Cormorn
Begal

(In a swell)
FlSte . , , ,

Trompete .

Trompete .

Vox humana . .

Pedai,. 16 stops.

Mixture, 6 ranks.
Posaune
Posaune

Trompete
Cormome
Trompete

Principal
Principal
Sub-b&«a
Octave .

Oedact .

OctaT
Nacht-hom
Octav .

This is the organ, to visit which and to hear

Buxtehude play, Sebastian Bach walked 50 miles

in 1705. Two years earlier (in 1703), Handel

visited Lubeck, as a candidate for the office of

organist to one of the other churches in that

ancient: Hans town; but finding that one of

the conditions was that the successful competitor

must become the husband of the daughter of the

late organist—an appointment for which Handel
had certainly sent in no application—he excused

himself fromcontinuingthecontest, and retreated

to Hamburg.
Both the musicians just named, then so young

and afterwards so greatly venerated, very prob-

ably not only listened to but played upon this

organ ; and as it contained examples of most of

the varieties of stop of which mention has been
made, this notice of the progress of organ-build-

ing abroad may for the present be fitly closed

with the foregoing account of the enlarged form
of the earliest organ of 32-ft. C compass that
was ever made, so far as can be ascertained.

Having traced the history and growth of the

organ in various kingdoms, attention may now
be devoted to its special progress in England.

1407. Ely Cathedral.

The earliest record known to exist that gives

any particulars as to the cost of making an organ
in England, is that preserved in the Precentor's

accounts of Ely Cathedral, under the date 1407.
The items, translated from the Latin, read as

follows :

—

20 stones of lead
4 white horses' hides for 4 pair of bellows ,

Ashen hoops for the bellows .

10 pairs of hinges
The carpenter, 8 days, making the bellows ,

12 springs ...
1 pound of glue . .

1 pound of tin

6 calf skins
12 sheep skins.
2 pounds of quicksilver
Wire, nails, cloth, hoops, and staples
Fetching the organ-builder, and his boaid,

13 weeks

s. d.

16 9

7 8
4

1 10
2 8

3

1

3
2 6
2 4
2

1

40

Total 3 17 8

These particulars, although scanty, contain

entries that help us to trace a few of the features

of this early instrument. The ' ashen hoops

'

indicate that the bellows were of the forge kind.

The '12 springs' were doubtless the 'playing

springs,' and if so, denote that the organ had a

compassof 12 notes ; exactly the numberrequired

for the Gregorian Chants (C to F), with the Blj

added. The metal for the pipes, compounded
of ' 1 pound of tin ' only to ' 20 stones of lead

'

must have been rather poor in quality and
texture. The circumstance of the organ-builder

being fetched, and his board paid for, indicates

that the useful class of artificers to which he
belonged sometimes led rather an itinerant life,

as we shall presently see they continued to do
two centuries later.

About the year 1450, Whethamstede, Abbot
of St. Albans, presented to his church an organ

on which he expended, including its erection,

fifty pounds—an enormous sum in those days.

This instrument, we are told, was superior to
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everything of the kind then in England for size,

tone, and workmanship ; but no record is left

as to where or by whom it was made, nor as to

what its contents or compass were.

1500-1670. A Pair of Organs.

The term 'pair of organs,' so much used in

the 16th and the greater part of the 17th cen-

turies, has been a source of as much difficulty to

the commentators, as the spelling of the words
themselves became to the scribes of the period.

(See note below.) It grew gradually into use
;

and the most interesting fact connected with it,

namely that there were various kinds of ' pairs

'

in use, has passed without hitherto receiving

sufficient notice. At York in 141 9, 1457, 1469,

and 1485, the instrument is spoken of in the

singular number, as 'The organ,' or 'The great

organ.' In 1475 it is referred to as ' An organ.'

In 1463 we meet with 'y° players aty" orgenys,'

and in 1482 a payment is made for 'mending
of organys.' In 1501 the complete expression

is met with, ' one peyre of orgynys
'

; and it

continued in use up to the time of Pepys, who
wrote his ' Diary ' in the second half of the 17th
century.

One commentator considered the term ' pair

'

to refer to the ' double bellows ' ; but besides

the fact that a single bellows is sometimes itself

called a ' pair, ' a ' pair of virginals, ' containing

wires, required no wind whatever. Another
annotator thought that a ' pair ' signified two
organs conjoined, with two sets of keys, one

above the other— 'one called the choir organ,

and the other the great organ
'

; but this ex-

planation is answered by an entry of the expense

incurred for ' a pair of new organs ' for the

Church of St. Mary at Hill, in the year 1521,

which, including the cost 'for bringing them
home,' amounted altogether to ' xs. viijd.' only.

If this were not sufficient, therewould be the fact

that many churches contained 'two payre of

orgyns' ' ; and if they were ofthe bulk supposed,

there would be the question how much room, if

any, could have remained in the church for the

accommodation of the congregation. A third

writer suggested that a ' pair ' meant an organ

with two pipes to each note ; but ' a pair of

regals ' sometimes had but a single pipe to each

key. The term in all probability meant simply
an instrument with at least one complete set of

pipes. It might have more, as in Duddington's

organ noticed farther on. [It is possible that

the word ' pair ' was used in a sense equivalent

to the German 'Paar,' of several things, not

exclusively two. Traces of this use in England
remain in the vulgar phrase 'a pair of stairs.'

If this be so, the expression might refer to an
instrument with a number of pipes.]

< Aahiord. ' Item Ij payer of great organea,
Canterbury (Westgate). ' Item, two patre of oi^iu.'
Guildford (Holy Trinity). ' Item, iJ paire of orgaynes.'
Norwich (St. Andrew). ' Item, 1] pelr of orgonnee.'
Bingfleld. * Item, IJ peyr of orgeoi.'

The most interesting question here, however,

is not simply the fact that a church had fre-

quently two pair of organs, but, when so, why
one was generally ' the grete orgones ' and the

other ' the small orgones.' It is quite possible

that the custom mentioned by Praetorius, and
already quoted, may have prevailed in England,

of regulating the pitch of the organ according

to the prevailing pitch of the voices (whether

high or low), and that when there were two
organs, one was made to suit each class of voice

;

and as an alteration of pitch, made for this pur-

pose, of say half an octave, would have caused

one organ to be nearly half as large again as the

other, their difference of size may have led to

the distinction of name as a natural sequence.

This opinion seems to receive support from the

fact that at Bethersden they had not a ' great

'

but ' a base peare of organes.'

1519. All Hallows, Barking.

Antony Duddyngton.

Under the date 1519 we meet with the

earliest specification of an English organ that is

known to exist. It is found embodied in an
' endenture ' or ' bargayn ' entered into by
' Antony Duddyngton, citezen of London, ' to

make a ' payer of organs ' for the ' P'isshe of

Alhalowe, Barkyng, next y° Tower of London.

'

It was to have three stops, namely, a 'Diapason,

containing length of x foot or more, ' and 'dowble
principalis throweout, to contain the length of v
foote.' The compass was to be 'dowble Ce;/'a-«i,'

and comprise 'xxvij playne keyes,' which would
doubtless be the old four-octave short octave

range, in which the apparent EE key sounded
CO, up to c". The requisite number of 'elevated
keyes' (sharps, flats, etc.) was doubtless under-
stood. It was further specified that ' the pyppes
w* inforth shall be as fyne metall and stuff as

the utter parts, that is to say of pure Tja, w' as

fewe stoppes as may be convenient
'

; and the
cost was to be ' fyfty poundes sterlinge.' It was
also a condition ' that the aforesaid Antony shall

convey the belowes in the loft abowf, w"" a pype
to the sond boarde.' It is interesting to note
that although made so few years after the inven-
tion of ' stops ' and the ' sound-board ' abroad,
the English builder had made himselfacquainted
with these improvements, and here inserted
them.

1500-1815. Short Octaves. '.

As this is the first time that th0 tejm * short
octave

' has been used in this article, -and as it

will frequently be met with in the accounts of
historical organs given farther on, it will be as
well to give here an explanation of the meaning
of that somewhat comprehensive expression. By
the end of the 16th century the manuals had in
foreign organs been extended to four octaves in'

compass, and those of this country had most
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likely also reached the same range ; the lowest

octave, however, beiog either a ' short octave ' or

a ' broken octave.' In 'the short octave two of

the natural keys were omitted, and the succes-

sion stood thus :—CO (on the EE key), FF, G,

A, B, C A short octave manual, CC to in

alt, therefore, had only twenty-seven natural

keys instead of twenty-nine. The three short

keys in the lower octave were not all chromatic

notes, but sounded DD on the FFjt key, EE on
the 6$ key, and B|>. The object of this device

no doubt was to obtain a deep sound for the
' tonic ' of as many of the scales and chords in

use at the time as was practicable. When the

lowest octave was made complete, the EE^ note

was present ; DD occupied its correct position
;

and the CCjt key sounded AA. Father Smith's

organs at the University Church, Oxford, the

Danish Chapel, "Wellclose Square, and St.

Nicholas, Deptford,were originally made to this

compass. A key was sometimes added beyond
CC, sounding GG, which converted the compass
into 'G6 short octaves.' There is a painting

in the picture gallery at Holyrood, of about the

date of the end of the 15th century, represent-

ing St. Cecilia playing upon a, Positive Organ,

which shows quite clearly the lower keys and
pipes of a GG short octave manual. Both
Smith and Harris sometimes constructed organs

to this compass, and subsequent builders also

did so throughout the 18th and early part of

the 19th centuries. The FFF short octave

manual, which would seem to have existed,

although we have at present no record of it,

might have had the note acting on the AA long

key, or on a supplementary short key between

the BB and CO keys.

Many entries follow closely on the date given

above ; but none that supply any additional

matter of sufficient interest to be quoted here,

until nearly the end of the century, when the

list of payments made to John Chappington for

an organ he built in 1597 for Magdalen College,

Oxford, shows that the practice of painting the

front pipes was sometimes observed at that

period. It is short, and runs thus :

—

Paid Mr. Chappington for the organ
For colour to decorate the same .

For wainscot for the same .

£ ;. d.

35 13 8
2 2

3 14

41 9 8

1605-6. King's College Ch/ipel, Cambridge.

Thomas Dallam.

A great progressive step was made when
Thomas Dallam, in 1605-6, built for King's

College Chapel,Cambridge, the handsome 'double

organ,' the case of which remains to this day.

It was a complete two-manual organ, the earliest

English specimen of which we have a clear trace

;

1 In the syntem of nomenclature now used apart from the special

method employed by oi^aniats, these notea are C, F, G, A, B, c.

VOL. ni

and to construct it Dallam and his assistants

closed their workshop in London and took up
their residence in Cambridge. As this instru-

ment is the first of importance out of several

that were made before the time of the Civil War,
but of which the accounts are more or less vague

or incomplete, it will be worth while to follow

out some of their leading particulars.

No record is known to exist of the contents

or compass of this instrument. The only stop

mentioned is the ' shaking stoppe ' or tremulant.

The compass, however, can be deduced with some
approach to certainty. Mr. Thomas Hill, who
with his father rebuilt this organ some years

ago, states that the ' fayre great pypes ' men-
tioned by Dallam still occupy their original

positions in the eastern front of the case, where
they are now utilisedas partof the Double Diapa-

son. As the largest pipe sounds the GG of the

present lower pitch (nearly a whole tone below

what isknown tohave been the high ecclesiastical

pitch of the first half of the 17th century), there

can be little doubt thatthe King's College Chapel

organ was originally of FFF compass, as Father

Smith's subsequent instruments were at the

Temple, St. Paul's (choir organ), and Durham.
Smith in that case must simply have followed

an old tradition. More is said on this subject

farther on. The east front pipes, as well as

those in the ' Chayre Organ,' were handsomely
embossed, gilded, and coloured.

1632-34. Vork Minster. Robert Dallam.

On March 20, 1632, Robert Dallam, 'citizen

and blacksmith of London,' entered into an
agreement with 'the right worshippfuU John
Scott, deane of the cathedrall and metropoliticall

church of St. Peter of Yorke, touchinge the

makinge of a great organ for the said church.'

Most of the particulars respecting this instru-

ment have fortunately been preserved, from
which we learn that ' the names and number of

the stoppes or setts of pipes for the said great

organ, to be new made ; every stopp containeinge

fiftie-one pipes ; the said great organ containeing

eight stoppes, ' were as follows :

—

Oieat Organ. 9 stops.

1 and 2. Imprimis two open diapasons o< tynn, to stand in sight,

many of them to be chased.
3. Item one diapason stopp of wood.
4 and G. Item two principals of tynn.
6. Item one twelft to the diapason.
7. Item one small principall of tynn. (15.)

a Item one recorder, unison to the said principall. (15.)

9. Item one two and twentieth.

' The names and number of stoppes of pipes

for the chaire organ, every stopp containeinge

fiftie-one pipes, the said chaire organ containe-

inge five stoppes,' were as follows :

—

Chaire Organ. 5 stops.

10. Imprimis one diapason of wood.
11. Item one recorder of tynn, unison to the voice.

12. Item one principal of tynn, to stand in sight, many of them
to be chased.

13. Item one flute of wood.
14. Item one small principall of tynn, (16.)

Three bellows.

2m
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It will be noticed that this organ contained

neither reeds nor mixtures, and but one muta-

tion-stop, namely the 'twelfth.'

No mention is made as to what was the com-

pass of the old York Minster organ. All that

is stated is that each ' stoppe ' had a series of

'flftie-one pipes'—an unusual number, for

which it would be interesting to account. The
old case of the organ remained until the in-

cendiary fire of 1829, and contained the two

original Diapasons ; and as the largest pipes of

these stops sounded the GG of the lowered pitch

of the 18th century, it is quite possible that

the compass was originally FFF, short octave

(that note sounding on the AA key), up to

in alt (F, to c"') which range would have re-

quired exactly the number of notes specified in

the agreement. Robert Dallam built organs

similar to that at York for St. Paul's and
Durham Cathedrals, the latter costing f1000.
If they were of FFF compass, that circumstance

would perhaps account for the schemes for

Smith's new organs for both those churches

having been prepared for that exceptional

range.

In August and September 1634 three musical

enthusiasts, ' a Captaine, a Lieutenant, and an
Ancient (Ensign), of the Military Company in

Norwich,' went on 'a Seaven Weekes' Journey'

through a great part of England, in the course

of which they occasionally took particular notice

of the organs, in describing which they made
use of many pleasant ac^ectives. At York they
' saw and heard a faire, large, high organ, newly
built '—the one just noticed ; at Durham they
' were wrapt with the sweet sound and richness

of a fayre organ' ; at Lichfield 'the organs were

deep and sweet ' ; at Hereford was ' heard a

most sweet organ
'

; at Bristol they found a

'neat, rich, melodious organ' ; while at Exeter

the organ was ' rich, delicate, and lofty, with

more additions than any other ; and large pipes

of an extraordinary length.' Some of these in-

struments were destined in a few years to fall

a prey to axes and hammers. The organ at

Carlisle, however, was described as being 'like

a shrill bagpipe.' Its destruction as an ecclesi-

astical instrument was perhaps, therefore, a

matter not to be so very much deplored.

1637. Magdalen College, Oxford.

Thomas Haekis.

Three years afterwards (in 1637) a maker of

the name of Harris—the first of four generations

of organ-builders of that name—built a 'double

organ' (Great Organ, with Choir Organ in

front) for Magdalen College, Oxford. Its

Manuals ranged from ' Do Sol Re ' (double C)

without the CC« up to D in alt (C to d'") fifty

notes ; and the Great Organ had eight stops,

while the Choir had five. The following was
its specification :

—

Great Orgaw. 8 stops.

Feet
I

Feet
1 A 2. Two open Diapasons S 6 ft 6. Two Fifteenths . 3
8 ft 4. Two Principals

.

4 t 7&8. TwoTwo-and-twentlethsl

CHOia Oboan. 6 stops.

Feet tune
|

Feet tone
9. One Stopped Diapason 8 12. One Becorder

.

. 4
10 ft 11. Two Principals .4 | 13. One Fifteenth . 2

This was the organ which Cromwell had taken

down and conveyed to Hampton Court, where

it was placed in the great gallery. It was re-

stored to the college in 1660, and remained

there until 1737, when it was removed to

Tewkesbury Abbey. The Diapasons and Prin-

cipal of the Great Organ, and the Principal

in the Choir still remain, and are made of tin

alloyed with about eight pounds of lead to the

hundredweight.

This organ was tuned to a high pitch, as is

shown by one of the items in Benatus Harris's

agreement for improving it (1690), which
specifies that he ' shall and will alter the pitch

of the said organs half a note lower than they

are now.'

This is the last organ of which we have any
authentic particulars as being made previously

to the outburst that checked the art of organ-

building in this country for several years.

On August 23, 1643, an ordinance was passed

by the Lords and Commons assembled in

Parliament for abolishing superstitious monu-
ments. On May 9, 1644, a second ordinance

was passed 'for the further demolishing of

monuments of Idolatry and Superstition,' in

which the destruction of organs was enjoined.

This ordinance has not yet been included in

any history of the organ. Its wording ran as

follows :

—

The Lords and Gonunons in Pari* the better to
accomplish the blessed Keformation so happily begun
and to remove all oiTences and things illegal in the
worship of God Do Ordain That all representations of
the Trinity, or any Angel etc., etc., in and about any
Cathedral, Collegiate or Parish Church or Chapel shall
be taken away, defaced and utterly demolished, etc. etc.

And that all organs and the frames and cases wherein
they stand in all Churches and Chapells aforesaid shall
be taken away and utterly defaced, and none other here-
after set up in their places.

And that all Copes, Surplices, superstitious Vestments,
Roods, and Fonts he likewise utterly defaced, etc. etc.

In consequence of this ordinance collegiate

and parochial churches were stripped of their

organs and ornaments ; some of the instruments
were sold to private persons, who preserved

them ; some were totally and others partially

demolished ; some were taken away by the

clergy to prevent their being destroyed, and
some few escaped injury altogether. Two ex-

tracts will be sufficient to indicate the kind of

result that frequently followed on these acts of

wantonness. ' At Westminster Abbey,' we are

told, ' the soldiers brake down the organs and
pawned the pipes at several! ale-houses for pots

of ale ' ; while at Mr. Ferrer's house at Little

Gidding in Huntingdonshire the soldiers 'broke

the organ in pieces, of which they made a large
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fire, and at it roasted several of Mr. Ferrer's

sheep, which they had killed in his grounds.'

Organs haying been banished from the

churches, every effort was made to discourage

their use even in private houses. At a convo-

cation in Bridgwater in 1655 the question was
proposed ' whether a believing man or woman,
being head of a family, in this day of the gospell,

may keepe in his or her house an instrument of

musicke playing on them or admitting others to

play thereon ?
' The answer was ' It is the duty

of the salutes to abstaine from all appearance of

evil, and not to make provision for the flesh to

fufill y' lusts thereof.

'

Among the organs that nevertheless escaped

destruction or removal were those of St. Paul's,

York, Durham, and Lincoln. Cathedrals ; St.

John's College, Oxford ; Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, etc. Cromwell himself had some love

of music, and 'made provision for the flesh' by
having the 'double organ,' which Evelyn heard

in the chapel of Magdalen College, Oxford, in

July 1654, taken down and removed to Hampton
Court, where it was placed in the great gallery,

and frequently played upon, to Cromwell's great

content. In 1660 (the date of the Beatoration)

it was returned to the college, £16 : 10s. being

paid for its transference thither. (See above.)

During the sixteen years that elapsed be-

tween the date of the ordinance already quoted

and that of the Restoration, most of the English

organ -builders had been dispersed, and com-

pelled to work as ordinary joiners, carpenters,

etc. ; so that at the expiration of the period just

mentioned, there was, according to Sir John
Hawkins, 'scarce an organ-maker that could be

called a workman in the kingdom,' excepting

the Dallams (three brothers) ; Thamar of Peter-

borough, concerning whom, however, nothing

is known ; Preston of York, who repaired the

organ in Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1680—
and who, among other doings, according to

Renatus Harris (1686), spoiled one stop and

several pipes of another ; and Henry Loosemore

of Exeter, who built the organ in the cathedral

of that city. Inducements were, therefore, held

out to encourage artists from the continent to

settle in this country ; and among those who
responded to this invitation were a German,

Bemhard Schmidt, known as 'Father Smith,'

with his two nephews, Christian and Gerard
;

and Thomas Harris, an Englishman, who had

taken refuge in France during the troublous

times, together with his son Renatus, a young

man of great ingenuity and spirit.

Smith and the Dallams had for some years

the chief business of the kingdom, the Harrises

not receiving an equal amount of encourage-

ment ; but on the death of Robert and Ralph

Dallam, in 1665 and 1672 respectively, and of

the elder Harris shortly after, Renatus Harris

became a formidable rival to Smith.

Smith seemsto have settled at once in London,

was appointed ' organ - maker in ordinary ' to

King Charles II. and put into possession of

apartments in "Whitehall, called in an old plan

of the palace 'The Organ -builder's Workhouse.'

The Harrises appear to have taken up their

abode at Old Sarum, but on the death of the

father, Renatus removed to the metropolis.

In order to follow the narrative of the suc-

cessive improvements that were effected in

organ-building in England, it is necessary to

bear in mind that the instruments made in this

country previous to the civil wars consisted of

nothing beyond Flue-stops of the Foundation
species with the exception of the Twelfth ;—no
Mixtures, Reeds, nor Doubles, and no Pedals.

To illustrate the gradual progress from this

starting-ground, a description wiU now be given

of a series of representative organs, the accounts

of which are derived from sources not now
generally accessible, including notices of many
historical instruments which, since the time of

their original construction, have either been
much altered or removed altogether.

1660. Sanqitetinff Boom, Whitehall.

Bbknhaed Schmidt (Father Smith).

Compound Flue and Reed stops, and Echo.

Smith, immediately on his arrival, was com-
missioned to build an organ for the Banqueting

Room, Whitehall, not for the Chapel Royal,

Whitehall, as is generally stated. The Chapel

Royal, where Pepys attended on July 8, 1660,

and ' heard the organs for the first time in his

life,' stood east of the present chapel, and was
destroyed 'by that dismal fire on Jan^ i""

1697.' The Banqueting Room was not used'as

a Chapel Royal until 1715.

From the haste with which Smith's first

English organ was put together, it did not in

some respects quite come up to all expectations

;

but it nevertheless contained a sufficient number
of novelties beyond the contents of the old

English specifications, in the shape of Com-
pound, Flute, and Reed stops, and the 'Eccho,'

to cause it to create a most favourable impression

on its hearers.

Smith adopted the compass of manual down-
wards reaching to G6, with 'lotig octaves,'

without the GGjt ; he placed the G6 Open
Diapason pipe in the centre of one of the inner

towers of the case, and the AA in the middle

of the other inner tower ; the handsome case,

which still remains, having been constructed

with four circular towers, with a double tier of

pipes in each of the intermediate flats. He also

carried his ' Eccho ' to g, though the shorter

range, to c', afterwards becamethe usual compass.

As the ' Swell and Echo Organ ' is noticed under
its separate head, no more need be said respect-

ing it in this place.

It may be mentioned here that 'Hol-flute ' was
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the name which Father Smith usually attached

to a metal Stopped Diapason with chimneys
;

' Naaon ' he appUed to a stopped wood Flute of

octave pitch ; and ' Block-flute ' to a metal Flute

of super-octave pitch, consisting of pipes several

scales larger than those of the Open Diapason.

1. Open Diapason
2. Hoiaute .

5. Principal .

4. Nason
6. Twellth .

6. Fitteenth .

Obeat Oeoak.

Fipfls

. 63
. . 53

. 53

. 53

. 53

. 63

10 stops.

Pipes
7. Block Flute, metal to

middle C| . . 24

8. Sesquialtera, 3 ranks . 169

9. Cornet, to middle C, do. 72
10. Trumpet.... 53

Choia Organ. 5 stops.

11. Stopped Diapason . . 53
|

14. Cremo^na, through
12. Principal
13. Flute, wood, to middle C 25

IS. Vaux Humane

EccHO OEOAir. 4 stops.

le. Open Diapason . . 29 I 19. Trumpet . . .29
17. Principal. . .29
18. Comet, 2 ranks (12 & 17), 68 I Total 1008

Compass, Oreat and Choir, QQ, without OOit to C la alt, S3 notes.
Eccho, Fiddle O to C in alt, 29 notes.

It is not quite certain to what pitch this

first organ of Smith's was tuned, though it is sup-

posed to have been to his high one. He made use

of several different pitches. His highest, arising

fromplacinga pipe of one English foot inspeaking

length on the A key, he used at Durham Cathe-

dral. It must have been nearly identical with
thatafterwards adopted atKewCollege, and men-
tioned below. His next, resulting from placing a

similar pipe on the B|^ key, he used for Hampton
Court Chapel ; which pitch is said to be that now
[i.e. in 1880] commonly used by all English

organ-builders.* The pitch a semitone lower

than the last, produced by placing the 1-ft. pipe

on Bll, was used by Renatus Harris towards the

latter part of the 1 7th century. It was Handel's

pitch, and that of the organ-builders generally

of the 18th and early part of the 19th centuries,

as well as of the Philharmonic Society at the

time of its establishment (1813). The lowest

pitch of all, arising from placing the 1-ft. pipe

on tlie C key, was used by Smith at Trinity

College, Cambridge. These variations were first

clearly pointed out by Mr. Alexander Ellis in his

History of Musical Fitch, ISSO. (See Pitch.)

1661 (about). St. George's Chapel, Windsor.

Ralph Dallam.

Divided stops on shifting movements.

Soon after the Restoration, Ralph Dallam
built an organ for St. George's Chapel, Windsor,
containing the recently imported novelties of

Compound and Trumpet Stops (Nos. 6 and 7,

below). It was a single-manual organ only ; and
its specification, given below, is very interesting,

as showing that means were taken even at that

early time to compensate, as far as might be, for

the lack of a second manual, by the adoption of

mechanical arrangements for obtaining varietyof

effect from a limitednumber of registersgoverned

> As to iiitch, a pipe of this length would be about midway between
,the Bi7 and Bt] pipes of the Temple organ.

by a single set of keys. Thus there were two

'shifting movements,' or pedals, one of which

reduced the ' Full Organ ' to the Diapasons and

Principal, and the other to the Diapasons alone.

Thus two reductions of tone, in imitation of

choir organ strength, could quickly be obtained
;

which, in a place like St. George's Chapel, where

choral service was celebrated, was very necessary.

Besides this, the Compound and the Trumpet
stops were both made to draw in halves at

middle C, that is to say, the Treble portion could

be used without the Bass, so that a solo could

be played prominently with the right hand and

a soft accompaniment with the left ; and the

solo stop could also be suddenly shut off by the

foot at pleasure.^

Gbeat Oboak.
Pipea

2. Open Diaiiaaon to CC,
then Stopped and Oc-
tave pipes . .54

2. Stopped Diapason . . 52
3. Principal . . . . SQ
4. Twelfth .... 62

9 draw-stops.

Pipes
6. Fifteenth ... 52
6 Cornet Treble, 3 Tanks . 78

Beaquialteia Bass, 8
ranks . . . .78

7. Trumpet Treble . . 28
Trumpet Bass . . 2ti

Compass, 00, short octaves, to D in alt, 52 notes.

1661. New College, Oxford. Robert Dallam.

Organ tuned to lowered pitch.

Under the date 'May 10, 1661," Dr. Wood-
ward, Warden of New College, Oxford, raa&s a

note that

Some discourse was had with one Mr. Dalham, an
organ-maker, concerning a foir organ to be made for our
College Chapel. The stops of the Intended organ were
shown unto myself and the thirteen seniora, set down
in a paper and named there by the organist of Christ
Church, who would have had them half a note lower
than Christ Church organ, but Mr. DaUism supposed
that a quarter of a note would he sufficient.

The original specification does not appear to

have been preserved, but the case was made for

and received a pipe as large as the GG of the

present day, which shows that the organ was of

sharp pitch FFF compass ; the compass remain-

ing the same after the repair of the organ by
Green in 1776. Woodward's record of the dis-

cussion as to the extent to which the organ
should be tuned below the Christ Church Organ,

is very valuable, as testifying not only to the
prevalence of the high pitch, but also to its

inconvenience. According to the ' unequal ' or

mean-tone temperament to which organs were
then tuned, the best keys were the major of

C, D, F, G, and Bb, and the minor of D, G, and
A ; all of which, however, were sounded nearly

a tone higher than on a modern organ, and hence
the inconvenience ; for transposition on an un-
equally tempered organ was impracticable, on
account of the 'howling of the wolf,' as the
defective tuning of the other scales was termed ;

and equal temperament did not take its rise

until 1688-93, and then only in Germany ; the
organ in the Church of St. Jaoobi, Hamburg,
being apparently the earliest one tuned accord-

ing to that system.

^ The ' Comet ' quioklf became a favourite ' solo ' stop and con-
tinued to be so for nearly 150 yeaia. [Bee CoBNSr, vol. i. p. 607.]
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1664-65. Wimiome Minster.

EOBEBT HaYWABD.

Mutation stops (Nos. 6 and 7 below).

In 1663 (July 28) a rate was made at Wim-
bome for buying a new organ ; and in 1664
(Sept. 1 0) an arrangementwas made with ' Robert
Hayward, of the Citty of Bath, orgin-master, to

erect and set up a payre of organs in the Church,

'

for£180 ; which contraotwas completed in 1665.

Although this maker's name is not to be found

in the list of nativemembersof his craftcontained

in the standard works on the subject, yet in ex-

cellence he was not awhit behind his countrymen
whose names have become better known.
The instrument originally consisted of ' Great

Organ with Choir Organ in front. ' The Stopped
Diapasons were of metal down to Tenor F, with
chimneys. Hayward anticipated Harris's type of

organ to a remarkable extent, as wiU be perceived

on comparing the following list ofstops with the

St. Sepulchre's specification given farther on.

OKSAT OBItAM.

Pipes

10 stops.

ranks,
Pipes

8. Sesquialters,
metal .... '^b

9. Comet, to middle C,
mounted, 6 ranks,
metal . . . .ISO

10. Trampet, metal . 62

In front 4 stops.

14. Fifteenth, metal .

I. Open Diapason, metal
S. Stopped ])iapaaon, metal

treble ....
3. Principal, metal
4. Twelfth, metal
B. Fifteenth, metal
0. Tierce, metal
7. lArigot, metal

.

Choir Obojut.

II. Stopped Diapason, metal
ixeble . . oz

I

12. Principal, metel . .53 Total 967
13. FlQte, wood, closed . 62 I

Compass, Great and Choir, GO, short ootaTes to D in alt, 62 notes.

Neither Dallam's nor Hayward's organ con-

tained an Echo.

1665-66. Eoceler Oathedral. John LoosEMOEB.

Double Diapason, Bass, etc.

The organ in Exeter Cathedral, constructed

by John Loosemore, possessed a remarkable

feature in its Double Open Diapason, which con-

tained the largestpipes ever made in this country.

The fourteen pipes of which this stop consisted,

were grouped in two separate sets of seven each,

against two of the columns of the great central

tower, and therefore at some distance from the

main body of the organ ; and were acted upon

by an additional set of pallets. The dimensions

of the largest pipe (GGG), were as follows :

—

Speaking part, long
KoBe
Circumference
Diameter

ft. 6 in. I Contents of the speaking part,
1 .. „ 3 hogs. 8 gal.

i „ 11 „ Weight, 360 lbs.

1 ,. 3 .. '

The large Exeter pipes, like those at Hal-

berstadt, did not produce much effect when
tried by themselves, for an old writer, the Hon.

Roger North, says of them, ' I could not be so

happy to perceive that in the musick they

signified anything at all
'

; but (like those at

Halberstadt) they manifested their influence

when used in combination ; for another writer,

at the commencement of the 19th century,

observes respecting them, ' no effect alone, but

very fine with the Diapasons and Principal.'

The following was the scheme of the Exeter

Cathedral organ, in which we find the Open
Diapasons duplicated :

—
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a rare copy), which, when translated, runs

thus :
—

' Let the (tenor) F pipe be 2^ feet or

30 inches in length.' Such a pipe, as being one

half and one quarter the length of Harris's 5 ft.

and 10 ft. pipes respectively, would give their

octave and super-octave sounds. That Harris's

10 ft. pipe was attached to the Fj key is not at

all likely, since FJJ was never treated as a 'tonic'

at that period. That it communicated with the

G key is equally beyond belief, since that would

have been identical with the pitch of the present

day, which is lower by a tone than it then was
;

while F was one of the tonics ipost frequently

used by the then leading church musicians.

There can be little doubt, therefore, that Harris's

Worcester, Salisbury, and Gloucester Organs,

were all ' FFF organs,' ' short octaves ' perhaps,

and ' sharp pitch ' by a whole tone, as already

surmised.

The identity between Tomkins's and Harris's

F pitch and a 6 pipe of the present day, is con-

clusively established thus. The fiddle 6 pipe

in the Manual Open Diapason at the Temple is

exactly of the specified ' 2^ feet or 30 inches in

length,' while for the G6 metal on the Pedal

(made by Forster & Andrews) there is precisely

a ' 10 ft. pipe,' which by a coincidence is also

of the 'proportion of 8 in. diameter.'

The ' proportion ' for the Worcester organ,

quoted above, incidentally points to a second

reason why Thomas Harris was no match for

Smith. To emit an even quality and strength

as the tones eiscend, the diameter or ' scale ' of

a set of pipes should not be reduced to one half

until the interval of a major tenth is arrived at

;

whereas Harris, according to the above, made
his pipe of half width as soon as it became of

half length, i.e. at the octave. His tone must,

therefore, have been either light and feeble, or

thin and penetrating, in the treble part.

1682-84. The Temple Church.

Beknakd Schmidt (Fathbk Smith).

Two quarter notes. Three manuals.

In September 1682 the Treasurers of the two
Hon. Societies of the Inner and Middle Temple
had some conversation with Smith respecting

the construction of an organ for their church.

Eenatus Harris, who was then residing in
' Wyne Office Court, Fleet Street,' and was
therefore close upon the spot, made interest

with the Societies, who were induced to arrange

that if each of these excellent artists would set

up an organ, the Societies would retain that

which, in the greatest number of excellences,

deserved the preference. This proposal was

agreed to, and by May 1684, the two organs

were erected in the church. Smith's stood in

the west-end gallery, and Harris's on the south

(Inner Temple) side of the Communion Table.

They were at first exhibited separately on ap-

pointed days, and then tried on the same day :

and it was not until the end of 1687, or begin-

ning of 1688, that the decision was given in

favour of Smith's instrument ; Harris's organ

being rejected without reflecting any loss of

reputation on its ingenious builder.'

Smith's organ reached in the Bass to FFF

;

and from FF upwards it had two additional

keys or ' quarter notes ' in each octave, ' which
rarityes,' according to an old book preserved

in the library of the Inner Temple, ' no other

organ in England hath ; and can play any tune,

as for instance y* tune of y° 119^ Psalm (in

E minor), and severall other services set by
excellent musicians ; which no other organ will

do.' The order of the keys ran thus: FFF,
GG, AA, BBb, BBlj, then semitones to gamut
G, after which the two special quarter tones

in each octave ; the compass ending on in

alt, and the number of keys on each manual
being sixty-one.^

The keys for the two extra notes (A|> and
DlJ) were provided by those for Gj and El> being

cut across midway ; the back halves, which
acted on the additional pipes, rising as much
above the front halves as the latter did above

the long keys.

Smith's organ had three complete manuals,

which WM also a novelty. Two complete stops

were allotted to the upper set of keys, forming

a kind of Solo organ, with which the ' Ecchos

'

acted in combination.

The following is a copy of the Schedule of

Father Smith's organ as delivered to the two
Societies, signed, and dated June 21, 1688.

Gbbat Oroait.

„, Foote
PiPM Tone

1. Frestand of Mettle 61 12
2. Holflute of Weed

and Mettle . 61 12
3. PrlDcipaU ofMettle 61
4. Oedackt of Waine-

cott . .61
5. QuiDta of Mettle . 61

06

04

Hpei '

10 Btopa.

Foote
Tone

6. Super Octavo . 61 03
7. Beaqulaltera of

Mettle . .183 03
8. Mixture of Mettle 226 03
9. CortiettoofMetUell2 02

10. Trumpet of Mettle 61 12

M8

11. Oedackt of WatuB-
cott . 61

12. A Sadt of Mettle 61
13. Holflute of Mettle 61
14. SpittaSuteofMet-

tle . . . 61

17. Oedackt of Wood
18. Super Octaveo of

Mettle
19. Oedackt of Wood
20. Flute of Mettle .

Choib Oroav. 6 stops.

12
15. AVMlandVloUu

of Mettle . . 61
16. Voice humane of

Mettle .61 12

7 stops.

21. Sesqulaltera of
Mettle . . 105

22. Cornett of Mettle 87
23. Trumpett . . 29

Total 1715
With 3 fuU setts of Keys and quarter notes to C in alt, 61 notes.

1 The Interesting details of this musical contestarenotglTen here,
as they have been printed separately by one of the Benchers of the
Middle Temple, the late Bdmund Macrory, Esq., under the title
A Fmo JTotet on the Temple Organ. (See also Pl/aOBLl., Hbkrv.)
^ nr. Armes, the organist of Durham Cathedral, brought under
the notice of the present writer a very curious discovery—namely,
that the organ in that Church was originally prepared for, and
afterwards received, quarter notes exactly similar to those at the
Temple. The original order for the organ, dated August 18, 1683,
does not provide for them, the number of pipes to each single
atop being Bpeclfically given, ' flfty-four,' which would indicate the
same compass aa the Temple oigan, viz. FFF to O in alt without
the quarter tones ; but the sound-boards, roller-boards, etc., were
unquestionably made from the first with two extra grooves, move-
ments, etc., for each octave from FF upwards, and the large extra
diapason pipes, ss being required for the east and west fronts, were
also inserted. The original contract was completed by May 1, 1685

;

and Dr. Armes is of opinion that the £50, paid in 1691 to Smith by
' the Worshl, the Dean and Chapter of Durham for work done at y*
Organ ' was for the insertion of the quarter-tone pipes.
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1690. Magdalen College, Oxford.

Renatos Habeis.

Compare with specification on p. 530.

Not long after this date, in 1690, Eenatus
Harris undertook to repair and improve the
organ erected by his grandfather in Magdalen
College, Oxford ; and the conditions he named
showed how thoroughly such renovations were
sometimes undertaken in those days. He
' covenanted ' to render all the mechanism
'strong, staunch, good, and serviceable,' and
to make the pipes ' bear a good tone, strong,

clear, and sweet.' He also undertook to ' alter

the pitch of the said organs '—which had been
tuned to a very high one— ' half a note lower

than they now are ' ; and to make the ' two sets

of keys fall as little as can be to give the pipes

their due tone ; the touch to be ready, soft, and
even under the finger.' Kenatus Harris, there-

fore, took honest thought of the interest of his

patrons, the pleasure of the listeners, the ease

of the singers, and the comfort of the player.'

Among the new stops which he introduced was
a Oedirne (Cithern), doubtless a string-toned

stop ; and he applied the terms ' Furniture

'

amd ' Cymbal ' to the compound stops for the

first time in England. Harris introduced no
reeds into this organ. Its amended specification

stood as follows :

—

Pipes
1. OpanDiaptuon, of metal 50
2. Stopped Diapason, of

vobd .... 50
3. Principal, of metal . 50
4. CediToe, of metal . . 50

OaEAT Organ. 8 atopa.

Fipea
5. Great Twelfth, of metal 50
6. Fifteentli, of metal . 50
7. Furnitim of 3 lanka . 150
8. Cymbal of 2 ranks . 100

S60

Choik OaOAir. 5 stops.

9. Stopped Diapason . . 50 i 12. Nason, of metal . . 50
10. Principal, of metal . 60 13. Fifteenth . . . 50
11. Flnte, of metal . . 50

| Total 800
Compass, CC, no CCj(, to D in alt, 50 notes. Three bellovs.

1694-96. St. Paul's Cathedral.

Bebnakd Schmibt.

Manual to 16 feet C, and large ' Chayre.'

Father Smith's success at the Temple doubt-

less had much to do with his being invited to

erect an organ in the Metropolitan Cathedral

;

the contract for which was dated and signed

Dec. 19, 1694. [It is given in Musical Times,

1880, p. 21 ; an illustration of the organ is in

the same periodical, 1900, p. 794 ; see also

1901, p. 230.] The instrument was to consist

of Great and Chayre Organs, and Echoes, it

was to be completed by Lady Day, 1696, and

1 Some Clavier Instruments in the conrae of their nnmeroos im-
provements have had their touch deepened and its reaiatance to the
finger increased ; so that the keys of a ' Broadwood Orand ' of 1S7?

had a fall of three^eightba of an inch, and a resistance In the basa of

four ounces. The resistance has moi« recently been greatly lessened

(see voL ii. p. 265). In some modem organs, with scarcely more
manual stops than the one under consideration, the fall of the keys
has been aa much as half an inch, and the resistance twice, or even
thrice, as great aa that of a Grand Piano, particularly when the
coupler has been drawn. Such a touch inflicts great punishment
on ladles—the clergyman's wife, or the squire's daughter,—-who In

country places or remote parishea are frequently the ready but not
over-muscular assistants at the smaller services. A touch with a
note here and thei-e hali-an-ounce heavier than Its neighbours. Is

even more embarrassing than a deep one.

the price to be £2000. The compass was to be
the same as that at the Temple, namely ' Double
F fa ut to C sol fa in Alt inclusive,' 54 notes.

Smith's contract was for the inside of the organ
only ; the case being provided by Sir Christopher

Wren. The list of stops originally agreed upon
was as follows :

—

Grhai Organ. 12 stops.

1. Open Diapason.
2. Open Diapason.
3. Stop Diapason.
4. Principal.
5. Holfleut.
6. Great Twelfth.

"7. Fifteenth.
8. Small Twelfth.
9. Sesqulaltera.

10. Mixture.
11. Cornet.
12. Trumpet.

CSATRB Organ. 9 stops.

13. Stop Diapason.
14. Quinta dena Diapason.
16. Principal.
16. Holfleut.
17. Great Twelfth.

18. Fifteenth.
19. Cymball.
20. Voice Humane.
21. Crumhome.

22. Diapason.
23. Principal.
24. Nason.

Echoes or halfe stops ; 6.

I

25. Fifteenth.
26. Comet.

I 27. Trumpet.

After the contract was signed. Smith extended
his design, and made the Great Manual to the

compass of 16 ft., instead of 12 ft. only ; and
he added the six large extra notes—CCC, DDD,
EEEb, EEEa, FFFJ(, and GGJ|—at his own ex-

pense. He had pre-viously given Sir Christopher

Wren the dimensions of the case he would re-

quire for his 12-ft. organ ; and he now desired

these to be increased, but this Sir Christopher

refused, declaring that the building was already

spoiled by the ' confounded box of whistles.'

Smith took his revenge on Wren by letting the

larger open Diapason pipes in the two side towers

project through the top of the case nearly a foot,

which vexed Sir Christopher exceedingly, and
compelled him to add ornaments several feet in

height to hide the disfigurement. The Choir
Organ case, too, was made so small that it had
no room for the Quinta-dena, which therefore,

though made, had to be left out.

1700 (about). St. John's Chapel, Bedford Mow.

Renatus Habris.

Stops ' by Communication.'

Renatus Harris was very partial to an in-

genious arrangement by which the lower portion

of a stop, or even the stop entire, could be made
to act on two different manuals ' by communica-
tion ' as it was termed. He introduced this

device for the first time in his organ at the

Temple, and afterwards in those at St. Andrew's,

Holborn, St. Andrew Undershaft, St. John's

Chapel, Bedford Row, etc. ; but the account of

the last-mentioned instrument is here selected

for illustration, as it presented some other

noticeable peculiarities. This organ had a
' Sesquialtera Bass ' of reeds, consisting of 17th,

19th, and 22nd, up to middle B, planted on a
small separate sound-board ; each rank being
made to draw separately. (See Nos. 13, 14,

and 15, below.) It was, however, nearly always
out of order, and produced at best but an
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indifferent effect. The four ranks of the Comet
in the Echo (12th, 15th, Tierce, and Larigot)

were made to draw separately ; an arrangement

evidently adopted rather for ostentation, as

these sets of little pipes could scarcely have

been required separately for any useful purpose.

Obsai Obqan. 15 etopH.
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part of the third (Echo) but 'adapted to the
act of emitting sounds by swelling the notes,'
so that passages played with expression could
be contrasted with those played without. A
list of the stops in the Swell has not been pre-

served ; but we know from those subsequently
made, that its compass and capacity must have
been very limited, though sufficient to illustrate

the importance of the improvement.

1716. St. Chad's, Shrewsbury.

Thomas Schwaebrook.

Swell and Choir on one ManuaL

Four years after the invention of the Swell,
in 1716, Thomas Schwarbrook adopted a device
in his organ at St. Chad's, Shrewsbury, which
afterwards becaiae a veiy favourite one with
the builders of the 18th century, namely, that
of attaching to the choir manual a few treble

stops enclosed in a swell-box. This, in a small
way, foreshadowed the combination 'swell to
choir ' which remains a frequent and favourite
one to this day. The Echo organ contained a
' Flageolet,' the earliest example that we have
met with.

GsKAT Oboav. 13 atopB.

1. Open DiApuon.
2. Stopped Diapaaon.
3. Fziacipal.
4. Octave to middle C.
5. TveUth.
a Fifteenth.
7. Tierce (17).

8. Leaser Tierce.
9. Comet, treble.

10. Sesquialtera, boaa,
11. Fourniture.
12. Trompet.
IS. Clarion.

Cbgib Oboah. 6 stopa.

14. Open Diapaaon to middleC.
|

17. Flute, to middle O.
19. Stopped Diapason. 18. Fifteenth.
16. Principal.

| 19. Trumpet, to middle C.
Noa. 14 and 19 were enclosed aa a Swell, and the box w&a opened

bj a pedal.

Ecfla 7 Htope.

20. Open Diapason.
21. Stopped Diapaaon.
S2. PrindpaL
23. Flageolet,

24. Twelfth.
25. Fifteenth.
26. Trumpet.

Compaaa, Qt. and Cfar. GG, ahort Sves, to D in alt, 62 notee.
Echo, middle C to D in alt, 27 notee.
Drum pedal sounding G and F^.

Schwarbrook'smasteriiiecewas at St.Michael's,

Coventry. It originally contained a Harp, Lute,

and Dulcimer ; but the strings and action were
so liable to get out of order that they were re-

moved in 1763.

1722-24. St. Dionis Backchurch.

Eenatus Harris, Jun.

Many Reed Stops.

This admirable organ, made by one of the

fourth generation of Harrises, who died young,

was remarkable for the number and excellence

of its reed stops, as well as for the general good-

ness of its Flue-work. [See Flue-WORK.] This

organ had several stops 'by communication,'

either wholly or partially, and from different

notes. The introduction of the GGS was an

unusual feature. It appears to have been the

earliest organ to contain a ' French Horn ' stop.

'Tenor D' was a peculiar note for it to be
terminated upon ; but it nevertheless remained
the standard note for special stops for many
years. The Swell had no separate Principal.

Where this was the case, the Principal was
included in the Cornet.

Great Osqan. IS stopa

Pipes
. S61. Open Diapason

2. Stopped Diapason
5. Principal
4. Twelfth ... 56
6. Fifteenth
6. Tierce
7. Larigot .

8. Sesquialtera, 4 ranks
9. Cornet to mid. C, 6 ranka 135

Cho[r Obqak. 7 atops.

14. Open Diapason to mid.
die C, by communi-
cation below . . 27

16. Stopped Diapason to ga-
mut O, by communi-
cation below . . 44

16. Principal . . .56
17. Flute .... 56

PIpee
10. Trumpet . . .56
11. Pi«Qch Horn to tenor D 37
12. Clarion . . 56
13. (jiamona, from Choir

Organ, by communi-
cation . . .00

900

16. Fifteenth
19. Ctemoua

21. Vox Uumatm . 56
23: Clarion, from Great Or-

gan, by communication 00

Swell Oboah. 7 stops.

23. Open Diapason
24. Stopped Diapason
25. Cornet, 4 ranka
26. Trumpet
37. Clarion Total 1627

Compass, Gt. and Chr. 6G with GOjt to D in alt, 66 notes.
SweU, Fiddle G to D in ^, 32 notes.

1726. St. Mary BedcUff, Bristol.

First Octave Coupler.

In 1726 John Harris and John Byfield, sen.

erected a fine and imposing-looking organ for

the church of St Mary Bedcliff, Bristol, which
had a ' 16 ft. speaking front.' The compass of

this instrument was in some respects unusually
complete, the Great Organ descending to COO,
including CCCJ, and the Choir Organ going
down to GG with GGJ ; the Swell consisted of

the unusual number of nine stops. Four of the
Stops in the Great Organ descended to GG
only ; and one of the open Diapasons had
stopped-pipes to the last four notes. There
was ' a spring of communication ' attached to

the Great Organ, by which CC was made to act

on the CCC key, and so on throughout the

compass. The Kedcliff organ, therefore, con-

tained the first ' octave coupler ' that was ever

made in England ; in fact, the first coupler of

any kind with which any organ in this country
was provided. Some old printed accounts of

this organ state that the Swell originally went
to tenor C, with the lower notes of the reeds

very fine ; and that it was afterwards shortened

to the fiddle G compass ; but Mr. Vowles, organ-

builder of Bristol, who several years ago recon-

structed the organ, and had all its original

mechanism under bis eye, assured the present

writer that the statement was erroneous, and
probably took its rise from the circumstance

that the key-maker, doubtless by mistake, made
the Swell Manual down to tenor C, and that

the seven extra keys were, therefore, allowed to

remain as * dummies.'

2m
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Gkbat Okoaw. 11 itops.

Pipes
7. Tleree, to GO

.

8. Sesquialtera, 6 raalu,
to GO .

9. Coiiiet,tomld.O,6rlu.
10. Trumpet.
11. Clarion

Fipes
661. Open Diapason

2. Open Diapason, metal
to EEE ; stopped pipes
below .

8. Stopped Diapason
4. Principal.
6. Twelfth, to OG
6. Fifteenth, to GG

CaoiB Oboan. 6 stops.

12. Stopped Diapason . . 66 I 16. Sesquialtera, S ranks . 168

18. Principal. . . . 56 17. Bassoon. ... 86

14. Flute . . . .66 —

-

IB. Block flute . . . B6 I 448

Swell Oboan. 9 stops.

24. Trumpet . . .82
25. Cremona
26. Vox Humana

18. Open Diapason
19. Stopped Diapason .

20. Principal
21. Flute
22. Cornet, 8 ranks
23. Hautboy^.

Compass, Great Organ, CCC with CCCft to D In alt, 63 notes.

Choir do. GG with GGtt to D in alt, 66 notes.

Swell do. Fiddle G to D in alt, . 32 notes.

Four Bellows.

1730. Christ Churchj Spitdlfields,

RioHAKD Bridge.

Largest Organ in England.

In 1730, Richard Bridge, then a young man,

made himself favourably known by the construc-

tion of a fine organ for Christ Church, Spital-

fields, which was at the time the largest in

England. . Like the St. Dionis organ, it con-

tained more than the average number of

excellent reed-stops. The second Open Diapason

had, instead of open pipes in the lowest octave,

stopped pipes and 'helpers,' as they used to be

termed.
Grbat Obqan. 16 stops.

Pipes
1. Open Diapason . . 66
2, Open Diapason to g&mut

G, then Stopped and
Principal pipes . . 68

8. Stopped Diapason . . 56

4. Principal. ... 66

6. FHncipal. ... 66

6. Twelfth .... 56

7. Fifteenth ... 66

5. Tierce .... 56

Pipes
9. Larlgot .... 66

10. Sesqiiialtera, 6 ranks . 280
11. Fnmiture, 3 ranks . 168
12. Comettomld.Clt,Srks. 130
13. Trumpet . . .56
14. Trumpet ... 56
15. Clarion ... ^ 56
16. Bassoon . . . .56

1318

17. Stopped Diapason
18. Principal.
19. Flute
20. Fifteenth
21. Mixture, 8 ranks
22. Cremona

.

Ohoib Obqan. 9 stops.

23. Vox Humana . . 66
24. French Horn to tenorD 87
26. Hautboy to tenor D . 37

678

SwBLL Oaoak. 8 stops.

32. Hautbor
38. Clarion .

26. Open Diapason
27. Stopped Diapason
28. Principal
20. Flute
30. Comet, 8 ranks
si. Trumpet.

Compass. Great and Choir. GG, long octaves, without GGft,
to Din alt; 56 notes.

Swell, fiddle G to D in alt ; 32 notes. Drum pedal on ; 2 pipes.

1754. St MwrgareVSj Lyrm Jtegis.

John Snetzler.

The first Dulciana.

Snetzler is the fourth German organ-builder

whom we have met with in England. More
than one incident of interest is connected with

the erection of the organ built by him for the

parish church of Lynn Regis. There was an old

organ in the building that was so much decayed

that portions of some of the pipes crumbled to

dust whcin they were taken out to be cleaned.

The churchwardens, nevertheless, wished to

retain this organ if possible, and asked Snetzler

to state what it was worth, and also what
would be the expense of repairing it. He said

the organ as it stood was worth a hundred
pounds ; and if they would lay out another

hundred upon it, it would then perhaps be

worth fifty ! This answer settled the matter,

and the new organ was ordered. The Lynn
organ is the first that contained a Dulciana, of

which it had two, one in the Choir and one in

the Swell. It also had a Bourdon in the Great

Organ to CC, of metal throughout, except the

lowest two notes, which were of wood. The
three manuals were complete, and a Bass to the

Swell was obtained from three of the Choir

Organ Stops, by three additional sliders and as

many separate draw-stops.

Gbeat Oboak. 12 stops.
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lever were put full to the left, Gjt was changed
into Ab ; and if a left-hand lever were put full

to the right, Cj( became Db. There were thus

two levers belonging to each of the three

manuals. {SeeMttsical Times, 1902, p. 308 ff.)

12 stops.

8. Twelfth

.

9. Fifteenth
10. Block-flute .

11. Seaquialtera, S ranks
12. Trumpet

Pipes
. 76
. 16
. 76
. 228
. 76

ORBA.T OBOAV.

Pipes
1. Doable - stopped Diapa-

Bou, all through

.

. 76
2. Open Diapason . . 76
3. Open Diapason . . 76
4. Stopped Diapamn . . 76
6. Principal . , .76
6. FriDCipal ... 76
7. Piute .... 76

CaoiB Organ. 5 stops.

15. Dalciana to CC . 71
I

l*?. Vox Humana . . 76
14. Stopped Diapason . .76
16. Principal. ... 76 ^5
16. Fifteenth . . 76 I

SwBLL Oboav. 4 stops.

18. Open Diapason . 46 I 21. Cremona . 46
19. Stopped Diapason . .46
20. Trumpet. . . . 46 I 1623

Compass, Ot. and Chr. GO, long Svea, to £ in alt, 76 notes.
Swell, Fiddle O to E in alt. 46 notes.

1789. Greenvnck HospitaZ. Samuel Green.

Swell to FF.

In the organ made for the chapel of the

Royal Hospital at Greenwich, Green extended

the compass of the Swell down to FF, a most
important improvement ; and included therein

not only a Dulciana but also its octave, the

Dulcet or Dulciana Principal. The disposition

of this organ stood as follows :—

-

aSBAT OROAH. 11 stops.

Pipes Pipes
59 8. Sesquialtera, 3 ranks . 177

9. Mixture, 2 ranks . . 118
10. CoTnettomld.C,4rks. 116
11. Trumpet . . . S9

1. Open Diapason
2. Open Diapason
3. Stopped Diapason
4. Principal
5. Flute
6. Twelfth .

7. Fifteenth

Choir Organ. 5 stops.

12. Stopped Diapason .

13. Principal
14. Flute
15. Fifteenth

SwBLi. Organ.

17. Open Diapason
18. Stopped DiapsAon .

Id. Dulciana.
20. Frindp^
21. Dulciana Principal
22. Comet, 3 ranks

. 48

. 144

8 stops.

23. Trumpet
24. Hautboy

1790. St. George*s Chapel, Windsor,

Samuel Green.

Great Organ in general Swell.

In the organ built for the Chapel Royal at

"Windsor in the following year, Green further

extended the eflFect of the * crescendo * and ' di-

minuendo ' by enclosing the entire Great Organ

in a large general Swell. The upper manual

organ thus became 'a SweU within a Swell.'

The great front pipes, east and west, were

therefore all 'mutes,' but were replaced by

speaking pipes when the general swell was taken

away some years ago by Gray. The compass

of the Great and Choir Organs was carried down
to FFF, 1 2 ft. , as in Green's organ at Greenwich,

and also in those which he restored at Magdalen

College, Oxford, and York Minster.

1. Open Diapason
2. Open Diapason
3. Stopped Diapason ,

4. Principal
6. Twelfth .

6. PUteenth
7. Se^ui&lteia, 3 rank.

Gbsat Okqan. 11 stops.

Pipee Pipes
a Mixture, 2 ranks , . 118
9. Cornet, to mid, C. 4 rks. 116

10. Trumpet . . .69
11. Small Trumpet (Clarion) 59

. m

. E9

. 177

12. Dulciana to FF
13. Stopped Diapason .

14. Principal , .

19, Flute

16, Fifteenth
17. Bassoon,

Swell Oboan, 8 stops.

36 23. Comet, 3 rank, ,

24. Trumpet
SS. Hautbojr

, 108
. 36

Total 1:86

notes,

18, Open Diapason
19, Stopped Diapason
20, Dulciana, . , .so
21, Principal. ... 36
22, Dulciana Principal . 36

Compass, 6t, and Chr. FFF, no FFFfi, to E in alt.

Swell, Tenor F, to E in alt ; 36 notes,

1790. Imtroduction of Pedals.

Although, as we have seen, Pedals were

known in Germany upwards of four hundred
years ago, yet they were not introduced into

England until nearly the close of the 18th
century. Who first made them, or which was
the first organ to have them, are matters of some
doubt. The organs in Westminster Abbey, the

German Lutheran Church in the Savoy, and St.

Matthew's, Friday Street, eachclaim the priority.

The first organ that i^ known for certain to

have had them, was that made in 1790 by G. P.

England, and erected by him at St. James's,

Clerkenwell, which instrument, according to

the words of the original specification, was ' to

have Pedals to play by the feet.' These, like

the early German specimens, were an octave

only in compass, GG to Gamut G ; and also, as

at Halberstadt, etc., had no pipes of their own,

but only drew down the manual keys. Before

1793 Avery put Pedals to the Westminster
Abbey organ, together with an octave of

Unison wood GG Pedal-pipes ; and irom that

date he frequently introduced both into his own
instruments. In 1811 G. P. England built an
organ for Lancaster with 1-J octave of Pedals,

66 to Tenor C ; and two couplers. Great and
Choir to Pedal. He also, like Avery, became a

strong advocate for separate pipes for the pedals,

introducing them in 1803 into his organ at

Newark, which had the FFF (12 ft.) pipe.

After a time pipes of double size, speaking

down to GG6 (21^ feet length) were made, as

by Elliott & Hill at Westminster Abbey, etc.

Besides the Unison and Double Pedal-pipe

ranges, a mongrel scale crept into use, which,

though most defective, was for a few years the

most frequently followed. This consisted of an
octave of double pipes from CC down to CCC,
and then five unison pipes from BB down to

GG. The five pedal keys, B to 6, at each

extremity of the pedal-board, were thus without

any difference in the pitch of their five sounds.

1809. Composition Pedals. J. C. Bishop.

In 1809 the late J. C. Bishop effected the

improvement on the old Shifting movement
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which afterwards became so generally known as

the Composition Pedals. [See vol. i. p. 571.]

An important modification on his original

mechanism is now generally made, by a long

arm of iron, called a/am, extending horizontally

in front of the vertical draw-rods, wher* by

suitable mechanism it is made to wave up and

down. As the fan moves it comes in contact

with small ' blocks ' of wood, by which it moves

the rods ; and the improvement consists in the

facility with which these blocks can be added

to, or any of them removed, and so the ' com-

position ' be altered in a few minutes, if a

change be desired. The disposition of the fans

and rods varies with different organ-buildeTS.

1825. Concussion Bellows. J. C. Bishop.

These were first applied by Bishop, in 1825,

to the organ which he built in that year for the

Theatre Boyal, Covent Garden. [See vol. i.

pp. 332-3.]

1829. St. James's, Berrmmdsey. J. 0. Bishop.

Large G6 Pedal Organ.

The most complete 6G Pedal Organ that was
ever made, both as to compass and stops, was
the one erected by J. 0. Bishop in St. James's

Church, Bermondsey, in 1829. It had three

stops of a range of two octaves each. The
following was the general specification of it :

—

3. Open Diapason
2. Open Diapason
3. Stopped Diapason
A. Principal
D. Toellth .

6. Fifteenth

Pipes

10 stops.

7. Sesqnialteift, 3 ranks
8. Hixture, 8 ranlu .

9. Trampet.
10. Clarion .

.^^

11. Open Diapason
12. Dulciana to gamut O
13. Stopped Diapason .

14. Principal

.

16. Flute

Cboib Oboan. 8 stops.

16. Fifteenth .

17. Cremona, treble 1

18. Bassoon, bass
4?

/

Swell Organ. 8 stops.

19. Open Diapason
20. Open Diapason
21. Stopped Diapason .

22. Principal
23. Comet, 6 ranks

. 47
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In 1835 Mr. David Hamilton, of Edinburgh,
made a pneumatic movement, which he applied
to the organ in St. John's Episcopal Church in

that city ; and in 1839 a paper was read at a
meeting of the British Association at Birming-
ham explanatory of a pneumatic lever which he
then exhibited.

The pneumatic lever consists of a bellows

shaped very like a small concussion bellows, two
or three inches in width, and about ten inches

in length. The key of the clavier opens a small

circular valve beneath this, and compressed air

being thus admitted, the bellows rises, drawing
with it a tracker that communicates the motion
to the pallets and to such of the coupling move-
ments, etc., as may be ' drawn ' ; all of which
immediately answer to the putting down of the

key. When the key is released the valve that

admitted the air is closed and another opened,

the bellows consequently closing. The key is

thus relieved from the combined resistance of

the main pallets, coupling movements, and the

heavy wind-pressure ; and the touch can con-

sequently be adjusted to any degree of elastic

resistance pleasant to the performer.

1834. York Minster. Elliott & Hill.

Badiating Pedal-board.

The organ in York Minster, which had been

twice enlarged—about 1754, and again in 1813

—was a third time altered and considerably in-

creased in size in 1823, by Ward of York ; who
among other things added a Pedal Organ of

thirteen stops to FFF, containing two Double

Diapasons down to FFFF, 24 feet length, etc.

The fire of 1829 cleared all this away ; and
Messrs. Elliott & Hill were then engaged to

erect an entirely new organ, under the superin-

tendence of Dr. Camidge.

It had been found from experience that the

vast area of York Minster required an immense
amount of organ tone to fill it adequately, and
with the view of supplying this, Dr. Camidge

seems to have selected as the foundation of his

plan, the type of a large ordinary Great Organ

of the period, of twelve stops, which he followed

almost literally, and then had that disposition

inserted twice over. The compass of the Great

and Choir Manuals he extended downwards to

CCC, 16 feet, and upwards to C in altissimo
;

and the Pedal Organ he designed to include four

' Double ' Stops of 32 feet, and four ' Unisons
'

of 16 feet. The great fault in the scheme lay

in the entire omission from the Manuals of all

sub-octave Foundation-stops

—

i.e. stops sound-

ing the 16-foot tone on the 8-foot key—and

consequently also of all the Mutation-stops due

to that sound. In spite of the great aggrega-

tion of pipes, therefore, the numerous manual

stops produced no massiveness of effect, while

as the Pedal had no less than four ponderous

sub-octave registers,^ and, with the manuals
coupled, a total of over forty stops, the only

possible result from such an arrangement was
a ' top-and-bottom ' effect.

The original scheme of the organ—which un-

derwent thorough revision and improvement in

1859—is given below. This organ had a radi-

ating pedal-board. The organ erected in Mit-

cham church in 1834, and originally made by
Bruce of Edinburgh, also had a radiating pedal-

board, of peculiar construction.

Gkeat Oboah. 24 stopa.

(East sound-boards.)

1. Opon Diapason
2. Open Diapason
3. Stopped Diapason .

4. Principal
5. Principal
6. Principal, wood (Flnte)
7. TiroUth .

8. Fifteenth
9. Sesquialten, 7 ranks

10. Mliture ...
11. Tmmpet.
12. Trumpet

.

Feet
16
16
16

Cboir Oboan.

25. Open Diapason . . 16
26. Open Diapason . 16
27. Dulciaua . . .16
28. Stepped Diapason . 16
29. Horn Diapason . . 16

Swell Oboan. 12 stops.

40. Fifteenth

(West sonnd-boards.)

13. Open Diapason
14. Open Diapason .

15. Stopped Diapason
16. Principal
17. Principal
18. Principal, wood (Flute)

19. Twelfth....
20. Fifteenth
21. Sesquialtera, 7 ranks .

22. Mixture
23. Trumpet
24. Trumpet

9 stops.

30. Principal
31. Flute .

32. Fifteenth .

33. Bassoon

Feet
16
16
16

34. Open Diapason
35. Stopped lOiapason .

36. Dulciaua
37. Harmonica
38. Principal
39. Principal, wood

41. Sesquialtera, 4 ranks
42. Horn .

43. Trumpet
44. Oboe
45. Cremona

Fedax Oboan. 9 stops.

51. Open Diapason, metal
52. Sacbut (reed), wood
53. Trumpet, wood
64. Trumpet, metal .

46. Double open, wood . 32

47. Double open, metal . 32
48. Double stopped, wood 32
49. Open Diapason, wood 16

50. Open Diapason, wood . 16

Compass, Ot. and Chr. CCC to C in alt*no (6 octaves) ; 73 notes.

Swl. CC to C in alt">o (5 octaves) ; 61 notes. Pedal Organ, CCC to
TenorG ; 25 notes.
Manual and Pedal couplers. Badiating Pedal-board.

Not long after the completion of the York
organ Dr. (then Mr.) Gauntlett made a

praiseworthy effort to introduce some of the

leading features of the Continental principle

of organ -building into England ; and being

heartily seconded by Mr. William Hill, his

endeavours were attended with a considerable

amount of success. The 8-feet compass was
gradually accepted as the proper range for the

Manuals, although at times greatly opposed
;

the sub-octave (16 feet) manual stops, which had
been essayed successively by Parker, Snetzler,

and Lincoln, at last obtained favourable recogni-

tion, together with the Twelfth thereto, viz. the

Quint of 5J feet. Double manual ^ reeds were

incorporated ; and the importance of and neces-

sity for the independent Pedal Organ was also

demonstrated. The weak points were the

number of half and incomplete stops, which re-

tarded the process of quick registering ; and the

short range of the Pedal Organ, which, instead

of being, like the pedals themselves, upwards of

two octaves in compass, from CCC, consisted of

i It was stated at the time this organ was made that the largest
pedal-pipe would hold a glass of ale for every man, woman, and
child then residing within the walls of the city of York.

i A double reed-stop (double bassoon, down to the DDD pipe)
formed a portion of the Great Organ of the instrument erected by
John Byfleld, jun., in Christ Church Cathedral. Dublin, In 17fiL
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a single octave only, which then repeated. This

defect—a continuation of the old ' return pedal-

pipe ' system—^had to be remedied before a clear

and intelligible reading of Bach's Fugues, or

any other essentially organ music, could be

given. [For an account of the reconstruction

of this organ, by Messrs. J. W. Walker & Sons,

see Mvsi/xil Times, 1901, p. 242.]

1851. Exhibition Organ. M. Duckoqubt.

In the year 1851 the first great Industrial

Exhibition was held in London in Hyde Park.

On that occasion, among the numerous musical

instruments presented to public notice were two
foreign organs (Ducroquet and Schulze), which,

though moderate in size, presented several fea-

tures, in the form of stops and principles of con-

struction, that were then new to this country,

and many of which were afterwards gradually

introduced into the English system of organ-

building. To these reference must, therefore,

here be made.
The scheme of Ducroquet's French organ stood

as follows

:

Gbbat Okoan. 10 stops.
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effect was secured without any extra pressure of
wind—for the wind only stood at the ordinary
pressure of three inches—but simply by allowing
twice or thrice the usual quantity of wind to

enter at the feet of the pipes.

The French organ, then, brought the Har-
monic flutes, the Gamba, the octave and sub-

octave couplers, and the reed-stops on a heavier

pressure ofwind, into prominent notice, although
this latter was also illustrated in Willis's larger

organ at the west end of the Exhibition build-

ing ; while Schulze's organ drew attention to

the sweet-toned (Lieblich) covered stops, the
Harmonic flute, the string-toned stops, and the

bold voicing and copious winding of fuU-soaled

flue-stops, on the successful imitation of which
latter Mr. T. Lewis has built a part of his re-

putation,

3. Messrs. A. and M. Ducci, organ-builders of

Florence, exhibited a small organ, the bellows

of which possessed a novelty, in that the feeder,

consisting of a movable board swaying parallel

between two fixed ones, supplied wind both by
its upward and downward motion, and in double
quantity, as it moved bodily instead of being
hinged on at one end.

4. Mr. Willis's great organ had three manuals
and pedal, seventy sounding stops and seven

couplers. There were four different pressures of

wind. The Swell had its own separate bellows

placed within the swell-box, as in Green's organ

at St. George's, Windsor, already noticed. It

also presented several novelties, the principal of

which was the introduction of studs or pistons

projecting through the key -slips, acting on
the draw-stops, operated by the thumbs, and
designed as a substitute for the ordinary Com-
position Pedals. This was effected by the aid

of a pneumatic apparatus on the same principle

as that applied to the keys. A stud, on being

pressed, admitted compressed air into a bellows,

which immediately ascended with sufficient

power to act, by means of rods and levers, on

the machinery of the stops, drawing those which

the given combination required, and pushing

in those that were superfluous. In most cases

there was a duplicate stud for each combination,

so that it could be obtained by using either the

right or the left thumb.
[For the chief developments of organ-building

since the Exhibition of 1851, see supplementary

article below.]

Of the celebrated foreign organs we may
mention the four following typical specimens.

1735-38. Hcta/rlem. Christian Mttllee.

This organ has long been celebrated as one of

the largest and finest in the world. It was

built by Christian Miiller of Amsterdam, and

was nearly three years and a half in course of

construction, having been commenced on April

23, 1735, and finished on Sept. 13, 1738.

has sixty stops, of which the following

list :—
16 stops. 1209 pipes.

Feet
1. Frestant .

2. Bourdon .

3. 'Octaav
4. Boerflult .

C. Viol di Qsmba
6. Roer-qulnt
7. Octaav
8. Gemshorn
9. Qalnt prestant

Great Oboan.
Feet Fipea

. 16 . 78
. 36 (tone) 61

8 (tone) El
8 . SI

5i . 51

17. Frestant .

18. Qulntadena
19. Hohlanlt .

20. Octaav. .

21. Fluit.doux
22. Speel-fluit
23. Super-octaaT
24. Sesquialtera, 2. 3,

2S . 1

Choib, in front.

10. Wond-flult
11. Tertian, 2 ranks 1

12. Mixture, 6, 8, and
10 ranks

18. Trompet . 16
14. Trompet . 8
15. Hantbols . 8
16. Trompet . 8

It

PlpeB

8 . 96
8(tone)61
8 . 61

14 Btop6. 1268 pipes,

and 4 ranki
2fi. Hixtur, 6, 7, and

6 ranka
28. Cimbel, 2 ranks .

27. Cornet, 6 ranks .

28. Fagot . . If

29. Trompet G

30. Begal . 6

81. Qutntadena
32. Prestant .

83. Baar-P7p .

34. Quintadena
35. OctaaT
36. Flag-fluUb

87. NasBat
38. N'acht-hom

Echo. 16 stopa.

. 16 (tone) 61

8 (tone) 61
4 . 61
4 . 61

2i . 61
2 . 61

B pipes.

39. Flageolet 1}
40. Sexquialter, 2rnnkB
41. Miztar, 4, 6, aud 6

ranks
42. Cimbel, 4 ranks .

43. Schalmei 8
44. Dulcian . . 8
45. Vox Humana . B

61
102

246
108

46. Bub-Principal . 82
47. Prestant . . 16
48. Bub-Baaa . . 16
49. Boer-qulnt (tone) 10}
50. Octaav . 8
51. Holfluit . 6
62. Quint . . 6}
53. Octaav . . 4

Pedal. IS atoiw. 613 pipes.

64. BolBuit
55. Buis-quint, 6 ranks, 2 .

56. BuKain . . 82 .

67. Buzain . . 16 .

58. Trompet . . 8 .

69. Trompet . . 4 .

60. Cinq. . . 2 .

Accessory Stops, Movements, etc.

1. Coupler, Choir to Great.
2. Coapler, Echo to Great.
3. 4. Two Tremulants.
6. Wind to Great organ.

6. Wind to Choir organ.
7. Wind to Echo organ.
8. Wind to Pedal organ.
Twelve Bellowa, 9 feet by 6.

Compass. Manuals, CC to D in alt, 61 notes.
Pedala, CCC to tenor D, 27 notea.

Number of Pipes.

Great . . 1209 I Echo . . 1038
Choir . . 1268 Pedal . _613

I Total 4088

1750. Wemgarten. Gableb.
This is another very celebrated instrument

among those made in the 18th century. The
32-foot stop, in front, is of fine tin. The organ

originally contained 6666 pipes ; and it is said

that the monks of Weingarten, who were very

rich, were so satisfied with the efforts of Gabler,

the builder, that they presented him with 6666
florins above his charge, being an additional

florin for each pipe.
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FoBtTir.

Feet
42. Frincip&l donc«, in front 6
43. Violoncello .

44. Quintaton
46. Flute douce .

46. Ftffaro .

47. Flauto traveno

12 stops.

48. XtohrfiSte . . (tone) 4
49. QuerflOte ... 4
60. Flageolet ... 4
61. Cornet, 12 ranlu.
62. Hautbols ... 8

iBS. Toixhumaine 8

PxDU. 17 stops.

62. Hotalflilte-bass . 4
63. SeiquUltera-bass, 2 ft 8

ranks.
44. Mtxturen-baw, 6 ranks.

16 65. Bombarde-bau . . 32
. 16 66. Fonaune-bau . . 16

in 67. Trompette-bass . . 8
68. Fagott-baas . , 8
69. Cornet-baas . . 4
70. Carillon Fedal . . 4

Manuals, CC to C In alt ; Pedals, CCC to tenor D,
(Flat pitch.)

L Contra-bosa, tin, in
front ... 32

}. Sub-basa, wood (tone) 32
i. Ocfcave-bas8, wood .

r. Violon-bftSB, wood ,

i. Qnintaton-bass
). Super-octaTe-baaa,

front
). FlSte^ouce-basa
L. Violoncello-bass

Compaaa.

Accessory Stops, HoTements, etc.

1. Coupler, Echo to Great, i 4. BoaslgnoL
2. Tremulant. 1 6. Cymbals.
8. Cuckoo. t 6. La force.

1834. Freiburg {St. Nicholas), Aloys MoosEK.

The Freiburg organ is so well known that a

list of its contents as constructed by Mooser can

scarcely fail to be interesting. It originally

contained sixty-one stops, four manuals, and
two pedals, but has frequently received addi-

tions.
Orbat Oboax. 16 stops.

1. Hontre
2. Bourdon ,

3. Octave .

4. Frlncix»l
6. Bourdon .

6. Gamba .

7. Frestant

.

8. Dulciana

17. Qaintadena
18. Principal
19. Principal
20. Gamba .

21. Fiate douce
22. Octave
23. Flute

31. Montre .

32. Bourdon
33. Viola
34. Salicional
35. Preatant
36. Calcan .

43. Montre .

44. Bourdon
45. Flute
46. Salicional

51. Boss-Bourdon
52. BouB-bass
63. Octave .

57. Montre ,

68. Principal
69. Fldte

Feet
. 16

. (tone) 16

. (tone) 8

Choir.

. (tone) 16
. 8
. 8
. 8

PosrriF.

8
.(tone) 8

Echo.

8
. (tone) 8

. 8

Feet
9. Doublette 2

10. Fourniture, tf and 7 ranks.
11. Cymbalo, 3 ranks.
12. Scharf, 8 ranks.
13. Petit Cornet, 3 ranks.
14. Grand Cornet, a Beed . 16
16. Trombone ... 8
16. Clairon .... 4

14 stops.

24. FlQte k chemin^ (tone) 4
26. Naaard .... 2}
26. Doublette ... 2
27. Flageolet ... 1
28. Fonrniture, 4 A 5 ranks 2
29. Cornet, 6 ranks . . 8
30. Trompette.

12 stops.

37. FlQte bouoh^e . . 4
38. Dulciana ... 4
39. Quint Flats . . . 2f
40. Flageolet ... 2
41. Cornet, 6 ranks.
42. Cromome . . (tone) 8

8 stops.

47. Qulnte FlOte . . 4
48. Flageolet ... 2
49. Volxhumalne . . 8
50. Comet.

Grbat Pedal. 6 stops.

. (tone) 32 I 64. Frestant
. 16 65. Bombarde

8 I 66. Trombone

Ohoib Pidal. 5 stops.

. 16
I

60. Preatant
. 8 61. Trompette

. (tone) 6 I

Accessory Stops, etc.

1. Choir to Great. 1 3. Tremulant Great.
2. Great to Pedal. I 4. Tremulant Echo.

Compass. Manuata, CC to F in alt ; Pedals, CCC to tenor C.

1846. The Madehifte^ Paris,

MM. Cavaill^-Coll k Gib.

This organ is perhaps the best known of

Cavaille's instruments. Though not one of his

largest, it is one of his most excellent and effec-

tive. It has four manuals, and pedal, and the

forty-eight stops mentioned below.

Clavibb Du Obavd Oboua. 12 stops.
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PIPES.

Obkat Obqait.

ff Open diapaion, metaL
In front.

Qg Btopt do.

A.'t Diiluiana.

i; FriiicipaL

•mm Stopt TTood Flute.

nn Clarionet.

oo FlAUtlno.

SwKtX.

'kk Open diapason, wood.

a violin do., metaL

pp Stopt do., met>L

qq Oboa.

rr Spitz-flSte.

«s Oamba.
trtr Piccolo.

Pedai»

y, y Sonrdon, 'wood, stopt.

N.B.—The Swell ia shown
shut ; »,«, are the swell
shutter-arms, and «,v,

ii the swell xod.

General Section of an Organ with two Manuals, Great and Swell, and Pedals.

VOL. ni 2n
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1. The Bellows that collect and compress the

wind have already heen described in vol. i. pp.
289-92. They are shown in the accompanying

woodcut occupying their usual position in the

lower part of the organ ; the reservoir being

mai-ked r,r,r,r, and the feeder t,t,t. From the

reservoir of the bellows the wind is conducted

through a large service-pipe or 'wind-trunk'

to the wind-cisterns or wind-chests z,z, where
it remains for further use in smaller quantities.

The wind-trunk, which could not be conveni-

ently shown in the woodcut, is made either of

wood or metal, and traverses the distance

between the reservoir and wind-ohest t>y the

shortest convenient route. The wind-chest is

a substantial box of wood extending the whole
length of the sound-board ; about equal to it in

depth ; and about two-thirds its width. In
this chest are located the sound-board pallets (d

and k), which prevent the wind proceeding any
farther, unless one or more of them are drawn
down (or opened) by the means next to be

noticed.

2. The Key action is the system of mechanism
by which the performer is able to draw open
the pallets, which are otherwise far beyond his

reach. In an action of simple construction this

consists of a key (as), sticker (6), roller and
tracker (c), cominunioating with a pull-down
(d) attached to the pallet. On pressing down
the front end of the key (a)—which key works
on a metal pin or centre—the further end rises,

lifting with it the vertical sticker (b). . This
sticker, lifting the first arm of the horizontal

roller, causes the roller partly to revolve. At
the opposite end of this roller is a second arm
projecting from the back, which consequently

descends (c). To this is attached a tracker

made ; to any length necessary to reach from
the second roller-arm to the pull-down (cl).

The cflurse-of the motion transmitted by these

parts is as follows:—The key-tail carries the

motion inwards, the sticker carries it upwards
;

the roller conveys it to the necessary distance

right br left, while the tracker again carries it

upwards to the pallet. In modem organs of

superior, construction, small discs of crimson

cloth iare placed at each end of the sticker, to

prevent any rattling between the contiguous

parts of the mechanism. A pin passes down
from the sticker, through the key-tail, to pre-

vent the former from slipping off the latter.

A secdnd one is placed on the top, and passes

through.an eye in the roller-arm to secure the

certain action of the roller. The two studs

into which the roller-pins pass to sustain the

roller are lined with cloth, or 'bushed,' as it is

termed, also tp secure silence in action ; and

the rollers themselves are made of iron tubing,

which is more firm and rigid than the old wood
rollers, and has the additional advantage of

taking much less space.

It is a matter of much importance to lessen

the strain on the key-movement just noticed

by reducing the resistance at the pallet as much
as possible, and thus also relieving the finger

of the player from all unnecessary labour and
fatigue. For this purpose most builders make
use, under certain circumstances, of what are

called relief pallets. When wind, in however

small quantity, gains admission above a pallet,

the wind-pressure ceases by becoming equal all

round, and there remains only the elastic

resistance of the spring to be overcome. To
effect this relief numerous devices have been

thought of, as the 'jointed pallet,' in which
two or three inches of the fore part move first,

and then the remainder, perhaps for nearly a

foot in length. There is also the ' double pallet,'

in which a small valve is placed on the back

of the large one, and opens first, etc. etc. In
large organs some builders use relief pallets to

obviate the necessity for ' pneumatics,' though
the two are sometimes used at the same time.

3. The Draw-stop action is a second system

of mechanism, by means of which the performer

is enabled to draw-out or push-in any slider

that lies beneath a separate set of pipes or stop.

In the accompanying drawing each separate

pipe depicted represents a single member of a

different stop [see Stop], and the slider-ends

are the little shaded portions that are shown
immediately over the sound-hoard groove (e,e,«

and 0,0,0,6). The unshaded intermediate parts

are the bewrers, which sustain the weight of

the upper-hoards on which the pipes are seen

standing, as well as of the pipes themselves
;

the sliders being thus left unfettered to move
freely to and fro. In the small movable
(Portative) organs of the Middle Ages, when
the surface of the sound-board, or 'table' on
which the pipes stood, was scarcely any higher

above the keys than the top of a modem square

pianoforte above its clavier, and when the

sound-board measured only about a couple of

feet in length, the slider-ends could be easily

reached by the player, and be moved in or out
with the fingers and thumb. When the sound-

board became longer, and the sliders longer

and lieayier, a lever was added, to move them
to and fro. This was the arrangement in the
1 6th-century organ at Radnor. At that period,

and for a long time after, the stops were
arranged before the playing commenced, and
were not varied during the performance.

In a modern organ of what would now be

considered small dimensions, the slider-ends

are always beyond the reach of the performer,

being, ^n relation to the claviers, generally

farther in, considerably to the right or left, as

the case may be, and at I a much higher level.

The ' action ' to a single stop therefore consists

of a draw-slop rod, which passes into the organ
to the necessary extent ; a movable trwndix,

which turns the corner; a trace-rod, which
spans the distance from the trundle to the end
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of the sound-board ; and the lever that is in

connection at its upper end with the slider.

These attached parts act in the following

manner. The draw-stop rod is drawn forward

in the direction from middle to front ; the

tmndle partly revolves and moves the trace-

rod in the direction from side to middle ; and
the lower end of the lever is drawn inwards,

causing the upper end to move outwards, and
to take the slider -end with it. The stop is

now ready for use. On pushing in the draw-

stop, the action of the several parts is reversed,

and the stop is silenced.

The end of the draw-stop rod projects through
the jamb at the side of the keys, and is finished

off with a knob ornamented with an ivory

shield bearing the name of the stop that it

controls.

The Concussion -bellows was duly described

under the head of Bellows (see vol. i. p. 290)

;

it is only necessary, therefore, here to add that

in the subjoined cut it is shown in position (see

q) attached to the underside of the wind-chest.

Besides the two primary systems of mechan-
ism just noticed, most organs, however small,

have a greater or less number of members
belonging to certain subsidiary systems, fore-

most among which rank the Couplers. Thus
an organ with one Manual and separate Pedal

generally has at the least one coupler, ' Manual
to Pedal. ' By means of this the lower 2^ octaves

of the Manual are brought under the control of

the feet, so that their sounds may materially

supplement the Pedal stops, which are always

moderate in number in small organs. [See

CotTPLEK, vol. i. p. 626.] A modem organ

with two Manuals and separate Pedal has

generally three, four, or even five couplers

;

' Great to Pedal,' ' Swell to Pedal,' ' Swell to

Great,' which is understood to act in the unison

nnless otherwise expressed ;
' Swell octave,'

which is understood to act in the octave aiove

unless otherwise expressed. (It will be re-

membered that an octave -coupler formed part

of the original work in Byfield's organ in St.

Mary Redcliff, Bristol, 1726.) The 'Swell

sub-octave ' acts in the octave below. At first

this was called a ' Double coupler,' as its effect

resembled that of a 'Double diapason,' etc.

In the organ built by Eobson for St. Dunstan's

in the West in 1834, there was a double coupler,

Choir to Great, which operated by means of a

second set of pallets, and therefore did not take

down the Choir keys.

The 'action' of a manual -coupler of the

modem improved kind consists simply of a set

of levers or backfalls, one to each key. The

front end of the backfall is lifted, the far end

descending, and pressing down a sticker resting

on the back end of the T-shaped backfall of the

swell-action, which is then set in motion (g, h,

i, i, k) as completely as though it had been

started at / by the swell upper -manual key.

An octave coupler consists of a set of diagonal

backfalls, which extend sufficiently to the right

to reach from any given key to the tracker of

its octave. The upper backfall above h shows

this. A sub-octave coupler has a set of diagonal

backfalls acting on the octave below. When
not required to be used, the draw-stop is ' put

in,' which raises the frame and backfalls from

the stickers at the front end.

The Pedal-couplers are in modem examples

made in manner similar to those just described,

one of which may here be traced. On pressing

down the pedal aa the trackers and roller-arms,

66, 56 descend, drawing down the front end ce

of the backfall The far end dd is thus made
to rise, lifting with it the sticker, which,

communicating with the under-side of the tail

(ee) of the great-organ key, lifts it and thus

plays the note as exactly as though it had been
pressed down by a finger.

The ' Sforzando coupler ' is a movement
worked by a pedal, by the aid of which tlie

Great Organ is suddenly attached to the Swell.

It reinforces the strength of the Swell to a far

greater extent, and more quickly than by the
' crescendo ' pedal ; and is therefore useful when
a quick and remarkable accent is required. It

is formed of a backfall, the far end of which
presses down a sticker resting on the back part

of the square backfall of the Great Organ, which
it depresses, and so sets the Great Organ tracker

in motion. The first coupler of the kind was
made by Lincoln, and introduced by him into

his organ at St. Olave's, Southwark, erected in

1844. This coupler is always worked by a

pedal, on pressing which the backfalls descend

into position. On releasing the pedal the

backfalls are raised from their work by a spring.

Other subsidiary pedals are occasionally intro-

duced, such as 'Great to Pedal, on or off,' and
' Swell to Great, on or off. ' These are of such

constant use, that they' ought to find a place

in every organ of even moderate dimensions.

The Composition Pedals have already been

noticed. Their use is so generally felt, that in

addition to those attached to the Great Organ
stops, there are usually two or three provided

for the Swell of organs of even average size.'

In instruments that have a Pedal Organ of fail-

dimensions, the Great Organ composition pedals

usually do, or at any rate should, act also on
those of the Pedal, 'in proportion'; particularly"

where the latter has any Mutation, .Mixture, or

16-foot Keed stops. In such cases a, 'Piano

Pedal ' for reducing the Pedal organ so that it

may be available for use with the Swell or

Choir, is very desirable.

Sometimes, instcEld of silencing some of the

stops by composition pedals, they are rendered

mute by means of a trap or ventil in the local

wind -trunk, which, by closing, cuts off the

supply of wind. This lessens the wear and tear

of the mechanical parts of the organ. On tha
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other hand the draw-stops, or registers, may
all be duly prepared, and may announce that

all is in readiness, yet if the ventils are forgotten

there may be as distinctly a false start as if

there were ' no wind in.

'

In his large organs Mr. Henry Willis intro-

duced combination pistons projecting through

the key-slips in lieu of composition pedals ; and
devotes the width over the pedal-board to pedals

acting on the various couplers, etc.

Notice may now be taken of two substitutes

which modem thought has devised for the first of

the primary systems oforgan mechanism already

described under the title of ' Key-movement.'
1. In large organs the long trackers and

wires (taken as a whole) are so affected by
variations of temperature, etc., as to cause the

touch to become shallow in the summer, and
d«ep in the winter, exposing the organ to

ciphers. Protection is sought against these

atmospheric disturbances, by varnishing the

trackers and other woodwork ; and the various

mechanical parts of the instrument are also

furnished with regulating screws and nuts by
means of which the necessary length of these

transmitters of the key -motion may be re-

established when interrupted. Still, there are

circumstances and distances, curves and creep-

ing courses, which can scarcely be traversed

by the rigid mechanism referred to. Seeing

what had been accomplished by telegraphy, by
which the most delicate movements could be

transmitted with rapidity and precision, and to

indefinite distances, the thought occurred as to

whether it might be possible to apply the

principle of eleciricUy to the organ, in which
oaae the key-board would represent the mani-

pulator and the pallets of the organ the recep-

tors. To Dr. Gauntlett belongs the credit of

having been the first to start this theoretical

idea. His first proposal, made at the time of

the Great Exhibition of 1851, was to play all

the organs in the place at one and the same
time ; but the suggestion met with no response.

When the intention of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany to build an immense organ was announced

in 1852, he met the Provisional Committee and
proposed the erection of facsimiles of the eight

most celebrated continental organs in various

parts of the Palace, and of playing them, either

all together or separately, in the centre of the

building ; but this suggestion also remained

unerabodied. Dr. Gauntlett patented his in-

vention in 1852, and in 1863 another plan was

patented by Mr. Goundry ; but no organs appear

to have been built to illustrate the practicability

of either of them.

In 1867 Mr. Barker erected an electric

organ in the church of St. Augustin in

Paris, which attracted the attention of Mr.

Bryceson, who was then paying >i visit to the

Paris Exhibition, and who made arrangements

with Mr. Barker for introducing the electric

system into England. Mr. Barker's English

patent was taken out in January 1868. It pro-

tected his special applications for playing the

manual and pedal organs ; for coupling the

various manuals as well as the pedals, either in

the unison, or in the octave or sub-octave, and
for commanding the large traps in the wind-

trunks known in England as ventils, to which
was afterwards added an arrangement for draw-

ing the stops. Mr. Bryceson added in April

1868 a perfectly new form of pallet which

offered no resistance in opening ; and he sub-

sequently introduced several other improve-

ments, including an arrangement for using

attenuated air instead of pressure ; and Mr.

Henry Willis took out a patent almost simul-

taneously with Mr. Bryceson for using exhaust

and power alternately for actuating a ' floating

valve,' in connection with a novel arrangement

of draw-stop action ; neither builder manifestly

being aware of the conclusion arrived at by
the other.

Among the electric organs erected or recon-

structed by Mr. Bryceson are included St.

Michael's, Comhill ; St. George's, Tufhell Park

;

St. Augustine's, Highbury ; Milney Manor, etc.

2. A second substitute for the long tracker

movements, etc., in large or separated organs, is

the 'tubular pneumatic system.' The germ of

this application existed of course in Mr. Booth's

contrivance (already noticed), which consisted of

a tube receiving compressed wind at one end, and
having a motor at the other ; but there is as

much difference between the primitive device of

1827 and the more perfected ' system, ' asbetween

the early trials of Fapin and the steam engines

of Watt and Stephenson. It was not till 1867

thatthe principlewas turned to practicalaccount,

when it was applied to an organ that was
publicly shown at the Paris Exhibition of that

year. Its importance was recognised by Mr.

Henry Willis, who introduced it with improve-

ments into his organ in St. Paul's Cathedral

in 1874 ; and employed it extensively in that

at the Alexandra Palace ; and it was used by
Messrs. Bryceson in the organ removed by them
from St. Paul's to the VictoriaRooms, Bristol ; by
Mr. T. Hill in his organ at ManchesterCathedral;
by the Messrs. Bishop in the Yarmouth organ

as rebuilt by them ; by Messrs. Foster &
Andrews at the City Temple ; and by Messrs.

Lewis & Co., for the Pedal Organ of their new
instrument at Eipon.

3, It was naturally a source of considerable

pleasure to an organist to have the advantage

of couplers to unite from above and below, and
from the right and left, to improve the effect of

his performance ; but this happy state of feeling

was apt to be qualified by the reflection that in

consequence of the demand upon the wind, and
the greatly increased rapidity with which it

had to be supplied, there was just the possibility

of his being required at some time to attend an
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inquest on a dead blower, and of his being pro-

nounced to have contributed materially to the
demise of the unfortunate man. Hence the
invention of some mechanical means for blowing
the bellows, and for increasing or decreasing the

speed of the supply, according as much or little

might be required, became a matter of some
concern and much importance.

The first piece>of mechanism devised for this

purpose was the ' Hydraulic Engine' of Joy and
Holt,—afterwardsDavid Joy,ofMiddlesborough.

This consists of a cylinder similar to that of an
ordinary steam-engine, but deriving its motion

from the pressure of a column of water, admitted

alternately to the top and bottom of the piston.

Engines of this kind were attached to the organs

at the Town Hall, Leeds ; the Parish Church,

Leeds ; Rochester Cathedral ; the Temple

Church, etc. etc.

The ' Liverpool Water Meter,' as patented by
Thomas Duncan, and made by Messrs. Forrester

& Co., of Liverpool, consisted of two cylinders,

with pistons and slotted piston-rods working a

short crank-shaft. There is an engine of this

kind, also, at the Temple Church.

Gas engines are also used for blowing organs.

Among the most notable organs erected

by English organ-builders may be mentioned

those in St. Paul's Cathedral, Albert Hall,

and Alexandra Palace, by Willis ; in Christ

Church, Westminster Road, Newington Parish

Chiu-ch, and St. Peter's, Eaton Square, by Lewis

& Co. ; in the City Temple, and the Temple

Church (rebuilt), by Forster & Andrews ; in

the Cathedrals at Manchester and Worcester,

and at St. Andrew's, Holbom, by Mr. T. Hill
;

at the Oratory, Brompton, by Messrs. Bishop &
Starr ; at St. Peter's Church, Manchester, by

Messrs. Jardine & Co. ; at 'The Hall,' Regent's

Park, by Messrs. Bryceson & Co. ; and in St.

Pancras Church, and St. Lawrence Jewry, by

Gray & Davison ; etc. etc.

The eminent French builders, CavailU-Coll &
Cie. have erected some favourable examples of

their work in the Town Halls of Manchester

and Sheffield, etc. ; while the excellent firm of

Schulze & Co. has constructed fine organs in the

parish church at Doncaster and at St. Mary's,

South Shields.—This account would be incom-

plete were we to omit to mention that Messrs.

E. & G. Hook, and Jardine & Son, of New
York, and others, have enriched a vast number

of the churches and other buildings in America

with fine modem specimens of organs of their

construction ; and that a very fine example by

Messrs. Waloker & Son, of Ludwigsburg, was

imported in 1863, and erected in the Boston

Music Hall, United States* where it gave an

impetus to the art in that enterprising country.

The following is a short bibliography of

organ-literature.

Praetorius, Theatrum instrumentorum fWolfenbUttel,

1620); J. Schmid L'Orgue d'Aloyse Mooser (Fribourg,

1840); ScWimbach, Die Orgd (Leipzig, 1843); Seidel,

Die Orgel und ihr Bau (Brealau, 1843) ; BescTvrijmng der
groote Orgel in St. Bam-Kerk te Haarlem (Haarlem, 1846) ;

Orgite de I'iglise royale de St. Denis, construit par MM.
Cavaill^-CoU (Paris, 1846) ; Dom Bedos, FacUnir d'Orgua
(Paris, 1849) (reprint) ; L'Organiste, Paris ; Tfipfer,

Lehrbuch der OrgelboMkunst (Weimar, 1865) ; H. Jimmer-
thal, Die grosse Orgel i/n der St. Marien-Kirche zu Liibeck

(Erfvirt und Leipzig, 1859); [E. P. Bimbault, Early
English Orgam, i!w!(fers(abt. 1864, Cocks & Co.) ; Practical

Gwide toiOrgan Timing, by A. Hemstock (Diss, Norfolk,

1876) ; Catecki^m ofthe Orgam, by John Hiles (Brewer &
Co., 1876) ; The Box of Whistles, by J. Norbury (Brad-
bury, 1877)] ; E. J. Hopkins, and E. F. Bimbault, The
Orgam, its History and Construction (LoTiAon, Cocks &Co.,
1877); Otto Wangemann, Geschichte der Orgel und der
Orgdiauhimst (Demmin, 1879) ; lOrgams and Organ Build,
ing, by C. A. Edwards (Gill, 1881) ; Practical Organ
Building, by W. E. Dickson (Lookwood, 1882); The
Modem Organ, by Thomas Casson (Gee, Denbigh, 1883)

;

Chwrch Organs, etc., by Rev. F. H. Sutton (Rivlngtona,

1884); The Organ, its Compass, etc., by John Warman
(Reeves, 1884)] ; Tlie Organ Cases, etc, of the Middle Ages
(1886) by Arthur G. Hill, F.S.A., 1886 ; Organ BuiUing
for Amateurs, etc, by Mark Wicks (Ward, Locke, & Co.,

1887) ; Beform in Organ Building, by Thomas Casson
(Beeves, 1888) ; Orgams and Tuning, a Practical Handbook
for Organists, by Thomas Elliston (Weekes &. Co.), 1894,

1896, 1898 ; a bibliography of the literature of the organ
appeared in Notes and Queries at various dates between
April 12, and Dec. 6, 1890 ; A Practical Treatise on Organ
Building, etc., by F. E. Robertson, CLE. (Sampson Low,
1897, contains a bibliography of 225 works on the organ,
most of which are in the British Museum) ; Handbook of
the Organ, by John Matthews, 1897. Mention may also
be made of a projected work, mainly bibliographical in
purpose, called The Organ ; Wriivngs and other Utterances

on its Structure, History, Procwral, Capabilities, etc., by
John Watson Warman (published by the author, at
Thornton Heath, Surrey ; Pt. I. ofseven parts announced,
appeared in 1898, and Pt. II. in 1901.) Organ ConstrvetioUf
by Dr. J. W. Hinton (Weekes, 1900); Modem Orgam,
Turning, etc., by Hermann Smith (Reeves, abt. 1901)

;

The Story of the Orgam,, by C. P. Abdy Williams, 190S

;

Catechism of the Organ, by Dr. J. W. Hinton (Weekes,
1903) ; A Comprehensive Dictionary of Organ Stops, etc., by
James Ingall Wedgwood, F.S.A.Scot., F.B.Hist.S., etc.

(Lon. Vincent Music Company, 1905) ; The Pedal Organ,
by Tliomas Casson (Reeves, 1905); 'ITie Art of Organ
Bmldmig, by G. A. Audsley (Vincent Co., 1906).

B. J. H. ; with additions and corrections by T. E.

(see next article).

ORGAN, Modern Impkovembnts in.

Introdtjctoby. Since the preceding article

was written enormous strides have been taken
in the organ world. Not only in the actual

construction of the instrument h s this been the

case, but in every department or branch of

science or art connected with the organ there is

progress to report.

Organ - building, organ - playing, balance,

quality, and power of tone, marvellous actions

and systemsof control, development of flue, string

and reed tone, acoustics, compass, pitch, tuning,

wind pressures and blowing machinery stand

prominently out from amongst the multitude of

minor subjects and their attendant problems that
have called for earnest study, and have received

the unremitting attention ofsome of the foremost

men of our time, whose combined labours and
achievements in these directions have resulted

in an almost perfect instrument, the fruits of

which are so well displayed in the organ recital

as we hear it to-day.

It is scarcely vrithin the scope of this article

to deal minutely with the innumerable factors

or influences to which this happy state of affairs
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is due, but mention may perhaps be made of

the broad and noble view of organ -building

taken, held, and carried out by many of the best

firms of organ-builders ; of the high standard of

exoellenoe in organ-playingand its concomitants,

set up by the Council of the Royal College of

Organists ; of the judicious and far-reaohing

reform in the music of the service of the church

;

of the continual improvement in organ action,

stop control, tonal development and kindred

matters accruing from the indefatigable in-

vestigations of such workers as Messrs. Willis,

Walker, HiU, Casson, Thynne, Lewis, Binns,

Hope-Jones, Brindley & Foster, Austin, Best,

Audsley, Robertson, and a host of other labourers

in the field.

With the wide spread of the ever-increasing

periodical organ literature and numerous text-

books, there is necessarily a corresponding in-

crease in the active critical acumen of organists ;

and, notwithstanding all that is said to the

contrary, it is an indisputable fact that the taste

for high-class organ-playing and tone is rapidly

improving.

If therefore we take into consideration the

free use of the organ in divine service, for

recitals, or in concerted music, its power and
grandeur of tone, its semi - orchestral aspect,

its lightness of touch, rapidity of action, excel-

lence of the tone, and the various systems of

control, together with a significant appreciation

on the part of organists and listeners alike, it

is easily seen that the subject of our article has

now become one of the greatest importance and
of absorbing interest.

We will now pass on to describe some of the

chief improvements of recent years.

Bellows.—See vol. i. pp. 289-92.

Actions.—Organ action may be divided into

two classes,—mechanical and supplementary.

Tracker or 'mechanical' action (as organ-

builders term it) consists of stickers, backfalls,

(or squares), rollers and trackers, by means of

which the movement is conveyed from the key
to the pallet ; and is operated entirely by the

energy of the performer.

The term 'mechanical' in organ -builders'

phraseology may therefore be taken to imply
:that the whole of the energy required to open

the pallet must be supplied by the performer.

Actions of this description have the advan-

tage of cheapness, dm'ability and promptness

of response, in addition to the highly important

one, the personal control of the pallet by the

performer, enabling him to impart to his play-

ing his own personality of phrasing and touch.

But when the instrument contains more than

about twenty speaking stops or the couplers are

numerous, the touch becomes too heavy for the

finger to overcome, and rapid playing (on any-

thing like the full organ) becomes an utter

impossibility.

To remedy this, class number two is employed,

in which a secondary agent, such as pneumatic
work, or a combination of electric and pneumatic

work intervenes between the key and the pallet,

and provides the power for overcoming the re-

sistance. In this class of action the personal

control of the pallet is almost entirely lost,

constituting one of the most serious penalties

which have to be paid for its use.

Supplementary actions are of several kinds.

In the Barker pneumatic lever action depression

of the key admits heavy pressure wind to a small

external motor (something like a feeder), causing

it to distend or inflate, and operate an ordinary

tracker action leading to the pallet. Upon re-

leasing the key a small valve is opened, empty-

ing or exhausting the motor, which deflates

and collapses, allowing the pallet spring to close

the pallet. (See preceding article by E. j. H.)

In tubular pneumatic action depression of

the key admits wind through a tube to a disc

or circular motor operating a double-beat valve

which opens an exhaust and at the same time

cuts off the wind from the interior of a motor
placed inside the ordinary wind -chest, and
normally inflated with wind therefrom. The
pressure of wind on the top of the motor with

the exhaust open causes it to collapse and open

the pallet attached to the top of the motor.

When the key is released the conditions and
movements are reversed, the wind regains access

to the interior of the motor, which rising by the

aid of a light spring, closes the pallet.

In Binns's tubular pneumatic action two
motors are used, the smaller motor operating

the valves of the larger one. In Willis's tubular

pneumatic action heavy pressure wind is used.

When the key is depressed it opens a pallet

directly behind the key in a wind-chest known
as the primary, allowing the wind to pass out

through a tube at the back, through the various

couplers, to the pneumatic lever which is directly

under the pallet of the sound -board. This

pneumatic lever consists of a series of motors,

which upon receiving the wind from the tube,

are inflated, pulling down the pallet attached

by a wire to the chief or principal motor. One
advantage of using heavy pressure wind is, that

being more powerful the motors may be smaller.

It is likewise possible to make use of a com-
bination of both pressure and exhaust systems

of pneumatic action.

Tubular pneumatic actions can be made to

work fairly well up to 150 feet in length, but

the weight of the metal tubing is a serious item.

.
In tracker pneumatic action light tracker

work takes the place of tubes.

Electro-pneumatic action is a combination of

electric and pneumatic work. Depression of

the key makes a contact allowing the electro-

magnet to operate a tiny disc valve in connection

with a small motor, which in turn operates a

larger one opening the pallet.

Electric action—a triumph of science—has
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the advantage of occupying but very small

space, as the whole of the wires necessary for

the control of a large instrument may be formed
into a cable of the size of the wrist, and, if

required, the console can be made movable..

No reference to this description of action as

set up in recent years, would be complete without
mentioning the name of Mr. Robert Hope-Jones.
With electric action the several departments of

an organ may be distributed throughout the

various parts of the building in which the

instrument is placed.

Double Touch.—Hope-Jones electro-pneu-

matic organs are usually provided with double

touch. In this case the depth of touch is

divided into two dips or touches, the first touch

resting upon the second, which resists further

depression until extra pressure is brought to

bear upon it. When only the first depth of

touch is made use of, a combination of stops

suitable for accompaniment is heard, but upon
overcoming the resistance of the spring belong-

ing to the second touch, and depressing the

key to its full depth, an additional solo stop or

more powerful combination comes into operation,

enabling the performer to pick out any part as

a solo, or obtain contrasting powers on the same
manual, by his skilful manipulation of the two
touches. Some little difficulty, however, is ex-

perienced in its use.

Melody Solo Action. — In the Casson

Positive Organ the ordinary touch operates and
controls the wind-supply to a melodic and a

bass stop in such a, way as to allow only the

highest and lowest notes played to speak, follow-

ing the melody and bass, and giving the effect

of a Treble solo and Pedal bass, in addition to

the accompaniment. (See Positive Okgan.)
Messrs. Eutt and Cowing have also recently

introduced a pneumatic harmony and solo, or

part-singing sound-board, by means of which it

is possible to pick out or make prominent any
individual part.

Draw-Stop Action.—Akin to tubular pneu-

matic action is that made use of for actuating

the sliders, known as tubular pneumatic draw-

stop action. When the stop is drawn, a pallet

in a wind-ehest is opened by means of a cam
action, allowing wind to pass out through a

tube, and inflate a motor attached to the slider

at the end of the sound-board. Upon pushing

in the stop the motor is exhausted, and the

slider is returned by a spring. In an earlier

pattern double motors were used, and no spring.

Splayed Jambs. ^—The Draw-stop jambs of

large instruments are now placed diagonally.

Stop Keys and Key Touches.—Stop Keys,

(something like dominos pivoted in the centre),

key touches, and tablets, are now frequently

employed instead of draw-stops, composition

pedals, or other methods of control.

Pistons.—Combination pistons are buttons

of ivory or brass placed below each row of keys.

When one is pressed it opens a valve in a high
pressure wind-chest, allowing the wind to pass

to a set of separate motors—one for each stop

—

or to a kind of bellows motor actuating the fans

of composition pedal action.

Adjustable Composition Pedals.—Adjust-

able composition pedals and combination pistons

are now frequently made, but, like the ventil

system of control, they place an additional

strain upon the memory of the performer, and
in actual practice the combinations aie seldom

altered. Binns's Patent Interchangeable Com-
bination Action may be specially mentioned.

The late Mr. Henry Jones once built an organ

in which the composition pedal acted only upon
those draw-stops which had previously had their

knobs turned partly round. As the draw-stop

knobs were oval in shape, this arrangement had
the merit of showing the combination set.

Mr. Hope-Jones hsis recently invented a kind
of double touch composition pedal, consisting

of one composition pedal above another, the

latter, upon being depressed by the former,

providing a suitable bass to the combination

formed by the upper one. Each pedal can be
operated independently, as the lower one
slightly projects.

Coupling Movements.—With pneumatic
work coupling is comparatively easy (and can
be done ' in the wind ') the Binns organ at St.

Mark's Church, Leeds, having as manyas thirteen

couplers ; and the large pneumatic organ built

as far back as 1863 by Mr. Wedlake, for H. A.

Hankey, Esq. , contained no fewer than twenty-

four couplers. Electro-pneumatic action like-

wise lends itself to coupling movements.
The late Mr. H. Willis invented a piston or

pedal for controlling a coupler, which reversed

the position each time it was used. One move-
ment brought the coupler on, and the next
took it off again.

Swell Pedal.—The Swell pedal is now fre-

quently balanced, a foot-board being provided

for its operation. Performers can still be found
who prefer the swinging-rod swell pedal ; in

connection with which several methods have
been devised for fixing the swell shutters open at

various points, giving several degrees of power.

It is always desirable that some device similar

to the ' cow-heel ' movement should actuate the

shutters, so as to open them faster as the pedal

descends.

Manual Compass.—In recent organs the

compass of the manuals has been extended to

c"" completing five octaves (61 notes).

Pedals.—Similarly the compass ofthe Pedal-

board has been extended upwards to g, making a
total of 32 notes, and the central position for

the concave and radiating modified Wesley-

Willis pedal- board is likely to be generally

adopted.

In connection with the compass of both
manual and pedal organs it has been the custom
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of late years to make more use of what is known
as the ' extension ' system, in which the actual

compass of the pipes is extended one octave

beyond the clavier compass at either end, and

becomes available in Octave or Sub-Octave pitch,

by means of an Octave or Sub-Octave coupling

movement, or by pneumatics.

Mr. Casson, by his system of octave duplica-

tion, obtains the effect of additional stops
;

and it is becoming a common thing to find the

pipes of a 16-ft. pedal stop (see Bourdon) ex-

tended downwards in compass, so as to obtain

an independent pedal stop of 32-ft. pitch or

tone, the lower notes of which can be obtained

acoustically, by coupling the action in fifths.

It may also be remarked that the pedal organ is

now receiving its proper share of attention, both
from a melo.lic point of view, and also as to the

provision of a suitable bass.

Pipes and Wind Pressure.—Although,

generally speaking, the ordinary form of organ

pipe (as shown in the section given in the

preceding article) remains the same, yet many
departments have been made in pipe-making,

voicing, and wind pressures, resulting in a high

development of the string-toned stops and reeds.

The smoothness of the reeds of the late Mr. H.
Willis, the excellent examples of voicing left by
the late Mr. Schulze, and also by Mr. Thynne
(who discovered harmonic stopped pipes), the

corno flute of Mr. Herbert Norman, the 'strings,'

reeds, and quintadena (speaking apparently

two notes at once a twelfth apart), by Mr. A.

Palmer, the splendid specimens of tone by Mr.

T. Lewis, the introduction of harmonic stops,

long stoppers to stopped pipes, and leathered

Kps, the researches in the realms of organ tone

by Mr. Hope-Jones and others who are continu-

ally striving for excellence, and the use of an
increased and more varied wind pressure (ranging

from three to twenty-five inches), all combine

to produce greater variety and superiority in the

quality of organ tone, than has ever existed

before.

Of late years the standard of thickness and
quality of pipe metal has vastly improved,

although for large bass pipes hard rolled zinc

(with pipe metal lips) is largely used.

The diaphone of Mr. Hope-Jones is a kind of

tremulant arrangement, to which is attached a

tube or resonator. In its latest development it

is made entirely of metal in the form of a piston

or slide alternately opening and closing port-

holes and exhausts in a cylinder, for which it is

claimed that both the pitch and the quality of

tone are entirely governed by the length and

scale, or form of the tube or resonator, the

diaphone proper merelyproduoingthe vibrations.

It is stated that the diaphone may be set over

a variable pressure of wind without materially

affecting the pitch.

The Several Organs.—The large modem
organ may consist of five manuals, viz. ; great

organ, swell organ, choir organ, solo organ and

echo (or as it is now sometimes termed, celestial)

organ ; in addition to a very complete pedal

organ proper.

The echo or celestial organ is usually placed

at a distance from the console and the main
portion of the instrument, with which it is

electrically connected, being played from the

uppermost manuaL (See Echo Organ.)
Fancy Effects.—There is agrowingtendency

to favour fancy stops and effects, such as those

arising from the waving of two ranks of delicate

toned stops purposely differing in pitch (see

Voix Celestes), or from the use of the tremu-

lants (see Tremulant).
Standardisation of the Organ.—At the

time of writing (1906) the 'Resolutions and
Recommendations ' of the Council of the Royal

College of Organists have been withdrawn, but

it is earnestly to be hoped that a set of standard

measurements for the console will be formulated

as early as possible.

Pitch.—It is now generally conceded that

the continental, French, or diapason normal is

the pitch that will eventually be adopted in

this country.

Unfortunately the usual (New Philharmonic)

fork of this pitch is A=439 vibrations per

second at 68° Fahr., which is known as the

usual mean performing pitch, and is the one to

which the pianoforte should be tuned for use in

concert rooms.

But the Organ is not usually required to be
tuned for so high a temperature, and Mr. A. J.

Hipkins, the eminent authority on this subject,

says :
—

' I recommend that all organs should

be tuned to A= 435 or C = 517'3 vibrations

per second at 59° Fahr., which is equivalent in

Equal Temperament to A= 439, or C= 522,

at 68° Fahr. If the organ is tuned at any
intermediate temperature a properly graded

fork should be used, in connection with a

thermometer.'

Organ Cases.—See bibliography on p. 649.

Tuning.—Shortening a, pipe sharpens it

;

lengthening a pipe flattens it. Large open
metal pipes are tuned by means of a tongue or

tongues of metal near the top of the pipe. By
pulling the tongues outward the pitch is

sharpened, and by closing them in, it is flattened.

Large open wood pipes are tuned by shifting

a wooden slide, so as to cover or uncover a slot

or apeiture cut in the side, at the top end of

the pipe, or, more clumsily, by nailing a piece

of wood over a portion of the top of the pipe to

flatten it, or by making the opening larger to

sharpen it.

Small open metal pipes are tuned by pressing
the pointed end of a tuning-horn or cone into

the tops of the pipes to sharpen them, and by
pressing the hollow end of the cone over the
tops to flatten them. But a better and more
recent plan is to provide the pipes with lapped
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tuning slides, which clasp the top of the pipe.

These can be raised or lowered by tapping them
with a thin square -edged tuning knife, thus
avoiding injury to the tops of the pipes.

Small open wood pipes are provided with
metal shades at the top, for partially shading

or covering, and uncovering the top of the pipe.

Shading the top of the pipe flattens it, and
uncovering sharpens it.

Stopped pipes are tuned by shifting the

stoppers or tompions upward to flatten, and
downward to sharpen.

Eeed stops are tuned by means of a hooked
wire (near the boot of the pipe), which can be
tapped upwards to flatten, and downwards to

sharpen ; by which means the speaking portion

of the tongue is lengthened or shortened.

The tuning of the organ should not be pro-

ceeded with until every other part of the

instrument has been thoroughly overhauled,

and all irregularities with regard to touch,

actions, draw-stops or the speech of the pipes

have received attention and been remedied.

Tuning should always be done under normal
conditions. This is especially necessary as

regards the temperature of the building, which
should be the same for tuning as when the

instrument is in use. (See Bellows.)
As the pitch of the organ depends upon the

length of the pipes, it cannot be materially

altered without entailing considerable trouble

to the organ-builder, who would have to trans-

plant the pipes upwards, or make use of lapped

slides for the smaller open metal pipes, in

order to lower the pitch. On the tuning of the

organ, see Tuning ; Temperament.
To complete the information given above a

description is here appended of the ' Austin

'

and 'Casson' systems of organ -building, fol-

lowed by the specifications of some representa-

tive modem organs.

In 1894 the attention of John Tumell Austin

was drawn to the unequal pressure arising from

the conveyance of wind through trunks and
grooves of a fixed capacity having to convey a

varying supply to pipes, according to the

number of stops drawn, or otherwise to the

limit of only one soft stop.

The test of wind gauges placed on trunks,

grooves, and bellows often showed a lack of

pressure from twelve to fifteen per cent when
all stops were drawn, thus detracting from the

purity of tone by flattening of pitch, especially

in the smaller pipes and chorus stops, owing to

their greater susceptibility. The power of a

full organ on such a system never reached the

correct sum total of each individual stop, but

several per cent less. This fault, described by

the word 'robbing,' has been familiar to organ-

builders from time immemorial.

When air is compressed in a reservoir, and

conducted through a pipe, the velocity of its

movement increases when the outlet is enlarged

;

and with the increase, the density falls in

proportion.

The early diagonal bellows were not disturbed

by intermittent feed, each one being exhausted

in succession, and were so far superior to the

more modern horizontal, but the large space

required has led to the almost universal adop-

tion of the latter. However, their action was
not perfect, as can be shown. The weighted

upper pressure-board has to do double duty,

first in its response to give place to an intermit-

tent supply, and secondly to press out according

to a varying demand. It is simple enough to

understand that if gravity alone could be the

sole actuating cause there would be no fault

;

but the laws of momentum and inertia interfere,

having the effect of adding and subtracting

from pressure in proportion as the changes of

motion are more or less sudden downward and
upward ; in other words, there is not a sufiicient

delicacy of response, resulting in unsteadiness

of wind and speech of pipes.

The ' Universal Air Chest ' is an absolute

departure from previous methods, and not an
improvement on any existing system, but a
refutation of old ideas. The necessity existing

hitherto of concussions on trunks and sound-
board chests having separate reservoirs with
automatic feed from the main bellows and other

expensive complications, is done away with, in-

asmuch as the simple primitive condition of the

universal chest ensures an equal wind pressure

at all times. It does not matter whether the

supply is intermittent by means of feeders, or

continuous by a kinetic blower, the pressure

board acting by compensated springs is practi-

cally of no weight ; sensitive in its response to

the loudest staccato chord, and ceasing in its

pressvire at the close, without the disagreeable

gush inevitable with weights and a flow through
a trunk. This unique condition is attained by
the fact that no communication exists between
the pressure and outlet through the pipe valves,

excepting the capacity of the chest, therefore

there is 710 current or definite line for it to flow,

the principle of the Universal Air Chest being
air under pressure in large volume and not in

limited quantity. Entrance within the chest

or chamber is provided by means of an air-lock

where all working parts are in sight and within

easy reach. Tubular pneumatic and electric

action are used according to circumstances. A
new system of gravity pin couplers is a marvel
of simplicity, and perfectly trustworthy.

The rotary tremolo, adapted to pipes, is a

new feature, it does not disturb the speech, but
affects the tone after it issues, which is a more
legitimate method. A system of standardisa-

tion of pipe valves, pneumatics and other parts,

ensures the accurate fit, a stock of which is

kept in the cheat to renew any defect at slight

cost or trouble ; the wind pressure being on at

the same time, any adjustment is easy to effect.

2 n
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The draw-stop action is pneumatic, and there is

no sliding friction, the pipe-valves being centred

upon a hinged flap drawn into touch by a

collapsible pneumatic and small power bellows ;

this method lends itself admirably to the

method of controlling the crescendo pedal.

There cannot be any stops half-drawn, or partial

opening of pipe-valves, either by the primary

key action or through the intervention of

couplers. An example of this system is at

Rushden Chapel, Northampton,
The ' Casson ' System of Organ-Building.

—The name of Mr. Thomas Casson, the origi-

nator of this system, is best known in connection

with the * Positive ' organ (see Positive). For

larger organs there are many new effects, and
the resources of the instrument are increased by
* octave duplication,' a method which difTers

materially from the unsatisfactory expedients

known as * borrowing' or * transmission.' The
stops of a duplicated manual are furnished with

an octave coupler and an extra octave of pipes,

etc., to complete it. There are two sets of

draw-stops ; the first acts in the ordinary way,

but is thrown out of gear on touching a stud

called a ' Manual Help. ' At the same time the

second group comes into gear in conjunction

wit I the octave action only, so that 16-ft. stops

become 8-ft. and so on. A valuable resource is'

the melodic treatment of the Solo Organ, based

on Dawes's * Melody Attachment * for the

harmonium. On touching the * Melody Stud

'

all the Solo Organ is silenced except the top

note struck. Even more important is the

system of * Pedal Helps, ' by which proper basses

are provided and controlled for each manual.

These and the ' Manual Helps ' were patented

in electro-pneumatic form in 1889. The speci-

fication of an organ built by this firm for the

London Music School is appended.

London Music School Orgcm.

The disposition of the three manuals is as

follows ;

—

Loweat. Solo and (by octaT« duplication) Choir.

Middle. Great, with Positive Organ hy octave duplication and
Dolcet Organ by mtper-octave Duplication.

Upper. Swell, with Echo by octave Duplication.
PedaL Pedal Baases and Pedal Solo organs.

Summary.

Hanual Stops, actual, 20 ; by duplication, 14 ; effective, 34.

Pedal „ „ 4; „ borrowing 6; „ 10.

Coupling actions, ,, 10; „ duplication 5; ,, IS.

effects, „ 29.

Great Obojls, with extra octave for 4, 6, and 8. With 2 extra
octaves for 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7.

FeetFeet
5. Oedeckt .

6. Principal
7. Vienna Flute .

8. Mixture .

1. Dolce, mid. C .

2. Geigen Principal .

3. Flauto Dolce St. baas
4. Open Diapason

I. Octaves.
II. Upper Manual.

Collective Crescendo Pedal.
Manual Help, to attach Great, detaching Positive and
Dulcet.

FosiTiTE, or Great Choir, by octave duplication.

1. Dolce, tenor C
2. Geigen Principal
3. Flauto Dolce .

I

B. Llebllch FlOte
7. Piccolo .

m. Octaves (i.e. luper-octave in relation to Great).
II. Upper Annual.

Manual Help, to attach Positive, detaching Great and
Dulcet.

Dulcet, by lu^wr-octave duplication.

1. Dolce
3. Flauto Dolce

Feet
8
4

II. Upper Manual,
Manual Help, to attach Dulcet, detochiug Great and

Positive.

Solo, with extra octave.

leCla-'l
— Iuj-1

IS. Orchestral Oboe (In Swell) 8
14. Harmonic Tuba . 8

Spare Stop.

9. Aeollne, tenor C
11. Harmonic Flute
12. Saxophone (Double Cla-

1

rianet) tenor C- ""

SweU

IV. Octaves.
V. Middle ManuaL

VI. Upper „
Vn. Melody.

Tremulant (hitching pedal).

Collective CreHcendo Pedal.
Manual Help, to attach Solo, detaching Choir.

Choir, by octave duplication, except 10.

10. Ueblich Gedeckt . . 8 I ISL Clarionet

9. Aeoline . . . . 8 13. Musette.
11. Harmonic Flute . • 4 [ Spare Stop.

V. Middle Manual.
VI. Upper Manual.

VII. Melody.
Manual Help to attach Choir, detaching Solo.

SwzLL, with extra octave.

15. Contra. Viola, tenor C I 37. Rohr-flOte .

St. bass .16 18. Harmonic Flute
16. Open Diapason . 8 ' 19. Trumpet

VIII. Octaves.
Collective Crescendo PedaL
Manual Help, to attach SweU, detaching Echo.

Echo, by octave duplication, except STo. iW.

15. Viola . . .811. Bohr-flate
20. Volx Celeste thnmgh . 8 |

18. Flautino

Manual Help, to attach Echo, detaching SweU.

Pedal Bass Organ.

21. Quintatan, 12 pipes, 16
ft. length, 18 notes
from TSo. 2 of Great .

22. Open Diapason, 12
pipes, 18 notes from
No. 4 .

21ft. Violone, from 21
23. Bub-basa
21c; ViolonceUo .

24. Bassoon (in SweU)
Spare Stop.

IX. Upper ManuaL
X. Middle
XI. Lower „

Three Pedal Helps, one for eadi ManuaL
Special Pedal Help, to attach Pedal Bass orgim, detaching
Pedal Solo.

FSDAL Solo, partly duplicated.

IIA. Saxophone (borrowed)
12A. Oboe
13b. Clarion

21d. Violone

.

21fl. Violoncello .

V3b. Harmonic Flute (bor-
rowed) .

XI. Lower ManuaL
Special Pedal Help, to attach Pedal Solo, detaching Pedal

St. PauVs Cathedral. Willis & Co.

The following specification is taken from an
account corrected by Sir George Martin.

Great (in case north side of chancel, 16 stops).

1. Double Open Diapason
2. Open Diapason
3. Open Diapason
4. Open Diapason
6. Open Diapason
6. Open Diapason (wood)
7. Quint .

8. FlQte Harmoniiiue
Wind Pressure. — Flues

Beeds, 7 inches.

Feet
16

Feet
9. Principal

10. Octave Quint . . 2}
11. Fifteenth ... 2
12. Foumlture, 3 ranks.
13. Mixture, 3 ranks.
14. Trombone . 18
16. Tromba

.

8
16. Clarion .... 4

Treble, 6 inches, Bass, 3^ inches

;

Swell (In south case, 12 stops).

17. Contra Oamba
18. Open Diapason
19. LlebUoh Gedact
20. Salicional
21. Vox AngeUca
22. Principal

Wind Pressure.

23. Echo Comet, S ranks.
24. Fifteenth .

25. Contra Fosanne
26. Cornopean .

27. Hautboy
28. Clarion .

Inches ; Beeds, 7 inches.
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Choik {In case aouth side of chancfll, 11 stops).

Feet
35. Fltite Harmonlqne
36. Principal
37. Fl^eolet
38. Corno dl Basaetto
39. Cor Anglais .

Feet
2d. Contra Oamba
30. Open Diapason
31. Dulciaita
32. Violoncello
33. Clarabella Flute .

34. Lleblich Gedact .

Wind pressure.—Si inches throughout. The Contra Gamba,
formerly the Fedal Violone (being the front pipes of the south case)
is now added to this manual in place of the Bourdon.

SoU) (under west arch, north aide of chancel, 13 stops—all except
Ko. 40 in a swell box).

40. FlQte Harmonique
41. Concert Flftte Harmonique 4
42. Piccolo .... 2
43. Open Diapason . . S
44. Gamba .... 8
45. Contra Fagotto . . 16
46. Contra Posaune . . 16

47. Cor Anglais .

48. Trampet (Tuba) .

49. Orchestral Oboe .

60. Corno di Basaetto
51. Cornopean .

52. Fldte Harmonique

Wind Pressures,—Flues, 3i inches ; Beeda—Contra Fagotto and
Cornopean, 7 inches ; Contra Tosaune and Trumpet, 17 inches;
t^e remainder, 3| Im^ea.

Tuba, (Fifth Manual, 6 stops).

53. Double Tuba . . . 16
|

66. Tuba Major ... 8
54. Tuba . r . . 8 57. Clarion.... 4
55. Tuba . . .41
Wind Pressure.—The Tuba Major, 8 feet, and Clarion, 4 feet, are

in the chancel, and are winded 17 inches in the treble, and 14) inches
iu the bass ; the other three—Double Tuba, 16 feet. Tuba, 8 feet,

and Tuba, 4 feet—stand in the Quarter gallerr, having 25 inches of
pressure for the treble, and 20 inches for the bass.

Altar Obgak (played from Solo keys ; under middle arch, north
side of chancel ; 4 stops in swell box).

58. Contra Gamba . . 16
|

61. Vox Humana . . 8
59. Gamba . . . . 8 62. Tremulant.
60. Vox Angelica, S ranks. I

Wind Pressure.—4 inches.

Fbdai. (in north-east q.uarter gallery of dome, 10 atops).

63. Double Open Diapason . 32
64. Open Diapason . 16
65. Open Diapason . . 16
66. Violone. Open Diapason 16
67. Violoncello ... 8

68. Principal
69. Mixture, 3 ranks.
TO. Contra Posaune .

71. Bombardon .

72. Clarion .

Wind Pressure.—Flues, 3| Inches and 6 inches ; Beeds—Contra
Posaune, 6 inches ; Bombardon and Clarion, 20 Inches.

Pbdai, (under west arch on north side of chancel, B stopa).

73, Violone . . . . 16
|
76. Octave .... 8

74, Bourdon . . . . 16 77. Ophicleide ... 16

75, Open Diapason . . 16 |

Wiud Fresaures.—Flues, 3| inches ; Beed, 17 inches.

CoDFi,s»8 MSD AccsssoBiBS (Draw-stops).

Swell to Great Sub-Octave.
Swell to Great Unison.
Swell to Great Super-Octave.
Solo to Swell.
Swell to Choir.
Dome Tubas to Great.
Chancel Tubas to Great.
Solo on.
Altar on.
Tuba to Fedala.
Solo to Pedals.
Swell to Pedals.
Great to Pedals.
Choir to Pedals.

Swell Pistons to Composition
Pedala.

Great Pistons to Composition
Pedals.

Coupler for Swell Pedals, uniting
Solo to Swell Pedals, but not
vice vertd.

Dome and Chancel Tubas to
Great—on and off.

Three speaking tubes to Snc-
ceator, Decani, Cantoris, in
connection with the two sides

of the Choir.

Pistons (adjustable).—6 to Solo ; 6 to SweU ; 8 to Great ; 6 to

Choir ; 4 to Tuba. In addition to these, there are eight in the
key-frame controlling the others, according to arrangement.
Swell to Great, Great to Pedal, 6 Combined Pedals to Pedal.

Speaking Stopa, 77 ; Total Draw-stops, 96.

The following stops represent what remain

of Father Smith's work of 1695 :—Great

—

Double Open, 16 feet, and Open, 8 feet, and

part of the Principal and Fifteenth. Choir

—

Part of the Contra Gamba. Dome Pedal—Pre-

sumably the Principal, 8 feet (metal). A soli-

tary open diapason, 16 feet, in the Dome Pedal,

remains of Bishop's work in 1826 and 1849.

The draw-stops are arranged vertically.

There are two gas-engines in the crypt, which

supply the wind for the portion of the organ in

the chancel, whilst the pedal stops and tubas

in the dome are served by one of Mr. Hugh
Swanton*s hydraulic engines ; the Altar (Echo)

Organ is blown by electric agency.

Westminster Abbey. "W. Hill & Son.

The action of the Celestial Organ is electric,

on the system invented by Messrs. "W. Hill &
Son, the connection being established by means
of a small cable 200 feet in length.

The stops of the Celestial Organ are actuated

by means of ivory atop -keys, with a, sliding

motion, placed over the left jamb of the console.

These have a very small movement, and can be
manipulated with extreme ease. If desired, the

whole of the seventeen stops can be put on or

off by one movement of the finger. The key
contacts, electro - pneumatic movement at the

sound-board, swell pedal movement and draw-
stop moyement, are all on a new principle. The
current, which is very small, is derived from
three accumulator cells, which can be re-charged,

when required, by means of a miniature dynamo
attached to the blowing engine.

AU the stops of the Celestial Organ are

enclosed in a swell box, and are voiced to

appropriate softness.

One of the novel features of the organ con-

sists in a series of brass resonating gongsj

thirty-six notes, which are likewise placed in

the swell box, and are struck by means of

electro-pneumatic hammers. Some quaint and
remarkable effects are obtained from this stop.

The wind is supplied from three reservoirs,

at different pressures, placed below the sound-

boards, and fed from zinc wind-trunks, carried

along the Triforium floor from the main organ.

The electric touches of both manual and pedal
key-boards are instantaneous in action.

The following is the complete specification :

—

GaBAT, CC to A.

1. Double Open Diapason,
metal .

2. Open Diapason
metal .

3. Open Diapason

(1).

4, Open Diapason
metal .

6. Hohl Flute, wood .

6. Principal, metal .

(31.

7. Harmonic Flute, metal 4-

8. Twelfth, metal . 2|
9. Fifteenth, metal . . 2

10. Mixture, 4 ranka metaL

Eeed Sound-board (heavier wind).

11. Double Trumpet, metal 16
12. Posaune, metal . . 8
13. Claiion, metal . 4

Choib, CC to a.

14. Oedeckt, wood . 16
15. Open Diajiason, metal . 8
16. Keraulophon, metal . 8
17. Dulciana, metal . . 8
18. Lieblich Gedeckt, wood 8
19. Principal, metal . 4

20. Nason Flute, wood . 4
21. Suabe Flute, wood . 4
22. Harmonic Gemshom,

metal ... 4
23. Contra Fagotto, metal 16
24. Cor Anglaia, metal 8

SWELI.. CC to A,

Double Diapaaon, bass,
wood ....

Double Diapason, treble,

metal ....
Open Diapason. (1),

metal ....
Open Diapaaon (2),

metal .

Bohr Flute, wood and
metal .

Salicional, metal .

Voix Celeste, metal
Dulciana, mettJ .

Feet
33. Hohl Flute, wood . 8
34. Dulcet, metta . . 4
35. Principal, metal . . 4
36. Lieblich Flute, metal . 4
37. Fifteenth, meUl . . 2
38. Mixture, 3 ranks, metal
39. Oboe, metal ... 8

(On heavier wind.)

40. Double Trumpet, metal 16
41. Cornopean, metal 8
42. Clarion, metal . 4

43. GftmbA, metal
44. Bohr Flute, wood .

45. Lieblich Flute, metal
46. Harmonic Flute, metal

(In a SweU)

47. Orchestral Oboe, metal

Solo, CC to A.

48. Clarionet, metal . . 8
49. Vox Hnmana, metal . 8

(On heavy wind)

50. Tuba Mirabilia, metal . 8

8
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Cjelxsti&l, CC to a.

(Light vind Boand-boaTd, fifth

clavier.) peet
SI. pouble Dalciaaa. basa,

wood . . . .16
62. Doable Dulciana, treble,

metal .... 16
63. Flauto TraverBO, metal 8
64. Viola da Gamba, metal 8
66. Volx C^lpste, metal . 8
66. Hohl Flute, wood . , 8
67. Dulciana Cornet, 6 raukB,

The following stops are avail-

able, when desired, ou the solo

keyboard, thus furnishing an
independent Instrument of two
manuals ; while in combination
with coupler-keys Nob. 89 and

90, couplers SI and 92 can he
interchanged, thusreversing the
claviers, peet
58. Cor de Nuit, wood and

metal ... 8
69. 8uabe Flute, wood 4

60. Flageolet, metal . . 2

(On heavier wind.)

61. Harmonic Trumpet,
metel ... 8

62. Musette, metal . . 8
63. Harmonic Oboe, metal 8
64. Vox Humana, metal . 8
65. Spare Slide.

66. Glockenspiel, 3 ranks.
67. Gongs.

Fbdal, CCC to F.

68. Double Open Diapason,
wood .... 32

69. Open Diapason, wood . 16

70. Open Diapason, metal . 16
71. Bourdon, -wood . . 16
72. Principal, metal . . 8
73. Bass Flute, wood . 8

74. Violoucello, wood . 8

Seed Sound-boards (heavier
wind).

76- Contra FoBaune.'Vietal 32
76. Fosaune, metal . 16
77. Trumpet, metal . . 8

78. Swell to Great.
79. Swell Octave.
80. Swell to Choir.
81. Solo to Great,
62. Great to Pedal.
83. SweU to Pedal.

COUPJLEBB, ETC.

84. Choir to Pedal.
85. Solo to Pedal.

. Solo Octave to Pedal,
87. Swell Tremulant.
88. Solo Tremulant.

Gotjpleb-Ketb of 'Celestiaij Okoan.'

89. Celestial to 6th Manual.
90. Celestial to 4th Manual.
91. Nos. 61 to 67 on 6th Manual.
92. Nob. 68 to 67 on 4th Manual.
93. Celestial Octave.
94. Celestial Sub-Octave.

95. Celestial to Solo, Octave.
96. Celestial to Bolo, Sub-

Octave.
97. Celestial to Pedal.
98. Tremulant.
99. Wind.

Ten Pneumatic Combination Pedals, affecting Great, Swell, and
Pedal Stops.
Seven Combination Pistons to Solo and Choir.
Three Combination Pistons to Celestial.
Three Crescendo Pedals.

The Cathedral Church of SL Saviour, South-

wark, LondoTij S.JE, T. C. Lew^is & Co.

The following particulars were communicated
to The Orgamst and Choirmaster by Dr. A.

Madeley Richardson, M.A., F.R.C.O,, organist

and choirmaster of St. Saviour's :

—

Gbbat (CC to C, 61 notes, 13 stops).

1. Contra Viola .

2. Boardon .

3. Open Diapason, No. 1

4. Open Diapason, No. 2
6. Stopped Diapason .

6. FlQte Harmonique
7. Octavo .

Feet
. 16

Feet
8. Flute Harmonique . 4
9. Octave Quint . . 2$

10. Super Octave . . 2
11. Cornet, 3, 4, and 6 ranks.
12. Mixture, 4 ranks.
13. Trumpet.

10 key-touclies (or couplers and fixed combinations.

Swell (CC to C, 61 notes, 14 stops).

14. Bourdon... 16
16. Open Diapason . . 8
16. BohrFiate ... 8
17. Viole de Gambe . . 8
18. Volx Celestes (Tenor C) 8
19. Geigen Principal . . 4
20. BohrFldte ... 4

10 key-touches for couplers and fixed combinations.

21.
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NOTES.

Grsat OBOAif.—The lowest notes of the Contra Oamba, 16 feet, are
boirowed from the Pedal Violon ; and of the Bourdon, 16 Jleet,

from the Pedal Suh Baas.
BwBLL OsoAN.—The Vlole de Qambe, 8 feet, 1b a beautiful imitation

of string tone.
Choik Oroak.—The family of four Lieblichs has a tone of peculiar

refinement.
Solo Okoan.—The tone of the soft raeda is very delicate. The

advantage of the Cor Anglais speaking at 16 feet pitch la

evident, since in combination with the Clarinet, Oboe, or
Flute, it may be used for valuable orchestral effects. Those
accustomed to Willis Tubas may be disappointed with the
heavy reeds ; they are much less powerful than Willis's, but
on that account perhaps more generally useful. The Tuba
Magna is of full rich tone, and of fine effect in chords when the
Swell box is closed. The Trompette Harmouique is a very
close imitation of the orchestral trumpet. The two together,
when used to reinforce the full Great, add breadth and massive-
ness. without drowning the fine work.

Pbdal Oboak.—The Great Bass, 32 feet, and Great Baas, 16 feet,

are one and the same set of pipes, sounding in ocfcavea. The
Major Violon, 33 feet, Violon, 16 feet, and Violoncello, 8 feet

;

the Sub Bass, 16 feat, Bass Flute, 8 feet, and Flute, 4 feet ; the
Contra Fosaune, 32 fe«t, and Posaune, 16 feet ; and the
Bombarde, 16 feet, and Trumpet, 8 feet, are all borrowed in
the same manner.

The organ, though unfortunately placed in a chamber where
many of the soft effects are lost. Is a masterpiece of voicing, and
endless delightful combinations may be produced. The cost,

including the erection of a chamber, was £6000. The wind ia

supplied by a rotary engine, driven by water from the Hydraulic
Supply Co., at a pressure of 700 lbs. to the square inch.

St. Margaret's Churchy Westwinster,

J. W. Walker & Sons.

The instrument, built to the specification of

E. H. Lemare, Esq., F.R.A.M., F.R.C.O., the

late organist and choirmaster of the church,

stands in the north aisle, occupying the two
easternmost arches, and has a 16-feet frontage

facing west. The electric blowing machinery
and feeders are placed in the tower of the church,

and the wind is conveyed along the aisle roof

to the organ. In addition to the two controlling

wind reservoirs in the tower, there are eight

large reservoirs in the organ itself.

Gkbat Oboan (14 stops).

1. Double Open Diapason,
wood ....

2. Open Diapason, large .

3. Open Diapason, medium
4. Open Diapason, small .

5. Orchestral Flute .

6. Wald Flute .

7. Harmonic Flute .

8. Principal
9. Twelfth

10. Fifteenth .

11. Mixture, 3 ranka.
12. Double Trumpet .

13. Posaune
14. Clarion .

1. Lieblich Bourdon .

2. Open Diapason
3. Lieblich Oedact
4. Echo Gamba .

5. Voix Celeste {Tenor C) .

6. Flute
7. Principal
8. Fifteenth

BWR1.L Organ (14 stops).

9. Mixture, 4 lanka.
10. Contra Fosaune (heavy

wind)
11. Posaune (heavy wind)
12. Oboe
13. Vox Humana
14. Clarion (heavy wind)

1. Qulntaton
2. Gamba
3. Dulciana
4. Vox Angelica (Tenor C)

.

5. Lieblich Gedact
6. Concert Flute

Choib. Obqan (11 stops).

(Enclosed in Separate Swell Box.)

7. Viola
a. Piccolo .... 2
9. Clarionet . . 8

10. Orchestral Oboe . . 8
11. Tuba, heavy wind (pre-

pared for) ... 8

1. Double Open Diapason,
wood

2. Open Diapason, wood
3. Open Diapason, metal
4. Ikiurdon. wood
B. Quint, wood .

6. Octave, wood .

7^ Principal, metal .

pBnAL Obgan (11 stops).

8. Flute, wood .

9. Bombarde, metal (pre-
pared for) .

10. Trombone, wood (heavy
wind)

11. Trumpet, wood (heavy
wind).

CoufiiBBs AiTD Acckssobibs (14 stopa).

1. Great to Pedal.

2. Swell to Pedal.

3. Choir to Pedal.

4. Choir to Great.
5. SweU to Great.
6. Swell to Choir.

7. Choir Sub-Octave.

8. Choir Octave.
9. Choir unison ofT.

10. Swell Sub-Octave.
11. BweU Octave.
12. SweU unison ofE.

13. Tremulant to Swell Organ.
14. Tremulant to Choir Organ.

Five Combination PlatonB (Eteotro-pueumatlc) to Great Organ
Stops.
Six Combination Pistons (Electro- pneumatic) to Swell Organ

Stops.
Five Combination Pedals (Electro-pneumatic) to Swell Organ

Stops.
Five Combination Pedals to Pedal Organ Stopa.
Four Combination Pedals to Choir Organ.
Double Acting Pedal controlling Great to Pedal Coupler.
Balanced SweU Pedal to Swell and Choir Organs.
Compass of Manuals, CC to C, 61 notes.
Compass of Pedal, CCG to G, 32 notes.
PedaJ Board, radiating and concave.
AU Stops run throughout the fuU Compass ol the Manuals

except 9*0. 6 SweU and 'No. 4 Choir.
Tubular Pneumatic Action applied to Manuals, Pedals, and

Draw-atop Action and aU Manual Couplers.

1895. St. Albcm the Martyr^ Brooke Street,

Holbom.

This organ, a divided one, is placed on

either side of the choir in the north and south

chapels, and is played from the south side.

The instrument is by Henry Willis & Sons,

the well-known firm of organ-builders, and the

action is their most recent form of tubular

pneumatic. The wind is supplied at varying

pressures by three of Mr. Vincent "Willis's patent

hydraulic engines. The organ has four fronts

filled with spotted metal pipes. The draw-stop

knobs are of solid ivory, and are placed at an
angle of 45". Four Manuals, CC to A ; radiat-

ing and concave pedal board. Eight Composi-
tion Pedals, four to Swell and four to Great.

Two Swell Pedals, one to Swell Organ and one

to Solo. Three pneumatic pistons controlling

the Swell to Great, Solo to Great, Great to

Pedal. The manual keys are of the very best

description, and the entire organ is said to be
one of the finest examples of what a church
organ should be.

Gbeat.

Feet
161. Double Diapason .

2. Open Diapason, "So. 1
8. Open Diapason, No. 2
4. Clarabel Flute
5. Flflte Harmonique
6. Principal

IS. Lieblich Bourdon . . 16
14. Geigen Principal . 8
15. LiebUch Gedact . 8
16. Sallclonal ... 8
17. Vox AngeUca (Tenor C) 8
18. Gemehom ... 4
19. Flageolet. ... 2

7. Twelfth

.

8. Fifteenth
9. Mixture, 3 ranks.

10. Double Trumpet .

11. Trumpet
12. Clarion

20. Mixture, 8 ranks.
21. Contra Posaune
22. Cornopean
23. Hautboy
24. Vox Humana
25. Clarion .

26. Lieblich Gedact
27. Dulciana.
28. Hohl F15te
29. Viola da Gamba

34. Hohl Flute
35. Wald Flute
36. Tuba

SO. Contra Bourdon
40. Open Diapason
41. Violone .

42. Bourdon .

47. SweU to Great.
48. SweU to Choir.
49. Solo to Great.
50. Great to Pedal.
51. SweU to Pedal.

Caom.
30. Lieblich FlSte .

31. Concert Flute
32. Piccolo .

. Como-di-Baasetto

8ou>.

37. Orchestral Oboe
38. Clarinet

Pbdai..

43. Octave .

44 VlolonceUo .

45. Mixture, 3 ranks.
46. Ophiclelde .

16

16

COTTFLEBS.

52. Choir to Pedal.
53. Solo to Pedal.
54. TremulanttoSweUhyDraw-

atop.

York MiTister. J. W. Walkek & Sons.

This organ was originally built in 1829 by
Messrs Elliott & Hill, and improved about
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1860 by Messrs. Hill & Son. The mechanism
having become completely worn out, the

necessity for renewal afforded an opportunity

for the substitution of an entirely new scheme,

with the result that only the case work and the

best of the old pipe work are incorporated in

the present instrument.

Originally the organist was placed at the

choir, or east front. The new organ is con-

structed with the console on the south side, so

that the player is in touch with both choir and
nave.

The feeders of the new bellows are worked
by four hydraulic engines, the necessary water

pressure being obtained by pumping water up
to a cistern in the roof of the north transept.

The power for this is derived from the gas-

engine that was used for blowing the old

organ.

In outward appearance the organ is unaltered,

except that the swell box^—which was prominent
above the top of the case—^has been taken away,
thus removing a considerable obstruction to

the view of the east window from the nave,

and so effecting an important improvement as

regards the interior of the minster.

Oebat Oxoan (Compass CC to A, 58 Notes).
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pumps, the pressure being conveyed in pipes
to the north triforium, and there used to
operate four hydraulic engines which are under
the immediate control of the organist at the
keyboard.

The following is a complete specification of
the organ, which consists of five Manuals, from
CG to C, 61 notes, and 2^ octaves of concave
and radiating pedals, from COG to G, 32 notes.

Fedax. Orgah (9 stops).

1. Double Open Diapason, wood
2. Open Diapason, wood 16 *

3. open Diapason, metal 16
4. Dulciana, wood 16
5. Bourdon, wood 16
6. Violoncello, metal 8
7. Bass Flute, wood 8

Contra Fosaune, prepared for .... 32
8. Trombone, metal 16
9. Trumpet (partly derived from No. 8), metal . 8

Choir Okqah [9 stops).

10. Lieblich Bourdon, wood 16
11. Open Diapason (old pipes ex Great), metal 8
12. Stopped Diapason (old pipes ex Choir), wood 6
13. BellOamba (old pipes ex Choir, Tenor 0), metal 8
14. Dulciana (old pipes ex Choir, Tenor O), metal 8
15. Nason Flute (part old pipes ex Choir), wood . 4
16. Harmonic Oemshom, metal .... 4
17. Piccolo, metal 2
18. Como di Bassstto, metal 8

Great Okqait (14 stops).

19. Double Open Diapason, metal .

20. Open Diapason, No. 1, metal .

21. Open Diapason, No. 2, metal .

22. (^len Diapason, No. 3 (old pipes ex Great),

metal
23. Hohl Flute, wood
24. Stopped Diapason, wood
25. Principal, metal
26. FlQte HarAoniqne, metal
27. Twelfth, metal .

28. Fifteenth, metal
29. Hixtnre,. 3 ranks, metal
30. Double Trumpet, metal
31. Tromba, metal .

32. Clarion, metal

Feet Pipes
32 32 (25 old)

32 (9 old)

32 (30 old)

61
61
61
61

61
61

Swell Oboak (15 stops).

Bourdon (old), wood .

Open Diapason, No. 1, metal
Open Diapason, No. 2, metal
Lieblich Gtodact, metal
Salicional, metal
Voix Ctiestes, 2 ranks, metal
Principal, metal
Lieblich Flnte, metal
Fifteenth, metal
Hixture, 3 lanks, metal
Contra Fagotto, metal
Horn, mebil
Oboe, metal
Clarion, metal
Cor Anglais (Beating Beed), metal

Solo Organ (6 stops),

48. FIflte Harmonlqne, metal .... 8 61

49. Viola, metal 8 61

GO. Flflte HuTQonlque, metai
61. Orchestral Oboe, metal 8
52. Tuba Hirabllis, metal ...
(The Solo Organ with the exception of Stops Nos. 46 and I

enclosed in a Swell Box.)

Echo Groan (14 stops).

63. Snh Baas, wood 16 12
64. Contia Viola, metal ^ ^
65. Ctamba, metal
66. Zanber Fldte, metal 6 61

67. Unda Maris, pure tin 8 llOTenorC
58. Vox Angelica, 2 ranks, pure tin . . 8 110

69. Viola, pure Un .... jo,
60. Harmonic Piccolo, pnre tin

61. Harmonic Tmmpet, metal
62. Comet, 6 ranks, various, metal
63. Vox Humana, pure tin .

64. Oengs.-
65. Octave- Coupler.-
66. Tremulant.-

The whole of the pipes of the Echo Organ are enclosed in a Swell

box placed at the extreme east end of the triforium, and operated

from the main keybtard by means of electro-pneumatic action.

A separate bellows with hydraulic motor, worked from the ordinary

water main, supplies the Echo Organ. The engine for blowing it

Is quite distinct from those supplying the main organ.

Couplers akd Accessor!^ (10 stops).

67. Choir to Pedal.
68. Great to PedaL
69. SweU to Pedal.
70. Solo to Pedal.
71. Echo to Pedal. -

72. Swell to Choir (Pneumatic).
78. Swell to Great (Pneumatio),

74. Choir to Great (Pneumatic).
75. Solo to Great (Pneumatic).
76. Swell Octave.
77. Swell Pistons to Composi-

tion Pedals.
78. Great Pistons to Composi-

tion Pedals.

PiBTOKS AND COMPOTITIOK PEDALS.

6 Pistons to Great Organ.
6 Pistons to Swell Organ.
3 Pistons to Choir Organ.
2 Pistons to Solo Oi^an.
6 Pistons to Echo O^an.
1 Double-aoting Piston to Great
to Pedal Coupler.

1 Double-acting Piston to Swell
to Great.

1 Double-acting Piston to Solo to
Great.

5 Composition Pedals to Pedal
Oi^n (acting separately, or In

- connection with the Great and
Swell Organ Pistons).

Tremulant by Fedal for Swell
- Organ.-
1 Double-acting Composition
Pedal to Great to Pedal
Coupler.

Ahaltsis of the Contekts of the Oeoak.

pipes
1 stop, 32 feet tone
12 stops, 16
32 „ 8 „
10 ., 4
4 .. 2
5 „ various

.
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64 Tuba, metal

In a teparate Swell Box.

Fbdal OBaAir

55. Double Ojien Diapason, wood
66. Open Diapason, wood
67. Open Diapaaon, metal
88. Violone, wood
59. Dolciana, metal .

60. Bourdon, wood
61. Principal, wood
62. Violoncello, wood .

63. Flute, wood .

64. Contra Foaaune, metal
65. Fosaune, metal
66. Trumpet, metal

67. Swell to Great.
68. SweU to Choir.
69. Solo to Great.
70. Choir to Great.
71. Great to Fedal {right aide}.

72. Great to Pedal (left side).

73. SweU to Pedal.
74. Choir to Pedal.

Feet Pipes
. 8 68

b Notes
! 80

76. Solo to Pedal.
76. Solo Octave.
77. Solo Sub Octave.
78. Swell to Great Octave.
79. Swell Octave.
80. Swell Tremulant.
81. Solo Tremulant.

ACOESBOKIBB.

Five Automatic Interchangeable Combination Pedals to Great
and Pedal Organs.

One Pedal giving full Great and Fedal Organs.
Five Automatic Interchangeable Combination Pedals to SweU
Organ.

One Fedal ^ving fnU SweU Organ.
Three Automatic Interchangeable Combination Pistons to Choir
Organ.

Four Automatic Interchangeable Combination Pistons to Solo
Organ.

Crescendo Pedal to SweU Oi^n.
Crescendo Pedal to Solo Organ.

The wind pressures for the different portions of the organ are as
foUows :

—

Obkat Oboan.—Flue work, 3) Inches and 6 inches ; Beeds, 6 inches.
SwKLii OooAif.—Flue work, 4 inches and 6 Inches ; Heeds, 6 Ins.

Cboir Obuan.—Throughout, 3 inches.
B01.0 Organ.—Throughout, 4 inches, with exception of Tuba
which is on 10 inches.

Pbdai. Obqan.—Flue work, 3) inches and 5 inches ; Beeds, 9 ins.

AHAI.T3IB
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SI. Orchealral to areat Sub.
25. Orchestral to G-reat Unisoo.
26. Orchestral to Great Octave,
27. Echo to Great.
28. Echo to Great Octave.

1 Tablet to make the Pedal stops and couplers automati-
cally provide a suitable bass to the Great Manual.

3 Double touch composition keys for Great Organ stops.
1 Ad libitum double touch key for Great Oi|[an stops

and Couplers.
1 Double touch key to bring Tubas ' on.'
1 Double touch key to take Tubas 'offl'

1 Double touch key to bring Orchestral Couplers ' on.'
1 Double touch key to take Orchestral Couplers 'off.'

OBoaBsr&A.i. Oboam (Compass CC to C, 61 notes, 73 pipes,
in a Swell Box).

Feet
29. Contra Tibia Clausa (from Pedal and Solo), varnished wood 16
SO. Lieblich Gedact, spotted metal 8
31. Viol d'Orchestre, tin 8
32. Viol Celeste, Tenor C, tin 8
33. Flauto Traverse, spotted metal 4
33a. Clarinet, special and spotted metal 16
34. Cornopean, special metal 8
35. Orchestral Oboe, spotted metal .... .8
36. Sub Octave.
37. Octave.
38. Echo to Orchestral Sub.
39. Echo to Orchestral Unison.
40. Echo to Orchestral Unison (second totUttt).

41. Echo to Orchestral Octave.
42. Tremulant.

1 Tablet to make the Pedal stops and Couplers automati-
cally provide a suitable bass to the Orchestral Manual.

3 Double touch keys for Orchestral Organ stops.

1 Ad Wiitum double touch key for Orchestral Organ stops
and Couplers.

1 Double touch key to bring Echo Couplers ' on.'

1 Double touch key to take Echo Couplers ' off.'

Echo Obgan (Compass CC to C, 61 notes, 73 pipes,
in a BweU Box).

43. Hionemna, wood and spotted metal 16
44. Echo Salicional, spotted metal 8
45. Vox Angelica, Tenor C. spotted metal 8
46. Quintadena, spotted metal 4
47. Cor Anglais, tin 16
48. Oboe, spotted met^ 8
49. Yox Humana, spotted metal ....... 8
50. Sub Octave.
51. Octave.
52. Orchestral to Echo Sub.
53. Orchestral to Echo Unison.
54. Orchestral to Echo Unison (second touch).
55. Orchestral to Echo Octave.
56. Tremulant.

1 Tablet to make the Pedal stops and Couplers automati-
cally provide a suitable bass to the Echo Manual.

3 Double touch composition keys for Echo Manual.
1 Ad libitum double touch key for Echo Organ stops and

Couplera.
1 Double touch key to bring Orchestral Couplers 'on.'

1 Double touch key to take Orchestral Couplera 'off.'

Solo Obqait (Compass GO to C, 61 notes).

57. Viol d'Orchestre (partly from Pedal), tin , . . .8
58. Tibia Clausa, varnished wood 8

59. Ophicleide (extension), in a Swell Box (partly from Pedal),

special mei»tl 16

60. Tuba, in a Swell Box (partly from Pedal), special metal . 8

61. Clarion (extension) „ ., ,. .4
62. Orchestral to Solo Sub.
63. Orchestral to Solo Unison.
64. Orvbestral to Solo Octave.

65. Tremulant to Tibia Clausa.

1 Tablet to make the Pedal stops and Couplers automati-
cally provide a suitable Imlss to the Solo Manual.

1 Ad Ubitum double touch composition key for Solo
stops and Couplers.

GatTZRAI,.

1 Btud to render the Pedal Organ independent.

atopSwitch{p^l.

1890. milSs Sm.

The Town Hall, Sydney.

The case is of great size, and holds in the

centre the 32-ft. metal pipes of the double

open diapason. The organ contains 128 speak-

ing stops (this number including the new

'chimes' and 'thunder'), 14 couplers (2 of

which are available by means of pedals), 3

balanced swell pedals, and 8800 pipes and

VOL. Ill

chimes. There are 33 pneumatic combinatioDt

studs, 6 combination pedals to the Pedal Organ,

tremulants, etc.

After the erection of the organ a few altera-

tions were carried out under the direction

of the organist at that time, the late Mr.

Wiegand. The chime is composed of thirty-

eight steel bars. The vox humana has been

removed from the Choir to the Swell. Two 4-ft.

stops on the Choir (voix celestes' and violino)

are now 8 feet. The 8-ft. trumpet on the Swell

has been removed to the Choir.

The blowing apparatus is worked by a gas

engine of 8 h.p. Tubular pneumatic action is

used. The effect of the 64-ft. stop is said to

be truly marvellous, and its expression very
distinct in spite of its volume and depth.

The instrument took three years to build ; and
it was stated at the time of its erection to

have cost £15,000. The specification, which
follows, is taken from a diagram of the key-
board, stops, pistons, and pedals, published by
the organist :

—

1. Contra Bourdon (Tenor
2. Bourdon .

3. Doable Open Diapason
4. Open Diapason
5. Open Diapason
6. Open Diapason
7. Open Diapason
8. Harmonic Flute
9. Viola

10. Spitz Fliite
11. Oamba .

12. Hohl FlOte
13. Bohr Flfite

14. Quinte .

Double Open Diapason .

Bourdon .

Open Diapason
Viola dl Oamba
Salicional
Dulciana
Vox Angelica

.

Hohl FlOte .

Oemshom
Octave .

Harmonic Flute
Bohr Flote .

Twelfth .

Feet
C)32 Harmonic Flute

Principal
Octave .

Gemsbom
Twelfth.
Fifteenth
Mixture, 3 ranks.
Cymbal, 4 ranks.
Sharp Mixture, 4 ranlu.
Furniture, 5 ranks.
Contra Posaune .

Posaune.
Trumpet
Clarion .

. 16
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105. Double Open Diapason,
wood . . . . 32

106. Double Open Diapason,
metal .... 32

107. Contra Bourdon, wood 32
108. Open Diapason, wood . 16
109. Open Diapbson, metal 16
110. Violone.... 16
111. Oamba .... 16
112. Dulclana ... 16
113. Bourdon ... 16

114. Qninte . . . . 10|
115. Octave .... 8
116. Flute .... 8

Feet
Violoncello .

Bourdon ... 8
Twelfth . . . S]

Fiestant ... 4
Mixture, 3 ranks.
Furniture, 4 ranks,
mixture, 2 ranks.
Contra Trombone, wood 64
Contra Posaune, metal 32
Fosaune . . .16
Trombone . . .16
Bassoon . . .16
Trumpet ... 8
Clarion ... 4

ConPLERS.

136. SweU Octave.
139. Solo Octave.
140. Choir to Great.
141. Solo to Choir.
142. SweU to Choir.
143. Echo to SweU.
144. Pedal to Great Pistons.

Bolo, 7 to Choir, and 3 to
Echo.

6 Pedale Separ^
Choir Tremulant by Pedal.
Pedal for Solo to Great, also for
Great to Pedal.

131. Great to Pedal.
132. SweU to Pedal.
133. Choir to Pedal.
134. Solo to Pedal.
135. SweU to Great.
136. Solo to Great.
137. SweU Sub-Octave.

Engineer's Signal.

Conductor's Electric Bell.

Manuals—CC to C.
Pedal—CCCOO to P.

8 Pneumatic Combination Studs
to Great Organ, 8 to Swell, 7 to

The largest organ in the world at the present

time (1906) is that built by the Los Angeles

Art Organ Company for the Festival Hall, St.

Louis, Mo. It has 5 manuals and pedal clavier,

140 speaking stops, 99 mechanical appliances,

10,059 pipes ; it is 70 feet wide, 50 feet high,

and 30 feet deep, and it cost $100,000. T. B.

ORGAN-PART. The music of the part to be

played by the organist in an oratorio, psalm,

cantata, or other sacred work. [In the early

days of English cathedral music, the organ-

part contained the bass line, together with such

'cues' as would indicate the entries of the

various vocal parts : in some cases these organ-

parts have been of great service in reconstructing

certain of the old compositions, and a number of

those for Gibbons's services and anthems were

reprinted in Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley's supple-

mentary volume of the works of that composer.]

Formerly the organist sat at performance with

the score before him ; and from the figures

attached to the bass line, trith the assistance

of such directions as Organo, Senza organo,

Tasto solo, Unisono, etc., he constructed the

organ accompaniment according to his ability
;

and in the case of airs it required the special

training of that contrapuntal age ta do it

properly. Nowadays less reliance is put on the

casual ability of a performer, and.the composer

writes out the organ-part as completely as he
does that for the violin, harp, or oboe. ' St.

Paul,' the 'Lobgesang,' and ' Elijah,' have each

their published organ-part. Mendelssohn also

wrote organ-parts for Handel's ' Solomon ' and
' Israel in Egypt '—the latter in his edition of

'Israel' for the LondonHandel Society—grounded

on the figured-bass of the composer. G.

ORGAN-PLAYING. Besides the technique

of the fingers on the keys, and the special skill

required for pedal-playing (branches of the

art which can hardly be treated in a general

dictionary of music), the management of the

stops, or what is called 'registration,' is an all-

important part of the organist's equipment.

On the early manner of using the stops sea

G. E. P. Arkwright's Old English Edition,

preface to vol. xxii.

The organ, as the most powerful, complicated,

and artificial instrument, is naturally the most

difficult to manage. The pleasure of producing

large volumes of sound is a snare to almost all

players ; the ability to use the pedals with

freedom tempts many to their excessive employ-

ment ; the bitter brilliance of the compound
stops has a surprising fascination for some.

Draw all the stops of a large organ and play

the three notes in the bass stave (a). At least

-•- one pipe speaks each note of

Pij ± ^ the bunch of sounds placed

, j tiE over the chord. If this caco-

» ^ *
- phony is the result of the

simplest chord, some idea,

though faint, may be formed

of the effect produced by the

complex combinations of modern music. Of
course no sound-producing instrument is free

from these overtones, but their intensity does

not approach that of their artificial imitations.

We have all grown up with these noises in

our ears, and it would be impossible to catch a

first-rate musician and make him listen for the

first time to an elaborate fugue played through

upon a full organ ; if we could, his opinions

would probably surprise us.

The reserve with which great musicians speak

of the organ, and the unwillingness to write

music for it (the latter, no doubt, to be accounted

for partly on other grounds) are noticeable ; but
we meet occasionally with expressions of opinion

which probably represent the unspoken judg-

ment of many and the half-conscious feeling of

The mechanical soulless material of the organ. (Spitta,
Back, Engl, transl. vol. 1. p. 284.)
Another day he (Mendelssohn) played on the organ at

St. Catherine's Church, but I confess that even Mendels-
sohn's famous talent, like that of many other eminent
organists, left me quite cold, though I am far from at-
tributing this to any want in their playing. I find it

immensely interesting to stand by an organist and watch
the motions of his hands and feet whilst I follow on the
music, but the excessive resonance in churches makes it

more pain than pleasure to me to listen from below to
any of those wonderful creations with their manifold in-

tricacies and brilliant passages. (F. Hiller, Menddssolm,
Transl. p. 185.)

With reference to compound stops, Berlioz

says {TraiU d'Instrumentation, p. 168) :

—

Les facteurs d'orgue et les organistes s'accordent 4
trouver excellent I'elfet prodnit par cette r^onnance
multiple. ... En tout cas ce sin^ulier procM6 tendrait
toujours i donner A I'orgue la resonnance harmonique
qu'on cherche inutilement k 6viter sur les grands pianos
k queue.

In the same connection Helmholtz (Sensations

of Tone, Ellis's translation) writes :

—

The latter (compound stops) are artificial imitations
of the natural composition of all musical tones, each
key bringing a series of pipes into action which corre-
spond to the first three or six partial tones of the
corresponding note. T?iey ccuti he vsed OTily to axcompany
congregatioiml singing. When employed alone they pro-
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duce insnp^ortable noise and horrible confusion. But
when the singing of the congregation gives overpower-
ing'force to the prime tones in the notes of the melody,
the proper relation of quality of tone is restored, and the
resiUt is a powerful, well-proportioned mass of sound.

It may be well then, without writing an organ

tutor, which is beyond the scope of such a work
as this, to giye a few hints on the management
of the organ.

The selection and combination of stops is a

matter of considerable difficulty, partly because

stops of the same name do not produce the same
effect. Undoubtedly much larger use should be

made of single stops. The most important stop

of all—the open Diapason—is very seldom

heard alone, being nearly always muffled by a

stopped Diapason, and yet when used by itself

it has a clear distinctive tone very pleasant to

listen to. Reeds, too, when good, are much
brighter when unclouded by Diapason tone, and
this is especially the case with a Clarinet or

Cremona, though both are coupled almost always

with a stopped Diapason. Organ-builders seem

to have a craze on this point. The writer has

often noticed that they ask for the two to be

drawn together. The employment of single

stops has this further advantage in an instru-

ment which can sustain sound, and which it is

almost impossible to keep quite in tune, that

the unison beats are then not heard. Families

of stops should be oftener heard alone. These

are chiefly (1) stops with open pipes, such as

the open Diapason, Principal, Fifteenth
; (2)

stops with closed pipes, such as the stopped

Diapason, Flute and Piccolo ; (3) Harmonic

stops ; (4) Eeeds. Stops of the Gamba type

nearly always spoil Diapason tone. 16-feet

stops on the manuals should be used sparingly,

and never when giving out the subject of a fugue,

unless the bass begins. The proper place for

the mixture work has already been indicated in

the extract from Helmholtz. It would be well

if organs possessed composition pedals, drawing

classes of stops, rather than, or in addition to,

those which pile up the tone from soft to loud.

Couplers are kept drawn much more than they

ought to be, with the effect of half depriving

the player of the contrast between the different

manuab. The writer knew a cathedral organist

who commenced his service by coupling Swell to

Great, and Swell to Choir, often leaving them
to the end in this condition. Another evil

result of much coupling is that the pipes of

different manuals are scarcely ever affected

equally by variations of temperature, and the

Swell of course being enclosed in a box is often

scarcely moved, so that at the end of an evening

the heat of gas and of a crowd will cause a differ-

ence of almost a quarter of a tone between the

pitch of the Great and Swell Organs. On this

account every important instrument ought to

have a balanced Great Organ which does not

need supplementing by the Swell Eeeds for fall

effect.

The Pedal Organ isnowused fartoo frequently.

The boom of a pedal Open, or the indistinct

murmur of the Bourdon, becomes very irritating

when heard for long. There is no finer effect

than the entrance of a weighty pedal at import-

ant points in an organ-piece, but there are

players who scarcely take their feet from the

pedal-board, and so discount the impression.

Care should be taken to keep the pedal part

fairly near the hands. The upper part of the

pedal-board is still too much neglected, and it

is common to hear a player extemporising with

a humming Bourdon some two octaves away
from the hand parts.

The old habit of pumping the Swell Pedal

with the right foot, and hopping on the pedals

with the left, has how probably retiredto remote

country churches, but the Swell Pedal is still

treated too convulsively, and itshould be remem-
bered in putting it down that the first inchmakes
more difference than all the rest put together.

In changing stops it is important to choose

the moment between the phrases, or when few

keys are down. One finds still a lingering belief

that repeated notes should never be struck on

the organ. Nothing can be further from the

^ truth. These repercussions are

(») _^ a great relief from the other-

k ,
— wise constant grind of sound.

Again, the great aim of the old

organist was to put down as

many notes as possible, not

merely those belonging to the

chord, but as many semitones

as could conveniently be held

below each. This, at all events,

does not snit the modern organ,

and now one occasionally detects with pleasure

even an incomplete chord. Few organists

have the courage to leave in its thin state

the chord which is to be found on the last

page of J. S. Bach's ' Passacaglia ' (a), and yet

the effect is obviously intentional. In Wesley's

Anthem ' AU go to one place,

'

at the end of the phrase

'eternal in the heavens,' we
find a beautiful chord which
would be ruined by filling

up, or by a pedal (6). Here,

as in management of stops,

contrast and variety are the things to be

aimed at. Thus trio-playing, such as we see in

the six Sonatas of J. S. Bach, gives some of the

keenest enjoyment the instrument can afford.

The article Phkasing should be read by the

student. Much of it applies with almost

greater force to the organ than to the piano.

Extemporising on the organ will frequently

become an aimless, barless, rhythmless wander-

ing among the keys to which no change of

stops can give any interest.

So much oratoriomusicisnowsung in churches

and in other places where, on account of the

m^

(6),

m ^

m:£^^
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expense or from other reasons, an orchestra is

unattainable, that the organ is often called upon
to supply the place of a full band. It cannot

be said that the artistic outcome of this treat-

ment of the instmment is good. The string

tone, in spite of stops named Violin-Diapason,

Gamba, Violoncello, and others, has no equiva-

lent in the organ. The wind is susceptible of

closer imitation, but the attempt to produce

with two hands and feet the independent life

and movement of so many instruments is obvi-

ously absurd. The organist does his best by
giving the background of the picture, so to

speak, upon one manual and picking out the

important features upon another. Doubtless

clever feats may be performed with a thumb
upon a third keyboard, but in this case phrasing

is usually sacrificed. The string tone is best

given by stops of the Gamba type, but of these

no organ possesses enough to furnish the proper

amount, and Diapasons coupled even to Swell

Beeds have to be called into requisition. Some
stops of the small open kind fairly give the horn-

tone. Flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, and
trumpets have all been copied by the organ-

builder, with more or less success, but their

hard unvarying tone contrasts unfavourably

with that of their orchestral prototypes. More-
over, the instrument itself varies the quality

with the intensity ; theSwell-box, through regu-

latingthe intensity, leavesthe qualityuntouched.

On this point an almost complete analogy may
be found in the case of painting, engraving, and
chromo-lithographs. The piano may be said to

give the engraving of an orchestral work, the

organ the chromo-lithograph with all its defects

of hard outline and want of delicate shading.

There can be no doubt that this treatment of

the organ has had a mischievous effect upon
organ-building, organ music, and organ-playing.

The employment of the organ vrith the orches-

tra is not mthout its dangers, but the main prin-

ciples are clear. Never use imitation stops or

mixtures and hardly ever 4-ft. or 2-ft. work.

The Diapasons and the pedal stops are the only

effects which can be used without clash and
harshness. A pedal alone has often a wonder-

fully fine effect. Instances in Mendelssohn's

organ parts (which are models) will readily occur.

There is a long D at the end of the first chorus

of Sullivan's ' Martyr of Antiooh, ' again another

in Brahms's Requiem, at the end of No. 3,

where the pedal may be introduced with the

happiest results. [See for another view, an
interesting paper on modern organ effects by
E. H. Lemare, in Musical Times, 1900, p.

161.] yf. pa.

ORGANISTS, ROYAL COLLEGE OF, an
association founded in 1864 on the initiative

of Mr. R. D. Limpus, with a view (1) to pro-

vide a central organisation in London of the

'profession of organist
; (2) to provide a system

<of examinations and certificates for the better

definition and protection of the profession, and
to secure competent organists for the service of

the church
; (3) to provide opportunities for

intercourse amongst members of the profession

and the discussion of professional topics ; (4) to

encourage the composition and study of sacred

inusic. A council was chosen, and the College

was opened at Queen Square, Bloomsbury, and
afterwards was located successively at 95 Great

Russell Street, Hart Street, Bloomsbury, and
Kensington Gore, when, after the opening of

the new building of the Royal College of Music,

the old building of that school passed into

the tenure of the Royal College of Organists.

The College is incorporated under the Com-
panies' Acts ; it consists of a President, Vice-

Presidents, Musical Examiners, Hon. Treasurer,

Hon. Secretary, Hon. Librarian, Hon. Auditors

(two). Fellows, Associates, Hon. Members, and

Ordinary Members. The Archbishops of Can-

terbury and York and the Bishop of London
are Patrons of the College, and the names of

some notable musicians appear among the

office-bearers—Elvey, Goss, Hullah, Macfarren,

Ouseley, Stewart, Sullivan, Stainer, Hopkins,

Bridge, etc.—from the commencement up to

the present time. A council of twenty -one
Fellows, with the Hon. Secretary and Hon.
Treasurer, hold the reins of government, retir-

ing annually ; two - thirds of the number are

re-elected with seven other Fellows who have

not served during the preceding year. The
original trustees were Messrs. M. E. Wesley,

E. J. Hopkins, and E. H. Turpin, and the

present trustees (1906) are Mr. John Norbury,
Dr. E. H. Turpin, and Dr. Warwick Jordan.

The President is Sir Walter Parratt. At the

general meeting every July the retiring council

present their report on the state of the College.

Arrangements are made for the half-yearly

holding of Examinations in Organ -Playing,
General Knowledge of the Organ, Harmony,
Counterpoint, Composition, Sight-Reading, and
general musical knowledge, after passing which
a candidate is entitled to a First Class diploma
admitting him to a fellowship in the College.

This examination is only open to candidates

who have previously been examined for and
obtained the certificate of associateship, and to

musical graduates of the English Universities.

An idea of the growth of this institution may
fairly be gained by comparing the numbers of

candidates for examination in different years.

Whereas 7 presented themselves in July 1866,
38 came up in 1876, and 244 in 1886. [In

July 1905 there were 126 candidates for fellow-

ship, and 194 for associateship.] Of Fellows,

Associates, and Members the College numbered
about 600 in 1888, and now (1906) there are

over 1500 names enrolled in one or other of

these classes. This position the Hon. Secre-

tary, Dr. E. H. Turpin, and the Hon. Treasurer,

Mr. Wesley, have greatly assisted in securing
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and maintaining the institution. To the latter

gentleman is due the proposal to establish

a Pension Fund for organists incapacitated by
age or illness. Other fea,ture3 of the College

work are the Organists' Register, and the prizes

for composition. The College was incorporated

by Royal Charter in 1893.

From June 1887 the press representation of

the College was effected through the Musical
World, a part of which weekly paper was under
the superintendence of Dr. E. H. Turpin,

and was devoted to organ news and articles of

special importance to organists, besides occa-

sional reports of the lectures delivered at the

College meetings. It would be impossible in a
small space to give an adequate idea of the

number and interest of these addresses, which
are largely attended by stretngeis and friends.

L. M. M. ; with additional information from the

calendar of the College, and from the registrar,

Thomas Shindler, Esq.

ORGANO denotes the organ part in a score.

Organo pieno means Full organ—that is, the

entire power of the instrument. B. J. H.

ORGANOPHONE. A variety of the Har-
monium invented by A. Debain of Paris, wherein

the reeds or vibrators are raised within instead

of being beneath the channels. The result of

this disposition is the production of a, tone-

quality assimilating to that of the American
organ. A. j. H.

ORGANUM. (1.) A general term for measur-

able music as opposed to unmeasured plain-song.

Johannes de Garlandia opens his treatise de

musica mensurabili with these words :
' Habito

de ipsa plana musica quaeimmensurabilisdicitur,

nunc est presens intentio de ipsa mensurabili,

quae organum dicitur quantum ad nos prout

organum generale dicitur ad omnem mensura-

bilem musicam'—'Having dealt with plain

music which is called unmeasurable, we now
propose to treat of measurable music, which is

called organum' (Coussemaker, Scriptores, i.

175a).

(2.) Organum per se or organum communiter

sumptwm. is ' quilibet cantus ecclesiasticus tem-

pore mensuratus' (Franco), or 'quidquid pro-

fertur secundum aliquem modum ' (J. de

Garlandia), i.e. any ecclesiastical melody com-

posed in one of the six rhythmical modes of

measurement, as opposed to the unmeasured

plain-song chant (C. i. 114a, 1186).

(3.) An earlysynonym for diaphonyor discant

in the sense of polyphony. ' Diaphonia vocum
disjunetio sonat quain nos orga/num vocamus,

cum disjunctae ab invioem voces et concorditer

dissonant et dissonanter concordant'— 'Dia-

phony means the division of notes which we

call organum, in which notes of different pitch

are sounded together in concord or discord'

(Guido ap. Gerbert, Scriptores, ii. 21a). 'Mul-

tiplex armonica est plurium vocum dissimilium,

ut gravis cum acuta, concussio, quamdiaphoniam

dico, quae communiter organum appellatw'—
' Multiple harmony is the sounding together of

several different notes of varying pitch. This

I term diaphony, which is commonly called

organum ' (Walter of Odington ap. Coussemaker,

Scriptores, i. 2126, 235a).

(4.) The name given by Hucbald and Guido

to the added part in diaphony, taken by the

vox organalis or subsecutor. (See Diaphonia.)

(5.) Oiga,Tmm purum, or duplum oi proprie

swmptum, an ancient form of discant, properly

speaking in two parts only, consisting of a

measured counterpoint above an unmeasured

canto fermo. It is variously defined. ' Pure

organum est, quando cuilibet notae de piano

cantu ultra mensuram existenti correspondent

de discantu duae notae, longa scilicet et brevis,

vel his aliquid equipollens '-—
' Organum proper

is when each unmeasured note of the plain-song

has answering to it in discant notes of two
values, namely long and breve, or their equi-

valents ' (Discantus Positio Vulgaris ap. C. i.

96a). 'Cantus non in omni parte sua men-
suratus '—

' Vocal music which is not measured

in all its parts' (Franco ap. C. i. 1346).
' Genus cantus organic! in quo tantum attenditur

coherentia vocum immensurabUium, et Organum
Purum appellatur ; et hoc genus antiquissimum

est, et duorum tantum '
—

' There is one species

of part-singing in which the due adjustment of

unmeasured notes is alone regarded. This is

called Organum Purum. It is the most ancient

species, and consists of two parts only ' (Walter

of Odington, lb. i. 2456). 'Discantus igitur,

cum magis proprie duos cantus respiciat quam
plures, antiquitus de Organo Duplo dioebatur,

in quo non sunt nisi duo cantus '
—

' Discant,

therefore, since it properly has reference to two
melodies only, was originally derived from
Organum Duplum, in which there are no more
than two parts' (Johannes de Muris, lb. ii.

386a). There is some ambiguity about the

expression ' ultra mensuram ' in the first of the

above extracts. The author of the Discantus

Positio Vulgaris seems to apply ' mensura ' only

to the subdivision of the perfect long of three

beats, which he takes as his unit. The plain-

song, therefore, consisting entirely of perfect

longs, is ' ultra mensuram ' in the sense of not

having any notes of less value that require

to be measured. Later writers, however, un-

derstood ' ultra mensuram ' as meaning un-

rhythmical. This is plain from the directions

given by Franco and Odington for the conduct

of the tenor, who has to watch closely the

movement of the discant and wait for an
opportunity of bringing in each note of his

plain-song on a concord (Coussemaker, i. 135a,

2456).

Odington gives anexample oforganum purum,
in which the discant appears to be written in

the third or dactylic mode of rhythm. The
following transcription is given with some
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hesitation, because the example presents an
arrangement of ligatures which does not exactly

correspond to the rules laid down by Odington
himself for the notation of this mode.

^^^^^
m

m i
Mr. Wooldridge, following up the researches

of Professor Meyer of Gbttingeu, has been able

to present us, in the first volume of the Oxford
History of Music, with facsimiles and transcrip-

tions of seTei'al specimens of this kind of com-
position, taken &om a manuscript in the

Laurentian Library at Florence. He observes

that in none of these is the organum purum
carried through from beginning to end ; and it

was in fact often introduced for a few bars only
as a special feature; like tx>pula or ochetios.

Walter of Odington, for instance, says that one,

two, or three notes of plain-song only should be
taken for the canto fermo (C. i. 2466). An
episode of this sort was usually placed either at

the beginning or end of a composition, and was
called a ' punctus organiciis ' or ' floratura

'

(C. i. 133a, 361a, ii. 3856). Good examples

may be seen at pp. 195 and 206 of Mr. Wool-
dridge's book.

Of the mode of performance we are told :

—

' Cantandum est leniter et subtiliter ; descensus

vero equaliter. Tenor autem tremule teneatur,

et cum disoordia offendit'—'It must be sung
smoothly and finely, and in descending passages

evenly. The tenor should be sustained in a

tremulous tone, even when a discord is sounded

'

(C. i. 2466). Musica ficta was doubtless em-
ployed in this, as in other forms of discant, and
we are expressly told that the tenor might on
occasion 'fingere in concordantiam,' i.e. sharpen

or flatten the written note (0. i. 135a).

, The specimens of organum purum printed by
Mr. Wooldridge confirm the impression given

by Odington's example (C. i. 2466), that the

discant in this form ofcompositionwas extremely

free ; but the difiiculties of performance must
have been considerable, and these led to its

^adual abandonment in favour of methods less

free in some respects, but simpler in execution.

By the middle of the 14th century it had fallen

into disuse, and Johannes de Muris(C. ii; 429a)

writes regretfully of the ' organum purum de
quo forsan pauci sciunt modernorum '

—
' Or-

ganum purum, of which probably few living

musicians have any knowledge.' (See Dis-

cant.) J. F. E. s.

OEGENI, Anna Maria Aglaja, whose real

surname is Gbrger St. Jorgen, was bom Dec. 17,

1841, at Kima Szombat, Hungary. She was a

pupil of Mme. Viardot- Garcia, and made her

first appearance on the stage Sept. 28, 1865,

as Amina, at the Royal Opera- House, Berlin,

and was highly successful, both on account

of her excellent singing and acting, and of the

natural charm of her person and manner. She
confirmed this success in the parts she next

played, viz. Lucia, Agatha, Violetta, Eosina,

Margaret, Martha, and Korma. She first ap-

peared in England, April 7, 1866, at the Boyal

Italian Opera, Covent Garden, aa Violetta, and
was very well received, subsequently playing

Lucia, and Marta. She also sang in concerts,

and gained great praise for her singing of

Agatha's scena from ' Der Freischtitz ' (of which
a contemporary remarked, ' we have not heard

anything better than the opening of the great

scene . . . her measure and expression in

delivery of the Largo bespoke a real artist '

') ;

and also of Bach's now favourite air 'Mein
glaubiges Herze ' to the violoncello obbligato of

Piatti, of which the same writer remarks that
' the elegance and distinction of her manner and
her real musical acquirements have secured her

a public' 2 In spite of the large measure of

favour given her, she never played on the stage

again in England, but in 1870 sang in concerts

for a short period, being well received at the

Philharmonic in the above scena of Weber, and
that from 'Lucia.' After her first season in

London she went to Vienna in Septeinber of

that year, and played there with success, and
afterwards was heard in opera, festivals, and
concerts, at Leipzig, Hanover, and Dresden.

She sang for a few nights at the Lyrique,

Paris, in 1869, as Violetta. In 1881 she re-

appeared in England, and sang with success at

the Crystal Palace, Philharmonic, and other

concerts. She is now a teacher of singing at

the Dresden Conservatorium. a. o.

ORGUE EXPRESSIF. A French name for

the reed organ or Harmonium. a. j. h.

ORIANA, The Triumphs of. See Triumphs
OF Oriana.
ORNITHOPARCUS or ORNITOPARCHUS,

Andreas, the author of a rare Latin treat-

ise, entitled 'Musicae Activae Micrologus,'
which was published at Leipzig in 1516. [See

Micrologus.] His real name was Vogelsang or

Vogelgesang, and he seems to have adopted the
Greek pseudonym of Ornithoparous on account
of the many countries which he had visited, and
of which he gives a list at the end of the third

' AtlumoBum, May 19, 1866. a Ibid, June 7, 1866.
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book of his work. Little further is known
about him, except that he was a native of

Meiningen, that he was M.A. of Tiibingen, and
was connected in October 1516 with the Uni-
versity of Wittenberg. (Monatshefte, 1878, p.

54.) His book was translated into English by
John Dowland (London, 1609). w. b. s.

OROLOGIO, ALESSA.NDKO. According to

Eitner {Monatshefte, xxx. 36, and QuelUn-Lexi-
Icon) there were two musicians of this name,
living at the same time, and employed in very

much the same capacity at two different German
Courts, whose published works, too, it is almost

impossible to separate. One is described as in

1580 Violinist and in 1603 Vice-Capellmeister

to the Court chapel of the Emperor Rudolf at

Prague. The other appears as in 1590 Instru-

mentalist (Zinkenist) in the Electoral Chapel
at Dresden, and also in 1603 promoted to the

position of Vice-Capellmeister. Dowland the

lute-player made the acquaintance of this latter

in 1584 at the Court of the Landgrave of Hesse-

Cassel. The works of both Orologios consist of

Books of Madrigals and Canzonets a 3-6, but
to the Dresden musician of this name is ascribed

a Book of Instrumental Intradas a 5-6 dedicated

to King Christian IV. of Denmark and published

at Helmstadt, 1597. Morley has a Madrigal of

Orologio with English words in his Book of

1598. J. K. M.

ORPHARION. See Obpheoebon.
0RPH:6e AUX ENFERS. Opera bouffe, in

two acts and four tableaux ; words by Hector

Cr^mieux, music by Offenbach. Produced at the

Bouffes-Parisiens, Got. 21, 1858 ; in London, in

French (Schneider), at St. James's Theatre, July

12, 1869. li.

ORPHfiE ET EURIDICE. See Orpheus.
ORPH]&ON', L'. See Periodicals, Musical.

ORPHEON, ORPHEONISTE. The general

name of the French singing-societies and their

members. Choral singing had been largely

cultivated in Germany and Switzerland, and

Liedertafeln had existed for some years, before

the French established similar institutions. As
Goethe had assisted Zelter in founding the first

Liedertafel in Berlin in 1808, so ten years later

Beranger materially contributed to the success

of the Orphten, by nominating Bocquillon-

Wilhem as teacher of singing in the Ecoles

d'enseignement mutuel, at Paris, when music

was made one of the subjects of study in October

1818. It was not, however, till 1835 that the

Conseil municipal of Paris voted the adoption

of singing in all the communal schools. Three

years later it was adopted at the universities,

and thus the whole youth of France had the

opportunity of cultivating an ear for music.

The working-classes in Paris and the depart-

ments next came under consideration, and at

the suggestion of Wilhem and under his super-

intendence, evening classes were opened in 1835

in the Rue Montgolfier by Hubert, who after-

wards became conductor of the Orph^on. The
success of this attempt encouraged the formation

of similar classes in different quarters of Paris,

all directed by followers of Wilhem's method.

These classes were all for male voices only, and

thus the Orphan had at its disposal hundreds

of tenors and basses, who could be used to

reinforce the choirs of the Ecoles communales

for choral-singing on a grand scale. The interest

in performances of this kind increased rapidly,

and soon, through the exertions of M. Delaporte

and others, ' contests ' and festivals were estab-

lished, to which choral unions flocked from all

parts of France.

Influenced, doubtless, by the growing import-

ance of these gatherings, the corporation of

Paris resolved to place at the head of the

Orpheon a composer of the first rank, capable

of managing the institution on sound musical

principles ; their choice fell on Gounod, who
became conductor in 1852, and under whom the

societyprospered immensely. On his resignation

in 1860, it was divided, owing to the increase of

Paris, into two sections, that of the left bank
of the Seine being conducted by Fran9ois Bazin,

and that of the right bank by Pasdeloup.

Hubert became inspector of the Ecoles com-
munales on the right bank, and Foulon of those

on the left. In the spring of each year a test-

"

performance was held at the Cirque des Champs
Elysees, and in the Cirque d'hiver, at which
1200 picked singers—about half the number in

attendance at the schools and adult classes

—

sang tho new pieces learned during the year

before the Pr^fet of the Seine, and the members
of the Commission de surveillance du chant.

This organisation was maintained till 1872, but
the societies were seriously affected by the war,

and in 1873 the Orphton was again united under
the sole conductorship of Bazin, who retained it

tiU his death. His favourite pupil, M. Dan-
hauser, inspector of singing in the Ecoles com-
munales since 1875, was appointed in July 1878
Inspector-General of singing, a position really

equivalent to that previously held by Bazin and
by Gounod.

The repertoire of the Orpheonistes is very

varied, and comprises pieces in various styles

composed expressly for them by Hal6vy, Adolphe
Adam, Ffficien David, Ambroise Thomas,
Gounod, Bazin, Boulanger, Semet, Delibes,

Massenet, Dubois, and, most of all, Laurent de

RilU, who composed over a hundred choral

melodies. In Belgium also, where choral-singing

is cultivated with greatsuccess, several composers

have written for the Orpheonistes, especially

Hanssens (bom at Ghent, July 12, 1802 ; died

at Brussels, April 8, 1871), Gevaert, Soubre,

Denefve, Radoux, and Camille de Vos, the

Belgian rival of de Rille.

An institution which in 1867 numbered in

France alone 3243 choral societies with 147,500
effective members, naturally required organs of
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ita own, especially for the ventilation of topics

connected with the ' concours ' and festivals.

The most important of these are La France

chorale, L'Echo des OrphAons, La nouvelle

France chorale, and L'Orphion. [See Musical
Periodicals.]

There is at present no history of the Orph^on,

but ample materials exist in the above periodi-

cals. They give details of the 'grands jours,'

and of the principal feats accomplished by the

French and Belgian choral societies ; such as

the journey of 3000 Orph^onistes under M.
Delaporte to London in June 1860, and the

international contests of Lille (1862), Arras

(1864), Paris (18(57 and 1878), Rheims (1869
and 1876), Lyons (1877) and Brussels (1880).
For these occasions the best pieces in their

repertoire have been composed, and attention

may be directed specially to ' Le Tyrol, '
' Le

Carnaval de Rome,' 'La Nuit du Sabbat,' and
others, by A. Thomas, to words by the writer

of this article, striking productions, which
within the limits of a simple chorus, exhibit

the variety, interest, and movement of a dra-

matic scene. G. c.

ORPHEOREON, ORPHEORON, or OR-
PHARION. An instrument of the cither kind,

with flat back, but with the ribs shaped in more
than one incurvation. The varieties of the

orpheoreon also differed from the usual cither

in the bridge being oblique, rising towards the

treble side. According to Praetorius (Organo-

graphia, WolfenbUttel, 1619, p. 54) the orpheo-

reon was tuned like a lute in ' Kammerton

'

(a). [See Lutb.] The strings were of brass

or iron, in six or seven pairs, and were played

with a plectrum. A larger orpheoreon was
called Penorcon, and a still larger one Pandore,—-Praetorius spells this Pandorra or Bandoer.
According to his authority It was invented in

England ; to which another adds the name of

John Rose, citizen of London, living in Bride-

well, and the date of about 1560. It must,

however, have been a ratherdifferent orpheoreon.

Following Praetorius, the pandore, and we
presume its congeners, had no chanterelle or

melody string, and could, therefore, have been
used only for accompaniment, like the common
cither, sutoribus et sartorihus vsUatwm instru-

mentum. He gives cither tunings for seven

strings, including the common ' four-course ' (6)
and ' Italian ' (c) ; old tunings {d), (e), often

used an octave lower on the lute in France, and
the old Italian six-course (/), but no other than
the lute tuning above mentioned for the orpheo-

reon family. The player probably tuned as he
chose. The forms ' Orpharion ' and ' Pandora

'

occur in a book on the Lute and other instru-

ments, entitled The Schoole of MimcJce, by
Thomas Robinson, London, 1603. A copy is

in the British Museum. There is another in-

strument which Praetorius describes as being

like a pandore in the back ; this was the Quin-

terna, or Chiterna. It differed, however, in

other respects, as the ribs, belly, etc., were of

simple outline, and the bridge was straight.

He says it was tuned like the very earliest lutes

{g), and depicts it in his illustrations as not
unlike a guitar.

(a) (6)

[An orpheoreon was sold at Christie's in

1898 ; another is in the possession of Lord
Tollemache, at Helraingham.] A. j. H.

ORPHEUS. The story of Orpheus and
Eurydice was the subject of the first actual

operas in the history of music, (i. ) the ' Euridice

'

of Gaocini and Peri to Rinuccini's words, 1600 ;

this was shortly afterwards followed by (ii.)

Monteverde's 'Orfeo' in Mantua, 1607. Later

in the 17th century there were many operas on
the same subject, as for example by Sartorio

(1672), Draghi (1683) the sons of LuUy (1690)
Reinhard Keiser (1699), Fux (1715), Wagenseil

(1740), and Graun (1752). In 1762 appeared

the most important of all operas on the subject

(iii.) the 'Orfeo ed Euridice,' words by Calzabigi,

music by Gluck. It was produced at "Vienna,

Oct. 5, 1762, and in Paris two years afterwards
;

but it was another ten years before it was pro-

duced in a slightly altered form as ' Orphee ' at

the Academic de Musique, Paris, on August 2,

1774. It ran for forty-five consecutive nights.

It was revived at the Thittre Lyrique on Nov.
19, 1859, with Mme. Viardot- Garcia in the
principal part, and first given at Oovent Garden,
June 27, 1860, with Mme. Csillag as Orpheus.
For later operas on the same story, the reader
must be referred to Riemann's Opem Sand-
buch. ji.

ORPHEUS. A collection of part-songs or
vocal quartetsbyGermancomposers, with English
words, published in parts and compressed score.

It was started by Messrs. Ewer in 1836, and
has been continued to the present day by their
successors, Messrs. Novello.

A similar work—but for equal voices only

—

appeared inGermany, entitled ' Orpheus : Samm-
lung auserlesene mehrstimmige Gesange fiir

Mannerstimmen,' in many volumes, published
at Leipzig, by Friedlein, and by Zbllner. u.

ORPHEUSBRITANNICUS, the firstattempt
towards a collection of Hem-y Puroell's vocal
music. It was issued by Henry Playford, in
folio, shortly after the composer's death, and
the first volume, which is dedicated to Lady
Elizabeth Howard, is dated 1698. The second
bears the date 1702, and both have the portrait
engraved by White after Clostemian.

The second edition has the dates 1706 and
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1711 (also in two volumes), and the third
edition 1721. Of this last named few copies
appear to have heen printed, for Handel's
music had begun to he more in favour than
Puroell's.

About 1735 John Walsh published a volume
of Purcell's songs under the title 'Orpheus
Britannicus,'pp. 120, these being printed from
engraved plates, which had been used for single

songs.

The title-page of the original issue of 1698
runs :

' Orpheus Britannicus, a collection of all

thechoicest songs for One, Two, and Three voices,

composed by Mr. Henry Purcell ; together with
such symphonies for violins or flutes as were
by him designed for any of them, and a
Thorough-bass to eachsongfigured for the Organ,
Harpsichord, or Theorbo lute. London : printed
by J. Heptinstall for Henry Playford in the
Temple Change in Fleet St. mdcxcviii.'
fol. F. K.

ORPHEUS CALEDONIUS, the first pub-
lished collection of Scottish songs united to their

melodies, for though a prior collection of Scottish

airs had been issued, in 1700 (second edition

1701) by Henry Playford, yet these were merely
noted for the violin, and did not include the
most popular ones. The ' Orpheus Caledonius

'

was edited, with the bass added to the tunes,

by William Thomson, who entered the work at

Stationers' Hall on Jan. 5, 1725. The words
are chiefly taken from the first volume of Allan
Eamsay's Tea-TMe Miscellany, 1724. It was
dedicated to the Princess of Wales (afterwards

Queen Caroline), who appears to have patronised

Thomson. There is, no doubt in consequence
of this patronage, a very lengthy list of dis-

tinguished subscribers' names. There are fifty

songs and airs printed, and to several of them
is affixed a mark attributing them to David
Bizzio, the first appearance of this oft-repeated

myth.
In 1733 Thomson again issued the ' Orpheus

Caledonius,' but in two volumes octavo. The
first contained the same fifty songs and aira as

in the 1725 edition, with some slight changes

in the melodies. The second volume had fifty

more Scottish songs.

As the first edition is rare and of great

interest, the following copy of the title-page

and index may be of service.

Except the dedication and the list of sub-

scribers, etc., the whole work is engraved.
' Orpheus Caledonius, or a Collection of the best

Scotch Songs set to Musick by W. Thomson.
London : Engravedand Printed forthe Author at

hishouse inLeicesterFields Enter'd at Stationers'

Hall according to Act of Parliament.' [1725,

Jan. 5.] ' Index (the songs mark'd thus * were

composed by David Bizzio.)'

*The Bonny Boatman.
Woe's my heart that we should
Bunder.

The Broom of Cowdenknowes.
A Cock Laird fu' cadgle.
Vy gar rub her o'er wl' Strae.
Muirland Willy.
reggy, I must love thee. "

•Auld Rob Morris.
Auld Lang Sine.
Hy Apron Dearie.
My Daddy's a DelTor of Dikes.
Wale, wale up yon Bank.
John Hay's Bonny Lassie.
Hap me with thy Petticoat.
Bonny Christy.
Nancy's to the Oreenwood gane.
The Highland Lsddie.
Blink o'er the buru.Sweet Betty.
Tweed Side.
LoTe Is the cause of my mourn-

ing.

Bonny Jean.
Mary Scott.

The Mill, Mlll-O.
I'll never leave thee.
Katherine Ogle.

* Ann thou were my aln thing.
Folwart on the Green.
A Health to Betty.
Fy let us a' to the bridal.
Saw ye na my Maggy.
My Nannio.
Maggie's Tocher.
Were n& my heart Ught I wad

die.

Sow'r plumbs of Callow Shiels.
There's my thumb. I'U ne'er
beguile ye.

The Oaberlunzie Man.
The CoUier's Bouny Lassie.
The Bob of Dunblaln.
The Carle he came o'er the croft.
O'er Boggle.
The lAfls of Livingston.
William and Margaret.
*Down the bum, Davie.

F. K.

*The La« of Patie's Mill.
*Be8sie Bell.

*The Bush aboon Tiaquair.
Thro' the Wood, laddie.

Bless'd aa the Immortal Gods.
The Last time I came o'er the
moor.

The YeUow-bair'd Lsddie.

OBTIGUE, Joseph Louis D', born at Cavail-

lon, May 22, 1802, died suddenly in Paris,

Nov. 20, 1866, one of the most conscientious

musical lUtirateurs of modern France. He
studied at first merely as an amateur, under
the Castil Blazes, father and son. He went
to Aix in Provence to study law, but music
proved more powerful, and he finally resolved

to abandon the law for musical literature.

With this view he came to Paris in 1829, and
began by writing musical critiques in the Mi-
morial Caiholique ; then, becoming intimate
with La Mennais, he wrote for L'Avenir, and,
after its failure, for La Quotidienne, besides the
Gazette nvusicale and La France miisicale.

After his marriage in 1835 he redoubled his

exertions and contributed to half a score of
periodicals, including the Temps, Bevue des deux
Mondes, National, L' Dnivers, L' ITniversiU Catho-
lique, L' Opinion. Caiholique, and above all the
Journal des Dibats. To this last paper he
mainly owed his reputation, and his place in

several commissions, historical and scientific, to

which he was appointed by government.
His important works are De la guerre des

dilettanti (1829) ; his large Dictionnaire litur-

gique, historique, et Ihiorique de Plain-Chant et

de Musique religieuse (Paris, 1854 and 1860,
small 4to), and La Musique d I'Bglise (Ibid.

1861, 12mo). To the former of these the
Abb^ Normand contributed a number of articles

under the nom de guerre of Theodore Nisard.
D'Ortigue was associated with Niedermeyer in

founding La MaUrise (1857), a periodical for

sacred music, and in the TraiU tMm-ique el

pratique de Vaccompagnememt du Plain-Chant
(Paris, 1856, large 8vo). In 1862 he started,

srith M. F^lix Clement; the Journal des Mai-
trises, a periodical of reactionary principles in

sacred music, which soon collapsed. He was an
honest and laborious writer ; his name will live

through his Dictionnaire, which contains some
excellent articles, but his other books are mere
musical miscellanies, thoughtfully written, but
not endowed with any of those qualities of style

or matter which ensure any lasting influence.

See a fuller list of works in Biemann's Lexi-

con, G. c.

2o
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ORTIZ, Diego, a Spanish composer, was bom
at Toledo about 1530. From 1558 onwards

he was Maestro di Cappella to the Vice -regal

Chapel at Naples under the Duke of Alva.

Only two publications of his are known ; one

is entitled Musices lib. 1. Hymnos Magnificcis

Salves, Motecta, Psalmos, aliaque diversa cantica

complectens, Venice, 1565. Proske says this

work alone enables us to recognise in him one

. of the best sacred composers of his time and
nation. It contains thirty-four Vesper-Hymns,
eight Magnificats, nine Psalms in Falsi-bordoni

on the church tones, and seventeen Antiphons

and Motets, all chiefly for four voices. Of these

Proske reprinted in his Musica Divina, torn. iii.

five of the Psalms, one Magnificat, three Hymns,
and a Begina coeli. The only other publication

of Ortiz is a work on instrumental music, partly

theoretical, but also furnished with practical

examples. Its full title is, Trattado de glosas

sobre ckmsulas y otros generos depuntos en la

mtisica de Vwlone^ . . . Rome, 1553.

Another musician of the name of Ortiz appears

as the composer of three motets copied into one

of the large MS. choir -books of the Sistine

chapel at Rome in 1545. See Haberl's Katalog,

p. 156. J. B. M.

ORTO, Makbkiano de, a, Flemish musician

of the end of the 15th and beginning of the 16th
centuries, to whom'Fetis wrongly gives the

Christian name Jean, and conjectures the sur-

name to have been originally Dujardm, was a
singer in the papal chapel at Rome from 1484
to 1494, contemporary therefore with Josquin

des Pr^. From 1505 he was first chaplain and
singer at the court of Philip the Fair of Bur-

gundy, and his name appears in the chapel lists

up to 1516. In 1505 Petrucci printed a book of

five Masses a 4 by De Orto, bearing the titles

Dominicalis, Tay pris amours (containing two
settings of the Creed), L'omme anne, La belle

se sied, Petite camusette. The miscellaneous col-

lections of Petrucci also contain a few motets,

chansons, and a lamentation lesson by De Orto.

Two masses and parts of masses, including

another 'L'omme arm^' a 5, are contained in the

choir-books of the Sistine chapel at Rome. The
Imperial Library at Vienna has also two im-

portantunprinted masses ofDe Orto, one entitled
' Mi-mi, ' indicating the main theme, in accord-

ance with the hezachord solmisation system, as

consisting of the constant succession of the two
notes E--A, the otherentitled 'LeServiteur,' both

a 4. The very remarkable Agnus of the mass
'Mi-mi,' with the tenor based on the canon
' descende gradatim ' is reproduced in modem
score in the Beilagen to Ambros's Geschichte

der Mitsih, also the motet 'Ave Maria,' from

Petrucci, 1501. J. R. M.

SALUTARIS HOSTIA, probably part of

the hymn of Aquinas, beginning Verbimi super-

num prodiens, for the oflSce of Corpus Christi,

but better known through its being sung at the

service of Benediction, or more rarely from its

being sung after the Benedictus at mass.

Its Plain-song melody is borrowed from the

Ascensiontide hymn, ' Eteme Rex altissime

'

(Hymns AncieiU and Modem, No. 167).

h
, ^^^^^^..l.:' > r. ^

O sa lu - ta - Til taoe-ti-a, LQuKcse- UpandisoB' ti-nm,

r^rrrz-j^^^tl^I^it^
Bella premunt hos-tl - 11 - a. Da To-bur, fer anx - i - U-mn.

It is one of the more elaborate hymn melodies,

and in the eighth mode ; it requires, therefore,

an experienced choir to do it full justice ; and
probably it is due to this that the melody has

become current in a debased and simplified form,

thus :

—

e—. , rb
,

f
—i—p-i—7*-r
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OSBORNE, George Alexander, bom Sept.

24, 1806, at Limerick, where his father was
organist and lay -vicar, was a self- instructed

pianist until he reached the age of eighteen,

when he determined on making music his pro-

fession and seeking instruction on the Continent.

In 1825 he repaired to Belgium, and found a

home in the house of the Prince de Chimay,
Cherubini's friend, the well - known musical

amateur, who made him acquainted with the

works of the best German composers. During
his residence in Brussels he taught the. eldest

son of the Prince of Orange, afterwards King of

the Netherlands, by whom he was subsequently

decorated. In 1826 he went to Paris, and
studied the pianoforte under Pixis, and harmony
under F^tis. He afterwards placed himself

under Kalkbrenner, and soon obtained a good
position among the pianists of the day, took

his full share in the musical life at that time

so abundant in Paris, and amongst other ad-

vantages enjoyed the privilege of an intimate

acquaintance with Chopin and BerKoz. His
recollections of these remarkable men he com-

municated to the Musical Association in April

1883. In 1843 Osborne settled in London,

where he was for many years one of the most

esteemed and genial teachers. He died there,

Nov. 16, 1893, and was buried in Highgate

Cemetery. He wrote three trios for piano and

strings, and a sextet for piano, flute, oboe, horn,

violoncello, and double-bass. Of the many
duets for piano and violin, thirty-three were

written with De Beriot, the greater part of

which are original, one was written in con-

junction with Lafont, one with Art6t, and two

with Ernst. His pianoforte solo, ' La Pluie des

Perles," enjoyed extraordinary popularity in its

day. w. H. H.

OSIANDER, Lucas, sou of the Protestant

controversialist, Andreas Osiander, was bom
at Nuremberg, Dec. 16, 1534. Besides being

himself a theologian of some eminence, pastor

at Esslingen and elsewhere in Wurtemberg, he

had received a thorough musical training, both

theoretical and practical, which qualified him
to bring out what is sometimes described as

the first real German Chorale-Book, the first,

that is, in which the melody is definitely placed

in the descant or soprano part, and provided

with a simple note-for-note counterpoint a 4.

Though not absolutely the first to put the

chorale melody in the descant (it had been

occasionally done by Le Maistre and others),

he was the first to do it systematically, and for

the express purpose of enabling the whole con-

gregation to join in the singing of it. The

fuU title of his work is 'Funfzig Geistliehe

Lieder und Psalmen mit 4 Stimmen auf con-

trapunctsweise also gesetzt, dass eine gauze

Christliche gemein durchaus mitsingen kann,"

Stuttgart, 1586. In the preface he says: 'I

know, indeed, that composers otherwise usually

put the Chorale in the Tenor, but when that is

done, the Chorale is not sufliciently recognisable

among the other voices, and the congregation

(der gemeine Mann) cannot follow or join in

the singing. I have, therefore, put the Chorale

always in the Descant.' This preface also shows

the original meaning of the word '•chordU ' as

applied to the melody only, in contradistinc-

tion to the word 'Jigv^al ' as applied to every

polyphonic setting, however simple. ' Pastors

and schoolmasters,' he says, 'should see that

the Choral and the Figured Music go well

together, so as to form an agreeable concord.'

Osiander's own harmonies are not altogether

free from fault. A few of his settings were

received into Schoberlein's Schatz, but recently

Dr. Friedrich Zelle of Berlin has republished

the whole book (' Das erste evangelische Choral-

buch ') as his Easter programme, by way of ap-

pendix to his school report of 1903. Osiander

died at Stuttgart, Sept. 7, 1604. j. K. M.

OSSIA, OPPURE, OVVERO (Ital. 'or else');

these words are used indifi'erently to mark a

passage, generally printed above the treble or

below the bass, which may be substituted for

that written in the body or text of the work,

being in most cases an easier version of the

same kind of effect. For instance, 'ossia' is

so used by Beethoven in the first movement of

the Pianoforte Concerto in El>, op. 7S. 21 bars

from the end. The same direction also occurs

frequently in the pianoforte works of Schumannj
Chopin, and Brahms. Liszt sometimes gives the

easier passage in the text, and writes the more
difficult one over it. These words were also

used when the compass of the piano was in pro-

cess of alteration ; thus Moscheles sometimes

adapts passages, originally written for a full-

sized piano, to the smaller compass, writing

the passage for the smaller piano above that

of the full-sized one.

The same object is attained by the words
Fltw facile or Uichier. M.

OSTINATO, i. e. Obstinate. ' Basso ostinato

'

is the Italian term for a ground bass, which
recurs obstinately throughout the composition.

[See Ground Bass, vol. ii. p. 246.] ' 1 shall

seem to you,' says Mendelssohn,' 'like a Basso

ostinato, always grumbling over again, and at

last becoming quite tiresqme.' G.

O'SULLIVAN, Denis, bom April 25, 1868,

at San Francisco, of Irish parentagfe, first studied

singing there, as an amateur, under Ugo Talbo

(Hugh Talbot Brennan) and Karl Formes. He
was afterwards taught, for some time by
Vannuccini at Florence, by Santley and
Shakespeare in London, and later by Sbriglia

in Paris. On March 6, 1895, he made his

debut at Miss Ethel Bauer's concert, Prince's

Hall, and sang six of Schumann's 'Dichter-

liebe ' with the greatest success, on account of

his excellent phrasing and enunciation. On
I Letter. Jan. 8, 1838.
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August 25 of the same year, he made his d^but

with the Carl Rosa Company at Dublin as

Ferrando in 'Trovatore,' and also sang on tour

as Prince John in ' Ivanhoe,' the Mayor in

'Son and Stranger,' Lothario in 'Mignon,'

Vanderdeoken in 'Flying Dutchman,' a part

he sang at five hours' notice without rehearsal,

etc. On Jan. 20, 1896, he sang at Daly's

Theatre, with the above company, as Biterolf

in 'Tannhauser,' and in February as Alfio in

'Cavalleria.' On March 2 he made a great

success as the hero on the production of Stan-

ford's ' Shamus O'Brien ' at the Op^ra-Comique
Theatre (London), and sang throughout the run
of that opera. Between 1897 and 1899 he
divided his time between England and America,

singing in the latter country on tours with
'Shamus O'Brien,' and for two seasons in his

native San Francisco, also Sept. 19, 1898, at

New York as the Marquis de Saint Andr^ in

Englander's 'Little Corporal.' On Jan. 27,

1902, he sang as Shauu the Smith on produc-

tion of Esposito's operetta ' The Post Bag,' at a
performance given by the Irish Literary Society

at St. George's HaU, and in the same year

sang at the Westmoreland and Northampton
Festivals. On Oct. 17, 1903, he sang as Le-

febvre in CaryH's ' Duchess of Dantzig ' at the

Lyric Theatre. On Nov, 7, 1904, he sang as

Barry Trevor in the musical play ' Peggy Ma-
chree,' written by Patrick Bidwell (i.e. Mrs.

O'Sullivan), with music by Esposito, produced
at the Grimsby Theatre. He has acted in

Bouoicault's plays in America. But it is as

a concert -singer Mr. O'Sullivan is best appre-

ciated in England at his own recitals, being

pre-eminent for his intellectual conception of

songs, which he can sing in eight different

languages, as well as for his Irish songs given

at the 'Feis CeoU,' etc. A. c.

OSWALD, James, a popular composer at the

middle of the 18th century. He was originally

a dancing-master at Dunfermline, and is first

heard of in August 1734, when he iidvertises in

the Caledonian Mercury that he is publishing a

collection of minuets. In 1736 he had taken

up his residence in Edinburgh, and appears to

have quickly made a position as a performer on
the violin, as organist, composer, and as teacher

of dancing. From hgre he issued several col-

lections of ' Scots Tunes ' and chamber music.

He advertised in 1740 that he was leaving for

Italy, but it is doubtful whether he ever made
the journey, though it is certain that in 1741
he left Edinburgh for London. His departure

from Scotland is made the subject of a poetical
' Epistle ' in the Scots Magazine, for October

1741, which gives many interesting details of

his compositions, his arrangements, and his

playing. Especially significant are the lines

—

Or when some tender tone compoHe again
And cheat the town wi David Rizo's name.

Arrived in London, probably with influence from

the Earl of Bute, he seems to have obtained

patronage from the Prince and Princess of

Wales, to whom he dedicated some of his works,

and it is not unlikely he had some share in

the early musical education of their son, after-

wards George III., to whom he was appointed

chamber composer in 1761. As court patronage

would certainly not supply all necessities, there

are indications that he obtained employment
with John Simpson {q.v.) who published all

Oswald's early London work. It must be con-

fessed that Oswald's life in London is much of

a mystery, but it is pretty well ascertained

that though his name had some degree of value,

he worked both anonymously and under assumed
names. It is likely that Oswald was a sort of

musical editor to the several miscellaneous col-

lections which Simpson published. Simpson
having died in 1747, Oswald, about this date set

up a music -shop on the north side of St.

Martin's Church, at the comer of St. Martin's

Lane. From this address were published many
works of antiquarian musical interest, including

the well-known collection of Scots tunes, twelve

parts entitled, 'The Caledonian Pocket Com-
panion,' the two first having been issued by
John Simpson. 'Airs for the Spring,' 'Summer,'
' Autumn, ' and ' Winter

'
; his several collections

of ' Scots Tunes,' etc. etc. ' The Comic Tunes
in Queen Mab ... by the Society of the Temple
of Apollo ' and ' Six Solos . , . by I. E. Esq.

'

[General Keid] were afterwards republished with
a mysterious note that they were really by the
' late Mr. Oswald, who for certain reasons

could not openly claim them during his life.'

' The Music in the Masque of Alfred ... by
the Society of the Temple of Apollo ' (not Dr.

Arne's) was doubtless one of these anonymous
compositions.

The mysterious 'Society of the Temple of

Apollo ' was apparently a small society of

musicians gathered round Oswald which included
Charles Bumey, and probably John Reid (then
Captain, afterwards General, q.v.) and the Earl
of Kelly. The several works which bear this

society's name were all published by Oswald.
Meanwhile Oswald's name as composer of

music for the popular fashionable song is very
frequent in collections of the period, and one
set of songs, 'Colin's Kisses,' attained some
degree of fame. He died, so far as can be
ascertained, in January 1769, and was buried on
the 9th of that month at Knebworth.
The present writer broached the theory in

The Minstrelsy of JEngland, first series (Bayley
Ferguson), that to Oswald we are indebted
for either the composition of ' God save the
King,' or for its modern revival. His reasons
for this supposition are to be found in the work
quoted, and are briefly set forth in the article

God save the Kino in the present work. The
arguments put forth are perhaps not very con-
clusive, but he ventures to think that search
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on the lines indicated might bring forth
more definite facta regarding our National
Anthem. f, k.

OTELLO. 1. Opera ; the libretto based on
Shakespeare's play, the music by Rossini. Pro-
duced at the Fondo, Naples, Dec. i, 1816. In
French at the Academic, as 'Othello,' Sept. 2,

1844, but with very little success. In London
at the King'sTheatre, May 16,1822. Desdemona
was one of the great parts of both Pasta and
Malibran. 2. Opera in four acts ; libretto,

founded on Shakespeare, by Arrigo Boito, music
by Verdi. Produced at La Scala, Milan, Feb.

5, 1887. In London at the Lyceum Theatre,

July 5, 1889. a.

0T6ER, an early writer on musical theory,

whose life is obscure, and whose very existence

has been hitherto almost ignored. To him,
probably, are due the treatises called Musica
Enchiriadis and Seolica Enchiriadis, which on
the authority of a few MSS. or notes in MSS.
have been ascribed to Hucbald. The best of

the MSS., however, give Abbot Otger (also called

Hoger or Noger) as their author, and among
them is a MS. (now at Valenciennes) from the

Monastery of St. Amand which was the home
of Hucbald ; it is therefore good evidence

against the ascription of these treatises to him.
They, with the Coiwmemoratio brevis, form a

little group of treatises distinguished by a special

method of notation (see Hucbald) which, as

well as the general tenour of the teaching, dis-

tinguishes the group sharply from the one

unquestioned work of Hucbald (De Harmonica
Institutione), or the writings of Odo of Cluny, to

whom also the group is sometimes ascribed.

No particulars of the life of Otger are known,
but his treatises are among the most valuable

of the sort. They are printed in Gerbert,

Scriptores, vol. i. See further on the matter

H. Miiller, Hucbalds JSchte und Unechte Schriften

(Leipzig, 1884). w. H. F.

OTHMAYR, Kaspar, bom March 12, 1515,

at Amberg in the Upper Palatinate, was a fellow-

studentwith Georg Forster, the song-book editor,

at the University of Heidelberg, and fellow-

pupil with him in music under Lorenz Lemlin,

the Heidelberg Capellmeister. In 1545 he was
Rector of the Convent School at Heilsbronn.

In 1547 he obtained a Canonry at the church

of St. Gumbert in An'sbach which had become
Lutheran, and in 1548 was chosen to be Provost

;

but the elections being contested, probably in

consequence of the religious disputes of the time,

he retired to Nuremberg, where he died Feb. 4,

1553. Forster speaks of him as a widely cele-

brated musician, and received twenty-six of his

settings of secular songs into his great collection.

For a characterisation of these see Eitner,

Monatshefte, xxvi. pp. 115-17. Othmayr's own
publications are sacred works chiefly, and the

titles of some of them bear witness to the re-

ligious confusion of the time, as for instance.

' Cantilenae aliquot . . . quibus his turbulentis

temporibus ecclesia Christi utitur' (Nuremberg,

1546). Epitaphium D. Martini Lutheri a 4.

Other works are ' Bicinia Sacra ' (1547), German
hymns a 2, and ' Tricinia ' (1549), Latin motets

a 3. J. R. M.

OTT, Jean, a Nuremberg lute -maker, who
worked during the first half of the fifteenth

century, and, according to F6tis, was alive in

1463. Together with Hans Frey, the father-in-

law of Albert Diirer the painter, he was the

earliest maker of viols in Germany, and they

are generally named together with Joan Kerlino

(1449), who was the first to manufacture viols

in Italy. (See Violin.)—Sandys and Forster,

History of the Violin ; G. Hart, The Violin ;

Fitis, Biog. des Mus. ; Racster, Chats on

Violins. B. h-a.

OTT (OTTO), Johannes, a bookseller and
music-publisher at Nuremberg in the first half

of the 16th century, who edited, in union with

the typographer Hieronymus Formschneider

or Graphseus, several very valuable collections

of the older music. In his prefaces to these

collections Ott shows himself to have been an
excellent connoisseur of the older music, possess-

inggood knowledge and refinedtaste. The com-

posers whom he chiefly loves to exalt are, first,

Josquin, whom he describes as the hero of his

art, having in him something truly divine and

inimitable, and next to Josquin, Heinrich Isaac,

and Ludwig Senfl. His collections are as

follows : 1533, ' Der erst Theil : 121 neue

Lieder, von beriimbten diser Kunst gesetzt,

lustig zu singen und auf allerley Instrument

dienstlich, vormals dergleichen im Truck nie

ausgangen.' This work is dedicated to the

composer Arnold von Bruck, and contains

twenty German songs by him, eighty-two by
Senfl, the rest by other composers, all a 4 to 6.

1537, 'Novum et insigne Opus Musicum,' etc.

Thiswork is dedicated to the EmperorFerdinand,
and contains fifty-seven motets, a 4 to 6, chiefly

by German composers, but fourteen of them by
Josquin, among them the celebrated Miserere,

a 5, to the beauties of which Ott himself calls

special attention. 1538, ' Secundus tomus novi

operismusici,' etc., contains forty-three motets, a

4 to 6, among them eleven by Josquin including

his famous Stabat Mater. 1539, ' Missae trede-

cim 4 voc,' dedicated to the Senate of Nuremberg,

contains masses by Josquin, Isaac, and others.

1544, ' 115 guter neuer Liedlein.' This last

work has been completely reprinted in modern

score by the Gesellschaft fiir Musikforschung.

In one of his prefaces Ott had expressed his

intention of bringing out a complete edition of

the 'Coralis Constantinus' of Heinrich Isaac, but

death would appear to have overtaken him
before its publication by his associate Form-

schneider in 1550. Although his name is not

mentioned in connection with them, he is

also supposed to hare had some share in the
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publication by Formsohneider of Senfl's Mag-
nificats in 1532, and Heinrich Knk's Lieder in

1536. J. R. M.

OTTAVINO. An octave flute. (See Piccolo.)

OTTER, FEA.NZ Joseph, violinist, born at

Nandlstadt, Bavaria, 1760, according to the

Quellen-Leidkon, or in 1764, according to F^tis,

died Sept. 1, 1836, aged seventy-six. Bishop

von Freising sent him to Florence, where he be-

came a pupil of Pietro Nardini. After the death

of his patron Franz Otter was forced to return to

Germany and seek employment. Together with

his brother Ludwig, he received an appointment

as violinist at the Salzburg Cathedral, with an
annual stipend of 200 gulden. He occupied

this position from 1803 to 1807, and upon
retiring with a pension, settled in Vienna as a

teacher and violinist at the Hofkapelle.

Keichard's Goihaer Kalendar for 1798 states

that Otter, in that year, was Konzertmeister

at the Vienna Hoftheater, and Musikdirector in

1800. Joseph Haydn's brother, Michael, taught

him composition. He wrote several concertos

and sonatas for violin, but has left (so far as is

known) only One published work, viz. : Nineteen

variations on the German air ' Ich bin lieder-

lich,' with accompaniment for a second violin
;

(Haslinger, Vienna). Amongst Michael Haydn's
unpublished songs in the Berlin Museum there

is a canon for nine voices by Otter, and in

Prince Esterhazy's Library at Eisenstadt there

is a canon for seven voices, composed by Otter,

to celebrate Joseph Haydn's birthday. This is

in manuscript.—F^tis, Biog. des Mus. ; Eitner,

Quellen-Lexikon, £. H-A.

OTTEY, Sarah, Mrs., one of the earliest

female professional performers on the violin in

Iiondon. She was born about 1695. Dr.

Burney, mentioning her in his History, says

:

'This and the preceding year (1721-22) Mrs.

Sarah Ottey frequently performed solos at

concerts on three several instruments—Harpsi-

chord, bass-viol and violin.'—Dubourg, The
Violm ; Lahee, Famoiis Violinists. E. h-a.

OTTO, Ernst Julius, bom at Ebnigsteiu,

Sept. 1, 1804 ; though always musical, was not

educated exclusively for music. On the con-

trary, he passed his ' maturity examination ' at

Dresden in 1822 with honour, and studied

theology for three years at Leipzig. While
doing this he worked at music with Schicht

and Weinlig. His compositions are of a solid

character—oratorios ; masses ; an opera ('Schloss

am Ehein') performed at Dresden, 1838, and
another at Augsburg ; sonatas ; cycles of songs

for men's voices, etc. In 1 830 he was appointed

Cantor at Dresden, a post which he held with
honour to himself up till his death, March 5,

1877.

His brother Franz, a bass singer (bom June

3, 1809, died April 30, 1842), and another

brother, a tenor, came to England in 1833 as

(Jirectors of a Part-singing society. G.

OTTO, Gborg, born about 1544 at Torgau,

then in Electoral Saxony, spent the best part

of his life from before 1588 to 1619 at Cassel

as Capellmeister to the Landgrave of Hesse-

Cassel. He was the instructor in composition

of the Landgraf Moritz. Otto's published works
are : ' Geistliche deutsohe Gesenge, ' a 5 and 6

(Erfurt, 1588) ;
' Opus musicum divinum

'

(Cassel, 1604), in three books, containing

motets a 5 to 8 on Latin texts from the

Gospel for every Sunday and Festival and
other occasions in the Church's year. Among
unpublished works in the Library at Cassel are

a series of introits for the Church's year a 5,

and various Latin psalms and magnificats a 5

to 12. J. E. M.

OTTO, Jacob Aitgustus, the author of a,

valuable treatise upon the construction of the

violin, in which the mathematical ' rules ' of

Bagatella are simplified and explained. Bom
at Gotha in 1762, died at Jena in 1830. An
excellent maker and repairer of stringed instru-

ments, he was at one time attached to the court

of the Grand Duke of Weimar in that capacity.

From time to time his profession required him
to visit Halle, Leipzig, Magdeburg, and Berlin,

journeys which assisted him in enlarging his

remarkable knowledge and judgment of ancient

instruments of the violin class. In 1817 his

Ueber den Bau und die Erhaltung der Geige

und oiler Bogeninstrumente is said to have been
published by Eeinecke in Halle, and an enlarged

edition of the same, with the title Ueber den
Bau der Bogeninstrumente und ilber die Arbeiien
der vorziiglichsten InstrwmentenmacJier—pub-
lished by Bran, in Jena—appeared in 1828.
Of this the second edition appeared in 1873
and the third in 1886. In 1833 Longmans
brought out T. Fardeley's English translation,

and John Bishop's English version entitled

Treatise on the Structv/re and Preservation of
the Violm, etc. , was published by Eobert Cocks
in London in 1848 (second edition, 1850 ; third

edition, 1875). The first edition, though often

quoted, does not exist, as far as can be ascer-

tained, in any public or private library, but an
article by Otto bearing the original title is to

be found at p. 3 of vol. i. (1809) of the Neues
Magazin alter neuer &Ji7idwngen, EntdecTcungem,

und Verbessenmgen (Leipzig). It is mainly an
eulogy of Jacobus Stainer. Otto left five sons,

all ofwhom becameviolin-makers.

—

Mtia,Biog.
des Mus. ; Davidson, The Violin ; Dubourg,
The Violin ; Hart, The Violin ; Brown, Dic-
tionary of Musicians ; Eitner, Qudlen-Lexi-
^•"i- E. H-A.
OTTO, Mblitta, n^ Alvsleben, bom Dec.

16, 1842, at Dresden, was taught singing there
by Thiele at the Conservatorium, and sang in
opera as a light soprano from 1860 to 1873

;

in 1866 she married Max Otto, commissioner
of customs. Her parts comprised Anna in
'Hans Heiling,' Eowena in 'Templer und
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Jiidin,' Queen of Night, Alice, Martha, Eva,

etc. She acquired a great reputation as a con-

cert singer, and was the solo soprano at the

Beethoven Centenary at Bonn in 1871. She
first appeared in England at Mme. Schumann's
concert, St. James's Hall, March 20, 1873 ; at

the Crystal Palace, March 22 ; at Manchester,

in Bach's Fusion music ; at the Albert Hall,

April 2 and 7. She made a great success, and
remained in England until 1875, appearing

most frequently at the Crystal Palace and
Albert Hall, notably in the revivals of ' Theo-

dora," Oct. 30, 1873, and the 'Christmas
Oratorio,' Dec. 15, 1873. She sang at the

Philharmonic, March 25, 1874 ; at the Leeds

Festival in ' St. John the Baptist ' and Schu-

mann's 'Paradise and the Peri,' etc., in 1874 ;

at the Sacred Harmonic, the Wagner, Mr.

Bache's, the Ballad, and principal provincial

concerts. She returned to Germany in 1875,

and sang in opera at Hamburg, and from 1877
to 1883 at Dresden. In 1879 she sang at th«

Cincinnati Festival. On Jan. 13, 1893, she

died at Dresden. A. c.

OTTO, Stephan, bom about 1594 at Frei-

berg, in Saxony, received his musical instruction

from the Freiberg cantor, Christoph Demantius.

After holding some subordinate appointment

at Augsburg, he became succentor or assistant

cantor at Freiberg from 1632 to 1633, during

which time he also had Andreas Hammerschmidt
for his pupil. Becoming cantor at Schandau,

he afterwards, in 1643, made an unsuccessful

application for the post of cantor at Freiberg

in succession to Demantius. He was still

living at Schandau in 1648. His chief pub-

lished work bears the peculiar title, ' Kronen-

Krbnlein oder Musicalischer Vorlauffer auff

geistliohe Concert-Madrigal-Dialog-Melod-Sym-

phon-Motetische Manier mit 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Stim. . .
.' (Freiberg, 1648). The title would

indicate the compositions as being in the sacred

concerto and dialogue style of Schiitz and

Hammerschmidt. It may be a question whether

Otto did not precede Hammerschmidt in the

adoption of the dialogue style of composition for

church music, although this work is published

later than similar works of Hammerschmidt.
Another work of Otto, existing only in MS.,

consists of a setting of the Hymn ' Ein' feste

Burg,' for nineteen voices, divided into four

choirs, intended for a special occasion. The
full title of this work (see Monatshefte, xx.. Die

aeUeren Musihalim der StcuU Freiberg, pp. 22,

23) would lend some degree of sanction to the

tradition that Luther wrote the hymn on the

occasion of his citation before the Diet of

Worms, 1521. J. R. M.

OUDIN, EuGtoE EspfeKANCE, bom Feb. 24,

1858, at New York, of French parents, was a

graduate of Yale University, and for a time

practised at the American bar. In 1886, while

on a holiday in London, he adopted a musical

career on the advice of friends, and sang in

private concerts with great success, having re-

ceived excellent instruction from Moderati in

America. On August 30 of the same year he
made his d^but on the stage at Wallack's

Theatre, New York, with the M'Caul Op^ra-

Comique Company, as Montosol in an English

version of Victor Roger's ' Josephine vendue par

ses soeurs,' his future wife, Miss Louise Parker,

also making her debut as Josephine. Both
artists were successful during the two months'
run of the opera at New York and on tour.

On Dec. 4, 1886, they were married at Detroit.

In 1889 Mr. Oudin sang again in private con-

certs in London. On Jan. 31, 1891, he first

appeared on the English stage, with the greatest

success, both as a singerand actor, asthe Templar,

on the production of Sullivan's ' Ivanhoe ' at

the Eoyal English Opera House(Palace Theatre),
having been engaged at the instance of the

composer, and sang throughout the run of the

opera. On Oct. 17, 1892, he made a distinct

success as the hero on the production of Tchai-

kovsky's ' Eugen Onegin' at the Olympic, and on
Nov. 17 he sang as Henri Quatre on the pro-

duction of Lacome's ' Ma mie Kosette ' at the

Globe, and later at the Princeof Wales's Theatre.

Mr. Oudin then devoted himself in England
exclusively to concerts, gaining great applause

for his delivery of songs, ancient and modem, at

the Popular and other concerts. He was the

translator of many modem songs, also of the

lyrics of Messager's ' Basoche,' for which he was
greaUy commended by the composer, and also

of Saint-Saens's 'Samson and Dalila,' wherein
on Sept. 25, 1893, he sang on its production in a

concert version under Cowen at the Promenade
Concerts, Covent Garden. In addition he com-
posed a set of four songs, words and music

:

but his best composition is an ' Salutaris

'

for two voices. In 1893 and 1894 he sang
again in opera, with great success at St. Peters-

burg as Wolfram, Telramund, the High Priest

in 'Samson and Dalila,' Albert in 'Werther,'

also in concerts throughout Russia. In 1894
he sang at the Birmingham Festival, where
his rendering of Doctor Marianus' music in the

third part of Schumann's 'Faust' made the

greatest impression on all who heard him. On
Oct. 20, after a Richter concert, he was struck

down with apoplexy in the artists' room at the

Queen's Hall. He never recovered from the

stroke, but died on Nov. 4, to the universal

regret of friends and the public. ' In England
he was in constant request at all the best con-

certs ... an admirable linguist, a quick study,

and a most sympathetic and refined interpreter

of romantic and sentimental music. His voice,

a high baritone, was exceedingly flexible, of a

singularly emotional timbre, and his intonation

was invariably perfect. He especially excelled

in modern French music, and gave proof of his

versatility by executing, with great taste and
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facQity, the English versions of the numerous

foreign songs in his extensive repertory. A
man of winning manners, a most genial com-

panion and in point of education far above the

level of his fellows' (Musical Times). Mrs.

Oudin left the stage soon after her marriage,

occasionally sang in concerts with her husband,

and is now a successful teacher of singing. A. o.

OULIBICHEFF, Alexander von, Russian

nobleman, and enthusiastic amateur, born 1795

at Dresden, where his father was Russian am-

bassador. From his earliest years he was

devoted to music, and studied the violin

sufficiently to become a good quartet-player.

He served iirst in the army, and then as a

diplomatist, but retired on the accession of the

Emperor Nicholas, and lived on his estates near

Nijni-Novgorod till his death on Jan. 24, 1858.

Mozart was his idol, and he re-awakened atten-

tion to his works at a time when Germany at

least was entirely preoccupied with Meyerbeer

and Spontini. Oulibicheff's great vroik,Nouvelle

BiograpMe de Mozart, 3 vols. (Moscow, 1844),

contains much valuable matter, biographical

and Eesthetical, and has been largely used by
Otto Jahn. His admiration for Mozart, how-
ever, led him to depreciate Beethoven, and for

this he was attacked by Lenz. In his reply,

Beethoven, ses critiques et ses glossatewrs (Leipzig

and Paris, 1857), he expressed with even greater

vehemence his opinion on the extravagance of

Beethoven's later works, and drew down a storm

of abuse and controversy with which he was
little fitted to cope, and which is said to have

hastened his end. It is but just to admit that

his views, less caustically expressed, were held

by many eminent musicians, including Hies

and Spohr.
,

F. G.

OU PEUT-ON ETRE MIEUX QU'AU
SEIN DE SA FAMILLE ? ' Where can one

be better than in the bosom of one's family ?

'

A quartet in Gretry's 'Luoile' (1769), which
has become historical from its having been

sung on several occasions—as for instance at

Versailles, July 15, 1789 ; at Carlton House
at the first visit of George III. and Queen
Charlotte to the Prince of "Wales, Feb. 3, 1795

;

and at Korythnia, on the retreat from Moscow,
Nov. 15, 1812.1

It was adopted by the Bourbons after the

Restoration as a loyal air. Q.

OURAGAN, L'. Lyric drama in four acts,

text by Emile Zola, music by Alfred Bruneau.

Produced at the Opera- Comique, Paris, April

29, 1901.

OURS, L'. The Bear. A name sometimes

given to one of the six symphonies composed
by Haydn between 1784 and 1786 for the

Society of the Loge Olympique in Paris. [See

vol. ii. pp. 355, 369]. The title is due to the

finale, which opens with a passage d la Come-
muse, recalling a bear-dance.

1 See Vehlons au salot.

OURY, Antonio Jambs, bom (presumably

in London) in 1800, died at Norwich, July 26,

1883
;
(date of death furnished by Mr. Arfhw

Hill). His fatherwas an Italian of nobledesceut,

who served as an officer in Napoleon's army.

Taken prisoner by the English, he settled in

this country, married a Miss Hughes, andbecame
a professor of dancing and music. Antonio

began playing the violin at the age of three,

and showed considerable promise. His first

master was Christopher Gottfried Kiesewetter,

a distinguished German violinist, who travelled

about the continent, was appointed the leader

of the Hanoverian Court band, and finally

settled in London, In 1820 Oury went to

Paris, and studied under Kreutzer, Baillot, and
Lafont, and in 1828 returned to London and

made his debut (on Feb. 20), at a concert

given for the benefit of Kiesewetter's widow
and children. His performance provoked en-

thusiastic applause, and was considered to be 'as

fine a specimen of finished violin -playing as

was ever heard in this country
' ; vide Times

report. On the 25th of the same month he

played at the first Philharmonic Concert of the

season, held at the Argyll Rooms. ' Thunders
of applause were very justly bestowed upon him,'

and he charmed his auditors by his ' firm yet

unassuming manners.' dementi conducted

the orchestra, and F. Cramer led. On March
28 he again played at the Philharmonic, and on

May 21 led a quartet by Meyseder—with

Liudley forvioloncello—at anotherPhilharmonic
Concert. He held the post of 'leader of the

ballet ' at the King's Theatre, a position which
admitted of many opportunities for displaying

his graceful solo-playing. In 1831 he married
Mile. Belleville, and shortly after accompanied
his wife on a nine years' concert tour, visiting

Russia, Germany, Austria, and France. (See

below.)—Dubourg, The Violin ; Parke, Musical
Memoirs, p. 257 ; Atheiiceum, Feb. 1828

;

Times, 1828 ; Lahee, Fammts Violinists ; The
Violinists' Calendar for 1902

; published by
W. E. Hill & Sons. e. h-a.
Anna Caeolinb de Belleville, his wife,'

the daughter of a French nobleman, director
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of the opera in Munich, was born at Landshut
in Bavaria, Jan. 24, 1808, and spent the first

ten years of her life at Augsburg with her
parents, studying with the cathedral organist,

on whose recommendation she was taken to

Vienna in 1816, and placed under the direction

of Czerny for four years, during which time she
was introduced to Beethoven, and heard him
improvise on the piano. She appeared on two
occasions in Vienna, on one of which (Madame
Catalani's farewell concert) she played a Hummel
concerto with orchestra. In 1820 she returned

to her parents at Munich, and played there with
great success. The next year was spent in Paris,

where she was well received. She resumed her

studies with Andreas Streicher in Vienna in

1829, after which she made a professional tour

to Warsaw, Berlin, etc. In 1831 she came to

London, and made her d^but at Her Majesty's

Theatre at Paganini's concert in July. Her owu
concert took place in August, and in October

she married M. Oury, with whom she then pro-

ceeded to make a long tour to Russia, where
they remained two years, to the principal cities

of Germany, Austria, and Holland, settling at

length in Paris for two years and a half. In
April 1839 they returned to England, which
&om that time became their home. Until 1846
Madame Oury divided her time between London
and Brighton, being particularly successful at

the latter place. From that time she devoted

herself entirely to composition, and during the

twenty years that followed published no less

than ISO pieces, principally of the class known
as ' drawing-room ' music. In 1866 she retired

from all artistic pursuits, and continued to live

near London. Schumann made an elaborate

comparison between her playing and that of

Clara Wieok. (Music and Musicians, p. 68.)

Mme. Oury died at Munich on July 22, 1880. M.

OUSELEY, the Kev. Sir Fbbdeeick Ar-
thur Gore, Bart., son of the Rt. Hon. Sir Gore
Ouseley, Bart., Ambassador at the courts of

Persia and St. Petersburg, was born in London
Aug. 12, 1825, and from early childhood evinced

great talent for music, and an extraordinarily

accurate ear. [See the Sarmonicon, 1833, pp.

102, 103.] His skill in playing and extempor-

ising was very unusual, and at the age of eight

he composed an opera, ' L' Isola disabitata.' In
1844 Sir Frederick succeeded his father, having

entered,the yeaTbefore,as a gentlemancommoner
at Christ Church, Oxford, at which University

he graduated B.A. in 1846, and M.A. in 1849.

In that year he was ordained, and until the

close of 1850 held a curacy at St. Paul's,

Knightsbridge. In 1850 he took the degree of

Mus.B. at Oxford, his 'exercise' being a cantata,

'The Lord is the true God,' and in 1854 took

the higher grade of Mus.D. for which his

oratorio ' The Martyrdom of St. Polyoarp ' was

composed and performed. [In that year the

foundation-stone was laid of St. Michael's

Church, Tenbury, with which he was so inti-

mately connected for the rest of his life.] Upon
the death of Sir Henry R. Bishop in 1855, Sir

Frederick was elected to the Professorship of

Music at Oxford, an office which he held with

honour and esteem tiU his death. The same year

he was ordained priest and appointed Precentor

of Hereford Cathedral. In 1 8 5 6 he was admitted
to the ad eundem degrees of Mus. B. and Mus. D.
at Durham, and became vicar of St. Michael's,

Tenbury, as well as warden of St. Michael's

College there for the education of boys in music

and general knowledge, of which establishment

he was the principal munificent founder and
maintainor. The daily choral service in the

beautiful church of St. Michael's, which Sir

Frederick erected adjoining his college, is served

by the masters and boys. His library has been

already noticed (vol. ii. p. 710). [He received

the honorary degrees of Mus.D., Cantab, in

1862, LL.D., Cantab. 1883, and LL.D., Edin-

burgh, 1885. He died suddenly of heart dis-

ease on April 6, 1889, at Hereford, and was
buried on the 11th at Tenbury.]

As a practical and theoretical musician and
composer. Sir Frederick occupied a high place.

He was skilled both as pianist and organist.

In extemporaneous performance on the organ,

especially in fngue-playing and in contrapuntal

treatment of a given theme, he was perhaps

unsurpassed. His two excellent treatises, pub-

lished in the Oxford Clarendon Press Series, on
Sarmony and on Oov/ntefrpoM and Fugv^e, are

standard works. His treatise on Form and
General Oomposition, in the same series, is also

a valuable contribution to musical literature.

As composer Sir Frederick is known chiefly

by his works for the Church. In these he
adhered closely to the traditions of the Anglican

school. He composed 11 services, one in 8

parts, another with orchestral accompaniment.
He also published upwards of 70 anthems,

and edited the sacred works of Orlando Gib-

bons. His compositions for organ include a

set of 6, one of 7, and one of 18, preludes

and fugues, also 6 preludes, 3 andantes, and
2 sonatas. He also wrote some dozen glees

and part-songs, several solo songs with PF.
accompaniment, and 2 string- quartets. His
oratorio, ' Hagar,' was produced at the Hereford

Festival of 1873, and performed in the following

year at the Crystal Palace.

As Oxford Professor he effected considerable

improvements and reforms. The office of

Choragus, which had fallen into disuse, was
re-established, and was held at first by Dr.

Corfe [who was succeeded in 1884 by Dr. C. H.
H. Parry, Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley's successor

in the Professorship] ; the standard of quali-

fications for degrees has been considerably raised,

and the professor also induced his University

to grant honorary degrees in music, which had
never been given by Oxford previous to 1879.

2p
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In addition to the works already named,

. Sir Frederick edited a collection of Cathedral

Services (1853), and with Dr. E. 6. Monk,
Anglican Psalter Ohants(1872). [SeeMemorials

of Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley, Bart. , by F. T. Havergal,

1889 ; a more extensive memoir by the Rev. F.

W. Joyce was published in 1896. An article

on St. Michael's College, Tenbury, appeared in

Musical Times, 1900, p. 713.] H. s. o.

OVER-BLOWING is the production of a

higher note than the natural note of a pipe, by
forcing the wind. In the flute the upper octaves

are legitimately so produced. In the organ it

is apt to arise when the feeders of a bellows

pump wind into thereservoir ingreater quantities

or at greater speed than its consumption, and
when the reservoir is full this is liable to cause

undue strain. If more wind were then to be

supplied it might become more compressed,

—

stronger,—causing the pipes to produce a mo-
mentary scream rather than a musical sound.

To prevent this natural consequence of ' over-

blowing,' a safety-valve or waste-pallet is pro-

vided, which allows the superadded wind to

pass from the reservoir. E. j. H.

OVEREND, Marmadtjkb, organist of Isle-

worth in 1760 and scholar of Dr. Boyce, whose
MSS. on the theory of music he acquired,

enjoyed much repute as a theoi-ist. He composed
an ' Epithalamium ' for the marriage of George

III. in 1761, 'Twelve Sonatas for two Violins

and a Violoncello,' published in 1779. In
1783 he published A Brief Acayimt of, and
Introduction to Eight Leetwres on the Science of
Music. (It does not appear that the lectures

were ever delivered.) A canon for eight voices

by him, ' Glory be to the Father,' is printed in

Warren's collection. In his will, dated 1781,
he described himself as ' Student in Music. ' He
died in 1790, and was buried on June 25. His
library was sold in 1791, when his MSS. (in-

cluding those of Dr. Boyce), passed into the

hands of Gallcott. w. H. H.

OVERSPUlir, equivalent to the German
iibersponnen, applied to the large strings in a
pianoforte, or the G string in a violin, etc.,

which are wound or spun round with fine wire

to increase their weight and also the depth and
richness of their tone. A. j. H.

OVERSTRmGING. A method adopted by
some pianoforte-makers of raising the lower bass

strings and leading them diagonally over the
others, to obtain length and a different arrange-

ment ofthe scale. [See Pianoforte.] a. j. h.

OVERTONES. A word formed in imitation

of the German Obertime which Helmholtz uses'

as a contraction for Oberpartialtone, meaning
Upper Partial Tones. Like 'Clang' and
' Clangtint ' the word Overtones is rejected by
the English translator of Helmholtz's work as

not agreeing with English idiom. j. L.

OVERTURE (Fr. OuveHure ; Germ. Owver-
tUre, Vorspiel, Mnleitttng ; Ital. Overtiira), i,e.

Opening. This term was originally applied to

the instrumental prelude to an opera, its first

important development being due to LuUi, as

exemplified in his senes of French operas and
ballets, dating from 1672 to 1686. The earlier

Italian operas were generally preceded by a brief

and meagre introduction forinstruments, usually

called Sinfonia, sometimes Toccata, the former

term having afterwards become identified with
the grandest of all forms of orchestral music,

the latter having been always more properly

(as it soon became solely) applied to pieces for

keyed instruments. Monteverde's opera ' Orfeo'

(1607) commences with a short prelude of nine

bars, termed 'Toccata,' to be played three

times through—being, in fact, little more than

a mere preliminary flourish of instruments.'

Such small beginnings became afterwards some-

what amplified, both by Italian and French
composers ; but only very slight indications of

the Overture, as a composition properly so called,

are apparent before the time of LuUi, who justly

ranks as an inventor in this respect. He fixed

the form of the dramatic prelude ; the overtures

to his operas having not only served as models
to composers for nearly a century, but having
also been themselves extensively used in Italy

and Germany as preludes to operas by other

masters. Not only did our own Purcell follow

this influence ; Handel also adopted the form
and closely adhered to the model furnished by
Lulu. The form of the Overture of LuUi's time

consisted of a slow Introduction, generally

repeated, and followed by an Allegro in the
fugued style ; and occasionally included a

movement in one of the many dance-forms of

the period, sometimes two pieces of this descrip-

tion. [The distinction between the French and
Italian styles, on which so much trouble was
expended by the musical writers of the 18th
century, seems to amount to little more than
this ; that the French type of overture began
with a slow introductory movement, the Italian

type with a quick movement. ' See the Oxford
History of Music, vol. iv. p. 286 ff.] The de-

velopment of the ballet and of the opera having
been concurrent, and dance-pieces having formed
important constituents of the opera itself, it was
natural that the dramatic prelude should include
similar features, and no incongruity was thereby
involved, either in the overture, or the serious

opera which it heralded, since lie dance music
of the period was generally of a stately, even
solemn, kind. In style, the dramatic overture

of the class now referred to—like the stage music
which it preceded, and indeed aU the secular

compositions of the time, had little, if any,
distinguishing characteristic to mark the differ-

ence between the secular and sacred styles.

Music had been fostered and raised into the
importance of an art by the Church, to whose

1 It iB printed in tlie MutietU Time* tot April 1880, and in th0
O^ord, Hittory itfMutic, Tol. ill. p. 61.
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service it had long been almost exclusively
applied ; and it retained a strong and pervading
tinge of serious formalism during nearly a
century of its earliest application to secular

purposes, even to those of dramatic expression.

The following quotations, first from LulU's
overture to 'Th^s^e' (1675), and next from
that to ' Phaeton ' (1683), will serve to indicate

the style and form of the dramatic prelude as

fixed by him. They are scored for stringed

instraments. The overture to ' Th^see
as follows :

—

This introduction is carried on for seventeen

bars further, with a repeat, and is followed by a

movement ' Plus vita ' (in all thirty-three bars),

commencing as follows :

—

=^^^1?^^
The overture to ' Phaeton ' starts thus :

—

r^
I

N I. Nr.

m^lSS^'
Nine bsirs more follow in similar style, ending
on the dominant—with a repeat—and then
comes the quick movement, in free fugal style,

commencing thus :

—

There are twenty-two more bars of similar

character, followed by a few marked 'lentement,'

and a repeat.

In illustration of Lulli's influence in this re-

spect on Purcell, the following extracts from the

overture to PurceU's latest opera, 'Bonduca'

(1695), may be adduced. It opens with a slow

movement of fourteen bars, beginning as

follows :

—

'
I

The Allegro commences thus :

ir^-M

This is carried on for sixty-seven bars further, and
merges into a closing Andante of nine bars :

—

^^^^^m.
As an example of the Italian style of operatic

'Sinfonia' the following quotations from the
Neapolitan composer Alessandro Scarlatti are
interesting. The extracts are from the orchestral

prelude to his opera ' II Prigioniero fortunate,'
produced in 1698. They are given on the
authority of a MS. formerly belonging to the
celebrated double-bass player Drsigonetti, and
now in the British Museum (Add. MS. 16,126).
The score of the Sinfonia (or Overture) is for

four trumpets and the usual string band, the
violoncello part being marked 'con fagotto.' It

begins Allegro, with a passage for 1st and 2nd
trumpets :

—

This is repeated by the other two trumpets ; and
then the strings enter, as follows :

—
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Then comes a movement ' Grave ' for strings

only, followed by a short 'Presto,' the Ist and
2nd trumpets in unison, and the 3rd and 4th

also in unison :

—

l2Sj_^^

^m :^
r^

A J.
etc.

This ' Sinfonia, ' it will be seen, has no analogy

with the stereotyped form of the Lulli overture.

The increased musical importance given to the

Overture by Handel, while still adhering to the

model fixed by Lulli, is proved even in his

earliest specimens. A few quotations from the

overture to 'Rinaldo,' the first Italian opera

which he produced in England (1711), will serve

as indications of the influence adverted to. The
instnimentation is for string quartet, the 1st

oboe playing with the 1st violin, and the 2nd
oboe with the 2nd violin.

M^U^J:

Eleven more bars follow, in a similar style ; the

movement is repeated, and closes on the domin-

ant ; after which comes a fugued Allegro, begin-

ning as follows :

—

This is carried on, with fluent power, for thirty-

six bars more ; a short slow movement follows,

chiefly for the oboe ; and the overture concludes

with a 'Gigue.' Handel's inventive originality,,

and his independence of all prescribed forms in

the choruses of his oratorios, stand in curious

contrast to his subservience to precedent in his

overtures ; those to his Italian operas and those

to his English oratorios being similar in form,

style, and development ; insomuch, indeed, that

any one might be used with almost equal appro-

priateness for either purpose.

Hitherto, as we have said, the dramatic Over-

ture had no special relevance to the character

and sentiment of the work which it preceded.

The first step in this direction was taken by
Gluck, who first perceived, or at least realised.

the importance of rendering the overture to a

dramatic work analogous in style to the character

of the music which is to follow. In the dedica-

tion of his 'Alceste' he refers to this among his

other reforms in stage composition. [See Gluck,
vol. ii. p. 186 ; Opera, ante, pp. 450-51.] The
French score of ' Alceste ' includes, besides the

invariable string quartet, flutes, oboes, a ' chalu-

meau ' and three trombones. Even Gluck, how-
ever, did not always identify the overture with

the opera to which it belonged, so thoroughly

as was afterwards done, by including a theme
or themes in anticipation of the music which
followed. Still, he certainly rendered the

orchestral prelude what, as a writer has well

said, a literary preface should be— ' something

analogous to the work itself, so that we may
feel its want as a desire not elsewhere to be

gratified.' His overtures to ' Alceste ' and
' Iphig^nie en Tauride ' run continuously into

the first scene of the opera—and the latter is

perhaps the most remarkable instance up to

that time of special identification with the stage

music which it heralds ; inasmuch as it is

a distinct foreshadowing of the opening storm

scene of the opera into which the prelude is

merged. Perhaps the finest specimen of the

dramatic overture of the period, viewed as a

distinct orchestral composition, is that of Gluck
to his opera ' Iphig^nie en Aulide.'

The influence of Gluck on Mozart is clearly

to be traced in Mozart's first important opera,

'Idomeneo' (1781), the overture to which, both

in beauty and power, is far in advance of any
previous work ofthe kind ; but, beyond a general

nobility of style, it has no special dramatic

character that inevitably associates it with the

opera itself, though it is incorporated therewith

by its continuance into the opening scene. In

his next work, ' Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail'

(1782), Mozart has identified the prelude with
the opera by the short incidental 'Andante'
movement, anticipatory (in the minor key) of

Belmont's aria ' Hier soil ieh dich denn sehen.'

In the overture to his ' Nozze di Figaro ' (1786)
he originally contemplated a, similar interrup-

tion of the Allegro by a short slow movement
—an intention afterwards happily abandoned.
This overture is a veritable creation, that can
only be sufficiently appreciated by a comparison
of its brilliant outburst of genial and graceful

vivacity with the vapid preludes to the comic
operas of the day. In the overture to his 'Don
Giovanni ' (1 7 87)we have a distinctidentification

with the opera by the use, in the introductory
'Andante,' of some of the wondrous music intro-

ducing the entry of the statue in the last scene.

The solemn initial chords for trombones, and the

fugal ' Allegro ' of the overture to ' Die Zauber-
flote ' may be supposed to be suggestive of the
religious element of the libretto ; and this may
be considered as the composer's masterpiece of

its kind. Since Mozart's time the Overture has
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adopted the same general principles of form
which govern the first movement of a Symphony
or Sonata, without the repetition of the first

section.

Reverting to the French school, we find a char-

acteristic overture of Mehul's to his opera ' La
Chasse du Jeuiie Henri' (1797), the prelude to

which alone has survived. In this, however, as in

French music generally of that date (and even
earlier), the influence of Haydn is distinctly

apparent ; his symphonies and quartets had
met with immediate acceptance in Paris, one of

the former indeed, entitled ' La Chasse," having
been composed seventeen years before Mehul's
opera. Cherubini, although Italian by birth,

belongs to France ; for all his great works were
produced at Paris, and most of his life was passed

there. This composer must be specially men-
tioned as having been one of the first to depart

from the pattern of the Overture as fixed by
Mozart. Cherubini indeed marks the transition

point between the regular symmetry of the style

of Mozart, and the coming disturbance of form
efi'eoted by Beethoven. In the dramatic effect

gained by the gradual and prolonged crescendo,

both he and Mehul seem to have anticipated

one of Rossini's favourite resources. This is

specially observable in the overture to his opera

'Anaorten' (1803). Another feature is the

abandonment of the Mozartian rule of giving the

second subject (or episode) first in the dominant,

and afterwards in the original key, aa in the

symphonies, quartets, and sonatas of the period.

The next step in the development of the

Overture was taken by Beethoven, who began

by following the model left by Mozart, and
carrying it to its highest development, as in the

overture to the ballet of ' Prometheus ' (1800).

In his other dramatic overtures, including those

to von Collin's ' Coriolan ' (1807) and to

Goethe's ' Egmont ' (1810), the great composer

fully asserts his independence of form and
precedent. But he had done so still earlier in

the overture known as ' No. 3
' of the four

which he wrote for his opera 'FideHo.' In

this wonderful prelude (composed in 1806),

Beethoven has apparently reached the highest

possible point of dramatic expression, by fore-

shadowing the sublime heroi-sm of Leonora's

devoted affection for her husband. Here the

stereotyped form of overture entirely disappears
;

the commencing scale passage, in descending

octaves, suggesting the utterance of a wail of

despairing grief, leads to the exquisite phrases

of the ' Adagio ' of Florestan's soena in the

dungeon, followed by the passionate ' Allegro

'

which indicates the heroic purpose of Leonora
;

this movement including the spirit-stirring

trumpet- call, 1 and the whole winding up

with a grandly exultant burst of joy ;—these

leading features, and the grand development

1 [This effect was curiously anticipated in the overture to Udhul'a

' B^l^na.'J

of the whole, constitute a dramatic prelude that

is still unapproached. In ' No. 1
' of these

FideUo Overtures (composed 1807) he has gone

still further in the use of themes from the opera

itself, and has employed a phrase which occurs

in Florestan's Allegro to the words ' An angel

Leonora, ' in the coda of the overture, with very

fine effect.

While in the magnificent work just described

we must concede to Beethoven undivided pre-

eminence in majesty and elevation of style, the

palm, as to romanticism, , and that powerful

element of dramatic effect, 'local colour,' must
be awarded to Weber. No subjects could well

be more distinct than those of the Spanish
drama ' Preciosa ' (1820), the wild forest legend

of North Germany, 'Der Freischiitz' (1821),
the chivalric subject of the book of ' Euryanthe

'

(1823), and the bright orientalism of ' Oberon'
(l826). The overtures to these are too familiar

to need specific reference ; nor is it necessary to

point out how vividly each is impressed with the

character and tone of the opera to which it

belongs. In each of them Weber has antici-

pated themes from the following stage music,

while he has adhered to the Mozart model in

the regular reciurence of the principal subject

and the episode. His admirable use of the

orchestra is specially evidenced in the ' Frei-

schiitz ' overture, in which the tremolando

passages for strings, the use of the chalumeau of

the clarinet, and the employment of the drums,
never fail to raise thrilling impressions of the

supernatural. The incorporation of portions of

the opera in the overture is so skilfully effected

by Weber, that there is no impression of patchi-

ness or want of spontaneous creation, as in the

case of some other composers— Auber, for

instance, and Rossini (excepting the latter's

' Tell '), whose overtures are too often like pot-

pourris of the leading themes of the operas,

loosely strung together, intrinsically charming
and brilliantly scored, but seldom, if ever,

especially dramatic. Most musical readers will

remember Schubert's clever travesty of the

last-named composer, in the 'Overture in the

Italian style,' written off-hand in 1817, during

the rage for Rossini's music in Vienna.

Berlioz left two overtures to his opera of

'Benvenuto Cellini,' one bearing the name of

the drama, the other called the ' Carnaval
Remain,' and usually played as an entr'acte.

The themes of both are derived more or less

from the opera itself. Both are extraordinarily

forcible and effective, abounding with the

gorgeous instrumentation and bizarre treat-

ment which are associated with the name of

Berlioz.

Since Weber there has been no such fine

example of the operatic overture—suggestive of

and identified with the subsequent dramatic

action—as that to Wagner's '"Tannhauser,' in

which, as in Weber's overtures, movements
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from the opera itself are amalgamated into a

consistent whole, set off with every artifice of

contrast and with the most splendid orchestra-

tion. [This work is of especial importance

in the history of the overture, as the composer

remodelled it so as to make it a prelude to the

drama, rather than an overture in the usual

sense. See below.]

In some of the modern operas, Italian and
French (even of the grand and heroic class),

the work is heralded merely by a trite and
meagre introduction, of little more value or

significance than the feeble Sinfonia of the

earliest musical drama. Considering the ex-

tended development of modern operas, the

absence of an overture of proportionate import-

ance or (if a mere introductory prelude) one of

such beauty and significance as that to Wagner's
' Lohengrin, ' is a serious defect, and may
generally be construed into an evidence of the

composer's indolence, or of his want of power
as an instrumental writer. Recurring to the

comparison of a preface to an operatic overture,

it may be said of the latter, as an author has

well said of the former, that ' it should invite

by its beauty, as an elegant porch announces
the splendour of the interior.'

The development of the oratorio overture (as

already implied) followed that of the operatic

overture. Among prominent specimens of the

former are those to the first and second parts of

Spohr's ' Last Judgment ' (the latter of which
is entitled ' Symphony ') ; and the still finer

overtures to Mendelssohn's ' St. Paul, ' and
' Elijah,' this last presenting the peculiarity of

being placed after the recitative passage with
which the work really opens. The introduction

to Haydn's ' Creation '—a piece of ' programme
music ' illustrative of Chaos—is a prelude not
answering to the conditions of an overture

properly so called, as does that of the same
composer's ' Seasons,' which, however, is rather

a cantata than an oratorio.

Reference has hitherto been made to the

Overture only as the introduction to an opera,

oratorio, or drama. The form and name have
been, however, extensively applied during the

19th century to orchestral pieces intended

merely for concert use, sometimes with no special

purpose, in other instances bearing a specific

title indicating the composer's intention to

illustrate some poetical or legendary subject.

Formerly a symphony, or one movement there-

from, was entitled ' Grand Overture, ' or ' Over-

ture,' in the concert programmes, according to

whether the whole work or only a portion

thereof was used. Thus in the announcements
of Salomon's London concerts (1791-94),

Haydn's Symphonies, composed expressly for

them, are generally so described. Among
special examples of the Overture—properly so

called—composed for independent performance

are Beethoven's 'Weihe des Hauses,' written

for the inauguration of the Josephsstadt Theatre

in 1822 ; Mendelssohn's 'Midsummer Night's

Dream Overture ' ^ (intended at first for concert

use only, and afterwards supplemented by the

exquisite stage music), and the same composer's
' Hebrides,' ' Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage,'

and ' Melusine.'

Schimiann's Overtures of this class— ' Bride

ofMessina,' ' Festival Overture,' ' Julius Caesar,'

' Hermann and Dorothea '—though ail very

interesting are not very important ; but in his

Overture to ' Manfred ' he has left one work of

the highest significance and power, which will

always maintain its position in the first rank of

orchestral music. As the prelude, not to an
opera, but to the incidental music to Byron's

tragedy, this composition does not exactly

fall in with either of the classes we have given.

It is, however, dramatic and romantic enough

for any drama, and its second subject is a

quotation from a passage which occurs in the

piece itself.

Berlioz's Overture 'Les Francs Juges,' em-
bodying the idea of the Vehvigericht or secret

tribunalsof the Middle Ages, must not beomitted
from our list, as a work of great length, great

variety of ideas, and imposing effect.

The Concert-Overtures of Stemdale Bennett
belong to & similar high order of imaginative

thought, as exemplified in the well-known over-

tures entitled ' Parisina, '
' The Naiads, ' and

'The Wood-Nymph,' and the Fantasia-Over-

ture illustrating passages from 'Paradise and
the Peri.'

The term has also been applied to original

pieces for keyed instruments. Thus we have
Bach's Overture in the French style, and the

overture which occurs half-way in the ' 30 varia-

tions ' ; Handel's Overture in the first set of his

Harpsichord Suites, and Mozart's imitation

thereof among his pianoforte works. Each of

these is the opening piece ofa series. Beethoven
has prefixed the word ' Overtura ' to the work
which originally formed the Finale to his B|>

String-quartet (op. 130), but is now numbered
separately as op. 133 ; but whether the term is

meant to apply to the whole piece or only to the

twenty-seven bars which introduce the fugue we
have nothing to guide us. [See Ente^e ;

Intrada ; iNTEODtrcTioN ; Pkeludb ; Sym-
phony.] H. J. L.

[In late years, owing to the influence of

Wagner, no doubt, composers have shown a very
distinct preference for the preludial style of

overture, especially in operas. The old-fashioned
overture, which professed to be an epitome of

the drama which was to follow, is almost a thing
of the past, and if there is any instrumental
introduction at all, it is nothing but a more

1 [The Q«rman copylat's score, from which Mendelsaohn un-
doubtedly conducted the London performance in 1830, and poaeibly
aleo the original performance in London in 1829, and which waa
supposed to be irrecoverably lost (see ante, pp. 122a, and 201a) wsa
found in 1906 at the Soyal Academy of Music]
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or less extended prelude. The artistic fitness

of this change is obvious, even though the

concert-repertory may be the poorer for it. The
later operas of Wagner are one and all provided

with preludes rather than overtures, and the

most important operas of the modern school, in

all countries, have either short preludes or

nothing at all. The concert-overture, on the

other hand, is a form that is increasingly em-

ployed. Among fine examples of every school,

the pair of overtures by Brahms, 'Academic

Festival' (op. 80) and 'Tragic' (op. 81), the

set of three by Dvorak, ' In der Natur ' (op. 91),

' Carnaval ' (op. 92), and ' Othello ' (op. 93) are

most noteworthy.]

OXFOED. See Degrees (vol. i. p. 679),

Libraries of Music (vol. ii. pp. 708-9), and
University Musical Societies.



pACCHIEROTTI, or PACCHIAKOTTI, Gas-

PAEO, perhaps the greatest singer of the

second half of the 18th century, was born in

1744 at Fabriano, near Ancona. His ancestors

came from Siena, where one of them, Jacopo dal

Peochia, called Pacchierotto, studied the works

of Perugino and Eaffaelle to such good effect

that his own pictures have been sometimes

taken by connoisseurs to be by the hand of the

latter great master.^ Driven from Siena by
political troubles, the family of Pacchierotto in

1575 took refuge in Pianca-stagnaio ; from

whence a branch settled in Fabriano.

About 1757 Gasparo Pacohierotti was ad-

mitted into the choir of S. Mark's at Venice,

where the great Bertoni was his master, accord-

ing to the memoir written bythe singer's adopted
son, Giuseppe Cecohini Paochierotti.^ This, how-
ever, is contradicted by Fdtis, who states that

it was in the choir of the cathedral at Forli that

the young singer received his iirst instruction,

and that it was impossible that he could have
sung under Bertoni, since boys were never em-
ployed at S. Mark's, where Bertoni did not
become Maestro di Oappella till 1785, having
been up to that date (from 1762) only organist.

However this may be, it is certain that the

young Paochierotti, having been prepared for

the career of a sopranist, studied long and
carefully before he began, at the age of sixteen,

to sing secondary parts at Venice, Vienna, and
Milan.

Milan was the last place in which he sang a

secondary r61e. Returning to Venice in 1769,

he took the place of Guarducci, prima musico at

the S. Benedetto, then the chief theatre in that

city. Successful here, he was immediately in-

vited by the Impresario of the Opera at Palermo
for the season of 1771. H.E. the Procuratore

Tron, his good and generous patron, furnished

Paochierotti with recommendations, and the

latter set out, taking Naples in his way.
Arrived there, he was informed that the cele-

brated prima donrut,, De Amicis, had protested

against the proposition that she should sing with
him, ' a player of second parts.' The Venetian
minister, to whom he was recommended, com-
forted him in this juncture, but only with the

humiliating permission, accorded to him, to

show his powers by singing two pieces, with
full orchestra, at the San Carlo, before Laoillo,

Piccinni, and Caffarelli, as judges. Here he
was brilliantly successful, and was immediately
offered his choice between thetheatres of Palermo
and Naples. He proudly chose the former,

where he met the great De Amiois, and had to

submit to another ordeal in a duet with her at

the first general rehearsal of 'Didone.' She
had refused to try over the duet with him

• Lanzi. torn. i. p. 805. 2 Padova, 1844, 8vo.

previously, and treated him with studied cold-

ness and contempt ; but Paochierotti overcame

this and the prejudice of the audience by his

noble, impassioned, and skilful singing. Even
De Amicis herself was surprised into sincere and
kindly admiration.

This set the seal on Pacchierotti's reputation,

which never faded for twenty-five years. He
remained for a time in Italy, singing at Parma,

Milan, Florence, and Forll, and at Venice in

1777. After this, he sang at Milan in the

carnival of 1778, then at Genoa, Lucca, and
Turin ; but in the autumn of that year he came
to London with Bertoni, and made his first

appearance here with Bemasconi in the pasticcio

'Demofoonte.' Great expectations had been

formed of him, not only from his continental

reputation, but from the account given by
Captain Brydone in his Travels, and from some
airs sung ' in his manner ' by Piozzi,' ' in a style

that excited great ideas of his pathetic powers.'

These expectations were not disappointed ; and
Dr. Bumey's warm but intelligent praise of his

beautiful voice, his perfect command of it, the

taste and boldness with which he invented new
ornaments, the truth and originality of his ex-

pression, and his other musicianly qualities,

must be read by those who would form an idea

of the truly great singer that Paochierotti was.

Lord Mount-Edgcumbe speaks in the highesll

terms of the talent of Paochierotti, whom he
calls ' decidedly the most perfect singer it ever

fell to his lot to hear.'

After a second visit to London, where he was
engaged for the season of 1782-83 at a salary

of £1150, with a benefit, Pacohierotti again
returned to Italy. He sang at the Tuileries in

Paris on his way back again to England from
Venice, where Bertoni had written fresh operas
for him. Galuppi had died there in 1784, and
at his funeral Paochierotti took part in arequiem.
' I sang very devoutly indeed,' he wrote to

Bumey, ' to obtain a quiet to his soul. ' Pacohie-
rotti arrived here, on his third visit, in 1790,
sang at the Pantheon, and at the Festival in

Westminster Abbey in 1791. At the opening
of the Fenice at Venice in 1792, he took his

leave of the stage, after which he settled in

Padua. In 1796, however, he was compelled
to appear once more to sing before General
Buonaparte, who was passing through the city,

though the great artist had then been living
four years in retirement. He sang, but most
unwillingly.

At Padua he enjoyed the society and the
esteem of all the literati of the city, among
whom he spent the rest of his life in a peaceful
and happy manner, only interrupted by one
unfortunate incident. Having imprudently
lamented ' le splendide miserie della vittoria

'

584
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in a letter to Catalani, which he had entrusted

to Dragonetti, who was on the point of escaping

from Italy, both fugitive and letter were inter-

cepted ; and the unlucky Paochierotti was
thrown into prison, where he was detained

for a month. [He published, in collaboration

with A. Oalegari, amethod entitledJ/brfi generali

delcantopremessialle maniereparsiali orideador-

nare o rifiorire le nude o semplid Melodie o

Ganiileme gitista il metodo di Gasp. PaccMarotti

opera di Ant. Calegari. {Quellen,-Lexilcon).'\ Not
long before his death he was visited by Rossini,

to whom he deplored the depraved modem taste

in singing, and the growth of a noisy and rococo

style, for which, doubtless, the old singer

thought the Pesarese in a great degree to blame :

' Give me another Paochierotti, ' the latter

replied, ' and I shall know how to write for

him !

'

During his remaining years, Paochierotti did

not cease his daily practice and enjoyment of

singing, in private ; but mainly devoted himself

to the Psalms of Marcello, ' from which, ' he
said, 'he had learnt the little that he knew.'

From the midst of this quiet life he departed

Oct. 28, 1821.' Only a few moments before

his death he had repeated, as usual with him,

some of Metastasio's sacred verses, in the most
pathetic tones ; and he died praying ' to be
admitted to one of the humblest choirs of

heaven.' j. M.

PACCHIONI, Antonio Maeia, born at

Modena, July 5, 1654, received his musical

instruction from Marzio Erouleo, soprano singer

at the Modena Cathedral. In composition he
endeavoured to form himself on the principles

of the Palestrina school. Taking priests' orders

he became chaplain to the court of Modena, and
afterwards vice-chapelmaster. Hiscompositions,

including oratorios and other church music,

remain in MS. at Modena and Bologna with

the exception of two pieces received by Martini

in his Esemplare, and one in Paolucoi's V arte

pratica di Contrappuvio. In 1733 Pacchioni's

name occurs in connection with a dispute which
took place between Martini, then a young man,
and the older Tommaso Eedi of Siena as to the

proper solution of a Canon of Animucoia's,

which required the use of two clefs in one part

to avoid ledger -lines. Martini appealed to

Pacchioni and Pitoni, who both decided in his

favour. For the details of this dispute, see

Baini, Palestrina, torn. i. note 195 on p. 120.

[See amte, p. 67.] Pacchioni died July 16,

1738. J. R. M.

PACE(Pacius), Pietbo, described as ofLoreto,

was, about 1597, organist at Pesaro, and after-

wards, about 1613, organist at the Santa Casa

of Loreto. His works belong to the period of

transition from the polyphonic vocal style to

the solo and dialogue style with instrumental

accompaniment inaugurated by Viadana. As
» Ceccbini.

enumerated in the Quellen-Lexikon, they consist

of nine books of motets (some books missing

and others imperfectly preserved), for one to

six voices, all provided with Bassus Generalis

for organ, and several books of madrigals and
ArieSpirituali for oneto seven voices, partly with
and partly without accompaniment. Commer
reprinted two magnificats by Pacius a 4 (tom.

i. and viii.) from Eaufmann's collection of

1600. J. K. M.

PACELLl, AspRiLio, born about 1570 at

Varciano near Narni in the TJmbrian territory,

was at first choir-master to the German College

at Rome, and afterwards for a time at the Vati-

can Basilica. In 1 603 he accepted an invitation

from the music-loving King of Poland, Sigis-

mund III., to preside over the Royal Chapel at

Warsaw, where he remained till his death on
May 4, 1623. The Royal Chapel at Warsaw
was then one of the best appointed in Europe,

as Sigismund, fanatically anxious to re-establish

the strictest Romanism in his dominions even

at the cost of civil war, spared neither trouble

nor expense in the engagement of the best Italian

singers and musicians to restore the Roman form

of worship to its former splendour. He had
previously engaged the famous Madrigal com-
poser Luca Marenzio as his choir-master at

what was then the magnificent salary of 1000
ducats, though Marenzio's delicate health did

not permit him to retain the post. Eitner, in-

deed, throws doubt on Marenzio ever having

accepted the post, on account of tlie difliculty,

arising from bibliographical considerations, of

fixing the period of his residence in Poland.

(But see Haberl, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch,

1900, pp. 94-6.) To Pacelli Sigismund showed
the special distinction of erecting to him a

monument with bust and laudatory epitaph in

one of the chapels of the cathedral of Warsaw.
(For the terms of this epitaph see Kirchenmusik.

Jahrb. 1890, p. 76.) Pacelli's publications are

one book of psalms and motets, a 8 (Rome, 1597);

one book, ditto, a 4 (1599) ; Sacrae Cantiones,

a 5-20 (Venice, 1608) ; one book of madrigals,

a 4 (Venice, 1601). The volume of 1608 no
doubt shows the brilliant style of polychoric

music that was then so much in favour at

Warsaw as elsewhere. The 'Promptuarium' of

Schadaeus, 1611, contains ten motets of Pacelli

a 6-8, and Bodenschatz's 'Florilegium,' 1621,

3 a 8. Ambros gives high praise to a motet for

eight voices, 'Factum est Silentium, ' in Constan-

tini's collection, 1614. j. K. M.

PACHELBEL, Johann, born at Nuremberg
in 1653 (baptized in the Lorenzkirche there

Sept. 1), received his first instruction in music
from Heinrich Schwemmer, and subsequently at

theuniversity of Altdorfforoneyear, undertaking

duties as organist at the same time. In 1668
or 1669 he went to Ratisbon to the ' Gymna-
sium poeticum,' and in 1671 or 1672 to Vienna,

where, from 1673 onwards, he was a pupil of

2y
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J. Kaspar Kerl, and apparently acted as his

deputy as organist for him in the Imperial

chapeL (See the Quellen-Leodkon.) In 1677

he was appointed court organist at Eisenach,

and in May of the following year went to Erfurt

to be organist of the Predigerkirche. In

1690-92 he was court organist at Stuttgart (in

the latter year he was offered an organist's place

at Oxford) and in 1692-95 at Gotha, after

which period he was appointed to the Sebaldus-

kirche in Nuremberg. There he died, on

March 3 (6 or 7), 1706. (Compare the state-

ments of Sandberger with those of Eitner on

this point.) Pachelbel's importance in the

history of music is due to the fact that he was
one of the spiritual ancestors of Sebastian Bach.

(See Spitta, J. S. Bach (Engl, tranal.), i. 107-

125, etc.) His special line of composition was
in the highly elaborate varying of chorales, four

of which were comprised in his ' Musikalische

Sterbens-Gedanoken ' (1683) ; the ' Erster Theil

etlicher Chorale welche bey wahrenden Gottes

Dienst Zum praeambuliren gebraucht werden
kbnnen,' etc., appeared in 1693, 'Musikalische

Ergbtzen,' six suites for two violins, in 1691 ;

and his most notable work, the ' Hexachordum
Apollinis,' six sets of variations on different

kinds of airs, in 1699. Many suites and other

works were preserved in MS., and some were

reprinted in German collections before 1901,

when the ' Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Oester-

reich ' contained a volume (Jhrg. 8, iL) of

ninety-four fugues on the Magnificat, edited by
H. Botstiber and Max Seiffert, and shortly

afterwards the ' Hexachordum Apollinis ' and
many other things were edited by A. Sandberger

in the 'Denkm. der Tonk. in Bayem,' Jhrg.

2, i. This latter contained also specimens

of the work of W. H. Pachelbel (see below),

and the two composers were associated again in

Max Seiffert's edition of their organ works
('Denkm. der Tonk. in Bayern,' Jhrg. 4, i.).

The editor last mentioned contributed an in-

teresting article, with some additional chorales,

to the Sammelbdnde of the Int. Mus. Ges. vol.

V. p. 476. Mattheson's Ehrenpforte contains

the earliest notice of Pachelbel's life and career,

and in the preface to the volume of the ' Denkm.

'

containing the ' Hexachordum ' is an elaborate

critical biography by Dr. Sandberger. His son,

WlLHBLM HlEEONVMUS Paohelbel, was bom
at Erfurt about 1685, and so was almost an
exact contemporary of Sebastian Bach. He
was his father's pupil, became organist at

Wohrd near Nuremberg, and in 1706 was
appointed to one of the churches at Nuremberg.

Mattheson gives it as the S. Jakobi-kirche,

but in the title of Pachelbel's single publication

it is called the Sebalduskirche, and it is probable

that he succeeded to his father's post there.

The book is called ' Musicalisches Vergniigen

bestehend in eineni Preludio, Fuga und Fantasia,

'

etc. (for organ or harpsichord), and appeared in

1725. Besides MS. compositions in various

libraries, there are, in accessible editions, a few

pieces for organ or harpsichord included in the
' Denkm. in Bayem ' vblumes above referred to.

A prelude in B minor, formerly attributed to

W. H. Pachelbel, is now considered to be by
J. S. Bach, and was published in the B.-G.

vol. xlii. p. 211. It is discussed by Spitta,

J. S. Bach (orig. edn. i. 797). The date of

death is stated in the Quellen-Lexikmi to be

unknown, but Seiffert (' Denkm. Bayem,' 4, i.)

gives it as 1764. M.

PACHMANN, Vladimie de, born at Odessa,

July 27, 1848. His father was a professor in

the University there, and an amateur violinist

of considerable celebrity. Before taking up his

residence in Kussia, he had lived in Vienna,

where he came in contact frequently with

Beethoven, Weber, and other great musicians

of the time. He was his son's teacher, and
ultimately sent him, at the age of eighteen, to

the Conservatorium of Vienna, where he re-

mained two years under Professor Dachs. He
obtained the gold medal, and returned to Russia

in 1869, when he made his first appearance as

a pianist, giving a series of concerts which were

very successful, although the young artist was
not contented with his own performances. He
refused to appear again for eight years, during

which time he engaged in hard study. At the

end of this long period of probation, he played

at Leipzig, Berlin, and elsewhere, but again he

was his own severest critic, and after a time he
once more retired for two years. Being at last

satisfied with his own achievements, he gave

three concerts in Vienna, and subsequently

three in Paris, and was uniformly successful.

On May 20, 1882, he appeared in London at

one of Mr. Ganz's orchestral concerts, playing

the Ei> Concerto of Beethoven, and achieving

a brilliant success. Since this time he has

occupied a very high position in the estimation

of musicians and the public. He has played in

all the principal cities of Europe, and when in

Copenhagen received the rank of Chevalier of

the illustrious order of Dannebrog. Although
his individuality is too strong and too little

under control to allow of his being considered a

perfect player of concerted music, and in spite

of many eccentricities of manner which do not
diminish as time goes on, yet as a solo player,

more especially of the works of Chopin, he is

justly admired. m.

PACINI, Giovanni, was born in Catania,
Feb. 17, 1796. Being the sou of a celebrated

tenor, he was trained to the musical profession

from his childhood. He studied under Marches!
in Bologna, and afterwards, from 1808 to 1812,
was a pupil of Furlanetto in Venice.

In 1813, when only sixteen years old, he
wrote his first opera, ' Annetta e Luoinda,' for

the theatre S. Kedegonda,- in Milan ; and
from that year until 1834 he produced at the
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principal theatres of Italy forty-two operas with
various success. Those which met the warmest
approval were ' La Sacerdotessa d' Inninsul,'

given in 1817 at Trieste ;
' Cesare in Egitto

'

(Rome, 1 822) ; 'L'ultimogiomo di Pompei, '1825,

and 'Niobe' (S. Carlo, Naples, 1826); and
'Gli Arabi nelle Gallic' (Scala, Milan, 1827).

In 1834, on the failure of his 'Carlo di Borgogna'

at the Fenice in Venice, he left off composing

and went to live at Viareggio, where he opened

a School of Music. He had already been ap-

pointed Capellmeister to the Empress Marie

Louise, widow of Napoleon I., and had maixied

in 1825 Adelaide CasteUi, of Naples. His

Musical Institute, for which he also buUt a

theatre seating 800 spectators, met with great

success, and pupils flocked there from all parts

of Italy. For these he wrote a Oorso teoretico-

prattico di lezioni di armonia, Cenni storid sulla

musica e trcUtato di contrappunto (publ. 1864) ;

a Memoria sul migliore indirizzo degli studi

musicali had appeared in 1863, and his auto-

biography, Memorie artistiche, in 1865 (finished

by Ciooonetti and publ. 1872). He afterwards

transferred his school to the town of Lucca.

It is interesting to find him at this advanced

period of his life studying the masterpieces of

the great German composers.

In 1840 he produced in Naples his best opera,

' SafiFo,' which met with a great andwell-deserved
success, notwithstanding it had been written in

the short period of four weeks. In 1843 his

' Medea ' was enthusiastically received in Pa-

lermo, and the Sicilians there and then went so

far as to erect a statue to him by the side of

that of Bellini in the Royal Villa. ' La Regina

di Cipro,' given in 1846 at Turin ; and ' Nicool6

de' Lapi,' a posthumous opera given in Florence

in 1873, are also amongst his best.

Pacini was thrice married, and by each of his

wives had three children, five of whom survived

him. [His son, Emilio, was the librettist of

' II Tiovatore,' and died at Neuilly, Dec. 2,

1898, aged eighty-eight.] He was named
Musical Director of the musical school of Flor-

ence, and wasaknightof half-a-dozencontinental

orders. In 18 54 he went to Paris to superintend

the representations of his ' Arabi nelle Gallie,'

under the new title of ' L' ultimo de' Clodovei,'

and there wrote a cantata for Napoleon III.,

who had applauded that same opera twenty-

seven years previously in Rome. He died in

Pescia, Deo. 6, 1867.

Pacini wrote altogetherninety operas, of which

several are still unpublished, and more than

seventy other compositions, such as masses,

oratorios, and cantatas, which do not call for

particular mention, if we except a beautiful

Quartet in C and the Cantata for a Dante

Centenary.

Pacini, though a successful imitatorofRossini,

was still an imitator ; and for that reason he

can rank only among the minor masters of Italy.

He tried in 'Saffo' to free himself from the

yoke, but it was too late, nor was he altogether

successful. He was called il maestro delU caba-

lette by his contemporaries ; and the immense
number of cabalettas which he wrote, their

beauty and endless variety, show plainly how
well he deserved that appellation. He made
even his recitatives melodic, and was accustomed
to use his accompaniments for strengthening

the voices, by merely making them sustain the

upper part. His instrumentation is consequently

very weak and sometimes inaccurate. All his

operas were written hastily ; and, as he himself

avows in his letters, without much study or

reflection. One of Pacini's great merits was
that he devoted himself to his vocal parts ; he
always suited them to the capabilities of his

executants, and thus ensured, at least, the tem-

porary success of his works. L. K.

PACIOTTI, PiBTEO Paolo, a Romanmusician
of the 16th centui-y, of whose life all that is

known is that he was in 1591 choirmaster of

the Seminario Romano. Of his works there

was published in 1591 a Book of Masses (which,

however, on the title-page is described as a re-

publication ' nunc denuo in lucem editus '), con-

taining three masses and two separate credos

a 4 and two masses a 5. One of the masses a 5

entitled ' Si bona suscepimus ' was republished by
Proske with some prefatory words of high com-

mendation in his 'Selectus Novus Missarum,'

1861. It may be remarked that the leading

theme of this mass, which recurs in all the

movements, is identical with the opening theme
of a motet a 5 by Orlando Lassus, on the text

'Si bona suscepimus,' first published in 1571,

but the resemblance does not extend further.

Paciotti's other publications are a bookofmotets,
a 5 (Rome, 1601), containing thirty-four num-
bers, and a book of madrigals a 6 (Venice, 1582)
incompletely preserved. J. K. M.

PADEREWSKI, Ignaz Jan, bom at Kury-
lowka, Podolia, Poland, Nov. 6, 1860, was at

first a pupil of Raguski at the Warsaw Con-
servatorium. He went on his first concert-tour

in 1876-77, and was in 1879-81 teacher of the

pianoforte at the Warsaw Conservatorium. He
went next to Berlin, where he studied under
Urban and Wiierst, and finally to Leschetizky

at Vienna in 1884. After a short time as pro-

fessor in the Conservatorium of Strasburg, he
went again to Leschetizky, and from 1887
onwards, from the time of his debuts in Vienna
and Paris, his career has been one continued

triumph. In May 1890, he gave a series of

pianoforte recitals in St. James's Hall, being

previously known in England only as the com-
poser of the popular Minuet in G. In 1891 he
toured in America, and repeated his visits in

1893, 1895-96, and 1900. After the tour of

1895-96, he founded the Paderewski Fund
(see below). On May 29, 1901, his three-act

opera, ' Manru,' was given with great success in
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Dresden. It is by far his most important com-

position hitherto. In recent years he has played

less frequently than before, partly owing to un-

certain health. The opera, though performed

in America, has not yet been heard in London,

although the composer has established himself

in the affections of English amateurs of all

classes. The vogue of vulgar jocosities about

his hair is enough to prove how great is his

popularity, and how permanent his fame as an
artist. His style of pianoforte technique was
something quite new at the time of his first

appearance ; his tone in loud passages is often

forced, but his position was secured by the

gentler qualities in his art,, by exquisite grada-

tion of tone in the softer parts, by the pheno-
menal and, as it were, glittering brilliance of

his execution, by the wonderful originality of

his readings and the ardour of his temperament.
It is due to Mm, rather than to any other

individual, that the schoolof the piano-thumpers
has practicallyceased to exist. His compositions

have a very distinct character of their own, and
he must be a severe self-critic, for while the

minuet which made his name so popular comes
out of op. 14, the ' Fantaisie Polonaise,' his last

important work, is only numbered op. 19. His
list of works is as follows (all down to op. 11

inclusive, except op. 7, are for piano solo):

—

Op.
1, nenx Morceaux, Prelude and MiDuet.
4, Elegie.
6. 3 Dansea Polonajsea,
6. Introduction et Toccata.
*i. Four Songs.
8. Chants du Vofageur.
9. 6 Danses Polonaisea.

10. Album de Mai, sednes romantiques (6).

11. Variations et Fugue.
12. Tatra-Album, Polish dances and songs, for pf. 4-haDdB.
13. Sonata for pf. and violin.

14. 6 Humoresques de Concert (Menuet en Sol, Sarabande, Caprice
genre Scarlatti, Burlesque, Intermezzo Follaco, Cracovienue
fantastique) pf.

15. Dans le D^ert, toccata,^!.
16. 4 Morceaux (L4gende, Melodic, Thdme Tari4 (in A), and Noc-

turne (in B flat), pf.

17. Concerto for piano and oichestta in A minor.
16. Songs to words by Mickiewicz.
19. Fantaisie Polonaise, for piano and orchestra.
20. Ugende, No. 2, pf.
Minuet in A.
Opeia iu three acts, libretto by Alfred Nosslg, ' Manru.'

The beautiful drawing of him by Burne-Jones
hasbeen photogi'aphedand otherwisereproduced,

as for example in Alfred Nossig's monograph
on the composer, from which much of the above
information is taken. H.E.H. Princess Louise,

Duchess of Argyll, and Sir L. Alma-Tadema,
B.A., painted remarkable portraits of him. M.
PADEREWSKI FUND, THE, was estab-

lished by I. J. Paderewski by a deed of trust,

dated May 15, 1900, transferring to Henry L.

Higginson and William P. Blake, of Boston,
as trustees, a sum of $10,000 to be held as a
permanent trust fund for the purpose of aiding

musical education in the United States of

America, and especially for the encouragement
and support of American composers. The terms
of the trust provide that once in three years

the trustees shall offer prizes from the income
in hand for the best compositions submitted

by native-born American composers, the awards

to be made by a board of judges, three or more,

selected by Mr. Paderewski or the trustees.

Two competitions have been held. In 1902
three priaes of $500 each were awarded as fol-

lows :—1, to Henry K. Hadley for a symphony
(' The Seasons

') ; 2, to Horatio W. Parker for

a composition for chorus, solos, and orchestra

(' A Star Song
') ; 3, to Arthur Bird for a

sextet for wind instruments. The second com-

petition, in 1906, resulted in an award of $500
to Arthur Shepherd, of Salt Lake City, for an
' Onverture Joyeuse.' No awards were made
by the judges in the choral and chamber music
f>1 Qaopa TT 1? XT

PADILLA-Y-EAMOS, Mariano.
"

See

Art6t, vol. i. p. 1216, note, and add that he
sang Don Giovanni (in Italian) at the Centenary

performance at Prague in 1887. Died Nov. 1906.

PADLOCK, THE. A very notable English

opera, produced at Covent Garden in 1768.

The libretto was written by Isaac Bickerstaife,

the author of other successful pieces of a similar

kind, who founded it upon Cervantes's ' Jealous

Husband.' Charles Dibdin wrote the whole of

the music, and it was his first important work.

He also took the character of Mungo, the black

servant. Bannister, Vernon, Mrs. Dorman, and
Mrs. Ame, were the other principals. Its

original run was fifty -three nights, and the

music was issued in oblong folio, with a dedica-

tion to Mrs. Garriok. In this dedication, Dibdin
alludes to the nimours, then current, that the

music was the work of an Italian master, which
he indignantly refutes.

For a great number of years ' The Padlock '

held the boards of country theatres, and Mungo's
philosophic sayings were general stock quota-

tions, r. K.

PADUA. The first musical academy at

Padua was that of the 'Costanti,' founded in

1566 by the nobles of the city. It embraced,
besides music, natural philosophy, ethics,

oratory, poetry, and languages. The first pre-

sident was Francesco Portenari. But that the
science of music must have been studied far

earlier in the ancient Paduan university appears
from the writings of Marchetto di Padova, the

next writer upon music after Guide d'Arezzo,

which date between the years 1274 and 1309.
Prosdocimus de Beldemandis, the musical theo-

rist, was also a native of Padua. He was Pro-
fessor of Astrology there in 1422, with a stipend
of forty silver ducats annually. His works
on music are still preserved in the library at

Padua. For the rest we must refer the reader
to Burney, Hist. ii. 350. Padua probably
gave its name to the ancient dance Paduan, or

PaVAN, which is discussed under its own head-
ing- c. M. p.

PAER, Fekdinando, Italian opera com-
poser, born June 1, 1771, at Parma, where he
studied under Gasparo Ghiretti. At twenty
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he became maestro di cappella at Venice, and
there composed industriously, though leading

a gay and dissolute life. His operas were
not all equally successful, but they made his

name known beyond Italy, and in 1798 he
received an invitation to Vienna, whither he
went with his wife, a singer named Eiccardi,

who was engaged at the Italian Opera. The
most celebrated of the operas which he composed

for the national theatre, and indeed his best

work, was ' Camilla, ossia il Sotteraneo ' (1801).

In 1803 he went to Dresden as capellmeister,

remaining, except for occasional tours and visits

to Vienna and Italy, till 1806. Here he com-

posed ' Sargino, ossia 1' AUievo dell' amore

'

(1803), and ' Eleonora, ossia 1' Amore conjugale

'

(1804), the same subject which Beethoven has

immortalised in ' Fid elio. ' In 1 8 6 Paer accom-

panied Napoleon to Warsaw and Poseu, and in

1807 was formally installed as his mattre de

chapelle, and took up his abode in Paris. In

1 8 12 he succeeded Spontini at the Italian Opera,

to which he remained attached until 1827, in

spite of many changes and disputes, and of the

pecuniary embarrassments which beset the

theatre. He and Rossini were temporarily

associated from 1824 to 1826. During this period

he produced but eight operas, including ' Agnese'

(1811), and 'Le Maitre de Chapelle' (1821),

none of which were marked successes. In 1831

he became a member of the Academic, and in

1832 director of the king's chamber-music, as

then reconstituted. He died on May 3, 1839.

As a man Paer was not beloved ; self-interest

and egotism, servility to his superiors, and petty

intrigues against his professional brethren, being

faults commonly attributed to him. But as a

composer he is one of the most important repre-

sentatives of the Italian operatic school at the

close of the 18th century. His invention is

flowing, his melody suave and pleasing, his form

correct, and in simple compositions finished,

although not developed to the fullest extent

;

where he fails, both in melody and harmony, is

in depth of expression. Like all the other

Italian composers of his time he had the gift

of true comedy, so common among his lively

countrymen. In lyric expression he was also

successful, as • here his Italian love of sweet

sounds stood him in good stead ; but he was

completely wanting in the force and depth

necessary forpassionate, pathetic, orheroicmusio,

and when such was required, he fell back upon

common opera phrases and stock passages.

This is perhaps most apparent in the operas

composed after he left Italy, when his acquain-

tance with German music, especially that of

Mozart, may have influenced his style. His

treatment of the orchestra was original and

remarkable, and his instrumentation very effec-

tive. The partial success only of the operas

composed during his stay in Paris is easily

explained ; he had not sufficientmeans ofexpres-

sion to attempt French opera, and in Italian

opera he could not contend with Rossini, whose
genius, with its indifference to the trammels of

form, and its exuberant melody, fairly capti-

vated the public. [40 operas are enumerated in

the Quellen-Zeidkmi.^ Paer also composed much
for church and chamber—oratorios (' II santo

sepolcro,' and 'La Passione'), masses, motets,

cantatas for one and more voices ; also instru-

mental music, a Bacchanalian symphony, etc.,

now of historical interest only. A. M.

PAESIELLO. See Paisibllo.
PAGANINI, NiccoLO. This sensational

violin player, perhaps the first of the virtuosi,

was born at Genoa, Feb. 18, 1784, and died at

Nice, May 27, 1840. By reason of certain

superstitious rumours concerning him, and of

the fact that he died without receiving the last

rites of the Roman Catholic faith, permission

to inter his body in consecrated ground was
withheld by the Church until five years after

his death. An inquiry having then been con-

cluded with regard to Paganini's orthodoxy, his

son, the Baron Achillino, defrayed the expenses

of a solemn service to the memory of his father

as ' Chevalier de St. George, ' in the church of

Steccata, belonging to that order of chivalry,

in Panna. The body was finally laid in its

last resting-place in the month of May 1845,

in the village church adjoining Paganini's

property, the villa Gajona, near Parma. Paga-
nini's father, Antonio, was connected in a

humble capacity with the large export shipping

interests of Genoa. He was a musical enthusiast,

played the mandoline with skill, and gave his

son rudimentary instruction in violin-playing.

The undue severity which characterised the

child's earliest training undoubtedly under-

mined his fragile constitution. The slightest

fault, or pardonable inadvertence, was harshly

visited upon him, and the deprivation of food

was so customary a form of punishment, that,

as a natural consequence, the sickly child be-

came in after life a suffering man. Had the

future prince of violinists been endowed with less

fervour for his art, the incidents of his home life

might have cut short his artistic career; but,

fortunately, he was imbued with a firm deter-

mination to become an artist, and his mother
nourished the resolve by her frequent recital of

a dream, wherein an angel had promised her

that her son should become the greatest violinist

in the world. Thus, alternately goaded by his

father, and inspired by his mother, Paganini

swiftly exhausted the slender paternal musical

knowledge, and was handed over to Servetto, a,

violinist in the theatre orchestra, and two years

later became a pupil of Giacomo Costa, maestro

di cappella of the Cathedral of St. Lorenzo.

In 1793, at the age of nine, Paganini made his

debut at a concert given by the great singer

Luigi Marchesi, and the cantatrice Madame
Albertinotti, at the principal theatre of Genoa.
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.He followed up this first appearance with a
benefit concert, at which he was assisted in

return by the same two artists. On both

occasions he played his own variations upon the

French patriotic air, 'La Carmagnole' {q.v.),

and roused his audience to a great degree of

enthusiasm. These early successes served to

strengthen his father's crafty zeal on his behalf,

and caused him to accept Costa's proposition

that the child should play a solo in church

every Sunday. In after life Paganini attached

much importance to the rigour of these weekly

performances, which enforced the constant study

of new works. While under Costa's tuition, the

boy made the acquaintance of Francesco Gnecco,

a distinguished operatic composer of the day, to

whom he was indebted for much valuable advice.

At length the time arrived when, in turn, Costa's

teaching became inadequate, and Faganini's

father decided to take his son to Alessandro

Rolla, a celebrated violinist, conductor and com-
poser then residing at Parma. The following

advertisement, printed and circulated together

with the play-bills ofcoming performances, gives

a clue to the manner in which the funds were

raised for the journey:—'July 25, 1795, Niocolo

Paganini of Genoa, a boy already known to his

country for his skill in handling the violin,

having determined to study at Parma to improve
his talents under the direction of the renowned
Signer Rolla, but lacking the means to do so,

has adopted this plan, and has taken courage to

beg his compatriots to contribute towards this

object, inviting them to come to this entertain-

ipent for his benefit.' The concert proving

remunerative, Antonio Paganini and his son

accordingly travelled to Parma, and, upon their

arrival, presented themselves atRolla's residence.

They found him ill in bed, and pending his

wife's inquiry as to whether he would see them,

they were ushered into an adjoining room. On
a table lay a violin and the composer's latest

concerto. At a command from his father Mccolo
took up the instrument and played the music

at sight with such wonderful precision that

Rolla forgot his indisposition, and, raising him-

self in bed, eagerly demanded the name of the

professor he had just heard. ' 'Tis a child, ' was

the reply. But he would not believe this until

Paganini was brought to him. ' I can teach

you nothing, ' he is reported to have said, and
advised the father to take his son to Paer, for

instruction in composition. However Rolla did

teach Paganini for several months ; a|id Paer

being then in Germany, the boy went to Paer's

master, Ghiretti, and during six months received

three lessons a week from him. He composed
twenty-four fugues, unaided by any musical

instrument, and devoted much labour to the

study of instrumentation. This excellent

knowledge of various instruments stood him in

good stead some years later, when a wealthy

Swedish amateur relieved Paganini's proverty by

rewarding him handsomely for a set of composi-

tions for his favourite instrument, 'the bassoon.

He had complained that he could find nothing

difficult enough for his ambitious talent, and the

great virtuoso at once cleverly supplied the need.

At the commencement of the year 1797
Paganini quitted Parma, and, accompanied by
his father, made his first professional tour. He
visited all the principal towns in Lombardy,
and at each successive appearance enhanced his

growing reputation. On his return to Genoa,

he wrote his first compositions for the violin,

(this is not counting the lost work, which he
composed at tjie age of nine), and filled his

music with such novel technical difficulties,

that he was himself compelled to study certain

passages with assiduity. He was now almost

fourteen and, looking back on a childhood of

ceaseless labour, he resolved to strike for freedom.

The opportunity arrived with the annual' musical

fete celebrated on St. Martin's day at Lucca.

He entreated his father to allow him to go
thither with his elder brother. The consent,

was at first withheld, but in the end he pre-

vailed, and set forth upon his journey. Lucca
hailed the young artist's etforts with such
unanimous applause that he extended his travels

to Pisa and the neighbouring towns.

At last, released from home restraint, and
with but small knowledge of the world, Paga-

nini's nature became exposed to many tempta-
tions. The excessive severity of his early life

made him prone to welcome every form of

licence, and to mistake licence for independence.

He became the willing associate of card-sharpers,

and, as their dupe, frequently lost to them the

gains of several concerts in one night. On one
occasion his losses at cards reduced him to the

extremity of pawning his violin. In this con-

dition he arrived at Leghorn to fulfil an engage-

ment, and was at his wits' end how to procure an
instrument, when the kindness of a French
merchant—M. Livron—relieved him of his

difficulty, by lending him a fine Joseph Guar-
nerius. After the concert Paganini essayed to

retiirn the instrument to its owner, but nothing
would induce the amateur to accept it. ' No,'
he said ;

' my hands shall never profane the
violin which your fingers have" touched ; the
instrument belongs to you.' Paganixri, on a
later occasion, gained another vioKn—a Stradi-

varius—from Pasini the painter, for his easy
accomplishment of the artist's challenge to

play a certain difficult concerto at sight, but
the Guamerius was ever his most cherished
possession. It accompanied him on all his
travels, and he died with it clasped in his arms.
He Bequeathed it to his native town, where the
government have preserved it under a glass case
in the Sala Rossa of the Municipal Palace.
(Many touching anecdotes connected with this
violin have been preserved by F6tis, 'Vidal,

Fleming et al.)
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At this time Paganini's career was chequered
by many adventures. Art—love affairs^
gambling— interrupted by long intervals of

utter exhaustion, fiUed his life and put a severe
strain upon his fragile constitution. At length
an event happened which effectually cured him
of his gambling propensities. A certain Prince
had for some time coveted Paganini's Guaruerius
violin, and coming upon the virtuoso in great
poverty, offered him 2000 francs for it. Paga-
nini was sorely tempted to accept the offer,

being inconveniently pressed by a debt of

honour, but, as a last resource, resolved to risk

his only available funds—thirty francs—at the

gaming-table. After reducing the original sum
to the perilous ajpount of three francs, fortune

turned in his favour, and he won 160 francs.

From that day he ceased to gamble, being
convinced, as he said, 'that a gamester is an
object of contempt to all well-regulated minds.'

From 1801 to 1804 Paganini resided at the

Chateau of a lady of rank in Tuscany. During
the absorption of this love affair he ceased to

play in public, and devoted himself to the study

of the guitar, for which he composed two sets

of duets (opp. 2, 3), with violin. In after years

the period of this amorous adventure was selected

to give credence to sensational stories of his

supposed imprisonment. The foundation of

these rumours rose from his inexplicable powers
on the 6 string, powers which were reputed to

have been acquired during a term of incarcera-

tion for the murder of his wife—and for other

crimes. It was stated that the solace of a violin

with but one string had been allowed him, and
as his jailor refused to supply him with others,

he had exercised all his ingenuity on the single

string. Whether from a consciousness that

this element of mystery was an excellent ad-

vertisement, or from a sense of pride, Paganini

allowed this and similar stories to pass nnchal-

lenged for fifteen years. Not until his arrival

in Vienna in 1828 did he publicly challenge

the calumny by issuing a manifesto, which was
inserted in the leading Viennese journals, in

Italian and German, on April 10. In spite of

this, his detractors continued to circulate weird

rumours concerning his league with the devil,

and similar fancies ; these followed him, and

were repeated about him wherever he went. In

Paris in 1830, he was greatly mortified by the

sight of a picture of himself which depicted him
in prison. Again he wrote a full statement,

which was published in the Revue Musicale, in

which he proved that the mistake was caused

by the confusion of his name with a violinist

called Durawoski, who had been arrested for

conspiring to murder a wealthy priest. In 1804

Paganini's love for the violin was re-awakened

by an acquaintance with Locatelli's studies for

the violin, and his ' Arte di nuova modulazione.

'

He returned to Genoa, applied himself to

assiduous study, and composed his two sets

(opp. 4, 5) of three quartets, for violin, viola,

guitar, and violoncello, as well as a set of

bravura variations for violin, with guitar ac-

companiment. In 1805 Paganini resumed his

public appearances in Italy, everywhere creating

a furore. In March of this year Napoleon's
sister—Elisa Bacecocchi, Princess of Lucca and
Piombo—invited him to her court, and, in

spite of his vow that he would ever remain
unfettered by any regular post, induced him to

accept that of Director of her private music.

She also conferred the rank of Captain of the

Royal Bodyguard upon him, so that he might
be admitted to all the court functions, and
made him conductor of the Opera Orchestra.

The emoluments granted him at the court were
so scanty, that inference suggests sentimental
reasons for his temporary resignation of the
roving life he delighted in. Notwithstanding
that the Princess usually withdrew before the
termination of Paganini's performances at the

fortnightly Court concerts—the reason alleged

being that his harmonics irritated her nerves

—

she nevertheless highly appreciated the origin-

ality of his gifts, and perpetually encouraged
him to discover novel effects for his instrument.

While at the Piombo Court an ' affair ' with a
lady of rank whom he dared not approach
publicly, induced him to write his ' Scfene

Amoureuse,' for two strings only. The lady
was excessively touched with his performance,

and 'the Princess,' says Paganini, 'lauded me
up to the skies ; and then said in her most
gracious manner :

" You have just performed
impossibilities on two strings ; would not a
single string suffice for your talent ? " I promised
to make the attempt. The idea delighted me,
and some weeks after I composed my military

Sonata for the G string entitled "Napoleon,"
which I performed on August 25, before a
numerous and brilliant court audience.' Such
a successful first attempt led to further de-

velopments of the original idea, until, by un-
remitting study, and the employment of the
harmonic tones, Paganini succeeded in extending
the compass of the fourth string to three octaves.

In 1808 Paganini obtained his Royal mistress's

permission to travel again, and, after seven

years' absence, revisited Leghorn, the scene of

his former triumphs. For some unaccountable
reason he was at first received with coldness.

He himself has humorously related how, at the
first concert, owing to his having run a nail into

his heel, he came limping on to the stage, at

which the audience laughed. At the moment
he commenced to play both the candles fell out
of his music desk—another laugh. A string

breaking after the first few bars of his solo,

caused more hilarity. But, when he was seen

to continue steadily, and play the piece upon
three strings, the sarcastic ridicule of the
audience was quickly transformed into wild
applause. Paganini has often been accused of
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purposely using frayed strings, so that their

effective snapping might show up his extra-

ordinary powers in a more sensational manner.

The strong vein of charlatanism which pervaded

his mighty genius probably induced him to

resort to this trick. 'Paganini,' says Sir

Thomas Moore in his Memories, 'abuses his

powers ; he could play divinely, and does so

sometimes for a minute or two ; but then come
his tricks and surprises, his bow in convulsions,

and his enharmonics like the mewlings of an

expiring cat.' While at Ferrara in the year

1810, this and some other imitative achieve-

ments nearly cost him his life. It appears that

the singer engaged had fallen ill on the eve of

the concert, and Paganini persuaded Madame
/ Pallerini, the principal dancer at the theatre,

to fill up the gap. She had a pretty voice, but
excessive nervousness marred her performance,

so that notwithstanding some kindly applause,

a piercing hiss was heard to proceed from the

pit. Ttus insult enraged Paganini, and he
resolved' to be avenged on the oflenders. At
the end of the concert he informed the audience

that he proposed giving them some imitations

of the cries of various animals. After copying

the chirrup of birds, the mewing of a cat

;

the harking of a dog, etc., he advanced
close to the footlights and calling :

' Questo

e per quelli ohe han siffiati ' {This is for those

who hissed), imitated the braying of an ass.

Instead of exciting laughter against the offender

as he intended, the whole audience rose, vowing
they would have his blood. They climbed on
to the stage, and Paganini was compelled to fly

for safety. He was afterwards informed that

the people of Ferrara had a special reputation

for dulness of intellect, and that the appearance

of a Ferrarese outside the town was the signal

for a significant ' hee-haw.'

About the beginning of the year 1813
Paganini severed the ties which bound him to

the service of the Princess Elisa. The court

had been transferred to Florence in 1809—the

Princess assuming the title of Grand Duchess
of Tuscany ; and it was in that year that

BartoUino executed his famous bust of the

virtuoso. From time to time he had returned

to his duties, but his stubborn refusals to obey
the Grand Duchess's commands, which forbade

him to wear his uniform while conducting,

caused the final rupture. His liberty being
endangered by his audacity, he left Florence by
night, determined never again to accept a fixed

appointment. At Bologna, in October of the

same year, he made the acquaintance of Rossini,

then on his way to Milan to write his opera ' II

Turco in Italia ' ; and on the 29th of the same
month Paganini's marvellous achievements at a

concert in Milan first made himrenowned beyond
Italy. He grew much attached to Milan, and
gave no less than thirty-seven concerts there

;

eleven took place alternately at the Scala and at

the Teatro Caraocino ; and the rest, in the begin-

ning of the year 1814, at the Teatro K6.

In 1814, after returning to Eomagna and giving

some concerts there, he was prostrated for several

months at Ancona, by the internal malady

which had first attacked him at Turin in 1808.

While in Venice in 1815, he first met Antonia

Bianchi, the dancer, whose career was afterwards

destined to be so closely allied with his. Writing

to his friend, L. G. Germi, the lawyer, who
managed the violinist's financial affairs for him,

he says, ' I was not a little enamoured of the

Signora at Venice, but letters reached me with

such reports about her conduct that I can no

longer think of speaking to her.' However,

Paganinisoon overcame his scruples, and Antonia

Bianchi kept jealous guard over him for many
years. Two years later (1816) he revisited

Milan, anxious to hear the French violinist,

Lafont, who was giving concerts in that city.

A certain measure of artistic rivalry sprang up
between the two, and Lafont persuaded Paganini

to give a concert at the Scala in conjunction

with himself. Paganini placed the arrangement

of the programme in the French violinist's

hands. In recounting the event, Paganini has

modestly remarked, 'Lafont probably surpassed

me in tone, but the applause which followed my
efforts convinced me that I did not suffer by
comparison.' A similar rivalry existed at a later

date between the Polish violinist Lipinski and

himself.

Although Paganini lived with the strictest

economy, and was thrifty to a fault, he never

forgot the ties of natural affection. To his

mother he was ever considerate, and she, on

her side, cherished a loving affection for her

son, glorying in the fulfilment of her dream.

In 1820 he sent his friend Germi 30,000 francs

to be invested for her benefit. While at Rome
in 1817 Paganini met the Austrian Ambassador,

Count Metternich, who invited him to come to

Vienna. The weak state of his health, however,

proved an obstacle to his plans, and the wished-

for journey to the north was deferred from time

to time. In 1823 a more than usually severe

attack of his malady nearly killed him. In

1826 Paganini's son, Achillino, was born at

Palermo, and two years later he separated from

Antonia Bianchi, the mother of his chUd. After

many years of devotion, this lady's jealous

temper had become so violent that .this step

became necessary. He paid the Bianchi 2000
Milanese scudi for renouncing all rights to the

child, and on August 1, 1828, Bianchi left him
for ever. On March 29, Paganini gave his

first concert in Vienna with prodigious success.

All the Vienna newspapers teemed with un-

stinted praise of the virtuoso for two months.
The public became absolutelyintoxicated, a fever

of admiration seized all classes of society. Hats,

dresses, shawls, boots, perfumes, gloves, etc.,

appeared in the shop windows ' h, la Paganini.'
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His portrait was displayed everywhere ; his

bust adorned the sticks of the Vienna dandies,
and even dainty dishes were named alter him.
The Eniperor conferred upon him the title of

'Virtuoso of the Court,' and the town presented
him with the Gold Medal of St. Salvator. After
his triumphs in the Austrian capital, Paganini
started upon a tour in Germany, everywhere
creating a sensation. At Cassel, he gave two
concerts at the theatre, which were attended

with great interest by Spohr. The pure intona-

tion sustained by Paganini throughout his entire

performance astonished the German violinist,

but he was not altogether satisfied, being alter-

nately charmed by his genius and disappointed

by the mixture of power and chUdish taateless-

ness which he displayed. The two virtuosi

dined together, and Paganini'a extravagant

hilarity is said to have somewhat surprised the

pedantic Spohr. Three years' joumeyings in

Austria, Bohemia, Saxony, Poland, Bavaria,

Prussia, and the Rhenish provinces, terminated

in Paris, 1831, where he gave his first concert

at the Opera-House on March 9. Here, again,

wilfl enthusiasm greeted him, and he remained
urftU May. In that month he travelled to

Engfe,nd, and made his debut in London at

the Opera-House on Friday, June 3. His ap-

pearance in London had been looked forward to

on May 21, but owing to the newspapers severely

censuring the high prices demanded for admis-

sion, the concert was put off until the artist

yielded to the voice of the public, and definitely

announced his intention of charging the accus-

tomed prices. (See Times, June 1, 1831.) His
English reception was full of warmth (see ac-

counts in the Athenceum, 1831), and even more
curiosity was aroused by his personality in

England than in other countries. He was an-

noyed by the ' excessive and noisy admiration

'

to which he was subjected. People followed him
and mobbed him, and frequently got in front

of him in such a manner as to prevent his going

either way. They addressed him in English, of

which he knew not a, single word, and even

felt him to see if he were really flesh and blood.

The sensation he produced in London was fully

sustained during his subsequent tour in the

provinces, Scotland, and Ireland. Speaking of

the high fees demanded by the virtuoso, The
Constitution or Cork Advertiser (August 25,

1831) remarks : 'He has been engaged by Sir

George Smart at the Coronation, for which he

is to receive 1000 guineas. The proprietors of

Vauxhall Gardens offered him £1000 for three

nights ; the offer was refused, and when desired

to name his terms his demand was £5000 for

twelve nights.' Paganini remained in England

until June 1832. He gave his farewell concert

at the Victoria Theatre on the 17th of that

month, and returned to his native country after

an absence of six years, having made net profits,

which, in England alone, amounted to £16,000

VOL. Ill

or £1 7, 000. The writer well remembers an old

amateur who assisted at these concerts, concern-

ing which the following punning rhyme was
current :

—

Who are these who pay five guineas,
To hear this tune of Paganini 's?

—Echo answers—'Pack o' ninnies.'

He invested part of his fortune in landed
estates, purchasing, among other properties, the
'Villa Gajona' near Parma, where he decided to
reside. Here he occupied himself with projects

for the publication of his compositions. Un-
fortunately he set such a high price on his

manuscripts, that even the eminent publisher
M. Troupenas,—who was accustomed to pay
large sums to Rossini, Auber, and other cele-

brated composers, could not come to terms with
him. The winter of 1833 was passed in Paris,

and it was early in January 1834 that he in-

vited Berlioz to write him a solo for his Stradi-

varius viola. From this request the symphony
' Harold en Italic ' originated. It was performed
for the first time at the Paris Conservatoire on
Nov. 23, 1834, with Paganini as soloist. The
following December the great artist was again
in Italy, and on the 12th of that month played
at the Court of the Duchess of Parma, from
whomhereceivedtheImperial order of St. George.

Paganini now began to enjoy the fruits of his

fortune and world-wide fame. In 1834-35 he
played at rare intervals at charity concerts and
for the relief of indigent artists. In 1836 he
became involved in the finances of the ' Casino
Paganini,' a gambling-house which was opened
in Paris bearing his name. The Government
refusing to grant an opening licence, the specu-

lators were reduced to giving concerts to defray
the expenses of the undertaking. The disastrous

failure of the Casino cost Paganini 50,000 francs

and such health as was left him. At the
commencement of the year 1839 Paganini
was in a dying state. Medical men advised
him to remove to Marseilles, to which town
he a^ordingly went. His wonderful energies

struggled with his failing strength ; he seemed
to revive, and one day performed his favourite

Beethoven Quartet with all his old energy. The
renewed vigour was, however, but fleeting ; a
restless yearning to return to his native town
seized upon him, and he travelled thither, antici-

pating favourable results from the sea voyage.
From Genoa he fled to Nice, where he intended
to pass the winter in recruiting his health.

But his hopes were vain, Nice was destined

to be his last abode. His malady progressed

rapidly, the voice became almost extinct, and a

shocking cough racked his frail body. On the

last night of his life he was unusually tranquil,

and his final effort was to stretch forth his hands
for the violin which had been the faithful com-
panion of his travels. Listeners have declared

that his improvisation during these last hours
was the most remarkable feat of his whole life.

2q
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He was fifty-six years of age when he died, the

immediate cause of his death being a disease of

the larynx. By his will, made on April 27,

1837, and opened on June 1, 1840, he left his

son Achillino—legitimised by process of law

—

a fortune estimated at two millions (£80,000

sterling). Out of this sum two legacies of fifty

and sixty thousand francs were to be paid to

Paganini's two sisters, and an annuity of 1200

francs to Antonia Bianchi. He requested that

his burial should be without pomp. ' I desire

that no musicians play a Bequiem for me ; and

Prom a tltetch by sir Bdwin Landteer, R.A.

I bequeath my violin to the city of Genoa where

it may be perpetually kept.' Independently

of his wealth Paganini possessed some valuable

instruments,—a Stradivarius, a Guarnerius of

the smaller pattern, an excellent Amati, a

Stradivarius viola, and a bass of the same maker.

Paganini's singular and original personality

showed itself quite as much in his private life

as in his public career. Ignorant of all matters

save music, and reared under the most demoral-

ising circumstances, it was his inherent tact and
knowledge of human nature which attracted the

friendship of some of the greatest people in

Europe. Ugo Fosoolo, Rossini, Meyerbeer,

Berlioz, the Princess Elisa, Lord Holland, Sir

Clifford Constable and most of the great poets,

painters, and musicians of the day, were inti-

mately acquainted with him ; and for Lord

Byron he cherished an ardent admiration till

his death. To his fellow-artists he was polite

and considerate, and though he had an unerring

memory for persons, he scarcely ever remembered

PAGANINI

the names of the towns he played in. When
in the company of a small circle of friends he

was possessed of buoyant spirits, but if music

were mentioned he grew taciturn, and made
some excuse to withdraw. Left alone, he talked

to himself for hours, a habit which was respon-

sible for the rumour that he was attended by a

familiar demon. He was extraordinarily sensi-

tive to atmospheric changes, and a thunderstorm

would throw him into a paroxysm of irritable

excitement. His detractors accused him of want

of generosity, yet he was ever ready to relieve

the distress of a fellow-artist, or give his services

in the cause of charity. He was careless of

personal comfort, and it would be difficult to

find a man with less personal conceit. A small

bundle comprised his entire wardrobe, and a

dilapidated trunk served to contain his Guar-

nerius violin, his jewels, his money, and a few

articles of fine linen. While travelling he was

quite indifferent as to the accommodation offered

him, as long as the room was isolated from all

disturbing sounds. The windows of the vehicle

in which he travelled were kept firmly closed

—

for Paganini was always cold, and even in the

summer kept a large cloak wrapped round him,

—but the moment he arrived at the Hotel or

post-house, the windows of his apartment were

throvra wide open and kept so.

The extraordinary dexterity of his playing

was sustainedby his concertappearances entirely.

Mr. George Harrys—an oMaM at the Hano-

verian court, who acted as the virtuoso's secre-

tary for a year—asserts that Paganini never

touched his violin in private save to test or tune

it. ' I have laboured enough to acquire my
talent,' was the violinist's remark when ques-

tioned ;
' it is time I should rest myself.' Sleep

was a never-failing source of delight to him, but

in eating and drinking he was extremely frugal.

The state of his health required the strictest

diet, and if he started on a journey early in the

morning he frequently fasted nearly the whole

day. Ordinarily a basin of soup or a cup of

chocolate constituted his breakfast, and a cup

of camomile tea his supper. For his son Achil-

lino he cherished a tender affection, and many
anecdotes of his wonderful patience and touching

devotion to the child have been preserved. To
his inferiors he was contemptuous and disdainful,

and he was by no means subservient to people

of rank and wealth. His tall skeleton figure,

waxen narrow face, enshrined in long dark hair,

usually provoked some ridicule, when he first

appeared upon the platform, but a few bars of

his sensational playing quickly won him the

profound admiration of his audience. Sir

Charles HalW, who was introduced to Paganini

in Paris, describes him as 'a striking, awe-

inspiring figure,' most difficult to converse with.

When he wished the young pianist to play he
indicated his desire by a movement of his long

I hand, but otherwise sat rigid and taciturn.
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Few artists have ever aroused such a fund of

gossiping seandal, as did Paganini. His sup-

posed present of 20,000 francs to hia friend

Berlioz on Dee. 18, 1838, astonished the world,

for not the least of the accusations levelled

against him was that of sordid avarice. As a

matter of fact, the real donor was M. Armand
Bertin, the wealthy proprietor of the Journal
des pibats. Berlioz was a member of his staff

;

he had a high regard for hia talents, and was
anxioua to lighten his troubles. A certain

delicacy of feeling suggested that such a gift

would be more acceptable if offered as a tribute

of admiration from one artist to another. He
therefore persuaded Paganini to appear as the

donor of this munificent gift. Only one or two
of Bertin's friends were admitted into the secret,

and Berlioz was always kept in ignorance of the

true state of the matter. (See Sir Charles

HalU's Biography.)

As an executant Paganini created the diffi-

culties he performed. The disciple of no school,

his concentration and perseverance alone pro-

duced the daring flighte and brilliant techni-

calities which were destined to inaugurate the

epoch of virtuosity. Prior to Paganini artists

had not discovered the utility of harmonica.

Viotti, Rode, Kreutzer, employed natural har-

monics for isolated effects, but the advantages

of the stopped harmonic of every tone and half-

tone on the violin remained unknown. It was

these sounds that Paganini developed to such a

remarkable degree of perfection. He alone

estimated their varied functions
; (1) in extend-

ing the compass of the violin
; (2) in adding

charm and brilliance
; (3) in the execution of

high passages in double notes formerly reckoned

to be impossible. The novelty of these effecta,

the facility with which he executed them ; the

senaational, though often exaggerated, exprea-

sion he put into them, combined with his varied

staccatoand pizzicato passages, were the qualities

which threw the -whole of musical Europe into

a paroxysm of wonder and admiration. His

iuventive talent also augmented his art. For

instance, his divgiie modes of tuning his violin

had been employed in the early part of the

17th centurybyBiber(see Bibee, Scoedatura),

and the familiar custom of playing a melody on

one string and an accompaniment upon another

was developed by him into a variety of left-hand

pizzicato accompaniments. But the combined

pizzicato and arco runs, the chromatic slides

with one finger, and the guitar effects, employed

by modern violinists, especially by Sarasate,

were originated by Paganini. The quality of

tone which he produced, even in the swiftest

passages, was true and pure, but it lacked the

richness so characteristic of Spohr or Baillot,

and was wanting in tenderness. His excel-

lences in fact consisted in a combination of

mechanical perfection, daring origiiiality, and

striking individuality. Outside his own par-

ticular genre he was unsuccessful. His perform-

ance of a concerto by Kreutzer in Paris scarcely

rose above mediocrity, but in his own ' Witches'

Dance' ('Le Streghe'), the prayer from 'Mosi'

on the G string, or the variations on ' Di tanti

palpiti,' etc., which were in accordance with his

own peculiar style, he never failed to arouse

the enthusiasm of his audience. Paganini's

care in guarding the secrets of his discoveries

made him withhold the publication of his

compositions, and to be excessively wary of

imparting his art to others. But sometimes

caprice led him to interest himselfin encouraging

genius, as in the cases ofCamillo Sivori, to whom
he gave some lessons at the age of six, and
Catarina Oalcagno, a little girl whom he in-

structed for a few months while in Genoa in

1804. The mantle of Paganini's greatness fell

easily upon the shoulders of Sivori (see that

name), whose execution of Paganini's B minor
Concerto never failed to arouse fervent applause,

but Catarina Calcagno, after astonishing Italy

with the boldness of her style at the age of

fifteen, is lost trace of after the year 1816.

While ithasbeenadmittedthatPaganini's compo-

sitions and effects savoured of charlatanism, yet

therevolutionwhich he caused in the artofvioHn-

playing, and its lasting results, entitle him to

rank amongst the greatest geniuses of his age.

Notwithstanding his triumphant successes in

Germany (a curious testimony to this is in the

fact that Schumann, Liszt, and Bralims all

founded remarkable pianoforte works on themes

from Paganini) Spohr's example has held most
sway in that country, but the graceful modern
French and Belgian schools reveal his influence

at every point. Amongst present-day artists

Kubelik reigns supreme as an interpreter of

Paganini's music.

LIST OP COMPOSITIONS PUBLISHED IN PAGANINI'S
LIFETIME.

VentlquattroCaprlcciper ViolinoBolodfldicatiagli artisti, op. 1.

Sei Sonatl per Violino e Ghitarra, op. 2.

Sei Sonati per Violino e Chitana, op. 3.

Tre gran Quartetti a Violino, Viola, Ghitarra, e Violoncello,
opp. 4 and 5.

POSTHUMOUS PUBLISHED COMPOSITIONS.

Concerto in B, op. 6 (posthumous op. 1). The first moTement
was frequently performed by Wilhelmj, with orchestral accom-
paniment.
Concerto in B minor, op. 7 (posthumous op. 2), with the cele-

brated Rondo a la Clochette Orchestral accompaniment.
' Le Streghe ' (Witches' Dance, on an air by Simone Mayr), op. 8

(posthumous op. 3). Set of Tariations upon a theme taken from
SUssmayer's ballet ' 11 Noce dl Benevento,' witb orchestral accom-
paniment. Variations on 'God save the King,' with orchestral

accompaniment, op. 9 (posthumous op. 4).

' Le Camaval de Venlse.' Burlesque variations upon the popular
Italian air, without accompaniment, op. 10 (posthumous op. 6).

*Moto Perpetuo.' Allegro de Concert, op. 11 (posthumous op. 6.)

With orchestra.
Variations upon Rossini's air, 'Nonpiftmesta'from 'LaCeneren-

tola,' op. 12 (posthumous op. 7). Variations upon the air 'Di

tanti palpiti,' with orchestral part. op. 13 (posthumous op. 8).

Sixty variations in all keys upon the populai' Genoese air ' Baru-
caha,' with piano or guitar accompaniment. Written in Genoa
in February 183S, and dedicated to his friend M. L. G. Germi, op.

14 (posthumous* op. 9).

Schumann and Liszt have each transcribed Paganini's ' Twenty-
four Caprices ' for the piano, and Brahms baa written twenty-eight
variations upon a theme of Paganini's. The 'Witches' Dance'
was arranged for piano by T. B. Cramer in 1832 ; for violoncello by
B. E. Backmuld in 18*77, and for concertina and piano by B.
Blagrove. Paganini's last waltz, written at Nice, May 1840, waa
transcribed for the piano by H. Herz, London, 1840. David edited

the two concertos, and Alard included excerpte from Paganini
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In his ' Maltrea ClasfliqueB,' 1862. Other transcriptiona have been
made by W. V. Wallace, Heori Leonard, M. Hambourg, L. Auer,
Pauer, etc.

The BiBiiiooRAFHT of Paganinl ia more extended than that of

any other violinist, and includes :—Coneatitbile. JT. Paganini,
with picture, Perugia, 1851. F^tis. Jf. Pagatvimi, Paris, 1851;

Traiislation by W. B. Guernsey, London, 1876, with pictui-ea.

Sohottky, Pagcmini't Leben and Treiben, Prague, 1830, with

picture- Schutz, Leben Character tend Kwiut, Leipzig. 1830, with
picture. De Laphaleque, Notice sur le cSlSbre violinitte, JV. P..

Paris, 1830. with picture. Anders, Pagamtni, hit Life, etc., Paris,

1831. Du, Eivage, nS/iections mr le talent de Jf, P., Paris, 1830.

Harrys. Pi^a^ini in aeinem RHsewagon, etc., Bruuswicit, 1830.

Niggli, jV. Paganini, Leipzig, 1882. Viueta, Paganini't Leben und
CharaJcter, Hamburg, 1830. with picture. Jules Janin, La Mart de
P., MS. in the poaaesaion of the writer. Bruni, iV. Paganini,
Florence, 1873. Polko, Sacconto Storico di Orette Bruni, Leipzig,

1876, with picture. G-uhr, Uber Paganini't KvmSt, Mayence, 18^.
Escudier, Au* Aem. Lebeti Paganini, Leipzig. Anou., Biographie

von ^.-^agtmini, Zurich, 1846. Anon.. Jfemoir of Paganini,
Llverpoolv 1832, with picture. Paganini, a Genoese periodical

published 1887 and 6nward. The Athencnvm, 1831 ; New Monthly
Magaxine,\%Sl; The Literarj/Oaxette andJournal ofthe BeUesLettres,
1831 ; The Examiner, 1831 ; Chamibert't Ediriburgh Journal, 1832

;

Frater't Magazine, April 1882-; for the ' Correspondence of Niccolo

Paganini
'

; J. Theodore Bent, ' Nicoio Paganini,' Lady's Magazine,
1881. (Also reprinted separately.) q^ ^^ and E. H-A.

PAGE, John, a tenor singer, was elected a lay

c]erk of St. George's Chapel, Windsor, Dec. 3,

1790. He resigned the appointment Nov. 9,

1795, having for some time previously officiated

as deputy at the Chapel Royal and St, Paul's.

In 1800 he edited and published *Hannonia
Sacra ; a collection of Anthems in score, selected

from the most eminent mastersof the 16th, 17th,

and 18th centuries,' 3 vols. fol. ; an excellent

work, supplementary to the collections of Boyce

and Arnold. On Jan. 10, 1801, upon the resig-

nation of Richard Bellamy, he was appointed

a vicar choral of St. Paul's. In 1804 he issued
* A Collection of Hymns by various composers,

with 12 Psalm tunes and an Ode composed by
Jonathan Battishill.' Also ' Festive Harmony;
a collection, of the most favourite Madrigals,

Elegies, and Glees, selected from the works of the

most eminent composers.' In 1806 he published

'The Burial Service, Chant, Evening Service,

Dirge and Anthems appointed to be performed

at the funeral ofLord Nelson, 9th January, 1806,

composed by Dr. Croft, Purcell, Dr. Greene,

Attwood, and Handel.' In 1808 he joined

"William Sexton, organist of St. George's Chapel,

Windsor, in the publication of a selection from

Handel's Chandos Anthems, in a mutilated

form. He died in London in August 1812. The
following are the contents of his ' Harmonia
Sacra '

:

—

Verse Anthems.

Croft. Blessed is the people.
Do. Deliver u-i, Lord,

Weldon. I will lift up mine eyes.

Boyce. Let my complaint.
Purcell. Out of the deep.
Kent. Lord our Governor.
Croft. Praise the Lord.
Greene. Ponder my words.
Clark. The Lord is my strength.
Dupuia. The Lord, even the most.
Kent. The Lord is my shepherd.
Arnold. Who is this that cometh.

Pull Anthems with Verses.

Battisliill. Call to remembrance.
Aldrlch. God is our hope.
Stroud. Hear my prayer.
Bupuis. I cried unto the Lord.
Goldwin. I will sing.
Kason. Lord of all power.
Keynolds. My God, my God.
King, be Joyful.
Attwood. Teach me, O Lord.

FuU Anthemus.

Boyce. BurlarService.
Farrant. Xjord for thy tender.
Tucker. give thanks.
Blchardson. O how amiable.
King. Unto Thee, O Lord.

Vol. II.

Verse Anthems.

Handel. Aa pants the hart.
Purcell. Blessed is he.
Clark. Bow down thine ear.

Battishill. How long wilt Thou.
Greene. Hear my crying.
Purcell. I was glad.
S. Wesley. I said, I will take heed.
King. I will always give thanks.
C.Wesley.Mysoul hath patiently.
Croft. OLord.Thouhast searched.
Blarcello. O Lord our Governor.
Goldwin. O praise God,
Hine. Rejoice in the Lord.
Greene. Save me, O God.
Croft. The Lprd Is king.
Greeue. The Lord id my strength.

Full Anthems with Verse.

Nares. Blessed be the Lord Ood.
Blake. I have set 0,oA,

Baildon. Behold, how good.
Travers. Keep, we beseech Thee.
Wood. Lord of all power.
Clark. OLordGod ofmy salvation.
Blow. Sing we merrily.
Croft. Sing praises to the Lord.
King. The Lord is full.

Voi^ III.

Verse Anthems.

Holmes. Arise and shine.

Handel. Behold, I tell you.
Linley. Bow down thine ear.

Heiiley. Hear my prayer.
Greene. I will alway give thanks.
Boyce. I will magnify Thee.
Hine. I will magnify Thee.

Greene. OIookdownfromfaeaveiL
HandeL There were ahepherda.
Croft. The Loi-d is my light.

Handel. Thou ai-tgoneuponhigh.

FuU Anthems with Verse.

Battishill. Behold, how good.
Handel. Behold the Lamb of God.
BattlshiU. I will magnify Thee.
Handel. Moses and the Children.
Busby. O God, Thou art my God.
Banks. O I<ord, grant the King.

FuU Anthems.

Greene. Bow down thine ear.

BattishUI, Deliver us, O God.
Tye. From the depth I called.

Rogers. Lord, who shall dwell.
Marsh. O Lord, who hasc taught.
Marenzio. Save Lord, hear us.

W. H. H.

PAGIN, Andr6 Noel, violinist, favourably

mentioned by Dr. Bumey, was born at Paris,

1721. He was a pupil of Tartini, having

travelled to Italy in his youth with the object

of studying under the gi*eat Italian. In 1750

he returned to Paris and performed at the
* Concerts Spirituels,' with a success which un-

fortunately was not enduring, owing to the

jealousy of his rivals, and his too accentuated

devotion to his master's compositions. The
applause which greeted his public performances

became ironical, and Pagin was compelled to

discontinue them. He consoled himself by
accepting an appointment—^bearing an annual

stipend of £250 a year—in the Duo de Cler-

mont's household, and frequently took part in

soir6es given by musical amateurs. Dr. Burney
{Present State . . . France and Italyj p. 42),

heard Pagin at the house of Madame Brillon

—a distinguished amateur musician—at Passy

in 1770. He particularly notes the violinist's

expressive rendering, and facility in the

execution of difficulties, and says :
' He is

regarded here as his (Tartini's) best scholar.'

The date of Pagin's death remains unknown.
Compositions : Six Sonatas with bass ; Paris,

1748 ; dedicated to Prince de Griinberghem.

The same, with harpsichord accompaniment,
London, 1770. The adagio of the Sixth Sonata
appears under No. 139 in Cartier's *Ecole de
Violon,' and Sonata No. 5 is included in

Alard's ' Les Maitres Classiques.'—F^tis, Biog,

des Mm. ; Burney^ The Present State of Music
in France and Italy ; Vidal, Instr. d Archet,

vol. ii. ; Clarke, Biog. Diet of Fiddlers
;

Du Bourg, The Violin ; Eitner's Quellen-

Lexikon. e. h-a.

PAGLIACCI. Opera in two acts (said to be
founded on an actual incident), words and music
by Ruggiero Leoncavallo. Produced at the
Teatro del Verme, Milan, May 21, 1892. Given
at Covent Garden, London, May 19, 1893.
Known in Germany as * Bajazzi.

'

PAINE, John Knowles, American organist

and composer, and for twenty years Professor
of Music at Harvard University, was born in

Portland, Maine, U.S.A., Jan. 9, 1839, and
received his earliest musical instruction from
Hermann Kretschmar in the city of his birth.
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In 1858 he went to Berlin, where for three

years he studied in the Hochsohule fur Musik
under Haupt, Wieprecht, and Teschner. He
had chosen the organ to be his solo instrument,

and became so proficient that he gave organ

concerts in several German cities before returning

to his native laud in 1861. Going back to the

United States he gave organ concerts and taught.

There was at the time no chair of music in any
American university. On March 29, 1862, Mr.
Paine was appointed Instructor in Music at

Harvard University to serve for the remainder
of the year, and on June 2, 1873, Assistant

Professor of Music to serve from Sept. 1 of

that year. After two years, during which time

he laboured zealously to win recognition for his

art in scholastic circles by giving lessons in

harmony and counterpoint (music having been
raised to the dignity of an elective study at

Harvard in 1870-71), he was appointed full

Professor (August 30, 1875), being the first

incumbent of a Chair of Music in an American
university. From 1862 to 1882 he also served

as College organist. He received the honorary

degree of Master of Arts from Harvard in 1869,

and that of Doctor of Music from Yale in 1890.

He resigned his professorship in May 1905,

to take effect the following September, and died

after a very brief illness on April 25, 1906. A
minute on his life and services which appeared

in the Harvard UniwrsUy Gazette, on June 1,

1906, mentioned his services in the following

words : ' From the beginning of his career as a

teacher, he regarded it as a sacred duty to

justify the recognition of music as an academic

study, and to familiarise the College public

with the best music. For years it was his

practice to supplement his regular instruction

by a series of pianoforte recitals of the works

of the great masters, prefacing each work with

a few well-chosen remarks about the personality

of the composer and the significance of his

music. These recitals, given in the evening in

the lecture-room of Boylston Hall, were always

well attended by students, to many of whom
they furnished the first opportunity to hear

classical music. ' Among Professor Paine's pupils

who achieved distinction as composers were

Arthur Foote, F. S. Converse, L. A. Coerne,

Clayton Johns, and Thomas Whitney Surette
;

as critical writers on music, Richard Aldrich (a

contributor to this Dictionary), Henry T. Finck

and W. F. Apthorp.

Professor Paine was neither a rapid nor a

voluminous composer, and his significant works

are all in the larger forms. A mass in D was

performed by the Singakademie in Berlin under

his direction in February 1867. In 1873 he

attracted attention byproducing, first in Portland

and then in Boston (Handel and Haydn Society),

an oratorio entitled 'St. Peter." A symphony

in C minor followed, which Theodore Thomas

(g.v.) took into his repertory in 1876 as he did

later another symphony in A entitled ' Spring,'

op. 23 (1880), and a symphonic poem entitled

'An Island Fantasy' (1882). It was also due

to the interest of Mr. Thomas that Professor

Paine composed a cantata entitled 'A Song
of Promise' for the Cincinnati Festival of

1888. During the first two decades of his

creative career Professor Paine was an uncom-
promising exemplar of conservatism in musical

composition, but liberal notions found expres-

sions in the music to 'Oedipus Tyranmis,'

especially the truly noble introduction written

for a performance of Sophocles's tragedy under

the auspices of Harvard University's Department
of the Classics in May 1881. 'Though in this

the composer followed the example set by
Mendelssohn in his ' Antigone ' in the main,

yet the ' Oedipus ' music, making no attempt
at antiquarianism, has much depth of feeling

and sublimity of thought. After the first per-

formances at the Sanders Theatre the tragedy

was given in English with Professor Paine's

music at public theatres in Boston and Kew
York. For the Harvard Classical Club's per-

formance of the ' Birds ' of Aristophanes in

1901, Professor Paine also wrote incidental

music. For the Centennial Exposition held in

Philadelphia in 1876 he made a setting of a
hymn written by the poet Whittier, for the

World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 a
'Columbus March and Hymn,' and for the

Exposition held in St. Louis in 1904 to celebrate

the Louisiana Purchase a ' Hymn of the West,'

the words by Edmund Clarence Stedman. An
opera ' Azara,' dealing with a Moorish subject,

for which he wrote words and music, was pub-
lished in vocal score in 1901, but is still in

1906 awaiting performance. He was at work
upon a symphonic poem to be illustrative of

the character and fate of Abraham Lincoln

when he died. Of his other works in the

larger forms mention may be made of an
overture, ' As You Like It

'
; a symphonic poem

'The Tempest' ; three cantatas, 'Phoebus Arise'

(1882), ' The Realm of Fancy,' words by Keafs

(1882), and 'The Nativity,' words by Milton,

composed for the Festival of the Handel and
Haydn Society of Boston in 1883. H. B. K.

PAISIBLE, violinist, bom at Paris in 1745.
Died by his own hand at St. Petersburg, 1781.

Pupil of Gavinies, through whose influence he
became a member of the orchestra of the
' Concerts Spirituels, ' and one of the musicians

attached to the household of the Duchesse de
Bourbon Conti. Imbued with an enthusiastic

and hopeful disposition, Paisible's youthful

ambition led him to throw up these posts and
travel. After visiting the principal French
towns, he rambled through the Netherlands
and Germany as far as St. Petersburg, where
his previous triumphant successes led him to

hope for an appearance before the Empress
Catherine. Owing, however, to the intrigues
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of Antonio LoUi, who was then attached to the

Imperial court, his endeavours to be heard were

frustrated. Two public concerts which he gave

failed to attract attention. Much disheartened

he entered the service of a Eussian Count, with

whom he travelled to Moscow. This resource

lasted but for a short time. He gave further

concerts, but with discouraging results, and at

length, distracted by misfortune, and crippled

with debts, he shothimself at St. Petersburg. His

touching farewell letter left instructions that

his valuable violin should be sold towards de-

fraying his debts. Published compositions :

—

Two violin concertos, op. 1, Paris ; six string

quartets, op. 2, London ; six ditto, op. 3, Paris.

—Dubourg, The Violin ; Fetis, Biog. des Mus.

;

Clarke, Did. of Fiddlers. B. H-A.

PAISIBLE, or PEASABLE, James, resident

in London in the latter part of the 17th and
beginning of the 18th century was the head
of the King's Band of Music in 1714-19. He
composed overtures and act tunes for the follow-

ing pieces— 'King Edward the Third,' 1691 ;

'Oroonoko' and 'The Spanish Wives,' 1696;
'The Humours of Sir John Falstaff' [Henry
IV., Part i.], 1700 ;

' She would and she would
not,' 1703 ; and 'Love's Stratagem.' Some of

these were 'performed before Her Majesty and
the new King of Spain.' He also wrote Duets

for flutes, published in ' Thesaurus Musicus,

'

1693-96; and Sonatas and other pieces for

flutes published at Amsterdam. [See the Qv£l-

Un-Lexikon.l He assisted St. Evremond in

composing music for the Duchess of Mazarine's

concerts at Chelsea. w. H. H.

PAISIELLO, or PAESIELLO, Giovanni,
eminent composer of the Italian school in its

pre-Rossinian period, was the son of a veterinary

surgeon at Taranto, and was bom May 9, 1741.

At five years old he entered the Jesuit school at

Taranto, where he attracted notice by the beauty

of his voice. The elements of music were

taught him by one Carlo Presta, a priest and
tenor singer, and he showed such talent that

his father, who had intended to educate him
for the legal profession, abandoned this idea,

and succeeded in obtaining admission for him
in 1754 to San Onofrio, at Naples, where he

received instruction from the veteran Durante,

and afterwards from Cotumacoi and Abos.

During his nine years of studentship, Pai-

siello's powers were exercised on church music,

but in 1765 he indulged in the composition of

a dramatic interinezeo, which, performed at the

little theatre of the Conservatorio, revealed

where his real talent lay. The piece pleased

so much that its composer was summoned to

Bologna to write two comic operas, ' La Pupilla

'

and ' II Mondo a Kovescio ' ; which inaugurated

a long series of successes in all the chief Italian

towns. At Naples, where PaisieUo finally took

up his abode, he found a formidable rival in

Hccinni, and later, when Piccinni had departed

to Paris, in Cimarosa. The enthusiastic recep-

tion met with by his own operas, and by
'L' Idolo Cinese' (1767) in particular, was in--

sufflcient to set him at ease while his own
supremacy was at all in danger. He seems all

his life to have regarded every possible rival

with jealous dislike, and on more than one
occasion to have stooped to intrigue, not only

to ensure his own success, but to defeat that of

others.

In 1776, on the invitation of the Empress
Catherine, who ofiered him a splendid salary,

Paisiello left Naples for St. Petersburg. Among
a number of operas written there must be
mentioned ' II Barbiere di Siviglia' (c. 1780) .

one of his best works, and to which a special

interest attaches from its effect on the first

representation of Rossini's opera of the same
name. Coldly received when performed at

Rome (after Paisiello's retm-n from Russia), it

ended by obtaining so firm a hold on the affec-

tions of the Roman public, that the attempt of

another composer to write a new ' Barber ' was
regarded as sacrilege, nor would this audience

at first give even a hearing to the famous
work which finally consigned its predecessor

to oblivion.

After eight years in St. Petersburg, Paisiello

returned to Italy, stopping at Vienna on his

way back, where he wrote twelve ' symphonies

'

for Joseph II., and an opera ' II Re "Teodoro,'

(1784) containing some of his best music. ' II

Marohese di Tulipano,' written for Rome (1792),
enjoyed for years a European popularity. He
was named, about 1784, maestro di cappella to

Ferdinand IV. of Naples, and during the next
thirteen years produced several of the works by
which he became most widely known, notably
' I Zingari in Fiera' (1789), ' Nina, o la Pazza
d' Amore' (1789), and 'La Molinara.' In 1797,
on the death of General Hoche, Paisiello wrote
a Funeral March, to order, for Napoleon, then
General Buonaparte, who always showed »
marked predilection for this composer's music,
and now gave preference to his work over one
by Cherubini.

When, in 1799, the Republican government
was declared at Naples, PaisieUo accommodated
himself to the new state of things, and was re-

warded by the post of ' Director of the National
Music' At the Restoration he naturally found
himself out of favour with his old patrons, and
lost his former appointment. After two years
he succeeded in getting it back again, but this

had hardly come about when the First Consul
demanded the loan of his favourite musician
from the King of Naples to organise and direct

the music of his chapel. Paisiello was accord-
ingly despatched to Paris, where Buonaparte
treated him with a magnificence rivalling that
of Catherine of Russia, and an amount of favour
that excited frantic jealousy in the resident
musicians, especially M^hul and Cherubini,
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who did not care for Paisiello's music, and
whom he punished by bestowing on their enemies
all the patronage at his disposal.

He was occupied chiefly in writing sacred

compositions for the First Consul's chapel, but
in 1803 he gave an opera, ' Proserpine,' which
was not a success. This probably determined
him next year to beg for permission to return

to Naples, on the plea of his wife's ill-health.

It was granted, although unwillingly, by
Napoleon, who desired him before leaving to

name his successor, when he surprised every

one by designating Lesueur, who was then
almost unknown, and in destitute circum-

stances.

On Paisiello's return to Italy he was endowed
with a considerable pension, was re-established

in his old place at Naples, and was maintained
in it by Joseph Buonaparte, and after him by
Murat. But the favour he enjoyed under
Napoleonic dynasties inevitably brought him
once more into trouble when the Bourbons
returned. He then lost all the pensions settled

on him by the various crowned heads he had
served. He retained, it is true, his salary at

the Eoyal Chapel, but this, after the luxury he
had known, was poverty. Anxiety had under-

mined his health, and he suffered a fresh blow
in the loss of his wife, in 1815. He did not

long survive her, dying June 5, 1816.

As a man Paisiello does not command our

sympathy, although by his industry and devo-

tion to Art he merits esteem. Spoiled by
success, he lacked generosity towards his rivals.

He had no endurance and no dignity in mis-

fortune. Like many others of his time, he

was a most prolific writer. He composed

about a hundred operas, and at least as

many other works, of different kinds. If

novelty is not aimed at, or is only occasionally

expected, the art of penning easy, flowing

melody seems capable of being cultivated into

a habit. Expression, within certain restricted

limits, was Paisiello's strong point. All his

airs are remarkable for simplicity and grace, and

some have considerable charm, such as 'Nel

cor pi^ non mi sento ' (see ante, p. 3626) in the

'Molinara,' long known in England as 'Hope

told a flattering tale,' and destined to survive

still longer owing to the variations on it written

by Beethoven. Some of his music is tinged

with mild melancholy, as in ' Nina ' (a favourite

part of Pasta's), but it is never tragic ; or with

equally mild bonhomie, as in the 'Zingari in

Fiera, ' but it is never genuinely comic. It has

great purity of style. No bravura songs for

prime donne, such as figure in the works of

Hasse and Porpora, do we find in these operas.

No doubt his simple airs received embellishment

at the hands of singers ; we know that the

custom prevailed, at that time, to such an

extent as to determine Rossini to write down

aU his own fioriiure for himself. This may

account for the degree of repetition to be found

in Paisiello's pieces, which, to our ears, seems

insufferably tedious. In his work the prin-

ciple of ' exposition, illustration, and repeti-

tion' is non-existent as to its second stage.

His only method of expanding his theme to

the desired dimensions was numerous verbatim

repetitions, with a short alternative phrase

between, producing the feeling of a continual

series of rondos, which,- for variety of effect,

must have depended on the singer. Trios,

quartets, etc. enter largely into his works, and
he was among the first, if not the first, to

introduce concerted finales into serious opera.

In his orchestration he arrives at charming
effects through very simple means ; it is distin-

guished by clearness and good taste, and by
the independent parts given to the instru-

ments.

The mild light of such men as Paisiello paled

before the brilliance of Bossini. His music is

practically obsolete, yet it must not be put
aside with that of many so-called composers

who merely illustrate the passing fancies of

their day. It is music. Not immortal music ;

for art that is immortal is always young, and
this has become old-fashioned. Yet like many
a quaint old fashion it has a certain beauty of

association now, because it possessed actual

beauty once. No one would wUlingly call it

back into an existence where it would find itself

out of place. Yet much of it may repay atten-

tion on the part of those who may care to turn

aside for a moment from the intricate path of

modern art, and examine the music which
stirred the admiration and moved the heart of

a past generation of men and women like

themselves.

For a complete list of Paisiello's compositions

the reader is referred to the Quellen-Lexikon.

Besides the operas, there are eight masses and
other church pieces; fifty -one instrumental

ditto. F. A. M.

PAIX, Jacob, was bom in 1556 at Augsburg,
son of Peter Paix, organist of St. Anne's. The
family are supposed to have come originally

from the French Netherlands. Jacob Paix
became organist at Lauingen, where in 1583 he
published an Organ Book with the title, ' Ein
schon Nutz und gebrauchlich Orgel-Tabulatur.

Darinnen etlich der beriimbten Komponisten
beste Moteten mit 12, 8, 7, 6, 5, und 4 Stim-
men auserlesen, dieselben auf all fiirnemen

Festa des ganzen Jahrs und zu dem Chormas
gesetzt. Zuletzt auoh allerhand der schbnsten

Lieder Pass' e' mezzo und dantz, alle mit
grossem Fleiss ooloriert . .

.' In this work
Paix shows himself as one of the school of

German colourists in organ-writing, who busied

themselves in transcribing vocal pieces for the
organ in a purely mechanical fashioii, breaking
up the melody throughout into the same mono-
tonous figure of four notes without the slightest
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attempt at any variety of movement. A speci-

men of his manner of ' colouring ' Palestrina's

motet, '0 beata et gloriosa Trinitas,' maybe
seen in Sohlecht, GescMckte der Kirchemnusik,

Ex. 63. But the work also contains two

fantasias and two French oanzonas, which being

free from this purely mechanical 'colouring,'

have greater artistic value. One of them is

given in Schleoht, Ex. 64. (See also Ritter,

Oeschichte der Orgelmusik, pp. 106-7, etc.) In

his preface Paix gives some useful hints on

fingering, recommending the freer use of the

thumb, etc. Other works of Paix are mentioned

in the Quellen-Lexikmi, among them two Missae

Parodiae on motets by Mouton and Crecquillon,

a i and 6 respectively. Paix would seem to

have been the first to adopt the designation

Missa Parodia for this class of work. In 1583
Paix is also mentioned as being organist at

Augsburg, where he appears to have died about

1590.
^

J. R. M.

PALADILHE, IEmile, bom at Montpellier,

June 3, 1844 ; at nine entered the Conservatoire

under the protection of HaUvy, and studied

hard, carrying off the first piano prize in 1857,

and the organ-prize and ' Prix de Rome ' in

1860. The cantata which won him the latter

distinction, ' Le Czar Ivan IV,' he neither

printed nor sent to the library of the Conserva-

toire, doubtless from the consciousness that it

was an immature work. The specimens of his

composition received by the Iiistitut during his

stay in Italy gave a favourable idea of his

powers, but on his return to Paris he had great

difficulty in obtaining a libretto. At length at-

tention was drawn to his merits, and he obtained

Coppee's one-act piece, ' La Passant,' which was
produced at the Op&a-Comique, April 24, 1872,

and the taking song, ' La Mandolinata,' from it

obtained a wide popularity. Notwithstanding
the favourable reception of the music, sung by
Mme. Galli-Mari6, and Marguerite Priola,' three

years passed before the appearance of 'L' Amour
Africain' (May 8, 1875), in two acts. The
libretto of this, by Legouv^, was not approved,

and the music was condemned as laboured.

Nevertheless many of the numbers bear traces

notonly of solid musicianship, but of spontaneous

and original melody. Paladilhe's first import-

ant work was 'Suzanne' (Deo. 30, 1878), an
op^ra-comique in three acts. Here we find

something beyond mere ingenuity in devising

efieots ; the melodies are graceful and refined,

and show an unconventionality of treatment

which is both charming and piquant.

It had, however, but a moderate success in

spite of the merit of its first act, a delicately

treated idyll, and the young composer turned
his attention to the concert-room, and produced
a work entitled ' Fragments Symphoniques ' at

the Concerts Populaires, March 5, 1882. It is

a composition of no extraordinary merit, but
' A promifling singer who died young.

some of the songs which he wrote at the time

are exceedingly graceful. On Feb. 23, 1885,

his 'Diana' was brought out at the Op^ra-

Comique, but only played four times. The
libretto was dull and childish, and the music
heavy and crude, without a ray of talent or

passion. Undismayed by this failure, Paladilhe

set to work on a grand opera on Sardou's drama
' Patrie. ' Legouve, who always showed an
almost paternal affection for Paladilhe, and who
was anxious to make amends for the failure into

which he had led the composer by his libretto

of ' L' Amour Africain,' obtained from Sardou

the exclusive right of composing the music for

Paladilhe. The work was given at the Opera,

Dec. 20, 1886, and at first was successful

beyond its merits. [It was given at Hamburg
as 'Vaterland' in 1889, and at the Scala,

Milan, as 'Patria,' in 1895.] His operatic

method is that of fifty years ago, and he is

deficient in real invention. He has disregarded

the course of musical development, and thus

his style is already old-fashioned. In Jan. 1581
he was decorated with the Legion d'Honneur.
[In 1892 his ' Saintes Maries de la mer,' a lyric

drama, was produced at Montpellier, and he was
made a member of the Academic, in succession

to Guiraud. Two masses and a symphony are

among his non-dramatic compositions.] A. j.

PALESTRINA,2 Giovanni Pierlitigi da,
was born of humble parents at Palestrina in the

Campagna ofRome. The exact date of his birth

is unknown, [but a memorandum in the archives

of the Sistine Chapel, describing his funeral,

gives his age as sixty- eight years, so that his

birth must have taken place in 1525 or 1526.

This seems the most authoritative statement yet

discovered, and disposes of the theories of Adami,
Baini, and others.] It is certain that at a very
early age, probably about the year 1540, he
came to Rome to study music. Towards this

career the diflerent capitals of Italy offered

many inducements to boys with musical apti-

tudes, and it is said by Ottavio Pitoni that
Palestrina owed his reception into a school to

his being overheard singing in the street by the

Maestro of the Chapel of Santa Maria Maggiore.
The authenticity of this anecdote is at least

doubtful. In the first place Palestrina, at all

events as a man, had but a poor voice ; in the
next, a Maestro who had thus caught wild a,

promising pupil would infallibly have kept him
to himself, whereas Palestrina very soon after

his arrival in Rome appears as a pupil of Gaudio
Mell, a Fleming, who had opened a public school
of music in the city, and whose name has been

2 ' Joanriea PetraloysiUB FraeuestinuB ' Is his foil Latin name

;

Baini styles him ' J. P. Aloisiua. In the old editions he is called
simply Gianetto, or Glanetto with various affixes—aach as da (or
without the da) Palestrina, Palestrino, Pallestrina, Palestina, or
Felestrino ; also Jo. de Falcsttna. {See Eitner, BibUographie, 1877, pp.
766, 768.f [The author considered tliat Gianetto was a different
person from the great composer ; hut Dr. Haberl proved that they
were one and the same (see vol. xxviii. of the Breitkopf & Httrtel
edition, preface), and his view has been accepted by Dr. Eitner
{MonaUMfte far MusHc^eachicTOe), 1885, p. 35.]
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commonly supposed to be a, corruption of

Goudimel, an impossible supposition (see vol.

ii. p. 206). [On Oct. 28, 1544, he was allotted

the income of a canonry at Palestrina, for which
he was to play the organ at festivals, to sing at

the daily office, and to teach singing and music.

He married in 1547 Lucrezia di Goris.]

In 1551 Rubino iinaUy retired from the

teachership of music in the Cappella Giulia of

the Vatican, and in September of that year

Palestrina, who during the eleven years that had
elapsed since his first visit to Rome must have
given good proofs of his quality, was elected to

the vacant post. He was invested with the

novel title of 'Magister Cappellae," his prede-

cessors having been styled 'Magister Puerorum,'
'Magister Musicae,' or 'Magister Chori.'

In 1554 he published his first volume, con-

taining four masses for four voices and one for

five. These he dedicated to Pope Julius III.

It is worth saying, in order to show the domin-
ance of the Flemish school in Italy, that this

was the first volume of music that had ever been
dedicated by an Italian to a Pope. It was
printed in Rome by the Brothers Dorici in 1554

;

a second edition of it was published by their

successors in 1572, and a third by Gardano of

Rome in 1591. For the contents, see p. 607.

In the year 1555 Julius III., mindful of the

dedication of the book of masses, offered their

author a place among the twenty-four collegiate

singers of his private chapel. The pay was
greater than that which he was receiving as

Maestro in the Vatican. Palestrina was poor,

and he had already four children. On the other

hand he was a layman, he had a bad voice, and
he was a married man. For each one of these

reasons his appointment was a gross violation

of the constitutions of the college, and a high-

handed and unwsirrantable act upon the part of

Julius. All this he knew, and to his credit he

hesitated to accept the offer ; but a desire to

do his best for his family combined with a fear

of offending his patron to enforce his acceptance.

He resigned his old post, and on Jan. 13, 1555,

was formally admitted as one of the Pontifical

Singers.

In the course of this year he published his

first volume of madrigals for four voices. His

intention to dedicate this to Julius was frustrated

by the death of that pontiff, which took place

while they were still in the press. The book

was published by the.Brothers Dorici, and was

afterwards five times reprinted in different

editions by Scotto and Gardano of W^enice and

their successors. Marcellus II., who succeeded

Julius III. in the papacy, died after a reign of

twenty-three days, and was succeeded in his

turn by Paul IV. Paul was a reformer, and

one of the first acts of his reign was to weed

the College of Pontifical Singers of those mem-
bers whose qualifications would not bear

scrutiny. Among these was undoubtedly

Palestrina, and he was dismissed accordingly,

along with Leonardo Bari and Domenico Ferra-

bosco. The Pope tempered his severity by
assigning to each of the dismissed singers a

pension of six scudi per month. But not the

less did his expulsion seem ruin to the anxious

and over-sensitive Palestrina. He straightway

took to his bed, and for some weeks lay prostrate

under an attack of nervous fever. As might
have been foreseen, his despair was premature.

A young man who had so speedily and so surely

left his mark upon the music of his generation

was not likely to starve for want of employment.
Within two months he was invited to the post

of Maestro della Cappella at the Lateran. He
was careful to inquire at the Vatican whether
in the event of his obtaining fresh preferment

he would be allowed to keep his pension, and
it was only upon receiving a favourable answer

that he accepted the proffered office, upon which
he entered in Oct. 1656.

Palestrina remained at the Lateran until

Feb. 1661, when he was transferred to a similar

post at Santa Maria Maggiore. At the last-

named basilica he remained for ten years at a

monthly salary of sixteen scudi, until the month
of April 1571, when, Upon the death of

Giovanni Animuccia, he was once more elected

to his old office of Maestro at the Vatican.

The fifteen years which thus elapsed since

the rigorous reform of Paul IV. had set him for

a moment adrift upon the world, had been
years of brilliant mental activity in Palestrina.

His genius had freed itself from the influence

of the pedantry by which it had been nursed

and schooled,—and had taken to itself the

full form and scope of its own speciality and
grandeur. His first volume had been full of all

the vagaries and extravagances of the Flemish
school, and in it the meaning of the words and
the intention of the music had alike been sub-

ordinated, according to the evil fashion of his

epoch, to the perplexing subtleties of science.

But beyond this first volume few traces of what
Baini calls the 'Fiammingo Squalore' are to

be found. His ' Lamentations of Jeremiah,

'

for four voices [published 1588], shows more
than the mere germs of his future manner

;

and although the set of ' Magnificats ' for five

and six voices [1591] is full of science and
learning, it is of science and learning set free.

A hymn, 'Crux Fidelis,' and a collection of
' Improperia,' all for eight voices, written in

1560, obtained speedily so great a renown, that

Paul IV. who had dismissed him, could not

restrain himself from asking to have them sung
at the Vatican, and after hearing them had
them added at once to the collection of the

Apostolic Chapel. The publication of all these

works was made anonymously, and was com-
pleted within the six years of Palestrina's stay

at the Lateran. So far as is known, the only

piece during that period to which his name was

2j
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aSSxed was a madrigal composed in honour of a

lady with a beautiful voice and much skill in

song. It is entitled 'Donna bella e gentil,'

and was printed by Sootto of Venice in 1560 in

a volume of madrigals by Alessandro Striggio.

The ten years during which he remained at

Santa Maria Maggiore formed at once the most
brilliant decade in the life of Palestrina and

one of the most remarkable epochs in the his-

tory of his art. It is not easy for us at this

moment to realise the position of church music

at the date of the Council of Trent. It may
be said that it had lost all relation to the

services which it was supposed to illustrate.

Bristling with inapt and distracting artifices,

it completely overlaid the situations of the

Mass ; while founded, as it was for the most
part, upon secular melodies, it was actually

sung, except by two or three prominent voices

in the front row of the choir, to the words

with which its tunes were most naturally and
properly associated. It was usual for the most
solemn phrases of the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, and
Agnus to blend along the aisles of the basilica

with the unedifying refrains of the lewd chan-

sons of Flanders and Provence, while ballad

and other dance music was played every day
upon the organ. Other irregularities and
corruptions hardly less flagrant were common
among the singers ; and the general condition

of affairs was such that a resolution as to the

necessity of reform in church music, which
very nearly took the shape of a decree for its

abandonment altogether, was solemnly passed

in a, full sitting of the Council of Trent. [It

is now generally accepted that the famous
' Missa Papae Marcelli ' (that Pope having
died in 1555) was composed about 1562, before

the commission was appointed by Pius IV.]

In 1564 Pius IV. issued a commission to eight

cardinals authorising them to take aU necessary

steps to carry out the resolution of the Council.

Among these, two of the most active were the

Cardinals Borromeo and Vitellozzi. [The ' Missa

Papae Marcelli ' was sung in the Sistine Chapel

on June 19, 1565, and was afterwards recom-

mended by a papal brief as a model of what
church music should be. The well-known
story of its origin is unfortunately due in great

part to the imagination of Baini and others.]

The full pay of a singer in the Pontifical

Choir was granted to Palestrina by the Pope in

honour of this noble achievement, and so the

amends, if any were needed, were finally and
handsomely made. Upon the death of Pins,

in 1565, the new pope Miohele Ghislieri, who
had taken the title of Pius V., confirmed the

great musician in his office, as did the six

succeeding pontiffs during whose reigns he
lived.

The production of this series of masses by no
means represents the mental activity of Pales-

trina during the period between 1555 and 1571.

In 1662, in gratitude for his monthly pension,

he had sent for the use of the Apostolic Chapel

two motetti, 'Beatus Laurentius,' and 'Estote

fortes in bello,' and a mass for six voices, .

entitled ' Ut Re Mi Fa Sol La.' To the Cardi-

nal Pio di Carpi, who had shown him some
personal kindness, he had dedicated a volume
of graceful motetti, which were printed by the

Brothers Dorici in 1563, and were republished

in four other editions by Gardano and Coattino

of Rome, during the life of the author, and
after his death by Gardano of Venice and
Soldi of Rome. In the year 1565 the Cardinal

Pacacco, Spanish representative at the papal

court, intimated that the dedication to Philip

II. of a work by Palestrina would be pleasing

to that monarch. The musician consulted his

friend Cardinal Vitellozzi, and arranged the

dedication of a volume which should contain

the f£imous mass, which he then christened

'Papae Marcelli,' with four others for four

voices, and two for five voices. These, with
an appropriate inscription, were forwarded to

the Spanish king. They were printed by the

Dorici as Palestrina's second volume of masses,

in 1567, and in a fresh edition by Gardano of

Venice, in 1598. In 1570 he published a third

volume of masses, which he also inscribed to

Philip. It need hardly be said that a message

of thanks was all that he ever received in return

for so splendid a homage from the heartless,

wealthy, and penurious bigot at the Escurial.

[The first book of Palestrina's madrigals

seems to have been originally published as

early as 1555 ; in the half-century between
that date and 1605 eight editions were issued.

The second book appeared in 1581. See cata-

logue, p. 607.] /
Somewhere about the year 1560, Palestrina

had acquired the patronage of the Cardinal

Ippolito d'Este, and for many years subse-

quently was treated by him with much kindness.

As an acknowledgment of this he dedicated to

this personage his first regular volume of

motetti, which was published by the Dorici at

Rome in 1569. This remarkable volume con-

tains several works of the very highest class.

We may instance those entitled ' Viri Galilaei,'

and ' Dum complerentur,' for six voices. These
are perhaps the best, though hard upon them
in merit follow ' admirabUe commercium,'
' Senex portabat puerum,' and ' Cum pervenisset

beatus Andreas, ' for five voices, and ' Solve

jubente Deo,' 'Vidi magham turbam,' and '0
Domine Je^ Christe adoro te,' for six voices.

The rest of the collection, says Baini, though
fine, are inferior.

It was in 1570 that he published his third

volume of masses, dedicated to Philip II. It

contains four masses for four voices, entitled

'Spem in altum,' 'Primi toni,' 'Brevis,' and
' De FeriS,

' ; two for five voices, ' Lome armi,"

and ' Repleatur os meum
' ; and two for six
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voices, ' De Beata Virgine,' and ' Ut Re Mi Fa,"

etc. Baini will have it that the mass ' Primi
Toni' was thus technically designated because
it was really founded upon the melody of a
Well-known madrigal in the 10th novella of
Boccaccio's 9th Decameron, ' lo mi son gio-

vinetta' ; and Palestrina feared that if its

origin were avowed it would come within the
meaning of the resolution of the Council of

Trent against the ' mescolamento di sagro e

profano ' in church music. This supposition is

highly improbable ; for ' L'homme arm^ ' bears

its title boldly enough, yet it is as directly

descended from a secular song. Palestrina

composed this last-mentioned mass in competi-
tion with a number of others that already
existed on the same subject, and he seems in

his treatment of it to have consciously adopted
the Flemish style. It is wonderfully elaborate.

He has gone out of his way to overlay it with
difficulties, and to crowd it with abstmse
erudition, apparently from a desire once for all

to beat the Flemings upon their own ground.

On account of its scientific value Zacconi, in

1592, inserted it in his 'Practica Musicale,'

testifying—and his was no mean testimony

—

that it was superior to the work of Josquin des

Pr^s bearing the same name. He appends a

careful analysis of it for the instruction of his

readers. [See L'Homme Akme, vol. ii. p. 688.]

The mass called ' Brevis ' was directly composed
upon one of Goudimel's, called ' Audi Filia

'

;

the subject was probably selected for the purpose

of contrasting his own method of treatment

with those which it was his destiny and
intention to supplant. It is among those

which are best known and most frequently

sung at the present day, and no more favour-

able specimen of his powers could well be

cited.

We have now completed our survey of the

works of Palestrina down to the date of his re-

appointment to the Vatican. He had accepted

the post from a love for the basilica in whose
service his first fame had been gained. His
loss of income when he left Santa Maria

Maggiore was amply compensated in other

ways, and the stories of his poverty are as

imaginary as many of the other traditions.

Throughout his career he only taught seven

private pupils, and three of these were his own
sons. The others were Annibale Stabile, Andrea
Dragone, AdrianoOiprari,and Giovanni Guidetti.
He had to endure stroke after stroke of the

severest domestic affliction. His two promising

sons, Angelo and Bidolfo, and his brother Silla,

all died one after the other, just as they had

given substantial proofs of their intellectual

inheritance of their father's genius ; in 1580

his wife died ; and his remaining son, Igino,

was a wild and worthless man. Yet nothing

could quench the fire of his genius, nor check

the march of his industry. The years between

1571 and 1594, when he died, were to the full

as fruitful as those which had preceded them.
And though he himself had little to gain in

renown, the world has profited by a productive-

ness which continued unabated down to the

very month of his death.

No sooner was he reinstated at the Vatican
than he sent a present of two masses, one for

five and the other for six voices, to the Papal

Choir. The subject of the first of these was
taken from one of the motetti in his first volume,
' Magnum Mysterium

'
; that of the other from

the old hymn, ' Veni Creator Spiritus, ' of the

Libri Corali. They are in his finest and most
matured manner, and were probably composed
in the year of their presentation. They were
not printed until the appearance of the complete
edition by Breitkopf& Hartel. In the following

year, 1572, he published at Eome, probably
with Alessandro Gardauo, his second volume of

motetti. It is not certain that any complete
copies of this edition exist, but reprints of it are

extant, by Scotto, of Venice, in 1580 and 1588,

and by Gardano, of Venice, in 1594. It was
in this volume that he included four motetti

written by his brother and his two sons. It

was dedicated to one of the most persistent of

his friends, the Cardinal Ippolito d'Este, who
died that same year. Among the finest contents

of this volume are 'Derelinquat impius viam
suam, ' and ' Canite tuba in Sion, ' for five voices,

and 'Jerusalem, cito veniat salus tua,' 'Veni
Domine,' ' Sancta etimmaoulata Virginitas, ' and
' Tu es Petrus,' each for six voices. But beyond
them aU for sweetness and tenderness of feeling

is ' Peccantem me quotidie.'

Inferior, on the whole, to its predecessors, was
the third volume of motetti, which he printed

in 1575, with a dedication to Alfonso II., Duke
of Ferrara, and cousin to his lost friend the

Cardinal Ippolito. There are, however, certain

brilliant exceptions to the low level of the book
;

notably the motetti for eight voices, which are

finer than any which he had yet written for the

same number of singers, and include the well-

known and magnificent compositions, ' Surge
illuminare Jerusalem,' and 'Hodie Christus

natus est.' Besides the original edition of this

work, by Gardano, of Bome, there are no less

than four reprints by Scotto and Gardano of

Venice, dated 1575, 1581, 1589, and 1594
respectively. It forms vol. 3 of the complete

editioii of Messrs. Breitkopf & Hartel.

In this year, 1575, the year of the Jubilee,

an incident occurred which must have made one

of the brightest passages in the cloudy life of

Palestrina. Fifteen hundred singers from his

native town, belonging to the two confraternities

of the Crucifix and the Sacrament, came to

Rome. They had divided themselves into three

choruses. Priests, laymen, boys and ladies went
to form their companies ; and they made a

solemn entry into the city, singing the music of
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their townsman, with its great creator conduct-

ing it at their head.

In the following year, Gregory XIII. com-

missioned Palestrina to revise the ' Graduale

'

and the ' Antifonario ' of the Latin Church.

This was a work of great and somewhat thank-

less labour. It involved little more than

compilation and rearrangement, and on it all

the finer qualities of his genius were altogether

thrown away. Uncongenial, however, as it was,

Palestrina, with unwavering devotion to his art,

and to the Church to which he had so absolutely

devoted both himself and it, undertook the task.

Well aware of its extent, he called to his aid his

favourite pupil, Guidetti, and eutrasted to him
the correction of the 'Antifonario.' Guidetti

carried this part of the work through under the

supervision of his master, and it was published

at Borne in 1582 under the title 'Directorium

Chori.' [See Guidetti, vol. ii. p. 266.] The
' Graduale,' which Palestrina had reserved to

himself, he never completed. There is a limit

to the perseverance of the most persevering ; and
the most loving of churchmen and the most
faithful of artists fell back here. He seems to

have finished a first instalment, but the rest he
left less than half done, and the whole was
found after his death among his abandoned
manuscripts. His mean son, Igino, who sur-

vived him, on finding it among his papers, got

some inferior musician to finish it, and then
contracted to sell it to a careless printer for

2500 scudi, as the sole and genuine work of his

father. The purchaser had just caution enough
to send the MS. for the revision and approval of

the Vatican Chapter. The fraud was thus dis-

covered, and the result was a lawsuit, which
terminated in the abrogation of the contract,

and the consignment of the manuscript to a

convenient oblivion.

The loss of his patron Ippolito d'Este was to

some extent made up to Palestrina by the kind-

ness of Giaeomo Buoncompagni, nephew' of

Gregory XIII., who came to Eome in 1580, to

receive nobility at the hands of his relative.

He was a great lover of music, and proceeded at

once to organise a series of concerts, under the

direction of Palestrina. To him Palestrina

dedicated in 1681 a volume of twenty -six

madrigals for five voices. Eight of these were
composed upon Petrarch's ' Canzoni ' to the

Virgin Mary ; the rest were set to miscellaneous

sacred words. The publication of these was
followed by that of another volume of motetti

for four voices only. Several editions of both
works are extant. The madrigals call for no
comment ; but the volume of motetti is unusually

beautiful. They were probably composed in the

year of their publication, during the first force of

his grief for the loss of his wife Lucrezia ; and
to this the intensity of their pathos and the

choice of the words to which they are written

maybe ascribed. ' Super flumina Babylonis, ' etc.

,

which are the words of the finest of them all,

may well have represented to himself the heart-

broken composer mourning by the banks of the

Tiber for the lost wife whom he had loved so

long. [He married again, in Feb. 1581, a rich

widow, Virginia Dormuli.]

Upon these, in 1582, followed the fourth in

the series of masses for four and five voices,

a volume by no means remarkable, save that it

was written and dedicated to Gregory at his

own request. Palestrina seems to have been
aware of its inferiority, and to have resolved to

present the Pontiff with something more worthy
of them both. He accordingly conceived the

idea of composing a series of motetti to words
chosen from the Song of Solomon. The execu-

tion of these, with the doubtful exception of

the Great Mass, was the happiest effort of his

genius. In them all his critics and biographers

unite to say that he surpassed himself. Flushed

vrith the glorious sense of his success, he carried

the book, when completed, in person to Gregory,

and laid it at the foot of his chair. It was
printed by Gardano in 1684, but so great was
its renown that in less than sixty years from

the date of its composition it had passed through

ten fresh editions at the hands of some half-a-

dozen different publishers. [In 1583 an effort

was made, but in vain, to induce him to give

up his Roman appointments, and enter the

service of the Duke of Mantua,]
Palestrina had now arrived at the last decade

of his life. In it we can trace no diminution
of his industry, no relaxation in the fibre or

fire of his genius. In 1584 he published, and
dedicated to Andrea Battore, nephew of Stephen,

King of Poland, who had been created a Car-

dinal, his fifth volume of motetti for five voices.

It is a volume of unequal merit, but it contains

one or two of the rarest examples of the master.

Such especially are those entitled ' Peccavi quid
faciam tibi, o custos hominum,' 'Peccavimus
cum patribus nostris,' and 'Paucites dierum
meorum finietur brevi.' Baini admired these

so extravagantly as to say that in writing

them, Palestrina must have made up his mind
to consider himself the simple amanuensis of

God 1 There are four different editions of this

work by Scotto of Venice, and the two by the

Gardani of Venice and Rome. To the sacred

motetti of this volume are prefixed two secular

pieces, written to some Latin elegiac verses, in

honour of Prince Battore and his uncle. The
style of these is light and courtly ; rather fit,

says Baini, for instruments than the voice

;

and the rhythm smacks of the hallo. In the

third edition of these motetti, Gardano of

Venice published a posthumous motet, ' Opem
nobis, Thoma, porrige,' in order to sell his

book the better.

Palestrina had intended to dedicate the last-

mentioned volume to the Pope ; but the arrival
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of Battore, and his kindness to him, made him
change his mind. In order, however, to atone
for such a diversion of homage, he sent to

Gregory three masses for six voices. Of these

the first two were founded on the subjects of

his motets ' Viri Galilaei ' and ' Dum compleren-

tur.' They had all the beauties of the earlier

works, with the result of the maturity of the

author's genius and experience superadded.

The third, ' Te Deum laudamus, ' Baini states

to be rather heavy, partly owing, perhaps, to

the ' character of the key ' in which it is written,

but more probably, from too servile an adher-

ence to the form of an old Ambrosian hymn on
which it is founded.

About this time we notice traces of a popular

desire to get hold of the lighter pieces of Pales-

trina. Francesco Landoni possessed himself,

for instance, of copies of the two madrigals,
' Vestiva i colli,' and ' Cosi le chiome mie,'

which Vincenzo Galilei had arranged for the

lute. He printed them in a miscellaneous

volume, entitled ' Spoglia Amorosa,' through

Scotto of Venice, in 1585. Gardano of Rome,
too, republished a collection of madrigals,

(originally issued in 1582), by sundry com-
posers, under the name of 'Doloi Affetti.'

Among these there was one of Palestrina's to

the words

—

O bella Ninfa mia, ch' al fuoco spento
Rendi le fiamiiie, anzi riscaldi 11 gelo, etc.

;

and two or three other stray pieces of his were

published in like manner about the same time.

[See Vogel, Bibl. der ged. Welti. Vocahmis.

Italiens.^

In April 1585 Gregory died, and was suc-

ceeded by Sixtus V. Palestrina made somewhat
too much haste to pay his homage to the new
Pontiff. A motetto and a mass—each entitled

' Tu es pastor ovium '—which he sent to him
were so hurriedly composed that on the per-

formance of the mass on Trinity Sunday, Sixtus

said a little bluntly, ' II Pierluigi ha dimenticato

la Measa di Papa Marcelli ed i Motetti della

Cantica. ' These regrettable productions would

have been well lost to sight but for the reckless

brutality of Igino, who, looking only to what
money they would fetch, published them after

his father's death with a bold-faced inscription

to Clement VIII. Palestrina atoned for his

misdeed by writing forthwith the beautiful

mass, 'Assumpta est Maria in Coelum.' This

masterpiece he had just time to get printed off

without date or publisher's name—there was

no time to make written copies of it—before

the feast of the Assumption. It was performed

before Sixtus in Santa Maria Maggiore on that

day (August 15). The delight of the Pontiff

was unbounded ; but his goodwill took a form

which led to the last unpleasant occurrence in

Palestrina's'life. It will be remembered that

he had for many years held the position of

composer to the Apostolic Chapel. The Pope

now conceived the idea of investing him with

the title and duties of Maestro. He commis-

sioned Antonio Boccapadule, the actual Maestro,

to bring about the change. At first sight this

seems a strange selection of an agent ; for it

was Boccapadule who of all others would have

to suffer by his own success. It is of course

possible that a promise of some higher prefer-

ment may have purchased his assistance. Be
that as it may, he seems to have set to work
with a will. Taking Tommaso Benigni, one of

the junior singers, into his confidence, he em-

ployed him to sound his brethren. Benigni

in a short time announced that there was a

respectable number of the college who favoured

the Pope's views. The event proved that

Benigni either misled his employer, or was
himself purposely deceived by those to whom
he spoke, or else that he augured too freely

from one or two stray expressions of half-

goodwill. In any case, his report was so

encouraging that Boccapadule called a meeting

of the college, at which he broached the subject.

He was astonished to find an opposition so

strong, and expressed with so much warmth,

that he not only desisted, but to shield himself

he disingenuously laid the whole responsibility

of his overtures upon Palestrina. Tiie singers

probably knew better than either to believe or

to pretend to disbelieve him. But they gave

vent to their displeasure by imposing a fine

upon the unfortunate Benigni. At a subse-

quent meeting Boccapadule, remorseful that his

emissary should be made a scapegoat, begged

him off, telling his comrades that they had not

possessed themselves of the true story. Benigni

was accordingly excused his fine ; but the Pope,

who had become highly incensed at the inde-

pendent action of his choir, was not appeased

by their clemency. He immediately struck off

the list of singers four of the more prominent

members of the opposition. Two of these he
subsequently restored ; but the other two re-

mained permanent victims to their expression

of a iealousy the vitality of which was a disgrace

not only to themselves, but to the whole body
to which they belonged. Palestrina, in order

to show a generous content with his old posi-

tion of Compositore to the choir, immediately

dowered it with three new masses, two for five

voices, and another for six ' ; and so drew
honour upon himself by an act of courtesy to

those by whom a well-deserved honour had
been so churlishly denied to him.

In the same year, 1586, he paid to Cesare

Colonna, Prince of Palestrina, the homage of a

dedication. It was of his second volume of

madrigals for four voices. Some of these are

the best of his secular works. Not so is his

contribution to a volume of sonnets by Zuccarini,

written in honour of the marriage of Francesco

> 'Salve Kegina,' and ' O sacram conrtTliini,' l)oth for five, and
' Ecce ego Johannes ' for six voices.
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de' Medici and Bianca Cappello, and put to

music by different composers. Whether or not

he set himself deliberately to write down to the

level of the poetaster's words, as Baini suggests,

or whether, as was natural, they only failed to

inspire him, it is not worth while to inquire.

The fact is sufScient that Zuccarini and the

occasion got all that they deserved but no
more.

From this time to his death the materials for

his biography resolve themselves into a catalogue

of publications and dedications. In 1587 and
1588, in answer to the persistent solicitations of

Sixtus V. , who had tired of the Lamentazioni of

Carpentrasso, he wrote a series of three to take

their place in the services of the Holy Week.

[See Lamentations, vol. ii. p. 626.] In 15f9
he arranged a harmonised version of the Latin

Hymnal for the whole year. This work was
also undertaken at the instance of Sixtus. Its

utility was interrupted for a time when in 1631

Urban VIII. had the words of the Hymnal
revised and reduced to correct Latin and metrical

exactness. This reform, by no means unneeded,

dislocated altogether the setting of Palestiina.

Urban therefore ordered his music to be re-

arranged in its turn to fit the amended words.

This was done by Naldini, Ceccarelli, Laudi,

and Allegri, and a new edition of the words
and music together was published at Antwerp
in 1644. [See Hymn, vol. ii. p. 453.]

While the Hymnal was yet in type Sixtus

died. He was succeeded by Urban VII., who
only reigned thirteen days. Urban's successor

was Gregory XIV., to whom Palestrina straight-

way inscribed a volume containing fifteen

motetti for six and eight voices, a sequenza

—

the Magnificat—and a setting of the ' Stabat

Mater,' both for eight voices. This book, other-

wise excellent, is marred by the presence of an
early production, the seventh of the motetti

for six voices, ' Tradent enim vos,' which is un-

worthyofhis old age, being cramped and strained

by the leading strings of his early training.

The motetti for eight voices are also all inferior.

One of them, named ' Et ambulabunt gentes in

lumine tuo,' is intended unworthily to form the

second part of that named ' Surge, illuminare

Jerusalem' in the volume dedicated to the

Duke of Ferrara. The Magnificat is also below
the average of his work. But the true redeem-

ing feature of the book is the 'Stabat Mater.'

Dr. Bumey's admiration of this was limitless.

He obtained a sight and copy of it through the

celebrated singer Santarelli, and had it printed

in England along with the rest of the music
for the Holy Week used in the Cappella

Apostolica. It has been often reprinted, and
was edited, with marks of expression, etc., by
no less a person than Richard Wagner. The
rest of this volume remains in the Vatican
collection, and was printed for the first time

in full as vol. vi. of the edition of Breitkopf &
Hartel.

Old as Palestrina now was, work followed

work during the last years of his life. In 1591
he sent his fifth volume of masses to William V.,

Duke of Bavaria ; it contains, amongst others,

the two entitled ' .Sterna Christi munera ' and
' Iste Confessor,' which are very widely known
in modern times. In the same year he wrote
and dedicated to Gregory XIV. a book contain-

ing sixteen arrangements of the 'Magnificat.'

Eight of these were upon the first, third, fifth,

seventh, and ninth, and eight upon the alter-

nate verses of the canticle. The second of

them especially took the fancy of Dr. Bumey,
who gives it very high praise. In 1593, to

Antonio Abbot of Baume in Franche Comte,
who had taken refuge in Rome during the

troubles in France and Germany, he dedicated

a series of 'Offertoria,' for five voices, for the

whole year. In the same year, too, he published

a volume of ' Litanies,' for four voices, and his

sixth volume of Masses for four and five voices,

which he dedicated to Cardinal Aldobrandini,
who had made him director of his concerts.

But the end of this indefatigable life was at

hand. In January 1594 he issued his last

publication. It was a collection of thirty
'Madrigali spirituali,' for five voices, in honour
of the Virgin, dedicated to the young Grand
Duchess of Tuscany, wife of Ferdinand de'

Medici. He had also begun to print his

seventh volume of masses to be dedicated to

Clement VIII., the last of the Popes who had
the honour of befriending him. But while the
work was still in the press he was seized with
a pleurisy, against the acuteness of which his

septuagenarian constitution had no power to

contend. He took to hia bed on Jan. 26,
1594, and died on Feb. 2. When he felt his
end approaching he sent for Filippo Neri, his

friend, admirer, counsellor, and eonfessor of
many years, and for Igino, the sole and
wretched inheritor of his name. As the saint
and the scapegrace stood by his bed, he said
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simply to the latter, 'My son, I leave behind
me many of my works still unpublished ; but
thanks to the generosity of my benefactors, the
Abbot of Baume, the Cardinal Aldobrandini.
and Ferdinand the Grand Duke of Tuscany, I

leave with them money enough to get them
printed. I charge you to see this done with
all speed, to the glory of the Most High God,
and for the worship of His holy temple.' He
then dismissed him with a blessing which he
had not merited, and spent the remaining
twenty-four hours of his life in the company of

the saintly Neri.

The foregoing account will have prepared the

reader for the immense number of Palestrina's

works. The list of the complete critical

edition ' of Messrs. Breitkopf & Haitel contains

ninety-three Masses, of which twelve were never

hefore printed. Of these, thirty-nine are for

four voices, twenty-eight for five, twenty-one

for six, and five for eight voices. In addition

to these there are sixty-three motets for four

voices, fifty-two for five, eleven for six, two for

seven, forly-seven for eight, and four for twelve

voices. A large number of these have a second

part of equal length with the first. The
Hymns for the whole year, for four voices, are

forty-five in number ; and the Ofiertories, for

five voices, are sixty-eight. Of Lamentations

for four, five, and six voices there are three

books ; of Litanies for four and six voices,

three books ; of Magnificats for four, five, six,

and eight voices, two books ; of Madrigals for

four voices, with Eicercari, two books ; and of

Madrigals for five voices, two books.

Alfieri's edition, forming part of his ' Eaccolta

di Musica Sacra ' (lithographed, in large folio, at

Eome), is in seven vols.—vol. i. nine Masses

;

vol. ii. Motets for five voices ; vol. iii. Hymni
totius anni ; vol. iv. Lamentations, three books

;

vol. V. Ofiertoria totius anni ; vol. vi. Motets

for six, seven, and eight voices ; vol. vii. Motets

and Magnificats.

The 'Musica Divina' of Proske and Pustet

contains nine Masses (including ' Assumpta,'

'Tu es Petrus,' 'Dum complerentur '), nineteen

motets, one Magnificat, four Hymns, three

Lamentations, one Miserere, one Improperia,

one Benedictus, and one Litany [see anle, pp.

329, 330]. Five Masses and twenty Motets,

edited by Lafage, are published in 8vo, by
Launer of Paris. A large volume, edited by

J. M. Capes and published byNovello in 1847,

contains four Masses, three Lamentations, three

Chants, five Motets, and two Hymns. The
volumes of the Motett Society contain fifteen

motets, with English words. [See Motett
Society, ante, p. 276.] Numerous pieces are

included in the Collections of Choron, Hullah,

1 The pablication of this edition was begun in 1862, with a volume
ot S-part motetfl edited by Th. von Witt, and 6 volumes were pub-

lished at intervals. But in January 1879 ft complete systematic

Prospectus was issued by the firm, and the work was completed in

1894 in 33 volumes.

the Prince de la Moskowa, Rochlitz, Sohlesinger,

and others.

The materials for this article have been

derived from the Histories of Burney and

Hawkins ; F^tis's Biographie des Musiciens
;

but especially from Baini's Memorie storico-

critiche delta vita e delV opere di Giovanni

Pierluigi da Palesirina, etc. (2 vols. 4to, Rome,

1828), with the useful resume of Kandler and
Kiesewetter (Leipzig, 1834). \TheKirchenmusi-

kalisches Jahrhuch, 1894, p. 86 ; the Quellen-

Zexikon, and many other sources, have been

drawn upon for corrections of the above article.]

The head of Palestrina given on the preceding

page—the only contemporary portrait known
—is an exact facsimile of a portion of the

frontispiece of his ' First Book of Masses

'

(Rome, 1572), representing the great musician

handing his book to the Pope, engraved

from the copy of that work in the British

Museum. E. H. p.

Oehzbai, List of Palebtbina's Works

I. Original Editions in Chronological Order.

1564. ifUtarum, lilber I., dedicated to Pope JuUus III., containing
originally five masses: 4 a 4, 'Ecce Bacerdos Magnus,' 'O
regem coell,' ' Virtute magna,' * Gabriel Archangelus ' ; 1 a 6,
' Ad coenam agni.' A later edition of 169] contains two more

;

1 o 6, ' Pro defuiictia '
; 1 a 6, ' Sine Nomine.'

ISBS. R primo libro di Madrigdti, without dedication, containing
originally 22 u. a 4, the last being a se&tiua in six parts. A
later edition In 1594 added one more, making 23 n.

166s, ilotetta festorum totius anni cum communi Sanctorum,
Liber I., dedicated to Bidolfo Pio di Carpi, Cardinal Bishop
of Oatia, containing 36 n. a 4.

1667. MiMo/rum, Liiier II., dedicated to Philip II. of Spain, contain,
ing seven masses : 4 a 4, ' De Beata Virgine,' ' Inviolata,'
' Sine nomine,' 'Adfugam'; 2a6, 'Aspice Domino,' 'Salvum
me fac' ; 1 a 6, ' Papae Marcelli.'

1669. Notettorvm, guae partim 5, partim 6, partim 1 eoctAiu con-
cinuntur. Liber I., dedicated to the Caidinal of Ferrara,
Hippollto d' Este, contains 24 n. a 5, 7 a 6, 2 a 7.

1570. Miesarum, Liber III., dedicated to Philip II. of Spain, con-
taining eight masses : 4 a 4, ' Spem in alium,' ' Primi tonl,'
' Brevis,' ' De Ferla

' ; 2 a 6, ' L'homme arm^,' ' Bepleutur os
meum ' ; 2 a 6, ' De Beata Virgine,' ' Ut re mi fa sol la.'

1572. itotettorum quae partim 6, partim 6, partim 8 vodbuE conci.
nuntur, liber II., dedicated to Duke William of Mantua,
containing 17 n. a 6, of which three are by two sons and a
brother of Palestrina; 8 n. a 6, of which one by the brother
of Palestrina ; and 4 n. a 8.

1676. Motettorum quae partim 6, partim 6, partim 8 voo. conci-
nuntur. Liber III., dedicated to Alfonso II. Duke of Ferrara,
containing 18 n. a 6, 9 a 6, 6 a a

1681. It primo libro de Madrigdti a cinque voei, dedicated to Jacomo
Buoncompagni, Duke of Sora, contains twenty-six spiritual
madrigals, beginning with seven ofthe'Vergini 'of Petrarch,
all a 6,

1581. Motettorum quatuor vocibua pa/rtim plena voce et partim
parilmt vocibua, also dedicated to Jacomo Buoncompagni,
contains 21 n., of which 11 are for equal voices.

1582. Mittarum, Lib. IV. , dedicated to Pope Gregory Xin. , contains
4 a 4, 'Lauda Sion,' 'Primi toni,' ' Jesu nostra redemptio,'
' L'homme arm^ ' (Dorian mode) ; 3 a 6, ' Eripe me,' ' Secunda,'
' O magnum mysterium.'

1684. Motettorum quinque voc. Liber IV. ex Cauticis Canticomm,
dedicated to Pope Gregory XIII., contains 29 n. a 6.

1584. Motettoru/m 5 voc. Liber V., dedicated to Cardinal Bathory,
nephew of the King of Poland, contains !!0 n., the first of
which is ft setting of some laudatory verses on the Bathory
family,

1686. It tecondo Hbro de Madrigati a quatro voci, dedicated to Ginlio
Cesare Colonna, Prince of Palestrina, contains 26 n. a 4.

1588. Zamentationum, Lib. I., 4 voc., dedicated to Pope Sixtue V.
1689. ffymni totiuA anni . . ., 4 voc., also dedicated to Pope

Sixtus V„ contains 45 n. a 4-6.

(In 1644 a new edition of this book was published at
Antwerp by order ftnd at the expense of Pope Urban VIII.,
with the iexta altered in accordance with the Breviary of
1631. The last ten hymns were left out and two oliieis

substituted. The new texts were an alteration for the worse,
and also cansed alteration of Palestrina's music.)

1690. Mi^Borum, Lib. V., dedicated to Duke William of Bavaria,
Count Palatine of the Rhine, contains four masses a 4,
' Aeterna Christi Munera,' 'Jam Christus astra ascenderat,'
' Panis quern ego dabo,* ' Iste Confessor ' ; 2 a S, ' Nigra sum,'
' Sicut lllium inter eplius ' ; 1 a 6, ' Naace la giola mia.'

1591. Jfoj^n^oeOctotonum, Lib. I., dedicatedto Pope Gregory XrV.,
contains two sets of eight magnificats a 4 on the eight
church tones, the first set being a setting of the odd verses,

the second of the even verses.
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159S. Offertoria totiui anni secundum aemctae Romwnas eccleaiae

consuetudinem 5 voc. condnenda, dedicated to the Abb4
Antolne de Baume, appeared iu two parta, containing together

68 n. a S.

1593. Litaniae Deiparae Virffinit quae in aacelUs todetiUU 8. Rosetrii

vbique dic<ais concinwntur, coutains ten litanies', or rather

two litanies In five parta each a 4, with an ' Ave Maria ' a 4

in each. .,

1593-4. Mistarum, Lib. VI., dedicated to Cardinal Aldobrandlno,
contains 4 a 4, ' Dies Banctiflcatus,' ' In te Domine speravl,'

'Sine Nomine" (or ' Je sula deaheritiie '), 'Quam pulchra';

1 a 5, * Dllexi (juoniam ' ; 1 a 6, ' Ave Maria ' (thia laet mass
wail not in the first edition of Book VI. as arranged by
Paleatrina himself before his death, butappears in the second

edition publiahed at Venice In 1596).

1594. D^i Ofadrigali SpiritiuM a cinque voci. Lib. II., dedicated to

the Grand Duchess of Tuscany, Christina of Lorraine, married
to Ferdinand de' Medici, contains 30 n. a 5.

1594. MiMarum, Lib. VII., dedicated after Falestrina's death to

FopeClenieDt VIII., contains 3 a 4, ' Ave Maria,' 'Sanctorum
Meritis,' 'Emendemus'; 2 a 5, 'Sacerdos et Fontifex,' 'Tu
ea pastor ovium.'

1B99. MiBtarwm, Lib. VIII., contains 2 a 4, 'Quern dicunthommea,'
' Dum esset summus pontifex' ; 2 a 6, ' O admirabile com-
mercium/ ' Memor esto ' ; 2 a 6, ' Dum complerentur,'
' Sacerdotes Domini.'

1599. Miasarum, Lib. IX., contains 2 a 4, 'Ave B^na coelorum,'
' Veni spoiisa Chriati

'
; 2 a 5, ' Veatlva 1 colli/ ' Sine nomine '

;

2 a 6, ' In te Domine speravl,' ' Te Deum laudamus.'
1600. JfiMorum, Lib. X., contains 2 a 4, 'In itlo tempore,' 'Gia

fu chi m'bebbe cara
'

; 2 a 5, ' Fetra sancta,' ' O Virgo slmul
et mater ' ; 2 a 6, * Quinti toni,' ' Illumina oculos meos.'

1600. MiBtarwm, Lib. XI., contains 1 a 4, ' Descendit Angelus '

;

2 a 5, ' Beglna coeli,' ' Quando laeta aperai ' ; 2 a 6, ' Octavi
Ton!,' 'Alma Bedemptoria.'

1601. Mitaamm, Lib. XII., contains 2 a 4, ' Beglna coeli,' ' O rex
gloriae

'
; 2 a 5, ' Aacendo ad Patrem,' * QwA d 11 FiA grand'

amor
'

; 2 a 6, * Tu ea Fetrus,' ' Viri Galilaei.'

1601. Miaaarum, Lib. XIII., contains 4 a 8, 'Laudate Dominum,'
'HodieChriatusnatuB,' 'Frati-esenimegoaccepi,' 'Confltebor
tibi.' The maaa ' Gonfitebor ' had been previously publiahed
separately by Scotto in Venice in 1585.

1612. The celebrated mass a 6, ' Asaampta est Maria,' composed and
presented to the Fapal Chapel in 1585, was not then printed,
as Baini says, but was only printed some time after 1611
(according to Haberl).

Other works of Falestrlna which appeared in his lifetime or
shortly after hia death are ;

—

1. Over foi-ty madrlgala which appeared in various collections

from 1554 to 1592, of which thirty-five have been recovered complete
with all their parts, and are now republished in the complete edition
of Breitkopf & Hkrtel. Among them may be mentioned a canzun
a 4 in fourteen parts, appended originally to the ' Second Book of

Madrigals ' of Cyprian de Bore, 155*7 ; two a 5, composed to com-
memorate the victory of Lepanto, 1571 ; one a 6, contributed to the
Tyior\fo di Dori, 1592.

2. Two muteta a 4 and 8 in collections 1563 and 1592.

3. Three contributions to ' Verovio Diletto Spirituale,' 1586, 2 a 8,

1 a 4 provided with lute or cembalo accompaniment.
4. Three motets and a litany a S publiahed in F. Constantini's

collections 1614 and 1620, including the famous ' Fratrea ego enim

'

aung in the aervices of Maundy Thursday.
The famous ' Stabat Mater ' a 8, with the ' Improperia,' was first

published by Dr. Bumey in 1771 from a MS. copy presented to him
by Sautarelli, a singer iu the Fapal Chapel. Dr. Bumey'a publica-
tion waa entitled La Musica deUa 8ettima/na Santa.

II. Faeviodsly tTKPUBLTBHEO WoBKS from the MS. choir-books of
the Sixtlne Chapel and other Boman Archives, now for the
first time printed in the complete edition of Breitkopf &
Hiirtel, edited by Th. de Witt, F. Bspagne, and from Vol. X.
by Dr. F. X. Haberl.

1. Twelve masses aa foUowa: (1) (dated 1565) 'Sine tltulo* a 6
(which may, however, bear the title ' Benedicta,' aa being based on
Josquin'a motet a 6, ' Benedicta es coelorum regina ') ; (2) two pre-
sented to the Fapal Chapel iu 1571, ' BeatusLaurentina' a6, 'Venl
Creator Spiritus' a 6; (3) three presented to the Fajial Chapel,
1585-86, ' Salve Begina ' a 5, ' sacrum convlvlum ' a B, ' Ecce ego
Joannes ' a 6 ; (4) two others about 1590, ' Fater I^oater ' a 4, ' Fanem
nostrum ' aS; (5) three masses composed for the chapel of the Duke
of Altaemps, 'Tu ea Fetrus' a 6, 'In majorihus dupllcibua' a 4,
' In minoribua dupllcibus ' a 4 ; /6) a ' Bine tltulo ' a 6, which is

based on the same themes as ' Missa Frlmi tonl,' 1570.
2. Over sixty undoubtedly genuine motets a 4-8, besides a large

number doubtful or unauthenticated. There are also 6 a 12, or for
three choirs a 4, of which, however, the parts for the third choir
have been lost, but have been filled up by M. Ealler. A ' Stabat
Mater' a 12, attributed to Falestrlna, is believed by Froske and
Ambros to be the composition of Felice Anerio.

3. Three further books of Lamentations a 5-8, besides a few
single Lamentations and Fragments,

4. Two further books of Mt^nlficats a 6-0, earlier and more
elaborate compositions than those published in 1591. Also two
single Magnificats a 4, one for equal voices, and one a 8 for two
choirs with all the verses composed.

5. Eight Litanies a 5-8 (' De B. V. M.' and ' Sacrosanctae Euchar-
rlstiae,' etc.)

6. Twenty hymns a 4-5, and various settings of the ' Miserere

'

and ' BenedictuB, ' and the Besponsorium ' Libera ' (the Beaponsoria
for Holy Week are now known to be by Ingegneiit.

7. Two sets of textlese ' Bicerc^ri ' a 4 (attributed to Falestrlna),

one entitled ' XI Exercizi Bopra la Scala' ; the other, ' VIII sopra
le Toni."

There is no need now to specify the various modem editions of
Falestrina's works for practical use, but special mention may be
made of Mise Gregory's adaptations of some of the best masses and
motets to English words to make them more available for use in

the services of the English Church, although even there, there ia no
real reason why, with apecial permiaaion, they should not often be
aung in the original Latin. J. B. M,

PALLAVICIliri, Carlo, was born at Brescia.

He composed no less than twenty-one operas or

' dramme per musica,' which were performed at

Venice between 1666 and 1687. He lived first

at Sal6, and was married to Giulia Bossi, of

Padua. At Padua, March 21, 1672, his son

Stefano Benedetto was born, who later furnished

the text of more than one opera, and also wrote

a Viscorso delta musica (Algarotti, Delle opere

del S. B. P., 1744). Carlo Pallavicini went
for a while to Venice, but from 1667 to 1673
he was at Dresden, first as one of the vice-capell-

meister, and then as capellmeister to Johann
Georg II. of Saxony. Lindau (Oeseh. Dresden,

1862) mentions the capellmeister Pallavicini

being one of the company at a private celebra-

tion of mass at the French Embassy in Dresden

on April 6, 1673. But he appears to have

returned to Venice shortly afterwards, for in

the autumn ofl674his operas, which had ceased

since 1667, recommenced at the theatres there.

Early in 1685 Johann Georg III,, the son of

his former patron, invited him to return to

Dresden in order to place the Italian opera on
a satisfactory footing

;
presumably he made but

flying visits there, but on Jan. 1, 1687, he was
formally appointed ' Camerae ac theatralis

musioae Praefectum' (Furstenau, Zv/r Gesch.

der Musik, 1861, p. 291). He received leave

to visit Venice in September of the same year,

but very shortly after his return to Dresden died

on Jan. 29, 1688, and was buried on Feb. 4,

in the Kloster Marienstem.
Although there seems to be no record of

Pallavioini's earlier works being performed at

Dresden, two of his later operas were certainly

first produced there, in 1687 and 1689.

Furstenau, comparing his music with that of

Bontempi, his feUow-worker, thinks that he

shows more facility in his treatment of melody
and rhythm and iu his use of the limited in-

strumental resources at his command. As a rule

only string instruments, trumpets, and drums
formed the orchestra for the ritomelli or short

symphonies interspersed between the songs

;

often, as in the case of ' L'Amazzone Corsara,'

no mention is made in the score of the instru-

ments required for the performance. The
following list of the operas performed at Venice
is taken from Bonlini's Glorie della poesia,

Venice, circa 1732, and Galvani's / teabri

musicalidi Venezia, Milan, 1878:

—

1666. 'n Demetrio/ also 'L' Aui^lano,' text by Oiacomo dall'
Angolo, at the Teatro S. MoiB^. MS. score o{ the former
in the Ubrary of S. Marco, Venice, No. 408 (Wiel, / codici
tnuaicali, Venezia, 1888).

1667. ' n Tijanno umiliato dall' amora, overo il Meraepe,' text by
Gio. FauBtlnl, at the Teatro Grimano do' SS. Gio. e. Paolo.

1676. *I1 Diocleziano,' by Matteo Noris. at SS. Gio. e Faolo. MS.
scores at 8. Marco, Venice, Wo. 409 ; and at Modena.

1675. ' Enea in Italia' by G. F. Baseani, at SS. Gio. e Vaa\o. MS.
scores at S. Marco, Venice, Nos. 412 and 414.

1676. n Galieno,' by M. Iforis, at S3. Gio. e Paolo. An autograph
score at the Vienna Imperial Library, No. 16,491 (Mantoani's
Oat.). MS. 8cot« at S. Marco, Venice, No. 424 - nart of the
score in MS. at Dresden, No. 1074. . ««. i. t"
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LffrS. 'II Vespasiano,' by G. 0. Corradl, was performed afc the
opening of the new Teatto Orimano dl S. Oio. Oruostomo,
and again in 1680. MS. scores at Modena and at Venice,
No. 46a.

Lff79. *I1 Nerone,' by G. C. Corradi, at S. Gio. Grisostomo. On Oct.
3, 1693, it was performed at the Italian Opera House in
Leipzig, iinder the direction of N. A. Strungk. 'Le Amazoni
nell' isole fortunate,' pn>logue and three acts by Piccioli.
A copy of the libretto, published at Padua, is in the library
of the Brussels Conservatoire, the title-page states 'da
rappresentarsi in Piazzola, nel nobilissimo Teatro del 111.

et Eccel. Sig. Marco Contarini, Proc. di 8. Marco, 1' anno
1679' (Wotquenne, Cat.). The MS. score is at S. Marco,
Venice, No. 384. Act II., Scene IX., a solo with ritomelli
for 'trombe e timpano' will be foimd in H. Goldschmidt's
StudiBti zur Geach, der Itai. Oper., Leipzig, 1901. Beilage,
p. 403.

16S0. ' Hessalina,' by Piccioli, at the Teatro Vendramino di San
Salvatore. HS. score at S. Marco, Venice, No. 437.

1682. 'Bassiano, oyero il maggior impossibile,' by M. Noris, at
8S. Gio. e Paolo. MS. score at Modena.

1683. 'Carlo, re d' Italia'; 1683, 'II re infants'; 1684, 'Lidnio
Imperatore,' and 'H Bicimero, re de' Vandali

' ; 1685,

'Penelope la casta'; were all by M. Noris, and performed
at S. Gio. Grisostomo.

1685. ' Massimo Pnppieno,' by Aurelio Aureli, at SB. Gio. e Paolo.
1686. 'Amoie innamorato,' by M. Noris, at S. Gio. Grisostomo.

'lA Didone delinmte,' by Ant. Franceschi, at SB. Gio. e
Paolo. 'L' Amazzone corsara, overo 1' AlTilda, legina de'

Gotti,' by G. C. Corradi, at BS. Gio. e Fsolo, and again in
1688. In the preface to the libretto {Venice, 1686), Corradi
draws attention to 'la musica del Big. Carlo Pallavicinl; il

quale si fin hoia feci miracolo ne' Teatri' (Wotquenne,
Cat.). The MS. score is in the Munich Boyal Library, No.
235. The first movement of the symphony was published
by A. Heuss, Die venetianiache Opem-Sinfonien, ]9<^I903.

1637. 'Elmiro. re di Coiinto,' text probably by Vine. Grimani, at
S. Gio. Grisostomo. Many of the airs are in MS. Mus. Sch.
c. 103, in the Bodleian Library.

' La Gerosalemme liberata,' by G. C. Corradi, at SB. Gio.
e Paolo. It was performed at Dresden on Feb. 2, 1687 ; and
at Hamburg in 1693, wbeie also a German version by
Fiedler, under the title of 'Armlda,' was given in 1695
(Mattheson, Der muricalUeTie Patriot, ]'728, pp. 161-2).

US. scores at the Library of the Brussels Conservalwire,
and at Dresden, B 595a.

1689. 'Antiope,' dramma per niuzica, by Steffano B. Pallavicinl,

only partly composed by Carlo Pallavicini before his death,
was completed by Nic. Adam Strungk and performed four
times at Dresden in February, 1689. The MS. ecore at
Dresden.

There are various compositions in manuscript

;

at Modena, some arie e oanzoni with two violins

and basso continuo from 'L'Adalinda,' Florence,

1679 ; three cantatas and one aria ; and ' II

trionfo della castitk,' an oratorio for seven

voices with instruments, Modena, 1688. The
latter is apparently poor music, for Burney
(jSist. of Music, iv. pp. 113-14) writes: 'If

Carlo Pallavicini ever had any genius, it was
exhausted when he set this oratorio, which has

neither invention nor learning to recommend it.'

At Munich, MS. 233, a cantata for soprano

with basso continue.

At Christ Church Library, Oxford, three

Fantasias a 4 e 5 vooi, by ' Pallavicino.'

At Dresden, a mass for five voices with two
violins and basso continuo ; Kyrie, Gloria, Dixit

confitebor, for four voices ; Laetatus sum, for

bass voice with instruments (Eitner, Quellen-

Leodkon).

In Marco Silvani's Oanzonette per camera a
voce sola, Bologna, 1670, is ' La speranza ' in

three movements by Carlo Pallavicini, and in

Silvani's Baccolia di motelti, ' Ecce filii,' a voce

sola col basso continuo. c. s.

PALLAVICINI, ViNCENZO, born at Brescia,

was maestro di cappella at the Conservatorio

degl' Incurabili at Venice. The name of ' Pal-

lavicini, Vincenzo, bresciano, del 1743,' appears

iamong the composers of some pieces of manu-

script music in the Bologna Liceo Musicale,

which were the trial compositions for election

to the Accademia dei Filarmonioi of Bologna

VOL. Ill

(Parisini, Catalogo, ' iv. 181). He compbsed

the music to the first act of an opera buffa,

' Lo speziale ' (The Apothecary), written by
Goldoni, the two remaining acts being set to

music by Domenico Fisohietti, a Neapolitan
;

a manuscript score is in the library of the

Brussels Conservatoire ("Wotquenne, Catalogue,

No. 2276). The opera was performed at the

Teatro San Samuele, Venice, in 1765.

Among the manuscript sinfonie given in the

Breitkopf list for 1767 (Supplemento ii. p. 30),

is one ' di Pallavicini. Accommodate per U
cembalo solo.'

Succi's catalogue of the International Musical

Exhibition at Bologna in 1888 includes among
the autographs a letter from Pallavicini to

Padre Martini, which deplores the recent death

of G. A. Perti ; it is dated from Venice, April

21, 1756. The eighteenth volume of Martini's

correspondence, preserved in the Bologna Liceo

Musicale, consists of letters from Pallavicini,

to whom Martini was evidently a counsellor

and friend. c. s.

PALLAVICINO, Benedetto, was bom in

Cremona. His first musical work was pub-

lished at Venice in 1579. A few years later

he was at Mantua, and his name is found in

documents in the Gonzaga Archives ; in one,

dated May 11, 1582, Cardinal Annibale Ip-

polito promises to send a sonnet to the Duke
' come prima sark posto in musico dal Palla-

vicino'; in another, dated Dec. 18, 1584,

Pallavicino signs himself 'musico di sua Al-

tezza'; and in 1587 his name appears in the

list of oantori (Canal, Della musica in Maniova,

1881, p. 69). Giaches de Wert, maestro di

cappella to the Duke of Mantua, died on May
23, 1596 ; Pallavicino was appointed in his

place, and uses the title for the first time in

the 1596 edition of his fourth book of madrigals.

He must have resigned the post in 1601, and
Monteverde, his successor, in a letter dated

Nov. 28, 1601, mistakenly writes of him as if

he were dead (Vogel, Vierteljahrsschrift, 1887,

iii. p. 323 ; vii. p. 282). This probably led

Pietro Phalesio, in repi-inting the first book of

madrigals for six voices in 1606, to write in

the dedication of ' Benedetto Pallavicino di

felice memoria ' (Vogel, Welti. Vocalmusik

Italiens, ii. p. 44). But Pallavicino had joined

the monks of CamaldoU in Tuscany ; the dedi-

cation of his seventh book of madrigals, 1604,

to Francesco Gonzaga of Mantua, is signed

B. P. 'monaco Camaldolese.' It is here that

he mentions his twenty-two years of faithful

service to the house of Gonzaga. There is some
doubt as to the exact date of his death ; he
wrote the dedication in his eighth book of

madrigals, 1611-12, but he probably died soon

after, either in 1612 or 1613.

A great many books of inadrigals composed
by Pallavicino were published at Venice, and
also at Antwerp. Burney {Hist, of Music, iv.

2b
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p. 113) states that the music lacks variety, both

of melody and harmony, and shows no spirit of

invention. A contemporary Italian verdict is

not so uncompromising

—

L' Artusi overo delle

imperfettione della moderna musica, Ven. 1600,

p. 3— ' che non basta, che siano fatte al pro-

posito degl' instromenti, e delle vooi, ma che

siano uscite da valente pratico come quella di

Benedetto Palauicino,' etc. The following

works were first published at the dates given,

but were constantly reprinted :

—

' Di B. F. Cremonese, H prlmo libro de madrlgali a quattro Tocl.'

Venetia, 1679, obi. 4to. ' II primo libnj de madrigall a cinque voci."

Venetia, 1681, obi. 4to. 'II secondo libro," (?), 1683 and 160S. '11

terzo llbFO,' 1586, B. P. writes the dedication from Mantua, Au^at
8, 1685. 'n quarto libro,' 1588 ; reprinted in 1696 with ' Di B. P.

maeetro di cappella del eereniSBimo Sig. Dnca di Mantua,' which
title is used until the change to 'B. P. monaco Gamaldolese' in
the 1604 and later works. 'U quinto libro,' 1693. 'II sesto libro,'

1600. 'nsettimo libro,' 1604. ' L' ottaTO Ubro,' 1611-12.
' Madrigali a cinque ToeL' AnTerea, Fhalesio, 1604, was a reprint

of the fourth and fifth boolcs.
' Di B. P. servitore del aerenlss. Big. Duca di Hantova e di Hon-

ferato, n primo libro de madrigali a sei Toci.' Venetia, 1587.
Of his church music little is known ; two volumes passed from the

chorch of S. Barl^ara, Mantua, into the libiar? of the Milan Con-
servatorio musicale :

' Libro primo di messe a 4, 6 e 6 Toci,' Venetia,
and ' Salmi delle lAudl a 8 voci,' Venetia. niere is also

:

'Sacrae Dei Laudes octo et una duodecim doae vero sexdecim
vocibus concinendae. Ac omnium instrumentorum genere accomo-
datae. AdditaeetiaminflmaeparteaproOrganoconliiiiuato.' Bene-
dicto Palauicino. Cremon. Auctore. Venetia B. Amadlno, 1605,
4to. It contains fifteen motets; the preface is signed 'Bavenuae
XI cal. Septembris, 1605. Di Ben. P. monaco camaldolese.' (MUller,
Oat. KjSnigsberg Bibl.). Vitis mentions an earlier edition, 1595-96,

in four books.
The popularity of Fallavicino's madrigajs is shown by the way in

which they appear in collections of that time. ' Quando benigna
Stella,' for four voices, is in Andrea Pevernage's Harmonia eelegte,

Antwerp, 1583, and from then on to 1624 there was hardly a single
important collection, whether published at Venice, Nuremberg,
Copenhagen, Munich, Leipzig, or at Utrecht, where Joachim van den
Hove'a Florida live cantianei, with voice parts and lute accompani-
mentwasprinted in 1601, that didnotindudesomeofhls madrigals.
In London, Nicolas Yonge'a Jfiuica TraTual^tinxit 1697, had two of
the madrigals for six voices.
Msa. In the British Museum, in the Add. MSB. 11,686, f. 22, a

melody and a fugue from books 'T and 8 of madrigals ; 12,532, f. 199,
' Quando benigna Stella ' from the 1579 madrigals ; 18,936-39, f. 39b,
'La Bella, Palevicyno* for four voices; 29,366-68, f. 12b, CantuB,
Bassns, and Quintus only 'Grnell unkynd adieu' for five voices;
29,372-77 (date 1616), ' Love quench this heate ' and ' Cruell why dost
thou file me ' for six voices.

In the New York Library ; twenty-seven madrigals for six voices
in a 17th-century MS. entitled 'Francis Sambrook his book.' (H.
Botstiber.)
In Berlin k6uigl. Bibliothek : MS. Z27, dated 1624, the score of

• Canite tuba ' for eight voices. (Eitner.)

In Bologna Liceo Musicale ; in a 17th-eentury*MS. score, for eight
voices—'Dixit,' 'Confitebor,' 'Beatusvir,' 'lAudatepueri' ; for four
voices—'Miserere mei Deus.' A US. copy by Bantini of 'Canite
tuba' for eight voices, from Pallavicino's Lauda, 1605. (Parisinl,
li. 169, etc.)

In the Breslau Biadtbibliothek : 'Jubilate Deo' In MS. 19, and
'Canite tuba' and *Dum complerentnr' scored in MS. 20, and in
part-txioka MS. 23, all for eight voices. (Bohn's Cat.)

In the Liegnitz Bitter-Akademie Bibliothek ; MS. 98, four motets
for eight voices ; MS. 09, madrigal for six voices. (Pfudel's Cat.)
In the Munich Hofbibliothek : MS. 218. 'Qui super thronum'

(=:'Tutt' eri fnoco') for five voices, and '(hnnes morti vicini'
(
=

' Tirsi morir volea '} for six voices. (Maier'a Cat.

)

Two examples of Pallavicino's madrigals were included by L.
Torchi in his publication of old music Z'orfe miuicoZe, 1897, vol. ii.,

'Dolcemente dormiva' (1693), and 'Dolce, grave e acute' (1600),
taken from the fifth book of madrigals for five voices. n a

PALMER, Elizabeth Annie, known as

Bessie, born August 9, 1831, at 9 Fountain
Court, Strand ; from 1851 to January 1853
studied at the Boyal Academy of Music piano-

forte from Jewson, harmony and counterpoint

ii-om Bannister, and singing from Cox and
Crivelli. She left the Academy, owing to a
disagreement with the latter, on account of an
attempt to train her as a soprano. She then
received private lessons from Garcia, after six

months' enforced rest, consequent on the other
teacher's error. On March 13, 1854, she made
her d^but at a concert of Alexan(lre Billet at

the smaller St. Martin's Hall ; and on Dec. 20, at

the larger hall, she sang in the ' Messiah ' under

HuUah with great success. She became a

favourite contralto singer with him during

the time he gave choral concerts. She gained

an honourable reputation at such institutions

as the Sacred Harmonic ; the National Choral

Society ; the Popular Concerts ; the Leeds

Festival of 1858, where she sang at the opening

of theNewTown Hall in ' Elijah
'
; theWorcester,

Birmingham, and Norwich Festivals ; at a State

Concert, Buckingham Palace, etc. From 1870

for some years she sang in various English opera

enterprisesin the provinces, at theCrystal Palace,

1878, at Her Majesty's Theatre, etc. From 1877

until 1886 she was in great request as a teacher

of singing at Newcastle and elsewhere. In the

last year she retired from a professional career,

on becoming possessed of a competency through

a handsome legacy from a deceased iriend, having

well gained her rest after a hard life, and having

at one time supported parents and brothers by
her exertions. In 1904 she published her

Musical Recollections, which have been of value

in the preparation of this notice. A. c.

PALOTTA, Matteo, born about 1689, called

II Panormitano, from his birthplace Palermo,

studied in the Conservatorio San Onofrio at

Naples. On his return to Palermo he passed

the necessary examinations, and was ordained

secular priest. He then devoted himself with

great ardour to studies in part-writing and
counterpoint, and produced a valuable work
Gregoriani cantus enucleata praxis et cognitio,

being a treatise on Guido d' Arezzo's Solmisa-

tion, and an instruction-book in the church-

tones. It has been supposed that the Emperor
Charles VI. invited Palotta to Vienna as

capellmeister, but Palotta himself applied to

the Emperor in 1733, asking for the post of

composer of a cappella music. The then court-

capellmeister warmly recommended him, and
he was appointed one of the court-composers

with a salary of 400 florins, on Feb. 25, 1733,
was dismissed in 1741, and reinstated in 1749.

He died in Vienna on March 28, 1758, aged
sixty-nine. The libraries of the Court-chapel

and the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde possess

a number of his masses in four to eight parts,

motets, etc. (see the Quellen-Lexikon), all

written in a pure and elevated church style,

the parts moving easily and naturally in spite of

their elaborate counterpoint. In many points

they recall Caldara. One special featiie in

Palotta's music is the free development of the
chief subject, and the skilful way in which he
combines it with the counter-subjects, c. F. p.

PAMINGER(PiMINGER), Leonhaed, was
born March 29, 1495, at Aschau or Aschach in

Bavaria. According to Gerber he received his
earlier instruction at the Convent of St. Nicolas
at Passau. He afterwards studied at Vienna,
but in 1516 returned to Passau to hold some
scholastic post at St. Nicolas, where he is las;t
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mentioned as having been secretary. He became
an adherent of the Lutheran reformation, and
is known as the author of a few German hymns
and controversial tracts. But in spite of this

his chief musical work consists of a vast col-

lection of Latin Motets for four to six and more
voices, providing for the requirements of the

whole ecclesiastical year. The first volume of

this work gives his portrait with the date of his

death. May 3, 1567. The work itself was pub-

lished by his sons, the first two parts in 1573
(Gerlach, Nuremberg), the third in 1576, and
the fourth in 1580. The fourth part contains

Psalms bothwith simpleFalsobordone harmonies

of the Plain-song tones, and also more elabor-

ately treated, along with some additional Motets.

In all the parts there are some contributions

by his three sons Balthasar, Sophonias, and
Sigismund. In this work Proske says, 'the

liturgy of the whole Church year is most
exhaustively treated, and the harmonisation of

the Psalms carried out with a completeness not

to be found in any similar work.' He also

gives Paminger the credit of being ' one of the

greatest contrapuntists of his time, and says

that all his works show the fervently pious

master who was thoroughly penetrated by the

devotional spirit of the words which he set to

music' (see the prefaces to 'Musica Divina,'

torn. i. iv.). Proske has reprinted from this

work a comparatively simple and somewhat
sombre setting of the Pater Noster, based on

the Plain -song melody. Compositions by
Paminger also appear in the Collections of Ott,

1537 to 1644, and Montanus, 1553 to 1559. The
'Tricinia' of Montanus, 1559, contain twelve

settings a 3 of German Hymns. Ott's Lieder-

buoh, 1544 (reprinted by Eitner& Kade), has a

very expressive setting of ' Aoh Gott straf mich
nicht im Zom dein ' a 4, the Tenor melody

of which seems also to be of Paminger'a own
invention, since it is nowhere else to be found,

and it is also reckoned as one of the best of the

time. Forster concludes his great Lieder col-

lection, 1556, with a remarkable piece by

Paminger, 'Ach Gott wem soil ich's Klagen,'

which, without pauses, is to be sung a 5, but

with pauses a 10. A curious epitaph on

Paminger in German verse, which was set to

music for four voices by his son Sophonias, is

given in yfaia\ieTn».gel'aI)asDeutscheKirchenlied,

Bd. iv. No. 154. J. R. M.

PAMMELIA. The first collection of Canons,

Bounds, and Catches published in this country.

It was issued in 1609, under the editorship of

Thomas Ravenscroft, with the title of ' Pam-

melia. Mvsicks Miscellanie, Or, Mixed Varietie

of Pleasant Roundelayes, and delightful!

Catches, of 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Parts in one. Never so ordinarie as musicall,

none so musical, as not to all very pleasing and

acceptable.' It contains lOOoompositions, many
of considerable antiquity, several of which are

still well known and have been reprinted in

modern publications, amongst them ' Heyhoe
to the greeij wood,' 'AH in to service,' 'Now
kiss the cup, cousin,' ' Joan, come kiss me now,'

'There lies a pudding,' 'Jack boy, ho boy'

(alluded to in Shakespeare's 'Taming of the

Shrew'), 'Banbury Ale,' 'Now Robin lend to

me thy bow,' and ' Let's have a peal for John
Cook's soul. ' A second edition appeared in 1 6 1 8.

A second part was issued, alsoinl609, under the

title of ' Deuteromelia : or, The Second part of

Musicks melodie, or melodius Musioke of

Pleasant Roundelaies ; K. H. mirth, or Free-

mens Songs and such delightfull Catches. Qui
CoMere potest canat. Catch that catch can. Vt
Mel Os, sic Cor melos affidt & reficit.' This
contains thirty -one compositions, viz. seven

Freemen's Songs for three, and seven for four

voices, and eight rounds or catches for three,

and nine for four voices. Of the Freemen's

Songs the following are still well known : ' ^^s

it fell on a holy day ' (John Dory), ' We be

soldiers three,' 'We be three poor mariners,'

•Of all the birds,' and 'Who liveth so merry
in all this land ' ; and of the catches, ' Hold
thy peace, thou knave ' (directed to be sung in

Shakespeare's ' Twelfth Night ') and ' Mault's

come down.' No composers' names are given

in either part. w. H. H.

PANDEAN PIPE (Fr. Fme de Pan ; Ger.

Syrinx). A simple instrument, of many forms

and materials, which is probably the oldest

and the most widely disseminated of any. It

is thought to be identical with the Ugdb, the

first wind instrument mentioned in the Bible

(Gen. iv. 21, and Psalm cl.), in the former of

these passages ti'anslated ' organ, ' in the latter,

' pipe. ' It was well known to the Greeks under
the name of syri-nx, being made with from
three to nine tubes, ' but usually with seven, a

number which is also mentioned by Virgil.^

It is depicted in a MS. of the 11th century

preserved in the Biblioth^que Royale of Paris,

and is probably the frestele, frltel, orfrUiau, of

the Menetriers in the 12th and 13th centuries.

It is known in China as Koan-tfee, with twelve

tubes of bamboo ; was used by the Peruvians

under the name of huayra-jmhura, being made
of cane, and also of a greenish steatite or soap-

stone. Of the former material is a fine speci-

men now in the British Museum,' consisting

of fourteen reed pipes of a brownish colour

tied together with thread in two rows, so as to

form a double set of seven reeds. Both sets

are of almost exactly the same dimensions, and
are placed side by side, the shortest measuring

3, the longest 6^ inches. One set is open at

the bottom, the other closed, in consequence

of which arrangement octaves are produced.

The scale is pentatonic.

1 Theocritufl. IdyU ii.
2 ' Est inihi disporibTifi septem compaeta cicntis Fistula.'
3 See Catal^tgvx of IrwtrumtnU in South Keruingttm Muteum, br

C. Engel, p. 66. lor a woodcut of tbia Bpecimen.
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The soapstone instrument is even more

remarkable. It measures 5J inches high by 6

J

wide, and contains eight pipes bored from the

solid block, and quaintly ornamented. Four

of the tubes have small lateral finger-holes,

which, when closed, lower the pitch a semitone.

Thus twelve notes in all can be produced.

The scale is peculiar and perhaps arbitrary
;

or the holes may have served for certain modes,

of the use of which by the Peruvians there is

evidence in Garoilasso de la Vega and other

historians.

A modem Roumanian specimen, containing

twenty-five tubes arranged in a curve, is in the

Victoria and Albert Museum ; the longest pipes

are over 12 inches in length.

There is an excellent and well-preserved

example in a bas-relief from the Abbey of St.

George de Boscherville, Normandy, of Hth
century date, which is figured in Engel's ex-

csUent work above quoted.

The Pandean Pipe is theoretically a series of

stopped tubes blown from the edge of the upper,

and, in this ciise, the only orifice, as already

described under Flute. One note and occa-

sional harmonics are iisually produced from
each tube, the scale being diatonic, and of

variable extent according to the skill and
convenience of the performer. At the present

day it is rarely heard except as an accompani-

ment to the drama of Punch and Judy. It

is enclosed in a leather or paper case which is

pushed into the open waistcoat of the player,

the different parts of the scale being reached

by rotation of the head. The quality of the

tone is reedy and peculiar, somewhat veiled

from the absence of harmonics of even numbers,

it being a stopped pipe, of which, however, the

first harmonic on the twelfth, and not the

fundamental tone, is habitually sounded. In
this respect and in its quality it closely re-

sembles the 'Harmonic flute' stop of the

organ.

' It had a temporary popularity in this coiuntry

at the commencement of the 19th century,

when itinerant parties of musicians, terming
themselves Pandeans, went about the country,

and gave perfotmances. ' The lowest set of

reeds (the "septem discrimina vocum" of

Virgil),' says a writer in 1821, 'is called the

iontta' basso or double base ; the next fagotto,

<3r bassoon ; the third septenary is the tenor

or second treble ; and the fourth or highest

fan'ge of pipes, the first treble ; so that in the

aggregate there is a complete scale of four

Octaives, and they can play in three or four

parts. The reeds or pipes are fastened under
the chin of the performer, and the lip runs
from one to the other with seeming facility,

without moving the instrument by manual
assistance.'

'

» • " Et supra calamos unco percturere labro."—Lncretiua. Thla
line clearly indicatea 'tke iilentity of the InstrumeDt,'

'A company of them was introduced at

Vauxhall Gardens a few years ago, and since

that they are common enough in the streets

of London. It is to be observed that some of

the performers, particularly the first treble,

have more than seven pipes, which enables

them to extend the melody beyond the sep-

tenary.' (JEneyclop. Londinensis, 1821.)

A tutor for this instrument was published

in 1807, entitled The Complete Preceptor for
Daviess new invented Syrrynx (sic) or patent

Pandean Harmonica, containing tunes and
military pieces in one, two, three, and four
parts. The writer states that ' by making his

instrument of glass he gains many advantages

over the common reed, the tone being incon-

ceivably more brilliant and sonorous.' The
scale given commences on A below the treble

stave, rising by fifteen intervals to the A
above the same stave. The C is indicated as

the keynote, whicH is marked as such. The
instrument appears to have been susceptible of

Double-tongueing like the Fltjte. w. h. s.

PANDOEA. The Greek iravSodpa; Arabic

Tanhv/r, now rendered Tamboura, is of great

antiquity ; andthe long, straight-neckedstringed

instrument with comparatively small body con-

trasted with the pear-shaped lute, has been

handed down from the nefer of Egypt and the

tanbur of Babylonia to the pandoura and
colascione of Southern Europe, the various

tambouras of Bulgaria, Turkey, and India, the

Chinese san-hsien or sientze, and the Japanese

samisen and other Eastern descendants and
representatives. The Egyptian nefer is depicted

in the most ancient monuments ; as on a hiero-

glyphic probably in the 4th dynsisty and as early

as the 6th with two strings ; while some early

wall-paintings indicate a fretted finger-board.

The ancient Greeks were acquainted with an

instrument of the kind which they called

iravSovpa ; there is good reason to suppose it

preceded the lyre, but for open-air music the

latter had the better chance, and became nlti'

mately the national Hellenicstringed instrument
of the classic and Graeco-Roman periods. Julius

Pollux (iv. 60), and Athenaeus (iv. 183), quote

Pythagoras for the ascription of the iravSoipa. to

the Troglodytes of the Persian Gulf, who made
it of laurel, which grew near the sea-shore.

With reference to the Asiatic tanhwr, Al Farabi,

the greatest Arabic writer on music (died a.d.

950), has preserved for us, in his description of

the tanbur of Bagdad, an echo of the past, the

characteristic note and accordance of the old

'pagan' scale, which preceded the Persian

and Arabic invasions. This note, the septimal
whole tone and 7-8 ratio (the equal temperament
semitone 2 -SI), must have been the original

Arabic ' wosta ' or middle finger-note on the
finger-board, equivalent to the ;index finger or

Lichanos on the lyre which was the character-
istic note of the old Greek soft diatonic genus
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(/naXoKos). Dr. Land (Secherches sur Vhistoire de

la Oamme Arahe, Leyden, 1884) saw in this

scale a distortion, from the constant practice of

instruments, of a natural scale, an intuition with

which he credits the ancient Persians, hut this

mental recognition of harmonious intervals im-

plies the conception ofmodern harmony in which
we are educated, hut in which the musicians of

the ancient world, Persians, Indians, or Greeks,

certainly were not. Instead of this the more
mechanical adaptation of the finger-board to the

hand accounts for that conception of the tetra-

chord we find with the ancient Greeks, and
can now trace to the stiU older civilisation of

Bahylon and Nineveh. Al Farabi sees music,

theoreticaland practical,throughGreekspectacles
of that later age in which he wrote, and his tan-

bur of Khorassan, like his lute, is the music of

Islam translated into Greek. The arithmetical

reasonings of philosophers who sought to explain

the musical scale could never have been,

excepting in the larger intervals, the practical

art of musicians ; limmas and commas were

evolved from a simpler Diatonic system enriched

to suit the finer ears of the time with small

intervals ; of which we have within the last

hundred years the quarter tone analysis of

Mechaga, a mathematician and musician of

Damascus, and the third tone (Pythag. O. 680)
insisted upon as the unit by Villoteau {Deserip-

tion de I'Mgypte, tomes xiii. et xiv. 8vo, Paris,

1823), who was one of the scientific expedition

sent by Napoleon I. to Egypt, and who brought

back a collection of instruments now, unhappUy
for the settlement of a much-debated question,

no longer to be found. The intention of

Dr. Land's admirable and essential book is in

the main polemic, to upset the dictum of Vil-

loteau, since reproduced by musical historians

such as F^tis, Ambros, and Kiesewetter in col-

laboration with Hammer -Purgstall, but the

battle remains undecided, as the great Arabic

authorities, Al Farabi, Caxio'ddin, Abdo'lgadir,

and others were as obviously making their native

musical material Greek, sis the Japanese are

trying to Europeanise their own to-day. To
find the real Arabic music we must take the

advice of the traveller Dr. Landberg, and pene-

trate among the Bedouin inhabitants of the

interior.

We find in Mechaga a Diatonic framework,

but with neuter, not minor or major thirds ;

the latter, when they occur, are subordinate.

The hypo or plagal mode with the minor seventh

called 'Ochag, c, d, e,f, g, a, Vo, c, is advanced to

the first place before Rast,/, g, a, 6l>, c, d, e, f,

but that the latter was once regarded as the

original is proved by the names of the notes

which follow East, thus 'Dou-kah,' the second,

'Sik-hah,'the third, and 'Tchar-kah,'the fourth.

As in India, in the present day, it is possible that

small intervals were in use for a refined expres-

sion or for grace. There is no reason why third-

tone intervals, which are very nearly of the
measure of the Chromatic Semitone (0-68

—

0-70), should be less agreeable to hear than
quarter tones. But in the pandoura or tam-
boura we find a Diatonic scale which has much
in common with the fiutes or auloi of antiquity,

and of Eastern music to-day. Villoteau has
given magnificent engravings of tambouras after

the very precise drawings of Auguste Herbin,
which form part of the atlas of La Description,

de VEgypte. Their accuracy suggested to Dr.

Land the desirability of minutely measuring the

finger-boards, in the absence of the instruments
themselves, to compare the results with Villo-

teau's text. He has given the results in milli-

metres sometimes carried to two places of

decimals for the Bulgarian tanbur ; the large

Turkish, the small and large Persian, and one
simply called 'd'orient.' With these he has
compared calculated intervals against Villoteau's

naming and the nearest Pythagorean or Har-
monic intervals, the result of which is, however,
impaired by the influence of tension when the

intervals are stopped upon the finger-board,

unavoidable in producing the note, and tending
always to sharpen the vibration number. This
will be more perceptible as the sounds ascend
from the diminished length of the string. In
Dr. Land's tables no exact gradation is notice-

able, although the Diatonic intervals including

the neuter thirds and sixths and minor seventh

are not remote. But with thirds of the whole
tone, to which Dr. Land has not given attention,

the results very frequently come as near.

The modern Egyptian or Arabian, and the
various Indo-Chinese varieties of the tamboura
have no frets, but there are marks on the finger-

board of the Japanese samisen that are guides

to the intervals required. The small Turkish
tamboura called Ehaz, a very beautiful-looking

instrument, has twenty -three frets. (See

Feet.)

The first syllable of many of these names
points to a common derivation from a root

perhaps expressive of tension. A. J. H.

PANDORE, or PANDORA, Ital. Neapolitan
dialect, Panihira ; Arabic, Tanbur ; Indian lan-

guages Tamboura. The English pandore is a
variety of the cither with ribs shaped in in-

curvations and an oblique bridge. According
to Praetorius (Syntagma) the smallest size was
called Orpharion (made to rhyme with Lion), the

name a combination, according to Dr. Murray, of

Orpheus with Arion ; the medium size, Penor-

con ; and the largest, Pandore. Praetorius spells

this Pandorro or Bandoer. The forms orpharion

and pandora occur in TTie School of Musicke,

by Thomas Robinson, London, 1603. Queen
Elizabeth's Lute preserved at Helmingham in

Suffolk is an instrument of this genus. It was
made by John Rose in Bridewell, London,
1580 ; the name he gave it, ' Cymbalum Deca-
chordum,' shows that it was intended for ten'
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strings, which, according to Praetorius, would be

tuned five notes in pairs, lute fashion. Such

an instrument would be used for accompaniment

only. It is called an English instrument by
Praetorius in the Syntagma (1618), who says it

had a flat back, and was like a cither Strang

with six and sometimes seven twisted metal

strings, which were plucked with the finger.

William Barley (1596), in his New Booke of

Tahliture, has instructions for the bandora ' in

the third part. The instrument there is described

and depicted as having six pairs of strings tuned

in unison. Music for the bandora was always

written in tablature, but as in the case of the

lute, there is a good deal of variety in the

accordalu/ra employed. The bandora was often

used to maintain the bass part in consort, as

in Morley's ' Consort Lessons ' (1599 and 1611),

Rosseter's ' Consort Lessons ' (1609), and Leigh-

ton's ' Teares '(161 4), but only in the last ofthese

three has the bandora part survived. It is for

a seven-stringed instrument, Bandwrias. (See

Mandoline.) a. j. h.

PANE, DoMBNico DEL, bom in Rome, de-

scribes himself as having been a pupil of Antonio
Maria Abbatini. In 1650 he became soprano

singer in the Imperial Chapel at Vienna under
Ferdinand III., but in 1654 was received into

the Papal Chapel at Rome, where also in 1669
he became Choirmaster. When he had com-
pleted his jubilee of service in the Papal Chapel,

and his voice began to fail, not wishing, as he
says, to be idle, he composed and published in

1687 a volume of Masses for four to eight

voices, based on favourite Motets of Palestrina,

2 a 4 ; '0 doctor bonus
'

;
' Domine quando

veneris,' 3 a 5 ; 'Stella quam viderant' ; '0
beatura virum '; 'Jubilate Deo,' 1 a 6 ;

' Canite

tuba, ' 1 a 8 ;
' Fratres ego enira. ' This was

his op. 5. Previous works published were
Motetti a 2-5, op. 2 (Rome, 1675); Sagri

Concerti a 2-6, op. 3 (1675) ; two Books of

Madrigals a 5. In 1677 he edited Abbatini's

Antiphons for twelve Bass and twelve Tenor
voices. A few other works remain in MS. in

the archives of the Sistine Chapel. j. r. m.

PANNY, Joseph, violinist and composer,
born at Kohlmitzberg in Austria, Oct. 23, 1794,
died Sept. 7, 1838. At the age of six, he
received primary instraction in violin-playing

from his father, who was director of the local

school of music. Three years later his maternal
grandfather, Joseph Bremberger, an esteemed
organist, noticing the child's facility and
promise, gave him organ and harmony lessons.

The French invasion of Austria in 1809 almost
ruined the Panny family, and the young violin-

ist was compelled to neglect his musical studies

for some years in the pursuit of a livelihood.

At the age of nineteen, while occupying a
tutor's post at Greinburg, he attracted the

1 In the Hengrave ZnTentory, 1

ft sitheru with a double case.'

E, ia one Item ' one bandore and

keen interest of von Eybler, Capellmeister to

the Emperor Francis II. In 1815 Panny went
to Vienna, and studied composition with Eybler.

In 1824 he gave his first concert of his own
compositions in Vienna, gaining a warm re-

ception for his ' Kriegerchor.' In 1825 he met
Paganini in Venice, and two years later renewed

the acquaintance in Vienna, where he composed
a ' Scfene Dramatique ' for the fourth string,

which was performed by Paganini at his fare-

well concert in the Austrian capital. During
1829 and 1830 Panny toured in Germany. In

1831 he travelled to Norway and conducted

concerts at Bergen, and on his return to Ger-

many in 1834 founded a school of music at

WeisserUng (Alsace), for the education of the

children of the wealthy manufacturers of the

town, who financed it. He visited Paris and
London in 1835, married, and settled in Mainz
in 1836, where he founded another College

of Music. R. L. de Pearsall was his pupil.

His death, from spinal meningitis, occurred two
years later, at the age of forty-eight. He left

a widow and one child. His published com-
positions include : string quartets ; trios ; solos

for violin, violoncello, and clarinet ; three

masses ; requiem ; male choruses ; songs, etc.

;

a MS. opera ' Das Madchen von Riigen,'

and a, hymn to the New Year, which was per-

formed at Bergen, Dec. 18, 1831. Panny also

left some literary MS. , dealing with the history

of music in Italy,Germany, France, and England.
—Baker, Diet. ofMus. ; Clarke, Diet, ofFiddlers ;

F6tis, Biog. des Mus. Article in Supplement to

the Gazette de Mayenee, 1838. E. H-A.

PANOFKA, Heinkich, bom Oct. 2, 1807,

at Breslau. His early life was a struggle

between duty in the shape of the law, and
inclination in that of music. Music at length

prevailed, his father consented to his wishes,

and at the age of seventeen he quitted the

College of Breslau and put himself under
Mayseder for the violin, and Hoflinann for

composition, both at Vienna. He remained
with them studying hard for three years. In

1827 he gave his first concert. In 1829 he
left Vienna for Munich, and thence went to

Berlin. In 1831 his father died, and Panofka
came into his patrimony. After some length-

ened travelling he settled at Paris in 1834 as

a violin-player. After a time he turned his

attention to singing, and in conjunction with
Bordogni founded in 1842 an 'Academic de
chant.' In 1844 he came to London, and in

1847 (Jenny Lind's year) was engaged by Mr.
Lumley as one of his assistants at Her Majesty's
Theatre. The Revolution of 1848 fixed him
here ; he published a 'Practical Singing Tutor,'
and was widely known as a teacher. In 1852
he returned to Paris, and in 1866 settled in
Florence, where he died, Nov. 18, 1887. His
principal works are ' L'Art de chanter ' (op.

81) ;
' L'Eoole de Chant,' twenty-four Vocalises
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progressives (op. 85) ; Ab^cedaire vocal (2nd
ed.) ; twelve Vocalises d'artiste (op. 86)—all

published by Brandus. He translated Baillot's

Nouvelle Mithode for the violin into German.
He also published many works for violin and
piano, and for violin and orchestra, but they
are of slight importance.—Baker, Biog. Diet,

of Mus. ; Brown, £iog. Diet. Mus. ; Clarke,

Diet, ofFiddlers ; Fitis, Biog. Mus. E. h-a.

PANORMO, ViNCENZo Trusaino. The
career of this excellent violin-maker has been
much obscured by the placing of false labels in

his instruments, and only conjecture locates and
dates his birth at Monreale, near Palermo, Nov.
30, 1734, and his death in London in 1813.

It is presumed that he acquired a knowledge of

his craft, both at Cremona and Turin, and that he
went to Paris in 1750, but, failing to find a field

for his efforts, returned south as far as Marseilles.

In 1772 Panormo visited England, and from
1783 to 1789 alternated betwixt London and
Paris, establishing in the latter town a business

at No. 70 Kue de Chartres, with a workshop
in the Kue de I'Arbre Sec. His favourite model
was the large pattern Stradivarins, which
he copied to perfection. The workmanship
throughout his instruments is neat and well

executed, the scrolls and / holes being particu-

larly well cut. Some of his best fiddles were

made out of an old maple billiard-table, which
Panormo purchased whilst in Dublin. He
employed several forms of printed label ; the

earliest bear the arms of Palermo at the right-

hand side of the ticket. He was a fairly

prolific maker, and his instruments command
good prices. Panormo's eldest son Joseph^
bom in London, 1773, died about 1825

—

carried on a fiddle-making business, first at

New Compton Street, and later in -King Street,

Soho, and excelled as a violoncello maker. His
brother Geoege Lewis—bom in London in

1774, died about 1842—was principally a

guitar-, but also a violin-maker, following the

Strad model, first in Oxford Street, and later

in High Street, St. Giles. He is mostly

esteemed as a bow-maker, in the mastery of

which art he resembles Duke, whom he closely

followed. Joseph Panormo's son, Edward
Ferdinand, was also a violin -maker, but of

little importance.—Von Liitgendorff, Die Oeigen

v/nd LautenmacJier ; Heron-Allen, VioUn-mak-

itig as it was and is ; Vidal, Les Instruments

a archet, voL i. ; Fetis, Biog. des Mus. ; Hart,

The Violin. E. ha.
PANSERON, AuGtrsTE Mathieu, born in

Paris, April 26, 1796, received his first in-

struction in music from his father, a musician,

who scored many of Gr^try's operas for him.

He entered the Conservatoire as a child, passed

successfully through the course, and after

studying harmony and composition with Berton

and Gossec, ended by carrying off the ' Grand
prix de Rome' (1813). He made good use of

his time in Italy, took lessons in counterpoint

and fugue from the Abb6 Mattei, at Bologna,

and studied especially the art of singing, and
the style of the old Italian masters. After

travelling in Austria and Germany, and even
reaching St. Petersburg, he returned to Paris,

and became a teacher. Shortly afterwards he
was appointed ' aeoompagnateur ' to the Opera-

Comique, a position which enabled him to

produce two small one -act pieces long since

forgotten. He does not appear to have pos-

sessed the necessary qualities for success on
the stage, but he had a real gift of tune, and
this secured great popularity for a number of

French romances composed between 1825 and
1840, melodious, well written for the voice,

easily remembered, and often pleasing or even
more ; but marred by too much pretension.

The merits of such sentimental trifles as these

would scarcely have earned Panseron a European
fame, if it had not been for his didactic works.

His wide experience during his professorships

at the Conservatoire—solfege, 1826 ; vocalisa-

tion, Sept. 1831 ; and singing, Jan. 1836

—

taught him the requirements of pupils, and
how those requirements can best be met. His
works are thus of value from an educational

point of view, and we give a complete list,

classified under the various heads.

1. ProgreaBiveaolfdgesfoTBlngle
voice— ' A, B, C miuical

' ; with
continuation,

2. Progressive BoUdges for seve-
ral voiceB—Prinuuy manual, for
2 and 3 voices.

3. Do. for instrumental par-
formers—Do, for Pianists ; Do.
for Violin players,

4. On the art of singing —

Method for Boptano and tenor, in
2 parts; Trith appendix.

6. On the art of composition

—

A Practical Treatise on harmony
and modulation; with 60 exercises
on figured, and 70 on unflgured
baBses, and a course of lectures on
writing a haas to a given melody.
The art of modulating on the
Violin,

Panseron also composed two masses for three

treble voices, and a 'Moisde Marie,' containing

motets and cantiques for one, two, and three

voices. This painstaking musician, who was
kind and amiable in private life, and possessed

as much ability as learning, died in Paris, July

29, 1859. G. 0.

PANTALEON or PANTALON. A very

large Dulcimer invented and played upon in

the early part of the 18th century by Pantaleon

Hebenstreit, whose name was transferred to

the instrument by Louis XIV. The name
was also given in Germany to horizontal

pianofortes with the hammers striking down-
wards. A. J. H.

PANTHEON. A building in Oxford Street,

erected in 1770 - 71 from the designs of

James Wyatt, at a cost of £60,000, for mas-

querades, concerts, balls, etc., and as 'a Winter
Eanelagh.' It occupied a large space of

ground, and besides the principal entrance in

Oxford Street there were entrances in Poland
Street and Great Marlborough Street, The
interior contained a large rotunda and fourteen

other rooms splendidly decorated ; the niches

in the rotunda being filled with white porphyry
statues. The building was opened on Jan. 26,
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1772. For some years it proved a formidable

rival to the Italian Opera, as the proprietors

always provided the best performers. In 1775

the famous Agujari was engaged, who was

succeeded, a few years later, by the equally-

famed Giorgi, afterwards Banti. The second

concert of the Commemoration of Handel was

given here. May 27, 1784, the place being

specially iitted up for the occasion. Later in

the same year the balloon in which Lunardi

had made his first successful ascent from the

Artillery Ground was exhibited. The King's

Theatre having been burnt down in 1788, the

Pantheon was fitted up as a theatre and opened

for the performance of Italian operas, Feb. 1 7,

1791. On Jan. 14, 1792, the theatre was
destroyed by iire. In 1795 the interior of the

building was re -constructed for its original

purpose, and opened in April with a masquer-

ade, but it met with little success, and in

1812 was again converted into a theatre, and
opened Feb. 17, with a strong company,
principally composed" of seceders from the

King's Theatre, for the performance of Italian

operas. The speculation, however, failed, and
the theatre closed on March 19. In the

following year (July 23, 1813) an attempt
was made to open it as an English opera-house,

but information being laid against the manager
and performers, at the instance of the Lord
Chamberlain, for performing in an unlicensed

building, and heavy penalties inflicted (although

not exacted), the speculation wsis abandoned.

Subsequent efforts to obtain a license failed,

and in Oct. 1814 the whole of the scenery,

dresses, properties, and internal fittings were
sold under a distress for rent, and the building

remained dismantled and deserted for nearly

twenty years. In 1834 the interior was re-

constructed by Sydney Smirke, at a cost of

between £30,000 and £40,000, and opened as

a bazaar
;

part being devoted to the sale of

paintings, and the back part, entered from
Great Marlborough Street, fitted up as a con-

servatory for the sale of flowers and foreign

birds. The bazaar in its turn gave way, and
early in 1867 the premises were transferred to

Messrs. Gilbey, the well-known wine merchants,
by whom they are still occupied. During
all the vicissitudes of the building Wyatt's
original front in Oxford Street has remained
unaltered. w. H. H.

PANTOMIME (Gr. ' an imitation of every-

thing '). A kind of dramatic entertainment in

which the performers express themselves by
gestures to the accompaniment of music, and
which may be called a prose ballet. It has
been in use among Oriental nations from very
ancient times. The Greeks introduced pan-
tomime into their choruses, some of the per-

formers gesticulating, accompanied by music,

whilst others sang. The Romans had entire

dramatic representations consisting of dancing

and .gesticula.tion only, and some of their per-

formers attained high excellence in the art.

A mixture of pantomime and dancing consti-

tuted the modern iaZlet d'action, so long an

appendage to the Italian opera. [The first

occurrence of an English equivalent to the Italian

'Comraedia dell' Arte,'—the ultimate origin of

which is exceedingly obscure—seems to have

been at Drury Lane in 1702, when ' Tavern
Bilkers,' by John Weaver (the friend of Addison

and Steele), was produced.] It was not suc-

cessful, but in 1716-17, at Lincoln's Inn Theatre,

John Rich, under the name of Lim, performed

the character of Harlequin in a style which
extorted the admiration of those who most dis-

approved of the class of piece. His pantomimes
were originally musical masques, usually upon
some classical mythological subject, between the

scenes of which harlequinade scenes were intro-

duced, the two parts having no connection.

The music for the majority of them was composed
by J. E. Galliard. Their popularity compelled

the managers of Drury Lane to adopt panto-

mimes in order to compete successfully with
their rival, and they were then soon produced

at other theatres also. After a time the original

form was changed, and in lieuof the mythological

masque, a short drama, of three or four scenes,

was constructed, the invariable characters in

which, under different shapes, were an old man,
his pretty daughter, or ward—whom he was
desirous of uniting to a wealthy but foolish

suitor, but who had a poorer and favoured

lover—and the old man's knavish serving-man.

The girl and her lover were protected by a
benevolent fairy, whilst the old man and his

favourite had the assistance of a malevolent
spirit. To counteract the machinations of the

evU being, the fairy determined that her prot%&
should undergo a term of probation under dif-

ferent shapes, and accordingly transformed them
into Harlequin and Columbine, giving to the
former a magic bat to assist him in his progress.

The evil spirit then transformed the old man
and his servant into Pantaloon and Clown, and
the wealthy suitor into the Dandy Lover, and
the harlequinade commenced, the two lovers

being pursued by the others through a variety

of scenes, but always foiling them by the aid of

the bat.i At length the fairy reappeared and
declared the success of the lovers, and the piece

terminated. This form continued in use for

many years ; and indeed, although much altered

in detail, it still constitutes the basis of modern
pantomime. Vocalmusic waslargely introduced,
not only in the opening, but also in the harle-

quinade, and the best English composers did
not disdain to employ their talents in producing
it. The two Ames, Dibdin, Battishill, Linley,
Shield, Attwood, and others, all composed music

1 The Damea Harlequin. Columbine, and Pantaloon are derived
from the Italian—Arlecohino, Colombina, and Pantalone. Clown
ifl_ known in Italy as Pa^llaccio ; in France as Pierrot. Paillasse or
Fitre ; in German as Bajaz, or Hauswurst (Jack-pudding).

'
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for this class of entertainment. About 1830
the length of the opening was greatly extended,
more spectacular effects introduced, and the
' transformation scene ' became by degrees the
climax of the whole. Original nmsic was still

composed for the pantomime, but the task of
producing it was entrusted to inferior composers.
Gradually the harlequinade scenes were reduced
in number, the opening assumed the character

of an extravaganza upon the subject of some
nursery tale, and the music became a selection

of the popular tunes of the day. In the early

pantomimes Harlequin was the principal char-

acter, and continued so until the genius of

Grimaldi placed theClown in the mostprominent
position.

In pantomimes of the middle period the pan-
tomimists who sustained the principal parts in

the harlequinade invariably performed in the

opening the characters who were transformed.

A consideration of the difference between the

Italian Arlecohino and the English Harlequin is

beyond the scope of our present purpose. [After

the great success of 'L'Enfant Prodigue' in 1891,
several other wordless plays were given, and for

a time it seemed as if the art of true pantomime
were about to revive. ' L'Histoire d'un Pierrot

'

and ' Le Statue du Commandeur ' were the most
remarkable of those given in England, and it is

significant that both came from abroad, where
the art of gesture is far more alive than it is in

England.] w. H. H.

PAOLUCCI, Giuseppe, bom May 25, 1726,

at Siena, pursued his musical studies under
Padre Martini at Bologna, and like him became
a Franciscan friar. After holding the position

of choirmaster at a church in Venice and at

Sinigaglia, he returned in 1771 to Assisi to be

choirmaster of the Franciscan church there.

He died April 26, 1776. He is chiefly known
as the author of Arte Fratica di Oonirappwnio

dimostrata con esempi di varj autori e con osser-

Vazioni. . . Venice, 1765, a work of the same
nature as Martini's treatise. J. K. M.

PAPE, Jean-Henry, pianoforte-maker, bom
July 1, 1789, at Sarsted hear Hanover. He
went to Paris in 1811, and after visiting

England his services were secured by Ignace

Pleyel to organise the works of the piano factory

which he had just founded. About 1815 he

appears to have set up on his own account

;

and thenceforward, for nearly half a century,

there was perhaps no year in which he did not

produce something new. His active mind
never rested from attempts to alter the shape,

diminish the size, and radically change the fram-

ing, bellying, and action of the pianoforte
;
yet,

in the result, with small influence, so far, upon

the progress of its manufacture. In shape he

produced table pianos, rounded and hexagonal

:

he made an oval piano, a piano console (very

like a chiffonier), and novel oblique, vertical,

and horizontal forms Like Wornum in London

and Streicher in Vienna, to do away with the

break of continuity between wrest-plank and
sound-board in the gi'and piano, he repeated

the old idea that had suggested itself to Marius

and Schroeter, of an overstriking action—that

is, the hammers descending upon the strings.

This is said to have been in 1826. In this

action he worked the hammers from the front

ends of the keys, and thus saved a foot in the

length of the case, which he strengthened up
to due resistance of the tension without iron

barring. He lowered the sound-board, glueing

the belly-bars to the upper instead of the under
surface, and attached the belly-bridge by a
series of sound-posts. His constant endeavour
was to keep down the tension or drawing power
of the strings, and to reduce the length and
weight of the instrument ; for, as he says {Notice

de M. S. Pape, Benard, Paris, 1862), 'it is

not progress in art to make little with much ;

the aim should be to make much with little.'

Yet he extended compass to the absurd width
of eight octaves, maintaining that the perception

of the extremes was a question of ear-education

only. He reduced the structure of his actions

to the simplest mechanism possible, preferring

for understriking grand pianos the simple crank

escapement of Petzold, and for upright pianos

that of Wornum, which he adopted in 1815, as

stated in the Notice already referred to. At
present, his inventions of clothed key-mortices

and of felt for hammers are the only important

bequests makers have accepted from him, unless

the cross or overstringing on different planes,

devised by Pape for his table instruments, and
already existing in some old clavichords, was
first introduced into pianos by him. He claimed

to have invented it, and in 1840 gave Tomkin-
son, a London maker, special permission to use

it. [See PiANOFOKTE.] He made a piano with
springs instead of strings, thus doing away with

tension altogether ; added reed attachments,

and invented a transposing piano, moving by
his plan the whole instrument by means of a
key while the clavier remained stationary. He
also invented an ingenious saw for veneers of

wood and ivory ; in 1839 he veneered a piano

for St. James's Palace, entirely with the latter

substance. Pape received many distinctions in

France, including the decoration of the Legion

of Honour. He died Feb. 2, 1875. A. j. h.

PAPILLONS. The name of twelve piano-

forte pieces by Schumann, constituting his

op. 2, which are dedicated to his sisters-in-law,

Theresa, Emilia, and Rosalia Schumann. They
were composed at different times—Nos. 1, 3, 4,

6, and 8 in 1829, and the others in 1831. They
may be regarded as the germ of the better-known

and more highly developed 'Carnaval,' op. 9.

The form of the two compositions is the same,

but in the earlier work there are no characteristic

titles to the several pieces. The subject of No. 1

of the 'Papillons' is referred to in 'Florestan,'

2 r
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No. 6 of the Carnaval, and the ' Grossvatertanz

'

is made use of in the finales of both works.

Many theories have been propounded as to the

meaning or story of these pieces, and Schumann
himself refers it to the last chapter of Jean

Paul's Flegeljahre, 'where,' as he says in a

letter to Henriette Voigt, ' all is to be found in

black and white.' (See Wasielewsky's lAfe,

3rd ed. p. 328.) It is evident that the idea of

a Carnival is already in his mind, for the last

few bars of the finale bear the following super-

scription : ' The noise of the carnival night dies

away. The church clock strikes six.' M.

PAPINI, GuiDO, born August 1, 1847, at

Camagiore near Florence, a distinguished vio-

linist, was a pupil of the Italian violin professor

Giorgetti, and made his debut at thirteen years

of age in Florence, in Spohr's third concerto.

He was for some years leader of the Societk del

Quartetto in that city. In 1874 he appeared

at the Musical Union, which was his principal

locale during his annual visits to London, though

he was also heard at the Crystal Palace, the

Old and New Philharmonic Societies, etc. In

1876 he appeared in Paris with success at the

Pasdeloup Concerts, also at the Bordeaux
Philharmonic Concerts, which were then much
in vogue. In 1893 he accepted the post of

Principal Violin Professor at the Dublin Eoyal
Academy of Music : he instituted the Classical

Concerts of the Boyal Society of Music while

in that city, but ill health compelled him to

resign his Professorship in 1896. He returned

to London, where he at present resides, dividing

his time between composition and occasional

private tuition. His published compositions,

besides arrangements, transcriptions, etc., com-
prise two concertos for Violin and Violoncello

respectively ; an excellent Violin School
;

' Exercices de M6canisme pour le Violon seul,'

and smaller pieces, such as the ' Feuillets

d'Album,' Romances, Nocturnes, etc., for Violin

and Violoncello. He has published Songs,

Trios for two Violins and Piano, Quartet for

three Violins and Piano, and has edited the

twenty-four 'Caprices de Paganini,' and other

classical works.—Legge, Celebrated Violinists,

'Strad' Library, No. IV. ; T. L. Phipson, Guido
Papi/ni ; Clarke, Diet, of Fiddlers ; Cyclopedia

of Music and Musicians ; Mendel, Musik Lex.
;

Brown, Biog. Die. Mus. ; and personally com-
municated. B. H-A.

PAQUE, GuiLLAUME, a well-known violon-

cellist, born in Brussels, July 24, 1825. He
entered the Conservatoire of his native city at

an early age as De Munck's pupil, and at fifteen

gained the first prize. He then went to Paris

and was solo violoncello at Musard's Concerts.

Thence he went to Madrid as violoncellist to the

Queen of Spain. In 1851 he was employed by
JuUien for his English Concerts, and thenoe-

fonyard London became' his home. He played

in the Royal Italian Opera orchestra, occasionally

replaced Piatti at the Monday Popular Concerts,

led the violoncellos at the new Philharmonic,

and was a member of the Queen's Private Band.

He played at the Philharmonic, June 18, 1860.

He died March 2, 1876, and was buried in

Brompton Cemetery. As a man Paque was
deservedly beloved and esteemed. As a player

he had every quality, except tone, which was
poor. He left numerous works.

His brother, Philippe J. Paqub, was
Trumpeter to the Queen from 1864, and was a

member of Her Majesty's Private Band. G.

PARADIES, or PARADISI, Pietko Do-
MENICO, born at Naples in 1710, a pupil of

Porpora, and an esteemed teacher and composer,

lived for many years in London. [He wrote

'Alessandro in Persia' for Lucca in 1738, and
' II Decreto del Fato ' (serenata) for Venice in

1740.] In 1747 he produced at the King's

Theatre ' Fetonte, ' six airs from which were

published by Walsh, and frequently sung at

concerts by Signora Galli. He also printed

twelve ' Sonate di gravicembalo,' dedicated to

the Princess Augusta (Johnson ; 2nd ed.

Amsterdam, 1770). Such players as dementi
and Cramer studied his works conscientiously,,

and he was in great request as a teacher. When
Gertrude Schmeling (afterwards Mme. Mara)
made her first appearance in London as a violinist

of eleven, Paradies was engaged as her singing-

master, but her father soon found it necessary

to withdraw her from his influence. An earlier

pupil, and one of his best, was Cassandra

Frederick,' who at the age of five and a half gave
a concert in the Little Haymarket Theatre

(1749), playing compositions by Scarlatti and
Handel. The last we hear in England of this

eccentric Italian is his connection with the elder

Thomas Linley, to whom he gave instruction in

harmony and thorough-bass. He returned to

Italy, and died at Venice in 1792. Ten sonatas

are in the Trisor des Pianistes, one in D is

printed by Pauer in his ' Alte Meister, ' and
another, in A, in his ' Alte Klaviermusik

'
; and

a Toccata is given in BreitkopPs ' Perles

Musicales.' The Fitzwilliam Collection at

Cambridge contains much MS. music by him
(including the scores of the operas 'Antioco,'

'Fetonte,' 'La forza d'amore' and 'II Decreto
del Fato'), apparently in his autograph, o. F. P.

PAKADIS, in the French theatres, is the top
row of the boxes. It is called so either because
it is the highest, and therefore nearest heaven,

or, as some one wittily said, because like the

real Paradise the top boxes contain more of the

poor than the rich. Compare the English
expression 'the gods,' for those who sit in the
gallery. g.

PARADIS, Marie Thekese von, daughter

1 Mias Frederica, a farourite of Handel's, also played the organ
in public in 1760, and sang In Handel's oratorios. She married
Thomas Wynne, a land-omier in South Wales, and exercised con-
stderable influence over the musical education of her nephew
Mazzinghi.
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of Joseph Anton, an Imperial CovmcUlor, born
in Vienna, May 15, 1759. She was a highly
esteemed pianist, and Mozart wrote a concerto
for her (in Bb, Kochel, 456). She also attained
to considerable skill on the organ, in singing,
and in composition, and this in spite of her being
blind fix)m early childhood. The piano she
studied with Eichter (of Holland), and after-

wards with Kozeluch, whose concertos were her
favourite pieces ; singing with Salieri and
Righini ; and composition with Friberth, and
the Abb^ Vogler. The Empress, her godmother,
took a great interest in her, and made her a
yearly allowance of 200 gulden. In 1784 she
went to Paris, where she remained six months,
playing before the court, and at the Concerts

Spiritnels, with great applause. In November
she went to London. Here she stayed five

months, played before the King, Queen, and
Prince of Wales, whom she accompanied in a
violoncello sonata, at the then recently founded
Professional Concerts (Hanover Square Rooms,
Feb. 16, 1785), and finally at a concert of her

own, conducted by Salomon, in Willis's Rooms
on March 8. A notice of her appeared in the

St. James's Chronicle for Feb. 19. She next
visited Brussels, and the more important courts

of Germany, attracting all hearers by her playing
and her intellectual accomplishments. After

her return to Vienna she played twice at the
concerts of the Tonkiinstler-Societat, and took

up composition with great ardour, using a

system of notation i invented for her by a friend

of the family named Eiedinger. Of her works,

the following were produced : ' Ariadne und
Bacchus,' a melodrama, played first at Laxen-
buTg, before the Emperor Leopold (1791), and
then at the national court - theatre ; 'Der
Schulcandidat,' a pastoral Singspiel (Leopold-

stadt Theatre, 1792) ;
' Deutsches Monument,'

a Trauer-cantate for the anniversary of the

death ofLouisXVI. (small Redoutensaal, Jan. 21,

1794, repeated in the Karnthnerthor Theatre)
;

and 'Rinaldo und Algina,' a magic opera

(Prague). She also printed a Clavier-trio,

sonatas, variations (dedicated to Vogler) ; 12
Lieder ; Burger's 'Lenore,' etc. After her

father's death she founded a music school for

girls, and towards the close of her life she devoted

herself exclusively to teaching singing and the

pianoforte, and with great success. She died

Feb. 1, 1824. o. f. p.

PARADISE AND THE PERI, the second

of the four poems which form Moore's Lalla

Sookh, has been several times set to music.

1. 'Das Paradies und die Peri,' by Robert

Schumann, for solos, chorus, and orchestra

(op. 50), in three parts, containing twenty-six

numbers. The words were compiled by Schu-

mann himself from the translations of Flechsig

and Oelkers, with large alterations of his own.

1 Described in dei^ail in the Leipzig AUgemeive MiuikalUche

Zeitung, 1810. No. 57.

It occupied his mind for some two years before

its production at Leipzig, Dec. 2, 1843. [In

the Life of ScTvwmaTm told in his Letters, i. 298,

etc. , it is stated that the work was completed in

June.] In England it was first performed by
the Philharmonic Society(Madame Goldsohmidt)
June 23, 1856. But it had previously been
produced in Dublin under the conductorship of

J. W. Glover, Feb. 10, 1854.2

2. A Fantasia-Overture, 'Paradise and the

Peri ' (op. 42), composed by Stemdale Bennett
for the Jubilee Concert of the Philharmonic
Society, July 14, 1862, and produced then. A
detailed programme of the connection of the

words and music was furnished by the composer
for the first performance, and is usuallyreprinted.

3. A Cantata, for solos, chorus, orchestra, and
organ, by John Francis Barnett ; the words
selected from Moore's poem. Produced at the

Birmingham Festival, Aug. 31, 1870. G.

PAEAVICINI, SiGNOBA, bom at Turin in

1769, daughter of Isabella Gandini the singer.

Viotti was her master, and her full pure tone,

graceful bowing, and scholarly style gained her
considerable fame as a violinist. During the

Milanese festivities which celebrated the battle

of Lodi, she felicitously attracted the attention

of the Empress Josephine, who engaged her to

teach her son Eugene Beauharnais, and took
her to Paris in 1797. Paravicini was most
successful in the French capital, and became a

leading soloist at the concerts given in the Salle

de la Rue des Victoires Nationales. Unfortun-
ately, the royal favour became less marked after

a time, and finally ceased. The violinist sank
into abject poverty, and, reduced to the utmost
indigence, applied to the Italian residents in

Paris, who eventually Msisted her to return to

her native country. Once arrived at Milan,

her ability soon regained for her both competence
and repute. Her performances ofsome concertos

at the Italian Theatre at Lisbon in 1799 created

a sensation, as did also her appearances at

Leipzig, in the same year, and Dresden in 1800.

She returned to Paris in 1801, and was received

with enthusisism at the Fridzeri concerts. She
was at Berlin in 1802, Ludwigslust in 1805, and
gave notable concerts at Munich and Vienna in

1827, but all trace of her is lost after her per-

formance at Bologna in 1830, and the date of

her death is unknown.—Lahee, Famous Violvn-

ists ; Clarke, Die, Fiddlers ; Dubourg, The
Violin ; Fetis, Biog. des Mus. ; Eitner's Quellen-

Lexikon ; Mendel, Musik Lexikon. E. H-A.

PARDON DE PLOERMEL, LE. An op6ra-

comique in three acts ; words by Barbier and
Carr^, music by Meyerbeer. Produced at the

Op^ra-Comique, April 4, 1859. In London, in

Italian, as 'Dinorah, ossia II pellerinaggio di

Ploermel,' at Covent Garden, July 26, 1859
;

in English as ' Dinorah ' at same theatre, Oct.

3, 1859. G.
2 See Musical World. March 9, 1878, p. 174.
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PAREPA-ROSA, Eupheosynb, bom May 7,

1836, at Edinburgh, the daughter of Demetrius

Parepa, Baron de Boyeseu, a Wallachian boyard,

by his marriage with the singer Elizabeth

Seguin (she died in 1870), sister to Edward

Sbguin, a well-known bass singer. On her

father's death, the ohUd, having shown great

aptitude for music, was educated by her mother

and eminent masters for an artistic career. At
the age of sixteen Misa Parepa made a successful

debut on the stage as Amina, at Malta, and

afterwards played at Naples, Genoa, Rome,
Florence, Madrid, and Lisbon. In this country

slie made her first appearance May 21, 1857,

as Elvira in ' I Puritaui ' at the Royal Italian

Opera, Lyceum, and played, August 5, 1858,

as CamUla on the revival of ' Zampa ' at Covent

Garden, on each occasion with fair success.

During some of the seasons between 1859 and
1865 she played in English opera at Covent
Garden and Her Majesty's, and created the

parts of Victorine in Mellon's opera of that

name (Deo. 19, 1859) ; the title-part of ' La
Reine Topaze' of Mass^, on its production in

England (Deo. 26, 1860); that of Mabel in

Macfarren's ' Helvellyn ' (Nov. 3, 1864) ;

playing also Arline, SataneUa, and the two
Zerlinas. In 1863 she was married to Captain

H. de Wolfe Carvell, who died April 26, 1865,

at Lima, Peru. Her fine voice combined power
and sweetness, good execution and extensive

compass (of two octaves and a half, extending

to d'" in alt) ; but she obtained but moderate

success in opera. On the other hand, she won
almost from the first a great reputation in

oratorios and in the concert-room, and was
frequently engaged at the various Societies

and Festivals, including the Handel Festivals

of 1862 and 1865. She also sang abroad in

Germany and elsewhere. At the close of 1865
she went to America for a concert tour with

Mr. Carl Rosa (whom she afterwards married

there in Feb. 1867) and Levy the comet-player,

returning to England the following year. After

their marriage Madame Parepa-Rosa and her

husband remained in America for four years,

and established their famous Opera Company,
in which she was principal singer, achieving

great success in English and Italian opera,

oratorio, and concerts. On her return to

England, 1871, she was prevented by illness

from fulfilling an engagement at the Royal

Italian Opera, Covent Garden, but played for

the winter season in Italian opera at Cairo, and
the next year was heard with pleasure at Covent

Garden as Donna Anna and Norma, and sang

at the Philharmonic ' Ah Perfido ' of Beethoven.

In the autumn of 1871, Madame Parepa and
her husband made a third visit to America with

their company. In 1872 the lady sang at the

Niederrheinische Festival at Diisseldorf, and
later at Covent Garden, as Norma and Donna
Anna. In 1873 she sang in Italian at Cairo

with great success ; her health prevented her

singing in the provincial company that had been

established by her husband, but she intended to

sing the part of Elsa at the projected production

of an English version of ' Lohengrin ' at Drury
Lane in March 1874. Before the scheme could

be realised Madame Parepa was seized with a
severe illness, from which she died, Jan. 21,

1874, to the universal regret of a large circle

of friends and admirers, both in England and
America. Carl Rosa abandoned his Drury
Lane season, and founded the Parepa-Rosa

scholarship at the Royal Academy of Music in

his wife's memory. [See Rosa, Cakl.] a. c.

PARISH -ALVARS, Elias, was of Hebrew
descent, and bom at Teignmouth, Feb. 28,

1808. He studied the harp under Dizi,

Labarre, and Boohsa, and became one of the

most distinguished performers on that instru-

ment. He was also an excellent pianist. In

1831 he visited Germany, and performed at

Bremen, Hamburg, and other places, with

great success. In 1834 he went to Upper
Italy and gave concerts at Milan. In 1836 he
went to Vienna, where he remained for two
years, occasionally visiting, London. From
1838 to 1842 were occupied by a journey to,

the East, where he collected many Eastern

melodies ; the Voyage d'un harpiste en Orient

contains numerous specimens. He returned to

Europe and gave concerts at Leipzig in 1842,
and at Berlin, Frankfort, Dresden, and Prague in

1843. In 1 844 he went to Naples, where he was
received with enthusiasm. In 1846 he stayed

some time at Leipzig, where his association with

Mendelssohn produced a sensible improvement
in his style of composition. In 1847 he settled

at Vienna, where he was appointed chamber
musician to the Emperor ; and there he died,

Jan. 25, 1849. His compositions consist of

concertos for harp and orchestra, and numerous
fantasias for harp and pianoforte, and harp
alone. He was remarkable for his assiduity in

seeking for new effects from his instrument,
in some of which he anticipated Thalberg's

most characteristic treatment. w. H. H.

PARISIAN, or FRENCH, SYMPHONY,
THE. A symphony of Mozart's in D

—

Allegro assai.

entered in his own autograph list as 'No. 127,'

and in Kochel's Catalogue No. 297. Composed
in Paris, June 1788, and first performed at

the Concert Spirituel on Corpus Christi Day,
June 1 8 , of the same year. The slow movement,
Andantino in G, 6-8, did not please him, and
he wrote a second in the same key and much
shorter. Andante, 3-4. But he returned to the,

old one, and altered it, and it is now universally

played. The other was performed at the Crystal
Palace, March 15, 1873. g.
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PARISIENNE, LA. Out of the many
melodies associated with the Revolution of 1830
two have survived, and in some sense become
national airs, ' La Parisienne ' and ' Les Trois

Couleurs. ' The first commemorates the influence

of Paris, and the triumph of the Orleanist party
;

the second is Republican, and in the name of

France proclaims the triumph of democracy.

[See Trois Couleurs, Lbs.]

Casimir Delavigne, librarian of the Palais

Royal, and the favourite poet of Louis Philippe,

was the first to celebrate the Revolution in verse,

his stanzas dating from the day after the

Parisians had defeated the troops of Charles X.

(August 1, 1830). Among his intimate friends

were Auber and Brack, the latter a good musician

and singer, devoted to Volkslieder. ^ In his

collection was one, apparently composed in 1757
at the time of the siege of Harburg, and to this

Delavigne adapted his words. Auber transposed

it into A, and added a symphony, very simple,

but bold and martial in character. We give the

first of the seven stanzas.

Allegro.

gloi-r«: En a-Tantl marchonaContre leurs canonBl A tra*

h^^̂ ^^^^^^^^^
vera le fer, le feu dea ba-talUons Cou-ronB & lA vlc-

tot - re 1 Cou-ronfl k lA vie - toi re I

The ' Parisienne ' was first heard in public at

the Theatre of the Porte St. Martin on Monday,
August 2, 1830. Two days later the Op^ra

was reopened, and the playbill announced the
' Muette de Portici ' reduced to four acts, and
' La Marohe Parisienne, ' a cantata by Casimir

Delavigne, sung by Adolphe Nourrit. On this

occasion Auber had the last phrase repeated in

chorus, and produced the symphony already

mentioned.

Though wanting in martial spirit, the air

had a great success at the time ; and some years

' later the usual controversy as to its origin arose.

1 These details Trere derived from Auber falnuelf.

On this subject Georges Kastner published an
interesting article in the Revue et Gaxette mwsi-

cale (April 9, 1849), to which the reader is

referred. The writer of the present article is

indebted to Germain Delavigne (Casimir's

brother) for the curious and little-known fact,

that Scribe and he had previously introduced

the air into 'Le Baron de Trenck,' a two-act

com^die-vaudeville, produced in Paris, Oct. 14,

1828. o. c.

PARISINA. 1. An opera in three acts
;

libretto (founded on Byron's poem) by Romani,
music by Donizetti. Produced at the Pergola

Theatre, Florence, March 18, 1833. At the

Theatre des Italiens, Paris, Feb. 24, 1838. In
London, at Her Majesty's Theatre, June 1, 1838.

2. ' Overture to Lord Byron's Poem of

Parisina,' for fuU orchestra, by W. Stemdale
Bennett (op. 3), in Fjt minor ; composed in

1835, while Bennett was a student
; performed

at the Philharmonic on June 8, 1840. g.

PARKE, John, born in London in 1745,
studied the oboe under Simpson, and the theory
of music under Baumgarten. In 1768 he was
engaged as principal oboist at the Opera, and in

1771 succeeded the celebrated Fischer as concerto

player at Vauxhall, and became principal oboist

at Drury Lane. In 1776 he appeared in the
same capacity in the Lenten oratorios conducted
by J. 0. Smith and John Stanley, and soon
afterwards at Ranelagh and Marylebone Gardens.
He was appointed one of the King's band of

music, and in 1783 chamber musician to the
Prince of Wales. He was engaged at the Con-
cert of Antient Music, and other principal con-

certs, and at all the provincial festivals, until

his retirement in 1815. He died in London
August 2, 1829. He composed many oboe
concertos for his own performance, but never
published them.

MariaHester, his daughter(born in London,
1775), was instructed by him in singing and
pianoforte playing, and made her first appearance
as a singer at the Gloucester Festival in 1790,
being then very young, and for about seven years
afterwards sang at the principal London concerts

and oratorios and the provincial festivals. She
afterwards became Mrs. Beardmore, and retired

from the musical profession, but distinguished

herself by her attainments in science, languages,

and literature. She died August 15, 1822, her
husband surviving her only four months. She
composed several sets of pianoforte sonatas, some
songs, and a set of glees.

William Thomas Parke, his younger
brother, born in London in 1762, commenced
the study of music under his brother in 1770.
He subsequently studied under Dance, Bumey
(nephew of Dr. Burney), and Baumgarten. In
1775 he was a soprano chorister at Drury Lane,
and in 1776 was engaged as viola-player at

Vauxhall. In 1779 he appeared at Vauxhall
as an oboist, and in 1783 was employed aa
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principal oboist at Covent Garden. He was
afterwards engaged at the Ladies' and the Pro-

fessional Concerts, and in 1800 was appointed

principal oboist and concerto player at Vauxhall,

where he continued until 1821. He extended

the compass of the oboe upwards to G in alt, a

third higher than former players had reached.

Hecomposed severalconcertos for his instrument,

the overtures to 'Netley Abbey' (1794), and
'Lock and Key' (1796), and numerous songs,

glees, etc. , for the theatre and Vauxhall. He
retired in 1825, and in 1830 pnhliahed Musical

Memoirs ; mmprising an Account of the General

Slate of Musicin England from 1784 to 1830,

2 vols. 8vo, an amusing work, but of very

little authority. He died in London, August
26, 1847. w. H. H.

PARKER, HoEATio William, Mus.D.
Cantab., American church musician and com-

poser, was born in Auburndale, Mass., near

Boston, Sept. 15, 1863. His parents were

Charles Edward Parker, an architect, and
Isabella G. Jennings, daughter of a clergy-

man, a lady of both musical and literary gifts,

which made her the teacher of her son and
also in later years collaborator with him in

some of his most important compositions.

The ancestry of both parents was English,

the American branches having emigrated to

the American colonies before the middle of

the 17th century. Love for music did

not awaken in the future composer until

his fourteenth year, but it then took such
complete possession of his mind and affections

that sports and recreation were left out of his

life, and the necessary education in other

branches was imparted with great difficulty

in the intervals of music study. The first

lessons on the pianoforte and organ were
imparted by his mother, but at fifteen years

he began composition of his own volition,

setting the fifty poems of Kate Greenaway's
' Under the Window ' to music in two days.

At sixteen he modestly began those labours

on behalf of church music which he has never

suspended, though called to larger duties and
dignities in other fields. His early activities

were spent near Boston, and thither he now
went for more advanced study. Stephen A.
Emery became his master in harmony, John
Orth in pianoforte playing, and George W.
Chadwick in composition. In 1881 he
went to Munich and entered the Hochschule
fiir Musik, where he soon won the affectionate

interest of Rheinberger, who perfected him in

organ technique and laid the foundations for

the broad and fluent counterpoint which char-

acterises his compositions. After three years

of study in Munich he returned to the United
States and took up his residence in New York,
where, for eight years, after a brief term of

service as musical instructor in the schools of

St. Paul and St. Mary in Garden City, L.I.,

he performed the duties of organist and choir-

master, and during a part of the time taught

counterpoint in the National Conservatory of

Music, which was then under the direction

of Antonin Dvofak, the stimulating influence

of whose presence and example was keenly

felt by the industrious young musician. In

1893, when this period was drawing to a close,

he won one of a series of prizes offered by
the Conservatory to stimulate composition in

America, with a cantata entitled ' 'The Dream
King and his Love

'
; but he was already

spreading his pinions for a higher and wider

flight. An invitation came to him from
Boston to become organist and director of the

music in Trinity Church. He accepted it, but
before severing his connections with New York
put into the hands of his publishers the manu-
script score of a work which was destined to

carry bis fame far beyond his native land.

This was 'Hora Novissima,' an oratorio, the

words chosen from Bernard de Morlaix's Rhythm
of the Celestial Cowntry, for which the composer's

mother provided an English, translation. ' Hora
Novissima ' was first performed on May 3, 1893,
by the Chirrch Choral Society (see New York
Musical Societies), under the direction of the
composer. It made its way to Boston, was
given at the festivals in Cincinnati and
Worcester, Mass., and in 1899 was the princi-

pal novelty at the Three Choirs Festival at

Worcester (England), this being the first time
that an American composition had been admitted
to the schemes of these historical meetings.

Dr. Parker conducted many of the rehearsals

as well as the performance of his work, and
established personally quite as amiable relations

with the choristers as his music did with the

critics and public. The choir presented him
with a vase of Worcester ware on his birthday,

Sept. 15, and on the following Christmas sent to

his home in New Haven, Conn. U.S.A., a pedestal

to support it and a suitably inscribed plate. In
1900 ' Hora Novissima ' was performed at the
Chester Festival under his direction, and he
conducted a new work, ' A Wanderer's Psalm,'
at the Hereford Festival. On June 10, 1902,
being again in Europe, he went to Cam-
bridge to receive the degree of Mus.D. from
the University. In September he conducted
the third part of his 'Legend of St. Christopher

'

at the Worcester Festival, and the entire work
at the Bristol Festival in October. Almost
simultaneously a cantata entitled 'A Star
Song,' for which he had received the Pade-
rewski Prize (y.D.) in 1901, was performed at

the Norwich Festival, but the composer had
to hurry home to his duties at Yale University,
and could not stay to conduct the new work.

In the spring of 1894 Dr. Parker was
appointed Professor of Music in Yale Univer-
sity, which conferred the degree of M.A. upon
him in token of affiliation. He was the second
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incumbent of the Chair of Mttsic which had
been founded by Robbina Battell, a Yale
alumnus. With the appointment of Professor

Parker the chair was lifted high in dignity, and
the new incumbent at once began a series of

movements which soon centred the musical

activities of New Haven in the University.

Orchestral concerts were given under its

auspices, under the direction of the professor

its protection was thrown around a re-organised

choral society also conducted by him, and
interest in music so greatly stimulated that

before the end of the first decade of Dr. Parker's

professorship the city could boast of Woolsey
Hall, a superb concert building with a seating

capacity of over 2000, to build which a gift

of $500, 000 was received by the University on
the occasion of its bi-centenary in 1901. In

this hall is installed an organ of eighty stops,

the gift of Mrs. Helen H. Newberry, of Detroit,

Mich. For the hi- centennial celebration of

the University Professor Parker composed a

Greek Ode for chorus and orchestra, to conduct

which he came home from Germany where he

was spending his first Sabbatical year. A
portion of the summer of 1901 was spent in

the composition of a ' Concerto for Organ and
Orchestra with Harp,' which in the next
musical season figured on the programmes of

the Boston, Chicago, and New Haven sym-
phony concerts with the composer at the organ.

In the same year Dr. Parker resigned his

position at Trinity Church, Boston, and
accepted a similar appointment in New York,

which entailed less fatiguing travel, as being

nearer the scene of his week-day labours.

Following is a list of Dr. Parker's compositions

with the dates of publication. There are but

few of his writings remaining in manuscript,

most of them the products of his study years

in Munich, where they had performance at the

students' concerts in the Hochschule. As a

rule the date of publication indicates the order

of composition, though there are exceptions.

Op.
1. ' Ths Shepherd Boy ' ; ohorus for men's Tolces. 1862.

2. Five Fart.aongfl for mixed voices. (MS.) 1882.

8. Psalm XXIII., for women's voices, organ and harp. (MS.) 1883.

4. Concert Overture, in E flat. (MS.) 1883.

6. Overture, in A major. (MS.) 1884.

6. 'The Baliad of a Knight and his Daughter.' Produced in
Munich in 1884, puhliehed in 1891.

7. STmphony in C minor. Performed in Munich in 1886. (HS.)

8. ' King Trojan ' ; for chorus, soli, orchestra and harp. First
performance in Munich in 188JI ; published in 1886.

9. Five pieces for Pianoforte. 1887.

10. Three Love Songs for Tenor. 1887.

11. Quartet for Strings, in F major. Performed in Bufflilo, Detroit,

Cleveland, Boston, and elsewhere. (MS.)

12. 'Venetian' Overture, in B flat. Performed in Munich in

1884. (MB.)
13. Scherro for orchestra, in G. Performed in Munich and New

York, 1884 and 1886. (MS.)

14. 'Blow, thou Winter Wind,' male chome, 1890.

15. Idylle (Goethe)
;
performed in Providence. 1891.

16. 'Normannenzug' (The Ballad ofthe Normans); for chorus.

17. Four Pieces for the organ. 1890.

18. The Horning and Evening Service, together with the oflSce for

the Holy Communion, in E major. 1892,

19. Pour Pieces for the pianoforte. 1890.

20. Four Pieces for the organ. 1891.

21. 'The Koholds'; for chorus and orchestra. Performed at

Springfield, and puhllshed in 1891.

22. Three Sacred Songs. 1891.

23. Six Lyrics for the Pianoforte. 1891.

24. Six Songs. 1891.

Op.
26. Two Love Songs, 1891.

26. * Harold Harfagar
'
; for chorus and orchestra. Performed in

1891 in New York and published the same year.

27. Two Choruses (or Women's Voices. 1891.

28. )?our Pieces for the Organ. 1891.

29. Six Songs. 1892,

30. ' Hora Novissima
'

; an oratorio, (Bee above.) 1893.

81. 'The Dream King andhisLove' ; acautata. (Seeabove.) 1893.

32. Five Pieces for the Organ. 1893.

33. Six choruses for men's voices. 1893.

34. Three Songs. 1893.

36. Suits for violin, pianoforte, and violoncello. (MS.)
36. Four Pieces for the organ. 1893.

37. * The Holy Child
'
; a cantata, for Christmas. 1893.

36. Quintet in D minor, for strings. (MB.)
59. Pour Choruses for Male Voices. 1898.

40. ' C&hal MiSr of the Wine-red Hand
'

; for baritone and orchestra.
41. Suite for violin and pianoforte. (MS.)
42. Ode for Commencement. 1896.

43. ' The Legend of St. Christopher '; an oratorio. (Seeabove.) 1898.
46. ' Adstant Angelorum Chori

'
; motet for mixed voices a capptUa,

Prize Composition of the Musical Art Society, New York, 1899,
46. ' A Northern Ballad

' ; for orchestra. Performed in Boston,
Chicago and New York. (MS.)

47. Six Old English Bongs. 1699.

48. Choruses for Male Voices. 1899.

49. Three Pieces for the pianoforte. 1899.

60. ' A Wanderer's Psalm.' (Bee above.) 1900.
62. Three Songs. 1900.

63. 'Hymnos andron' ; Greek Ode for the Celebration of the
Bi-centenary of Yale University. 1901.

64. ' A Star Song '; for choiruB, soli and orchestra. (Seeabove.) 1901.
65. Concerto for organ and orchestra. 1902.
66. Symphonic Foem ; for orchestra. (MS.)
67. Communion Service, in B flat. 1904.

68. Three Settings of Medleeval Hymns ; for solo voice. 1906,
69. Four Bongs.
60. ' Cnion and Liberty' ;

patriotic song with orchestra. Sung at
the inauguration of President Roosevelt. 1905.

61. Ode for the Dedication of the Albright Art Gallery in 600*810.

'*" H. E. K.

PARLANDO, PARLANTE, 'speaking,' A
direction allowing greater freedom in rendering

than cantando or cantabile, and yet referring to

the same kind of expression. It is generally

used in the case of a few notes or bars only, and
is often expressed by the signs -r — placed over

single notes, and by a slur together with staccato

dots over a group of notes. Sometimes, how-
ever, it is used of an entire movement, as in

the 6th Bagatelle from Beethoven's op. 33,

which is headed 'Allegretto quasi Andante.

Con una certa espressione parlante,' and in the

second of Schumann's variations on the name
' Abegg,' op. 1, where the direction ' Basso

parlando ' stands at the beginning and refers to

the whole variation. is.

PARRATT, Sir Walter, was born Feb. 10,

1841, at Huddersfield, Yorkshire, where his

father, Thomas Parratt (1793-1862), was
organist (of the parish church from 1812 to his

death), and at the head of his profession. The
boydisplayedmuch precocity, and was thoroughly

grounded by his father at an early age. At
seven years old he took the service in church,

and at the age of ten he played on one occasion

the whole of the forty-eight preludes and fugues

of Bach by heart, without notice. He thus laid

the foundation of that affectionate and intimate

knowledge of Bach's music which now dis-

tinguishes him. His predilection for the organ

was no doubt grounded on his father's example

and on his familiarity with Conacher's organ

factory, which he haunted when very young.

At any rate he was an organist from the begin-

ning. At eleven years of age he held his first

appointment at Armitage Bridge Church. After

a few months he was sent to the choir school of

St. Peter's Chapel, Pimlioo, where he officiated
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as organist, and became a pupil of George

Cooper's ; but the school was unsatisfactory,

and he was recalled to Hudderafield, and was
organist of St. Paul's Church there, from 1864

till 1861. In that year he received the appoint-

ment of organist to Lord Dudley, at Witley

Court in Worcestershire. Here he had time

and opportunity for study, of which he availed

himself. His nextstep was tothe parish church,

Wigan, in 1868 ; in 1872, when Stainer was
appointed to St. Paul's Cathedral, Parratt suc-

ceeded him at Magdalen College, Oxford, and
while there he held the organistshipof St. Giles's,

was choirmaster of Jesus and Trinity College

chapels, conductor of the Exeter College Musical

Society, the Trinity College Glee Club, and
college societies at Jesus and Pembroke. He
also conducted the Oxford Choral Society, and
was a prominent member of the University

Musical Club. In 1882 he was appointed to St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, his present post, vice

Sir G. Elvey. In 1873 he had taken the degree

of Mus.B. at Oxford, and in 1883 was chosen

Professor of the Organ in the Eoyal College of

Music, as well as conductor of the Choral Class.

He is conductor of the Madrigal Society of

Windsor, and of other choral organisations

there, and ' Past Grand Organist ' of the Free-

masons. In 1892 he received the honour of

knighthood, and in 1893 was appointed master
of the Queen's Musick and private organist to

Her Majesty. Both the latter appointments

were confirmed to him by the present King.

He is also a member of the Victorian Order.

He received the honorary degree of Mu3.D. at

Oxford in 1894.

His publications comprise an anthem, ' Life

and Death,' to words by Dean Stanley, an early

valse- caprice, some songs, and pieces for the

organ in the Orgcmist's Quarterly Journal.

He wrote the music for the performance of

'Agamemnon' at Oxford in June 1880, and to

'The Story of Orestes,' Prince's Hall, June
1886. His gifts are very great. His playing

needs no encomium, and in addition his memory
is prodigious, and many stories of curious feats

are told among his friends. His knowledge of

literature is also great, and his taste of the finest.

He has been a considerable contributor to this

Dictionary, and supplied the chapter on music
to Mr. Humphry Ward's Jffeigirao/'Qjiec?! Victoria

(Longmans, 1887). He edited the volume
of ' Choral Songs ... in honour of Her Majesty

Queen Victoria ' (1899), and wrote the last him-
self. He is a very hard worker, and the delight

of his colleagues, friends, and pupils. Nor
must we omit to mention that he is an extra-

ordinary chess-player. G. ; with additions from
the Muncal Times, 1902, pp. 441 ff.

PARKY, Sir Charles Hubert Hastings
Bart., was the second son of Thomas Gambler
Parry, of Highnam Court, near Gloucester, a

highly skilled amateur painter and patron of

the arts, the inventor of a process of ' spirit

fresco,' in which his own decorations of High-
nam Church and parts of Ely and Worcester

Cathedrals are preserved. Hubert Parry was
born at Bournemouth, Feb. 27, 1848, and was
educated successively at Malvern, Twyford
(near Winchester), Eton, and Exeter College,

Oxford. We hear of his composing chants and
hymn-tunes when he was about eight, but his

first deep musical impression seems to have

been received from Samuel Sebastian Wesley,

while he was at school at Twyford. In 1861,

when he went to Eton, his musical proclivities

made themselves felt at once, and he became
famous in the school as a baritone singer, a

pianist, and a composer of songs, etc. In

1867, just before leaving Eton for Oxford, he
took the Mus.B. degree at the latter univer-

sity, and his exercise, a setting of ' Lord,

Thou hast cast us out,' was performed at Eton,

and published. At Oxford studies and sports

took the first place, and music was rather

neglected for a time, excepting in occasional

performances, and in the founding'' of the

Oxford University Musical Club. He took the

B.A. degree in 1870, but before this he had
taken composition lessons from Stemdale
Bennett and G. A. Macfarren, besides going

to Stuttgart for one long vacation to study

with Henry Hugo Pierson. After leaving

Oxford he was in Lloyd's for about three

years, but at the end of that time music was
too strong for him, and thenceforward he has

devoted himself exclusively to the art. In

these early years in London the friendship,

counsel, and instruction of Edward Dannreuther
were of the utmost benefit to him, and it was
at the semi-private music-meetings at Dann-
reuther's house in Orme Square that all Parry's

chamber music was played almost as soon as

it was written. The fortunate subscribers to

these concerts little knew how unique was the

privilege they enjoyed, for in many cases

Parry's MS. works were mislaid, and, in some
instances, inadvertently destroyed, in the

following years. In 1877 Parry, while on a

visit to Cannes, gave a series of chamber
concerts there with Edoardo Guerini the vio-

linist, and among other things his suite for the

two instruments (probably the 'Partita') was
played. In 1879 a private concert of Parry's

works was given at the house of the Eight
Hon. A. J. Balfour, when in addition to some
of the works already performed at Dannreuther's

house, we hear of a fantasia -sonata in one

movement for piano and violin, and a set of

pianoforte variations on a, theme of Bach ; and
in the same year an overture, ' Guillem de

Cabestanh,' was played at the Crystal Palace.

As long before as 1868 an ' intermezzo religiose

'

for strings had been produced at the Gloucester

Festival. It was in 1880 that Parry's name
first came before the world at large. Dann-
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reuther played his pianoforte concerto in F.sharp
minor at the Crystal Palace, and in the
autumn his iirst important choral work, the
'Scenes from Prometheus Unbound,' was given
at the Gloucester Festival. It was not a
success, but it is not the less interesting on
that account ; it undoubtedly marks an epoch
in the history of English music, and the type

of composition of which it was the iirst specimen
has had great consequences in the development
of our national art. The dramatic monologue
of Prometheus had a new note of sincerity in

it ; besides the wonderful faithfulness of ac-

centuation, in which Parry has always been
unrivalled among modem composers, there is a

wealth of noble melodic ideas, such as the

theme of Jupiter's song, ' Pour forth heaven's

wine, ' and the lovely passage for unaccompanied
quartet, ' Our feet now, every palm, ' while the

final climax, ' To an ocean of splendour, ' is now
realised as a prophecy of that power of culmin-

ating effect which has been so finely shown
over and over again by the composer. For the

following Gloucester Festival, Shirley's ode,

'The Glories of our Blood and State,' was set

for chorus and orchestra, and the conviction

that a new composer had arisen to revive the

art of choral writing gradually grew, until the

fullest confirmation was given in the famous
' Blest Pair of Sirens, ' first performed l^y the

Bach Choir in 1887. Since that time. Parry's

choral works have succeeded one another at the

great festivals with most welcome regularity.

His instrumental compositions, meanwhile, were

a good deal longer in gaining wide recognition
;

the orchestral works were considered obscure, a

circumstance due to their extreme conciseness

and the elaborate development of the themes.

The first symphony was given in 1882, the

second, in F, in the following year, the

third and fourth in 1889. His orchestral

writing is by no means the formless glow of

gorgeous colouring that pleases the ears of

amateurs in the present day ; as it always has

laid more stress on the substance of the ideas

and development, rather than on the manner

of their presentment, he is sometimes considered

not to excel in orchestration ; but such things

as the third and fourth symphonies, or the
' Characteristic Variations ' of later date, must

always appeal strongly to the cultivated musi-

cian.

In the choral works, from 'Blest Pair of

Sirens ' onwards, there is apparent the same

mastery of accentuation that was noticed in

his songs ; besides this, the composer shows

a wonderful power of handling large masses

with the utmost breadth and simplicity of

eflfect, and of using the voices of the choir in

obtaining climax after climax, until an over-

whelming impression is created. This is the

secret of Parry's power over the musical people

of his time, and it is a power that is felt not

vol.. Ill

only by the educated hearer, but even by the

untrained listener. Without the smallest

trace of the actual influence of Handel, there

is a grandeur which is commonly called

' Handelian ' about many of Parry's choruses,

and in one work after another he touches a

point which can only be called sublime. The
more delicate side of his choral writing is

beautifully shown in the various part-songs

which came out in 1897, and several of these

are among the most expressive and tender

things in music. 'Since thou, fondest and
truest,' 'There rolls the deep,' and 'Music,

when soft voices die,' have never been sur-

passed in pathetic quality, and in perfect

command of simple resources the whole series

is most remarkable. The strong vein of

humour which his friends know so well has

appeared in his music on many occasions ; in

the music to the three plays of Aristophanes,

both wit and humour are strongly apparent

throughout, and his way of weaving in themes
from well-known works, and of imitating various

styles, makes these works unique in music. In
''The Pied Piper,' too, his music fits the

humorous parts of Browning's poem no less

perfectly than the picturesque or narrative

In 1883 Parry was appointed Choragus of

the University of Oxford, and in 1900 succeeded

Sir John Stainer as Professor of Music ; in

1894 he was appointed Director of the Royal
College of Music, in succession to Sir George
Grove, and in 1898 received the honour of

knighthood. At the Coronation of King
Edward VII. in 1903, he was created a baronet.

In 1883 he was given the honorary degree of

Mus.D. at Cambridge,) and in 1884, the same
degree at Oxford. A similar degree followed

at Dublin in 1891, in which year he was
appointed Examiner of Music in the London
University. It would be impossible to give a

list of all the societies connected with music of

which Parry is president ; his geniality of

disposition, remarkable powers of organisation,

strong common sense, and the purity of his

artistic ideals have made him the most power-

ful influence in English musical matters,

even apart from his own creations, which in

the aggregate mark him out as the most
important figure in English art since the days

of Purcell.

In literary work he has done much that is

memorable ; besides some early poems in

Mcuymillan's Magazine for May 1875, he wrote

and arranged the words for his own ' Judith,

'

and for many others of his works ; his con-

tributions to this Dictionary are among the

most valuable things in the first edition ; his

Studies of the Great Composers (1866) is full

of useful information conveyed in a terse style

very different from that of the average writer

on music at the time of its publication ; his

2s
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best work in tliis way is undoubtedly contained

in The Art of Mudc (1893), enlarged and

republished in 1896 as The Evolviion of the Art

of Music, and The Seventeenth Cemtv/ty, vol, iii.

of The Oxford History of Music. In these the

established facts of the history are put in a

suggestive new light, and the conclusions based

on research of all kinds are full of value. His

Summary ofMusical History is among Novello's

Music primers, and is of course intended for the

use of students. He has lectured at the Royal

Institution, the Midland Institute, Birmingham,

and elsewhere, with great success.

The following is an attempt at a complete

chronological catalogue of Parry's works ; it is

to be regretted that he has not used the con-

venient system of opus-numbers, except in three

or four early instances :

—

LIST OP COMPOSITIONS

(The order of the early works is uncertain.)

Anthem, 'Blessed is He' (puhd. by Novello, 1865, dedicated to
Sir a. J. Elvey).

Anthem, ' Prevent us, O Lord ' (pubd. NoveUo).
Songs (pubd. Lambom Cock) : ' Why does azure deck the aky ?

'

'Angel Hosts, sweet love, befriend thee.'

Five-part madrigal, ' Fair Daffodils ' (pubd. Ijambom Cock).
Te Deum and Benedictus in D, afterwards extended to fuU morning

and evening service (pubd. Novello).
Cantata, 'O Lord, Thou hast cast us out ' (exercise for the Mus.B.

degree, 1867).

Intermezzo religioso fat strings (Gloucester Festivid, 1868).

Two Songs, ' Autumn," ' The River of Life ' (pubd. Aahdown).
Three Songs (odes from Mooi-e's version of ' Anacreon ') :

' Away,
away, you men of rules,' ' Fill me, boy, as deep a draught,' and
' Qolden hues of life are fled ' (pubd., Augener, the second after-

wards set, with alight alterations, with orchestral accompani-
ment).

Three vocal trios, op. 11 (pubd. Asbdown, as part of a series of

Chamber Trios), No. 1, 'Hymn to N^ht'; No. 2, 'Hymn to

Diana,' ' Queen and Huntress ' ; and No. 3, * Take, O take those
lips away.'

Three Spngs (pubd. Ashdown, as op. 12, after 1872), 'The Poet's

Song,' ' More fond than cushat dove/ ' Music'
Pianofoi-te works ;

—

Sonnets and Songs without Words, for pianoforte solo ; Book 1.

(pubd. Lambom Cock), 'A Pastoral,' 'Owlet,' 'Gnome,' and
'Lied'; Book 11. (pubd. I^mborn Cock), 'In Memorlam, Sept.
1868,' ' Beslgnation,' ' L' AUegro,' and 'H PeDsieroso

' ; Book
Hi. (pubd. Ashdown), 'Prelude,' 'Interlude,' 'Vergissmein-
njcht.'

Charakterbllder (Seven Ages of Mind), seven studies for piano-
forte (pubd. Augener).

Sonata, N0..I, in F (pubd. Ashdown).
Sonata, No. 2, 'To Tora,' in A minor and major (pubd. Stanley

Lucaa, Weber, and Co.).

[A set of * Miniatures ' is mentioned in the first edition of the
Dictlonaiy.]

Variations on a theme of Bach, and a Fantasia-sonata in one
movement for piano and violin, are mentioned as being played
at Uie concert given at Mr. Balfour's house in 1879.

A Garland of Shakespearean and other old-fashioned lyrics (pubd.
Id.mbom Cock, as op. 21), ' On a day, alack the day,' 'A Spring
Song,' ' A Contrast,' ' Concerning Love,' 'A Sea Dii^,' and ' To
Mistress Margaret Hussey.'

Partita for piano and violin, in D minor, written 1877 (pubd,
CBemy, 1887).

Song, ' Twilight ' (pubd. as op. 23, No. 1, by Ashdown).
Trio, pf. and strings in E minor, Dannreuther, 1878, Halld's recitals,

1880 ^ubd. Breitkopf).

Grosses Duo, for two pianofortes. In E minor, IffTS (pubd.
Breitkopf).

Overture, ' Guillem de Cahestanh ' (Crystal Palace, 1879).

Bomance for violin and pf. in F, contributed to an album published
by Teague and King. Winchester.

Quartet, piano and strings, F minor, 1879 (pubd. NoveUo).
Quartet for strings In G major, 1880 (Dannreuther).
Quintet for strings In E flat.

Nonet for wind instruments in B flat.

Sonata, pf. and violoncello, in A, 1880 (pubd. Novello).

Concerto in F sharp minor, pf. and orch. (Crystal Palace, April 3,

and Btohter, May 10, 1880).

Fantasia and Fugue for organ (MS.)
Scenes from ShcSley's 'Prometheus Unbound,' for soli, choir, and

orch., Gloucester Festival, 1880 (all choral works from this time
onward, pubd. by Novello).

Symphony, No. 1, in G, Birmingham Festival, 1882.

Symphony, No. 2, In F, Cambridge University Musical Society,
1883, and in a remodelled form, Blchter Concert, 1887 (pubd.
1906, Novello).

Choral Ode from Shirley's Canttnlion ^ Ajaa and DZystei. * The
Glories of our Blood and State ' (Gloucester Festival, 1883).

Hnslc to The Birdt of Aristophanes (Cambridge, Nov. 1883).

Trio In B minor (Dannreuther, 1884, pubd, Novello).

Suite Hoderne for orchestra (Gloncester Festival, 1886 : London
Symphony Concerts, later in the same year).

Theme and uliaeteen variations for piano solo (pubd. Stanley Lucas
and Weber).

Characteristic Popular Tunes of the British Isles, arranged for

pianoforte duet (pubd. Stanley Lucas, 1887).

English Lyrics, book i. (pubd. 1886, by Stanley Lucas, after-

wards by Novello)— 'My true love hath my heart,' 'Good
night,' 'Where shall the lover rest?" 'Willow, willow.'

English Lyrics, book ii. (pubd. 1887)—' Mistress mine,' ' Take, O
take those lips away,' ' No longer mourn for me,' ' Blow, blow,
thou winter wind,' ' When icicles hang by the waU.'

Four Sonnets of Shakespeare (pubd. 1887 by Stanley Lucas and
Weber).

Hilton's Ode at a Solemn Music, for chorus and orchestra, ' Blest

Pair of Sirens' (Bach Choir, May 17, 1687, and Hereford Fes-

tival, 1888).

Oratorio, 'Judith' (Birmingham Festival, 1888).

Sonata for pf. and vln. in D (Dannreuther, 18^).
Symphony, No. 3, in C (' English ')

(Philharmonic, May 1889).

Symphony, No. 4, in E minor (Blchter, July 1889).

Pope's Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, for soli, choir, and orch. (Leeds
Festival, 1889).

Trio, pf. and strings in G (Dannreuther, Feb. 1890).
' L' Allegro ed il Peiisieroso ' (Milton), for soli, choir, and orch.

(Norwich Festival, 1890).
' Eton ' (ode by Swinburne), choms and orch. (Eton Celebration,

June 1891).
De Profundis, psalm for soprano solo, twelve-part choms, and orch.

(Hereford Festival, 1891).

Song, 'The Maid of Elsinore,' contributed to an album of 'Twelve
New Songs ' (Leadenhall Press, 1891).

Music to The Frogs of Aristophanes (performed by the Oxford
University Dramatic Club, Feb. 1892J.

Choric Song, from Tennyson's Lotus Eaters, for soprano solo, choir,

and orchestra (Cambridge, June 1892).

Oratorio, ' Job,' for soli, chorus, and orch, (Gloucester Festival, 1892).

Music to Stuart Ogilvie's ' Hypatia ' (Haymorket Theatre, Jan. 1893).

Overture ' To an Unwritten Tragedy' (Worcester Festival, 1893).

Song, ' Bock-a-Bye,' contributed to the Children's Souvenir Song
Book, Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893 (pubd. Novello).

Suite for strings in F ('Lady Badnor's Suite'), for the Countess of

Badnor's orchestra (played June 29, 1894).

Arrangement of a suite by Boyce for the same concert.

Anthem, 'Hear my words, ye people,' for soprano and bass soli and
chorus, written for the festival of the Salisbury Diocesan
Choral Association, 1894.

Oratorio, ' King Saul ' (Birmingham FestiTol, 1894).

English Lyrics, book iii. (Novello, 1895—'To Lucasta,' 'If thou
would'st ease thine heart,' 'To Althea,' 'Why so pale and
wan?' 'Through the ivory gate,' 'Of all the torments.'

Invocation to Music (poem by B^bert Bridges), soprano, tenor, and
barftone solos, choir, and orch. (Leeds Festival, 1895).

Twelve short pieces (three books) for violin and piano (Novello,

1896).

Song, 'Land to the Leeward, Ho I
' {ScTiaol Music Bevietc, Sept. 1895).

English Lyrics, book iv. (Novello, 1897)—'Thine eyes still shined
for me,' 'When lovers meet again,' 'When we two parted,'
'Weep you no more,' 'There be none of beauty's daughters,'
'Bright star.'

Part-songs (NoveUo, 1897) :—
Six Lyrics from Elizabethan song-books— 'Follow yo\ir Saint,'

' Love is a sickness,' ' Turn all thy thoughts to eyes,' ' Whether
men do laugh or weep,' ' The sea hath many a thousand sands,'
* Tell me, O love ' (4-parts, the last 6-parts).

Six Modern Lyrics set as part-songs—' How sweet the answer,"
'Since thou, O fondest and truest,' 'If I had but two little

wings,' ' There rolls the deep,' ' What voice of gladness,'
* Music, when soft voices die ' (all 4-parts}.

Eight four-part songs :
' Phlllia,' ' O love, they wrong thee much,'

' At her fair hands,' ' Home of my heart,' ' You gentle nymphs,'
'Come pretty wag,' ' Te thrilled me once,' * Better music ne'er
was known.'

Characteristic Variations for orch., in E minor (Philharmonic,
June 1897).

Magnificat, for soprano solo, choir, and orch. (Hereford Festival,
1897).

A Song of Darkness and Light (poem by Bobert Bridges), for
soprano solo, choir, and orch. (Gloucester Festival, 1898).

Music to 'A Repentance ' (John Oliver Hobbes) (St. James's "Theatre,
Feb. 1899).

Five-part song, 'Who csoi dwell with greatness?' contributed to
the album of Choral Songs in Honour of Queen Victoria, 1899.

Te Deum, for soli, choir, and orch. (Hereford Festival, 1900).

Bass scena, with orch., 'The Boldi^s Tent' (words by Alma Stret-
tell) (Birmingham Festival, 1900).

Music to the Agamemnon of Aesclqrius (Cambridge, Nov. 1900).
Ode to Music (poem by A. C. Benson) for the opening of the new

concert room at the Boyal College of Music, June 1901.
'God of all created things.' Coronation hymn, 1902.
English Lyrics, book v. (Novello, 1902)—' A stray nymph of Dian,'

'Proud Maisle,' 'Crabbed age and youth,' 'LAy a garland,'
' Love and laughter,' 'A girl to her glass," 'A Lullaby.'

English Lyrics, book vl. (Novelln, 1902)—' When comes my Gwen,'
'And yet I love her,' 'Lovt is a bable,' 'A lover's garland,'
* At the hour the long day ends,' ' Under the greenwood tree."

' War and Peace,' ode (to words by A. C. Benson and the composer)
for soli, choir, and orch. (Boyol Choral Society, Albert Hall,
April 1903).

Anthem, ' I was glad,' and Processional Music, for the Coronation
of King Edward VII., 1903.

'Voces Clamantium,' Motet, fur soprano and baritone solos, choir,
and orch. (Hereford Festival, 1903).

* The Love that casteth out Fear ' {tinfonta sacra), for contralto
and bass solos, semi-chorus, chorus and orchestoa (Gloucester
Festival, 1904).

' In praise of Song,' part-song for double choir (Oxford, 1904).
Music to TJie Clouds of Aristophanes (Oxford University Drama-

tic Club, March 1906).
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•The Pled Piper of Hainelln* (Browning), for tenor and bafifl boIob,
choir, and orch. (Iforwich Featival, 1905).

*Ton edler Art,' arrangement of an old Oerman song (Boosey).
*The Soul's Bansom' itii^onia aacra), for Boprauo and baea BOli,

choir and orch. (Hereford Featival, 1906).
TVBlTS Hymn Tunes in Bymnt Ancient and Modem (1904). One

in Tfte Church Symnary (1898). One in [Helena] Countess of
Badnor's Order tff Service/w ChOdren (1894, etc.),

PAEKY, John, of Euabon, North Wales,
was domestic harper to Sir Watkin Williams
Wynne, of Wynnstay. He came and played in

1746 in London, where his playing is said to

have been admired by Handel, and he also

played at Cambridge before Gray, thereby

inciting him to the completion of his poem,
' The Bard.' In 1742 he put forth the earliest

published collection (only one part published)

of Welsh melodies, under the title of ' Antient

British Music of the Cambro- Britons.' He
afterwards published (undated) 'A Collection

of Welsh, English, and Scotch Au:s ; also Lessons

for the Harpsichord' ; and, in 1781, ' Cambrian
Harmony ; a Collection of Antient Welsh Airs,

the traditional remains of those sung by the

Bards of Wales.' He died at Euabon, Oct. 7,

1782. Though totally blind, he is reported to

have been an excellent draught-player, w. H. H.

PAEEY, John, born at Denbigh, North

Wales, Feb. 18, 1776, received his earliest

musical instruction from a dancing-master, who
taught him also to play the clarinet. In 1795

he joined the band of the Denbighshire militia,

and in 1797 became master of it. In 1807 he

resigned his appointment, and settled in London
as a teacher of the flageolet, then greatly in

vogue. In 1809 he was engaged to compose

songs, etc., for Vauxhall Gardens, which he

continued to do for several years afterwards,

and also adapted English words to a selection

of Welsh melodies. He composed the music

for T. Dibdin's extravaganza, ' Harlequin Hoax ;

or, A Pantomime proposed,' 1814; ' Oberon's

Oath,' 1816 ;
' High Notions, or A Trip to

Exmouth,' 1817 ; and adapted the music for

'Ivanhoe,' 1820 ; and 'Caswallon,' a tragedy,

1829. He was author as well as composer of

the musical pieces, ' Fair Cheating,' 1814

;

'Helpless Animals,' 1818; and 'Two Wives,

or, A Hint to Husbands," 1821 ;
' The Sham

Prince,' 1836. He conducted the Cymmro-
dorion and Eisteddfodau, or Congresses of

Welsh Bards, at Wrexham in 1820 and at

Brecon in 1822, and in 1821 he received the

degree of 'Barcid Alaw,' or Master of Song.

He was one of the promoters of the Cambrian

Society. He was author of An Account of the

Rise and Progress of the Harp ; An Account of

the Eoyal Musical Festival held in Westminster

Abbey in 1834 (of which he had been secre-

tary) ; and H Pwntello, or. The Supporter,

containing the first rudiments of music. In

June 1837 he gave a farewell concert, at which

he sang his own ballad of ' Jenny Jones ' (made

popular by Charles Mathews the year before),

accompanied on the harp by his son. From

1834 to 1848 he was concert music critic to

The Morning Post. He published several

collections of Welsh Melodies, the most import-

ant embodying the greater part of Jones's
' Eelics of the Welsh Bards,' under the title of
' The Welsh Harper ' (1839-48). From 1831 to

August 5, 1849, he was treasurer of the Eoyal
Society of Musicians. He died April 8, 1851.

His son, John Orlando, bom in London,
Jan. 3, 1810, studied the harp under Bochsa,

and, in May 1825, appeared (as Master Parry)

as a performer on that instrument. He also

became an excellent pianist. In 1830 he sang

'Arm, Arm, ye brave,' at Franz Cramer's concert,

and subsequently had much success as a bari-

tone singer, chiefly of ballads accompanied by
himself on the harp. [Neukomm's once famous
song, 'Napoleon's Midnight Review, 'was written

for him ; and in 1833 he went to Italy, living

for some time at Naples, and learning from
Lablache, with whom he appeared as Desdemona
in a burlesque of 'Othello.'] At his benefit

concert in June 1836 he gave the first public

indication in England, of the possession of that

extraordinary vis comica by which he was
afterwards so remarkably distinguished, by
joining Madame Malibran in Mazzinghi's duet,
' When a little farm we keep,' and introducing

an admirable imitation of Harley. Later in

the same year he appeared upon the stage at

the St. James's Theatre in his father's ' Sham
Prince, ' in Hullah's ' Village Coquettes ' and
other pieces. In the following year he gave

his ' Buffo Trio Italiano ' (accompanied by him-
self on the pianoforte), in which he successfully

imitated Grisi, Ivanoff', and Lablache. In 1840
he introduced ' Wanted, a Governess ' (words

by George Dubourg), the success of which
induced him to abandon serious, and devote

himself wholly to comic, singing. The songs

he selected differed materially from those of

the immediately preceding generation in the

absence of coarseness or vulgarity, and were
consequently most favourably received. They
comprised, among others, 'Wanted, a Wife,'

'Berlin Wool,' 'Blue Beard,' 'Matrimony,'

'FayreEosamonde,' and 'The London Season'
;

the words being mostly by Albert Smith and
the music arranged by Parry himself. Many
of his songs, glees, etc., were published. [See

Diet, of Nai. Biog.^ In 1849 he gave up con-

cert-singing and produced an entertainment,
' Notes, Vocal and Instrumental, ' written by
Albert Smith, in which he exhibited a number
of large water-colour paintings executed by
himself, and which was very successful. He
gave similar entertainments in 1860 and 1852.

In 1853 ill health compelled him to retire from

public performance, and he became organist of

St. Jnde's, Southsea, and practised as a teacher.

In 1860 he again appeared in public at the

entertainments of Mr. and Mrs. German Eeed,

but in 1869 ill health again necessitated his
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retirement. He took final leave of the public

at a performance for his benefit at the Gaiety

Theatre, Feb. 7, 1877. He died 'at East

Molesey, Feb. 20, 1879. w. H. H.

PARRY, Joseph, Mus.D., born at Merthyr

Tydvil, May 21, 1841, of poor Welsh parents,

the mother a superior woman with much music

in her nature. There is a great deal of singing

and brass-band-playing among the Welsh work-

men, and at chapel and elsewhere the boy soon

picked up enough to show that he had a real

talent. At ten, however, he was forced to go to

the puddling furnaces and to stop all education

of any kind. In 18 53 his father emigrated to the

United States, and in 1854 the family followed

him. After a few years Joseph returned from
America, and then received some instruction in

music from John Abel Jones of Merthyr and
John Price of Rhymney. In 1862 he won
prizes at the Llandudno Eisteddfod. He then

went again to America, and during his absence

there a prize was adjudged to him at the

Swansea Eisteddfod of 1863, for a harmonised

hymn tune.

Its excellence roused the attention of Brinley

Richards, one of the musical adjudicators of

the meeting, and at his instance a fund was
raised for enabling Parry to return to England
and enter the Royal Academy of Music. The
appeal was well responded to by Welshmen
here and in the States, and in Sept. 1868 he
entered the Academy and studied under Stern-

dale Bennett, Garcia, and Steggall. He took

a bronze medal in 1870, and a silver one in

1871, and an overture of his to 'The Prodigal

Son ' (Mab Afradlon) was played at the Academy
in 1871. He was appointed Professor of Music
at the University College, Aberystwith, and
soon after took his Mus. B. degree at Cambridge,

proceeding, in May 1878, to that of Mus.D.
at the same University. [In 1888 he was
appointed to the Musical Lectureship of the

University College of South Wales, Cardiff ; and
in 1896 at the Llandudno Eisteddfod was
presented with a cheque for £600 for services

rendered to Welsh music. He died at Penarth,

Feb. 17,1903. His works include the oratorios,

' Emmanuel' (London, 1880); 'Saul of Tarsus'

(Rhyl and Cardiff, 1892) ; 'The Prodigal Son'

and 'Nebuchadnezzar.' 'Cambria,' a can-

tata, was performed at Llandudno in 1896.

His operas are ' Blodwen,' produced at Aberdare

in 1 878, and at the Alexandra Palace ;
' Virginia,

'

1883; 'Arianwen' (Cardiff, 1890); 'Sylvia,'

(Cardiff, 1895); 'King Arthur, 'completed 1897.

Many choral works, an orchestral ballad

(Cardiff, 1892), overtures, a string quartet, etc.

are among his compositions, and he edited six

vols, of Cambrian Minstrelsy.] G. ; with addi-

tions from Brit. Mus. Biog.

His son, Joseph Haydn Parry, born at

Pennsylvania, U.S.A., in May 1864, studied

mainly under the parental guidance. In 1884

he gained a prize for a pianoforte sonata. In

1890 he was appointed a professor at the

Guildhall School of Music ; he wrote a successful

cantata for female voices, 'Gwen'; a comic

opera, 'Cigarette,' was produced at Cardiff in

1892 ; 'Miami,' a more ambitious work, set to

an adaptation of ' The Green Bushes,' came out

at the Princess's Theatre, London, Oct. 16,

1893; and a third, 'Marigold Farm,' was
finished, but never produced. The young
composer died at Hampstead, March 29, 1894.

His short career was of great promise, although

the work he actually accomplished necessarily

aimed at no very lofty ideals. M.

PARSIFAL. A ' Buhnenweihfestspiel' (or

'dedicatory stage-play') in three acts, words

and music by Richard Wagner. The poem was

published in 1877, and the music completed in

1879. The first performance took place at

Bayreuth, July 28, 1882. For twenty-one

years the stage representation of the work took

place only at Bayreuth (see Bayreuth, vol. i.

p. 109, where it should be added that perform-

ances took place also in 1886), but the bulk of

the work was given in concert -form under

Barnby at the Albert Hall, London, Nov. 10,

1884. On Dec. 24, 1903, after many serious

disputes between the American managers and

the Bayreuth authorities, the first complete

performance outside the original theatre took

place in the Metropolitan Opera -House, New
York. (See also Opera in the U.S.A., p.

468a.) On June 20, 1905, the Wagner-Verein
of Amsterdam gave a performance of the drama
in that city. The distribution of the parts on
these special occasions was as follows : Bayreuth,

1882, Kundry, Materna, Marianne Brandt, and
Malten ; Parsifal, Winkelmann, Gudehus, and
Jaeger ; Gumemanz, Siehr, and Scaria. Malten,

Gudehus and Scaria sang the parts in London
;

at New York the part of Kundry was sung by
Ternina, those of Parsifal, Gumemanz, and
Amfortas, by Burgstaller, Blass, and Van Rooy,
and at Amsterdam, Mme. Litvlnne, Herren
Forchhammer, Blass and Breitenfeld appeared.

The original conductor was Hermann Levi

;

Barnby conducted in London, Alfred Hertz in

New York, and Henri Viotta at Amsterdam.
The earliest translation of the poem was made
by H. L. and F. Corder, and published in

1879 ; Miss Margaret H. Glyn made a first-rate

version, many years afterwards. M.

PARSONS, Robert, a native of Exeter, was
on Oct. 17, 1563, sworn a gentleman of the
Chapel Royal. He is said, but erroneously, to

have been organist of Westminster Abbey. He
composed some church music. A Morning,
Communion, and Evening Service is printed
in Barnard's 'Selected Church Musick,' and a

Burial Service in Low's 'Directions,' 1664.
An anthem, ' Deliver me, ' is contained in the
Tudway Collection (Harl. MS. 7339), and an
' In Nomine, ' and a madrigal, ' Enforced by
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love and feare,' are in Add. MS. 11,586.
[Various ' In Nomines,' etc., are in Add. MSS.
22,597, 29,246, 31,390, 32,377, and 30,380-4

;

one in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge
(published in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book,
ii. 135) is probably by Robert Parsons.] Three
services (the third printed in Barnard), an
anthem, ' Ah, helpless wretch,' a motet, ' Anima
Chriati,' and pieces for viols are in Barnard's

MS. collections in the Royal College of Music.

Many of his compositions are extant in MS. in

the library of Christ Church, Oxford. He was
drowned in the Trent at Newark, Jan. 25,

1569-70. [His scientific skill and feeling for

curious efTects of harmony make him an im-

portant figure in English music]
John Parsons, probably his son, was in

1616 appointed one of the parish clerks and
also organist of St. Margaret's, Westminster.

On Dec. 7, 1621, he was appointed organist

and master of the choristers of Westminster
Abbey. A Burial Service by him is contained

in a MS. volume in the library of the Royal

College of Music. He died in 1623, and was
buried, August 3, in the cloisters of West-

minster. A quaint epitaph on him, preserved in

Camden's Remains, is reprinted in the Diet, of

Nat. Biog, [from which additions to the above

article have been taken.] w. H. H.

PARSONS, Sir William, Knt., Mus.D.,

born in London, 1746, was a chorister of West-

minster Abbey- under Dr. Cooke. In 1768 he

went to Italy to complete his musical education.

On the death of John Stanley in 1786 he was

appointed master of the King's band of music.

On June 26, 1790, he accumulated the degrees

of Mus.B. and Mus.D. at Oxford. In 1795,

being in Dublin, he was knighted by the Lord

Lieutenant, Earl Camden. In 1796 he was

appointed musical instructor to the Princesses,

and a magistrate for Middlesex, in which latter

capacity he acted for several years at the police

office in Great Marlborough Street. He died of

apoplexy in London, July 19, 1817. w. H. H.

;

additions from the Diet, of Nat. Biog.

PART. This word is used in two senses in

music, but there is little danger of confusion

between them. The first and more technical

sense is of the single line of music from which

the instrumental or vocal performer reads, and

it is also used of the music itself ; so that ' he

reads his part from a part ' is a phrase readily

understood by musicians, as indicating that

nothing in the shape of a score is used by the

individual referred to. (See next article.) The

second use of the word is in respect of the

division of large works, and is the equivalent

of ' act ' in theatrical music ; oratorios, cantatas,

etc. , are divided into so many ' parts ' or great

sections, after any of which a pause might

appropriately be made. The direction ' ooUa

parte' often found in concerted vocal and instru-

mental music, indicates that those who have

the subordinate accompanying parts are to be
on their guard in case the soloist should indulge

for the moment in some freedom of time. The
accompanist is to be careful to play ' with the

part.

'

M.

PART-BOOKS. The polyphonic composers

of the 15th and 16th centuries very rarely

presented their works to the reader in score.

Proske, indeed, tells us that examples are some-

times to be met with, both in MS. and in

print, of the genuine Partitura caneellata— i.e.

the true barred score, as opposed to the semblance
of a score resulting from the early method of

writing between an unlimited number of hori-

zontal lines, 1 or the early practice of employing,

as in the Reading MS., a, single stave com-

prehending lines and spaces enough to include

the aggregate compass of an entire composition.^

Moreover, the English student will scarcely need

to be reminded that our own Morley has given

examples in genuine score at pp. 131-42,

and many other places of his Plaine and £asie

Introduction. But examples of this kind are

the exceptions which prove the rule ; since

usually the polyphonists preferred to issue

their works in the separate parts, and generally

in separate volumes, well known to students of

mediaeval music as ' the old Part-Books.

'

Of these Part -Books the greater number
may be divided into three distinct classes.

In the first class—that of the true repre-

sentative Part-Book— each vocal part was
transcribed or printed in a separate volume.

In the second class, the Parts were indeed

transcribed or printed separately ; but in the

form called in early times Cantus lateralis
;

i.e. side by side, and one above the other, in

such a manner that the whole number of Parts

could be seen at one view on the double pages

of the open book, and that all the performers

could sing at once from a, single copy of the

work.

In the third class, the plan employed was
that known in Germany as Tafel-Musik ; the

Parts being arranged side-ways and upside-down,

so that four performers, seated at the four sides

of the little table on which the open book was
placed, could each read his own part the right

way upwards.

The most famous, and, with one exception

only, by far the most perfect and beautiful

specimens of the first class are those published,

at Venice and Fossombrone, at the beginning

of the 1 6th century, by Ottaviano dei Petrucci,

the inventor of the art of printing music from
movable types. Of these now exceedingly rare

and costly Part-Books, more than fifty volumes

have been catalogued, since the time of Conrad
Gesner, who, however, in his ' Pandecta ' men-
tions some few which cannot now be identified.

The execution of these rare Part - Books

is above all praise. The perfection of their

1 See ante, p. 403b, ^ See Stm&a la icumbn in.
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typography would have rendered them precious

to collectors, even without reference to the value

of the oompoaitiona, which, but for them, would
have been utterly loat to us.' Each part is

printed in a separate volume, oblong 4to, with-

out a title-page at the beginning, but with a

colophon on the last page of the Baaaus, re-

cording the date and place of publication. In

one instance only has the brilliance and clearness

of the typography been surpassed. The Britiah

Museum possesses the unique Baaaus Part of a

collection of songs, printed by Wynkyu de
Worde in 1530, which exceeda in beauty
everything that haa ever been produced, in the

form of music-priuting from movable types,

from the time of its invention by Petrucci

until now. The volume ^ is an oblong 4to,

corresponding very nearly in size with those of

Petrucci ; but the staves are much broader, and
the type larger, the perfection of both being
such aa could only be rivalled at the present

day by the finest steel engraving. The volume
contains nine songs a 4, and eleven a 3, by
Fayrfax, Taverner, Cornyshe, Pygot, Ashwell,

Cowper, Gwynneth, and Jones ; and at the end
of the book is the first leaf of the Triplex,

containing the title and index only. This,

unhappily, ia all that haa hitherto been dis-

covered of the work.

Petrucci's successors were as far as those of

Wynkyn de Worde from approaching the ex-

cellence of their leader—^and even farther. The
separate parts of Palestrina's masses and the
madrigals of Luca Marenzio, printed at Venice
in the closing years of the 16th century, though
artiatio in design, and in bold and legible type,

are greatly inferior in execution to the early

examples ; and the motets of Giovanni Croce
published by Giacomo Vincenti (Venice, 1605)
are very rough indeed. The nearest approach
to the style of Petrucci ia to be found in the
earlier worka printed in London by John Day

;

the ' Cantionea Sacrae ' of Tallis and Byrd,
printed by Thomas VautroUier (London, 1575) ;

and the earlier works published by Thomas Est,

under the patent of William Byrd, such as

Byrd's ' Paalmea, Soneta, and Songes of Sadnes
and Pietie' (1588) and his 'Songs of sundrie
natures' (1589). But Est's later productions,

including the second book of Yonge's ' Musica
Transalpina' (1597), and the works of the
later Madrigalista, are far from equalling theae,

and little, if at all, superior to the later

Italian Part-Books.
'

The finest Part-Books of the second class,

presented in Oantus lateralis, are the magnifi-
cent MS. volumes in the Archives of the Sistine

Chapel ; huge folios, transcribed in notes of

such gigantic size that the 'whole choir can

1 Facalmilea wiU be found in Ottaviano clei Petrucci da Fitttom-
brone, by Anton Sohmid (Vienna, 1845), and Ottavtano dt-i Petrucci
da FOBiombronc, by AuguBto Vernarecci (2nd edit. Boloffiia, 1882).
Tlie student may alBO consult Catelani, Btbliogr. di due etampi
bptotl da ottav. dei Petrucci (Milan), and the Catalogue of
Bltner, B K. 1. e. 1.

read from a single copy, and adorned with
illuminated borders and initial letters of ex-

quiaite beauty. In these, the upper half of

the left-hand page is occupied by the Cantus,

and the lower half by the Tenor ; the upper half

of the right-hand page by the Altua, and the

lower half by the Baaaus. When a Quintus is

needed half of it is written on the left-hand

page below the tenor, and the remainder

(reliquium) below the Basaus, on the right-hand

page. When six parts are needed, the Quintus

is written below the Tenor, and the Sextus

below the Bassus. Books of this kind seem
to have been less . frequently used in England
than in Italy ; unless, indeed, the MSS. were

destroyed during the Civil War.^
The finest printed examples of thia class are,

the large folio edition of Palestrina's ' First Book
of Masses ' (Koma, apud heredes Aloysii Dorici,

1572) and the still finer edition of 'Hymni
totius anni ' (Soma, apud Jacobum Tornerium
et Bemardinum Donangelum, 1589). A very

beautiful example of this kind of Part-Book,

on a small scale, will be found in Tallis's

'Eight Tunes,' printed by John Day at the

end of Archbishop Parker's metrical translation

of the Paalms (London, 1560) ; and one not
very much inferior ia Thomas Eat's 'Whole
Booke of Paalmea ' (London, 1592). Eavena-.

croffa 'Briefe Discourse' (1606), is a very
rough example ; and the ' Dodecaehordon ' of

Glareanus (Basle, 1547), though so much
earlier, is scarcely more satisfactory in point
of typography.

The third olaaa of Part-Books, designed to

be read from the four sidea of a table, was
more common in England than in any other
country. One of the best-knovm examples is

that given in the closing pages of Morley's

Plaine cmd Easie Introditdion (London, 1597
and 1606), in which the parts are presented
in a rectangular arrangement, each part facing

outwarda as the book is placed open on the
table.

'HOiiaj,

ALTU3.

u
i

•BQIHVO

BASSnS.

m
In Dowland's 'First Booke of Songs or

Ayres,' a still more complicated arrangement
is dictated by the necessity for accommodating
a lutenlst by the side of the Cantus, the part
for theae two performers appearing on two
parallel staves on the left-hand page, while

3 A large folio MS. of this kind, containing a Mass by PhiUppne
de Monte, was lent to the Inventions Exhibition of 1885 Iw Miss
aivington, and another exceedingly fine specimen, containing a
Gloria a 5, written by Payrfax for his degree of Mus.D., was lent to
the same exhibition Inm the Lambeth Palace Library.
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the other three voices share the right-hand
page.

f
CANTU3

(with tlie tablature for
the lute on a second
stave).

TENOR.

An interesting example of this class is ' Le
Parangon des Chansons,' printed by 'Jaques

Modeme diet Grand Jacques' (Lyon, 1539-41),

in nine volumes, containing 224 songs a 4, and
32 a 2 and 3, so arranged that the Superius

and Tenor sit facing each other, on opposite

sides of the table—the Superius reading from

the lower half of the left-hand page, and the

Tenor from the upper half ; while the Bassus

and Altus occupy the same positions with re-

gard to the right-hand page.

The rapid cultivation of instrumental music

in the 17th and 18th centuries naturally

exercised a great influence upon the Part-Books

of the period. Scores, both vocal and instru-

mental, became more and more common, and
the vocal and instrumental Part-Books gradu-

ally assumed the form with which we are

familiar at the present day. w. s. E.

PART DU DIABLE, LA. An op^ra-comique

in three acts ; words by Scribe, music by Auber.

Produced at the Op^ra-Comique, Paris, Jan.

16, 1843. G.

PART MUSIC, a collection of vocal music

made by John Hullah for the use of his Sing-

ing Classes, and originally published by John

W. Parker, London. It consists of three

series— 'Class A for S.A.T.B.' (vol. i. 1842,

vol. 11, 1845); 'Class B for the voices of

women and children ' (1845) ;
' Class C for the

voices of men' (1845). Each series contains

sacred and secular pieces. Each was printed

both in score and in separate parts, in royal

8vo, and the whole forms a collection un-

exampled at the time (at least in England) for

extent, excellence, and variety, and for the

clearness and accuracy of its production.

1. Sacred.

Vol. I.

God save the Qaeen.
Iiord for Thy tender. Parrant.
With one consent (^alm 100).

O hord the maker, Heni? VXII.
Sanctus and Beaponsea. Tallls.

praise ye the Lord (Ps. 149).

1 will give thanks. Faleatrina.

Since on the cross (Ein' feate

Burg). Luther.
God is gone up. Croft.

When as we sat in Babylon
(Pb. 137).

O be joyful. Palestrina.

Ye gates, lift up (Ps. 24).

The day Is past. Hullah.
Thou that from Thy throne.

Haydn.
Venite. Tallia.

Thou art beautiful. G. Croce.

Lord, another day. M. Haydn.
O Lord, I will (Fs. 34). H. Lawea.
Praise the Lord. Jer. Clarke.
Gloria Patri (Canon). Pnrcell.
Sanctua. Creyghton.
Be not Thou far. Palestrina.
HidenotThouThyfacB. Parrant.
Jesu Lord. Lejeune.

Give ear, O God. Himmel.
Fralae the Lord. Dr. Child.
Blessed be Thou. Lottl.
Forth from the dark. Bousaeau,
Almighty God ! Forde.
1 will arise. Creyghton.
Sing to the Lord. Tye.
Hear my prayer, M. Haydn.
O King eternal (Ps. 8), Croft.

O God of truth. B. Bogers.
O remember not. Kossfni.
Give to UB peace. Lvov.
Thou knowest, Lord. PurcelL
Amen. Dr. Cooke.

Sweet day, so cool. H. Dumont.
Go not far from me. Zingarelll.

O how amiable. V. Richardson.
To laud the heaT'nly King (Pb.

148). Jer. Clarke.
Almighty and everlasting. Gib-
bons.

Awake, thou that aleepest

(Canon). W. Horsley.
Hallelujah. Boyce.

Vol. II.

O King of kings. Kreutzer.
My soul doth magnify (Chant).

Dr. Cooke.
Beapouses. Dr. Child,

come aU ye faithful (Adeste
fldeles).

Hosanna (Canon). Berg.
Amen. Neukomm.

Lord, grant the king. Child.
Ut queaut (Canon). Harrington.
Sanctus. Bogers.
Why do the heathen. Faleatrina.
1 will magnify Thee (Chant). P.
HuTDpnrey.

Plead lliou my cause. G. Croce.
Ponder my words. Zingarelli.
Awake my soul. Jer. Clarke.
Sleep, downy sleep. Do.
Thou ahalt shew me (Canon).

Callcott.
My God, my God. Beynolds,
Wlierewithal shall a young mani
Alcock.

O Saviour ! W. Horsley,
O most merciful. Hullah.
Praise the Lord. Gossec.
Sanctus. Bassanl.
We will rejoice. Croft.
Lord,inThee(Canon). Paxton.

Try me, O God. Karea.
Lord, teach us (Canon).

Praise ye the Lord. Braesetti.
1 will remember. G. Croce,
Peace be to this habitation. M.
Haydn.

Hallelujah (Canon). E. Bevin.
All people that on earth (Old

100th).
Praise the Lord (Canon). Call

cott.

Behold now. Bogers.
The Lord hear thee. Blow,
Hosanna (Canon). T, F. Wal-
misley.

Help us, O God. Durante.
The day must come. N. Decius.
Hear me when I call (Canon).
W. Horsley.

Sanctus. O. Gibbons.
Let all the people. Palestrina.
Blessed be God. Greene.
O God, Thou art. FurceU.
Mock not God's name (Canon).
Tye.

The voice of joy. Jannaconl.

2. Secular.

Vol. I.

Bule, Britannia. Ame.
All ye who music love. Donato.
Hard by a fountain, Waelrent.
Te spotted anakesr Stevens.
Flow, my tears, John Bimnet.

1. Sacred.

God save the Queen.
Hallelujah. Boyce.
Shew me Thy ways. Faleatrina.
Kot unto us. Salieri.

My Shepherd is the Lord (Ps, 23),

Come let us strive to join.
It is a good and pleasant thing

(Pa. 92).

Lord, diamisB us.

O Absalom my son. C. King.
Servants of God. C. Barbice.
From everlasting. Webbe.
Hear my crying. Palestrina.
Jehovah, Thou my maker art

(Ps. 119).

Prostrate before Thee. Carafa.
all ye works of the Lord.

Stand up and bless. Immler.
He hath pot down. Palestrina.
Benedictus. Chant.
My voice went up (Ps. 51).

Christ whose glory fills the skies.

Great God, what do I. Luther.
The midnight cry. Glasse.
Be merciful. Jackson.
Unto Thee, O God. Hayes.

The Waits. SavUIe,
Come let us all. Atterbury,
Long may life and health.
Freemen, rejoice. Purcell.
Hail.hallowedfane. Momington.
Crabbed age and youth. Stevens.
In going to my lonely bed. Ed-
wardes.

Ah me I where is. F. Aiierio.
Nymphs of the forest. W. Hors-

ley.

O never fear though rain be fall-

ing.

May day. Neithart.
Solt^gio. Scarlatti.

Lady see ! Marenzio.
How sleep the brave. Dr. Cooke.
Hark, the village maids. Cheru-

bini.

All hail, Britannia. Lotti.

Upon the poplar bough. Paxton.
Since first I saw. Ford.
How glad with smiles. Gluck.
Sing a song of sixpence. Mac-

farren.
Happy are they. Paxton.
See from his ocean bed. V. Bufib.
Daybreak. Moacheles.
The hardy Norseman. Fearsall.
Come again,sweet love. Dowland.
In paper case. Dr. Cooke.
Harvest time.
Thy voice, O Harmony. Webbe.
Awake, ^olian lyre. Danby.
My lady is as fair. J. Bennet.
Sing loud a joyful. Gluck.
April is in my mistress' face.

Morley.

Vol. II.

The joyous birds. B. Spontone.
Here in cool grot. Momington.
Girls and boys. Miicfarren.
Swiftly from the mountain's
brow. Webbe.

Our native land. G. Belchardt.
Like to the grass. Benedict.
Ode to Spring. Paxton.
Come shepherds. J. Bennet.
Hnrk, hark, the lark. Dr. Cooke.
Come, my Mends. W. Horsley,
O how sweet 'tis. Sir J. Bogers.
Long live the Queen (Canon).
Boyce.

Come, shepherds. Graat.
Dulce Domum. J. Beading.
Thyreis, when he left me. Call-

cott.

Which is the properest day.
Arne.

Albion, thy sea - encircled isle.

Dr. Cooke.
Pack clouds away. Hullah.
Breathe soft, ye winds. Webbe.
Amid the din. Gluck.
Who will bring back. G. de Vert.
Hark, hark, a merry note.
Thyrsis, sleepest thou? J. Bennet.
Unto the merry greenwood.
Dance we so gaily. F. Schubert.
Blow, blow, thou winter wind.

Awake, sweet Love. Dowland.
'Twas on a bank. Hullah.
From Oberon. Stevens.
Thus saJth my Cbloris. Wilbye.
Now, O now. Dowland.
Happy are we met. Webbe.

j

Great God of hosts. Pleyel.
And His mercy. FalesMna.
Thee will I love. Hofmeister.

sing unto God.
1 will always give thanks.
Be glad, O ye righteous.

2. Secular.

Child of the sun. Kreutzer.
Come, follow me. Danby.
Come, sprightly mirth. Hilton,
Dear pity. Wilbye,
Fugato from Lea Solfdges d' Italle.

Gentle moon. Do.
Go, gentle breezes. Do.
Hail green fieldsand shady woods.

;

Dr. Greene.
< Heigh ho, to the greenwood.

I

Byrd.
Hot cross buns. Atterbury.
Huntsman, rest. Dr. Ame.
May-day. W. Horsley,
Frythee, do not chide me so.

Mozart.
I Bule, Britannia. Dr. Ame.
,See, where the morning sua.

Mozart.
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Solfeggio from I^b SolfigeB Though I soonmuBt leave. Berg.

d' Italia. I
Three blind mice.

The flowera their buds. Mosart. Weep o'er hie tomb. Hayes.

The load atars. Shield. When the rosy mom am)earmg.

The BunbeamB Btieak. Fohlenz. ' Why do yon ilgh ! J. Bennett.

Sacred.

God save the Qneen.
Non nobie. W. Byrd.
Amen. Dr. Cooke.
How bleat the man {Fa. 1).

Jerusalem. Bofleingrave.
SaactuB. Jer. Clsfke.
And now the buu'b. Bemer.
My soul with patience (Ps. 130).

Qlory be to God on high. Boyce.

O Qod that madeat. Hullah.
HalleluiaJi (8 v.). Hayes.
Jehovah, O Jehovah. Spaeth.

Cantatd (Chant).

In sleep's uerene oblivion. Freck.
Gloria in Excelsia.

celebrate Jehovah's (Ps. IW).
Soft slumbers now. Hiller.

Haste thee. O God. Cirri.

Heaven and earth.

He hath filled. Palestrina.

Lord, how are they increased.

1 will praise the Name. Hayes.
I wUl be glad. W. Byrd.
Thou, to whose all-aearching.

Who are these like stars. Kageli.

Draw uigh unto. Palestrina.

Not unto UR. O Lord. Hayes.
Let hymns of praise.

Lord, now we part. Belle.

Make a joyful noise. Carlsaimi.

Glory to Thee my God this night.

Secula/r.

The Smith. Kreutzer.

Past twelve o'clock. Let's have a
peal. Bow the boat.

St. Martin's bells. Lidarti.

How exquisite the feeling. L. De
CaU.

Halcyon days. Dr. Cooke.
With horns and hounds. Atter-

b\iry.

Half au hour past twelve. Ma-
rella.

Thewar-cry iBsounding. Werner.
Come, come, all noble sonls. Dr.

B. Bogers.
Fairest isle. Purcell.

To the old, long life. Webbe.
Clad in springtide beauty.
When for the world's repose.

Momington.
Come let us all. Hiltou.
How sweet in the woodlands.
Harrington.

Would you know my Celia's

charms? Webbe.
How sweet, how fresh I Faxton.
Well donel Come let us singl

White sand 1 Hot mutton pies I

The cloud-capt towers. Stevens.

You gentlemen of England. Dr.
Callcott.

Eule, Britannia. Ame.
I Yawning catch. Harrington.

Class A was republished in 1868, in score

and parts, under the editor's superintendence,

hy Messrs. Longmans, in a larger size though

smaller type than before. A few of the original

pieces were omitted, and the following were

added, chiefly from Hullah's ' Vocal Scores ' :

—

Sacred.

Credo. Lotti. t

O remember. Haeser.
Who is the king T (Cancn).
M'Murdie.

Like as the hart, B. Klein.
Haste Thee, O God. Zingarelli.

O magnify the Lord. Spohr.
To Thee my God. C. VervoiUe.
Methinks I hear. Crotch.
Praise the Lord (Canon). T. A.
Walmisley.

The Lord is King. Rolle.

O Saviour of the world. Pales-

trina.

For God is the King (Canon).

B. J. Hopkins.
O Lord, increase. O. Gibbons.
Pater noster. Homilius.

Secular.

Come live with me. Stemdale

Music, when soft voices. Weber.
Softly, Boftly, blow ye breezes,

Tieck.
Song should breathe. Hullah.
Seethechariotathand. Horsley.
Slender'B ghost. M. Bock.
Come follow me. O. May.
Hail, blushing goddess. Pazton.
Best, sweet nympb. Pilkington.
Hark, the hoUow woods. J. S.

Smith.
When the toU of day. B. J. S.

Stevens.
As it feltuponaday. Momington.

G.

PART-SONG (Ger. Mehrstimmiges Lied;

Fr. Gharison a parties)., A composition for at

least two voices in harmony, and without ac-

companiment. [The composers of the madri-

galian age often styled their less ambitious

compositions * songs of (two, three, or four)

'parts,' and the pattern set by them has been

followed down to modern times, although the

older part-songs admitted more variety in the

lower parts than is usual with later writers,

who, whether from deliberate choice or from

incapacity to do anything better, keep their

lower parts so simple that they are often tire-

some to sing or to hear.] The term ' part-song

'

will here be employed exclusively as the proper

signification of one of the three forms of secular

unaccompanied choral music ; the others being

the madrigal and the glee. Unlike either oi

its companions, its etymology is plain and
simple, being neither of obscure origin, as in

PART-SONG

the instance of the madrigal, nor of misleading

sense, as in that of the glee.

The first requisite of the music in the present

day is well-defined rhythm, and the second un-

yielding homophony. The phrases should be

scarcely less measured and distinct than those

of a chorale, though of course in style the

music may be lively or sedate, gay or pathetic.

Tunefulness in the upper part or melody is

desirable, and the attention should not be

withdrawn by elaborate devices of an imitative

or contrapuntal nature in the harmonic substruc-

ture. It is obvious that if these principles are

to be observed in the composition of a part-song

and any wide divergence from them would

invalidate the claim of a piece to the title—it

must, as a work of. art, be considered as dis-

tinctly inferior to either the madrigal or the

glee. And it is worthy of surprise and perhaps

of regret that while the forms of instrumental

composition are constantly showing a tendency

to move in the direction of increased elaboration,

choral music should exhibit a decided retrogres-

sion from the standard attained in the 16th and

17th centuries. Morley's canzonets of two and

three parts and ballets, written in obvious

imitation of those of Gastoldi, include perfect

examples of the part-song as we understand it.

' My bonny lass she smileth * and * Now is the

month of Maying,* maintain their position in

the repertory of choral societies by reason of

their crisp, well-marked rhythm and simple

pleasing melody. John Dowland, whose genius

was more tender and lyrical than that of Morley,

has left some exquisite specimens of the amatory

part-song in his 'Awake, sweet love,* *Come

again, sweet love,* and * Now, O now I needs

must part. * Compared with these the canzonets

of Thomas Ford, who was contemporary with

Dowland, are greatly inferior in grace, subtlety

of expression, and pure poetic feeling, but his

' Since first I saw your face ' is an especially fine

example. Thomas Ravenscroft and "Weelkes,

among other composers ofthe madrigalian epoch,

may be included among those who contributed

to a form of art too generally accepted as the

musical product of the 19th century. The
blighting influence of the Puritans proved fatal

to every description of musical work in England,

and when secular part-music again occupied the

attention of composers, it took the form of the

glee rather than that of the madrigal or the

part-song. In the works of many composers

between 1650 and 1750, we may of course dis-

cover isolated pieces in which some of the

characteristics of the part-song are present.

This may be said of Purcell's ' Come if you dare'

and * Come unto these yellow sands, ' and of

Handel's 'See the conquering hero comes,' to

quote some of the best-known instances. But
practically the 18th century may be passed
over entirely in the consideration of our present

subject, and the impression generally prevalent
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that the part-song is of wholly modern growth
is explained by the intervention of this long
and barren epoch. Another impetus from
abroad was required, and eventually it came,
only not as before from Italy, but from Germany.
The latter country, had, in its Volkslieder, and
in the almost equally representative songs of

Amdt, Komer, and others, the foundation on
which to build ready to hand. [See Song.]
The works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven i

include very few compositions that may be
rightly placed under the heading of part-songs ;

but that most distinctively German composer,

Weber, has produced some spirited examples in

his 'Bright sword of liberty,' ' Liitzow's wild

hunt,' and the Hunting Chorus in 'Der
Freischiitz.' Schubert was more prolific in this

branch of art. The catalogue of his compositions

contains some fifty pieces of the kind, of which
twenty-two are for unaccompanied male voices,

and only two for mixed voices. Many of the

former display his genius in a favourable light,

and but for the fact that our choral societies are

mostly of mixed voices, would doubtless be

better known than they are in this country.^

The establishment of Liedertafeln and Gesang-

vereine, answering in some respects to our older

glee clubs, went on rapidly about the period of

which we are speaking, and of course led to the

production of a large quantity of part-music,

most of which, it must be confessed, had but
little value, the verses being doggerel and the

music infinitely inferior to that of the best

English glee-writers. The exceptions noted

above were not more than sufficient to prove the

rule, until the advent of another great genius,

whose works of every description were destined

to exercise an almost overwhelming influence

over musical thought and action in this country.

We refer to Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. It

is not too much to say that his ' songs for singing

in the open air,' so redolent of blue sky and sun-

shine and nature's freshness, worked a revolu-

tion, or, to speak more accurately, inaugurated

a revival, in the choral music of England,

the influence of which is ever widening and ex-

tending. The appearance of these delightful

works was coeval with the commencement of

that movement which has since resulted in the

establishmentofchoral societies and moremodest
singing-classes in every district throughout the

length and breadth of the land. Before pro-

ceeding to take note of those who have fol-

lowed most successfully Mendelssohn's lead, it

is necessary to revert for an instant to Germany.

Robert Schumann wrote about a dozen Lieder

for male voices, and nearly double that number

for mixed voices, but the strange prejudice which

so long existed against this composer was for a

^ ' Rasch tritt der Tod,' a three-part aong drawn from him by the
sudden death of a friend, is Beethoven's only experiment in this

direction.
2 Kia setting of ' Wer nnr die Sehnsucfat'kennt, a« a quintet for

male voices, iB a composition of astonishing heauty and pathos.

long time fatal to the popularity of these works,

which deserve to be in the repertory of every

tolerably advanced choral society. Less abound-

ing in geniality and inviting melody than those

of Mendelssohn, they breathe the veijy spirit of

poetry, and are instinctwith trueGerman feeling.

Of other foreign composers who have contributed

towards the enrichment of this form of art, we
may mention Ferdinand Hiller, Robert Franz,

Miiller, Seyfried, Werner, Kiicken, Franz Abt,
Truhn, Otto, Raff, and above all, Brahms. In
England the form has flourished, although for

a long space no material modification of the

Mendelssohnian model was apparent. Steindale

Bennett left but three part-songs, ' Sweet stream

that winds,' 'Of all the arts,' and 'Come live

with me,' of which the last is an established

favourite. R. L. de Pearsall, whose madrigals

combine so artistically the quaintness of the old

style with modern grace and elegance, also wrote

some charming part-songs, ofwhich ' The Hardy
Norseman ' and ' who will o'er the downs so

free,' are perhaps the most popular, but by no
means the best. His song in ten parts, 'Sir

Patrick Spens,' is perhaps the most elaborate

and successful part-song in existence ; and for

genuine humour ' Who shall win my lady fair,'

may pair off with Ravenscroft's quaint old ditty,
' In the mei'ry spring.' In a quieter vein and
beautifully melodious are 'Whywith toil,

'
'When

last I strayed,' 'Purple glow,' and 'Adieu, my
native shore. ' Henry Leslie's ' The Pilgrims

'

and ' Resurgam ' are exquisite examples of the

sacred part-song. Sullivan's 'The long day
closes ' has many of the elements of popularity

;

' Joy to the victors ' and ' O hush thee, my
babie ' are only two out of his many bright and
tuneful songs. J. L. Hatton devoted himself

extensively to this field of musical labour,

some of his compositions for men's voices, such
as ' The Tar's song,' ' When evening's twilight,'

'Summer eve,' and 'Beware,' having gained

extensive popularity. [More recently a type of

part-song ofmore musical value has been popular
since the publication of Pan-y's 'Lyrics from
Elizabethan Song-books,' etc., and Stanford's

numerous part-songs.] The growth of Orpheon-
iste Societies in France has of course resulted

in the composition of a large quantity of un-
accompanied part -music for male voices, to

which the majority of the best musicians have
contributed. These works are generally more
elaborate than English part-songs, and the
dramatic element frequently enters prominently
into them. [See OrphSon.]

It only remains to say a few words as to the

performance of the part-song. Like the madri-

gal, and unlike the glee, the number of voices to

each part may be multiplied within reasonable

limits. But as the chief desideratum is a strict

feeling of unity among the performers the

best effects can be obtained from a carefully

selected and well-balanced choir of 150 to 300

2s
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voices. The part-song being essentially a

melody with choral harmony, the upper part

is in one sense the most important. But it

must not be allowed to preponderate to the

weakening of the harmonic structure. On the

other hand, the almost inevitable absence of

melody, and of phrases of special interest and
importance in the middle and lower parts, may
tend to engender a feeling of carelessness among
those who have to sing these parts, which the

conductor must be quick to detect lest the

ensemble be marred thereby. The idea of

independence or individuality, desirable enough
in contrapuntal and polyphonic music, must
here yield itself to the necessity for machine-

like precision and homogeneity. When all has

been said, the highest qualities of musicianship

cannot find fitting exercise in the part-song.

But art may be displayed alike in the cabinet

picture and in the more extended canvas, and
the remark will apply equally to the various

phases of musical thought and action. Of the

many coUeotions of Part-songs we may mention
' Orpheus ' ; and Novello's Part-song Book, in

two series, containing a vast number of com-
positions of varying degrees of merit. H. F. F.

PART-WRITING (Free Part-Writing ; The
Free Style ; German, Stvmrnfiihrwng). When
the Polyphonic schools were abandoned in the

beginning of the 17th century in favour of the

newly invented Monodio style, the leaders of

the revolutionary movement openly professed

their contempt for counterpoint and for every

form of composition for which it served as the

technical basis. Vincenzo Galilei thought it

puerile ; Monteverde made a pretence of study-

ing it, under Ingegueri, but never paid the

slightest attention to its rules ; neither he nor

any other disciple of the Monodic school ever

suggested a better system to supply its place.

But musicians like Giovanni Gabrieli, Bernar-

dino Nanini, and Leo Hasler could not content

themselves with a stiff and ungraceful melody,

accompanied only by a still more stiff and
unmelodious Oontinuo. Still less could their

successors, Oolonna, and Alessandro Scarlatti,

in Italy, and the ancestors of the great Bach
family in Germany, dispense with the effect

producible by a number of voices or instruments,

combined in accordance with a well-arranged
' system of harmonious concord. On the other

hand, the gradual abandonment of the Ecclesi-

astical Modes opened the way for many new
forms of treatment, and rendered many older

ones impossible. Yielding, therefore, from time

to time, to the necessities of the case, these

true apostles of progress gradually built up a

new system, which, while relinquishing no part

of the old one which it was possible or

expedient to retain, added to it all that was
needed for the development of a growing school,

marked by peculiarities altogether unknown to

the earlier Polyphonists.

In order to understand the changes introduced

into the new system of Part-writing, by the

pioneers of the modem schools, we must first

briefly consider the changed conditions which

led to their adoption.

The daily increasing attention bestowed upon
instrumental music played an important part

in the revolutionary movement. When voices

were supported by no accompaniment whatever

it was necessary that they should be entrusted

with the intonation of those intervals only

which they were certain of singing correctly in

tune ; and on this point the laws of counter-

point were very precise. When instrumental

support was introduced, it was found that many
intervals, previously forbidden on account of

their uncertainty, could be used with perfect

security ; and in consequence of this discovery

the severity of the old laws was gradually re-

laxed, and a wide discretion allowed to the

composer, both with regard to pure instrumental

passages and vocal passages with instrumental

accompaniments.

Again, the process by which the Ecclesiastical

Modes were fused into our major and minor

scales led to a most important structural

change. In the older style, the composer was
never permitted to quit the mode in which his

piece began, except for the purpose of extending

its range by combining its own Authentic and

Plagal forms.* But he was allowed to form

a "fine Cadence 2 upon a certain number of

notes called its Modulations.^ As it was
necessary that these cadences should all ter-

minate upon major chords, they involved the

use of a number of accidentals which has led

modem writers to describe the modulations of

the mode as so many changes of key, analogous

to the modulations of modem music. But the

modulations of the mode were no more than

certain notes selected from its scale, like the

Dominant and Subdominant of the modern
schools ; and, in applying the term modulation
to a change of key, the technical force of the

expression has been entirely changed, and the

word itself invested with a new and purely

conventional meaning.* When it became the

custom to use only the major and minor modes of

modem music—and to change the pitch of these

modes, when necessary, by transposition into

what we now call the different major and minor
keys, it was found possible to change that pitch

many times in the course of a single composi-

tion ; in modern language, to modulate from
one key to another. But this form of modula-
tion was quite distinct from the formation of

true cadences upon the Regular and Conceded
Modulations of the Mode ; and it necessarily

led to very important changes in the method of

Part-writing.

Another striking characteristic of the new

1 See ant€, p. 231. s See vol. i. p. 435. 3 geg ante, p. S40.
* The Latin worde Modvia and Hodvlatio aiitaply mean a time.
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school—closely connected with that of which
we have been speaking—was manifested in the
construction of its cadences. The principle of

the Polyphonic Cadence was based upon the

melodic relation of two real parts. ^ The
cadence of the modern school is based upon
the harmonic relation of two successive chords. ^

And, naturally, the two forms demand very

different treatment in the arrangement of the

vocal and instrumental pai-ts.

Finally, the free introduction of the chromatic

genus, both in melody and in harmony, opened

a wide field for innovation in the matter of

Part-vfriting. Neither in harmony nor in

melody was the employment of a chromatic

interval permitted, in the strict counterpoint of

the 16th century.^ The new school permitted

the leap of the Augmented Second, the Dimin-
ished Fourth, and even the Diminished Seventh

;

and by analogy the leap of the Tritonus and
the False Fifth, which, though diatonic inter-

vals, are strongly dissonant. The same intervals

and other similar ones were also freely em-

ployed in harmonic combination ; for the excel-

lent reason that, with instrumental aid, they

were perfectly practicable, and exceedingly

effective.*

These new conditions led, step by step, to

the promulgation of an entirely new code of

laws, which, taking the rules of strict counter-

point as their basis, added to or departed from

them, whenever, and only whenever, the new
conditions rendered such changes necessary or

desirable.

The new laws, like those of the older code,

were at first entirely empirical. Composers

wrote what they found effective and beautiful,

vrithout being able to account, upon scientific

principles, for the good effect produced. It

was not until Rameau first called attention

in the year 1722 to the roots of chords, and

the difference between fundamental and in-

verted harmonies,' that any serious attempt

was made to account for the prescribed pro-

gressions upon scientific principles, or that the

essential distinction between the so-called

' vertical ' and ' horizontal ' methods was satis-

factorily demonstrated : " and even then the

truth was only arrived at after long and

laborious investigation.'

We shall best understand the points of

difference between the two systems by referring

1 See vol. 1. p. 43S. " See vol. 1. p. 436 ff.

3 One of the earliest knovn Instances of the employment of the

chromatic genufl in polyphonic music will be found in a canzonet

by Giles Farnaby, 'Construe my meaning' (1598), edited by Mr.

W. B. Squire. The English School waa always in advance of aU
others in innovations of this kind.

* It is true that, at the present day, these intervals are freely

employed in unaccompanied vocal passages ; but they are only sale

now, because our vocalists have so long been accustomed to sing

them with instrumental assistance. l. ^ . i..
5 See Sir George Macfarren's remarks upon this subject, in the

Sncyclopaidia Britanmca, art. Music.
8 See vol. ii. p. 3084. - .,.,__..
7 An attempt has been made to claim for Dr. Alfred Day the

credit of having fiist clearly explained the difference between the

Strict and the Free Styles : but the distinction had already been

clearly demonstrated by Albrechtsberger more than half a century

earlier.

to the general laws of Strict Counterpoint
as set forth in that article.

The ' Five Orders ' of strict counterpoint are

theoretically retained in free part -writing,

though in practice composers very rarely write

continuous passages in any other than the Fifth

Order, 8 which includes the four preceding ones,

and, in the new style, admits of infinite variety

of rhythm.
The four cardinal rules remain in force,

though their stringency is slightly modified,

in their relation to ' Hidden Consecutives.' In
one respect, however, the severity of the law is

increased. In strict counterpoint there is no
rule forbidding the employment of Consecutive

Fifths by contrary motion ; ' while in the free

style the progression is severely censured.

In free part-writing of the First Order it is

not necessary to begin with a perfect concord.

Melodic leaps, in any interval, whether diatonic

or chromatic, are freely permitted. The em-

ployment of more than three thirds or sixths

in succession is not prohibited. Dissonant

harmonies, both fundamental and inverted,

may be used with the freedom of consonances,

provided only that they be regularly resolved.

Chromatic chords may be freely introduced ;

and, as a natural consequence of their employ-

ment, the law which relates to the treatment

of false relations—especially, that of the octave

—has undergone considerable modification, as

in cases analogous to the following, which is

perfectly lawful in the free style :

—

Among these innovations one of the most
important—perhaps the most important of all

—is the natural result of the introduction by
Mouteverde of the unprepared discords so

carefully avoided in strict counterpoint.'" Not
only is the harmony now known as that

of the dominant seventh '' freely permitted

without any form of preparation whatever

;

but the licence is extended to the dominant
ninth, whether major or minor ; '^ the dimin-

ished '' and augmented triads ; the three forms

ofthe augmented sixth ; the diminished seventh

;

and even to double dissonances, sounded simul-

taneously. Combinations tolerated, in strict

counterpoint, as suspensions only, and therefore

strictly confined to the Fourth Order, may be

treated in free Part-writing without preparation,

and used in the First Order as Appoggiaturas.

Dissonant harmonies may be employed as freely

as fundamental concords ; and the licence is

comprehensive enough to include all possible

combinations of this character, provided only

that the percussion of the discord be followed

9 A remarkable exception to thia wiU be found in the opening
movement of the Credo, in Badi's great Mass in B minor.

9 Fux, Qrad. ad Pamaat. p. 26S. lo See Strict CoiniTEBPOiNj.
11 See ante, p. 252o. >2 /Md. *8 Hid.
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by its legitimate resolution. And so great is

the change of style effected by the introduction

of this salient feature, that had the progress of

the movement been arrested here it would still

have sufficed to separate the polyphonic from

the modem schools, by an impassable barrier.

In the Second Order it is not necessary that

the minim on the Thesis should always be a

concord, or that every discord should lie

between two concords. All that is prescribed,

in place of this rule, is, that the discord,

whether struck upon the Thesis or the Arsis,

must be followed by its correct harmonic

resolution, upwards or downwards, either in

the next note or the next note but one—or at

most two.

In the Third Order these conditions are still

farther relaxed. The crotchets may proceed to

discords by leap, either on the strong or the

weak parts of the measure, falling into figures

dominated by appoggiaturas or mordents at

will. Or, they may take all the notes of a

given chord, in succession, in the form of an
arpeggio, either with or without appoggiaturas

or mordents between them, as in the following

examples : all that is necessary being the

ultimate resolution of every dissonance into

a consonant harmony :

—

In the Fourth Order, it is not necessary that

the syncopation should invariably be prepared

in a concord. On the contrary, it may, in

certain cases, be even struck, suspended, and
resolved, in combination with two or more suc-

cessive discords, as in the following example :

—

ifc ^-^s^j-^. „ 4=^
bi b<

In the Fifth Order, as in the Fifth Order of

strict counterpoint, the rules and licences pre-

scribed in connection with the first four orders

are combined ; while much additional freedom

is derived from the rhythmical involutions

resulting from the intermixture of notes of

different length.

The highest aim of Strict Counterpoint was
the perfect development of unlimited and limited

real fugue

—

i.e. imitation, with all its most
complicated devices and canon. The highest

aim of free part-writing is the perfect develop-

ment of tonal fugue. And as the real fugue of

the 16th century could only be developed, in

its most complex forms, by the aid of Double,

Triple, and Quadruple Counterpoint, so, for the

development of the more modern art-form, it

was necessary to invent corresponding Orders

of Double, Triple, and Quadruple free part,

writing—that is to say, combinations of two,

three, four, or even a greater number of parts,

which could be placed in any required order,

above, below, or between each other, without

injury to the harmony ; in the absence of which
provision the successful manipulation of a sub-

ject with two, three, or more counter-subjects,

would have been impossible. The rules for

these devices were, mutatis mutamdis, very

nearly analogous to those observed in Strict

Counterpoint : the chief points insisted on

being that the parts could not be permitted to

cross each other—since this would have nullified

the effect of the desired inversion ; and that

two consecutive fourths could not be permitted,

since these, when inverted, would become con-

secutive fifths.

The Polyodic School,' which was gradually

developed in connection with this species of

part-writing, reached its culminating point of

perfection under Handel and Bach, in the earlier

half of the 18th century. Both these composers

observed exactly the same laws ; but the student

can scarcely fail to notice the strongly-marked

individuality with which they applied them.

Though constantly using the most dissonant

intervals, both in harmony and melody, Handel
delighted in consonant points of repose ; and
to these his music owes much of the massive

grandeur which is generally regarded as its

most prominent characteristic. Sebastian Bach
delighted in keeping the ear in suspense ; in

constantly recurring collisions of discord with

discord, which allowed the ear no repose. And
this fearless determination to give the ear no
rest, enabled him to interweave the subjects of

his fugues with a freedom which has rarely, if

ever, been rivalled. Both masters made free

use of every resource provided by the progress

of art ; but while Bach dwelt lovingly upon
the discords, Handel used them only as a means
of making the concords more delightful, and
thus attained a sweetness of expression which
Bach never attempted to cultivate.

But the influence of the new school of part-

writing was not confined, like that of strict

counterpoint, to the development of one single

form of composition alone. It made itself felt

in instrumental music of every kind ; and in

no case more prominently than in the sonata-

form of the classical period.

Passages such as those we have described in

speaking of part-writing of the Third Order

—

arpeggios, with or without appoggiaturas or

mordents between their principal notes ; scale

passages, and the like, when written in notes

of very brief duration, and executed with
rapidity, form an essential eleinent in instru-

mental music. When accompanied simply with

> So called, in contradlBtinction to the Monodic School, by irhich
It wu ioomediately preceded.
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long-drawn harmonies they are purely monodio
—instrumental melodies supported upon a har-

monised bass. But they are not always con-

fined to a single part ; and in that case they
form a connecting link between the Monodic
and Polyodic styles—between the 'vertical' and
the ' horizontal ' methods of modern criticism.

In strict counterpoint the ' vertical ' method,

characterised by the formation of long passages

upon the harmony of a single chord, was impos-

sible. Its passages were formed by horizontally

interweaving together a number of independent

melodies. In free part-writing, ' vertical ' and
' horizontal ' passages succeed each other fre-

quently. In Bach's Fantasia for Organ in

G major the opening arpeggios of the Prelude

are distinctly monodio, and vertically con-

structed ; while the massive harmonies which
succeed them are distinctly Polyodic, and con-

structed on the ' horizontal ' method. Vertical

passages, interspersed with free part-writing,

are constantly found in Handel's finest choruses
—e.g. 'Worthy is the Lamb,' and 'The horse

and his rider.' The contrast is less frequently

found in the choruses of Bach ; but it may be

seen sometimes—as in the ' Et vitam venturi

'

of the Mass in B minor. In Beethoven's

Sonatas we meet it at every turn. To mention

two instances only, the Hondo of the ' Senate

pathetique,' and the final Variations in the

Sonata in E major, op. 109, exhibit the con-

trast in its most strongly marked form. In

the works of Wagner the two methods are so

closely combined that it is sometimes scarcely

possible to separate them. The leading themes

are interwoven in free part-writing as ductile

and as fearless as that of Bach himself, while

an occasional burst of sustained harmony unites

the strongest characteristics of the 'vertical'

and ' horizontal ' methods in a single passage.

It will be seen from what we have already

said that free part-writing was no new inven-

tion peculiar to the 17th and 18th centuries,

but a gradual development from the strict

counterpoint of the 16th century. It is not,

therefore, to be wondered at that it can only

be successfully studied by those who have pre-

viously mastered the laws of strict counterpoint,

in all their proverbial severity. So true is

this, that before writing exercises in the free

style, Beethoven studied strict counterpoint in

the ecclesiastical modes, first under Haydn,

and then under Albrechtsberger, as his exercise-

books conclusively prove. Schubert felt it so

strongly that at the moment of his death he

was actually in treaty with a well-known teacher

of the time for lessons in counterpoint. Modem
progress would have us believe that it is un-

necessary for the student to master the rule, so

long as he makes himself familiar with the

exceptions. Time will prove whether this

system is, or is not, more profitable than that

which Beethoven followed, and which Schubert,

after all he had already attained, was preparing

to follow, when an early death put an end to

his astonishing career. w. h. k.

PARTANT POUR LA SYRIE. This popular

romance dates from 1809, shortly before the

battle of Wagram. The words were by Count

Alexandre de Laborde, a man of lively imagina-

tion in considerable repute as a poite de circon-

stance. One evening Queen Hortense showed

him a picture representing a, knight clad in

armour, cutting an inscription on a stone with

the point ot his sword, and at the request of

the company he elucidated it by a little romance

invented on the spot. An entreaty to put it

into verse followed, and Queen Hortense set

the lines to music. Such was the origin of

'Le Depart pour la Syrie,' of which we give

the music, and the first stanza :

—

bel le Et Boii le plui

The troubadour style of both words and
music hit the taste of the day, the song went
through every phase of success, and was even

parodied. When Louis Napoleon mounted the

throne of France in 1853, his mother's little

melody was recalled to mind, and although of

a sentimental rather than maitial turn, it be-

came the national air, arranged, in default of

fresh words, solely for military bands. In this

arrangement the last phrase is repeated, closing

for the first time on the third of the key.

The credit of having composed this little

song has more than once been denied to Queen
Hortense, and Drouet in his Memoirs claims to

have had at least a half share in the coinposi-

tion. Others haVe advanced a similar claim in

favour of Narcisse Carbonel (1773-1855), who
organised Queen Hortense's concerts, and was
her usual accompanist. No doubt he looked

over and corrected most of his royal pupil's

improvisations ; at least that is no unfair in-

ference from Mile. Coehelet's (Mme. Parquin)

M&moires mi/r la Seine Hortense (i. 45). But
there is no decisive evidence either one way
or the other. Dussek's variations on the tune
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were at one time very popular. G. c. [The

excellent and well-known English translation

of this song commencing, ' It was Dunois the

young and brave,' is by Sir Walter Scott. Scott,

having visited the field of Waterloo soon after

the battle, came into possession of a little

manuscript book of French songs which, stained

with blood, was found in the field. Without

h&ving knowledge as to the history of the song,

Scott made the translation and included it in

his Paul's Letters to his Kinsfolk in 1815, a

volume of letters written during his stay in

France. Scott's verses were, shortly after this,

set to music by G. F. Graham, who was also

unaware of a previous setting. The song and
its French melody were extremely popular in

England at the several visits of Napoleon III. to

this country, and during theCrimean war. F. K.]

PARTE. See Part.
PARTHENIA. The first music for the vir-

ginals printed from engraved plates in England.

The title is ' Parthenia or The Maydeuhead of

the first musicke that euer was printed for the

Yirginalls Composed By three famous Masters

WiUiam Byrd, Dr. John Bull and Orlando
Gibbons Gentilmen of his Ma''^" most Illustrious

Chappell. Ingrauen by William Hole.' The
work consists of the following twenty -one
pieces, all upon six-line staves, and engraved

upon copper plates, being the first musical work
so produced.

W. Byrd.
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But we are justified in so treating it, since we
find that the eai-, as well as all bodies which
vibrate sympathetically, can only respond to

a compound tone by analysing it into its simple
partials.

Itmay seem difficult to reconcile this with the

fact that many ears do not perceive the com-
posite nature of sound. Helmholtz has treated

this question at length, ^and his explanation may
be thus indicated. The different partials really

excite different sensations in the ear, but whether
they are perceived or not, depends on the amount
of attention given to them by the mind. In
general we pay attention to our sensations only

in so far as they enable us to form correct ideas

ofexternal obj ects. Thus we can distinguish two
comparativelysimple tones coming from different

instruments. On the other hand when a com-
pound tone is produced by one instrument we
disregard the several partials because they do
not correspond to different portions of the vibrat-

ing body ; each portion executes the compound
motion corresponding to all the partials at once.

Moreover, it would hinder our musical enjoy-

ment if we were habitually to concentrate our

attention on the upper partials, and we have
therefore, in general, no interest in doing so.

Hence it must not be supposed that when we
fail to distinguish the partials of a compound
tone they are not really present, or that when
we hear them but faintly their intensity is small.

Helmholtz gives an experiment which strikingly

Ulustrates this. He obtained two nearly simple

tones an octave apart, and by listening to each

tone in succession he was able to distinguish

them when sounding together. But he could

do po only for a while, for the higher sound was
gradually lost in the lower, and a quality of tone

different from either was the result. This hap-

pened even when the higher was somewhat
stronger than the lower sound.

Notwithstanding the difficulty of hearing the

upper partial tones, many musicians have been

able to do so by their unaided ears. Thus
Mersenne ^ could distinguish six partials in the

tones of strings, and sometimes seven. Eameau '

also succeeded in perceiving the partials of the

voice, which are much harder to distinguish

than those of strings. There areseveral methods*

by which the ear can be trained to recognise the

upper partials. It is better to begin with the

uneven tones, twelfth, seventeenth, etc., which

are easier to hear than the octaves. Hold down
the note ^ on the piano and strike c loudly.

Keep the attention directed to the pitch of the

g' , and this note will be heard in the com-

pound tone of c. Similarly by holding down
e" and striking c loudly, the latter will be ob-

served to contain the former. It must not be
* Sematiofu of Tone, pp. 93-105.

2 Bamtonie ITntoerieUe, Paris, 1636, pp. 208, 209, and 221 of the
4th book on InBtrumenta. He gives a false latlo for the 7th partial,

Tiz. 20: 3 instead of 7:1,
s youMou Systhne ds MugiqiM thiorigue. Fans, 1726. Preface.
4 Helmholtz, Seruatiom of Toite, pp. 7{h82.

supposed that when these partials are heard it

is due to an illusion of the ear, for the note e"

on the piano as ordinarily tuned is appreciably

sharper than the 5th partial of c. The differ-

ence of pitch between the two sounds proves

that one cannot be the echo of the other.

There is another and still better method of

directing the attention of the ear to any given

partial tone. Touch a vibrating string at one
of its nodes, for example at ^ of its length,

and the 5th partial will be heard, faintly ac-

companied by the 10th, 15th, etc. It will

then be easy to hear the 5th partial in the

compound tone of the whole stiing.

The ear is, however, hardly able to carry out

researches of this kind without mechanical as-

sistance. Hence Helmholtz made use of Re-
sonators, which are hollow globes or tubes of

glass or metal, having two openings, one to

receive the sound, the other to transmit it to

the ear. From the mass of compound tone

each resonator singles out and responds to that

partial which agrees with it in pitch, but is

unaffected by a partial of any other pitch. By
this means Helmholtz has shown that the

number of the partial tones and their relative

intensities varies in different instruments, and
even in the same instrument, according to the

way it is played. These various combinations
are perceived by us as different qualities of tone,

by which we distinguish the note of a violin

from tliat of a horn, or the note of one violin-

player from that of another. The nearest

approach to a simple tone is given by tuning-

forks of high pitch. Dr. Preyer ' was unable
to detect any upper partials in forks tuned to

g" (768 vibrations) or higher. On the other

hand, he showed that as many as 10 partials

were present in a fork tuned to c (128 vibrations).

But these are very weak and can only be heard
when great care has been taken to exclude all

other sounds. The general effect of such com-
paratively simple tones is very smooth but
somewhat dull, and they seem to be deeper in

pitch than they really are. Flutes and wide-

stopped organ pipes have few effective partials,

and are much inferior in musical effect to open
organ pipes and to the piano. The tones of

the voice, violin, and horn, are more complex
still, and are characterised by fuller and richer

qualities. When the partials above the 7th
are strong they beat with each other, and the

quality becomes harsh and rough as in reed

instruments, Mr. Ellis has obtained beats from
the 20th partial of a reed and even higher, and
Dr. Preyer has proved a reed to possess between
30 and 40 partials.

The clarinet and the stopped organ pipe are

exceptions to the general rule, for they give

only the unevenly numbered partials 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

etc. Neither of these instruments will set into

vibration a resonator an octave or two octaves
" Akuttitcha Untortuchungen. Jena, Gnstav Fischer, 1879.
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above it in pitch, proving that the 2nd and 4th

partials are absent. The resulting quality of

tone is hollow and nasal, and may be obtained

from a string, by plucking or bowing it in the

middle. The effect is to make a loop there, and

hence to prevent the vibrations of the halves,

quarters, etc. of the string, which require a

Node at that point. [See Node.]
Helmholtz has also discovered that the dif-

ferent vowel sounds are due to various combina-

tions of simple tones, and he verified his theory

by reproducing several vowels from a series of

tuning-forks set in motion by electricity. Each
fork had a resonator the mouth of which could

be opened or closed in order to obtain any
required degree of intensity.

BeUs, gongs, and drums have a variety of

secondary tones generally inharmonic with the

prime, and the result is that their vibration is

not periodic. Hence the sounds they produce

are felt to be more of the nature of noise than
musical tone, and this explains why they are

so much less used than other instruments.

Tuning-forks also produce very weak inharmonic

tones, not only when struck, but, as Dr. Preyer

has shown, when bowed strongly.

The use of upper partials is, then, to produce
different qualities of tone, for without them
all instruments would seem alike. Thus Dr.

Preyer found that for the octave c'^-c^ (2048 to

4096 vibrations), many good observers were
unable to distinguish the tones of forks from
those of reeds, unless both were very loud.

Moreover, organ-builders have long been accus-

tomed to obtain artificial qualities of tone by
combining the octave, twelfth, fifteenth, seven-

teenth, etc. in the so-called compound stops

(sesquialtera, mixture, comet). This was done
not from any knowledge of the theory, but from
a feeling that the quality of the single pipe was
too poor for musical effect.

A still more important use of the upper par-

tials is in distinguishing between consonance

and dissonance. It was formerly supposed that

the dissonance of two musical sounds depended
solely on the complexity of the ratio between
their prime tones. According to this view d-fl,
being as 45 : 32, would be dissonant even if

there were no upper partials. Helmholtz has

however shown that when c' and /"J are struck

together on any instrument whose tones are

compound, the dissonance arises from the 3rd
and 4th partials of c' beating with the 2nd and
3rd of/it, thus (1) :—

and that the prime tones continue sounding
without interruption. Hence when d and/S
are simple tones they give no beats, and in fact

form as Smooth a combination as c' and /'.

This theory has been carefully verified by

Dr. Preyer. He used tuning-forks having from

1000 to 2000 vibrations per second ; and by
bowing them in such a manner as to get practi-

cally simple tones, he found that 5 : 7, 10 : 13,

14:17, and many like intervals were pronounced

by musicians to be consonant. By stronger

bowing the upper partial and resultant tones

were brought out, and then these intervals were

immediately felt to be dissonant. In the con-

sonant intervals, on the other hand, the upper

partials either coincide and give no beats, or are

too far apart to beat roughly. Thus in the fourth

d-f the affinity between the two notes depends

on their possessing the same partial c"', and this

relation is but slightly disturbed by the disson-

ance of ^' aaA./' (see music (2)).

This theory also explains why such intervals

as 11 : 13 are excluded from music. They are

not consonant, for though they have a common
partial it is high and feeble, and to get to it we
have to pass over a mass of beating intervals.

Nor are 11 : 13 connected by a series of conson-

ant intervals as is the case with the dissonances

in ordinary use. For example, C and FJf are

linked together thus, C-G-D-F(, or thus,

O-E-B-Fj.
Though the partial tones are generally heard

simultaneously, they are sometimes separated by
being made to traverse a considerable distance

before reaching the ear. Regnault ' found that

when a compound tone is sent through a long

tube, the prime is heard first, then the 2nd
partial, then the 3rd, and so on. He also

noted that the velocity of sound increases or

diminishes with its intensity. Hence, as the

lower partials are usually the louder, they arrive

before the higher.

The word ' harmonics ' was formerly (and is

sometimes even now) used to mean partial tones.

But a harmonic produced by touching a string

at one of its nodes, or by increasing the force of

wind in an organ pipe, is not a simple tone.

If we touch the string at \ of its length we
quench the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, etc. tones,

but leave the 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th, etc. unchecked.

Hence it is proposed by Mr. Ellis to limit the

word ' harmonics ' to its primary sense of a

series of compound tones whose primes are as

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., and to use the words 'partial

tones ' to mean the simple tones of which
even a harmonic is composed. J. L.

PARTICIPANT (from the Lat. participare,
' toshare in '). One of the ' Regular Modulations

'

of the Ecclesiastical Modes. [See Modes, the
Ecclesiastical ; Modulations, Regulae. and
Conceded.]
The Participant, though less significant as a

distinguishing feature of the mode than either

the Final, the Dominant, or the Mediant, is of

far greater importance than any of the Conceded
Modulations. In the Authentic Modes its

normal position lies either between the Final
1 Helmholtz, Seniattotuo/Tont, p. 72I
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and the Mediant, or between the Mediant and
the Dominant ; with the proviso that, should
two notes intervene between the Mediant and
Dominant, either of them may be used as the

Participant at will. In the Plagal Modes it is

always the lowest note of the scale, unless that

note should be B or F ; in which cases, C or U
are substituted, in order to avoid the false rela-

tion of Mi contra Fa ; it is therefore always

coincident, in name, with the Authentic Domi-
nant, though it is not always found in the same
octave. In some cases, however, either octave

may be used indiscriminately as the Plagal

Participant ; and even the choice of some other

note is sometimes accorded.

The following table exhibits the Participants

of all the Modes in general use, both Authentic
and Plagal.

•Mode I. G.

„ II. A.1 A.a

„ III. A. B.
„ IV. C. P.

Mode V. G. Mode IX. D.
„ VI. 0.1 „ X. B.iE.s

„ VII. A. „ XIII. D.
„ VIII. D.l „ XIV. G.l

In some few of the Authentic Modes, and in

all the Plagal forms, the Participant is used as

an Absolute Initial ; and, by virtue of this

privilege, it may be used as the first note of a

Plain-song melody of any kind. In all cases it

may begin or end any ofthe intermediate phrases

of a melody, and may even begin the last ; but

it can never end the concluding phrase. This

rule is not even broken in those endings of the

Gregorian Tones for the Psalms which close

upon the Participant—such as the Second

Ending of the First Tone ; for, in these cases,

the real close is found in the Antiphon, which

always terminates upon the Final of the

Mode. w. s. E.

PARTIE, PARTITA. The German and

Italian forms respectively of a name said to have

originated about the beginning of the 17th cen-

tm-y, with the Kunst- or Stadt-Pfeifers, or town
musicians, and given by them to the collections

of dance-tunes which were played consecutively,

and which afterwards were taken to form suites.

Bach uses the name in two senses ; first, as the

equivalent of ' Suite ' in the Six Partitas for

Clavier ; and second, for three sets of Variations

on Chorales for Organ, viz. those on ' Christ,

der du hist der helle Tag ' (7 Partitas, including

the theme itself), on ' Gott, du frommer Gott

'

(9 Partitas including the theme), and on 'Sey

gegriisset Jesu giitig ' (11 Partitas or variations,

exclusive of the theme itself). He also wrote

three Partitas (in Suite-form) for the lute. The
name has very seldom been used since Bach

;

the chief instance of its occurrence is in the

original title of Beethoven's Octuor, ' Parthia

in Es ' (see Octet). Parry's ' Partita ' for violin

and piano in D minor is a well-known modern

instance of the name. M.

PARTIMENTI, 'divisions.' Exereises in

florid counterpoint, written generally, but not
1 The lowest note of the Mode.
2 The highest note of the Mode.

VOL. Ill

always, on a figured bass, for the purpose of

cultivating the art of accompanying or of play-

ing at sight from a figured bass. M.

PARTITION and PARTITUR, the French

and German terms respectively for what in

English is termed the Score ; that is, the col-

lection in one page of the separate parts of a

piece of music, arranged in order from top to

bottom. When all the parts, instrumental, or

instrumental and vocal, are given, it is called

'Partition d'orohestre'— 'Full score.' When
the voice parts and a PF. arrangement are given,

' Partition de Piano '—
' Short score,' or ' Vocal

score.' G.

PASCAL BRUNO. A romantic opera in

three acts ; music by John L. Hatton. Pro-

duced at the Karnthnerthor Theatre, Vienna,

as 'Pasqual Bruno,' March 2, 1844. Staudigl

sang in it, and it was given thrice. G.

PASDELOUP, Jules Etienne, born in

Paris, Sept. 15, 1819, gained the first prize

of the Conservatoire for solffege in 1832, and
the first for the piano in 1834. He then took

lessons in harmony from Dourlen, and in com-

position from Carafa. Though active and
ambitious, he might have had to wait long

for an opportunity of making his powers known,
had not a post in the Administration des

Domaines fallen to his lot during the political

changes of 1848, and enabled him to provide

for his family. As Governor of the Ch&teau

of St. Cloud, he was not only thrown into

contact with persons of influence, but had
leisure at command for composition. The
general refusal of the societies in Paris to

perform his orchestral works had, doubtless,

much to do with his resolve to found the
' Sooi^ti des jeunes artistes du Conservatoire,

'

the first concert of which he conducted on

Feb. 20, 1851. M. Pasdeloup now found his

vocation, which was neither that of a govern-

ment official, nor a composer, but of an able

conductor, bringing forward the works of

other masters native and foreign. At the

concerts of the ' Soci^t^ des jeunes artistes ' in

the Salle Herz, Rue de la Victoire, he produced

the symphonies of Gounod, Lefebure -W^ly,

Saint -Saens, Gouvy, Demersseman, and other

French composers, and there Parisians heard

for the first time Mozart's ' Entfiihrung,' Meyer-

beer's 'Struensee,' and several of Schumann's

standard works. After two years spent in

forming his young band,' and struggling

against the indiflerence of the paying portion

of the public, M. Pasdeloup resolved on a bold

stroke, and moved his quarters to the Cirque

d'hlver, then the Cirque Napolfon, where on

Oct. 27, 1861, he opened his Concerts Popu-

laires, given every Sunday at the same hour as

the concerts of the Conservatoire. The striking

andwell-deserved success of these entertainments

roused universal attention, and procured their

3 Recruited from the pupils of the ConBervatoire.

2 T
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conductor honours of various kinds. Baron
Haussmann had already requested him to

organise and conduct the concerts at the

Hfitel de Ville ; the Prefect of the Seine

appointed him one of the two directors of

the Orpheon [Obph^on] ; and M. de Nieuwer-

kerke, Surintendant des Beaux-Arts, frequently

called upon him to select and conduct the

concerts which formed the main attraction of

the soirees given hy the Director of the Museum
of the Louvre. He also deceived the Legion

of Honour. Time passed on, and M. Pasdeloup

increased his exertions, striving year by year

to add fresh interest to the Concerts Fopu-
laires, at which he produced much music
previously unknown in Paris. By engaging

the services of first-rate artists, and by care in

the selection and execution of works classical

and modem, he did much to form the taste

and enlarge the knowledge of his audience, and
to raise the level of music throughout France.

An ardent admirer of Wagner, M. Pasdeloup

made use of his short managership of the

Theatre Lyrique (1868-70) to produce 'Rienzi'

(April 6, 1869). He undertook this office on
disadvantageous terms and lost heavily by it.

The Franco-German war gave a serious check to

his career, but when it wtis over he resumed

the Concerts Populaires, with the aid of

a government subsidy of 25,000 ir. Elwart

compiled a history of the concerts, but he does

not go beyond their first start. G. c.

After a popularity of many years' duration,

daring which the Concerts Populaires acquired

an almost universal celebrity, and did much to

develop musical taste in France, and to culti-

vate the symphonic school of music, the

enterprise rapidly declined. The Sunday
matinees at the theatres were formidable rivals

to Pasdeloup's concerts, besides which the

public taste which he had done so much to

train was tiu-ning altogether in the direction

of the concerts given by MM. Colonne and
Lamoureux, whose standard of performance

was more careful, and who succeeded better

in gauging the requirements of the audience.

Under these circumstances Pasdeloup, after

vain efforts to reinstate himself in public favour,

decided to resign, and closed the Concerts

Populaires in April 1884, the 23rd year of

their existence. On May 31, 1884, a grand
festival beneiit was organised in Pasdeloup's

honour at the Trocadero, by which a sum of

nearly 100,000 francs was raised; all French

artists, whether composers, singers or instru-

mentalists, joined to contribute towards assur-

ing a, competence for the excellent man who
had done so much to make the fortunes of

many artists without furthering his own
interests. After this exhibition of gratitude

and charity, M. Pasdeloup would have done
well to remain in well-earned retirement ; in

the winter of 1885, however, he organised

concerts at Monte Carlo, and afterwards

founded pianoforte classes in Paris. At the

conclusion of the educational course he gave

paying concerts ofchamber music. InOct. 1886,

after Godard had failed (in 1884) in his attempt

to reconstruct the Concerts Populaires, Pas-

deloup began a new series with the old title,

giving one concert a month from Oct. 1886,

to March 1887, with a sacred concert on Good
Friday. This inopportune revival, with a
conductor weakened by age and illness, and
an inefficient orchestra, could not possibly suc-

ceed. Pasdeloup did not long survive the ces-

sation of the concerts, and died at Fontaine-

bleau on August 13, 1887, from the effects of

paralysis. A. j.

PASQUALI, Nicol6, a violinist and com-
poser who settled in Edinburgh about 1740
until his death, Oct. 13, 1757, with the'

exception of the years 1748-51, during which
he Hved in Dublin, producing his oratorio
' Noah,' at Fishamble Street Music Hall. He
was in London in 1752, and then returned

to Edinburgh. He published numerous com-

positions, an opera called ' L' Ingratitudine

Punita,' songs in 'The Tempest,' 'Apollo and
Daphne,' and 'The Triumph of Hibemia,' as

well as the 'Solemn Dirge in Bomeo and
Juliet.' Most of these are printed in the

'XII English Songs in Score,' dated 1750, and
published in London. Two sets of sonatas,

one for violin and bass, and one for two vioUns,

tenor and thoroughbass, were also published

in London. ' XII Overtures for French horns

'

were printed in Edinburgh, ' for Rob. Brenmer,
the assigney of Signer Pasquali ' ; and the book
by which his name is best known, Thoroughhass

made Easy, was published in Edinburgh in

the year of his death. About three years after

his death his Art of Fingering the Marpsichord
was published in Edinburgh. M.

PASQUINI, Bernardo, one of the most
important musicians of the latter half of the

17th century, born Deo. 8, 1637, at Massa di

Valnevola in Tuscany, died Nov. 22, 1710,
according to his monument in the church of

S. Lorenzo in Lucina, at Bome, which also

states that he was in the service of Battista

Prince Borghese. [The monument is figured

in Shedlock's Pianoforte Sonata, as the frontis-

piece.] His masters were Loreto Vittori and
Antonio Cesti, but the study of Palestrina's

works did more for him than any instruction.

While still young he came to Rome, and was
appointed organist of Sta. Maria Maggiore.

Among his numerous pupils were Durante and
Gasparini ; the Emperor Leopold also sent

young musicians to benefit by his instruction.

Special mention is made of an opera, ' Dov' h

amore e piet^,' produced at the Teatro Capra-
nica in 1679, and of another in 1686, in honour
of Queen Christina of Sweden. Mattheson, on
visiting the opera-house in Bome, was much
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struck at finding Corelli playing the violin,

Pasquini the harpsichord, and Gattani the
lute, all in the orchestra. Pasquini's music is

terse, vigorous, and at the same time graceful

;

in fact he had much in common with Handel,
and exercised a certain amount of influence

upon German musicians. The writer of this

article possesses a Favola pastorale, or small

opera in three parts, called ' La Forza d' amore

'

(libretto by ApoUoni, a gentleman in Prince

Chlgi's household), the music of which is fine,

and elevated in style. [Copies are in the

Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, the Brussels

Conservatoire, and the Istituto Musicale at

Florence. Five oratorios are mentioned in the

Quellen-Lexikon, as well as six more operas.

His contributions to various collections of

harpsichord music are more important ; one
such collection was printed at Amsterdam in

1704, and another by Walsh, probably later.

Selected sonatas were published by Novello in

an album of music by Pasquini and Grieco,

edited by J. S. Shedlock, whose Pianoforte

Sonata contains an interesting chapter on
Pasquini. Three pieces are in Torehi's 'Arte
Musicale in Italia,' vol. iii.] f. q.

PASSACAGLIA, PASSACAGLIO, or PAS-
SECAILLE, an early Italian or Spanish dance,

similar in character to a Chaconne. The name
(according to Littre) is derived from the

Spanish pasar, 'to walk,' and caZU, 'a street,'

in which case a Passacaglia may mean a tune
played in the streets by itinerant musicians.

This derivation is confirmed by Walther's

Lexicon, where the name is translated by
'Gassenhauer.' Other authorities have at-

tempted to connect the word Passacaglia with

gallo, 'a cock
'

; thus Mendel translates it ' Hahn-
enrtrapp.' The original dance was performed

by one or two dancers ; it survived in France

until the 18th century; and directions for

dancing it may be found in Feuillet's Uhori-

graphie. But the feature which, in common
with the Chaconne, has elevated the Passacaglia

above the majority of dance forms, is the

construction of the music on a ground bass,

generally consisting of a short theme of two,

four, or eight bars. This form attracted the

attention of the organ and harpsichord com-

posers of the 17th and 18th centuries, with

whom the construction of elaborate Passacaglias

and Chaconnes became a favourite exercise for

contrapuntal skill. It is somewhat difficult

to ascertain in what the difference between

these two dance forms consists. Mattheson,'

a contemporary authority, distinguishes four

points :—the Chaconne was slower and more
stately than the Passacaglia ; the former was

always in a major key, the latter in a minor

;

Passacaglias were never sung ; and Chaconnes

were always on a ground bass. The above

distinction of keys is not borne out by the
1 YoUhommtner KapdlmtUter, p. 233.

specimens that have come down to us, and the

Passacaglia is, if anything, generally of a more
solemn character than the Chaconne. The
only material difference between the two seems

to be that in the Chaconne the theme is kept
invariably in the bass, while in the Passacaglia

it was used in any part, often so disguised

and embroidered amid ever -varying contra-

puntal devices as to become hardly recognisable.

Among the most celebrated Passacaglias may
be mentioned those by Buxtehude, Bach (B.-G.,

vol. XV.), Couperin, Frescobaldi (Toccate d'lnta-

volatura, vol. i.), and Handel (Suite Til. and
the fourth sonata of ' VII Sonatas or Trios ').

There are also in existence some curious
' Passagagli flebili,' by Salvatore Mazzella, in

his ' Balli, Correnti, Gighe, Gavotte, Brande,

e Gagliarde, con la misura giusta per ballare

al stile Inglese' (Rome, 1689). [The form
was introduced into the symphonic structure

by Brahms, whose Symphony in E minor
No. 4 (op. 98) concludes with an exceedingly

elaborate Passacaglia.] w. B. s.

PASSAGE. The word ' passage ' is used of

music in the same general sense that it is used
of literature, without any special implication of

its position or relations in the formal construc-

tion of a work, but merely as a portion which
can be identified through some characteristic

trait or conterminous idea.

Thus in modern writings on music such ex-

pressions as ' passage in first violins,' ' passage

in strict counterpoint, '
' passage where the basses

go gradually down through two octaves,' show
that the amount or extent of music embraced by
the term is purely arbitrary, and may amount
to two bars or to two pages at the will of the

person using the term, so long as the definition,

epithet, or description given with it sufficiently

covers the space so as to make its identification

easy and certain ; short of this the word by
itself conveys no meaning.

It is, however, sometimes used in a special

and not altogether commendatory sense, of runs
and such portions of music as are meaningless

except as opportunities for display of dexterity

on the part of executants, which are therefore

in fact and by implication nothing more than
'passages.' In this respect literature and
language are fortunate in having long ago
arrived at such a pitch of development that it

is hardly possible to find a counterpart except

in the byways of gushing sentimental poetry or

after-dinner oratory. It is possible that the

musical use of the term originated in the amount
of attention and labour which executants have
had, especially in former days, to apply to such

portions of the works they undertook, and
the common habit of speaking of practising
' passages, ' growing by insensible degrees to

imply practising what it is hardly worth the

while of an intelligent audience to listen to, ex-

cept for the sake of the technique. It is probable
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that this use of the word in its special sense,

except for mere exercises, will become less fre-

quent in proportion to the growth of public

musical intelligence. c. H. H. p.

PASSAGGIO, ' passage." This word is used

in two senses : (1) of the passing from one key

to another ; hence used for all modulations

:

(2) of bravura ornaments introduced, either in

vocal or instrumental music, whether indicated

by the composer or not, in order to show off the

skill of the performer. Bach uses Passaggio for

a ' flourish ' at the beginning of the Prelude to

the Suite in E minor (B.-6. xlv. p. 149). M.

PASSAMEZZO, or PASSEMEZZO, an old

Italian dance which was probably a variety of

the PaVAN. In England, where it was popular

in Queen Elizabeth's time, it was sometimes

known as the 'Passing Measures Pavan.'i

Tabourot in his Orchisographie says that when
the Pavan was played less solemnly and more
quickly, it was called a ' Passemezzo.' Hawkins
says that the name is derived from ' passer, to

walk, and mezzo, middle or half,' and that the

dance was a. diminutive of the Galliard ; but
both these statements are probably incorrect.

Praetorius {Syntagma, iii. 24) says that as a

Galliard has iive steps, and is therefore called

a Cinquepas, so a Passamezzo has scarcely half

as many steps as the latter, and is therefore

called ' mezzo passo.' These derivations seem
somewhat far-fetched, and it is probable that the

name ' Passemezzo ' (in which form it is found in

the earliest authorities) is simply an abbreviation

of ' Passo e mezzo,' i.e. a step and a half, which
may have formed a distinctive feature of the old

dance. Beismann {Geschichte der Mv^k, ii. 22)
quotes a ' Pass e mezzo antico, ' from Jacob Paix's
' Ein Schbn Nutz Lautentabulaturbuch, ' in

which periods of eight bars can be distinguished.

It is written with five variations and a ' ripresa.'

Full directions for dancing the Passamezzo

may be found in Caroso da Sermoneta's curious

works H Ballarino (Venice, 1581) and NoMltd,

di Dame (lb. 1600), from which the following

example is taken :

—

^-^tJJ^^THgfjg-frt^h^^

1 In a HB. Tolume of ain and dancea by Strogeni, Dowland, and
Beade, presflrred In the Cambridge UnlTerslty JAhiKj, it la called
* FasameznTes FaTan.' Sea TvtV&i /figfit. Act v. Sc. 1.

At page 102 of the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book
there is a ' Passamezzo Pavana ' by William

Byrd, and at page 142 another (dated 1592) by
Peter Philips ; both are written in an elaborate

style, and followed by a 'Galiarda Psissamezzo.'

See published edition, vol. i. pp. 203, 209,

299, 306. w. B. s.

PASSEPIED (English Paspt), a dance which
originated amongst the sailors of Basse Bretagne,

and is said to have been first danced in Paris

by street-dancers in the year 1587. It was
Introduced into the ballet in the time of Louis

XIV., and was often included in instrumental

Suites and Partitas ; it was placed among the

'intermezzi,' or dances which strictly form no
part of the Suite, but were sometimes introduced

into it between the Saraband and the final Gigue.

[See Suite.] Bach, however, does not adhere to

this rule, but in his Partita in B minor, places

the Passepied before the Saraband. In character

the Passepied somewhat resembles the Miuuet,

but it is played much faster, and should always

begin on the last beat of the bar, although in

some examples, chiefly by English composers, it

begins on the first beat. It is written in 3-4 or

3-8 time, and generally consists of two, three, •

or four parts of eight or sixteen bars each, played

with two or more repeats.

In the Suite the first part (or first two parts,

if the Passepied consists ofthree or fourdivisions)

is generally in a major key, and the last part (or

last two parts, if it consists of four divisions)

forms a sort of trio or second Passepied, and is

in the minor, in which key the dance concludes.

Couperin develops this still further, and has a

Passepied with variations. The dance became
popular in England towards the beginning of the

18th century, and many examples by English

composers are extant. Directions fordancing it, ^

as it was performed in the ballet by one or two
dancers, will be found in FeuUlet's Chorigraphie.

[See OEOHfeOGRAPHIE.] W. B. S.

PASSING NOTES are inessential discordant

notes which are interposed between the essential

factors of the harmonic structure of music on
melodic principles. Their simplest form is the

succession of notes diatonically connected which
fill up the intervals between the component
notes of essential chords, and fall upon the

unaccented portions of the bar ; as in the

following example irom 'Tre Giomi son che

Mjn^ "^^

Nina,' in which the melody passing from note

to note of the chord of F minor touches the

discordant notes G, B, D, and E in passing.

3 The proper ezpreaelon aeama to he 'to run a Paaaepled.' Thna
MoTerre, Lettrei cur la Dante, p. 164, haa the following ^— ' Ha font
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Equally simple are the passing notes which
are arrived at by going from an essential note

of harmony to its next neighbour in the degrees

of the scale on either side and hack again, as in

the following example from Handel :

—

^^^m^m
The remaining simple form is the insertion

of notes melodically between notes of different

chords, as (a). In modern music notes are

used chromatically in the same ways, as (6) :

—

It would appear from such simple principles

that passing notes must always be continuous

from point to point ; but the early masters of

the polyphonic school soon found out devices

for diversifying this order. The most con-

spicuous of these was the process of interpolating

a note between the passing note and the arrival

at its destination, as in the following example
from Josquin des Pr&

—

m^rr^^^^^
in which the passing note E which lies properly

between F and D is momentarily interrupted in

its progress by the C on the other side of D
being taken first. This became in time a

stereotyped formula, with curious results which

are mentioned in the article Harmony [vol. ii.

p. 314, see NotaCambita, II]. Anothercommon
device was that of keeping the motion of sounds

going by taking the notes on each side of a

harmony note in succession as

which is also a, sufficiently common form in

modem music.

A developed form which combines chromatic

passing notes to a point with a, leap beyond,

before the point is taken, is the following

from Weber's ' Oberon,' which is curious and

characteristic :

—

dea FaaepUd* parce que Mademoiielle Fr^Tftt lea couroie &Tec tij>

gaQce.'

A large proportion of passing notes fall upon
the unaccented portions of the bar, but powerful

effects are obtained by reversing this and heavily

accenting them : two examples are given in the

article Hakmont [vol. ii. p. 320] and a curious

example where they are daringly mixed up in

a variety of ways may be noted in the first

few bars of No. 5 of Brahms's Clavierstilcke,

op. 76. Some writers classify as passing notes

those which are taken preparatorily a semitone

below a harmony note in any position, as in the

following example :

—

For further examples of their use in com-
bination and in contrary motion, etc., see

Harmony. c. h. h. p.

PASSION MUSIC (Lat. Cantus Passionis

Domini nostri Jesu Christi ; Germ. Passions

Musile). The history of the Passion of our Lord
has formed part of the service for Holy Week
in every part of Christendom from time imme-
morial ; and though, no doubt, the all-import-

ant chapters of the Gospel in which it is con-

tained were originally read in the ordinary tone

of voice, without any attempt at musical recita-

tion, there is evidence enough to prove that

the custom of singing it to a peculiar chant was
introduced at a very earlyperiod into the Eastern

as well as into the Western Church.

St. Gregory Nazianzen, who flourished between
the years 330 and 390, seems to have been the

first ecclesiastic who entertained the idea of

setting forth the History of the Passion in a

dramatic form. He treated itasthe Greek Poets

treated their tragedies, adapting the dialogue

to a certain sort of chanted recitation, and inter-

spersing it with choruses disposed like those of

^schylus and Sophocles. It is much to be
regretted that we no longer possess the music to

which this early version was sung ; for a careful

examination of even the smallest fragments of

it would set many vexed questions at rest. But
all we know is, that the Sacred Drama really

was sung throughout. [See pp. 474-5 of the

present volume.]

In the Western Church the oldest known
' Cantus Passionis ' isa solemn Plain-song melody,

the date of which it is absolutely impossible to

ascertain. As there can be no doubt that it was,

in the first instance, transmitted from generation

to generation by tradition only, it is quite pos-

sible that it may have undergone changes in

early times ; but so much care was taken in the

16th century to restore it to its pristine purity,

that we may fairly accept as genuine the version

which, at the instance of Pope Sixtus V., Guidetti

published at Rome in the year 1586, under the
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title of ' Oantus eoolesiastious Passionls Domini
nostri Jesu Chriati secundum Matthseum, Mar-

cum, Lucam, et Joannem '—St. Matthew's ver-

sion being appointed for the Mass of Palm
Sunday, St. Mark's for that of the Tuesday in

Holy Week, St. Luke's for that of the Wednes-

day, and St. John's for Good Friday.

Certainly, since the beginning of the 13th

century, and probably from a much earlier

period, it has been the custom to sing the music

of the Passion in the following manner. The
text is divided among three ecclesiastics—called

the 'Deacons of the Passion,'—one of whom
chants the words spoken by our Lord, another,

the narrative of the Evangelist, and the third,

the exclamations uttered by the Apostles, the

crowd, and others whose conversation is recorded

in the Gospel. In most Missals, and other

Office-Books, the part of the First Deacon is

indicated by a cross ; that of the Second by the

letter C. (for Chronista), and that of the 'Third

by S. (for Synagoga). Sometimes, however, the

First part is marked by the Greek letter X. (for

Christits), the Second by E. (for Evangelista),

and the Third by T. (for Turbo). Less frequent

forms are, a Cross for Ghristus, 0. for Cantor,

and S. for SuccerUor ; or S. for Salvator, E. for

Meangelida, and Oh. for Chorus. Finally, we
occasionally find the part of our Lord marked
B. for Bassus ; that of the Evangelist M. for

Medius ; and that of the Crowd A. for Alius ;

the First Deacon being always a bass singer, the

Secondatenor, andtheThird an alto. A different

phrase of the chant is allotted to each voice
;

but the same phrases are repeated over and over

again throughout to different words, varying

only in the cadence, which is subject to certain

changes determined by the nature of the voice

whichisto follow. The SecondDeacon announces

the History and the name of the Evangelist,

thus

:

s—T" 1 '
1 1 , r^

Fas • si - o Do - ml - nl nos - tri Je - su Chris - tl

ii
ae cuu - dmn Mat - thSQ um.

He then proceeds with the Narrative,

thus r

i
1 -.I "

I TTTT -tV
lu il - lo tem-po-re etc. 6tc.

But, if one of the utterances of our Lord
should follow, he changes the cadence, thus :

M^—r^ iji

"When the crowd follows, he sings thus :

Or thus

:

g 1 1 1 1 iirrT

Our Lord'swords aresung bythe First Deacon,

thus :

K y^ ' -n ^ * M ^ ^
I

If 1 '
1

;;=n
~^

i-^ «
1

1^

Or, before the Crowd :

iC 1 1 ' 1 ' -^ 1 '

.

1

« - «

Or, at a Final Close :

< 1 ^
*

' «^ ^

The Third Deacon sings thus :

1 1 » . 1 .
"

i 1 1 -L-a-

Or, before our Lord's words

1 1 \ 1
-

e * > >
-n >

Until the latter half of the 16th century the

Passion was always sung in this manner by the

three Deacons alone. The difficulty of so singing

it is almost incredible ; but its effect, when
really well chanted, is most touching. Still,

the members of the Pontifical Choir believed it

possible to improve upon the time-honoured

custom ; and in the year 1585 Vittoria produced

a very simplepolyphonicsetting of thoseportions

of the text which are uttered by the crowd, the

effect of which, intermingled with the Chant
sung by the Deacons, was found to be so striking

that it has ever since remained in use. His

wailing harmonies are written in such strict

accordance with the spirit of the older melody
that no suspicion of incongruity between them
is anywhere perceptible. The several clauses

fit into each other as smoothly as those of a

Litany, and the general effect is so beautiful

that it has been celebrated for the last three

centuries as one of the greatest triumphs of

Polyphonic Art.

We subjoin a few extracts from his ' Passion

according to St. John ' to illustrate the tender

expressiveness of the music.

C.

'1"1 ! '
I 1 1

'J* * > H

Et ve-nl-e-'bantad • - um, et dl • ce -
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0.

Cla - ma • bant di - cen tea

X * «

Se - fpon • de - mnt Foa

t^i*-^
-I—t—t-

Non ha-be-mufl re-gem ni

W^
^^TF^^^I^^pgE^^II

Francesco Suriano also brought out a poly-

phonic rendering of the exclamations of the

crowd, with harmonies which were certainly

very beautiful, though they want the deep
feeling which forms the most noticeable feature

in Vittoria's settings, and, doubtless for that

reason, have never attained an equal degree of

celebrity. Vittoria's ' Passion ' was first printed

at Borne by Alessandro Gardano in 1585 ; and
the first and last portions of it—the versions of

St. Matthew and St. John—were published some
years ago by R. Butler, 6 Hand Court, High
Holborn, in a cheap edition which is possibly

still attainable. The entire work of Suriano

will be found in Proake's 'Musica Divina,'

vol. iv. Our own William Byrd's setting of

the ' Voces Turbarum ' in his ' Gradualia ' was
published in 1607, and in a modern edition in

1899.

But it was not only with a view to its intro-

duction into an ecclesiastical function that the

story of our Lord's Psission was set to music.

We find it in the Middle Ages selected as a

constant and never -tiring theme for those

Mysteries and Miracle Plays by means of which
the history of the Christian faith was dissemin-

ated among the people before they were able to

read it for themselves. Some valuable relics

of the music adapted to these ancient versions

of the story are still preserved to us. An in-

teresting example taken from a French ' Mystery
of the Passion,' dating as far back as the

14th century, will be found at p. 475 of the

present volume. Fontenelle > speaks of a
' Mystery of the Passion ' produced by a certain

Bishop of Angers in the middle of the 15th

century, with so much music of a really dramatic

character, that it might almost be described as

a lyric drama. In this primitive work we first

> ffist. du Thi&tre Fran^aiB.

find the germ of an idea which Mendelssohn
has used with striking efiect in his oratorio

'St. Paul.' [See Oeatokio.] After the Baptism
of our Saviour, God the Father speaks ; and it

is recommended that His words ' should be

pronounced very audibly and distinctly by three

voices at once. Treble, Alto, and Bass, all well

in tune ; and in this harmony the whole scene

which follows should be sung.' Here, then, we
have the first idea of the 'Passion Oratorio,'

which, however, was not developed directly from
it, but followed a somewhat circuitous course,

adopting certain characteristics peculiar to the

Mystery, together with certain others belonging

to the ecclesiastical ' Cantus Passionis ' already

described, and mingling these distinct though
not discordant elements in such a manner as to

produce eventually a form of art, the wonderful

beauty of which has rendered it immortal.

In the year 1573 a German version of the

Passion was printed at Wittenberg, with music
for the recitation and choruses—introductory

and final—in four parts. Bartholomaus Gese

enlarged upon this plan, and produced, in 1588,

a work in which our Lord's words are set for

four voices, those of the crowd for five, those

of St. Peter and Pontius Pilate for three, and
those of the maid -servant for two. In the

next century Heinrich Schtttz set to music the

several narratives of each of the four evangelists,

making extensive use of the melodies of the

innumerable chorales which were at that period

more popular in Germany than any other kind
of sacred music, and skilfully working them up
into very elaborate choruses. His settings are

in vol. i. of Breitkopf & Hartel's complete editioni

He did not, however, venture entirely to exclude

the ecclesiastical Plain-song. In his work, as

in all those that had preceded it, the venerable

melody was still retained in those portions of

the naiTative which were adapted to simple

recitative—or at least in those sung by the

Evangelist—the chorale being only introduced

in theharmonised passages. But in 1 6 72 Johann
Sebastiani made a bolder experiment, and pro-

duced at Konigsberg a ' Passion ' in which the

recitatives were set entirely to original music,

and from that time forward German composers,

entirely throwing off their allegiance to ecclesi-

astical tradition, struck out new paths for

themselves and suffered their genius to lead

them where it would.

The Teutonic idea of the 'Passions Musik'
was now fully developed, and it only remained

for the great tone-poets of the age to embody
it in their own beautiful language. This they
were not slow todo. Theile produced a 'Deutsche

Passion' at Liibeck in 1673 (exactly a century

after the publication of the celebrated German
version at Wittenberg) with very great success

;

and, some thirty years later, Hamburg witnessed

a long series of triumphs which indicated an
enormous advance in the progress of art. In
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1704, Hunold Menantes wrote a poem called

' Die Passions-Diohtung des blutigen und ster-

benden Jesu,' which was set to music by the

celebrated Keinhard Keiaer, then well known
as the writer of many successful German operas.

The peculiarity of this work lies more in the

structure of the poem than in that of the

music. Though it resembles the older settings in

its original recitatives and rhythmical choruses,

it differs from them in introducing, under the

name of Soliloquia, an entirely new element,

embodying, in a mixture of rhythmic phrase

and declamatory recitation, certain pious reflec-

tions upon the progress of the sacred narrative.

This idea, more or less exactly carried out,

makes its appearance in almost every work
which followed its first enunciation down to

the great 'Passion Oratorios' of Joh. Seb. Bach,

"We find it in themusic assigned to the ' Daughter

of Zion, ' and the ' Chorales of the Christian

Church,' in Handel's ' Passion' ; in the chorales,

and many of the airs, in Graun's ' Tod Jesu,

'

and in almost all the similar works of Telemann,

Mattheson, and other contemporary writers.

Of these works, the most important were Poatel's

German version of the narrative of the Passion

as recorded by St. John, set to music by Handel
in 1704, and Brockes's famous poem, 'Der fiir

die Siinden der Welt gemarterte und sterbende

Jesus,' set by Reiser in 1712, by Handel and
Telemann in 1716, and by Mattheson in 1718.

These are all fine works, full of fervour, and
aboundinglnnew ideasandinstrumental passages

of great originality. They were all written in

thorough earnest, and, as a natural consequence,

exhibit a great advance both in construction and
style. Moreover, they were all written in

the true German manner, though with so much
individual feeling that no trace of plagiarism is

discernible in any one of them. These high

qualities were thoroughly appreciated by their

German auditors ; and thus it was that they

prepared theway for the masterpiece of Sebastian

Bach, whose ' Passion according to St. Matthew

'

is universally regarded as the finest work of the

kind that ever was written. [The same master's
' St. John Passion ' was first performed on April

7, 1724, and the ' St. Matthew ' on Good Friday,

1729. Bach probablywrotethree other Passions,

one of which, that according to St. Luke, is

extant. On the question of its authenticity,

see Spitta's Bach, ii. 508 ff. (Engl, transl.) It

was in the ' St. Matthew Passion ' that Bach first

introduced the beautiful practice of accompany-
ing the Saviour's words on the orchestra instead

of the coTilmuo. The most famous of the later

Bettings of the Passion is Graun's ' Tod Jesu

'

(1755), concerning which see the Oxford History

of Music, vol. iv. , The Age ofBach and Handel,

p. 45. Dr. Otto Eade's book, Die altere Passions-

komposilionen Ms zwm Jdhre 1631, published at

Giitersloh in 1892, gives a detailed account of

the earlier musical versions.] vc. s. E,

PASTA, GiUDlTTA, was born in 1798 at

Como, near Milan, of a Jewish family named
Negri. She is said to have received her first

instruction from the chapelmaster at Como,
Bartblomeo Lotti ; but, at the age of fifteen,

she was admitted into the Conservatorio at

Milan, under Asioli. Her voice was then

heavy and strong, but unequal and very hard

to manage ; she never, in fact, succeeded in

producing certain notes without some difficulty

;

and, even in the zenith of her powers, there

still remained a slight veil which was not

dissipated until she had sung through a few

scenes of an opera.

In 1815 she left the Conservatorio ; and,

after trying her first theatrical steps- on an

amateur stage, she made her d^but in the

second-rate theatres of Brescia, Parma, and

Leghorn, where she was scarcely noticed. Nor
did she attract more attention in Paris, where

she sang with Ointi, Miss Corri, and a few

other young artists, humble satellites to the

manageress, Catalani. A year later, 1816,

when she appears to have been already married,

she and her husband. Pasta, a tenor, were

engaged by Ayrton, at n. salary of £400 (to-

gether) for the season, for the King's Theatre.

She appeared in a subordinate part, Jan. 11,

1817, in Cimarosa's 'Penelope,' the chief r81e

being sung by Camporese ; and here she was

no more remarked than in Paris. Lord Mount-
Edgcumbe does not even mention her. She
then played Cherubino ; next, a secondary

part in ' Agnese
'

; and afterwards Servilia in

' La Clemenza di Tito,' and the part of the

pretended shrew in Ferrari's ' Sbaglio ' ; but

there is no doubt that she was a failure. Her
husband did not even appear.

The young singer, however, did not despair.

Though her voice was rebellious and her style

as yet quite unfinished, she had many advan-

tages even then which promised future excel-

lence Eis the reward of unremitting and laborious

study. Below the middle height, her figure

was, nevertheless, very well proportioned ; she

had a noble head with fine features, a high

forehead, dark and expressive eyes, and a

beautiful month. The dignity of her face,

form, and natural gestures, fitted her eminently

for tragedy, for which she was not wanting in

the necessary fire and energy.

Having returned to Italy, she meditated

seriously on the causes of her ill success, and
studied for some time with Scappa. In 1819

she appeared at Venice, with marked effect

;

and this first success was repeated at Bome
and Milan, in that year and the next. In

the autumn of 1821 she first attracted the

attention of the Parisian public at the
' Italieus

'
; but it was after singing at Verona,

during the congress of 1822, that she returned

to Paris, where she at length became suddenly
famous, and excited the wildest enthusiasm.
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Her voice, a splendid soprano, extending from
the low A to the highest D, even then was
not absolutely free from imperfection ; but
the individuality of her impersonations, and
the peculiar and penetrating expression of

her singing, made the severest critics forget

any faults of production in the sympathy
and emotion she irresistibly created. She
continued, however, to work, to study, and to

triumph over her harsh and rebellious organ by
these means. Meanwhile, by the force and
truth of her acting, she delighted the Parisians

in such parts as Tancredi, Borneo, Desdemona,
Camilla, Nina, and Medea. 'Though but a

moderate musician,' says F^tis, 'she instinc-

tively understood that the kind of ornaments
which had been introduced by Rossini, could

only rest a claim for novelty on their support-

ing harmony
'

; and she therefore invented the

embellishments in arpeggio which were after-

wards carried to a still higher pitch of excel-

lence by Malibran. On April 24, 1824, Pasta

reappeared in London in ' Otello, ' and had
another enthusiastic success, which she followed

up with 'Tancredi,' 'Romeo,' and ' Semiramide.

'

She was, however, only one of six prime donne

at the King's Theatre, one of whom, Madame
Colbran-Rossini, had a salary of £1500, while

Pasta was to have no more than £1400. And
even this sum she never received in full,

Benelli, the manager and sub -lessee, having
quitted England, leaving the greater portion

of it unpaid. This made it difficult to re-

engage her for 1825, as she rather naturally

asked for the balance to be paid before she

should appear ; but this was arranged by a

compBomise, and she came, at a salary of

£1000, to sing till June 8, the longest cong^

she could obtain from Paris. While on the

subject of her salary, it may be added that in

1826 she had £2200,» £1000 of which was

paid to her before she left Paris, and £2365
in 1827. In each succeeding year her voice

appeared more equal and her style more
finished and refined. Her acting was always

extremely powerful. Talma, when he saw
and heard her, is said to have exclaimed, ' Here

is a woman of whom I can still learn some-

thing.' [In August 1827 she sang at the

Theatre Royal, Dublin, appearing nine times

atlOO guineas for each performance, w. H. G. F.]

Owing to a misunderstanding with Rossini,

then managing the Italian Opera at Paris,

Pasta would not engage herself for that stage

in 1827, but went to Italy instead. There

she played at Trieste, and at Naples, where

Pacini wrote ' Niobe ' for her. The Neapolitans

failed to recognise her full merits, but she was

better appreciated at Bologna, Milan, Vienna,

and Verona. At Milan, Bellini wrote for her

the ' Sonnambula ' (1831) and ' Norma ' (1832).

1 Not £2300 aa stated by Ebera. The receipt, in the pOBseselon of

the writer, diflptovea thie statemeDt.

[From June to September 1833, Pasta and
Bellini were together in London], and in 1833
and 1834 she was once more at Paris, singing

in ' Sonnambula ' and ' Anna Bolena.' Now,
for the first time, her voice seemed to have
lost something of its beauty and truth ; her

intonation had become very uncertain, and
she sang fiat sometimes through the whole of

an opera. But her dramatic talent, far from
being impaired, was even more remarkable
than ever. She was as simple and unaffected

a village girl in the 'Sonnambula,' as she was
dignified, noble or energetic in 'Anna Bolena,'

'Semiramide,' and 'Norma.' As Desdemona,
she was now more gentle and graceful than
heretofore, and in like manner she had im-

proved and completed her conception of all

her characters, till they became worthy of the

admiration of critics and the study of actors.

Once more in Italy, Pasta reappeared in a
few of her famous rdles at some of the chief

theatres, spending every summer at the beautiful

villa which she had bought in 1829 near the

Lake of Como, where she gave herself up to

the delights of cultivating a, magnificent

garden.

Pasta sang again in England in 1837 ; but
her voice was nearly gone, and she gave her

admirers more pain than pleasure. In 1840,
though so long retired from the stage, she

accepted an ofier of 200,000 frs. to sing at

St. Petersburg ; but it would have been better

for her reputation as a singer had she refused

it. The same may be said of her last visit to

London, in 1850, when she only appeared
twice in public.

Madame Pasta is said to have had only one
child, a daughter ; but she had a son also,

whom she mentions in a letter ^ to the Princess

Belgiojoso, her 'Carissima Teresa,' a cultivated

and charming lady, with whom she was on
the most intimate and afiectionate terms.

She had some pupils, of whom Parodi was the
most distinguished. This great singer died

at her villa on the Lake of Como, April 1,

1865. J. M.

PASTERWITZ, Gboeg, horn June 7, 1730,
at Bierhiitten in the Diocese of Passau, received

his education chiefly in the Benedictine Abbey
of Eremsmiinster in Upper Austria, where music
was zealously cultivated. He afterwards studied

at Salzburg, and had lessons in counterpoint

from Johann Ernst Eberlin, capellmeister to the
Archbishop of Salzburg. He took the monastic
vows in Kremsmiinster, and was ordained Priest

in 1755, devoting himself for a while almost
exclusively to music. His chief models were
Fux, Caldara, and Eberlin. From 1767 to

1782 he was capellmeister to the Abbey, and
was also largely employed in other educational

work. From 1785 to 1795 he lived chiefly at

Vieima as Agent for the Abbey, and enjoyed
2 In the posseaaion of the writer.

2<
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friendly intercourse with Haydn, Mozart, Salieri,

and Albreohtsberger. Several of his masses

were performed at St. Stephen's and the Imperial

Chapel. His death took place at Kremsmlinster,

Jan. 26, 1803. His works, published by himself,

were all instrumental, andconsistofeightFugues,

according to the order of the Church Tones,

described as being either for the organ or the

clavicembalo, op. 1, dedicated to the Abb^
Stadler ; eight Fugues, op. 2, dedicated to Salieri

;

eight Fugues, op. 3, dedicated to the Baron van

Swieten ; '300 Themata und Versetten zum
praambuliren und fugiren mit orgel oder clavier,

'

op. 4. A requiem Mass of his waa afterwards

printed at Munich, but an enormous quantity

of his church music remains in MS. at Erems-
miinster, also various works for the theatre.

His fugues are of the light and pleasing order,

rather than suited for the organ. E. von Werra
has edited three in his organ book. J. B. u.

PASTICCIO, literally 'a pie.' A species of

Lyric Drama composed of airs, duets, and other

movements, selected from different operas and
grouped together, not in accordance with their

original intention, but in such a manner as to

provide a mixed audience with the greatest pos-

sible number of favourite airs in succession.

It is not at all necessary that the movements
contained in a Pasticcio should all be by the

same composer.' As a general rule they are

not ; and no attempt is made to ensure uni-

formity, or even consistency of style. No such

attempt, indeed, could by any possibility be

successful, unless it were made under the direc-

tion of a genius of the highest order ; for an
opera, if it claim to be considered as a work of

art at all, must of necessity present itself as a

weU-ordered whole, the intelligent expression of

a single idea ; not in the form of a heterogene-

ous collection of pretty tunes, divorced from

the scenes they were intended to illustrate, and
adapted to others quite foreign to the composer's

original meaning. It is true that during ijie

greater part of the 18th century, when the Pas-

ticcio enjoyed its highest degree of popularity,

some of the greatest masters then living patron-

ised it openly, and apparently without any feel-

ing of reluctance ; but it never inspired any
real respect, even in its brightest days, and the

best examples were invariably short-lived, and
incapable of resuscitation. It was impossible

that any form of art, based upon false principles,

should be held in lasting remembrance ; and the

Pasticcio representeda very false principle indeed

—the principle which culminated in the ' Con-

cert Opera."

In early times it was a very common custom
to mention the name of the librettist of an opera

upon the public announcement of its perform-

ance, without that of the composer ; and it

seems exceedingly probable that when this was
1 In 1*789 a Faaticcio called ' L'Ape' was produced at Vlenmi In

which no less than twelve composeTS were repreaented. (Pohl,

Hoxavt in London, p. 76, note.)

done, more than oae composer was concerned,

and theworkwas,inreality,aPasticcio. Weknow
that Caccini contributed some of the music to

Peri's 'Euridice' in the year 1600, though his

name does not appear upon the title-page ; and
that as early as 1646 a genuine Pasticcio was
performed, at Naples, under the title of ' Amor
non a legge,' with music by several different

composers, of whose names not one has been

recorded. Such cases, however, are much rarer

in the 17th century than in that which followed,

and serve only to show how the practice of

writing these compound operas originated.

Perhaps the most notable Pasticcio on record

is 'Muzio Scevola,' of which, in the year 1721,

Attilio Ariosti ^ composed the first act, Giovanni

Maria Buononcini the second, and Handel the

third. Each composer prepared a complete

overture to his own share of the work ; and
each, of course, did his best to outshine the

efforts of his rivals
;
yet the opera survived very

few representations, notwithstanding the &lat

which attended its production ; and it was never

afterwards revived.

In the year 1746 Gluck produced at the

Ring's Theatre, in the Haymarket, a Pasticcio,

called ' Piramo e Tisbe, ' in which he introduced

all his own most successful airs. He wrote at

that time entirely in the Italian style ; and
though Handel expressed great contempt for

his want of learning, his airs were especially

melodious, and enjoyed a high degree of popular

favour. Yet the piece did not succeed, and
he himself was altogether dissatisfied with it.

Soon after its production, he left England, and
settled for a time in Vienna. Here he attained

immense popularity ; but he could not forget

the failure of his Pasticcio, and the disappoint-

ment he felt led him carefully to reconsider the

matter and, as far as possible, to trace the defects

of the piece to their true cause. The course of

analytical study thus forced upon him led to the

conviction that however good an air may be in

itself, it is only useful for dramatic purposes in

so far as it is calculated to bring out the truth-

ful expression of the scene in which it is intro-

duced ; and thissimple thesis formed the founda-

tion of that great work of reformation which
made his name so deservedly famous, and
raised the lyric drama to a position from which
the false ideas of Hasse and Metastasio would
for ever have excluded it. [See Opera.]
The triumphant success of Gluck's later works

put an end at once to the existence of the

'Concert Opera,' both in Italy and Germany:
and with it the Pasticcio necessarily fell to the
ground. Since his death no genuine Pasticcio

of any importance has ever been produced.
Only in a very few cases have two or more
composers consented to write the separate acts

of the same work ; and, judging from past
3 This at least is the commonly received opinion. In the Drago-

nettl score, in the British Huaeum, the first act is attributed to
' Sl^or Pipo.' Chrysander attributesit to Fillppo Mattel.
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experience, we may confidently hope that the
abuse will never again be revived.

The leading principle of the Pasticcio has
been frequently introduced into English operas,

more especially those of the older school. The
' Beggar's Opera ' will occur to the reader as a

notable instance of its application. But it must
be remembered that in operas of this class the

music is often only of an incidental character,

and the objection to the system is, therefore, far

less serious than in the case of Italian operas of

the same, or even earlier date. [The ephemeral

'musical comedies' of our own day are generally

the work of several composers or compilers,

and so bear a certain analogy to the pasticcio

above described.] w. s. K.

PASTORAL SYMPHONY, THE. 'Sin-

fonia Pastorale, No. 6,' is the title of the

published score of Beethoven's Sixth Symphony,
in F, op. 68 (Breitkopf & Hartel, May 1826).

The autograph, in possession of the Baron

van Kattendyke, of Amheim, bears the follow-

ing inscription in Beethoven's own writing,

' Sinf" 6ta. Da Luigi van Beethoven. An-

genehme heitre Empfindungen welche bey der

Ankunft auf dem Lande im Menschen erwa

—

Alio ma non troppo—Nicht ganz geschwind

—

N.B. die deutschen Ueberschriften schreiben

sie alle in die erste Violini— Sinfonie von

Ludwig van Beethoven ' : or, in English, ' 6th

Symphony, by Luigi van Beethoven. The
pleasant, cheerful feelings, which arise in man
on arriving in the country—Alio ma non
troppo—not too fast—N.B. [this is to the

copyist] the German tifles are all to be written

in the first-violin part—Symphony by Ludwig
van Beethoven."

Besides the ' titles ' referred to in this in-

scription, which are engraved in the first violin

part, on the back of the title-page, Beethoven
has given two indications of his intentions

—

(1) on the programme of the first performance,

Dec. 22, 1808, and (2) on the printed score.

We give the three in parallel columns :

—

Firit Violin Fart.

Faatoral Sinfonie Oder Eiinnemngen an
das Landleben (mehr Ansdruck der Emp-
flndung ala Malderey).

1. AUegro ma non molto. Erwachenhei-
ierer Empfindungen bey der Anknnlt anl
dem Lande.

2. Andante con moi». Scene am Bach.
3. AUegro. Lostigea Zusammenseyn der

lAndlente.
4. AUegro. Oewitter, Sturm.
5. AUegretto. Hirtengesang. Froheund

dankbare Gefable nach dem Storm.

Faatoral Symphony, or Becollections of

oountiT life. (More expreuion of feeling

than painting.)
1. AUegro ma non molto. The awaken-

ing of cheerful feeUngs on arriving In the
country.

2. Andante con moto. Scene at the brook.
3. AUegro. Merry meeting of country

folk.

4. Allegro. Thunderstorm, tempeat.
5. Allegretto. Song of the shepherds.

Glad and thankful feelings after the storm.

A book of sketches for the first movement,

now in the British Museum, is inscribed ' Sin-

fonie caracteristica. Die Erinnerungen von dem
Landleben ' ; with a note to the eflect that ' the

hearer is to be allowed to find out the situations

for himself '
—

' Man uberlasst dem Zuhbrer sich

selbst die Situationen auszufinden.'

The work was composed in the neighbourhood

of Yienna, in the wooded meadows between

HeiUgenstadt and Grinzing, in the summer of

1808, at the same time with the Symphony in

C minor. The two were each dedicated to the

same two persons. Prince Lobkowitz and the

Count Rasoumowsky ; their opus-numbers follow

one another, and so closely were the two con-

nected that at the first performance— in the

Theater an der Wien, Dec. 22, 1808— their

numbers were interchanged, the Pastoral being

called ' No. 5 ' and the minor ' No. 6.' This

confusion lasted as late as 1820, as is shown

by the list of performances of the Concerts

Spirituels at Vienna,, given by Hanslick (Con-

eertwesen in Wien, p. 189).

The titles of the movements were curiously

Programma of Concert, Dec. 22, 18081

Pastoral Symphonie (Ko. S), mehr Aus-
druck der Empflndung als Malerey.

Istes Stuck. Angenehme Empfindungen,
irelche bey der Ankunft auf dem Lande im
Menschen erwachen.

2tes Stuck. Scene am Bach.
Stea Stuck. Lustiges Beysammenaeyn der

Landleute ; faUt ein
4tes Stuck, nonneriind Sturm; in welches

einfiiUt
5tes Stuck. Wohlthfitige, mit Dank an

die Gottheit Terbundeue GetUhle nach dem
Sturm.

Pastoral Symphony (No. D) more ezpres.
sion of feeling than painting.

Istpiece. Thepleasant feelings aroused in
the heart on arriving in the country.
2nd piece. Scene at the brook.
3rd piece. Jovial assemblage of country

folk, interrupted by
4th piece. Thunderstorm, interrupted by
5th piece. Pleasurable feelings aftar the

storm, mixed Trith gratitude to 6od.

Printed Score.

Sinfonia Pastorale, No. 6.

Erwachen heiterer Empfindungen bey der
Ankunft auf dem Lande. Alio nui non
troppo.
Scene am Bach. Andante molto moto.
Lustiges Zusammenseyn der Landleute.

Allegro.
Gewitter. Sturm. Allegro.
Hirtengesang. Probe und dankfa«re Go-

fUhle nach dem Sturm. Allegretto.

Sinfonia Pastorale, No. 6.

The awakening of cheerful feelings on ar-

riving in the country. All" ma non troppo.
Scene at the brook. Andante molto moto.
Merry meeting of country folk. AUegro.
Thunderstorm, tempest. Allegro.
Song of the shepherds. Glad and thankfol

feelings after the storm. AUegretto.

anticipated by Kneoht, more than twenty years

earlier, in a ' Portrait musical de la Nature.'

[See Knecht, vol. ii. pp. 588-9.]

Beethoven himself (a very rare occurrence)

anticipated a part of the storm movement in

his Prometheus music (1801), in the 'Intro-

duction ' following the overture.

The Symphony was first played in London
at a concert given for the benefit of Mrs.

Yaughan, at Hanover Square Rooms, May 27,

1811. On April 14, 1817, it first appears in

the programmes of the Philharmonic Society,

[but see Beethoven and his Nine Symphonies,

by Sir 6. Grove, p. 225, note]. On three

occasions attempts were made to turn the Sym-
phony into a stage-piece. At Bochsa's benefit

at the Haymarket (June 22, 1829) ; at Diiasel-

dorf, in Feb. 1863, by the Artists' Club, 'Der
Malkasten ' ; and at Drury Lane, Jan. 30,

1864, it was given with scenery, and in the

two English performances, with action also. G.

PAS'TORALE. 1. A dramatic composition

or opera, the subject of which is generally of a
legendary and pastoral character. Pastorales
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had their origin in Italy, where, at the time of

the Eenaissanee, the study of the Eclogues of

Theocritus and Virgil led to the stage representa-

tion ofpastoral dramas suchas Politian's ' Favola

di Orfeo,' which was played at Mantua in 1472.

The popularity of these dramatic pastorales

spread from Italy to France and Spain, and

eventually to Germany ; but it is principally

in France that they were set to music, and

became of importance as precursors of the opera.

In April 1659 'La Pastorale en Musique,' the

words by the Abb^ Perrin, the music by Cambert,

was performed at Issy, at the house of M. de

Lahaye, and proved so successful that the same
authors wrote another similar work, ' Pomone,'

which was played in public with great success,

March 19, 1671. These two pastorales are

generally consideredas the earliest French operas.

The pastorale, owing to the weakness of its plot,

was peculiarly suited for the displays of ballet

and spectacle which were so much in vogue at

the French court, and examples of this style

of composition exist by nearly all the French

composers before the Great Revolution. Lully's

'Acis et Galath^e' ('Pastorale heroique mise

en musique ') is perhaps one of his finest com-

positions. Mattheson (' VoUkommener Kapell-

meister'), with his passion for classifying,

divides pastorales into the very obvious cate-

gories of comic and tragic, and gives some quaint

directions for treating subjects In a pastoral

manner. The pastorale must not be confounded

with the pastourelle, which was an irregular

form of poetry popular in France in the V2th.

and 13th centuries.

2. Any instrumental or vocal composition in

6-8, 9-8, or 12-8 time (whether on a drone bass

or not), which assumes a pastoral character by
its imitation of the simple sounds and melody
of a shepherd's pipe. The Musette and the

Sioiliana are both ' pastoral ' forms ; the former

is of a slower tempo, and the latter contains

fewer dotted quavers. ' He shall feed his flock

'

and the ' Pastoral Symphony ' in the ' Messiah

'

are both in 12-8, and so is the Pastoral Sin-

fonia which begins the second part of Bach's

Christmas Oratorio. Other examples of this

class of composition are the first movement
of Bach's Pastorale for organ (B.-G. xxxviii.

p. 135), and the air 'Pour Bertha moi je

soupire ' in Meyerbeer's ' Le Prophfete. ' The
' Sonnambula ' was originally entitled 'Dramma
pastorale.' w. B. s.

PASTORALE. 'Sonata pastorale' is the

title ' often given to Beethoven's Sonata in D,

op. 28, but apparently quite without warrant.

Its opening Allegro and its Finale both begin

with long passages on a pedal bass, both are

also in triple time, and so far have a ' pastoral

'

air ; but Beethoven has said nothing of any
such intention. The original edition is entitled

'Grande Sonate pour le Pianoforte,' and the
i 0rigiiiall7 perhaps by Cianz, the publlaher, ol Hamburg,

autograph is inscribed 'Gran Sonata.' It is

worth notice that this is the first of the sonatas

which is not composed expressly both for harpsi-

chord and pianoforte ; all the preceding ones

have the words ' pour le Clavecin (or Clavicem-

balo) ou Pianoforte,' on the title-page.

It was composed in 1801 and published in

August 1802. According to Czerny the Andante
was for long a special favourite of the composer's,

and often played by him. The fly-leaf of the
autograph—in the possession of Dr. Steger

of Vienna— contains a little piece of seven-

teen bars long, for two voices and chorus,

aimed at the unwieldy figure of Schuppanzigh,
Beethoven's favourite first violin, and entitled
' Lob auf den Dicken '—

' Glory to the fat.' It

begins thus :

—

^^
Sehup - pan - zigh irt cln Lump, Lmnp, LuDp.

G.

PATERSON & SONS. One of the most
important among the Scottish music-publishers.

The business was commenced in 1819 by
Messrs. Robert Paterson, Mortimer & Co., at

18 North Bridge, Edinburgh, who in the follow-

ing year removed to Ko. 51 in the same street.

In 1826 the firm went to 43 Hanover Street,

when by the advent of Mr. Peter Walker Roy
it became Paterson & Roy. Under this last

name it existed until the death of Mr. Roy in

1850, when Mr. Paterson's sons took share in

the business, and the house traded under the

name Paterson & Sons. Before 1837 the firm

had removed to 27 George Street, its present

chief address ; there is also now a depot in

Castle Street, Bemers Street, London. Branches
were at different times started in other parts of

Scotland, at Glasgow, 1857 ; Perth, 1864 ; Ayr,

1868; Dundee, 1882; Dumfries, 1886; Paisley,

1887; Kilmarnock, 1892, andlater, atAberdeen,
Oban, and other places.

The original Mr. Robert Paterson died in

1859, when his second son, Mr. Robert Roy
Paterson (born 1830), became senior partner.

This gentleman, who was a skUful perfoi-mer

on several instruments and a man who did

much to advance music in Scotland (see sketch

of life and portrait in Musical Times, January
1904) died Dec. 3, 1903.

The present partners are Messrs. Robert E.

Stirling Paterson, grandson of the founder,

who succeeds to his father's position, and C. H.
Dobson, nephew of the late R. Roy Paterscto.

In 'Paterson Sons & Co.' Mr. R. E. S. Paterson,

Messrs. Alex., John, and Wm. Murray are

partners, in addition to the above.

The firm is distinguished for its great issue

of Scottish music of all kinds, which includes

reprints of standard editions of Scottish songs,

etc. F. K.

PATEY, Janet Monach, n^e Whytock, was
born May 1, 1842, in London, her father being
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a native of Glasgow. She received instruction
in singing from Mr. John Wass, and made her
first appearance in public at a very early age,

at the Town Hall, Birmingham. She became
a member of Henry Leslie's Choir, and after-

wards received further instruction from Mrs.
Sims Reeves and Pinsuti. In 1865 she was
engaged by M. Lemmens for a provincial concert
tour. In 1866 she was married to Mr. Patey
(see below), and sang at the Worcester Festival

of that year. From that time her reputation
continued to increase, until in 1870, on the
retirement of Madame Sainton-Dolby, she suc-

ceeded to her position as leading contralto con-

cert-singer, and as such sang in all the principal

new works. In the part of Blanche of Devan,
in Macfarren's ' Lady of the Lake, ' she developed
an amount of dramatic power for which her
admirers had not given her credit. In 1871
she started on a concert tour in America with
Edith Wynne, Cummings, Santley, and her
husband, and enjoyed great success. In 1875
she sang with her usual success at the Cirque

des Champs Elysees, Paris, in French, in four

performances of the ' Messiah,' on the invitation

of M. Lamoureux, and under his direction.

Also on Jan. 31, of the same year she sang in

English ' rest in the Lord,' at the concert of

the Conservatoire, with such effect that she

was re-engaged for the next concert, Feb. 7,

when she more than confirmed the previous

impression. In commemoration of this the

directors presented her with a medal bearing

the dates of the concerts, a compliment rarely

accorded by that conservative body to any
singer. On March 15, 1881, when Lamoureux
gave his first concert in England at St. James's

Hall she sang Godard's sceua ' Aurore,' and in

Berlioz'sDuo Nocturne from 'Beatrice etB^nMiot'

with Mme. Brunet-Lafleur, who had sung with

her previously in the ' Messiah ' at Paris. In

1890 and 1891 she sang on tour in Australia,

and on her return appeared, Oct. 11, 1891, at

the Crystal Palace. Intending to retire, she

undertook a farewell tour, but it was brought

to a tragic close by her sudden death, Feb. 28,

1894. Shehadsungat theAlbert Hall, Sheffield,

the previous evening, and after singing 'The
Banks of Allan Water, ' in response to an encore,

fainted as she left the platform, and died at

her hotel early next morning, without regain-

ing consciousness. Mme. Patey possessed 'a

magnificent contralto . . . produced with mar-

vellous art . . . the real contralto, such as

one admired formerly in Mesdames Pisaroni,

Brambilla, and Alboni ' {L'Art Musical). A. o.

PATEY, John Geokgb, husband of theabove,

bom in 1835, at Stonehonse, Devonshire,

son of a clergyman, was educated for medicine,

but abandoned it for music. His voice was a

baritone ; he studied at Paris and Milan, made
his first appearance, Oct. 11, 1858, at Drury

Lane, as Plumket, in an English version of

'Martha,' and sang for several seasons in

English opera at Covent Garden and Her
Majesty's, creating parts in ' Robin Hood

'

(Oct. 10, 1860), 'La Reine Topaze ' (Dec. 26,

1860), 'Puritan's Daughter ' (Nov. 30, 1861),

'Lily of KiUarney' (Feb. 8, 1862), etc. He
also sang in Italian opera at the Lyceum in 1 8 6 1

,

andwas frequently heardin oratorio and concerts.

He accompanied his wife on her American and
Australian tours. He retired in 1888, and
entered into partnership with Mr. Willis as a

music - publisher. He died at Falmouth, Dec.

4, 1901. A. 0.

PATHETIQUE. (1) ' Grande Senate patW-
tique pour le Clavecin ou Piano-Forte compos^e
et dedifo h, Son Altesse le Prince Charles de
Lichnowsky par Louis van Beethoven ' is the
title of Beethoven's eighth sonata, for piano-

forte solo, op. 13. It is In C minor, and has an
Introduction (which reappears in the Allegro) in

addition to the other three movements. (The
Pathftique and the op. Ill are the only PF.
sonatas with introductions.) It was published

by Eder in the Graben, Vienna, in 1799. No
clue has been found to its title. M. Notte-

bohm, however, has discovered from Beethoven's

sketch-books that the finale was originally

written for strings, and was probably intended

for the finale of the string trio in C minor,

op. 9, No. 3.1 G.

(2) The title was also applied (at the sugges-

tion of the composer's brother) to Tchaikovsky's

last symphony, in B minor. No. 6 ; and it may
be guessed that the name, in addition to the

sad circumstances of the composer's death about

the time of its production in England, had a

great deal to do with the extraordinary vogue
the symphony enjoyed for a good many years

after its first performance here in 1893. M.

PATON, Mary Anne, daughter of George
Paton, writing-master in the High School of

Edinburgh, where she was born in Oct. 1802
;

from a very early age manifested a capacity for

music, and when little more, than four years

old learned to play the harp, pianoforte, and
violin. Music was hereditary in her family.

Her grandmother, when Miss Anne Nicoll,

played the violin before the Duke of Cumberland
at Huntly, on his way to Culloden, in 1746

;

and Miss NicoU's brother Walter, an eminent
merchant of Aberdeen, and a good violin player,

took part with the Duke of Gordon and other

local magnates in founding the Aberdeen Musi-

cal Society in 1748, and acted for some time as

its secretary. Miss Paton's father was also a

violin player, and was renowned in his own
neighbourhood as having built an organ. In
1810 Miss Paton appeared at concerts in Edin-

burgh, singing, reciting, and playing—among
other pieces, Viotti's Concerto in G. She also

published several compositions. In 1811 the

1 ^eua Beethoveniama, TSo. xx., in the MvtikalitcheE Woclienblatt,
Jan. M, 1876.
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family removed to London, and during the next
three seasons she sang at private concerts, and
annually at a public concert of her own. In

1814 she was withdrawn from public life for the

purpose of completing her education. In 1820

she reappeared and sang at the Bath concerts

with success, and in 1821 at various other places.

On August 3, 1822, she made her first appear-

ance on the stage at the Haymarket Theatre as

Susanna in 'The Marriage of Figaro,' with

decided success, and subsequently performed

Eosina in ' The Barber of Seville
'

; Lydia in

Perry's ' Morning, Noon, and Night ' (her first

original part), and Polly in 'The Beggar's Opera.

'

On Oct. 19, 1822, she appeared at Covent
Garden as Folly, and on Dec. 7 fully established

herself by her impersonation of Mandane in

Arne's ' Artaxerxes." On July 23, 1824, she

achieved a' great success in the part of the heroine

in Weber's ' Der Freisohiitz,' then first produced

in England. In the same year she was married

in Scotland to Lord William Pitt Lennox, a

younger son of the 4th Duke of Richmond, but
continued her professional appearances under her

maiden name. On April 12, 1826, on the pro-

duction of Weber's ' Oberon, ' she sustained the

arduous part of Reiza to the entire satisfaction

as well of the composer as the audience. Weber
had previously written to his wife, ' Miss Paton
is a singer of the very first rank, and will play

Reiza divinely. ' In the same letter he describes

a concert in which Telluti and all the first

Italians sang, at which ' she beat them all.

'

From that time she was at the head of her pro-

fession, alike in the theatre, the concert-room,

and the oratorio orchestra. Her marriage was,

unfortunately, not a happy one, and in June
1830 she separated from her husband, and on
Feb. 26, 1831, obtained a decree of the Court

of Session in Scotland dissolving the marriage.

Shortly afterwards she was married to Mr.
Joseph Wood, the tenor singer, and in the same
year reappeared at Covent Garden and after-

wards at the King's Theatre in 'La Cenerentola.'

She was next engaged at Drury Lane, and ap-

peared as Alice in an English version of Meyer-
beer's ' RobertleDiable,' produced Feb. 20, 1832.

She also sustained at various times the principal

parts in the ' Sonnambula,' Barnett's ' Mountain
Sylph,' etc. etc. In 1833 Mr. and Mrs. Wood
began to reside at WooUey Moor, Yorkshire,

an estate belonging to Mr. Wood, sen., and
this remained their permanent home till 1854.

In 1834 they paid a visit to the United States,

and repeated it twice within the next few years.

In April 1837 Mrs. Wood reappeared in London,
and continued to perform until Feb. 1843,
when she embraced the Roman Catholic religion,

and took up her residence in the convent by
Mioklegate Bar, York. The change, however,
was of short duration, and in July she quitted

the convent. In 1844 she was engaged at the

Princess's Theatre. She soon afterwards retired

from her profession, and settled withher husband

at Woolley Moor. Here she took a warm in-

terest in the Anglican service at Chapelthorpe.

She composed for it, formed and trained a choir,

in which she herself took the leading part. In

1854 they left Yorkshire and went abroad. In

1 86 3 they returned to BulcUffe Hall, in the neigh-

bourhood of Chapelthorpe, and there Mrs. Wood
died, July 21, 1864, leaving a son (born at

Woolley Moor in 1838) as the only representa-

tive of her family. Mrs. Wood's voice was a

pure soprano, of extensive compass (A below

the staffto D or E above), powerful, sweet toned,

and brilliant. She was mistress of the florid

style, and had great powers of expression. She

was renowned for her beauty, both of feature

and expression, inherited from her mother. Miss

Crawford of Cameron Bank ; and the portraits

of her are numerous, including those by Sir

Thos. Lawrence, Sir W. Newton, Wageman,
and others. Her younger sisters were both

singers ; Isabella appeared atDruryLane about

1825, and Eliza at the Haymarket as Mandane
in 1833. w. H. H.

PATRICK, Richard, lay vicar of West-

minster Abbey from 1616 until about 1625,

composed a fine service in G minor, which

is printed in vol. i. of Arnold's ' Cathedral

Music' w. H. H.

PATROCINIUM MUSICES. See Berg,
Adam, vol. i. p. 307. g.

PATTER-SONG. ' Patter ' is the technical

—or rather slang—name for thekind ofgabbling
speech with which a cheap-jack extols his wares,

or a conjuror distracts the attention of the

audience while performing his tricks. It is

used in music to denote a kind of song, the

humour of which consists in getting the greatest

number of words uttered in the shortest possible

time. Instances of this form of composition

are Quaver's song in Samuel Arnold's ' Enraged
Musician' (1788): Haydn's 'Durch Italien,

Frankreich, Preussen,'from 'Der Ritter Roland'

;

Gretry's syllabic duet in ' La fausse Magie ' [see

vol. ii. p. 238i}; Dulcamara's song in Donizetti's

' L' Elisir d' amore,' etc. Mozart and many
other composers often Introduce bits of ' patter

'

into buffo solos, as for instance the middle of

'Madamina' in 'Don Juan,' etc. This form
of song has for long been popular with ' enter-

tainers ' from Albert Smith to Corney Grain,

and probably owes its technical name to a song

sung by Charles Mathews in 'Patter versus

Clatter. ' A late development is in the operettas

of Sullivan, in all of which patter-songs fill an

important place. ' My aged Employer ' in

Burnand's libretto to 'Cox and Box,' was

followed by 'My name is John WellingtonWells'

in Gilbert's 'The Sorcerer,' the first of a whole

series. H.

PATTI, Adblina (Adela or Adele JuaSa
Maria), bom Feb. 10, 1843, at Madrid, was
the youngest daughter of Salvatore Patti, an
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Italian singer (1800-1869), by his marriage
with Caterina Barili or Barilli, lUe Chiesa, also

well known as a singer in Italy. The family
went to America, the father being for a time
manager of the Italian opera atNew York. Hav-
ing shown great aptitude for music. Mile. Patti

received instruction in singing from her half-

brother, Ettore Barili (Baker's Dictionary, Sup-
plement, 1905). She sang at a concert in 1850
under the direction of Max Maretzek. From
eight to eleven years of age she sang at concerts

under the direction of Maurice Strakosoh, who
had married her elder sister Amalia, a contralto

singer, andwhogaveher some further instruction,

but was wisely withdrawn for some years for

the purpose of further study. (But see a letter

from Maurice Strakosch in the Times, Sept. 25,

1884.) She went on a short concert tour with
Gottschalk in the West Indies, and reappeared

Nov. 24, 1859, at New York, as Lucia, and
played other parts, in all of which she was

highly successful. Mile. Patti made her debut

in England, May 14, 1861, at the Royal Italian

Opera, as Amina, with wonderful success, and
from that time became famous, confirming her

success by her performance of Lucia, Violetta,

Zerlina (' Don Giovanni '), Martha, and Eosina.

She sang that autumn at the Birmingham
Festival, in opera at Liverpool, Manchester,

etc., and afterwards was engaged at Berlin,

Brussels, and Paris. From that year until 1884

she sang every season at Covent Garden, and

in 1885 and 1887 at Her Majesty's during

Mapleson's leist seasons of opera, in a reper-

tory of about thirty parts in the operas of

Rossini, BelUni, Donizetti, Verdi, Meyerbeer,

and Gounod. She has been more closely identi-

fied with Eosina in ' II Barbiere ' than with any

other character, and Rossini re-arranged a good

deal of the music for her voice. Mme. Patti

made an operatic tour in the provinces in 1862
;

sang at the Birmingham Festivals of 1861 and

1864, notably as Adah on the production of

' Naaman ' ; at the Handel Festivals of 1865,

1877, and 1880 ; at the Liverpool Festival of

1874, as well as in several brilliant provincial

concert tours. She has enjoyed the same

popularity on the continent, having fulfilled

engagements at Paris, Vienna, St. Petersburg,

Moscow, etc., in various cities of Germany,

Italy, Spain, and later in North and South

America.

The new parts which she has created in

England are Annetta (' Crispino e la Comare '),

July 14, 1866 ; Campana's Esmeralda, June 14,

1870; Poniatowski's Gelmina, June 4, 1872;

Juliet, July 11, 1867 ; La Catarina ('Diamans

de la Couronne '), July 3, 1873 ; Aida, June 22,

1876; Estella ('Les Bluets') of Jules Cohen

(Covent Garden, under the title of 'Estella,'

July 3, 1880), and Lenepveu's Velleda, July 4,

1882. In 1 8 88 she sang the part of Juliette in

Paris, and in 1895 reappeared at Covent Garden

at six special performances, at which she sang

Eosina, Violetta, and Mozart's Zerlina, the only

character she has played in classical opera.

Her perfect method and finished singing of

familiar songs attracted large audiences to the

Albert Hall, untfl the end of 1906, when she gave

a farewell concert on Dec. 1, and afterwards

undertook a final tour in the provinces. Her
voice is of moderate power but great compass,

reaching to /'"
; as an actress she is delightful

in certain parts, and has never been surpassed

as Eosina, Zerlina, and Dinorah. She married

(i.) July 29, 1868, Henri Marquis de Caux,

equerry to Napoleon III., from whom she was
separated in 1877 and divorced in 1885 ;

(ii.) in

1886, the singer Ernest Nicolas (Nicolini)

who died in 1898 ; and (iii.) in 1899, Baron
Cederstrom, a Swede. Her elder sister,

Cablotta, was bom in 1840 at Florence.

She was educated as a pianist under Herz, but
abandoned the piano in favour of singing. She
made her d^but in 1861 at New York as a

concert-singer, and afterwards fulfilled an en-

gagement there in Italian opera, and waa
successful, but soon after abandoned the stage

on account of her lameness. She made her

d^but in England, April 16, 1863, at a concert

at Covent Garden Theatre, attracted attention

on account of her pleasant and remarkable

facility of execution, obtained a position here

in concerts as a singer of the lighter class, and
was for several seasons a, great attraction at

promenade and other concerts. In 1872 she

sang at the Philharmonic Society Mozart's florid

aria, ' No, sei non capace, ' with great success.

She made several tours in the provinces, on the

continent, and in North and South America.

She married, Sept. 3, 1879, Ernst de Munck, of

Weimar, the violoncellist. She finally settled

in Paris as a teacher, and died there June 27,

1889.

Cablo, their brother, born at Madrid in

1842, was taken to America, like his sisters,

when a child, studied the violin, and at the

age of twenty became leader at the New Orleans

Opera-House, aftei-wards at New York, and the

Wakefield Opera-House, St. Louis, Missouri.

He died at the last-named city, March 17,

1873. a. c.

PAUEE, Ernst, pianistand eminent teacher,

was born at Vienna, Dec. 21, 1826. His

father was first minister of the Lutheran church,

Director of the theological seminary in Vienna,

and Superintendent-General of the Lutheran

churches of the Austrian Empire ; his mother
was a Streicher, of the great pianoforte-making

family. The cultivation of his early musical

talent wea not allowed to prejudice his general

education, the study of the classics and modem
languages being carried on concurrently with

the pianoforte, first under Theodor Dirzka,

and then under Mozart's son, Wolfgang
Amadeus, and with harmony and counter-
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point under Sechter. He appeared first in

public in 1842 ; one of his compositions was

published in that year. In 1845 he wont to

Munich to study instrumentation and dramatic

composition under Franz Laohner. In April

1847 he competed for and obtained the ap-

pointment of director of the musical societies

at Mainz, and was employed by the great

publishing firm of Sohotts to compose two
operas, ' Don Eiego ' (1849), ' Die rothe Maske

'

(1850), and 'Die Braut' (1861), which were

performed in Mainz and Mannheim ; also

some important vocal works, and overtures

and entr'actes for the use of the local theatre.

This appointment, in which he gained great

experience, he resigned in April 1851, and
proceeded to London, where his performances

at the Philharmonic (June 23, Hummel's A
minor Concerto) and the Musical Union were

received with much favour. After this success

he resolved to pursue his career in England,

though returning for a time to Germany.
In 1852 he married Miss Andreae, of Frank-

fort, a good contralto singer.

In 1861 Mr. Pauer adopted a new direction

in pianoforte -playing, one which had been
sketched by Mosoheles some twenty years

before, but not fully carried out—the his-

torical ; and gave a series of six performances

with the view of illustrating the foundation

and development of pianoforte composition

and playing, in chronological series from about
1600 to modern times, elucidated and assisted

by programmes containing critical and bio-

graphical notices. Similar performances, but
with different programmes, were given in 1862
and 1863, and again in 1867, in Willis's and
the Hanover Square Rooms. In 1862 he was
selected by Austria and the ZoUverein for the

Musical Jury of the- London International

Exhibition. He was at the same time the

official reporter for the Prussian government,
and his report was reproduced by some of the

chief industrial journals, and was translated

into various languages. For these services he
received the Imperial Austrian order of Francis

Joseph, and the Prussian order of the Crown.

During the next few years Mr. Pauer played

in Holland, Leipzig, Munich, and Vienna, in

fulfilment of special engagements, and was
appointed pianist to the Imperial Austrian

Court in 1866.

In 1870 he began a new phase of his active

career, that of lecturing upon the composers
for the harpsichord and pianoforte ; the form
and spirit of the varieties of modem music,

as the Italian, French, and German ; the his-

tory of the oratorio ; the practice of teaching
;

and many cognate subjects. These lectures

were given at the Eoyal Institution, the South
Kensington Museum, and in many other im-
portant places in Great Britain and Ireland.

When Cipriani Potter retired &om the Royal

Academy of Music, Pauer took his class, and
retained it for five years. In 1876, on the

foundation of the National Training School

for music at Kensington Gore, he became the

principal pianoforte professor of that institution,

and in 1878 was made a member of the Board
for Musical Studies at Cambridge University,

and the following year an Examiner. Another
of his important occupations has been editing

the works of the classical and romantic com-
posers. Among these wiU be found 'Alte

Klavier-Musik ' (Senff, Leipzig), twelve books
;

' Alte Meister ' (Breitkopf & Hartel, Leipzig),

40 Nos. [See Klaviee-Musik, Alte ; and
Meistek, Alte.] Also 'Old English Com-
posers for the "Virginals and Harpsichord'

(Augener, London) ; and, under the auspices

of the last-named publisher, an edition of the

classical composers in a cheap form, embracing

and including all the great masters from Bach
and Handel to Schumann, and extending, up
to July 1880, to nearly thirty volumes, of

admirable clearness and convenience. Besides

this are arrangements for children, and educa-

tional works, including the 'New Gradus ad

Parnassum,' 100 studies, some of them by
himself ; Primer of the Pianoforte (Novello &
Co., 1876) ; Mlemenls of the Beaviiful m Music
(ditto, 1876) ; Primer of Musical Forms (ditto,

1878) ; and The Pianist's Dictionary (1895).

Also some interesting arrangements of Schu-

mann's Symphonies for four hands, and of

Mendelssohn's PF. Concerto for two pianos,

thrown off as mere Jiors d'ceuvres by this clever

and indefatigable worker. Reference to the

publishers' catalogues must supplement these

specimens of the work of an active and success-

ful life. Of published pianoforte pieces few

can be named that have attained greater popu-

larity than Pauer's 'Cascade.' As a pianist

his style was distinguished by breadth and
nobility of tone, and by a sentiment in which
seriousness of thought was blended with pro-

found respect for the intention of the composer.

As a man, his simple, genuine nature gained

him the affection and esteem of a very large

circle of friends and pupils. He retired to Ger-

many in 1896, and died May 9, 1905. A. j. H.

His son Max, born in London, Oct. 81,

1866, studied with his father till 1881 ; and was
a pupil of V. Lachner (for theory) in Carlsruhe

till 1885 ; made successful appearances as a

pianist in London and elsewhere from that

year until 1887, when he was appointed piano-

forte teacher at the Conservatorium of Cologne,

a post which he exchanged in 1897 for a similar

post at Stuttgart. He has written some piano-

forte pieces, and has re-edited Lebert and Stark's

'Klaviersohule.' In 1893 he was appointed
' Kammervirtuos ' to the Grand Duke of Hesse.

PAUKEN. The German name for Kettle-

drums, commonly used in orchestral scores. See

Drum, vol. i. pp. 730-32. v; de p.
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PAUL, Oscar, writer on music, born April 8,

1836, at Freiwaldau in Silesia, where his father
was pariah priest, and educated at Gorlitz,

where he first learned music from Klingenherg,
and at the university of Leipzig. Here he
studied music with Plaidy, Richter, and Haupt-
mann, of whose system of harmony he became
a warm partisan. In 1860 he graduated as

Phil.Doc, and after spending some time in

various towns of Germany, especially Cologne,
settled in Leipzig in 1866. Becoming known by
his private lessons in the science of music, and
by his treatise on Die absolute Sarmonik der
GrUchen (1866), he was made professor of musi-
cal history at the Conservatorium in 1869, and
Professor Extraordinarius at the university in

1872. His best and most important work is

his translation (the first in Germany) and elu-

cidation of Boethius (Leipzig, Leuckart, 1872).

His important Lehrbuch der Hamumik, first

published in 1880, went into a second edition

in 1894. He also edited Hauptmann's Lehre
mm der Harmonik (1868), the Geschichte des

Claviers (1869), the Handlexieon der Tonkunst

(1871-73), and two musical periodicals, the

Tonhalle, and its successor, the Musihdlisches

Wochenblatt. He was for many years musical

critic of the Leijaiger Taghlatt. He died in

Leipzig, April 18, 1898. F. G.

PAUL, ST.', or, German, PAULUS. Men-
delssohn's first oratorio (op. 36). It was com-
missioned by the Cecilienverein of Frankfort

early in 1832, but was not produced till the

Lower Rhine Festival at Diisseldorf, May 22,

1836. For the book— 'in the words of Scrip-

ture '—he sought the aid ofMarx, who, however,

soon disagreed with him, and then of Furst and
Schubring ; but his own judgment was always

active. [See Mendelssohn, ante, pp. 128,

131-4.]

The second performance took place at Liver-

pool under Sir G. Smart on Oct. 3, 1836. Others

in England were, Sacred Harmonic Society,

March 7 and Sept. 12, 1837, and Birmingham
Festival, under Mendelssohn himself, Sept. 20,

1837. In the interval between the first and
second performances it had been revised by the

composer, and publishedin England in November
1836. Fourteen numbers were rejected, includ-

ing two Chorales, ' treuer Heiland,' and ' Ein'

feste Burg.'

The English version is by William Ball. g.

PAULINE. Opera in four acts, the libretto,

founded on Lytton's Lady of Lyons, by Henry
Hersee, music by F. H. Cowen, produced by the

Carl Rosa Company at the Lyceum Theatre,

Nov. 22, 1876.

PAUMANN, Conrad, was a native of

Nuremberg. Although heavily handicapped (he

was bom blind), he eventually attained an

honoured position as a musician and as a fine

organ-player. He was born about 1410, and

was adopted by Ulrich Grundherr, burgher of

VOL. Ill

Nuremberg, who, recognising the child's musical

gifts, had them carefully cultivated. Ulrich

died in 1423, but his son Paul also took Pau-

mann under his protection. There is a refer-

ence in Hirsch's Lebensbeschreibwngen, Nurem-
berg, 1756, p. 19, to the large organ made and
erected in the church of S. Sebald, Nuremberg,
by Heinrich Traxdorf in 1444, at the cost of

1150 gulden; possibly Paumann was at once

appointed organist, he was certainly occupying

the post in 1446. He was married the same
year according to a document he issued in 1446,

in which he and his wife Margaret Weichserin

promised never to leave Nuremberg where they

had been ti-eated with so much kindness,

without first obtaining the permission of the

burghers (Jahrbiicher der mus. Wissenschaft,

ii. p. 75). That Paumann was a person of

some mark at that time is shown by Hans
Roaenpliit's poem, Upruchgedichte auf die

Stadt Niirnberg, published in 1447, in which
he is eulogised as organist and as contra-

puntist.

In 1450 Paumann visited various towns
;

some time later, in 1467, he took up his resid-

ence in Munich, as organist to Duke Albrecht

III. , receiving a yearly salary of eighty gulden.

A visit of his to Ratisbon in 1471 is recorded,

when his playing of the organ in the Benedic-

tine monastery, on St. .Jacob's Day, drew a

large crowd to listen, including the Emperor
Friedrich III. and many notable persons in his

suite (Mettenleiter, i. 202). A manuscript
volume chiefly treating of events in Ratisbon

fell into the hands of A. F. Oefele (Berum
boicarum scriptores, 1763, i. p. 539), who
quotes a long passage from it stating that

Paumann excelled his contemporaries in know-
ledge of the organ, lute, flute, and other instru-

ments, that his fame spread over Europe, and
he received many presents from the Emperor
Friedrich III., the Duke of Ferrara, and others.

It must be remembered that practically the only

contemporary organist of notewas the Florentine

Antonio Squarcialupi, who died in 1475.

Paumann died at Munich on Jan. 24, 1473,

and was buried in the Frauenkirche, where a

tablet was erected with the inscription :
' Anno

1473 an Sanct Pauli Bekenings Abent ist ge-

storben und hie begraben, der Kunstreichist aller

Instrument und der Musica Meister, Conrad
Paumann Ritter, biirtig von NUmberg, und
blinter geboren, dem Gott Gnad.' An Italian

decoration received from the Pope, entitled

Paumann to be called ' Ritter ' or knight.

•Virdung, in his Musica getutscht, 1511, attri-

butes the invention of the lute tablature to

Paumann :
' Ich hore das ayn Blind zu Niiren-

berggebornund zu Miinchen begrabenseigewesen,
hatt meister Conrat von Niirenberg gehaiasen,

der zu seyner zeytt vor ander instrumentisten

gelopt und gerumptt sey worden. Der hatt

auf den kragen der fiinff kore, und uff siben

2u
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1)1111(16 das gantz alphabet haissen schreiben,

und als das ayn mall auss ist gewesen, hatt er

wider von vornen an dem alphabet angefangen,

und die selben buchstaben alle des andem
alphabets dupliert,' etc.

Martin Agricola, a few years later in his

Musiea instrumentalis, 1532, xxix., alludes

scoffingly to this alphabetical notation :

—

Weiter hab icli raich manchmal bekiimmert
Vnd heymlich bey mir selber verwundert,
Der Alphabetisohen Tabulathur
Wle sie doch erstmals sey komen herfar.

Das ihre Tabelthur erfunden sey
Ists war, so las ichs auch bleiben dabey,
Von eim Lautenschlager blind geborii

8o han sie den rechten meister erkom.

And makes merry at the expense of the blind

man trying to lead the blind :

Dieweil ein blinder den andern fiiret

So werden sie beide narm gespiiret.

(See also Wasielewski, Gesch. der Instrumental-

musikim XVI. Jahrh. 1878, p. 37.)

A few of Paumann's compositions are still

in ekistenoe. A three -part song, to the text

'Wiplich figur,' is in the Munich Royal Library,

Mus. MS. 3232, date about 1461 ; it was pub-

lished by Eitner in Das deutache Lied, 1880, ii.

p. 161. In the same library the 15th-century

manuscript, known as the BuxheimerOrgelbuoh,

Mus. MS. 3725, contains three organ pieces by
Paumann, printed by Eitner in MonatsMfte,

1886, p. 82, and again in 1888, Seilage, pp.

67-8, and 78. The most important work, the
' Fundamentum organisandi magistri Oonradi

Faumanns ceoi de Nurenberga anno 1452,'

acquired by the "Wernigerode grafl. Bibliothek

in 1858, is written in the German organ-tabla-

ture by a Nuremberg scribe, and bound in one

volumewith the manuscript called the Loeheimer

Liederbuch. The occurrence of the organ alpha-

betical tablature in this manuscript is of even

earlier date than its first appearance in print, in

Arnold Schlick's 'Tabulaturen etlicher lobge-

sang,' published at Mainz in 1512. The twenty-

four pieces of simple organ music in two-part

writing by Paumann, are obviously only pre-

liminary exercises for those learning to play the

organ ; they are followed by a short Latin

treatise on mensural music signed ' W. de Sa

'

(Walter de Salice) ; compositions by G. v.

Putenheim ; a three-part song by Wilh. Legrant,

one by Paumgartner, and three Preludes added
to the manuscript in 1455. The music, tran-

scribed by P. "W. Arnold shortly before his

death, was published with his scholarly account

of the whole manuscript in Chrysander's Jahr-
biicher, 1867, ii., revised and edited by H. Beller-

mann. The interest of the organ music lies in

the fact that it is one of the earliest attempts
at instrumental composition ; the difficulty of

getting away from the forms of vocal composi-

tion was considerable, for it was at first scarcely

realised that an entirely new line must be struck

out. And technical resources were so little

developed that elaborate contrapuntal devices

were out of the question. Simple as they are,

these early efforts are of the greatest value to

the musical historian, they form the ground-

work on which so much was to be built in the

years to come. c. s.

PAUR, Emil, bom at Czernowitz, Bukovina,

August 29, 1855, was at first a pupil of his

father, the director of a musical society ; at

eight years old he played the violin and piano

in public, and in 1866 entered the Vienna

Conservatorium under Dessoff for composition,

and Hellmesberger for violin. He became a

member of the court -orchestra as violinist, in

1870. His career as a conductor began at

Cassel in 1876 ; he was next at Kbnigsberg,

and in 1880 was appointed first court capell-

meister and conductor of thesubscription concerts

at Mannheim ; in 1891 he was made conductor

at the Leipzig Stadttheater, and in 1893 went to

America, succeeding Kikisch as conductor of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra. In 1898 he was

elected conductor of the New York Philharmonic

Concerts in succession to Anton Seidl, and in

1899 became Director of the National Con-

servatory in New York. In 1903 he returned

to Europe, and has conducted concerts in Madrid

as well as in Berlin. In 1900 he visited Eng-

land, conductingGermanoperaat CoventGarden,
and he conducted one of the Queen's Hall

Symphony Concerts in November 1902. Rie-

mann and Baker's Dictionaries, etc.) M.

PAUSE (Itol. Fermata ; Fr. Point Morgue

;

which last has an equivocal meaning, as it also

signifies what we call ' pedal point '). A tem-

porary cessation of the time of the movement,
expressed by the sign "^ placed over a note or a

rest. If the pause is over a note, it signifies

that the note is to be prolonged at the pleasure

of the performer, or conductor ; if over a rest,

the sound, as well as the time, must stop.

The judicious use of pauses is one of the most
striking effects at the command of a composer.

Handel often introduces a pause with prodigious

effect before the last phrase of a chorus, as in

'Then round about the starry throne,' and
many another case. One special use of the

pause, no doubt, had its origin in the practical

difficulty of getting a congregation to finish

each line of a choralo-tune together ; the organist

must make a pause at the end of every line,

and in order to fill up the space, interludes

were inserted between the lines, which interludes

became gradually more and more important,

until, as in many of Bach's cantatas, the em-
broidery upon the chorale-tune reaches the very

height of sublimity. Beethoven had a peculiarly

effective way of introducing pauses in the first

giving out of the principal subject of the move-
ment, and so giving a feeling of suspense, as

in the first movement of the Symphony No. 5

in minor, the beginning of the last movement
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of the Pianoforte Trio, op. 70, No. 1, etc.

Pauses at the end of a movement, over a rest,
or even over a silent bar, are intended to give
a short breathing-space before going on to the
next movement. They are then exactly the
reverse of the direction 'attacoa' [for which
see vol. i. p. 126]. 'Pause' is the title of
the last but one of the pieces ia Schumann's
' Carnaval,' and is an excerpt of twenty-seven
bars long from the Pr^anibule to the whole,
acting as a sort of prelude to the ' Marche des
Davidsbiindler centre les Philistins.' 'Pause'
is also the title of a, fine song in Schubert's
' Schone Miillerin.' M.
PAVAN, PAVANE, or PAVIN, a slow and

solemn dance, very popular in the 16th and 17th
centuries. The name, derived from ' Padovana, ' i

points to an Italian origin, although it is

generally said to have come from Spain, owing
to its popularity in that country. 'The Spanish
Favan, however, was a variation of the original

dance. According to some authorities, the name
is derived from the Latin pavo, owing to the
fancied resemblance to a peacock's tail, caused
by the robes and cloaks worn by the dancers,

as they swept out in the stately figures of the
dance. Several good descriptions of the Pavan
have come down to us. Kabelais^ tells us
that it was one of the 180 dances performed
at the court of the Queen of Lantemois on
the visit of Fantagruel and his companions

;

Tahourot, in his Orchesographie, says that in

his time, Pavans were still popular, although
not as much danced as formerly.^ At state

balls the dancers wore their long robes, caps,

and swords, and the music was performed by
sackbuts and oboes. In masquerades, Pavans
were played as processional music, and were
similarly used at weddings and religious cere-

monies. Like all early dances, the Pavan was
origiaally simg as well as danced, and Tabourot
gives the following example for four voices,

accompanied throughout by the drum on one

note eJ ^ W-

Faumie a (piatre parties.

Bel - 1« qui tlens ma -vi • e cap -

I t«Et jeali. Qui m'u 1'a ma ra - nl • e D'un

J J « _ J ! J J. ^. ^ J_^

» In the Cambridge Univeraity Library ifi a MB. volume of aira

and dances (in Lute Tablature) by Dowland and Holborne, in which
there occnrs a * Padovana de la Milaneasa.'

^ Pantagruel, Bk. v., published 1562.

8 Besard, in the Preface to his Th«tau/ru» Htvrmonieut Divini

taurencini Jtomani (Cologne, 1608), alter praising the eweetnesa

M - con - rlr on me faold - ra mon - rir.

-J- - ^ I J,

* The treble eingi D, the klto F.

Sir John Davies, in his Orchestra (1596) has
the following curious verses, in which the

motions of the sun and the moon are compared
to dancers of Pavans and Galliards :

—

For that braue Sunne the Father of the Day,
Doth loue this Earth, the Mother of the Night

;

And like a reuellour in rich array,
Doth daunce his galliard in his lemman's Bight,
Both back, and forth, and sidewaies, pasfiing light.

Who doth not see the measures of the Moone,
Which thirteene times she daunecth euery yeare ?

And ends her pauine thirteene times as soone
As doth her brother.

There are numerous specimens extant of Pavans
by instrumental composers of the 16th and 17th
centuries, and in almost every case the Pavan
is followed by a Galliard, the two thus antici-

pating the Saraband and Gigue of the later

Suite. Thus Morley {Introduction, Part 3),

after speaking of Fantasies, says, ' The next
in grauity and goodnes vnto this is called a
pauane, a kind of staide musicke, ordained for

graue dauncing, and most commonlie made of

three straines, whereof euerie straine is plaid or

sung twice, a straine they make to containe 8,

12, or 16 semibreues as they list, yet fewer

then eight I haue not seene in any pauan. , , .

After euery pauan we vsually set a galliard.'

And Butler (Principles of Music, 1636), speak-

ing of the Doric mode, has the following :

—

' Of this sort are Pavins, invented for a slow

and soft kind of Dancing, altogether in duple

Proportion. Unto which are framed Galliards

for more quick and nimble motion, always in

triple proportion, and therefore the triple is oft

called Galliard-time and the duple, Pavin-time.'

Amongst the best known of these forerunners

of the Suit?, we may mention John Dowland's
' Lachrymae or Seauen Teares, figured in seauen
and elegance of the English music of his day, makes particular
mention of the Pavans, adding that the word 'Pavan' is nothing
else than the Italian ' Paduana. ' He also mentions that the French
often call their Pasaomezzos, Pavans.
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passionate Fauans with diuera other Pauans,

Galliards, and Almands' (1605); and Johann

Ghro's 30 Pavans and Galliards ' nach teutsoher

art gesetzet' (1604). For another description

of the dance see Bishop Earle's Microcosmo-

graphic, ed. by Bliss (Nares's Glossary).

The Spanish Pavan, a variety of the original

dance which came from Spain (where it was

called the Grand Dance), was of a more elaborate

character than the original. Judging from the

frequent occurrence of its air in the early

English Lute and Virginal Books, it must
have become very popular in England.' The
following is the tune which Tabourot gives for

it : it is not the same as that which is found

in the English books.

PAXTON, Stephen, a composer of vocal

music, born in London 1735, was a pupil of

"W. Savage, produced several graceful and

elegant glees, nine of which, with two catches,

are printed in Warren's Collections. The Catch

Club awarded him prizes for the following glees :

'How sweet, how fresh,' 1779; 'Bound the

hapless Andre's urn,' 1781; 'Blest Power,'

1784 ; and 'Come, come,' 1785 ; and for a

catch, 'Ye Muses, inspire me,' 1783. , He
published 'A Collection of two Songs, Glees

and two Catches,' and 'A Collection of Glees.'

Two masses by him are printed in Webbe's
Collection. He died August 18, 1787, aged

fifty-two, and was buried in St. Pancras old

churchyard.

His brother, William, born 1737, was a

violoncellist, who composed several sets of

solos and duets for his instrument. He gained

prizes from the Catch Club for two canons, '

Lord in Thee,' 1779, and ' Israel, trust in

the Lord,' 1780. His glee, 'Breathe soft, ye

winds,' was for long a favourite. He died in

1781. w. H. H.

PAYNE, Edwakd John, a talented

amateur musician and writer upon musical

subjects, and historian, known to readers of

the first edition of this Dictionary and the two
first volumes of the present edition by his

initials E. J. P. Bom 1844 ; died 1904. By
profession a barrister-at-law, he became in 1883
Recorder of High Wycombe, his native town.

Educated at High Wycombe Grammar School

and Magdalen College, Oxford (1867). Took a

first-class in 1871 and was elected Fellow of

.University College in 1872. He was widely

1 1 In Starber'a Frieiche Lust Sof (1634), lb la caUed 'Eugelscha
Indraeyende Dana LondeatOTQ.'

known as a historian, and contributed the

opening chapters to the Cambridge Modern
Sistory. His best-known works were (1) A
History ofEuropean Colonies

; (2) The Voyages of

Elizabethan Seamen to America ; (3) History of

the New World called America. He was one

of the leaders of the movement which re-intro-

duced the study of the old viols, and was an
accomplished performer on the viol da gamba,

and viole d'amour. He was first President of

the Cremona Society (1889), and contributed an

erudite paper on ' The Viol da Gamba ' to the

Proceedings of the Musical Association (March 4,

1889). In his later years he suffered much
from ill-health, and was found drowned in the

Canal at Wendover, Deo. 24, 1904. [See

Times, Dec. 28, 1904]. E. h-a.

PEABODY CONCEKTS, given under the.

auspices of the Conservatory of Music of the

Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Maryland. Be-

ginning in 1865, eight concerts were given

every season, each being preceded by a public

rehearsal, the director of the Conservatory

officiating as conductor. The programmes have
been made up of symphonies, suites, overtures,

concertos, and vocal solos, nearly everything

presented being classic in style. Many im-

portant compositions have been performed for

the first time in America in the course of

these concerts. Under Asger Hamerik's direc-

tion (since 1871) especial attention has been

given to the production of works by American,
English, and Scandinavian composers. The
orchestra has generally included fifty musicians.

The institution elicited the warm approbation

of Von Billow (1875-76) for its exceptionally

fine performances. r. h. j.

PEACE, Albert Lister, Mus.D., born Jan.

26, 1844, is a native of Huddersfield. He
exhibited in his childhood precocity hardly

exceeded by that of Crotch or even Mozart

;

naming with unerring accuracy individual notes

and combinations of notes when sounded, before

attaining his fifth year. At the age of nine

he was appointed organist of the parish church
of Holrafifth, and subsequently ofother churches

in that neighbourhood. In 1866, at the age of

twenty-one, he removed to Glasgow, to fill the

office of organist to Trinity Congregational
church, and soon afterwards, along with other

posts, that of organist to the University. In
1870 he graduated as Bachelor, and in 1875
as Doctor of Music in the University of Oxford.

[In 1879 he was appointed toGlasgow Cathedral.

He became organist of St. George's Hall, Liver-

pool, in succession to W. T. Best, in January
1897.]

Dr. Peace is one of a school of organists

which came into existence in this country only

in the latter half of the 19th century, and
which may be said to owe that existence to

S. S. Wesley. Its distinguishing characteristic

may be said to be the employment of the feet
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as a third hand', oohourrently with the extension
of the pedal -board downwards, from 6 to C
below it, and also upwards, to the E or F, two
octaves and a third or fourth above it. This
extension enables the performer to lay out
harmonies after the manner of the ' harmonic
chord,' in which the largest intervals are found
between the lowest notes. More than this, it

has brought within his reach, what on the old

6 pedal-board was obviously outside it, the

organ compositions of J. S. Bach and his school.

Seventy years ago, or even later, there were
probably not half-a-dozen Englishmen who could

have played one of the Organ Fugues of that

great master ; certainly there were not as many
organs on which they could have been played.

Dr. Peace's mechanical powers enable him not
merely to deal with everything as yet written

expressly for his instrument, but to realise

upon it compositions designed for all the com-
binations of the modem orchestra. His pub-
lished compositions include anthems, services,

and organ works, a setting of Psalm 138 for

soli, chorus, and orchestra ; and a cantata ' St,

John the Baptist.' 1. H.

PEARCE, Joseph, jun., ostensible author of

a useful little handbook entitled ' Violins and
Violin Makers' (London, 1866), traditionally

supposed to have been written by the late

Charles Beade. It contains an alphabetical

list of violin -makers, short chapters on bow
makers, also on the ' Amati family

'
; ' Stradi-

varius,' ' Guarnerius,' the 'Tyrolese makers';
'Jacobus Stainer'; and an excellent little

essay on ' Why are certain violins of more

value than others ?'—Heron-Allen, JDe Fidiculis

Bihliographia ; Matthew, The Literature of

Millie ; Vidal, Les Instruments d archet. E. H-A.

PEARSALL, RoBBKT Lttcas (de), bom at

Clifton, March 14, 1795, of an old family,

originally of Halesowen, Worcestershire, and

then of Horsley, Staffordshire. He was pri-

vately educated for the bar, and was called in

1821, going on the western circuit for four

years. At the age of thirteen he wrote a

cantata, ' Saul and the Witch of Endor,' which

was privately printed ; and in 1817 he married

a Miss Hobday. In 1825, being abroad for

the benefit of his health, he settled at Mainz

and studied music under Josef Panny, remain-

ing there until 1829, when he returned for a

year to England, staying at his property. Wills-

bridge in Gloucestershire. At the expiration of

that time he removed once more to Germany,

where he lived at Carlsruhe for a time, diligently

composing. There he wrote a little ' ballet

opera ' which was never performed ; some

choruses from it were published by Weekes

& Co. His op. 1, 'Miserere mei, Domine,'

Was published by Sohott of Mainz about 1830
;

the fact that it is a ' canon perpetuus a 3 voci-

bus in hypodiatessaron et hypodiapason ' shows

that even in these early days the ingenuities

of the older music had a special attraction for

him. The compositions between this and an

overture to Macbeth, with the witches' chorus,

the parts of which appeared as op. 25 in 1839,

do not seem to have been published (with the

exception of op. 7 a Graduale a S, 183S, and

op. 8 an 'Ave verum' a 4, 1835), and the

system of numbering his compositions seems to

have been given up after this. He moved from

place to place on the continent, studying suc-

cessively at Munich with Caspar Ett, and at

Vienna. In 1836, while on a visit to England,

he made a more intimate acquaintance with

the music of the English madrigalian school,

mainly through the agency of the Bristol

Madrigal Society. To this style he henceforth

was chiefly attached for the remainder of his

life, although he wrote several settings of

psalms, (68th, 77th, and 57th), a Requiem
mass, a ' Pange lingua ' for three female voices

(published 1857) ; the office of Tenebrae (in

the library of the Gesellschaft fiir Musikfor-

schung, Berlin), two settings of 'Salve Eegina,'

and other compositions for the Roman Catholic

church, which he joined at the end of his life.

He also took a deep interest in Anglican Church
music, and wrote a number of works for its

service. A collection of his sacred composi-

tions, edited by T. Trimnell, was published

about 1880. In 1837 he sold his property in

England, and in 1842 bought the castle of

Wartensee on the Lake of Constance. Here
he appended the ' de ' to his name, and enjoyed

intercourse with many distinguished people.

He died of apoplexy, August 6, 1856, and was
buried in a vault at Wartensee.

His published part-songs and madrigals

number about sixty, and include a remarkable

number of works which will remain as long as

unaccompanied singing is practised. He under-

stood the madrigal form thoroughly, but did

not confine himself to the strict rules practised

in the Elizabethan period ; his works are no
mere curiosities of a bastard archaeology, but

living creations of sut, full of fire, nobility of

thought, high imagination, and splendid vocal

sonority. Such things as ' Great God of Love,

'

'Lay a Garland,' and 'Light of my Soul,' are

real masterpieces in a form that has seldom

been successfully employed in modern times ;

his part-songs, 'The Hardy Norseman,' and
' who will o'er the downs so free,' are known
and delighted in by every choral society in the

country ; and the noble choral ballad ' Sir

Patrick Spens,' in ten parts, is a triumphantly

successful adaptation of the part-song form to

the requirements of a narrative in which eager

intensity and hurry have to be depicted,

Pearsall edited a 6-part 'Magnificat' by Lasso

about 1833, and was part- editor of the old

hymn-book of St. Gall, published in 1863

under the title of ' Eatholisches Gesangbuoh

zum Oebrauch bei dem bffentlichen GotteS'
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dienste.' He was a skilful draughtsman and
had considerable literary facility ; he con-

tributed in early days to magazines in England,

and made translations of Faust and Wilhelm

Tell, the latter being published in 1829. He
wrote many of his own words for madrigals.

A great number of interesting treatises and
compositions of different kinds are still in MS.
at Einsiedeln, Vienna, the Boyal College of

Music, and in the possession of Mr. W. Barclay

Squire.

—

Diet, of Nat. Biog., Musical Herald,

August 1906, the Sammelbamde of the lid,

MvjS. Ges. for 1907, etc. M.

PEARSON, William, a notable printer, who
made many improvements in musical typo-

graphy, and carried Heptinstall's improvements
in the ' tied note ' to a greater perfection.

John Heptinstall was the first printer in Eng-
land to unite (in movable type) the tails of

quavers and semiquavers, and to make the

notes with round heads instead of the former

lozenge-shaped ones ; this was about 1690.

Eight or nine years later William Pearson

appears to have set up in business as a music-

printer, and to have introduced further im-

provements on movable music type. Several

works of his are dated 1699, one being ' Twelve
New Songs ' by Dr. Blow and Dr. Turner, as

the title-page informs us, issued 'chiefly to

encourage WiUiam Pearson's New London
Character,' 1699, folio. In 1700 followed

the important and excellently printed work,

Blow's 'Amphion Anglious.' Pearson's print-

ing -oflBoe was at first in Aldersgate Street,

'next the Hare and Feathers'; but in 1700
his imprint changes to Bed Cross Alley,

Jewin Street. In 1724 it is 'over against

Wright's Coffee House, in Aldersgate Street.'

As these addresses are in close proximity, one
may indicate Pearson's house, and the other

his printing-office. Shortly after the death

of Henry Playford, drea 1706, he, with John
Young, succeeded to the copyright (probably

after Cullen) of such of the Playford publica-

tions as were continued. These include ' The
Dancing-Master,' and Playford's Introduction

to the Skill of Music, Simpson's Oompendiwm.

of Practicall Musich, 'Orpheus Britannicus,'
' Harmonia Sacra,' and Playford's ' Whole Book
of Psalms,' 'The Divine Companion,' and others.

He also published, in folio, Basaani's 'Harmonia
Pestiva,' op. 8 and op. 13, the first English

publication of the book, which Hawkins dates

about 1726. Pearson was the principal printer

and publisher of the many octavo psalm-books

which were issued at this time. So far as the

present writer is aware no engraved work bears

his imprint. In 1736 he was succeeded by A.
Pearson, who may be presumed to be either his

widow or his son.

A. Pearson continued the business only for

a short time, printing and publishing such

works as : Tans'ur's ' Complete Melody or the

Harmony of Sion,' 1736 ;
' Heaven upon

the Earth,' 1738, by the same author ; Green's

'Book of Psalmody,' 1738, etc. The first

Wesleyan Tune book, 'A Collection of Tunes
as they are commonly sung at the Foundry,'

1742, also was printed by A. Pearson, and this

is the latest date the present writer can find

for his work. F. K.

PECCATE, Dominique, bom at Mirecourt,

July 15, 1810, died there Jan. 13, 1874, an
excellent bow-maker who maintained the quali-

ties and excellence traditional in the work of

Fran9ois Tourte. Son of a barber, he early

forsook the paternal profession, and adopted

the vocation of fiddle-maker. In 1 826 Fran9ois

Vuillaume sent him to Paris, to his brother

Jean Baptiste, under whose guidance he de-

veloped his superior gift as a maker of bows.

After the death of Franyois Lupot in 1837,

Peccate left Vuillaume, and set up an indepen-

dent business at Lupot's vacated workshop, 18

Rue d'Angivilliers. In 1847 he returned to

Mirecourt, where he continued working until

his death. He occasionally stamped his bows,

but more frequently left them unmarked ; a

habit which has caused his bows to be confused

with those of a modern French maker of the

same name but spelt 'Peccatte.' Peccate's

brother, called Peccate jeume, also worked with

J. B. Vuillaume, but his productions were much
inferior to those of his brother Dominique.
He died in Paris in 1856.—Vidal, Les Instru-

ments d arcAet, vol. i. ; Saint George, The Bow,
Strad Library, No. , iii. e. h-a.

PECHATSCHEK, FsANgois, violinist and
composer, born at Vienna, July 4, 1793, died

at Carlsruhe, Sept. 15, 1840, son of Fran9ois

Fechatschek, a Viennese conductor who wrot«

several operas, and some thirty ballets, and
who, as a composer of dance music, was the

Strauss of his epoch. The precocious musical

aptitude of Francois the younger, was cultivated

by his father at the tender age of four, when
the child began to learn the violin. At the

age of eight, he played before the Imperial

Court, and a year later— 1803—won great

success at two concerts at Prague, by his per-

formance of a concerto by Fodor, an Adagio by
Rode, andsomevariationsofhis own composition.

On his return to Vienna he resumed his studies

with increased ardour, and became a pupil of

Forster in composition. In 1818 he was ap-

pointed Leader of the Orchestra at the Court

of Hanover, and in 1824 and 1825 was heaid,

gaining success at many concerts in different

German towns. In 1827 he became director

of the music at the court of the Grand Duke
of Baden, and appeared at a concert in Paris

in 1832, but was eclipsed by the extraordinary

talent of Paganini, who had taken the Parisians

by storm. He still occupied his post at the

Baden court in 1837. His published composi-
tions include a concerto for violin and orchestra,
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some Polonaises for violin and orchestra, Themes
varids, Rondos, two string quartets, and duos
ooncertants for two violins.—Eitner, Quellen^
Lexikon ; Mendel, Munk Lex. ; Clarke, Die.
Fiddlers ; F^tis, Biog. des Mus. B. H-A.
PECHEURS DE PERLES, LES. Opera in

three acts, libretto by Cormon and Carre, music
by Georges Bizet; produced at the Theatre
Lyrique, Paris, Sept. 29, 1863 ; at Covent
Garden, as 'Leida,' April 22, 1887, and as
' I Pescatori di Perle,' May 18, 1889. M.
PECK, Jamks, a London music-engraver and

publisher, principally of sacred music. He was
at Westmorland Buildings, in Aldersgate Street,

circa 1800, and at 47 Lombard Street, in 1802-
1803, and here he remained for over twenty
years. From this last-named address most of
his publications were issued. In Dec. 1824 he
had recently removed to 52 Paternoster Row.
He engraved and published both on his own
behalf, and on that of individual composers,

great numbers of Psalmodies, and books of
hymn tunes for the Wesleyan body, besides

sheet-music of a secular natvire. In 1850 the
business had come into the hands of John Peck,

at 44 Newgate Street. F. K.

PEDAL {bompes, 'a foot '). Certainappliances
in the organ, pianoforte, and harp, worked by
the feet.

I. In the organ they are keys, sounding
notes, and played by the feet instead of the

hands ; and the Pedal-board is the whole
ireadth or range of such keys. [According to

R. Sohlechte, pedals were invented by Ludwig
van Vaelboke of Brabant, about 1306. In
England pedals seem not to have been introduced

until 1785, when Snetzler employed them in the

German Lutheran Chapel, London, w. H. g. f.]

The first English pedals were made (in the

words of an old treatise) to ' drag down ' the

manual keys ; and the lowest pedal was always

placed exactly below the lowest manual key.

And as, in the organs of the time, the manuals
of one would descend to GG with short octaves,

of a second to the same note with long octaves,

of a third to FFF, of a fourth to CCC, while

those of a fifth would stop at the orthodox CC
key ; and as one organ would have an octave

of pedals, a second an octave and a half, and a

third two, it was quite possible to go to half a

dozen organs in succession without finding any
two with the pedals alike, either in position

or approach towards efficiency. The earliest

specimens, too, were toe-pedals, like those at Hal-

berstadt (ante, pp. 522, 539) ; but after a time

long pedals, fitted in a frame, were introduced,

and called 'German pedals.' Modifications in

the form and plan of the pedal-board soon began

to be made. Radiating pedals, struck from a

centre some distance to the rear of the organ

stool, were made by Elliott & Hill, and attached

to the York Minster organ in 1834. Concave

pedals, slightly rising at the extreme right and
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left to meet the shortened reach of the feet,

precisely as the plane of the bob of a pendulum
rises as it swings to and &o, were introduced

into England by Schulze in 1861. Henry
Willis combined the two in his ' concave and
radiating pedal-board.' A fifth kind of pedal-

board consists of parallel pedals, like those first

described, but with the fronts of the short keys
slightly radiating.

The compass almost universally adopted in

England for the pedal-board extends from CCC
up to tenor F, thirty notes—2^ octaves.

Occasionally they are carried up even to G.

Bach wrote twice up to F—in his Toccata in

that key:—once up to FJt, and two or three times

to E. Once he wrote down to BB, for the sake

of preserving a certain figure unaltered. His
usual upward compass was to tenor D ; and
Mendelssohn never wrote higher than that note

for the pedals.

The usual position for the pedal-board is

with the centre one of the three C pedals under
the ' middle C ' key of the manuals, but in

instruments of recent date the pedals are some-

times placed centrally. With the position of

the pedals defined as a starting-point, and the

long pedals measuring about 2j inches from
centre to centre, the distance of the several

intervals can be soon ascertained. The two
breaks in each octave where there are no short

keys— between B and C, and between E and F
—are also excellent guides which are readily

available to a practised touch. The position

for the front of the short keys of the straight

pedals, is in a line with the fronts of the short

keys of the Great Manual. With radiating

pedals this arrangement is necessarily modified.

Occasionally some other pedal than C is placed

under the C of the manuals, to bring the extreme

upper pedals within more easy reach. This
disturbs the position of the whole pedal range

that is in constant requisition, for the accom-
modation of a few notes that are rarely used.

Composition Pedals. Pedals placed above

the pedal-board throw out or draw in the stops

in groups. When they act upon the wind and
not upon the stops, they are sometimes called

Combination pedals, and are practically the

same as the ' Ventils ' of the old German organs,

and the ' Pedales des Combinaisons ' of the

modem French builders.

Swell Pedal. The treadle, usually placed

to the extreme right, by which the swell shutters

are opened or closed. The pedal is lowered by
the pressure of the foot, and raised again by
the weight of the shutters. In the Town Hall

organ at Boston, U.S.A., built by Walcker, the

swell is opened by the pressure of the toe and
closed by the pressure of the heel ; and, what is

most useful, remains in anyintermediateposition
in which the foot leaves it. A balanced swell

pedal is now largely adopted in new organs, the

vertical shutters remaining in any position.
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Other pedals, horseshoe-shaped as well as of

other forms, are sometimes introduced to act

upon the manual and pedal-couplers. E. j. H.

II. In the Pianoforte, the pedals are levers,

usually two,' which are pressed either to

diminish or to increase and prolong the tone

of a pianoforte. That for the left foot, the piano

pedal, acts by reducing the number of strings

struck by the hammers, or softens their impact

either by interposing a strip of felt, or by
diminishing their length of blow. That for the

right foot, the forte pedal, takes the dampers
out of use altogether, or allows the player, by
judicious management with the foot, so as to

avoid confusing the sound, to augment and pro-

long it by increasing what are called sympathetic

vibrations, an invaluable help to the beauty of

tone of the instrument. Pedals were first

adapted to the harpsichord, the right to move
the swell, and the left to relieve the hands
from the interruption of moving stops. This
' beautiful invention, ' as C. P. E. Bach calls it

(Versuch, etc. 1762, 2ter TheU, p. 246), was
attributed by him to ' our celebrated Herr
Holefeld,' but Mace, in Jfusick's Monument,
enables us to claim the invention for the

English harpsichord -maker, John Hayward,
aboxit 1670. The pedals were attached on
either side of the stand upon which the harpsi-

chord rested, as they were in the grand piano-

forte until 1806, or even later. The name of

the inventor of the lyre-shaped frame for the

pedals is not forthcoming. Zumpe's square

piano (1766 and later) had stops next to the

left hand of the player, to raise the dampers
in two divisions. 2 Stein's and other German
pianos had a, lever to be pressed by the knee.

[See post, p. 722, and Sordini.] Heal Piano
and Forte pedals first occur in John Broad-
wood's patent of November 1783. The piano he
effected by damping the strings near the belly-

bridge with a strip of soft material which he
called a ' sordin ' or mute ; the second by taking
away the dampers from the strings. Sebastian
Erard, whose first English patent is dated 1794,
and includes a soft-pedal effect obtained by
means of a shifting beam, or rail, to support
the hammers, and so lessening the striking

distance, apparently adopted a principle in use
in the German pianos of the 18th century, and
placed the strip of cloth between the hammers
and the strings, an invention which Adolphe
Adam, in his Tutor for the Paris Conservatoire,

baptized as cileste. The Germans call it flavto
pedal, and Bosbndorpbr of Vienna re-intro-

duced it in grand pianofortes as a third pedal,
which may be fixed by a notch when an almost
dumb instrument is required for practising.

The 'celeste pedal' cannot, however, rival the
;

1 Piano or Soft Pedal (Pr. Petite pSdate, Germ. VerichieJnmg,
Pieunozag) ; Porte or Damper or SuBtalning Pedal (Pr. Orav^
pi&ale. Germ. Oroaaes Pedal, Fortezug).

2 The diviBlon of the dampers in grand pianos was retained until
as late as 1830, by division of the right pedal-foot. : ;

.^olian charm of the shifting pedal, first intro-

duced by Stein in his Saitenharmonica, the

beauty of which arises from the vibrations of

the unused strings which are excited from the

sound-board ; and as they have not been jerked

by a hammer-blow, they sound with another

and more ethereal timbre than those which
have been struck. [See the writer's History of
the Pianoforte, p. 42.] What a hold this took

on the imagination of Beethoven may be seen

from the slow movement to his fourth PF.
Concerto (1807) and the Solo Sonatas, opp.

101, 106, 109, 110, 111, in all of which the

shifting pedal plays a great part. It is this

quality of which Chopin, the great master of

the refined use of both pedals, made so much
in his compositions and his performance. The
piano pedal used to be controlled in its shifting

by a small stop or wedge in the right-hand key-
block, so that the shift could be made to either

two strings or one at the discretion of the player.

The latter was Stein's 'spinetchen,' the luna

corda or eine Saite of Beethoven, who expressed

the return to the three strings by Nach und
nach mehrere Saiten, Tvite le corde, or Tutto il

cembalo (op. 101). The one-string shift in

grand pianofortes has been for many years

discarded, sharing the fate of the extra pedals
that produced an imitation of a bassoon, or

added a drum, a, bell, etc. The use of the
celeste pedal was indicated by Hummel with a
special sign, thus A.^

Turning to the Forte pedal, Pollini invented,
and Thalberg, Henselt, and Liszt carried to the
farthest limits, the relief of the hands by the
use of it. Indeed it gave the pianist the equi-

valent of a third hand ; since it was no longer
necessary to bind the fingers to the keys during
the measured values of the notes ; but by com-
bining stronger expressed tone with the use of

the pedal a melody could be made prominent,
while the fingers were immediately free to take
a share in the accompaniment or what not, in
any part of the keyboard. By this expedient
all harmonious extensionsbecome possible. The
effect of tte forte or damper pedal is to increase

the tone of the note struck by calling out the
partial tones of lower notes which are equivalent
to its full vibrating length or prime ; the strings
of higher registers becoming primes to the
partials composing the note struck ; in both
cases by relation of measurement and by excite-

ment from the sound-board.* The Pedal thus
adds a wonderful enrichment to the tone. The
modern signs for its use and disuse are respec-

tively 'Ped.' and 0, or a star. Herr Hans
s This arrangement of the shifting soft pedal exists in an un-

tLltered grand piano of John Broadwood's, dated 1793. It is thus
possible that in this form it may have been an invention of that
maker, or, if not his, an English invention simultaneously with
Stein's.

* The partials above the prime also excite their equivalents ill
vibratinglength, but will probably not be audible above the third or
fourth. Owing to equal-temperament tuning the fifth partial could
only be very feebly excited. At the seventh and eighth we arrive
about the striking place of the hammer by which those partials are
oblitemted.
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Schmitt, in his admirable lectures on the pedals
(Das Pedal des Clameres, Vienna, 1875), proposes
for the finer use of thispedal a notation beneath
the usual staves -f

—
, thus by note and rest

marking the action of the foot with the greatest
nicety.

An important pedal {PidaZe de prolongement
ou female

; Germ. Kunstpedal) was introduced
by Montal of Paris, a blind man, and exhibited
by him in 1862 in London. [See Pianoforte.]
The object of it is to allow selected notes to
vibrate while the rest are immediately damped.
It has been again brought forward by Steinway
and others, and its value much insisted upon.
Hitherto it has not proved to be of much use
in the concert-room. The Kunst-pedal of Herr
Zachariae of Stuttgart divides therow ofdampers
by four cleft pedal feet into eight sections, and
thus facilitates the use of the staccato. [See
SoKMNi, and the writer's Pianoforte Primer,

pp. 41-3.]

III. In the Harp the pedals are not keys, as

in the Organ, nor do they modify the colour and
amount of the tone, as in the Piano ; but it is

their province to alter the pitch in two grada-
tions of a semitone each. The mechanical con-
trivance for this is described in the article

Haep. [See vol. ii. p. 326.] The invention
of these chromatic pedals is attributed to a
Bavarian, named Hochbrucker, about 1720.
The gradual improvement and extended use of

them culminated in 1810, in the Double Action
harp at that date perfected by Sebastian

Erard. A. J. H.

PEDAL BOARD. The pedal-clavier of an
organ. (See p. 663.)
PEDAL NOTES. On trombones and the

majority of brass wind instruments the easy

practical compass commences with the second

note of the harmonic series. The extension of

the slide of the trombone, or a similar lengthen-

ing of the tube by means of the valves on a
valve instrument, lowers the general pitch, as

from d to B, A, or Gf, but the relative pitch of

each note compared with its new prime remains

the same. The descending chromatic scale on
the trombone, or on a three-valved instrument,

in c, ends with Fj, leaving a gap between this

note and C the prime or fundamental note of

the instrument. This C, however, and the notes

below it to F,S, although rarely used, should not

be regarded as forced or ' made ' notes, as they

are part of the natural compass of the instru-

ment, requiring, it must be admitted, a specially

slack lip. It is these prime notes, the lowest

proper tones of the instrument, as obtained

either from its normal length, or its length as

varied by shifting slide or valves, which are

known as pedal notes. In other words, a pedal

note always stands for the first note or No. 1

in the harmonic series.

On trumpets and some other instruments the

pedal notes are practically impossible. D. j. B.

PEDAL ORGAN. The organ belonging

exclusively to the Pedal Board.

PEDAL PIANO. [See Pebalibk.]

PEDAL POINT, or Point d'm-gue, in Har-

mony is the sustaining of a note by one part

whilst the other parts proceed in independent

harmony, and is subject to the following strict

laws : (1) the sustained note must be either

the Tonic or Dominant of the key
; (2) conse-

quently the other parts must not modulate
; (3)

the sustained, or pedal note, when first sounded

or finally quitted, must form part of the har-

mony.
The mere sustaining of a note or a chord

against one or more moving parts does not
constitute a pedal : as in the following examples
from Beethoven :

—

Op. 2, No. 3.

nor does the simple sustaining of a note through
harmonies to which it is common, though this

is the true origin of Pedal, as we shall presently

see. Example from the mass known as ' Mozart
No. 12':—

Ex. 3.

JAdjllAAAj.J:J.

These remarks also apply to the long drum-
passage in the middle of the first movement
of Beethoven's Fourth Symphony, and to Wag-
ner's prelude to ' Das Rheingold,' both of which
are sometimes spoken of as Pedals, but which
are merely cases of a long sustained note or

chord. In a true pedal the harmony must be

independeni of the siistaiTwd note and occasionally

alien to it, as for example the grand instance

in the ' Cum sancto spiritu ' of the above mass,

which begins thus :

—

Ex. 4.

Sj^^^
2 n
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and increases in development for thirteen bars

more, forming as fine a specimen of true Pedal

as can be quoted.

The rule that the Pedal-note must be either

the Tonic or Dominant would seem to point to

the Drone as its origin. This Drone, or sus-

t4ining of the keynote as an accompaniment,

is probably the very oldest form of harmony,

though it may not have been considered as

such at all, having, no doubt, originated in the

mere imperfection of ancient instruments, the

persistent sounding of a drum or pipe with one

note against the inflected chant of voices, etc.

Among the first rude specimens of harmony
given by Guido in the 'Micrologus' is the

following :

—

Ex.5.
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always desirable that the Pedal should lie far

removed from the other parts, which is im-
possible when it occurs in a middle part. Even
in orchestral compositions, where the Trumpets
and Horns are frequently, from their nature,
employed on a middle Pedal, much harshness
results, although the pedal stands out in relief

through contrast of HmMe. Thus the follow-

ing passage in Grieg's Pianoforte Concerto
sounds very strange, tiiough really it is quite

simple :

—

Ex.10.

In the duet in the first Act o f Bizet's ' Carmen,

'

however, a concealed tonic Pedal in a middle
part is productive of novel and charming har-

monious effect :

—

^^W^M
Here, on dissecting the arpeggios of the accom-
paniment, the B|> is seen to be a Pedal, though
not sustained.

This brings us to ' figured ' or ' florid ' Pedal.

The Pedal note need not be merely sustained

or reiterated, but may bear any ornamental
figure, varying from a, simple alternation with
the note next above or below (as in countless

'spinning-wheel' pieces), to a scale passage

or figure of any extent, provided this do not

suggest harmony of itself. Thus in Beethoven

we find

Ex. 12.

m iffiE

and many similar passages (Finale of Symphony
in A, etc.) of striking effect : whereas the fol-

lowing, from "Wagner, is harsh, from the clash-

ing of Tonic and Dominant harmonies :

—

Ex. 13. £ » iw

if.vi,L;iTr r IT r r li* r r
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Ex. 16.

where, on a sustained F we modulate from B|>

into C minor, D minor, £ minor, and F major,

Buccessively. Schumann frequently on a Tonic
Pedal modulates into the relative minor, as in

the Trio of the Scherzo in the El> Symphony,
etc. ; but such harmony being open to another

explanation than ' pedal,' the law remains in

force. Kaff goes still farther. In the slow

movement of his Spring Symphony he modulates
through numerous keys for a space of forty bars,

always contriving that a high G may be sounded
on the first beat of each bar with some bearable

degree of concord. Again, the following passage

from the last movement of the same composer's

Forest Symphony :

—

Ex. 17.

which is so far a pedal passage—he repeats in

Bb, Dl>, and G, still with the F in the bass,

producing an effect which is certainly novel, if

nothing else.

The only point remaining to be noticed is

that our third rule, forbidding motion to or

from the pedal note when it does not form part

of the harmony, has been occasionally violated

without unpleasing effect. In Hiller's Fj minor
Piano Concerto, the following occurs on each

repetition of the main subject :

—

Ex. 18.

-j-r—^-j
Spohr has used the Pedal perhaps with greater

frequency than any composer, but his mode of

treatment is invariable and calls for no notice.

Songs and short pieces have been occasionally

written entirely on a Pedal bass ; and one of the

finest pedal points extant is the fugue, ' But the

righteous souls ' in Brahms's ' Requiem.' p. c.

PEDALIER. (1) A pedal keyboard attached

to a pianoforte, and acting by connection with

its mechanism upon the hammers and strings

proper to it ; or (2) an independent bass piano-

forte so called by its inventors, Messrs. Pleyel,

Wolff & C"- of Paris, to be played by pedals

only, and used with an ordinary pianoforte.

J. S. Bach had a harpsichord with two rows

of keys and pedals, although it would be

difficult to point with any degree of certainty

to works written for this, rather than for the

organ. In some few pieces (the Sonata in D,

B.-6. XXXvi. p. 19, and the two fugues in A,

lb. pp. 169 and 173) single notes near the end

are clearly intended to be played on the pedal.

Since Bach many clavecinists and pianists have

had their instruments fitted with rows of pedals,

and compositions have been specially written

—

as, for instance, by Schumann, who wrote

several ' Studien ' and ' Skizzen ' (opp. 56 and

58) for the Pedal- Fliigel or Pedalier Grand

Pianoforte. 0. V. Alkan also wrote some

noble works for this instrument, which, together

with some adaptations from Bach were brought

forward in 1871 by Monsieur E. M. Delaborde

of Paris, an eminent pianist and remarkable

pedaUst, in his performance at the Hanover

Square Rooms, upon a Pedalier Grand Piano

specially constructed for him by Messrs. Broad-

wood. Gounod wrote a concertante for pedal

piano with orchestra, and a fantasia on the

Russian Kational Hymn, for Mme. Lucie

Palicot, by whom they were played at the Phil-

harmonic Concert on April 21, 1887. A. j. H.

PEDRELL, Felipe, born at Tortosa, Feb. 19,

1841, has attained his present position as the

acknowledged head of modem Spanish music,

by his own exertions, being altogether self-

taught. He contributed to the Illusiracion

musical Sispano- Americana, and edited La
musica religiosa, a periodical devoted to church

music. His editorial work in regard to old

Spanish music is of the highest value ; the series

of 'Hispaniae Schola Musica Sacra,' a publica-

tion of great importance (see the contents in .

vol. ii. p. 408), was begun about 1894. His
splendid edition of the complete works of T. L.

da Victoria was begun some few years back.

He translated Richter's treatise on Harmony
into Spanish, and wrote a Dicdonario tecnico

de la musica (1894). As a student of folk-lore

he stands very high ; his Musicos anonimas
and For nuestra musica are written to prove

that every country's music must be based upon
its own folk-song. Another valuable book of

Pedrell's is a series called Teatro lirico espanol

anterior al siglo XIX. In 1894 he was made
a member of the Spanish Academy, and Pro-

fessor of Musical History and .Esthetics at the

Royal Conservatorium of Madrid. His com-
positions are of less importance to students

outside Spain than his archaeological works
;

but they are also of great value. His first

opera, ' El ultimo Abencerrajo,' was given at

Barcelona in 1874 ; 'Quasimodo' at the same
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place in 1875 ;,'E1 Tasso a Ferrara,' ' Cleopatra

'

and 'Mazeppa' at Madrid in 1881 ; and his
most important work, a trilogy, ' Loa Pireneos,'

at Barcelona in 1902, the prologue having
been performed in Venice in 1897. His latest

operas are ' Celestine ' and ' La Matinada,

'

dating from 1904 and 1905 respectively. A
popular musical drama, entitled ' Le Comte
d'Arnan,' is said to be finished. The influence

of "Wagner is traceable in all his stage-work,

but the analysis by G. Tebaldini of his trilogy,

which appeared in the Mivista MusicaU, vol. iv.

pp. 267 and 494, shows that his archaeological

studies bore good fruit in his contrapuntal

writing for chorus. His Practicas prepara-

torias de instrumentadon and Emporio cienti-

Hco e historico de Organografia musical aviiqua

espagnola appeared in 1902. (Eiemann's Lexi-

kon ; Riv. Mus. Ital., etc.) M.

PEDROTTI, Caklo, was born at Verona,

Nov. 12, 1817, and committed suicide in the

same city by throwing himself into the Adige,

Oct. 16, 1893. He studied music in, his native

town under Domenico Foroni, and produced his

first opera ' Lina ' at the Teatro Filodrammatico,

Verona, in 1840. To its success he owed his

appointment as conductor of the Italian opera

at Amsterdam, where he remained until 1845.

While at Amsterdam he wrote and produced

the operas 'Matilde' (1841) and 'La Figlia

dell' Arciere ' (1844). He returned to Italy

in 1845 and undertook the direction of the

Kuovo and Filarmonico theatres at Verona,

which he retained until 1868. During this

period he produced the operas ' Komea di

Montfort ' (Verona, 1845) ;
' Fiorina ' (Verona,

1 851); ' II Parrucchiere della Eeggenza ' (Verona,

1852) ;
' Gelmina ' (Milan, 1853) ;

' Genoveffa

del Brabante' (Milan, 1854); 'Tutti in Mas-

ehera' (Verona, 1856), which was unquestion-

ably his masterpiece, and was performed in a

French translation at the Athfo^e Theatre,

Paris, in 1869 ;
' Isabella d' Aragona ' (Turin,

1859); 'Mazeppa' (Bologna, 1861) ; 'Guerra

in quattro' (Milan, 1861), and 'Marion

Delorme' (Trieste, 1865). In 1868 Pedrotti

migrated to Turin, where he had been appointed

director of the Liceo Musicale and conductor

at the Teatro Regio. Here he founded the

'Concerti sinfonici popolari,' which took place

every week in the Teatro Vittorio Emmanuele,

and were the means of introducing the works

of Beethoven, Wagner, and other German
composers to Italian audiences. Pedrotti's

latest operas were 'II Favorito' (Turin, 1870)

and 'Olema la Schiava ' (Modena, 1872), but

he found that his vogue was past, and that the

younger generation cared little for his music.

The closing years of his life were devoted almost

exclusively to teaching. At his best Pedrotti

was a master of light opera buffa. His music

was invariably bright and tuneful, and the

rhythmic swing and unforced gaiety of ' Tutti

in Maschera ' were irresistible ; but he was
unable to keep pace with the changing fashions

of his time, and fell unavoidably into the back-

ground. B. A. 8.

PEERSON, PEARSON, or PIEESON,
Maetin, Mus.B., born at March in Cambridge-

shire, probably about 1590, graduated at Oxford,

July 8, 1613. He contributed three songs,

a 4 and 5, to Leighton's ' Teares or Lamenta-

cions, etc.' 1614. In 1620 he published
' Private Musioke, or the First Booke of Ayres

and Dialogues. Contayning Songs of 4, 5 and
6 parts ; of aeverall sortes, and being Verse and
Chorus, is fit for Voyces and Viols. And for

want of Viols they may be performed to either

Virginall or Lute, where the proficient can

play upon the Ground, or for a shift to the

Base Viol alone. All made and composed
according to the rules of art.' The last piece

in the collection the composer tells us 'was
made for the King and Queenes entertaynment

at High-gate on May-day, 1604.' About 1613
he became master of the children of St. Paul's,

though no record of the appointment is found

before 1633. In 1630 he published 'Moottetts,

or Grave Chamber Musique, containing Songs

of five parts of severall sorts, some ful, and
some Verse and Chorus. But all fit for Voyces
and Viols, with an Organ Part ; which for

want of Organs may be performed on Virginals,

Base-Lute, Bandora, or Irish Harpe. Also a

Mourning Song of sixe parts for the Death of

the late Right Honorable Sir Fulke Grevil,

Knight of the Honorable order of the Bath,

Lord Brooke, etc. Composed according to the

rules of art.' [Clifford's Divine Anthems con-

tains the words of two anthems by Peerson,
' I will magnify ' and ' Blow the trumpet.

'

An anthem is in the Christ Church library,

Oxford, as well as five fancies in five or six

parts. Six fantasias and seven ' almaines ' are

in the Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. 17,786-92 ; some
part-songs, lb. 29,372 and 29,427 ; four pieces

in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, vol. i. p. 359,

vol. ii. pp. 238, 422, and 423.] He died between
Dec. 26, 1650, and Jan. 17, 1650-51, and was
buried in the church of St. Faith under St.

Paul's. He bequeathed to the poor of March,

in the parish of Dunnington, in the Isle of

Ely, jEIOO, to be laid out in a purchase for

their use. w. h. h.

PENET, HiLAiKE, described as a clerk of

the Diocese of Poitiers (clericus Pictavensis),

was admitted in 1514 as a singer in the Papal

chapel, and was also appointed one of the

cantores secreti or chamber musicians to Pope

Leo X. (See Haberl, Bausteine, iii. p. 69.)

His compositions which are preserved are not

numerous, a mass a 4 in the choir-books of

the Papal chapel, and a few motets and
other works in the collections of the time.

Ambros commends his motets as good, tasteful

work. J. R. M.
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PENTATONIC SCALE. The name given

to an early tonality of very imperfect construc-

tion, but extremely beautiful in its aesthetic

aspect, and peculiar to a great number of

national melodies, especially those of the Celtic

nations.'

The term is an unfortunate one, since it leads

us to expect a scale based upon five intervals of

a tone, whereas it really means a scale formed

from the combination of five fixed sounds.

No written record tending to throw a light

upon the origin or history of the Pentatonio

scale has been preserved ; but the construction

of the scale itself furnishes us with a very

valuable clue. The five sounds employed

—

Ut, He, Mi, Sol, La—correspond exactly with
those of the Hexachord, minus the Fa. Now
the Fa was precisely the crua which prevented
the completion of the system of the Hexachords,
with their various Mutations,^ until the diffi-

culty was removed by the invention of the Fa
fictum^—presumably by Guido d'Arezzo*—in

the opening years of the 11th century. It is,

therefore, more than probable that the Penta-

tonio scale belongs to a period anterior to that

date ; how far anterior, it is absolutelyimpossible

even to hazard a guess. [The existence of five-

stringed harps and lyres, as among the Finns
and Nubians, does not of course prove that
their scale was what we now call Pentatonio ;

the ancient French flageolet presents such a
scale if the two thumb-holes are kept closed.

Before 1100 B.C. the Chinese are said to have
had the five notes of the usual Pentatonio scale.

and in that year an Fj and Bft were added,
making the complete scale of the ecclesiastical

Lydian mode ; this continued in use until the

14th century A.D. When the Mongol invaders
introduced a scale with Fl], the confusion

caused by the presence of F and F( in the
scale was remedied by an imperial edict

abolishing all semitones, and so reducing the
scale to one of Pentatonio form, C, D, F, G,

and A. The Japanese ' Shakuhachi,' a kind
of flute, introduced from China about 1335
A.D., has a pentatonio scale.]

The characteristics of the scale led to certain

marked peculiarities in the form of the melodies
for which it was employed ; and there is abun-
dantproofthatthese peculiarities werecontinued,
as a feature of 'style,' after the invention of
the Hexachords supplanted the older tonality
by a more perfect system : for instance, the
melody of 'The Flowers of the Forest,' which
cannot have been composed before the year
1513, exhibits, in its first strain, the strongest
possible pentatonio character, while the second
strain is in the pure Hypomixolydian Mode
(Mode VIII)—assuming, that is, the Fa to be
genuine ; a fact of which the Skene MS. leaves
but little doubt. w. s. B.

^ See ScoinflH Mdsio.
3 See Pa Fictum.

2 See Hexachord, Mdtationb.
* See Guiso d'Arbzzo.

PENTATONON (narinyov). The Greek
term for the interval known in modem music
as the Augmented Sixth, which consists, in the

aggregate, of five Tones ; i.e. two Greater and
two Lesser Tones, and one Diatonic and one
Chromatic Semitone.

The term cannot be correctly applied to the

Minor Seventh, since, though this contains the

aggregate of five Tones, in equal temperament,

it contains more than that in just intonation
—^viz. two Greater and two Lesser Tones, and
two Diatonic Semitones. w. s. R.

PEOPLE'S CONCERT SOCIETY. In June
1878, a body of enthusiastic amateurs, among
whom were the late Hon. Norman Grosvenor,

Hon. Mrs. Lyulph Stanley (now Lady Stanley

of Alderley), Mr. 0. Stuart Wortley, Mrs.

Julian Marshall, and Mrs. Frederic Harrison,

having made experiments in giving good music
in the East End of London, founded this Society

with the object of increasing the popularity

of good music by means of cheap concerts.

In those days the 'penny reading' was not

extinct, and various efibrts had been made to

entertain the working classes in the poorer parts

of London, with no higher object than that of

keeping the people out of the public -houses.

The admixture of really artistic music into

such entertainments was occasionally tried,

but seldom with much success ; for of course

the audience, expectant of or surfeited with a

feast of vulgar songs, was in no mood to attend

to the music of higher aim. The essential

feature of the programmes given by the People's

Concert Society was the maintenance of a high
artistic standard throughout ; and the pro-

grammes were modelled closely on those of

the Popular Concerts. The result in difierent

parts of London goes to show that appreciation

of the beautiful does not depend upon education

in any way ; that the poorer people are just as

much alive to the appeal of good music as their

richer brethren, and that even though the first

concert of a series might draw a large audience
out of curiosity, and the subsequent ones be
attended by smaller numbers, yet that there is

gradually formed in each neighbourhood a class

of real music-lovers who are well worth educat-

ing, and who genuinely appreciate the efforts

made on their behalf. 'The useful work of

training these audiences has gone on in various

districts of London, some of the series being
given in co-operation with the work of various

settlements, etc. As the charge of one penny
is made for the greater part of the seats, it is

clear that however great may be the success of

the undertaking, it never can be self-supporting,

even though the artists who take part content
themselves with merely nominal fees, and, in

some cases, give their assistance freely. The
help of conipetent amateurs, whether in con-
certed instrumental music, or in vocal solos, is

occasionally given, but the standard has never
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been lowered, and in the period of the Society's

existence it may fairly be claimed that the
whole repertory of the classical instrumental
music has been gone over, and many new works
by English and other composers have been
given. There is a small list of subscribers

to the concerts, without whom the project

could not be carried on with the artistic success

that has attended it during its twenty-eight
seasons, during which 1200 concerts have been
given. M.

PEPUSCH, John Christopher, Mus.D.,
son of the minister of a Protestant congregation

in Berlin, was bom there in 1667. He studied

the theory of music under Gottlieb Klingenberg,

organist at Stettin, and the practice of it imder
Grosse, a Saxon organist. Although his father's

means did not admit of his receiving instruc-

tion for more than one year, he made such
excellent use of his time that at fourteen years

of age he obtained an appointment at the

Prussian Court. Devoting himself to the study
of the ancient Greek writers, he became a deeply

/ skilled theorist. He retained his appointment
until he was thirty years old, when, being an
eye-witness (according to Hawkins) of an act of

savage ferocity on the part of the king (the

decapitation, without trial, of an ofBcer who
had uttered some words at which the barbarous

despot took offence), he determined on quitting

his native land for some country where human
life was not in danger of destruction by the

unbridled will of an individual. He first went
to Holland, where he remained for upwards of

a year. He came to England about 1700 and

was engaged in the orchestra at Drury Lane.

In 1707 he adapted the music of the opera,

'Thomyris, Queen of Soythia,' besides compos-

ing the recitatives and some additional songs,

and probably did the same for others of the

Anglo-Italian operas produced about that period.

And at the same time, with the assistance of

Abraham de Moivre, the celebrated mathe-

matician, he zealously pursued his study of the

music of the ancients. In 1710 he took an

sictive part in the establishment of the Academy
OF Ancient Music, in which he took a deep

interest throughout his life. In 1712 he was

engaged by the Duke of Chandos as organist

and composer to his chapel at Cannons, for which

he produced several services and anthems.

About 1716 he published 'Six Cantatas' (in

English and Italian) and 'Six English Can-

tatas,' the words by John Hughes, which were

received with great favour, and one of which,

'Alexis,' with violoncello obbligato, continued

to be sung in public until the first half of the

19th centuryhad nearly passed away. On July 9,

1713, he took the degree of Mus.D. at Oxford,

his exercise (performed July 13) being a dramatic

ode on the Peace of Utrecht : the words were

printed on both sides of a folio leaf. About

the same time he revived the practice of solmisa-

tion by hexachords, which had been abandoned
for upwards of a century. Soon afterwards he
became music director at Lincoln's Inn Fields

Theatre, and continued so for many years.

During his engagement there he composed the

music for 'Venus and Adonis,' masque, 1715
;

[CoUey Gibber's 'MyrtUlo,' 1716]; 'Apollo

and Daphne,' and 'The Death of Dido,' masques,

1716; and 'TheUnionof the Three Sister Arts,'

masque for St. Cecilia's Day, 1723; 'The
Squire of Alsatia,' 1726 ; besides arranging the

tunes and composing overtures for ' The Beggar's

Opera,' 1728, and 'The Wedding,' another

ballad opera, 1729. He also arranged the

tunes for Gay's interdicted opera 'Polly,' 1729.

In 1724 he was induced to join in Dr. Berke-

ley's, scheme of a college in the Bermudas, and
actually embarked, but the ship being wrecked,

the undertaking was abandoned, and he re-

turned to England. In 1718 he had married

Margarita de I'Epine, the eminent singer, who
brought him a fortune of £10,000. In 1730
there was published anonymously A Treatise,

an Hwrmony, containing the chief Mules for
composing in two, three and four parts. As
the rules contained in the book were those

which Pepusch was in the habit of imparting

to his pupils, and as they were published with-

out the necessary musical examples, he felt

compelled to adopt the work, and accordingly

in 1731 published a second edition with the

requisite additions, but still without his name.
It was conjectured that the first edition was
put forth by Viscount Paisley, afterwards

Earl of Abercom, who had been a pupil of

Pepusch's ; but on this point nothing is known.
[Corroboration of this theory is given in a copy
in the Brit. Mus. (785, a, 9) containing a

transcript of many of the examples in the second

edition, in a hand closely resembling Lord
Paisley's, and with the inscription ' aet. 44

'

corresponding to Lord Paisley's age in 1730.

A. E. H.] In 1737 he obtained the appoint-

ment of organist of the Charter House, where
he passed the remainder of his days, devoting

himself to his studies, the care of the Academy
of Ancient Music, and the instruction of a few

favourite pupils. His wife died early in August
1746 (see vol. i. p. 785). Cooke writes under
date 'Sunday, August 10, 1746:'—'I was at

the (Surrey) Chapel in the morning, but in the

afternoon went to Vauxhall with the Doctor,

Mrs; Pepusch being dead.' Pepusch lost his

only child, a son, a youth of great promise,

some short time before. He wrote a paper on
the ancient Genera, which was read before the

Royal Society, and published in iAiePhilosophical

Transactions for 1746, and for which he was
elected F.E.S. He died July 20, 1752, and was
buried in the chapel of the Charter House, where
a tablet was placed to his memory in 1757.

Besides the compositions before named he pro-

duced odes to the memory of the Duke of
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Devonshire, 1707 (sung by Margarita de I'Epine

and Mrs. Tofts) and for the Princess of Wales's

birthday, March 1, 1715-16; airs, sonatas,

and concertos for various combinations of string

and wind instruments, and some Latin motets.

He also edited Corelli's Sonatas in score. [See

the Quellen-Lexikon.'] In 1751 he dictated

A Short Aaxnmt of the Twelve Modes of Com,'

position and their Progression in every Octave,

never published. He bequeathed his library

to John Travers and Ephraim Kelner, on whose

deaths it was dispersed. A protrait of him is

in the New Schools, Oxford. Another portrait,

by Hudson, has been engraved. Although
Pepusoh was somewhat pedantic, he was pro-

foundly skilled in musical science, and the

musicians he formed (of whom it is only neces-

sary to mention Travers, Boyce, and Cooke)
sufficiently attest his skill as a teacher, w. H. H.

PERABO, Ernst, bom at Wiesbaden, Nov.
14, 1845, one of ten children, all followers of

music. His talent showed itself very early,

and at twelve years old he played Bach's
' Wohltemperirtes Clavier' by heart. In 1852
his parents took him to Kew York, and after

a time arrangements were made through the

interest of Mr. William Schaufenberg, himself a

pupil of Hummel, to send him back to Gremiany

for education. He left the United States Sept.

1, 1858, and after nearly four years with Joh.

Anderson, at Eimsbiitte^ near Hamburg, he
entered the Leipzig Conservatorium, Oct. 22,

1862. After going successfully through the

course there under Moscheles, Richter, Reinecke,

etc., he returned to New York in Nov. 1865,

and after some hesitation settled at Boston,

where he made his first appearance at the

symphony concert of the Harvard Musical

Association, April 19, 1866, and where he is

well known and much esteemed as a teacher, a

pianoforte player, and a composer and arranger

of music for that instrument. His repertoire

'is good and wide, and his style of playing is

highly spoken of. Amongst other things he
has played the whole of Schubert's PF. Sonatas

in public. [His compositions embrace a Scherzo,

op. 2 ; three studies, op. 9 ; Pens6es, op. 11, con-

taining a musical setting of Hamlet's Soliloquy

(Augener & Co., London); 'Circumstance'

(Tennyson's Song, op. 13) ; Prelude, Romance,
and Toccatina, op. 1 9 ; and his arrangements Ten
Transcriptions from ArthurSullivan's 'lolanthe,'

op. 14, Concert- Fantasies from Beethoven's
' Fidelio, ' opp. 16 and 17. He has also published

six sets of selections from various composers,

fingered and adapted for the piano.] o. ; with
additional information from E. P. Warren, Esq.

PERCUSSION. The treatment of a large

proportion of discords is divided into three

stages—Preparation, Percussion, and Resolu-

tion. The Preparation is the sounding of a

discordant note in a previous chord. Percussion

is the actual sounding of the discord, and

Resolution the particular mode of its release,

or passage into concordance. In the following

example, where £ in the treble of the second

chord is the discordant note, (a) is the prepara-

tion, (6) the percussion, and (c) the resolution,

[See Pkbpakation, and Resolution.]

(a)j (JQj (e)j

$
'̂

0. H. H. P,

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS. Orchestral

instruments are usually grouped under the head-

ings,—string, wind, and percussion. The per-

cussion group includes in one section strained

membranes such as drums and tambourines,

and in another section plates and bars, whether

of wood or other hard material, appearing as

cymbals, triangles, steel chimes, the glocken-

spiel, castanets, and the xylophone. The
modern tubular bells, or chimes, as used in

Tchaikovsky's ' 1812 ' overture, would also come
under this heading. D. j. B.

PERCY, John, bom in 1749, was a composer

of ballads which were in favour in the latter

part of the 18th centiiry, but which have now
passed out of remembrance, with the single

exception of 'Wapping Old Stairs.' He pub-

lished eight songs, op. 1, in 1781 ; the Garden
Scene from Borneo and Juliet as a duet, April

2, 1785 ; and six ariettas, op. 5, in 1786. He
was an organist and a tenor vocalist, and died

Jan. 24, 1797. w. H. H.

PERDENDOSI, PERDENDO LE FORZE,
'losing strength.' A direction like 'morendo,'

nearly always used at the end of a movement or

section of a movement. It denotes a gradual

diminuendo, and in the later modem masters,

a slight rallentando as well. Beethoven uses
' perdendo le forze, dolente ' in the third move-
ment of the Pianoforte Sonata, op. 110, where

the slow time of the movement (Adagio ma non
troppo) is resumed after the interruption by
the fugue. It is used as an Italian version of

' Ermattet, klagend,' which is written above it.

He also employs ' sempre perdendo ' in the slow

movement of the Symphony in Bb (No. 4), in

bars 12 to 10 from the end. 'Perdendosi' is

used by Weber frequently, for instance in the

slow movement of the pianoforte sonata in C,

op. 24, etc., and by Chopin in the second of the

two Polonaises, op. 40, just before the return to

the first subject. M.

PEREZ, Davide, son of a Spaniard, born

in Naples, 1711, was admitted in 1718 to the

Conservatorio of Sta. Maria di Loreto, where

he studied the violin under Antonio GaUo, and

counterpoint under Francesco Mancini. His

first opera, ' Siroe,' ' was composed for San Carlo

in 1740. At the invitation of Prince Naselli

he went to Palermo, and became master of the

Real Cappella Palatina. Here he remained till

1748, and produced 'Li travestimenti amorosi'
1 The acore, dated 1740, Is in the Beal CoUegio of Naples.
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(1740), L'Eroismo di Scipione' (1741), 'As-
tartea, '

'Medea, ' and ' L' Isola disabitata. ' After
'La Clemenza di Tito' (1749), given at San
Carlo in Naples, and ' Semiramide ' (1750) at

the Teatro delle Dama in Rome, he composed
operas for all the principal towns in Italy. In
1752 he accepted an invitation to Lisbon, where
he composed. ' Demofoonte ' for Gizziello and
the tenor Raaff (Mozart's Munich friend), the
success of which was so great that the King
bestowed on him the Order of Christ, and the

post of maestro at the Real Cappella, with a
salary of 30,000 francs. The new theatre in

Lisbon was opened in 1755 with Perez's opera

'Alessandro nella Indie,' in which a corps of

cavalry and a Macedonian phalanx appeared

on the stage. Perez procured the best Italian

singers for the opera during his managership.

[Other operas are mentioned in the Quellen-

Lexikon.'l In 1755 he came to London, and
produced ' Ezio ' with great success. Here also

was published in 1774 a fine edition, with
portrait, of his 'Mattutino de' Morti,' his best

siusred work, though he also composed, when in

Lisbon, a 'Credo' for two choirs, and other

church music. [An oratorio, ' II Martirio di

San Bartolomeo,' was performed at Padua in

1779.] His compositions can scarcely be called

remarkable, and Fitis ranks him below Jommelli.

In person he resembled Handel, and like him he
lost his sight in old age, but worked on up to

his death, which took place in Lisbon in 1778.

Specimens of Perez will be found in Vincent

Kovello's various publications. F. G.

PEREZ, Juan Gin^z, a Spanish church

composer of the 16th century, of whose life and
works nothing whatever was known until the

publication in 1895-96 of vol. v. of 'Hispaniae

Sohola Musica Sacra,' edited by F. Pedrell.

From the introductory notice prefixed to this

volume, we learn that Perez was baptized on

Oct. 7, 1548, at Orihuela in the province of

Muroia, and that on Oct. 15, 1562, at the early

age of fourteen, he was appointed Choirmaster

to the Collegiate Church of Orihuela. This

church was shortly afterwards raised to the

dignity of a Cathedral, and in course of time

Perez became a royal chaplain. In 1581 he

was appointed Choirmaster to the Cathedral of

Valencia, where he remained till his death in

or after the year 1601. The Cathedral Chapter

of Valencia had the intention of publishing

some of his works, which, however, was never

carried into effect, and his works remained in

MS. until the publication of a selection of

them in the volume above referred to. They
are all strictly liturgical, and are distinguished

by that simple and sweet expressiveness which

is so characteristic of the best Spanish church

composers. J. B. M.

PERFECT. Of cadences the word ' perfect

'

is used to indicate such as give the most absolute

effect of a conclusion, by passing through a chord

VOL. in

or chords which are highly characteristic of a key
to the tonic chord of that key in its first position.

[See Cadbnob, (6) I., vol. i. p. 436.] Of
Intervals the word is chiefly used in modern
times to describe certain of the purest and
simplest kinds, as fifths and fourths, when in

their most consonant forms ; in the early days
of modem music it was used in contrast to the

terms ' imperfect ' and ' middle ' to classify the

consonances in the order of their theoretical

excellence. [See Hakmony, Interval, Tem-
PBKAMENT.] C. H. H. P.

PERGETTI. Probably the last castrate who
ever sang in England. Hemade his first appear-

ance at the Society Armonica, May 6, 1844, in

an aria from ' Ciglio,' an opera of his own, and
is described as 'a brilliant and expressive

singer, who won a deserved encore' (Mus.
Examiner). o.

PERGOLA, LA. La Pergola is the principal

theatre of Florence, and takes its name from
that of the street in which it is situated. It is

under the management of thirty proprietors, who
form the society—or, to use the English term,

the company—of the Immobili. Operatic music
and ballets are the only kind of performances
given in this theatre, which is the ' Grand Opera'

of Florence. The interior of the house is hand'
somely fitted and decorated, and is capable of

accommodating about 2500 spectators.

The original theatre was erected in 1650 upon
the designs of the celebrated architect Tacca.

It was a wooden structure, and lasted until

1738, when it was replaced by the present

solid building. It was inaugurated with the

opera ' Dafne ' by Peri and Caccini, which
had been written in 1594, and was the first

opera ever written. L. K.

PERGOLESI, or PERGOLESE, Giovanni
Battista, was born Jan. 3, 1710, at Jesi near

Ancona. The date and place of his birth were
given wrongly by many historians until the

Marquis de Villarosa finally settled the question

by reference to the register of his baptism, a

facsimile of which is given by E. Faustini-Fasini

in his life of Pergolesi (Gazzetta MusicaU di

Milano, August 31, 1899, etc.
;
published in

book form by Ricordi, 1900). The original

name of the family appears to have been Draghi,

but in accordance with local custom those

members of it who settled at Jesi were known
as Pergolese or Pergolesi from Pergola, a town
in the Marche, of which they were natives.

This partly accounts for the error of Saverio

Mattel, who maintained that the composer's

surname was Jesi, and that he was given the

name of Pergolese from his birthplace. He
himself signed his name both as Pergolese and
as Pergolesi ; the form Pergolesi {i.e. dei

Pergolesi) is more generally preferred in Italy,

and the form Pergolese (Pergolese) appears to

have become popularised by French writers.

Villarosa supposed the family of Pergolesi to

2x
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have belonged to the nobility ;. but Jt/is evident

from a work entitled Picenomm.MatAemaMcorum

Elogia, by Giuseppe S»ntini di Staffolo, professor

at the university of Macerat3, (Macerata, 1779),

that his father was a surveyor, «md his. grand-

father a, shoemaker. He appears to have been

an only child.

Pergoiesi studied music at Jesi with a local

master, Francesco Santini, and had lessons on

the violin from one Francesco Mondini until

his sixteenth year (1725), when he was sent to

Naples and admitted to the Conservatorio dei

Poveri di Ges{i Cristo, through the influence of

Count Cardolo Maria Pianetti Hannelli, a noble-

man of Jesi, whose services to the Austrians

during the war of the Spanish Sucofeasion

had earned him the protection of Charles YI.

At Naples Pergoiesi was placed first under

Gaetano Greco and later (probably after Greco's

death) under Durante. It has also been stated

that he studied with Francesco Feo when
Purante was summoned to Vienna. There is,

however, no foundation for the story (given by
Villarosa and reproduced by H. M. Sohletterer)

of Durante's visit to the Austrian capital,

^Between 1725 and 1728 he became master at

the Conservatorio della Madonna di Loreto,

and it was doubtless for this reason that

•Pergoiesi became a pupil of Feo. His teacher

of the violin was Domenico de Matteis. It

has been stated that he showed a remarkable

facility for extemporising chromatic passages

on this instrument, and that his powers of

composition were first made known to his

teachers in this manner. The story, however,

given by Villarosa with some detail and repro-

duced by. some later writers, does not appear

to have been believed by Florimo, in spite of

Ma iove of picturesque anecdote.

I'ergolesi made his first public appearance as

a cc>mposer with a sacred drama entitled ' La
Conversione di San Guglielmo d' Aquitania,'

performed in 1731, probably by his fellow-

pupils, at the monastery of S. Agnello Maggiore.

Between the acts of this was performed the

comic intermezzo, ' II Maestro diMusica.': The
success of the performance gained Pergoiesi the

protection of the Prince of Stigliano, a dis-

tinguished amateur, for whose marriage in 1723
Alessand'ro Scarlatti had composed a serenata.

Through the influence of this nobleman, who
was equerry to the Viceroy of Naples, aided by
the patronage of the Prince of Avellino and the

Duke of Maddaloni, Pergoiesi was commissioned

^. write an opera for the court theatre, and
produced ' La, Sallustia ' with the comic inter-

mezzo ' Nerino e Nibbia ' (sometimes known as

5 Amor fa 1' uomo oieco') for the winter season

of ,1731. The opera was successful, but the

intermezzo did not please. 'Rioimero,' pro-

duced in 1732 with the intermezzo, ' II Geloso

Sohernito, ' was a failure, which may perhaps

be accounted for by , the^ fact that Pergoiesi

PEEQOLESI

coinpos'ed it just after the death of his father.

Discouraged by its reception, he devoted himself

to other forms, and it was at this time, according

to Florimo, that he wrote thirty sonatas for two

violins and bass at the request of the Prince of

Stigliano ; twenty-four of these were printed

in London. He was also commissioned by the

municipality of Naples to write a mass on the

occasion of the earthquake of March 20, 1731.

The mass, which was for double choir and
orehestra,'was much admired, and was followed

by a second on the same scale, which is said to

have won the public praises of Leonardo, Leo,

who was present at the performance. Florimo

further states that Pergoiesi afterwards added

a third and fourth choir to this work ; but

there is no trace remaining of any mass by him
for more than two choirs.

In spite of the failure of ' Ricimero ' it was

not long before Pergoiesi returned to dramatic

composition, and in September 1732, he pro-

duced at the Teatro dei Fiorentini a comic

opera in Neapolitan dialect, 'Lo frate nnam-
morato,' .which, according to a contemporary

(ChrEU»s, Diario Ordinario, 1732) met with

considerable success. The following year he

returned to serious opera with ' II Prigionier '•

(so called in the libretto, but generally known
as ' II Prigionier Superbo ' to distinguish it from

the ' Prigioniero Fortunato ' of A; Scarlatti), to

which ' La Serva Padrona ' furnished the inter-

mezzi (August 28, 1733). There seems no

reason to suppose that the success of ' La Serva

Padrona' was in any way extraordinary,

especially as Pergoiesi was already known as a

composer of comic opera. '

It was about this time (1733-34) that

Pergoiesi entered the service of the Duke of

Maddaloni. After he left Jesi his father had

become involved in financial difficulties. His

mother died in 1727, and her dowry should

have been paid to her son, but her husband

was unable to find the money, and even after

the father's death in 1732 Giovanni Battista

still had to negotiate with the executors until

1734.: On his appointment to the service xif

the Duke, Pergoiesi appears to have considered

his affairs more settled, as he sent for his aunt,

Donna Cecilia Giorgi, to keep house for him;

In the spring of 1734 the Duke took him to

Rome, and Ghezzi the caricaturist gives an

amusing account of the performance at S.

Lorenzo in.Lucina of a mass by him (that in

F for five voices). ' L' 111. Duca di Matalona e

Duchessa fecero fare una Musica spaventosa in

S. Lorenzo in Luoina con tutti Musici e Violini

di Roma, la qual Musica fii fatta dal Mastro

di Cappella chiamato Pergolese il quale stk al

servizio del Principe di Stigliano et e stato

fatto venire da Napoli \ posta e fu fatta d"*

festa ad onore di S. Giovanni Pomuceno \i.e.

St. John Nepomuk]. La qual Compositione e

stataspiritosa efuori deir ordinario.' Chracas
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iscords tlio departure of the Ipuke of Maddalpni
and his. suite from Rome for Naples in June
1734, and Pergolesi probably returned with
hia patron. It is not clear whether he was in

the service of both the Duke and the Prince at

the same time ; .
perhaps he left the Prince

later. On Oct. 25, 1734, his opera ' Adriano
in Siria ' was performed at the Teatro di S.

Bartolomeo, with ' Livietta e Tracollo ' as inter-

mezzi. The intermezzi were well received, but
the opera did not please. It has generally been
stated thsit Pergolesi became Maestro di Cappella

at the Casa Santa at Loreto in this year, but
this has no foundation. The archives of the
' Holy House ' do not mention Pergolesi, and
.other musicians held the post without any
kind of interruption during his lifetime. It

is possible, that the tradition may have arisen

&om some connection of Pergolesi either with
the convent of Loreto near Avellino, some
sixty miles distant froin Naples, or with the

Cbnservatorio della Madonna di Loreto at

Naples itself. The libretto of ' II Flaminio,' a

comic opera produced at Naples in the autumn
of 1735, tells us that he was organist of the

royal chapel at Naples.

On Jan. 31, 1735, the famous opera
' L' Olimpiade ' was produced under Pergolesi's

own direction at theTordinonaTheatre in Rome'.

It was badly received, and Gr^try tells us that

an orange was thrown at the composer's head.

It is related that Egidio Romualdo Duni, whose
opera 'Nerone ' was produced at the same theatre

on May 21, assured Pergolesi that his opera was

far too good to succeed, and after the result

which he had foreseen did his best to console

him. It is also related that the failure of

' L' Olimpiade ' hastened the death of the com-

poser, who returned to Naples and devoted

himself to sacred music. His devotion to

sacred music, however, can only have been

partial, as he produced the comic opera ^11

Flaminio'. in the autumn at Naples (Teatro

Nuovo), where it was thoroughly successful. It

is not known when he first showed symptoms
of consumption. He went to Pozzuoli for his

health in February 1736, as the guest of the

Duke of Maddaloni, leaving his aunt in Naples,

and verbally handing over to her. all that he

did not take to Pozzuoli ; we may thus infer

that he did not expect to live much longer.

There is ho reason to suppose that he stayed

first at Torre del Greco. At Pozzuoli he is

commonly supposed to have written the cele-

brated 'Stabat Mater, 'commissioned by the Con-

fraternity of S. Luigi di Pa,lazzo at Naples as

a substitute for the setting by A. Scarlatti,

which had hitherto been sung there annually

on Good Friday. According to Paisiello, how-

ever, the work was written very soon after he

left the Cohservatorio, which he did in 1729,

if Florimo is to be trusted. He was lodged

in the Capuchin monastery at Pozzuoli, founded

by the ancestors of the Duke of Maddaloni

;

and even under these circumstances his comic

spirit did not desert him, as we see from the

well-kn*wn ' Scherzo fatto ai Cappuccini di

Pozzuoli,' a musical jest for tenor and bass

voices, the humour. of which is too coarse for

explanation here. During his illness he was

visited several times by Feo, his former teacher,

to whom he is said to have expressed himself

with great diflidence with regard to the value

of his 'Stabat Mater.' He died March 17,

1736, and was buried in the cathedral of

Pozzuoli. He was supposed to have been

promised ten ducats for his ' Stabat Mater,'

but whether this was paid is doubtful, as his

possessions had to be sold to pay the expenses of

his funeral, which amounted to eleven ducats.

After his death Cecilia Giorgi returned to Jesi,

and the details given above of his financial

relations with her and his other relatives are

made evident from a notarial act dated Jesi,

Oct. 4, 1736, by which the claims of Cecilia

Giorgi and her nephew's paternal uncle, Giuseppe
Maria Pergolesi, to his estate were finally settled

(G. Annibaldi, 11 Pergolesi in PozzxloU, Vita

intima, Jesi, 1890). Some biographers sup-

posed that Pergolesi died of poison, but this

is doubtless due to confusion with his contem-
porary Leonardo Vinci, who met his death by
this means in 1732. More credence may be
given to the tradition that his death was
hastened by the profligacy for which he was
apparently notorious. A number of legends

have grown up relating to his love affairs,

two of which deserve mention. Florimo
printed a story which he professed to have
reproduced verbatim . from a contemporary

chronicle found among the papers of the Prince

of Colobrano, by whose permission he published

it. According to this document a certain Maria
Spinelli, of the princely house of Cariati, was
told by her three brothers that unless she chose

within three days a husband who was her
equal by birth, they would kill the. composer
Pergolesi, with whom she was in love, and
who returned her aflection. After three days

the lady decided to enter a nunnery instead,

stipulating that Pergolesi was to conduct the

mass on the occasion of her taking the veil.

She entered the convent of S. Chiara, and, dying
a year later, was buried on March 11, 1735,

Pei^lesi again conducting the requiem for

her> His. own death took place little more
than a year after this, and Florimo suggested

that the tragic anniversary, was one of the

causes of it. Unfortunately for the romantic
admirers of Pergolesi, the story has been shown
to be devoid of foundation. Benedetto Croce

pointed out (1) that no biographer previous to

Florimo had made any allusion to it, (2) that

the papers of the Prince of Colobrano, now in

possession of the Duke of' Maddaloni, contain

nothing of the kind, (3) that the archives of
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the nunnery of S. Chiara showed that no Maria

Spinelli had been a member of that community
during the 18th century, and finally that,

according to the statement of the "Duke of

Maddaloni, the story was the invention of one

Carlo Ooda, and had appeared in some periodical

of Florimo's time.

The other legend was put forward by a certain

A. Piazza, who professed to have discovered from

contemporary memoirs that Pergolesi was in

love with the daughter of 'Lord Bulwer,

British Ambassador Extraordinary to the Court

of Naples,' and that the lady's name was
' Betzi.' This story hardly requires formal

refutation. Pergolesi's romantic history has

formed the subjects of two operas bearing his

name, one by Paolo Serrao (Naples, 1857), and
the other by Stefano Ronchetti Monteviti

(Milan, 1857).

An oil-painting, supposed to represent Per-

golesi, is in the library of the Naples Conserva-

toire, to which it was presented by Florimo.

There are also several lithographed and engraved

portraits of him, some of which are reproduced

ia Musica e Mimeisti, Dec. 1905. Thedifficulty

of finding any two which might conceivably

represent the same person, makes it impos-

sible to decide which is the most authentic.

The most interesting portrait is certainly the

caricature by Ghezzi in the Vatican library

(Cod. Ottob. No. 3116, p. 139), which is repro-

duced in the Gazzetta Musicale di Milano for

Deo. 14, 1899. The revolting hideousneas of

this drawing may have been due to personal

animosity,—Ghezzi's criticism on Pergolesi's

mass in 1734 was not that of a friend,—but the

artist is hardly likely to have wilfidly invented

a deformity of the left leg, to which he draws
particular attention, and which caused the

composer to walk lame. This characteristic

had not been noticed by any biographer until

it was pointed out by £. Faustini-Fasini.

The importance of Pergolesi as a composer

has been exaggerated since his death to an
extent so extraordinary that it is worth while

attempting to account for the development of

the tradition. Paisiello very sensibly remarked
that he would not have been so much esteemed

if he had lived longer. (Paisiello's opinions

are quoted from the Osservazioni Musicali

intomo a' Compositori napoletani, ricavate dalla

Conversazione col Signor Paisiello, compiled by
Agostino Gervasio. The MS. in the Bibl. de'

Gerolamini at Naples was printed in Musica
e Muaicisti, Dec. 1905.) His death of con-

sumption at the age of twenty -six, just after

a conspicuous failure at Rome, caused the

undoubted success of his comic operas (that is,

his three-act oomic operas in dialect, not his

little intermezzi) to be overlooked, and lent a
fictitious interest to the revival of works which
are in no way above the average merit of the

Italian music of that period. The celebrity

of Pergolesi in later times depended almost

entirely on 'La Serva Padrona' and the 'Stabat

Mater,' to which may be added the air 'Tre

giomi son ohe Nina,' which recent research

has shown to be wrongly attributed to him.

[Tkb giorni son CHE NiNA.] As far as can

be traced this enthusiasm for the two former

works originated not in Italy but in Paris. ' La
Serva Padrona' first appeared in Paris at the

H6tel de Bourgogne in 1746, obtaining a mere

succls d'estime. ' La musique en a 6t& trouvee

excellente ; elle est d'un Auteur ultramontain,

mort fort jeune' (Mercure de France), On
its reappearance in 1752, in the repertoire of

the 'Bouffons Italiens,' it was received with

enthusiasm, and for some reason regarded as

the type of all Italian music. It is sufficient

to cite the words of an anonymous satirist of

the time (quoted in Geofifroy's Cowrs de la

IMUratwre dramcUique)

:

—
Lnlli n'est plus a I'Opera
Le Davori de Polymnie

;

Bameau bientdt s'^lipsera
Malgr^ sa profonde harmonie

;

661iQt n'a rien d'6tonnant,
II font des boufibna d'ltalie

:

Aujourd'hui toat FranQais galant
Ne se montre qu'en fredonnant
E si e no, e piou et giou,

C'est 4 qui sera le plus fou.

The allusion is to the words ' e si e no, e sd e

gii ' from the air ' Sempre in contrasti ' (' Serva

Padrona,' Act I.). While the other operas

remained in manuscript and so forgotten, the

not too discriminating enthusiasm of Rousseau

was perpetuated by Fetis and later historians.

The ' Stabat Mater ' was also printed in Paris

not long after the composer's death, and was

even printed at Leipzig with German words by
Klopstdck as early as 1782. In Italy it has

always been regarded with exaggerated venera-

tion, and no doubt this has been enhanced by
the fact that Bellini (who also died young)

called it ' divino poema del dolore. ' De Brosses'

opinion of Pergolesi will serve as an example

of contemporary criticism : ' Parmi tons ces

musiciens, mon auteur d'aifection est Pergolese.

Ah! lejolig^nie, simple etnaturel. Onnepeut
pas 4crire avec plus de facilite, de graces et de

go&t. . . . Ses petits intermMes sont char-

mants, si gais, si rejouissants.' We must, how-

ever, be on our guard against accepting blindly

the criticism of any contemporary, and the

value of De Brosses' appreciation of Pergolesi

must be measured by his opinion on Handel—
' Sur ce que j'ai vu de sa musique vocale, je

le croirais inf^rieur h, tons ceux que je vons ai

nomm& [i.e. Pergolesi, Vinci, Porpora, Sarri,

etc.].' Paisiello and Padre Martini, however,

were less enthusiastic, and pointed out that

the ' Stabat Mater ' was written in the style

of a comic opera. Paisiello is not far wrong
in saying that 'His " Olimpiade," the inter-

mezzo "La Serva Padrona," a mass, and other

compositions of his that remain to us, differ in
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no way from the "Stabat Mater," in which,
moreover, there are incoherent passages, that
is to say, certain verses set without sense or

expression, such as the theme ofthe ' * Eia mater,

"

which suggests the comic style.'

As a composer of sacred music, Pergolesi is

no more than a clever imitator of his master
Durante. His masses for double choir are

effective and well written, but commonplace
in their material. It should be noted that

his two choirs are used separately only for

antiphonal or cumulative effects on singlechords,

there being no attempt at polyphonic writing

in more than five parts at most. The chief

merit of the ' Stabat Mater * is the sentimental

charm of its melodies. Sentimental charm is

indeed the chief merit of all Fergolesi's work,

sacred or secular. It reaches its highest in the

beautiful duet ' Se cerca, se dice 'in ' L' Olim-

piade,' and we can see that it was an inborn gift

and not the result of long development, &om
the fact that the other duet in * V Olimpiade

'

— 'Nei giomi tuoi felici,' which is hardly

inferior to the first, was transferred unaltered

from Fergolesi's first dramatic composition * La
Conversione di S. Guglielmo.' The comic opera
' Lo frate nnammorato ' contains several pleas-

ing airs, including the well-known ' Ogne pena

cchii spiatata,' as well as some genuinely

humorous numbers, the best of which is an
absurd parody of an aria di bravura, sung by
a baritone, but demanding a compass from F
below the bass stave to C in the treble, which
was no doubt intended to be produced in a

grotesque falsetto. There are also interesting

types of popular Neapolitan songs, and a bright

quintet at the end of Act II. On the whole,

however, Pergolesi is inferior to Leo and

Logroscino in comic opera, and indeed could

only be considered a great composer in any

department by critics who were entirely ignorant

of the work of his predecessors and contem-

poraries.

CATALOGUE OF THE EXTANT WORKS OP PEBOOLESI

T. Ofekas avt> Oratorios

1. S. GngUelmo d' Aqoitanik (Naples, 1731). Score—Brit. Miu.,

Berlin, Naples B.C.M.
2. n Maestro di Musica (Naples, 1W1>. Score (MS.)—Berlin.

LeMaItredeMuBtqii6{Paris,lW2). Score(MS.)—Dresd6n,PariB,
Bibl. Nat. The engraved score, pablished by Boivin at Paris,

is in most important libraries. This operawas also performed

at Venice in 1743 as 'L' Orazio,' and at Florence in 1760 aa
' La Scolaia alia moda.'

3. lA Ballustia (Naples, 1731). Libretto—Borne, Bibl. Vitt. Em.
Score—Naples B.C.H.

4. Nerino e Nibbia (Naples, 1731). Libretto—Borne, Bibl. Vitt
Em.

5. Bicimero (Naples, 1732). „ „ «
6 nGelosoSchernito (Naples. 1732). Score—Berlin, Bnisaels Cons.

7. Lo frate nnammorato (Naples, 1782). Score—Brit. Mus. , Bruflsels

Cons., Naples K.C.M. .^ „
8. n Prlgioniero Superbo (Naples, 1783). Libretto—Borne, Bibl.

Vitt. Em. Score—Naples R.C.M.

S La Serva Fadrona (Naples. 1733). Libretto—Bome, Bibl. Vitt.

Em Score in all important libraries. Therearemanyprinted

editions, both Italian and French (La Servante Maltressel.

10. Adrlano in SIria (Naples. 1734). Score—Brit.Mns.,Naple8B.C.M.

11. Tracollo (Naples, 1734). Score in all Importimt librari«i. Per-

formances under other titles: LivietU e Tracollo; La flnta

Polacca (Rome, 1748) ; La Contadina astuta (Venice, 1744) ; H
Ladro convertito per amore (Venice, 1750) ; II flnto Pazzo, etc.

32. L- Olimpiade (Rome, 1785). Score-Brit. Mns., London B.C.M.,

Dresden Milan Cons., Mflnster, Paris Cons., Vienna HofbibL

18. n Flaminio (Naples, 1735). Libretto-Bome, Bibl. Vitt. Em.
Score—London B.C.M., BniBseli Cons., Naples B.C.M.

14. 11 Transito di San Giuseppe (f). London B.C.H., Einsiedeln,
Vienna Musikfreunde.

16. n Temistocle (ascribed to Pergolesi). Score—Bologna.

H. H. Schletterer's biography in the Sammlung JUuiiJcaliicJier

Vortrdffe edited by Coimt P. von Waldersee, gives a very (nil

account of later performances of the operas in Italy and In
other countries, but is otherwise inaccurate and uncritical.

II. Cantatas
1. Chi non ode e chi non vede. Brit Hns., London B.C.M.,

Berlin, Brussels Cons.
2. Clori, se mai rivolgi. London B.C.H.
3. Dellacitt&vtclnadlMergeUina. MUnster.
4. Dalsigre, ahi ] mia Dalsigre. Brit. Mus., Berlin, Brussels Cons.,

MUnster.
5. Ecco, Tirsi, quel mirto, London B.C.M.
6. In quests plagge amene. London B.C.M.
7. Luce df«li occhi miei. Brit Mus., London B.C.U., Berlin,

Bnusels Cons., MUnster.
8. Nel chiuio centro (L' Orfeo). Brit. Mus., Berlin, Brussels Cons.,

Cambridge Fitsw., Vienna Hofblbl.
9. Quest' i amor, quest' d fede. HUnster.

10. Quest' h il piano e quest' b 11 rio. Brit. Mns. (autograph f).

11. Blnfaociar son costretto. London B.C.H.
12. lo ml rido : Serenata for two voices. London R,C.M.

PEurrsn Editions

Quattro cantate da camera . . . raccolte da G. Bruno. (Napoll,
1760 ?), four cantatas : London, Preston A Son (1790T).

III. Sacbbd Hvsio

Mass (Kyrieand Gloria) for ten voices (two choirs) and two orchestras,
in F. Brit. Mus., Milan, MUnster.

Mass (Kyrie and Gloria) for five voices and orchestra in C. Published
at Vienna, Cotaqfo d'Arti e tt'Jnduttria.

Mass (Eyrie and Gloria) for five voices and orchestra in D. Brit
Mus. (2 copies), Bnusels Cons., Milan, MUnster, etc.

Mass for four voices in D minor. Brit. Mus.
Aure sacratis omoris, motet for S. and orchestra. Brussels, Church

of Ste. Gudule.
Confltebor, psalm for S.S.A.T.B. and orchestra (in most libraries).

I)e placido torrente, motet for S, and orchestra. Brussels, Church of
Ste. Gudule.

Dies irae, motet forS.A. and orchestra. MUnster.
Dixit DomiuuB (in D), psalm for ten voices (two choirs) and or-

chestra. Naples R.C.M. (autograph).
Dixit Dominus (in Bflat), psalm for S.A.T.B. and orchestra. HUnster.
Domine ad adjuvandum (in D), motet for S.A.T.B. and orchestra.

MUnster.
Domine ad adjuvandum (in G), motet for S.S.A.T.B. and orchestra.

Brit Mus., Milan, MUnster.
Domine ad adjuvandum (iu D), motet for A.T.B. and orchestra.

Brit Mus.
Ecce pletatis signa, motet for S. and orchestra, Milan.
Ecce superbos hostei, motet for 8. and orchestra. Brussels, Ste.

Gudule.
In coelestihus reguis, motet for S. and orchestra. Milan,
In hac die tam decora, motet for S.B.A.T.B. and orchestra. Brit.

Mus., Milan.
Laetatus sum, psalm for S.A.T.B. and orchestra. MUnster.
Laetatus sum, psalm for B. and orchestra. Brussels Cons.
Laudate pueri, psalm for B.A.T.B. and orchestra. Brussels Cons.
Miserere mei Deus (in C minor), pealm for B.A.T.B. and orchestra.

Loudon, R.C.M.
Miserere mel Deus (in C minor), psalm for S.A.T.B. and orchestra.

Brit. Mus., Milan, MUnster.
Mfserere mei Deus (in G minor), psalm for S.A.T.B. unaccompanied.

Brussels Cons.
Miserere mei Deus (in Am inor) fornine voices andorgan . Schwerin.
Quis sicut DeuB noster, motet for B. and orchestra. Brussels, Bibl.

Roy.
Salve regina (in F minor) for 8.8. and orchestra. Brussels Cons.
Salve regina (In A minor) for 8. and orchestra. Milan.
Salve regina (in A minor) for 8. and orchestra. Brit Mus., London

R.C.M., Brussels Cons., Milan, Schwerin, etc.

Salve regina (in F major) for S. and harpsichord. Milan.
Salve regina lis C minor) for S.B. and orchestra. MUnster.
Stabat Mater for S.A. and orchestra. Montecassino (autograph).

MS. copies in most libraries ; several printed editions.

Tuba et timpano, motet for 8. and orchestra. Brussels, 8te.
Gudule.

A ' Be Profundis,' mentioned by De Brosses, is no longer extant.
Venerabllls harba capncinorum, for T.B. (Bchei-zo fatto ai Cappuc*

cini di Pozzuoli). Milan, MUnster, Munich, Naples B.C.M.

rV. ISETBUHENTAI, MUBIC

Sonata for violoncello and continuo. Milan, Naples R.C.M.
Concerto for violin and strings. Milan, Naples B.C.M.
Symphony In O for on^estra. MUnster.
Concerto for flute In G. (Breltkopf 's thematic catalogue, 176S.)

Fourteen 8onata« for two violins and bass. (12mo, London, ITSOt)
Twelve Sonatas for two violins and bass. (London.)
Eight lessons for the harpsichord. London, e. 17607

A second set of eight lessons for the harpsichord.
There are In addition many fragments of unidentified operas,

including fifteen airs in BreiUcopf's thematic catalogue (1766),

and the incomplete autograpb parts of a trio ' Parla, che
dirmi vuol,' at Milan.

[The writer is indebted to M. Alfred Wotquenne for kind assistance

in the preparation of this catalogue.]

[Apart from the 'Stabat Mater,' 'La Serva

Padrona,* the spurious 'Tre giomi,' and a

certain 'Gloria in excelsis,' all of which exist

1 Neither score nor libretto survives, but the work is mentioned in
contemporary Journals or other records.
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in numerous modern editions of more or less

value (the first was re-instrumented by Lvov,

and the last was mainly popular in an arrange-

ment for organ solo), th«re are not many of

Pergolesi's works acoessiBle in modern reprints.

The series of songs oalied .' Gemme d' antichitJi.-'

contains the motet 'Sanctum et terribile,' three

airs from 'La Convers^one di San Guglielmo,' a

'Salve Regina,' the airs ' Euridice, dove sei'

and ' Ogni pena ' (the latter in many other

editions) ; Gevaert's ' ploirea d' Italie ' has airs

from ' II Maestro di Musica ' and ' Olimpiade '

;

and the air 'Tremende Oscura' from 'M«raspe' is

in the Oxford Bislory oj^^Music, vol. iv. p. 221.

Banck's 'Duetten altei\ Meister' contains a

duet ; a sonata for two ^Holins and violoncello

was published by Joseph Williams, the harpsi-

chord suites were edited by J. K^tman, and a solo

sonata in D by J. A. Fuller Maitla^.] E. j. D.

:;PEEI, Jacopo, a composer towl^om, not-

withstanding the small amount of his learning,

the world owes a heavy debt of gratitude, was
born of noble parentage, at Florence, August
20, 1561, and first studied music under the

guidance ofCristoforo Malvezzi, of Lucca. The
Florentines, always celebrated for their ready
invention of surnames, called him II Zazzerino,

(short-hair) a little bit of pleasantry provoked
by the enviable wealth of golden hair which he
managed to preserve uninjured, almost to the

day of his death. After completing his musical

education he was appointed Maestro di Cappella,

first, to Fernando, Duke of Tuscany; and after-

wards tqjDuke Cosmo 11. Having thus attained

an honourable position, he married a noble and
richly-dowered lady, of the House of Fortini,

by whom he had a son, who bade fair to become
a distinguished mathematician, but ultimately

brought himself to tuin by his dissolute habits

and abandoned life, indulging in such excesses

that his tutor, the great Galileo Galilei, was
accustomed to speak of him as 'my Dsemon.'

Notwithstanding this domestic trouble Peri

mixed in all the best society in Florence, and
chose for his associates some of the most
advanced leaders of the great Benaissance

movement, which, even at that late period,

was still in progress, though its best days had
long since passed away. We hear of him
especially at the house of Giovanni Bardi,

Conte di Vernio, where, in company with
Vincenzo Galilei, Ottavio Einuccini, Giulio

Caocini, Pietro Strozzi, Jacopo Corsi, and other

restless spirits imbued with the classical /urore
for which the age was so strongly distinguished,

he assisted in that memorable attempt to restore

the mode of declamation peculiar to Hellenic

tragedy which resulted at last in the discovery

of modern recitative. Whether the first idea

of this great invention originated with Peri,

with Caocini, or with Emilio del Cavalieri, ;iti

is now impossible to decide. In all probability

it suggested itself in consultation ; and each

coinposer endeavoured.' to tiarry it out in" his

own way, though the ways of all were so similar

tliat it.is very difficult to detect the symptoms
of true individuality in any of them; V; Gali-

lei and Caocini undoubtedly produced the first

monodio cantatas in which' the new style was

attempted; but their efforts were: confessedly

tentative, and their productions conceived upon
a very small soaile, fitted only for use as chamber

music. Peri took a higher flight. At the

instigation of Jacopo Corsi, and the poet

Einuccini he attempted a regular musical

drama called 'Dafne.' The libretto for this

was supplied by Einuccini, and Peri composed

the music entirely in the style which was then

believed to be identioar with that cultivated

by the ancient Greek tragedians. The work
was privately performed in the Palazzo Corsi,

in the year 1597, Peri himself playing the part

of Apollo. To him, therefore, belongs the

honour of having composed and assisted in the

performance" of the first true opera that ever

was placed upon the stage. A still greater

honour, however, "was in store for him. This

performance was witnessed only by a select

circle of Signer Corsi'a personal friends. But
in the year 1600 Peri was commissioned to

produce an opera for public performance on the

occasion of the marriage of Henry IV. of France

with Maria de' Medici. The subject chosen

for this was 'Euridice.' Einuccini again

supplied the libretto, and Peri wrote the music

in the same style as that he had already adopted

in 'Dafne,' though, it is to be supposed, with

greater freedom and vigour. The success of

the work was all that could possibly be desired.

It proved that the ideal conceived by the little

band of enthusiasts was capable of satisfactory

embodiment in a practical form ; and that form

was at once adopted as the normal type of the

long-desired lyric-drama. It is true that, some
months before the production of 'Euridice",'

Emilio del Cavalieri's oratorio, 'La Eappre-

sentazione di anima e di corpo,' had been pub-

licly performed at Eome with scenery, dresses,

and action, and that the music of this \york is

written in exactly the same kind of Eecitative

as ' Euridice.' But Peri's claim to be regarded

as the composer of the first opera rests not on
' Euridice ' but on ' Dafne,' though that work
was never produced in public ; and the only

ground on which that claim can be disputed is

the fact that Emilio del Cavalieri is known to

have composed two secular pieces, called ' II

Satire,' and 'La Disperazione di Fileno,' which
were both privately performed in 1590, and a

third work, entitled ' II Giuoco della Cieca,'

which was performed before the Archduke
Ferdinand in 1595. Not a trace of either of

these three works now remains to us. They
are described as ' Pastorals,' and may or may
not have been of sufficiently large dimensions,

to entitle them to rank as dramas. Moreover,
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we cannot be quite. ' certain that they were
written in the same style as the oratorio. Aa
the case now stands, therefore, and until we
are fiurnished with more decisive evidence than
that we now possess, Jacopo Peri stands before

us as the acknowledged father of a form of art

which is very nearly the greatest that it has

ever entered into the mind of man even to

conceive, or to bring through so many diffi-

culties to a successful issue. [On the important

movement which resulted in the first operas,

Vogel's article in the Vierteljahrsschr. v. 404,

may be consulted.]

Strange to say, Peri made no attempt to

follow up his wonderful success. Probably no
opportunity for the production of another public

performance on so extensive a scale occurred

during his lifetime—for in those days such

scenic displays were exhibited only on very

grand occasions, such as royal marriages or

other events of great public interest. But
whatever may have been the cause of his retire-

inent Peri produced no more operas. We hear

of his appointment in the year 1601 as

Maestro di Cappella to the Duke of Ferrara
;

and after that no record remains of him
beyond the publication of his latest-known
work, ' Le varie Musiche del Sig. Jacopo -Peri,

a una, due, e tre voci, con alcuni spiritViali in

ultimo,' at Florence in 1609.

It does not appear that ' Dafne ' was ever

published ; at any rate no traces Of it have

been preserved to us, beyond a few pieces con-

tributed by.Caccini, and included in his ' Nuove
Musiche' (Florence, 1602). 'Euridioe' was

happily printed, in a complete form, in the

year of its production, under the title of ' Le
Musiche di Jacopo Peri, nobil fiorentino, sopra

L' Euridice del Sig. Ottavio Rinuccini,' etc.,

Fiorenza, 1600; and reprinted atVenice in 1608,

and again at Florence in 1863, in small 8vo.

Both the early editions are now exceedingly

rare. [See the Qv^Uen-LexikonJ] This inter-

esting work, and the ' Varie Musiche ' abeady

mentioned, are believed to be the only specimens

of Peri's compositions now in existence, [with

the exception of a ' Lamento di lole ' for soprano

solo, at Bologna]. Kiesewetter reprinted three

madrigals for four voices in his SehicJcsale v/nd

Sesehaffenheit des weltlichen Gescmges (Leipzig,

1841). w. s. E.

PERIELESIS (Gr. wepuOvqais, a convolution).

-A long, and sometimes extremely elaborate form

of Ligature, sung towards the close of a Plain

-

song Melody. Like the Cadenza in modem
music, the Perielesis generally makes its

appearance in connection with the penultimate

or antepenultimate syllable of a final phrase

:

but it is not absolutely necessary that the phrase

should be a final one, or that the entrance of

the Perielesis should be deferred until its

conclusion.
.' The Melody of ' Miema, Christi munera ' in

its latpr,,form, exhibits a fine example of an
antepenultimate -Perielesis, in the first and
fourth lines, and an equally effective one on the

final syllable of the third line.

- -1 - . A . ._,_l
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These together are held to constitute a period,

and the lesser divisions are phrases. A complete

tune is often composed of two or three such

periods, and such examples may be taken as

types ; but in fact periods must be exceedingly

variable in structure. Sometimes the subdivi-

sions into lesser members may be difficult to

realise, and in others they may be subdivisible

into a greater number of members of varying

dimensions. A period is defined by some writers

as a complete musical sentence, and this gives

sufficiently well the clue to identify wherever

it is desirable to do so. c. H. H. p.

PERIODICALS, MUSICAL. England.—
Musical journalism began in England in 1818
with The Quarterly Musical Magazine amd
Jteview, in small octavo (see Bacon). It was
intended to contain articles of the following

kind:— 1. Original correspondence upon all

the branches of the science, theoretical and
practical : 2. Critical and impartial accounts

of musical performers ; 3. Reviews of musical

publications ; 4. Anecdotes of music and musi-

cal men ; 5. Poetry, original or selected, that

might appear calculated for musical adaptation
;

6. Aregisterorchronicleofmusical transactions.

Among the most interesting articles which ap-

peared were—a review of Forkel's life of Bach
in vol. ii. ; an account of the performance at

the Philharmonic of Beethoven's Eighth Sym-
phony (vol. vii. 1825), and in vol. ix. 1827, a
criticism of Beethoven and his works, the two
latter of which are signed 'Musicus,' and are

written in the style which a modem reviewer

might use in writing of Wagner. In the last

article ' Musicus ' gives the following opinion :

' The effect which the writings of Beethoven
have had on the art must, I fear, be considered

as injurious.' In vol. iii. began the publication

of music in each number, which was continued

till the end of the magazine in 1829.

In 1823 appeared The ffarmonicon, which
has been described in its own place. [See Hak-
MONICON, vol. ii. p. 298.] Three years after

the demise of that journal appeared 7%e Musical
World (the space had been partly filled up from
1835 to 1836 by The Musical Magazine, a
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monthly, edited by C. H, Purday, which had
but little success).

The Musical World began on a new footing

:

its policy was not entirely to confine itself to

musical matters,but to combine general interests

with those of music. It was edited by Cowden
Clarke, with the co-operation of an able staff

of writers, comprising the following names

—

Samuel Wesley, the elder, who contributed the

first paper, ' A Sketch of the State of Music in

England from 1778'; Dr. Gauntlett; Dr.

Hodges ; Egerton Webbe ; Carl Elingemann
;

W. J. Thoms ; John Parry, the elder ; C. H.
Purday ; A. H. H. Strumpff ; Lowell Mason,

of Boston, U.8.A ; Collet Dobson; John Ella;

Joseph Warren, etc. It was originally pub-

lished by J. A. Novello, in small 8vo weekly,

from March 10, 1836, to Dec. 29, 1837, which
date completed its seventh quarterly volume.

A new series began on Jan. 5, 1838, in large

8vo, published by Henry Hooper. With its

third series (Jan. 1842) it became 4to, a form
it retained to the end of its career. It changed
hands frequently till the beginning of 1854,
when it was taken by Boosey & Co., who pub-

lished it till 1863, when it went to Duncan
Davison & Co. The Musical World was edited

by J. W. Davison, from 1844 until his death in

1885, and few periodicals have embraced a more
varied and curious mass of literature more or

less directly connected with music, and in a

great measure of a humorous, often Rabelaisian

cast. Among the contributors since 1840 may
bementioned G. A. Macfarren—Analytical essays

on Beethoven'sworks ; on Mendelssohn's 'Anti-

gone,
'

' CEdipus, '
'Athalie, ' etc. ; onthe 'Messiah

'

;

on Mozart ; on Day's Theory of Harmony ; on
the Leipzig Bach Society's publications, etc.

Dr. Kenealy—Translations from the Italian,

Danish, and Icelandic, and original papers.

John Oxenford—Original poetry (171 sonnets) ;

Translations from the Greek Anthology, Goethe's

Venetian Epigrams, Goethe's Affinities, Aristotle,
Lessing, Winkelmann, etc. J. Y. Bridgeman
—Translations of Oulibicheff on History of

Music, and on ' Don Giovanni' ; HiUer's Conver-
sations with Rossini ; Lenz's Beethoven ; Lobe's

Mendelssohn ; Wagner's Oper und Drama, and
'Lohengrin'; h&mT^aMvia's Mendelssohn ; Hans-
lick on Wagner, etc. Other contributors were
E. F. Rimbault, W. Chappell, H. S. Edwards,
Shirley Brooks, Joseph Bennett, and many
other well-known members of the Press. Dur-
ing its later years clever humorous caricatures

by Lyall were added. In 1886 Francis Hueffer

became editor, the paper at that time being

published byMessrs. Mallett, of Wardour Street.

In 1888 it was bought by Mr. E. F. Jacques,

by whom it was edited until its demise in

1891. During the last two years of its exist-

ence it was published by Messrs. Biddlecombe,
of the Strand.

In 1842 appeared two new weekly musical
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journals, The Dramatic and Musical Seview,
edited and held by the brothers Eames, one
a violinist and the other organist of St. Paul's,
Coveut Garden, which lasted until the end of
1847 ; and The Musical Examiner (1842-44),
edited by J. W. Davison, among the contribu-
tors to which were Henry Smart, G. A. Mac-
farren, E. J. Loder, Dion Boucicault, Albert
Smith, etc. etc

The Musical Times appeared first in 1844
(June 1), edited and published by Novello
(monthly, octavo). It was a continuation of a
periodical of tha same name published by
Mainzer. Besides printed matter it contained

a monthly issue of part music. The interest

of the paper dates from about 1846, when Mr.
Edward Holmes began writing for it. From
this time till his death in 1859 he was a constant
contributor. Among his most interesting series

of articles are the following— ' Life of Henry
Purcell' (1847), 'Curiosities of Musical History'
and 'Cathedral Music and Composers' (1850),
' English Glee and Madrigal Composers ' (1851),
'Mozart's Masses,' 'Haydn's Masses' (1852,
etc.), 'Addenda to the life of Mozart' and
'Beethoven's Mass in C (1858). In 1855-

1856 appeared translations by Sabilla Kovello
of Berlioz's Soiries de I'orchestre, and his

treatise on orchestration. Also a series of

papers translated by her called 'Truth about
Music and Musicians' (1856-57). From
Dec. 1853 to Sept. 1854 several essays were
contributed by Leigh Hunt. In Sept. 1863,

Mr. Henry C. Lunn undertook the office of

editor, contributing constantly interesting

articles of criticisms on current musical subjects.

Among the most frequent contributors have
been 6. A. Maofarren, E. F. Eimbault, W. H.
Cummings, Carl Engel, E. Prout, W. A. Barrett,

H. H. Statham, Joseph Bennett, etc. etc.

From time to time series of articles of special

interest have appeared, as for example. Dr.

Wm. Pole's 'Stoiy of Mozart's Eequiem' (1869),

Dr. Chrysander's 'Sketch of the History of

Music Printing from the 15th to the 19th

centuries ' (1877). In 1887, on the retirement

of Mr. Lunn, Mr. W. A. Barrett assumed the

editorship, which he retained until his death in

1891. He was followed by Mr. E. F. Jacques,

who in his turn was succeeded in 1897 by Mr.

F. G. Edwards. Under Mr. Edwards's regime

The Musical Times has been much enlarged and

its scope considerably widened, special attention

having been devoted to the illustrations, among
which have been published many interesting

portraits of musicians and facsimiles of valuable

historical documents. Among the more striking

features of the paper in recent years have been

a learned series of biographical articles dealing

with the careers of eminent musicians ; and

another series, admirably written and beautifully

illustrated, on famous English cathedrals and

churches, in which special prominence is natur-
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ally given to the history of their connection

with music and musicians.

The Tonic Sol-fa Reporter was begun in 1853
(a tentative double-number having been issued

in 1851, but not continued) under the editor-

ship of Mr. John Curwen, whose lectures at

Newcastle on the Tonic Sol-fa Notation were

the origin of the publication. The issue has

continued at intervals of a month until the

present time, containing criticisms, reports of

the progress of the Sol-fa movement in different

parts of England, etc., and a series of anthems,

glees, rounds, hymn-tunes, etc., in the Sol-fa

notation. In 1881 Mr. J. Curwen resigned the

post of editor to his son, Mr. J. S. Curwen, who
has retained it ever since. In January 1889 a

new monthly issue of The Meporter was begun,

under the title The Musical Herald and Tonic

Sol-fa Reporter, a change intended to indicate

that the paper was conducted upon catholic

rather than controversial lines. Under that

name it still appears.

In 1905 a new periodical devoted to the

interests of the Tonic Sol-fa movement appeared.

The Tonic Sol-fa Eecord, the official organ of

the Tonic Sol-fa College.

The Musical Standard, projected by an ama-
teur, Mr. A. W. Hammond, who was both pro-

prietor and editor, appeared first on August 2,

1862. It was issued fortnightly ; its size 8vo,

and price 2d. It professed to be unfettered by
clique, and not devoted to the behests of houses

in the trade. It was especially to look after

the interests of church music and organists. It

contains, besides leading articles on topics

of current interest, notices of concerts, etc.,

specifications of old and new organs, extracts

from ancient church registers relating to musical

matters, biographical noticesof the lessermasters

and public performers, and reprints of old and
curious works bearing on the subject of music.

Among the contributors to the early numbers
were W. J. Westbrook, Dr. Gauntlett, Joseph
Bennett, J. Crowdy, etc. etc. In an early

number proposals were made to establish a
Musical College. This was the origin of the

College of Organists. (See Okganists, Rotal
College of, p. 564.) In May 1864 a prize was
offered for a new hymn tune ; this feature was
continued for some time. In the same year

interesting reprints of old works were com-
menced, and were continued in each number.
In vol. V. the paper began a weekly issue. In

vol. xii. there are notices and a considerable

controversy on the two oratorios by H. H.
Pierson (then living), ' Hezekiah ' and ' Jeru-

salem.' The old series of the journal ended
with vol. xiii., when Mr. Hammond sold the

copyright to Mr. George Carr, and Mr. T. L.

Southgate became editor. The scope of the

journal was now considerably widened, contain-

ing letters and notices from France, Germany,
Italy, and America. Yocal music as well as

2x
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instrumental was- now given weekly in the

paper, among which were compositions by Sir

W. Stemdale Bennett, Sir J. Goss, H. Gadsby,

E. J. Hopkins, Berthold Tours, etc. Ill

Feb. 1872, Messrs. Beeves & Turner purchased

the paper. Mr. gouthgate retired in 1873, and

was succeeded by Mr. J. CroWdy. In '187S

MrL Bowden became the proprietor. In vol. viii.

it was enlarged to folio size, and the price

raised to 3d., the weekly issue of music being

discontinued. In May 1876 Mr. Broadhouse

became editor. Among the most prominent

articles that appeared under his regime may be

mentioned an extraordinary series, entitled

' Beethoven's Symphonies critically and sym-
pathetically discussed,' by Mr. A. Teetgen.

Mr. Tiirpin edited The Musical Standard from

1880 to 1886. He was succeeded again by
Mr. Broadhouse, and in 1888 by Mr. Ernest

Bergholt. In 1894 the price of the paper was
reduced to Id. In recent years it has been edited

successively by Mr. £. A. Baughan and Mr.

J. H. G. Banghan.
The year 1863 brought two new weekly

musical periodicals, The Orchestra, and The
Choir. "The first, a folio of sixteen pages,

published by Cramer, Wood, & Co., contained,

besides criticisms of music in London and the

provinces, correspondence, from the principal

musical ceiitres of the continent, serial ' feuille-

tons,' etc. In 187S it began a new series in A
quarto ' form, issued monthly, - published by
Swift & Co., 155 Newton Street, W.C. The
Orchestra, which had resumed its folio size in

1882, ceased to appear in 1887.

The Choir and Musical Record, published

weekly by Thomas Wright, 'Choir' Office, 188
Strand, Was intended 'to prove serviceable

and interesting to Clergymen, Choirmasters,

Organists, Members of Choirs, and all who are

interested in Music. ' Its object was to ' promote
the art of church music by the publication of

essays and papers advocating sound principles

and directing taste.' Among the oontributors

were E. F. Eimbault, G. A. Macfarren, E. J.

Hopkins, etc. Four pages of music were issued

Weekly. It continued until 1878.

The Monthly Musical Becord was begun in

1871, under the editorship of Professor E. Prout,

Augener & Co. being the publishers. It has

appeared monthly since that time. Its form is

a small quarto, and its price 2d, Among the

principal contributors to the earlier numbers
were^—W. G. Cusins, E. Dannreuther, S. Jadas-

sohn, L. Nohl, F. Niecks, E. Pauer, C. F. Pohl,

Xaver Scharwenka, etc. Historical and analy-

tical notices in a serial form have been given

from time to time, by Messrs. Pauer, Niecksj

and others. In vol. ii. appeared Dannreuther's

articles on ' Wagner : his 'Tendencies, Life, and
Writings.' From 1874 to 1876 the editor was
Mr. 0. A. Barry ; from that time until 1887
the post was held by Mr. W. A. Barretts -.Ad-

mirable analyses of Schubert's Massesj Sehu-

mann's Symphonies, Weber's Cantatas, etc. , and
descriptions of Urio's Te Deum and Stradella's

Serenata, with reference to Handel's plagiarisms

from them, "all by Professor Prout, appeared in

the earlier volumes. The issue of four sheets

of music with the publication began in the

number. for February 1880. The present editor

is Mr. J. S. Shedlock.
' Concofdiai a journal of music and the sister

arts,' was, first published by Messrs. Novello,

Ewer, & Co., under the editorship . of Mr.

Joseph Bennett, on May 1, 1876. ' The paper

consisted of articles, reviews, criticisms, and
London, provincial, and foreign intelligence on
music, poetry, the drama, and the fine arts

;

and was published weekly. The principal

contributors were Dr. W. H. Stone, Dr.

Gauntlett, Kev. Maurice Davies, W. Chappellj

W. H. Cummings, J. Knight, Walter Thornbiiry,

H. H. Statham, C. K. Salaman, Clement Scott,

E. Prout, H. Sutherland Edwards, H. Howe,
H. C. Lunn, Joseph Bennett, etc. The follow-

ing specially interesting articles appeared in

this paper : Becollections of Catalani, Czemy,
Mozart's son, Mozart's widow, Charles Neate,

Schumann, Thalberg, the Philharmonic Society,

the Lent Oratorios, the Shakespeare Jubilee of

1830,-etc. etc., by C. K. Salaman ; A comparison

of the Original and revised scores of ' Elijah,' by
Joseph Bennett ; Witty French Songs of the

last' century, by W. Chappell ; Helmholtz's

New Musical Theories, by W. Chappell

;

London Choirs, by Rev. Maurice Davies;

Portraits of Old Actors (Betterton, Kemble,
Kean, Charles Matthews the elder, etc.) by
Walter Thornbury ; 'DonJuan' and 'Faust,'by

H. Sutherland Edwards; Purcell's works, by
Dr. Rimbault ; Purcell's ' Yorkshire Feast ' and
Theatre Music, by W. H. Cummings ; and- a

series ofinteresting facsimiles,letters, and a song
by Handel, caricature of Handel, autograph of

J. S. Bach, MS. and letters of 0. P. E. Bach,

etc. A weekly list of services in London
churches, and a Shakespearean calendar, were
also included. The publication was withdrawn
in 1876, after fifty-two numbers had beeU
published. m.

The London and Provincial Music Trades
Review, large 4to, was started in Nov. 1877,
and appears on the 15th of each month. Be-
sides much information on the trades connected
with music, patents, bankruptcies, etc., it has
fall notices of concerts and other musical events,

and reviews of both books and music, lists of

new inventions and publications, and much
miscellaneous intelligence.

Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review js,

as its name implies, an organ of the music trade;

It first appeared in 1877, and was published
by Messrs. Pitman of Paternoster Row. It is

now published at 35 Shoe Lane. Of late years
its scope has been inuoh enlarged, and it now
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coitains reviews and oritiisal articles' of high
quality.

,

• The Maim, Organ, amd Music Trades Jawmial,
which was founded in 1882 as The Pianofmie
Dealers' Guide, has appeared under its present
name since 1885.

Thi Musical Heview was started in 1883 by
Messrs. Novello & Co. with aims of a loftier

kind than have often been associated with
English musical periodicals. The Jieview was
addressed mainly to serious musicians and to

students of musical history. It contained a
series of admirable articles by leading writers

on musics and was conducted upon scholarly

and independent lines. Unfortunately it re-

ceived inadequate support from the public, and
after a career of u, few months it ceased to

appear.

The Lute, published by Messrs. Patey &
Willis, made itn first appearance in 1883, under
the editorship of Mr. Joseph Bennett. Besides

the usual reviews, criticisms, and miscellaneous

articles it contained a musical supplementj and
was the means of introducing to the world
many part-songs and anthems by modem com-
posers. In 1888 Mr. Bennett was succeeded

in the office of editor by Mr. Lewis Thomas.
The iM<e ceased to appear in 1899.

The Magazine of Music was founded in 1884
by the Musical Eeform Association, primarily

for the purpose of introducing a new system of

musical notation to the English public. Por-

traits and musical supplements formed special

features of the periodical, which lasted until

1897.

The British Bandsman was founded in 1887,

and has appeared under various names. In
1899 it reverted to its original title. It is

devoted to the interests of brass, reed, and
string bandsmen, and to those of the musical

trade, generally speaking.

The Meister, the quarterly journal of the

London branch of the Wagner Society, was
founded by Mr. W. Ashton EUis.in 1888, and
edited by him untU it ceased in 1895. The

Meister did excellent work in spreading the

knowledge of Wagner and his music at a time

when there was still much prejudice to be

overcome. It contained articles upon Wagner's

works and translations from his prose writings,

as well as miscellaneous infoi-mation with regard

to the progress of the Wagnerian movement in

different parts of the world.

The Sirad, which was first published in 1890,

is concerned almost entirely with violins and

violinists. Other periodicals of recent years

conducted on similar lines are The Violin

Monthly Magazine (1890-94), edited by Mr. J.

M. Fleming, and The Violin Times, founded in

1893 and still in progress, which is edited by

Messrs. E. Polonaski and E. Heron-Allen.

! Musical News, which was founded in 1891

under the direction of Messrs. E. H. Turpin and

T. L. Southgatei was designed to fill the place,

of the recently defunct Musical World. Ac-

cording to its prospectus it was intended to be

'the chosen expositor of academical inteUigeiice,'

and proposed to deal with ' all subjects connected

with examinations and other departments o£

musical studentship. ' It was published monthly,

at the price of one penny, and is still in progress.

The Early English Musical Magazine, of which
a few numbers were published in 1891, aimed
at fostering a taste for antiquarian music, but

unfortunately it received little support, and soon
eicpired. It contained many excellent. articles,

and some interesting reprints of Elizabethan

music. . .

, The New Quarterly- Musical . .Review was
founded in 1893 under the editorship of Mr.

Granville Bantock. Its aims were high, and
during its too brief existence it occupied a

position in the world of culture which no
attempt has since been made to fill. It repre-

sented the views of the younger school of

English musicians, and the reviews and articlesi

which appeared in it were, as a rule, of great

interest, and often contained criticism of a

high order of merit. It ceased to appear in

1896.

The Organist and Choirmaster was founded
in 1894, and ispublished by Messrs. Vincent of

Berners Street. It is now edited by Dr. Pearce

and Dr. Vincent, and, as its name implies, ia

concerned chiefly with ecclesiastical music and
the organist's profession.

The Musician, which appeared first in May
1897, And was discontinued in the following

November, had a brief but not inglorious career.

It was edited by Mr. Eobin Grey, and employed
the services of almost every writer of note con-

nected with the profession of music in England,
and of many distinguished foreign authors.

Reviews, criticisms, and articles upon musical
sesthetics were included in the scheme of the

paper, which also indulged its subscribers with
several first -ratei illustrated supplements. A
selection of the articles which had appeared in

The Musician was published in book form, as

Studies in MvMc, in 1903.

The Chord, of which five numbers appeared
during the years 1899 and 1900, was a prettily-

got-up quarterly, which was intended to occupy
in the world of music the position that The Dome
occupied in the world of art and literature. It

had some able writers on its staff, but its tone

was unnecessarily polemical, and it failed to

enlist the sympathies of the public.

The publications of the International Musical

Society, which was founded in 1899, have been
noticed among German periodicals. See also

vol. ii. pp. 486-7.

The Quarterly Musical Beview (Manchester,

1885-88) was the most ambitions of English
provincial periodicals. It was edited by Mr.
Henry Hilea, and contained many valuable
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articles upon musical history and educational

questions.

The fate of The Yorkshire Musician (Leeds,

1887-89) proved that even the most musical

county in England was not equal to the task

of supporting a periodical devoted to its own
affairs and interests. B. A. 8.

France and Belgium

Among the earliest musical periodicals pub-

lished in the French language were the Jofwmal

de Mimque fram^ouise et italienne, which was

published in Li&ge in 1756, and the Journal de

musique (Paris, 1764-68), which were followed

in 1770 by the Journal de musique historique,

th^orique, et pratique. None of these, however,

had a very lengthy career. In 1827 the Sevue
MvMcale was founded by Fetis. In 1836 it

joined forces with the Gazette Musicale de Paris,

which bad been started the year before, appear-

ing as the Sevue et Gazette Musicale until 1880.

Ze MSnestrel was founded in 1835, and still

enjoys wide popularity. It is more generally

read outside the French frontiers than any
Parisian musical periodical. It gives a valuable

summary of musical events,throughout the civi-

lised world, and its longer articles are, as a rule,

extremely able and scholarly. MM. Julien

Tiersot and Arthur Pougin are among its most
highly valued contributors. La France Musicale

was a weekly journal which appeared from 1837
to 1870, under the direction of MM. Marie and
Leon Escudier, containing biographies and many
other articles of interest. Among its contri-

butors at different times were MM. Castil-Blaze,

G. Maurel, Mery, Philarete, Charles and Victor

Schoelcher. In 1855 Le Guide Musical was
published in Brussels, and soon took rank as one

of the most interesting and valuable musical

periodicals published in the French language.

It was edited by Maurice Kufferath from 1887
to 1900, and by Hugues Imbert from 1900 to

his death in 1905, since which time Henri de
Curzon has carried on the work.

VOrcheslre (1850, etc.) and L'Orph&m,
founded in 1855 and still in progress, are

periodicals devoted to special branches of music.

Le Monde Artiste, which was founded in 1860,
was for some time unimportant, but under the

editorship of M. Jules Ruelle it became the

recognised authority upon dramatic and musical

events in the French provinces and Algeria.

It ceased to appear in 1900. L'Art Musical
was founded in 1860. As the organ of the

publishing house of Escudier it took an import-

ant place in the musical world, and its staff

included many eminent writers, among whom
were Scudo, Chouquet, Neukomm, Lacome,
and Vizentini. It ceased to appear in 1881.

V&cho des Orphions, a quarterly devoted to

male -voice part-singing, and now edited by
M. Laurent de Rill^ was founded in 1861, and
is still in progress. La France Chorale, a

periodical of somewhat similar aims, was also

founded in 1861, but has long since ceased

publication. La Chronique Musicale was the

name of two entirely distinct publications. The
first of these appeared during 1866-66,
edited by M. Malibran ; the second was a
fortnightly, edited by M. Arthur Heulhard,

whichwaspublishedfrom 1873 to 1876. L'Avenir

Musical, which was founded in 1866, and is

still in progress, is the organ of the M6thode
Galin-Paris-Cheve. It is now edited by M.
Amand Chev^. In 1864 appeared the Journal
Special de Musique Militaire, which is still in

progress, devoted to military music ; and in

1867 L'Instrumental, a fortnightly periodical,

which is intended chiefly as a practical guide

to musical societies. Le Monde Orphionique,

a weekly, devoted to male-voice part-singing,

first appeared in 1883. Le Monde Musical, a

fortnightly magazine, edited by M. Mangeot,

was founded in 1889. The Itevue du Chant

Grdgorien (Grenoble, 1892, etc.) and Musica
Sacra (Ghent, 1881, etc.) deserve notice as

interesting examples ofdecentralisation. Among
the principal periodicals of more recent date,

all of which are still in progress, may be men-
tioned Le Moniteur Instrumiental (1892) ; La
Quinaaine Musicale (1894), a periodical intended

chiefly for young people, combining instruction

andamusement, which enjoys a large circulation

;

Le Tribune de St. Gervais (1895), the official

organ of the Schola Cantorum, an institution

devoted to the revival of 16th- and 17th-

century music, and the training of ecclesiastical

musicians ; the Sevue Internationale de Musique

(1898); Le Cowrrier Musical (1898), edited

by M. Albert Diot, which publishes criticism,

studies in musical history and musical supple-

ments ; the Sevue musicale£histoire et decritique

(1902), a paper of serious and scholarly aim,

which numbers among its contributors MM. P.

Aubry, M. Emmanuel, L. Laloy, and R. Rolland

;

L'£cho des Orchestres (1903) ; and Paris qui

chante (1903). R. A, 8.

Germany

The parent of German musical periodicals,

though it can hardly be called a periodical in

themodern sense, was Mattheson'sJIfiisicaCViiiai

(Hamburg, 1722). It was issued in numbers,
and contained musical news as well as critical

essays. It was followed by Scheibe's Critischer

Musikus (1737-40), Mitzler's MuMkalische Bib-

liothek (1736-54), Henke's Der Musikalische

Patriot and Marpnrg's numerous publications

(1750-78). Hiller's Wochentliche NachrichUn
was perhaps the first musical periodical in

the stricter sense of the word. It was pub-
lished once a week at Leipzig from 1766 to 1770.
During the closing years of the 18th and the
opening of the 19th century the musical activity

in Germany was very remarkable, and the
number of musical periodicals, most of which
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enjoyed but a brief period of activity, was truly
extraordinary. For a complete list of these
the reader is referred to Eiemann's Musik-
Lexikon (Leipzig, 1905). Only the most
important can be discussed here.

AUgemeine muaikaliache Zeitung, Oct. 1798-
Dec. 28, 1848. The importance of this periodical

for information on all musical matters during
the first half of the 19th century will be best

estimated from the concluding remarks of the
publishers in the last number. ' This journal
was founded when musical production was at

its richest and best. Mozart was not long dead,

Hbydn was near the end, and Beethoven at the

beginning of his career. To bripg the works of

such a period as this before the notice of connois-

seurs and amateurs, to elucidate and explain

them, to educate the public up to understanding
them—such were the objects of the Musikalisehe

Zeitung ; and these objects were attained in a
degree which entitles it without hesitation to a

high place in the history of music. But with
the lapse of time the conditions of the musical

world have materially changed. There is no
longer a centre either for musical production or

appreciation, both being now disseminated far

and wide. Under these circumstances, a general

musical Journal is an anachronism ; local papers

are better fitted to supply the various neces-

sities of the musical world.'

TheYienneaeAUgemeine'musikaliscMZeitung,
Jan. 2, 1817 (Strauss), important for special

information on music in Vienna, was edited by
von Seyfried in 1819 and 1820, and from 1821

to the end of 1823 by Kanne. It contained

portraits of celebrated musicians, including

Beethoven, and was remarkable as the first

independent effort of Viennese journalism.

Berliner allgemeine musikaliscJie Zeittmg,

1824-80 (Schlesinger), founded by A. B. Marx,

did important service to the rapid spread of

Beethoven's works in North Germany even dur-

ing his lifetime, and in promoting the revival

of the taste for Bach's and Handel's music in

Berlin. In his farewell address Marx says,

' The usual habit of critics is to give way to

the fluctuating inclinations of the public, in

order to insinuate a little, a very little, of the

truth. This has never been my way ; I have

never been carried away by the fashion of the

day, for I have neither formed my opinions by

it, nor succumbed to its attractions, and thus

I have been preserved from inconsistency. For

instance, with regard to Spontini, I neither

lauded his 'Vestale' as the work of a great

artist, nor depreciated his later compositions

as the productions of a mere academical pupil,

or an imbecile, like so many musicians of our

day. Nor again was I so far dazzled by the

novelty of Rossini's and Auber's operas, as to

endorse the popular verdict upon them.' There

is something elevating in recalling such senti-

ments as these at the present day, when differ.-
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ences of opinion may be said virtually to have
disappeared under the all but universal dominion

of Wagner's works. F. G.

Caedlia was conducted by an association

of scholars, art critics, and artists, started by
Gottfried Weber in 1824, and published by
Messrs. Schott. It appeared at irregular

intervals, lasted till 1848, and forms a series of

twenty-seven volumes of four numbers each.

Weber conducted it till his death, at the

twentieth vol., and was succeeded by Dehn,
who continued editor till its discontinuance

in conseijuence of the political troubles of 1848.

By its opening prospectus Caedlia was intended

to be not so much a regular periodical as a col-

lection of original articles of permanent interest,

and a medium for the exchange of views and
opinions on art. It contains papers on the

theory of music and acoustics, on history and
aesthetics, reviews and notices of music and
treatises on the art. The earlier numbers also

contained tales and poems, and other light

pieces. Amongst the theoretical articles of

most value are those on the compensation of

organ pipes (xi. 181-202) and on the production

of aliquot tones in reed pipes and clarinets (xii.

1), both by W. Weber ; on the voice (i. 81
;

compare iv. 157 and 229), by Gottfried Weber ;

an account of the experiments of Job. Miiller

on the formation of the voice (xxi. 16), by
Haser ; on equal temperament (xxvi. 137),

and on measurements of tones and of tempera-

ment (xxi. 117), both by Kiesewetter ; and on
the value of notes and the length of string

necessary to produce them (xxiv. 91), by
Erieger. Among the historical papers may
be named those on the literature and history

of music by Anton Schmid (xxi. -xxvii.)-—

chiefly notices of ancient MSS. in the Vienna
library ; also a paper by Aloys Fuchs on the

musical collections of Vienna, interesting for

its descriptions of MSS., especially those of the

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde (xxiii. 40)

;

several communications by Dehn on the Bach
MSS. in the Berlin library (xxii. 166, xxiii.

34, xxiv. 17) ; critical papers by Gottfried

Weber on the authenticity of Mozart's ' Re-

quiem' (iii. 205, iv. 267, v. 237, vi., viii.

128, ix., X., xiv. 147, xx. 279), written with

unnecessary violence and personality, and since

superseded by the publication of the original

score. In addition to the authors named,
articles were furnished by Rochlitz, Ohladni,

Fink, and von Drieberg, and the whole formed
a valuable record of the progress of the histori-

cal and theoretical departments of music during
a. quarter of a century. The practical portion

of the art was not , so well represented. In
fact, the romantic movement carried on by
Schumann, Chopin, and others, not only re-

ceived no recognition but was treated with a

certain covert hostility, and with the constant

obtrusion of an obsolete and exaggerated worship
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of.Mozar^; In' the' first volume the publication

pf a mass by the Abb^ Vpgler (died 1814). was

hajled as an event, and reviewed with laborious

care. In the list of publications of the year

contained in the twenty-seventh volume scarcely

ady mention ia made of.the works of either of

the composers named above ; and the notices

are confined almost entirely to salon music and
instruction books, chiefly those issued by the

publishers of the magazine. Mendelssohn's

'St. Pa,ur (produced 1836) is only cursorily

mentioned, Chopin is rarely named, and Schu-

mann not at all, though by the year 1848 he
had composed many of his very greatest works.

The earlier volumes of the Oaedlia are of more
value than the later ones in reference to practi-

cal music. A. II.

The Meue Zeitschrift fiir Musik was founded

by Robert Schumann, who relates in his Gesmn-
meUe Schriften how a number of musicians, who
had met in Leipzig in the end of 1833 to com-
pare ideas on the ne^ lights Mendelssohn and
Chopin, were roused to do something more for

the cause of art than merely carrying on their

calling as musicians. Thus arose the Neue
Zeitschrift (April 3, 1834) ; Hartmann the

publisher was the first editor,, but from 1835
to 1844 Schumann conducted it himself. After

him Oswald Lorenz took it for a short time,

and was succeeded by JFranz Brendel (1845 to

1868), .under whom it espoused the cause of the

so-called new German school. The last editor

was Arnold Schering. Kahnt yias the publisher

from 1857. In October.1906 it was incorporated

with the MusikcUisches Wocheriblatt.

The Allgemeine Wiener musikalische Zeitung,

edited from 1841 to 1847 by Dr. Aug. Schmidt
(joint -founder of the Viennese Mannergesang.

verein), contains a series of articles (beginning

No. 28, 1846) by Eduard Hanslick^ highly

laudatory of Wagner's 'Tannhauser ' ! Tempora
mutantnr ! Luib was editor in 1847-48, the

last twelve months of its existence. It was
replaced by the

Wiener Musikzeitwng, 1852-60!, editor Glbggl,

almost the only correct source of information on
musical affairs for that period.

Signage fur die Musikalische Welt, a well-

known musical periodical, is at the head of its

tribe in Germany. It was founded by Bartholf

Senff of Leipzig, who was its editor and pro-

prietor, and its first number appeared on Jan. 1,

1842. It is 8vo in size, and is more strictly a
record of news than of criticism, though it

occasionally contains original articles of great

Interest, letters of musicians, and other docu-

ments. Its list of contributors, has included

F, Killer, von Billow, Bernsdorf, C. F. Pohl,

Richard Pohl, Stockhauaen, Szaxvady, Marches!,

and many other of the moat eminent musical

writers. Though not strictly a weekly publi-

ositipn, 52 numbers are published yearly,

t !ih6 Berliner mvisikcUisehe Zeittmg, 1844-47,
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the first periodical to praise Wagner's works on

their production in Dresdeii, was started by
Gaillard, ' and continued as tlie Meiie Berlin^
Mvsikseitung (Bote & Bock) until 1896. It

contains amongst others well-known articles by
von Lenz. .

Important for the state of music in the

Rhenish Provinces is the Rheinische Musik-

zeitung, while under the editorship (1850-53)

of the well-known Professor L. Bischoff (inventor

of the expression ' music of the future '); who in

the latter year founded the

Niederrheimisch^Muaikzdtvmg(Ji\aiiaat^\wii.-

berg, Cologne). The contributors included

such men as Qervinus, and the paper held an
important place till Bischoffs death in 1867,

when ^t was dropped.

The Echo (Schlesinger, Berlin) was conducted

in 1851 and 1852 by Kossak the well-known

feuilletonist, then by the publisher. In 1866
it passed into the hands of Robert Lienau (with

Mendel as editor), in 1873 into those of

Oppenheim (editor Dr. Langhans), in 1874 it

returned to Lienau, and finally ceased Dec.

1879. It had at one time a certain importance

as an opposition-paper to Wagner,
The Fliegemde Blatterfur Miisik by Professor

Lobe (at one time editor of the Allg. mus,

Zeittmg), collected in three vols, of six parts

each, 1855-57, was distinguished for polemics,

serious essays, and pertinent observations on
art.

The Monatschrift fiir Theater vnd Musik,

1855-61 (Wallishauser, Vienna), editor Joseph
Klemm, goes less into detail, but like the

. Secerisionen wnd Mittheilungen fiir ThecUer,

Musik wnd bildende Kunst, 1862-65, eontains

valuable articles by Sonnleithner on Mozart,

and music in Vienna of that date.

TheDeutscJie Musikzeitung, founded by Selmar
Bagge in Vienna, 1860, was in some sense a

continuation of the Wiener Musikxeitung, and
after it had had a successful existence of thre^

years, Breitkopf & Hartel resolved to revive the

Allgemeine mus. Zeitvng under Bagge's editor-

ship, but it was not supported, and the pub-

lishers, tired of so costly an undertaking;

relinquished it in 1865 to the firm of RieterA

Biedermann (Leipzig and Winterthiir). The
first.numbera of the new series were interesting

on the one hand from the support given to the

rising talent of Brahms, and on the other to

the revival of the old-classical school and the

cultus-of Bach and Handel. Bagge was suc-

ceeded by Eitner, and he again by Dr. Chry-

aander. He attracted a brilliant staff, and many-

of the articles, such as Nottebohm's ' Beetho-

veniana,' wotild do credit to any periodical.'

Chrysander was aucceeded in 1871 by-Joseph
Miiller (compifcr of the catalogue of theGott-
hold musical library in the library of the Uni-
versity of Eiinigsberg), but he resumed the

editorship in, 1875. Though the number of
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subscribers is small, the paper stands high among
the musical papers of Germany. It notices
French and liglish music, inserting reports of
the principal concerts and Handel Festivals,
and articles on English musical literature.

Tonhalle (Payne, Leipzig) was edited by Oscar
Paul from March 23, 1868, to the end of 1869,
when it was merged in theMusikaliscJie Wochen-
tlatt (the first illustrated paper of the kind)
(Fritzsch), which soon became a demonstrative
organ of the Wagner party, and at the same
time a champion of Brahms. It also contains
Nottebohm's ' Neue Beethoveniana, ' and may
thus fairly be called eclectic in its views. The
first ten numbers were edited by Paul, but it

has since been managed entirely by the pub-
lisher. It has a very large circulation in Ger-
many, and is distinguished for its notices of
foreign music. It is now published by Siegel

under the editorship of K. Kipke. f. g,

Monatshefte fur Musikgeschichte, founded

(1869) and edited by R. Eitner (Trautwein,

Berlin). Contains lists and bibliographies of

the works of ancient composers, Hucbald, Lasso,

Okeghem, Criiger, etc., and many Valuable

articles. An index to the first ten years was
published in 1879. The Monatshefte ceased

publication in 1905.

In 1878 was founded Bayreviher Blatter, the

official organ of Wagner and his cult, which
has published numerous articles of extreme

interest to the musical historian, dealing with
the progress of the Wagnerian movement. Many
of Wagner's letters have here been published for

the first time. The editor is Hans vonWolzogen.
The Vierieljahrsschriftfiir Musikviissenschaft

(1885-95) dealt with musical history in an able

and scholarly manner. It was edited by F.

OhrySander and P. Spitta.

In 18S9 the Intemaiionale Musik-Gesellschaft

was founded for the purpose of uniting in a

common bond all persons interested in music

throughout the world. The Society publishes

two periodicals, the monthly ZeUschrift and the

quarterly Swmmelhdnde, the former devoted

principally to current topics of interest, the

latter to long articles on special points of musi-

cal history, technique, or iesthethics. An Eng-

lish edition of the two periodicals is published,

with a summary in English of the articles

written in German. (See vol. ii. pp. 486-7.)

Die Musik, founded in 1901, appears twice a

month. ' It contains excellent articles on musical

history, aesthetics, etc., and makes a special

feature of illustrations. From time to time

special numbers are devoted to the lives and

work of individual musicians. It is published

by Schuster and Loeffler, of Berlin, and is

edited by Bernhard Schuster. .

Among the numerous periodicals now pub-

lished in the German language which deal with

•church music the following are the most import-

ant^ OaeUiertJealender (1876-85), continued as
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KircJiennmsikalisthes JahrbitchiDer Charwachter

(St. Gallen, 1875-1901), now published at Solo-

thurn under the editorship of Arnold Walther),

Der Kirehenchor (Bregenz, 1871), Der Katho-

lische Kirchensdnger (Freiburg, ,1887), Cacilia

(Treves, 1862), Cacilia (Strasburg, 1894),
Cacilia (Breslau, 1893), Miisica Sacra (Regens-

burg, 1866), Fliegende Blailer fiir Katkolische

Kirchenmusik, now known as CUcilienvereins-

organ (1866), Gregoriusblatt (Aachen, 1876),

Gregorivsbote (Diisseldorf, 1884). The above
are Catholic, The principal periodicals dealing

with music in the Evangelical Church are

:

Fliegende Blatter des Schlesischers Vereins zur
Hebung der- evattgelischen Kirchervnmsik (Brieg,

•1867), Siona (GUtersloh, 1876), Hallelvja

(Quedlinburg, 1879), Korrespondenzblatt des

Evangelischen Kirchengesamgvereins (Leipzig,

1886), Der Kirchemchor (Leipzig, 1889), and
Monatschrift fiir Gottesdienst (Strasburg, 1896).
• - ' K. A. s. •

Italy

The leadingItalianmusical periodical, from the
point of view of the student and historian, is

the Hivista Musicale (Turin), a quarterly maga-
zine first published in 1894, edited by L. Torchi.

It contains articles of the utmost value and
interest, and is conducted thronghoutwith singu-

lar ability and brilliant scholarship. One of

the best-known periodicals dealing with more
ephemeral matters is the Gazzetta Musicale
(Milan), the official organof the house of Kicordi,

first published in 1845, which for many yesCra

gave a useful conspectus of the progress of

Italian opera in aU parts of the world. In 1903
itaformat was changed from folio to octavo, and
its title was altered to Musica e Mvsieisti. In
its present form it is hardly more than a trade

circular. Among other Italian musical periodi-

cals still in progress may be mentioned: /2

Trovatore (Milan, 1863), II mondo artistico

(Milan, 1866), Gazzetta Musicale di Firenze

(1877), Palestra Musicale (Rome, 1878), Napoli
Musicale (Naples, 1878), L' Osservatore Musicale

(Naples, 1879), Archivio Milsicale (Naples,

1882), Gazzetta Musicale di Torino (1879). The
following are devoted to church music : Musica
Sacra (Milan, 1878), S. Cecilia (Turin, 1899),
Massegna Gregoriana (Rome, 1902), and Guido
Aretinus, the quarterly organ of the Guido
d'Arezzo Society (Milan, 1885). R. A. s.

Musical Periodicals in the United
States.—There are published in the United
States in 1906 aboutsixtyweekly, semi-monthly,

and monthly journals ostensibly devoted' to

music. The majority of them are- little else

than advertising mediums for music-publishing

houses,' their few pages of letier-press serving

to carry through the mails as second - class

matter the remaining pages, which are filled

with music for choirs, brass bands, banjo and
jnandoUne (Sbibs, small dance orchestras and the
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like ; or they are trade journals whose business

it is to exploit the wares of their advertisers

who manufacture musical instruments in whole

or in part. Few are devoted to the art in its

higher phases, and the best of these pursue

pedagogical purposes. The publication of musi-

cal periodicals in America began before the

expiration of the 18th century, but the first, if

Andrew Law's Musical Magasvae may be looked

upon as such (it was a collection of psalm tunes

which began in 1792), already exemplified the

description given of the majority of latter-day

publications, though without the ulterior pur-

pose ascribed to them. The earliest American
reprints of European compositions were thus

accomplished. It seems probable that within

the period which has elapsed since the publica-

tion of Law's magazine not less than 400
periodicals of various kinds have appeared in

the United States and disappeared within an
extremely short time after their birth. In
1906 there were about 250 musical magazines

of all kinds on file in the library of Congress,

most of them dead. The most important

musical publication that the country has seen

was Dwight's Journal of Mime, which was
published in Boston under the editorship of

John S. Dwight {q.v.) from 1852 to 1881. In
the first edition of this Dictionary, the journal

being still in existence, Col. H. Ware, librarian

of the public library of Boston, said of it : ' Mr.
Dwight, though not an educated musician, was
musical editor of the Harbinger, a periodical

published at Brook Farm, and a frequent

contributor of musical critiques to the daily

papers of Boston, where he did good service in

directing attention to what was noblest and
best in music. For six years he was editor,

publisher, and proprietor of the journal, the

publication of which was then assumed by
Oliver Ditson & Co. During the war it was
changed from a weekly to a fortnightly paper.

Its object was to advocate music and musical

culture in the highest sense, and to give honest

and impartial criticisms, a purpose to which it

has been always steadily devoted. . . . Mr.
Dwight has been sole editor up to this day,

although the volumes contain valuable contri-

butions from other pens. Among the most
noticeable of these are those from A. W. Thayer,

the biographer of Beethoven, who has written

for it many valuable biographical and historical

articles, as well as musical tales. Especially

noteworthy are his articles on some of the

contemporaries of Beethoven, Salieri, Gyrowetz,

Gelinek, Hummel, and others. Prof. Ritter and
his wife, . . . W. S. B. Mathews, of Chicago,

and C. C. Perkins of Boston have also contri-

buted frequent and valuable articles to its

columns.' Ten years after the Journal of Music
had suspended publication, W. S. B. Mathews,
mentioned by Colonel Ware as one of its con-

tributors, made an ambitious essay in Chicago,
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by beginning the publication of a monthly

magazine called Music. The first number
appeared in Nov. 1891, the last in Deo. 1902.

In this magazine comparatively little attention

was paid to current events or local criticism,

but much to critical studies of a special

character and to pedagogical subjects. The
musical publication which has endured longest

in the United States, which fact is its chief

claim to distinction, is The American Art
Journal, which was founded byHenry C. Watson
in January 1863, as Watson's Art Journal, and
preserved this name until January 1876, since

which time it has been known under its present

title.

A publication of the highest character, though

pursuing a special aim, is Ch/wrch MvMe, a

quarterly of 144- pages, with music supplement

of eight pages, founded in Dec. 1905, for the

purpose of forwarding the reform in music in

the Boman CathoUo Church as prescribed in

the Motu Proprio of Pope Pius X. issued on
the Feast of St. Cecilia, 1903. The principal

contributors are the Benedictines of Solesmes.

Amongst American contributors are the Bev.

LudwigBonvin, S. J.,ofBufi'alo ; HaroldB.Gibbs,
of Covington, Ky. ; the Eev. W. J. Finn, C.S.P.

Catholic University at Washington ; the Rev.

Norman Holly, Dunwiddie Seminary, New
York ; George Herbert Wells, Georgetown, D.O.

;

the Rev. Dom. Waedenschwiler, Mt. Angel,

Oregon ; and the editor, the Rev. H. T. Henry,
Litt.D., Overbrook Seminary, Philadelphia. It

is published by the American Ecclesiastical

Bemew at Philadelphia.

The Etude, also published at Philadelphia by
Theodore Pressor, devoted chiefly to musical

pedagogics, the publication of aids to teachers,

and the betterment of standards of instruction

and music, was established by Mr. Presser at

Lynchburg, Va., in 1883. In 1884 the place

of publication was changed to Philadelphia, and
since 1900 the editor has been W. J. Baltzell.

In 1906 the average circulation of The Etvde
was 130,000.

Similar in purpose and scope is 2%8 Musician,

published in Boston by the Oliver Ditson Co.

under the editorship of Thomas Tapper, an
eminent musical educationist. The Musician
was founded by the Hatch Music Co. of Phila-

delphia, and ite first issue appeared on Jan. 1,

1898, A. L. Manchester being the editor. It

remained the property of the Hatch Co. until

Nov. 1904, when it was purchased by the

Ditson Co. Its distinctive purpose under the
editorship of Mr. Tapper has been to present in

each issue some material from writers of the
highest authority, and to specialise community
music in two ways,—in suggesting means for the

encouragement of music in small communities,
and means by which school and church music
may become more distinct community factors

than they are at present. In Nor, 1905,
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2%e Musician began publication of an English
edition through the Vincent Music Co., Berners
Street, London. Among the regular contributors
to The Mitsidan are Dr. Percy Goetschiua,
Henry T. Finck, Lawrence Oilman, H. E. Kreh-
biel of New York ; and Julien Tiersot, Paris

;

William Shakespeare, London ; Arthur Bird,
Berlin ; Ernest Newman, Birmingham ; and
Isidor PhiUpp, Paris.

The Choir and Choral Magazine, also published
by the Ditson Co., and edited by Mr. Tapper,
is devoted to the music of schools, chiirches, and
choral societies.

The New Music Hevieio, published by the
H. W. Gray Co., New York, grew out of The
Church Music JReview, originally published by
NoveUo, Ewer & Co., edited by H. W. Gray
and Mallinson Randall. The change was
made on Nov. 1, 1904, and simultaneously its

scope was enlarged to include all the interests

of organists, choirmasters, choirs, and choral

societies.

The Choir Journal, published by the B. F.

Wood Music Co., Boston, is a monthly chiefly

devoted to the dissemination of the church
music publications of its proprietors. The first

issue appeared Jan. 5, 1899.
The School Miisic Monthly, edited and pub-

lished since 1900 by P. C. Hayden, in Keokuk,
Iowa, is the only periodical in the United States

devoted exclusively to the interests of music
teachers in the public schools.

At the head of the weekly journals which
purveymusical news and exploit theiradvertisers

is The Musical Convrier, published by The
Musical Courier Co. in New York, and edited

by Marc A. Blumenberg. It was founded in

January 1880, by H. Wadham NichoU and Otto

Floersheim. The Musical Courier Co. also pub-

lished an edition devoted to musical instrument

manufacturers, and The American Art Journal.

The Musical Leader and Concert Goer, Mrs.

Florence French, editor, established in 1895,

is published weekly by the Musical Leader

Publishing Co. in Chicago. It divides its

attention chieflybetween Chicago andNewYork.
Musical America, edited by John C. Freund,

is published by the Musical American Co., New
York.

Amongst the larger trade publications are

The Musical Courier, New York ; The Music
'Trade Seview, Edward Lyman Bill, editor and
proprietor, New York ; The Musical Age, New
York, founded in 1896, and edited by Harry

Edward Freund ; The Presto, Chicago, estab-

lished in 1884 ; and The Music Trades, edited

by John C. Freund, established in 1890, New
York. H. B. K.
' PERLE DU BRESIL, LA. A lyrical drama

in three acts ; words by MM. St. Etienne,

music by F^licien David, his first opera. Pro-

duced at the Theatre Lyrique, Paris, Nov. 22,

1851. David afterwards added recitatives. G.
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PERNE, FKAN501S Louis, bom in Paris'

1772, was educated in a maltrise, and during

the Revolution became a chorus-singer at the

Opera. In 1799 he exchanged into the band,

where he played the double-bass. A mass for

St. Cecilia's day, performed in 1800 at St.

Gervais, secured him the esteem of musicians
;

and in the following year he published a fugue

in four parts with three subjects, which placed

him amongst the foremost masters of harmony
of the day. It is not, however, by his composi-

tions that Perne's name will be preserved, but
by his laborious and erudite works on some of

the most obscure points in the history of music.

His expenditure of time, patience, and learning,

in hunting up, cataloguing, copying, and
annotating the most important sources of in-

formation, printed and MS., on the music of

the Greeks and the Middle Ages, was almost
superhuman. One instance of his devotion

will suffice. After publishing his Exposition de

la Simiiographie, ou Notation musicale des Grecs

(Paris, 1815), Peme actually transcribed the

complete score of Gluck's ' Iphig^nie en Tauride'

in Greek notation. In 1811 he was chosen to

succeed Catel as professor of harmony at the

Conservatoire, but his Covirs d'harmonie et

d'accompagnement was not so clear as that of

his predecessor. In 1816 he became Inspector-

general of the Conservatoire, and in 1820
Ubrarian, but in 1822 retired to the country,

and resided near Laon. In 1830 he removed
to Laon itself, but the air was too keen for him,
and he returned to Paris only to die, on May 26,

1832. His last published work was the
' Chansons du ChS,telain de Coucy ' (Paris,

1830) [Chanson], but the Mevue rmisicale

contains many of his articles, such as Les Manu-
scrits relatifs a la musique de VBglise Grecque,

Josquin Depris, Jirdme de Moravie, and La
Musique Andenne. Peme left most of his notes

and MSS. to the library of the Institut ; and
his books and annotated catalogues, bought
in 1834 by Fdtis, are now in the Royal Library

at Brussels. His unpublished sacred works
also passed into the hands of Fftis, but the

library of the Conservatoire possesses the auto-

graphs of his choruses for ' Esther,' performed

in 1821 by the pupils of the Ecole Royale de
Musique (Conservatoire), his ' Messe de Ste.

C&ile' (1800), his mass 'Vivat Rex,' for four

voices (1816), a ' Veni Creator ' for three voices,

and the ' Offices,' arranged in three parts with
the Plain-song._ g. 0.

PERRIN, Emile C:6sak Viotoe, bom at

Rouen, Jan. 19, 1814, died Oct. 8, 1885, at

Paris, was a successful manager of several of the

subventioned theatres' in Paris. He was first

at the Op^ra-Comique from 1848 to 1857, and
in 1854-55 ran that theatre jointly with the

Theatre Lyrique. In 1862 he was for a short

time again manager at the same theatre, and
in the same year was appointed manager of the

2 Y
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Grand Opdra, a post he retained until 1870.

He was subsequently manager of the Theatre

Franyais until his death. During his manage-

ment of the Op^ra-Comique 'L']&toile du Word'

was brought out, and Faure, Ugalde, Galli-

Mari4 and Carvalho made their debuts. While

he was at the Op^ra, ' L'Afrioaine,' ' Don Carlos,'

' Hamlet,' and ' Faust,' were produced, as well

as Delibes's ballets, ' La Source,' and ' Copp^lia.'

Nilsson's first appearance at the Op^ra took

place at this time. At the Fran9ais Perrin's

chief work as connected with music was the

revival of ' Le Roi s'amuse ' with Delibes's

incidental music. A. c.

PERRIN, PiBREE, called 'I'Abbd Perrin,"

though he was neither ordained nor held a

benefice, was born at Lyons about 1616, and
died in Paris, April 25, 1675. He succeeded

Yoiture as ' introducteur des Ambassadeurs

'

to Gaston, Duke of Orleans, a post which
brought him into relations with several great

personages, including Mazarin, who became
his patron, and the musician Cambert, for

whom he wrote the words of 'La Pastorale,'

in five acts, produced first at Issy (1659), and
then at Yincennes before the king. After the

deaths of Gaston d'Orl^ns and Mazarin, Perrin

was reduced to living upon his wits ; and fancied

himself on the sure road to fortune when he
obtained from Louis XIV. the privilege of

founding an Academic de Musique (Nov. 10,

1668), and letters patent securing him the

management of the theatre (June 28, 1669).

Unfortunately, the management of an opera

requires capital, and the Abb^ Perrin was a

poor poet in all senses of the word. His
partners quarrelled among themselves, and in

spite of the success of Cambert's ' Pomone

'

(March 19, 1671) he was compelled to resign

his privilege just as his 'Ariane' was about

to be produced. The patent, revoked on
March 30, 1672, was transferred to LuUy,
who came out of the transaction with anything

but clean hands. Perrin's (Euvres de Poisie

(Paris, 1661, 3 vols.) contain, besides his

operas, translations—of the .^neid amongst
others—and ' Jeux de po^sie sur divers insectes,'

the least bad perhaps of all his verses, which
even in that licentious day drew forth the re-

bukes of Boileau and Saint Evremond, and are

now quite unreadable. G. c.

PERRY, Gbokge Fkbderick, bom at

Norwich in 1793, was a chorister of Norwich
Cathedral under Dr. Beckwith. On leaving

the choir he learned to play on the violin, and
in a few years became leader of the band at

the theatre. Whilst resident in Norwich he

produced his oratorio, ' The Death of Abel.

'

In 1817 he composed an overture for ' The
Persian Hunters,' produced at the English

Opera -House, and in 1818 a short oratorio,

'Elijah and the Priests of Baal.' In 1822

he settled in London and was appointed direc-

tor of the music at the Haymarket Theatre,

for which he composed the opera of ' Morning,

Noon, and Night' (1822), and numerous
songs for introduction into various pieces.

He also held the post of organist of Quebec
Chapel. In 1830 he produced his oratorio,

' The Fall of Jerusalem.' On the establishment

of the Sacred Harmonic Society in 1832, Perry

became leader of the band, an office which he
retained until the end of 1847. On the re-

moval of Surman from the conductorship of

the Society early in 1848, Perry assumed the

baton until the end of the season, but not being

elected conductor, he shortly afterwards resigned

his leadership, and quitted the Society. On
Feb. 10, 1836, he produced a sacred cantata,
' Belshazzar's Feast,' and in 1847 a short

oratorio 'Hezekiah.' In 1846 he resigned

his appointment at Quebec Chapel and became
organist of Trinity Church, Gray's Inn Road.

He composed some anthems, including two
with orchestra on the accession of Queen
Yictoria (1837) and the birth of the Princess

Royal (1840), and additional accompaniments
to several of Handel's oratorios and other pieces.

He died March 4, 1862, and was buried in'

Kensal Green Cemetery. His ' Death of Abel

'

and ' Fall of Jerusalem ' were performed by
the Sacred Harmonic Society. Perry was a

man of considerable ability. He was in the
constant habit of doing that which in the case

of Mozart is usually spoken of as a remarkable
effort of memory—namely, writing out the

separate parts of a large work without first

making a score. One, at least, of his oratorios

was committed to paper in this way. w. H. H.

PERSIANI, Fanny, one of the most ac-

complished and artistic singers of the 19th
century, was bom at Rome, on Oct. 4, 1812. She
was the second daughter of Nicolo 'Tacchinardi,

who made her begin to study at a very early

age. He had fitted up a little theatre for the
use of his pupils at his country house, near

Florence, and here, at eleven years of age,

Fanny played a prima donna's |Jart. While
still quite young, she sang on several occa-

sions in public, with success, but had then no
intention of adopting the stage as a profes-

sion.

In 1830 she married the composer, Giuseppe
Persiani (1804-69), and in 1832 made her
debut at Leghorn, in ' Francesca da Rimini,'

an opera by M. Foumier, where she replaced

Madame Caradori. Her success was sufficient

to lead to her subsequent engagement at Milan
and Florence, then at Yienna, where she made
a great impression, afterwards at Padua and
at Yenice. Here she played in 'Romeo e

Giulietta,' 'II Pirata,' 'La Gazza Ladra,'
' L' Elisire d' Amore,' and 'Tancredi,' in the
last two of which she performed with Pasta.

Her success was complete. In 1834, at Naples,

Donizetti wrote for her his ' Lucia di Lammer-
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moor,' which always remained a favourite part
with her.

When she first appeared at the Op^ra in

Paris (in Lucia, Dec. 12, 1837) she was much
admired by connoisseurs, but her talents hardly
met with the recognition they deserved untU
after her excellent performance of the part of

Carolina in the 'Matrimonio Segreto.' From
that time not even Grisi herself enjoyed such
imbounded favour with Parisian audiences as

did Madame Persiani.

Her first appearance in London (1838) was
as Amina in the ' Sonnambula,' and, although

she had been preceded in the part by Malibran

and Grisi, she achieved a success which increased

at each performance. She was always, however,

a greater favourite with artists and connoisseurs

than with the public at large. This was partly

due to the poverty of her stage-presence. She

was exceedingly refined in appearance, but small

and thin, with a long, colourless face, not un-

sightly, like her father, but, as Chorley puts

it, ' pale, plain, and anxious,' with no beauty

but her profusion of fine fair hair, while in her

dress she was singularly tasteless. Her voice,

too, was against her rather than in her favour ;

it was a thin acute soprano, of great range up-

wards, clear and penetrating, but not full or

mellow, blending ill with other voices, and

always liable to rise in pitch. But the finish

of her singing has been rarely equalled, probably

never surpassed. 'Every conceivable passage

was finished by her to perfection, the shake,

perhaps, excepted, which might be thought

indistinct and thin.' Her execution was re-

markable for velocity, 'poignant, clear, auda-

cious.' Her resources were vast and varied, and

when encored she rarely sang a piece again

without adorning it with fresh fioritwre, more

dazzling than the first. 'She had the finest

possible sense of accent . . . From her every

phrase had its fullest measure. Every group

of notes was divided and expressed by her

with as much precision as the best of violinists

brings into his bowing. And this was done

with that secure musical ease which made 'her

anxious, mournful face, and her acute, acid

voice, forgotten.' Whether in rapid, florid

passages, or in large and expressive movements,

'Madame Persiani's aitack was not more un-

failing than the delicate sensibility with which

she gave every note its fullest value, never

herself becoming breathless, rarely heavy'

(Chorley). As an actress she preserved sen-

sibility, grace, and refinement, but lacked

passion and animation.

From 1838 she sang alternately in London

and Paris for many years. F^tis says that a

sudden hoarseness,which attacked her in London

in 1843, proved the beginning of a throat-com-

plaint that ultimately forced her to quit the stage

for ever. But she sang in London, in opera,

in 1847, 1848, and 1849, and at the Italiens

in Paris, in October 1848. In 1850 she went

to Holland, and subsequently to Russia. After

performing in almost all the principal countries

of Europe, she, in 1858, accepted an engagement

from E. T. Smith and appeared at Drury Lane
in several of her old parts,—Linda, Elvira in

'I Puritani,' Zerlina in 'Don Giovanni,' etc.

Never were her rare accomplishments as a singer

more perceptible : compared with her, ' her

younger successors sounded like so many im-

mature scholars of the second class ' (Chorley).

In December of that year, Madame Persiani

took up her residence in Paris, but afterwards

removed to Italy, and died at Passy, May 3,

1867. Her portrait, by Chalon, in water-

colours, was in the collection of the late Julian

Marshall. v. A. M.

PEKSUIS, Luis Ltjc Loiseatt de, bom at

Metz, July 4, 1769, studied under his father,

one of the musical staff of the Cathedral, com-

poser of two oratorios, ' Le Passage de la mer
rouge' (1759), and 'La ConquSte de Jericho.'

The son soon became a good violinist. Having
entered the orchestra of the theatre, he fell in

love withan actress, and followed her to Avignon.
Here he had opportunities of completing his

studies, and he also read a great deal of sacred

music. He appeared at the Concerts Spirituels

in 1787, and played in the orchestra of the

Th^itre Montansier from 1790, becoming in

1793 a member of the orchestra of the Op&a.
Active, ambitious, and self-confident, hemanaged
to produce his dramatic compositions, and on
the foundation of the Conservatoire in 1795,

succeeded in obtaining the professorship of the

violin. This post he lost in 1802 on the dis-

missal of his friend Lesuenr ; but in 1804 he
became chef du chant at the Op^ra, and after-

wards, through Lesueur's interest, was appointed

conductor of the Emperor's court concerts, and
(1810-15) conductor of the orchestra of the

Academie. In this capacity he showed a high

order of ability. In 1814 he was appointed

Inspecteur general de la musique. He was
indeed born to command, and the first lyric

stage of Pariswas never better administered than

during the short time (1817-19) of his manage-

ment. Prematurely exhausted by his feverish

mode of life, he died in Paris on Dec. 20, 1819,

of pulmonary consumption. A fortnight before

his death he received the Order of St. Michel

from Louis XVIII. , as he had before received the

Legion of Honour from Napoleon.

Persuis's claim to perpetuation is that of an
excellent conductor and an able administrator.

His music is forgotten, though he wrote much
for the stage, and often with deserved success.

The following is a complete list of his dramatic

works :
—

' La Nuit Espagnole,' two acts (1791);
' Estelle, ' three acts (1794); 'Phanor et Angela,

'

three acts ;
' Fanny Moma,' op6ra-comique in

three acts, engraved, and ' L^onidas,' three acts,

with Gresniok (1799) ;
' Le Fruit d^fendu,' on«
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act (1800) ;
' Marcel," one act (1801) ; L'lnau-

"guration du Temple de la Victoire,' lutennede,

and ' Le Triomphe de Trajan,' three acts, both

with Lesueur (1807) ;
' J&usalem d^livree,'

five acts (1812), of which the score was engraved

;

' Lea dieux rivaux ' (vrith Spontini, Berton, and
Kreutzer) 1816. Besides these operas he wrote

pretty music, sometimes in collaboration with

'R. Kreutzer, to the following ballets :
—

' Le
Eetour d'Ulysse,' three acts (1807) ;

' Nina,'

two acts (1813) ;
' L'Epreuve ViUageoise,' two

acts, and 'L'heureux Eetour,' one act (1815) ;

and 'Le Carnaval de Venise,' two acts (18i6).

He also wrote ' LaBelle dormante 'withGyrowetz.
Glad to seize any opportunity of making him-
self heard, Fersuis also composed several can-

tates de circonstance, such as the ' Chant
de Victoire' (1806)^ and 'Chant Fran9ai3'

(1814), and some unpublished church works
now in MS. in the library of the Paris Conser-

vatoire. G. c.

PERTI, GiACOMO Antonio, one of the most
distinguished church -composers of the 17th
century, born at Bologna, June 6, 1661 ; at ten

began to learn music from his uncle, Lorenzo

Perti, a priest of San Petronio. Having finished

his education at the Jesuit College and the

University, he studied composition with Padre
Petronio Franceschini. In 1680 he conducted
in San Petronio a Missa solennis of his own
composition for soli, choir, and orchestra. His
first two operas ' Atide ' (1679) and ' Oreste

'

(1681), were given in Bologna ; those that

followed, ' Marzio Coriolano,' libretto by Fren-

casco Valsini (anagram of Francesco Silvani)

(1683); 'LaRosaura'(1689); 'BrennoiuEfeso'

^1690) ;
' L' Inganno sooperto ' (1690) ;

' Furio
Camillo' (1692); 'Nerone fatto Cesare ' (1693)

;

and ' Laodicea e Berenice ' (1695), in Venice, at

the theatres SS. Giovanni e Paolo, and San
Salvatore. ' La Flavia ' was given at Bologna
in 1686, and another, 'Rosinda ed Emireno' is

mentioned. He went to Venice in 1683, and
in 1685 to Modena. He became maestro di

cappeUa at San Pietro, Bologna, in 1690, and
at San Petronio in 1696. His oratorio on the

Passion was produced in 1685, and another
' Abramo vinoitor de' propri affetti ' was printed

in Bologna in 1687, and performed under his

own direction in the palace of Count Francesco

Caprara.' [Four passions, and eight other ora-

torios are at Bologna (see the QueUen-Lexikon.^

Fetis, followed by Mendel, speaks of his rela-

tions with the German Emperors Leopold and
Carl VI., but the writer of this article has failed

to discover any documentary evidence to support

the assertion that he was made Capellmeister

T)y the Emperor Leopold, though he was made
Bofrath by Carl VI. In Kbchel's Idfe of Fvx,
the most trustworthy book on the period, no
Snention is to be found of Giacomo Perti in con-

nection with the court ; the only instance of the
^ 1 Clnelll'a Biblioteca votante, Scanzie xiv.

name being Antonio Perti, a bass-singer in the

Hofcapelle. It is, moreover, beyond a doubt
that Perti was Maestro di cappella of San Pet-

ronio in Bologna, and retained the post till his

death, April 10, 1756. Gerber states that a
Te Deum of Perti's was sung under his own
direction in Vienna, on the relief of the Turkish

siege in 1683, but this must be a mistake, as

Perti had then not made his name, and was
scarcely known beyond Bologna. He was elected

a member ofthe Filarmonici on March 13, 1681,

and at the time of his death had been ' Principe

'

six times. Among his friends was Pope Bene-

dict XIV., with whom he kept up a close corre-

spondence. Another friend was Padre Martini,

who states in his Saggio di Oontrappunto (ii.

142) that he held communications on musical

subjects with Perti down to 1750. Besides

'Abramo,' he printed in Bologna ' Cantate

morali e spirituali ' (1688), and ' Messe e Salmi
concertati' (1735). Abbate Santini had a fine

collection of Perti's church works (four masses,

three Confitebors, four Magnificats, etc.), unfor-

tunately now dispersed. [For the list of his

church works see the Qti^len-Lecdlam.^ His
' Elogio ' was pronounced before the Filarmonici

by Dr. Masinl in 1812, and printed in Bologna.

There is an 'Adoramus Te' by Perti in the
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and NoveUo
has included two fine choruses by him in his

'Sacred Music '(voL ii.)and 'Motetts' (bk. xi.).

Others are given by Choron, and in the ' Aus-
wahl fiir vorzuglicher Musikwerke.' F. G.

PESANTE, 'heavy.' This direction is as a

rule only applied to music forkeyed instruments,

though somewriters have transferred it to orches-

tral, or even vocal music. It indicates that the

whole passage to whidi it refers is to be played

with great firmness and in a marked manner. It

differs from marccUo, however, in that it applies

to whole passages, which may be quite legato at

the same time ; while Tnarcaio refers to single

notes or isolated groups of notes, which would
not as a rule be intended to be played smoothly.

A good example is the opening passage, or intro-

duction, to the first Ballade of Chopin (in 6
minor, op. 23). H.

PESCETTI, Giovanni Battista, bom at

Venice about 1704, studied under Lotti, and
wrote an opera, 'Nerone detronato," for the
Venetian stage in 1725, coUaboiating with
Galuppi in ' Gli odi delusi dal sangue ' in 1728,
and in 'Dorinda,' 1729. He came to England
probably in 1737, as his 'Demetrio' was given

in that year ; in 1738 (according to Burney),
his pastoral, 'Angelica and Medoro,' was
given in March and April. In the same year

came out his 'Diana and Endymion,' the airs

from which were printed by "Walsh. In 1739
(see Chrysander's SSmdel, ii. 454) he was
appointed director of Covent Garden Theatre,

and of the King's Theatre in 1 740. His return

to Italy would seem to have taken place before
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1754, when he wrote an opera with Cocchi,

'Tamerlane,' produced in Venice in that year.

Eitner finds it hard to believe Burney's state-

ment that he contributed to a pasticcio, ' Ezio,'

given in London in 1764-65, but the three songs

which were his share in the work may have
appeared before in some other connection, or if

they were written especially there was no need
for him to come to England for the production.

He died about 1766, as Domenico Bettoni

succeeded to his post at St. Mark's in April.

An oratorio, ' Gionata, ' is in MS. at Padua, a
' Kyrie ' and ' Gloria ' at Dresden, and a set of

harpsichord sonatas was published in London
in 1739, some of which are in the Tresor

des Fiamistes and other collections (fiuellen-

Lexikon, etc). M.

PESCHKA, Minna, nee Letjtner, was born

Oct. 25, 1839, at Vienna. She received instruc-

tion in singing from Heinrich Froch, and made
her d^but on the stage at Breslau, in 1856, as

Agatha, and afterwards played Alice, remaining

there a year. She next played at Dessau up to

the time of her marriage with Dr. Peschka of

Vienna, in 1861. In Sept. 1863 she appeared

at Vienna with great success as Margaret of

Valois,. Isabel, etc., and afterwards received

furtherinstruction fromMme. Bockholtz Falconi.

She next appeared at Lemberg and Darmstadt,

and in 1868-76 at Leipzig, the most brilliant

period of , her career, according to Riemann.
She gained great popularity there both in opera

and concerts, being equally successful both in

serious and the lighter operatic parts. Mme.
Peschka-Leutner visited England in 1872, sang

(March 20) at the Philharmonic, and at the

Crystal Palace, and was well received at both

concerts. In the autumn of that year she went

to America, and sang at the Boston Festival

with very great success. In 1877 she went to

Hamburg, where she was engaged until 1883.

In 1879 she reappeared at the Carola Theater,

Leipzig, for a short operatic season under Herr
Julius Hoffmann, and played with great success

the title -part of Handel's 'Almira,' on the

revival of that opera. In 1881 she sang again

in the United States, and in 1882 reappeared

at the Crystal Palace, also taking the part of

Eglantine in' Euryanthe ' (Drury Lane, June 13),

but the voice had become worn and destitute

of charm. From 1883 until her retirement in

1887 she was engaged at Cologne, and in the

latter year settled at "Wiesbaden, where she died

Jan. 12, 1890. Her voice, a soprano of great

, volume, and extraordinary compass and agility,

her good execution combined with good acting,

and her agreeable appearance, made her very

popular in the principal cities of her own
country, where she was an established favourite

at festivals and concerts,, as well as on the

stage.
_

A. c.

PESSARD, ;E!milb ,
Lotris Fortune, born in

Paris, May 29, 1843, was a student of the Con-

servatoire, where he won the first prize for

harmony in 1862, and the Grand Prix de Rome
in 1866. He has since filled the oflSces of

harmony-professor attheConservatoire,inspector

of vocal teaching in the municipal schools of

Paris, director of musical training at the estab-

lishment of the Legion d'honneur at Saint-

Denis. His dramatic works are as follows :

—

'La Cruche casste' (Op^ra-Comique, 1870);
' Le Capitaine Fracasse," three acts (Th6S,tre

Lyrique, 1878); 'Le Char,' one act fOpera-

Comique, 1878) ; 'Tabarin,' two acts (Op&a,
1885) ;

' Tartarin sur les Alpes' (Gaiete, 1888)

;

' Les Folies - Amoureuses ' (Opfra - Comique,
1891); 'Une Nuit de Noel' (Ambigu);
'Mam'zelle Carabin ' (Bouifes, 1893) ; 'La Dame
de Trefle ' (Bouffes, 1898). He has also written

many songs, as well as orchestral and chamber
music,and some compositions forthechurch. G.F.

PETER, ST. An oratorio in two parts ; the
words by Chorley, the music by Sir Julius

Benedict. Produced at the Birmingham Festi-

val, Sept. 2, 1870. G.

PETER THE SHIPWRIGHT. SeeCzAAR
und Zimmermann, vol. i. p. 649.

PETERBOROUGH FESTIVAL. See Festi-
vals, vol. ii. p. 29.

PETERS, Carl Friedrich, bought in 1814
the ' Bureau de Musique ' of Kiihnel and Hoff-

meister (founded 1800) in Leipzig, and greatly

improved the business. Many important works
by Bach, Haydn, Beethoven, Spohr, and Schu-
mann, were published by him, besides the first

complete editions of the works of Haydn and
Bach (the latter edited by Dehn, Roitzsch, and
Griepenkerl). The later members of the firm.

Dr. Marx Abraham and J. Friedlander, carried

on the old traditions with extraordinary energy
and judgment, and the ' Peters editions,'

famous for correctness, legibility, and cheapness,

are known throughout the world. [In 1893,
Dr. Abraham opened a library, specially in-

tended for the furtherance of musical study,

and at his death in 1900, bequeathed a sum
of money to the town of Leipzig in order

that the library should be properly maintained.

Dr. Emil Vogel was the first librarian, and
was succeeded by Dr. Rudolf Schwarz in

1901.] F. G.

PETREIUS, JoHANN, printer and publisher of

music, born at Langendorf, Franconia
;
gradu-

ated 'Magister ' at Nuremberg ; in 1536 began
business in that town as a printer. His earliest

music-publication appears to be ' Musicae, id est,

Artis canendi, libri duo, autor Sebaldus Heyden,
Norimbergae apud Joh. Petreium, anno salutis

1537 '

; and his latest, ' Guter, seltsamer, und
kunstreicher teutsoher Gesang . . . Gedruckt

zu Niimberg, durch Jo. Petreium. 1544.'

Between these two, Eitner (Bibliographie) gives

six works in nine volumes, including a collection

of fifteen masses, a volume of forty-five select,

motets, and two volumes of 158 four-part songs.
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He died, according to Anton Schmid, at Nurem-
berg, March 18, 1560. a.

PETBELLA, Enkico, was bom at Palermo,

Deo. 1, 1813, and learnt music at Naples under

Zingarelli, Bellini, and Bnggi. He made bis

first appearance at Majella in 1829, with the

opera ' II Diavolo color di rosa. ' It was followed

by four others, and then, after an interval, by
'Le Precauzioni' (May 20, 1851, Naples) and
'Elena di Tolosa' (1852). At the Scala he
broughtout 'Marco Visconti' (1854); 'L'Assedio'

di Leyda' (1856); 'lone* (1858); 'II duca
di Scilla' (18S9) ; and 'Morosina' (1862).

After this nearly every year produced its opera,

but we need only mention ' Giovanni II. di

Napoli ' (Naples, Feb. 27, 1869)—said, in some
respects, to surpass ' lone,' which up to that

time was his ehefSoeiwore—and ' I promessi

sposi' (Leooo, Oct. 2, 1869). For the latter

Petrella was called before the curtain twenty-
seven times in the first evening I In 1873 he
produced ' Manfredo ' at Bome ; it was greatly

applauded, and a silver crown presented to the

composer. His last opera was ' Bianca Orsini,'

produced at Naples, April 4, 1874.

Petrella died at Genoa, April 7, 1877. In
the biography in Mendel's Dictionary nineteen

operas of his are named, but a more correct

chronological list is in Fougin's supplement to

Fetis. His music, though often violently

applauded by the enthusiastic Italians, pleased

the more critical audience of the Scala only
moderately, and has no permanent qualities. G.

PETRI, Henri Wilhelm, bom April 5, 1856,

at Zeyst near Utrecht in Holland. This
violinist springs from a musical family, his

grandfather having been an excellent organist,

and his father an accomplished performer on the

oboe. He received primary violin instruction

from his father, and after his father's death in

1866 studied with H. S. Dahmen, a local concert-

meister, for five years. Making rapid progress,

Wilhelm III., King of Holland, conferred upon
him the distinction of sending him to study

with Joachim at the royal expense. "With

the exception of a year and a half, spent in

studying the French School at Brussels, the

young artist profited by the instruction of the

great master until 1876, when Professor Joachim
brought him to London. Here he played fre-

quently in public with success ; made the

acquaintance of Mme. Clara Schumann, who
greatly admired his talent, and returned to

Germany in 1877 to accept an appointment as

concertmeister at the Ducal Chapel of Sonder-

hausen. In 1881 he filled a similar post at

the Boyal Theatre, Hanover ; in 1883 became
concertmeister at the Theatre and Gewandhaua,
Leipzig ; and in 1889, King Albert of Saxony
assigned to him the position of first concert-

meister to the Boyal Ohapel at Dresden, in

succession to Lauterbach. In addition to his
1 Performed at the Lyceum, London, March 21, 1871.

activity as concertmeister. Professor at the

Conservatoire, and private instructor, Petri

has organised an excellent string quartet which
has toured in Holland, Switzerland, Belgium,

France, and Germany, and gives a series of

subscription concerts in Dresden during the

winter of each year. As a composer, he has

published some violin solos and songs, and
edited the concertos of Spohr, Bach, Mozart,

as well as David's ' Hohe Schule ' and the

studies of Bode, Kreutzer, and Viotti.—Eie-

mann's Lemlcon ; Baker's Biog. Diet, of Mils.
;

and personally communicated. E. H-A.

PETEIE, George, bom inDublin in 1 789, was
originally an artist, and afterwards held several

public appointments in Ireland. Musically

his name is best remembered by his collection

of Irish folk-songs. From his earliest youth he

devoted himself to noting down the traditional

songs of the Irish peasantry, and supplied

Thomas Moore with several airs for the ' Irish

Melodies,' and assisted Edward Bimting. In

1855 he published, under the auspices of the

Society for the Preservation and Publication of

the Melodies of Ireland (founded in 1851), a
large quarto volume of about 140 airs, mostly
vocal, taken irom the tunes he had noted. The
work is full of very thorough notes on the subject

of Irish music, and though very scarce is of the

utmost value to the student of Irish folk-song.

Petrie died in Dublin, Jan. 17, 1866.

After his death an attempt towards a second

volume of his quarto work was made, but only
forty-eight pages were printed. Eecently the

Irish Literary Society of London issued, under
the editorship of Sir G. V. Stanford, 'The Com-
plete Petrie Collection' (Boosey, three parts),

which, containing 1582 airs, comprises all the

melodies Petiie left behind him in manuscript.

It is needless to enlarge on the value of such a

collection of airs noted in Ireland, though every

one of them cannot be justly claimed as of Irish

origin. F. K.

PETBtrCCI, Ottaviano dbi, an illustrious

printer, the father of the art of type-musio-
printing, was bom of a good family at Fossom-
brone, between Ancona and Urbino, June 18,

1466. In 1491 he was established at Venice ;

and on May 25, 1498, he obtained from the

Seignory the sole privilege, for twenty years,

of printing ' figured music ' (canto figurato) and
music in the tablature of the organ and lute

—

a privilege which he exercised there till about
1511. At that date he left the Venetian
business in the hands of Amadeo Scotti and
Nicol6 da Baphael, and returned to Fossom-
brone, where, on Oct. 22, 1513, he obtained a
patent from Pope Leo X. for the monopoly of

music-printing in the Boman States for fifteen

years. His latest work, three choral masses,

in the Sixtine Chapel, Bome, is dated 1523,
and he died May 7, 1539.

Petrucci's process was a double one ; he
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printed first the lines of the stave, and then,
by a second impression, the notes upon them.
In fact he discovered a method of doing by the
presswhat theGerman TpiinteTaofpatronendrKck,

or pattern -printing, had done by hand. His
work is beautifully executed. The 'register,'

or fit, of the notes on the lines is perfect ; the
ink is a fine black, and the whole effect is

admirable. But the process was expensive,

and was soon superseded by printing in one
impression, which appears to have been first

successfully accomplished by Pierre Haultin in
1525.1

Petrucci printed no missals, service books,

or other music in canto fermo ; but masses,

motets, lamentations, and frottole, all in canto
figurato, or measured music, and a few works
in lute-tablature. [See Mttsica Menstjbata

;

Tablature.] His first work was ' Harmonice
Musices Odhecaton A.' (see below)—a collection

of ninety-six pieces in three and four parts by
Isaac, Josquin, Obrecht, Okeghem, and other
masters of the day, the parts printed opposite

one another on the open pages of a small 4to.

His activity was very great ; Chrysander ' gives

a list of eighteen works certainly, and two prob-

ably, issued between June 12, 1501, and
Nov. 28, 1504. The last work cited by Eitner
(Sibliographie) is the ' Motetti della Corona,

'

a collection of eighty-three motets for four,

five, and six voices (in separate part -books) in

four portions, the fourth portion of which was
published at Fossombrone, Oct. 31, 1519.

Fetis, however,' mentions three masses, in large

folio, printed for the lectern of a church, with
the date 1523-25, and knocked down to an un-
known buyer at a sale at Bome in 1829. These
are now in the Sixtine Chapel. His life and
works are exhaustively treated byAnton Schmid,
Ottaviano dei Petrucci, etc., Vienna, 1845.

In the following complete list of Petrucci's

publications, as far as they are now known,*
those in the British Museum are indicated by
an asterisk, and those at Bologna, Munich,
Vienna, Rome, and Berlin, by the letters B.,

M., v., B., and Ber.

Harmonice MnMcei Odhecaton. A Venice, IfiOl.BHay 14. (B. and
Palis Conaerratolre.)

CantiB, nnmerodnquanta. B. Venice, 1601, Feb 6. (B. unique.)
Canti C, numero cento dnquanta. G. Venice, 1503, Feb. 10. (V.

unique.)
Hotetti A, nnmero ttentatra. A. Venice, 1502, May 9. (B. unique.)
HotettiB B. Venice, 1602, Iby 10. j'B.)
Motetti C. Venice. 1604, Sept. 16. (• Imjerf. B. M. V.)
Motetti a 9. Ub. I. Venice, 1605, Not. 28. (V. B. M. Imperf.)
Miuae Joaquin. Venice, 1602, Sept. Z7. (Ber, unique.)
Ml«q»Tnm JoflQUin. Lib. I. Veuice, 1602, Dec, ff7. (V. unique.)

„ „ (Beprint.) FoBsombrone, 1514, Mar. 1. (B.M.V.B.)
„ „ (Beprlnt.) Fossombrone, 1516, May 29. (*unlque.)B

„ „ Lib. IL Venice, 1503, Dec. 27. (V. unique.)

„ „ (Reprint.) Foaeomlnvne, 1516, April 11. (* V. B.)

„ „ Lib. III. Venice, 1603, Dec. V7. (V. unique.)

„ „ (Beprint.) FoBaombrone,1516,May29. (V.unique.)
Misaae Obreth. Venice, 1603, Mar. 24. (M. T. Ber.)

Milsae Qblselin. Venice, 1603, July 16. (V. Ber.)

1 The method of printing by double impression—so as to obtain
the stare lines continuous without the breaiis Inerltable In printing
by a single ttnpressioa—Tas patented by Seheurmann in 1866. [See

SCHBUKHAinr.]
a Mtuieta Timet, 1857, p. 326fl. > Biog, univ. Tii. 16a.
* Some other copies were discovered in Italy some years back.
^ But see Vemarecd as to this date.
" These two editions are unnoticed by Schmid.

Missae Brumel. Venice, 1503, June 17. (V. Ber.)
MlssaeFetrideUBue. Venice, 1503, Oct. 31. (• B. V. B. Ber.)
MUue Aleiandrl AgrlcoU. Venice, 1504, Mar. 23. (B. V. B. Ber.)

(Imperf.)
Missae de Orto. Venice, 1605, Mar. 22. (• imperf. M. V.)
Missae Henrlcl Izalc. Venice, 1606, Oct. 20. (• B. V.)
Missae Gaspar. Venice, 1606, Jan. 7. (* imperf. V.)
Missae Antonli de Feuin. Fossombrone, 1616, Nor. 22. (* V.)
Mlssarum Joannis Mouton. Lib. 1. Fossombrone, 1616, Aug, 11. (* V.)
Mlsaorum dlversorum. Lib. I. Venice, 1608, Mar. 16. (* M. B. V.)
Fragmenta Mlssarum. Venice. 1505. (B. V. imperf.)

(Beprint.) Venice, 1509. (V. unique,)
Lamentatlones Jeremlae. Lib. I. Venice, 1506, Apr. 8. (B. Fadua,

Cap. Ant.)
Lamentatlones Jeremlae. Lib. n. Venice, 1506, May 29. (B. unique.)
Intabulatura de Lauto. Lib. I. Venice, 1607. (B. V.)

„ .. Lib. II. Venice, 1507. (Ber. unique.)
(Lib. lU. caret.)

„ „ Lib. rv. Venice, 1608. (V.unique.)
Tenoriecontrebasslintabulati. Lib. I. Venice, 1609, (V.unique.)
Frottole. Lib. I. Venice, 1504, Nov, 28. (Ber. M. V.)

„ Lib. IL Venice, 1604, Jan. 8. «.e. 1605). (M. V.)
„ (Beprint.) Venice, 1607, Jau. 29. (Begensbuig.)
„ Lib. IIL Venice, 1604, Feb. 6 (i.e. 1606). (M. V.)

Lib. IV. Venice, 1605. (M.)
Lib. V. Venice, 1505. Dec. 23. (M. V.)
Lib. VI. Venice. 1505, Feb. 5 (•.«. 1506.) (M. V.)
Lib. VIL Veuice, 1607, June 6. (M.)
Ub. VIII. Venice. 1607, May 21. (M.)

„ Lib. IX. Venice, 1508, Jan. 22. (U.V.)
Strambottl. Venice, 1505. (B.) identical with the fourth book of

Frottole.
Missa Choralis. Fossombrone, 1613. (B. unique.)
Mlssarum X. Libri duo. Fossombrone, 1616 (B. unique.)
Ill Missae Cboial. Fossombrone, 1520, (B. unique.)
Motetti de la Corona. Lib. I. Fossombrone, 1614, Aug. 17. B.

V. (imp.) M. (Imp.)
.

Motetti de la Corona. Lib. IL Fossombrone, 1619, June 17. (* V.)
,. ,, Lib. IIL Fossombrone, 1519, Sept, 7. (*V.B.)

Lib. rv. Fossombixine.l&19, Oct. 31. (*V.B.)
Three choral masses, 1523, (B.) n

PETTIT, Waiter, violoncellist, was bom in

London on March 14, 1835, and received his

musical education chiefly at the Royal Academy
of Music. In 1851 he was engaged by Balfe

for the orchestra of Her Majesty's Theatre, in

which he remained for many years. In 1861
he succeeded Lucas as principal violoncello in

the Philharmonic orchestra, and in 1876 took
the place of Paque in Her Majesty's private band.

He died in London, Dec. 11, 1882. T. p. p.

PETZMAYER, Johann, bom in Vienna,

1803, the son of an innkeeper. When he was
eighteen years old he obtained a common zither,

and taught himself to play it with such success

that his performances brought a considerable

amount of custom to his father. His fame
spread in higher quarters, and it was not long
before he became the fashion in Vienna. He
even played before the Emperor. In later life

he took to the bowed zither (Streich-Zither)

instead of the ordinary kind he had previously

used. In 1833 he made a successful tour in

Germany, and in 1837 was made Kammer-
virtuos to Duke Maximilian of Bavaria. He
was living in Munich in 1870. (Wurzbach's
Biographisches Lexikon, vol. 22.) m.

PEUTINGER, Conrad, a loverand supporter

of church music, and a keen devotee for the

welfare of literature and art. He was bom at

Augsburg (the city of the Fuggers), Oct. 14,

1465 ; was educated in Italy ; in 1493 became
secretary to the senate of Augsburg ; in 1521,

at the diet of Worms, obtained the confirmation

of the ancient privileges of the city, and others

in addition ; and died at Augsburg, Dec. 24,

1547. He was a great collector of antiquities,

inscriptions, and MSS., and in particular was
the owner of the ' Peutinger Tables," a map of

the military roads of the Lower Roman Empire,
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probably dating about 225, which is one of

the most precious geographical monuments of

antiquity, and is now in the State Library at

Vienna. His devotion to music is shown by
his preface to the ' Liber selectarum Cantionum

c[ua3 vulgo Mutetas appellant, sex, quinque,

et quatuor vooum, ' of Grimmius and "Wyrsung,

Augsburg, 1520, a volume containing twenty-

four Latin motets by H. Izac, Josquin des

Prfe, Obrecht, Pierre de la Rue, Senfl, and
others. G.

PEVERNAGE, Andebas, born in the year

1543,' at Courtrai, in Flanders. He held an
appointment in bis native town until his mar-

riage, ^ June 15, 1574, and soon after (about

1577) moved to Antwerp as choirmaster in

the cathedral. There he led an active life,

composing, editing, and giving weekly per-

formances at his house of the best native and
foreign music. He died at the age of forty-

eight, and was buried in the cathedral.

Sweertius ' describes him as ' vir ad modestiam
factus, et totus oandidus, quae in Musico mireris,

quibus cum leviusculis notis annata levitas

videtur.' The same author gives the following

epitaph :

—

M. AndrEB Fevernagio

Musico excellent!

Higus ecclesiae phonaBCO

et Mariae filiae

Haria Haecht vidua et FF. M. poss.

Obierunt Hie XXX Julii. Aetat XLVIII.
Ilia II Feb. Aetat XII. MDLXXXIX.

Four books of chansons were published in

1589-91, and a book of 'Cantiones Sacrae' in

1578; five masses and a book of 'Cantiones

Sacrae,' were published in 1602. The British

Museum contains one book of chansons, and
two imperfect copies of the ' Harmonia Celeste,

'

a collection of madrigals edited by Pevernage
in 1583, in which seven of his own pieces appear.

In addition to these Eitner * mentions sixteen

detached pieces in various collections of the

time. Two pieces have been printed in modem
type—an ode to S. Cecilia, ' virgo generosa,''

composed for the inauguration of his house
concerts,' and a nine-part 'Gloria in excelsis.''

[See the Sammelhdnde of the Iiii, Mus. Ges.

for April-June 1902, pp. 466-7.] j. R. s.-B.

PEZZE, Alessandeo, an able violoncellist,

was born. in Milan, August 11, 1835. He
received his first musical education from his

father, an excellent
,
amateur. In 1846 he

1 ^Maater A. Pevernsge . . . died July 30, 1591, about half-past
four in tlie afternoon, after five weeks' lllneaa.' (See note discoTereU
by Ml de Burbure in Antwerp Cathedral books.) Thus tbe-last two
letters of the date in the epitaph have changed places ; it should
stand MDLXXXXI. He died at the age of forty-eight, which
Axes the date of his birth-

2 Paquot'B ffistoire litteraire des Pays-bat, torn. 9, p. 331 (Louvain,
1767). The author gives a iBf^renoe, If^rane. , ffoemi potmata, ed.,

1678, pp. 239, 240, oii il y a deux Eplthalames : In nuptiaa Andreae
FdTernage,apudCortracon8esSyniphonascl,et MariaeMaegesviduae,
ITcaL julii, anho 1674.'

'

3 Athenae Belgtcae. Antwerp, 1628 (Brit: Mus. 11,901 k). Both the
year of deatl? and the name of Fevernage's wife are probably incor-
rect. See notes 6 and 7.

'

i Bibttographie.
B Commer— ' CoUectio op. musicomm Batav.'' vol-viii. (Berlin,

Trautwein). i 8 Ambros, aeacMchte, ill. 316.
7 OaectUa, von OberhofTer, Luxemburg, 1868, 1^0. 7.

entered the Milan Conservatorio after competi-

tion, receiving instruction from Merighi, also

the master of Piatti. After a course of concerts

in North Italy he was appointed first violoncello

at La Scala, Lumley brought him to Her
Majesty's Theatre in 1857, where he remained

till the theatre was burnt down. He undertook

various tours in the United Kingdom with

Tietjens, Santley, and other well-known artists,

and in 1870 accepted the post of principal

violoncello at Covent Garden and (with Pettit)

at the Philharmonic, but resigned three years

later in order to devote himself to teaching, on
being appointed to fill Piatti's place at the

Royal Academy of Music, which post he still

occupies. He frequently played at the Popular

Concerts either in conjunction with Piatti or

replacing him.

Signer Pezze has formed many excellent

pupils, and has helped to maintain the tradi-

tional Italian school ofplayers—that exemplified

by Piatti. He has played upon a fine Ruggieri

violoncello and, in latter years, upon the ' Mara

'

Stradivari. w. w. c.

PFEIFFER, Geoeges Jean, pianist and
composer, was born at Versailles, Dec. 12, 1835.

His first piano lessons were from his mother,
Mme. Clara PfeifFer, an excellent pianist of the

school of Kalkbrenner. Maleden and Damcke
first taught him composition. He gained a
brilliant success at the Conservatoire concerts

in 1862, in which year his operetta 'Capitaine

Roche' was performed. His compositions in-

clude a symphony, a quintet, trios, sonatas,

concertos, of which the third has been repeated
several times in Paris. Also an oratorio,

' Agar
' ; a symphonic poem, ' Jeanne d'Arc

'

;

an overture, ' Le Cid,' and a quantity of piano
music, including some well-known studies. An
important work is a one-act comic opera, ' L'En-
clume,' represented in 1884 and 1885. M.
Pfeiffer is a partner in the piano firm of Pleyel,

Wolff & Cie., Paris, and although he has fully,

maintained his artistic reputation he has yet
found time to devote serious attention to this

business. He succeeded his father, EmUe Pfeif-

fer, in this position. His great-uncle, J. Pfeiffer,

was one of the pioneers of piano-making in

Paris. . A. J. H.

PFITZNEE, Hans, born at Moscow, May 5,

1869, of German parents ; studied at first with
his father, conductor and violinist at the Stadt-

theater at Frankfort, and subsequently with
Kwast and Knorr at the Hoch Conservatoriiim

of that place. In 1892-93 he was a teachei- in

the Coblenz Conservatorium, and in 1894-95
undertook the duties of a theatrical conductor
at Mainz, receiving in the latter year a salary

for services up to then gratuitously given. He
taught from 1897 at the Stern Conservatorium
at Berlin", where he is still active as conductor
at the Theater des Westens. His music-drama,
' Der arme Heinrich,' was produced at Mainz
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in 1895, with great success ; and ' Die Rose vom
Liebesgarten ' at Elberfeld in 1901. Both have
been frequentlygiven at different German centres

of music. Incidental music to Ibsen's 'Fest
auf Solhaug,' and a violoncello sonata, op. ],

appeared in 1889 ; before this he had written

a scena for alto, female chorus, and orchestra,

',Der Blumen Bache,' which is still in MS.
The ballads 'Herr Oluf and 'Die Heinzel-

mannchen,' for baritone and bass with orchestra,

are among his more recent works, and some
chamber compositions, songs, and an orchestral

scherzo may also be mentioned. A monograph
on Pfitzner by P. N. Cossmann appeared in

1904, and in vol. v. of the Zeitschrift of the

Ivi. Mus. Oes., p. 277, is an article on him
(Biemann's Lexilcon), M.

PHALilSE. The firm of music-publishers of

this name, which for upwards of a century

occupied a leading position in the Netherlands,

was founded by Pierre PhaUse, who was born

at Louvain about 1510. His family name is

supposed to have been Van der Phalesien, but

both he and his descendants used either the

French form Phal^e or the Latin Phalesius. In

the present article the French form is adopted,

both for the surname and the Christian names of

the various members of his family. About 1545
Pierre Phalese, the elder, started publishing

musical works. His earlier books were chiefly

Lute music, and were printed by Servaas Sasseu

of Diest, Jacob Betius or Bathenius, and Martin

Eotarius or Eaymakers (Martin Eotaire). In

1563 the imprint first occurs ' Imprim^ k

Louvain par Pierre PhaUse, pour luy et Martin

Rotaire' ; in 1554 'Imprime h. Louvain par

Pierre Phalese,' so it seems probable that about

this time he started printing as well as publish-

ing. In 1570 he is associated with Jan Bellern

(Jean BelUre) of Antwerp, though he remained

at Louvain until his death, which took place in

1573 or 1574. His children were (1) Hubert,

sub-prior of the Benedictine Abbey of Afflighem ;

(2) Antoinette
; (3) Robert ; (4) Comeille and

(5) Pierre. Of these the name of Comeille (or

Comelis) appears in an edition of Lasso's

'Patrocinium Musices,' issued at Louvain in

1574. In 1581 he moved to Antwerp, where

he was still living in 1603. His children were

(1) Robert, who was a lawyer at Antwerp in

1612
; (2) Anne, who married C. van Dale and

died at Antwerp in 1612
; (3) Marie, married

in 1608 to Pierre Willems and (4) ComeUle,

baptized at Antwerp, Sept. 27, 1581. Comeille

Phalese seems at an early date to have given up

the publishing business to his brother, Pierre

Phalese the younger, who at first continued his

father's partnership with Bellere. Pierre was

inscribed in the Guild of St. Luke's, at Antwerp

in 1581, and on Feb. 17, 1582, was married at

theCathedralto Elisabeth Wisschavens,daughter

of Jean Wisschavens by Dymphna van Dyck of

Malines. In 1582 his books were issued at the

sign of the Red Lion in the Cammerstraet ; in

1606 the house was sold by its owners. Phalese's

lease lasted for two years longer, but in 1608

he bought the ' Coperen Pot ' in the same street

and changed its sign to ' De Koning David
'

;

this remained the seat of the business until the

firm finally gave up publishing. The younger

Pierre Phalese had five children ; (1) Barbara,

born between 1583 and 1585, married in 1610
to Jean de Vos

; (2) Madeleine, baptized in

1586, died May 30, 1652
; (3) Marie, baptized

in 1589, married in 1615 to E. de Mayer
; (4)

Pierre, baptized in 1594, became an Augustinian

monk at Antwerp ; in 1662 he celebrated the

jubilee of his entrance into religion ; his death

took place in 1671 ; (5) Anne, baptized in 1603,

died young. Phal^e died at Antwerp, March
13, 1629, and was buried in his son's monastery,

in the church of which his children erected a

monument to his memory in 1650 ; his wife

had predeceased him, dying in 1 6 1 9, After the

death of the younger Phalese, the business was
carried on by his daughters. Marie and
Madeleine were inscribed in the registers of

the Guild of Luke as 'dochters Phalese' in

1629, and from 1630 to 1650 the books issued

by the firm bear the imprint ' Chez les H^ritiers

de Pierre Phalese,' though about 1650 a few

works appeared issued 'Apud Magdalenam
Phalesium et cohaeredes.' Madeleine Phalese

died at the sign of King David on May 30,

1652, and was buried in the church of her

brother's monastery on June 3. An interesting

set of her executor's accounts is printed in Goo-

vaert's Typographic Musicale dans les Pay-Bas
(Antwerp, 1880) ; they show how extensive the

business was at this time. On the death of

Madeleine, her sister Marie de Mayer undertook

the management of the firm, which she con-

tinued until 1673 or 1674. The last work
issued by the Phaleses is dated in the latter

year, so it is probable that Marie de Mayer
died about that time, and that with her death

the business came to an end. Six printers'

marks are used by the Phalfeses : (1) David
standing, with a harp ; motto, ' Laudate Domi-
num Psalterio et Cythara. ' (2) David kneeling,

his harp and sceptre on the ground, an angel

with a sword in the sky. (3) St. Peter, a key

in his right hand, a book in his left
; (4) the

B.V. Mary with the child Christ, crowned, in

clouds
; (5) Melpomene, crowned, holding a

ring
; (6) The B.V. Mary with the child Christ,

seated, an open book in her right hand, a lily

on a table to the left. w. B. s.

PHILADELPHIA is remarkable among the

cities of the United States for its vigorous

musical life. A large number of societies for

the active practice of music exist within its

precincts. The oldest of these, the Musical

Fund Society, was established on Feb. 29,

1820. In 1823 the society built a hall for

its meetings, and about seven years later an
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academy was opened for musical instruction.

After having given, in the course of thirty

years, about one hundred concerts, in which
nearly all the best European and American
artists took part, increased competition in

musical affairs compelled the society to alter

its original system, but for the last thirty

years its funds hare been gradually accumu-
lating, so that a capital has now been secured

with which it is hoped •^ permanent school of

music wiU eventually be established. In the

eighty years of its existence the society has
given freely from its funds to the relief of its

professional members and their families, and to

provide for their children after the death of

their parents. The society has accumulated
a considerable library of vocal and orchestral

scores, etc. Of late its influence has de-

clined, as it has not attracted young blood
and new ideas. For the work of the Phil-

adelphia Orchestra, see Symphony Conoeets,
U.S.A. The Boston Orchestra gives concerts

in Philadelphia, and there is a season of
opera from the Metropolitan Opera -House,
New York.

In addition to the above, at the end of
this article will be found a list* of the
most important musical societies (with the
names of their conductors) which are now
in existence in Philadelphia. Of these the
Orpheus Club, a choral society for men's
voices, was organised in August 1872, and has
a limited membership of fifty active members
and a variable number of associate and sub-

scribing members.
The university of Pennsylvania, located in

Philadelphia, has established a Faculty of

Music, and confers degrees on students who
attend its lectures and pass. an examination in

harmony, counterpoint, and composition. Lec-

tures and instruction are given by the Professor

of Music (H. A. Clarke) who has also organ-

ised an orchestra and a glee-club, composed of

the undergraduate students. The Broad Street

Conservatory (G. R. Coombs, director), is affili-

ated to the University, and H. A. Clarke is a

member of the faculty. The Sternberg School

of Music has a smaller number of pupils, but
does good work.

There are several private musical academies

at Philadelphia. The principal of these is

the Philadelphia Musical Academy (President,

Richard Zeckwer).

MUSICAL SOOIBTIBS IN PHILADELPHIA

LyricCanb. H. Keel7(1885).
Miinnerchor. S.L.Hermann.
Mendelssohn Club (the
leading vocal club in the
city). 1876.

Musical Fund Society. Dr.
Oungliaon, President.

Orpheus Club. F. Scheel.

Philadelphia Choral So-
ciety. H. O. Thunder.

PhiUdelphia Orchestra.
Scheel.

Qnartet GInb. E. Ulrich.

Treble Clef. S. L. Her-
mann.

Toung Hannerchor. L.
Eoeramenich.

W. B. S.

AUemania. H. Eumme.
Columbia Oesangrerein. E.

Klee.
Euridice, female chotml

society. F. Scheel.
Fortnightly Club. M. Leef-

son.
Harmonie. E. Klee.

1 Iniornution from Mr. W. J. BaltieU, editor o< TJt9 Etud*.

PHILEMON ET BAUCIS. Op^ra-comique
in three acts (afterwards reduced to two), words
by Barbier and Carr^, music by Charles Gounod,
brought out at the Th&itre Lyrique, Feb. 18,

1860. Given at Covent Garden Theatre, Oct.

24, 1891. a.

PHILHARMONIC PITCH. See Pitch.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY. This Society

was founded in London in 1813 for the en-

couragement of orchestral and instrumental

music. Messrs. J. B. Cramer, P. A. Corri,

and W. Dance invited various professional

friends to meet them on Sunday, Jan. 24, 1813,

when a plan was formed which resulted in the

establishment of a society with thirty members,
afterwards increased to forty—seven of whom
were made directors for the management of the

concerts—and an unlimitednumber of associates.

The subscription for members was three guineas,

and for associates two guineas each. Subscribers

were admitted on the introduction of a member
on paying four guineas, and resident families of

any subscriber two guineas each.

The principal musicians in London readily

joined, and gave their gratuitous services in the
orchestra. The first series of eight concerts on
Mondays, at irregular intervals, commenced on
March 8, 1813, at the Argyll Rooms, Regent
Street— ' Leader, Mr. Salomon ; at the piano-

forte ' (in lieu of the conductor as at present),
' Mr. Clementi '—and was both financially and
artistically successful.

The following is a list of the members during
the first season :—J. B. Cramer, P. A. Corri,

W. Dance, M. Clementi, "W. Ayrton, W. Shield,

J. J. Graeff, H. R. Bishop, W. Blake, J. B.

Salomon, C. Neate, R. Potter, Sir Geo. T. Smart,
F. Cramer, T. Attwood, J. B. Viotti, — HUl,— Moralt, G. E. Griffin, J. Bartleman, W.
Knyvett, Louis Berger, C. Ashley, R. Cooke,
F. Yaniewicz, S. "Webbe, jun., V. NoveUo, W.
Horsley, W. Sherrington, A. Ashe. Among the
associates, of whom at the outset there were
thirty-eight, are found the names of Bridge-
tower, Mori, Naldi, Cipriani Potter, Spagno-
letti, Samuel Wesley, and other eminent
musicians.

The following have been the Treasurers of the
Society:—W. Ayrton (1813-14); W. Dance
(1815) ; M. Clementi (1816-17) ; R. H. Potter

(1818-19); T. Attwood (1820); W. Dance
(1821-82); W. Sherrington (1833-36); "W.
Dance (1836-39) ; G. F. Anderson (1840-76) ;

W. C. Macfarren (1877-80) ; C. E. Stephens
(1881-92); W. H. Cummings (1892 to the
present time). The Secretaries have been H.
Dance (1813); 0. J. Ashley (1813-15); W.
Watts (1815-47) ; G. W. Budd (1847-50) ; G.
Hogarth (1850-64) ; Campbell Clarke (1864-
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1866) ; Stanley Luoaa (1866-80) ; Henry Hersee
(1881-84); Francesco Berger (1885 to the
present time). Since 1 88 3 the office of secretary

has been honorary.

In the early days of the Society two sym-
phonies, two concertos, two quartets or quintets

for string or wind instruments, with two or

more Tocal concerted pieces, constituted the

evening's programme. Chamber instrumental

music is now excluded, and other arrangements
are made conforming to the exigencies of the

age and the comfort of the subscribers.

In addition to the claims of our own country-

men, foreign non-resident musicians have from
time to time been invited to direct the perform-

ances, often of works composed at the express

request of the Society, as Chembini (March 18,

1815), Spohr (1820, 1843), Weber (1826),
Mendelssohn (1829, 1842, 1844, 1847), HUler

(1852), Wagner (1855), Gounod (1871). The
intimate itssociation of the Society with these

great composers, as well as with Onslow and
Beethoven, etc. etc. , need only be mentioned to

show the artistic recognition which this institu-

tion has received frommusic's greatest professors.

A good idea of the popularity of the Society in

1820 may be formed from Spohr's account in

his Autobiography. 'Notwithstanding the

high price of admission,' says he, ' the number
of subscribers was so great that many hundreds

who had inscribed their names could not obtain

The following summary of the principal new
events of each season will be the best epitome

of the earnest artistic work done by the Phil-

harmonic Society, It will show how far the

Society since its establishment may claim to

have kept pace with the progress of music

;

how many masterpieces of the most different

schools, since become classic, were first heard

in England at a Philharmonic concert, and how
many great players have there made their debut

before an English audience. These claims to

distinction are due to the discretion and energy

of the Directors of the Society. Their post is

an honorary one, involving much time and
labour, and it is through their exertions that

the Society has for so long maintained its

position against continually increasing competi-

tion, and has on more than one occasion been

rescued from pecuniary difficulty and placed

again in a state of prosperity.

The list shows, with a few exceptions, only

the fresh works brought forward and the first

appearances of artists ; the stock pieces of the

repertory, and the re-appearances of favourite

players and singers being but rarely named.

In the programmes of the first season the

works are but rarely specified.

N.B.—* dflnotcfl that a work was composed for the Society ; t, that
It waa flnt performed in Knglftild at the date named.

1313. SympboDies—Haydn (4), Uozsrt (8), Beathoven

(3), Pleyel (1), Woelfl (1), Clement! (2), Romberg

1814.

1815.

1816.

1817.

1818.

1819.

1820.

1821.

1822.

1823.

1824.

182S.

1826.

1827.

1828.

1829.

1831.

1832.

1838.

(1). Overtures—Cherubini (4), Haydn (1), Hozart
(1), PaSr (1). Septet—Beethoven. Quartets and
Quintets—Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, J. G. Bach,
Romberg, Viotti, etc.

t Sinfonia Eroica. *t 2 MS. Symphonies, F. Ries.

*t Quartet, GrifBn. MS. Symphonies, Haydn,
t Crotch, and t Asioli. •*+ New Overture, Cheru-
bini. *t Overture, Berger. Selection iTom' Mount
of Olives.' B. Romberg plays. N.B.—Cherubini
accepts £200 for a new symphony, overture, and
vocal piece.

t Overture, * Anacreon,' conducted by Cherubini.

•t MS. Symphony and MS. Overture by Cherubini.

tMS. Symphonies by Ries and Woelfl; IMS.
Sestet, Kalkbrenner. Ealkbrenner and Lafont
play. £200 voted for trial of new works. 3 MS.
Overtures bought from Beethoven,

t Symphony in minor, Beethoven. t MS.
Symphony, Ries. fMS. Overture, Beethoven.
*tMS. Bardic Overture, Ries. *tM8. Overture
and Sestet, Potter. *tMS. Symphouy, F^my.
*t MS. Overture, BiuTowes. Baillot plays at 1st,

and leads at 6th and 7th concerts.
tOvertures, 'Fidelio'and 'Coriolan.' tSymphony
in A, Beethoven, i MS. Symphony, Buighersh.
Anfossi plays. Invitation to Beethoven.

t Hummel's Septet. tMS. Symphony, Ries.

tMS. Symphony, Clementi. MS. Trio, Lindley.
•tMS. Quintet, Bies.
Spohr's first visit ; plays his Dramatic Concerto,
and conducts his MS. *t Symphony (No. 2) and
t Nonet. Neate plays a t Concerto by Beethoven.
Further commissions to Beethoven.
Overtures, *t in F, Spohr ; t in D, Romberg.
Moscheles plays his t MS. Concerto. Potter
plays Mozart's t Concerto in D.

t Overture, ' Leonora. ' t Concerto for PF. and
Chorus, Steibelt (Neate); Mrs. Anderson's first

appearance—t Hummel's B minor Concerto. H.
Field (Bath) playa t Concerto, Hummel. MS.
Symphony, Bochsa. tMS. Concerto, Moscheles.
1st app. Caradori.

t MS. Symphony, Clementi. t MS. Overture (op.

124), Beethoven.
Beethoven's t C minor Concerto (Potter), t l^S.

Overture, Clementi. Ealkbienner plays t MS.
Concerto. Szymanowska plays. 1st app. Miss
Faton, Mme. Pasta.

*t Choral Symphony (March 21). Overtures—
t 'Buryanthe,' t'Olimpia,' Spontini; t 'Alcalde,*

Onslow. Concertos—t Beethoven, in G (Potter),

t Weber's Concertstiick (Neate). Pasta and
Caradori sing. Female Associates first elected.

Weber conducts, April 3. tMS. Symphony,
Potter, t Overture, ' Jessonda.' De B&iot plays
a Concerto by Bode.
tMS. Overtures by Schloesser and Goss. Liszt's

first appearance (May 21) in Concerto by Hummel.
1st app. Mme. Stocldiausen.
tSymphony in Bb, Spohr. Last appearance of
Clementi. Pixis plays.
Mendelssohn conducts his t C minor Symphony
(May 25). t Spohr's double Quartet. Sontsg and
Malibran sing.

Argyll Booms burnt (Feb. 6); library saved;
concert-room of Opera-House engaged. Mendels-
sohn's Overture to 'M. N. Dream.' t Overture,
'William Tell.' Nottumo for wind, Mozart.
1st app. Mme. Dulcken, De B^riot, Ponchard,
Lablache.
Selection from Spohr's ' Last Judgment.' t Over-
ture, 'Alchymist,' Spohr. 1st app. Hummel,
H. Blagrove, Rubini, Miss Inverarity.

Symphonies—t Moscheles in C, *tMS., Onslow
in t Beethoven's Violin Concerto (Eliason). t Men-
delssohn's ' Isles of Fingal ' (MS.). Mendelssohn
plays tG minor Concerto twice. John Field
(Russia) plays his Concerto in Eb. Schroder-
Devrient, Cinti - Damoreau, Tambnrini, sing.

Mendelssohn commissioned to write symphony,
overture, and vocal piece. Commissions given to
J. B. Cramer, Bishop, Potter, Griesbach, Neu-
komm, Moscheles, Griffin, Attwood, Horsley,
Novello, Goss, and T. Cooke. N.B.—Clementi's
funeral, in Westminster Abbey, conducted by the
Society.

*t Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony and *t Trum-
pet Overture. *tMS. Symphony (A minor) by
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Potter. Mendelssohn plays Mozart's D minor
^ Concerto. 1st app. Herz, Clara Novello, Miss

Masson. N.B.—Concerts transferred to Hanover
Square. Hon. members first elected—Auber,
Hummel, Le Sueur, Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer,
Onslow.

1834. *t Bishop's Cantata, 'The Seventh Day'; *No-
vello's do., 'Rosalba';; *tHor8ley'8 motet, 'Ex-
altabo.' *+ Overture, Griesbach. Mendelssohn's
t'Melusina' and *t 'Infelice.' Beethoven's Bp
Concerto, Mrs. Anderson. Moscheles plays his

t Concerto Fantastique (MS.). Ist app. of Vieux-
temps, Grisi, Ivanoif.

1835. t Spohr's 'Weihe der Tone.' tMS. Symphony,
Maurer. *t Concerto in D Minor, Herz. 1st app.
ofW. S. Bennett, H. Blagrove, Servais, Brambllla.

1836. t Mendelssohn's 'Calm Sea.' fL^hn^r's Sym-
phony in Bb. *^t Bishop's Cantata 'Departure
from Paradise' (Malibran). Bennett plays his

t Concerto, C minor. 1st app. of Thalberg, Ole
Bull, Lipinski, Balfe.

1837. t Symphony in A, Onslow. Overtures—f Bies

;

t ' Cymbeline,' Potter ; f
' Naiades ' (MS.), W. S.

Bennett, -flntrod. and Fugue, Mozart. Choral
Symphony. 1st app. of Rosenhain, Miss Birch,
Ronconi.

1838. t Mendelssohn's D minor Concerto, MS. (Mrs.
Anderson). tBennett'sFminordo.,MS.(Bennett).
tMS. Concerto, Hummel (Dulcken). Choral
Symphony. 1st app. of Hausmann, Heinemeyer,
Pott, Dohler.

1839. Bennett's MS. Overtures t * Wood Nymphs ' and
* Parisina.' f Concerto Pastorale, Moscheles.

t Overture, 'Yelva,' Reissiger. 1st app. of Mario
in England, Dorus Gras, I^inforth.

1840. t Symphonies No. 5 'and 'Historical,' Spohr.
IMS. Symphony, Jos. Strauss. 1st app. of Nau,
Molique. Liszt, Ole Bull, and Henry Field (Bath),
play.

1841. Lobgesang. Overtures—f
' Benv. Cellini, Berlioz

;

* Vampyr, ' Lindpaintijer.; ' Regicide,' Lficas. Cho-
ral Symphony. Bennett's C minor Concerto.
Liszt, Vieuxtemps, David, play. 1st app. of
Dolby, Ldwe, Misses Williams.

1842. i'MS. Symphony and fMS. Concerto, Molique.

t MS. Symphony (Virtue and Vice), Spohr. Men-
delssohn conducts t Scotch Symphony and Heb-
rides, and plays his D minor Concerto. 1st app.
of Miss Bassano, Adelaide Kemble, Parish-Alvars.

1843. t Overture, • Maicbeth,' Spohr. t Chopin's P
minor Concerto (Dulcken). Choral Fantasia (Mrs.
Anderson). fMS. Concert- piece in A minor,
Bennett. Choral Symphony (twice), Lobgesang.
'Weihe der Tone.' 1st app. of Albertazzi, Staudigl,
Sivori, Mme. Oury, Dreyschoek. Spohr plays and
conducts. N.B.—Nine concerts.

1844. t Overture, ' Leonora,* No. 1. t ' Ruins of Athens.'

t Overture and Suite, Bach, t ' Walpurgisnight.
*

Beethoven's Concerto in G, and Violin do. * Mid-
summer N. D. ' nmsic. Ist app. of Ernst, Sainton,.

Joachim, Piatti, Buddeus. Mendelssohn conducts
last 5 concerts. Sivori, Bennett, play. 1st app,
of Castellan, A. Thillon. .

1845. Macfarren's Symphony in C# minor. Overture,
'Canteraire,' Fesca. f Concerto, D minor. Bach
(Moscheles). ' Walpurgisnight.' 1st app. of L. de
Meyer, MilanoUos, Pischek, Cavallini ; Sainton,
Oury, Vieuxtemps, Bennett, play.

1846. Costa conducts (till 1854). t Beethoven's Mass
in D. t Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto (Sivori).

t MS. Concerto, P. Alvars (Mme. Dulcken).

t Spohr's Concerto in G (Sainton), f Bennetts
Caprice in E (Bennett), t Spohr's Concertante,
MS. 1st app. Mme. Pleyel, Lockey, Lavigne.

1847. Mass in C. Beethoven, t Symphony in D (3
movements), Mozart. Beethoven's Choral Sym-
phony, Concerto in G (Mendelssohn), Violin
Concerto (Joachim). ' Midsummer N. D.' music.
Scotch Symphony. Mendelssohn conducted and
played at the 4th concert—his last visit. 1st app,
Kate Loder, Hellmesberger, Persian!.

1848. t Mendelssohn's ' To the sons of Art. ' t Overture,
'Struensee.' + Symphony, B minor, A. Hesse.
Overture, 'Siege of Corinth,' Rossini, t Over-
ture, 'Titania,' Griesbach, 'Parisina,' Bennett,
lal^ app. Viardot Garcia, Alboni, H. 0. Cooper,
Prudent.

1849. Mendelssohn's t'Athalie' (twice), f 'Ruy Bias'

1850.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1867.

1868.

CtfS.), and Serenade and Alio giojoso. Choral
Symphony. 1st app. Mile. Neruda, L, SlopeXi
Hancock (v'cello), J. B. Chatterton, Sims Beeves,
Miss Lucombe, Jetty TreflFz, Wartel.
Grieabach's t MS. Overture, ' Tempieat.' Concert-
stiick, C minor, Benedict. 'Walpurgisnight.' Ist
app. Charton, Hayes, P^e, Formes, Alaxd,
Benedict, Salaman.

t MS, Overture, Schlosser. t Concertos—t violin—Bp, Mozart (Sainton) ; t Spohr, No. 2 (Blagrove)

;

PF. Hummel,Aminor(Pauer). ChoralSymphony;
Trumpet Overture. Ist app. Reichardt, J. Stock-
hausen, Bottesini, W. H. Holmes, Pauer.

t Hiller's Symphony * Im Freien.' t Scotch
flantasia, Joachim. Overture, ' Don Quixote,' Mae-
farren. 1st fpp. Clauss, Hall6, John Thomas,
Gardoni. Hiller conducts (June 28).

t 'Praise of Music,' Beethoven, tA minor Sym-
phony, Gade. t Overture, Scherzo, and Finale,

Schumann, f ' Loreley ' finale, Mendelssohn(Pyne).
t • Harold in Italy ' (Sainton) ;

' Repose ' (Gardoni)

;

Overture, 'Camaval Romain'—all by Berlioz,

t Hiller's Concerto (Hiller), t Overture, 'Genue-
serin,' Lindpaintner. *MS. Symphony, Cherubini.
1st app. F. Hiller, Winterbuttom.

t Symphony, B flat, Schumann, t MS. Symphony,
Rosenhain. Ist app. Belletti.

Wagner conducts, t Selection, ' Lohengrin.* MS.
Symphony in Bb, Lucas, t Overture, 'Chevy
Chase,' Macfarren, t Overture, ' Tannhauser

'

(twice), t Concerto, B minor, Chopin (HalU). 1st
app. Jenny Nev, Rudersdorff.
Sterndale Bennett (onducts (till 1866). Schu-
mann's t ' Paradise and Peri.' Overtures, t ' Don
Carlos,' Macfarren; f Antony and Cleopatra,'

Potter. tl3 Vars. sinenses, Mendelssohn. Ist
app. Arabella Goddard, Mmr*. Schumann, Mme.
Lind, Mme. Weiss, N.B.—Six concerts.

t PF. Concerto in G, Rubinstein. Istapp. Remenyi,
A. Rubinstein. Six Concerts,

t Concerto No, 4, David. 1st app. W. G. Cusins,
Bott.

t Joachim's Hungarian Concerto (Joachim). Ben-
nett's 'May Queen.' 1st app. Csillag, Artdt. Six
concerts,

t Symphony, 'The Seasons,' Spohr. + Concerto,
Dussek, G minor (Goddard). 1st app. Becker,
Lubeck, E5mpel, Faque, Farepa, Santley. Six
concerts.
1st app. Lemmens Sherrington, Delle Sedie, J. F.
Bamett, Straus, O. Goldschmidt, Moscheles's
last appearance. Bight concerts again.
Jubilee year. Symphony, Gade. Overtures

—

*t ' Paradise and Peri,' Bennett
;

'
' Genoveva '

Schumann. Concertos—f Triple, Beethoven (Joa-
chim, Piatti, Cusins) ; tA minor, Viotti (Joachim)

;

t v'cello, Davidoflf (Davidoflf), t v'cello, Piatti
(Piatti), Violin, David (Becker). * Hearmy prayer,'
Mendelssohn (Mme. Lind). 1st app. Tietjens,
Miles. Marchisio, Davidoff, Lavigne. N.B.—Nine
concerts.

t Music to • Bgmont,' Beethoven. Overture, * Os-
sian,' Gade. March in 'Tannhauser.' f Fantasia
appassionata, Rietz (Piatti). 1st app, Buziau.
Symphonies—*t Bennett, MS., G minor; Schu-
mann in C, Overtures—'Fernand Cortez,' Spon-
tini; 'Merry Wives,' Nicolai. Concertos—f Ben-
nett, No. 1 (H. Thomas); t Joachim, No. 2, in G
(Joachim). Serenade and Alio giojnso,Mendelssohn
(Hartvigson). 1st app. Bettelheim, Gunz, Tre-
belli, Orozier.
Overtures—'Le Philtre,' Auber; f 'Rienzi,' Wag-
ner. Concertos—t Flute, Molique (Svendsen)

;

PF. Schumann (Mme. Schumann). Finale to
' Loreley * (Tietjens). 1st app. Murska, Harriers-
Wippern, Sinico, Agnesi, Lauterbach, Svendsen.
Schumann's 'Paradise and Peri' (Parepa). Gou-
nod's Symphony in Efr. 1st app. Ubrich, Cum*
mings, Auer, Jaell, Mehlig, Wieniawsky. N.B.—
Sterndale Bennett resigns.
W. G. Cusins appointed conductor. *t Overture,
' Marmion,' Sullivan. Symphonies—Beethoven,
Choral ; Schubert, B minor ; Schumann, D minor.
1st app. Nilsson, Patey, Griitzmacher.
Beformation Symphony, Mendelssohn. Over>
tures—* Bliae,' Cherubini ; t ' Rosenwald,' Lucas ;

t Symphonique, J. F. Barnett ;
' Nonne Sanglante,*

Gounod ; f 'Selvaincantataj'Benedict. fConcert-
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1870.

1871.

1873.

1875.

1876,

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

stuck (op. 92), Schumann (Mme. Schumann.)
Concertos—t Max Bruch ^traus)

; t Besekirsky ;

Reinecke (Jaell). 1st app. Foli, Kellogg, V. Bigby,
E. Wynne, Besekirsky, Carrodus, Rendano.
N.B.—Concerts removed to St. James's Hall. Pro-
grammes annotated by Prof. Macfarren. i Sym-
phony— Woelfl, G minor. Overtures— *Ca-
macho,' Mendelssohn ;

' King Manfred,' Reinecke,'
*RosamuDde,* Schubert. 1st app. H. Holmes,
Neruda, Reinecke, Zimmermann, Regan, Monbelli.
Symphony, Et7, Schumann. Overture, *In Me-
moriam,' Sullivan. Concerto, BP, Piatti. Beet-
hoven's 9 Symphonies. 1st app, OrgenyL
Symphonies—t Gounod in D ; Schubert in C.
Overtures—'Mireille,' Gounod; *Wood Nymph,'
Bennett; 'Rienzi,' Wagner. fSaltarello, Gounod.
t Concerto grosso, G minor, Handel, t Concertino.
Bottesini. 1st app. Brandes, Capoul, Faure. N.B.
—Bust of Beethoven presented by Frau Linz-
bauer. Grold medal struck by Wyon for pre-
sentation to artists.

Brahms's Serenade in D. Oveitures— Bennett,

i ' Ajax'; Benedict, 'Tempest.' Concertos—fBfich
in G ; t Handel, oboe, G minor ; Liszt, £17 ; Cusins,
Aminor. Istapp. Delaborde, Hartvigson, Carlotta
Fatti, Peschka- Leutner, Marimon, M. Roze,
Mme. Colomb, Vizzani,
Symphony, t C. P. E. Bach in D ; t'Tasso,' Liszt.

i Requiem, Brahms. Bach's Chromatic Fantasia.
Overtures—'Faust,' Spohr; 'AlfonsoandEstrella,'
Schubert ; * Medecin,' Gounod ;

' Hollander,' Wag-
ner; 'St. John the Baptist' (MS.), Macfarren.
Concertos—Rubinstein, G ; Brahms, D minor

;

Macfarren, G minor (Straus). Istapp. Alvsleben,
Lloyd, Colyns, Von Biilow.

t Concerto grosso in A, Handel. Serenade in
A, Brahms. Overture, 'Genoveva,' Schumann;
t ' Taming of the Shrew,' Rheinbei^er. f Concerto,
Lalo in F (Sarasate). 1st app. Sterling, Essipoff,

Krebs, Saint-Saens, Sarasate.
Concert in memory of Bennett ; his Prelude and
t Funeral March, *Ajax'; and 'Woman ofSamaria.'
Symphony, 'Im Walde,' Raff. Fest- Overture,
Benedict. Concertos—Yieuxtemps in A minor
(Wieniawski) ; Raff, PF., C minor (Jaell). Varia-

tions on theme by Haydn, Brahms. Music in

the 'Tempest,' Sullivan. *t Idyll on Bennett,
Macfarren. Choral Symphony. Istapp. Breitner,
Fapini, Wilhelmj, Thekla Friedlander, S. Lowe,
Shakespeare.
tDramaticSymphony, Rubinstein. Suite, Bminor,
Bach (fluteX Overtures— ' Merry Wives,' Bennett,

t ' Wallenatein's Camp,' ' Rheinberger ' ; t ' Love's
Labour's Lost,' Cusins; 'Meistersinger,' Wagner.
Concertos—Henselt, Fminor (Earth) ; Rubinstein,
El? (Rubinstein); Goltermann(Lasserre). Brahins's
Requiem (2nd timp). 1st app. Barth, Osgood,
Bedeker. N. B. —Ten concerts.

'Symphonies—t Silas in C; Brahms in C minor.
Overtures—Elegiac, Joachim ; ' Lay of Last Min-
strel,' J. P. Bamett: 'Parisina,' Bennett. Con-
certos—Mozart, harp and flute ; Grieg, A minor

;

Raff, v'cello. Schumann's Faust, Pt. 3. 1st app.
Dannreuther, R. Hausmann, Mary Davies,
Henschel, McGuckin, P. Viardot. N.B.—Ten
concerts.
Overture, ' Don Quixote,' Macfarren. Huldigungs-
marsch, Wagner. Concerto, Violin, MS., Wienia-
wski, f Violin Suite, Raff (Sarasate). 1st- app.
Briill, Plant6, Thursby, Schou. N.B.—Eight
concerts.
Symphonies—Ocean, Rubinstein; E minor, MS.,
Macfarren. Overture, Italian, Schubert. Con-
certos—Brahms, Violin, MS. (Joachim, twice);
Saint-Saens, G minor; Fantaisie Norv^gienne,
Lalo (Sarasate). t Bach's Or^n Prelude and
Fugue, A minor (Saint-Saens). 1st app. Janptha,
Saint-Saens, Maas.
Symphonies—in D, Brahms ; in E minor, Sullivan.

Overtures—t ' Twelfth Night,' MS., Benedict;
t' Mountain, Lake, and Moorland,' MS., H.
Thomas; t * Fruhlings,' Goetz ; t ' Phedre, ' Masse-
net ; 'Hero and Leander,' MS., W. C. Macfarren ;

'Recollections of the Past,' MS., C. E. Stephens
;

'Gustave,* Auber. Concertos— Mozart, 2 PF.'s

(Mehlig, Bache); t Jackson, PP., D minor, MS.
(Zimmermann) ; Rubinstein, PF.j in G (Timanoff)

;

Scharwenka, PF. ; Piatti, D mmor. Variations

for Violin, Joachim. 1st app. Montigny RSmaury,
Sauret, Scharwenka, Timanoff.

1881. (Six concerts.) Dr. Francis Hueffer appointed
annotator of programmes, in succession to Sir

G. A. Macfarren. Dramatic Symjjhony, * Rom6o
et Juliette,' Berlioz(given twice during theseason).
*Sinfonietta in A (MS.), F. H. Cowen. Overtures—'Waverley/ op. 1, Berlioz; 'Sigurd Slembe.'
J. Svendsen. iPF. Concerto, No. 2, in C minor
(MS.), Xaver Scharwenka. Liederkreis, op. 98,

Beethoven. 1st app. Sophie Menter, Eugene
d'Albert, Ovide Musin, Hope Glenn, Sembrich,
Albani, F. Boyle, Herbert Reeves, King, and
Ghilberti.

1882. (Six concerts.) t Po6me Symphonique, 'Hungaria,'
Liszt. Overtures- t'Ossian' (MS.), F. Corder;
t ' The Veiled Prophet,' Stanford, t PF. Concerto
in G minor, Sgambati. Violin Concerto in A
minor, Molique.' Scena, 'Chevuoi,miocor'(MS.),
Mendelssohn. Chorus of Reapers (Prometheus),
Liszt. Choral Symphony, Beethoven; f Choral
Ode ' Nanie,' Brahms, t Chorus for female voices,
' Die Nixe,' Rubinstein, t ' Paradise Lost,* Rubin-
stein. 1st app, Sgambati, Kufferath, Annie
Marriott, Edith Santley, Marion Fenna, Eleanor
Famol, Ellen Orridge, Sophie Hudson, F. Barring-
ton Foote, Ludwig. First season of a voluntary
choir.

1883. (Six concerts.) Prize of ten guineas offered for
the best Overture. Forty-six submitted anony-
mously. Adjudicator, Sir Michael Costa, assisted
by Sir Julius Benedict and Mr. Otto Goldschmidt.
* Ballade for Orchestra, *La Belle Dame sans
Merci,' Mackenzie, f Fantaisie Ecossaise, Violin,

Max Bruch. t Scena, 'Marie Stuart's Farewell,'
Benedict, t Prize Overture, * Among the Pines/
Oliver A. King, t Motet, 'Adjutator in oppor-
tunitatibus,' Cherubini ; t Pastorale and ' Angel's
Message ' (Christus), Ijiszt. The Choral Fantasia,
the Chorus of Dervishes, and the March and
Chorus in 'The Ruins of Athens,' Beethoven.
1st app. Pachmann, Teresina Tua, Minnie Gwynne,
Mierzwinsky, Ernest Laris. At the close of this
season Mr. W. G, Cusins resigned the office of
conductor, which he had held for seventeen years.

1884. (Six concerts.) Conductors (honorary fpr this
season), George Mount, Dr. C. V. Stanford, J.
Francis Bamett, F. H. Cowen. Symphonies

—

t No. 4, in Bb minor, Cowen ; t Overture, ' Hu-
sitska,' and Rhapsodic (Sclavische) No. 2, op.

45, Dvorak ; Symphony, No. 2^ in D, op. 73,
Brahms. Saltarello, Gounod. FF. Concerto in

minor, op. 185, Raff. Double bass Concertino
in F| minor, Bottesini. t Sc6ne religieuse, ' O
deplorable Sion !

' (Racine's ' Esther '), A. G.
Thomas. 1st app. Dvorak, Clara Asher, Gertrude
Griswold and W. J. Winch.

1885. (Six concerts.) Sir Arthur Sullivan appointed
conductor. Annotator of the first and part of the
second programmes. Dr. Francis Hueffer ; of i>art

ofthe second andthethird, Mr. Charles E.Stephens
(ad interim), after which Mr. Joseph Bennett was
appointed. Prize oftwenty guiueas offered for the
best Overture. Eighty-eight submitted, anony-
mously. Adjudicators, Messrs. W. H. Cummings,
George Mount, and- Charles E. Stephens. * Sym-
phony, No. 2, in D minor (MS.) and PF. Concerto
in G minor, op. 23, Dvofdk. f Symphonic Poem,
* Johanna d'Arc,' Moszkowski. * Orchestral Seren-

ade, T. Wingham. t Dramatic Overture (Prize

Composition), Gustav Ernest. Symphony, No. 3,

in F, Brahms. 1st app. Moszkowski, Clotild.e

Kleeberg, Oscar Beringer, Franz Rummel, EUy
Wamots, Minnie Hauk, Marie Etherington, Car-

Intta Elliot, Mary Beare, Florence Major, Iver
M'Kay, Arthur Thompson, A. C. Oswald, and
W. H. Brereton.

1886. (Six concerts.) Symphonies —No. 3, in F, Prout;
* in C minor, Saint-Saens. * Orchestral Sceiie, ' Tlie

Forest of Arden,' Gadsby. * Suite in F, and

t violin concerto in C, Moszkowski. Pastoral Intro-

duction, and Overture to second part of "The
Light ofthe World,* Sullivan. Overture, * Graziella,'

Bottesini. t Violin Concerto in A minor, op. 53,

Dvordk. Ingeborg's Lament ('Frithjof'), Max
Bruch. 1st app. Frickenhaus, Fanny Davies,
Tivadar Nachfez, OndiicSk, Antoinette Trebelli,

Agnes Larkcom.
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1887. (Eight concerts.) Symphonies—No. 3, inG minor,
* The Scandinavian, Gowen ; No. 4, in E minor,
Brahms ; in F, Hermann Goetz. * Suite, ' Bouma-

1

nian,' Gorder. Overtures—t
' Kenilworth,' Mac-

farren; 'Diballo,' Sullivan; 'Loreley,'MaxBruch.
Quatuor Concertant, oboe, clarinet, horn, and
bassoon, with orchestra, Mozart t Concerto for

Piano-Pedalier (MS. ), Oounod. tVocal duet, ' Hark,
her step' (MS., a revised setting for the opera,

'The Canterbury Pilgrims'), Stanford. fAria,
'Per questa bella mano,' with Contrabasso obbli*

gate, Mozart. * Prayer of Nature (Byron), MS.,
Randegger. lstapp.Schonberger, Josef Hofhiann,
Lucie Falieot, Marianne Eissler, Nettie Carpenter,
Marie de Lido, Ella Bnssell, Lillian Nordica,
Nevada. At the close of the season Sir Arthur
Sullivan resigned the conductorahip, which he
had held for three years.

1888. (Seven concerts.) Mr. F. H, Gowen appointed
Conductor. Symphonies—in 6 (from an early set
of six), Haydn ; in D, and Norwegian Rhapsody,
No. 2, Svendsen. Overtures—' Romeo and Juliet,

'

Macfarren; 'CEdipus,' Stanford; 'SiegfMed Idyll,*

Wagner, t Music to a ' Walpurgis Night,* Widor,

t Serenade for strings, and f Tema con Varlazioni
from third Orchestral Suite, Tchaikovsky. Suite,
selected by F. A. Gevaert from works by Rameaa.
Petite Suite, 'Jeux d'enfants," Bizet. Pastoral
Suite, J. F. Harnett. Two elegiac Melodies for
strings, Grieg. *Three mythological pieces, 'Aphro>
dite,' 'Vulcan,' and 'Pan,' Silas. Scotch Rhap-
sody, No. 1, Mackenzie. ' Song of Judith,' Frout.
Ist app. Fraulein Soldat, Otto Heguer, E. Grieg,
A. Hollins, Liza Lehmann, Eleanor Rees, Mme.
Fursch-Madi, Mrs. Hutchinson, Hilda Wilson,
Carl Mayer. Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Svendsen, and
Widor made their first appearance in England
this season, at the invitation of the directors.
After the fifth concert, Mr. Gowen, having been
appointed Musical Conductor at the Melbourne
Exhibition, was released from completing his
engagement at the Fhilbarmonic, and Herr Johan
Svendsen, of Copenhagen, conducted the last two
coucerts of the season.

1889. (Six concerts.) Symphonies—Haydn in B flat.

Parry's *t 'English' Symphony. Suites-Grieg's
'Peer Gynt,' Stanford's *tfor vln. and orch.
Grieg conducted his own work, and Joachim
played Stanford's Suite. 1st app. Mme. Backer-
Grondahl, Tsaye, Mme, Grieg, Hermine Spies,
Tremelli.

1890. (Six concerts.) Symphony, fDvoif&k in G. Suites,
etc.—Benolt's music to ' Charlotte Corday,* Manci-
nelli's t ' Scene Veneziane, ' f Moszkowski's second
suite, op. 47. Widor's t fantasia, pf. and orch.
Overture, German's ' Richard III. Conductors
of their own works : Widor, Benolt, Huberti.
1st app. Sapellnikoff, Borwick, Buonamlci, Miss
Macintyre, Fillunger, and Blauwaert.

1891. (Seven concerts.) Symphony, *t C. B. Stephens.
Sgambati's t 'Sinfonia-EpitaJamio.' Suite, Mac-
kenzie's 'Ravenswood' music. Overture, Rubin-
stein's ' Antony and Cleopatra.' 1st app. Staven-
hagen, Paderewski, Jean Gerardy, Lamond,
Ravogli sisters, Oudio.

1892. (Seven concerts.) Mozart Centenary concert.
Symphonic poem, Cliffe's ' Cloud and Sunshine.'
Overture, Stanford's ' CEdipus.' Concerto, *t Dora
Bright. Grieg's 'Der Einsame.' 1st app. Dora
Bright, de Greef, Wietrowetz, Hugo Becker,
Arbos, Esther Palliser. Mr. Gowen resigned his
place at the end of the season.

1898. Sir A. G. Mackenzie appointed conductor. (Six
concerts.) Symphonies—Stanford's ' Irish,' Glifie's

in E minor. Suites, etc.—Somervell's *t * Helen
of Kirkconnel,'Parry'8 'Hypatia' music, selection
from Bruch's 'Achilleus.' Concertos—Huber's,

t Paderewski's. Vocal work— Erskine Allen's

*t 'Annie of Lochroyan.' 1st app. Slivinski,

Willy Hess, Otto Hegner, Julius Elengel, Nancy
Mcintosh, Liza Lehmann, Marie Brema, Norman
Salmond.

1894, (The concerts took place henceforward in the
Queen's Hall.) (Seven concerts.) Symphonies

—

Tchaikovsky's t ' Pathetic ' (at two consecutive
concerts), German's inA minor. Dvof^k's f ' New
World' symphony. Suites, etc.—Grieg's t music
to Bjdrnson's 'Sigurd Jorsalfar.' Overtures—

Goldmark's 'Sakuntala,' Smetana's 'Verkaufle
Braut,' Parry's ' To an unwritten Tragedy,'
Mackenzie's *t * Britannia.' Concertos, etc.

—

Paderewski's ' Polish Fantasia,' Tchaikovsky's
fantasia, pf. and orch,, Sophie Menter's *f * Zigeu-
nerweisen' for ditto. 1st app. C^sar Thomson,
Landi, Clementina de Vere, Ben Davies.

1895. (Seven concerts, exclusive of a special Purcell
Commemoration concert.) Symphony, Stanford's

*t in D minor, op. 56. Suites, etc.—Mackenzie's
pieces 'From the North.' Overtures—Lamond's
t'Aus dem Schottische Hochlande,' G. J.

Bennett's *t'Leonatu8 and Imogen,' Chadwick's
t ' Melpomene.' Ghaminade's t concertstiick, pf.

and orch. Istapp. Emil Sauer, Frederick Dawson,
Eibenschiitz, W. Burmester, Chaminade, Mrs.
Henschel, David Bispham.

1890. ^even concerts.) Symphony, Borodin's t second.
Suites, etc.—Cowen's *t ' In Fairyland,' German's
in D minor, Dvofak conducted his tvcello
concerto and f ' Biblische Lieder.' let app. John
Dunn, Leo Stem, Mark Hambourg, Louis Fecskai,
Beisenauer, Katherine Fisk, Salter sisters.

1897. ^even concerts.) Symphony, GlazounoVs fourth.

Suites, etc.— MacCunn's 'Highland Memories,'
Parry's *t ' Symphonic Variations,' German's
*t Commemoration fantasia. Concertos, etc.

—

Mackenzie's ^t' Scottish Concerto,' pf., Cliffe's

Violin concerto, Stanford's pf. concerto in G,
Cowen's ' Dream of Endymion,' Running's
*t' Spring and Youth.' 1st app. Adele aus der
Ohe, Siloti, Blanche Marches!, Sigrid Amoldson.
(Three extra concerts in the autumn). Moszkow-
ski conducted his f vln. concerto, f ballet musio
from ' Boabdil and f Maurische Fantasia. ' Humper-
dinck conducted his overture to ' Children of the
King.' Mackenzie's to the ' Little Minister.' Ist
app. Gregorowistch, Olitzka.

1898. (Seven concerts.) Overture, Goldmark's ' Im
Friihling.' Suites, etc.—Gordei^s *t 'Pippa Passes,'
MacCunn's ballet music from 'Diarmid,' Saint-
Saens, t organ fantasia. 1st app. Gabrilowitsch,
Henry Such, Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler, Ella Pan-
cera, Adamowski, Marcella Pregi, Hermine
d'Albert, Clara Butt

1899. (Seven concerts.) Symphony, Martucci's in D
minor. Suites, etc.—-Coleridge -Taylor's ballade
inA minor, Rachmaninov's t &ntasia op. 7, Luard
Selby's *t Idyll for small orchestra, Stanford's

*f variations on ' Down among the Dead Men ' for
pf. and orch. Mackenzie's music to ' Manfred.'
1st app. Leonora Jackson, Ernst von Dohndnyi,
Rachmaninov, Moriz Rosenthal, Ruth Lamb,
Christianne Audray. Sir A. G, Mackenzie resigned
at the end of the season.

1900. (Dr. F. H. Cowen re-appointed. Seven concerts.)
Overture, Otto Manns's f ' Dramatic ' overture, W.
H. Thorley's ' Macbeth.' Suites, etc.—Bantwjk's
symphonic poem 'Jaga-Naut,' Coleridge-Taylor's

*t ' Scenes from an Everyday Romance,' Cowen's
*t Concertstiick for pf. and orch. 1st app. L.
Gorski, Busoni, Louis Arena.

1901. (Seven concerts.) Symphony, Cowen's in E.
Overtures, Elgar's *t * Cockaigne.' W. Wallace's
*t symphonic poem. Griidener's t vln. concerto,
Parry's * Soldier's Tent.' 1st app. Eubelik,
Leopold Godowsky, Lydia Nervil, Plunket
Greene.

1902. (Seven concerts.) Overtures—Cowen's ' Butter-
fly's Ball,' Mackenzie's ' Cricket on the Hearth.*
Suites, etc.—W. H, Bell's *t' Mother Carey,*
Cowen's 'Coronation March,' Percy Pitt's songs
for baritone and orch. Herbert Bedford's *t ' Sum-
mer Dawn.' A. Randegger's (junr.) fviohn con-
certo in D minor. Rachmaninov's second pf.

concerto. 1st app. W. Backhaus, Harold Bauer,
Marie MunchhofT.

1903. (Seven concerts.) Overtures—Garnet Wolseley
Cox's *t ' Pelleasand Melisanda,* Hervey s ' Youth.'
Suites, etc.—Mackenzie's ' London Day by Day,'
Cowen's 'Phantasy of Life and Love,' Baron F.
d'Erlanger's vln. concerto, Macdowell's pf. con-
certo, Cliffe's 'Triumph of idcestis,* Reginald
Somerville's t ' Ballad of Thyra Lee.' Ist app.
Kreisler, Macdowell, Max Wolfsthal.

1904. (Seven concerts.) Symphony, C^sar Franck's in
D minor. Overture, A. von Ahn Garae's *t ' Man-
fted.' Suites, etc, — German's 'Rhapsody on
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Harch Thames,' Franco da Venexia's f concert-
stuck pf. and oreh., Stanford's t clarinet con-
certo, Vincent d'Indy'a t ' Lied maritime.' Ist
app. Marie Hall, Dorothy Maggs, Ernest Console,
Baonl Pugno, Maria Gay, Minnie Tracey, Muriel
Foster, Gregory Hast.

1905. (Seven concerts.) Symphony, Paul Juon's in A.
Overture, Hervey'a ' In the Bast.' Suites, etc.—
Mackenzie's t ' Canadian Bhapsody,' German's
'Welsh Rhapsody,' CSsar Franck's variations, pf.
and orch., Stanford's violin concerto. A- Kan-
degger's (junr.) 'Bohemian Dances.' Ist app.
Pablo Casals, B. Hubermann, Achille Rivarde,
Franz von Yecsey, Perceval Allen, John Coates.

1906. (Seven concerts.) Symphony, Weingartner's fin
G, op. 23. Suites, etc.—Stanford's second * Irish
Rhapsody,' Gowen's second set of old dances,
Dofananyi's pf. concerto, Blgar's ' Introduction
and Allegro,' York Bowen's pf. concerto, vocal
scenas by Gustay von Hoist and Joseph Hol-
brooke. 1st app. York Bowen, Richard Buhlig,
Mischa Elman, Gleeson-White, Frederic Austin.

For further details of the Society's transac-

tions, including copies of seven letters from
Mendelssohn to Stemdale Bennett, the reader is

referred to The Philharmonic Society of London
from its Foundation 1813 to its Fiftieth Yea/r,

186Z. By GeorgeHogarth (8vo, London, 1862).

The Society itself has published the Document,
Letters, etc., relating to the bust of Beethoven

presented to the Society by Frau Fanny Linzbauer,

translated and arranged by Doyne C. Bell,

(4to, London, 1871) ; and, in the Programme
book of Feb. 6, 1880, five hitherto unprinted

letters from Mendelssohn to the Society.

A risumi of the contents of the Society's

Library has been already given. See vol. ii.

p. 7066. s. L.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY OF NEW
YORK. See Symphony Concerts, U.S.A.

PHILIDOR. A numerous family of French

musicians, whose proper family name was
Danican. The name by which they are

known was apparently bestowed by Louis XIII.

on Michael Danican, a native of Dauphin^,

who died in Paris about 1659, as one of the

king's musicians in the Grande Ecurie, which
he had entered in 1651. He played the oboe,

the cromome,' and tromba marina, and his

skill on the first-named instrument was such
as to procure him the royal compliment above

referred to, Filidorl having been an eminent
oboist of Siena. Michael did not bear the

sobriquet as a surname. He left no issue, so

that the actual founder of the family was Jean,
probably his brother, from whom all the rest

were descended. He had three sons, Andrd
'I'aln^,' Jacques 'cadet,' and Alexandre. Of
Alexandre all that is known is that he played

the favourite family instruments, the bass-

oromorne and marine trumpet from 1679 to

1683 in the royal band. The other two sons

of Jean each became the father of four musical

sons ; by his first marriage with Marguerite

Mouginot, Andr6 ' I'aln^ ' had sixteen children,

the musicians being Anne, Michael (II.), and

Franyois ; and by his second, with Elizabeth Le

Roy, he had five more children, of whom one
^ Or Krammtaom; in organs corrupted Into ' Cramona.'

was the most celebrated of the family, Fran^ois-

The four sons of Jacques were Pierre, Jacques

(II.), Franyois (II.), and Nicolas. All these are

noticed below, leaving the most famous of the

family till the end.

Jean—bom about 1620, died in Paris, Sept.

8, 1679—had a numerous family, his sons and
grandsons being the most celebrated of the

Philidors. In 1659 he became fifer in the

Grande Ecurie, and at his death was first player

of the cromorne and marine trumpet, as well as

an oboist and drummer. He is said to have
composed dance-music, preserved by the eldest

of his sons,

Andr^ (' Philidor I'aln^ '), who succeeded his

uncle Michael as fifth player of the same
instruments in the Grande !^curie. Supposing
him to have been twelve at that time, he would
have been bom about 1647. He married young,
and the exertions necessary for the support of

his numerous family were no hardship to one
of his active and laborious disposition. He
was a member of the Grande Ecurie, the
Chambre, and the Chapelle, of Louis XIV. ;

played the bassoon, cromorne (his two best

instruments), oboe, marine trumpet, and even
the drum when required ; and after competing,

at the king's request, with LuUy in writing

bugle -calls, fanfares, and military marches,^

composed divertissements for the court. Of
these were produced, in presence of the king
or the dauphin, a comic divertissement, ' Le
Canal de Versailles ' (July 16, 1687), 'Le
Mariage de la Couture avec la grosse Cathos

'

(1688), and 'La Princesse de Crete,' an opera-

ballet, the autograph of which was in his

valuable collection of unpublished music. ^ To
these three works should be added ' La Masca-
rade du Vaisseau Marchand,' produced at Marly
before Louis XIV., Thursday, Feb. 18, 1700,
and hitherto unnoticed. The splendid collection

referred to included all the dance-tunes in

favour at court from the reign of Henry III. to

the end of the 17th century ; all the divertisse-

ments and operas of Lully and a few other

composers ; a selection of old airs, bugle-calls,

military marches, and fanfares for the court

hunting-parties ; and finally all the sacred

music in use in the Chapelle. Andr^ formed
it during the time he was Librarian ' of the

King's musical library, from 1684 to his death.

It was originally in the library of Versailles,

and the greater part of it, fifty-seven vols., in

his own hand, was transferred to the library of

the Paris Conservatoire, which now, however,

possesses only thirty-six, the other twenty-one

having either been purloined by some un-
9 Ch. Bftllard publlBhed in 1685 a first book of ' Pieces de trom-

pettefl et timbaUes k 2, 3, et 4 partiei.' This curious collection Is

not mentioned in any of the blogtaphies, although the catalogue in
Thoinan's study on the Fhilidois contains the ' Suite de Dansea

'

(1699) and the ' FlAces 4 deux basses de viola, baue de Tiolou at
basaon ' (1700),

3 He was at first assistant to Fran90l8 Fossard, a violinist, whom
he soon replaced altogether.
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scrupulous collector ofrare MSS., or perhaps used

for lighting fires. The contents of those which

still exist are given in the Vierteljahrsachrift,

vol. i. p. 631. A few other portions are in the

Bibliothfeque Rationale, and the Bibliothfeque

de Yersailles.

This remarkable man, with an excellent

judgment and an even, cheerful temper, pos-

sessed an iron constitution. He retired on a

pension in 1722, and died August 11, 1730,

at Dreux, whither he had removed from Ver-

sailles in or about 1724. His brother,

Jacques, known as Philidor 'le Cadet,' born

ip Paris, May 5, 1657, entered the Grande
Ecurie when a little over twelve as fifer, and
was afterwards promoted to the oboe, oromorne,

and marine trumpet, succeeding his father. In

1683 he was admitted to the Chapelle, and in

1690 to the Musique de la Chambre, in which
he played the bassoon. He was a favourite

with Louis XIV., who gave him some land at

Versailles, where he built a house, and died

May 27, 1708. He was an amiable man, and
led a quiet, happy life, on the best of terms

with his brother, in whose collection his com-
positions were preserved—^marches for drums
and kettle-drums, airs for oboe, and dance-music.

The military music is still in the library at

Versailles, but the rest has disappeared.

Jacques had by his wife, Elisabeth Hanique,

twelve children, of whom four sons, Pierre,

Jacques, Fran9ais, and Ificolas, became musi-

cians. Thus the two brothers Andr^ and
Jacques, Philidor I'aine and Philidor le cadet,

left a numerous progeny. We now revert to

the four sons of Andre : the eldest,

Anne, born in Paris, April 11, 1681, before

he was twenty produced at court, through the

patronage of his godfather, Duke Anne de
Noailles, three pastorales, 'L'Amour vainqueur'

(1697), 'Diane et Endymion' (1698), and
'Dana^' (Marly, 1701), included in one of the

lost vols, of the Collection Philidor. In 1702
he obtained the succession of his father's posts

in the Grande Ecurie and the Chambre, and in

1704 became oboist in the Chapelle, often

playing before Louis XIV., who had a predilec-

tion for the instrument. He also composed ^

;

but his real title to a place in the history of

music is that he was the founder of the

Concerts Spirituels, though he conducted

them for two years only (1725-27). [He died

in Paris, Oct. 8, 1728.] Laborde says that,

after having directed the concerts of the

Duchesse du Maine, he became Surintendant de
la Musique to the Prince de Conti ; but I have
not been able to verify these assertions ; and,

as every one knows, the regular musician of

the celebrated ' nuits de Sceaux ' was Joseph

MoUKBT, called 'le musicien des grSiOes,' from

' Among his printed worka may be specified ' Premier llvre de
places pour la flUte traversldre, fiUte & bee, vlolODS et hautbols

'

(Paris, 1712), oblong 4to. There is also a MS. Te Deum for four
voices in the Couserratolre.

the freshness of his melodies and fertility of

his ideas.

Michel, the second son, and second Philidor

of the name, born at Versailles, Sept. 2, 1683,

a godson of Michel de Lalande, played . the

drums in the king's band. All that need be

said of him is that P^tis's account is incorrect

in every particular.

FRAN90IS, born at Versailles, March 17, 1689,

entered the Chapelle in 1708 as player on the

bass cromome and marine trumpet. In 1716

he became oboist in the Chambre, and bass

violinist in the Grande Ecurie. He seems to

have died either in 1717 or the beginning of

1718, leaving some small compositions

—

amongst others, two books of 'Pitees pour la

flate traversiJire ' (Ballard, 1716 and 1718).

The youngest of the brothers was
FRANgois-ANDRlS (sec below).

PiEBBE, the eldest son of Jacques 'le cadet,'

was bom August 22, 1681, in Paris, produced

a pastoral at Versailles in 1697, was in the

royal band, became flute-player of the king's

private band in 1712, and violist in 1716 ; he
died Sept. 1, 1731.

Jacques (II.), the second son, bom Sept. 7,

1686, succeeded his father as oboist in 1708,
and died at Pampeluns, June 25; 1709. Fban-
901a (II.), born Jan. 21, 1695, was oboist of

the king's chamber, and died Oct. 27, 1726.
Nicolas, bom at Versailles, Nov. 3, 1699, was
oboist in the Grande Ecurie, and violist in

the king's private band. In 1747 he played

the serpent in the latter, and died about
1769. G. c.

PHILIDOR, Franqois ANDBfi Danican, the

most eminent of the family as a composer, and
« highly distinguished chess-player, was born
at Dreux, Sept. 7, 1726. As a child he showed
an extraordinary faculty for chess, which he saw
played by the musicians of the ChapeUe dn Roi.

Being a page of the Chapelle he had a right to

music lessons, and learned the fundamental rules

of harmony from Andr^ Campra, the most
original of the French musicians between LuUy
and Ranjeau. At the close ofhis time as page he
came to Paris, and supported himself by giving

lessons aind copying music. Discouraged per-

haps by the difficulties of an artist's career, he
gave himself up entirely to chess, and, with a
natural gift for abstruse calculations, studied it

to such purpose that at eighteen he was a match
for the best players, and able to make a liveli-

hood out of it. Being, however, hard pressed

by his creditors, he started in 1745 on a tour
abroad, going first to Amsterdam, where he
pitted himself successfully against Stamma,
author of Les Stratagimes du jeu d'ichecs.

Thence he went on to Germany, and spent
some time in 1748 at Aix-la-Chapelle, occupied
in a work on the principles of the game. He
next, on the invitation of Lord Sandwich;
visited the English camp between Maestrioht
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and Boia-le Due, and was well received by the

Duke of Cumberland, who invited him to come
to Loudon and publish his Analyse du jeu des

ichecs. The subscriptions of the English officers

encouraged him to accept the invitation, and
he arrived in England, where he eventually

acquired a profitable celebrity. The first edition

of his book appeared in 1749, and met 'with

great and deserved success. It was during this

first stay in London that Philidor performed

the remarkable feat at the Chess Club of playing

and winning three games simultaneously against

first-rate players without seeing the boards.

Meantime Diderot, and his other friends,

fearing that the continual strain of the pursuit

for which he was forsaking his true vocation

might prove too severe, recalled him to Paris

in 1754. He began at once to compose. His
'

motet ' Lauda Jerusalem ' did not procure him
the place of a ' Surintendant de la Musique ' to

the king, at which it was aimed, but the dis-

appointment turned his attention to dramatic

music. His first opera -comique, 'Blaise le

Savetier' (1759), a brilliant success, was fol-

lowed by ' L'Huitre et les Plaideurs' (1759) ;

' Le Quiproquo, ' two acts, and ' Le Soldat

Magicien' (1760); 'Le Jardinier et son Sei-

gneur,' and 'Le Marechal' (1761); 'Sancho

Panga ' (1762) ;
' Le Biicheron ' and ' Les Fetes

de la Paix,' intermezzo written on the conclusion

of peace with England (1763); 'Le Diable h,

quatre' (1763) ; 'Le Sorcier,' two acts (1764) ;

'Tom Jones,' three acts (1765); 'M^lide, ou

le Navigateur,' two acts (1766) ;
' Le Jardinier

de Sidou,' two acts (1768) ;
' L'Amant di5guis^

'

(1769) ; 'La nouvelle ificole des Femmes," two

acts (1770) ;
' Le bon Fils ' (1773) ; and ' Les

Femmes veng^es,' one act (1775), all given

either at the Theatre de la Foire, or at the

Com^die Italienne. [An ' histoire amoureuse de

Pierre de Long . .
.

' was published in Loridon

in 1765 ; a copy is in the British Museum.]

Besides these he composed a Eequiem performed

in 1766, on the anniversary of Eameau's death

at the Oratoire, and produced the tragedy of

' Emelinde,' his best work, at the Opera (Nov.

24, 1767 ; reproduced in 1769 as 'Sandomir').

These successes did not cure him of his

passion for chess. In 1777 he returned to

London, brought out a second edition of his

Analyse, and set to music Horace's ' Carmen
seculare' with flattering success (1779).

On his next return to Paris he found Gr^try

and Gluck at the height of their popularity ;

but, nothing daunted, he composed 'Pers^e'

(Oct. 27, 1780), and ' Th^mistoele ' (May 23,

1786), both in three acts, produced at the

Aead^mie without success, and 'L'Amiti^ au

village' (1785) and 'La belle esolave, ou

Valcour et Zffla' (1787). 'B^lisaire,' three

acts, was not given at the Opera in 1774 as

stated by F^tis, but at the Theatre Favart

(Oct. 3, 1796) a year after Philidor's death.

VOL. Ill

He received a regular pension from the Chess

Club in London, and it had been his habit to

spend several months of every year in England.

In- 1792 he obtained permission for the journey

from the Comity du Saint public, but events

prevented his return to Paris, and when his

family had succeeded in getting his name erased

from the list of Emigres, they learned that he
had just died in London, August 31, 1795.

To estimate Philidor's work rightly, the

condition of the French stage at the time he
began to write must be taken into considera-

tion ; he will then appear to have possessed

not only greater originality, but art of a higher

kind than that of his contemporaries Duni,

Monsigny, and Gr^try. His harmony is more
varied, and the form and character of his airs

new. He was the first to introduce on the

stage the 'air descriptif ('Le Mar&hal'), and
the unaccompanied quartet (' Tom Jones '), and
to form a duet of two independent and appar-

ently incongruous melodies. Moreover, he
understood to a degree then rare the importance

of the orchestra and chorus, and undoubtedly
surpassed his compatriots in instrumentation.

He enjoyed an almost unexampled popularity

in his day, being called forward after the

representation of his 'Sorcier'—the firat in-

stance of the kind in Paris. Nevertheless his

works have not lived, probably because their

merit lay in construction, rather than in

melody, grace, or depth of sentiment. Nor
had he dramatic instinct at all in the same
degree as Monsigny or Gretry. There is a fine

bust of Philidor- by Pajou, and an excellent

portrait by Cochin, engraved by St. Aubin in

1772.

For further information on the family the

reader is referred to Lardin's Philidor peint par
lui-mlme (Paris, 1847), republished from the

periodical Le PalamMe (Jan. 1847), and to

Les Philidor, ginMogie hiographigue des nvusi-

eiens de ce nom, a conscientious study by Pougin,

which appeared in La France musicale (Dec.

22, 1867, to Feb. 16, 1868). G. c.

PHILIPP, Isidore, born at Budapest, Sept.

2, 1863, studied at the Paris Conservatoire,

where he gained the first prize for piano in

1883, and also received counsel from Stephen

Heller, Saint-Saens, and Eitter. He played

in different parts of Europe and made his first

appearance at the Philharmonic Society in

London in March 1890. He took part regularly
,

at the Colonne, Lamoureux, and Conservatoire

concerts in Paris. In 1890 he founded with

MM. Berthelier and Loeb a chamber -music
organisation, and in 1896 reorganised the
' Socidt^ des instruments h, vent,' giving most
interesting concerts until the final dissolution

of the undertaking in 1901. He has published

numerous educational works, arrangements

(among them a wonderfully clever and eff'ective

version of the scherzo from the Midsummer
2z
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Night's Dream music) for two pianos, as well

as pianoforte pieces. He became professor

of the piano at the Paris Conservatoire in

1893. a. F.

PHILIPS, Peteb, an English composer and

organist, who lived in the Netherlands at the

end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th

centuries. Very little is known of his biography

beyond what can be gathered from the title-

pages of his published works, in which his

name is given in various Latin, French, and
Italian forms. F^tis says that he was born in

England of Catholic parents, and about 1595

went to Italy, residing for some months in

Rome, but these statements cannot be verified,

nor does his name occur in the records of the

English College at Some. The Fitzwilliam

Virginal Book contains a series of nineteen

pieces by Peter Philips, many of which are

dated (1580, 1582, 1592, 1593, 1595, 1602,

1603, and 1605). The first (No. Ixxxv.—
printed edition, i. 343) is a Pavana, with

the note ' the first one Philips made. ' An-
other of the series is a, ' Pavana Dolorosa,

'

dated 1593, with the abbreviated name ' Treg.,'

probably indicating that it is the composition

of the elder Tregian, who was at that date

imprisoned as a recusant. In a MS. now
in the Berlin Library (MS. 191) there is

another copy of this Pavana, with the name of

Philips alone as composer, while the index

states that it was ' composta in prigione. ' This

probably means that Tiegian wrote the Pavana
while he was in prison, and that it was subse-

quently arranged by Philips. It is highly

improbable that Philips was in England after

1590, for in 1591 there was published at

Antwerp his collection of madrigals entitled,

' Melodia Olympica di Diversi EcceUentissimi

Musici,' dedicated to ' Sig. Giulio fialbani,

patrono mio osservantissimo,' and dated Ant-
werp, Deo. 1, 1590. (The Balbanis were a

noble family of Lucca, a branch of which was
settled at Bruges at the end of the 16th

century.) Other editions of the 'Melodia

Olympica' appeared at Antwerp in 1594 and
1611. This work was followed in 1596 by ' II

Primo Libro de Madrigali a Sei Voci,' printed

at Antwerp by PhaUse, and dedicated (Antwerp,

Jan. 8, 1596) to Signer Alessandro di Giunta
;

a second edition was issued in 1604. In 1598

he published at PhaUse's press in Antwerp a

volume of eight -part madrigals, on the title-

page of which he appears for the first time as

organistof the Archduke Albertand Archduchess

Isabella. This work is dedicated from Antwerp
on Sept. 24, 1598, to Sir William Stanley

(1548-1630), the Catholic adventurer, who is

described as ' CoUonello d' un Eegiraento Inglesi

& Walloni mio Sig. osseruandiss." The work,

was reprinted in 1599, and again in 1615. In

1603 there appcEured a second book of madrigals

for six voices (Antwerp, Phalise), dedicated

from Antwerp, Nov. 10, 1603, to the Archduke
and Archduchess ; a second edition was issued

in 1615. On March 9, 1610, Philips was
appointed to a canonry in the collegiate church

of Saint Vincent, at Soignies, vacant by the

death of Claude Carlier. In 1611 he was
summoned to Malines, together with several of

his colleagues of the Archducal chapel, in order

to report on a new organ erected in the Cathe-

dral. For their services on this occasion Philips

and his companions received six pots of Bhine
wine, of the value of 24 Uvres, 15 sous. The
entry of this payment in the town accounts

seems to imply that Philips and his colleagues

took part in the Easter services of 1611.* In

the same year Philips'^ name appears as organist

at the Chapel Eoyal at Brussels, in receipt of
' 10 aunes de drap, au prix de six livres I'aune.'

On March 12, 1622, at the funeral of the

Archduke Albert (ob. July 15, 1621), Philips

walked in the procession at the head of the

'Chapellains de la Chapelle de la Cour' ; his

portrait, which is certainly taken from life (as

notified in the letterpress) is here reproduced

from Jacques Francquart's Pompa Funehris

. . . Alberti Pii , . . veris imaginihus ex-

prtssa (Brussels, 1623). Two years later

(1624) as ' Pietro Filippini' he is mentioned in

a report on the restoration of the organ of the

Court Chapel.

After the appearance of his six-part madrigals -

Philips seems to have devoted himself entirely

to sacred music, and it is probable that it was
in order to be qualified for the canonry of

Soignies that he entered into Holy Orders.

His first published collection of sacred music,

the ' Cantiones Sacrae,' for five voices, was
published by Phalese at Antwerp in 1612. It

is dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, and in the

title-page the composer's name first appears

with the prefix 'E.D.' and .with the title of

Canon of Soignies. The five - part ' Cantiones

Sacrae ' were followed in 1613 by a similar

collection for eight voices, also published by
Phalese, and dedicated to St. Peter. A second

edition of this work, with the addition of a
' Bassus Continuus,' for the organ, was brought
out by Phalese in'1625. In 1613 also appeared
the first edition of ' Gemmulae Sacrae Binis et

TernisVooibus cum Basso Continue ad Organum'
(Antwerp, Phalese), a second edition of which
was issued in 1616 and a third in 1621. In
1616 Jean Veruliet of Valenciennes brought
out a little volume of short motets or hymns
entitled ' Les Rossignols Spirituels. Liguez en

Duo, dont les meilleurs accords, nomm^ment le

Bas, releuent du Seigneur Pierre Philippes,

Organiste de leurs Altezes Serenissimes. ' This
work, of which a secondedition appeared in 1 62 1

,

a third in 1631, and a fourth (without Philips's

name) at Cologne in 1647, is dedicated to Charles

1 See p. Bergmans, ' L'OrguiUto de* Axvhldnca Albert et Isabelle
Peter Fhilipa' (Gaud, IMS).
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de Pas, Abbot of St. Amand. In 1616 Philips
also published with Phalese at Antwerp his
' Deliciae Sacrae Binis et Ternis Vocibus, cum
Basso Continuo ad Organum,' dedicated to the
Archduke and Archduchess ; a second edition of
this work appeared in 1622. On Jan. 5, 1621,

Philips exchanged his canoniy of Soignies with

Jerome van der Berghe for a perpetual chaplain-

ship in thechurch of Saint Germain atTirlement.

The docnments relating to this transaction are

printed by P. Bergmans. In the title-page of

the second edition of the ' Deliciae ' (1622) he is

still entitled Canon of Soignies, but on that of

his next work, a collection of Litanies of Loretto,

for fromfourtonine voices, withBassusContinuus

for the organ (Phalese, Antwerp, 1623), he ap-

pears as Canon of Bethune, a title he also bears

in the second edition of the eight-part 'Cantiones

Sacrae,' issued in 1625. But in 1628, when he

issued the first part ofhis ' Paradisus Sacris Can-

tionibus consitus, una, duabus et tribus vocibus

decantantis. Cum Basso Generali ad Organum'
(Phalfese, Antwerp, dedication dated Brussels,

April 1628), he once more appears as Canon of

Soignies, an office he still held in 1633, when the

second and third parts of the ' Paradisus ' were

printed by Phal^e, though on the title-page

of the second (enlarged) edition of the Litanies

(1630) his name appears without any title.

After 1633 he left off publishing, and it is

probable that his death occurred about this

time. There is no record of it to be found at

Soignies, where the present writer has examined
the records of the chiu-ch and the tombstones
of the Canons without success.

In addition to theworkswhich he himself pub-
lishedj Philips contributed to many collections

of the time. Phalese's ' Madrigali a otto vooi

de diversi eccellenti et famosi autori ' (Antwerp,
1596) contains two madrigals by him for eight

voices ; two more are in the same publisher's
' Paradiso musicale di madrigali et canzoni a
cinque voci ' (Antwerp, 1596), and two English
madrigals in Thomas Morley's ' Madrigals to

five voyoes. Celected out of the best approued-

Italian Authors ' (London, 1598). A Pavan and
Galliard are in Morley's ' Consort Lessons

'

(1599)—the Pavan is an arrangement of the

1580 Pavan in the FitzwiUiam Virginal Book
CNo. Ixxxv.); a six -part madrigal is in the

'Ghirlanda di madrigali' (Phalese, Antwerp,

1601), and two more in the ' Nervi d' Orfeo

'

(Leyden, 1605). A dance for five instruments
is in the first part of Z. Fiillsack's 'Ausser
lesener Paduanen und Galliarden' (Hamburg,
1607), and three motets in Books II. and
III. of M. Herrerius's ' Hortulus Musicalis

'

(Munich, 1609), and in the same year the
1580 Pavana (FitzwiUiam Virginal Book, No.
Ixxxv.) was printed in tablature in Thomas
Kobinson's ' New Citharen Lessons ' (London,
1609). Abraham Schadaeus also reprinted two
of Philips's eight-part ' Cantiones Sacrae ' in his

'Promptuarium Musicum' (Strasburg, 1611).
From 1605 to 1610 Salomon deCauswas engineer

to the Archduke Albert and the Archduchess
Isabella at Brussels, where he was succeeded in

1612 by his assistant, Gerard Philippi, who may
have been a connection of the composer's. That
he was well known to de Cans is proved by the

fact that the curious volume of mechanical
devices which the celebrated engineer published

at Frankfurt in 1615, under the title of ' Les
Raisons des Forces Mouvantes ' contains part of

a Fantasia by Philips (for a barrel-organ turned

by water) on Alessandro Striggio's five-part

madrigal ' Chi fara fed' al ciel
'
; the original

'

madrigal appeared at Venice in 1566 in the'

second book of a collection called ' II Desiderio,'

and Philips's complete setting is to be found in
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the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book (printed edition,

1899, i. p. 312). In the same year (1615) de
Gau3 also printed in his 'Institution Har-
monique' some instrumental trios by Philips,

' ou les natures de la premiere, troisieame, &
cinquiesme mode aont tres bien obseruees ' ;

though the composer's name, 'Pietri Fillippi,'

is only attached to the 'Trio de la Premiere

Mode, ' the context shows that all three are by
him. In 1 621 Thomas Simpson inserted a short

instrumental 'aria k 4 ' in his 'Taffel Concert,'

published at Hamburg, and in 1622 a four-part

Paduana from his pen appeared in the anony-
mous 'Amoenitatum Musicaliuin Hortulus,' pub-
lished at Leipzig. Two motets by Philips for

two voices with basso continue are in the
' Proraptuarium Musicum ' of J. Donfrid (Stras-

burg, 1622), and two Christmas carols in the
1629 edition of Pevernage's 'Landea Vesper-
tinae B. Mari.ae Virginia ' (PhaUse, Antwerp).
For a list of the libraries containing MS. com-
positions by Philips reference must be made to

Eitner's Quellen-Lexikon. In many cases the
MSS. are only copies of printed worka, but at

Konigsberg (MS. 1645, No. 24) are preserved
four parts of a mass for six voices, unfortunately
wanting the tenor and sextua. An account of
some inatrumental pieces in a MS. formerly in

the Library of Count zu Lynar at Lubbenau
will be found in Dr. Max Seiffert's introduction

to vol. i. of the complete works of Sweelinck

(1894, p. 111). It is often very difficult to

distinguish the MS. compositions of Peter
Philips from those of an earlier composer

—

Philip van Wilder—who in English MSS.
sometimes appears as 'Mr. Philips." In the
first volume of the new catalogue of the MS.
music in the British Museum the two composers
are indexed together as 'Philip de Wildroe,'

owing to the fact that a metrical motet or
anthem, ' Blessed art thou that fearest God,"
occurs in Add. MSS. 30,480-4 as by 'Philip de
Wildroe," in Add. MS. 22,597 as by 'Phillips,"

and in Myriell's 'Tristiae Eemedium' it is

ascribed to Peter Philips. The two first MSS.
were clearly written early in the reign of
Elizabeth, and Myriell's coUeotion is dated 1616,
so it seems probable that Myriell found the
composition with the name of 'Phillips" at-

tached and attributed it to Peter Philips, who
was well known in his day, while the name of

Philip van Wilder was forgotten. The latter was
appointed lutenist to Henry VIII. as far back
as 1538, and in; ths Inventory of the King"s
goods (Harl. 1419) taken after his death he is

described as keeper of the musical instruments
at Westminster : in 1550 he appears as a
gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Edward
Vl., commissioned to collect children for the
Chapel Royal. His: identity with the earlier

'Mr. Phillips" is established by; ii. MS.i of

- The writer la Indebted td Mr. O.X "P. ATkwrisht for kindly
dra- :ng hla attention to tbese.Oxfosd MBS.

Baldwin"s at Christ Church, Oxford, in which is

a motet, 'Aapice Domine," by 'Mr. Philips of

the King's privi chamber." The aame motet
oooura, ascribed to ' Phillips,! with the date

1668, in Sadler's MS. (Bodl. Mus. e. 1-5) and
also in Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 31,390. ' A booke
of In nomines, and other aolfainge songes of

V. vi. vii. and viii. parts for voyces and instru-

ments,' which contains fifteen other pieces by
the same composer. It is therefore safe to

conclude that these, and the similar lute

arrangements in the Boyal College of Music
(Sac. Har. Cat. No. 1964) are all by Philip

van Wilder. Music by him was printed in

Antwerp and Paris collections of 1544, 1545,

1572, and 1597,^ but the style of all these is

earlier than that of Peter Philips, and there

can be but small doubt that nothing by the

latter composer dates from much earlier than
the Pavana of 1580 in the FitzwiUiam Virginal

Book described by the writer of the MS. as ' the
first one Philips made.' It may be mentioned
that besides Philip van Wilder a Peter van
Wilder was appointed minstrel to Henry VIII.
in 1519 ; his name is found among the Boyal
Musicians until the reign of Mary. A Robert
Philip was also a pupil of Comysshe's in 1514

;

he was a singing-man at St. George's Chapel,
Windsor, before 1550, and also a gentleman
of Edward VI. 's Chapel Royal, but he is not
known to have composed any music.

Like his contemporary Bull, who was also a.

refugee at Antwerp in the early 17th century,
Philips seems to have been personally acquainted
with Sweelinck ; an arrangement of the English
composer's early Pavana (Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book, i. p. 343), by the Dutch organist is

printed by Dr. Seiffert in the above-mentioned
volume, and the same writer (GeschicMe der
Klaviermusik (1899), i. pp. 86-88) refers to

a contemporary record of Philips'a opinion that
Sweelinck was the cleverest and most talented
( ' constrijck ') organist of his time. That Philips
himself was widely appreciated in his day is

proved by the number of collections in which
works by him appeared. Although his life

was spent abroad, he was not forgotten in
England, and Peacham, in his Gompleat Gentle-
man (London, 1627), says of him : 'Nor must
I here forget our rare Countrey-man, Peter
Phillips, Organist to their Altezza's at Bruxels,
now one of the greatest Masters of Musicke in
Europe. Hee hath sent vs ouer many excellent
Songs, as well Motets as Madrigals: he affeot-

eth altogether the Italian veine." In Velvet
Breughers picture of the Five Senses (now in
the Prado at Madrid) an open mnsic-book on a
apinet reproduces the title-page of Philips's six-

voice madrigals, and in Ph. Brasseur"s Sydera
illustrium Ha/rmoniai Scriptorum (Mons, 1637),
the following verses on him appear :

—

3 See Eitner's Bammeluvrke. Van der Straeten conjectures that
there may have Ijeen two Philip van Wlldera, one in the Nether-
lands and one in England.
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AnglUB nbique audit, verum magis Angelns ille est
Sonegise Clero, SonegiEeque choro.

Qui velut eximios semper colit arte canor&,
Sic metodis auctum vocibus ille Petrum.

Edidit hie eacris Paradisum cantibus aptum,
Bt modo sacratis servit ubique locis.

Even Burney (who knew so little about
Philips as to say that Soignies was in Germany)
gives him some stinted praise. Commenting
on the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, the 18th-
century historian says (iii. 86) :

' The first

regular fugue, for the organ, upon one subject

that I have seen, was composed by Peter Philips

. . . and is inserted in the Virginal Book . . .

This author has manifested considerable abilities

in treating a simple subject, which he has

introduced no less than thirty -nine times:
simple ; in augmentation ; and in diminution.

The harmony is very full, but the modulation
being chiefly confined to the keynote, and its

fifth, is somewhat monotonous, and the divisions,

in accompanying the subject, are now become
too common and vulgar to afford pleasure, or

even to be heard with patience, by fastidious

judges of modern melody.' In estimating

Philips's position among English composers it is

important to remember that his whole life was
passed abroad. His music exhibits none of the

characteristics of his English contemporaries ; as

Peacham remarks, it is—at least in his madrigals

andinstrumental works—entirely in 'the Italian

veine.' In his later years he seems to have
been more influenced by the later Netherland-

ish School, and his five-part 'Cantiones Sacrae'

often contain passages strongly • reminiscent of

Sweelinck. (As to his conjectural influence on
Frescobaldi, see Van der Straeten's MuHciens
N^erlandais en Italie (1882), vol. vi.) After

suffering undeserved neglect for three hundred
years, attention has lately been drawn to this

set of motets by the performances of the choir

of Westminster Cathedral under Mr. Terry,

who has had the whole set lithographed for

modern use. Their revival has been one of

the most interesting features of the Cathedral

services, where their admirable combination of

melody and dignity has won for them well-

merited, if tardy recognition. In his later

sacred music Philips seems to a certain extent

to have abandoned the polyphonic style of his

earlier works and to have adopted a modified

kind of homophony, somewhat resembling that

of Bering, who, like himself, was a Catholic

English organist settled in the Netherlands.

It is to be hoped that the attention recently

drawn to this very talented composer will cause

more of his music to be reprinted. At present,

the following is a list of all that is accessible :

—

MADRIGALS.
1. Voi Tolete ch' io mnoia (4 Toc.). Hawkins, Eiatory, iii. 328.

- a Amor clie vuoi {4 toc.). Ed. W. B. Squire (Stanley Lucae and
Weber. 1890).

, „^ „ . ,. .
8. nispiegate guancie amate (8 voc). Ed. W. B. Squire (' Ansge-

wtthlte Madrigale," Breitkopf & Hartel, 1906).

MOTETS.

1. Opastoraeteme(8vac.). (A. H. .Tewell'B 'Madrigal and Motett

Book,' No. 2. 1866.)

S. Hodie Sanctuft BenedlctoB (B voc). Ed. W. B. Squire (KOTello
« Co., 1899).

8. Ego Bum pauifl tItiib (6 TOc). Ed, W. B. Squire (J. WllUamB,
1908).

4. Ave Verum. "^

5. AveBegina. I (6 toc.) In R. R. Terry's 'DownBide Moieti'
6. Reglna coeli. f (Cary & Co., 1904-6).

7. SalTeRegina.J
8. Veni Crealxjr (4 voc). In C. T. Oatty's ' Arundel Hymns

'

(Booaey & Co., 1905).

INSTBUMEKTAL.
1. A shortened version of the Fantasia on Striggio's 'Chi fara

fed' al ciel,' as printed by 8. de Caus. In E. Van der
Straeten's ifvticUmt NierlandaU en Italie (1882), p. 606.

2. Another Fantasia on the same subject, from a HS. in the
University Lihrai-y at Lidge. In A. E. Ritter's Zw
Geichichadea OrgeUpSOe (1884), ii. p. 61.

3-21. Kineteen pieces in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book (1899),
'<''•'• W. B. S.

PHILLIPPS, Adelaide, a contralto singer,

counted as American, though born in England
at Stratford -on -Avon, in 1833. Her father

was a, chemist and druggist, and her mother,

who was of Welsh birth, was a teacher of

dancing. The family emigrated to America in

1840, going first to Canada, and then to Bos-

ton, Mass. Adelaide was early instructed in

dancing by her mother, and on Jan. 12, 1842,
made her first appearance on the stage at the

TremontTheatre, Boston, as an 'infant prodigy.'

On Sept. 25, 1843, she began an engagement
at the Boston Museum ; she remained at this

house eight years, playing a great variety of

parts, besides dancing, alone or with one or

both of two brothers. Occasional trips to

Philadelphia and New York were taken at this

period. Her vocal gifts soon attracted the
attention of connoisseurs, and in 1850 she was
introduced to Jenny Lind, then on a pro-

fessional tour in America. The great singer

advised the young actress to give herself up
to the study of music, a subscription list was
started for the purpose of paying for her train-

ing, and she was sent to Manuel Garcia in

London. She had before this received some
instruction in music at home from Mme.
Arnoult, and Thomas Comer. On Deo. 17,

1854, she made a d^but at the Teatro Carcano,

Milan, as Bosina. In August 1855 she re-

turned to Boston, and in October appeared at

a concert in the Music Hall. She was then en-

gaged for a series of operas of the English ballad

school—'The Duenna,' 'The Devil's Bridge,'

and 'The Cabinet'—at the Boston Theatre.

Her American d^but in Italian opera was at

the Academy of Music, New York, March 17,

1856, as Azucena in 'II Tiovatore.' Her
success secured for her an engagement for

five seasons. She went first to Havana, and
subsequently to Paris (where she sang Azucena
at Les Italiens in Oct. 1861), Madrid, Barce-

lona, and through Hungary and Holland, Her
repertory comprised all the contralto parts in

the stock Italian operas. In 1879 she became
identified with the Boston Ideal Opera Company,
devoted to the presentation of operettas. She
appeared with this company for the last time

in Boston, on the Museum stage, where her

early triumphs had been won, on Nov. 30,

1880, Her last appearance on any stage was
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at Cincinnati in Dec. 1881. Miss Phillipps

was a uniyeraal favourite with American

audiences as a concert and oratorio singer.

From Dec. 31, 1860, when she sang in the

'Messiah,' to Nov. 24, 1878, when she took

part in Verdi's Eequiem, she was a frequent

and a welcome contributor to the concerts of

the Handel and Haydn Society in Boston.

In Sept. 1882, the state of her health induced

her to go to Carlsbad, where she died on Oct.

3, 1882. Her remains were carried to Boston,

and subsequently buried at Marshfield, Massa-

chusetts, where the family had long lived on
a fine estate purchased by Adelaide. She
left a sister, Mathilde, also a contralto of ex-

cellent reputation in America, and threebrothers.

Brothers and sister were alike indebted to

Adelaide for their education and start in life.

Her life was one of constant and hard labour,

the care of a large family having early in life

been thrown upon her, but she was always

patient and cheerful. F. H. J.

PHILLIPS, Arthur, Mus.B., born 1605,

became in 1622 a clerk of New College, Oxford,

and was appointed organist of Bristol Cathedral

Dec. 1, 1638. On the death of Bichard Mcol-
son in 1639 he succeeded him as organist of

Magdalen College, Oxford, and Professor of

Music in the University, and graduated Mus.B,
July 9, 1640. Some time afterwards he
quitted the English Church for that of Rome,
and attended Queen Henrietta Maria to France

as her organist. Beturning to England he
entered the service of a Boman Catholic gentle-

man of Harting in Sussex, named Caryll, as

steward. He composed music in several parts

for ' The Bequiem, or. Liberty of an imprisoned

Boyalist,' 1641, and a poem by Dr. Pierce,

entitled 'The Besurrection,' 1649. [A 'fancy

on a ground' is in the Brit. Mus. Add. MS.
29,996.] He describes himself in the subscrip-

tion book as son of William Phillips of Win-
chester, gentleman. [He died March 27,

1695.] w. H. H.

. PHILLIPS, Henry, bom in Bristol, August
13, 1801, was the son of a country actor and
manager, and made his first appearance in

public as a singing-boy at the Harrogate Theatre

about 1807. He afterwards came to London
and sang in the chorus at Drury Lane and
elsewhere. On the settlement of his voice as

a baritone he placed himself under the tuition

of Broadhurst, and was engaged in the chorus

at the English Opera -House, and to sing in

glees at civic dinners. He next had an engage-

ment at Bath, where he sang in 'Messiah'

with success. Beturning to London he studied

under Sir George Smart and appeared in the

Lenten oratorios at the theatres. In 18'24 he
was engaged at Covent Garden, and appeared

as Artabanes in Ame's ' Artaxerxes,' but made
little mark. In the summer of the same year

he sang the music of Caspar on the production

of ' Der Freisohutz,' with great effect. He then

made progress, was engaged at the provincial

festivals, and in 1825 appointed principal bass

at the Concert of Antient Music, and from that

time filled the first place at the theatre and
in the concert-room. He was also a member
of the choir at the chapel of the Bavarian

Embassy. About 1843 he gave up his theatri-

cal engagements and started a series of 'table

entertainments,' which, notwithstanding their

ill success, he persisted in giving, at intervals,

until he quitted public life. In August 1844
he went to America, and remained there, giv-

ing his entertainments in various places, for

nearly a year. On his return to England he

found that his place had been filled up by
others, and it was some months before he re-

gained his position. On Feb. 25, 1863 (his

powers having been for some time on the wane)

he gave a farewell concert and retired. He
then became a teacher of singing, at first at

Birmingham, and afterwards in the vicinity

of London. He died at Dalston, Nov. 8, 1876.

He composed several songs, etc., and was
author of The True Enjoyment ofAngling, 1843,
and Musical and Personal BecoUecbums during
half a century, 1864. Philips was heard to

the best advantage in the songs of Handel
and Purcell, and the oratorio songs of Haydn,
Mendelssohn, and Spohr. On the stage he was
most successful in ballads. In the comic
operas of Mozart and Bossini he failed to create

any impression. w. H. H.

PHILLIPS, John and Sarah, music en-

gravers, during the middle of the 18th century.

Hawkins says of them : ' But the last and
greatest improver of the art of stamping music
in England was one Phillips, a Welohman, who
might be said to have stolen it from one

Fortier, a Frenchman and a watchmaker, who
stamped someofthe parts ofMartini's first opera,

of concertos, and a few other things. This man
Phillips, by repeated essays, arrived at the

method of making types [punches] of all the

characters used in music ; with these he stamped
music on pewter plates, and taught the whole
art to his wife, and son. In other respects he
improved the practice of stamping to so great a

degree that music is scarce anywhere so well

printed as inEngland' (History, p. 802, Novello's

ed.). This latter statement is quite true, for

music bearing Phillips's name or that ofhis wife's

is excellent to a degree. The PhUlips pair kept
a music shop in St. Martin's Court, St. Martin's

Lane, about 1750-60, and worked much for

composers who published their own composi-
tions ; among these were Geminiani ('Art of

playing the Violin,' 1751) ; Dr. Arne (' Thomas
and Sally," 1761) ; Dunn ('Six English Songs')

;

Edward Miller (several collections of songs)

;

Warren's ('Collection of Catches and Glees,'

1763), etc.

During the lifetime of John Phillips, both his
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name and that of his wife appear attached to
music, but Phillips having died, probably about
1766-68, his wife alone, shortly after this date,
is found haying a music shop in Bedford Court
and still stamping music plates. f. k.
PHILLIPS, William Lovell, bom at

Bristol, Dec. 26, 1816 ; at an early age entered
the cathedral choir of that city, and subsequently
proceeded to London, where he sang as Master
Phillips, the beauty of his voice attracting

the approbation of Miss Stephens, afterwards
Countess of Essex. He studied at the Koyal
Academy of Music, where he was a pupil of

Cipriani Potter, and class-fellow of Sterndale

Bennett, and eventually became Professor of

Composition at that institution. From Bobert
Lindley he took lessons on the violoncello, and
soon became a member of the orchestras of the

Philharmonic, Antient Concerts, Her Majesty's,

the Sacred Harmonic Society, etc. , besides being

regularly engaged at all the great Musical Festi-

vals. He was at different times musical director

of the Olympic and Princess's Theatres, com-
posing the music for a variety of dramas. For
many years he held the post of organist at St.

Katherine's Church, Regent's Park, and at one
time conducted a series of concerts at St. Martin's

Hall. [Music to the farce of ' Borrowing a Hus-
band ' was performed in 1844.] In addition to

numerous songs he composed a Symphony in F
minor, which was performed with great success

at the concerts of the Eoyal Academy of Music,

and of the Society of British Musicians. Prior

to his fatal illness he was engaged on an opera

founded on a Kosicrucian story, and a cantata

on a Welsh subject. He also attained great

proficiency on the pianoforte, playing at the

concerts of the Koyal Academy. He died

March 19, 1860, and was buried at the Highgate

cemetery. G.

PHILP, Elizabeth, bom 1827 at Falmouth,

educated at Bristol under the care of Mary
Carpenter, was taught singing by Manuel Garcia,

and received instruction in harmony and com-

position from Hiller at the last-named place.

She afterwards devoted herself to teaching

singing and composition. Her first works were

published in 1855, and comprised a Ballad,

'TeU me, the simimer stars,' words by Edwin
Arnold ; also six songs from Longfellow, etc.

A great number of her ballads became widely

popular. Miss Philp was also the author of

How to sing an English Ballad. She died in

London, Nov. 26, 1885. a. c.

PHILTRE, LE. Opera in two acts ; words

by Scribe, music by Auber. Produced at the

Academic Royale, June 20, 1831 ; and in

English—'The Love Spell'—at the Olympic,

London, Oct. 27 of the same year. The subject

is the same as that of the ' Elisire d'amore ' of

Donizetti. It kept the Paris stage almost

without interraption till Jan. 8, 1862, during

which period it was played 242 times. a.

PHINOT (Finot), Dominiotjs, a French

composer of the 16th century, of whose life

absolutely nothing is known, but who has left

enough good work behind him to warrant him
considerable respect for his attainments as »

musician. It is inferred that he was a native

of or otherwise connected with Lyons, from the

fact that the volumes containing his own works

only were first published there. These are two
Books ofMotets a 5-8 (Lyons, 1547-48), and two
Books of Chansons a 4 (Lyons, 1648). A mass
of his a 4, 'Si bona suscepimus,' was published

separately at Paris in 1557, and a book of

Psalms and Magnificats a 4 at Venice, 1655.

He is largely represented in the Nuremberg and
other important collections of the time from
1538 onward. From the 'Thesaurus Musicus' of

1564 Commer has reprinted in his ' CoUectio

Musioorum Batavorum,' torn, viii., ix., the

Lamentation ' Incipit Oratio,' also three motets
'Sancta Trinitas,' 'Jam non dicam,' 'Tanto
tempore nobisoum,' all a 8, excellent works,

written in the Venetian fashion for two choirs

answering one another. j. E. M.

PHIPSON, Thomas Lamb, D.Sc, F.C.S.,

a prominent amateur violinist and musical

litt&ateur, born near Birmingham, May 5,

1833, has contributed some interesting volumes
to the literature of Music and the Violin. His
father, Samuel Ryland Phipson—who interested

himself in the adoption of several scientific

innovations-—resided for some years in Brussels,

and it was at the University there, that Dr.

Phipson obtained his Doctor's degree in Science

at the age of twenty-two. Although engaged
in scientific labour for over forty years. Dr.

Phipson has occupied his leisure in the earnest

study of music, and has found time to attain a

proficiency as a violin virtuoso seldom attained

by amateurs. This talent he has devoted to

the cause of charity for nearly half a century.

His published works (other than scientific

treatises) comprise : Biographies of Celebrated

Violinists ; Bellini and the Opera of 'La Son-

namlmla

'

; Confessions of a Violinist • Voice

and Violin, and two pamphlets entitled Guido
Papini and Musical Soundsprod'ueed by Carbon.— (C. J. Bouverie, Scientific and Literary

works of Dr. P.; The Strad, May 1903 ; Bio-

graphic et Dictionnaire des Litterateurs et Savants

Franfais Contetnporains; Wyman, Biographical

Die.) E. H-A.

PHRASE is one of the smallest items in the

divisions which distinguish the form of a musical

work. Where there are distinct portions marked
off by closes like fuU stops, and half closes like

stops of less emphasis (as often happens in Airs,

Tunes, Themes, etc.), the complete divisions are

generally called periods, and the lesser divisions

phrases. The word is not and can hardly be
used with much exactness and uniformity, for

sometimes a phrase may be all, as it were, con-

tained in one breath, and sometimes subordinate
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divisions may be very clearly marked. See

Phrasing. o. h. h. p.

PHRASING. A musical composition, as has

just been said, consists of a series of short sections

of various lengths, called phrases, each more or

less complete in itself ; and it is upon the inter-

dependence of these phrases, and upon their

connection with each other, that the intelligi-

bility of music depends. The phrases are

analogous to the sentences of a literary com-

position.

The relationship of the different phrases to

each other and to the whole work forms no part

of our present subject, but may be studied in

the article Form ; what we have at present to

do with is the proper rendering of the phrases

in performance, that they may be presented to

the listener in an Intelligible and attractive form.

The process by which this is accomplished is

called Phrasing, and is perhaps the most import-

ant of the various elements which go to make
a good and artistic rendering of a musical com-
position. Eousseau (Dictionnaire de Musique)
says of it, ' The singer who feels what he sings,

and duly marks /the phrases and accents, is a
man of taste.' But he who can only give the

values and intervals of the notes without the

sense of the phrases, however accurate he may
be, is a mere machine.

Just as the intelligent reading of a literary

composition depends chiefly upon two things,

accentuation and punctuation, so does musical

phrasing depend on the relative strength of the

sounds, and upon their connection with or

separation from each other. It is this close

relationship of language to music which makes
their union in vocal music possible and appro-

priate, and accordingly when music is allied to

words it is necessary that the musical accents

should coincide with those of the text, while the

separation of the various phrases agrees with
the division of the text into separate lines or

sentences. In instrumental music, although
the same principles underlie its construction,

there is no such definite guide as that afforded

by the sense of the words in a song, and the

phrasing must therefore be the result of a just

appreciation on the part of the performer of the

general sense of the music, and of the observance

of certain marks by which phrasing is indicated.

If we now consider more closely the causes

and consequences of a variety in the strength

of the notes of a phrase, we notice in the first

place the necessity for an accent on the first note

of every bar, and, in certain rhythms, on other

parts of the bar also. These regularly recurring

accents, though an important part of phrasing,

need not be dwelt on here, as they have already

been fully treated in the article Accent ; but
there are certain irregular forms of accent occa-

sionally required by the phrasing, which it is

necessary to notice.

In rapid passages, when there are many notes

in a bar, it is often necessary to introduce more
accents than the ordinary rhythm requires, and
the number and frequency of the accents will

depend upon the number of changes of harmony
upon which the passage is founded. Thus in

the first bar of the following example, each

couple of notes, after the first four, represents a

new harmony, and the bar wiU consequently

require seven accents, while the next two bars

will receive the ordinary rhythmic accent on the

first note of each group ; and in the fourth bar,

since the harmony does not change, two accents

will suffice. In the example the place of the

accents is shown by the asterisks.

1. MtJLLBR, Caprice, Op. 29, No. 4.

^^^^te
Sometimes the.se extra accents have the effect

of appearing to alter or add to the harmonies
upon which the passage is founded, as in Ex. 2,

where the additional accents demanded by the

composer's method of writing in groups of two
notes instead of four, seem to indicate an alter-

nation of the tonic and subdominant harmonies
of C minor, whereas if the passage were played

as in Ex. 3 the effect would be that of a single

C minor harmony.

Schumann, ' In der Kaclit.'

On the other hand, there ai'e cases in which
the phrasing requires the omission of some of
the regular accents. This occurs in quick move-
ments, when owing to the introduction of a
melody written in notes of great length, two or
even four of the actual written bars combine,
and appear to the listener to form a single bar.

This is the case in Ex. 4, the effect of which is

precisely that of such a bar as Ex. 5, and the
whole phrase of four bars will only require two
accents, falling upon places corresponding to
the first and third beats of Ex. 5. In the
movement quoted the effect of the long bars
remains in force during no less than forty-four of
the actual written bars, the original 3-4 rhythm
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coming into use again on the entrance of the
syncopated subject.

4. Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 28.
Allegro. ^

As a rule, the accent of a passage follows the

grouping, the first note of each group receiving

the accent ; whenever, therefore, the grouping of

it passage consisting of notes of equal length

varies, the number of accents in the bar must
vary also. Thus in Ex. 6 the first bar will

contain four accents, while the third requires

but two.

The signs which govern the connection or

disconnection of the sounds are the dash (') or

dot (•), and the curved line indicating legato.

The ordinary use of these signs has already been

described [Dash, Legato], and the due observ-

ance of them constitutes a most essential part

of phrasing, but in addition to this the curved

line is used to denote an efiect of peculiar im-

portance, called the Slur.

When two notes of equal length in quick or

moderately quick tempo are joined together by
a curved line they are said to be slwrred, and in

playing them a considerable stress is laid on the

first of the two, while the second is not only

weaker, but is made shorter than it is written,

as though followed by a rest.

7. Haydn, Sonata.

WritUn. Played.

The rule that the first of the slurred notes

receives the accent holds good even when it is

in an unaccented part of the bar (Ex. 8). In

such a case the slur causes a very effective

displacement of accent.

8. Beethoven, Concerto in C minor.

Written.

Played.

Groups of two notes of which the second is

the shorter may also be slurred in the same way
(Ex. 9), but when the second is the longer note

it must be but slightly curtailed, though still

perceptibly, and there is no displacement of

accent (Ex. 10).

9. Haydn, Sonata.

Written, ;>. Played.

10. Mendelssohn, Presto Agitato.

Written.

The slur is often used in combination with
staccato notes in the same group (Ex. 11).

When this is the case the second of the two
slurred notes must be played both weaker and
shorter than the notes marked staccato.

11. Beethoven, Concerto in G.

Written.

When the curved line is drawn over two notes

of considerable length, or in slow tempo, it is

not a slur, but merely a sign of legato (Ex. 1 2),

and the same if it covers a group of three or

more notes (Ex. 13). In these cases there is

no curtailment of the last note.

But if the curved line is so extended as to

include and end upon an accented note, then

an effect analogous to the slur is intended, and

the last of the notes so covered must be shortened

(Ex. 14). A similar effect is also sometimes

2H
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indicated by varying the grouping of the notes,

30 thatthe groups do not agree with the rhythmic

divisions of the bar (Ex. 15).

14. Schumann, Humoresken.

The great value of definite and characteristic

phrasing is perhaps nowhere so strikingly mani-

fested as in the performance of music containing

imitation. In all such music the leading part

must contain some marked and easily recognis-

able effect, either of variety of force, as in Ex.

16, or of connection and disconnection, as in

Ex. 17, and it is by means of the repetition of

such characteristic effects in the answering part

or parts that the imitation is rendered intelli-

gible, or even perceptible, to the ordinary listener.

16. Haydn, Sonata. s/

i^S^^^^E

17. MozAKT, Gigne.

3^

The foregoing article deals only with the art

of phrasing on the pianoforte, and it is in some
ways more important to phrase carefully on
keyed instruments than on any others. For on
keyed instruments alone, with the exception of

the harp and instruments of percussion, is it

possible to produce a long, meaningless series

of sounds without any articulation, or division

into rationally balanced sections. On the bowed
instruments, as on the human voice and on all

kinds of instruments blown with the breath,

the length of the bow and the capacity of the

human lungs necessitate some kind of division

into ' phrases
'

; and the art of phrasing on these

is generally spoken of as if a phrase were always

synonymous with the number of notes to be

played with one bow, or sung with one breath.

The skill which average performers on the violin

attain in the direction of disguising the interval

between the up-and-down strokes of the bow
leads some performers to disregard phrasing

in passages where it is not specially marked,

such as this

by careless players, if their attention were not

drawn to the real balance ofthe phrases bymeans
of slurs, etc. The vocal phrase nearly, but not

quite always, is identical with the number of

notes to be sung in one breath ; the most pro-

minent exception is when in leading back into

the opening phrase of a melody, the singer

chooses to include the first few notes of that

opening phrase in the same breath as the pass-

age in which the return is made, and then to

break the natural phrasein the middle, by breath-

ing in an unusual place. A. good example is

the following, from Campra's song 'Charmant
Papillon,' as edited by Wekerlin :

—

que tM tMmJonn sont eonrteil ClunnBnt Pa - pll - Ion

etc.

PHRYGIAN MODE (Lat. Modus Phrygius
;

Modus myaticus). The Third ofthe Ecclesiastical

Modes. [See Modes, the Eoclbsiastioal.]
The Final of the Phrygian Mode is E. Its

range extends upwards, in the Authentic form,

from that note to the octave above ; and semi-

tones occur between its first and second, and
fifth and sixth degrees. Its Dominant is (B,

the fifth degree of the scale, being inadmissible,

on account of its fahe relation with F). Its

Mediant is 6 ; and its Participant A, for which
note B is sometimes substituted. Its Conceded
Modulations are D (the note below the Final),

and F ; and its Absolute Initials, E, F, C, and,

more rarely, G. Its principal features are

shown in the subjoined example :

—

Mn. Hed. Fart. Fart. Dom.

In its Plagal, or Hypophrygian form (Mode
IV, Modus Hypophrygius or Hamwnicas) its

range lies a fourth lower, extending from B to the

octave above. In this form, the semitones lie

between the first and second, and the fourth and
fifth degrees. The Dominant of the Hypophry-
gian Mode is A. Its Mediant is G, and its
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Participant C, for which note F is sometimes
substituted. Its Conceded Modulations are D
and B (the lowest note of the mode). Its Final,

like that of the Authentic form, is E. The
general conformation of the mode is shown in

the subjoined example.

Part. Pin. Part. Med. Dom.

It will be observed that the compass and
intervals of this mode correspond exactly with
those ofthe rejected Locrian

;
yet Hypophrygian

melodies have always been considered perfectly

lawful. The reason is, that the Locrian Mode,
being Authentic, is subject to the Harmonic
Division, which produces a Quiniafalsa between

B and F, and a Tritoniis between F and B ;

whereas, the Hypophrygian Mode, being Plagal,

is subject to the Arithmetical Division, and
exhibits a perfect fourth, between B and E, and
a perfect fifth, between E and B. [See wnte,

p. 2256.]

The ancient Plain-song mielody of ' Te Deum
Laudamus ' is in the Mixed Phrygian Mode

;

that is to say, it extends through the entire

compass of the Authentic and Plagal forms,

united ; and, as it brings out the peculiar char-

acteristics of the mode very strongly, it may be

taken as a good example of its use. [Among
modern instances of the employment of this

rather unusual mode may be mentioned Stan-

ford's 'There's a bower of roses,' and Weingart-

ner's 'Wie glanzt der helle Mond.' Abundant
instances of folk-songs of different nations are to

be found in this as in the rest of the ancient

modes.] w. s. R.

PHYSHARMONICA. A little reed organ

invented in Vienna in 1818 by Anton Hackel,

who intended it to be placed under the keyboard

of the piano, to sustain the melody. It was in-

creased in size and importance, and by various

improvements at length developed into the

Harmonium. The name is used in Germany for

a free-reed stop in the organ. a. j. h.

PIACERE, A, ' at pleasure,' is generally pre-

fixed to a cadenza, or cadenza-like passage, in

solo vocal music, to indicate that the expressions,

and the alterations whether of time or force, are

left to the will of the individual performer. In

suchcasestheaccompanimentisgenerallydirected

to be played 'colla voce,' 'with the voice,'

without regarding the strict time of the compos-

tion. A piacere is sometimes put to cadenzas

in a concerto, but is not of frequent occurrence.

It is not seldom found in cantabile passages in

instrumental music, but ad libitum is the more

common direction of the two, and expresses the

same thing. ^•

PIACEVOLE, 'agreeable, pleasant.' This

word, when used as a musical direction, indicates

that the piece is to be played in a graceful way,

without passion. It has nearly thesame meaning

as ' grazioso ' or the direction ' con amabiliti

'

used by Beethoven in the Pianoforte Sonata,

op. 110 (first movement). ' Allegro placevole'

is used by him in the third movement of the

Sonata for piano and violin, op. 12, No. 2 ;

and ' piaoevole ' alone in the fourth variation

in the slow movement of the Sonata, op. 109.

A more modern instance of its use is Sterndale

Bennett's ' Bondo Piacevole ' for pianoforte solo,

op. 25. M.

PIANETTE ; a very low pianino, or upright

pianoforte, introduced in 1857 by Bord, of Paris,

the well-known maker. The low price and good
quality of these instruments soon extended their

sale to England, where they received the name
'pianette'—an impossible word in France,

'piano' being of the masculine gender. The
French name, originating in Bord's establish-

ment, is ' Bibi,' a workman's corruption of 'B^b^'—
' the baby.' Pianettes have been made in

London for some years by Broadwood, Cramer,
and others. Bord's spiral hopper-spring (ressort

d boudin), used in pianettes, is a useful and very
effective contrivance, economical of space. The
name is also used, commonly though incorrectly,

of the mechanical pianos which infest the streets

of London. A. J. H.

PIANGENDO, 'wailingly.' A direction

properly only used in vocal music. Its in-

strumental equivalent is ' dolente ' or ' con

dolore.' m.

PIANISSIMO, 'very softly.' This direction,

which on all ordinary occasions is expressed by

pp, is sometimes, but not very often, written

in full—as a rule, to emphasise the fact of its

presence in cases where it would least be ex-

pected. Beethoven often uses the full direction

simultaneously with the abbreviation, as in the

10th variation of the thirty-three on a valse by
Diabelli, op. 120, in which variation may also

be found an instance of one of his chief character-

istics, the sudden leap from^ to^ in the 31st

bar. Another striking instance of both these

uses is in the Scherzo of the Eroica Symphony,
where the pianissimo is insisted on, not only
at the beginning of the movement, but on
almost every page of the score until the crescendo

(only for one bar) up to fortissimo, after twenty-

seven bars of which there is a sudden piano
which is used again frequently throughout the

rest of the movement. Since Beethoven's time,

the practice has become very common of using

ppp, for what Weber in the beginning of the

overture to ' Oberon ' calls ' II tutto pianissimo

possibile.' It is used notably by Berlioz in

the 'Damnation de Faust,' just before the

'Danse des Sylphes,' and in the middle of it,

where the first subject is resumed. He even

goes so far as to use the sign pppp for the last

two notes of the clarinets at the end of the

dance. Yerdi, in his Requiem, has gone even
farther, and at one point uses ppppp. The
reticence of Mendelssohn, who says, ' I particu-
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larly dislike 'p^,' i was not imitated by Tchai-

kovsky, whose use of the direction reaches the

extreme in the Pathetic Symphony : on one

page of the full score (original edition) the

letter p is used, in different groupings, 174

times. M,

PIANO, 'soft.' This word, expressed in

general by its initial p, is used to denote the

least degree of strength except pianismno. It

is used, as is the case with most other directions,

in full only when it is necessary to draw
particular attention to its presence, or where
it is unlikely that it should stand ; for instance,

in the Finale of Beethoven's PF. Sonata, op. 2,

No. 1, where the second subject is labelled

'Sempre piano e doloe.' Mezzo piano (abbre-

viated mp) denotes a degree of force slightly

louder than piano. Beethoven was very fond

of using a ' sudden piano ' directly after a, forte

or fortissimo. Examples are very common
throughout his works, and the occurrence of

the sudden change is one of his most easily

recognised characteristics. [See Forte, vol.

ii p. 89.] M.

PIANOFOETE—or Forte Piano, as often

written in the 18th century—an instrument of

Italian origin. The earliest mention of the

name appears in records of the family of Este,

in the letters of a musical instrument maker
named Paliarino, dated Good Friday, June 27
and Dec. 31, 1598, and addressed to Alfonso II.,

Duke of Modena. They were found in 1879
by Count L. F. Valdrighi, custos of the Biblio-

teca Estense, at Modena ; and the discovery

was immediately announced in the Florentine

musical paper, Boceherini. In August of that

year Valdrighi published the text of the letters,

with an essay, in a pamphlet entitled Muswr-
giana (Olivari, Modena, 1879). In the first

letter Paliarino mentions the recovery of ' the

instrument Piano e Forte, with the organ

underneath ' ^
; in the second, ' the recovery

from certain priests, with other instruments,

of the Piano e Forte above mentioned and
another Piano e Forte on which the late Duke
Alfonso had played. '^ Here are two instruments

each distinctly named Piano e Forte (correcting

Paliarino's uncertain spelling). In the second

letter the same Hippolito Crioca, detto Paliarino,

as he there signs himself (or Pagliarini as he
spells his name elsewhere), seizes the opportunity

of his brother's visit to Venice, to ask for sundry

materials to be procured there, as needful for

repairs, and for building a new ' Pian e Forte
'

;

namely, limetree, boxwood, and ebony for keys,

cypress for the belly, brass wire, German glue,

etc. etc. In Paliarino's inventory of the Duke's

1 Letters to Uosohelea, p. 96.
3 ' CoBSl lo mi Tjtrovo 1' orghano dl carta, et 1' Instrumento Flan e

Forte con 1' orghano dl aotto. . .
.'

3 ' L' alteEza vostra sappiacheml ritroTO del' Buo cbe lo recuperrato
da queatl Fretti I'horgganodl carta, I'lBtrmnento Plane eForte con
r horggano dlflotto, nn altro Ifltrumento di dna regletrl et 11 Plane e
Fortte, quello che adoprava 11 Ser. Slg. Duca Alfoneo bnona me-
inorla. . . .'

keyed instruments, also given in Count Val-

drighi's appendix to his essay, there are, in-

cluding organs, fifty-two,* but only one ' Piano

e Forte,' the one with the organ beneath, as

specially distinguished ; the other, and perhaps

more, being possibly recorded under the simple

name ' instrument ' (istromento), which is used

to describe eleven of the fifty -two. The
clavicembalo or cembalo (harpsichord) and
spinetta (spinet) might also have been classed

under this general designation, yet Paliarino

separates them. We can come to no conclusion

from these names as to what kind of instrument

this Piano e Forte was. It was most likely,

as suggested by Sig. Cesare Ponsicchi in the

Boceherini (1879, No. 6), a harpsichord with
a contrivance for dynamic change ; but whether
hammers were applied, making it a real piano-

forte, we are at present unable to say. The
' gravieembalo col piano e forte ' of Cristofori of

Padua, a hundred years later, may not have
really been the first attempt to make a hammer-
harpsichord ; indeed Cristofori's invention seems
almost too completely suAce^ful to have been the

first conception of this instrument—a dulcimer

with keys.

We must now transfer our attention from
Modena to Florence, and skip from 1598tol709,
when we find Prince Ferdinand dei Medici, a

lover of music, in fact an eminent musician,

and deeply interested in mathematical and
mechanical questions, accepting at the request

of three scholars, one ofwhom was the Marchess
Scipione Maffei, the protection of a quarterly

publication intended for learned and cultivated

readers, viz. , the Giornule dei Letterati cCItalia.

This patronage was the result of a personal

visit of Maflei to Florence, where he met with
Bartolomeo Cristofori, harpsichord -maker and
custodian of the Prince's musical instruments,

and was shown by him four specimens of a new
harpsichord with piano and forte, the invention

and make of Cristofori. Of these, three were of

the usual long shape ; the other was different,

we know not in what way, but n, detailed

account of Cristofori's invention, written by
Scipione Maffei, appeared in the Giomale in

1711, vrith a diagram, from a rough sketch, of

his hammer - action. He calls the inventor

Cristofali, which form of the name was generally

followed, but an autograph and the inscriptions

upon the pianofortes of his make are decisive

evidence in favour of the real name being

Cristofori.'

The complete text of Maffei's article, in the
original language, with an indifferent English
translation, is to be found in Rimbault's The
Pianoforte (Cocks, London, 1860)—the faults

* This large number, bb it seems to us, was not then remarkable
for a prince to have : a hundred years later Prince Ferdinand del
Medici owned at least forty. See Appendix C, p. 101, to Puliti'i
Cenni Storici deUa vita del Sei""^ FerdAnando dei Medici (Florence.
1874).

6 This has been adopted In Florence on the memorial stone. [See
Cristofori, vol. 1. pp. 636-7.]
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of translation being moatobvious in the technical
terms. There is no doubt about Cristofori hav-
ing made these instruments under the patronage
of Prince Ferdinand, who had brought him from
Padua some time about 1690. [See Ckistofori.]
We owe a debt of gratitude to Maffei for his

record of the invention, which he reproduced in

the collection of his works entitled Rime e Prose,

1719. The reprint has been the cause of a

misconception of the date of the invention,

through want of reference to the earlier publica-

FlG. 1.

a la the string ; 5 the key-bottom ; c the first lever, or key. There
is a ped, d, upon the key, to raise a second lever, e, which is pivoted
upon/. ^ is the hopper—-Cristofori '8 ^inj^ue^o 'noMte—which, con-
trolled by the springs < and I, effects the escape, or immediate drop,
of the hammer from the strings after a blow has been struck, ^-
thongh the key is still kept down by the finger. The hopper is

centred at A. m is a Tack or comb on the beam, «, where the butt,
n, of the hammer, o, li centred. In a state of rest the hammer Is

supported by a cross, or fork, p, of silk thread. On the depression
of the key. c. the tail, g, of the second lever, e, draws away the
damper, r, from the strings, leaving them free to vibrate,

tion, whichwas anonymous. AnaccurateGerman
translation was made at the time by Koenig,

and published in Mattheson's Musikalische

Kritik, vol. iii. p. 340 (Hamburg, 1725). This
early translation has been reprinted by Dr.

Oscar Paul in his Geschichie des Klaviers, p. 105
(Leipzig, 1868), and may be referred to with

confidence by those who know German and do
not know Italian.

We reproduce the diagram of Cristofori's

action as the kernel of this part of our subject,

the action being the equivalent to the violinist's

bow ; as the instrument itself is the equivalent

of the violin, though stopped by a mechanical

construction instead of the fingers of the player's

left hand. We follow Maffei's lettering of the

parts ; a lettering which will be adhered to

throughout.

The reader will observe the smallness of the

hammer-head and the absence of what is called

a ' check,' to arrest the hammer in its rebound ;

and also of any control but springs over the for-

ward movement, or escapement, of the hopper.

To admit of this machinery—so much more
complicated than the simple action of the harp-

sichord—being taken out, Cristofori inverted the

tuning-pin block (technicallythe 'wre^t-plank'),

and attached the wires to the tuning -pins
('wrest-pins'), at theirlower ends, as in the harp.

Being obliged to use heavier strings, which ex-

erted a greater pulling force or tension, to with-

stand the impact of his hammers, he found it

necessary to remove the pins to which the further

ends of the strings were attached (the ' hitch-

pins '), from theirold place on the sound-board of
the harpsichord, to a stiff rail of wood (' string-

block ') buUt round the angle-side and narrow
end of the case. Without this alteration his

instruments could not have stood in tune and
would soon have collapsed.

Twopianofortes of Cristofori'smakeare fortun-

ately still existing. The earlier one, dated 1720,

belonged to Signora Ernesta Mocenni Martelli

of Florence (now in the Metropolitan Museum,

Pig. 2.

On farther comparing the two diagrams we observe in No. 2 first the extension of the lever or key, c, the tnnsformatlon of the

cond lever e Into what is technicaUy an 'nnderhammer,' removing the hopper, g, from direct attack upon the butt, n, a change

in the wrong direction but probably neeessitated by the want of a regulating button and screw to the hopper. Other modifications will -

be noticed -one is a pin ft. passing through the back part of the key (replacing the piece of whalebone behmd the key ; see drawing of

Zumne's action n 721) a step towards the front pin, since used to steady the lateral motion. The damper, r, now lies upon the strings,

drooninir wedi?e fashion between the two unisons. But the great improvement upon the first action is the substitution of the check,
;

J>—OrislJfori's parojmirteZJo, which graduates the rebound of the hammer according to the blow—tor the mere support of the silk

threads which formerly received it when it fell. ^
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New York), and is described by Leto Fuliti,

with illustrations of the action, in the essay

referred to on p. 716, note 4. The second, dated

1726, is in the museum of the eminent collectors

and musicologists, the Signori Eraus of Florence,

figured in the article ' Pianoforte ' in the JEneyc.

Brit., 10th ed. It happens to be more perfect

than that of Signora Martelli, because the

hammerheads remain in their original condition,

as may be seen by comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 2,

which represents the action of the latter.

Both instruments, the 1720 and the 1726,

have the overdampers and check, the latter the

mechanical completion of the action. That of

1720 has been restored by Sig. Ponsicchi, a

pianoforte maker, who has himself given, in II

Pianoforte, sua origine e amluppo {con tavole),

Florence, 1876, a valuable contribution to the

literature of the instrument. Both pianofortes

are bichord, and have white natural keys, but
the compass differs, the earlier having four and
a half octaves, C to F, and the later only four

octaves, C to C, the old normal compass equiva-

lent to the human voice.

Cristofori died in 1731, aged sizty-siz, and in

1730, the year before his death, his assistant,

Giovanni Ferrini, made a pianoforte which has
become famous through Barney's reference to it.

It was bought by Elisabetta Famese, Queen of

Spain ; and by her bequeathed to the singer

Farinelli, who inscribed upon it in letters of

gold, ' Raffaello d' Urbino,' and esteemed it more
highly than any other in his collection of keyed
instruments. Bumey played upon it in 1771.

There were other pupils or followers of Cristo-

fori ; we hear of Geronimo of Florence, and
Gherardi of Padua, but an end soon came to

pianofortemaking in Italy; possibly, as suggested

by Puliti, from the diflSculty felt by clavicem-

balists of acquiring the touch, and which made
them decry the new instrument—or from the

imperfection of the means for escapement. Be
this as it may, the fruits of the invention were
to be gathered and garnered elsewhere ; but the
invention itself remains with Italy.

The idea suggested by the vague character

of the Estense ' piano e forte,' that there were
perhaps attempts to construct a hammer action

before Cristofori, we find strengthened by the

known fact that two men in two different

countries outside Italy were endeavouring,

at the very time of his success, to produce a
similar invention to his. The names of Marius
and Schroeter, the former a French harpsichord-

maker, the latter a German musician, have been

put forward to claim the credit of the absolute

invention on the strength of certain experiments

in that direction. Marius, in February 1716,
submitted, perhaps a pianoforte, and certainly

four models for actions of 'clavecins kmaillets,'

or hammer harpsichords, the description and
engravings of which were published, nineteen

years later, in Nos. 1?2, 173, and 174 of

Machines et In/uentiona approuvies pwr L'Ac-

cadimie Soyale des Sciences, Tome Troisiime,

Depuisl713jv^u'enl719. A ParisMDOOXXXV,
and are to be found in extenso in the works of

Bimbault and Puliti. Both overstriking and
understriking apparatus had occurred to Marius,

and his drawings included the alteration of an
upright harpsichord, and the addition of a
register of hammers to an horizontal one—rude

contrivances of which no subsequent use was
or could be made. His object in introducing

hammers was an economical one—to save the

expense and trouble of constantly requilling the

harpsichord. Schroeter must be dismissed less

summarily, owing to the frequently repeated

statement that he was the actual inventor of

the pianoforte ; reasserted perhaps for the last

time, but with a fervid advocacy in which the

bias of patriotism is conspicuous, by Dr. Oscar

Paul in his GeschicfUe des Klaviers, p. 82. But
had Schroeter not been a man of good education

and some literary power, his name would not

have been remembered ; it must be distinctly

understood that he was a musician, not an
instrument-maker ; and he never made a piano-

forte or had one made for him, or he would
have told us so. He claimed to have devised

two models of hammer-actions between 1717
and 1721, which he afterwards neglected, but
years afterwards, in 1738, being vexed that his

name was not connected with the rising success

of the pianoforte, he addressed a letter to

Mizler which was printed in the Neu-eroffnete

mvMkaliscke Bibliothek (Leipzig, 1736-54, voL
iii. pp. 474-6). He repeated his claim, with a
drawing of one of his actions (then first pub-
lished), in 1763, in Marpurg's Kritische Priefe

fiber Tonkunst (Berlin, 1764, vol. iii p. 85),
showing, although Gottfried Silbermann haid

been dead ten years, and Cristofori thirty-two,

the animus to which we owe these naive and
interesting communications. The particulars

of Schroeter's life must be relegated to a

separate notice. [See Schroeter.] It will

suffice here to state that in 1715, when Schroeter

was only sixteen years old, being entrusted with
good pupils in Dresden, he found that their

study upon the expressive clavichord was
thrown away when they came to show off before

their Mends upon so different an instrument as

the inexpressive harpsichord. Shortly after

this, there came to Dresden the great dulcimer

virtuoso, Pantaleone Hebenstreit, whose per-

formances astonished Schroeter, and at the

same time convinced him that it was by
hammers only that the harpsichord could be

made expressive. At this time, like Marius,

he could hardly have known that pianofortes

had not only been invented, but had for some
years been made in Italy, although the inter-

course prevailing between that country and
Dresden might have brought the knowledge to

him. But the inferiority of Schroeter's action
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to Cristofori's at once exonerates him from
plagiarism ; and the same applies also to
Marius, whose ideas were of even less value
mechanically than Schroeter's.

Schroeter gives us no description of his

overstriking ' Pantaleon ' : we may conclude
that he suspected the difficulties, not to this

day surmounted, of an action in which the
hammers are placed ahove the strings. Of the
understriking action, his ' Pianoforte,' he has
given us fiiU particulars and a drawing here

reproduced

—

i

Fio. 3.

a is the string ; c is the key ; e, a second lever ; ff, a jack to raise

the hammer ; o, the hammer itself, clothed at the tuil, r, to serve
for a damper. The play, or space, between the Jack and the
hammer-slumk permitted, as lu the early 8quare>piano action of

Ziunpe (which may have beenpartly derived from Schroeter's idea),

the rebound, or escapement, of the hammer.

For his second drawing, a later fancy of no
practical value, it is sufficient to refer to Paul or

Puliti.

But no sustained tone was possible, owing to

the position of the damper, which resumed its

place the moment the hammer fell. The rapid

repetition of a note, after the old fashion of

harps, mandolines, and dulcimers, would have
been the only expedient to prolong it. Marine's

defect was the opposite one ; he had no dampers
whatever. But Schroeter had the great merit

of perceiving the future use of iron as a resisting

power in pianofoi*tes ; he invented a wider-

standseisen, or resisting iron, a bar of metal

here marked t, which was placed transversely

over the wrest-plank, rested firmly upon the

strings, and formed the straight bridge. We
do not know to whose piano this was applied,

and it can hardly have been a part of his

original conception. It is more likely to have

occurred to him from observation of the defects

in pianofortes, as did his scheme of stringing by
proceeding from one string to a note in .the

bass, to four strings to a note in the treble
;

graduated with two and three unisons of so

many notes each, between.

The allusions in Schroeter's letter to an ' in-

geniousman at Dresden '('einanderersinnreioher

Maun
')
point to Gottfried Silbermann, who,

in the second half of the 18th century, was

generally considered to be the inventor of the

pianoforte. As late as 1780 De la Borde

(JEssai sur la Musique anderme et nwdeme) said

that 'The Clavecin Pianoforte was invented

about twenty years ago at Freyberg in Saxony
by M. Silbermann. From Saxony the invention

penetrated to London, whence we obtain nearly

all those that are sold in Paris.' It has been

hitherto accepted in Germany and elsewhere

that Silbermann adopted Schroeter's idea, and
made it practicable ; employing in fact

Schroeter's action, with some improvement.

Welcker von Gontershausen, Der Clairierbou

(Frankfort, 1870), says, p. 171, 'The Silber-

manns always used the action invented by
Schroeter.' It is right, however, to warn the

inquirer who may meet with Welcker's books,

that they are not, either in text or engravings,

always to be depended on.

We must now revert to Koenig'a translation

of Maffei's account of Cristofori's invention,

published at Hamburg in 1725, an invention

recorded and attributed exclusively to its author
in Walther's Musikalisches Lexicon (Leipzig,

1732). It was thus early made public in

Germany, and we think we shall now be able

to show that Gottfried Silbermann followed

Cristofori rather than Schroeter when he began
to make pianofortes. He is said ' to have
made two as early as 1726 (the year after

Mattheson's publication of Koenig's translation),

and to have shown them ^ to J. S. Bach, who
condemned them for the weakness of their

trebles and their heavy touch. This adverse

judgment so much annoyed Silbermann that

for some years he made, or at least showed, no
more ; but ultimately he gained Bach's un-

limited praise, though it does not appear that

the great composer ever had a pianoforte of

his own (Spitta, Bach, Engl. tr. ii. 46). Some
time after this he seems to have made an
instrument for the Prince of Schwarzburg-
Rudolstadt, which Schroeter happened to see

in 1758 ; but, before that, two had been made,
admitted to be copies of it, by Lenker of

Rudolstadt, and had met with great praise.

We may therefore assume the success of the

original. In connection with this it is not
surprising that Frederick the Great (especially

when we remember that he had 0. P. E. Bach,

who owned a most beautiful Silbermann clavi-

chord, in his service) should have acquired and
placed in the music-room in the Stadtschloss

at Potsdam, a pianoforte by that maker. (See

Silbermann.) He is indeed said to have had
more,^ but no musical anecdote is better

1 AdlUDff, Muttca Htchaniea, li. 116f.
3 Perhaps in 1733 or 173G, when Bach waa in Dresden (see

Bittory of the Pianti/orte, by A. J. Hipklna, p. 102).
3 We quote from Forkel :

' The King .. . urged Bach (then
known as the Old Bach) to try his Silbermann Fortepianos then
standing in various rooms of the palace.' A footnote adds—'The
pianofortes of the Fi'eyberg Silbermann pleased the King so much,
that he made up his mind to buy them all. He got fifteen of them
together. They must now (1802) be all standing about, of no use.

In different comers of the palace.' Recent search has failed to
discover these instruments. Fifteen was a large number for
Silbermann to have made and had by him, and it must be remem-
bered that Forkel wrote at second hand, and long after the
event, although we have the statement of an eye-witness, W.
Friedemann, Bach's eldest eon. Oerber's Lexicon, published ITK,
art. ' Silbermann,' states that the King of PiUBsia had one
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known than the viait of J. S. Bach, and hia

eldest son, to Potsdam in May 1747 ; his warm
and almost unceremonious reception by
the King, and the extempore perform-

ances which took place, in which we may
be sure that the pianoforte would not

be neglected. In 1773, our own Burney

(Tour, ii. 145) published an account

of his visit to Potsdam. In the Neues

Palais there he saw a Silbermann piano-

forte ; in other rooms he may have seen

the Tschudi harpsichords of 1766. The
pianoforte had not yet prevailed over

the harpsichord, these London instru-

ments being of later date. Bat what is of

supreme interest is that the same piano which

Burney aa\v is still in Frederick's music-room

(1880). True, the instrument bears no in-

scription or date, but since everything in the

room remains as it was at the time of the

King's death, there is no reason to doubt its

genuineness ; and it has the whole weight of

local tradition in its favour. A recent examin-

ation, made for the writer through the kind

permission of Count Seokendorff by Herr Beoh-

stein, the well-known pianoforte -maker of

Berlin, reveals the Cristofori action ! There

can be no doubt about it. Here is Herr

Bechstein'a drawing, and a comparison of it

with that of Cristofori's action (Fig. 2) is at

once convincing.

overspun, in the bass ; the compass is nearly

five octaves (F-E), and the keys are covered

Fio. 4.

It will be observed that Herr Bechstein, as

frequentlyhappens indrawing pianoforte actions,

has omitted the damper, but that is of no
consequence. A sketch of the external appear-

ance of the instrument has been kindly supplied

from the same source.

The instrument is placed upon an elaborate

stand having an extra leg at the angle side,

thus reminding us of Mozart's grand piano,

by Walter, at Salzburg. The case is of oak

;

the strings contain 1J octave of brass wire, not
pianofortfl made for him, before Bach'a TlHit, and this pleaaing him
he ordered others for Berlin. Mooser's Sitbtrrmann der Orgelbauer
(Straaburg, 1857) affirms that they were six in number, and that
one more was acquired after Sllbermann's death, Burney saw only
one at Potsdam, and that not ftTe*and.twenty years after Bach'e
isit. In 1881 tile writer examined the instruments, one of which
Iji in each of the Potsdam palaces .associated ,with Frederick,—the
Stadtichloas, Sans Souci, uul the Neues Palais.

with ebony for the natural notes, and with

ivory for the sharps. Before leaving the only

recorded instances of the great J. S. Bach's

connection with the pianoforte, we may remark

that the special character of the instrument

does not seem to have struck him ; there can

be no doubt of his having shared the opinion of

his son Emanuel, who regarded the pianoforte

as only ' fit for rondos,' and always expressed

his- preference for the clavichord. It was by
the youngest brother and pupil of Emanuel,

John Christian, known as the ' London Bach,'

that a decided preference was first shown for

the pianoforte over the clavichord and harpsi-

chord.

The pianofortes to which we have hitherto

alluded were all, like harpsichords, of the 'wing'

or 'tail' shape (English,

Grand piano ; German,
Fliigel ; French, Piano
a qiieue ; Ital. Piano a
coda). The distinguished

organ builder, C. E.

Frederici of Gera (1712-

1779), is reputed to have
been the first to make a

pianoforte in the clavi-

chord or oblong shape

(English, Square piano
;

German, tafelformiges

Piano ; French, Piano
carri ; Ital. Pianoforte

a tavolino). Fischhof

{Versuch tiner Geachichte des Clavierbaues,

Vienna, 1853, p. 16) gives the date of this

invention as 1760, but this is possibly too

late. Frederici named his square piano ' Fort-

bien,' perhaps a pun upon Forte Biano, in which
form he may often have heard the Italian name
pronounced by German lips. No writer has

described one of these, or appears to have seen

one. He may have contrived the action as an
improvement on the idea which Schroeter first

published in Marpurg in 1764, and Zumpe
introduced here in 1765-66. From comparison
of dates and other circumstances, we are, how-
ever, inclined to conclude that Zumpe did not
imitate Frederici, but that the latter may rather

have used that rudimentary German action'
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which Stein in the next decade improved for
grand pianos by the addition of a mechanical
escapement.' This action of a centred hammer
with movable axis, the blow caused by contact
of the hammer -tail with a back -touch, and
without escapement, exists in a drawing of a
patent of Sebastien Erard's dating as late as
1801,2 which shows how general this action had
been. M. Mahillon has kindly communicated
to the writer that there is still a square piano
existing with this action, belonging to M. Gosse-

lin, of Brussels. The style of the fumitM^of
the case and the fragments of painting i^md^pig
would make this instrumen|^^feph, and plale

the date, according to these^HIRties, without
doubt in the reign of Louis Quinze. It has five

stops, to raise the dampers (now unfortunately

gone) in two sections, to bring on a ' Pianozug

'

in two sections, or, apparently, as a whole.

[See SoKDiNi.] The natural keys are black.

Now J. Andreas Stein worked in Paris about
1758, and later J. Heinrich Silbermann of

Strasburg made pianos which were sent to

Paris and highly thought of. We regret that

we have no further historical evidence to offer

about this action, so interesting as the founda-

tion of the celebrated ' Deutsche Mechanik ' of

the Viennese grand pianos.

• Johannes Zumpe ^ is introduced by Bumey,
in Bees's Cyclopcedia (1819, article 'Harpsi-

chord '), as a German who had long worked for

the harpsichord-maker Shndi, and was the first

to construct small pianos of the shape and size

of the virginal. He goes on to say that there

was such a demand for Zumpe's square pianos

but was supplied with one of them, and there

was nearly as great a call for them in France

as in England. Pohlmann, another German,

fabricated for those whom Zumpe was unable to

supply. There are instruments by both these

makers still existing ; the oldest Zumpe piano

known is dated 1766, was formerly Sir George

Smart's, andis now ownedbyMessrs. Broadwood.
No number has been found in it ;

yet it can

hardly be the first of Zumpe's make, since he

would not have been so bold as to begin with

dividing his black notes and thus have eighteen

keys in the octave, as he has in this case. The
late Mr. Taphouse of Oxford had one with the

usual chromatic scale of thirteen in the octave,

inscribed ' Johannes Zumpe, Londini, Fecit

1767, Princes Street, Hanover Square,' and
with XVIIII stamped on the back of the name-
board. Allowing Zumpe to have been a year

or two in business before he made this number,
he would not have started before 1765.* The
action which Zumpe invented or adopted was
simple and facile, having reference to the pub-

lished model of Schroeter in Marpurg, 1764, in

its artless escapement. It became the norm for

nearly all square piano actions during forty

years. The writer of the article ' Pianoforte
'

in the fourth edition of the Encyclopcedia

Britannica (1810) claims the invention of

Zumpe's action for the Eev. William Mason,
composer, poet, and writer on church music,

and the intimate friend of the poet Gray. Bom
in 1724, Mason died in 1797, and was therefore,

inventor or not, a witness to the introduction

of the pianoforte into England, and to its

FlQ. 6.

In the key, e. Is fixed the Jack, g, a irire with a leather stnd ou the top, knowB h7 the workmen aa the ' old man'i head.' This raises

the hammer, o ; the damper, r, is lifted by a whalebone Jack, t>, called the * mopstick,' placed neai- the end of the key, and is brought
back to its place by the whalebone spring, v>; a third piece of whalebone, x, projecting from the end of the key, works in a groove,
and serves exactly as in the clavichord to keep the key steady, there being no front key-pin. The two balance-rail key-pins shown in the
drawing belong to two keys, the natural and sharp, and indicate the different balancing desiderated in all keyboards by the ditferent
lengths of the natural and sharp keys. The dampers were divided into treble and bass sections, raised bodily by two drawstops when
not required, there being as yet no pedal.

that there was scarcely a house in the kingdom
where a keyedinstrument had ever had admission

1 It must be remarked that Welcker von Oonteishausen, whose
technical works (published 1856 and 1870, the earlier much the
better) on the construction of the Pianoforte are worthy of praise,

la not always to be depended upon when the question is historical.

He attributes this rudimentary action, of which he gives drawings,

to Schroeter and the Silbermanns—apparently without foundation.
* Erard's claim to improvement was that the travelling distance

of the hammer could be regulated by a springing back-touch, by
which the depth of front-touch was made to depend upon the
strength expended by the player.

3 It has been suggested that Zumpe may have been an altered

name from Zumpt, to suit English habits of pronunciation, as the

VOL. Ill

development to a certain grade of perfection

—

that namely of pure wooden construction.

The Encyclopaedia writer cannot be considered

as an authority, although in this case he may
have got his information on the point direct

from Mason. Apart from such conjecture we
contemporary Shndi was corrupted from Tschudi, Eirkman from
Eiichmaun, etc.

4 Mr. Williamson of Guildford had, in 1879, a square piano by
Zumpe & Buntehart, dated 1769. In 1776 the firm was Zumpe ft

Mayer—the instruments remaining the same, almost clavichordSi
with hammer actions, and nearly five octaves compass, G-F.

3a
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have only sure evidence that Mason was one of

Zumpe's early patrons.'

Zumpe'a or Mason's action, drawn from the

instrument of 1766, is shown in Fig. 6.

Square pianos were occasionally fitted with
drawers for music, and were sometimes made to

look like tables : the writer has seen a table

piano, in style of furniture about 1780, but
which bore on a label the name and date, Ziunpe,

1760. This cannot be accepted as authentic,

but the action is of so much interest that it

must be described, as publication may be the

means of ultimately identifying its origin. The
instrument belongs to Mr. Herbert Bowman,
and the diagram is from a careful drawing by
Mr. Robert Maitland.

Fio. 7.

Here the pad d, upon the key e, U reguUted In height by a flerew,
and when railed lifta the Jack g, vhicb is attached by a leather
hinge to the hammer o. The damper is conjectural ; but Mr. Mait-
land haa probably indicated it correctly. The special feature is
the fact of the vicarious space for an escapement being below the
jack instead of above it, as in Zumpe's ' old man's head,'

[Shortly before bis death, Mr. A. J. Hipkiris,

the writer of this article, became possessed of a
very remarkable little Viennese piano, not dated
or named, but judged by the style of ornamen-
tation to be of about the date 1760. It has
single strings from B^ to 6 ; and double strings

from A|> to /.'" It is the ' old man's head

'

form ofescapement, and a curious underdamping
arrangement, with double-forked flannel. There

A, Block in the key balance raU ; B is the hammer rest ; O is the
key rest; Disafixed block which catches thehammer butt, causing
the hammer head to strike the string when the key is depressed—
a set off; a is the key; 6 is the hammer butt; e is the hammer head
covered with leather; d ia a guide to keep the hammer from shift-
ing laterally—made of wire ; e is the damper arm : /, damper head
a, damper rest (along a wire) ; ft, hinge of damper ; i, pivot of the
hammer butt. Not shown in the figure is a mut», actuated by a
lever moved by the knee. There are only three moving parts—key
hammer, damper.

'

1 Mason appears to have first possessed a pianoforte in 1?55,
Writing from Hanover to the poet Gray he says :— • Oh, Mr. Gray I

I bought at Hamburg such a pianoforte and so cheap 1 It is a
harpsichord too of two unisons, and the Jacks serve as mutes when
the pianoforte stop is played, by the cleverest mechanism imagin-
able,—won't you buy my Kirkman?' (meaning his liarpsichord by
that maker). Gray, writing to Mason in May 1767, after the death
of Mis. Mason, says :— * You will tell me what to do with your
Znmpe, which has amused me much here. If you would have it
sent down I had better commit it to its maker, who will tune it
and pack it up. Dr. Long has bought the feUow to it. The base is
not quite of a piece with the treble, and the higher notes are
somewhat dry and sticky. The rest discourses very eloquent music '

is a knee-lever on the right, which, pressing

down those dampers away from the strings,

produces exactly the same efiFeot as the modem
sustaining pedal, and on the left-hand side is

another lever, which applies a bar with flannel

from above, and so mutes the tone. There are

black naturals, and the arrangement of the

strings is almost identical with that of the

clavichord. It was left to Mr. Hipkins by Mrs.
Rudolf Lehmann, who got it from Italy, It

is so similar in many respects to the action of

StaiL (see below) that it is tempting to believe

it^DC'^' him^
^In 1759 fl^^hristian Bach arrived in

London. AccnlHP^o Burney, who is, however,
careless about chronological sequence, the first

pianoforte seen in England was made in Rome
by Father Wood, an English monk. It remained
unique for several years until copied by an in-

strument-maker named Plenius. ' After Bach's
arrival,' says Burney (Rees's Cyclopaedia, 1819,
article 'Harpsichord'), 'all the harpsichord
makers in this country tried their mechanical
powers on pianofortes, but the first attempts were
always on the large size.' From <, previous
sentence we learn that Backers, a harpsichord-
maker of the second rank, constructed several

pianofortes, ' but the tone, with all the delicacy
of Schroeter's touch, lost' the spirit of the harp-
sichord and gained nothing in sweetness.' Now
Schroeter the pianist (not he who has been
already mentioned) came to London in 1772.

James Shudi Broadwood, writing in the
Gentleman's Magazine in 1812, attributes the
invention of the grand piano in 1 772 to a Dutch-
man, Americus Baccers (accurately Backers ^) ;

and again, in his ' MS. Notes and Observations

'

(written 1838 ; printed for private circulation

1862) he repeats this statement about Backers,
but with a later date—about 1776. This prob-
ably alludes to the pianoforte of which the
nameboard is referred to in footnote 2, at that
time still existing. The earlier date is nearer
the mark, but the 'invention' must be in-

terpreted as meaning a new action, an improve-
ment on that of Cristofori (which may have been
transmitted through Silbermann), or rather on
Cristofori's first idea, by the contrivance of the
regulating button and screw which rendered his
direct action certain, and was ultimately known
as the 'English action'—as Baokers's was always
called abroad. Henry Fowler Broadwood (1811-
1893), in a footnote to his father's statement
in the 'MS. notes,' communicates the family
tradition that his grandfather, John Broadwood,
with his apprentice, Robert Stodart, assisted
Backers to bring this action to ^perfection—

a

word which he may use unreservedly, as more

Mason had married in the autumn of 17ee. It is possible that he
i^«^ ,

Zumpe then, or if not, in the course of the ensuing year,
1766. {The Correspondence of Thomat Orap and WiUiam Mtuon.london 3863, pp, 38 and 381.)

-""",

2 Burney. in 1773, praised Backera's pianofortes. We have seen a
nameboard Inscribed ' Americus Backers, Inventor et Fecit, Jennvn
Street, Loudon, 1776.'

\
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than a hundred years have passed by and the
direct ' English action ' has not yet been super-
seded. It has met all the demands of the far-

advanced technique of the present day : Chopin
preferred it to any other, whether made by
Pleyel in Paris or Broadwood in London, and
some of the most eminent living pianists might
be quoted as practical witnesses to its efficacy.

The earliest diagram of it is that attached to

Robert Stodart's patent of 1777, for a combined
pianoforte and harpsichord, in which we fi;

encounter the designation ' granjj!' appliei

pianoforte. We give it here,

Messrs. Broadwood's grand
time—the dampers omitted

the present

cases.

Fio. 9 (1880).

The differences in tbe two cases are in the proportions and form of the parts ; the principle is the
same in both, the only addition in the present action—and that not essential—beinff a strip of felt

beneath the butt of the hammer, to assist tbe promptness of the checlcing. Tbe differences of both
from that of Cristoforl are evident and importont. The second lever or underhammer is done away
vith, and the Jack, ff,

now acts directly in a notch of the batt, n. The regulating button and
screw controlling the escapement are at gg. Simplicity and security are combined.

The earliest public notice of a pianoforte in

England is in the year 1767, when a Covent

Garden playbill ' chronicles its first appearance

in an orchestra, uiider date of May 16, as an

accompanying instrument. After Act 1 of the

' Beggar's Opera ' the bill announces that ' Miss

Bricklerwill singa favouritesong from "Judith,"

accompanied byMr. Dibdin, on a new instrument

oall'd Piano Forte.' As a solo instrument it

appears to have been used for the first time in

London on June 2, 1768, at the Thatched
1 In Messrs. Broadwood's possession.

House, by John Christian Bach.^ In 1770,

Mr. Burney, nephew of Dr. Burney, was ap-

pointed ' to the pianoforte ' at Drury Lane.

We do not know what pianos they were, or of

whose make. They may have been by Backers,

but to have had his new action we should have

to put back Mr. Broadwood's earliest date.

During the period ending with 1770, the first

j^slon to be observed in the history of the

ianoforte, there had been no composition de-

ted to and proper to the instrument ; and

ere could have been little or no real piano-

forte-playing. The new instrument was too un-

important as compared with the harpsichord,

and in its then condition presented to the touch

differences too essential, and difficulties too

obstinate, to permit of the perception of those

remarkable attributes upon which the highest

style in writing and treatment was ultimately

to be based. The earliest piece which we have

met with naming the pianoforte, and that only

generally, is 'Duetto fiir zwey Claviere, zwey

Fortepiano oder zwey Fliigel,' by Miithel, Riga,

1771.* There is an undated work by John
Christian Bach naming the instrument, which

may possibly be equally early in date. The
first real pianoforte music was published in

London in 1773. This was the famous op. 2

of Muzio Clementi (three Sonatas), composed

three years before, when he was only eighteen

years old. In these pieces the young composer

divined the technique and instrumental treat-

ment to which the pianoforte was responsive,

and there founded the true school of pianoforte-

playing.

We have dwelt thus long upon London, not

merely because this is an English Dictionary,

but because at this epoch London held the first

place in harpsichord and pianoforte making. In

the decade 1765-75 there

(f
can be no doubt about

the importance given to

the square piano by
Zumpe, and the final

start given to the grand
piano by Backers ; soon

to be the means of suc-

cess to Broadwood and
to Stodart, who had
helped him in his in-

vention. The great harp-

sichord makers, Jacob Kirkman and Burk-
HARD Shudi,* had at this time brought their

noble instruments to the highest point of

development and excellence ; and the harpsi-

chord was now endowed with a storehouse of

noble compositions, from which the pianoforte,

having as yet none of its own, had for a time to

s Pobl's Basdn in London,
3 Emanuel Bach possibly wrote ' pianoforte ' upon his tltle-pagea

before this. Gray, writing to Hason in 1763. says ;—' Send for six

lessons for the pianoforte or harpsichord of Carlo Bach, not tha
Opera Bach, but his brother' {Correspondence, p. 314).

' Shudi bad his Dame properly written, Tachudl, on the Potsdam
harpsichords.
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bor;:ow. We can understand how little these

eminent makers, having realised fortune and

done their work in life, would care for the new
instrument and its improvement. It would

be to them as annoying as the Sonatas and

Symphonies of Beethoven doubtless were to the

aged Haydn. But with J. C. Bach, Schroeter,

and dementi on the one side, and Backers,

Stodart, and Broadwood on the other, the

triumph of the piano was but a question of a

few years. In the most conservative institutii

of the country, the King's band, the harpsichol

was replaced by the pianoforte in 179.5. If

would appear that Backers on his deathbed

desired to commit the care of his invention to

his /friend, John Broadwood ; but Broadwood
devoted his attention to the improvement or

rather the reconstruction of the Square piano,

which he made public in 1780,' and patented

in 1783, allowing Stodart to go on with the

grand piano with which he soon made con-

siderable reputation. Excepting as to the

action, Zumpe's instrument had been merely a

clavichord with a second bridge. Broadwood
boldly transferred the wrest- plank with its

tuning-pins to the back of the case, and
straightened the keys, which had hitherto been
twisted hither and thither to accommodate an
imperfect scale. Besides these radical improve-

ments he substituted a brass damper, acting

under the string, for the ' mopstiok-damper

'

which had acted above it ; and for Zumpe's
treble and bass 'hand-stops,' which did away
with either half of the dampers when not re-

quired, he patented (in 1783) two pedals,

the one to remove the dampers altogether, the

other to produce a pianissimo or sordine, by
dropping a piece of cloth upon the strings near

the curved bridge on the belly. This was the

earliest adapiation of pedals to a pianoforte.

[But compare the passage in square brackets on

p. 722.] Last of all in this patent he included

a double sound-board and sound-post, which he
imagined to be the ' most essential part ' of his

improvements (see Patent No. 1379) ; but

neither in his hands nor those of others has this

notion of resonance box and cavity, in analogy

to the violin and the guitar, been brought to

practical value. Having accomplished this,

and being stimulated by Stodart's success, and
advised by dementi, who then played on
Broadwood's instruments, as to the deficiencies

of the Grand piano, Broswiwood began to con-

sider seriously the charge confided to him by
Backers, and resolved to improve the Grand in-

strument. The difficulty in this case being the

equalisation of the tension or drawing-power of

the strings, he sought the advice of scientific

men, and guided by Dr. Gray of the British

Museum, and Cavallo, who calculated the tension

by a monochord (publishing the result in 1788),

1 MessrB. Broadwood have a Square Plane of Jolm Broadwood's
dated with that rear.

Broadwood divided the bridge upon the sound-

board, that is, made a separate bridge for the

bass strings, an improvement which in the

absence of a patent was at once adopted by all

makers. As Stodart continued to use the un-

divided bridge (like a harpsichord) as late as

1788,2 Broadwood's improvement can hardly

have been introduced before that time.

Meantime the Zumpe square action was not to

remain unimproved. Broadwood had already in

80 transformed the instrument, and in 1786
lOtion met with improvement from John
^ iwo^l^^ (probably a German), said to

have been i^^^^nploy of Longman & Brode-

rip, the preoMIRs of dementi & CoUard in

Cheapside. He took out a patent (London, No.

1571) for a new hopper and underhammer

;

both modifications of Cristofori's. He regulated

his hopper in two ways, by piercing the blade

with the ' set-oft' or regulating screw already in-

vented by Backers, and by turning this screw

down upon the key. Both expedients are still

in use. Tradition says that Longman &
Broderip first used a modification of this patent,

known by workmen as the 'grasshopper,' with
whom for a long while it was unpopular from
its supposed susceptibility to atmospheric

changes, and consequent need of constant atten-

tion.

Mozart, with all his genius and charm of

cantilena, on the importance of which he dwelt
by precept no less than by example, was yet not
a pianoforte-player in the sense that dementi
was ; his technique, as we know from Beethoven
(through Ozerny's report), was that of the

harpsichord, to which in his early days he
had been accustomed. Herr Saust, who heard
Mozart play, told the writer that Mozart had no
remarkable execution on the instrument, and
that he would not have compared, as a virtuoso,

with Dussek for instance. And he must have
met, at first, with very imperfect instruments,

such as those by Spaeth, an organ-builder of

Ratisbon, mentioned in his letters. Being at

Augsburg in October 1777, he was introduced

to the pianos of Stein, also an organ-builder and
a good musician. Stein's newly contrived piano-

forteescapement appears to havecharmedMozart.
In a letter to his father he refers to the evenness

of its touch, 3 saying that the action 'never

blocks, and never fails to sound—as is sometimes
the case with other pianos. On the other hand,
it never sounds too long, and the machine
pressed by the knee [to act as a forte pedal] is

prompt to raise the dampers, or, on discontinu-

ing the pressure ever so little, is as prompt to

8 Thla Orand Piano by Stodart was made for the Prince of Wales,
who gave it"to Mr. WeltK in whoae hoose (at Hammeramith) and
family it remainedin 1880, a reallypowerfulinatrument. The earliest
known date of a Broadwood Grand is 1781. Ifo. 40 was made In 1786.
But Abraham Eirkman was in the running with a Grand in 1780,
and Messrs. Broadwood own a Square by Jacobus and Abraham
Kirckmann, dated 1772, on the Zumpe model, with three stops, two
dampers, and a sourdine.

s Much more like the harpsichord in fluency than the EngUsh
escapement, which Mozart did not know then, if ever.
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let them down upon the strings again,'' Herr
C. F. Pohl of Vienna, the accomplished biblio-

grapher of Mozart and Haydn, kindly made
inquiries in Vienna as to the existence of any
piano by Stein. There is not one, and Herr
Streioher, the pianoforte-maker, Stein's descen-
dant, can give no information. In the Library
of the Geaellschaft der Musikfreunde, of which
Pohl was the accurate and obliging custodian,

there is a small pamphlet entitled Kurze Bemer-
Incngen iiber das Spielen, Stimmen und Erhallen
des Fortepiano, welcher von dtn Geschwister ^»lti

in Wien mrfertiget werden (the ' Geschwister
Stein ' rectified in ink to ' weldie von Nanette
Streioher geborne Stein'), Vienna, 1801, from'

which a small engraving of Stein's escapement

is here reproduced (Fig. 10).

It will be observed that this escapement
differs from Cristofori's and the English action in

the fact that the axis of the hammer changes

its position with the rising of the key, the

hopper (ausliiser) g becoming a fixture at the

back of the key. From this difference a radi-

cal change of touch took place ; and an extreme

lightness became the characteristic of the Vien-

nese action asdevelopedbyAndreas Streichek,

11

Fio. 10.

Stein's son-in-law, who, in 1794, improved and

finally established the great renown of the

Viennese pianofortes. ^ The following Ulustra-

\ Fig. U.

r is the damper. It mvBt not be overlooked that Btein, who had
not himseU invented the knee-pedal, did, in 1789, invent a shifting

loot pedal, by means of which the keyhoard moved, and the three

nnisons were reduced to a single string—apinettcften, little spinet,

as he named this ' una corda.' ^

tion of Streicher's Viennese action is from the

Atlas zum Lehrhuch des Pianoforiebaiies by

1 Letter.'Oet. VI, ITll.
, , .^ „. ^ ,

2 Stein's son seems to have lounded the Vienna business, as shown
in the following extracts from a .VuaiAoiiscfte HonaUchrift, edited

by P X GlSggl (Linz, Oct. 1803, p. 99) :
' The clavier instruments

whicii have been made by Andreas Stein at Vienna are to be properly

understood ss Forti Piano, meaning such as respond to every pos-

sible degree of strength or softness of tone when played with more

or less pressure, or rather stroke of the fingers on the keys
;
and

' the artion in all parts is as simple as possible and at the same time

eitraordlnarily durable. It is original throughout, that is, entirely

the invention of the deceased oigan-bnUder and lustrument-maker,

Stfin of Augsburg (father of the present maker), who, with the

rarest love of art has devoted the greatest part of his active life to

its completion.' This communication, from C. F. Pohl, is an histori-

cal proof of the pedigree of the Viennese action.

3 Walton, a London maker, had shifted thetommer. leaving the

keyboaid stationary, two years earUer, viz. 1787. (Patent No, 1607.)

Bliithner and Gretschel, Leipzig, and shows the

damping as well as the escapement.

Returning to Mozart, his Concert Grand in the

Mozarteum at Salzburg, shown in Fig. 12, is a

small 5-octave instrument, with black natural

keys and white sharps, made by Anton Walter.

who became in the end Mozart's favourite maker,

as Schanz was Haydn's. According to Schiinfeld

(Jdhrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und Prog,

1796) the pianos of Schanz were weaker and
sweeter than those of Walter ; the touch also

easier, and the keyfall still less. But both Walter
and Schanz were mere copyists of Stein. They
made square pianos also in the ' English ' form,

mostlikelyimitationsofthe English instruments,
which at that time had a very wide market.

Paris was supplied chiefly with English pianos

until Sebastien Erard made, in 1777i ^^^ first

French one, a Square, copied, according to F^tis,

from one of English make. [See vol. i. p. 787a.]

For some years he appears to have continued on
these lines ; indeed it was not till after he had
been driven to London, by the French Revolu-
tion, and had gone back again—according to

the same authority, in 1796—that he accom-
plished the making of a grand piano. His
London patent for such a piano was, however,

dated 1794, and its action is allied to an early

German action (not Schroeter's model) improved
upon by Stein. Erard appears to have been
early bent upon constructing a grand action

for himself, but while the perfecting of the

Double Action harp remained his chief problem,

the century went out with the English and
Viennese actions pre-eminent ; the radical differ-

ences of which, and the effect of those differences

on pianoforte-playing, Hummel, in his Pianoforte

School, subsequently explaineci from his point

of view. Extension of compass had now set in,

and will be found recorded in detail in the article

Keyboard.
We have referred to the diflBculty which pre-

sented itself to Cristofori at th* outset of the

Pianoforte, owing to the necessity of stringing

with thicker wire than before, to resist the blow
of the hammers, and of strengthening the case

to bear the greater tension of the thicker strings,

which forced him to shift the hitch-pins from
the sound-board to a separate strong rail. The
gapbetween the wrest-plankandthe sound-board,
through which the hammers of the grand piano

rose to strike the strings, was the first to be

strengthened by metal, as a material at once

stronger than woodand very economical of space.

This was effected by steel arches, a contrivance

whichhasremained inuniversal employment, but
of the author of which there is no record. There
are three in Stodart's Grand of 1788 previously

referred to ; no doubt earlier examples exist, and
to know their date is desirable. Schroeter had
suggested a transverse bar across the instru-

ment ; but it is not known if the experiment
was made at that time. The first real use of
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metal longitudinal bracingwas suggeatedin 1799

by Joseph Smith (Patent 2346, London) ; it

was to be under the sound-board and to replace

Fig. 12.

the wooden braces, and thus provide space for

the introduction of a mechanically - played

tambourine ! But for the patent office we might

not have known of Joseph Smith's invention, as

nothingcame of it. The first to use ironor steelin

the form of bracing or tension bars placed above

the strings—a method now universally adopted

—was James Shudi Broadwood, who, in 1804,

having carried the compass of the grand piano

up to/"", found that the wrest-plankwas somuch
weakened by this extension that the treble sank

in pitch more rapidly than the rest of the instru-

ment. Accordingly in 1808, in three grand

pianos, he applied steel tension-bars above the

strings to remedy the inequality. This experi-

ment is recorded in Messrs. Broadwood's work-

books of that date, and the experiment was
repeated in 1818, the metal bars being then

four in number in place of three. In Messrs.

Broadwood's International Exhibition book,

1862, p. 29, we learn that the mode of fixing

these bars was at first defective, the wood giving

way to the thrust of the bars. It is certain

that they did not use tension bars at this time

constantly, for the grand piano which was pre-

sented to Beethoven by James and Thomas
Broadwood in 1817 (see vol. i. p. 252) had no
tension bars, and moreover only went up to c"".

(Six octaves C-C.)

Sebastien Erard's patent in 1808 (No. 3170)
records an ingenious step towards a successful

repetition action, viz. the ' double escapement '

:

and an improvement which afterwards proved to

be of great importance, viz. the upward bearing

of the bridge next the tuning-pins by substitut-

ing for the pinned wooden bridge, metal studs

or agrafiies drilled with holes for the passage of

the strings, and separately fixed for each note.

The same patent includes what is now known
as the ' celeste ' piano pedal, in which the

hammer strikes a piece of leather (now always
felt) interposed between it and the strings.

A very important step in the enlargement

and improvement of the Square piano appears to

have been made in France by Petzold,' who in

1806, in the Paris Exhibition of the products

of National Industry, exhibited a Square piano

with an extended sound-board, an improvement
at first not much noticed, though afterwards

developed with great success, and probably in-

dependently, by the Collards and Broadwoods

of that time. Pape introduced the lever and

notch principle of the English Grand action into

tfie Square piano action in 1817.

About this time, in the very first years of the

19th century, ah entirely new form of piano-

forte was invented , the Upeight, withthestrings

descending below the'keyboard. There had been

upright harpsichords (see Ci/AVIOYTHBRIFm)and
upright grands (the latter patented by John
Landreth in 1787), but these were merely hori-

zontal instruments turned up on end, vrith the

necessary modification of the action to adapt

it to the position. The oldest upright grand

piano is at Brussels. It was made by Frederici

of Gera, in Saxony, in 1745. This was the

very time when Silbermann was successfully re-

producing the Florentine Cristofori's pianofortes

at Dresden, which were horizontal grand pianos.

Frederici, however, made no use of Cristofori's

action. Neither did he avail himself of a model
of Schroeter's, said to be at that time known
in Saxony. M. Victor MahUlon, who discovered

the Frederici instrument and transferred it to

the Museum he so ably directs, derives the

action from the German striking clocks, and
with good reasons. Frederici is also credited

with the invention of the square piano, an
adaptatiim of the clavichord.

le earliest mention of an upright grand
piano in Messrs. Broadwood's books occurs in

1789, when one 'in a cabinett case' was sold.

It was, however, by another maker. The first

upright grand piano made and sent out by this

firm was to the same customer, in 1799. Some
years before, in 1795, William Stodart had
patented an upright grand pianoforte with a

new mechanism, in the form of a bookcase. He
gained a considerable reputation by, and sale

for, this instrument. In 1800 Isaac Hawkins
patented (No. 2446) a perpendicular pianoforte

from 3 to 4 feet in height, descending to within

a few inches of the floor, to give the instrument
a more ' convenient and eleg&nt shape than any
heretofore made.' The bold step of inverting

the wrest-plank or tuning-pin block, which in

the Upright Grand was at the bottom near the

keys, but in the Cabinet was at the top, was
due to Isaac Hawkins, as in his specification we
find his wrest-plank fixed diagonally in the

sides of the case, the bass end near the top,

1 Onii.LAmiBLKBiiB0HT Fktzold, bom, accotding to Fdtis, in 1784,
at Llchtenhayn, Saxon7, was appreBticed to'Wenzky, Dreaden, In
1798, and irorked for Walther, Vienna, from 1803 to 1805. In 1806
he joined Pfelffer in FariB, a connection which lasted tiU 1814.
According to Wbleker, Petzold inventedthecrank lever action since
much used by different makers.
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6 feet 3 inches high, to preserve length for the
basa strings, the treble end lower 4 feet 3 inches
from the bottom, leaving an angular space
above which might be utilised for bookshelves.
His patent (taken out for his son, John Isaac

Hawkins, the inventor, ^ who was at that time
living at Philadelphia, U.S.A.) includes two
other important ideas : the use of coiled strings

for the bass, and a sostinente, obtained by
reiteration of hammers set in motion by a roller.

Hawkins's piano, called a ' portable grand, ' was
played upon in public at the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, in 1802. In 1802 Thomas Loud
(Patent Ko. 2591) gave a diagonal shape to

this upright piano by sloping the strings in an
angular direction, portability being the ' leading

intentionand feature. ' James Broadwood claims

to have given a sketch for a Cabinet piano

{Some Notes, etc., p. 9) in 1804 to William

Southwell, who in 1807 patented (No. 3029) a

damper action to the insti-ument there called by
that name.^ From this tall instrument the

lower upright or Cottage piano followed almost

immediately. Robekt Wornum 'the younger'

patented (No. 3419) one diagonally strung in

1811, and in 1813 made a vertical one, naming
it ' Harmonic. ' In the year 18 1 5 Ignace Pleyel,

founder of the house of Pleyel, Wolff et Cie. , em-

ployed Henky Papb, an ingenious mechanician,

to organise the introduction of the construction

of these instruments in Paris (Pape, Svr les

Inventions, etc. ; Paris, 1845), from which

beginning arose the important manufacture of

French cottage pianos. William Fkedbrick
CoLLAED, who about 1800 had with Muzio

Clementi taken up the business of Longman &
Broderip, in 1811 essayed an oblique pianoforte

(Patent No. 3481) by turning a square one

'upwards on its side.' WiUiam Southwell had

patented a Square thus turned up in 1798.

Nearly all improvements in the pianoforte have

been of slow and patient elaboration, the intro-

duction of metal in framing, and Erard's special

action being prominent examples. Wornum'a
excellent cottage action was no exception to this

general experience, for he did not complete it

till 1828 (Patent No. 6678). Camille Pleyel

recognised its value, and through hia introduc-

tion it became generally used in France, so that

at last it was known in England as the ' French

'

action. But Womum's merit as the inventor

of this ' crank ' action (the first idea of which

is in the ' Upright Grand ' of Landreth, patented

1787) needs now no vindication, and Southwell's

' sticker ' action, long the favourite in England,

is giving way and will probably be in time

entirely superseded by it. In France and

Germany Wornum'a principle universally pre-

vails.

Hia piccolo piano, a low upright pianoforte,

was introduced in 1829. The novelty consisted

' See HipUm's BMmry tftht Fiano/orte (1896), p. 111.

> Ho h«d patented an ' Irlah damper action In 1794, and made a

cabinet piano aa early as 1802. w. H. o. F.

first in its small size, and then in the applica-

tion of a new action invented by Robert Wornum
and patented three years before. Though the

strings were placed vertically, the height of the

piccolo piano did not exceed 40 inches. The

facile touch gained by the new mechanism soon

attracted the attention of the musical public,

and with its long -since-proved durability has

made it a favourite model of action for the

manufacturers of the present day both here and
abroad. The ' piccolo ' was finished to stand

out in the room away from the wall ; its original

price was 36 guineas.

We may now look back a hundred years, in

the first half of which the pianoforte had really

no independent existence as a keyed instrument

;

but between 1770 and 1820 we find the grand
piano complete so far as its construction in

wood permitted, and a constellation of remark-

able players that included Clementi and Dussek,
Cramer and Field, Hummel and Ries. Weber
in Germany had initiated the Romantic school

in pianoforte music ; Ealkbrenner in Paris was
forwarding technical discipline ; and above all,

Beethoven, whose early eminence as a pianist

has been to a large extent overshadowed by his

sublime genius as a composer, was in the latter

years of this epoch engaged in completing that

series of masterpieces for the pianoforte that

have not only enabled it to rival the orchestra

in the wealth of its posaeasions, but have by
their own immortality ensured it an existence

as a musical instrument which no change of

fashion can affect. The further development of

technique, essential to the interpretation of

Beethoven, attained its highest perfection be-

tween 1820 and 1850, and was based upon
conditions rendered possible by the introduction

of iron as an essential constituent in the fram-

ing of grand pianos, and in a certain degree of

that of the other kinds also. Gradation of

power was the great desideratum of the player
;

and the possibilities of this were intimately

connected with the freedom of the wrist, which
had previously been disallowed, and with the

discovery, made almost inatinctively, that to

give elasticity to the fingers, they should be

raised in order to descend and not be drawn
inwards as was the case with the old Bach
touch. [See Pianoforte-Plating.] This

change of practice involved a blow by the

hammer which the indifferent Berlin wire of

that time could not stand. Thicker wire pro-

duced greater strain on the framing which the

wooden cases were not strong enough to resist.

The use also of two metals in the stringing,

brass and iron, led to unequal changes in the

tuning, and another problem, 'compensation,'

received even more attention than ' resistance

'

had done. To solve this a young Scotch tuner,

named Allen, employed at Stodart's, set him-
self ; and with the fervour proverbial in the

youth of his country, he soon succeeded in
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producing a complete and satisfactory upper
framing of hollow tubes in combination with

plates of iron and brass, bound together by
stout wooden crossbars, the whole intended to

bear the pull of the strings, and to meet, by
give-and-take, the

variations in the

length of the wires,

due to alteration

of temperature.
The patent (No.

4431) was taken

out by William
Allen and James
Thom (who sup-

plied the necessary

technical know-
ledge of pianoforte-

making) ; it is

dated Jan. 15,

1820, and the ex-

clusive right to use

it was acquired by
Messrs. Stodart to

the great advan-

tage of their busi-

ness. The accom-

panying diagram
of a Stodart pianoforte with Allen's framing
shows the aim and completeness of this re-

markable invention, from the inventor's point

of view.

But tension soon asserted itself as more im-

portant than compensation, and a rigid counter-

poise to it by means of metal still presented

itself as the problem for solution to James
Broadwood, who had, years before, initiated

the idea ; and we learn from Henry Fowler

Broadwood {Times, May 10, 1851) that Samuel
Herve, a workman employed by his father,

invented in 1821 the fixed string-plate, in that

year first applied to a Square piano of Broad-

wood's. From 1822 to 1827 James Broadwood
tried various combinationsof the string-plate and
iron bars, and in the latter year permanently
adopted a system of solid metal bracing (Patent

No. 5485). The iron bars, not having been
patented, had been adopted by other makers,

and in 1825 Pierre Erard had in his turn

patented a means of fixing the iron bars to the

wooden braces beneath the sound-board by bolts

passing through holes cut in the sound-board

(Patent No. 5065). He- had patented a system

of fixed iron bars in Paris in 1822. He could

not do so in London, being barred by Stodart's

(Thom and Allen's) patent. Stodart refrained

from opposing the Broadwoods when James
Shudi Broadwood ^took out his patent for

string-plate and bars in 1827. The writer had
this information from Mr. Joseph Ries, who
died in 1882. There is no mention of a

string-plate in this patent, but a proposition

is made to strengthen the case by plating

it with sheet iron, which, however, came to

nothing.

The William Allen whohad invented Stodart's

compensating framing did not rest satisfied

with his first success, but invented, and in

1831 patented (No. 6140), a cast-iron frame

to combine string-plate, iron bars, and wrest-

plank in one casting. Wooden bars were let into

the wrest-plank to receive the ordinary tuning-

pins, which would not conveniently work in

metal. This important invention did not find

the acceptance which it deserved, and the

compound metal and wood framing continued

to be preferred in Europe under the idea that

it was beneficial to the tone. But Allen's

proposal of one casting had been anticipated in

America by Alpheus Babcock of Boston, U.S.,

who in 1825 patented a cast-iron frame for a
Square piano. The object of this frame, like

that of Allen's first patent, was compensation.

It failed, hut Babcock's single casting laid the

foundation of a system of construction which
has been largely and successfully developed in

America. Besides Allen and Babcock, who in

those days of imperfect commimication are

hardly likely to have known of each other's

attempts,! Conrad Meyer of Philadelphia claims

to have invented the metal frame in a single

casting in 1832. Whether Meyer was aware
of the previous efforts of Allen and Babcock or

not, he has the merit of having made a good
Square piano on this plan of construction in

1833, The frame of it is represented below.

This instrument, which the

writer saw and tried at Paris in

1878, was exhibited when first

made at the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, and was sold

;

but Messrs. Meyer bought it

back in 1867, and exhibited it

in the Centennial Exhibition

in 1876, and again, as men-
tioned, in the Universal Exhi-

bition of Paris in 1878. Jonas
Chiokering of Boston in 1837
improved the single casting by
including in it the pin-bridge,

and damper socket-rail, a con-

struction which he patented in

1840. Chickering subsequently

devised a complete frame for

grand pianos in one casting,

and exhibited two so made at

the Great Exhibition of 1851.
On the same occasion Lichtenthal of St. Peters-

burg exhibited two grand pianos 'overstrung,'

that is, with the longest bass spun- strings

^

stretched obliquely over the longest unspun
ones, a method whioTi is now very well known
and extensively adopted, but the advantages of

which have hitherto been impaired by inequality
^ See Hipkina's Eistory of the Pianoforte, p. 15.
3 'Spun, or overspun, stringa' are aurrounded with an external

coU of fine wire, to odd to their weight and power of tone

Fig. 14.
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in the scale. The invention of overstringing

has had more than one claimant, amongst
others the ingenious Hbnky Pape. We have
found no earlier date for it than 1835, when
Theobald Boehm, well' known in connection

with the flute, contrived an overstrung square,

and an overstrung cottage piano, and had them
made in London by Gerock of Comhill. In the

next year, 1836, John Godwin patented (No.

7021) overstrung square and cottage pianos.

Whether he acquired Boehm's invention or not,

we do not know.
Great use of iron was made by Dr. Steward

of Handsworth near Birmingham in a novel

upright pianoforte which he called the Euphoni-

con, and brought out in London in 1844. His

patent (No. 9023), which is dated July 1841,

includes a complete metal framing, and separate

sound-boards, three in number. The instruments

were of elegant appearance, and the long strings,

in harp -like form, were exposed to view.i

Though unsuccessful, the Euphonicon should

not be forgotten. There is one in the Victoria

and Albert Museum in the musical instrument

collection.

To return to America. In 1853 Jonas

Chickering combined the overstringing with a

metal frame in one casting, in a, square piano

which he did not live to see completed, but

which was finished by his sons. This com-

bination was taken up by Messrs. Steinway &
Sons of New York, and further improved in

1859 by the addition of an ' agraffe ' (or metal

stud) bridge ; they then, by dividing the over-

stringing into two crossings, produced a double

overstrung scale. In the same year this firm

patented in America a grand piano with fan-

shaped overstrung scale in one casting, a diagram

of which win show the arrangement of iron-

work and bridges (Fig. 15). This system of

Messrs. Steinway's has been adopted by some
of the foremost makers in Germany, which it

may be mentioned is the native country of the

firm. [See Steinway.]
Henry Fowler Broadwood's special concert-

grand iron framing, with diagonal tension-bar

and transverse suspension-bar, was invented by
him in 1847, and has been used by his firm

ever since. He objected to single castings,

preferring a combination of cast and wrought

iron, wedged up at the points of abutment,

into a thoroughly solid structure. His plan

gets rid of some of the iron bars, which he

believed to be more or less inimical to carrying

and equality of tone. The difference between

this and his father's or Erard's scale is great

;

and it only approaches the American—which

it preceded in grand pianos—in the fact that

the framing is independent of the wooden struc-

ture of the instrument. A comparison of the

diagram (Fig. 16) with Steinway's (Fig. 15)

1 In the harp ahape Dr. Steward had been anticipated by Mueeard

of Lausanne. We have seen a piano so made by him m 1819.

makes this difference obvious (the diagonal bar

is lettered u, the suspension-bar t). The iron

Fio. 16.

bars are flanged to preserve them from twisting

under the high tension adopted, the wire for

the treble notes being now thicker than that

for the bass formerly was. Allen's metal
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1854 a metal wrest -plank with mechanical

screw -pins, an idea for tuning often tried,

but always unsuccessfully, Wolfel's next idea

was to use boxwood plugs in the pin-holes, so

that the pins should not touch the metal.

The difficulty was at last met by H. F. Broad-

wood. In his invention the tuning-pin screws

accurately into the thick metal wrestpin-

piece, and through it into the wooden wrest-

plank. or pin-block, the great length of the pin

aad clinging of the wood producing sutScient

friction to counteract the pull of the string.

The wrestpin-pieoe was introduced by the firm

in the grand pianos exhibited in 1862, and
years have proved the efficiency of the inven-

tion.

Returning to the action, we have seen the

steps first taken by Sebastien Erard towards
the attainment of double escapement, whereby
power is regained over the hammer before the

key returns to its equilibrium. He had grown
old before the full accomplishment of his idea,

and his famous ' Repetition action' was patented

in London in 1821 (Patent Ko. 4631) by Pierre

Erard, his nephew. The action is shown in

this diagram, which we will describe as far as

possible in untechnical language.

patent on the ground of the loss sustained in

working it. Then ' repetition ' became the

pianoforte-maker's dominant idea in this country

and elsewhere, each according to his knowledge

and ability contriving a repetition action to call

his own, though generally a modification of an

existing one. Names that have come promi-

nently forward in connection with these experi-

ments, are BLtJTHNEE in Germany, Pleybl and
Kriegelstein in Paris, Southwell the younger,

Ramsay and Kind (under Broadwood's patronage

at different times), Collaed, Hopkinson, and

BaiNSMEAD inliondon. Other repetition actions

are the simplified copies of Erard's used by Heez
in Paris and by Steinwat in New York, the

latter lately adopted by Bbchstein of Berlin,

in place of Kriegelstein's.

Further improvement of the Square piano, in

the application of metal to resist tension, etc.,

followed closely upon that of the Grand ; and
in America the Square outstripped the Grand
by being first experimented on for the iron

framing, the cross stringing, etc., which, through
the talent and energy ofthe Meyers, Chickerings,

audSteinways, have given a distinctive character

to the American manufacture. The Americans
brought their Squares almost to the size and

Pio. ir.

e Is the key
;
d ii ft pilot, centred B,tddto giye the blow, by meane of a carrier, e. holding the hopper, g, which delivers the blow to thehammer. 0, by the thruat of the hopper, which eicapee by forward movement after contact with a projection from the hammer coveredwith leather, answerin? to the notch of the English action. This escapement la controlled ati; a double spring, i 2, pushes up a hinged

lever, ee, the rise of which Is checked at pp, and causes the second or double escapement ; a Uttle stirrup at the shonlder of the hammer,known as the repetition, pressing down ee at the point, and by this depression permitting ff to go back Into Its place, and be ready for a
asoondblow, before the key has been materially raised. The check, p. Is in this action not behind the hammer, but before it. (lied Into
the earner, e, which also, as the key la put down, brings down the under damper.

Although at once adopted by Hummel and
other pianists of note, including Liszt, then a
boy, Erard's action was slow to obtain recogni-
tion. It did not gain a satisfactory position
until Thalberg, after 1830, had identified his
admirable playing with its specialities. In
1835 Pierre Erard obtained an extension of his

took ont a patent (No. 6069) for it in 1831. Schwleso's tuning-pin
pierced the wrest-plate and was tapped at the apper end ; the
immobilityof the pin, to which the string was attached at the lower
end (as ina harp, or Crlstoforl's firstplanos),being ensured by friction
collars and washera. We do not know if this wrest-plate answered,
or was ever tried In a pianoforte. Schwieso adapted it for use in
harps, violins, and guitars.

power of their Grands, and make them still

;

and with the same tendency as in Europe, to

their being superseded entirely by the smaller
Grands and Uprights.

Beyond the broad summary of inventions in

instrument and action which we have sketched,
it is impracticable in our space to go further
into detail ; it would, moreover, be a task of
great difficulty, owing to the multiplicity of
facts needing to be sifted, and the fact that a
writer on this subject must always be influenced
by education in taste and use. We may, how-
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ever, be permitted to refer to the services of

James Stewart (particularly in connection with
Messrs. Collard's pianos) and to Henry IJape of

Paris, who tried more ingenious experiments

in pianofortes than any other maker, although
the majority of them are of doubtful utili^.

It is to him that we owe the use of felt for

hammers (much improved, however, by H. F.

Broadwood, who first substituted sheep's wool
for Papa's rabbit's hair). William Stodart

invented a continuous bridge for upward hearing

in 1822 ; and the ' harmonic bar ' in the treble,

as a bar of alternating pressure has been called,

from the peculiar timbre obtained by its use,*

was the invention of Pierre Erard about 1838,

according to Dr. Paul. The main object of this

bar was to consolidate the wrest-plank in the

treble, a screw tapped into the plank and
drawing it upwards alternating with a screw

tapped in the bar pressing it downwai-ds. In
1843 A. BoRD of Paris invented a different bar

independent of the wrest-plank, which served as

a bridge of upward bearing and abolished the

treble ^vrest-plank bridge. From its simplicity

and cheapness this has found favour, with some
modifications, in Germany (where it is known
as the Capo tasto, or d'astro, bar) and elsewhere.^

There was a revival of W. F. Collard's idea,

patented in 1821, of utilising the back

draught of the wires, between the belly bridge

and the hitch-pins, for sympathetic vibration,

by means of what he called (Patent No.

4542) a 'bridge of reverberation.' This re-

appears, in idea, in Messrs. Steinway's ' Duplex
Scale

'
; but Bliithner of Leipzig has gone

further in employing independent sympathetic

strings of half length in his ' Aliquot ' piano.

By this he adds the octave harmonic throughout

three octaves, and thus produces something of

the shifting soft pedal timire : the forte or

damper pedal in. the ordinary pianoforte is,

however, an incomparably more efficient flood-

gate to these sympathetic, or more properly,

.fflolian reinforcements.

The last inventions we have to mention con-

cern the pedals, and are due to M. Montal, a

blind Parisian pianoforte-maker, who, in 1862,

exhibited in London (1) a ' Pedale d'expression,'

diminishing the range of the hammers instead

of shifting them,, an expedient now employed

by American and German makers, and (2) a

'PMale de prolongement,' a third pedal, by
using which a note or notes pressed down
before the pedal is applied may be prolonged

after the fingers have quitted the keys.^ This

pedal has been of late years re-introduced in

Paris, Stuttgart, and New York. Reference to

Pedal will show the radical change that took
» In the original application of thia invention a third screw

preued upon the bridge.
, ....... ^ , ...

« The Capo Taato l>ar recalla Schroeter'e ' Wideratandfleiaen. liut

ma not taken from it. _ .„,...,, . ..
3 From the Beporii of M. F^tla on the Paris Exhibition of 18W, it

appears that the first idea of this pedal had occurred to Xavler

Boisselot of Marseilles, who had shown in the 'Exposition

Nationals,' 1844, a piano ' i sons souteuus h volonte.

place between 1830 and 1850 in 'instrumenting'

the pianoforte, giving it what we may call

colour of tone, divined by Beethoven, and

perfected by Chopin and Liszt. By these

parallel advances in technique and instrument

the masterpieces composed for the pianoforte

by Beethoven have since 1850 found their

fullest exposition.

It cannot be too emphatically urged that

pianoforte-makers, to excel truly, must ever be

individual in their productions. They should

be guided by care of proportions in every detail,

and in equality of tension as far as the scale

will admit ; and by a fine discrimination of the

proper striking-place or point of attack upon
the strings. The highly complex nature of the

instrument offers inexhaustible facilities for

choice in modification of these conditions,

which, combined with tradition in working, an
important factor, may be taken as the distinctive

note of personality in a maker. But we must
not forget that there is also a national taste

in choice of tone which has an unmistakable

influence.

A table of dates, down to the middle of the

19th century, will be found a useful conclusion

to this article. [The various experiments of,

more recent date are not here recorded, as it is

difficult to say how many of them may find

pennanent acceptance.]

1698
1709
1716

1721

1728

1731
173S

1745
1747

1753
1763-80
1759
1762
1764

1767

1768
1770
1771

1772

1772

1T?3

1774
1775
1777
1777
1777
1780
1780
1782

1783
1786
17S7

Piano e Forte. Name of a keyed Instnunent at Modena.
Cristofori had made four pianofortes in Florence.
MariUB submitted models of pianofortes to the Academy

in Paris.
Schroeter submitted two models of pianoforte actions to

the Court at Dresden.
Gottfried Silbermaun, of Freiberg, showed two piano-

fortes to John Sebastian Bach.
Cristofori died.
Schroeter wrote to Mizler, claiming to have Invented the

pianoforte.
An upright grand pianoforte invented and made by

Domenico del Hela da Oagliano, with a special action,
not copied from Cristofori, though with some eimi-
larity in the butt, and not at all like Frederici's, which
originated the ' sticker ' prlnciple.4

Christian Ernst Frederic! of Gera inventedupright gtand.
J. S. Bach played on a Silbermann pianoforte before

Frederick the Oreat.
Gottfried Silbermann died.
Fredericl of Gera made the first square pianoforte.
John Christian Bach came to London.
Date of oldest Zumpe square piano known.5
Schhieter published in Marpurg's work his claim to have

invented the pianoforte.
A 'new instrument called Piano Forte' announced at

Covent Garden.
J. C. Bach played a solo on the pianoforte in London.
Uuzio Clement! composed pianoforte music.
Backers exhibited his invention ' original Forte Piano,'

at the Thatched House in London.^
The pianist J. S. Schroeter (not the organist) came to

London.
Backers about this time invented the English Direct

Action.
A grand piano, by Americns Backers, was at Pistoia in

1897, where it was wrongly described as dated ' 1713.'

John Broadwood made a Zumpe model square piano.^
Kirkman's first record of a square piano (see vol. 11. p, 680).

Mozart played on Stein's pianofortes at Augsburg.
Stodart adopted the name ' grand ' pianoforte.
Seb. Erard made the first square piano in France.
John Broadwood re-constructed the square piano.
Kirkman's record of a gi«id piano (see vol. li. p. 680).

Mozart and Clementi played upon the pianoforte hefOK
the Emperor at Vienna.

Jolin Broadwood patented loud and soft pedals.
Geib patented the square 'grasshopper' action.
John Landreth patented the ' upright ' grand piano.

4 Beported to A. J. Hipkins by Signer Cesare Ponsicchi.
<> F^tia says that be began his stadies on a Zumpe pf, of this date.

{Rtport of the Oreat XxMbition, 1861.)
e C. F. Pohl, Moiart and Haydn in Londim. p. 128.
7 In the possession of the firm.
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1787
1788

1790

1794
1794
1794
1796
1798
1800

1800

18ff7

1808
1808

1811
1820

1827

1827

1831

1843
1847
ISSl

18S1

18S3

1854

Walton patented a soft pedal with shifting hammen.
John Broadwood aboot this time made a nev scale

grand piano, dividing the curved bridge.

Btein, of Augsburg, invented a soft pedal with shifting

action,
John Broadwood made the first piano with five and a

half octaves.
William Southwell Invented the ' Irish ' damper.
Andreas Streicher perfected the Viennese grand action,

John Broadwood made the first piano with six octaves,

Seb. £rard made his first grand piano in Paris.

Wm. Bouthweil patented a square piano turned up.

Glementl, in partnership with Collard, began about this

time to majke pianos.

Isaac Hawkins patented an upright pianoforte for his

son Dr, John Isaac HawlEius, of Bordertown, New
Jeisey , TJ.S.A,

Thomas Loud patented a diagonal upright pianoforte,

William Southwell patented the cabinet pianoforte.

James Broadwood first applied iron bars f^ a grand piano.

Seb. Erard patented the upward bearing and the ' celeste

'

pedal.
Bobert Womum made the first cottage pianoforte.

William Allen invented and brought out at Stodart's a
compensating grand piano with metal tubes and
plates.

Seb. Erard patented his double escapement actioiL
8. Herve invented the fixed string-plate (brought out at

Broadwood's).
James Broadwood adapted iron bars to the string-plafe.

Liszt came out in Paris on an Erard grand piano. Seven
octaves, C'C.

P, Erard patented bolts to iron bars,
Alphaeus Babcock patented in America a cast-iron

frame square piano,
B. Womum patented the crank action, improved 1828,
James 3roadwood patented iron bars and string-plate

combined in a grand piano.
James Stewart patented stringing without ' eyes' to the

strings (in Messrs, Collard'ajpianos).

W. Allen patented in London a complete cast-iron
frame piano.

Conrad Meyer patented in America a cast-iron frame
square piano.

Boehm had over-strung pianos made in London.
P. Erard introduced the * Harmonic iKir.'

Jonas Cliickeriug patented in America a cast-iron
frame with damper socket (square piano).

A. Bord of Paris invented the * Capo tasto ' bar.

H. F. Broadwood invented his * Iron' grand pianoforte.

Jonas Chickerlng exhibited in London grand pianos with
frames in one casting.

Lichtenthal, of St. Petersburg, exhibited in London
overstrung grand pianos,

Chickerlng ft Bon combined cast frame and over-stringing
in a square piano.

H. WOlfei, of Paris, invented an iron wrest-plank with
mechanical screw-pins,

Steinway ft Sons patented In America a cast frame
overstrung grand piano, and double overstrung
siiuare piano.

Hontal, of ]?aris, exhibited in London a third pedal for
prolonging sounds after the fingers have quitted the
keys.

H. P. Broadwood patented the metal pin-piece or wrest-
plank with screw tuning-pins (not mechanical).

A. J. H.

PIANOFORTE -PLAYING. The art of

playing the pianoforte, as distinguished from

the earlier instruments with keys and strings,

consisted largely at first in the task of uniting

the special characteristics of the two older

instruments. On the clavichord, the notes

could be varied in force and emphasis by the

pressure of the finger, the parta of a fugue

could be clearly differentiated, and deep ex-

pression could be conveyed. But the 'dis-

embodied spirit,' to which its tone has often

been compared, was incapable of speaking to

more than two or three hearers at once, so

exceedingly attenuated was the tone of the

instrument ; and in very staccato passages there

is little of the sparkling brilliance of the

harpsichord. On the harpsichord the most
perfect staccato was easily obtained, and as

the touch was unalterable, there was absolute

evenness of tone as long as no mechanical change

was made. All dynamic changes must be made,
as in playing the organ, by the application of

some mechanical device, never by the finger.

PIANOFORTE-PLAYING

Harpsichord players, accustomed to use the

swell pedal in order to increase the sound, would

naturally and readily make use of the far easier

resources that were provided in the piano,

with its infinitely varying degrees of tone. The

possibility of getting increase of tone by pres-

sure of the finger, a pressure that could be

applied to any single note or chord, made it

no longer necessary to overload the music with

those ornaments by which the older composers

had obtained a kind of spurious emphasis from

the harpsichord. Thus the pattern of the

melodies naturally became simpler, and more

was left to the player in the way of bringing

out the salient features of the melody. C. P. E.

Bach led the readers of his Versuch iiber das

wdhre Art den Clavier zu spielen to aim at the

cultivation of a real camiaMle style, and seems

to have been the first to speak of ' singing ' on

the keyed instrument. In his works we find

innumerable instances of a melody played

simultaneously with its subordinate accom-

paniment, a musical effect which was only

possible on the harpsichord when two manuals

were employed. The pianoforte soon began to

acquii'e special ornaments of its own ; in Haydn's
famous variations in F minor, the arpeggio

figure in the major part of the theme implies

gradation of tone as an essential feature, and

this is one of the earliest compositions which
could not be played with any degree of success

on the harpsichord. On the other hand, Mozart's

fantasia in 6 minor includes no effect that

cannot be realised on the earlier instrument,

and even the earliest sonatas of Beethoven can

be performed satisfactorily on the harpsichord.

In the earliest days of technique, when only

the three long fingers of the hand were usually

employed (see Fingering, vol. ii. p. 44a), a

gliding touch was aimed at, and this gentle

pressure suited the clavichord perfectly. With
the development of the harpsichord it became
necessary to acquire a crisper touch, for all

notes— even those played with Ugalo effect,

must be taken up sharply, or the quill would
not be in a position to pluck its string again.

Sebastian Bach's fingers are said to have ' bent

over the keyboard in such a manner that they

stood with their points in a downward, vertical

line, each finger at every moment ready for

action. In taking a finger off a key, he drew
it gently inwards, only moving the end joint.

'

The thumb was, as it were, set at liberty, so

that it was now recognised as a practical member
of the hand, instead of a useless appendage,

which it seems to have been considered in earlier

ages. It could be used in the natural position,

but it was forbidden to pass it under the other

fingers unless it was absolutely necessary. At
the same time, great laxity was permitted in

part-playing, where the interweaving of the

different voices often makes it necessary not

only for the thumb, hut for the other fingers,
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to pass over or under the rest. In the early
pianos, the cantabile touch which again seemed
desirable was best obtained by a smooth pro-

gression, such as was insisted on by Emanuel
Bach, who allowed the passage of the second

finger over the third. Both Cramer and dementi
devoted their main attention, so far as regarded

technique, to the attainment of perfect evenness

in all the fingers, substituting, in fact, a living

for a mechanical equality of tone. In dementi's
famous ' Gradus ' there is hardly any other

point striven "after than complete equality of

tone, combined with velocity, and the power

of giving due importance to the melody as

distinguished from the accompaniment. The
author's boldness of invention is in structural

form rather than technical innovation, and it

was enough for him that the player should

possess ten exactly evenly-balanced fingers, and

should be able to give due emphasis to prominent

parts. Of course the difficulty of many of the

studies is extreme, even in the present day
;

but a player, perfectly equipped in the school

of Clementi, would often find himself at a loss

in playing Beethoven, and would have to

acquire new powers for an adequate presentation

of the music of Schumann or Chopin. It was

Clementi who started that system of strengthen-

ing the weak fingers of the hand by holding

down some of the fingers, while playing repeated

notes with the others. From Kalkbrenner's

merely mechanical plan of keeping down four

adjacent notes while one finger is actively

exercised, to some of Brahms's 51 'Uebungen,'

this system has never failed to commend itself

to students of technique ; but there is a danger

in its use, for the force necessary to work the

weak finger may be got by a kind of muscular

reaction from the fingers that are pressing down
the held notes, rather than from the weak finger

itself ; a far better form of the exercise is to

lay the fingers in repose upon the keys, and,

while the single finger is playing its repeated

notes, to watch that the other fingers never

leave their keys, and never depress them.

The divergence of styles between the 'Vienna

'

School (that of Mozart), and that of Clementi,

was in part caused by the difference in the

make of the pianos employed. The Viennese

action had a remarkably easy mechanism, and

was best suited to a rapid style and to the

execution of arpeggios. The ' English ' pianos

preferred by Clementi—to whom many of the

most important improvements in them were

jue—were more sonorous in tone, the hammer
had a deeper fall, and it was altogether better

adapted to the larger forms of music and to

brilliant execution.

Neither in Cramer nor Clementi is great

force required ; the hand is never raised to an

excessive height, or brought down upon the

keys with any such power as was required in

the subsequent period of technique. The use

of the sustaining pedal, too, was comparatively

rare with them, and they and their contempor-

aries were fully conscious of the loss of clearness

caused by its excessive use. They, like all the

older masters, were very particular as to the

position of the performer's body ; the old

German writers, such as C. P. E. Bach, Marpurg,

TUrk, and others, recommended the player to

sit exactly in the middle of the keyboard.

Dussek inclined a little to the left, because of

the difficulty of giving action and power to the

left hand, while Kalkbrenner, having regard to

the extension of the instrument in an upward
direction, took up his seat a little to the right

of the middle. In the matter of the position

of the hand there were many different theories,

even in the earlier days ; Clementi was of opinion

that the upper part of the hand, from the

knuckles to the wrist, should present such a

surface that a piece of money might be placed

there, to prove that the fingers alone were
engaged in the execution. Dussek directs that

the hands should lean rather towards the

thumbs, so that the third and fourth fingers may
not be placed too nmch sideways ; and Hummel
says they thould lean rather to the outside, so

as to give the thumb more liberty on the black

keys when required. Kalkbrenner again was
an advocate of playing octaves or sixths with a

loose wrist, while Moscheles kept the forearm

and wrist quite stiff, in order to gain lightness

and facility. In the introduction written by
F^tis to the Methode des Mithodes, he pointe

out the danger of a tired wrist becoming so

enfeebled as to cause the hand to form an angle

with the arm, and thus to clog the articulations

of the fingers. Hummel recommended the

hand to be placed so that the thumb and little

finger formed a line parallel to that of the key-

board, and stated that Mozart held his hands
in this way. All these authorities agree as to

the general rule that the elbows should be
slightly in advance of the body, and that from
the elbow to the second joint of the fingers

should be a level, horizontal line.

In regard to fingering, the masters of the first

period were divided as to whether fingering

should or should not be what is called ' sym-
metrical'; that is to say, whether a, fingering

adopted for a figure ascending on each degree

of the scale should be repeated exactly all the

way up, regardless of black notes, or whether

the rule that the thumb should never be placed

on black notes was to hold good. Dussek was
a great stickler for this rule, which of course

increases the difficulty of making certain of the

repetitions, as against the freer way of putting

the same fingers on the corresponding notes

wherever they occur. Dussek even went so far as

to direct that in certain passages where the same
figure is repeated in a higher octave than that

in which it started, a different fingering should

be employed, instead of devising some method
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which should at least allow the symmetrical

use of the same fingers on the same notes.

The Vienna school, with its strong tendency

towards superficiality, reached its climax in

Hummel, who, deriving his method from Mozart,

made all kinds of technical discoveries (see voL

ii. pp. 443-4), some of which were considered

hardly legitimate by the more conservative

teachers of his time. His method, or ' Piano-

forte School,' was in some sort the basis of that

of Czerny, whose system was calculated to give

the pupU the utmost velocity, smoothness, and
brilliance ; Moscheles carried on technique to a

point slightly more advanced, but both he and
Hummel can be disregarded by the student of

modern pianoforte-playing.

With the ever-increasing admiration for the

music of Beethoven, the aims of the technical

experts were turned in the direction of sonority

rather than elegance or velocity of execution.

He himself, with his splendid equipment as a

performer, was said to have given the pianoforte

a soul, and ever greater and greater were the

demands he made upon the instrument. From
the desire on the part of performers to excel

in the public interpretation of his works, arose,

beyond question, the tendency towards a merely

muscular force, and as a result, a great increase

in the resisting power of the pianoforte. With
him, and with the best of those that came after

him, technique was regarded as means to an end,

not as the end in itself. Weber, with his bold

treatment of the left hand, his love of vride-

spread chords, and Schubert, whose technique,

though occasionally showing the influence of

the superficial Viennese school, yet follows

Beethoven in his happiest moments, each added
something to the resources of the instrument,

though neither made any special study of

technique, nor published any ' method.

'

Thalberg's wonderful power of singing on the

pianoforte is historically interesting as having

so much impressed Mendelssohn as to incite him
to imitate it, and it is at least possible that

not only the E minor prelude, where a favourite

device of Thalberg's is deliberately imitated,

but a great number of the ' Songs without

Words ' were more or less consciously influenced

by Thalberg's ideal cantabile. Concerning

Mendelssohn's own technique, see ante, p. 161.

Before following the main stream of technical

development from the requirements of Beet-

hoven's sonatas to the achievements of Liszt

and his followers, we must consider in the next

place the works of Schumann and Chopin, both

of whom realised, as none of their predecessors

had done, the artistic value of that evanescent

tone of the piano which was at first considered

the chief defect of the instrument. Both turned

the sustaining pedal to richer account, and got

new eff'ects from its use ; and both loved a

dreamy, poetical, indefinite form of melody,

and a style of ornamentation to which the word

' ethereal' is suitably applied. Schumann's own
experiments, made in order to obtain absolute

equality of the fingers, resulted in an injury

that prevented his playing in public, so that

for his ovm technique we must depend upon
his compositions and upon the playing of his

illustrious wife. It is evident that her wonder-

ful sonority of tone, the exquisite gradation of

her touch, and the quiet brilliance of her play-

ing in ornamental passages, were the practical

realisation of Schumann's own ideals ; and if

all his little innovations in the way of technique

(such as those at the close of the 'Papillons,'

the end of the piece called 'Paganini,' in the

'Camaval,' and other places) have not been

accepted as part of the regular repertory of

technical devices, yet enough was left to enrich

the resources of the instrument very materially.

Like the older players, Clara Schumann sat on

a comparatively low seat, kept the forearm

perfectly horizontal, and got the tone purely by
pressure of the finger, not by anything that

could be called a ' blow ' on the key.

One peculiarity in the technique of Chopin
may be usefully studied by comparing his work
with that of John Field, to which in form and
style it owes so much. The passages of em-
broidery in which both delight require, in

Field's case, that perfect equality of finger at

which, as we have seen, the earlier writers

aimed ; in Chopin, the essential weakness of

the human hand is turned to beautiful account,

for his passages are often devised in such a

manner that the weak finger of the hand has

to play the note which is to be comparatively

unimportant. In the concertos and studies the

natural conformation of the hand is kept before

the composer's eye, and, eis a consequence, his

difficulties are always of a kind that is grateful

to the player, however intricate they may sound.

Liszt's technique seemed to embrace every

merit that was characteristic of all his prede-

cessors, and while he proceeded mainly along

the lines laid down by Chopin, he translated,

one may almost say, Chopin's technique, which,

like his quiet style of playing, was after all

only thoroughly effective in a comparatively

small room, into a language fit for the largest

concert-halls. Schumann and Chopin had the

quality that is called ' intimacy
'

; and it some-

times seems as if many of their most individual

works could only be properly interpreted to a

very small circle of sympathetic hearers ; with
Liszt everything was brilliant, showy, surpris-

ing, and eminently for the public. In point

of technique, he used, or allowed his pupUs to

use, a far higher seat than had been generally

used before, so that the forearm, instead of

being held horizontally, sloped down towards
the hand. This gave, beyond any doubt, a

great increase of force to the blow upon the
keys ; and in Liszt's own hands tone was never
sacrificed to power, nor was it ever possible to
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Bay that he went beyond the limits of musical
beauty even in the loudest passages. StiU he
undoubtedly did institute the methods of
obtaining great tone, which afterwards were so
misusedby many of his pupils ; he carried further
the principle of turning the inherent weakness of

the hand into a beauty, and if it is true of
Chopin, it is ten times truer of Liszt, that his

passages sound far harder than they are. He
exhausted the possibilities of the keyboard in

many directions, and carried to an extreme
point such devices as that which is sometimes
called ' blind octaves,' a device which is hardly

a compliment to the musical sense of the average

hearer. It can be made less objectionable than
it is by nature, if care is taken to make the

thumbs more prominent than the outsides of

the octaves, but it must always sound rather

a makeshift, and to introduce it into the works
of the older composers is surely nothing short

of blasphemy.

The sustaining pedal, which in the hands of

Schumann and Chopin is used very often as if

it were a veil enfolding their melodies in a

luminous haze, is frequently used by Liszt as

a means of setting the hands free for other

things ; and a special kind of brilliance was
attained by him in rapid ornamental passages

in the higher octaves of the piano, by holding

the fingers almost stiffly, and not allowing

them to move with much independence, and
by throwing the hand, as it were, at the passage

where it begins. It was Liszt's followers, rather

than himself, who formed the habit of exerting

undue force in order to get all available volume
of tone from the piano. If Rubinstein and
Tausig, among the older men of their generation,

never produced tones that were not beautiful,

others injured their power of playing in a

cantabile style by exerting strength in a way
that was not scientifically correct. A glance

at the table on p. 265 of vol. ii. will show
the excessive amount of resistance which the

pianoforte -makers were compelled to provide

in order to stand the attacks of the pianists of

the seventies. It will be seen that in the

present day the resistance of the keys has

returned to nearly as small an amount as it

was in 1817. This reaction is due to the

general recognition of the fact that the most

sonorous tone is not produced by uncontrolled

violence ; the laws of muscular control have

heen gradually realised even by musicians, and
as a consequence a beautifully round tone

is nowadays not an unusual possession with

modern players, even in their loudest passages.

Down to the last quarter of the 19th century,

as far as 1880, if not later, this tendency showed

no diminution, and the concertos and show

pieces of that time make it clearly manifest

that the pianists relied for their effect upon
producing a loud tone at any cost of quality.

Even the earlier pianoforte works of Brahms,

down to the date of the two Rhapsodies, op. 79,

and the second concerto, op. 83, show traces of

this ultra- virile ideal of playing; and his

contribution towards the technique of the

instrument was mainly in the direction of

attaining perfect independence of finger, not

merely the physical independence for which
the earlier men had striven, but such mental
independence that one finger should be able to

play three even notes against two even notes in

another part of the hand, while two more parts

were going on in the other hand, neither of

them corresponding with either finger of the

first. In his later works, from op. 116 to the

end, the peculiar qualities of pianoforte tone

are more carefully considered than in his earlier

compositions, against which one of the com-
monest reproaches was that they were not suited

to the pianoforte. One of the first examples

of this consideration for the characteristics of

the pianoforte is the intermezzo in A flat from
op. 76, which would lose all its meaning and
point if it were played on any other instrument.

The ' evanescent ' tone of the instrument is

definitely required throughout, and in all the

later sets of pieces there are passages which
show thatBrahmsdemanded from hisinterpreters

something far more than the storm and stress

which appealed to him in his earlier life.

Exactly where the reaction against the school

ofthe piano-thumpers began, itjwould not be easy

to say ; but while Mme. Schumann was alive,

the quiet and truly musical style had never

passed away even in Germany, where thumping
had its home. The influence of men like

Sgambati and Buonamici in Italy, Saint-Saens

in France, and Tchaikovsky in Russia, encouraged

the quieter style of playing, and after the

enormous vogue of Paderewski's style, pianists

began again to devote themselves to the pro-

duction of tone rather than of noise, and of

muscular control rather than of mere force. A
far lower seat was adopted, the forearm was
again held in a horizontal line, instead of slant-

ing downwards towards the keys, and the wrist

once again came into play. The technical teach-

ing of Leschetizky, and in an even greater degree

that of Deppe, went to encourage an absolute

mastery of many gradations of tone, and a

scientific system of tone -production. In the

Schumann and Deppe schools, moreover, close

attention is paid to the management of both
pedals, and in general to minute details of

technique. It is of course impossible to foresee
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what will be the next stage of development

of pianoforte-playing, but it may be taken for

granted that no return will be made to the

heavy touch of the piano in fashion in the

latter part of the 1 9th century, and that delicacy

of tone-gradation will hold an ever higher place

in the regard of practical musicians. M.

PIAITO-VIOLIN (Fr. Violin Quatuor; Germ.

Oeigenwerk). Schroeter, the German claimant

to the invention of the pianoforte, refers in an
autobiographical sketch' to a 'Geigenwerk,'

that is fiddle -work, from Nuremberg, which
partly solved the problem of a keyed instrument

capable of more expression than the clavichord ;

but the trouble of working the treadles—like a

weaver's, as he said—^waa too great a drawback
to its use. It is figured in Praetorius's Theatrum
Instrumentorum, 1620. This must have been the
' Niirnbergisoh Gambenwerk ' of Hans Haydn,
organist to the church of St. Sebald, who made,
about 1610, a harpsichord-shaped instrument,

strung with catgut. The strings were beneath

the sound-board, and were acted upon by rollers

covered with rosined parchment. The rollers

were set in motion by a wheel, and by pressure

of keys came in contact with the strings. The
tone was capable of increase and diminution, and
resembled in timbre that of the Viola da Gamba
—whence the name ' Gambenwerk.' The origi-

nal idea exists in the Hurdy Gurdy.

A tolerably long list of similar experiments

in France, Germany, and even Russia, ia to be

found in "Welcker's Der Olavierbau (Frankfort,

1870), p. 163, etc. It appears that Chladni

much favoured the idea of a piano-violin, and
under his auspices one was made in 1795 by
von Mayer of Gbrlitz. The form was that of

a grand piano ; each key acted upon a catgut

string, and as many hairs as there are in a violin

bow were adjusted in a frame for each string,

a pedal setting them in motion. All these

attempts, however, failed to produce a useful

instrument, from the impossibility of playing

with rapidity : slow movements alone being

insufficient to satisfy either player or hearer.

At last, in 1865, Hubert Cyrille Baudot in-

troduced one in Paris capable of rapid articula-

tion, and named it ' Piano Quatuor,' patenting it

in England as ' Piano-Violin.' The principle of

Baudet's invention is very simple, although the

wheel-machinery he employs is complex. The
strings are of wire, as in a pianoforte, but of

greater relative thickness, there being one only

to each note. The strings are vertical ; and
attached to a nodal, or nearly nodal, point of

each, is a piece of stiff catgut, projecting in front

more than an inch. A roller, covered with fine

linen and slightly rosined, is made to turn by
means of treadles with great rapidity, just above

the catgut ties, but not touching them until the

keys are put down, when they rise into contact

with the roller. Motion is then communicated
1 Sae Dr. Oacar Paul's Oeechichte del Claviert, Leipzig, 1866.

through the ties to the wires, and their musical

vibration is excited. The steel string by its

vibrating length and tension determines the

pitch ; the catgut tie gives it the colour of tone

or timbre ; and the impression on the ear is thatof

the tone ofa violin. Stillwe missthe attack ofthe

bow, which gives life to the real quartet. A. j. H.

PIATTI (plates), the Italian equivalent for

Cymbals. It is the term by which the cymbals
are usually designated in a score. ' Senza piatti

'

indicates that the bass -drum is to be played

alone vrithout the cymbals. v. db p.

PIATTI, Alfredo Caklo, bom at Bergamo,

Jan. 8, 1822, died at Crocetta di Nozzo

—

about four miles fromBergamo—at the residence

of his son-in-law, Count Carlo Lochis, on July

18, 1901. His father, Antonio Piatti, bom at

Bergamo in 1801, was a violinist of some re-

pute, who held the post of leader in the orchestra

of his native town. Piatti began in his ex-

treme youth to study the instrument which was
destined to make him famous. Given the option

—at the age of five—of choosing between the

professions of violoncellist and cobbler, he de-

cided in favour of the first, and was promptly
sent to his great-uncle Zanetti to receive instruc-

tion. Though an old man at the time, Zanetti

was an accomplished violoncellist, and a patient

teacher. He jnade it a rule to seat his diminu-
tive pupil in a chair placed upon a table, and
it was in this elevated position that the pre-

cocious child easily mastered those ordinary

difficulties, which severely tax most students.

After two years' study his great -uncle, con-

sidering his pupil sufficiently advanced, applied

for, and obtained permission for him to play
in the theatre orchestra. The only return he
received for the serious physical effijrt of the

engagement—which lasted three months—^was

a present of ten francs from the Impresario,

half of which was retained by his great-uncle.

Before the commencement of the following

season, Zanetti died, and the youthful Alfredo

was elected his successor in the orchestra. Mayr
(seethat name), whowas at that time the Maesb'O
di Cappella, took a particular fancy to the young
artist, and warmly appreciated his genius. On
one occasion, during a three days' festival which
was being held by four orchestras in the
neighbouring village of Caravaggio, Mayr
singled Piatti out to play an incidental solo,

which, by rights should have fallen to Merighi,

an experienced artist and professor at the Milan
Conservatoire, This episode piqued the elder

virtuoso, and when in 1832—at the age of ten

—Piatti sought to become a scholar at that

institution, Merighi was the only professor who
opposed his admittance. Eventuallyhis scruples

were overcome by the boy's finished performance

of one of his (Merighi's) own compositions, and
as a result Piatti was granted a five years'

scholarship. At the age of fifteen and a half,

having accomplished his time of study, he re-
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turned to Bergamo, but previous to his de-
parture, made his public d^but as a soloist.

This took place on Sept. 21, 1837, at a Con-
servatoire concert. He performed a concerto
of his own composition, and received the instru-
ment upon which he played as o, prize. At
Bergamo Katti resumed his post in the
orchestra, played nightly at the opera, and
accompanied his father to every neighbouring
village where a likely opportunity for playing
a solo presented itself. After a time these local

excursions took a wider range. He gave a

concert at Turin ; went as far as Vienna to per-

form a Romberg concerto at the Karnthnerthor
Theatre, and, his engagement at the Bergamo
Theatre coming to an end owing to a misunder-
standing, gave concerts in various towns in and
about Italy. At Pesth he fell ill, and having
no reserve funds, was reduced to selling his

violoncello. Fortunately a friend from Bergamo
heard of his difficulties, and came and assisted

him to return to his native town. The journey

necessitated a stoppage at Munich, and it was
here that Fiatti made the acquaintance of Liszt.

He explained his circumstances to the great

pianist, and was at once invited by him to

play at a concert he was giving for the poor

of the town. A violoncello was generously

lent by Herr Menter, and Piatti played with
great success, being recalled three times, and
finally embraced by Liszt before the audience.

Encouraged by Liszt to go to Paris, he arrived

in the French capital in 1844. Borrowing a

violoncello from a friendly amateur he gave a

concert, and played at some private receptions.

He also came in contact with Habeneck, received

a present of an Amati violoncello from Liszt,

and composed his 'Chant Religieux,' and
' Sonnambula.' In the same year he played

in Germany, and during a visit to Ems, wrote

his 'Souvenir d'Ems.' In 1844 also occurred

Piatti's first visit to England. Upon his

arrival in London he at once obtained an en-

gagement in the opera orchestra
;
played at a

private party given by Dr. Billing (the operatic

medical adviser), and at length made his debut

before an English audience at the Annual Grand
Morning Concert given by Mrs. Anderson at Her
Majesty's Theatre on May 31, 1844. The critics

ranked him at once as an artist of extraordinary

excellence, and Piatti himself was well pleased

with the impression he had made. It was at this

same concert that (as Piatti was wont to tell

the story in after years) a ' little fat boy with

ruddy cheeks and a short jacket all over buttons,

stepped on the platform and played the violin.'

This was Joseph Joachim, whose name in after

years was so closely associated with that of

Piatti. His next appearance was at Herr

Dohler's matinee at the Hanover Square Rooms.

Then he played for Signor Brizzi at his concert

on June 21, and on June 24, performed a

Fantasia by Kummer at the Philharmonic.

VOL. Ill

Notwithstanding that Mendelssohn played Beet-

hoven's PF. Concerto in G at the same concert,

and was placed on the programme immediately

before Piatti, the young violoncellist obtained

an unqualified success. The Times spoke of

him as 'a masterly player. In tone, which
foreign artists generally lack, he is equal to

Lindley in his best days ; his execution is rapid,

diversified, and certain, and a false note never
by any chance is to be heard. ' During his six

weeks' stay in London, Piatti played at eight

concerts, but though his appearances were
limited, his faultless qualities speedily gained
him renown. After touring in the provinces,

Scotland, and Ireland, in the autumn, with
Sivori, Dbhler, Lablache, and Belletti, he
returned to Milan. The journey was accom-
plished under great difficulties, owing to the

low condition of his finances, for notwithstanding
the artistic success of his first visit to England,
the personal gains were nil. Fortunately
Madame Castellan made him a present of £10,
and this sum just enabled him to return to his

native country. From the end of 1844 to the
latter part of the year 1845, he toured in Russia

with Herr Dohler. One outcome of his visit

was the composition of his 'Mazurka Senti-

mentale ' (op. 6), the ' Air Baskyr,'—suggested

to him by a man who occasionaUy played upon
a bagpipe under his window at St. Petersburg,

—

and the 'Fantaisie Russe.' The last named
was not heard in public until 1860, when it was
performed at a concert of the Musical Union.
Piatti's second visit to England took place in

1846. A number of concert engagements were
offered him immediately, as also his vacated

post in the opera orchestra. He was heard
again at Mrs. Anderson's Annual Concert ; made
his d^but as a quartet player at the benefit

concert of the director of the Musical Union at

Willis's Rooms
; performed in Jullien's Conceiia

d'Ete at Covent Garden, in an orchestra which
numbered Sainton, Ernst, Sivori, and Vieux-
temps among the first violins ; and on May 4,

1847, played at the private matinee given by
the Beethoven Quartet Society on the occasion

of Mendelssohn's last visit to England. The
great composer was a staunch admirer of Piatti's

noble genius, and one of his last remarks on
leaving England was :

' I must write a concerto

for Piatti.' The first movement of this com-
position is said to have been completed, but it

has not been discovered. During the autumn
of 1850 Piatti frequently played solos at the

National Concerts, which were held at Her
Majesty's under the direction of Balfe, and at

the Sacred Harmonic Society's opening concert

of the season, Dec. 5, 1851, he replaced Lindley,

on his retirement. On April 28, 1852, Piatti

introduced Sterndale Bennett's Sonata Duo in

A minor, at a concert given by the Quartet

Association at Willis's Rooms, and on May 2,

1853, gave the first performance of MoHque's

3b
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Concerto, composed for and dedicated to him,

at a Philharmonic concert. Sullivan also wrote

a concerto for the gifted violoncellist, who per-

formed it in public for the first time, at the

Crystal Palace in 1866. On the establishment

of the Popular Concerts Piatti was engaged, his

long association with them beginning on Jan. 3,

18S9, and ending with his retirement in 1898.

Besides Piatti's active work as a soloist, he

developed his powers of composition under
Molique, and wrote several works of high merit

for his instrument. In his own estimation the

most important of these were his six sonatas

for violoncello and piano, which were composed
for the Popular Concerts. The first of these was
written at Cadenabbia and played by Madame
Haas and himself on Jan. 5, 1885, at a Monday
' Pop. ' The second, which was composed in

1886 during the convalescence which followed

the injuries he received in a carriage accident,

was played by the composer and Miss Agnes
Zimmermann on Monday, April 4, 1886 ; the

third appeared in 1889 ; the fourth in 1893,
and the fifth and sixth, which remain unpub-
lished, were written in 1896. His 'Theme
varie ' was introduced by himself at the Jubilee

concert of the Philharmonic Society on July 14,

1862, and his ' Bergamasca, ' founded upon
the rhythm of a dance appertaining to his native

town, was produced in a like manner at the

last Popular Concert of the season on March 30,

1885. His two Concertos, and Concertino for

violoncello and orchestra were composed for,

and played at the Crystal Palace Concerts,

and his ' Fantasia Romantica ' for the HalU
concert at Birmingham. His last composition,

completed at the end of the year 1900, is the

'Danza Moresca,' for violoncello and piano.

This he played to a party of friends at his

daughter's house, on New Year's Day, 1901,

with all his accustomed brilliance. Besides

his original compositions Piatti employed his

genius in collecting and editing classical solos

of past centuries, which, but for his preservation,

would have remained in oblivion.

As an artist Signor Piatti gained an unsur-

passable reputation. His absolute command of

technical difficulties, combined with his purity

of tone, faultless intonation, exquisite delicacy,

and perfect phrasing of cantahiU passages,

brought him the homage not only of the public,

but also of his fellow-artists. Just as Joachim
has directly or indirectly taught the great host

of contemporary violinists, so did Piatti's genius

influence all living violoncellists,—Hausmann,
Becker, Whitehouse, Ludwig—each and all

paid him a pupil's homage at one time and
anotlier. The reverential esteem which was
felt towards him in England was never more
apparent than on the occasion of the ' Joachim-

Piatti Jubilee,' when a reception was organised

by Sir George Grove and Dr. A. C. Mackenzie

to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the English

d^but of the great virtuosi in 1844. The
committee included most of the prominent
musicians of the day ; and a host of friends and
admirers assembled at the Grafton Galleries on
March 22, 1894, to witness the presentation of

an illuminated address, signed by the President

and committee. In his own country Signor
Piatti's appearances were perforce rare owing to

his popularity in England, but the admiration

of his fellow-countrymen was none the less

ardent. When—after an absence of eighteen

years—he played at a concert given to raise

funds to defray the expenses of a monument to

Donizetti at Bergamo (Oct. 18, 1893) he was
received with wild enthusiasm. The warmth
of the reception was enhanced by the presenta-

tion of the grade of Commendatore in the order

of the Crown of Italy, which was conferred upon
him by King Umberto. Apart from the admira-

tion which his colossal gifts attracted, the
illustrious artist's lovable disposition made
him a boon companion and cherished friend.

Genial, kindly, and simple-minded, Piatti could
invest the least interesting of his many anecdotes
with an inimitable humour peculiarly his own.
He was a keen bibliophile, a remarkable con-

noisseur of fiddles and violoncellos. For the
last twenty years of his life he resided at No.
15 Northwick Terrace, but after the purchase
of his property—called Villa Piatti—near Cade-
nabbia on the Lake of Como, he retired to his

Italian home after the strenuous labours of the
London musical season, returning to Northwick
Terrace in the autumn. The last months of his

life were passed at the residence of his daughter.
Countess Lochis, in the peaceful companionship
of his nearest relatives. Although his splendid
mental capacity remained unclouded, yet from
the summer of 1900 his friends observed how
his small frame grew more frail, and how every
exertion became more difficult. Finally, the
disease of the heart from which he was suffering

caused him to pass gently away just before

midnight on Thursday, July 18, 1901. After
his death the professors and students of the
Bergamo school of music kept solemn watch by
the body until it was laid in its last resting-

place in the private chapel of the Lochis family.

The funeral, which took place on July 22, was
a public one. The Prefect, the Mayor, members
of Parliament, representatives of the leading
Musical Societies attended, and notwithstanding
the tempestuous weather hundreds of towns-
folk and people from the neighbouring pro-
vinces came to do homage to their great country-
man. Four professors played the Andante from
Schubert's Quartet in D minor, according to
Piatti's express wish, and a week later visited

the Lochis chapel again, and made a compact
to perform the Quartet annually on the anni-
versary of the master's death. Signor Piatti's
wife, Mary Ann Lucey Welsh, only daughter of
Mr. Thomas Welsh, the eminent professor of
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singing, only survived her husband for a few
months. The marriage took place at Wolchester,
near Stroud, in 1856, but the union was not a
happy one and ended in a mutual separation.
The only surviving daughter of the marriage
became the wife of Count Lochis, who died in

1899, leaving the widowed Countess with two
children Marchesita and Alfredo, who was named
after his grandfather.—Morton Latham, Alfredo
Piatti ; Pratt, People of the Period ; Mason
Clarke, Dictionary of Fiddlers ; Fetis, Biog.

des Mus. ; Musical Times, August 1901, with
portrMt ; Athemeum, March 31, 1894, and con-
temporarydates ; Times, July 20, 1901 ; Graphic,

July 27, 1904, with portrait. o. E. and E. h-a.

PUBLTSHBD COMPOSITIONS
Concerto, op. 8, Vol. aiid FF., Mainz, 1863 ; Nocturne, op. 2,

Vd. PF., Mainz, 1863; Siciliana, Vcl. and PF., Haioz. 1863;
Dodici Capiiod per U Violoncello. Berlin, 187S ; Concerto, Vcl. and
Orcheatia, Berlin, ]8i2; Concerto, VcL and Orchestra, Leipzig,
1877; Fantasia Romanesca, Berlin, 1885; Serenata, for two Vols,
and PF., London, 1890 ; Ronuuiza per violino ; Bcrgamaeca ; Chant
Beligieoz; Souvenir d'Enu; Maznrka Sentimentale, op. 6; Air
Baskyr, op. 8, Fantaisie Kuzse ; Danza Moresca and numeroui eonga
vitii violoncello ohbligato.

TSANSCBIFTIONS AN1> ABSANQEMENTS
8ei Lezioni per la Viola d' Amore (d* Attilio Ariosti) ridottl per

il violoncello da Piatti ; Six Sonatas by Boccherini, also Sonatas of
Loeatelli ; Veradni. and Porpora ; Ktunmer's Violoncello Method ;

1st Sonata of MarceUo ; Mendelssohn's Lieder ohne Worte ; Three
melodies of Schnbert ; Variations of Christopher Simpson.

PIBGOEN,orPIB-COKN(accordingtoStainer
and Barrett's Dictionary of Musical Terms from
'pib ' or 'piob ' meaning pipe, and ' com, ' horn),

a small instrument of the beating reed type,

with cylindrical tube and expanding bell. Its

use was mainly among the Welsh and other

Celtic peoples. The tube was often of elder or

other hollow wood, but sometimes of the shin-

bone of a sheep or deer, a natural horn being

used for the beU. The writer has been favoured

by the Eev. F. W. Galpin with the following

description of one in his possession. 'My
pib-com is in total length 1 foot 8^ inches.

The tube (of deer bone) is 6^ inches long with
a single beating reed (as given in Daines

Barrington's description). It has the scale of

F major, from f to /", and it is pierced with
six holes in ft-ont, and one for the thumb
behind. ' (SeeBakrington, Daines, and Hokn-
PIPE.) D. J. B.

PIBROCH (Gaelic, Piolaireouihd, a 'pipe-

tune '). A series of variations for the bagpipe,

founded on a theme called the urlar. Pibrochs

are the highest form of bagpipe music, and are

oftenverydifficulttoexecuteproperly. The varia-

tions, generally three or four in number, increase

in difficulty and speed, until the composition

concludes with a creanluidh, or quick movement.

Like all bagpipe music, pibrochs are written in

a peculiar scale, and it is impossible to note

them down correctly for any other instrument,

particularly owing to the presence of an extra

note between F and Fj(, a peculiarity which is

also found in the Alpenhom. [See Bagpipe

and Eanz des Vaches. ] Pibrochs are generally

of a warlike character, including marches and

dirges ; they often bear the names of various
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historical and legendary events. Thus 'The

Raid of Kilchrist ' is ascribed to Macdonald of

Glengarry's piper, who composed and performed

this pibroch in the year 1603, during the

burning of a church with its whole congregation

;

and the specimen of which a portion is given

below— ' Failte Phroinsa,' the Prince's Salute

—

was composed by John Maclntyre, piper to

Menzies of Menzies, on the lauding of the

Pretender in 1715. It must not, however, be
supposed that the music is always contemporary
with the events which the pibrochs commemo-
rate ; for although many of them are undoubt-
edly of considerable antiquity, yet the names
of old pibrochs which have been lost are often

transferred to new compositions. There are

not many collections of Highland music, but
the best are those by Patrick Macdonald (of

Kilmore), Donald Macdonald, and Mackay.
[The last collection, by Angus Mackay, con-

taining sixty pibrochs, was published in 1838,
and was followed by a collection made by
William Ross, piper to Queen Victoria, issued

in 1869, revised editions in 1876 and 1896.
The largest collection is that of Major-General
Thomson, published under the title of Ceol Mor,
in 1900. w. H. G. r.] The following is the

first part of the urlar of a pibroch, and is in-

teresting, as showing the 'warblers' or grace-

notes in which good pipers excel. It must be
remembered that the note represented by F is

rather sharper in the bagpipe.

Ifoderato. ^3

#%ftaa# '̂^^^
The name Pibroch is used by Mackenzie in the

title of a piece for violin and orchestra, w. B. s.

PICCINNI, NiccoLA, was bom at Bari, in

thekingdomof Naples, Jan. 16, 1728. Except
for the circumstances which brought him into

rivalry with Gluck, and the violent warfare

waged between the partisans of the two masters,

he is little remembered now
;
yet he was for a

considerable time the most popular of Italian

operatic composers.

The son of a musician, he was at first in-

tended by his father for the Church, but, as

usual, the attempt to repress a strong natural

inclination only resulted in confirming and
strengthening it. He picked up by ear all the

themes he heard, and learned to play them in

secret, while the mere sight of a clavichord was
enough to make him tremble with emotion.

At length, at the instance of the Bishop of
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Bari, he was sent to the Conservatorio of San

Onofrio, then presided over by Leo. He went

there at the age of fourteen, and was at first

instructed by a tnaestrino, a kind of pupil-

teacher, who by his dry dogmatic lessons and

severity only succeeded in disgusting the

gifted boy, who showed on his part a disposition

to throw aside all coutroL Leo averted this by

taking him for his own pupil, and Durante

(who, at Leo's death, resumed his previous

mastership of San Onofrio) had also an especial

affection for the young student. ' The others

are my pupils,' he was wont to say ;
' this one

is my son.'

Piccinni quitted the Conservatorio in 1754,

after twelve years of study, and made his d^but

as a composer with the opera ' Le Donne dispet-

tose,' at the Florentine theatre at .Naples, in

1755. The success of this piece was remarkable,

as Logroscino's comic operas had so monopolised

the stage that it was difficult for any others to

obtain a hearing. Equally fortunate were ' Le
Gelosie' and 'II Curioso del proprio danno,'

both in the light comic style, while ' Zenobia

'

iSan Carlo, 1756), and ' Alessandro nelle Indie

'

Rome, 1758), not only pleased the public, but

showed advance in power, the last-named opera

containing an overture which was greatly

admired. Piccinni married, in 1756, Vincenza

Sibilla, his pupil, who, to great personal charms,

united that of a beautiful and touching voice.

Her husband would not allow her to appear on
the stage. She was, however, an exquisite

singer in private circles, and Piccinni, with a

wide experience of prime donne, said he never

heard his own airs so perfectly rendered as by
her.

It was at Rome, in 1760, that he produced
' La Cecchina, ossia la Buona Figliuola, ' perhaps

the most popular opera huffa that ever existed,

which for years had a most extraordinary vogue.

It was performed on every stage in Italy, and
on most stages in Europe, and everywhere was
received with the same enthusiasm. At Rome
it was played not only at all the principal

theE^res, but at the most insignificant, even

that of the Burattini, or marionnettes, and all

classes of people were equally delighted with it.

Jftshions were all alia Gecchina : inns, shops,

'nUa^i wines—in fact, all things that could be

named—were called after her. Nor was more
weighty appreciation wanting. 'Sark qualche

ragazzo o qualche ragazzata' ('probably some
boy or boy's work '), said Jommelli, importuned

^n his return to Italy from Stuttgart with

perpetual praises of ' La Ctcchina ' and its

author. He went, however, to hear the work
performed, and his dictum to the amateurs who
crowded round him at the end to know his

opinion, was 'Ascoltate la sentenza d' Jommelli:

questo 6 inventore ' (' Hear the opinion of

Jommelli : this is an inventor '). It is difficult

now to account for the immense preference given

to ' La Cecchina ' over other works of the time,

although the airs it contains are lively, as well

as graceful and pleasing. In the next year

another triumph was won by 'L' Olimpiade,'

previously set by Leo, Pergolesi, Galuppi, and
Jommelli, but never so successfully as by

Piccinni. Among his other improvements on

existing operatic forms must be mentioned his

extension of the Duet, hitherto treated in a

conventional, undramatic way, and the variety

and importance he gave to the Finale. His

fame was equalled by his industry. In the

year 1761 alone he wrote six operas, three serious

and three comic. In 1773 a rival appeared in

the person of Anfossi, sometime Picoinni's pupil,

and who owed to him his first theatrical en-

gagement. He was very far inferior to Piccinni,

but his ' Incognita perseguitata ' had a popular

success, as had two or three weak operas that

followed it. The inconstant Roman public

forsook its old favourite ; an opera of Piccinni's

washissedby Anfossi's partisans, and withdrawn.

This so affected the composer's sensitive nature

that, returning to Naples, he fell seriously ill,

and wsis in danger for many months. On his

recovery he decided not to return to Rome.
In 1774 he had given at Naples a second
' Alessandro nelle Indie,' superior to the first

;

he now wrote an opera huffa, 'I viaggiatori,'

which had at Naples almost the success of ' La
Cecchina ' at Rome.

In 1776 he yielded to invitations and powerful

inducements held out to him to go to Paris,

where, with his family, he arrived in December,

on a promised salary of 6000 francs, with travel-

ling expenses. He knew not a word of the

French language, but Marmontel undertook to

be his instructor, and to make such changes in

several operas of Quinault as should adapt them
for modem music. For some time he passed

every morning with Piccinni, explained a scene

to him, taught him to repeat it, marked by
signs the quantity of each word and each

syllable, and then left him to work. The next

morning Piccinni sang over to him what he had
composed. His first French opera, ' Roland

'

(produced Jan. 27, 1778), was completed after

a year's labour of this kind.

He had not long begun it when the famous

feud arose, already alluded to, between his ad-

mirers and those of Gluck. This great man had
brought about a revolution in French serious

opera, worthy in its way to be compared to the

political and social revolution which followed

soon after. He had freed the tragic lyrical stage

from a mass of uncouth antediluvian conven-

tionality, and had substituted for it a new and
living form of Art. Like all innovators, he had
enemies, and thosewho had been disgusted bythe
uncompromising fury of his partisans ranged
themselves under Piccinni's banner. A war of

pamphlets and other writings raged unabated
for years. It divided society ; the subject was
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unsafe. Men met each other for the first time
with the question, almost implying a challenge,
' Sir, are you Gluckist or Piooinnist ?

'

Poor Piccinni, quiet and peaceable, a stranger
to intrigue, kept at a distance from all the tur-
moil, which was such that on the night of the
first performance of 'Eoland,' fears were enter-

tained for his personal safety. To the general
surprise, he was brought home in triumph to his
family. The opera had had a complete success,

especial enthusiasm being elicited by the pretty
ballet airs,^—a curious fact, as Piccinni had no
sympathy with dancing, and disliked having to

write dance music.

He was in favour with Marie Antoinette, and
gave her two singing-lessons a week at Versailles.

The satisfaction of teaching so distinguished a
pupil was supposed to be its own sufficient re-

ward ; at any rate he received no other payment,
not even his travelling expenses.

Hewasappointed Director ofatroupe of Italian

singers engaged to giveperformances on alternate

nights at the Grand Opera, and in this capacity

produced 'Le finte Gemelle' (June H, 1778);
' La buona Figliuola ' (Dec. 7, 1778) ;

' La buona
Figliuola maritata ' (April 15, 1779) ; 'II Vago
disprezzato' (May 16, 1779). The idea now
occurred to the principal director to get two
operas on the same subject from the famous
rivals, and ' Iphigteie en Tauride ' was fixed on.

The poetical version given to Piccinni to set was
so bad, that after composing the first two acts

he took it to Ginguene, who to a great extent

rewrote the book. Meanwhile the manager,

violating a promise made to Piccinni to the

contrary, had Gluck's ' Iphig^nie ' performed

first, which met with the brilliant success it

deserved. Piccinni in the meantime (Feb. 22,

1780)produoed ' Atya,' a grand opera, superior to

'Boland' ; some numbers of which, especially the

'Chorus of Dreams,' were for many years very

popular at concerts ; and ' Adele de Ponthieu,'

a lyric tragedy (Oct. 27, 1781). His 'Iphigenie'

(produced Jan. 23, 1781) contained many
beauties. It had small chance of succeeding after

Gluck's, but was fairly well received in spite of

the untoward incident which marred its second

representation. No sooner haxi Mile. Laguerre,

the Iphigenie of the evening, appeared on the

scene, than it became painfully evident that she

was intoxicated. She got through the part

without breaking down, but the luckless com-

poser heard Sophie Amould's hon mot going from

mouth to mouth, 'C'estIphigenieenChampagne.'

The opera had, however, seventeen consecutive

performances.

Gluck had left Paris in 1780, but a new rival

now appeared in Sacchini, whose ' Renaud

'

(Feb. 28, 1783) had considerable success.

'Didon,' reckoned Piccinni's best French opera,

was first produced, by command, before the

Court at Fontainebleau (Oct. 16, 1783), and

afterwards at the Grand Op^ra, where it kept

the boards till Feb. 8, 1826—its 250th represen-

tation. At the same time the smaller works of
' Le Dormeur iveilU ' and ' Le Faux Lord ' were

being performed by the Italian company, and
were very popular. About this time a school

for singing was established in Paris, of which
Piccinni was appointed principal master, and
which showed the results of his training in an
excellent performance of ' Boland ' by the pupils.

But the tide of fortune seemed now to turn

against him. ' Lucette ' and ' Le Mensonge
Offioieux' failed in 1786 and 1787. 'Diane et

Endymion ' and Penelope ' had met with the

same fate in 1784 and 1785 respectively. He
was not, however, embittered by these reverses.

"When Sacchini died, of vexation and disappoint-

ment, Piccinni pronounced his funeral oration,

full of delicate and discriminating praise of all

that was best in his works. When Gluck died,

in 1787, Piccinni was anxious to found, by sub-

scription, an annual concert in memory of the
great man 'to whom,' he wrote, 'the lyrical

theatre is as much indebted as is the French
stage to the great Comeille.' From lack of

support the proposal was not carried out.
' Glytemnestra,' a serious opera, failed to ob-

tain a representation, and when the Revolution
broke out in 1789, and he lost his pension, he
returned to Naples. Here he was well received

by the king, who gave him another pension.

Some of his old works were performed, as well

as an oratorio, 'Jonathan' (1792) and a new
opera huffa, 'La Serva onorata.' But he got
into trouble owing to the marriage of one of his

daughters with a young Frenchman of avowed
Liberal opinions, was denounced as a Jacobin,

disgraced at Court, and his next opera purposely

hooted down. An engagement to compose two
operas at Venice gave him the opportunity of

absenting himself, but when, at the end of some
months, he was foolish enough to return to

Naples, he was immediately placed by the first

minister, Acton, in a kind of arrest, and for-

bidden to leave his house. There he remained,

in misery and indigence, for four years. He
had previously heard that all the property he
had left in France was lost, that a friend for

whom he had become security was bankrupt,

and that all his scores had been sold to pay
this man's debts. He now supported himself

and beguiled the time by composing music to

several Psalms, translated into Italian by Saverio

Mattel. The convents and churches for which
these were written became possessors of the

original scores, as he was too poor to have them
copied.

The treaty of peace with the French Republic

brought hope for him. The ambassador, Can-

claux, procured for him the means of communi-
cating with his friends in Paris, and David, the

famous singer, got him an offer of an engage-

ment at Venice. With some difiiculty » pass-

port was procured for him by Garet, successor to
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Oanclaux, and Lach&ze, secretary of legation,

who also furnished him with the means of going,

he being absolutely penniless. At Eome he

was fSted by the French Fine Arts Commission,

and persuaded to go direct to Paris, where he

arrived on Deo. 3, 1798. The annual distribu-

tion of prizes in the Conservatoire occurred next

day, and Piocinni was invited to be present.

He was conducted on to the stage, and presented

to the public amid deafening applause. 5000

fr. were granted him for his immediate neces-

sities, as well as a, small pension. This was,

however, most irregularly paid, and when some
months later his family arrived, in utter desti-

tution, from Naples, whence they had had
to fly in the wake of the French army, poor

Ficcinni found himself again in almost desperate

circumstances. His troubles brought on an
attack of paralysis, from which he did not

recover for some months. Many melancholy
MS. letters of hia are extant, showing to what
a miserable state he was reduced. Some are

addressed to Bonaparte, praying that his pen-

sion might be paid, for the sake of the many
dependent on him. Bonaparte showed him
kindness, and paid him twenty-flve louis for a

military march. A sixth inspector's place was
created for him in the Consensatoire, but he
was now again prostrated by severe illness,

aggravated by the treatment of surgeons who
bled him recklessly. He rallied, however, and
went to Passy, in the hope of recovering his

strength, but fresh domestic anxieties pursued

him, and he succumbed on May 7, 1800. He
was buried in the common cemetery (which has

since been sold), and a, stone was placed over

him by friends.

His place in the Conservatoire was given to

Monsigny, on condition that half the salary

attached to it should be paid to Mme. Picoinni

during her life,, she, in return, instructing four

pupils of the Conservatoire in singing.

Piocinni was a good husband and father, and
a man of most mild and amiable temper. Where
art was concerned, he could be firm. Unlike

many other composers he would never yield to

the caprices of imperious prime donjie, by alter-

ing his music to suit their fancies.

His Paris scores are much more fully orches-

trated than those of his earlier Italian works,

and show in this the influence both of the

Fjench and the German spirit. He was, how-
ever, opposed to innovation. It is interesting

to read, in Ginguen^'s life of him, his views

on this question. His strictures on elaborate

accompaniments, over - orchestration, profuse

modulation, etc., are, with a mere difference of

degree, the very same as those we hear at this

day from writers who represent the conservative

side of Art.

That he should ever have been opposed, on
equal terms, to Gluck, seems now incredible.

Yet by numbers of contemporaries—critical and

cultivated—he was reckoned Gluck's equal, and
his superior by not a few. But his art was of a

kind that adapts itself to its age ; Gluck's the

art to which the age has, in time, to ad&pt

itself. Novelty brings such an unavoidable

shock, that originality may find itself, for the

time, in opposition to 'good taste,' and the

vera be less readily accepted than the ben

trovato. Piccinni was no discoverer, but an
accomplished and successful cultivator in the

field of Art.

A complete list of his very numerous works

is to be found in the Rimsta, Micsicale Italiana,

vol. viii. p. 75 ; in the Quellen-Lensikon the

names of eighty-five operas are given, as well

as three oratorios, a mass, and some psalms.

Piccinni left two sons, the second of whom,
LuDOVico, bom at Naples in 1766, learned

music from his father and followed it as a

career. He followed his father to Paris in

1782, and after a chequered career (he was
appointed capellmeister at Stockholm in 1796)
died in Paris, July 31, 1827. He wrote many
operas, but they are dismissed by F^tis as

works of no value. Certainly none of them
have survived. The elder son, Giuseppe, is

known only through his natural son, Louis
Alexandre (born at Paris, Sept. 10, 1779,
died there, April 24, 1850), a composer of more
than 200 pieces for the stage, as well as of

twenty-five comic operas, of which a list is

given by F^tis. v. A. M.

PICCO, an Italian peasant (advertised as 'the

Sardinian minstrel ') who appeared in London in

1858—first at CoventGarden, Feb. 21, and after-

wards very often during the season—and per-

formed with immense execution and 'astonishing

facility, to say nothing of delicacy, taste, and
feeling,' upon a 'tibia,' or whistle, as described

in the following article. He was then twenty-

five years of age, and of very prepossessing

appearance, and had been blind from his birth.

His tone is described as 'between that of a

flageolet and a flauto piccolo ; at times some-
what shrill, at others as soft and suave as pos-

sible. ' Like GusiKOw, he was evidently a boi-n

genius, and we regret that we can obtain no
information as to what happened to him before

or after his appearance here. o.

PICCO PIPE. A small and unimportant
member of the family of flMes a iec. It owes
whatever musical significance it may possess to

the efforts of the single exceptional player named
in the preceding article. It is stated that this

performer was able to produce from it a compass
of three octaves. The only other importance
which it displays is due to its extreme simplicity.

Perhaps no wind instrument ever constructed

exhibits such limited mechanism. It consists,

as usually made, of a box-wood tube 3J inches
long. Of this 1J inches are occupied by a mouth-
piece, common to it and to the penny whistle,

the flageolet, the fl4te ct bee, and the diapason
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pipe of the organ. The remaining two inche3
form all themodulative apparatusrequired. This
consists of three lateral holes ; two in front, one
at the back, for the thumb and two first fingers

of either hand and an expanded bell, spreading
to ^ of an inch in diameter. It is obvious that
some additional device is necessary to complete
even the simplest and most rudimentary diatonic

scale. This is furnished by first using it as a
stopped pipe ; the bell being blocked, wholly or

partially, by the palm of the hand, twelve semi-

tones being so produced ; then as an open pipe,

giving eight consecutive notes ; and lastly, by
overblowing on the first harmonic of a stopped
pipe (the 12th), obtaining again with a stopped

bell six more semitones. Besides these, some
intermediate sounds are indicated by half stop-

ping holes, or by forcing the wind, according as

the vibrations have to be slackened oraccelerated.

The compass is usually twenty-six semitones,

and is made to commence with b, rising to c"'.

The lowest note is only to be obtained bycovering
the beU with the palm of the hand and closing

all the holes. At V the open scale commences, and
at g" the harmonic. It is obvious that this nota-

tion is at best only approximative, and at least

an octave lower than the real sounds emitted.

Probably C is the fundamental note of the in-

strument, depressed somewhat by the irregular

form of the sounding tube. It is just possible

that this primitive contrivance may throw light

on some of the three- and four-holed flutes of

antiquity. [See Flwtb.] w. h. s.

PICCOLELLIS, Giovanni di, author of a

scholarly publication entitled, Zdutai Antichi

Note critico-biografiche (Florence,

1885 : SuccessorileMonnier), anda supplemental

volume, lAutai Antichi e Mbderni. Genealogia

degli AmcUi e dei Guamieri secoTido i docnimenti

uUimamente ritrovati negli atti e stati d' anime

delle antiche parrocchie dei SS. Faustina e

Giovita e di S. Donato di Cremona. Note aggiunte

alia prima edizione sui lAviai pubblicata in

Firenze nell anno MDCGLXXXV. (Florence,

1886: SuccessorileMonnier). This work, which

is a masterpiece of the finest modern Italian

typography, is embellished with twenty-four

exquisitely executed photogravure plates of the

violins of the greatest masters. The letterpress,

which is worthy of the illustrations, gives ex-

haustive information concerning the bow-instru-

ments of Europe, the Brescian, and Cremonese

schools, together with laborious analyses, and

classified biographies of the Italian, French,

German, and English schools of violin-making.

The work is one which forms a valuable edition

to the literature of the violin. A discourse which

was read by the author before the Florentine

Academy of Music on April 29, 1888, and pub-

lished under title, Delia Awtenticitd e pregio di

taluni Strumenti ad arco appartenti al R. Istituto

Musieale di Firenze (Florence, 1889 : Galleti

e Cocci), is an interesting argument on the

authorship of several bow-instruments, preserved

in the museum of the Conservatorio, some of

which appear to be hitherto unascribed. The
remarks on Cremona varnish are interesting and
pertinent, and are followed by an interesting

discussion on ^ violin and viola attributed to

Stradivarius, and a violoncello assigned to

Nicola Amati.—Heron -Allen, De Fidiculis

via ; Matthew, The literature of
E. H-A.

PICCOLO (i.e. Italian for 'little '), an abbre-

viation for Flauto Piccolo, usually applied to

the Octave Flute, otherwise called Ottavino,
from its tonal relation to the larger flutes, in

D, E|> and F, compared with which it stands

one octave higher in pitch. The Piccolo in D
is the one in general use in the orchestra, those

in E[> and F being used almost exclusively in

military bands. The instrument in D, or
' concert piccolo, ' sounds the notes as written,

and therefore by writers who define the pitch

of instruments by the method of notation

adopted, rather than by their characteristic

scales, it is sometimes refen-ed to as being in C,

and by analogy the instruments in El> and F as

being in D^ and E[> respectively. The Piccolo

as usually made is a small flute of conical

bore with six keys, the extra keys by which
the compasff of the Concert flute is extended
downwards to cj' and c', and sometimes to

6, and b\f, being very seldom used on the octave

instrument. Piccolos with the Boehm fingering

are, however, also made, both with the conical

and the cylindrical bore. (See Flute, and
Fingering, Wind Instruments.) Its compass
is from d" within the treble stave to at least a""

(two octaves and five notes), but a good player

can produce h\>"" and even &"". It is customary
to write for it an octave lower than the sound
really produced. D. j. B.

It is, with the exception of the higher har-

monic notes of the violin, by far the most acute

instrument used in orchestral music ; its sounds
being much more powerful and piercing than
the corresponding notes developed by a string.

On the other hand, its lowest octave is feeble

and devoid of character.

The piccolo appears to have been a favourite

with composers, and especially with Berlioz
;

whose account of its musical value is so ex-

haustive as to render others unnecessary. He
points out its use by Gluck ; by Beethoven in

the Storm of the Pastoral Symphony, to repro-

duce the whistling of the wind ; by Weber in

the drinking-song of 'Der Freischiitz,' and by
others. [The instrument is also prominently

used, with fine effect, in the finale of the Choral

Symphony, in the martialmovementin 6-8 time,

and in the last of Brahms's variations on a theme
of Haydn.] Berlioz advocates, very justly, the

orchestral use of the so-called Eb piccolo, sound-

ing the minor ninth above the violins, which
in the key of Eb would be playing in its best
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key, that of D major. His remarks upon the

Tierce flute, giving E|> for C, and usually called

the flute in F, and on the tenth piccolo in E|>

unisonous with the clarinet in E|> alt, but

commonly named piccolo in F, deserve careful

study. w. H. s.

PICCOLO VIOLINO ALLA FRANCESE.
Among the thirty-six musical instruments em-

ployed by Claudio Monteverde in the orchestra

of his opera ' Orfeo ' (see p. 438), published

in 1609, and reissued in 1615, the score

includes, Ficcoli Violini alia Francese. This

title, written by an Italian, has caused a slight

confusion as to the nationality of the molim,

proper, and at the same time given credence

to a conjecture that the vioKn was a French

invention. Naturally the correctness of the

surmise rests upon the kind of instrument

Monteverde intended to designate by the appel-

lation Piccolo Violino, The directions given

in the published score of ' Orfeo' indicate that

the composer introduced several instruments

into the orchestra solely for the purpose of

imparting greater dramatic power and contrast

than had hitherto been attained. Bearing this

in mind,—also the facts that Monteverde was
himself an Italian, that he lived in his native

country where violins were being made by
Gasparo da Sal6 more than forty years previous

to the composition of 'Orfeo,' and that no
French violin-maker or violinist is on record at

this date,—it is more than probable that the

Ficcoli Violini alia Francese indicated, were

none other than the Pochette (see that name,
also Kit), which 17th-centivry French dandies

and dancing-masters were accustomed to carry

in their pockets to madrigal parties and lessons.

—Heron-Allen, Violin-making as it wets and
is ; Hart, The Violin ; Dubourg, The Violin

;

L. Grillet, Les AncUres du Violon ; Vidal, Les

Instruments a archet ; J. Hullah, Tfte History

of Modern Music. E. h-a.

PICCOLOMINI, Makietta, born 18341 at

Siena, of the well-known Tuscan family. Being
passionately fond of music she determined to

become a public singer ; and in spite of opposi-

tion from her family, studied under Signora

Mazzarelli and Signer Pietro Romani, both of

Florence, and made her d^but in 1852 at La
Pergola as Lucrezia Borgia ; she afterwards

played at Rome, Siena, Bologna, etc., and in

1855 at the Carignan Theatre, Turin, as Violetta

in ' La Traviata,' on its production there, and
was highly successful. She made her debut in

London at Her Majesty's Theatre, May 24, 1856,

in the same opera, then produced for the first

time in England. She immediately became the

fashion, partly on account of her charming little

figure, and clever, realistic acting—especially

in the last act, where she introduced a consump-
"tive cough ; and partly perhaps on account of

theplot of theopera, which excitedmuch indigna-
^ PouKlD, Faloichi, and Mendel give 1836 a« tlie date.

tion and a warm newspaper controversy.^ She
next played Maria, in the ' Figlia,' and Norma,
with fair success. Whatever might be the

merits of her acting, of her singing there were
many adverse opinions ; for instance, Chorley

writes, 'Her voicewas weak and limited, a mezzo-
soprano hardly one octave and a half in compass.

She was not sure in her intonation, she had no
execution. . . . Her best appearance was in "La
Ti'aviata.

"
' He admits that Mile. Piccolomini

' had the great gift of speaking Italian with a

beautiful easyfinished pronunciation, such as few

have possessed, and so for a while she prevailed

where less appetising pretenders to favour had
failed.' She afterwards played at the Theatre

des Italiens, Paris. Mile. Piccolomini reappeared

for the seasonsof 1857 and 1868 atHerMajesty's,

and added to her repertory Adina (' L' Elisir
')

(described by Mr. Henry Morley' as one of

her best-acted parts), Zerlina and Susanna of

Mozart ; Arline in the Italian version of ' The
Bohemian Girl' ; Lucia, in ' Luisa Miller,' on the

production ofthat opera, June 8, 1858 ; and ' La
Serva Padrona ' of Paisiello, July 5, 1858.* She
then went to America, and made a great success.

In 1859 she played for a short time at Drury
Lane with diminished effect, and for a few nights

in 1860 at Her Majesty's, and took farewell of

the stage, April 30, as Almina, in the second

performance of a new opera of that name by
Oampana, and in a duet from ' I Martiri ' with
Giuglini. Soon after this she married the

Marchese Gaetani della Fargia. She nevertheless

returned to the stage for four nights in 1863,

and generously gave her services in aid of the

benefit organised at Drury Lane for her old

manager Lumley, having travelled to England
for that express purpose. A testimonial was
set on foot for her in 1 884, when she was reported

to be in reduced circumstances {Daily News,
March 21, 1884). She died in Florence in

Dec. 1899. a. c.

PICHEL, or PICHL, Wbnzel, good violinist

and prolific composer, born Sept. 25, 1741, at

Bechin, Tabor, Bohemia. Having received a
good education, general and musical, he went
to Prague to study philosophy and theology at

the university, and counterpoint under Segert.

Here he formed a friendship with Dittersdorf,

who engaged him as first violin in the band of

the Bishop of Grosswardein. Having spent two
years asMusikdirector to Count Louisvon Hartig
in Prague, he entered the orchestra of the Court
Theatre at Vienna, and was sent thence, on the

recommendation of the Empress, to Milan, as

compositore di musica to the Archduke Ferdi-

nand. He now took as much pains in perfecting

himself by intercourse with Nardini, as he had

^ The ori^nal pla7. *Ia Dame aux Camillas,* v&b formerly for-
bidden on the English stage ; but Hme. Modjeslca played in a
modified version at the Court Theatre In 1880, and It had been
frequently-given by Saiah Bernhardt, Eleanora Duse, and others.

3 fycoUectiona qf an Old Playgoer.
* Having sung the music previously at Benedict's annual concert,

June 21, at the same theatre.
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preyiously done in the case of Dittersdorf. He
visited all the principal cities of Italy, and was
elected a member of the Filarmonici, both of
Bologna and Mantua. The occupation of Milan
by the French in 1796 drove the Archduke back
to Vienna, and Piohel not only accompanied
him, but remained in his service till his death
on Jan. 23, 1805, in spite of an offer twice
renewed of the post of Imperial Capellmeister

at St. Petersburg. Pichel's industry was extra-

ordinary, and that his compositions were popular

is proved by the fact that a large part of them
were published in Paris, London, Amsterdam,
Berlin, Offenbach, and Vienna. He sent a

complete list in 1803 to DIabacz, the Bohemian
lexicographer, who inserted it in his Allgem.

hist. Kiinstler- Lexicon fur Bohmen (Prague,

1815). An abstract of the extraordinary oata;

logue is given by F^tis and Gerber. The works
—nearly 700 in number—include 88 sym-
phonies ; 13 serenatas ; violin -concertos and
solos ; duets, trios, quartets, and quintets for

strings ; concertos for variouswind instruments
;

sonatas, etc., forPF. ; 14masses,andmanychurch
works of various kinds ; 25 operas to German,
Latin, French, and Italian librettos ; and ' Sei

Ariette,' words by Metastasio, op. 42 (Vienna,

Eder). For Prince Esterhazy he composed 148

pieces for the baryton in several parts ; and in

addition to all wrote a Bohemian translation of

Mozart's ' Zauberflbte.' c. r. p.

PIEGE(Ital.j7e28o; 'Sv.piice,morceav,; Germ.

Stuck). This word, which in the 1 7th and 1 8th

centuries was used generally for a literary com-

position (for examples see the criticisms in the

Spectator, vols. 4 and 6, on ' Paradise Lost,'

which is constantly spoken of as ' that sublime

piece '), and in later times for a dramatic work,

has since the end of the 18th centmy been

applied to instrumental musical compositions as

a general and untechnical term. The earliest

application of the word in this sense is to the

component parts of a suite, which are called pieces

(compare the French ' Suite de pieces'). It is

not as a rule applied to movements of sonatas or

symphonies, unless such movements are isolated

from their surroundings, and played alone : nor

is it applied to the symphonies or sonatas taken

as a whole. An exception to this rule is found

in the direction at the beginning of Beethoven's

Sonata, op. 27, No. 2— 'Si deve suonare tutto

questo pezzo (the first movement) delicatissima-

mente e senza sordini.' It is not used of vocal

music, except in the cases of portions of operas,

such as finales, etc. for many voices, to which the

name 'Concerted piece,' ' Pezzo concertante,' is

not infrequently given. M.

PIENO, ' full.' Examples of the use of this

direction may be found in Handel's organ con-

certo, where ' Organo pieno ' denotes that the

organ part is to be played with full harmonies,

as well as what is now called ' fall,' i.e. with

the full fordS'Bf tfie stops, m.

PIEKN^, Henry Constakt Gabkiel, born

at Metz, August 16, 1863, studied at the Paris

Conservatoire, winning the first medal for solfege

in 1874, the first prize for piano in 1879, for

organ in 1882, and for counterpoint and fugue ,

in 1881 ; he gained the Prix de Rome in 1882
with his ' Edith.' He succeeded Cesar Franck
as organist of Sainte Clotilde in 1890. His
dramatic works are as follows :

' Les Elfes
'

;

' Le Collier de Saphirs ' (a wordless play) ;
' Le

Docteur Blano' (Menus -Plaisirs, 1893); inci-

dental music to ' Izeyl ' (Renaissance, 1894) ;

' Salome ' (Com^die-Parisienne), and ' La Prin-

cesse Lointaine' (Renaissance, 1895); 'La
Coupe enchantee' (in one act ; Op^ra-Comique,
Dec. 26, 1895) ;

' Vendue,' grand opera (Lyons,
March 17, 1897) ; music for 'La Samaritaine'

(Renaissance, 1897) ; 'La Fille de Tabarin,' in

three acts (Op&a-Comique, Feb. 20, 1901). He
has also written a choral work, ' Pandora

'
; a

symphonic poem, with chorus, ' L'An Mil

'

(1898); his 'Nuit de Noel,' an 'Episode

lyrique,' was given at the Concerts de I'Opera,

Deo. 8, 1895 ; and his ' Croisade des Enfants

'

received honourable mention in the competition

of the Ville de Paris in 1905. He has also

written numerous songs and instrumental

pieces, two of which, his 'Marche des petits

soldats de plomb,' and 'S&enade,' have had
much success in France and England. His
op. 39, a ' concertstiick ' for harp and orchestra,

was given at the Queen's Hall in 1905. G. F.

PIERRE, Constant Viotok Desir*, born in

Paris, August 24, 1855, played the bassoon in

various orchestras, and in 1900 was appointed

assistant secretary in the Paris Conservatoire.

He is editor of the Monde musical, and author

of the following books : Les Noels populaires

(1886) ; La Marseillaise etses variantes (1887) ;

Histoire de I'orchestre de I'Opira de Paris (l889)

;

La Facture des InstrumerUs a, Exposition de

1889 (1890) ; Les Facteurs d'Instruments de

Musiqu€, les luthiers et la facture instrumenlale

(1893) ; Le Magasin de decors de I'Opira 1781-

1894. (1894) ; L'Scole de Chant de I'Opira 1672-

1807 (1895) ; B. Sarette et les origines du Con-

servatoire, etc. (1895) ; Les anciennes ecoles de

diclamation dramatique (1896) ; Notes inidites

sw lamusique de la Chapelle royale, 1352-1790

(1899) ; and Le Conservatoire national de mu-
siqiteetde diclamation (1900). In the year last

mentioned his book on Le Concert spirituel,

1725-1790 (1900) was crowned by the Institut.

Many articles by him are in the Parisian

reviews. g. p.

PIERSON (originally PEARSON), Henry
Hugo, was bom at Oxford on April 12, 1815.

He was the son of the Rev. Dr. Pearson, of

St. John's College, afterwards Chaplain to

George IV., and Dean of Salisbury. He was
sent to Harrow School, where he gave proof

of the possession of no common abilities, gain-

ing the Governors' prize for Latin hexameters.

36
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From Harrow he proceeded to Trinity College,

Cambridge, intending, at that time, to take a

medical degree. His genius, however, developed

so rapidly as to make it evident that music

was his destined career. He received his first

instruction from Attwood, and was also indebted

to Arthur Corfe. His first musical publication

was a series of six songs entitled ' Thoughts of

Melody '—the words by Byron—written while

an undergraduate at Cambridge,

Mr. Pearson went to Germany for the first

time in 1839, and studied under C. H. Bink,

Tomaschek, and Reissiger. At Leipzig he had
much intercourse with Mendelssohn, and during
his residence in Germany also became acquainted

with Meyerbeer, Spohr, and Schumann. Schu-
mann reviewed the above-mentioned six songs

most favourablyin theNeite ZeitschriftfiirMvMlc.

In 1844 Pearson was elected to the Beid Pro-

fessorship ofMusicintheuniversityofEdinburgh,
in succession to Sir Henry Bishop ; but this

post he very soon resigned, and returned to

Germany, which from that time he virtually

adopted as his country, changing his name from
Henry Hugh Pearson to that given above. He
had married Caroline Leonhardt, a lady distin-

guished by varied gifts and literary productions

;

and the sympathy thenceforward accorded to his

genius in continental society was undoubtedly
more congenial to his feelings than the slight

appreciation he received from English critics.

His first important work [after an early

attempt, 'Der Elfensieg' ('The Elves and the

Earth King'), given at Briinn in 1845] was
the opera 'Leila,' which was brought out at

Hamburg with great success in Feb. 1848.

From this opera may be instanced a striking

song for bass voice, ' Thy heart, man, is like

the sea.' Much of his music at this time was
published under the iiom de plume of ' Edgar
Mansfeldt.'

In 1852 appeared his best work, the oratorio

'Jerusalem.' This [although not composed
expressly for the Norwich Festival] was per-

formed there on Sept. 23 in that year with
remarkable effect. The overture, the airs ' Of
the rock that begat thee' and '0 that my
head were waters,' the air and chorus 'What
are these,' the quintet 'Blessed are the dead,'

and the chorus ' The Eternal God is thy refuge,'

are some of the most interesting numbers.

[The success of the work was marred by a

foolish attempt to pit Dr. Bexfield's ' Israel

Restored ' against it ; the controversy, fomented

by the critics of the time, was a great mistake

from every point of view ; and it had hardly

died down when the oratorio was repeated at

Exeter Hall on May 18, 1853, by the Har-
monic Union; it was given again in 1862,

at Wiirzburg.] An elaborate criticism of

'Jerusalem,' from the pen of G. A. Maofarren,

was published in the Musical Times of Sept. 1,

1852.

Pierson's next work was the music to the

second part of Goethe's ' Faust, ' composed in

1854, which added greatly to his reputation

in Germany. It was repeatedly performed at

Hamburg, and a selection from it, including

the noble chorus 'Sound, immortal harp,' was
given at the Norwich Festival of 1857. In

acknowledgment of the merit of this com-
position, the author received the Gold Medal
for Art and Science from Leopold I., King of

the Belgians, who accepted the dedication of

the pianoforte score. It was performed several

times at Frankfort and other places, on suc-

cessive anniversaries of Goethe's birthday.

Pierson was requested to write for the Norwich
Festival of 1869, and offered a selection from

a second oratorio, 'Hezekiah.' This work,

unfortunately, was never completed ; but

several numbers were performed on the above-

named occasion in Sept. 1869. 'Contarini,'

an opera in five acts, produced at Hamburg
in April 1872, was Pierson's last work on a

large scale ; another opera, ' Fenice,' was given

posthumously at Dessaii in 1883.

Tothe worksalreadymentioned, however, must
be added a very large number of songs, written

at different dates, and bearing, on the whole,

more than any other of his works, the stamp
of his characteristic style and delicate inven-

tion. As good examples may be cited 'Deep
in my soul,' 'Thekla's Lament,' and 'AH my
heart's thine own.' His spirited part-song
' Ye mariners of England ' was constantly per-

formed. He left a vast number of works in

manuscript, including several overtures, three

of which—those to 'Macbeth,' 'As You Like

It,' and 'Romeo and Juliet,' have been per-

formed at the Crystal Palace Concerts.

He died at Leipzig, Jan. 28, 1873, and lies

buried in the churchyard of Sonning, Berks.

His death called forth remarkable tributes

from the German musical press, showing the

high estimation in which he was held there.

A Leipzig journal published on the day after-

his death, after speaking of him as a 'great

artist, whose strivings were ever after the

noblest ends,' continues as follows: 'Holding
no musical appointment, and consequently

without influence ; highly educated, but, after

the fashion of true genius, somewhat of a re-

cluse, and withal unpractical, he did not know
how to make his glorious works valued. He
showed himself seldom, though his appearance

was poetic and imposing ; and he was such a

player on both organ and pianoforte as is rarely

met with.' [The above estimate of Pierson's

powers, from the pen of the composer's brother,

has hardly obtained general acceptance ; for his

comparative failure in his native land, the

inordinate Mendelssohn -worship of his day
has been often assigned as a reason, and Pierson

was one of the few who even then discerned

that master's weak points. Beside this, how-
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ever, there is in hia more ambitious work a
singular lack of continuity of style, which is

more than enough for the lack of appreciation
from which his music has suffered. See the
History of the Norwich Festivals (1896), p.
135.] H. p.

PIETEREZ, Adrian, born at Bruges, early
in the 15th century, is the earliest known
organ-builder in Belgium. He built an instru-
ment in 1455 at Delft, which is still in the
new church ; but it has been so often restored

that nothing remains of his work. v. db p.

PIETOSO, ' pitiful ' or ' compassionate. ' As
a musical direction it indicates that the passage
to which it refers is to be performed in a sym-
pathetic style, with much feeling. Although
the term appears in Brossard's Dictionary, where
it is de&ned as ' d'une maniere capable d'exciter

de la pitie ou de la compassion,' it is not to be

found in Beethoven's works, and the ' romantic

'

composers, in whose music it might be expected

to occur frequently, seem to prefer other terms
to Indicate the same intention. ' Con duolo ' is

Weber's favourite equivalent, and most com-
posers find ' espressivo ' sufficiently defijiite. M.

PIETRO IL GRANDE. 'A new grand
historical opera ' ; words by Desmond Ryan
and Maggioni, music by JuUien. Produced at

Covent Garden, August 17, 1852. o.

PIFFERO is really the Italian form of the

English word Fife, and the German Pfcife, In
the Dizionario della Musica it is described as

a small flute with six finger-holes and no keys.

But the term is also commonly used to denote

a rude kind of oboe, or a bagpipe with an
inflated sheepskin for reservoir, common in

Italy, and formerly to be seen about the

streets of London, the players being termed
Pifferari. [See Pastoral Symphony, ante, p.

651.]

Spohr, in his Autobiography (Dec. 5, 1816),

quotes a tune which he says was played all

over Rome at that season by Neapolitan pipers,

one playing the melody on a sort of 'coarse

powerful oboe,' the other the accompaniment
ou a bagpipe sounding like three clarinets at

once. We give a few bars as a specimen.

It is a very different tune from Handel's

'Pastoral Symphony.' w. H. s.

PIGOTT, or PIGGOTT, Fbanois, Mus.B.,

appears to have been organist of St. John's

College, Oxford, and was appointed, Jan. 18,

1686, organist of Magdalen College, Oxford,

which office he resigned in 1687. He was

chosen. May 25, 1688, first organist of the

Temple Church. On Dec. 11, 1695, he was

sworn organist extraordinary of the Chapel
Royal, and on March 24, 1697, on the death

of Dr. Child, organist in ordinary. He gradu-

ated at Cambridge in 1698. He composed
some anthems, now forgotten, and contributed

to the 'Choice Collection of Ayres for the

harpsichord, by Blow, F. Piggott, etc.,' 1700,
and died May 15, 1704. He was succeeded as

organist of the "remple by his son, J. Pigott,
who became possessed of a large fortune on the

death of his relation. Dr. John Pelling, rector

of St. Anne's, Soho, and died in 1726. The
Francis Pigott, jun., who held the appointment
of organist at St. George's Chapel, Windsor, and
Eton College, up to 1756 (from some date not
yet ascertained) was probably a grandson of the
original Francis Pigott. w. H. H.

PILGRIME VON MEKKA, DIE. A comic
opera, translated from Dancourt's ' Rencontee
iMPKifiVTJE,' set to music by Gluok, produced at

Schbnbrunn in French in 1764, in German in

1766, and revived, 1780. It was produced in

German at Vienna in 1776, and in Paris, as

'Les Foux de Medina,' in 1790. One air in

it, 'Unser dummer Pobel meint,' Mozart has
rescued from oblivion by writing a set of varia-

tions upon it (Kbchel, No. 455). He improvised

them at Madame Lange's concert, March 22,

1783, in Gluck's presence. G.

PILKINGTON, Francis, was probably of the

Lancashire family, though his parentage cannot
be traced, nor is the date of his birth known.
His father and brother were in the service of

the Earl of Derby, and Francis no doubt came
to Chester through the influence of the same
nobleman, as the Stanleys were persons of great

consequence in the city. He took his degree of

Mus.B. from Lincoln College, Oxford, in 1595,

and the Graces for his degree call him
' Pilkinton, ' and state that he had studied

music for sixteen years, and that his exercise

was to consist of a ' Choral song in six parts.

'

He appears for the first time on the Chester

Cathedral Treasurer's books as a Singing-man
or Conduct-—or, as PUkington styles himself, a
' Chaunter '—at Midsummer, 1602.

Bateson was alreadyat Chester, and must have
been preparing his first book for publication,

which came out in 1604. This was speedily

followed, perhaps in friendly emulation, by
Pilkington's first compositions.

' The First Booke of Songs or Ayres of 4 parts ; with Tableture
for the Lute oriOrpherian, with the VioUdeOamba. Ifewly composed
by Francis Fillcington, Bachelor of Muslclce, and Luteniat : and one!

of the CathedraU Church of Christ, in the Cltie of Chester. [Folio.]

Iiondon, printed by T, Bate, dwelling in Alderigata-atreetc, and ara
ther to be lould, 160B.'

It is dedicated 'To the Right Honourable
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William Earl of Darby, Lord Stanley, Lord

Strange of Knocking, and of the Isle of Man,
and Knight of The Most Noble Order of the

Garter ' ; and in the preface Pilkington says :
' I

must confess my selfe many waies obliged to

your Lordship's familie, not onely, for that my
Father and brother received many Graces of

your Honour's noble father whom they followed,

but that myself had the like of your most

honourable Brother even from the first notice

he chanced to take of me.

'

The book contains twenty-one vocal pieces

and a ' Pavin for the Lute and Bass Viol.' Of
these Nos. 1, 6, 7 and 15 were reprinted by
Thomas Oliphant and No. 1 6 by John Hullah.

The whole work has been recently reprinted,

with a biographical memoir, in the Old English

Edition by Mr. G. E. P. Arkwright (Nos. xviii.,

xix., and xx.). About 1612 Pilkington became
a Minor Canon. His ordination is not in the

Bishop's Registry, but his admission to priest's

orders is shown by the following extract from
the baptismal entries of Holy Trinity Church,

Chester. '1614. 23Decemb. Elizabeth dau. to

Rich. Knee Sayler. Baptized by Mr. Francis

Pilkington curat of this church beinge made a

full minister by Geo. Lloyd bushop of Chester

18 of December beinge the first child he bap-

tized.' In 1613 he issued his second work :

—

' The First Bet of UadrlgaJB mud Pastorals of 3, 4, and 5 parts.
2Tevl7 composed b7 Francis Pilkington, Batchelor of Musicke, and
Lutenist, and one of the Catbedrall Church of Christ and blessed
Mary the Virgin, in Chester. [4to.] London, Printed for M. L.,

J. ti.t and T. S., the atiigneeM of WiOAatn Barley, 1618.'

It is dedicated 'To the Right Worshipfull

Sir Thomas Smith, of Hough, in the County of

Chester.' Pilkington says, 'It is unworthy,
yet in regard of the many and manifold favours

which I have received at your hands, and your

exquisite skill both in theorique and practiqne

of that excellent art, I doe presume to send it

to your patronage and protection.' He dates

the preface, with pardonable pride, 'from

my own mansion in the monastery, Chester,

the 25th day of September 1612.' The contents

consist of six pieces for three voices, nine for

four voices, and seven for five voices. The
words of No. 11, 'Have I found her?' were

afterwards set by Bateson.

On the other hand, No. 21, 'When Oriana

walkt to take the ayre, ' is a setting of the same
words as Bateson's Madrigal for the ' Triumphs
of Oriana

'
; the only difference being in the

concluding lines, where the couplet

—

Thus sang the Nymphs and Shepherds of Diana

:

In Heaven lives fair Oriana.

shows that Pilkington had written this after

the death of Elizabeth.

In 1614 appeared 'The Teares or Lamenta-
eions of a Sorrowfull Soule, ' compiled by ' Sir

William Leighton, Knight, one of His Majesty's

Honourable Band of Gentleman Pensioners.'

To this work Pilkington contributed a ' song

'

or anthem in four parts, ' Hidden Lorde
'

;

and another in five parts, ' High, Mighty God.'

Probably Sir William Leighton was a relative

of the Thomas Leighton whom Pilkington had
commemorated in an elegy in his first work,

1605.

And nowwe come to Pilkington's last work :

—

'The Second set of Madrigals andPastoials of 3, 4, 5, and 6 parts;
apt for Violls and Voyces : newly composed by Francis Pilkington,
Batchelarof Musicke, and Lutenist, andChauuter of theCathedral!
Church of Christ and blessed Mary the Virgin, in Chester.' 4to.

London .- Printed by Thomai Bnodhamfor M. L, and A. B,, 1624.

It is dedicated

' To the Right Worshipfull and worthy ofmuch honour
Sir Peter Leigh of Lyme, Knight."

And the quaint preface commences thus :

—

Of him that shall demand of me, why I presume to
send this print of my (now aged) ntu«e to seeke patronage
under your worth, my answer shall be this : ask the
little sparks why they dare Hie upwards to the glorious

Sunne, or the small Biverets and Brookes, why they
with a hastie boldnesse strive to be engulphed into the
bosom of the vaste ocean. . . ,

and ends

—

f

It will infinitely refresh my weary steppes : and
(happily) yet enlive my fainting spirits, that 1 may lagge
on, yet one journey more (if not in the middest) yet in
the Bereward of these many expert and able servants of
this Souveraigne Queen to doe her and you some further
service.

The work consists of six madrigals for three

voices, six for four voices, eight for five voices,

five for six voices, a ' Fancie for the Violls 'only,

and ' a Pavin made for the orpharion, by the

Right Honourable William, Earle of Darbie, and
by him consented to be in my bookes placed.

'

There are also two laudatory poems by William
Webbe and Henry Harpur. The latter (who
had been a chorister and afterwards became
chapter clerk) gives the following remarkable

and bold estimate of British musicians, which
time has fully justified :

—

.

. . . and must the matchless excellencies
Of Bird, Bull, Dowland, Morley, and the rest
Of our rare artists (who now dim the light
Of other lands) be only iu Bequest?

Although he hoped to ' lagge on one journey

more ' Pilkington never, so far as we know,
published anything further. He became Pre-

centor in 1623, and held this office until his

death in 1638. It seems probable that he was
buried in his native place, for his name does not
occur in the old Cathedral (St. Oswald's) register

of burials. His will is not entered in the

Chester Probate Court.

There is a little lute music by him in the

British Museum (Add. MS. 31,392), and in

the Cambridge University Library (Dd. ii. 11).

As he speaks of his ' now aged muse ' in 1624,

it is probable that Pilkington came to Chester

when fairly old, and he seems to have been
married, and to have had a large family, judging
from the Treasurer's books, which mention the
following members of the family :

—

Zachamas. a chorister for several years,

ending 1612.
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Thomas.1 Chorister from 1612 to 1618.
In 1626 he appears again as 6th Conduct. In
1627 we find him and Francis still filling their
respective positions, and another
Thomas as Third Chorister.

Lastly we find that at his death in 1638
Francis Pilkington's place as Minor Canon was
filled by a John Pilkinoton, who had been
previously appointed a Conduct.

Cathedral Treasurer's accounts and other
Chester information. Memoir by Mr. G. E. P.

Arkwright in Old English Edition, j. c. B.

PINAFORE, H.M.S. A comic opera in

two acts ; words by W. S. Gilbert, music by
Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Opera-

Comique, Strand, May 25, 1878, and one of

the most successful of the series of Gilbert-and-

Sullivan operas. In London it was performed
by two companies simultaneously, and in

America no piece is ever remembered to have
had such an extraordinary and long-continued

reception. It is said to have been on the stage

at four theatres at once, in New York alone,

for months together. G.

PINCE (Fr. plucked or pinched). 1. The
term is used to describe stringed instruments

that are not bowed, such as the lute, mandoline,

guitar, zither, as well as the harp ; the pizzicato

of the instrument of the violin family is also

called ' pino4 ' by some writers. 2. The
French equivalent for Moedbnt (see ante, pp.
258-60). M.

PINELLO DI GHERARDI, Giovanni Bat-
TisTA, was born at Genoa about 1540. On the

title-page of his first-known publication in 1571
he is described as belonging to a noble Genoese

family (nobile Genovese), and as being at that

time cantor in the Cathedral Church of Vioenza.

In 1577 he was at Innsbruck, a musician in

the service of the Archduke of Austria. He is

next heard of as a member of the Imperial

Chapel at Prague, from which in 1580 he was
recommended by the Emperor to the Elector

Augustus of Saxony, who appointed him capell-

meiater to the Electoral Chapel at Dresden, in

succession to ScandelU. Various causes of

friction arose betwixt Pinello and his Dresden

colleagues, so that in 1584 the Elector was
obliged to dismiss him. Pinello returned to

the Imperial Chapel at Prague, where he
remained till Ms death, June 15, 1587. His
first publications consist of four books of

Canzoni Napolitane a 3, but no traces remain

of the first book. The others were published at

Venice in 1571, 1572, and 1575. The fourth

1 It Menu almoflt certain that thia was the Thomu Pllkiiig:ton

mentioned by Anthony A' Wood in his fatti Oxonicjites, vol. i.

p. S69. He refen to ' Francis Fllkington, of Lincoln College,

Bachelor of Mnelc," and saya :— ' Some of his compoeitloni I have
seen, and I think some are extant. He vas father to, or at least

near of kin, to Thomas Klkington, one of the musicians belonginjr

Hometimea to Queen Henrietta Maria ; who, being a most excellent

artist, his memory T»aa celebrated by many persons, particularly by
Sir Aston Cockain, Baronet, who Wath written [in his Choice Poems
of several eorta. etc., London, 1668] his funeral elegy and his epitaph.

The said Thomas Pilkinpton died at Wolverhampton, in Stafford-

shire, aged thirty-five, and was burled there, la the times ol the

rebellion or usurpation.'
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book is described as containing some pastorals

and una battagliain lodedellavictoriaChristiana,

which must refer to the battle of Lepanto, 1671.

His other publications consist of works especi-

ally composed for the use of the Electoral

Chapel at Dresden, and the Imperial Chapel at

Prague, a volume of German magnificats on

the church tones a 4 and 6, with some Bene-

dicamus (Dresden, 1583), and two books of

motets (Dresden, 1584, and Prague, 1588).

There is also a book of German songs a 5

(Dresden, 1684), after the fashion of Canzoni

Napolitane. The collection of Bodenschatz

contains a motet a 8, Pater peccavi. Yonge's

'Musioa Transalpina,' 1588, has one of his

madrigals with English words. J. R. M.

PINSUTI, CiRO (II cavaliere), native of

Sinalunga, Siena, where he was bom May 9,

1829. He was grounded in music and the

piano by his father ; at ten he played in public
;

at eleven, being in Rome, he was made honorary
member of the Accademia Filarmoniea, and
was taken to England by Mr. Henry Drum-
mond, M.P., in whose house he resided until

1845, studying the pianoforte and composition

under Cipriani Potter, and the violin under
H. Blagrove. In 1845 he returned home, and
entered the Conservatorio at Bologna, where he
became the private pupil of Rossini, taking a

degree there in 1847. In 1848 he went back
to England and started as a teacher of singing,

dividing his time between London and New-
castle. His first opera, ' II Mercante di Venezia,'

was brought out at Bologna, Nov. 8, 1873 ; a

second, ' Mattia Corvino,' at the Scala at Milan,

March 24, 1877 ; and a third, ' Margherita, ' at

Venice in 1882. In 1859 he composed the

Te Deum for the annexation of Tuscany to the

Italian kingdom, and was decorated with the

order of SS. Maurice and Lazarus. In 1878
King Humbert further created him a knight
of the Italian crown. In 1871 he represented

Italy at the opening festival of the International

Exhibition, and contributed a hymn to words
by Lord Houghton, beginning, ' people of this

favoured land.'

From 1856 he was professor of singing at

the Royal Academy of Music. In addition to

a, large circle of pupils of all ranks, many
eminent artists have profited by his counsels,

as Grisi, Bosio, Patti, Ronconi, Graziani, Mario,

etc. His part-songs, full of melody and spirit,

are great favourites with the singing-societies

of England. The list of his published composi-

tions embraces more than 230 songs, English

and Italian, 35 duets, 14 trios, 45 part-songs

and choruses, and 30 PF. pieces, the Te Deum
and the opera ' II Mercante di Venezia ' already

mentioned. He died in Florence, March 10,

1888. G.

PINTO, Charlotte. See Brent, vol. i.

p. 396.

PINTO, Thomas, son of a Neapolitan of good
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family, bom in England in 1714, ait eleven

played Corelli's concertos, and led the concerts

in St. Cecilia's Hall in Edinburgh. His reading

at sight was marvellous ; he would even turn

the book upside down, and play correctly from

it in that position. His great gifts inclined

him to carelessness, from which he was fortu-

nately roused by the appearance of Giardini.

About 1745 he married Sibilla Gronamann,

daughter of a German pastor. After 1760 he

played frequently as leader and soloist in benefit

concerts, at the Worcesterand Hereford Festivals,

at Drury Lane Theatre, and, after Giardini, at

the King's Theatre. He replaced Giardini in

1764, and after his wife's death he married (in

1766) Miss Brent, the singer, who died in

1802. A speculation with regard to Marylebone
Gardens, into which he had entered with Dr.

Arnold, failed, and he took refuge in Scotland,

and finally in Ireland. [In September 1773,

he was appointed leader of the band of the

Smock Alley Theatre, Dublin, and remained in

that post until 1779 ; his last appearance was
at a Kotunda Ooncert on Oct. 1 of that year,

and he died soon afterwards. Vf. E. 6. F.]

A daughter by his first wife married a Londoner
named Sanders,' and had a son,

George Frederic, born Sept. 25, 1786, at

Lambeth, who took his grandfather's name. He
early showed a decided talent for music, and
the education and progress of the pretty and
lively boy were watched over with the greatest

interest by his mother's stepmother. His first

teachers were soon outstripped, and thenSalomon
proved a first-rate master and true friend. From
1796 to 1800 the young Pinto frequently ap-

peared at Salomon's concerts, and afterwards

under his wing at Bath, Oxford, Cambridge,

Winchester, and specially in Scotland. A second

and longer tour extended to Paris. Besides

playing the violin, he sang with taste, and
made considerable progress on the pianoforte,

for which he composed, among other music, a
sonata dedicated to his friend John Field. In

1805 his health, never strong, suddenly broke

down, having been undermined by excesses,

and he died at Little Chelsea, March 23, 1806.

His remains lie in St. Margaret's, Westminster,

beneath the same monument as those of his

grandmother. Pinto's technique was perfect,

and his tone full, powerful, and touching. Three

sets of canzonets were published in 1805, 1807,

and 1 84 6 respectively ; threeduets for two violins

appeared as op. 5 ; three sonatas for pianoforte

as op. 4 ; and three sonatas for pf. and violin

were published in 1805. Salomon, a shrewd
observer, declared that if he had only been able

to control his passions, he might have been a

second Mozart. c. F. P.

. PIOZZI, Gabriel, a Florentine of good birth,

who, prior to 1781, had established himself in

1 One of hie flrat workn, the three sonatfts for pianoforte, fa 'to
be had ... of Ura, Banden, No. IB Bateman'a Buildings, Soho
Square.'

Bath as a music-master. He numbered among
his pupils the daughters of Henry Thrale, the

opulent brewer, and whilst engaged in instruct-

ing them won the heart of their widowed
mother, whom he married in 1784, a proceeding

which drew down upon the lady the wrath of

Dr. Johnson, who had been for twenty years

the cherished guest of Thrale and herself.

After his marriage Fiozzi visited Italy with his

wife, and, returning to England, lived with her

in uninterrupted happiness until his death,

which occurred at his residence, Brynbela,

Denbighshire, in March 1809. A canzonet of

his composition for a soprano voice, called ' La
Contradizzione,' is printed in the Musical

Library, vol. iv. w. H. H.

PIPE AND TABOK. The pipe formerly

used in this country with the tabor was of the

flute-k-bec or recorder type, but as it was held

and played with one hand only (the right hand
being used to strike the tabor), the usual six

holes of the flute could not be fingered. Three
holes only were bored, near the extreme end,

two for the first and second fingers and one

underneath for the thumb, and these sufficed

to give a scale for an octave and five notes, for

the available compass of the pipe began with

the octave of its fundamental note. The proper

tones, or ' harmonics ' of a flute are c*, c", gf', c'",

e"', gf", etc., and when the first octave is aban-

doned, the next interval presenting itself is the

fifth from c" to g". Three holes are sufficient

to give the intermediate notes, d", e", and/" of

the diatonic scale, and with certain cross-finger-

ings, chromatic notes can be obtained. The
tabor was a diminutive drum, without snares,

hung by a short string to the waist or left arm,

and tapped with a small drumstick. There is

a woodcut of William Kemp the actor playing

pipe and tabor in bis Morris dance to Norwich,

and another of Tarleton, the Elizabethan jester,

in the same attitude. The pipe and tabor, for

a long time very popular throughout Europe,

are now obsolete in this country. The late Mr.
William Chappell reported that down to about

1830 country people still occasionally bought
them. (See Galoubet.) d. j. b.

PIPES, EVOLUTION AND DISTRIBU-
TION OF MUSICAL. Whether the Drum,
the Pipe, or the Vibrating String has the best

claim to be considered the first musical instru-

ment must necessarily be an open question
;

there is, however, ample evidence to show that

very early in the history of mankind the use of

the musical pipe was known. Of so vast a sub-

ject a summary can only here be given, grouped

according to the usual division of wind instru-

ments under the following heads :

—

1. Whistle-pipes, in which a thin stream of

air is forced against a sharp edge, and, 'breaking'

upon it, sets the air within a hollow tube or a

resonating chamber in vibration (see Pipes,

Vibration op Air in). This was undoubtedly
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the earliest form of musical pipe, as testified by
the bone whistles of the prehistoric cave-men
and the records of the most ancient nations.
At the first the instrument—a simple river reed
or a hollow bone—was held vertically, and the
breath of the performer, being directed across

the open end, impinged on the opposite edge.
The Arabian Nay (the successor of the ancient
Sebi), the modern Aulos of Greece, the Kaval of

Bulgaria, the Bansee of India, the Shakuhachi
of Japan, the Lena of the Pueblo Indians, the
ivory and reed flutes of Africa, the Maori
whistles and the Panpipes distributed over

every continent are some existing types of this

primitive form. In the next step of its

evolution a small notch is found cut on the

edge of the pipe, as in the Flutes of Uganda and
other districts of Central Africa, and also in

the Chinese Hsiao, and the Peruvian Flute

:

the lower lip now partially covers the open end
of the tube and the breath is sent more
directly down the tube than across it. At
length the upper end of the tube is almost

entirely closed, either by the natural septum or

knot of the cane, or by some prepared wax, the

little notch only remaining and forming the

well-known 'lip 'of the whistle. In a flute

used by the Indians of Arizona we next can

trace a further development ; the cane in this

instrument is not cut off immediately above

the knot, but allowed to remain as a mouthpiece,

the air being directed over the septum and
against the lower edge of the notch by a leaf

or piece of rag tied tightly over the upper part

of the orifice. Thus a primitive whistle-head

of the Flageolet type is produced, the performer

no longer forming the embouchure with his lips,

but simply blowing into the upper end of the

tube. The Flutes of the Kiowa and Dakota
Indians are improved forms of the same type,

and in the bone whistles from ancient graves

in California the same result is obtained by a

piece of asphaltum placed within the hollow

centre just above the notch. In the wooden
whistles of the American Indians of the N.W.
Coast the whistle-head is brought to great

perfection, and the 'voicing' is quite equal to

that of the European Recorders and Flageolets.

The whistle-head, as seen in the ' flue ' pipes of

the organ, was certainly known to the Greeks

and Romans (see article Hydraulus), and in

the Western Hemisphere to the Aztecs and

lucas. The resonator of the Ocarina, which

takes the place of the more usual tube, is

prefigured in the ancient Chinese Hsuan, in the

grotesque instruments of the Aztec civilisation,

and the globular gourd-whistles of Western

Africa and Melanesia.

The Transverse Flute, which in its mouthpiece

and embouchure still retains elements of the

primitive notch, is distinctly an Asiatic instru-

ment, though occasionally found among certain

African tribes in the neighbourhood of the

Cameroon and lower Congo districts, where it

has been probably introduced by Europeans.

An unknown antiquity is attached to the

ancient Chinese Chih, which being closed at

both ends suggests an afiSnity with the nose-

flutes of Java and Polynesia ; in fact amongst
the wild tribes in the Malay Peninsula the

transverse flute and the nose-flute are the only

forms known. The Indian transverse flute

(Pillagovi) is depicted in sculpture as early as

250 B.C., and is considered the emblem of the

god Krishna, its reputed inventor. The earliest

illustration of the type in Europe appears on
an ivory casket of Italo-Byzantine work of the

10th century, now in the National Museum,
Florence. For subsequent history see Flute.

2. Heed-pipes, in which the air is set in motion
by the pulsations of a tongue of wood, cane, or

metal or by the joint vibrations of two thin

slips of the same materials, the forms now most
generally in use being known as the Double
Eeed (see Oboe), the Single Reed (see Clari-
net), and the Free Reed (see Harmokium).
Of these the double reed is probably the oldest,

as it is also the simplest in construction,

requiring only the bringing together by gentle

pressure of the open end of a pliant stalk or

hollow rush as in Chaucer's 'pipis of grene

corne." Owing to its fragile nature the reed is

now usually separate from the body of the pipe,

which is made of more durable material, but
the American Indians of the N.W. Coast con-

struct powerful instruments of this type in one

piece with thin wooden reeds. The double reed

associated with a conical tube is especially

characteristic of the Western Asiatic nations,

as seen in the Arabian Zamr, the Persian

Zouma, and the Indian Nagasara. It is

certainly not indigenous in Eastern Asia, and
was probably introduced into Western Europe
through the Moorish incursion of the 11th
century. Used with a cylindrical tube it is

found in the Japanese Hitschiriki, the Chinese

Kuantzu, the ancient Greek Aulos and Roman
Tibia, and in the Arabian E'ragyeh, but its use

in this way survives in Europe only in certain

forms of Bagpipe. In Africa the double reed is

unknown, except where Mohammedan influence

predominates.

The single reed is formed by cutting out a

thin slip or tongue in the side of the hollow

tube towards the upper end, which in this case

must be closed. It appears with a cylindrical

tube in a primitive form in the well-known

Arghool and Zummarah pipes of Syria and
Egypt, the descendants of the 'Mam' of the

old Empire. It seems to have been originally

confined to the countries bordering on the

Eastern Mediterranean, extending to the nations

of Western Asia, as in the Indian Tubri and
Poongi or snake-charmer's pipe, and the Persian

bagpipes. It is found in the islands of the

Greek archipelago, and on the northern coast of
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Africa ; it was known also to the Bomans. In

Britain it appears in the old Keltic Pibcorn or

Hornpipe, and is still used for the drones of the

Scotch and Irish bagpipes ; while, as the

Ohalumeau, it proved the parent of the clarinet,

and is the characteristic form of the true organ

reed. Like the double reed it is not known
amongst the African tribes, but it is found

amongst the Indians of the N-W. Coast of

America, where it has been evolved from the

double reed by the insertion of a rigid piece of

wood to form a ' lay ' between the vibrating

tongues. In South America it is used with a

conical tube, generally of horn, but in this case

its presence is evidently due to European

settlers (see article Saxophone).
The home of the free reed, in which the

tongue, instead of beating on the body of the

tube, vibrates unimpeded through a narrow

slit, is Eastern Asia and the Malay Archipelago,

being represented there by the Engkurai of

Borneo, the Phan of Siam, the Heem of Burmah,
the Cheng of China, and the Sho of Japan, all

of which take the form of mouth-organs with
pipes of hollow cane or bamboo. It is also

found associated with a simple cylindrical tube

furnished with finger-holes, but its peculiar

characteristics render it unsuitable for this

purpose. Although it was known in Europe in

the 17th century, attention was only drawn to

jts capabilities at the close of the 18th century

in France by Amiot, a Chinese missionary, and
in Bussia by the organ-builder Kratzenstein.

From it have originated the Accordion, Con-

certina, Harmonium, and other similar instru-

ments.

The ribbon reed, formed by the vibration of a

thin piece of vegetable membrane, skin, or silk

against the sides of a narrow slit, has proved of

little practical value, though popularly used in

Europe and Asia and by the American Indians.

The retreating-reed is of greater interest ; in

the primitive form it is made by cutting off the

hollow cane at the knot, slitting the knot or the

side of the cane, and blowing through the open
end ; the slit edges fly apart and set up a rapid

vibration. In many parts of rural England
these, as well as the other reed-pipes, are

commonly made by children, but the retreating-

reed has been observed in Morocco and, in a

more elaborate form, amongst the American
Indians of the N.W. Coast. It has recently

found a place in the organ amongst the new
onethods of tone production (see Organ).

3. Pipes with cup-mouthpieces, in which the

column of air is set in motion by the rapid

vibration of the performer's lips. This well-

known principle (see Horn, Trumpet) is in

reality closely allied to the last-mentioned form,

the retreating -reed ; for although the usual

shape of the cup -mouthpiece in Europe is

circular, amongst the African tribes it is oval,

and in the Chinese metal trumpet, Ah-tu,

approximates very nearly to the shape of the

double reed, the thin edges of the lips providing

the necessary vibration. In this way, too, the

mediaeval Cornetti and Clarini were played, the

resulting tone closely resembling that of a reed

instrument. The distribution of instruments of

this type is world-wide, and they are constructed

not only of metal, but of the natural horns and
tusks of animals, of sea-shells, stems of large

plants, branches of trees, hollow gourds, leaves,

paper, earthenware, and human bones. By some
primitive peoples they have been invested vrith

sacred attributes, as the Juruparis and Botuto

of the South American Indians, whilst amongst
the African tribes they serve not only as incen-

tives to the battle and the dance, but as a

recognised system of interoommunal telegraphy.

Although the principle was known to the Aztecs,

its use among the Korth American Indians is

now practically unrecognised, but in South
America horns of gourd, reed, and baked clay are

found. Throughout the Asiatic continent the

Trumpet is relegated to religious, civil, and cere-

monial observances, and remains in a far more
primitive state than the reed-pipes, flutes, and
strings. In Europe, as shown by the fine Luren
of the Bronze age which have been discovered,

the principle dates back to prehistoric ages.

In addition to these three great groups of

musical pipes there is another peculiar form
which deserves notice. In the Indian Nyasta-

ranga or throat trumpet the column of air is set

in vibration by a thin skin or diaphragm placed

over the small orifice at the end of the tube and
completely closing it ; this end is applied to the

vibrating chords of the throat, and the note

hummed by the performer is sympathetically

reproduced by the diaphragm and transmitted

to the trumpet. A vibrating skin is also found

in the mediaeval Onion Flute, in several forms of

Alrican wind instruments, and on many of the

Chinese flutes ; but in these and similar cases

the note is formed by the player's voice or

breath directed into the open hole of the tube,

the diaphragm merely adding a reedy timbre to

the sound produced.

For further information on the evolution and
distribution of musical pipes see Wilson, Pre-

historic Art (Smithsonian Instit. Eeport, 1896) ;

Wead, History of Musical Scales (Smithsonian

Instit. Eeport, 1900) ; Balfour, The Old British

Pibcorn (Anthol. Journal, vol. xx.) ; Galpin,

The Whistles and Seed- Instruments of the

N. W. Coast of America (Trans. Musical Assoc.

1903) ; Hermann Smith, The World's Earliest

Music, 1904 ; Ankermann, Die afrikanischen

Musik-inslrumente, Berlin, 1897 ; Annales du
Mvsie du Congo (Ethnographical), vol. 1.

Brussels, 1902; as well as the well-known works
mentioned under Histories of Music, f. w. o;

PIPES, VIBEATION OF AIB IN, may be
illustrated by a simple experiment. If a piece of

stout tubing, from a foot to two feet long, be
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taken, of an inch or more in diameter, its enda
smoothed and rounded, it will furnish all the
apparatus required. Holding it in one hand, and
striking the open end smartly with the palm of
the other, sufficient vibration will be excited in
the contained air to produce a distinct musical
note, often lasting a second or more, long enough
for its pitch to be heard and determined. If,

after striking, the hand be quickly removed, a
second note is heard to follow the first at the
interval of an octave above. In the former ease

the pipe vibrates as what is termed a ' stopped
pipe ' with one end closed, in the latter case as an
' open pipe. ' All the more usual forms of pipe in

the organ and elsewhere differ from this rudi-

mentary form only in having a more complex
mechanism ; in conical and other pipes of excep-

tional forms the simple relations described are

changed.

When both enda of the tube are open, a pulse

travelling backwards and forwards within it is

completely restored to its original state after

traversing twice the length of the tube, suffering

in the process two reflections ; but when one end
is closed a double passage is not sufficient to

complete the cycle of changes. The original

state cannot be recovered until two reflections

have occurred from the open end, and the pulse

has travelled over four times the length of the

pipe. To make the unstopped tube in the above

experiment yield the same note as the stopped, it

would be necessary to give it double the length.

This law is universal, and may easily be ex-

plained.

Vibration may be set up in the column of air

otherwise than by the blow above described. If

a gentle stream of breath from the lips be sent

obliquely across the open end of either an open

or a stopped tubean audible note results ; indeed,

a common instrument, the Pandean pipe, acts on
this principle. [See Pandean Pipes.] This may
be also seen in the Nay or Egyptian Flute
figured under that heading. In the organ pipe

a more complicated arrangement occurs. From
the wind-chest a tube leads into a cavity, the

only outlet ofwhich is a linear crack forming the

foot of the pipe. Just over this fissure the wood
or metal is cut away so as to leave a feather-

edged portion communicating with the interior

of the pipe, and exactly splitting the stream of

wind. An explanation has of late been tendered

as to the action here set up. The flat plate of

compressed airblown through theslit is compared

to the elastic material of a vibrating reed. In

passing across the upper orifice it momentarily

produces a slight exhaustive or suotional effect,

tending to rarefy the air in the lower part of the

pipe. This, by the elasticity of air, aoon sets up

a corresponding compression, and the two allied

states react upon the original lamina of air

issuing from the bellows, causing it to com-

municate its motion to that within the pipe.

Sohneebeli drove air rendered opaque by smoke
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through a movable slit. When it passed en-

tirely outside the pipe no sound was produced,

but appeared when the issuing sheet was gently

blown on at right angles to its direction, con-

tinuing until a counter current was produced by
blowing down the upper orifice of the pipe.

Little or no smoke penetrated into the pipe. If

the sheet of air passed entirely into the pipe

there was also no sound, but on blomng into

the upper end it was produced. He concludes

that the Imft-Lamelle, or air-lamina, acts a part

analogous to that of the reed in reed-pipes.

In all cases the air may assume several modes
of undulation. In the Open Pipe the em-
bouchure at which the wind enters is obviously

a place of greatest motion, corresponding to the
ventral segment of a string. So also wUl be the

open upper extremity. Half-way between these,

at the point where the two opposite motions
meet and neutralise each other, will be a node
or place of rest. In this instance the pipe will

give its lowest or fundamental note. If the
force of the current be increased, a shorter wave
may be set in action, a node being established

at one-fourth of the whole length from the

embouchure, and another at the same distance

from the top. The pipe then speaks its first

harmonic, the octave of the fundamental. By
a further wind-pressure three nodes may form,

the first one-sixth from the mouth, the third at

a similar distance from the top, and the second

half-way between the two, the pipe giving its

second harmonic, a twelfth above the foundation.

In Stopped Pipes a different law obtains

;

for the waves have clearly to traverse the length

of the tube twice instead of once, being reflected

by the closed end. This fact influences the

position of the nodes. When the fundamental
note ia struck, the only node is at the stopped

end. In sounding the first possible harmonic,

another node is set up at one-third of the length

from the open end. With the second harmonic,

the first node forms at one-fifth of the length

from the open end, the second dividing the

lower four-fifths into two equal parts. In any
case the stopped end must be a node ; so that

the second form of vibration of the open pipe,

and all others which would render the stopper

the centre of a loop or ventral segment, are

excluded. Hence the harmonics of a stopped

pipe follow the series of odd numbers, 1, 3, 5,

etc. These relations were discovered by Daniel

Bernouilli, and are generally known as the Laws
of Bernouilli. In both stopped and open pipes

the distance from an open end to the nearest

node is a quarter wave-length of the note

emitted. In the open pipe there is no farther

limitation ; but in the case of the stopped pipe,

the nearest node to the mouth must also be
distant an even number of quarter wave-lengths

from the stopped end, which is itself a node.

These laws hold good with pipes of which
the bore is cylindrical or prismatic with parallel

30
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sides. It was shown by Wheatstone that a

pipe of conical bore, while giving out a similar

fundamental note to one of the same length of

cylindrical shape, differs as regards the position

of the nodes when emitting harmonic sounds.

The first node in a conical pipe is not in the

middle, but some distance towards the smaller

end. It appears from modern observations that

the laws of Bernouilli require correction. If an

open pipe be stopped at one end, its note is not

exactly an octave below that given by it when
open, but about a major seventh. According

to theory, the hypothesis is made that the

change from constraint to a condition of no
constraint takes place suddenly at the point

where the wave-system leaves the pipe. This
is not the case, and practically the open pipe is

equivalent to one a little longer than its actual

length, by about -eSS of the radius of the pipe

for the open end, and '59 for the mouth.
Kundt has made some valuable researches on
the influence of the diameter of a pipe on the

velocity of sound within it, which are beyond
our present limits. They are discussed in Lord
Eayleigh's Theory of Sound, vol. ii. p. 55. (See

Wind Instruments.) w. h. s.

PIQUE, Lotris Francois, an excellent violin-

maker, born at Roret, near Mirecourt, France,

in 1758, died in 1822 at Charenton-Saint-

Maurice, where he owned a, private residence.

Reputed to have been a pupil of Saunier, a

Lorraine violin- and guitar-maker, who settled

in Paris in 1770, Pique became one of the best

makers of his epoch. The date ofhis installation

in the French capital is unknown, but the label

in a Theorbo of his fabrication in the Mus^e of

the Paris Conservatoire reveals that he was
living at the 'Rue Coquilliere, au coin de la

Rue Bouloy,' in 1779. Between 1787 and 1789
he made fiddles at the ' Rue Platriere, via-a-vis

I'hStel de Bullon'; in 1791 at the 'Rue
OoquiUi^re, vis-k-vis le Roulage de France,'

and between 1809 and 1815, at No. 36 Rue de
Grenelle-Saint-Honor^. As a copyist of Stradi-

varius. Pique approached his contemporary
Nicolas Lupot (see that name) more closely

than any other French maker of his period.

Owing to this fact, it has been said that many
of the instruments bearing Pique's name were
made by Lupot and only varnished by Pique,

but the dissimilarity of their workmanship
disproves the suggestion. It is more than likely

that the imputation has arisen from an inevit-

able rivalry which probably existed between the
two makers. Pique's work was somewhat un-
equal, but his best instruments show skilled

manipulation of a high order. The qualities

of the materials chosen are excellent ; the backs

—sometimes whole—are well selected, and the

bellies are of particularly fine wood. The
scroll is well executed, without exaggeration,

the sound-holes cut with precision, the varnish

red-brown. Pique's labels were both autograph

and lithograph. His instruments were highly

esteemed during his life-time, and are now
valuable. Spohr, in his MMhode de Violon,

mentions Lupot and Pique as the best French

makers of their time.—Laurent Grillet, Les

AncUres du Violon ; Vidal, Les Instruments d
Archet ; Hart, The Violin ; Gallay, Les Lidhiers

Italiens ; Von Liitgendorff, Die Geigen imd
LautenrtMcher ; Haweis, Old Violins ; Fleming,

The Fiddle Fancier's OvMe. E. h-a,

PIRATA, IL. Opera in two acts ; libretto

by Romani, music by Bellini. Produced at the

Scala, Milan, Oct. 27, 1827 ; in Paris at the

Theatre Italien, Feb. 1, 1832 ; in London, at

the King's Theatre, April 17, 1830. G.

PIRATES OF PENZANCE, THE. A comic

opera in two acts ; words by W. S. Gilbert,

music by Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the

Fifth Avenue Theatre, New York, Dec. 31,

1879 ; and at the Opera -Comique, London,
April 3, 1880. g.

PIROUETTE. A perforated cap adjusted

so as partly to cover the double reed of old

instruments of the shawm and pommer classes,

corresponding with modern oboes and bassoons.

The length of the pirouette was regulated so as

to allow of the projection of the proper length

of the reed for vibration, and the rim or table

afforded some support to the lips of the player,

which was probably of value in days when reeds

were hard and unmanageable. The pirouette,

now unused, indicated a stage of development
between the completely enclosed reed of the

cromome and bagpipe, and the open reed of

modern instruments, which is peculiarly sensi-

tive, and entirely under the control of the lips

of the player. D. J. B.

PISARI, Pasquale (called Pizari in Santini's

catalogue), eminent church composer, and,

according to Padre Martini, ' the Palestrina of

the 18th century,' son of a mason, bom in Rome
in 1725. A musician named Gasparino, struck

by his beautiful voice as a child, urged him to

devote himself to music. His voice developed
afterwards into a fine bass, but he took less to

singing than to composition, which he studied

under Giovanni Biordi. In 1752 he was ad-

mitted into the Pope's chapel as supernumerary,
and remained a member till his death in 1778.
His poverty was extreme, and many, perhaps
apocryphal, stories are told of his writing his

compositions with ink made from charcoal and
water, etc. His finest work is a 'Dixit' in

sixteen real parts, written for the papal jubilee

in 1775 and sung by 150 performers. A Kyrie

and Gloria in forty-eight parts by Ballabene

were performed on the same occasion. Burney
was in Rome the same year, and speaks with
astonishment of the learning displayed in the
' Dixit' (Present State, France and Italy, p. 370).

It was composed for the court of Lisbon, together

with a service for every day in the year, but the
payment was so long delayed that by the time
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it arrived Pisari had died, and his nephew, a
journeyman mason, inherited it. The singers

of the Pope's chapel, disappointed with Tartini's
'Miserere,' requested Pisari to write one, which
he did, in nine parts, but it was a comparative
failure. Baini conjectures that the arduous
nature of his task for the King of Portugal had
exhausted his powers. For the Pope's chapel

he composed several masses, psalms, motets in

eight parts, two Te Deums in eight parts and
one in four, which Biani pronounces a lastingly

beautiful work. See the QaeHen-JUxikon. San-

tini had twelve large church compositions by
Pisari. p. g.

PISAKONI, Benedetta Eosamunda, an
excellent contralto singer, was born at Piacenza,

Feb. 6, 1793. Her instructors were Pino,

Moschini, and Marchesi. Her first public ap-

pearances were made at Bergamo in 1811, in

the r61es of Griselda, Camilla, and others,

popular at that period. Her voice was then a

high soprano, and her accomplishments as a
singer so gi-eat that, in spite of a singularly

unprepossessing appearance, she excited great

admiration, and her fame spread rapidly all

over Italy. A serious illness which she had at

Parma, in 1813, resulted in the loss of some of

her upper notes, which forced her to abandon
her old soprano parts. She then applied herself

to cultivating the lower register of her voice,

which gained considerably in extent and volume,

while the artistic resources she displayed were

so great that the career by which she is remem-
bered began in fact at this time. Some few of

her notes had always a guttural, unpleasant

soimd, but in spite of this she was universally

admitted to be the first Italian contralto. She
appeared at Paris, in 1827, as Arsace in ' Semi-

ramide. ' Fetis writes on this occasion :
' Never

shall I forget the effect produced on the audience

when, advancing up the stage with her back to

the public, contemplating the interior of the

temple, she emmoiated in a formidable voice,

admirably produced, the phrase "Eccomi alfine

in Babilonia ! " A transport of applause re-

sponded to these vigorous accents, this broad

style, so rare in our days ; but when the singer

turned round, displaying features horribly dis-

figured by smaU-pox, a sort of shudder of horror

succeeded to the first enthusiasm, many among
the spectators shutting their eyes so as to hear

without being condemned to see. But before the

end of the opera her performance had gained a

complete victory. After a few months the public

thought no more about Madame Pisaroni's face,

dominated as all were by her wonderful talent.'

She herself was so sensible of her physical

defects that she never accepted an engagement

without first sending her portrait to the manager,

that he might be prepared exactly for what he

was undertaking.

After singing in ' La Donna del Lago ' and
' L' Italiana in Algeri,' displaying eminent dra-

matic as well as vocal qualities, she appeared

in London in 1829, but was not appreciated.

For two years afterwards she sang at Cadiz,

and then returned to Italy. Here she failed to

find the favour shown her in past days. Con-

tralto parts were out of fashion ; she had, too,

earned an independent fortune. She retired

accordingly into private life, and died at

Piacenza, August 6, 1872. F. A. M.

PISCHEK, JoHANN Baptist, a fine baritone

singer, born Oct. 14, 1814, at Melnick in

Bohemia, made his d^but on the boards at the

age of twenty-one. In 1844 he was appointed

Court -singer to the King of Wiirtemberg at

Stuttgart, an appointment which he retained

until his retirement, July 1, 1863. He entered

on his duties May 1, 1844. At a later date

he was also made ' Kammersanger. ' Pischek

travelled a great deal, and was known and liked

in all the principal towns of North and South
Germany, especially at Frankfort, where we
find him singing, both on the stage in a variety

of parts and in concerts, year after year from
1840 to 1848. In England he was a very great

favourite for several years. He made his first

appearance here on May 1, 1845, at a concert

of Madame Caradori Allan's ; sang at the Phil-

harmonic on the following Monday, and thrice

besides during the season there. He reappeared

in this country in 1846, 1847, and 1849, and
maintained his popularity in the concert-room,

and in oratorio, singing in 1849 the part of

Elijah at the Birmingham festival with great

energy, passion, and effect. On the stage of

the German opera at Drury Lane during the

same year his Don Juan was not so successful,

his acting being thought exaggerated. He was
heard again in 1853 at the New Philharmonic

Concerts. He died at Stuttgart, Feb. 16, 1873.

In voice, enunciation, feeling, and style,

Pischek was first-rate. His repertory was large,

embracing operas and pieces of Gluck, Mozart,

Mehul, Beethoven, Spohr, Weber, Donizetti,

Harold, Lachner, Kreutzer, Lindpaintner. In
his latter days one of his most favourite parts

was Hassan in Benedict's ' Der Alte vom Berge

'

('Crusaders') ; others were HansHeiling, Ashton
('Lucia'), and the Jager, in the ' Naohtlager von
Granada. ' He also sang Mendelssohn's Elijah,

as already mentioned. As an actor he was
prone to exaggeration. But it was in his

ballads, especially in Lindpaintner's ' Standard-

bearer,' that he carried away his audience.

His taste, as in Beethoven's ' Adelaide, ' was by
no means uniformly pure, but the charm of his

voice and style always brought down the house.

His voice was a fine rich bass, with a very pure

falsetto of three or four notes, which he man-
aged exquisitely. A. c.

PISENDEL, Geoeo Johann, an esteemed

violinist, born at Karlsburg, in Franconia,

Transylvania, Dee. 26, 1687, died at Dresden

Nov. 25, 1755. His artistic career began at the
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age of nine, when he became a choir-boy in the

chapel of the Margrave of Ansbach, Bavaria.

Corelli, who was at that time leader of the

chapel orchestra, taught him the violin,

while Antonio Pistocchi instructed him in the

rudiments of music and harmony. So rapid

was the child's progress that at the age of

fifteen he was nominated one of the chapel

violinists. In 1709 he went to Leipzig, where

he pursued his studies at the University. The
king of Poland appointed him his capellmeister

in 1712, and later he became attached to the

suite of the hereditary prince of Saxony, whom
he accompanied to Paris in 1714 ; to Berlin in

1715 ; to Italy during the following two years,

and to Vienna in 1718. After the death of

Volumier, Pisendel succeeded him as concert-

meister at the Saxon Court in 1730, and in

1731 became leader of the opera orchestra under

the baton ofJohannHaase, which posthe occupied

until his death. As a violinist Pisendel was
among the best of the early 1 8th-century players,

and hisinfluence in Dresden, where he established

a violin school, was instrumental in raising the

art of violin-playing to a high level of efficiency.

Besides his excellence as a violinist, he was an

able conductor ; he played the Viola pomposa,

and was not averse to perpetrating a practical

joke, as the following anecdote will show. When
Veracini visited Dresden, Pisendel, piqued by
that ostentatious artist's hautewr, contrived to

challenge him in a test of skill. To assure a

humiliating victory, he composed a concerto

full of intricate passages for the occasion, and
selecting a humble and unknown violinist, in-

structed him imtil he could execute the work
with obvious ease. He then took the opportunity

of requesting Veracini to read it. This the

great executant condescendingly consented to

do ; but he only got through the task with con-

siderable effort. At the conclusion, Pisendel's

well-prepared pupil rose, and to all appearance

began to execute the concerto at sight without

exertion, at which Veracini flew at him in a

passion. But Pisendel interfered, and persuaded

•him with ill-concealed triumph ' to let the vain

creature expose himself.' So the jest continued

to the end of the concerto, when Veracini rose,

stamped upon the floor with rage, and swearing

he would never forgive Pisendel, immediately

quitted Dresden. Pisendel wrote some concertos

and solos for the violin, the manuscripts of

which are preserved in the Royal Library at

Dresden. A gigue of his composition is included

in Telemann's ' Musik-Meister. '—Lahee, Famoibs
Violinists ; Mason Clarke, Fiddlers Ancient and
Modern ; T. Lamb Phipson, Famious Violins,

etc. ; Dubourg, The Violin ; Vidal, Les Instru-

•ments d, Archet ; Riemann, Lex/ikon ; Eitner,

Quellen-Lexilcon. E. h-a.

PISTOCCHI, Francesco Antonio Mamili-
ANO, born at Palermo in 1659. On the removal
of the family to Bologna in 1661, he made such

rapid progress in music that he was made a

member of the Accademia dei Filarmonici before

the publication of his ' Cappricci puerili . . .

sopra un basso d'un balletto,' a volume of pieces

for harpsichord, harp, violin, and other instru-

ments, on the title-page of which it is stated

that the composer was eight years old at the

date of issue, 1667. In 1670 he was a chorister

at San Petronio, but must have been dismissed

shortly afterwards, as his father applies for his

re-admission to the choir in 1674. If we may
trust the date on a MS. copy of the opera ' II

Girello ' at Modena, that work was written as

early as 1669 ; in a printed book this might
easily be, as has been suggested, an error for

1696, but hardly in a MS. The opera was per-

formed in Venice in 1682, and Stradella wrote

a prologue to it, so that the earlier date of com-

position may very possibly be correct. In 1 6 75

he began the career of an operatic singer, in

which he won considerable renown. In 1679
his opera, ' Leandro,' was performed by puppets

at Venice, and in 1682 an opera called ' Amori
fatali' at the same place. In 1687-94 he was

a singer at the court of Parma. About 1696

he became capellmeister to the Margrave of Ans-

bach ; in the following year his opera 'Narciso'

was produced there, and in 1699 his ' Le Pazzie

d' Amore. ' In this period falls the publication

of his ' Scherzi musicali, ' a set of airs to Italian,

French, and German words. In 1699 he went
to Venice and produced an oratorio, ' II martirio

di San Adriano,' which had apparently been

written as early as 1692. In 1700 he produced

atViennaa three-act opera 'Lerisedi Democrito.'

The date 1 69 8 isgivenbyRiemann for his oratorio
' Maria Vergine addolorata,' from which Bumey
quotes an aria in his History, vol. iv. p. 121.

In 1701 he went back to Bologna, and re-entered

the choir of San Petronio as a contralto, and a

few years afterwards founded the school of

singing which made Bologna famous, and was
imitated in other Italian cities. The year 1707,
when a volume of duets and trios was published

as op. 3, at Bologna, seems to have been the

date of another opera, ' Bertoldo ' (Eitner gives

it as 1787, which is of course impossible), at

Vienna, and 1710 that of ' I rivali generosi' at

Reggio. In 1715 he entered the order of the

Oratorians, and in 1717 (according to Riemann)
wrote an oratorio '.Jja fuga di S. Teresia.'

Several church compositions mentioned in the

Quellen-Zexikon probably date from this last

period of his life. He died May 13, 1726, at

Bologna. The chief authority for his life is

Busi's life of G. B. Martini. The list of those

few works which are still extant is given in

the Quellen-Zexihm, and various others are

mentioned in Riemann's Lexikon. M.

PISTON. See Valve.
PITCH. This word, in its general sense, re-

fers to the position of any sound in the musical

scale of acuteness and gravity, this being deter-
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mined ty the corresponding mbration-mmiber,
i.e. the number of double vibrations per second
which will produce that sound. Thus when we
speak of one sound being ' higher in pitch ' than
another, we mean that the vibrations producing
the former are more rapid than those producing
the latter, so giving what is recognised as a
higher sound. The general nature of this rela-

tion is dealt with in the article on acoustics ; it

is sufficient here to state that, as a matter of

practice when the exact pitch of any musical
sound has to be defined, this is most properly
done by stating its vibration-number.

Standard of Pitch. It becomes, then, an im-
portant practical question for the musician, what
is the exact pitch corresponding to the written

notes he is accustomed to use ? or, to put the
question in a simpler form, what is the true

vibration-number attached to any onegivennote,

say, for example, treble C ? for if this is known,
the true pitch of any other note can be calculated

from it by weU-known rules.

This opens the vexed question of what is

called the 'Standard of Pitch.' According to

reason and common sense there ought to be some
agreement among the musicians of the world as

to what musical note should be denoted by a

certain musical sign ; but unfortunately there is

no such agreement, and the question is therefore

still undetermined. It has been much debated,

'

but it must suffice here to state some of the more
important facts that have been elicited in the

discussion.

We have no positive data as to the pitch used
in the earliest music of our present form, but we
may arrive at some idea of it by inference. The
two octaves of Pythagoras's Greek scale must
have corresponded with the compass of male
voices, and when Guido added the Gamma (G),

one tone below the Proslambanomenos of the

Greeks, we may fairly assume that it expressed

the lowest note that could be comfortably taken

by ordinary voices of the bass kind. This is a

matter of physiology, and is known to be some-
where about 90 to 100 vibrations per second

;

according to which the treble 0, two octaves and
a fourth higher, would lie between 480 and 532.

At a later period some information of a more
positive kind is obtained by organ pipes, such as

those at Halberstadt (1495)—A= 505-8— re-

specting the dimensions of which evidence exists;

and it is found that the pitch varied considerably

according to the nature of the music used, there

being very different pitches for religious and
secularpurposes respectively. Theinconvenience
of this, however, seems to have been found out,

and early in the 17th century an attempt was

made to introduce a, Mean Pitch which should
* The most thorou(rh investigation of this subject will be found

in two papers read before the Society of Arta, May 12, 1877, and
March 3, 1880, by Dr. A. J. EUIb, F.B.S. [See also Ellis's transla-

tion of Heluiholtz, 2nd ed. App. p. 493, and an essay by D. J. Blailc-

ley in the Detcriptive CataJ-offu^ of Musical fywtrumenti in the

BayalUilUary ExhiMtion, 1890 (1891), p. 235. The article 'Pitch' in
the supplementary volume of the Ency. Brit., 10th ed,, with Its

valuable tables of pitch, should also be consulted,]

reconcile the requirements of the church with

those of the chamber, or the ' Chorton ' with the
' Kammerton.' It was about a whole tone above

the flattest, and a minor third below the highest

pitch used. The effort to introduce this was
successful, and the evidence shows that from this

date for about two centuries down to about the

death of Beethoven, the pitch in use was toler-

ably uniform. [But the tables in the article

in the Ency. Brit., 10th ed., show that from
1495 to 1690 the pitch was gradually lowered,

from the pitch above given to that of the

Hampton Court organ (A = 441 -7); on the

other hand, from 1713 (Strasburg Minster

organ, A = 393 -2) onwards until 1897 the

pitch rose steadily. In the latter year the

Strauss band played at the Imperial In.stitute,

London, at a pitch of A = 457 '5.] Dr. Ellis

{History ofMusical Pitch, 1880) gives a long list

of examples taken at various dates over this

period, varying for A from 415 to 429, or

for C from 498 to 515 vibrations. This is

an extreme range of only about half a semi-
tone, which, considering the imperfect nature

of the means then practicable of obtaining

identity and uniformity, is remarkably satis-

factory. During this period lived and wrote
all the greatest musicians we know, includ-

ing Purcell, Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart,

Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, and partly Spohr,

Mendelssohn, and Rossini. That is to say, the

heroes of music, the founders and perfecters

of modern musical art, all thought out their

music and arranged it to be played and sung in

this pitch. This is therefore emphatically the

Classical Pitch ofmusic. And singularly enough,

it agrees with the presumptive determination

we have made of the pitch that must have
been used in the earliest times.

But, unhappily, this satisfactorystateofthings

was disturbed by influences arising from modern
progress. The orchestra began to assume greater

importance as regards its wind element, new and
improvedwind instrumentsbeingintroduced, and
the use of them being much extended. This led

to a constant desire for louder and more exciting

effects, and both makers and users of wind in-

struments soon perceived that such effects might
be enhanced by raising slightly the pitch of the

sounds. The wind instruments were of course

the standards in an orchestra, and so a gradual

rise crept in, which both strings and voices were

obliged to follow. The conductors, who ought in

the interests of good music to have checked this,

were either ignorant of, or indifferent to, the

mischief that was being done, until at length it

assumed alarmingproportions. Inl878theopera
band at Covent Garden were playing at about

A= 460 or = 540, being a rise of a semitone

above the ' classical pitch ' used down to Beet-

hoven's day.

Such a change wjs attended with many evils.

It altered the character of the best compositions

;
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it tended to spoil the performance and ruin

the voices of the best singers ; and it threw

the musical world into confusion from the un-

certainty as to the practical meaning of the

symbols used ; and all for no object whatever,

as no one could affirm that the new pitch was

on any ground better than the old one. Ac-

cordingly strong remonstrances were expressed

from time to time, and efforts were made either

to restore the original pitch, or at least to stop

its further rise, and to obtain some general

agreement for uniformity. In 1834 a 'Congress

of Physicists' held at Stuttgart adopted a
proposal by Scheibler to fix the A at 440 (true

C=528), but it does not appear that this had
any practical result. In 1858 the French
government appointed a commission, consisting

partly of musicians > and partly of physicists,

to consider the subject. The instructions

stated that ' the constant and increasing eleva-

tion of the pitch presents inconveniences by
which the musical art, composers, artists, and
musical instrument -makers all equally suffer,

and the difference existing between the pitches

of different countries, of different musical

establishments, and of different manufacturing

houses, is a source of embarrassment in musical

combinations and of difficulties in commercial

relations.' The Commission reported in Feb.

1859.' After substantiating the facts of the

rise (which they attributed to the desire for

increased sonority and brilliancy on the part of

instrument -makers) and the great want of

uniformity, they resolved to recommend a fixed

standard: A = 435 (0 true= 522; C by equal

temperament= 51 7). This was confirmed by a

legal decree, and it has been adopted in France

generally, to the great advantage of all musical

interests in that country.

Soon afterwards an attempt was made to

do something in England. A committee was
appointed by the Society of Arts, who reported

in 1869, recommending the Stuttgart standard

of = 528 ; but the recommendation fell dead,

and had no immediate influence. Other agita-

tions and discussions were for a, long time

without efiect, and the state of matters in this

country in regard to the standard of pitch was
as follows. The principal orchestras continued

to play at the elevated pitch ; but this was
repudiated by the general consensus of vocal

performers, and in all cases where an orchestra

was not employed, as in churches and at vocal

concerts, a much lower pitch was used, corre-

sponding nearly with either the French or the
' classical ' one. Hence all idea of uniformity

in the practical interpretation of music was out

of the question,—a state of things most
deplorable, and a disgrace to the musical

^ Tbe miulelftni wen Anbsr, HalAvy (who drew the Bepori),
Berlioz, lle7erbeer, Boasloi, and Thomas, The other members were
Felletler, Despretz, Donoet, Llsssjons, Monnals, and Gen. HelUnet.

* Rapportet ArTit6ip(nirVHdMUM9mtntmiFranc«^undiapaion
mutical uniformt. Farls, ImprlmSrle Imp^rlale, lSfi9.

education of the country. [The earnest and
persevering endeavours of Mr. A. J. Hipkins,

Dr. A. J. Ellis, and Dr. Pole, the writer of this

article, at last bore fruit in the general adoption

of what is virtually the French diapason normal
in 1896, i.e. A= 439 double vibrations at a

temperature of 68° Fahr., or A=435 double

vibrations at 59° Fahr. For a time, and until

the organ in the large concert-hall could be

altered to correspond with the change, there

was much discrepancy between the ' old ' and
' new ' Philharmonic pitches, as they were

called, but now (1906) the latter is almost as

universal in England as on the continent, with
the glaring exception that the instruments used

in the military bands are still at the high
pitch.]

It is an interesting consideration whether, as

a matter of theory, a philosophical standard of

pitch can be devised, based on natural facts,

like the standards of measure, weight, and
time. Such a standard is easily dedncible.

We may assume the existence of a note corre-

sponding to the simplest possible rate of vibra-

tion, viz. one per second ; and the various

octaves of this note will be represented by 2, 4,

8, etc. vibrations, being a series of powers of

the number 2. This theoretical note is found
to agree so nearly with the musician's idea of

the note C (the simplest or fundamental note

in our modem musical system) that they may
be assumed to correspond, and we thus get

c"=512 double vibrations per second, which
may be called the ' Philosophical Standard of

Pitch,' and which ia adopted, for theoretical

purposes, in many books on music. And as it

will be seen that this corresponds very fairly

with the ' Classical Pitch ' which was in vogue
during the best periods of music, and differs

very little from the authorised French pitch

and the vocal pitch now followed in England,
it would form a reasonably good standard in a

practical as well as in a theoretical point of

view. w. p.

PITCHPIPE. A small stopped diapason pipe

with long movable graduated stopper, blown
by the mouth, and adjustable approximately to

any note of the scale by pushing the stopper

inwards or outwards. A pipe of this kind is so

much influenced by temperature, moisture, force

of blowing, and irregularities of calibre, that it

can only be depended on for the pitch of vocal

music, and is not to be trusted for more accurate

determinations. A small reed pipe of the free

species, in which the length of the vibrating

portion of metal is controlled by a rotating

spiral, is somewhat superior, and far less bulky
than the older contrivance. It is known as

Eardley's patent chromatic pitchpipe. Sets of

single free reeds, each in its own tube, arranged
in a box, forming a more or less complete scale,

are to be obtained, and form comparatively
trustworthy implements ; if tuned to equal
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temperament they may be employed to facilitate

pianoforte or organ-tuning. All pitohpipea are
however inferior in accuracy to tuning-forks:
the only advantage they possess over the latter

heing their louder, more strident, more coercive

tone, and the readiness with which beats are

produced. No accurate tuning is practicable

except by the principle of beats and inter-

ferences, w. H. s.

PITONI, Giuseppe Ottavio, eminent musi-
cian of the Koman school, born March 18,

1657, at Eieti ; from the age of five attended

the music-school of Pompeo Natale, and was
successively chorister at San Giovanni de'

Fiorentini, and the SS. Apostoli in Rome.
Here he attracted the attention of Foggia, who
gave him instruction in counterpoint during
several years. In 1673 he became Maestro di

Cappella at Terra di Kotondo, and afterwards at

Assisi, where he began to score Palestrina'sworks,

a practice he afterwards enjoined on his pupils,

as the best way of studying style. In 1676 he
removed to Eieti, and in 1677 became Maestro

di Cappellaofthe Collegio di San Marco in Rome,
where his pieces for two and three choirs were

first performed. He was also engaged by
various other churches, San Apollinare and S.

Lorenzo in Damaso in 1686, the Lateran in

1708, and St. Peter's in 1719, but he retained

his post at San Marco till his death, Feb. 1,

1743, and was buried there.

Pitoni's 'Dixit' in sixteen parts is still one

of the finest pieces of music sung at St. Peter's

during Holy Week, and his masses, ' Li Pastori

a Maiemme,' 'Li Pastori a montagna,' and
'Mosea,' founded openly on popular melodies,

still sound fresh and new. His fertility was
enormous ; for St. Peter's alone he composed

complete services for the entire year. He also

wrote many pieces for six and nine choirs. He
compiled a history of the Maestri di Cappella of

Rome from 1500 to 1700, the MS. of which is

in the Vatican library, and was used by Baini

for his life of Paleatrina. Gaspari drew the

attention of Fetis to a work of 108 pages,

Guida Armonica di Gitiseppe Ottavio PUoni,

presumably printed in 1689. The MS. is lost.

Among Pitoni's numerous pupils were Durante,

Leo, and Feo. The library of the Corsini

Palace in Rome contains a biography of him by
his friend Geronimo Chiti of Siena. Proske's
' Musica Divina ' contains a mass and a requiem,

six motets, a psalm, a hymn, and a ' Christus

factus est,' by Pitoni. See the Quelleii-

Lexikon. f. o.

PITT, Percy, composer, organist, and pianist,

was bom in London, Jan. 4, 1870, but studied

music almost entirely abroad, after undergoing

a general education in France. At Leipzig,

whither he went from Paris to live, from 1886

to 1888, he was a pupil of Eeineoke and Jadas-

sohn, and for the three following years he worked

at Munich under Rheinberger. On his return

to England in 1893 he devoted much time
to composition, and, in addition, was appointed
in 1895 chorus-master of the Mottl Concerts ;

in 1896 oflioial organist of the Queen's Hall

;

and in 1902 musical adviser and occasional

conductor at Covent Garden. As a programme
analyst Mr. Pitt has done* much good work.
The list of his compositions is of considerable

length, and many of the works are of importance.

His symphonic prelude, ' Le Sang des Cr^pus-
cules' (1900); his suite from the incidental

music to Stephen Phillips's 'Paola and Fran-
cesca ' (1 902) ; his overture ' The Taming of the
Shrew' (1898) ; his ballade for violin and or-

chestra(1900), composed for M. Ysaye, have been
played on the continent and in America, as well

as in England. Mr. Pitt has written also a

suite for orchestra (1895), and other suites,
' Fgtes galantes ' (after Verlaine, 1896), 'Cinde-
rella' (1899), 'Dance rhythms' (1901); a
concerto for clarinet and orchestra (1897) ; a
Coronationmarch and a march for military band,
the last written expressly for the trooping of

the colour ; an oriental rhapsody ; a ballad for

male chorusand orchestra, ' Hohenlinden ' ( 1 899)

;

fivepoems forbaritone and orchestra (1 902) ; and
others for mezzo soprano and orchestra (1904) ;

incidental music, in addition to that named,
to 'Flodden Field' by Alfred Austin, and to
' King Richard II.,' and a Sinfonietta produced
at the Birmingham Festival, October 1906, and
in the repertory of the Queen's Hall Symphony
Concerts in London. Not yet performed are

'The Blessed Damozel,' for soli, chorus, and
orchestra ; a ballad, ' Schwerting, the Saxon,'

for chorus and orchestra ; two serenades, one
for strings, the other for full orchestra; a

trio ; a quintet ; and much more music, in-

strumental and vocal. Mr. Pitt is a very active

member of the young British school, and while

his technical skill in music is enormous, his

sympathies and knowledge are wide. ». H. L.

PITTMAN, JosiAH, the son of a musician,

bom Sept. 3, 1816. He began to study both
theory and practice at an early age, and became
n. pupil of Goodman and of S. S. Wesley on the

organ ; and at a later date, of Moscheles on the

piano. He held the post of organist at Syden-
ham (1831), Tooting (1833), and Spitalfields

(1835) successively—the last of the three for

twelve years. Feeling the need of fuller instruc-

tion in theory he visited Frankfort in 1836 and
1837, and studied with Sohnyder vonWartensee.

In 1 852 he was elected organist to Lincoln's Inn

:

the service was in a very unsatisfactory condi-

tion, but Pittman's zeal, perseverance, and
judgment improved it greatly, and he remained

there for twelve years. It was in support of

this reform that he wrote a little book entitled

The People in Church (1858), which at the time
excited much attention. He also composed
many services and anthems for the Chapel.

Pittman was connected with the opera as
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maestro al cembalo at Her Majesty's (1865-68)
and Covent Garden (1868-80). His early

predilections were for the German organ music,

and like Gauntlett, Jacob, and the Wesleys he

worked hard by precept, example, and publica-

tion to introduce Bach's fugues, and pedal organs

into England. When Mendelssohn came here

he lost no opportunity of hearing him play and
of profiting by his society. For several years

Pittman delivered the annual course of lectures

on music at the London Institution. He
arranged many operas, etc., for piano, and died

in London, April 23, 1886. G.

PIXIS, a family of musicians. Fribdrich
"WiLHBLM, the elder, was a pupil of the Abb^
Vogler in Mannheim in 1770, and still lived

there in 1805. He published organ-music, and
sonatas and trios for PF. His eldest son, also

Fkibdkich Wilhelm, bom in Mannheim,
1786, studied the violin under Eitter, Luigi,

and Franzel, early made a name, and travelled

throughout Germanywith his father and brother.

At Hamburg he took lessons from Viotti. In
1804 he entered the Elector's Chapel at Mann-
heim, and afterwards went to Prague, where he

became professor at the Conservatorium, and
Capellmeister of the theatre, and died Oct. 20,

1842. His brother,

JoHANN Petbb, bom 1788, pianist and com-
poser for the piano, lived with his father and
brother till 1809, when he settled in Munich.
In 1825 he went to Paris, and became a teacher

of great note there. His adopted daughter,

Franzilla Gohringbk (born 1816 at Lichten-

thal, Baden), developing a good mezzo-soprano

voice and real talent, he trained her for a singer,

and in 1833 started with her on a tour, which
extended to Naples. Here Pacini wrote for her

the part of Saffo in his well-known opera of

that name. After her marriage to an Italian

named Minofrio, Pixis settled finally in Baden-
Baden in 1845, and gave lessons at his well-

known villa there almost up to his death on
Deo. 22, 1874. He composed much for the

piano— concertos, sonatas, and drawing-room
pieces, aU now forgotten. The fact that he
contributed the third variation to the ' Hexa-
meron,' in company with Liszt, Czerny, Thal-

berg, Herz, and Chopin, shows the position

which he held in Paris. His works amount in

all to more than 150. Though not wholly
devoid of originality he was apt to follow too

closely in the footsteps of Mozart, Haydn, and
Beethoven. In 1831 he composed an opera
'Bibiana' for Mme. Schroeder-Devrient, pro-

duced in Paris without success. ' Die Sprache
des Herzens' was composed in 1836 for the
Konigstadt Theatre in Berlin. r. g.

PIZZICATO (Ital. for ' pinched '). On the
violin, and other instruments of the violin-tribe,

a note or a passage is said to be played pizzicato

if the string is set in vibration not by the bow,
but by being pinched or plucked with the finger.

Early instances of the effect are to be found in

Handel's ' Agrippina,' ' Pastor Fido,' ' Terpsi-

chore,' and in an air by Hasse, written for

Mingotti in 1748. A well-known instance of

effiBctive orchestral pizzicato occurs in the scherzo

of Beethoven's C minor Symphony, just before

the entry of the finale, and also in the adagio

of the same master's B|> Symphony. The
canzonetta in Mendelssohn's Quartet in E^,

op. 12, affords an illustration of its use in

chamber-music. In solo-playing a distinction

is made between the pizzicato executed with

the left, and that with the right hand. The
former one is frequently used, but not so much
in classical as in brilliant modem pieces. Paga-

nini made an extensive use of it, either by
playing a pizzicato accompaniment to a tune

played with the bow (a), or in quick passages

with arco notes interspersed (b) and (c).

(a) Arm.

(The notes marked * to be played pizzicato with
the left hand.)
A natural harmonic note, when played pizzi-

cato, produces an effect very similar to that of

a note on the harp. Sterndale Bennett makes
use of it in the serenade of his Chamber-Trio.
There is, however, hardly another instance of

this effect to be found. p. r.

PLAGAL CADENCE is the form in which
the final Tonic chord is preceded by Sub-
dominant Harmony. [See Cadence, vol. i.

p. 437(1.] c. H. H. P.

PLAIDY, Louis, bom Nov. 28, 1810, at

"Wermsdorf, in Saxony, learnt the pianoforte

from Agthe, and the violin from Haase, of

Dresden. He was first known as a violinist in

the Dresden concerts, and went to Leipzig in

1831 ; he afterwards turned his attention especi-

ally to the pianoforte, and was so successful as

to attract the notice of Mendelssohn, who in

1843 induced him to take the post of pianoforte

teacher in the Leipzig Conservatorium. TheJe
he attained a great and deserved reputation.

His class was always thronged, and his instruc-

tion eagerly sought by pupils from all parts of
the world. This popularity arose from his re-

markable gift (for it was a gift) of imparting
technical power. Were a pupil ever so deficient
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in execution, under Plaidy's care his faults
would disappear, his fingers grow strong, his
touch become smooth, singing, and equal, and
slovenliness be replaced by neatness. He de-
voted his life to technical teaching, and brought
all his powers and experience to bear upon his
celebrated work Technische Studien, which is

now a standard text-book in every music school.
Great attention to every detail, unwearying
patience, and a genuine enthusiasm for the
mechanical part of pianoforte-playing were his
most striking characteristics. He was a man
of a. most simple and kindly nature, and took
a warm interest in his pupils. He resigned his

post in 1865, and taught privately for the rest

of his life. He died at Grimma, March 3,

1874. A. s. s.

PLAIN-SONG (OarUvs Plamis) is the name
now given to the style of unisonous ecclesiastical

art-music which arose before the development
of harmony. In its earliest days it was called by
more general names, such as musica, cantilena,

or cantus ; but when harmony arose and brought
with it measured music {musica mensurata or

mens^lraiilis), with a definite series of time-

values, a distinguishing name was required,

and cwntvs planus was adopted in order to

emphasise the fact that the older music differed

from the newer in having no definite time-values.

All early unison melody, which is unmeasured,

may in the broadest sense of the term be called

Flain-song. The melodies to which a Hindu
chants his sacred books or the Mahometan the

Koran are plain-song. The Synagogue music
of the pre-Christian era was probably of the

same character, and the traditional music of the

Synagogue of to-day is in parts so characteristic

of the style that it will be worth while later on
to quote some specimens of it for the purposes

of comparison. [See Synagogue Mttsic]

While there is much interest attached to the

development of plain-song melody in connection

with other forms of religion than the Christian,

the chief interest centres round the plain-song

of the Christian Church in the West. The value

of the history of- the Latin plain-song, apart

from its ecclesiastical and liturgical side, lies in

the fact that it represents the evolution of

melody from the artistic point of view. It is

thus a different line of evolution from the rise

of harmony on the one side and from the

development of folk-song on the other. Plain-

song, like sculpture, evolved very rapidly, and
reached its climax at an early point in its

history, while the art of harmony, like the

art of painting, evolved very slowly, and went
through many crude stages before reaching its

present stage of perfection. The result has

been that the masterpieces of melody came into

existence at a period when the art of harmony

was undeveloped or even non-existent ; they

had already become old at the time when the

new art of music was making its first crude

experiments in harmony, just as the art of sculp-

ture was already long past its zenith when the

art of painting made its first crude experiments

towards perspective. It is only, therefore, by
a confusion of thought that the masterpieces of

plain-song melody can be compared (to their dis-

advantage) with the crude attempts of mediaeval

harmony. Plain -song is archaic only in the

sense in which Greek sculpture is archaic ; that

is to say, it is an art-product which early reached

its climax. In consequence its appeal is to a

less wide public than the appeal of harmonised
music, just as the appeal of sculpture is to a

less wide public than the appeal of painting.

But there is no justification for treating either

the masterpieces of Greek sculpture or the

masterpieces of Latin plain-song as being any-

thing less than unsurpassed. To call either

of them crude oi barbarous reveals a lack of

artistic perception.

The relation of plain-song to measured music
may again be expressed by another parallel, for

plain-song is analogous to prose, while measured
music, with its definite subdivisions ot time, is

analogous to poetry, with its definite subdivi-

sions of metre. The freedom of rhythm which
belongs to plain-song is a freedom desirable in

itself. It was a sacrifice of freedom when
Harmonised Music found itself forced to become
also Measured Music, because of the difBoulties

that beset the performance of music in harmony
without strict time. The sacrifice of liberty

was well worth making then, in view of what
was to be won ; but now a reversal is taking

place, and the tendency of the present evolution

of the musical art is to work back again out of

the bondage of strict time towards the recovery

of rhythmical freedom. In the future it may
well be that even harmonised music may become
for certain purposes independent of strict time,

and therefore a new form of plain-song.

Meanwhile it is clear that, while measured
music can be suitably adapted to a metrical

text, plain-song must always be more readily

suited to a prose text. The ecclesiastical plain-

song, therefore, finds its justification in this,

even if in nothing else, since all the early

texts to which plain-song is set (apart from the

hymns) are prose texts. And it finds its

counterpart again in later days in recitative,

either of the simpler kind, as used in classical

Italian opera, or of the later declamatory kind,

as used in the modem German opera.

Plain-song and Measured Music may again be

contrasted with regard to tonality. The Modal
system which underlies ecclesiastical plain-song

has already been described in the article Modes ;

and the contrast between measured music in the

modem scales and plain -song written in the

ancient modes has been made clear there.

For the purpose of this article the plain-song

of the Eastern Church must be left out of

account, and attention must be exclusively

3c
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directed to the Latin plain-song or the Gregorian

music, which has already been described sum-
marily under that heading. It is necessary,

however, here to go more fully into the nature

and condition of the two collections of music

which make up the Gregorian collection. We
turn first of all to the collection of music for

the Mass comprised in a mediseval or modem
Gradual. The chief ancient pieces are the

variable items which are inserted into the fixed

structure of the service on any given occasion

at four special points—the Introit or Antiphona
ad introitum at the beginning of the service

;

the Gradual, with Alleluia, or Tract which
precede the Gospel ; the Offertory which accom-
panies the preparation of the oblations ; and
the Communion or Antiphona ad communionem
which accompanies the partaking of the Sacra-

ment. There are thus six sorts of composition,

and the music written for them belongs almost

exclusively to the 5th and 6th centuries. In
the parallel collection of music for the Divine

Service, embodied in the Antiphonal, we find

less variety. The two forms to be considered

are, (1) the Responds which belong to the lessons

read during the service and forms a musical

interlude between them, and (2) the Antiphons
which form an integral part of the Psalmody.
The Hymns stand to a certain extent apart, and
must be treated separately.

The same musical principles underlie both
these collections. The root-forms of psalmody
are described elsewhere under Antiphon, Psal-

mody, and Responsokial Psalmody ; while the

simpler form of music consisting of inflected

monotone, which has provided such forms as

versicles and responses, the chants for the

Lessons, Epistle, Gospel, etc., has been described

under Inflexion.
These simple recitatives are the earliest and

most fundamental part of plain-song ; they go
back, for the most part, to the stage at which
there is a clearly defined Dominant which figures

as the reciting note, but no clearly defined

Final. The most familiar example of this class

is the music of the Preface in the Eucharist

(see Preface) ; another is the tone of the

Lord's Prayer in the same service. This class

of recitative stands midway between the mere
inflected monotone of the responses or the

lectionary tones on one side, and on the other

the pieces of plain-song that may be definitely

called art-products or compositions.

We come next to investigate the methods and
characteristics of plain-song composition in the

classical period of the 5th and 6th centuries,

starting with the Gradual, rather than with
the Antiphonal, as being the more orderly and
exclusively classical collection of the two. This

great storehouse of plain-song shows many signs

of uniformity and order ; over against the

parallel collection of Ambrosian music it exhibits

the character of a well-managed and fertile

estate as contrasted withthe shapeless luxuriance

of primitive forest. Its liturgical orderliness

is shown by such things as the sequence of

psalms used for the Communions in. Lent, or

for the Introits, Graduals, etc. in the summer
season—points which do not call for discussion

here. But its musical orderliness calls for

some further exposition. A significant instance

ofmethodicalarrangement that has so far escaped

notice, is connected with the Graduals of the

Third and Fourth Modes. These, with one

exception, are all confined to the period of peni-

tence between Septuagesima and Easter. The
fact is worth noting, for it not only shows
arrangement of a careful sort, but it also reveals

something of the aesthetic sense of the musicians

of the day, inasmuch as they seem to have con-

nected this tonality with a penitential spirit.

The one exception is also interesting. The
gradual BenedicUe of Michaelmas is to a large

extent modelled on the gradual Eripe me of

Passion Sunday. Kow this festival belongs to

the 6th, if not to the 5th, century ; the holy

day, and perhaps even the mass itself, came
originally from a church dedication. It is prob-

able that, in settling the music of the gradual,

such an exception was not made until the

reason of the rule and perhaps its very existence

had gone out of memory ; and if this be so,

then this rule of assigning the third and fourth

mode graduals to the penitential season carries

us back to very early days, and shows sys-

tematic arrangement being made early in the

5th century.

While such matters as these point to order-

liness, it must be remembered that the classical

Gregorian collection is far from being homo-
geneous in character. ' It is a stratifiedcollection

;

and it is not difiicult to separate, at any rate

roughly, the various strata. The instance just

cited suggests the high antiquity of the series

of graduals ; and on other grounds, too, it is

probable that just as the gradual, in some
musical form, represents the oldest form of

psalmody at the mass, so the existing graduals

in their present form are the most ancient of

the extant chants of that service. The Tract

—

the one instance of ' Direct Psalmody ' here

—

should probably be put next in chronological

order and before all the existing mass-music of

the antiphonal sort. Among the antiphons

those of the Offertory are probably to be assigned

to an earlier date than the Introits and Com-
munions. Last in order of time in the true

Gregorian collection come the alleluias, which
are so novel to the collection, that their position

there is a much less stable one than that of

the rest.

It is important to inquire how far this body
of classical plain-song is unifojm in its tonality,

and presupposes the later modal theory. The
answer seems to be that the actual music of the
collection is not further removed from the eight-
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mode theory that prevailed, with slight modi-
fications, through the mediaeval period, than
theory and practice in music are wont to be.

No doubt there are certain features not easily
reconcilable, and these have to be accounted
for. Those who have supposed that the eight-
mode theory was a late Byzantine importation
of the 7th or 8th century, have also supposed
that there followed upon the new importa-
tion a far-reaching transformation -process by
which the old music was adapted to the new
theory ; after which process there remained some
few irreconcilable items such as theae. But
there are no signs of such a wholesale trans-

formation visible. The discrepancies, as they at

present exist, are to a large extent merely due
to the corruption or the ignorant revision of

the musical text. Apart from this, some licenses

maybe detected, which apparentlythe composers

allowed themselves, though contrary to the strict

theory. For example, they seem to have used
the b for the low B as well as for the high 6,

although the strict theory knew of no such
modification. This habit is best shown by a

group of Offertories of the second mode, though
the same phenomenon is visible also elsewhere.

The discrepancy was not a glaring one, for by
transposing the melody a fifth higher it was
easy to avoid actually writing the low Bl>. Such
transposition, therefore, in some cases hides the

fact ; though in others the same Offertory may
be found in one MS. transposed and in another

kept at its normal pitch, and with the Bb
changed to Bl). (See for example the 0. Medi-

tator of the Wednesday in Whitsun-week, which
the Sarum Gradual gives untransposed, and
therefore with Bfl, while the Solesmes Gradual

has an F, in the transposed position, equivalent

to the Bl> in the normal position.) There are

a good many instances of this point to be found,

which show that the divergence is not a mere

casual mistake. In other cases, too, besides

these, the power of transposing, which existed

either independently of the i|> or through it,

was utilised so as to allow the introduction of

certain notes which were not strictly speaking

countenanced by the theory, but involved the

use of chromatic effects. Thus a sixth -mode

melody, which in its natural position used the

ib uniformly and not the 61], was transposed

a fifth higher, so that by use of the b\f in the

new position the leading note might be avoided,

and the effect be obtained of an Eb, which is,

properly speaking, alien to the mode. (See

vol. ii. p. 506.) Similarly by transposition the

effect of an Fit could be obtained. Want of

space precludes the full discussion of these

points with instances, and only the bare state-

ment of the facts can be made here.

When these exceptions have been mentioned

and allowed for, there remains the general truth

that the bulk of the music of the classical

Gregorian collection conforms to the mediaeval

modal theory in its main features. In some

smaller points, such as the range of the modes,

or the notes on which a melody could begin,

the later mediaeval theorists, after the 9th cen-

tury, made certain pedantic rules which were at

variancewith thepracticeof previousgenerations

,

and even of their own ; but these were of small

importance. It is probably true to say that

the theory that lies behind the classical plain-

song is substantially that which survived as a

tradition down to the time of the musical revival

of Charlemagne's day, and not true to say that

a new Greek theory was introduced then.

From this consideration of theory we tnrn to

consider the art of musical composition in the

stricter sense. What were the principles on
which such music was written ? There is a

radical difference in this respect between the

responsorial and the antiphonal music. As
these two were confronted with one another in

the primitive era we can dimly discern a certain

amount of accommodation taking place between
them. The responsorial clung to its strong sense

of Dominant, but acquired a new definiteness as

to Final. This was easily done, because, as we
shall see, the method of responsorial composition

made it easy to modify, if necessary, the close

of a melody. On the other hand, the antiphonal

music, that had originally very little sense of

dominant, adopted it to a considerable extent.

The difference between the Ambrosian and the

Gregorian psalm-tones shows the effect of the

change. In the former a variety of notes may
be employed in each mode for the reciting note,

while in the latter the reciting note is regularly

the Dominant of the mode. (See Psalmody.)
But even after this mutual borrowing, the two
methods of psalmody remained very distinct in

their procedure, though to a certain extent they

were bound to move along the same lines.

The fundamental lines of all plain-song com-
position were determined by the circumstances.

The parallelism of Hebrew poetry made it

necessary that the music which was set to it

should be binary in form. The Cwrsfus, or law

of rhythm that ruled Latin prose, made definite

moulds for the musical cadences. The pente-

syllabic character of the great cadences is shown
in the article Responsokial Psalmodt, and the

shorter cadences of four, thi'ee, and two accents

were similarly determined. Thus though plain-

song is not formal in the sense that measured

music is formal, with its bar of so many beats

and its rhythm of so many bars, yet it has a

very definite form of its own ; and, however

much bad execution and want of understanding

may have obscured this in time past, and
brought plain-song into undeserved bad odour

with musicians, the recovery of the true plain-

song and the study of its principles and methods
are bound to bring it back to their notice, not

merely as an antiquarian study, but as living

and effective artistic music.
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Add to the two principles mentioned—the

binary form and the rhythmical cadences—the

principle of elaboration by vocal adornments,

and you have the three root-ideas that are

common to plain-song 'form.' Thisuse ofmelodic

enrichment,whereelaboration was required, arose

also out of the necessities of the case ; for there

was as yet no faculty of harmonic enrichment

available, and richness wais necessarily to be

gained only by melodic elaboration. "When this

is realised, the long melismata, which, when Ul-

execated, are so intolerable in practice and so

unjustifiable in theory, become, when properly

sung, both artistically defensible and aestheti-

cally ravishing.

The special methods of the responsorial music
are exemplified in the gradnals. These are very

unevenly divided among the modes, they show
less sense than the rest of the distinction be-

tween plagal and authentic While fifty or so

belong to the fifth and sixth modes (the old

Tritus), and some forty to the first and second

(the old Protiis), the third and fourth (the old

Devierus) claim only a dozen, properly speaking,

and the seventh and eighth (the old Tetrardua)

only one or two more than that number. The
method of composition is a development of in-

flected monotone. (See Besfonsorial Psalu-
0D7.) Many of the cadences are common to

many of the grsduals of the same mode, but they

are not as a rule shared with those belonging to

other modes. Thus each mode has its charac-

teristic figures,—certain cadences which are used

in closing(these maypossibly have been modified

when it was desired to make more explicit the

Final), and others used in the body oftherespond

or verse. Some of these are combinable with

one another, and thus by a skilful use of these

figures the plain-song composer gets his effects

of melodic richness and beauty just as the

master of harmony gets his by the eoUooation,

combination, and sequence of familiar chords.

It is one of the chief merits of the new reforms

instituted by the Benedictines, and now pushed
forward with approval by the present Pope,

that this music is being recovered from the

chaos into which the official music • editions

current since the 16th century had plunged it

;

and once again the artistic method of the com-
positions is being revealed and vindicated. A
specimen gradual of the Tritus tonality, with
some comments, will exemplify this method of

composition (it consists of three sections) :

—

e
-

^1 fi'T'^%.
A - ni-mft nos - its

This opening is found in half-a-dozen other

cases ; the closing melisma is also occasionally

used in the body of the composition as well.

The next section stands alone, and is not speci-

ally distinctive, bat it is made up of common
phrases :

—

e—vir !3S:

rep - ta ert

The gradual then ends with a characteristic

close, which, in combination with various other

figures, is the most popular of all the final

cadences in this tonality : —

gn.''''^fiirii.. j'^fv
I

ji'^i^
de la-qoe - o Te nan - ti-am

There is even more use of common material

in the four sections which make up the

verse. Its opening section is common to

seven gradual verses, while an eighth has the

same music but not as its opening section. Its

second section is also in whole or in part shared

by many of this group, a third section is

peculiar to Anima mea, and not found else-

where, while the final section brings in once

more the closing cadence with which the gradual

has been seen to end.

Even from this single example, and from the

specimen given under Responsorial Psalmody,
it is easy to see the way in which the primitive

monotone survives, though elaborate cadences

have been grafted on to it, and even the mono-
tone itself has become highly ornamented. It

is interesting to compare some of the Hebrew
cadences which form, with their monotone, the

staple bulk of the Jewish ecclesiastical chant.

Like the Hebrew writing they are to be read

from right to left.

The Great Telisha (written thus P) :—^ zs=d3.

The Small Pazer (written thus (J) :-

The Zarka is of a minor character (written

thus 00 ) :

—

The Shalsheleth ismore elaborate still(written

thus J) :—

These forms, given by S. Munster in his InstUu-
tioneaSebraicae of 1 524, are of no great antiquity
as it seems, nor do they compare in interest with
the Gregorian melismaia ; but they exemplify
the same method of composition, which is indeed
almost universal in early chant-music'

It will be well to give here, for purposes of
comparison, a few specimens of the cadences as

used in the Responds of the Office, which are
1 For richer Jewuh Plain-song aw Sthaoooub Mi}bic, also Or-

ganUt and ChoWmoMter for 1887, F. Leltner, Der OotUgdieruttiche
VoOagetanff im jUdUeJun und chritUtchen AJtertkum (Preibure
19IH),uid./nB<dAKvd.
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built up on the same lines. A good set of
examples may be drawn from a group of
Eesponds of the eighth mode, used in Holy
Week—'In Monte Oliveti' and others akin
to it.

Thus we have this used as a common
cadence :

—
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C fv a »' Jvi >... ad
Tolan-tas

. . ad

pa - trem "I

til - a I
mor - - tem J

and in many more instances. This, again, is

characteristic :

—

t±^.
. . promp-tna
. con-ver - sa

x=x
est 1

Sometimes a phrase is used with great skill

in different positions, thus, on the Final and on
the Dominant :

—

ttJ^^a-fir-rTpia-ttei

ta J

eiicomda-bit me, tos fu - gara capi - e •

e - lee

and the like phrase is also used so as to end on
yet another degree of the mode, with a minor
effect thus :

—

Thus throughout the whole range of respon-

sorial compositions the same principles prevail.

The tracts, though they differ from the

graduals in their method of performance, do not

differ from them in their style of composition.

They need not, therefore, be separately treated

here. (See Tract.) It is different, however,

with the antiphons. These are all pure melody
without any suspicion of a primitive monotone

lying behind them. Antiphons in their simplest

form are constructed upon certain standard

types of melody, and even in the elaborate shape

in which they figure in the mass -music they

remain true to their history. In the Gregorian

antiphon the Dominant figures prominently, but

as a mere dominant and not as a reciting note.

The Final is equally prominent, and the cadences

are so ordered as to produce variety and feeling.

Richness is here, too, obtained by the use of

inelismaia ; they differ in the different modes,

and according to the sort of composition.

The Offertories are the richest sort of chant,

and stand on slightly different ground from the

antiphons of the Introit and Communion. These

two formed a'pair, they agreed as to their method

of psalmody, each of them being associated with

several verses of a psalm sung to a tone, until

in the course of the 10th-12th centuries the

Communion lost its psalm. The offertory on

the contrary was associated with one or more

verses set to very elaborate chants, which were

assigned to a soloist as if they had been respon-

sorial rather than antiphonal. Similar differ-

ences prevail in the musical texture of the two

classes. It is not at all uncommon to find the

same figures used in introits and communions
belonging to the same tonality (authentic and

plagal), but it is not so common to find points of

contact between them and the offertories of that

tonality. When such are found they are usually

in the closing phrases, as for

example in the stock closing * ,_ _
—

-

cadence of the fourth mode

—

* \*

The figures and phrases found in the anti-

phons are not unlike some of the simpler melis-

mata of responsorial music, though rarely the

same. Thus we find constantly in introite and
communions of the first mode the phrase

—

I which is like one cited

above. The figure is used

^*t 1 > " also a third higher, so as

to end not on D the Final, but on F

—

But there is no doubt as

to the marked difference

between the antiphonal^M fn

and the responsorial style.

The Alleluia differs in character from the

preceding. It is essentially a pneuma or jtiMlus,

that is, a long melody sung merely to a vowel
sound. Having thus no liturgical text, it was
not specially appropriated to a particular

occasion. Even when St. Gregory added a

psalm-verse to the Alleluia it retained some
of its features as a free-lance ; it was the most
unstable element in the Gregorian repertory, and
the one opening for new compositions for the

mass-chants that remained when all other lines

of such productivity were closed up in the

7th century. Unhampered by words, the

Alleluia developed a musical form of its own.

There is constant repetition of phrases, so that

the same musical idea gains emphasis by reitera-

tion, and also constant repetition with slight

differences, so that variety and contrast is

obtained as well as reiteration. The Alleluia

of the fourth Sunday in Advent opens thus :

—

E r^^ ^HAHfrf^%-^>

The verse ' Veni domine ' follows, and in the

middle of it comes this long jubilvs—

'
..^"Sa

|

3H"»fsg|"f^

- - - no - - ra

At the end of the verse comes a ciosvojg jubilus,

which is not in this case, as is usual, the same
as that of the Alleluia,
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Here also we get the beginnings of musical

rhyme clearly established. Signs of it have

appeared in the early compositions occasionally

—especially in the case of one or two stock

phrases already cited ; but it becomes a common
procedure in the Alleluias. That for Christ-

mas Eve begins its verse thus (Solesmes, not

Sarum) :

—

,...-.
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=iSsv i^^^ ^^

It

Chrlati pi

fi-lil 8^^^1^^^^ etc.

pro-se-quen - - da lau de

From the 9th or 10th century onwards these
fresh melodies for the Ordinary were being
composed or adapted. They have not by any
means the merit of the classical compositions.
Some began to approximate to the modern
tonality, as for example an English Gloria in
excelxis which opens thus,

;
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of plain-song was lost, the best days of plain-

song composition were over, and it would have

been well for plain-song if the compositions in

a degraded style which were put forth in its

name, and obtained an unhealthy popularity,

had never come into existence. Plain-song,

like everything else, must be judged by its

classical epoch ; and the decadent compositions

of the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries are only

worth study as a warning of what plain-song

is not.

In conclusion, something must be said about

the preservation of the plain -song tradition.

The music in the early days was all preserved

orally. It is not clear at what time the

melodies were written down. Long before that

they were probably taught by the teacher to

his class from memory, and with the assistance

of gestures which indicated the rise and fall of

the melodies, and probably also the extent of

the intervals. Even when the system of neum-
notation arose, out of combination of the acute

and grave accents (see Notation), the practical

singing was still a matter of oral tradition, and
the noted books were probably few. The change
which introduced a staff-notation instead of the

neumatic notation made it possible to define

the intervals accurately, and, in this respect

at any rate, to be more secure in the preserva-

tion of the tradition. The grouping and
phrasing was less well safeguarded by the

Guidonian notation ; but the fact that the

earliest manuscripts which contain the staff

notation agree in the main as regards the .tradi-

tion, though they are spread over a wide area,

shows that on the whole the tradition has been

faithfully preserved, and that the mediaeval

books substantially represent the primitive

plain-song.

It is probably true to say that the tradition

suffered more at the period subsequent to the

invention of printing than it ever suffered in

the period of oral tradition. So long as manu-
scripts continued there was uniformity and
faithfulness ; but ill-advised and ignorant

reforms were attempted in the 16th century

which led up to the Hedicean editions at the

beginning of the 17th century. These editions

were fastened upon the Church, and became
ofiicial, though they presented a most undesir-

able and corrupt text of the melodies. Interest

in plain-song, however, and knowledge about it

were so slight thatno rebellion took placeagainst

the evil tyranny of the Medicean editions till

the 19th century. From 1848 there dates a

new interest and a gradual improvement in the

tradition. The new Mechlin books of 1848
were no improvement, but they were followed

by a better edition issued jointly by the

Archbishops of Reims and Cambrai. Good
pioneer work was also done by the Jesuit

Lambillotte in France, and by Hermesdorff in

Germany ; but these attempts only provoked

suspicion. Official sanction was again given,

and in a much more definite and exclusive form,

to the corrupt Medicean version of the melodies,

and from 1871 onwards the Eatisbon service-

books perpetuated the evil. Following on the

work of Lambillotte and Hermesdorff came the

fuller revival of real plain-song in the hands of

the Benedictines of the Congregation of France,

led by Gu6ranger, Pothier, and Moequereau.

Their work has been to return to the manu-
scripts, to show up the unworthiness of the

modern printed editions in comparison with the

uniform manuscript tradition, and to call for

the official adoption of a better set of service-

books. The publications issued at Solesmes

have led up to this result. The Gradual and
other service-books published by the monks
showed their superiority and their greater

conformity to the true tradition, while the

scientific handling of the questions at issue

went on in the succeeding volumes of Palio-

graphie MuskaU. Through this patient work
and ardent enthusiasm the Vatican itself has

been conquered. Plain-song reform has received

official sanction, and a new set of books is being

issued from the Vatican press which will re-

produce more faithfully the true Gregorian tra-

dition of plain-song.

In England the plain-song tradition began
early, coming straight from Eome with the

advent of St. Augustine ; and the English

plain-song tradition has always been a particu-

larly trustworthy one. When the Latin services

were superseded in the 16th century it was only

possible to preserve very little of the ancient

plain-song. It was retained in the English

litany issued by Cranmer in 1544 ; and six

years later, in 1550, one year after the issue of

the First Prayer- Book, John Merbeoke published

his famous BooJce of Common Praier Noted, in

which plain-song melodies, printed in the

square-headed Gregorian character, were adapted

to the Anglican offices of ' Mattins,' ' Euen
Song,' 'The Communion,' 'The Communion
when there is a Burial,' etc., under the serious

restriction which was imposed upon him (in

rebellion against former elaborateness), namely,

that he should only set one note to one syllable.

Through these publications and others the

Gregorian tones survived in some form even

down to the 18th century, but the bulk of the

plain-song had passed away out of the English

service. The revived interest in plain-song

within the English church was begun by Mr.
Dyce, who brought out his Book of Oommum
Prayer Noted in 1843. Since then there have
been many adaptations of the simpler plain-song

of the responses and tones to the English service.

The Hyrmial Noted brought back the hymn
melodies in 1851, and these have become
increasingly popular. The more genuine and
elaborate plain-song compositions have not had
the same opportunity, and have not obtained
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any wide currency, though in some churches
plain-song masses are sung at the Holy Com-
munion service, and even Introits also, with
the English words adapted to the old melodies.
In some of the modern Anglican Communities
plain-song has been much studied and is very
fully, if not exclusively, used in the community
services. The later part of this revival of the
plain-song tradition in the English church has
to a large extent focuased round the ' Plain-song
and Mediaeval Music Society,' and, apart from
rival Plain -song Psalters, its publications re-

present the greater part of what has been done.
For the study of Plain-song the Benedictine

FaUographie is indispensable ; the most recent

and full manual is that of Dr. Wagner, Ein-
fuhrung in die Greg. Melodien (Part I., General
and Liturgical ; Part II., on Notation ; Part
III., to follow, on Theory. An English trans-

lation of Part I. is published by the Plain-Song
Society. A Grammar of Plain-Song has been
issued by the Benedictines of Stanbrook. Older
books are Pothier, Les Miladies Grigoriennes,

The Elements of Plain- Song (Plain -Song
Soc.) ; Kienle, Chant Grigorien. Important
scientific points are treated in Gevaert's

MHopie ATdique, and Jacobsthal's Ghromiatische

Alteration. w. H. r.

PLAIN-SONG AND MEDI.ffiVAL MUSIC
SOCIETY, THE. In November 1888 a

meeting was held by Messrs. Somers Clarke,

W. J. Birkbeck, H. B. Briggs, Brown, Notting-

ham, Athelstan Riley, and B. Luard Selby, at

which was formed the above Society, for anti-

quarian purposes, with the following objects :

—

(1) To be a centre of information in England
for students of Plain-song and Mediaeval Music,

and a means of communication between them
and those of other countries. (2) To publish

facsimiles of important MSS., translations of

foreign works on the subject, adaptations of

the plain-gong to the English use, and such

other works as may be desirable. (3) To form
a catalogue of all plain -song and measured
music in England, dating not later than the

middle of the 16th century. (4) To form a

thoroughly proficient choir of limited numbers,
with which to give illustrations of Plain-song

and Mediaeval Music. The subscription is

£1 per annum, entitling members to all publi-

cations gratis. Clergymen and organists are

eligible for election as associates, at a subscrip-

tion of 2s. 6d. per annum, entitling them to the

annual publications at a reduced price. Mr.

H. B. Briggs was honorary secretary from the

foundation of the Society till his death in 1901,

after which the present honorary secretary, Mr.

Percy E. Sankey, was appointed, the treasurer

being Mr. E. G. P. Wyatt. At the present time

(1906), the Society is under the presidency of

the Earl of Dysart, and has for vice-presidents

the Bishop of Argyll and the Isles, the Abbot

of Famborough, Viscount Halifax, Sir Hickman

VOL. Ill

B. Bacon, Bart., Sir J. F. Bridge, Mus.D., the

Very Kev. Vernon Staley, and Professor H.

Ellis Wooldridge. The Council consists of the

following :—Rev. Maurice Bell, W. J. Birkbeck,

Esq., Rev. A. E. Briggs, R. A. Briggs, Esq.,

Somers Clarke, Esq., "Wakeling Dry, Esq., Rev.

W. Howard Frere, Rev. Dom Gatard, O.S.B.,

Rev. E. R. Grimes, A. Hughes-Hughes, Esq.,

J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., Rev. E. J. Norris,

Rev. G. H. Palmer, A. H. D. Prendergast, Esq.,

Athelstan Riley, Esq., J. Russell, Esq., P. E.

Sankey, Esq., Rev. H. Urling Smith, Rev. G. R.
Woodward, and E. 6. P. Wyatt, Esq. The
publications of the Society fall into two branches,

one of which, though possibly the more useful

of the two, does not need detailed specification

in this place. It consists of educational works
on the execution of plain-song, and adaptations

to the English use. The other branch consists

of facsimiles of MSS., and its value from an
arohseological point of view is very great, even
if some of the translations printed in the older

issues are here and there open to question. The
volumes already published are as follows :

—

The Musical Notation of the Middle Ages (out of print).
Songs and Madrigals of the IStli century (14 examples).
Otadual Sarisburiense, a facsimile of an English ISth^century

Gradual, with an introdactlon, etc.

The Sarum Gradual, an introduction to the above.
Aotiphonale Sarisburiense, a facsimile of an English 13th-cen-

tur; Antlphoner. 8 parts already published. (1S06.)

Early English Harmony,fromthelOth to the 16th century. Vol.
i. published.
Madrigals of the Ifith century (six in modem notation), (out of

print).
Bibliotheca MnsicO'Liturgica, a descriptive hand-list of the'Musi-

cal and Latin Liturgical MSB. of the Middle Ages preserved in
English libraries. Vol. i. published. ^^

PLANCH^, James Robinson, of French
descent, bom in London, Feb. 27, 1796 ; made
Rouge Croix Pursuivant of Arms, 1854, and
Somerset Herald, 1866 ; died in London, May
30„ 1880. Planch^'s many dramas and extrava-

ganzas do not call for notice in these pages ; but
he requires mention as the author of the librettos

of 'Maid Marian, or the Huntress of Harlingford,

an Historical Opera,' for Bishop (Covent Garden,

Dec. 3, 1822), and 'Oberon, or The Elf-King's

Oath, a Romantic and Fairy Opera,' for Weber
(Covent Garden, April 12, 1826). He was
manager of the musical arrangements at Vaux-
hall Gardens in 1826-27, and in 1838 he wrote

for Messrs. Chappell a libretto founded on the

Siege of Calais by Edward III., with a view to

its being set by Mendelssohn. Mendelssohn,

however, was not satisfied with the book, and
it was ultimately transferred to Henry Smart,

by whom a large portion was composed. The
correspondence between Mendelssohn and
Planch^ may be read in the Recollections and
Befiections of the latter (1872, i. 279-316). G.

PLANgON, Pol Henki, born June 12,

1854, at Fumay, Ardennes, received instruction

in singing at Paris from Duprez, and later from
Sbriglia. In 1877 he made his debut on the

stage at Lyons as St. Bris, and during a two-

years' engagement there sang, Dec. 1, 1877, as

Joseph in Gounod's ' Cinq Mars '; Feb. 8, 1879,

3d
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as Enstaclie on the production of Saint-Saens's

' ^tienne Marcel.' On Feb. 11, 1880, he made

his dibut in Paris at the Theatre de la Gait^

as Colonna in Duprat's ' Pftrarque.' He next

sang with great success at the Lamoureux

Concerts, and on June 25, 1883, first appeared

at the Op&a as Mephistopheles, a part in which

he became very popular, and which was sung

by him over a hundred times during his ten

years' engagement there. His parts included,

April 2, 1884, Pittaous on the revival of

Gounod's ' Sapho ' and in new operas ; Nov. 30,

1885, Don Gormas in Massenet's 'Cid' ; March

21, 1890, Francis I. in Saint-Saens's ' Ascanio,'

etc. On June 3, 1891, he made his d^but at

Covent Garden as Mephistopheles, with great

success. From that time until 1904 inclusive,

he sang every season at Covent Garden, and in

1892 for a few nights at Druiy Lane, and ob-

tained great popularity in a large number of

parts sung in four different languages, notably

as both the King and the Priest in ' Aida
'

;

Capulet and the Friar in ' Eom6o
'

; Oroveso,

the bass parts of Meyerbeer and "Wagner (Land-

grave, Henry the Fowler, Pogner), etc. His

new parts include, June 20, 1894, General

Garrido in Massenet's ' Navarraise
'

; July 11,

1898, Ariofarnein Manoinelli's 'Ero e Leandro'

;

May 30, 1901, in English as the Friar in Stan-

ford's 'Much Ado about Nothing'; July 14,

1902, the King in Bunning'a ' Princesse Osra
'

;

July 6, 1904, Phanuel in Massenet's 'Salome,'

etc. From 1893 until 1906, M. Plan9on has

sung every winter in America, where he enjoys

the same popularity as he has enjoyed in

Paris and London. A. o.

PLANQUETTE, Kobert, bom in Paris,

July 31, 1848
;
passed rapidly through the Con-

servatoire, and first appeared as a composer of

songs and chansonnettes for the Cafds-concerts.

Encouraged by the popularity accorded to the

bold rhythm and slightly vulgar melody of

these songs, he rose to operettas— ' Valet de

oour,' 'Le Serment de Mme. Gr^goire,' and
' Paille d'avoine.' The decided progress evinced

by this last piece was confirmed by ' Les Cloches

de Corneville,' a three -act operetta, produced

with immense success at the Folies Dramatiques

on AprE 19, 1877, adapted to the English stage

by Farnie and Eeece, and brought out at the

Folly Theatre, London, Feb. 23, 1878, with

equally extraordinary good fortune. Planquette

afterwards composed and published 'LeChevalier

Gaston,' one act (Monte Carlo, Feb. 8, 1879),

and 'Les Voltigeurs de la 32me.,' three acts

(Theatre de la Renaissance, Jan. 7, 1880). [His

next piece was ' La Cantinifere,' which was

followed in 1882 by 'Rip van Winkle' (also

given in London with great success), 'Nell

Gwynne' in 1884, and 'La Cr^maillerie ' in

1885, and 'Surcouf in 1887. In the latter

year he wrote, especially for England, ' The Old

Guard' (Liverpool and London), and in 1889

his ' Paul Jones ' was' brought out at the Prince

,
of Wales's Theatre in London ; and his last works
were ' La Cooarde Trieolore ' (1892), ' Le Talis-

man' (1892), 'Panurge' (1895), and 'Mam'zelle,

Quat' Sous' (1897). He died in Paris, Jan.

28, 1903.] G.

PLANTADE, Charles Henri, born at Pon-

toise, Oct. 14, 1764 ; was admitted at eight tO;

the school of the king's ' Pages de la musique,'-

where he learned singing and the violoncello.

On leaving this he studied composition with
Honor^ LangU (born at Monaco, 1741, died at

Villiers le Bel, 1807), a popular singing-master
;

the pianoforte with HuUmandel (bom at Stras-

burg, 1751, died in London, 1823) ; and the

harp, then a fashionable instrument, &omPetrini
(born in 1744, died in Paris, 1819). Having
started as a teacher of singing and the harp, he
published a number of romances, and nocturnes

for two voices, the success ofwhich procured bim
admission to the stage, for at that time the com-
poser of such simple melodies was considered

perfectly competent to write an opera. Between
1791 and 1815 Plantade produced a dozen or

so dramatic works, three of which, ' Palma, ou

le voyage en Gr^ce,' two acts (1798), 'Zo6, ou
la pauvre petite' (1800), and 'Le Mari de

circonstance ' (1813), one act each, were en-

graved. The whole of this fluent but insipid

music has disappeared. His numerous sacred i

compositions are also forgotten ; out of about a

dozen masses, the 'Messe de Requiem' alone

was published, but the Conservatoire has the

MS. of a ' Te Deum ' (1807), several motets,

and five masses. From these scores it is evident

that with an abundance of easy-flowing melody,

Plantade had neither force nor originality. He
had a great reputation as a teacher, was a
polished man of the world, and » witty and
brilliant talker. Queen Hortenae, who had
learned singing from him, procured his appoint-

ment as Maitre de Chapelle to her husband,
and also as professor at the Conservatoire (1799).
He gave up his class in 1807, but resumed it

in 1815 ; was dismissed on April 1, 1816,
reinstated Jan. 1, 1818, and finally retired in

1828. [He was officially employed in the

Grand Op^ra in 1812.] He was decorated with
the Legion of Honour by Louis XVIII., in 1814.

His best pupil was Mme. Cinti-Damoreau. He
died in Paris, Dec. 18, 1839, leaving two sons,

one of whom, Charles FRAsgois,—bom in

Paris, April 14, 1787, died March 25, 1870—
composednumerous chansons and chansonnettes,-

some of which have been popular. o. c.

PLANTjfi, FRANgois, born at Orthez in the

Basses Pyrenees, March 2, 1839, appeared in

Paris at a very early age as an infant prodigy,
playing the piano with much success. In Dec.

1849 he entered Marmontel's class at the Conj
servatoire, and in the following year carried off

the first prize. He was then before the public
again as a performer, for some three yearSy
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during which time he played frequently at the
chamber concerts given by Alard and Franc-
homme

;
in 1853 he returned to the Conserva-

toire to study harmony under Bazin. Here he
obtained a second prize in 1855. It must be
regarded as a fortunate circumstance that at a
party at which he was playing, the audience
persisted in talking to an extent that highly
offended Plants ; whereupon he retired in great
wrath to the Pyrenees, where he remained for

nearly ten years, becoming familiar with the
compositions of all schools, and counteracting
the evils which necessarily accompany such a
career as his had hitherto been. He did not
reappear in Paris untU 1872, when he devoted
himself to playing on behalf of various charitable

objects. A series of concerts given with Alard
and Franchomme established his position, and
thenceforth he held a distinguished place among
French pianists. He undertook many successful

concert-tours on the Continent, and appeared

in England in 1878, playing Mendelssohn's

second PF. concerto at the Philharmonic Concert

ofMay 1 in that year. Hisplaying was character-

ised by repose, maturity of style, and rare

intelligence. He was Chevalier of the Legion
d'honneur. He died in July 1898, at PMgueux.
(Pougin's supplement to F^tis, etc.) M.

PLAYFORD. A family connected with the

publication of English music from 1650 to

the first decade of the 18th century,

John Platfoed, the elder, sicoording to the

researches into his pedigree made by Miss L. M.
Middleton (Notes and Queries, and Diet, of Nat.

Biog.), was a younger son of John Playford of

Norwich, and was bom in 1623. In 1648 his

name appears as bookseller in London, and in

November 1650 he published his first musical

work, 'The English Dancing-Master, ' dated 1651.

From this time onward his publications were
entirely musical. They included Hilton's

'Catch that catch can,' ' Select Musicall Ayres
and Dialogues, ' and ' Musiok's Recreation on
the Lyra VioU." He was from 1653 clerk to

the Temple Church, and held his shop in a
dwelling-house connected with the Temple (' in

the Inner Temple near the Church door
') ; as

his wife, Hannah, kept a boarding-school for

young ladies at Islington, he in due course

removed there, still keeping on his place of

business in the Temple. His house at Islington

was a large one ' near the church,' and after his

wife's death in 1679 he advertised it for sale

(meSmitli'sPj-otestaTttMagazine, April 11, 1681),

removing to Arundel Street ' near the Thames
side, the lower end and over against the George

'

(some references give this as ' over against the

Blew Ball '). The character of the man appears

to have been such as made him liked and

respected by all who came into contact with

him, and he seems to have well earned his

general epithet ' Honest ' John Playford. Ac-

cording to the new edition of Pepys' Diary

edited by Wheatley, Samuel Pepys had very

friendly relations with Playford, the latter

frequently giving him copies of his publications.

In music-publishing Playford had no rival, and

the list of his publications would practically be

a list (with the exception perhaps of less than

twenty works) of all the music issued in England

during the time covered by his business career.

Playford was enough of a musician to compose

many psalm tunes and one glee which became
popular, ' Comely Swain, why sitt'st thou so ' ;

and to write a handbook on the theory of

music which, concise, plain, and excellent, might
well serve for a model to-day. This Introdiic-

tion to the Skill of Musiclc attained nineteen or

twenty editions, and was the standard textbook

on the subject for nearly a century ; the first

edition is dated 1654, and the last 1730. In
1655 Playford published an enlarged edition of

it, which long passed as the first. See the

Sa/mmelbdnde of the Int. Mils. Ges. vi. 521. It

is divided into two books, the first containing

the principles of music, with directions for

singing and playing the viol ; the second the

art of composing music in parts, by Dr. Cam-
pion, with additions by Christopher Simpson.

The book acquired great popularity ; in 1730
it reached its nineteenth edition, independent

of at least six intermediate unnumbered
editions. There are variations both of' the

text and musical examples, frequently exten-

sive and important, in every edition. In the

tenth edition, 1683, Campion's tract was
replaced by ' A Brief Introduction to the Art
of Descant, or composing Music in parts,'

without author's name, which in subsequent

editions appeared with considerable additions

by Henry Purcell. The seventh edition con-

tained, in addition to the other matter, 'The
Order of performing the Cathedral Service,'

which was continued, with a few exceptions, in

the later editions. Another of Playford's im-

portant works was the ' Dancing -Master,' a
collection of airs for the violin used for country

dances, the tunes being the popular ballad and
other airs of the period. This work ran through

a great number of editions from 1650 to 1728,

and is the source of much of our National

English melody. ' Courtly Masquing Ayres of

two parts' (a title-page of the treble part is

preserved in the Bagford collection in the

British Museum, HarL MS. 5966) appeared in

1662.

Other valuable works in a series of editions

were published by Playford, books of catches,

of psalms, and songs. Instruction-books and
' lessons ' for the cithern, viol, and flageolet also

followed in a number of editions. After Play-

ford's death many of these were continued by
his son Henry, and by Wm. Pearson and John
Young, who ultimately acquired the rights of

publication.

, In the early times of his business; Playford
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was in trade relations, if not in partnership, with
others,—John Benson, 1652 ; Zach Walking, in

1664-65 ; and later than this with John Carr,

who kept a music-shop also in the Temple, a

few steps from John Playford's.

Many mistaken statements have been made
regarding Playford's business. For instance, it

is mentioned {Diet. Not. Biog.) that he invented

the 'new ty'd note' in 1658. This is quite an
error. The tied note was not introduced before

1690, some years after Playford's death (see

Tol. ii. p. 383 ; vol. iii. p. 325). Neither is it true

that in 1672 he began engraving on copper.

John Playford, senior, was neither a printer

nor an engraver, and long before 1672 he had
issued musical works printed from engraved

copper plates. In 1667 Playford republished

HUton's ' Catch that catch can,' with extensive

additions and the second title of ' The Musical

Companion,' and a second part containing ' Dia-

logues, Glees, Ayres, and Ballads, etc' ; and in

1672 issued another edition, with farther

additions, under the second title only. Some
compositions by Playford himself are included

in this work. In 1671 he edited 'Psalms and
Hymns in solemn musick of four parts on the

Common Tunes to the Psalms in Metre : used

in Parish Churches
' ; and in 1677, ' The

"Whole Book of Psalms, with the . . . Tunes
... in three parts,' which passed through
twenty editions. In 1673 he took part in

the Salmon and Lock controversy, by ad-

dressing a letter to the former, 'by way of

Confutation of his Essay, etc.,' which was
printed with Lock's Present Practice of Musick
Vindicated. The style of writing in this letter

contrasts very favourably with the writings of

Salmon and Lock. In place of abuse we have
quiet argument and clear demonstration of the

superiority of the accepted notation. Towards
the year 1684 Playford, feeling the eflfects of

age and illness, handed over his business to his

son Henry ; and there is a farewell to the public,

in the fifth book of ' Choice Ayres and Songs,'

1684. All attempts to settle satisfactorily

the date of John Playford's death have hitherto

failed. The likeliest date is about November
1686 (Diet. Nat. Biog.), and this is borne out by
his unsigned will, which, dated Nov. 5, 1686,
was not proveduntill694, the handwriting being
sworn to, on the issue of probate. It may be
supposed that the will was written on his death-

bed, and that from feebleness or other cause, it

remained without signature. That he was dead
in 1687 is proved by several elegies ; one by
Nahum Tate, set to music by Henry Purcell,

was issued in folio in this year. Dr. Cummings
suggests (Life of Purcell, p. 46) that this relates

to John Playford the younger, but he has over-

looked the fact that an elegy ' on the death of

Mr. John Playford, author of these, and several

other works' appears in the 1687 and later

editions of Playford's Introduction to the Skill of

Musick, a work incontestably by the elder John
Playford.

There are several portraits of the elder Play-

ford extant, taken at different periods of his

life, and these are prefixed to various editions

of the IiUroduction.

Hbnkt Platfokd, son of the above, was born

May 5, 1657 (Diet. Nat. Biog.), and succeeded

to his father's business in 1684. Before this,

however, he had published one or two books,

notably An Antidote against Melancholy, 1682
and 1684. Henry Playford was at first in

partnership with Bichard Carr, the sou of John
Carr. The Carrs, father and son, kept a music-

shop at the Middle Temple Gate, facing St.

Dunstan's Church, and the early publications

of Henry Playford were sold both at the Inner

Temple and here, Henry Playford becoming

in due course owner of the shop at the Middle

Temple Gate, or at Temple Change as it was
otherwise called. Henry Playford republished

editions of the works originally issued by his

father and a small quantity of his own fresh

ventures. In 1698 he advertised a lottery of

music-books. He published several important

musical works, among which were Purcell's 'Ten

Sonatas,' and 'Te Deum and Jubilate for St.

Cecilia's day,' 1697; 'Orpheus Britannicus,'

1698-1702 ; Blow's 'Ode on the Death of

Purcell,' 1696, and ' Amphion Anglicus,' 1700.

It is quite evident that he had not the same
business ability as his father, but in 1699 he es-

tablished a Concert of Music held thrice weekly

at a coffee-room, and in 1701, another series

of weekly Concerts at Oxford (Did. Nat. Biog.).

Later he developed into a. dabbler in picture

and print dealing, and his music business began

in consequence to decline. Walsh had arisen,

and Henry Playford must have found in him a

very powerful rival in the music trade. The
statement (Diet. Nat. Biog.) that in 1694 he

sold his copyright in the ' Dancing-Master ' to

HeptinstaU, does not appear to be justified, as

long after this date his name as publisher occurs

on all copies. About 1706 or 1707 it appears

that he had retired from the music business

altogether. His stock seems to have been

purchased by John Cullen (q.v.), whose address
' at the Buck between the two Temple Gates

'

appears to be Henry Playford's (formerly John
Carr's) shop. His death is variously given as

occurring in 1706 and 1710. If his will was

proved in 1721, as one authority states, it is

likely that his decease must have been much
later than either of these dates.

John Playford theyounger. Miss Middleton
has definitely dispelled the error that he was
a son of John Playford the elder ; he was his

nephew. He was born at Stanmore Magna in

1655, and was son of Matthew Playford, rector

there. He must have served his apprenticeship

to printing in London, and this he no doubt did
with William Godbid, a printer of great repute
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for scientific works and for music, being the one
employed in his period by the elder Playford.
The printing-office was in Little Britain, and
Godbid having died in 1679 young Playford in
this year entered into partnership with the
widow Anne Godbid. At her death or retire-

ment Playford alone held the business, and
printed all the musical works issued by his
cousin Henry until 1685.

In this year John Playford, junior, died, and
his widow Eleanor advertises the business as

for sale (see London Gazette for May 6, 1686).
In regard to the Playford publications it may

he mentioned that after the death or retirement
of Henry Playford such books as were still

saleable, like 'The Dancing-Master,' The Intro-

duction to the Skill of Musick, Simpson's ' Com-
pendium of Musick,' Playford's ' Whole Book of

Psalms,' etc. , were reprinted in fresh editions by
William Pearson (?.».), and were sold by John
Young. Cullen certainly acquired Henry Play-

ford's stock (probably he was an assistant with
Playford), but never issued any editions. All

the Playford publications, with very few ex-

ceptions, were from movable music type. The
exceptions were some instrumental works, as,

'Musick's Handmaid,' etc., and some reprints

from earlier copper plates, as Orlando Gibbons's

'Fantazies,' Child's 'Psalms,' etc., these the

elder Playford had got possession of on his com-
mencing business. Henry Playford also issued

a few engraved half-sheet songs. (For list of

the Playford publications, see the writer's

British Music Publishers.) F. K.

PLEASANTS, Thomas, bom 1648, became
in 1670 organist and master of the choristers

of Norwich Cathedral. He died Nov. 20, 1689,

and was buried on Nov. 23 in the north

transept of the cathedral. (West's Cathedral

Organists.)

PLECTRUM, a small piece of horn, wood,

ivory, tortoiseshell, or other substance used for

playing certain stringed instruments, and taking

the place of the finger-nails, or fingers in instru-

ments of the lute tribe. From paintings, and
other evidence, it is quite plain that the Greeks

generally played the lyre with a plectrum,

though this was varied by the use of the fingers.

Inmodem days the instruments ofthemandoline

family alone are played with the plectrum.

Although the wire-strung guitar of the middle

of the 1 8th century appears to have demanded
(for the fingers' sake) a plectram, yet the

old instruction books direct it to be played by
the unarmed fingers. The touch of the finger

on the string produces, of course, a quality of

tone which no substitute can effect. The jacks

of the spinet and harpsichord are plectra, and

though generally these are armed with quill,

yet in the later form of harpsichord, one set

of jacks is supplied with leather tips which

produces a more mellow effect. See also

vol. ii. p. 527J. F- K-

PLEYEL, Ignaz Joseph, a most prolific

instrumental composer, bom June 1, 1757, the

twenty-fourth child of the village schoolmaster

at Ruppersthal in Lower Austria. His musical

talent showed itself early. He learnt to play

the clavier and violin in Vienna, the former

from Van Hal, or Wanhall, and found a patron

in the then Count Erdbdy, who put him under

Haydn, as a pupil in composition in 1774, and

appointed him his Capellmeister in 1777, allow-

ing him, however, leave of absence to continue

his studies. After remaining several years with

Haydn he went to Italy, where he fully imbibed
the taste of the Italian opera, and lived in

intercourse with the best singers and composers.

In 1783 he was called to Strasburg at first as

deputy, and in 1789 as first Capellmeister to

the cathedral. In 1791 he was invited to

London to take the control of the Professional

Concerts of the following season. He was
probably not aware of the fact that his appoint-

ment was a blow aimed at Salomon, and that

he would be in competition with Haydn. The
blow, however, missed its aim. Pleyel conducted

his first Professional Concert, Feb. 13, 1792.

Haydn was present, and the programme con-

tained three symphonies, by Haydn, Mozart,

and Pleyel himself (composed expressly for the

concert). On May 14, he took his benefit. The
visit was a satisfactory one, both from an artistic

and a pecuniary point of view. On his return

to France he found himself denounced as an
enemy to the Republic, and was forced to fly.

Hesucceeded in clearing himself from the charge,

and at length settled in Paris as a music-seller.

In 1800 the musicians of the opera proposed to

perform Haydn's 'Creation,' and Pleyel was
selected to arrange that Haydn should himself

conduct the performance. He got as far as

Dresden on the road to Vienna, but all the

influence of Haydn and Artaria failed to obtain

a pass for him any further, and the direction

of the performance came finally into the hands

of Steibelt. The evening of the concert—

3

NivSse or Dec. 24, 1800—was a memorable

one, since on his road to the opera-house, in

the Rue Nicaise, Bonaparte nearly met his death

from an infernal machine. Pleyel visited Vienna

and obtained great success there in 1805. He
was the first to publish the complete collection

of Haydn's quartets (except the last three, of

which two had not then been printed, and the

third was not composed till some time after-

wards). The edition, in separate parts only,

has a portrait of Haydn by Darcis after Guerin,

and is dedicated to the First Consul. It was

followed by thirty quartets and five symphonies

in score. In 1807 Pleyel founded the piano-

forte factory which has since become so widely

celebrated. [See Pleyel & Co.] He died

Nov. 14, 1831.

Haydn considered Pleyel as his dearest and

most efficient pupil. He writes from London ;
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' Since his arrival (Dec. 23, 1791), Pleyel has

been so modest to me that my old affection has

revived ; we are often together, and it does him
honoxir to find that he knows the worth of his

old father. We shall each take our share of

success, and go home satisfied. ' Pleyel dedicated

to Haydn his opera 2, six quartets ' in segno di

perpetua gratitudine.' When Pleyel's first six

string quartets, dedicated to his patron, Count

Ladislaus Erdody, appealed in Vienna, Mozart

wrote to his father (April 24, 1784) :
' Some

quartets have come out by a certain Pleyel, a

scholar of Jos. Haydn's. If you don't already

know them, try to get them, it is worth your

while. They are very well written, and very

agreeable
;
you will soon get to know the author.

It wUl be a happy thing for music, if, when the

time arrives, Pleyel should replace Haydn for

us. ' This wish was not destined to be fulfilled.

In his later works Pleyel gave himself up to

a vast quantity of mechanical writing, vexing

Haydn by copying his style and manner without

a trace of his spirit, and misleading the public

into neglecting the works of both master and
scholar, including many of Pleyel's own earlier

compositions, which were written with taste and
care, and deserve a better fate than oblivion.

Pleyel was emphatically an instrumental com-
poser, and wrote an enormous number of sym-
phonies, concertos, and chamber pieces, of

which a list will be found in Fetis, comprising

twenty-nine symphonies ; five books of quintets

;

and seven of quartets, some of them containing

as many as twelve compositions each ; six flute

quartets ; four books of trios ; eight concertos
;

fivesymphonies concertanti ; eight books of duets

for strings ; ten books of sonatas for PF. solo,

and twelve sonatas for PF. and violin. When
in Italy he wrote an opera, 'Iphigenia in Aulide,'

which was performed at Naples in 1785. A
hymn or cantata in praise of revolutionary

doctrines, called 'La Revolution du 10 aoflt

(1792) ou le Tocsin aU^gorique,' is mentioned

by Lobstein, and a 'Hymn to Night' was

published by Andr6 at Offenbach in 1797. A
series of twelve Lieder, op. 47, was published

at Hamburg by Giinther and Bbhme. It has

never yet been mentioned that his introduction

to the world as a vocal composer was with an
opera for the marionette theatre at Esterhaz in

1776, 'Die Fee Urgele,' containing a quantity

of vocal pieces. A portrait of him, painted by
H. Hardy and engraved by W. Nutter, was
pjiblished by Bland during Pleyel's residence

in London.
Camille, eldest son of the foregoing, bom at

Strasburg, Dec. 18, 1788, took over the music
business in 1824, associating himself with

Kalkbrenner for the pianoforte department.

He had had a good musical education from his

father and Dussek ; he lived for some time in

London, and published several pieces which

evince considerable talent. He died at Paris,

May 4, 1865, leaving August Wolff at the

head of the firm.

His wife, Marie Felicity Denise Moke or

Mooke, known sis Madame Pleyel, was bom
at Paris, July 4, 1811, and at an early age

developed an extraordinary gift for playing.

Herz, Moacheles, and Kalkbrenner were suc-

cessively her masters, and she learnt much from

hearing Thalberg ; but her own unwearied

industry was the secret of her success. Her
towmies in Russia, Germany, Austria, Belgium,

France, and England were so many triumphal

progresses, in which her fame continually

increased. Mendelssohn in Leipzig, and Liszt

at Vienna, were equally fascinated by her per-

formances ; Liszt led her to the piano, turned

over for her, and played with her a duet by
Herz. Not less marked was the admiration of

Auber and F^tis, the latter pronouncing her

the most perfect player he had ever heard.

Berlioz was violently in love with her in 1830
;

see his Lettres intimes, xxvii. -xxxiii., and
JuUien's Hector Berlioz. In this country she

made her first appearance at the Philharmonic,

June 27, 1846, in Weber's Concertstiiok. To
Brussels she always felt an attraction, and in

1848 took the post of teacher of the PF. in the

Conservatoire there, whichsheretained till 1872.

Her pupils were numerous, and worthy of her

remarkable ability. She died near Brussels,

March 30, 1875. o. F. p.

Pleyel's connection with Scottish music arose

in this way. In 1791 George Thomson of

Edinburgh (9.«.) sought Pleyel in London,

and applied for assistance in the arrangements

of o, collection of Scots songs which he was

about to issue. He also commissioned him to

compose twelve sonatas for the pianoforte,

founded upon Scottish airs. Pleyel, after much
delay and diflioulty, completed six of the sonatas

and wrote symphonies and pianoforte arrange-

ments to thirty -two Scots songs, for all of

which Thomson, in 1793, paid him £131 : 5 : 0.

The sonatas were issued in two sets, of three

each, and the first twenty-five songs formed the

first number of Thomson's collection, the remain-

ing seven being published later. Thomson's
relations with Pleyel were by no means satis-

factory. He complained that the composer

had ' juggled with him ' and ' grossly deceived

him,' added to which was the delay and uncer-

tainty of communicating with him during the

Continental war. Thomson, therefore, at a later

date obtained the services of Eozeluch and
finally of Haydn, ultimately rejecting much of

Pleyel's work on a republication for new arrange-

ments by Haydn. p. k.

PLEYEL & CO. This distinguished Parisian

firm of pianoforte-makers is now styled Plbvel,
Wolff bt Cie. , and from particulars supplied

by M. Wolff—formerly a pianist and professor at

the Conservatoire, and for many years head of

the house—its founder was Ignaz Pleyel, the
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composer, who established it in 1807. The
Pleyel firm is remarkable for having always been
directed by musicians, such as Camille Pleyel,
who became his father's partner in 1821, and
Kalkbrenner, who joined them three years later.

At starting, the pianoforte-maker, Henry Pape,
lent valuable aid. The influence of Chopin, who
made his ddbutin Parisat Pleyel'srooms, in 1831,
has remained a tradition in the facile touch and
peculiar singing tone of their instruments.
Camille Pleyel -wslS succeeded in the control of

the business by M. A. Wolff above mentioned,
who has much improved the Pleyel grand pianos

in the direction of power, having made them
adequate to the modem requirements of the
concert-room, without loss of those refined

qualities to which we have referred. The firm

has had since 1876 an agency in London. A. j. h.

PLICA (literally, a Fold, or Plait). A char-

acter, mentioned by Franco of Cologne, Joannes
de Muris, and other early writers. Franco
describes four kinds : (1) the ' Plica longa ascen-

dens, ' formed by the addition, to a square note,

of two ascending tails, of which that on the

right hand is longer than that on the left
; (2)

the ' Plica longa descendens,' the tails of which
are drawn downwards, that on the right being,

as before, longer than that on the left
; (3) the

' Plica brevis ascendens,' in which the longer of

the ascending tails is placed on the left side
;

and (4) the 'Plica brevis descendens,' in which
the same arrangement obtains with the two
descending tails.

These notes had the ordinary values of longs

and breves, but they were sung with some sort

of falsetto grace at the end, the art of which
has long been lost. The grace occupied one

third of the length of the note when perfect, or

one half when imperfect. Franco tells us that

besides longs and breves semibreves could be

plicated when in ligature, but not when stand-

ing alone : he defines ' plica ' as * the division

of the same sound into grave and acute ' (Cousse-

maker's Sariptores, i. 123). Pseudo - Aristotle

says that the interval taken at the end may
be either a semitone, tone, minor or major

third, or perfect fourth or fifth : he adds that

plication is effected ' per compositionem epiglotti

ormi repercussione gutturis subtiliter inclusa,'

whatever that may mean (Coussemaker, i. 273,

ii. 406). Marchettus of Padua tells us that
' to plicate a note is to extend the sound upwards

or downwards in a feigned voice, different from

that naturally produced,' the interval taken

depending on the position of the next note

(Gerbert, Seriptores, iii. 181). J. P. B. s.

PLUNKETT, Catherine, almost invariably

known as 'Miss Plunkett,' one of the first female

violinists of whom there is any record. Bom
in Dublin in 1725, she was sentasan 'apprentice'

to Dubourg, then Master of the State Music in

Ireland, in 1740, and, on Dec. 6, 1742, gave a

benefit concert in Fishamble Street Music Hall.

Having studied sedulously under Dubourg for

another year, she determined to try her fortune

before a London audience. Accordingly, on
Jan. 27, 1743-44, Miss Plunkett, announced as

' a scholar of Mr. Dubourg's lately arrived from
Dublin,' gave a concert at the Haymarket
Theatre. Apparently this must have been
successful, as the young lady again appeared at

the same theatre on Feb. 27 following. After

the year 1744 no trace of Miss Plunkett is

found. w. H. G. F.

PLUS ULTRA. See Ne Plus Ultra.
PNEUMA, from the Greek irveviw., 'a

breathing ' ; also written Neuma and Neupma.
A melody sung to a vowel sound at the close of

a word or sentence. Such decorations, known
also as Jubili, have been utilised in church
music from very early times. St. Augustine
and St. Jerome both speak of the way in which
music of this sort, unhampered by words, can be
used as an expression of devotional feeling which
could not be put into words. WhUe the Pneuma
was used to decorate many musical phrases, its

chief elaboration was in connection with the
Alleluia at Mass. Here it is an invariable

feature, and the final a of the word Alleluia was
always used as a vowel with which to associate

an elaborate piece of vocal melody. The follow-

ing Alleluia of Easter Sunday will serve as an
example :

—

I
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on the old system, a pressure of several pounds

was required to force down each key. G.

POCHETTE. Small boat-shaped, and dimin-

utive normal-shaped, violins, which came into

vogue in France about the time of Louis XIII.

It is difficult to decide accurately the original

form of these little instruments, as both types

come under the equivocal title of ' Pochette
'

;

but judging from Kircher's illustration of a

boat-shaped pochette in his ' Musurgia Univer-

salis' (1650), which he calls a Linterculus

(the name is derived from linter, a small boat,

wherry, or trough), itwould appear that thelinter

or boat-shaped form was the earlier. The Padre

Bonanni (Descrizione degliItistrumentiArnumici,

1770) also refers to the Latin name saying:
' This young man is learning to play a little

instrument ' (an illustration of a boat-shaped

instrument is given) ' which the Latins named
Zinterculus,' and mentions that in Italy it is

called Sordino and is used for dancing. Mersenne

(Z)« Instrumentis Harmoniais, 1637) gives three

different sizes, all boat-shaped, and says they

were called pera or poche, and were carried in

the pockets of the professors of dancing ; and
de Furetiere's DictioTiary (1690) defines the

word ' Poche ' :
' petit violon que les maltres k

danser mettent dans leur poche quand ils vont

monter en ville.' In a word, the small tone

of the boat -shaped Linterculus earned for itself

the name of Sordino in Italy, and—owing to its

convenient dimensions— ' Pochette ' in France,

and ' Taschengeige ' in Germany ; and the minia-

ture violin, known as ' Kit ' (see that name) in

England, was a later development, which crept

in and assumed the title of its predecessors.

The boat-shaped ' Pochette ' or ' Sordino 'measures

from fifteen to twenty inches in length ; there

is generally a heart-shaped sound-hole, as well as

two / holes, and the neck forms part of the

instrument,— a detail which points to the

pochette as a survival of the ' Rebec ' of Arabian

origin. They are often beautifully embellished,

either with inlaying of ivory, tortoise-shell,

carving, or other ornamentation, and their

accompanying cases are usually lined with
satin or velvet, and bear conventional designs,

mostly of fleurs-de-lys, on the exterior. The
bows, which measure from fifteen to seventeen

inches in length, are made sometimes entirely of

ivory, or partially inlaid to match the accom-
panying ' Pochette.' The diversity and fancy

which was lavished by their makers upon these

little instruments has made it almost impossible

to determine (as may be done in judging violins)

the maker or school to which they belong.

The varnish on the boat-shaped pochettes gives

place to excessive ornamentation, whereas some
of the violin-shaped pochettes have beautiful

varnish. At the South Kensington Loan Exhibi-

tion in 1874, a sordino by Matthias Albanus
(1680) was exhibited, and at the Samary Sale

two exquisite little pochettes—one by Matthias

Hofmans tot Antwerpen and the other by
Antonius Medard. Nancy, were sold. A beauti-

ful pochette of the violin type, made by Stradi-

varius in 1717, was brought to France by

Tarisio on one of his first visits. He sold it to

Sylvestre, and it eventually became the pro-

pertyofMonsieurClapisson, whowas soenchanted

with it that he included it in the orchestral

score of his opera, ' Les trois Nicolas.' Another

exquisite little pochette (violin-shaped), also'the

property of Mons. Clapisson, contained a fan,

which opened at will between the belly and

back. Mons. Jubinal possessed a pochette

which fitted into a walking - stick. At the

Donaldson Museum there is a violin -shaped

pochette, withvery fine varnish, which isthought

to be the work of Nicola Amati ; and another,

which is exquisitely inlaid with squares of ebony

and ivory, has six gut strings and six sym-

pathetic wire strings (17th century, French).

The players of the pochette were mostly dancing-

masters. They held the instrument against their

left breast and marked the rhythms of the

dance, at the same time performing the steps for

theinstructionof their pupils. Hawkins(History

ofMusic) mentions a dancing-master of London
named Francis Pemberton who ' was so excel-

lent a master of the " Kit," that he was able

to play solos on it, exhibiting in his perform-

ance all the graces and elegances of the violin
'

;

and the Abb^ de Marolles {M4moires, 1745

edition)quotes Constantin andBocanas ' Fameux
joueurs de poche.' The utility of the pochettes

has ceased since the accession of the piano,

and, their occupation being gone, the collector

alone cherishes them as handsome curiosities.

The South Kensington Museum and the Donald-

son Museum in London contain some beautiful

specimens, as also do the Mus6e du Louvre, the

Musfo Cluny, the Mus^e du Conservatoire, and
that of the Opera at Paris.—Kircher, Muswrgia
Universalis ; Mersenne, De Instrumentis Bar-
monids ; Bonanni, Descrizioni degli Instrwmenti

Armonid ; La Borde, Essai sur la Musique ;

Hawkins, JBist. MvMc ; Engel, The Violin

Family, Musical InstruTnents in South Kensing-

ton Loan Exhib., 1874 ; de Bricqueville, Les

Anciens Instruments de Musique ; Euhlmann,
Atlas zur Oeschichte der Bogeninstrumenie,

Map iv. ; Sandys and Forster, History of the

Violin. E. H-A.

POCKRIOH, Richard, the son of an Irish

gentleman of good fortune, was born at Derry-

lusk. County Monaghan, about the year 1690,

and settled in Dublin in 1715, having opened

a brewery and distillery at Island Bridge. He
was an excellent musical amateur, and when
his distillery failed he applied, but unsuccess-

fully, for the post of Master of the Choristers of

Armagh Cathedral in 1742. He then turned

his attention to a project for reclaiming Irish

bogs, and for extensive vineries, varying these

schemes by starting a fowl farm in Co. Wicklow.
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In 1741 he invented, or rather re-invented,
the Harmonica, and gave concerts exhibiting
its powers in Dublin, during the years 1743
and 1744. These concerts were so successful
that Pockrioh made a tour of England, where
the Harmonica v/as much appreciated. From
1750 to 1756 he had many successful concert
tours, but finally met with a tragic death, being
burned in an accidental fire at Hamlin's Coffee
House, Sweetings Alley, near the Royal Ex-
change, London, in 1759. w. h. g. f.

POCO, a little ; rather ; as pooo adagio, not
quite so slow as adagio itself

; pooo sostenuto,

somewhat sustained. It is the opposite of Assai.

PooHETTiNO is a diminutive of poco, and implies
the same thing but in a smaller degree, as does
also the superlative Pochissimo. g.

POELCHAU, Georg, a distinguished ama-
teur, born July 5, 1773, at Cremon in Livonia,

left Bussia during the reign of the Emperor
Paul, and settled in Hamburg, where he formed
an intimacy with Klopstock, On the death of

Emanuel Bach he bought the whole of his

music, which contained many autographs of

his father's. On another occasion he bought
the residue of the library of the Hamburg opera,

with a set of Reinhard Keiser's works. In 1 8 1

3

he settled in Berlin, in 1814 became a member
oi the Singakademie, and assumed the charge

of its library in 1833. At the request of the

Crown Prince he searched the royal libraries for

the compositions of Frederick the Great, and
found 120 pieces. He died in Berlin, on Aug.

12, 1836, and his collection of music w:is bought

by the Eoyal Library and the Singakademie.

In 1855 the Singakademie sold their collection

of the autographs of the Bach family to the

Soyal Library, which now has a larger number
of these treasures than any other institution.

There is a, bust of Poelchau in one of the

rooms. r. g,

POGLIETTI, Alessandro, was organist to

the Imperal Court chapel at Vienna in 1661-83.

Of his origin and earlier career nothing has as

yet come to light. Walther, in his Lexicon,

describes him as having been German by birth,

but this is highly improbable. He would appear

to have been held in high esteem at the Imperial

court, since below his portrait and on the title-

pages of some of his MS. works there is appended
to his name, the honorary distinction of Comes
Palatinus. He was killed during the siege of

Vienna by the Turks in 1683. On the return

of the Court to Vienna in 1684 his widow was

allowed a pension of 18 gulden monthly, until

her remarriage. The works of Poglietti, which

are mostly for clavier and organ, circulated

chiefly in MS. copies, and none ever appeared

in print during his lifetime. His most widely

known work, of which a large number of MS.

copies exist, is a collection of twelve Ricercari

for the organ on the church tones, which are

comparatively simple and severe in style. Bitter

has printed one of them in his Geschichte des

Orgelspiels, Ex. 25. His most important work
for the clavier is a very extended Suite entitled

'Rossignolo,' the original autograph MS. of

which, magnificently bound, bears a dedication

to the Empress Eleonora Magdalena Theresia,

the third wife of the Emperor Leopold I. This

Suite, along with two others, has now been

printed in a recent issue of the Denkmaler
der Tonkunst in Oesterreich, Jahrg. xiii. ; and
the Editor (Dr. HugoBotstiber) takes occasion to

correct some mistakes of Max Seiflert in his Ge-

schichte der Claviermusile with regard to it. The
Suite consists of a Toccata, Canzona, AUemande
with two doubles, Courante, Sarabande, Gigue
with one double each, and following these comes
an Aria Allemagna con alcune Variazioni sopra

r etk della Maestk Vostra, concluding with a

Eioercar, Capriccio, and Aria Bizzara del Eos.

signolo. To the Aria there are thus altogether

twenty-three Variations ; and Seiflert, under-

standing its titleto refer to theageof theEmperor
himself, inferred that the work was written in

1 663, when the Emperor was twenty-three years

old. But the chronograms on the title-page of

the work prove it to have been written in the

year 1677, and since it is dedicated to the

Empress, the reference is to her age and not
that of the Emperor. The Variations are re-

markable in other ways. Most of them have

special superscriptions, with imitationsof various

national instruments, meant probably to imply
the homage of various nationalities to the

Emperor and Empress. So, for instance, the

eighth Variation is superscribed ' Bohmisoh-
Dudelsack,' the ninth ' Hollandisch-Flageolet,'

the fourteenth ' Franziisische Baiselemens '(Baiser

les mains), the eighteenth 'Ungarische Geigen,'

etc. The last two movements consist of an

imitation of the song of the nightingale, which
gives a title to the whole work. Seifliert thinks

the opening of Poglietti's ' Capriccio per lo Eos-

signolo ' must have remained in Handel'smemory
when he wrote the first movement of his Concerto

Grosso, No. 11. The other two Suites, now first

published, are also extraordinary specimens of

early programme music. One is entitled ' Sopra

la ribellione di Ungheria,' and the reference is

to the rebellion of 1671, when the endeavour

was made to separate Hungary from the rule of

the House of Hapsburg. This Suite opens with

a Toccatina superscribed Galop ; the AUemande
has the title ' La Prisonnie ' ; the Courante, ' Le

Proems
'

; the Sarabande, 'La Sentence
'
; theGigue,

'La Lige, ' followed by ' La Decapitation ' and ' Les

Cloches, '
' Requiem Aeternam. ' The third Suite

consists of a Canzon and 'Capriccio iiber das

Henner und Hannergeschrey,' which may have

been in Bach's mind when he wrote his Fugue
with the Thema all' imitatio Gallina cucca. The
only work of Poglietti which was previously

published, was a Suite for clavier in F, which ap-

peared in thepublication of Roger of Amsterdam,

3d
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entitled ' Toccates et Suites pour le Clavecin A6

Messieurs Pasquini, Poglietti etGaspard Kerle,'

1704. This collectionwas republished by Walsh
in London under the title ' A second collection

of toccates voluntarys and fugues made on

purpose for the Organ and Harpsicord composed

by Pasquini, Poglietti, and others, etc. ' Another

work for clavier, which bears Poglietti's name
in several MSS. abroad, is now proved to be

the work of Dr. John Bull. It is a Fugue upon
the Hexaohord, which appears in the FitzwUliam

Virginal Book. Poglietti may simply have

copied it from some source for his own use.

Other works of Poglietti remaining in MS. are

a few for various combinations of instruments,

and some sacred works for voices with instru-

mental accompaniment. Dr. Hugo Botstiber

also claims for Poglietti the authorship of a

theoretical work which Dr. Sandberger has

previously ascribed to Johann Kaspar Kerl.

It is entitled 'Regulae Oompositionis,' and while

two MS. copies ascribe it to Kerl, two others

and one very important copy made by the

Hamburg organist, Johann Adam Eeinken,

expressly attest it as Poglietti's. J. R. M,

POHL, Gael Fekdinand, writer on musical

subjects, born at Darmstadt, Sept. 6, 1819, of

a musical family, his grandfather having been

the first maker of glass harn^onicas, his father

(died 1869) chamber-musician to the Duke of

Hesse at Darmstadt, and his mother a daughter
of the composer Beczwarzowsky. In 1841 he
settled in Vienna, and after studying under
Seohter became in 1849 organist of the new
Protestant church in the Gumpendorf suburb.

At this date he published Variations on an old
' Nachtwachterlied ' (Diabelli), and other pieces.

He resigned the post in 1855 on account of his

health, and devoted himself exclusively to

teaching and literature. In 1862 he published

in Vienna an interesting pamphlet ' On the

history of the Glass harmonica.' From 1863
to 1866 he lived in London, occupied in re-

searches at the British Museum on Haydn and
Mozart ; the results of which he embodied in

his Mozart und Saydn in London, two vols.

(Vienna, Gerold, 1867), a work full of accurate

detail, and indispensable to the student.

Through the influence of Jahn and von Kbchel,

andofhis intimate friend the Ritter von Karajan,

Pohl was appointed in January 1866 to the

important post of archivist and librarian to the

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna. [See

vol. ii. p. 162.] To his care and conscientiousness

the present highly satisfactory condition of the

immense collections of this great institution is

due. In connection therewith he published

two works, which, though of moderate extent,

are full of interest, and are marked by that

accuracy and sound judgment which distinguish

all his works, namely, Die Gesellschaft der

Mitsikfreunde wnd ihr Conservatoriwrn in Wien
(Braumiiller, 1871), and Denhschrift ava Aviass

des 100 jahrigen Bestehens der Tonkii/nstler Sode-

tdt in Wien (Gerold, 1871). He was for many
years occupied on a biography of Haydn, which

he undertook at the instigation of Jahn, and

of which vol. i. was published in 1875 (Berlin,

Sacoo ; since transferred to Breitkopf & Hartel)

and vol. ii. in 1882. The book has long been

in process of completion by Herr Mandyczewski,

to whom Pohl left materials at his death;

The main facts are contained in his article on

Haydn in this Dictionary. The summaries of

the musical events of each year which Pohl

furnished to the Signals fwr die musikalisclm

JVelt, of which he was theVienna correspondent,

were most careful and correct, and it would be

a boon to the student of contemporary music

if they could be republished separately. Pohl's

courtesy to students desiring to collate MSS.,

and his readiness to supply information, were

well known to the musical visitors to Vienna.

He died in Vienna, April 28, 1887. F. C.

POHL, Dr. Richard, a German musical

critic, well known for his thoroughgoing advo-

cacy of Wagner. He was bom at Leipzig,

Sept. 12, 1826, devoted himself to mathematics,

and after concluding his course at Gottingen

and Leipzig was elected to a professorial chair

at Gratz. This he vacated for political reasons,

and then settled at Dresden (1852), and Weimar

(1854) as a musical critic. In 1864 he moved
to Baden-Baden, where he died Dec. 17, 1896.

He was one of the editors of the Neue Zeilschrift

filr Miisik, in which he strongly championed

the cause of Wagner's and other advanced

music, and a frequent contributor to the musical

periodicals. He began his Autobiography in

the Mm. WochenhlaM for Dec. 30, 1880. His

other works include : Ahustische Briefe (1853),

Bayreuther Ervnnenmgen^Wn), Bichard Wag-
Tier (1883), FroMi Liszt (1883), and Eedm- Ber-

lioz (1884), Die Mohenziige der musikalisclien

Mntwickelung (1888). He also wrote poetry,

translated the works of Berlioz into German,
made a connecting text for Schumann's
'Manfred' and Liszt's 'Prometheus,' and
composed some music of a slight but agreeable

kind. G.

POHLENZ, Christian August, bom July

3, 1790, at Saalgast in Lower Lusatia. In

1829 we find him well established in Leipzig

as a, singing-master, a conductor of concerts,

organist of the Thomaskirohe, director of the

Singakademie and the Musikverein, etc. At
the end of 1834 he resigned the post of Con-

ductor of the Gewandhaus subscription concerts,

which he had held since 1827, and in which he

was succeeded by Mendelssohn in the following

October. After the death of Weinlig, on March
6, 1842, and before the appointment of Haupt-
mann later in the same year, Pohlenz filled the

office of Cantor at the St. Thomas's School.

Indeed, in the then state of music at Leipzig,

he seems to have been a person of consideration,
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which is confinned by the fact of Mendelssohn's
having chosen him as teacher of singing in the
new Conservatorium there, in the prospectus of
which his name appears, in the Allg. Muslk-
alische Zeitung of Jan. 18, 1843. He was
BOt, however, destined to take part in that good
work, for he died of apoplexy at Leipzig on
March 10, 1843, just three weeks before the
operations were begun. He published Polonaises
for the PF., but his best works are part-songs
for equal voices, of which one or two good
specimens are given in ' Orpheus.' g.

. POINT or DOT (Lat. Functus, vel Punctum
;

Ital. Punto ; Germ. Pwnct ; Fr. Point). A
very ancient character, used in medieval Music
for many distinct purposes, though its of&ce is

now reduced within narrower limits.

The Points described by Zarlino and various

early writers are of four different kinds.

I. The Point of Augmentation, used only

in combination with notes naturally Imperfect,

was exactly identical, both in form and effect,

with the modern 'Dot'—that is to say, it

lengthened the note to which it was appended
by one-half, and was necessarily followed by a

note equivalent to itself in value, in order to

complete the beat. The earliest known allu-

sion to it is to be found in the 'Ars Cantus

mensurabilis' of Franco of Cologne, the analogy

between whose Tractulus and the Pwnctus

augmentationis of later writers is so close that

the two may be treated as virtually identical.

II. The Point of Perfection (Functus

Ferfectionis) was used in combination with

notes. Perfect by the time signature, but

rendered Imperfect by Position, for the purpose

of restoring their Perfection. In this case, no
short note was needed for the purpose of com-

pensation, as the Point itself served to complete

the triple beat. Now in mediseval music a

Breve, preceded or followed by a Semibreve, or

a Semibreve by a Minim, though perfect by
virtue of the time signature, becomes Imperfect

by Position. As the following example is

written in the Greater (or Perfect) Prolation,

each of its semibreves is naturally equal to

three minims ; but by the rule we have just

set forth the second and fourth notes become

Imperfect by Position

—

i.e. they are each equal

to two minims only. The fourth note is suffered

to remain so, but the second ia made Perfect by
a Point of Perfection.

Written.

composers, in the centre of a circle or semi-

circle, in order to denote either Perfect Time,

or the Greater Prolation.

III. The Point of Alteration, or Point of

Duplication {Functus Aiterationis, vel Pimclus

Duplicationis), differs so much in its effect

from any sign used in modern music, that it is

less easy to make it clear. In order to distin-

guish it from the Points already described, it

is sometimes written a little above the level of

the note to which it refers. Some printers,

however, so place it that it is absolutely in-

distinguishable, by any external sign, from the

Point of Augmentation. In such cases it is

necessary to remember that the only place in

which it can possibly occur is before the first of

two short notes, followed by a longer one—or

placed between two longer ones—in Perfect

Time, or the Greater Prolation ; that is to say,

in ternary rhythm, of whatever kind. But its

chief peculiarity lies in its action, which con-

cerns not the note it follows, but the second of

the two short ones which succeed it, the value

of which note it doubles—as in the following

example, from the old melody, 'L'Homme arm6,'

in which the note affected by the Point is dis-

tinguished by an asterisk.

« » 1 * *

It was sometimes written as a dot with a

tail •, and called punctus cavdatus.

The
'

term ' Punctus Perfectionis ' is also

applied to the Point placed, by mediaeval

This Point which, like the Point of Perfection,

is sometimes found with a tail, though it may
occur in two places, means the same thing in

both :—
WHtten V Or y

Performed.

IV. The Point of Division, sometimes

called the Point of Imperfection {Functus

Divisionis, vel Imper/ectionis ; Divisio Modi),

is no less complicated in its effect than that

just described, and should also be placed upon

a higher level than that of the notes to which

it belongs, though, in practice, this precaution

ia very often neglected. Like the Point of

Alteration, it is only used in ternary measure
;

but it differs from the former sign in being

always placed between two short notes, the

first of which is preceded, and the second

followed, by a long one. Its action is, to

render the two long notes Imperfect. But
a long note in ternary rhythm is always

Imperfect by Position, when either preceded

or followed by a shorter one : the use of the

Points, therefore, in such oases, is altogether
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supererogatory, and was warmly resented by
mediseval singers, who called all such signs

Pimcti asinimi.

Written.

In spite, however, of its apparent complica-

tion, the rationale of the sign is simple enough.

An examination of the above passage wiU show
that the point serves exactly the same purpose

as the bar in modern music ; and we can easily

understand that it is called the Point of

Division, because it removes all doubt as to

the division of the rhythm into two ternary

measures.

The composers of the 15th and 16th centuries

frequently substituted, for the Points of Aug-
mentation, Alteration, and Division, a peculiar

intermixture of black and white notes, which

will be found fully described in the article Nota-
tion, ante, p. 401, and the student will do well

to make himself thoroughly acquainted with

them, since, without a clear understanding of

these and other similar expedients, it is im-

possible to decipher music, either MS. or printed,

of earlier date than the beginning of the 17th

century. w. s. K.

POINT D'ORGUE, organ point, has two
diiferent meanings in French, and is used

(1) for an organ point or pedal, that is, a

succession of harmonies carried over a holding

note [Pedal] ; and (2), with what reason is

not plain, for the cadenza in a concerto—the

flourish interpolated between the chords of

the 6-4 and 7-3 of the cadence—^the place for

which is indicated by a pause m. Rousseau

gives a clue to the origin of the term by ex-

plaining (under ' Couronne ') that when the

above sign, which he denominates 'Couronne,'

was placed over the last note of a single part

in the score it was then called Point d'orgue,

and signified that the sound of the note was
to be held on till the other parts had come to

the end. Thus the note so held on became a
pedal, and is so in theory. G.

POINTS. A term applied to the passages

of imitation in vocal music of the macbrigalian

era, and in modern music, to the opening notes

of the subject of a fugue, or other important

theme, to which it is necessary that the atten-

tion of the performer should be particularly

directed by the conductor.

For instance, one of the most striking sub-

jects in the 'Hallelujah Chorus ' is that adapted

to the words ' For the Lord God Omnipotent
reigneth.' After this has been twice enunciated

by the whole body of voices, in unison, the

'Point' is taken up at the twenty-second bar

by the sopranos, at the twenty -fifth by the

POLACCA

tenors and basses in unison, and at the twenty-

ninth, by the altos and tenors.

The term ' Point' is also applicable to features

of quite another kind. Thus the entrance of

the horns in the first movement of the overture

to ' Der Freischiitz, ' and that of the first clarinet

at the sixtieth bar of the Molto Vivace, are

' Points ' of such vital importance that a careless

reading on the part of their interpreters would

entirely fail to convey the composer's meaning,

and render the performance spiritless and un-

interesting to the last degree.

These remarks concern not only the perform-

ance of orchestral and church music ; they

apply, with equal force, to solo performances

of every kind— to pianoforte sonatas, and

organ fugues, violin concertos, and solos for

the flute or oboe. In these, the performer,

having no conductor to prompt him, must
think for himself, and the success of his per-

formance will depend entirely upon the amount
of his capacity for doing so. w. si. E.

POISE, Jean Alexandre Fbedinand, bom
at Nimes, June 3, 1828, as a child showed a

turn for music, but was only allowed to adopt

it after taking his degree as a bachelier-es-lettres

of Paris. He entered the Conservatoire in

1850, and in 1852 gained the second prize for

composition, under Adolphe Adam, from whom
he derived his taste for easy, flowing melody.

'Bonsoir Voisin,' a pleasing little opera pro-

duced at the Th^Stre Lyrique, Sept. 18, 1853,

was followed at the same theatre by 'Les

Charmeurs' (March 15, 1855), also a success.

He next produced ' Polichinelle ' (1866) at the

Bouffes Parisiens ; and at the Op^ra-Comique,
' Le Koi Don Pedre,' two acts (1857) ;

' Le Jar-

dinier Galant,' two acts (March 4, 1861) ;
' Les

Absents,' a charming piece in one act (Oct. 26,

1864) ;
' Oorrioolo,' three acts (Nov. 28, 1868) ;

'Les trois Souhaits' (1873); 'La Surprise de

I'Amour,' two acts (Oct. 31, 1878); and

'L'Amour MMeoin" (Dec. 20, 1880). The
last two, arranged by Poise and Monselet from

Marivaux and Moli^re, give a high idea of his

powers. He also composed another pretty

little opera, 'Les deux Billets' (1858), revived

at the Athte^e in Feb. 1870. [Among his

later works are 'Joli Gilles' Q884), 'Le

M^deoin malgr^ lui' (1887), 'Carmosine,' and

an oratorio, 'O^cilie' (Dijon, 1888)]. In their

ease and absence of pretensionhis works resemble

those of Adolphe Adam, but there the com-

parison ends ; the latter had a real vein of

comedy, while Poise's merriment has the air of

being assumed to conceal his inward melancholy.

Nevertheless, his music is flowing and happy ;

and being well scored and never vulgar it is

listened to with pleasure, and is remembered.
[The composer died in Paris, May 13,

1892.] a. o.

POLACCA (Italian for Polonaise). Polac-

cas may be defined as Polonaises treated in an
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Italian manner, but still retaining much of the
rhythm characteristic of their Polish origin.
Polaocas are both vocal and instrumental, and
are generallyofabrilliant and ornate description,
gaining in brilliancy what they lose in national
character. Thus Chopin, in a letter from War-
saw, dated Nov. 14, 1829 (Karasowski, vol. i.),

speaks of an 'AUa Polacca' with violoncello
accompaniment that he had written, as 'nothing
more than a brilliant drawing-room piece

—

suitable for the ladies,' and although this com-
position is probably the same as the ' Introduc-
tion et Polonaise BrOlaute pour Piano et Violon-
celle ' (op. 3) in C major, yet from the above
passage it seems as if Chopin did not put it in the

same class as his poetical compositions for the
pianoforte which bear the same name. w. B. s.

POLAROLI, or POLLAROLO, Carlo Fran-
cesco, born at Brescia, about 1653, was a pupil

of Legrenzi's, and became a chorister at St.

Mark's, Venice, in 1665, in 1690 became second

organist, and in 1692 vice-maestro di cappella

in the same church. The statement that he
rose to be first maestro lacks authority, but,

according to Busi's Life of Marcello, he was
maestro at the music school of the Incurabili at

Venice about 1706. He died at the end of

1722. Three oratorios, 'Jefte,' 'La Rosinda,'

and 'Jesabel,' are in MS. at Vienna and
Brussels, and many pieces of church music are

mentioned in the QuelUn- Lexikon. Of his

numerous operas (Fetis gives the names of sixty-

eight) the following are extant :—
' Roderico

'

(Milan, 1684, performed also at Verona, Naples,

Brescia, and Rome) ;
' La Forza della Virtu

'

(Venice, 1693); 'Ottone' (Venice, 1693-94);

'Faramondo' (1699); 'Semiramide' (Venice,

1714, nine songs only preserved) ; ' Marsia

deluso' (1714); ' Ariodante ' (Venice, 1716);
and three without dates, 'Le Pazzie degli

amanti,' 'Gl' inganni felici,' and 'Genuinda'

(one act, the other two being provided by G.

del Violone and Alessandro Scarlatti). An
organ sonata is in vol. iii. of Torchi's ' L' Arte

Musicale in Italia. ' (^Quellen-Lexikon, etc. ) M.

POLAROLI, or POLLAROLO, Antonio,

son of the above, was bom in Venice about

1680, and was the pupil of his father. In

1723 he became vice-maestro di cappella at

St. Mark's, and in 1740 maestro. As early as

1702 he had assisted his father in the duties of

the ofiSce. His opera ' Aristeo ' was performed

at Venice in 1700, 'Leucippo e Teonoe' in

1719, 'Cosroe' in 1723, and 'I tre voti,' a

serenata, at Vienna in 1724 (see the Quellen-

Lexikon). He died at Venice, May 4, 1746. m.

POLE, William, Mus.D., F.R.S., an in-

stance of the successful union of science, litera-

ture, and music. He was born at Birmingham,

April 22, 1814, and was bred to the profession

of Civil Engineering, in which he became

eminent. He wrote many works and papers on

scientific subjects, and was a contributor to the

leading Reviews, and a F.R.S. of London
and Edinburgh. He was Professor of Civil

Engineering at University College, London,

1859-76.

His taste for music developed itself early ; he

studied hard at both theoretical and practical

music, and was organist in St. Mark's Church,

North Audley Street, London, in 1836-66.

He graduated at Oxford as Mus.B. in 1860,

and as Mus.D. in 1867. He was appointed

Reporter to the Jury on Musical Instruments at

the International Exhibition of 1862, and was
one of the examiners for Musical Degrees in

the University of London (1878-90), author of

a Treatise on the Musical Instruments in the

Exhibition of 1 8 5 1 , TheStoryofMozart'sRequiem
(1879), The Philosophy ofMusic (1879, reprinted

1895), and various minor critical essays, three

of which, written in 1858, on certain works of

Mozart and Beethoven, have been mentioned in

the article Analysis. His only printed musi-

cal compositions are a setting of Psalm c. given

at Tenbury in 1861, an eight-part motet from
which was performed at the Chester Festival of

1882, and some four-handed PF. accompani-

ments to classical songs. He died in London,
Dec. 30, 1900. [See Brit. Mm. Biog. ; Mm.
Times for Feb. 1901, p. 103, etc.] G.

POLIUTO. See Polteuctb.
POLKA, a well-known round dance, said to

be of Bohemian origin. According to Alfred

Waldau (Bohmische Nationaltdnze, Prague, 1859
and 1860) the polka was invented in the year

1830 by a servant girl who lived at Elbeteinitz,

the music being written down by a local musician

named Neruda. The original name by which
the polka was known in its birthplace and in the

neighbourhood of Ji6in, Eopidlno, and Dimo-
kury, was the ' Nimra.' This was derived from

the song to which it was danced, the first lines

of which ran as follows :

Str^cEek Nimra
Eoupil ^imla
Za pM pdta tolaru.l

In 1835 it was danced in Prague, where it

first obtained the name of ' Polka, ' which is

probably a corruption of the Czech ' pnlka

'

(half), a characteristic feature of the dance

being its short half-steps. According to another

account the polka was invented in 1834 by a

native of Moksio, near Hitschin in Bohemia,

and was from that place introduced into Prague

by students. In 1839 it was brought to Vienna

by the band of a Bohemian regiment under its

conductor, Pergler ; in 1840 it was danced at

the Od^on in Paris by the Bohemian Raab

;

and in 1844 it found its way to London.

Wherever the polka was introduced, it suddenly

attained an extraordinary popularity. Vienna,

Paris, and London were successively attacked

by this curious 'polkamania
'

; clothes, hats, and

1 Translation :
* Undo Nlmn bought ft white hons for five uid

ft half thalsri.
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streets were named after the dance, and in

England the absurdity was carried so far that

public -houses displayed on their signs the
' Polka Arms. ' In the IUvMrated London News
for March 23, 1844, will be found a polka by
Offenbach, ' a celebrated French artiste,' headed

by two rather primitive woodcuts, to which the

following description of the dance is appended :

' The Polka is an original Bohemian peasant

dance, and was first introduced into the fashion-

able saloons of Berlin and St. Petersburg about

eight years since.' Last season it was the

favourite at Baden-Baden. The Polka is written

in 2-4 time. The gentleman holds his partner

in the manner shown in the engraving ; each

lift first the right leg, strike twice the left heel

with the right heel, and then turn as in the

waltz'—^a performance which must have pre-

sented a rather curious appearance. On April

13 the same paper, reviewing a polka by JuUien,

says : ' It is waste of time to consider this

nonsense. The weathercock heads of the Par-

isians hare been delighted always by any in-

novation, but they never imported anything
more ridiculous or ungraceful than this Polka.

It is a hybrid confusion of Scotch Lilt, Irish Jig,

and Bohemian Waltz, and needs only to be seen

once to be avoided for ever !
' In spite of this

criticism the popularity of the dance went on
increasing, and the papers of the day are full of

advertisements professing to teach ' the genuine

polka.' It was danced at Her Majesty's Opera
by Oerito, Oarlotta Grisi, and Perrot, and the

following was published as ' the much celebrated

Polka Dance, performed at Her Majesty's

Theatre, by Oarlotta Grisi and M. Perrot, com-
posed and arranged for the pianoforte by Alberto

Sowinsky.'

B.C.

^S^^^fe^^D
Many ways of dancing the polka seem to have

been in use, and in order to settle all disputes

on the important matter, the Illustraied, LoTidon

News, on May 11 (having changed its opinions

since April) was 'much gratified in being

enabled to lay before its readers an accurate de-

scription of the veritable, orDrawing-roomPolka,
as danced at Almack's, and at the balls of the

nobility and gentry in this country.' According
to this description, which is accompanied by
three very amusing illustrations, the polka
began with an introduction (danced vis a, ins),

and consisted of five figures. Of these, the
' heel and toe ' step, which was the mosttharac-

1 If thiB 1b true, the dates of Waldau'e account of the origin of the
dance can hardly be correct.

teristic feature of the dance, has been quite

abandoned, probably owing to the difficulty in

executing it properly,which (according toPunch,
vol. vii. p. 172 2) generally caused it to result

in the dancers ' stamping their own heels upon
other people's toes.' The account of the polka
concludes as follows :

' In conclusion we would
observe that La Polka is a noiseless dance

;

there is no stamping of heels, toes, or kicking

of legs in sharp angles forward. 'This may do
verywell at the threshold ofa Bohemian auberge,

but is inadmissible into the salons of London or

Paris. La Polka, as danced in Paris, and now
adopted by us, is elegant, graceful, and fascinat-

ing in the extreme ; it is replete with oppor-

tunities of showing care and attention to your
partner inassisting her through its performance.

'

The rage for the polka did not last long, and
the dance gradually fell into disuse in England
for many years. It came once more into vogue
some years ago, but the ' toe and heel ' step was
happily not revived with it.

The music of the polka is written in 2-4 time
;

according to Cellarius (La Damse des Salons,

Paris, 1847) the tempo is that of a military

march played rather slowly ; Maelzel's metro-
nome, J= 104. The rhythm is characterised by
the following 2-bar figures :

(o)

^^l^^^^-^l^ r r ^
II

The music can be divided into the usual 8-bar

parts. In all early polkas the figure

is found in the accompaniment of the 4th and
8th bars of these parts, marking a very slight

pause in the dance, but in recent examples this

pause has disappeared, owing to the dance being

performed somewhat faster, and more in the

spiritofawaltzorgalop. Thefirstpolkawhichwas
published is said to have been composed by Franz
Hilmar, a native of Kopidlno in Bohemia. The
best national polkas are those by Labitzky, Lieb-

mann, Prochaska, Swoboda, and Titl. w. B. s.

POLLAEOLO. See Polakoli.
POLLEDRO, Giovanni Battista, an emi-

nent violinist, was bom at Piovk near Turin,

June 10, 1781 (or, according to one authority,

1776). He received his first instruction from
local musicians, at fifteen studied for a short

time under Pugnani, and soon entered the

royal band at Turin. In 1804 he became first

2 See alBO Punch, vol. Tl,, for an admirable cartoon by Leech,
repreienting Lord Brougham dancing the polka with the woolBack.
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violin in the Theatre at Bergamo, and after a
short stay there began to travel. In Russia he
remained for five years, and in 1814 accepted the
appointment of leader of the band at Dresden,
where he remained till 1824. In that year he
accepted a brilliant engagement as Director-

general of the royal orchestra at Turin. He
died at his native village, August 15, 1853.

PoUedro was an excellent violinist and sound
musician. He had the great tone and dignified

style of the classical Italian school. All con-

temporaneous critics praise his faultless and
brilUant execution not less than the deep feel-

ing with which he played. In 1812 he met
Beethoven at Carlsbad, and played with him
one of Beethoven's violin-sonatas (see Thayer's

Life of Beethoven, iii. 208). His published

compositions consist of two concertos, some airs

varies, trios and duos for stringed instruments,

and a set of exercises for the violin ; a Miserere

and a Mass for voices and orchestra, and a

Sinfonia pastorale for full orchestra. p. j>.

POLLINI, Francesco Giuseppe, born at

Lubiano in lUyria in 1763, was a pupil of

Mozart. He became a, skilful pianist at an
early age, his style having combined some of

the distinguishing characteristics of that of his

preceptor, of Clementi and of Hummel, each of

whom he surpassed in some forms of the mere
mechanism of the art. In 1793 he studied

with Zingarelli at Milan, where hewas appointed

professor of the piano on the opening of the

Conservatorio in 1809. Pollini indeed may, in

this respect, be considered as an inventor,

having anticipated Thalberg in the extended

grasp of the keyboard by the use of three staves

(as in Thalberg's Fantasia on 'God save the

Queen,' and 'Rule Britannia')—thus enabling

the player to sustain a prominent melody in

the middle region of the instrument, while each

hand is also employed with elaborate passages

above and beneath it. This remarkable mode
of producing by two hands almost the effect of

four, appears, indeed, to have been originated by
Pollini in his ' Trentadue Esercizi in forma di

toccata,' brought out in 1820. This work was

dedicated to Meyerbeer ; the original edition

containing a preface addressed to that composer

by Pollini, which includes the following passage

explanatory ofthe construction of the Toccata :

—

' I propose to offer a simple melody more or less

plain, and of varied character, combined with

accompaniments of different rhythms, from

which it can be clearly distinguished by a

particular expression and touch in the cantilena

in contrast to the accompaniment.' Dehn
appears to have been the first to draw attention

to Pollini's specialty, in his preface to the

original edition of Liszt's pianoforte transcrip-

tions of the six great organ preludes and fugues

of Bach.

. Pollini's productions consist chiefly of piano-

forte music, including an elaborate instruction

book, many solo pieces, and some for two

performers. These works are included in the

catalogue of Ricordi, of Milan. Pollini also

produced some stage music, and a Stabat Mater.

He was highly esteemed—professionally and

personally—by his contemporaries. Bellini

dedicated his ' Sonnambula '
' al celebre Fran-

cesco Pollini.' The subject of this notice died

at Milan, Sept. 17, 1846. H. j. l.

POLLITZER, Adolphb, violinist, born at

Buda-Pesth, July 23, 1832 ; died in London,
Nov. 14, 1900. The youngest of a family

numbering nineteen, he left his native town for

Vienna at the age of ten, and there became a

pupil of Bohm, at the same time receiving

lessons in composition from Preyer. While
still a boy he played before the Emperor of

Austria, and at the age of thirteen performed

Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto in the presence

of its composer, and was rewarded by his warm
congratulations and a life-long interest in his

career. In 1846 PoUitzer gained the first prize

for violin-playing at the Vienna Conservatorium,

and after a short concert tour in Germany,
betook himselfto Paris, where he received lessons

from Alard. By the advice of Ernst he came
to London in 1851. Here his talents gained

him speedy recognition. He occupied the post

of leader at the Opera, under the baton of Costa,

for many years, and held similar positions at

the head of the New Philharmonic orchestra,

and the Royal Choral Society. In 1861 he was

appointed violin professor at the London
Academy of Music, and in 1890 succeeded Dr.

Henry Wylde as Principal of that Institution.

During the period of his activity as a teacher

PoUitzer was responsible for the training of a

vast number of professional and amateur

violinists, and these, under the Presidency of

Sir Joseph Barnby, presented him with a

signed testimonial and a handsome gold watch

at the H6tel Metropole on Feb. 18, 1888. As
an executant Pollitzer's excessive diffidence de-

barred him from attaining the highest success

as a public performer, but in private he was a

remarkable interpreter of classical music. As
a quartet player he was difficult to surpass, but

it was as a professor of his instrument that he

gained pre-eminence. He had the rare gift of

inspiring his pupils with an enthusiasm which

carried them easily over obstacles, sind his system

of fingering was remarkably clear and finished.

His published compositions comprise 'Ten

Caprices for the Violin,' and some short pieces

for violin and piano. He revised and edited a

prodigious amount of De Beriot's compositions,

as well as those of Alard, Leonard, Singelee,

Ernst, etc.—Baker, Die. Mus. ; Riemann, Lead-

Icon ; The JeuHsh Chronicle, Nov. 23 1900
;

The Sketch, Nov. 23, 1900, and contemporary

publications. E. h-a.

POLLY. A Ballad-opera, writtenbyJohnGay
as a second part of his ' Beggar's Opera.' When
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about to be rehearsed a message was received

from the Lord Chamberlain that the piece ' was

not allowed to be acted, but commanded to be

suppressed,' the prohibition being supposed to

have been instigated by Sir Robert Walpole,

who had been satirised in 'The Beggar's Opera.'

Failing to obtain a reversal of the decree Gay
had recourse to the press, and in 1729 published

the piece in 4to, with the tunes of the songs,

and a numerous list of subscribers, by which he

gained at least as much as he would have done

by representation. Like most sequels, ' Polly

'

is far inferior to the first part, and when in 1777

it was produced at the Haymarket theatre, with

alterations by the elder Colman^ it was so un-

successful that it was withdrawn after a few

representations. It was revived at the same

theatre, June 11, 1782, and again at Drury Lane

(for Kelly's benefit), June 16, 1813. w. H. H.

POLO or OLE, a Spanish dance accompanied

by singing, which took its origin in Andalusia.

It is said to be identical with the Eomalis,

which is ' danced to an old religious Eastern

tune, low and melancholy, diatonic, not chro-

matic, and full of sudden pauses, which are

strange and startling,'* and is only danced by
the Spanish gipsies. It resembles the oriental

dances in being full of wild energy and contor-

tions of the body, while the feet merely glide or

shuffle along the ground. The words (' ooplas')

of these dances are generally of a jocose char-

acter, and differ from those of the Seguidilla

in wanting the ' estrevillo,' or refrain ; several

examples of them may. be found in Freciso's

Colecdon de las M^ores Ooplas de Seguidillcis,

Twanas y Polos (Madrid, 1816). They are

sung in unison by a chorus, who mark the time

by clapping their hands. Some characteristic

examples of the music of the Polo will be found

in J. Gansino's La Joya de Andalucia (Madrid,

Romero). w. B. s.

POLONAISE, a stately dance of Polish origin.

According to Sowinski (Les Musidens Polonais)

the Polonaise is derived from the ancient Christ-

mas carols which are still sung in Poland. In
support of this theory he quotes a carol, 'W
zldbie lezy,' which contains the rhythm and
close characteristic of the dance ; but the fact

that although in later times they were accom-

panied by singing, yet the earliest Polonaises

extant are purely instrumental, renders it more
probable that the generally received opinion as

to their courtly origin is correct. According

to this latter view, the Polonaise originated

under the following circumstances. In 1573
Henry III. of Anjou was elected to the Polish

throne, and in the following year held a great

reception at Cracow, at which the wives of the

nobles marched in procession past the throne

to the sound of stately music. It is said that

after this, whenever a foreign prince was elected

to the crown of Poland the same ceremony was
1 Walt«T Thorabury, Hft in Spain.

repeated, and that out of it the Polonaise was
gradually developed as the opening dance at

court festivities. If this custom was introduced

by Henry III., we may perhaps look upon the

Polonaise, which is so full of stateliness, as the

survival of the dignified Pavans and Passamezzos

which were so much in vogue at the French

court in the 15th century. Evidence is not

wanting to prove that the dance was not always

of so marked a national character as it assumed

in later times. Book vii. of Besard's Thesaurus
ffamnonicusIHviniI,aurenciniSomani(C6logae,

1603) consists of ' Selectiores aliquot choreae

quas Allemande vocant, germanicosaltui maxime
accomodatae, una cum Polonicis aliquot et aliis

ab hoc saltationis genere haud absimilibus,'

and these 'choreae Polonicae' (which are princi-

pally composed by one Diomedes, a naturalised

Venetian at the court of Sigismund III.) exhibit

very slightly the rhythm and peculiarities of

Polish national music. During the 17th cen-

tury, although it was, no doubt, during this

time that it assumed the form that was after-

wards destined to become so popular, the

Polonaise left no mark upon musical history,

and it is not until the first half of the 18th

century that examples of it begin to occur.'

In Walther's Lexicon (1732) no mention is

made of it, or of any Polish music ; but in

Mattheson's Volkommiener Gapellmeister (1739)
we find it (as the author himself tells us) de-

scribed for the first time. Mattheson notices

the spondaic character of the rhythm, and
remarks that the music of the Polonaise should

begin on the first beat of the bar: he gives

two examples (one in 3-4, the other in common
time) made by himself out of the chorale ' Ich

ruf ' zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ.' At this time

the Polonaise seems suddenly to have attained

immense popularity, probably "owing to the

intimate connection between Saxony and
Poland which was caused by the election (1733)
of Augustus III. to the Polish throne. In

1742-43 there was published at Leipzig a

curious little collection of songs entitled

'Sperontes Singende Muse,' which contains

many adaptations of Polish airs : in the follow-

ing example (from the second part of the work)
some of the peculiarities of the Polonaise may
be traced.

From this time the Polonaise has always been

a favourite form of composilaon with instru-

mental composers, and has not been without
influence on vocal music, especially in Italian

opera. [See Polacca.] Bach wrote two Polo-

naises (orchestral Partita in B minor, and French
Suite, No. 6), besides a ' Polacca ' (Brandenburg
Concertos, No. 1, Dehn) ; and there are also

examples by Handel (Grand Concerto, No. 3, in

^ In the Royal Llbniy at Berlin there is picaerred a MS. Tolnme
which bears the date 1725, and formerly belonged bo Bach's second
wife, Anna Magdalena (see B.-G. xlili. 2). In it are flye Polonaises,
written in the owner's autograph ; but It la improbable that thay.
are all of Sebastian Bach's composition.
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Tolk an alch gabracht, Und der grOas-te Feld-herr

M) ^C3^'H~^Xg^:
und Sol-dAtilToclizor Zelt ]a-malB be -zwusgen hat.

E minor), Beethoven (op. 89, Triple Concerto,

and Serenade Trio, op. 8), Mozart (' Bondeau
Polonaise,' Sonata in D minor), Schubert (Polo-

naises for four hands), Weber (op. 21, and the

Polacca Brillante, op. 72), Wagner (for four

hands, op. 2), as well as by the Polish composers

Eurpinski and Ogniski, and above all by
Chopin, under whose hands it reached what is

perhaps the highest development possible for

mere dance -forms. Attracted by its striking

rhythmical capabilities, and imbued with the

deepest national sympathy, Chopin animated

the dry form of the old Polonaise with a new
and intensely living spirit, altering it as (in a

lesser degree) he altered the Waltz and the

Mazurka, and changing it from a mere dance

into a glowing tone -picture of Poland, her

departed glory, her many wrongs, and her

hoped-for regeneration. Karasowski (Chopin,

vol. ii.) divides his Polonaises into two classes.

The first (which includes those in A major,

op. 40, No. 1 ; Fg minor, op. 44, and Ab major,

op. 53) is characterised by strong and martial

rhythm, and may be taken to represent the

feudal court of Poland in the days of its

splendour. The second class (including the

Polonaises in CU minor and El> minor, op. 26
;

in C minor, op. 40, No. 2 ; in D minor, Bl>

major and F minor, op. 71) is distinguished by
dreamy melancholy, and forms a picture of

Poland in her adversity. The Fantaisie Polo-

naise (Al> major, op. 61) is different in character

from both classes, and is said to represent the

national strugglesending with a song of triumph.

As a dance, the Polonaise is of little interest

:

it consists of a procession in which both old

and young take part, moving several times

round the room in solemn order. It does not

depend upon the execution of any particular

steps, although it is said to have been formerly

danced with different figures, something like

VOL. in

the English country dances. It still survives

in Germany, and is danced at the beginning of

all court balls. In Mecklenburg a sort of

degenerate Polonaise is sometimes danced at

the end of the evening ; it is called ' Der

Auskehr' ('The Turn-out'), and consists in a

procession of the whole company through the

house, each person being armed with some
household utensil, and singing in chorus ' ITn

as de Grotvare de Grotmoder nahm.' [See

GHOSSVATEK TaNZ.]
The tempo of the Polonaise is that of a march,

played between Andante and Allegro : it is

nearly always written in 3-4 time,' and should

always begin on the first beat of the bar. It

generally consists of two parts, sometimes fol-

lowed by a trio in a different key ; the number
of bars in each part is irregular. The chief

peculiarity of the Polonaise consists in the

strong emphasis falling repeatedly on the half-

beat of the bar, the first beat generally consisting

of a quaver followed by a crotchet (see the

Polonaise given below). Another peculiarity is

that the close takes place on the third beat,

often preceded by a strong accent on the second

beat. The last bar should properly consist of

four semiquavers, the last of which should fall

on the leading' note, and be repeated before the

concluding chord, thus

:

The accompaniment generally consists of quavers

and semiquavers in the following rhythm :

LQ-CJUir
The following example, although not conforming

entirely with the above rules, is nevertheless

interesting as a genuine Polonaise danced and
sung at weddings in the district of Krzeszowice

in Polani^ at the present day :

—

sioatrf rodgoUA. nal cl ml tyle da, tjie wiana.

osfda cle leplej, niecbze mi choc da zagonek rzepy.*

1 Matthesnn says It iqay be Tnitten in common time.
3 Tranalation :—I have ti^en for my wife tbe reverend Parson's

own sister. He gave me as her marriage portion a piece of bacon

3E
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The notes printed in small type are variations

of the tune which are performed in some dis-

tricte. w. B. s.

POLSKA, a national Swedish dance, popular

in West Gothland, something like a Scoteh reel

in character. Polskas are usuaEy written in

minor keys, although they are occasionally found

in the major. The example which is given

below ('Neckens Polska') is well known, as

Ambroise Thomas has introduced it in Ophelia's

mad scene in ' Hamlet. ' Other examples will

be found in Ahlstrom's ' Walda Svenska Folk-

sanga ' (Stockholm, 1850).

w. B. s.

POLYEUCTE, or POLIUTO.- I. The first

opera written on the subject of Corneille's

tragedy was in three acts ; the libretto conceived

by Aldophe Nourrit (who designed the principal

rSle for himself), and carried out by Cammarano

;

the music by Donizetti. It was completed in

1838, but the performance was forbidden by
the Censure of Kaples. It was then translated

into French by Scribe, and, under the title of
' Les Martyrs,' was produced at the Grand
Op&a (four acts), April 10, 1840 ; at the

TWatre Italien, as ' I Martiri,' April 14, 1859 ;

in London, as ' I Martiri,' at the Royal Italian

Opera, April 20, 1852.

II. Opera in five acta ; the words by Barbier

and Carre, the music by Gounod. Produced at

the Opera, Paris, Oct. 7, 1878. g.

POLYPHONIA (Eng. Polyphony, from the

Gr. xoXils, ' many
'

; (puvii, ' a voice '). A term
applied by modern musical historians to a cer-

tain species of unaccompanied vocal music, in

which each voice is made to sing a melody of its

own ; the various parts being bound together,

in obedience to the laws of counterpoint, into

an harmonious whole, wherein it is impossible

to decide which voice has the most important
task allotted to it, since all are equally necessary

to the general effect. It is in this well-balanced

equality of the several parte that Polyphonia
differs from Monodia ; in which the melody is

given to one part only, while supplementary
voices and instruments are simply used to fill

up the harmony. [See Monodia.]
The development of Polyphony from the first

and ft bundle of hay. My neighbours, what do yon think? The
fellow has refused to give me even a little plot of land sown with
tomips.

rude attempte at Diaphonia, Discant, or Orga-

num, described by Franco of Cologne, Guide
d' Arezzo, and others, was so perfectly natural,

that, notwithstanding the slowness of ite pro-

gress, we can scarcely regard the resulte it

eventually attained in any other light than that

of an inevitable consequence. The first quest

of the musicians who invented ' Part-Singing

'

was some method of making a second voice

sing notes which, though not identical with
those of the Canto fermo, would at least be
harmonious with them. While searching for

this, they discovered the use of one interval

after another, and employed their increased

knowledge to such good purpose, that, before

long, they were able to assign to the second voice

a totally independent part. It is true that, to

our ears, the greater number of their progressions

are intolerable ; less, however, because they
mistook the character of the intervals they em-
ployed than because they did not at first

understand the proper method of using them in

succession. They learned this in course of

time ; and, discarding their primitive sequences

of fifths and fourths, attained at last the power
of bringing two voice parts into really harmoni-
ous relation with each other. The rate of their

progress may be judged by the two following

examples, the first of which is from a MS. of

the end of the 11th or beginning of the 12th
century, in the Ambrosian Collection at Milan

;

and the second, from one of the 14th, in the

Paris Library :

—

nth or 12th cent.

/b ,. 1
i H
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period, composers attempted the production of
motets, aud other similar works, in three and
four parts. We find no less pains hestowed
upon the melody of the Triplum,! in such cases,
than upon that of the Tenor, or Motetus ; and
very rarely indeed does the one exhibit more
traces of archaic stiffness than the other. The
following example from a Mass composed hy
Guillaume de Machault for the Coronation of
Charles V., in the year 1364, shows a remarkable
freedom of melody—for the time—in aU the
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Trlplnm.

Moteta.. S»^
Et In ter

^^^S^^
ho-iiii--iii-->> boi

^^%^^-^Wl

Bnde as this is, it manifests a laudable desire

for the'attainment of that melodious motion of

the separate parts, which, not long after the

death of its composer, became the distinguish-

ing characteristic of mediseral music. With
all their stiffness, and strange predilection for

combinations now condemned as intolerable, we
cannot but see that the older writers did their

best to provide every singer with an interesting

part. Nevertheless, true Polyphony was not

yet invented. For that It was necessary, not

only that every voice should sing a melodious

strain, but that each should take its share in

the elucidation of one single idea, not singing

for itself alone, but answering its fellow voices,

and commenting, as it were, upon the passages

sung by them. In other words, it was necessary

that every voice should take up a given subject,

and assist in developing it into a Fugue, or

Canon, or other kind of composition for which

it might bo best suited. This was the one

great end and aim of true Polyphony ; and,

for the practical realisation of the idea, we are

1 That is, the third part—whence our English -word, Treble. The
fourth pait was sometimes called Qnadruplnm, and the fifth,

Qaincnplnm. The principal port, containing the Canto fermo, wss
sometimes called Tenor, and sometimes Hotetus. The term Contra-

tenor was applied to the part which lay nearest the tenor, whether
immediatelr above, immediately below, or exactly of eqnal compass

with it. This part was ah!0 frequently called Medlus,

undoubtedly indebted to the great masters of

the early Flemish school, to whose ingenuity

we owe the invention of some of the most
attractive forms of imitation and fugal device

on record. The following quotation from a
' Chanson h, trois voix ' by one of the earliest of

them, Antonius Busnois, who is known to have
been employed as a singer in the chapel of

Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, in the
year 1467, will serve to show the enormous
strides that art was making in the right direc-

tion :

—

Here we see a regular subject started by the
Tenor, and answered by the Triplum, note for

note, with a clearness which at once shows the
unity of the composer's design. When this

stage was reached the Polyphonic school may
be said to have been fairly established ; and it

only remained to bring out its resources by aid

of the genius of the great writers who practised

it. The list of these masters is a, long one

;

but certain names stand out before all others,

as borne by men whose labours have left an
indelible impression upon the schools to which
they belonged. Of these men, Guillaume Dufay
was one, and Okeghem another ; but the greatest

genius of the 15th century was undoubtedly
Josquin des Pr&, the ingenuity of whose con-

trapuntal devices has never been exceeded.

Waelrant, Arcadelt, and Adrian Willaert wrote
in simpler form, but bequeathed to their suc-

cessors an amount of delicate expression which
was turned to excellent account by their scholars

in Italy. Their gentler fervour was eagerly

caught up by Costanao Festa, Giovanni Croce,

Luca Marenzio, and a host of others whose
talents were scarcely inferior to theirs ; while,

facile princeps, Palestrina rose above them all,

and clothed Polyphony with a beauty so inimit-

able, that his name has been bestowed upon the

school as freely as if he had lived in the 15th
century to inaugurate it. A careful study of

his works will show that, from a purely technical

point of view, their greatest merit lies in the

strictness with which the Polyphonic prin-

ciple has been carried out in their development.

Of course their real excellence lies in the
genius which dictated them ; but, setting this

aside, and examining merely their mechanical
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structure, we find, not only that every part is

necessary to the well-being of the whole, but

that it is absolutely impossible to say in which

part the chief interest of the composition is

concentrated. In this respect, Palestrina has

carried out, to their legitimate conclusion, the

principles laid down in the beginning of this

article, as those upon which the very existence

of Polyphony depended. It would seem im-

possible that art could go beyond this ; and

in this particular direction it never has gone

beyond it. It is impossible, now, even to

guess what would have happened had the Poly-

phonic school been cultivated, in the 17th
century, with the zeal which was brought to

bear upon it in the 16th. That it was not so

cultivated is a miserable fact which can never

be sufficiently deplored. Palestrina died in

1594, and as early as the year 1600 his

work was forgotten, and its greatest triumphs
contemned as puerilities. Monteverde sapped

the foundations of the school by his contempt
for contrapuntal laws. Instrumental accom-

paniment was substituted for the ingenuity of

pure vocal writing. The choir was sacrificed to

the stage. And, before many years had passed,

the Polyphonic school was known no more, and
Monodia reigned triumphant. Happily, the

laws to which Palestrina yielded his willing

obedience, and to the action of which his music
owes so much of its outward and technical value,

are as well understood now as in the days in

which he practised them. There is, therefore, no
reason why the practice of the purest Polyphony
should not, some day, be revived among us. We
see but little promise of such a consummation
at the present moment ; but it is something to

know that it is not impossible. w. s. K.

POMMEK. See Oboe.
POMPOSO, 'pompously,' is used by Schu-

mann in the Humoreske, op. 20, for pianoforte.

He marks the last movement but one 'Mit
einigem Pomp,' or 'Un pooopomposo.' Handel
had employed the term a century before in the

first movement of the overture to ' Samson.' It

is also used by Sterndale Bennett as the title

of the trio in the Symphony in G minor,

op. 43. M.

PONCHIELLI, Amilcabe, was born at

Paderno Fasolaro, Cremona, Sept. 1, 1834. In
Nov. 1843, he entered the Conservatorio of

Milan, and remained there till Sept. 1854.

Two years afterwards, on August 30, 1856, he
was able to produce at the Concordia at Cremona
his first opera, ' I promessi Sposi.' His next

were ' La Savojarda,' Cremona, Jan. 19, 1861 ;

' Roderico,' Piacenza, 1864 ; 'Bertrand de Born'

(not performed), and ' La Stella del Monte, ' in

1867. Hitherto Signer Ponohielli's reputation

had been confined to the provinces ; but in 1872
he was fortunate enough to find an opportunity

of coming before the general public at the

opening of the new Teatro Dal Verme at

Milan, where his ' Promessi Sposi ' was per-

formed Dec. 5. He rewrote a considerable

portion of the opera for the occasion, and its

success was immediate and complete. (The

work was given by the Carl Rosa Company at

Birmingham in April 1881.) The managers

of the theatre of the Scala at Milan at once

commissioned him to write a ballet, ' Le due

Gcmelle,' which was produced there Feb. 1873,

received with frantic enthusiasm, and imme-
diately published (Kicordi). This was followed

by a ballet, ' Clarina ' (Dal Verme, Sept. 1873) ;

a ' Scherzo ' or comedy, ' II parlatore etenio
'

(Lecco, Oct. 18, 1873) ; and a piece in three

acts, ' I Lituani, ' given with immense success

at the Scala, March 7, 1874. (It was re-

arranged and produced as ' Alduna ' at the same

theatre in 1884.) In the following year he

wrote a cantata for the reception of the remains

of Donizetti and Simone Mayr at Bergamo, a

work of some extent and importance, which was
performed there Sept. 13, 1875. On Api-il 8,

1876, he produced a new opera at the Scala

called ' Gioconda ' (after Victor Hugo's
' Angelo '), with the same success as before

;

(it was given with much success at Covent

Garden, May 31, 1883); and on Nov. 17,

1877, he gave at the Dal Verme, the scene of

his first triumph, a three-act piece called 'Lina,'

which was a, richauffi of his early opera, ' La
Savojarda, ' and does not appear to have pleased.

His opera, ' II Figliuol prodigo,' was produced

at the Scala, Dec. 26, 1880, with astonishing

success. In 1881 Ponchielli was appointed

maestro di cappella at Bergamo. His last work
was a three-act opera, ' Marion Delorme,' pro-

duced at the Scala, March 17, 1885. %. hymn
in memory of Garibaldi was performed in Sept.

1882. Ponchielli died at MUan, Jan. 16,

1886.

The above notice is indebted to Paloschi's

Annvario, and Pougin's Supplement to Fetis. G.

PONIATOWSKI, Joseph Michael Xavier
Fkancis John, nephew of the Prince Ponia-

towski, who was a marshal of the French army
and died in the battle of Leipzig, Oct. 19, 1812,

and whose portrait was found by Mendelssohn

at Wyler inscribed 'Brinz Baniadofsgi, '
^—Prince

of Monte Kotondo, bom at Rome, Feb. 20,

1816. He devoted himself so entirely to music

that he can hardly be called an amateur. He
regularlyattendedthemusical classesat the Lyoee

at Florence, and also studied under Ceccherini.

He made his debut at the Pergola, Florence, as

a tenor singer
;

produced his first opera,

' Giovanni da Procida '—in which he sang the

title r81e—at Lucca in 1838, and from that

time for more than thirty years supplied the

theatres of Italy and Paris with a large number
of operas. After the Revolution of 1848 he

settled in Paris as plenipotentiary of the Grand
Duke of Tuscany, and was made Senator under

I Letter, Auguit 9, 1831.
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the Empire. After Sedan lie followed his friend
Napoleon III. to England, produced his opera,
'Gelmina,' at Covent Garden, June 4, 1872,
his operetta, ' Au trarers du mur,' at St. George's
Hall, June 6, 1873, and selections from his
Mass in F at Her Majesty's Theatre, June 27,
1873, and died July 3 of the same year. He
was buried at Chislehurst.

His operas are ' Giovanni da Prooida ' (Flor-
ence and Lucca, 1838) ;

' Don Desiderio ' (Pisa,

1839 ; Paris, 1858^; 'Euy Bias ' (Lucca, 1842) ;

'Bonifazio' (Rome, 1844); 'I Lambertazzi

'

(Florence, 1845) ;
' Malek Adel ' (Genoa, 1846) ;

'Esmeralda' (Leghorn, 1847); 'La Sposa
d' Abido' (Venice, 1847) ; 'Pierre de' Medicis'
(Paris, 1860) ;

' Au travers du mur ' (Jbid.

1861); 'L' Aventurier' (Ibid. 1865); 'La
Contessina' (Ibid. 1868).

His music evinces much melody and know-
ledge of the voice, considerable familiarity with
stage effect, fluency and power of sustained

writing—everything in short but genius and
individuality. His popular ballad, ' The Yeo-

man's Wedding Song,' is still sometimes heard

in England. His manners were remarkably

simple and affable, and he was beloved by all

who knew him. G. c.

PONS, Jose, a Spanish musician, born at

Gerona, Catalonia, in 1768. He studied under
Balins, chapel-master at Cordova.. Pons was
chapel-master of the cathedral of his native town,

a post which he left for that at Valentia, where
he died in 1818. He is distinguished for his

Yilhaneicos or Christmas pieces, a kind of

oratorios for voices with orchestra or organ,

which are said to be still extensively performed

in his own country. He wrote also Misereres

for the Holy Week. Eslava (Liro Sacro-hispana

iv.) gives a 'Letrida' of his, 'O madre,' for

eight voices, and characterises him as the

typical composer of the Catalan school, as

opposed to that of Valencia. G.

PONTE, Lorenzo Da, Italian poet and
author of the librettos of Mozart's 'Nozze di

Figaro,' 'Don Giovanni,' and 'Cosl fan tutte,'

was the son of Jewish parents, and was born in

Ceneda in the Republic of Venice, March 10,

1749. His fatherwas a leather-merchant named
Jeremia Conegliano ; his mother's maiden
name was Rachel Pincherle, his name until his

fourteenth year Emmanuel Conegliano. His

precocious talents attracted the attention of the

Bishop of Ceneda, Lorenzo da Ponte, who gave

him his name when the family, which included

two brothers, embraced Christianity and received

baptism in the cathedral of Ceneda on August

20, 1763. After five years of study in the

seminary of Ceneda (probably with the priest-

hood as an object), he went to Venice, where he

indulged in amorous escapades which compelled

his departure from the city. He went to

Treviso and taught rhetoric in the University,

incidentally took part in political movements.

lampooned an opponent in a sonnet, and was
ordered out of the Republic. In Dresden,

whither he turned his steps, he found io
occupation for his talents, and journeyed on to

Vienna. There, helped by Salieri, he received

from Joseph II. the appointment of poet to the

Imperial Theatre and Latin secretary. Good
fortune brought him in contact with Mozart,

who asked him to make an opera -book of

Beaumarchais's ' Mariage de Figaro.' The great

success of Mozart's opera on this theme led to

further co-operation, and it was on Da Ponte's

suggestion that 'Don Giovanni' was undertaken,
the prompting coming largely from the favour

enjoyed at the time by Gazzaniga's opera on
the same subject, from which Da Ponte made
generous draughts,—as a comparison of the
libretti will show. Having incurred the ill-will

of Leopold, Da Ponte was compelled to leave

Vienna on the death of Joseph II. He went to
Trieste, where Leopold was sojourning, in the
hope of effecting a reconciliation, but failed ;

but there he met and married an Englishwoman,
who was thenceforth fated to share his chequered
fortunes. He obtained a letter recommending
him to the interest of Marie Antoinette, but
while journeying towards Paris learned of the
imprisonment of the Queen and went to London
instead. A year was spent in the British

metropolis in idleness, and some time in Holland
in a futile effort to establish an Italian theatre

there. Again he turned his face toward
London, and this time secured employment as

poet to the Italian Opera and assistant to the

manager Taylor. He took a part of Domenico
Corri's shop to sell Italian books, but soon ended
in difficulties, and to escape his creditors fled to

America, arriving in New York on June 4, 1805.

His London sojourn had endured eight years, and
his wife had preceded him to America carrying

with her enough money to enable him to begin

business in the New World as vendor of tobacco,

drugs, and liquors. Discouragement led him
to try his fortune in Elizabethtown, N.J., in

three months, but in a twelvemonth he failed

there also, and came back to New York, where
he took up the one form of activity which won
him respect and modest emoluments ; he became
a teacher of Italian language and literature.

After eleven years the mercantile spirit prevailed

with him again, and he ventured his savings in

a distillery in Sunbury, Penn. Again he failed,

and again he returned to New York and a pro-

fessional career. He wrote his memoirs in three

volumes, secured an appointment, which was
little more than nominal, as professor of Italian

literature in Columbia College, lectured on
Italy, sold books to the College library, and
enjoyed the friendship of some of New York's

most eminent citizens and men of letters until

his death, though his last years were spent in

comparative poverty. When Manuel Garcia

came to New York with the first Italian Oper^
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Company which visited that city, Da Ponte
attached himself to the troupe as poet, and was
more or less concerned in subsequent operatic

ventures during the next decade, but never to

his own or anybody else's profit. (See Opera
IN THE United States.) Da Ponte died of

old age on August 17, 1838. Dr. J. W.
Francis attended him, and to him the poet,

a day before his death, his leading passion in-

extinguishable, addressed a sonnet. Allegri's

* Miserere ' was sung at his funeral, and, say

eye-witnesses, he was buried 'in the Roman
Cemetery in Second -Avenue.' The Italians

of the city resolved to rear a monument over

his grave, but never did so, and the place of his

burial is unmarked and unknown, like the grave

of Mozart.—H. E. Krehbiel in Music and
Manners in the Classical Period. See also

Delia Vita e delle Opere di Lorenzo da Ponte, by
Prof. Marchesan of the University of Treviso,

published in 1900. H. B. K.

PONTICELLO (Ital. for the bridge of a

stringed instrument) or 'suL ponticello'—

a

term indicating that a passage on the violin,

tenor, or violoncello, is to be played by crossing

the strings with the bow close to the bridge. In

this way the vibration of the string is partially

stopped, and a singular hissing sound produced.

It occurs in solo pieces as well as in concerted

music. The closing passage of the Presto, No.

5 of Beethoven's Quartet in OK minor, op. 131,

is a well-known instance. p. D.

PONTIFICAL CHOIR. See Sistine Choir.

POOLE, Elizabeth, a very favourite English

actressand mezzo-soprano singer, borninLondon,

April 5, 1820, made her first appearance in a

pantomime at the Olympic Theatre in 1827,

and continued for some years to play children's

parts—Duke ofYork to Eean's Richard ; Albert

to Macready's Tell ; Ariel, etc. In 1834 she

came out in opera at Drury Lane, as the Page

in ' Gustavus
'

; in 1839 visited the United
States and sang in ' Sonnambula ' and other

operas ; in 1841 was engaged by Mr. Bunn for

his English operas at Drury Lane. Here she

sang many parts, especially Elvira in ' Don
Giovanni,' with Malibran in Balfe's 'Maid of

Artois,' and as Lazarillo in ' Maritana.' At the

same time her ballads and songs were highly
popular at concerts, both in London and the

provinces. Miss Poole appeared at the Phil-

harmonic, June 15, 1846. Balfe wrote for her

'Tis gone, the past is all a dream ' which she

Introduced into ' The Bohemian Girl,' in which
she played the Gipsy Queen. She was a leading

singer in the operas brought out at the Surrey
Theatre by Miss Romer, in 1852, where she

sang in 'The Daughter of the Regiment,'
' Huguenots, ' etc. , and was also much engaged by
Charles Kean, F. Chatteron, and German Reed.

Miss Poole (then Mrs. Bacon) retired from
public life in 1870. She was a clever, iiidefatig-

able artist, always to be relied upon. Her

voice was good, extensive, and very mellow and
sympathetic in quality ; her repertoire in opera

was very large, and in English songs and ballads

she had no rival. Her portrait is preserved'

in the collection of the Garriok Club. She
died Jan. 14, 1906, at Langley, Bucks. (See

Musical Herald, Feb. 1, 1906.) G.

POOLE, Miss. See Dickons, Mrs., vol. i.

p. 696.

POPPER, David, bom June 18, 1846, at

Prague, in the Conservatorinm of which place

he received his musical education. He learnt

the violoncello under Goltermann, and soon

gave evidence of the possession of a remarkable

talent. In 1863 he made his first musical

tour in Germany, and quickly rose to very high
rank as a player. In the course of the journey

he met von Biilow, who was charmed with his

playing, performed with him in public, and
induced Prince HohenzoUern to make him his
' Kammervirtuos.' Popper afterwards extended

his tour to Holland, Switzerland, and England.

At the festival conducted by Liszt at Carlsruhe

in 1864, he was allowed to be the best of all

the solo-players. In 1867 he played for the

first time in Vienna, where he was made first

solo-player at the Hofoper, a post, however,
which he resigned after a few years, that he
might continue his concert tours on a great

scale. His tone is large and full of sentiment

;

his execution highly finished, and his style

classical. His compositions are eminently

suited to the instrument, and are recognised as

such by the first living violoncello -players.

Among the most popular are the Sarabande and
Gavotte (op. 10), Drei Stiicke (op. 11), and a
Concert Polonaise (op. 28). o. F. p.

Earlyin 1872 Popper married Fraulein Sophie
Mentee ; the marriage was dissolved in 1886.

He reappeared in England at a concert at the
Crystal Palace on Nov. 10, 1891, and played
one movement of his Violoncello Concerto in C
minor with orchestra. He performed at the

Popular Concerts, St. James's Hall, for the first

time on Nov. 21, 1891. Straus was the leader,

and the Quartet was Schubert's in D minor.
Herr Popper's solo contributions consisted of an
Adagio by Tartini, and a Minuet of his own
composition. On Nov. 25, 1891, he gave a

violoncello, recital at St. James's Hall, when he
played his Requiem for three violoncellos, with

Mons. Delsart and Mr. Howell, Saint-Saens's

Concerto in A minor and his own Suite, ' Im
"Walde. ' He made several appearances at the

Philharmonic Society's Concerts, toured in the

provinces, Scotland, and Ireland, and in 1896
accepted the post of professor at the Royal
Conservatoire in Buda-Pesth, which he still

occupies. His most recent compositions include
a string quartet, op. 74, a concerto in B minor,
a Scottish Fantasie, and a Monumental Violon-
cello School, comprising forty studies, and
published in four volumes.

—

The Athenaeum
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for Nov. 1891, and contemporary news-
papers- E. H-A.
POPULAR ANCIENT ENGLISH MUSIC.

The classical work on this subject is entitled
' Popular Music of the Olden Time : a Collection
of the Ancient Songs, Ballads, and Dance Tunes,
illustrative of the National Music of England.
With short introductions to the different reigns,

and notices of the Airs from writers of the 16th
and 17th centuries. Also a Short Account of the
Minstrels. By W. Chappell, F.S.A. The whole
of the airs harmonized by G. A. Macfarren.
London: Cramer, Beale and Chappell." i The
foundation of the above work was published in
1838-40 under the title of 'A Collection of

National English Airs, consisting of Ancient
Songs, Ballads, and Dance Tunes, interspersed

with remarks and anecdote, and preceded by an
' Essay on English Minstrelsy. The Airs har-

monized for the Pianoforte, by W. Crotch, Mus.
Doc, G. Alex. Macfarren, and J. Augustine
Wade. Edited by W. Chappell.' This work
contains 245 tunes, and was out of print in

about fourteen years' time from the date of its

publication. The ' Popular Music ' was published

in 17 parts (2 large 8vo volumes, and 797 pages),

and contains more than 400 airs with five fac-

similes of music and two copious indexes. The
author of the book, Mr. W. Chappell, died

August 20, 1888 ; and in 1893 a new edition,

revised and greatly altered, was brought out by
Professor Wooldridge. w. B. s.

POPULAR CONCERTS, THE, were com-
menced on Monday, Jan. 3, 1859, and were

carried on for many years during the winter

season of each year. They were projected by
Chappell & Co. primarily with the view of

benefiting the shareholders of St. James's Hall,

among whom they themselves, Cramer, Beale,

& Co. , and other friends, were largely interested

;

and, secondly, to provide concerts for London
during the winter. When the experiment was
first made, the usual price of concert tickets

was half a guinea, and for reserved seats fifteen

shiUings. The larger area of St. James's Hall

allowed Chappell 4 Co. to try whether a

sufficient audience might not be permanently
collected to enable them to give the half-guinea

accommodation for a shilling, and the reserved

seats for five shillings. The first concerts were

of a miscellaneous character, consisting largely

of old ballads and well-known instrumental

pieces. Success was then fluctuating, depend-

ing in a measure upon fine nights and new-
comers to make them productive. At this stage

it was suggested to Mr. Arthur Chappell by an
eminent musical critic, to try concerts of classi-

cal chamber-music, which could rarely be heard,

and thus to collect a permanent audience from

the lovers of music resident in London and the

suburbs. Mr. J. W. Davison suggested the

first six performances, which were announced
* The title tau been lomewhat modified in later editione.

as a Mendelssohn night, o Mozart night, a

Haydn and Weber night, a Beethoven night,

a second Mozart night, and a second Beethoven
night. This series produced a small profit, but
the following evenings resulted in loss. It was
then proposed to give up the experiment, but
this was strenuously opposed both by Mr.
Arthur Chappell, and by his friend and adviser,

who annotated the programmes, and thereby

contributed largely to the success. Two more
concerts were tried, which fortunately yielded

a fair profit, and from that time the system
was continued, and the circle of music-lovers

gradually expanded. As to the title of
' Monday Popular Concerts, ' the following ex-

tract from one of the daily papers is amusing,
and has much truth in it :

' The appellation

Popular Concerts was originally, in fact, an
impudent misnomer. The music given was
of the most consistently Mm-popular character.

Most speculators would have either altered the
name of the entertainment or modified the
selection of the compositions performed : Mr.
Chappell took a bolder course—he changed the
public biste.' [In 1865 the Saturday afternoon

performances, which had been given to a re-

stricted audience as rehearsals for the Monday
evenings, were established with separate pro-

grammes ; for some years they were only
occasional, but from 1876 they alternated with
the others.]

During the first twenty years 674 perform-

ances were given. As soon as the undertaking
was fairly established, it became necessary to

secure the services of the most celebrated per-

formers continuously, and thus a considerable

risk had to be incurred. For instance, in

1866 Piatti received an offer of a large sum
per annum for a permanent engagement abroad,

and the Uke was assured to him here. The
Valuable services of Joachim, Madame Schu-

mann, and other great executants who resided

abroad, had to be secured by considerable

sums guaranteed, to ensure yearly visits. Mr.
Arthur Chappell was greatly assisted by the

goodwill of aU the artists who appeared at the

concerts, who were always ready to sink their

own individuality to perfect the performance

of the music. The artists felt that they had a

thoroughly sympathetic audience, and therefore

took pleasure in performing to them. Mr.

Chappell, on his part, tried to include in the

programmes music of the highest standard, and
engaged the greatest living artists to perform it.

In order to avoid frequent repetitions a pamphlet

was printed, giving the date of every performance

of each work. Among these, very many have

been heard in England for the first time at

these concerts. [The 1000th concert took place

on April 4, 1887. After the season of 1897-98

the Monday evening concerts were given up;
owing to thenumerous organisations forchamber-

music, and the ultra-conservative policy of the
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old undertaking there was insufficient support

from the public. Professor Johanu Kruae revived
them for a season, in 1903-4, but they have now
definitely ceased to exist. (See Musical Times,

1898, pp. 595-66, andA Mistory of TenMundred
Concerts, by Joseph Bennett, 1887.)] w. c.

PORPORA, NicooLA,' or Niooolo, Antonio,
composer and celebrated teacher of singing, was
born at Naples, August 19, 1686. His father,

a bookseller with a, numerous family, obtained

admission for him at a very early age to the

Gonservatorio of S. M. di Loreto, where he
received instruction from Padre Gaetano of

Perugia (apparentlyconfusedwith Gaetano Greco
by Florimo) and Francesco Mancini, former
pupils of the same school. His first opera was
' Basilio, re di Oriente, ' written for the theatre
' de' Fiorentini. ' On the title-page of this work
he styles himself ' chapel-master to the Portu-
guese Ambassador.' The opera of 'Berenice,'

written in 1710 for the Capranica theatre at

Rome, attracted the notice and elicited the com-
mendation of Handel. It was followed by ' Flavlo
Anicio Olibrio ' (1 7 1 1 ) ; byseveral masses, motets,
and other compositions for the church ; by
' Faramondo ' (1719) and ' Eumene ' (1721), on
the title-page of which last work he calls him-
self ' Virtuoso to the Prince of Hesse Darmstadt.'
Having been appointed master of the Gonserva-
torio of San Onofrio, he wrote for it an oratorio,
' La Martiria di Santa Eugenia,' which had
much success on its first performance there in

1721. In 1723 he wrote for the wedding of

Prince Montemilettoa cantata, inwhich Farinelli

sang. He had, before this time, established the
school for singing whence issued those wonderful
pupils who have made their master's name
famous. After 'L' Imeneo' came 'Amare per
regnare' and 'Semiramide' (1724), (according
to Villarosa) ; and a MS. in the Conservatoire of
Paris gives evidence ofanother opera, ' Adelaida,'
belonging to 1723 and performed at Rome. In
1724 Hasse arrived at Naples, with the avowed
intention of becoming Porpora's pupil. After a
short trial, however, he deserted this master in
favour of Alessandro Scarlatti, a slight which
Porpora never forgave, and for which, in later

years, he had abundant opportunity of reveng-
ing himself on Hasse. [See Hasse.]

Porpora's natural gifts were united to an
extremely restless, changeable disposition. He
seems never to have remained very long in one
place, and the dates of many events in his life

are uncertain. It appears that in 1725 he set
off for Vienna, but he must have stopped at
Venice on his way, as there is evidence to show
that he was appointed to the mastership of one
of the four great singing-schools for girls there,
that of ' La Pietk.' He hoped to get a hearing
for some of his music at Vienna, but the Emperor
Charles VI. disliked his florid style and profuse

* la W« autographs Nlccola. but on the title-pages of works pub-'
lisbed by hlmseU, and in contemporalr US. copiee, Niccolo.

employment of vocal ornament, and gave him
no encouragement to remain. He therefore

returned as far as Venice, where he produced
his opera ' Siface ' in 1726, and was appointed

master toanother of the schoolsabove mentioned;

that of the ' Incurabili.' For his pupils at this

institution he wrote the vocal cantatas, twelve

of which he published in London, in 1735, and
which are among his best compositions.

In 1728 he set out for Dresden, where the

Electoral Princess, Marie Antoinette, was eager

to receive instruction from the famous maestroi

On the way thither he revisited Vienna, hoping

for a chance of effacing the unfavourable impres-

sion he had formerly made ; but the Emperor's

prejudice against him was so strong, and carried

so much weight, as to make it seem probable

that he would once more find nothing to do. He
found a friend, however, in the Venetian ambas-
sador, who not only received him under his own
roof, but succeeded in obtaining for him an
Imperial commission to write an oratorio, accom-
panied by a hint to be sparing in the use of trills

and flourishes. Accordingly, when the Emperor
came to hear the work rehearsed, he was charmed
at finding it quite simple and unadorned in style.

Only at the end a little surprise was reserved for

him. The theme of the concluding fugue com-
menced by four ascending notes, with a trill on
each. The strange effect of this series of trills

was increased as each part entered, and in the

final stretto became farcical outright. The
Emperor's gravity could not stand it, he laughed
convulsively, but forgave the audacious composer
and paid him well for his work. The name of

this oratorio is lost.

Porpora was warmly received at Dresden,
where he was specially patronised by his pupil,

the Electoral Princess, to whom he taught not
only singing, but composition. So it happened
thatwhen Hasse, withhiswife Faustina, appeared
on the scene in 1730, he found his old master,
who had never forgiven his pupil's defection, in

possession of the field. A great rivalry ensued,

thepublic being divided between thetwowuiesiri,

who themselves lostno opportunityof exchanging
offices anything but friendly. The erratic Por-

pora, however, did not by any means spend his

whole time in the Saxon capital. Early in 1729
he had produced (orrevived) 'Semiramidericono-
soiuta' at Venice, and in April of the same
year had obtained leave of absence in order to

go to London, there to undertake the direction

of the opera-house established by an aristocratic

clique in opposition to that presided over by
Handel. The speculation was a failure, and
both houses suffered serious losses. Porpora
never was popular in England as a composer,
and even the presence of Senesino among his

company failed to ensure its success, until, during
a sojourn in Dresden, he succeeded in engaging
the great Farinelli, who appeared in London in

1734, with Senesino and Signora Cuzzoni, and
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saved the house. Porpora got his Dresden
engagement cancelled in order to remain in
London, but that he must have paid several
visits to Venice is certain, as 'Mitridate' was
written there in 1730, and 'Annibale' was
produced there in 1731. It seems that he
finally quitted England in 1736, at the end of
farinelli's third and last season in that country,
and that he established himself again at Venice

;

for on the title-page of a MS. in the Conserva-
toire at Paris, dated 1744, he is described as
director of the ' Ospedaletto ' school of music
there. About 1745 he once more went to Vienna,
this time in the suite of the Venetian ambas-
sador, Correr. During a sojourn there of some
years he published in 1754 a set of twelve sonatas

for violin, with figured bass, one of his most
esteemed compositions, of which he says in the
dedicatory epistle that they are written ' in the

diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic styles
'

;

describing himself as now chapel-master to the

King of Poland. At this time he became ac-

quainted with theyoung Haydn,whom hehelped
with instruction and advice. [See vol. ii. p.

351o.]

He returned to Naples, his native town, be-

tween 1755 and 1760. Gazzaniga, his pupil,

in a biographical notice, says it was in 1759,
and that in 1760 he succeeded Abos in the

chapel-mastership of the cathedral of Naples
and of the Conservatorio of San Onofrio. In
the same year his last opera, 'Camilla,' was
represented, with no success. After that he
wrote nothing but one or two pieces for the

Church. He had outlived his reputation as a
composer. His latest years were passed in

extreme indigence, a fact hard to reconcile

with that of his holding the double appoint-

ment named above, but one which is vouched
for by contemporary writers, and by Villarosa,

and is a disgrace to the memory of his pupils,

especially Farinelli and Caffarelli, who owed
their fame and their vast wealth in great

measure to his instructions. Villarosa says

that he died of pleurisy in 1767 : Gazzaniga

affirms that his death was the result of an
injury to his leg in 1766. Both may be true :

it is at least certain that a subscription was
raised among the musicians of the town to

defi-ay the expenses of the poor old maestro's

burial.

Besides six oratorios and numerous masses,

thirty-three operas of Porpora's are mentioned

by Florimo [and twenty-six are in the list of

extant works in the Quelhn-Iiexikori], but he

probably wrote many more. They may have

been popular with singers as showing off what
was possible in the way of execution, but he

was devoid of dramatic genius in composition.

Nothing can be more tedious than to read

through an opera of his, where one conven-

tional, florid air succeeds another, often with

no change of key and with little change of

time ; here and there a stray chorus of the

most meagre description. When not writing

for the stage he achieved better things. His
cantetas for a single voice, twelve of which
were published in London in 1735, have merit

and elevation of style, and the same is asserted

of the sonatas published at Vienna, for violin

with bass. The ' sii free fugues ' for clavichord

(first published by Clementi in his Practical

Barmony, afterwards by M. Farrenc, in the
first number of the Trisor des Pianistes) will

repay attention on the part of the modern
student. There is a freshness and piquancy
about them which contraste strangely with
his operas, and give an idea of what the talent

was that so impressed his contemporaries.
Specimens of his violin music wUl be found in

Choron's Prineipes ; David's Hohe Schule, and
Alard's Maitres clasfigues ; and six Latin duete
on the Passion (works of remarkable beauty)
and some Solfeggi^ were edited by Nava and
published by Breitkopfs.

Porpora was well educated, and conversant
with Latin and Italian literature ; he wrote
verses with success, and spoke with ease the
French, German, and English languages. In
his youth he was bold, spirited, and gay, full

of wit and vivacity, but in age his disposition

and temper became soured by misfortune. He
was celebrated for his power of repartee. The
following anecdote, extracted from the Dic-

tionary of Musicians, has been told of other
people since his time, but seems to be true of

him :
—

' Passing one day through an abbey in

Germany, the monks requested him to assist

at their office, in order to hear their organist,

whose talents they greatly extolled. The
office finished, "Well, what think you of our

organist ? " said the prior. "Why," replied Por-

pora, "heisacleverman." "And likewise, "inter-

rupted the prior, '

' a good and chariteble man,
and his simplicity is reallj' evangelical." "Oh !

as for his simplicity," replied Porpora, "I per-

ceived that ; for his left hand knoweth not
what his right hand doeth.

"

'

In one department he has earned for him-
self an unique and lasting fame. He was the

greatest singing-master that ever lived. No
singers, before or since, have sung like his

pupils. This is made certain by the universal

contemporary testimony as to their powers,

by the music which was written for them and
which they performed, and by the fact that

such relics of a grand pure style of vocalisation

as remain to us now, have been handed down
in direct succession from these artists. He has

left us no written account of his manner of

teaching, and such solfeggi of his as we possess

differ only from those of his contemporaries by
being perhaps more exclusively directed than

others are towards the development oiflexibility

in the vocal organ. In musical interest they

are inferior to those of Scarlatti and Leo, and

3 e
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to some of those of Hasse. There is little dif-

ference between them and his songs, which are

for the most part only so many solfeggi. The
probability is that he had no peculiar method
of his own, but that he was one of those

artists whose grand secret lies in their own
personality. To a profound knowledge of

the human voice in its every peculiarity, and
an intuitive sympathy with singers, he must
have united that innate capacity of imposing

his own will on others which is a form of

genius. Powerful indeed must have been the

influence that could keep a singer (as he is said

to have kept Caffarelli) for five years to one

sheet of exercises. And if we are inclined to

think that when OaffareUi was dismissed with
the words 'You may go, you are the greatest

singer in Europe,' there must still have been a

good deal for him to learn which that sheet

of exercises could notteachhim, still, no mechani-
cal difSculty then stood between him and the

acquisition of these qualities ; the instrument

was perfect. And the best proof of this is that

when Charles VI. expressed to FarineUi his

regret that so consummate a vocalist should

devote himself entirely to exhibitions of skill

and Iravura, and Farinelli, struck by the truth

of the criticism, resolved to appeal more to

emotion and less to mere admiration, the vocal

instrument proved adequate to the new demand
made upon it, and its possessor 'became the

most pathetic, as he had been the most brilliant

of singers.'

Porpora himself aspired to be remembered by
his compositions rather than by the solid work
which has immortalised his name. To be use-

ful to others was a lot not brilliant enough to

satisfy his restless ambition, and that in this

usefulness lay his real genius was a truth he
never could willingly accept.

Lists of his works are to be found in the

Quellen-Lemikon, in ViUarosa's notice of his life,

and in those by Farrenc (^Trisor des Pianistes,

i.), in Fetis, and in Florimo's Oenno storico sulla

Scuola di NapoU, 1869, pp. 376-80. v. A. M.

PORT, a term formerly in use in Scotland

to denominate a ' Lesson,' or more properly a

musical composition for an instrument, princi-

pally, it appears, the harp. ' Eory Dall's Port

'

(i.e. Blind Bory or Boderick's composition) is

the best-known survival. It was a piece associ-

ated with the blind harper above named, in

the 17th century, but in more modem thnes

adapted to Burns's song, 'Ae fond kiss and
then we sever.'

There are several ' Ports ' in the Straloch Lute
MS., 1627, including 'Jean Lindsay's Port';
and the 17th-century Skene MS. has 'Port

Ballangowne.' Tytler, the writer of a famous
18th-century Dissertation on Scotish Music,

speaks of it as a particular type of composi-

tion, and says that ' every great family had its

" Port" named after the family.' F. K.

POET DE VOIX. See AoRfeMENS, vol. i

p. 53.

POBTA, COSTAKZO, bom at Cremona about

1530 ; studied under Willaert at Venice, where
his motets (Bk. I) were printed in 1555 ; became

a Franciscan monk ; was chapel-master at Osimo
in 1552-64 ; then held a similar post in the

CappeUa Antoniana, Padua, 1565-67. The In-

troits, thirty-seven in number, which were pub-

lished in 1566, are dedicated to the cathedral

chapter, and are designed for the Sundays
throughout the year, and a second set of fifty-

five for saints' days (1588), were among the

first works printed by Olaudio Merulo, the

organist of St. Mark's, Venice, who wrote of

Porta as 'his very dear friend and one with

very few equals in his profession.' Merulo's

opinion has been endorsed by all competent

critics down to our own times, and by common
consent Porta ranks as one of the great contra-

puntal masters. Arisius, moreover, speaks of

him as proficient in all the liberal arts.

In 1567 he left Padua to become maestro dl

cappella at Bavenna, and one of the teachers in

the boys' school founded in that city in 1568 by
the young cardinal Giulio Feltrio della Bovero,

who had lately been appointed archbishop, and
was meditating reforms in the music of his

cathedral, in accordance, no doubt, with the

recent decisions of the CouncU of X^ent. The
school was a success, and Porta had several

good pupils, but with reform in music itself he
had scant sympathy. Composers indeed at

that time were passing through a period of

depression. Forbidden any longer to use in

their choirs works of the older masters which
they reverenced, and had hitherto regarded as

models for their own art, they were now called

upon to supply new compositions written under
such conditions in respect of simplicity and
brevity as must greatly have lessened the in-

terest in their task. Porta disliked the intro-

duction of new masses. His mind was 'hostile'

to the duty of composing them ; scruples of all

kinds assailed him. ' I thought,' he writes,

' it behoved me rather to guard from an unjust

oblivion the works which the great composers

have left to posterity, so apt as they are to

their purpose, so fuU of beauty, delight, and
charm.' Accordingly, for many years he pub-

lished nothing, but in 1675 the Archbishop, in

granting his request to be removed from Bavenna
to the church of the Santa Casa at Loreto in

succession to Pionerio, extracted from him a

more distinct promise to publish some new
works, urging him to aim at a style which
would make it not only possible but even very

easy to hear the words of the mass, and recom-

mending brevity as specially suitable to Loreto,

where it was an object not to tire the large

congregations of pilgrims in all ranks of life,

who came to worship at the shrine. Porta,

however, still delayed. Further pressure was
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put upon him. His word, he waa told, had
been given and his honour was at stake. More-
over, the serious illness of the Archbishop in
1577 may have warned him to delay no longer
the fulfilment of his promise. So, at length,
without resting day or night, and with great
anxiety of mind, he prepared twelve masses,
the first six (a 4) of a simple character, and
the rest (a 5 and a 6, and some settings of the
Agnus Dei u, 7 and a 8) of somewhat more
elaborate design. The dedication was signed
July 4, 1578, and addressed to the Archbishop,
who died two months later (Sept. 3). A copy
of this work, which must be rare, since certain

dates fixed by the preface have not been given

in former accounts of the composer, is now in

the British Museum. (See the Quellen-Lemkon
for other copies.) The masses are of great

interest, for they belong to the same period as

the three famous masses of Palestrina, and owe
their existence and style to the same circum-

stances. Leaving Loreto, Porta went back to

Ravenna in 1595 ; for Pomponius Spretus,

describing the entry of Cardinal Sforza into

that city on Nov. 6, 1580, mentions the per-

formance of ' a delightful piece of music com-

posed by M. Costanzo Porta of Cremona, the

first musician of the time, and chapel-master of

our cathedral.' Tc this year belong fifty-two

motets (a 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), from which Bumey
has chosen the elaborate ' Diffusa est gratia ' to

print in his History. In 1585 a set of motets

(a 6) was dedicated to Pope Sixtus V., from the

title-page of which we know that Porta had
returned to Padua as chapel -master in the

cathedral. In 1595 he was appointed to the

church of S. Antonio ' for the second time,' and

held this post till his death, May 26, 1601.

An assistant, B. Batti, had been appointed the

previous year to help him on account of his

great age. Many extracts from his works are

given in modern notation by Paolucci, Choron,

Martini, Proske, Torchi, etc. A curious ex-

ample is the piece which Hawkins has copied

from Artusi, a 4-part setting of ' Vobis datum

est nosce mysterium,' which can be sung upside

down. Four books ofmadrigals represent Porta's

contribution to secular music. J. R. s.-jJ.

POETA, Feanobsoo della, organist and

church composer, bom at Monza about 1590,

as is conjectured from his having published in

1619 a collection of ' ViUaneUe a 1, 2, e 3 voei,

accommodateper qualsivogUo stromento' (Kome,

Rohletti). This fact seems to confute F^tis and

Mendel, who place his birth in the beginning

of the 17th century. His master was Ripalta,

organist of Monza, and he became organist and

maestro di cappella of more than one church

in Milan, where he died in Jan. 1666. He

published Salmi da capella (1657), motets(1645,

1648, 1651), ricercari, etc. ; and was one of the

first composers to make practical use of the basso

continuo.
'

^- °-

PORTAMENTO (Fr.Por<(fow«iE). A gradual

' carrying of the sound or voice with extreme

smoothness from one note to another ' [see vol.

i. p. 53 note], which can only be really executed

by the voice or by a bowed instrument, though

the trombone alone among brass instruments

can be used in this way to a limited extent.

It is of frequent occurrence as a musical direc-

tion in vocal music or in that for stringed

instruments, and also appears in music for

keyed instruments. In old music one of the

Agremens (see article before referred to) was
so called, though of course it was always a very

poor representation of the proper effect. (See

Shift.) m.

PORTATIVE ORGAN. See Positive.

PORTER OF HAVRE (orig. ' PAPi Maktin ')

opera buffa in three acts : text by Ghislanzoni,

music by Antonio Cagnoni. Produced at Genoa,

March 14, 1871 ; in London at the Princess's

Theatre, by the Carl Rosa Company, Sept. 15,

1875.

PORTER, Samuel, bom at Norwich in 1733,
was a chorister at St. Paul's Cathedral, and a
pupil of Dr. Greene. In 1757 he was elected

organist of Canterbury Cathedral. In 1803 he
resigned in favour of Highmore Skeats, organist

of Ssilisbury Cathedral. He died at Canterbury
Dec. 11, 1810, and was buried in the cloisters

at Canterbury. A volume of his 'Cathedral

Music,' containing two Services, five Anthems,
a Sanctus, Kyrie, Sufirages, and nine chants,

with his portrait on the title, was published by
his son, Rev. William James Porter, Head-
master of the College School, Worcester, who
also published two anthems and four chants of

his own composition, on the title-page of which
he is described as ' of the King's School, Canter-

bury.' Porter's Service in D, which is of a
pleasing character, is stOl (1880) frequently

performed. w. H. H.

PORTER, Walter, son of Henry Porter,

Mus.B. Oxon. 1600, was bom about 1595, and
on Jan. 5, 1616, was sworn gentleman of the

Chapel Royal without pay, ' for the next place

that should fall void by the death of any tenor '
;

a contingency which happened on Jan. 27, 1617,

in the person of Peter Wright, and Porter was
sworn in his place on Feb. 1. In 1632 he
published ' Madrigales and Ayres of two, three,

foure and five voyces, with the continued bsiss,

with Toccatos, Sinfoniasand Rittomelles to them
after the manner of Consort Musique. To be
performed with the Harpsechord, Lutes, Theor-

bos, Basse -Violl, two Violins or two Viols.'

Both Hawkins and Bumey mention a collection

bearing the title of ' Ayres and Madrigals for

two, three, four and five voices, with a thorough

bass for the organ or Theorbo Lute, the Italian

way,' dated 1639, which may probably have
been a second edition of the same work. In
1639 Porter was appointed Master of the

Choristers of Westminster Abbey. After losing
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both his places on the suppression of the choral

service in 1644, he found a patron in Sir Edward
Spencer. In 1657 he published ' Mottets of

Two Voyces for Treble or Tenor and Bass with

the Continued Bass or Score. To be performed

to an Organ, Harpsycon, Lute, or Bass-viol.'

Porter was buried at St. Margaret's Church,

Westminster, Nov. 30, 1659. His 'Divine

Hymns,' advertised by Playford in 1664, was
perhaps identical with ' The Psalms of George

Sandys set to Music for two Voyces with a

Thorough-bass for the Organ,' which was pub-

lished about 1671. w. H. E.

PORTMAN, Richard, a pupil of Orlando
Gibbons, in 1633 succeeded Thomas Day as

organist of Westminster Abbey. In 1638 he
was admitted a gentleman of the Chapel Royal
upon the death of John Tomkins. A complete
Service by him, including a Venite, is contained

in the Tudway Collection (Harl. MS. 7337),
where his Christian name is erroneously given

as William ; some of his anthems are extant in

cathedral choir books and elsewhere, and the

words of some may be found in Clifford's ' Divine
Services and Anthems,' 1663, and in Harl. MS.
6346. It is presumed that he was deprived of

his appointments on the suppression of choral

service in 1644. He vrrote a book of medita-

tions, published in 1645, and re-issued by
Playford in 1660, with some alterations and
additions ; the original title is The Soules Life,

exercising itself in the sweet Fields of Divine
Meditation, collected for the comfort thereof, in

these sad days of distraction. w. h. h.

PORTMANN, JoHANN Gottlieb, cantor, and
writer on the theory of music, bom Dec. 4, 1739,
at Ober-Lichtenau near Eonigsbriick in Saxony.

He received his musical education at the Kreuz-

schule in Dresden, and then went to Darmstadt,
where he became first court-singer in 1766, in

1768 cantor, and in 1769 collaborator of the

Padagogium. He died at Darmstadt, Sept. 30,

1798. His theoretical works, which were not
unknown in England, are full of thought, and
as a rule clear and helpful to the student of

harmony and counterpoint. They include

Kwrzer musikalischer UnterruM fur Anfdnger,
etc. , with twenty-eight plates of examples en-

graved by himself (Darmstadt, published by
himself, 1785 ; 2nd ed., enlarged by Wagner:
Heyer, Darmstadt, 1799) ; Leichtes LehrTmch
der Harmonic, Composition, und Oeneralbass,

etc., with numerous examples (Darmstadt, 1789
;

2nd ed., Heyer, 1799) ; and Die neuesten itnd

vrichiigsten Enideckungen in der Harmonic,
Melodie, und Conirapunkt (Darmstadt, 1798).

He also published the following compositions

—

' Neues Hessen - Darmstadtisches Choralbuch
'

(Darmstadt, 1786); ' Musikauf dasPfingstfest,'

in score (about 1793) ; and a Magnificat (1790).

As a contributor to the Allgemeine de^tsche

Bibliothek, he was much dreaded for the severity

of his criticisms. Among his pupils were

6. A. Schneider—^bom in Darmstadt, 1770,
became Capellmeister to the king of Prussia,

and bandmaster of the Guards, and died in

Berlin, Jan. 19, 1839— and Carl Wagner,
a horn -player, Hofinusikus, and afterwards

Capellmeister at Darmstadt, where he died

in 1822. c. F. p.

PORTUGAL, or PORTOGALLO, the sobri-

quet of a Portuguese musician named Marcos
Antonio da Fokseoa, who, residing in Italy,

was known as II Portogallo— ' the Portuguese,'

He was born at Lisbon, March 24, 1762, learned

singing from Borselli of the Opera, and counter-

point from Orao, maitre de chapelle in the

Cathedral. At twenty years of age he followed

Borselli to Madrid, and became accompanist at

the opera there. The Portuguese ambassador

sent him to Italy in 1787, and he began his

career with ' L' Eroe Cinese ' (Turin, 1788) and
' La Bachetta portentosa ' (Genoa, 1788). After

composing other operas and gaining arepntation,

he paid a visit to Lisbon in 1790, and was
made chapel-master to the king. He returned

to Italy, and composed opera after opera with
great success at Parma, Rome, Venice, and
Milan, One of the most successful was 'La
confusione nata dalla somiglianza, ossia i Gobbi,'

produced in Italian at Dresden in 1793, also

performed in German. [' Demofoonte ' was
performed in 1794 at Milan, and 'La Vedova
raggiratrioe ' in Florence. In the same year he
returned to Portugal, where he wrote two farces,

a cantata, and a Te Deum. In 1796 he went
back to Italy, where his ' Zulima ' (Florence),

'L' Inganno poco dura ' (Naples), and ' La donna
di genio volubile' (Venice), were played with suc-

cess. In 1797 his ' Ritorno di Serse ' was given
at Florence, and two farces at Venice ; the opera
' Fernando nelMessico,' written for Mrs. Billing-

ton, andperformedatRomein 1798,wasdescribed
by Fdtis as the composer's chef d'oeuvre. Two
more operas, 'Alceste,' and 'LeNozzedi Figaro,'

were played at Venice in 1799. He returned
in 1800 to Portugal, where he became director

of the San Carlos theatre and teacher in the
Patriarchal Seminary. In the autumn of 1800
his 'Adrasto' was played at the San Carlos
theatre, and 'La Monte di Semiramide ' in 1801,
'Zaira' and 'II trionfo di Clelia' in 1802;
' Sofonisba,' at Catalani's benefit, and a revised

version of the 'Kitorno di Serse' in 1803;
' L' Oro non compra amore' in 1804 and many
others followed until, in 1807, Portugal re-

mained at Lisbon, directing the San Carlos

theatre, re-writing 'Demofoonte, 'and composing
a new opera, ' La Speranza,' the finale of which
was adopted as the national hymn until 1834

;

in 1810 he went with his brother Simao, to

Brazil, and resumed his court functions. He
was made a member of the Institute in 1815,
and died at Rio de Janeiro, Feb. 7, 1830, leav-

ing many operas (the Quellen-Lexikon names
thirteen as still extant, and Biemann estimates
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the whole number as forty), besides farces and
burlettas, eighteen masses, and much church
music.

J

Portogallo was not unknown in London. His
'Fernando nel Messico' was played at Mrs.
Billington's benefit, March 31, 1803 ; his
'Argenide e Serse," Jan. 25, 1806; 'Semi-
ramide," Dec. 13, 1806; 'La morte di Mitri-
date,' at Catalani's benefit, April 16, 1807 ;

and 'Barseni, Regina di Lidia,' June 3, 1815,
'II Principe Spazzaeamino,' 'Artaserse,' and
' L' Astuta, ossia La Vedova raggiratrice ' were
given in Russian at St. Petersburg. His brother,
SiMAO Portogallo, wrote for the Church. G.

;

additions from Senhor Carlos de Mello.
POSAUNE. The German name for the trom-

bone, also occasionally used for organ reedstops
of a like character. [See Tkombone.] w. h. s.

POSITIONS, or Shifts. I. In order to reach
the different parts of the finger-board of the
violin, the left hand must be moved about, or

placed in various ' positions.' The hand is said

to be in the first position, when the thumb and
1st finger are at the extreme end of the neck
of the violin, close to the nut. In this, the

first potion, on an instrument which is tuned
in the usual way (as at No. 1), the 1st finger pro-

duces the four notes shown at No. 2, or their

chromatic alterations. The compass' thus
attainable by the four fingers in the first

position extends from A to B (as at No. 3).

The open strings are independent of the position

of the left hand.

If by an upward movement of the hand the
first finger is put on the place which, in the

first position, was occupied by the 2nd finger,

and the whole hand is similarly advanced, the

four notes shown at No. 4 will be produced, and
the hand is said to be in the secondposition

;
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(No. 1) (No. 2) (No. 3)

(No. 5) (No. 6) (No. 7).,g,.8w.

and while in this position an additional note

is reached on the 1st string (see No. 5), on the

other hand, the low A—produced in the first

positionbythe 1 st fingeronthe 4th string—is lost.

The notes which were taken in the first position

on the other three strings by the 1st finger, are

now produced by the 4th finger on the next

lower string ; the 2nd finger takes the place of

the 3rd, and the 3rd the place of the 4th.

The third position extends from C to D (see

No. 6), and stands in exactly the same relation

to the second position, as the second stood to

' Bwides the nutural compaM ot a poiitlon, notei which reaUy lie

beyond It are frequently reached by ezteiulon of the flsgere. without

the hand leaTing its position.

the first. And so does every following position

to the one below it.

Eleven difierent positions exhaust all capa-

bilities of the violin, and represent a compass
from G to E in altissimo (see No. 7). Notes
beyond this compass are almost always reached

from lower positions, or harmonicsare substituted
for them. But even the positions above the

seventh are but rarely employed.
The term 'half position' (German Sattel-Lage)

is used for a modified first position, in which
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th fingers take the places

generally taken by the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd fingers.

It facilitates the execution of pieces in certain

i. A passage like this :

—

is best played in the half-position, with the
fingering as marked.

It will appear from the above that the same
note can be produced in different positions,

on different strings, and by different fingers.

For example : the note naturally taken

in the first position by the 2nd finger on the

1st string, can also be produced
1. On 1st string by 1st finger in 2nd position.

2. On 2nd string by 4th „ 3rd

„ „ 3rd „ 4th

„ „ 2nd ,, 5th

,, ,, 1st ,, 6th

3. On 3rd string by 4th „ 7th

„ ,, 3rd „ 8th
4. On 4th string by 4th ,, Uth'
Theoretically every single note lying within

the compass of a position can be produced in

that position ; but practically the choice of posi-

tion for the rendering of a given phrase or

passage is made,

1. on grounds of absolute mechanical neces-

sity, or

2. of convenience, or

3. to satisfy the requirements of good phras-

ing, or of a special musical character.

1. Absolute necessity. Many double-stops

formed by notes within the compass of the

first or any other position cannot be executed

in that position

—

(a) if, in that position, both notes lie on the

same string. Such double-stops as
\

must be played in the second position (2nd and
4th finger) or in the third position (1st and 3rd

finger), in either of which positions each note

lies on a separate string, while in the first

position they are both on one and the same
string, and cannot, therefore, be sounded simul-

taneously.

(6) Double-stops formed by notes which lie

i Oenerally taken aa a harmonic
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in one position on non-contiguou8 strings (1st

and 3rd, or 2nd and 4th) cannot be played in

that position, but must be played in a position

where the notes lie onstrings that can be sounded

together. This double-stop is there-

fore impossible in the first position, where F lies

on the Ist and G on the 3rd string. But it is

easily given in the third position, where F lies

on the 2nd and 6 on the 3rd string.

Again, in a passage like this

—

Mozart, Violin Concerto.

in order to sound the open G-string at the same
time, the whole of the upper part must be
played on the 3rd string, thereby necessitating

an ascent to the seventh position.

2. Oonvenience. Many passages, especially

those in which notes of widely different range
succeed each other rapidly, would be imprac-
ticable but for the use of higher positions, even
for those notes which might, theoretically speak-

ing, be taken in lower positions.

In a passage like this

—

the three lower notes of each group might be

played in the first position, if by themselves ;

but in connection with the two high notes, the

jump from the first to the fifth position, which
is absolutely necessary in order to reach them,

would make a smooth execution of the phrase,

even at a moderately rapid pace, quite impos-

sible. If started at once in the fifth position

there is no diiEculty at all.

3. The tastefuZ and characteristic rendering

of many phrases and passages requires a care-

ful choice of positions, based on the distinct

and contrasting qualities of sound of the four

different strings. Where sameness of sound is

required, the change from one string to another

will, if possible, be avoided ; where contrast

is wanted, different strings will be used even

in cases where one string could give all the

notes.

A phrase like this

—

Beethoteit,
Ereutzer Sonata.

etc.

though lying entirely within the compass of the

first position, must, in order to sound as camta-

bile as possible, be played entirely on the 2nd
string, in the first and third or second position

alternately. In the first position a constant

change from the 1st to the 2nd string would

be necessary, and the phrase would thereby

sound jerky and uneven, the very opposite of

what it ought to be. Or this passage in Spohr's

Scena Cantante Concerto

—

if not played entirely on the sonorous 4th

string, would absolutely lose its peculiar char-

acter. In other instances the meaning of a

passage is only made intelligible by its being

played in the proper position. The following is

from Bach's Preludium in E (bars 13 and 14) :

—

o o o o o o

2nd string

In this instance, nnless the whole of the lower

part is played on the 2nd string in higher

positions, the necessary contrast to the pedal

note E, which is strongly given by the open
string, cannot be properly marked. It will

thus clearly appear that a complete command
of the finger-board in all positions is one of the

chief technical requirements of the art of violin-

playing, and that the right choice of position,

on which a truly musical, tasteful, and char-

acteristic rendering of every composition largely

depends, is one of the main tests of a violinist's

artistic feeling and judgment. Studies in all

the usual positions are given in every good violin

school. The best known are those in Baillot's

' L'art du Violon,' but they have the defect of

being all written in C major. (See also Finger-
ing, vol. ii. p. 47.) p. D.

II. The term is also used to indicate the

various degrees of extension of the trombone
slide. When the slide is home or closed, it is

said to be in the first position, and as it is

extended to flatten the pitch from one to

six semitones, it is described as being in corre-

sponding positions. (See Thombone.) d. j. b.

POSITIVE ORGAN (Fr. Positif; Ger. Pod-
tiv). Originally a stationary organ, as opposed

to a portative or portable instrument used in

processions. Hence the term 'positive' came
to signify a ' chamber organ

' ; and later still,

when in a church instrument a separate manual
was set aside for the accompaniment of the

choir, this also was called a ' positive,' owing,

no doubt, to the fact that it generally had
much the same delicate voicing as a chamber
organ, and contained about the same number
and disposition of stops. By old English
authors the term is generally applied to a

chamber organ ; the ' positive ' of our church
instruments being called from its functions

the 'choir organ.' When placed behind the
player (Ger. Silckpositiv) it was often styled a
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'chair organ," but it is difficult to say whether
this name arose from a play upon the terms
' choir ' and ' chair,' or from a misunderstanding
as to the origin of its distinctive title. With
the French the ' Clavier de positif ' is our • Choir
manuaL' Small portable organs were called

Eegals. [See Eegal.] j. s.

In modern days the name has been applied

to an organ designed by Mr. Thomas Casson to

meet the requirements of country and mission

churches. Its compass is from FF (6 ft.) to

C". A pedal effect is obtained in very accurate

form by the ' Double Bass ' stop on the key-

board, from FF to mid C, by which only the

lowest note struck is sounded. The effect of a

second manual is obtained by the 'Melodic'

stop, which, on the selected stop, sounds only

the highest note struck, and if used with a

softer stop played in harmony, asserts the

melody. A transposing arrangement is also

provided. T. B.

POSTANS, Miss. See Shaw, Mrs. Alfred.
POSTHORN. A small straight brass or

copper instrument, varying in length from two
to four feet. [As now made, the bore usually

resembles that of the cornet, but until recent

years the larger post- or maU-homs were of the

bugle type of bore. The mouthpiece for the

longer instrument is the same as for the bugle

or comet, but for the short higher-pitched horns

the cup requires to be small and shallow.

D. J. B.] Originally intended as a signal for

stage-coaches carrying mails, it has to a limited

extent been adopted into light music for the

production of occasional effects by ezceptionsil

players.

Its pitch varies according to length from the

four-foot to its two-foot octave. The scale

consists of the ordinary open notes, commencing

with the first harmonic. The fundamental

sound cannot easily be obtained with the mouth-

piece used. Five, or at most six, sounds, form-

ing a common chord, are available, but no

means exist for bridging over the gaps between

them. In a four-foot instrument such as was

commonly used by mail-guards, the sequence

would be as follows

—

(Not
used.)

(Difficult.)

W. H. S.

POSTHUMOUS. A term applied to works

published after the death of the author. It is

frequently used with reference to Beethoven's

last five quartets, though the term is in no way
applicable to the first of the five—op. 127, in

El,—^which was published by Schott & Sons,

on March 26, 1826, exactly a year before Beet-

hoven's death, March 26, 1827. The follow-

ing table of the order of composition, date of

publication, and opus -number, of these five

exceptional works may be useful :

—

Key.
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Dpm A. Kienle (1881), and into Italian by Dom
M. Serafiui (1890). This work was followed by a

'Liber Gradualis' (Tournai, 1883; Solesmes,

1895); 'Hymni de Tempore et de Sanctis'

(Solesmes, 1885); ' Prooessionale Monasticum'

(Solesmes, 1888, 1893); ' Liber Antiphonarius

'

(lb., 1891) ; 'Liber Kesponsorialis ' (/6., 1895) ;

' Variae Precesde Mysteriis et Testis' (lb., 1888,

1899, 1892, 1897, 1901), and 'CautusMariales'

(Paris, 1903, 1906). In addition to these im-

portant works, Dom Pothier has edited many
detached examples of plain -song and (since

1892) has published every month in the Sevue
du chant Grigorien numerous articles on liturgi-

cal music. Under his direction was started at

Solesmes, in 1889, the valuable series of repro-

ductions, etc., of musical manuscripts of the

9th to the 16th centuries, issued as ' Pal^o-

graphie Musicale,' and carried on by his most
eminent pupil and successor, Dom Andre Moc-
quereau. Prior of Solesmes. In 1904 Dom
Pothier was appointed by Pius X. President of

the Commission for editing and publishing the

musical portions of the Roman liturgy. A
'Liber Gradualis,' a 'Kyriale,' and 'Commune
Sanctorum,' have already (1906) been issued

from the Vatican press as a result of the Com-
mission's labours. Further details of the origin

of the Solesmes movement for the restoration

of plain-song will be found in the Rassegna

Crregoriana iat April 1904, which also contains

a portrait of Dom Pothier. w. B. s.

POT-POURRI. A name first given by J. B.

Cramer to a kind of drawing-room composition

consisting of a string of well-known airs from

some particular opera, or even of national or

other familiar tunes having no association with

each other. These were connected by a few

showy passages, or sometimes by short varia-

tions on the different themes. The pot-pourri

was a less ambitious form of composition than

the (modem) fantasia, as there was little or

no working-out of the subjects taken, and very

little ' fancy ' was required in its production.

It had its own class of admirers, and was at

one time a very popular form of composition.

Peters's Catalogue contains thirty-eight by V.

Felix, and sixty-four by Ollivier, on all the

chief operas. Chopin, in a letter, calls his

op. 13 a' Pot-pourri ' on Polish airs. The pot-

pourri has been invaded by the ' transcription,'

which closely resembles it in form although

taking only one subject as a rule, instead of

many. ' OUa podrida ' was another name for

the same sort of production. M.

POTT, August, born Nov. 7, 1806, at Nord-
heim, Hanover, where his father was Stadt-

musikiis. He adopted the violin as his instru-

ment, and shortly after Spohr's appointment to

be Hof-Capellmeister at Cassel, went there as his

pupil, and there made his first public appear-

ance in 1824. He occupied the next few years

in travelling through Denmark and Germany.

In 1832 he was appointed Concertmeister to

the Duke of Oldenburg, and afterwards ad-

vanced to the post of Capellmeister at the same
court. This he resigned in 1861, and went to

live at Graz. In 1838 he visited England,

and played Lipinski's Concerto in B minor at

the Philharmonic on May 21 with great ap-

plause. The critic of the Mimecd World speaks

with enthusiasm of the extraordinary power of

his tone, his great execution, and the purity of

his style. He published two Concertos, and
various smaller pieces for the violin with and
without orchestra. He died at Graz, August

27, 1883. G.

POTTER, Philip Cipriani' Hamblt [or

Hamblet], bom in London, Oct. 2, 1792, began

his musical education at seven, under his father,

a teacher of the pianoforte. He afterwards

studied counterpoint under Attwood, and theory

under Calleott and Crotch, and on Woelfl's

arrival in England received instruction from him
during five years. In 1816 an overture by Mr.
Potter was commissioned and performed (March

11) by the Philharmonic Society [of which he

had been an associate from its foundation in

1813, and a member from the date of his attain-

ing his majority]. On April 29 of the same
year he made his first public appearance as a

performer at the Society's concert, and played

the pianoforte part in a sestet of his own com-
position for pianoforte and stringed instru-

ments. He again performed March 10, 1817.

Shortly after this he went to Vienna and studied

composition under Aloys Forster, receiving also

friendly advice from Beethoven. Writing to

Ries in London, on March 5, 1818, the great

man says :
' Potter has visited me several times

:

he seems to be a good man and has talent for

composition.' After visiting other German
towns he made a tour in Italy, and returned to

London in 1821, when he performed Mozart's

Concerto inD minor at the Philharmonic (March

12). In 1822 he was appointed professor of the

pianoforte at the Royal Academy of Music, and
on the resignation of Dr. Crotch in June 1832
succeeded him as Principal. The latter ofBoe

he resigned in 1859 in favour of Mr. Charles

Lucas. [He was conductor of the Madrigal

Society, 1855-70, and treasurer of the Society

of British Musicians, 1858-65.]
Mr. Potter's published works extend to op.

29, and include two sonatas, nine rondos, two

toccatas, six sets of variations, waltzes, a polo-

naise, a large number of impromptus, fantasias,

romances, amusements, etc., and two books of

studies ' composed for the Royal Academy of

Music— all for PF. solo. Also a 'Duet Sym-
phony' in D, and four other duets, besides

arrangements of two of his symphonies and an

^ He (Jerived this Dame from his godmother, a sister of Q. B.
dpriani the painter.

5 Analysed hy W. H. Holmes in Notes upon Nota (1880). The
studies are twenty-four in number, and are arranged for a key and
its relative minor—No. 1, C major ; 2, A minor ; 3, Dd major ; 4,^v
minor, etc.
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overture, all for four hands ; a fantasia and fugue
for two PFs. ; a trio for three players on the
PF. ; a sestet for PF. and instruments ; a duo
for PF. and V. ; a sonata for PF. and horn,

three trios, etc., etc. His MS. works comprise
nine symphonies for full orchestra, of which
six are in the Philhariuonic Library ; four over-

tures (three ditto) ; three concertos, PF. and
oroh. (ditto) ; a concertante, PF. and violon-

cello ; a cantata, ' Medora e Corrado ' ; an Cde
to Harmony ; additional accompaniments to
' Acis and Galatea ' (for the production on the

stage of the Queen's Theatre in 1831), and many
other pieces of more or less importance. These
compositions, though well received,' and many
of them in their time much in vogue, are now
forgotten, except the studies.

As a performer he ranked high, and he had
the honom- to introduce Beethoven's Concertos

in 0, G minor, and 6, to the English public at

the Philharmonic. He played the C minor
concerto on March 8, 1824, and the G major in

1825. As a conductor he is most highly

spoken of, and it may be worth mentioning that

he beat time with his hand and not with a

baton. He died Sept. 26, 1871, and was buried

in Eensal Green Cemetery. His fresh and genial

spirit, and the eagerness with which he welcomed
and tried new music from whatever quarter, will

not be forgotten by those who had the pleasure

and profit of his acquaintance. One of the last

occasions on which he was seen in public was
assisting in the accompaniment of Brahms's

Bequiem at its first (private) performance in

London, July 10, 1871. He contributed a few

papers to periodicals
—'Recollections of Beet-

hoven,' to the Musical World, April 29, 1836

(reprinted in Mus. Times, Deo. 1, 1861) ; Com-

panion to the Orchestra, or Hints on Instrwmenta-

iion, Musical World, Oct. 28, Deo. 23, 1836,

March 10, May 12, 1837. Mr. Potter edited the

'Complete Pianoforte Works of Mozart' for

Messrs. Novello ; and Schumann's ' Album fur

die Jugend ' (op. 68) for Messrs. Wessel & Co.

in 1857.

In 1860 a subscription was raised and an

Exhibition founded at the Royal Academy of

Music in honour of Mr. Potter. It is called

after him, and entitles the holder to one year's

instruction in the Academy. A panegyric on

Cipriani Potter was pronounced by Sir 6. A.

Macfarren at the Musical Association . [See Proc.

of the Mus. Assoc, 1883-84, p. 41.] w. H. H.

POUGIN, Akthue, born August 6, 1834, at

Ch^teauroux, where he is registered as Fran9ois

Augusts Arthur Paroisse-Pougin. As the son

of an itinerant actor he had few educational

advantages, and his literary attainments are

therefore due to his own exertions alone ; his

knowledge of music was partly obtained at the

1 Th. Svmphoni.. were pl»yed at the PhilhMinoniii tf follows :-

In— M»t29i 1826. June 8, 1835 : la A. ItoT OT, 1833 ;
in O minor,

Mkr'l" isn'Mw fflTlsaS; in D. Mwch 21. 1836, April 22, 1850,

Mar >. 1869-

voL. ni

Paris Conservatoire, where he passed through
the violin-class of Alard and studied harmony
with Henri Reber. From the age of thirteen he
played the violin at a theatre ; and in 1855
became conductor of the Theatre "Beaumarchais,

which, however, he soon quitted for Musard's

orchestra. From 1856 to 1859 he was vice-con-

ductor and r6p&,iteur (or conductor of rehearsals)

at the Folies NouveUes. Pougin soon turned

his attention to musical literature, beginning
with biographical articles on French musicians

of the 18th century in the Bevue et Gazette Musi-
cale. Musical biography remains his favourite

study, but he has been an extensive writer on
many other subjects. At an early period of his

career he gave up teaching, and resigned his

post among the violins at the Opera-Comique
(1860-63) in order the better to carry out his

literary projects. Besides his frequent contri-

butions to the M&nestrel, La France musicale,

L'Art musical, Le TM&tre, Ohronique mvMcale,
etc., and other periodicals specially devoted to

music, he edited the musical articles in the

Dictiormaire universel of Larousse, and has been

successively musical feuilletoniste to the Soir,

the Trihvme, L'i!vinemeni, and, since 1878, to

the Journal Officiel, where he succeeded Eugene
Gautier.

Among his numerous works the following

may be specified :

—

Andri Campra (1861) ;

Gresnick, and Dezide (1862) ; Floquet (1863) ;

Martini, and Devienne (1864) ;
(the six mono-

graphs collected as Musidens Frangais du
XVIIl siecle) ; Meyerbeer, notes biographiqices

(1864, 12mo) ; F. HaUvy, &Wmm (1866, 8vo) ;

W. Vincent Wallace, Stude biographique et

critiqve (1866, 8vo) ; Bellini, savie, ses ceuvres

(1868, 12mo) ; Albert Grisar, itude artistique

(1,870, 12mo) ; Sossini, Notes, Impressions, etc.

(1871, 8vo) ; Auher (1873) ; Boieldieu, sa me,

etc. (1875, 12mo) ; Figures d'opira-comique

:

Elleviou ; Mme. Dugazon ; la tribu de Gavaudan
(1875, 8vo) ; BameoM, sameetses(Buvres(l876,

16mo) ; Adolphe Adam, sa vie, etc. (1876,

12mo),^all published in Paris. His most im-

portant work, the lAfe of Verdi, was published

first in Italian, in 1881, and translated by J. E.

Matthew, 1887 ; the Supplement et Compliment
to the Biographic Universelle des Musidens of

F6tis, a work of great extent and industry, and
containing a mass of new names and informa-

tion (2 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1878-80) ; and the new
edition of Clement and Larousse's XHctionnaire

lyrique (1897). Since 1885 he has been chief

editor of Le Minestrel, and at different times has
acted as critic to L'^vinement and other papers.

In 1905 he was decorated with the order of the

Crown of Italy. a. c.

POUSSfi (F). In violin music the word
'Pousse,' or its equivalent sign V, is employed
to indicate that the note over which it is placed

shall be commenced with an upward course of

the bow. (See Bow.) o. r.

3f
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POWELL, Maud, violinist, born at Peru,

Illinois, U.S.A. Her father is a literary man
of English-Welsh extraction, and her mother

a gifted amateur composer—a Hungarian. At
the age of two the family removed to Aurora,

Illinois, and shortly after this she began her

musical education. Four years' study with

Mr. William Lewis of Chicago, and occasional

concert appearances, developed her exceptional

gifts as a violinist so rapidly, that she was
taken to Leipzig, where she became a pupil of

Professor Schradieck. At the end of a year

(in 1881) she was awarded a diploma at the

public examinations held in the Oewandhaus,
and then proceeded to Paris, where—out of

eighty applicants—she obtained one of the six

vacancies in Mons. Charles Dancla's class. By
the advice of Leonard, she came to England in

1883
;
played at some London concerts, and

before the Royal Family ; and toured in the

provinces with Miss Jos^ Sherrington. While
in London she met Herr Joachim, who invited

her to Berlin, where she became his pupil, and
made her d^but in Germany at one of the

Philharmonic Concerts in Berlin in 1885,
playing Max Bruch's Gr minor Concerto. In
the same year she returned to New York and
made her debut at one of the Philharmonic

Society's concerts, under the baton of Theodore
Thomas. A series ofsuccessful appearances last-

ing over several years followed, during which
Miss PoweU toured throughout America, and
built up a high position for herself in her own
country. In 1892 she toured in Germany and
Austria as representative American violinist

with the New York Arion Society, under the

conductorship of Mr. Van der Stucken, and in

1893 appeared in the same capacity at the

World's Exposition in Chicago, at the Symphony
Concerts, and also read a paper on 'Woman and
the Violin ' at the Women's Musical Congress.

In 1894 she organised the Maud Powell String

Quartet, with which she toured extensively

through the States, and in 1898 again appeared

in London, playing at the Philharmonic, the

Saturday Popular Concerts, and in the provinces

with the Hall^ Orchestra, the Scottish Orchestra,

etc. She also toured in Germany, Holland,

Belgium, France, Austria, Russia, and Denmark.
In 1900-1 she toured again in America,

returning to London for the season in' 1901,

and then continued her successes on the

Continent. In 1903 she was engaged by
Sousa to accompany him on his European tour

of thirty weeks, and in the spring of 1905-6

made forty appearances in South Africa with
her own concert party.

As an executant Miss Powell discloses the

gifts of the born artist. Her interpretative

powers, aided by a sound technique, a fine

breadth of style, masterly firmness, and good
taste, have placed her amongst the foremost

woman violinists of the day. Her repertory is

an extensive one, and her studious zeal in

matters musical makes her ever ready to en-

courage talent and produce novelties. Arensky's

Violin Concerto was introduced by her to an
American audience, and under the personal

supervision and inspiration of Dr. Dvorak, hia

Violin Concerto was played by her for the first

time in America at the New York Philharmonic

Society's concert. Other works which she has

introduced to concert audiences are : Saint-

Saens'g Concerto in C minor ; Lalo's Concerto

in G major, and compositions by American
composers.— Lahee, Famous Violinists, and
contemporary journals. E. h-a.

POWELL, Samuel, a Dublin printer of sopie

note. At an early date in the history of Irish

music- printing he issued some excellently

printed musical works for the use of the French
Huguenots who were then settled in Dublin.

These include an edition of Les Fseaumes de

David mis en vers Pran^ois, 1731, 8vo, and
Caciques Sacrez, 1748, 12mo, both set up
in movable music type. He was working,

however, long before this date, as a well-printed

edition of Allan Ramsay's poems, dated 1724,
testifies. He lived in Crane Lane, but in 1762
removed into Dame Street. He died about

1772, or 1773 ; most of his early works were
published in conjunction with George Risk,

a Dublin bookseller. F. k.

POWELL, Walter, bom at Oxford in 1697,
was on July 1, 1704, admitted a chorister of

Magdalen College. In 1714 he was appointed
a clerk in the same college. On April 16, 1718,

he was elected Yeoman BedeU of Divinity, and
on Jan. 26, 1732, Esquire Bedell of the same
faculty. He was also a member of the choirs

of Christ Church and St. John's Colleges. In

July 1733 he sang in the oratorios given by
Handel during his visit to Oxford, and later in

the year at the meeting of the Three Choirs at

Gloucester. He is said, but erroneously, to

have been afterwards appointed a gentleman of

the Chapel Royal. His voice (counter tenor) and
singing were greatly admired. He died Nov.
6, 1744, and was buried at St. Peter's in the

East, Oxford. w. H. H.

POWER, Jambs, a music -publisher, first

of Dublin and afterwards of London. He was
born in Galway in 1766, and being apprenticed

to a pewterer was by chance called upon to repair

the instruments of a regimental band passing

through the town where he was working. This
incident led him into the musical instrument
trade ; he set up shopwith his brotherWilliam at

4 Westmorland Street, Dublin. A happy idea

of the publication of the national music of

Ireland, united to words by celebrated poets,

caused the brothers to apply to Thomas Moore,
and it was ultimately an-anged that Moore alone
should provide the literary work. The design

was to run a similar work to that being issued

by George Thomson, of Edinburgh, who was
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thenpublishing, in parts, the 'Scottish Melodies,'
to which Burns and other writers were supplying
verses. The same style of printing, etc., with
pictorial engravings was adopted, and the first

two numbers were issued in 1807. The success
of these parts of tjie 'Irish Melodies' was
beyond expectation. (See Mookb.) Near the
end of the year 1807 Power came to London, to

34 Strand, as a military instrument-maker and
music-seller, his brother remaining at the Dublin
address. After the seventh number of the
' Melodies ' a quarrel arose between the brothers,

James asserting that he had made an arrange-

ment by which all succeeding numbers should
be'his own sole copyright, and at the publication

of the eighth number, 1821, entered an action

against his brother forinfiingementof copyright.

It was decided in the favour of James, who made
an agreement (continued to his widow) that he
should have the sole rights in all musical

settings of verses by Moore then written and to

be written. The ninth (1824) and the tenth

(1834) numbers completed the 'Irish Melodies,'

and besides these James Power issued Moore's

'Sacred Songs,' 'National Airs,' 'Evenings in

Greece, ' etc. Power's other publications include

collections of 'Scottish Melodies' by Horace

Twiss ;
' Indian Airs' arranged by C. E. Horn,

'Welsh Airs' collected by Clifton and Dovaston,

and similar works, whose elegance in engraving,

paper, and binding had to compensate for the

lack of other intrinsic qualities. James Power

died August 26, 1836, leaving a widow in the

business. The plates of, and copyright in, the
' Irish Melodies ' passed to Addison and Hodson.

The friendship ofMoore for Power, and his extra-

ordinary dependence on him for help in matters

ranging from the purchase of fish to heavy over-

drafts and loans, is sufficiently indicated in

Moore's own diary, and is more fully set forth

in the letters which passed between the two.

See Letters of Thomas Moore to Ms Music-

publisher James Power, New York [1854], a

volume suppressed in this country. F. K.

POWER, Lionel, an English musician who
flourished in the 15th century, but of whose

biography absolutely nothing is known. His

name occurs in MSS. as Leonel, Leonell Polbero

or Powero, Leonelle, Lyonel, Leonell Leonellus

Anglicns, and Lyonel Power. In Hothby's

Dialognis in Arte Musica (Florence, Maglia-

becch., CI. xix. Cod. 36) he is referred to as

follows : ' Sic . . .in quamplurimis . . . alijs

cantilenis recentissimis quarum conditores

plerique adhuc vivunt Dunstable Anglicns ille.

Dufay. leonel. plumtri.* frier. Busnoys. Morton.

Octinghem. Pelagulfus.* Micheleth.*Bacluin.*

Forest. Stane. Fich.Caron.ietc. From thispassage

it would seem that he was a contemporary of

Dunstable, and the style of the two composers

Ml?)"lJd.mmSrPd^J^. Bicheleth, aXs-^^n for th.

names marked above with an aitenaJE.

seems to have had so much in common that

their compositions are sometimes ascribed indis-

criminately to one another in difibrent MSS.
Power is best known as the author of an

English Treatise * preserved in a MS. (dating

from about 1450), transcribed by John Wylde,

Precentor of the Abbey of Waltham Cross. The
text, which has been partly printed by both

Burney and Hawkins, begins :
' This Tretis in

contrivd upon y Gamme for hem y' wil be

syngers or makers or techers,' and is signed
' Q* Lyonel Power.' It is followed by ' A litil

tretise acording to ye ferst tretise of yo sight

of Descant, and also for y« sight of Counter
and for y° syght of the Countertenor and of

ffaburdon.' This second treatise ends abruptly

without any author's name, but it is possibly

a sequel by Power to the 'Treatise upon the

Gamme.' (As to the importance of this little

work see Eiemann's Geschichte der Musiktheorie

(1898), cap. 7.)

The largest collection of Power's compositions
is contained in the Old Hall MS. , in which are

twenty-one pieces (mostly parts of masses) for

three and four voices ; in the Trent MSS. there

is a mass, ' Missa Rex Saeculorum ' (without
a Kyrie) and ten other pieces ; at Modena
(Cod. vi. H. 15) are eight pieces ; at Bologna
four motets (three in Cod. 37 of the Liceo

Musicale, and one at the University, MS. 2216) ;

the Selden MS. at Oxford (Bodleian, Selden,

B. 26) contains an Ave Regina for four voices

and the British Museum (Lansd. 462) part of

a Kyrie. The following have been printed :

—

1. ATeEaglnafSToc.). From01dHall(I.M.G. Sammelb£nde,1901.)
2. Ave Beglna (4 voc). Front Selden MS. (Stalner'i Bodleian

Huiic, 1901.)

3. Salve Begina (3 Toe). At Trent and Hodena. (Trienter Codices.
I. 1900.1

4. Ave Regina (4 voc.). At Trent and Bologna. (Trlenter Codices.
I. 1900.)

6. Hater ora fillum (3 voc). At Trent and Modena. (Trienter
Codices. 1. 1900.)

(Nos. 2 and 4 are the same composition.)

As in the similar case of Dunstable, the

almost complete absence of any facts relating

to Power's life have caused various fanciful

statements to be made about him. Thus he

has been said by different writers to have been

an 'Anglo-Irish' cleric, educated at Oxford, to

have lived in Italy, to have assumed the name
of ' John of Dunstable ' on entering the monas-

tery of Dunstable, to have been a Welshman,

to have been 'the inventor of figured bass,'

etc. But all these statements are purely

imaginary, and at present we know nothing

of who Power was, nor of where he lived and

died. w. E. s.

POZNANSKI, Babebtt Isaac, violinist and

composer for his instrument, son of the Rev.

Gustavus Poznanski and his wife Esther Gn

Barret, bom at Charleston, Virginia, U.S.A.,

Dec. 11, 1840, died in London, June 24, 1896.

He commenced to study the violin with Signqr

Pietro Basvecchi at the age of eight, and shortly

s Brit. Mns., Lansd. HS. 763.
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after made his d^but at a concert given in aid

of the ' Ladies Calhoun Monument Association

'

at Charleston. In 1858 he went to Paris, and
studied with Henri Vieuxtemps for three years,

during which period he appeared frequently at

concerts given by his master both at Vienna

and Paris. After playing in Germany and other

continental towns, Poznanski returned to

Charleston in 1861, but when the Civil "War

broke out in America he again went to

Paris
;

gave concerts in that city, became
leader of the orchestras at the Op6ra-Comique

and Imperial Theatre, and toured in the South
of Trance with success. In 1866 he was again

in his native country. He settled in New
York for some time ; made an extended concert

tour in company with his brother Joseph, and
acceptedthe directorship of the IllinoisConserva-

toire of music. In 1879 he came to London,
where his abilities as a teacher and composer

brought him considerable repute. He studied

composition with Bagge, who was a pupil of

Sechter, and he was the author of an excellent

instruction -book for the violin, VioUne und
BogeUf which aims at instructing the student

by a series of illustrations showing- correct and
faulty positions in violin -playing. He also

wrote a vast number of short pieces for violin

and piano.

—

Magazine of MusiCj 1893 ; The
Violin TirneSf 1894. B. H-A.

PRACTICAL HARMONY, Introduction
TO. The title of a treatise, and collection of

pieces by masters of different schools, edited

and arranged by Muzio Clementi, in four

volumes, oblong quarto. The original title is

* dementi's Selection of Practical Harmony, for

the Organ or Piano Forte ; containing Volun-
taries, Fugues, Canons and other Ingenious

Pieces. By the most eminent Composers. To
which is prefixed an Epitome of Counterpoint

by the Editor. (Here follow five lines from
'Paradise Lost,' Bk. xi.) London, printed by
Clementi, Banger, Hyde, Collard & Davis, No.
26 Cheapside.' The price of each volume was
one guinea. According to the San"inonicon,

1831, p. 185, the work was issued between
1811 and 1815. The following is a complete

catalogue of the contents :

—

Vol. I.

Treatise on Harmony and Couu-
' terpofnt by Clementi.
Klmberger. Two Voluntarlea in
-F. Four FuRues, in C^ minor,
A minor, Btr, and D minor.
Gavotte in D minor. Fugue
in D. Prelude and Fugue In

Q, FuEEue and FolonoiHe in

IV* Fugue and Folonalae In
F minor and major. Prelude
and Fugue ] 0.

A set of Canons by C. P. E. Bach,
Faauh, Turinl, Fadre Martini,
and A. da Vallerano.

Gareaano. Double Fugue in C.
Perti, Antonio. Fugue hi D.
Bach, C. P. E. Canun in G.
Haydn, Joseph. Minuet and Trio
in E minor.

Bach, 0. P. B. Two minueti.
Handel. Fugue Iq B minor.
Porpora. Blx Fugues, in A, O, D.

B>7, Or minor and C.

Albrechtsberger. Nine Fugues,
in B minor, E, A minor, F, C,
Ep, C, A minor, and A.

Telemann. Fughetta in D.
Eberlin, J. E. Five Voluntaries
and Fugues, in D minor, A
minor, E minor, C, and F.

Umstatt. Voluntary and Fugue
in G minor.

Marpurg. Prelude and Fugue
inO.

Mozart. Fugue inD minor from
the Bequiem, arranged by
Clementi.

Bach, C. P. E. Two Voluntaries
and Fugues, in A and D minor.
Fantasia and Fuffue in Gmlnor.
Voluntary and Fugue in F
minor.

Bach, Ernest. Fantasia and
Fugue in F.

Bach, Joh. Seb. Organ Fantasia
in O, arranged. Suite (6th
French) In G.

Vol. II.

Albrechtsberger. Six Fugues, in
G, B minor, G, G minor, D, and
D minor.

Eberlin. Four Voluntariee and
Fugues, in G minor, D, G, and
E minor. *

Mozart. Fantasia in F minor,
arranged.

Bach, C. F. E. Fantasia and
Fugue in C minor. Fantasia
in C. Voluntary and Fugue in
C minor. Organ Sonata in Bb.

Bach, Joh. Beb. Toccata and
Fugue in I) minor.

Handel. Eleven Fugues, in G
minor, C minor, Bb, A minor,
G, B minor, G minor, F)fminor,
D minor, F, and F minor.

Padre Martini. Four Sonatas, in
F minor, G minor, A and E
minor.

Scarlatti, A. Fugue tn F minor.
Scarlatti, D. Two Fugura in D
minor and G minor (the ' Cat's
Fugue '},

Frescobiddi. Two Canzone in G
minor and O. Three Fugues,
in D minor, G minor, and E
minor, CanzonalnF. Corrente
In F minor. Toccata In F.

Vol III.

Bach, W. F. Fugue and Capric-
cio inn minor. Two Polonaises
in F. Fugue in C Adagio in
B minor. Vivace in D. Polon-
aise in D, Fugue and Polonaise
in C. Two Fugues, in C minor
and Bp. Two Polonaises in Bb
and G minor. Fugue and

Polonaise in Eb. Fugue and
Polonaise in E minor. Polon-
aise in E. Fugue and Polon-
aise in F minor. Fugue and
Polonaise in C minor.

Bach, C. P. E. Fantasia in C
minor. Fugue in C minor for
organ [by J. S. Bach, wrongly
attributed to C. P. E. BachX
Bondo in C minor. Fantasia in
C Fugue in C minor on the
name 'Bach.' Allegro in C.
Andantlno inC minor. Presto
in C minor. Allegro in C.
Sonata In ' F, and Siufonia
inF.

Bach, J. C. F. Fugue in C minor.
Hondo in C. Minuet in C.
Polonaise in G. Sonata in C.
Two Sonatas in E and C minor.

Bach, J. 8. Two Fugues, in A
minor and C.

Vol. IV.

Padre Martini. Nine sonatas

—

in E minor. B minor, D, D
minor, Bb, G, C minor, C
and F.

Albrechtsberger. Twenty - one
Fugues—in F, F minor, G, G
minor. AandAminor; (these
preceded by ' Cadenzas or Pre-
ludes ') in D, A, E, E minor, G,
BpandC ; (these with Preludes)
in D minor, B minor, G, A
minor, B minor ; (the rest
without Preludes) in D minor—

' Christus resurrexlt,' in C^
AUeluJa," in C—'AUelnJa*—
' Ite Missa est.' M.

PRAEGER, Ferdinand Chkistian Wil-
HELM, son of Heinrich Aloys Praeger, violinist,

composer, and capellmeister, was born at

Leipzig, Jan. 22, 1815. His musical gifts

developed themselves very early ; at nine he
played the violoncello with ability, but was
diverted from that instrument to the piano by
the advice ofHummel. Atsixteenhe established

himself as teacher at the Hague, meanwhile
strenuously maintaining his practice of the
piano, violin, and composition. In 1834 he
settled in London, and became esteemed as a
teacher. "While living in London Praeger acted

as correspondent of the Nev^ Zeitschrift fur
Musikf a post for which he was selected by
Schumann himself in 1842. In Jan. 1851 he
gave a recital, in Paris of his own compositions

with success ; in 1852 he played at the Gewand-
haus, Leipzig, and at Berlin, Hamburg, etc. ;

and later, in 1867, a new PF. trio of his was
selected by the United German Musicians, and
performed at their festival at Meiningen. He
was always an enthusiast for Wagner, and it

was mainly owing to his endeavours that
Wagner was engaged to conduct the Phil-

harmonic Concerts in 1855. A concert of his

compositions was organised by his pupils in his

honour, on July 10, 1879, in London. An
overture from his pen entitled ' Abellino ' was
played at the New Philharmonic Concerts of

May 24, 1854, and July 4, 1855 (under Lind-
paintner and Berlioz) ; and a Symphonic Prelude
to Manfred at the Crystal Palace, April 17,

1880. A selection of his best pieces is pub-
lished in two vols, under the title of the
Praeger Album (Kahnt, Leipzig). [The
publication of his interesting book, Wagner as
I knew him, in 1885, drew forth various cate-

gorical contradictions and very severe criticisms
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from the writer of the authorised Hfe of the
composer. (See Ashton Ellis's Ufe, passim.)
Praeger died in London, Sept. 2, 1891, and the
book just mentioned was brought out again in
the following year. G
PEAENESTINUS. The Latinised form' of

the name of Palestrina, derived froip the town
of Praeneste, one of the most ancient cities
of Italy.

PEAETOEIUS, or PEXTOEIUS. The
assumed surname of more than one family of
distinguished German musicians, whose true
patronymic was Schultz.1

Bartholomaeus Pbaetorius is known as
the composer of ' Newe liebliche Paduanen, und
Galliarden, mit 5 Stimmen.' Berlin, 1616.
One of the most celebrated of the bearers of

the name was GoDEscALCUs Praetokitjs (or

SCHULTZ), born at Salzwedel, March 28, 1524,
and for many years Professor of Philosophy at

Wittenberg. He published, at Magdeburg, in

1557, a volume entitled ' Melodiae Scholasticae,'

in the preparation of which he was assisted by
Martin Agricola. He died July 8, 1573.

Pkaetorius, Hieeonymus, was born at Ham-
burg, August 10, 1560. He received his first

musical instruction from his fatherJacobSchultze
or Praetorius, who was organist of the church
of St. James, Hamburg. The first appointment
of Hieronymus was that of cantor at Erfurt in

1S80, but in 1582 he succeeded to his father's

post at Hamburg, where he remained till his

death, Jan. 27, 1629. Like Hans Leo Hassler,

Hieronymus Praetorius was one of the German
followers of the Venetian school of church music.

He shows great contrapuntal dexterity in writing

for a large number of voices disposed in several

choirs. Thus he hardly ever writes for four

voices,vbut from five upwards, and more especially

from eight to twenty disposed in two to four

choirs. Though abassocontinuopartisappended

to some ofhis publications, itis purelyad libitum,

and he makes no use of an independent instru-

mental accompaniment. Some of his works
first published independently from 1599 to 1618,

were afterwards republished at his own expense

in an enlarged complete edition in five volumes
1622-25. The titles and contents are as

follows :

—

Opvs Musicum, torn. i. ,
' Cantiones

Sacrae de prascipuis festis totins anni,' 5-12 voc.

This volume was originally dedicated in 1599
to the chief parishioners of St. James's, Ham-
burg, and contains in its enlarged form forty-six

motets or 64 n., reckoning second parts. Opus

Musicum, torn, ii., 'Magnificat octo vocum
super octo tonos consuetos cum Motetis,' 8-12 voc.

This volume contains nine magnificats, there

being a second setting of the fifth tone with

Christmas carols appended, also five motets a

8-12. It was originally dedicated in 1602 to

the Landgraf Moritz of Hesse. Opics Musicum,,

1 The word Schultze meanfl the head-man of the village or mall
town, and may therefore be translated by Praetor.

torn, iii., 'Liber Missarum' contains six masses,

a 5-8, four of them on themes of his own motets,

two on motets by Eelis and Meiland (Eitner

mistakenly attributes the masses themselves to

these composers). This volume was originally

dedicated in 1616 to certain Hamburg patricians,

the composer's patrons. Opus Musicum, tom.

iv., 'Cantiones variae,' 6, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16,

20 voc. ; contains twenty-six Latin motets and
two settings of German texts, ' Ein Kindelein

so lobelich,' and ' Herr Gott wir loben dich,' the

latter a 16 in three parts. Opus Musicum,
tom. v., 'Cantiones novae officiosae' 5, 6, 7, 8,

10, et 15 voc, dedicated to the Senate of

Hamburg, contains twenty-one Latin motets and
three German pieces. A representative selection

from all these volumes has now been included

in the Denkmaler Deutscher Tonkunst, Bd.
xxiii. Besides these larger works, Hieronymus
Praetorius had a considerable share in the Ham-
iurger Melodeyen-Gesamgbuch of 1604, which
contains twenty-one of his settings of chorales

in simple counterpoint a 4.

PRABTORirs, Jacob, son of Hieronymus, was
born Feb. 8, 1586. He became a pupil of

Sweelinck in Amsterdam, and in 1603 organist

of the Church of St. Peter in Hamburg. He
died Oct. 22, 1651. Three of his motets were
included in the first volume of his father's

Opus Musicum ; and he was also one of the

contributors to the Hamburger Melodeyen-

Oesangbuch of 1604. His other works, as

enumerated in the Quellen-Lexikon, are chiefly

motets for weddings after the fashion of the

time. He enjoyed a great reputation as an
organ-player and teacher. j. r. m.

Michael Praetorius was bom at Kreuzberg
in Thuringia, on Feb. 15, 1571 ; he began his

artistic career, in the character of capellmeister,

at Liineburg ; in 1604 he entered the service

of the Duke of Brunswick, first as organist,

and then as capellmeister and secretary ; he
was appointed Prior of the Monastery of Eingel-

heim, near Gozlar, without necessity of resid-

ence ; and died at Wolfenbiittel, on his fiftieth

birthday, Feb. 15, 1621.

The compositions of Michael Praetorius are

very voluminous. He himself has left us, at

the end of his Syntagma Musicum, a catalogue,

the most important items of which are, fifteen

volumes of 'Polyhymnia,' adapted partly to

Latin, and partly to German words ; sixteen

volumes of ' Musae Sionae, ' of which the first

five are in Latin, and the remainder in German
;

nine volumes of a secular work, called ' Musa
Aonia,' of which the several books are entitled

'Terpsichore' (2 vols.), 'Calliope' (2 vols.),

'Thalia' (2 vols.), 'Erato' (1 vol.), 'Diana
Teutonica' (1 vol.), and Segensbiirgische Echo

(1 vol.) ; and a long list of other works,

'partly printed, and partly, through God's

mercy, to be printed.' The first of these

is the Syntagma Musicum. (Musical Treatise)
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itself—a book the excessive rarity and great

historical value of which entitle it to a special

notice.

The full title of this remarkable work is,

Syntagma Musicum ; ex veterum et recentiorum

EccUsiasticorum autorum lectione, Folyhistorum

consignaticme, Variarwm Unguarmn notatione,

Hodiemi seculi VMirpatione, ipsius denique

Mtisicae artis observatione ; in, Gantorum, Or-

ganista/rv/m, Organopoeorum, ceterorumgiie Mu-
sieam scientiamamantium <fc trcusknctirnngraiiam

collectum ; et Secimdum generaUm Indicem toti

Operi praefixum, In Quatuor Tomos dislributwm,

a Michaele Praetorio Creutmbergensi, CoenoMi

Singelheimengis Priori, & in aula Brunsvicensi

ChoriMusidMagistro. ['V"Vitteberg8e(sM!), Anno
1615.] Notwithstanding this distinct mention
of four volumes, it is morally certain that no
more than three were ever printed, and that

the much -coveted copy of the fourth, noticed

in Forkel's catalogue, was nothing more than
the separate set of plates attached to the second.

Tom. I. (part i. Wolfenbuttel, 1614,' part ii.

Wittenberg, 1615), written chiefly in Latin,

but with frequent interpolations in German, is

arranged in two principal parts, each subdivided

into innumerable minor sections. Part i. is

entirely devoted to the consideration of Ec-

clesiastical Music ; and its four sections treat,

respectively, (1) of Choral Music and Psalmody,
as practised in the Jewish, Egyptian, Asiatic,^

Greek, and Latin Churches
; (2) of the Music

of the Mass
; (3) of the Music of the Antiphons,

Psalms, Tones, Besponsoria, Hymns, and Can-
ticles, as sung at Matins and Vespers, and the

Greater and Lesser Litanies ; and (4), of Instru-

mental Music, as used in the Jewish and early

Christian Churches, including a detailed descrip-

tion of all the musical instruments mentioned
eitherin the Old or the New Testament. Part ii.

treats of the Secular Music of the Ancients, in-

cluding, (1) Dissertations on the Invention and
.Inventors of the Art of Music, its most eminent
Teachers, its Modes, and Melodies, its connection

with Dancing and the Theatre, its use at Funeral
Ceremonies, and many other kindred matters

;

and (2), Descriptions of all the Instruments used
in ancient Secular Music, on the forms and
peculiarities of some of which much light is

thrown by copious quotations from the works of

classical authors.

Tom. II. (Wolfenbuttel, parti, in 1619,3 part
ii. in 1620) and written wholly in German, is

called Organographia, and divided into five

principal sections. Section i. treats of the
nomenclature and classification of all the musical
instruments in use at the beginning of the
17th century—that critical period in the history

^ In the prefatory pagea, which give a conspectus of the contenta,
there Is a chronogram which gives the date twice over aa 1614

:

IVDICrVM pIoB non terreat : nam
MIHI aDIVtor ChrletVa.

2 Called, in the German index, the Arabian Church.
3 But Bee later, deacription of the Tenbnry copy.

of instrumental music which witnessed the first

development of the operatic orchestra, and con-

cerning which we are here furnished with much
invaluable information. Section ii. contains

descriptions of the form, compass, quality of

tone, and other peculiarities of all these instru-

ments seriatim ; including, among wind instra-

ments. Trombones of four different sizes, the

various kinds of Trumpet, Horns (Jager Trorar

metten). Flutes, both of the old and the

transverse forms. Cornets, Hautboys, both treble

and bass (here called Pommem, Bombardoni,
and Sohalmeyen) Bassoons and Dolciana, Double
Bassoons and Sordoni, Doppioni, Raoketten, and
the different kinds of Krunihorn (or Lituus),

Coma -muse, Basaanello, Schreyerpfeiffe, and
Sockpfeiffe, or Bagpipes. These are followed

by the stringed instruments, divided into two
classes—Viole da Gamba, or Viols, played be-

tween the knees, and Viole da Brazzo, played
upon the arm. In the former class are compriseii

several different kinds of the ordinary Viol da
Gamba, the Viol bastarda, and the Violone, or

Double Bass : in the latter, the ordinary Viola
da Braccio, the Violino da Braccio, the Violetta

Piccola, and the Tenor Viola da Braccio. The
Lyres, Lutes, Theorbas (sic), Mandolins, Guitars,

Harps, and other instruments in which the
strings are plucked by the fingers or by a
plectrum, are classed by themselves ; as are the
keyed instruments, including the Harpsichord
(Clavicymbalum), Spinet (Virginall), Clavicy-
therium, Claviorganum, Arpichordum, the
' Niirmbergisch Geigenwerck,' and Organs of
all kinds, beginning with the ancient Regall,

and Positieff. Section iii., carrying on the
subject with which the former division ended,
treats of ancient Organs in detail, giving much
valuable information concerning their form and
construction. Section iv. gives a minute de-
scription of modern Organs

—

i.e. Organs which
were considered modern 300 years ago—with
details of their construction, the form of their

pipes, the number and quality of their stops
or registers, and other equally interesting and
important matters relating to them. Section
V. treats of certain individual Organs, celebrated
either for their size or the excellence of their
tone, with special accounts of more than thirty
instruments, including those intheNicolaikirche
and Thomaskirehe at Leipzig, the Cathedrals of
Ulm, Liibeck, Magdeburg, and Brunswick, and
many other well-known churches.

It would be difficult to exaggerate the interest
of this part of the work, which is rendered still

more valuable by an Appendix, printed at
Wolfenbiittel in 1620, two years after the
publication of Tom. II. and III., under the
title of Theatrwm Instrumentorum, sen Seia-
graphia, Miehaelis Praetorii, O. This consists
of forty-two well-executed plates, exhibiting
woodcuts of all the more important instruments
previously described in the text, drawn with
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sufficient clearness of detail to give a fair idea
of many forms now so far obsolete that it

would be difficult to find a real specimen in
anything like working order. Among these,
there are few more curious than the engraving
of the ' Nurmbergisch Geigeuwerok,' in which
the clumsiness of the treadle (mentioned under
Piano-Violin, anU, p. 736), is brought into
very strong relief.

Tom. III., also printed at Wolfenbuttel, in
1619, is arranged in three main sections. Part
1. treats of all the different kinds of secular
composition practised during the first half of

the 17th century, in Italy, France, England,
and Germany ; with separate accounts of
the Concerto, Motet, Fauxbourdon, Madrigal,
Stanza, Sestina, Sonnet, Dialogue, Canzone,
Canzonetta, Aria, Messanza, Quodlibet, Giustini-

ano, Serenata, Ballo or Balletto, Vinetto,

Giardiniero, Villanella, Prelude, Phantasie,

Capriccio, Puga, Ricercare, Symphonia, Sonata,

Intrada, Toccata, Padoyana, Fassamezzo, Galli-

arda, Bransle, Courante, Volta, Allemanda, and
Mascherada, the distinctive peculiarities of

each of which are described with a clearness

which throws much light on certain forms now
practically forgotten. Part ii. deals with the

technical mysteries of Solmisation, Notation,

Ligatures, Proportions, Sharps, Flats, Naturals,

Modes or Tones, Signs of aU kinds, Tactus or

Rhythm, Transposition, the Arrangement of

Voices, the Management of Double, Triple, and
Quadniple Choirs, and other like matters. Part

iii. is devoted to the explanation of Italian

technical terms, the arrangement of a complete

Cappella, either Vocal or Instrumental, the

Rules of General- Bass (Thorough - Bass), and

the management of a concert for voices and
instruments of all kinds ; the whole concluding

with a detailed list of the author's own fcom-

positions, both sacred and secular ; and a com-

pendium of rules for the training of boys' voices,

after the Italian method.
Tom. IV., had it been completed, was to

have treated of Counterpoint.

The chief value of the Syntagma Musicum,

lies in the insight it gives us into the technical

history of a period lying midway between the

triumphs of the Polyphonic School and the full

development of modem music—an epoch less

rich in such records than either that which

preceded or that which followed it. It has

now become exceedingly scarce. There is a,

copy in the British Museum, but none, so far

as we have been able to discover, in any other

Library in London ; one is preserved in the

Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical Col-

lege, and one is in Mr. Alfred H. Littleton's

possession. For the use of the remarkably fine

exemplar which served as the basis of our de-

scription, we are indebted to the Rev. Sir F. A.

Gore Ouseley, who placed it unreservedly at

our disposal. The second volume contains the

autograph of J. 6. Bach (the B has been

altered to E, but the accompanying date, 1739,

might refer to either of the Eisenach Bachs,

father or son. See voL i. p. 143, table, Nos.

15 and 18). The second volume belonged to

G. P. Telemann in 1712. Not less scarce and
costly are the author's compositions. (See the

Quellen-Lexikon. ) There is rather an extensive

collection of separate volumes in the British

Museum ; but, of Part ix. of the Musae Sioniae,

containing ' Bicinia ' and ' Tricinia,' the only

copies mentioned in the Quellen-Lexikon are

in the royal library at Berlin and at Liegnitz.

It remains only to speak of its interest as a

bibliographical treasure. It was originally

designed for four volumes, three only of which
were published, with a supplementary collection

of plates which Forkel mistook for the promised
fourth volume. The first volume of the edition

described by Fetis was printed at Wittenberg
in 1615 ; the second and third at Wolfenbuttel
in 1619 ; and the collection ofplates

—

Theatrum
Insti-wmentorv/m, seu Scdagraphia—aX Wolfen-
biittel in 1620. Neither Fetis nor Mendel seems
to have been aware of the existence of an older

edition. The Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley's copy
bears in its first volume the same date as the

other editions, ' Wittebergae, 1615'; but the

second and third volumes are dated ' Wolfen-
biittel, 1618

'
; and the difference does not

merely lie in the statement of the year, but
clearly indicates an earlier issue. In the edition

of 1618, the title-page of the second volume is

printed entirely in black ; in that of 1619, it

is in black and red. [The Ouseley copy of

vol. ii. begins with a summary of contents,

and an address to organists, instrumentalists,

organ and instrument-makers of Germany and
other nations. The other edition has a dedi-

cation to the burgomaster and town-council of

Leipzig.] The title-page of the third volume
is black in both editions, but in different type

;

and, though the contents of the second and
third volumes correspond generally in both
copies, slight typographical differences may be

detected in sufScient numbers to prove the exist-

ence of a distinct edition beyond all doubt.

[The Ouseley copy of vol. iii. begins with a

summary of contents, the 1619 edition with a

dedication to the burgomaster and town-council

of Nuremberg, and an ode in praise of the

authors. The 1618 edition has another chrono-

gram

—

lesV In te spero, non ConfVnDar In aeternVM,

pointing again at 1614 as the initial date of

the work. The 1618 copy contains at pp.

57-72 musical examples not in the later

edition, and pp. 78 and 79 are misplaced.]

It hjis long been known that twenty pages

of the General Introduction were more than
once reprinted ; but these belong to the first

volume, and are in no way concerned with
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the edition of 1618, of which, so far as we
have been able to ascertain, the copy referred

to, now at St. Michael's, Tenbury, is an unique

example. w. s. E.

PRALLTRILLER is the recognised German

name for an ornament consisting, in its simplest

form, of a note of a melody followed by an

auxiliary note one degree above it, and then by

the repetition of the main note. It is indicated

by the sign av or d= and is clearly the

exact opposite of the mordent, where the

auxiliary note is one degree below the main
note. It is, for this reason, sometimes known
as the ' upper ' or ' inverted ' mordent. Occa-

sionally two repetitions of the auxiliary take

place, but with any greater number beyond two
the ornament would rank with the Trill. The
ornament here spoken of is identical with the

'tremoletto' of Diruta (1593); with the lute

and virginal grace expressed by a double line

through the stem of the note % (the meaning

of this sign varied at different times— see

Dannreuther's Omaineittation, vol. i. p. 18)

;

and with the 'tremblement'of Mersenne(1636).

Marpurg seems to have used the word ' Prall-

triller ' first in his treatise Vie Kunst das Clavier

zu spielen (1750), and it is distinguished from

the ' Schneller ' by being placed over notes in

a continuous passage, while the ' Schneller ' is

placed over single notes. The ornament is

unquestionably to be played within the value of

the main note, not as an anticipation of that

note ; but authorities are divided as to the

place of the chief emphasis. The ' orthodox

'

rule seems to be that the first note of the

ornament should bear the accent, but Hummel
and Moseheles both advocated placing of the

accent on the main note, after the execution of

the ornament. (See J. F. Barnett's Musical

Reminiscences a/nd Impressions (1906), p. 42.)

See also ante, p. 260. Dannreuther {pp. cit. p.

169) says that in quick tempo the accent should

be on the first note of the ornament, in slow

tempo on the main note. M.

PRATT, .John, son of Jonas Pratt, music-

seller and teacher, was born at Cambridge in

1772. In 1780 he was admitted a chorister of

King's College. After quitting the choir he
became a pupil of, and deputy for, Dr. Randall^

the college organist, and on his death in March
1 7 99 was appointed his successor. In September
following he was appointed organist to the

University, and in 1813 organist of St. Peter's

College. He composed several services and
anthems. He published ' A Collection of

Anthems, selected from the works of Handel,
Haydn, Mozart, Clari, Leo and Carissimi ' (an

adaptation to English words of detached move-
ments from the masses, etc. , of those composers),

and a selection of psalm and hymn tunes first

published in 1810, and again in 1820, with the

title 'Psalmodia Cantabrigiensis.' He died at

Cambridge, March 9, 1856, possessed of a good

local reputation. w. E. H.

PRATTEN, Robert Sidney, a very distin-

guished English flute -player, born Jan. 23,

1824, at Bristol, where his father was a

professor of music. The boy was considered a

prodigy on the flute, and in his twelfth year

was much in request at the concerts at Bath
and Bristol. From thence he migrated to

Dublin, where he played first flute at the Theatre

Royal and musical societies. In 1846 he came
to London, and was soon engaged as first flute

at the Royal Italian Opera, the Sacred Harmonic
and Philharmonic Societies, the Musical Society

of London, Alfred Mellon's concerts, etc.

Through the kindness of the late Duke of Cam-
bridge, Pratten passed some time in Germany in

the study of theory and composition, and became

a clever writer for his instrument. His Con-

certstuck and Fantasia on Marie Stuart are

among the best of his productions. He died at

Ramsgate, Feb. 10, 1868. He had a very

powerful toneandremarkablepower of execution.

His widow was a well-known professor of the

guitar. His brother, Frederick Sidney Pratten,

was an eminent contrabassist, engaged in the

same orchestras as himself. He died in London,

March 3, 1873. g.

PREAMBULUM. See Prelude.
VRt AUX CLERCS, LE. An opera-comique

in three acts ; words by Planard, music by
Herold. Produced at the Opera - Comique,

Dec. 15, 1832, a few weeks before the composer's

death, Jan. 19, 1833. The 1000th representa-

tion, Oct. 10, 1871. Given inLondon (in French)

at the Princess's, May 2, 1849, and in Italian

(same title)at Covent Garden, June26, 1 880. G.

PRECENTOR (Greek, Frotopsaltes and Ca-

nonarcha ; French, Grand Chantre ; Spanish,

Ohantre, Caput scholae or Capiscol ; Ger. , Primi-

der ; at Cologne, Chorepiscopus). "The director of

the choir in a cathedral, collegiate, or monastic

church. In the English cathedrals of the old

foundation, as well as in the cathedrals of France,

Spain, and Germany, the Precentor was always

a dignitary, and ranked next to the Dean,

although in a, few instances the Archdeacons

preceded him. At Exeter the Precentor installed

the Canons ; at York he installed the Dean and
other dignitaries ; and at Lichfield even the

Bishop received visible possession of his office

from his hands. At Paris the Precentor of

Notre Dame divided with the Chancellor the

supervision of the schools and teachers in the

city, and of the respondents in the university.

The dignity of Precentor was established at

Exeter, Salisbury, York, and Lincoln in the

1 1th century ; at Rouen, Amiens, Chichester,

Wells, Lichfield, and Hereford in the 12th
century ; and at St. David's and St. Paul's

(London) in the 13th century. In cathedrals

of the new foundation (with the exception of
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Christ Church, Dublin) the Precentor is a minor
canon appointed by the Dean and Chapter, and
removable at their pleasure. The duties of the
Precentor were to conduct the musical portion
of the service, to superintend the choir generally,

to distribute copes and regulate processions ; on
Sundays and great festivals to begin the hymns,
responses, etc. , and at Mass to give the note to

the Bishop and Dean, as the Succentor did to

the canons and clerks. In monasteries the
Precentor had similar duties, and was in addition

generally chief librarian and registrar, as well
as superintendent of much of the ecclesiastical

discipline of the establishment. In some French
cathedrals he carries a silver or white staff as

the badge of his dignity. In the Anglican
Church his duties are to superintend the musical
portions of the service, and he has the general
management of the choir. Hia stall in the
cathedral corresponds with that of the Dean.
(Waloott, Sacred Ardueology ; Hook, Church
Dictionary.) SeeCANTOR, vol. i. p. 458. w. B. 8.

PEECIOSA. A play in four acts by P. A.
Wolff, with overture and music by Weber

;

music completed July 15, 1820. Produced in

Berlin, March 14, 1821, at the Royal Operas

house. In Paris, in 1825, at the Odeon, adapted
and arranged by Sauvage and Cremont ; and,

April 16, 1858, at the TWStre Lyrique, re-

duced to one act by Nuitter and Beaumont.
In London, in English, at Covent Garden, April

28, 1825.

In the autograph of the overture the March
is stated to be from a real gipsy melody. e.

PREDIERI, Lrc' Antonio, born at Bologna,

Sept. 13, 1688, became maestro di cappella of

the cathedral [was made a member of the Acca-

demia dei Filarmonici in 1706, and its president

in 1723]. On the recommendation of Fux he
was appointed by the Emperor Charles VI.

vice-capellmeister of the court-chapel at Vienna
in Feb. 1739. He was promoted to the chief

capellmeistership in 1746, but dismissed in

1751 with title and full salary, apparently in

favour of Keutter. He returned to Bologna,

and died there in 1769 or 1770. Among the

MSS. of the Court Library and of the Gesell-

schaft der Musikfreunde at Vienna are many
scores of his operas, oratorios, feste di camera,

serenatas, etc., which pleased in their day, and

were for the most part produced at court. [See

the Quellen-Lemkon for list.] c. F. p.

PREFACE. One of the most important and

familiar of the ecclesiastical recitatives is the

dialogue and solo which introduces the Sanctus

at the Holy Eucharist, and indeed, the whole

of the central section of the service technically

called the Anaphora. After three versicles and

responses (or two only in the English rite) the

Preface follows, set to a somewhat elaborate

melody of the simple recitative-type. The two

cadences which chiefly distinguish it are as

follows

—

e-
-S- and h

:S^
The whole Preface, including the special addi-

tions made to it for special occasions, is based

upon these figures. w. H. p.

PREINDL, Joseph, born Jan. 30, 1756, at

Marbach on the Danube, a pupil of Albrechts-

berger in Vienna, became in 1780 or 1790
choirmaster of the Peterskirche, and in 1809
capellmeister of St. Stephen's, in which post

he died Oct. 26, 1823. He was a solid and
correct composer, a skilled pianist and organist,

and a valued teacher of singing. His composi-

tions include five masses (printed), a requiem,
a book of choral settings of the ' Lamentationes,

'

smaller church pieces, and pianoforte and organ-

music, partly published in Vienna. He also

printed a Gesanglehre (2nd ed. Steiner), and
' Melodien aller deutschen Kirchenlieder welche
in St. Stephansdom in Wien gesungen werden,'

with cadences, symphonies, and preludes, for

organ or pianoforte (Diabelli, 3rd ed. revised and
enlarged by Sechter). Seyfried edited his pos-

thumous work, Wiener Tonschule, a method of

instruction in harmony, counterpoint, and fugue

(Haslinger, 1827 ; 2nd ed. 1832). c. r. p.

PEELLEUR, Peter, was of French extrac-

tion, and in early life a writing-master. About
1728 he was elected organist of St. Alban's,

Wood Street, and shortly afterwards engaged
to play the harpsichord at Goodman's Fields

Theatre, which he continued to do until the

suppression of the theatre under the Licens-

ing Act in 1737, composing also the dances

and occasional music. In 1730 he published

The Modern Mustek Master, or, the Universal

Musician, containing an introduction to sing-

ing, instructions for playing the flute, German
flute, hautboy, violin, and harpsichord, with a
brief History of Music, and a Musical Diction-

ary. In 1735 he was elected the first organist

of Christ Church, Spitalfields. After the clos-

ing of Goodman's Fields Theatre he was engaged

at a newly opened place of entertainment in

Leman Street close by, called the New Wells,

for which he composed some songs, and an
interlude entitled ' Baucis and Philemon, ' con-

taining a good overture and some pleasing songs

and duets, the score of which he published.

Fifteen hymn tunes by him were included in a

collection of twenty-four published by one Moze,

an organist, in 1758, under the title of ' Divine

Melody,' in which he is spoken of as if then
dead. w. H. H.

PRELUDE (Fr. Prilude ; It. Preludio ; Lat.

PreludiuTti ; Ger. Vorspiel). A preliminary

movement, ostensibly an introduction to the

main body of a work, but frequently of intrinsic

and independent value and importance. [See

Introduction, Overture. ] The term is rarely

used in connection with oratorio, cantata, or

opera, either as a synonym for overture or as a

3/
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title for the instrumental introduction taking

the place of an overture in regular form.

Wagner, however, employs the word Vorspiel

in the majority of his music dramas, notably in

' Lohengrin ' and ' Die Meiatersinger.' In each

of these several instances the movement so

denominated is not only of extreme significance,

but is capable, like an overture, of being per-

formed apart from the opera. In ' Tristan und
Isolde ' he prefers Mnleitung (Introduction),

but in the four sections of ' Der Ring des

Nibelungen ' we have Vorspiel, and the terms

in an operatic sense may be considered practi-

cally interchangeable.

The Prelude was for a long period a charac-

teristic portion of the Sonata or Suite. For
example, Corelli in his ' Senate da Camera ' com-
mences almost invariably with a Preludio, that

is, an introduction of 8, 12, or 16 bars, largo or

adagio, leading generally into an AUemande.
In the works of Corelli's successors, Italian and
German, we iind the Prelude more developed,

but it seems to have been a matter of choice

with the composer whether a movement so

named should precede the Allemande. Bach,

whose eonynanding genius led him to improve
upon the lines of his predecessors, left some
masterly preludes in what is generally known
as the ancient binary or sonata form ; these

movements being as important and interesting

as any in his suites. [It ia interesting to notice

that in his six partitas the introductory move-
ment, really a prelude, is called by a different

name in each partita, 'praeludium,' 'sinfonia,'

'fantasia,' 'ouverture,' ' praeambulum,' and
'toccata,' although one and all are introduc-

tory movements of the usual structure.] [See

Sonata, Suite.] But the term is used in

another sense, which must be dealt with here

—

that is, as a title of the movement introductory

to a fugue. The ' Wohltemperirtes Clavier ' of

Bach affords a great variety of forms and styles

included under the same heading. In some
instances, as for example Book I. Ko. 1, in C,

No. 2 in C minor, and No. 3 in Cjt, the prelude

is a mere study in arpeggios ; in others it is in

regular form, as in Book II. No, 5 in D and
No. 9 in E. Sometimes it is of greater length

than the succeeding fugue, of which Book 11.

No. 1 7 in Ab, is an instance in point.

The organ preludes of Bach are of even greater

interest than even his masterly compositions for

the clavier ; magnificent as are the preludes in A
minor (B.-G. xv. 189), G minor {lb. 177) D
minor (lb. 136), and B minor (76. 199), perhaps

the finest of the entire series is that in Eb,
(B.-G. iii. 173) usually associated with the fugue

popularly known as 'St. Ann's. ' The form of

the movement is very nearly that of the modem
rondo, and in regard to symmetrical proportion,

melodic beauty, and depth of feeling, it has few

rivals in the instrumental works ofanycomposer.
But a lengthy treatise might be penned on the

organ preludes ofJohn Sebastian Bach. Among
the multitudinous imitations by recent com-

posers the three preludes of Mendelssohn in

op. 37 hold the foremost place. His six

Preludes (and Fugues) for piano (op. 35) are

also interesting, more especially that in E minor

No. 1. Chopin, who was a law unto himself

in many things, has left a series of Preludes,

each of which is complete in itself, and not

intended as an introduction to something else.

The apparent anomaly may be forgiven, out of

consideration to the originality of the pieces,

which, whether they were suggested by his visit

to Majorca or not, are among the most character-

istic of Chopin's compositions. It wUl be seen

by the foregoing remarks that the title of

Prelude has never been associated with any
particular form in music, but is equally applic-

able to a phrase of a few bars or an extended

composition in strict or free style.

Occasionally the synonymous word Pream-

bulum is employed (see above), of which the

most salient modern instance occurs in Schu-

mann's 'Carnaval,' op. 9. Prelude is sometimes

used tosignify the introductory barsofsymphony
in a song or other vocal piece ; also the brief

improvisation of a player before commencing
his performance proper. Beethoven's two
Preludes through the twelve keys, op. 39, are

in the improvisatory style. H. F. r.

PEfiLUDES, LES. The third of Liszt's

' SymphonicPoems ' (SymphonischeDichtungen)
for full orchestra

;
probably composed in the

winter of 1849, and first performed at Weimar,
Feb. 23, 1854. e.

PRENTICE, Thomas Ridley, born July 6,

1842, at Paslow Hall, Ongar, entered the Royal
Academy in 1861, studying the piano under
Walter Macfarren, and harmony and composi-

tion under G. A. Macfarren. In 1863 he
obtained the Silver Medal and the Potter

Exhibition. On leaving the Institution he
was elected an Associate, and from that time
was chiefly engaged in pianoforte teaching. In
1869 he started 'monthly popular concerts ' at

Brixton, which were carried on for five years,

the assistance of first-rate artists being secured,

and many new works, both English and foreign,

being performed. For some years he gave an
annual concert at the Hanover Square Rooms.
At the Crystal Palace he played Beethoven's

Rondo in Bb with orchestra, for the first time

in England. In 1872 he was given the post of

organist at Christ Church, Lee Park, but ill-

health compelled him to resign it after a few

years. In 1880 he was appointed professor

of the piano at the Guildhall School of Mlusic,

and in the same year he organised an extremely
successful series of ' twopenny concerts ' in

Kensington Town Hall, especially intended for

the working classes. In 1881 he became pro-

fessor at the Blackheath Conservatoire of Music.

His compositions include a cantata, ' Linda,'
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for female voices, several anthems, ' Break forth
into joy,' 'I love the Lord,' etc., part-songs,
tnos, etc., besides numerous songs and piano-
forte pieces, among the latter of which may be
mentioned a 'Gavotte fantastique,' an elegy,

a minuet and trio, etc. He edited six cantatas
by Carissirai, with accompaniments, and wrote
an excellent series of instruction-books for the
pianoforte under the collective title of The
Musician (Swan Sonnenschein & Co.), in which
special stress is laid upon the analysis of

musical compositions from the beginning of

pianoforte study. His Hand Gymnastics is No.
36 of Novello's Music Primers. He died at

Hampstead, July 15, 1895. M.
PRENTICE PILLAR, THE. Opera in one

act, text by Guy Eden, music by Reginald
Somerville. Produced at Her Majesty's Theatre,

Sept. 24, 1897.

PREPARATION. The possibility of using
a very large proportion of the dissonant com-
binations in music was only, discovered at first

through the process of 'suspension,' which
amounts to the delaying of the progression of a

part or voice out of a concordant combination
while the other parts move on to a fresh com-
bination ; so that until the delayed part moves
also to its destination a dissonance is heard.

As long as the parts which have moved first

wait for the suspended notes to move into their

places before moving farther, the group belongs

to the order of ordinary suspensions (Ex. 1) ;

but when they move again while the part which
was as It were left behind moves into its place,

a different class of discords is created (Ex. 2).

In both these cases the sounding of the dis-

Ex. 1. Ex. 2.
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cordant note in the previous combination (i.e.

the upper C in the first chord of both examples)

is called the * preparation ' of the discord, and

the latter class are sometimes distinguished

especially as prepared discords. The note

which prepares a discord must be ultimately

capable of being taken without preparation

;

hence for a long while only absolutely concord-

ant notes could be used for the purpose. But

when by degrees the Dominant seventh, and

later the major and minor ninths of the Domin-

ant, and some similarly constructed chromatic

chorda of seventh and ninth, came to be used

as freely as concords, their discordant notes

became equally available to prepare less privi-

leged discords. c. H. H. p.

PRESA (literally, ' a taking '). A sign used

to indicate the places at which the Guida (or

Subject) of a Canon is to be taken up by the

several voices.

The following are the forms most frequently
adopted :

—

:& •S- •^•

In the famous ' Enimme,' or enigmatical
Canons, of the 15th and 16th centuries, an
Inscription is usually substituted for the Presa,

though in many cases even this is wanting,
and the singer is left without assistance. [See

Insckiption.] w. s. r.

PRESSENDA, Johannes Feancisous, a
Turin violin -maker of local repute, bom at

Lequio-Berria, a small village in the depart-

ment of Alba, on Jan. 6, 1777 ; died at Turin,

Sept. 11, 1854. His father, who was a self-

taught violinist, gave him some violin lessons

which, besides assisting the boy's natural talent,

inspired him with an inordinate curiosity con-

cerning the construction of the instrument upon
which he played. So ardent was his desire to

learn something of the secrets of violin-making
that, when but a lad of twelve, he begged and
fiddled his way to Cremona, where he arrived

after an eventful and arduous journey, and in

due course became a pupil of Lorenzo Storioni,

On the completion of his studies at Cremona
he returned to his native town in the same
manner in which he came, and in 1814 set up
a business of his own at Alba. Meeting with but
little encouragement he removed to Carmagnola
in 1817, and finally drifted to Turin in 1820.

Here success at last attended his efforts, owing
to the patronage of Giambattista Polledro.

This pupil of Pugnani was appointed conductor

of the Royal Band by King Charles Felix in

1824, and in the reorganisation which ensued,

Polledro, together with Ghebart (his successor),

adopted the use of Pressenda's violins in the

Royal Band and the orchestras of the Theatres.

Tarisio bought a considerable number of his

violins, predicting an auspicious future for them,
and diplomas and silver medals were awarded
Pressenda by various Philharmonic Societies.

Beyond Italy Pressenda's name is comparatively

unknown, but his work was brought before the

notice of the musical public in this country in

1882, in connection with the Hodges v. Chanot
case. The violin—a remarkably handsome
instrument bearing a Bergonzi label— which
was the cause of the suit, brought to light the

very doubtful practices of violin-dealers, and
their methods of inserting false labels. Von
Liitgendorff (IHe Geigen und Lautenmiacher)

highly commends Pressenda's work, especially

praising his varnish, and the individuality dis-

played in the scrolls. According to the same
writer, the prices of his instruments vary from
£45 to £100. The little brochure (mentioned
below)whichwaswrittenbyB. -Gioffredo Rinaldi,
a Turin violin-maker and pupil of Pressenda,

on the occasion- of the Universal Exhibition at

Vieima, and dedicated to the Archduke Ranieri

as the president of the Imperial Commission
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for the Exhibition, gives a simple account of

Pressenda's career.—B. - G. Kinaldi, Clasnea

Fdbricazione di Violini m PiemorUe (Turin,

1873), followed by a German translation ; Von
Lutgendorff, Die Geigen wnd Lautenmacher

;

Chanot, Hodges v. Cha/not, CrUidsms and jRe-

marJcs on the great Violin Case ; Times, Standard,

Daily Telegraph, and contemporary papers

between Feb. and June 1882 ; Heron -Allen,

Hodges against Chanot, being the History of a
Celebrated Case. (London, 1883.) E. h-a.

PRESTISSIMO, ' very quickly, ' indicates the

highest rate of speed used in music. It is used,

like Presto, generally for the whole movement.
Examples in Beethoven's sonatas are, op. 2,

Ho. 1, and op. 53. It is used for the second

movement of op. 109. M.

PRESTO, 'fast,' indicates a rate of speed

quicker than allegro, or any other sign except

prestissimo. It is generally used at the begin-

ing of movements, such movements being as

a rule the last of the work, or the finale, as for

instance Beethoven's sonatas, op. 10, No. 2
;

op. 27, No. 2 ; op. 31, No. 3. It is used as

the first movement in the sonata, op. 10, No. 3,

and in op. 79. When the time becomes faster

in the middle of a movement, 'Pifi presto' is

used, as for instance in Beethoven's Quartet in

Eb (op. 74), third movement (Presto), where
the direction for the part of the movement that

serves as the trio is ' Pii presto quasi prestis-

simo.' A curious instance of the use of this

directionisin the pianoforte sonataof Schumann,
op. 22, where the first movement is headed
' II piJi presto possibUe,' and in German below
' So rasch wie moglioh.' At forty-one bars from

the end of the movement comes 'Pii mosso,'

translated ' Schneller,' and again, twenty-five

bars from the end, ' Ancora piii mosso,' ' Noch
schneller.' M.

PRESTON & SON, a family of London
music-publishers during the latter part of the

1 8th and the early portion of the 1 9th centuries.

The firm was first commenced by John Preston,

who in 1774 was established at 9 Banbury
Court, LongAcre, as amusicalinstrument-maker.

In 1776 he had removed to 105 Strand, near

Beaufort Buildings, and was publishing some
small and unimportant musical works. Two
years later he was at 97 Strand, where the firm

remained until 1823. John Preston's business

after his removal to the Strand soon became one

of the most important in the trade, and he

issued a vast quantity of music of all kinds,

buying, in 1789, the whole of the plates and
stock-in-trade of Robert Bremner, who had then

just died. About this time the son, Thomas,
came into the business, and towards the end of

the century John's name disappears. In 1823
Thomas Preston had left the Strand for 71

Dean Street, Soho, where he remained until

about 1835, the business then becoming the

property of Coventry & HoUier, who reissued

some of the Preston publications. Shortly after

1850 Messrs. Novello were large purchasers at

their sale of eifects.

The Preston publications include an interest-

ing series of country dances commenced in 1786,

and extending for nearly forty years after this

date. Others are many of the popular operas

of the day ; such works as Bunting's ' Ancient

Music of Ireland,' 1796 ; W. Linley's ' Shake-

speare's Dramatic Songs,' J. S. Smith's 'Miisica

Antiqna,' etc. They were also the London
publishers of George Thomson's Scottish, Irish,

and Welsh collections. p. K.

PRi^VOST, EuGiNE Prosper, bom in Paris,

August 23, 1809, studied harmony and counter-

point at the Conservatoire with Senriot and
Jelensperger, and composition with Lesueur;

took the second Grand prix in 1829, and the

Prix de Rome in 1831 for his cantata ' Bianca

Capello.' Previous to this he had produced
' L'H8tel des Princes, 'and ' LeGrenadier deWag-
ram '—one-act pieces containing pretty music
—both with success, at the Ambigu-Comique.
On his return from Italy, 'Cosimo,' an opira-

bouffe in two acts, was well received at theOp^ra-
Comique, and followed by 'Le bon Garyon,'

one act, of no remarkable merit. After his

marriage with El^onore Colon, Prevost left

Paris to become conductor of the theatre at

Havre. In 1838 he left Havre for New Orleans,

where ne remained twenty years. He was in

great request as a singing-master, conducted the

French theatre at New Orleans, and produced
with marked success a mass for full orchestra,

and several dramatic works, including ' Esmer-
alda,' which contained some striking music.

None of these were engraved. When the

American war broke out he returned .to Paris,

and became favourably known as a conductor.

He directed the concerts of the Champs Elystes,

and the fantasias which he arranged for them
show great skill in orchestration. ' L'lllustre

Gaspard ' (1 act) was produced at the Op^ra-

Comique (Feb. 11, 1863), but the fellow-pupil

of Berlioz, Reber, and A. Thomas, had virtually

fallen out of the race. His son L6on, also a

good conductor, recalled him to New Orleans,

where he settled finally towards the end of 1 867,
and died August 30, 1872. g. c.

PREYER, Gottfried, bom at Hausbrann
in Lower Austria, March 15, 1807. He studied

at Vienna with Seohter, became in 1835 organist

of the Reformed Church, in 1844 supernumerary
vice-oapellmeister to the court, in 1846 court-

organist, in 1862 vice-capellmeister, and retired

on a pension in 1876. From 1853 he was
capellmeister of the Cathedral. His connection

with the Conservatorium dates from 1838, when
he became professor of harmony and counter-

point, and conductor of the pupils' concerts

;

from 1844 to 1848 he directed the institution.

The Tonkunstler-Societat performed his oratorio
' Noah ' in 1842, 1845, and 1851. He printed
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a symphony, op. 16 (Diabelli) ; several masses
and smaller church pieces ; music for piano-
forte and organ, chorusesj and a large quantity
of popular Lieder (chiefly Diabelli) ;

' Hymns
for the Orthodox Greek Church," in three vols.,
Vienna, 1847 ; a grand mass for four male voices
with organ, op. 76, etc. He died in Vienna,
May 9, 1901. c. F. p.

PKICK-SONG. The name given by old
writers upon music to divisions or descant upon
a Plain-song or Ground, which were written,
or pricked, down, in contradistinction to those
which were performed extemporaneously. (See
Morley's Introduction, Second Part.) The term
is derived from the word ' prick,' as used to ex-

press the point or dot forming the head of the
note. Shakespeare (Someo and Juliet, Act ii.

Sc. 4) makes Mercutio describe Tybalt as one
who ' fights as you sing prick-song, keeps time,

distance, and proportion ; rests me his minim
rest, one, two, and the third in your bosom. ' The
term ' pricking of musick bookes ' was formerly

employed to express the writing of them.
Payments for so doing are frequently found

in the accounts of cathedral and college

choirs. w. H. H.

PEIESTNALL, John, English violin-maker

and repairer, born at Saddleworth, near

Oldham, in Nov. 1819 ; died at Rochdale,

Jan. 18, 1899. Originally a, joiner and
pattern-maker, as well as the inventor of

several improvements in wood-cutting machines,

Priestnall did not devote himself entirely to

violin-making until 1870. From that year

until his death he made some three hundred
excellent violins, thirty violas, six violoncellos,

and eight double basses. The wood of these

instruments is mostly regular in figure, the

workmanship finished, the scrolls cut with a free

firmhand,the sound-holespleasingbut somewhat
quaint, and the gold-amber oil varnish trans-

parent and handsome. The tone of the violins

is powerful, but has something of the viola

quality on the lower strings. Priestnall's

instruments do not bear a conventional label,

but his name is stamped upon the wood with

a cold punch in several places, and the opus

number marked on the button. As a repairer

this maker's inventive genius stood him in

good stead, and brought him considerable fame,

and a vast number of old English and French

violins owe their regeneration to his clever

manipulation. During his lifetime Priestnall

sold his fiddles for £i, but their value has

risen considerably since his death.—Meredith

Morris, British Violin-Makers. E. h-a.

PEIMAVERA, Giovanni Leonardo, was

bom at Barletta in the kingdom of Naples.

All that we know of his career is that about

1573 he was maestro di cappella to the Spanish

Governor of Milan. He has sometimes been

confused with Giovanni Leonardo di I'Arpa,

though the very title of the work in which the

two names occur together show them to belong

to two different persons (' II 1 lib. de Canzone
Napolitane a 3 voci di Jo. Leonardo Frimavera

con alcune Napolitane di Jo. Leonardo di

L'Arpa, 1565 '). Primavera's works consist of

several Books of Madrigals a 5 and 6, some of

which are lost, and four Books of Canzone
Napolitane jut Villotte u 3, all published be-

tween 1565 and 1584. Palestrina took the

themes of a madrigal a 6 by Primavera, ' Nasce
la gioia mia,' as a subject for richer contra-

puntal treatment by himself in a mass bearing

the same title, and having the same distribution

of voices. The mass is No. 7 in his ' Fifth

Book of Masses,' dedicated to Duke William of

Bavaria, and published in 1590. j. K. M.
PRIME (Lat. Prima; Horaprima. Officium

{vel Oratio) ad Horam primam). The first of

the ' Lesser Hours ' in the Roman Breviary.
The Office of Prime consists of the Versicle

and Response, ' Deus in adjutorium
'

; a Hymn,
'Te luois orto sidere,' which never changes;
and three Psalms, sung under a single Antiphon.
These are followed, on Sundays, by the hymn
'Quicunque vult,' commonly called the Atha-
nasian Creed. On other occasions the Antiphon
is immediately succeeded by the Capitulum and
Responsorium breve. The disposition of the
next division of the Office, including the Preces
and the Martyrologium for the day, depends
entirely upon the rank of the Festival on which
it is sung. Certain Prayers are said, next in

order ; and the whole concludes with the Lectio

brevis and the Benediction.

The Plain-song music for Prime will be found
in the Antiphonal. w. s. B.

PRIMO, 'first,' is used in two ways in music

:

(1) In pianoforte duets, Primo or Imo is gener-

ally put over the right-hand page, and then
means the part taken by the ' treble ' player,

while Secondo or Mo is put over that for the

'bass.' (2) In the reprise of the first section

of a movement, a few bars are often necessary

before the double -bar to lead back to the

repetition, which are not required the second

time of playing the section. The words Primo,

Imo, lina volta, or 1st time are then put over

all these bars, so that when the repeated portion

reaches this direction, the player goes on to the

part after the double-bar, leaving out the bars

over which ' Primo ' is written. The first few
bars after the double-bar are frequently, but not

always, labelled Secondo, Sdo, or 2nd time. The
' Primo ' varies greatly in length. Beethoven
often does without it at all (C minor and
Pastoral Symphonies) ; in his No. 2 Symphony
it is two bars long, in his No. 4 it is fourteen

bars long, and in Mendelssohn's Italian Sym-
phony twenty-three bars (1st movement in all

cases). u.

PRINCE IGOR. Opera, in a prologue and
four acts, text and music by Alexander Borodin

;

unfinished, but completed by Rimsky-Eoisakov
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and Glazounov
;
produced at the ImperialOpera,

Petersburg, Oct. 23 (O.S.) 1890.

PRINCESS IDA; or CASTLE ADAMANT.
Comic opera in a prologue and two acts, written

by W. S. Gilbert, music by Arthur Sullivan.

R:odnced at the Savoy Theatre, Jan. 5, 1884.

The piece was called 'a respectful operatic

perversion of Tennyson's "Princess."' M.

PRINCESS OF KENSINGTON, A. Comic
opera in two acts ; text by Basil Hood, music

by Edward German. Produced at the Savoy
Theatre, Jan. 22, 1903.

PRINCESSE D'AUBERGE (Herberg

prinses). Lyric drama in three acts ; Flemish
text by Nestor de Tifere, French translation by
Gustave Lagye, music by Jan Blockx. Produced
in Flemish at Antwerp in 1896 ; afterwards in

French at Brussels, Ghent, Bordeaux, etc.

PRINCIPAL. A word with various mean-
ings.

I. An organ stop. In Germany the term is

very properly applied to the most important

8-foot stops of open flue-pipes on the manuals,

and to open 16-foot stops on the pedals, thus
corresponding to our 'open diapasons.' But
in this country the Principal is, with very few
exceptions, the chief open metal stop of 4-foot

pitch, and should more properly be termed an
Octave or Principal octave, since it sounds an
octave above the diapasons. j. s.

II. Principal or Prinzipale. A term
employed in many of Handel's scores for the

third trumpet part. This is not usually in

unison with the first and second trumpets, which
are designated as Tromba l"" and 2°*°. It is

often written for in the old soprano clef with C
on the lowest line, and has a range somewhat
lower than the trombe. The older works on in-

strumentation, such as those of Schilling, Koch,

Schladebaoh, and Lichtenthal, recognise the dif-

ference and draw a distinction between ' Prin-

cipal-Stimme' and a 'Clarin- Stimme.' It is

obvious that whereas the tromba or clarino re-

presented the old small-bored instrument now
obsolete, for which the majority of Handel's

and Bach's high and difficult solos were com-
posed, the Principal, in tone and compass, more
nearly resembled the modem large-bored mili-

tary trumpet. The contrast can easily be recog-

nised by an examination of the overture to the
' Occasional Oratorio ' in Arnold's edition, or

that of the Dettingen Te Deum as published by
the German Handel Society. In the latter the

old soprano, in the former the usual treble clef,

is adopted.

[In old trumpet music, in which trumpets

with kettle-drums formed the whole band, four

and sometimes five trumpet -parts occur ; in

these cases, as in those noted above for three

trumpets, the Principal is the name given to

the lowest part, (see Trumpet), n. J. B.]

III. Principals, in modern musical language,

are the solo singers or players in a concert, and

those who lead in the different departments of

the orchestra. w. E. s.

PRING, Jacob Cubitt, Mus.B. ; Joseph,

Mus.B. ; and Isaac, Mus.B., sons of James
Pring, were all choristers of St. Paul's under
Eobert Hudson.
Jacob Cubitt Pring, born at Lewisham in

1771, was organist of St. Botolph, Aldersgate

Street, London. He graduated as Mus.B., at

Oxford in 1797, was the composer of several

anthems, glees, and other vocal pieces, and one
of the founders of the Concentores Sodales. He
published two books of glees, canons, etc., a set

of eight anthems, and a set of harpsichord

sonatinas. Seven glees and a catch by him are

included in Warren's Collections. He died 1799.

. Joseph Pring, bom at Kensington, Jan. 15,

1776, was on April 1, 1793, appointed organist

of Bangor Cathedral on the resignation of Olive,

but not formally elected until Sept. 28, 1810.

In 1805 he published 'Twenty Anthems,' and
on Jan. 27, 1808, accumulated the degrees of

Mus.B. and Mus.D. at Oxford. In June 1813
he and three of the vicars-choral of Bangor
Cathedral presented a petition to the Court of

Chancery for the proper application of certain

tithes which had, by an Act of Parliament passed
in 1685, been appropriated for the maintenance
of the cathedral choir, but had been diverted by
the capitular body to other purposes. The suit

lasted until 1819, when Lord Chancellor Eldon,

setting at naught the express provisions of the

Act, sanctioned a scheme, which indeed gave to

the organist and choir increased stipends, but
yet kept them considerably below the amounts
they would have received if the Act had been

fully carried out. Dr. Pring, in 1819, printed

copies of the proceedings in the suit, and other

documents, with annotations, forming a history

of the transactions, which has long been a scarce

book. He also wrote a pamphlet on the Menai
Tubular Bridge. He died at Bangor, Feb. 13,

1842, and was buried in the Cathedral Yard.

His epitaph is given in West's Oath. Org., p. 4.

His son, James Sharpe Pring, succeeded him.
He was born about 1811, and successively

chorister, assistant organist, and organist from

1842, being appointed from year to year. He
died Jan. 3, 1868, and was buried in Glenadda
Cemetery, Bangor. Some chants by him are in

Warrftn's Collections (West's Oath. Org.).

Isaac Pring, bom at Kensington, 1777, be-

came in 1794 assistant organist to Dr. Philip

Hayes at Oxford, and on his death in 1797
succeeded him as organist of New College. He
graduated at Oxford in March 1799, and died

of consumption, Oct. 18, in the same year, w.h.h.

PRIORIS, Johannes, is mentioned in 1490
as being organist at St. Peter's in Rome, and
in 1507 as Maltre de Chapelle to Louis XII. of

France. Several of his compositions appear in

the Choir -books of the Papal Chapel, three

Masses, five Motets, and two Magnificats. Only
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one -work of his was ever printed, a Requiem
Mass a 4 in Attaignant's collection of 1532,
to which Ambros grants considerable merit.
Ambros also speaks of his MS. Chansons as
quite interesting works, but Eitner (Quellen-
Lexikon) points out a serious mistake into which
Ambros has fallen, of attributing other works
to Prioris which are not his. j k M
PRISE DE TROIE. The first part" of

Berlioz's Troyens {q.v.).

PROCH, Heinrich, well-known composer of
Lieder, capellmeister, and teacher of singing,

born July 22, 1809, in Vienna ; was destined
for the law, but studied the violin with en-
thusiasm, and in 1833-34 frequently played in

public in Vienna. He became in 1837 capell-

meister of the Josephstadt theatre, Vienna, and
in 1840 of the Court opera, retiring with a
pension in 1870. On the foundation of the
short-livedComicOperain 1874 hewas appointed

its capellmeister. His popularity is mainly
due to his Lieder, among the best-known of

which we may cite 'Das Alpenhorn,' and a

famous set of florid vocal variations. [A
three-act comic opera, 'Ring und Maske,' was
produced in 1844, and three one-act pieces in

the following year.] He trained a large number
of celebrated singers—among others Dustmann,
Csillag, and Tietjens. Several good German
translations of Italian operas—the ' Trovatore,

'

for example—are from his pen. Proch died

Dec. 18, 1878. F. G.

PRODIGAL SON, THE. An oratorio by
Arthur Sullivan, composed for the Worcester

Festival of 1869. The subject has been treated

by Gaveaux, Auber, and others, under the title

of ' L'Enfant prodigue ' ; and by Ponchielli,

whose ' Figliuol prodigo ' was produced at the

Scala, Milan, Dec. 26, 1880. [Dr. Samuel
Arnold's oratorio on the same subject was per-

formed in 1777. See vol. i. p. 7796.] G.

PROFE (PROFIUS), Ambeosius, was born

Feb. 12, 1589, at Breslau. After studying

theology at Wittenberg, he received the appoint-

ment of Lutheran Cantor and Schoolmaster at

Jauer, in Silesia. When in 1629 Lutheranism

was suppressed in Jauer, and the Roman form

of worship re-established, Profe was obliged to

return to Breslau, where he engaged in mer-

cantile pursuits. In 1633 he was appointed

organist to the church of St. Elizabeth, Breslau,

not, however, giving up his other business. In

consequence of the falling in of part of the

church and the destruction of the organ, his

organistship came to an end, but he continued

his mercantile career, and died Dec. 27, 1661,

as a well-to-do merchant. It is not specially

as a composer, but as a diligent editor and

collector that Profe deserves mention. Between

1641 and 1646 he published four considerable

collections of Geistlicher Ooneerten und Har-

monien a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc., vocibus cum

et sine Violinis & Basso ad Organum, aus den

beruhmsten Italianischen und andern Autoribus,

etc. The composers chiefly represented are

those of the later Venetian School, with a few

of their German followers, as Heinrich Schiitz.

In 1649 a supplement appeared with the title

'CoroUarium Geistlicher Collectaneomm.' Pre-

fixed to the first part of this collection, though
not in all copies, is a Compendium Musicum, by
way of a brief instruction in singing. In this

little work Profe attacks the old Solmisation

system founded upon the Hexachord, for which
he receives the warm commendation of Matthe-
son. Another collection of Profe bears the

title ' Cunis solennibus Jesuli recens-nati sacra

genethliaca' (1646), which, as the title indicates,

consists of various songs for Christmas-tide.

To this collection Profe contributes two of his

own compositions for two to six voices, with
instrumental accompaniment. In 1657 Profe

put forth a small handy edition of Heinrich
Albert's ' Arien.' For a fuller account of Profe

see Dr. Reinhold Starke's article in Monalshefte,

xxxiv. pp. 189-215. j. e. m.

PROFESSOR. At Oxford, the Professorship

of Music was founded by Dr. William Heather
in 1626. The first Professors were college

organists, not known outside the University.

Crotch, who took the office in 1797, and held
it till 1847, was the first musician of eminence.

[Among the successive holders of the office were
Sir Henry Bishop, Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley, Bart.,

and Sir John Stainer, on whose retirement in

1899, the present Professor, Sir C. H. H. Parry,

Bart, was appointed.] During a long period

the office was a sinecure. In the reforms

carried out in the middle of the 19th century, it

was attempted to restore reality to the School of

Music at Oxford by requiring the Professor to

lecture at least once in each term, and by
instituting musical performances under the

superintendence of the Choragus. [See Cho-
KAGUS.] The latter part of the scheme has

totally failed ; so that the Professor's lectures,

about three a year, and the examinations for

Musical degrees, are the only form in which
the University sidvances the study of music.

[See Degrees.] The endowment of the chair

is little more than nominal. [On his retire-

ment, Sir John Stainer suggested that the

professorship should be tenable for ten years

only, but the proposal came to nothing.]

The Cambridge Professorship was founded by
the University in 1684, and has been held by
Staggins (1684), Tudway (1705), Greene (1730),
Randall (1755), Hague (1799), Clarke-Whitfeld

(1821), Walmisley (1836), Sterndale Bennett

(1856), G. A. Macfarren (1875), and C. V.

Stanford (1887), successively. The duties, like

those at Oxford, consist chiefly in examining
candidates for musical degrees, and in prescrib-

ing those objects of musical study in which
changes are made from time to time. The
salary of the Professor is. £200 per annum.
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The Edinburgh Professorship was founded by
General John BsiD, who died in 1807, leaving

funds in the hands of trustees for various

purposes, amongst others for endowing a chair

of music in the University, and founding a

concert to be given annually on his birthday,

Feb. 13, in which a march and minuet of his

composition should be included 'to show the

taste for music about the middle of the last

century, and to keep his name in remembrance.

'

The Professorship was founded in Dec. 1839,
and John Thomson was the first professor. He
was succeeded in 1841 by Sir H. E. Bishop;
in 1844 by Henry Hugo Pierson ; in 1845 by
John Donaldson ' ; in 1865 by Herbert S.

Oakeley, and in Nov. 1891 by Frederick
Niecks. The portion of the Eeid bequest
set apart for musical purposes is £28,500,
the annual revenue from which is divided as

follows :—^professor, £420 ; assistant, £200 ;

class expenses, £100 ; expenses of the Concert,

£300. A sum of £3000 was bequeathed in

1871 by Signer Theophile Buoher to be applied
to bursaries or scholarships ; to come into

operation on the death of an annuitant. The
class fee for the session is 3 guineas. The
duties of the professor consist in lectures and
organ performances on an organ built by Hill

of London at the instance of Professor Donald-
son, and placed in the Class Rooms at Park
Place, which were constructed at a cost of

£10,000, including the organ. The Concert
took place in the Music Hall until 1893, when
it was given up in favour of historical concerts
in connection with the lectures, of which 140
are given in each session. Unlike the non-
resident Professors at Oxford and Cambridge,
the Professor at Edinburgh is a member of the
educational staff of the University. There is a
regular double course of musical instruction :

—

(1) Ijectures by the Professor on the history and
development of the art and science of music ; the
various schools and styles ; the history and con-
struction of the principal musical instruments

;

the modern orchestra, etc., or on the works of

the great masters. Organ performances, with
instructive remarks in programmes, are given
from time to time during the session. (2)
Separate and individual instruction in organ or
pianoforte-playing is given to a certain number
of the younger students. To these the theory
of music is practically imparted. Sei the
Musical Times for 1899, pp. 590, 591.
The Dublin Professorship was dormant till

1764, when Lord Momington was appointed.
He held oflBce for ten years, after which time
the Professorship again sank into oblivion. It
was revived in 1847, in the person of Dr.
Smith, and a few examinations of a rudimentary
character were held, and degrees given. It was,

' There was m severe contest for the Chftii on this occasion ; and
Stemdale Bennett was among the candidates. Besides the organ
mentioned In the text Professor Donaldson furnished the lecture-
room with some ezcsUent acoustical apparatus.

however, reserved for Sir Robert Stewart, elected

in 1861, to raise the standard of musical science

in Dublin by examining in history, counterpoint,

orchestration, and all that is included in modern
musical study. Although the statutory duties

of the Professor are confined to examinations

and to the conduct of business relating to

musical degrees, and although there exists no
endowment at Dublin like that which defrays

class - expenses at Edinburgh, yet the actual

condition of musical study at Dublin resembles

that of Edinburgh rather than the two English

Universities. The Professor (now Dr. Ebenezer

Prout) is resident at the University, and delivers

courses of lectures and imparts practical instruc-

tion by training the University Choral Society,

and conducting the orchestral concerts, which,

after weekly rehearsals, are held from three to

five times during the season. The important
change lately made at Oxford and Cambridge,
by introducing literary elements into the ex-

amination for musical degrees, was ejected

at Dublin by the late Professor many years

before. c. A. F.

PROGRAMME (from irpd, 'before,' and
ypi/ifui, ' a writing '). A list of the pieces to

be performed at a concert, usually accompanied
by the names of the performers. The term
seems to have come into use in this connection

in the 19th century, and is now often further

applied to the books containing the words, and
the analytical remarks on the pieces. It is not,

however, used for the book ofwords ofan oratorio

or opera.

Programmes are now commonly restricted in

length to two hours or two and a half. The
concerts of the Philharmonic Societies of London
and Vienna, the Gewandhaus at Leipzig, and
the Conservatoire at Paris, are of that length,

usually containing a symphony and a smaller

orchestral piece, a solo concerto, two or three

vocal pieces for solo or chorus, and one or two
overtures. This is sometimes divided into two
parts, sometimes goes on without break.

Formerly concerts were of greater length. In
the old days of the Philharmonic two symphonies
were de riguewr, and even such colossi as Beet-

hoven's Eroioa, No. 7 and No. 9, were accom-
panied by a symphony of Haydn, Mozart, or

Spohr, besides four vocal pieces, two overtures

(the concluding one often styled a ' Finale
'
), a

concerto, and some such trifle as Beethoven's
Septet. This was a survival from an older order
of things. The Haydn - Salomon Concerts of

1792-96 contained each two (once at least three)

symphonies, and » final orchestral piece, two
concertos, and four vocal pieces ; and these again
were modelled on the programmes of the petty
German Concerts. Jahn, in his Life of Mozart
(i. 294), mentions that at Vienna about 1778,
Count Firmian's soirees lasted for six hours

;

at one ofthem 'several symphonies' by Christian
Bach, and four by Martini, were performed ; at
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another 'twelve new Violin Concertos' by Benda.
At a private concert at Dresden, Sept. 21, 1772,
given for the benefit of Dr. Burney {Tour, ii.

44), the programme was in two parts, each
containing a symphony, a violin solo, a flute
concerto, and an oboe concerto ; and, in addition,
'by way of a lorme bouche, Fischer's well-known
rondeau minuet.' It must be remembered that
these pieces were probably not nearly so long' as
those which now go by the same names. Our
next instance, however, contains pieces of which
we can all judge. It is the programme of a
concert given by Mozart at "Vienna, on March 22,
1783. All the pieces are by him.

1. The Hafner Symphony (Allegro and Andante).
2. Air from Idomeneo ' Se il padre.' Mad. Lange.
3. PF. Concerto inc.
4. Scena and Aria, 'Misera dove son.' Herr Adam-

berger.
5. Andante giszioso and Bondo allegro, from Serenade

in D ; for orchestra.
6. The favourite PP. Concerto in D.
7. Scena, ' Parto ' (Lucio SUla). Mad. Teyber.
8. Extempore Fantasia on the PP. on an air by Paisiello;

encored, when Mozart again extemporised on an
air by Gluck (10 variations).

9. Scenaand Aria, 'Mia speranzaadoiata.' Mad. Lange.
10. The Hafner Symphony (Minuet and Finale).

Beethoven indulged in long pi ogrammes when
his own compositions were concerned. At the

concert, in March 1807, at which his Bl> Sym-
phony was first performed, the new work was
preceded by all the three foregoing ones ! Later,

on Nov. 29, 1813, he gave the Symphony in

A, the 'Glorreiche Augenbliok ' (7 nos.), and
the ' Battle of Vittoria,' in the same programme.
But then, these were his own music, and
orchestral concerts were rare. That his judg-

ment on this subject, when unbiassed, was as

sound as it was elsewhere, is evident from the

note prefixed to the score of the Eroica Sym-
phony, in which he requests that it may be

played near the beginning of the programme,

and be accompanied only by an overture, an air

and a concerto, that it may not fail to produce

its ' own intended effect. ' If this was his sober

judgment we may doubt whether he would have

approved such a programme as that in which

modem pianists sometimes play the whole of

the five last sonatas (opp. 101, 106, 109, 110,

111) consecutively, without any relief— surely

an undue strain on both player and hearer.

Billow's performance of the Choral Symphony
twice in one programme, with an interval of

half an hour, is more excusable, for who ever

heard that magnificent work without wishing to

hear it all over again ? The arrangement of a

programme is not without its difficulties, as the

effect of the pieces may be much improved by

judicious contrast of the keys, the style, and

the nature of the composition. "We have else-

where mentioned Mendelssohn's fastidious care

on these points, and all are agreed that his

Programmes when he conducted at the Gewand-

haus were models. [See ante, p. 160a.] He
is said to have proposed to write the music for

VOL. in
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an entire Programme, in which he would no
doubt have completely satisfied his canons of

taste.

Of benefit concerts we say nothing. They
have been known in this country (1840-50) to

contain forty pieces, played or sung by nearly

as many solo artists, and to last more than five

hours !

It was once the custom in France, and even
in Germany, occasionally to divide the piice de

resistance of the programme into two, and play
half a symphony at the beginning of the concert

and half at the end. Mozart himself gives an
example in the programme quoted above. But
nowadays such an attempt would be treated

by any good audience with merited displeasure.

When Beethoven's Violin Concerto was first

played (Dec. 23, 1806) by Clement, to whom it

is dedicated, the selection was as follows :

—

Overture .... Clement
Violin Concerto . . Beethoven
Extempore piece . . Clement
Sonata on one string, with the Violin

reversed.

But the curiosities of programmes are endless. G.

PROGEAMME-MUSIC is an epithet origin-

ally intended to apply to that small but
interesting class of music which, while unaccom-
panied by words, seeks to portray, or at least

suggest to the mind, a certain definite series of

objects or events. But the term is also applied,

with deplorable vagueness of meaning, to all

dramatic, characteristic, or imitative music
whatever. It must always remain an open
question how far music is able of itself to

.

influence the mind's eye, for the simple reason

that some imaginations are vastly more sus-

ceptible than others, and can therefore find

vivid pictures where others see and hear
nothing. Also, in programme -music of all

kinds, the imagination is always turned in the
required direction by the title of the piece, if

by nothing else. It is held by some that music
should never seek to convey anything beyond
the 'concourse of sweet sounds,' or at least

should only porteay states of feeling. But
what is the opimon of the bulk of audiences,

who, though artistically ignorant, are not of

necessity vulgar minded ? To the uninitiated

a symphony is a chaos of sound, relieved by
scanty bits of ' tune '

;
great, then, is their

delight when they can find a reason and a

meaning in what is to them like a poem in a

foreign tongue. A cuckoo or a thunderstorm

assists the mind which is endeavouring to

conjure up the required images. And two
other facts should be borne in mind ; one is

that there is a growing tendency amongst critics

and educated musicians to invent imaginary
' programmes ' where composers have mentioned
none—as in the case of Schubert's C major
Symphony, for instance—and another, that

music, when accompanied by words, can never

3g
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be too descriptive or dramatic, as in Wagner's
music-dramas and the ' Faust ' of Berlioz.

May it not at least be conceded that though
it is a degradation of art to employ music in

imitating the sounds of nature—illustrious ex-

amples to the contrary notwithstanding—it is a

legitimate function of music to assist the mind,

by every means in its power, to conjure up
thoughts of a poetic and idealistic kind ! If

this be granted, programme-music becomes a

legitimate branch of art, in fact the noblest,

the naXwre of the programme being the vital

point.

The ' Leit-motif is an ingenious device to

overcome the objection that music cannot paint

actualities. If a striking phrase once accom-
pany a character or an event in an opera, such
a phrase will surely be ever afterwards identified

with what it first accompanied. The ' Zamiel
motive ' in ' Der Freisohiitz ' is a striking and
early example of this association of phrase with
character. [For a full consideration of this

subject see Leit-Motif.]

But admirable as this plan may be in opera,

where the eye assists the ear, it cannot be said

that the attempts of Liszt and Berlioz to apply
it to orchestral music have been wholly suc-

cessful. It is not enough for the composer to

label his themes in the score and tell us, as in

the ' Dante ' Symphony, for instance, that a

monotone phrase for brass instruments repre-

sents ' All hope abandon, ye who enter here,

'

or that a melodious phrase typifies Francesca da
Rimini. On the other hand, it is quite possible

for a musical piece to follow the general course

of a poem or story, and, if only by evoking
similar states of mind to those induced by
considering the story, to form a fitting musical

commentary on it. Such programme pieces are

Sterndale Bennett's ' Paradise and the Peri

'

overture. Von Billow's 'Sanger's Fluch,' and
Liszt's ' Mazeppa.' But as the extent to which
composers have gone in illustrating their chosen
subjects differs widely, as much as the ' Eroica

'

differs from the 'Battle Symphony,' so it will

be well now to review the list of compositions

—not a very bulky one before the 19th century

—written with imitative or descriptive inten-

tion, and let each case rest on its own merits.

Becker, in his Sausmusik in DeutscMwnd,
mentions possessing a sixteen-part vocal canon
'on the approach of Summer,' by a Flemish
composer of the end of the 15th century, in

which the cuckoo's note is imitated, but given

incorrectly. This incorrectness—D C instead of

Eb —may perhaps be owing to the fact that the

interval of the cuckoo's note changes as summer
goes on.' It is but natural that the cuckoo
should have afforded the earliest as well as the

most frequent subject for musical imitation, as

it is the only bird's note which is reducible to

^ Spohr, in his Autoblognphy, has quoted a cuckooin Switzerland
wbich gave the intermediate note—G, F, E.

onr scale, though attempts have been made, as

will be seen further on, to copy some others.

Another canonic part-song, written in 1540 by
Lemlin, ' Der Gutzgauch auf dem Zaune sass,'

Becker transcribes at length. Here two voices

repeat the cuckoo's call alternately throughout
the piece. In Antonio Scandelli (Dresden, 1570),

the cackling of a hen laying an egg is comically

imitated thus :
' Ka, ka, ka, ka, ne-ey ! Ka,

ka, ka, ka, ne-ey !
' More interesting than any

of these is the ' Dixieme livre des chansons

'

(Antwerp, 1545), to be found in the British

Museum, which contains ' La Bataille h, Quatre
de Clem. Jannequin ' (with a fifth part added
by Ph. Verdelot), 'Le chant des oyseaux,' by
N. Gombert, ' La chasse de lievre,' anonymous,
and another 'Chasse de lievre' by Gombert.
Two at least of these part-songs deserve detailed

notice. The first has been transcribed in score

by Dr. Burney,^ in his 'Musical Extracts'

(Add. MS. 11,588), and is a description of tl^e

battle of Marignan. Beginning in the usual

contrapuntal madrigal style with the words
' Escoutez, tous gentilz Gallois, la victoire du
noble roy rran9oys,' at the words 'Sonney
trompettes et clairons,' the voices imitate

trumpet-calls thus :

—

w '"^^ J^TZIL̂ ^^?^^
TK'ie - le - le Ian fan, fie - re - le - le Ian fan

and the assault is described by a copious use of

onomatopeias, such as ' pon, pon, pon,' ' pati-

patoc,' and 'farirari,' mixed up with exclama-

tions and war-cries. Two bars of quotation
will perhaps convey some idea :

—

pa-tl-pa-too po-ti-pa-toc pa-tl-pa-

This kind of thing goes on with much spirit for

a long while, ending at last with cries of ' Vic-

toire au noble roy Francois ! Escampe toutte

frelon bigot
!

' Jannequin and Gombert both
wrote pieces with the title 'Chant des oyseaux,'

the former being for four voices, the latter for

three. The latter composition is chiefly in-

3 Beprlnted in the Prince de la Moakova'5 coUectlon.
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teresting for the manner in which the articula-
tion of the nightingale is imitated, the song
being thus written down : ' Tar, tar, tar, tar,
tar, fna, fria, tu tu tu, qui lara, qui lara, huit
huit huit huit, oyti oyti, coqui coqui, la vechi
la vechi, ti ti cu ti ti cu tl ti cu, quiby qniby,
tufouquet tu fouquet, trop coqu trop coqu,' etc.
But it is a ludicrous idea to attempt an imita-
tion of a bird by a part-song, although some
slight effort is made to follow the phrasing of
the nightingale's song. The ' Chasse de lievre

'

describes a hunt, but is not otherwise remark-
able.

The old musicians do not display much ori-

ginality in their choice of subjects, whether for
imitation or otherwise. 'Mr. Bird's Battle'
is the title of a piece for virginals contained in
a MS. book of W. Byrd's in the Christ Church
Library, Oxford, and in Lady Nevell's Virginal
Book, in the possession of the Marquis of Aber-
gavenny. (See Lesson and Vieginal Book
for the titles of the movements.) Mention may
also be made of ' La Battaglia ' by Francesco di
Milano (about 1530), and another battle-piece

by an anonymous Flemish composer a little

later. Eccard (1589) is said to have described
in music the hubbub of the Piazza at Venice,
but details of this achievement are wanting.
The beginning of the 17th century gives us an
Ihiglish 'Fantasia on the weather,' by John
Mundy, professing to describe ' Faire Wether,'
'Lightning,' 'Thunder,' and 'A cleare Day.'
This is to be seen in the Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book (i. 23).

There is also ' A Harmony for 4 Voices ' by
Eavenscroft, ' expressing the five usual Recrea-
tions of Himting, Hawking, Dancing, Drink-
ing, and Enamouring ' : but here it is probable
that the words only are descriptive. A madrigal
by Leo Leoni (1606) beginning ' Dimmi Clori

gentil ' contains an imitation of a nightingale.

Then the Viennese composer Froberger (d. 1667)
is stated by several authorities to have had
a marvellous power of portraying all kinds of

incidents and ideas in music, but the sole

specimen of his programme-music quoted by
Becker—another battle-piece—is a most feeble

production. Adam Krieger (1667) gives us a
four-part vocal fugue entirely imitative of oats,

the subject being as follows :

—

. . . au, ml an I

Titles now begin to be more impressive, and the

attempt of Buxtehude (b. 1637) to describe
' the Nature and Properties of the Planets ' in

a seriea of seven Suites for Clavier would be

very ambitious had it extended further than

the title-page. Kuhnau's 'BiblischeHistorien'

are more noticeable. These were six Sonatas

for organ and clavier, describing various scenes

in the sacred narrative, ' The Combat of David
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and Goliath,' 'The Melancholy of Saul cured
by Music,' ' The Marriage of Jacob,' ' The Sick-
ness and Recovery of Hezekiah,' 'Gideon,' and
' The Death of Jacob.' All are furnished with
detailed explanations of the various events.
They are reprinted entire in Denhm. Deutsche
Tonkunst, iv., and are described in Shedlock's
Pianoforte Sonata, the author of which edited
some of them for NoveUo.
Amongst descriptive vocal pieces of this

period should be noticed the Frost scene in
Purcell's ' King Arthur," in which the odd effect

of shivering and teeth-chattering is apparently
adapted from Lully's ' Isis.' Also the follow-
ing aria from an opera by Alessandro Melani
(1660-96):—

Talor la granochiella nel pantano
Per allegrezza canfa qui qui r^,
Tribbia il grillo tri tri tri,

L' Agnelllno fa Tak b6,
L' Usignuolo chiu chiu chiu,
Ed il (^1 curi chi chi.

These imitations are said to have created
much delight among the audience. Coming
now to the gieat masters, we find singularly
few items for our list. J. S. Bach has only
one, the 'Capriccio sopra la lontananza del suo
fratello diletissimo," for clavier, in which occurs
an imitation of a posthom. We cannot include
the descriptive choruses which abound in can-
tatas and oratorios, as the catalogue would be
endless. We need only mention casually the
' Schlacht beiHochstadt" of Em. Bach. [Though
Couperin gave fanciful names to all that he
wrote, yet only a few of the harpsichord pieces

are really in the category of programme-music,
such as his tenth Ordre, ' La Triomphante

'

;

in his very amusing ' Apotheoses ' of Corelli

and Lully, respectively, for concerted strings,

he stops at nothing in the way of realism.]

D. Scarlatti wrote a well-known 'Cat's Fugue.'
Handel has not attempted to describe in music
without the aid of words, but he occasionally

follows not only the spirit but the letter of his

text with a faithfulness somewhat questionable,

as in the setting of such phrases as ' the hail

ran along upon the ground,' 'we have turned,'

and others, where the music literally executes

runs and turns. But this too literal following

of the words has been even perpetrated by Bach
('Mein Jesu ziehe mich, so will ich laufen'),

and by Beethoven (Mass in D, ' et ascendit in

ccelum
') ; and in the present day the writer

has heard more than one organist at church
gravely illustrating the words ' The mountains
skipped like rams ' in his accompaniment, and
on the slightest allusion to thunder pressing

do^vn three or four of the lowest pedals as a
matter of course. Berlioz has ridiculed the

idea of interpreting the words ' high ' and ' low

'

literally in music, but the idea is now too firmly

rooted to be disturbed. Who would seek to

convey ethereal or heavenly ideas other than
by high notes or soprano voices, and a notion
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of ' the great deep ' or of gloomy subjects other

than by low notes and bass voices ?

A number of Haydn's Symphonies are distin-

guished by names, but none are sufficiently

descriptive to be included here. Characteristic

music there is in plenty in the 'Seasons,' and
' Creation,' but the only pieces of actual pro-

gramme-music—and those not striking speci-

mens—are the Earthquake movement, ' II

Terremoto,' in the 'Seven Last Words,' and
the ' Representation of Chaos ' in the ' Creation,'

by an exceedingly unchaotic fugue. Mozart

adds nothing to our list, though it should be

remembered how greatly he improved dramatic

music. We now come to the latter part of the

18th century, when programme pieces are in

plenty. It is but natural that the numerous
battles of that stormy epoch should have been
commemorated by the arts, and accordingly we
find Battle Sonatas and Symphonies by the

dozen. But first a passing mention should be

made of the three Symphonies of Ditters von
Dittersdorf (1789) on subjects from Ovid's

Metamorphoses, viz. The four ages of the world

;

The fall of Phaeton ; and Actaeon's Meta-
morphosis into a stag.

In an old volume of pianoforte music in the

British Museum Library (g. 138) may be seen

the following singular compositions :

—

1. ' Britannia, an Allegorical Overture by D.
Steibelt, describing the victory over the Dutch
Fleet by Admiral Duncan. ' In this, as well as all

other similar pieces, the composer has kindly

supplied printed ' stage directions ' throughout.

Thus—'Adagio: the stillness of the night.

The waves of the sea. Advice from Captain

TroUope ' (which is thus naively depicted) :

—

f^^,jmJ^ A

' Sailing of the Dutch Fleet announced (by a

march !), Beat to arms. Setting the sails,

" Britons, strike home." Sailing of the Fleet.

Songs of the sailors. Roaring of the sea. Joy
on sight of the enemy. Signal to engage.

Approach to the enemy. Cannons. Engage-

ment. Discharge of small arms. Falling of the

mast (a descending scale passage). Cries of the

wounded :

—

Heat of the action. Cry of victory. " Rule

Britannia" (intemipted by) Distress of the

Vanquished. Sailing after victory. Return
into port and acclamation of the populace.

"God save the King.'" This composer also

wrote a well-known descriptive rondo, 'The
Storm,' as well as other programme pieces.

2. ' The Royal Embarkation at Greenwich, a

characteristic Sonata,' by Theodore Bridanlt.

This piece professes to describe ' Grand Saluta-

tion of Cannon and Music. The barge rowing

ofiFto theYacht. "Rule Britannia." HisMajesty
going on board. Acclamations of the people

'

(apparently not very enthusiastic).

^^fegf^ffT
3. 'The Battle of Egypt,' by Dr. Domenico

Briscoli. This is a piece of the same kind, with
full descriptions, and ending, as usual, with
'God save the King.'

4. ' The Landing of the Brave 42nd in Egypt.
Military Rondo for Pianoforte, ' by T. H. Butler.'

The programme is thus stated : ' Braving all

opposition they land near Fort Aboukir, pursue
the French up the sand-hills, and in a bloody
battle conquer Buonaparte's best troops.

'

5. Another 'Admiral Duncan's Victory,' by
J. Dale.

6. ' Nelson and the Navy, a Sonata in com-
memoration of the glorious 1st of August 1798,'

by J. Dale. A similar sea-piece, in which the

blowing up of L'Orient is represented by a grand
ascending scale passage.

7. A third ' Admiral Duncan,' by Dussek:

8. 'The Sufferings of the Queen of France,'

by Dussek. This is a series of very short move-
ments strung together, each bearing a name.
A deep mourning line surrounds the title-page.

'The Queen's imprisonment (largo). She re-

flects on her former greatness (maestoso). They
separate her from her children (agitato assai).

Farewell. They pronounce the sentence of death
(allegro con furia). Her resignation to her fate

(adagio innocente). The"situation and reflections

the night before her execution (andante agitato).

The guards come to conduct her to the place of

execution. They enter the prison door. Funeral
March. The savage tumult of the rabble. The
Queen's invocation to the Almighty just before

her death (devotamente). The guillotine drops

(a glissando descending scale). "The Apotheosis.

'

9. ' A complete delineation of the Procession

. . . in the Ceremony of Thanksgiving, 1797,'

by Dussek. The full title nearly fills a page.

Here we have horses prancing and guns firing,

and the whole concludes with Handel's Corona-

tion Anthem.
10. ' A Description in Music of Anacreon's
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L'Amour pique par une abeille,' by J. Mugni^.
This is perhaps the first attempt to illustrate
a poem, and as such is commendable.

11. ' The Chaoe, or Eoyal Windsor Hunt,' by
H. B. Schroeder ; a descriptive hunting-piece.

12, 13. 'The Siege of Valenciennes,' and
' Nelson's Victory,' anonymous.
Far more famous, though not a whit superior

to any of these, was Kotzwara's 'Battle of
Prague.' [See Battle of Pkague, and KoTZ-
WARA.] It seems to be a mere accident that we
have not a piece of the same kind by Beethoven
on the Battle of Copenhagen !

i There is also a
'Conquest of Belgrade,' by Schroetter ; and a
composition by Bierey, in which one voice is

accompanied by four others imitating frogs

—

' qua-qua ! '—belongs also to this period. The
late Julian Marshall possessed a number of

compositions of an obscure but original-minded

composer of this time (though perhaps a Prince),

Signer Sampieri. He appears to have been a

pianoforte teacher who sought to make his

compositions interesting to his pupils by means
of programmes, and even by illustrations placed

among the notes. One of his pieces is ' A Grand
SeriesofMusicalCompositions expressingVarious

Motions of the Sea.' Here we have ' Promenade,

Calm, Storm, Distress of the Passengers, Vessel

nearly lost,' etc. Another is modestly entitled

'A ifovel. Sublime, and Celestial Piece of

Music called Night ; Divided into 5 Parts, viz.

Evening, Midnight, Aurora, Daylight, and The
Bising ofthe Sun.' On the cover is given 'A short

Account how this Piece is to be played. As it

is supposed the Day is more Chearful than the

Night, in consequence of which, the Evening,

begins by a piece of Serious Music. Midnight,

by simple and innocent, at the same time shew-

ing the Horror & Dread of the Night. Av/rora,

by a Mild encreasing swelling or crescendo

Music, to shew the gradual approach of the

Day. Daylight, by a Gay & pleasing Move-

ment ; the Rising of the Sun, concludes by an

animating & lively Kondo, & as the Sun advances

into the Centre of the Globe, the more the

Music is animating, and finishes the Piece.'

In this composition occur some Imitations of

birds. That of the Thrush is not bad :

—

iva.

The Blackbirdand the Goldfinch are less happily

copied. Other works of this composer bear the

titles of ' The Elysian Fields,' ' The Progress of

Nature in various departments,' 'New Grand

Pastorale and Rondo with imitation of the

bagpipes '

; and therg is a curiously illustrated

piece descriptive of a Country Fair, and all the

amusements therein.

VComing now to Beethoven, we have his own

See his letters to Thomson, in Thayer, Ui. 448, 449. He asked

fifty gold ducats for the Job. ,

authority for the fact, that when composing he

had always a picture in his mind, to which he

worked.' But in two instances only has he

described at all in detaU what the picture was.

These two works, the Pastoral and the Battle

Symphonies, are of vastly different calibre. The
former, without in the slightest degree departing

from orthodox form, is a splendid precedent for

programme-music. In this, as in most works
of the higher kind of programme-music, the

composer seeks less to imitate the actual sounds

of nature than to evoke the same feelings as are

caused by the contemplation of a fair landscape,

etc. And with such consummate skill is this

intention wrought out that few people will be

found to agree with a writer in the Encyclo-

pcedia Britammica (early edition), who declares

that if this symphony were played to one

ignorant of the composer's intention, the hearer

would not be able to find out the programme
for himself. But even were this the case—as

it undoubtedly is with many other pieces—it

would be no argument against programme-music,
which never professes to propound conundrums.

It may be worth mentioning that the Pastoral

Symphony has actually been ' illustrated ' by
scenes, ballet, and paiitomime action in theatres.

This was done at a festival of the Kiinstler

Liedertafel of Diisseldorf in 1863 'by a series

of living and moving tableaux, in which the

situations described by the Tone -poem are

scenically and pantomimically illustrated.' ^ A
similar entertainment was given by Howard
Glover at Drnry Lane Theatre, Jan. 30, 1864.

Another interesting fact concerning the Pas-

toral Symphony is the identity of its pro-

gramme with that of the ' Portrait Musical de
la Nature ' of Knecht, described in vol. ii. p.

589. The similarity, however, does not extend

to the music, in which there is not a trace of

resemblance. Mention has elsewhere been

made of an anticipation of the Storm music in

the ' Prometheus ' ballet music, which is interest-

ing to note. Some description of the little-

known ' Battle Symphony ' may not be out of

place here. It is in two parts ; the first begins

with ' English drums and trumpets,' followed

by ' Rule Britannia,' then come ' French drums

and trumpets' followed by 'Malbrook.' More

trumpets to give the signal for the assault on

either side, and the battle is represented by an

Allegro movement of an impetuous character.

Cannon of course are imitated—Storming March

—Presto—and the tumult increases. Then
' Malbrook ' is played slowly and in a minor key,

clearly, if somewhat inadequately, depicting the

defeat of the French. This ends the first part.

Part 2 is entitled 'Victory Symphony,' and

consists of an Allegro eon Irio, followed by ' God
save the King '—a melody, it may be remarked,

2 In a conversation with Neate, in the fields near Baden (Thayer,
lii. 343). ' Ich habe immer ein OemUlde in meinen Gedanken, wenn
ich am componiren bin, und arbeite nach demeelben.'

9 See Beethoven im Malkaaten by Jahn, Oetam. Au/settze.
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which Beethoven greatly admu'ed. The Allegro

is resumed, and then the anthem is worked up
in a spiritei fugato to conclude.

Of the other works of Beethoven which are

considered as programme, or at least character-

istic music, a list has been already given at

p. 2666 of vol. i. It is sufficient here to remark
that the ' Eroica ' Symphony only strives to

produce a, general impression of grandeur and
heroism, and the ' Pathetic ' and ' Farewell

'

Sonatas do but portray states of feeling, ideas

which music is peculiarly fitted to convey.

The title 'Wuth iiber den verlomen Groschen,'

etc., given by fieethoveu to a Rondo (op. 129)
is a mere joke.

The Abbe "Vogler, to whom Knecht's com-
position above referred to is dedicated, was
himself a great writer of programme-music,
having described in hia Organ Concertos such

elaborate scenes as the drowning of the Duke
Leopold in a storm, the Last Judgment, with
graves opening, appearance of the mystic horse-

men and choruses ofdamned and blessed—and a

naval battle in the fashion of Dussek and the rest.

Coming nowto modern times, we find a perfect

mania for giving names to pieces—showing the

bias of popular taste. Every concert overture

must have a title, whether it be programme-
music or not. Every 'drawing-room' piece,

every waltz or galop, must have its distinctive

name, till we cease to look for much descriptive-

ness in any music. It cannot be said that all

Mendelssohn's overtures are programme-music.

The ' Midsummer Night's Dream,' with its trip-

ping elves and braying donkey, certainly is,

but the ' Meereastille,' 'Hebrides,' and 'Melu-

sine ' are only pieces which assume , a definite

colour or character, the same as his ' Italian

'

and 'Scotch' symphonies. To this perfectly

legitimate extent many modern pieces go ; and
some term like 'tinted music' should be in-

vented for this large class of compositions,

which includes the greater part of Schumann's
pianoforte works, for instance. The 'Carnaval'

is decidedly programme-music, so are most of

the ' Kinderscenen ' and ' Waldscenen
'

; while

others, despite their sometimes extravagant

titles, are purely abstract music : for it is well

. known that Schumann generally invented the

titles after the pieces were written. Such pieces

as the ' Fantasia in C ' and the longer ' Novel-

letten,' from their- poetic cast and free form give

a decided impression of being intended for

descriptiw music.

Spohr's Symphony ' DieWeihe der Tone ' (The

Consecration of Sound) bears some relation to

the Pastoral Symphony in its first movement
j

the imitations of Nature's sounds are perhaps

somewhat too realistic for a true work of art,

but certainly conduced to its popularity. For

no faults are too grave to be forgiven when
a work has true beauty. His ' Seasons ' and
' Historical ' Symphonies are less characteristic.

Felicien David's wonderful ode-symphonie
'Le D&ert' must not be omitted, though it

is almost a cantata, like the ' Faust ' of Berlioz.

Modem dramatic music, in which descriptive-

ness is carried to an extent that the old masters

never dreamed of, forms a class to itself. This
is not the' place to do more than glance at

the wonderful achievements of Weber and
Wagner.

Berlioz was one of the greatest champions of

programme-music ; he wrote nothing that was
not directly or indirectly connected with poetical

words or ideas ; but his love of the weird and
terrible has had a lamentable eflect in repelling

public admiration for such works as the ' Francs

Jnges ' and ' King Lear ' overtures. Music
which seeks to inspire awe and terror rather

than delight can never be popular. This

remark applies also to much of Liszfs music.

The novelty in construction of the ' Symphon-
ische Dichtungen' would be freely forgiven

were simple beauty the result. But such
subjects as ' Prometheus ' and ' The Battle of

the Huns,' when illustrated in a sternly

realistic manner, are too repulsive, the latter

of these compositi6ns having iudeted called

forth the severe remark from an eminent critic

that ' These composers (Liszt, etc.) prowl about
Golgotha for bones, and, when found, they-

rattle them together and call the noise music'
But no one can be insensible to the charms of

'Les Preludes,' 'Tmso,' 'Dante,' and 'Faust,'

or of some unpretentious pianoforte pieces, such

as 'St. Franjois d'Assise predicant aux oiseaux,'

' Au bord d'une source,' ' Waldesrauschen,' and
others.

Sterndale Bennett's charming ' Paradise and
the Peri ' overture is a good specimen of a work
whose intrinsic beauty pulls it through. Au
unmusical story, illustrated too literally by the

music,—yet the result is delightful. Eaffj who
knew public taste as well as any man, named
seven out of his ijine symphonies, but they are

descriptive in a very unequal degree. The
' Lenore ' follows the course of Burger's well-

known ballad, and the ' Im Walde ' depicts four

scenes of forest life. Others bear the titles of

'The Alps,' 'Spring,' 'Summer,' etc., but are

character-music only. Raff, unlike Liszt, re-

mains faithful to classical form in his sym-
phonies, though this brings him into diificulties

in the Finale of the ' Forest ' Symphony, where
the shades of evening have to fall and the
' Wild Hunt ' to pass, twice over. The same
difficulty is felt in Bennett's Overture.

That the taste for ' music that means some-

thing ' has enormously increased and is still

increasing no one can doubt who looks on the

enormous mass of modern music which comes
under that head, and who reads the voluble

defence of musical realism- in which some modem
critics delight. Letting alone the music which
is only intended for the uneducated, the extra-
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vagant programme quadrilles of JuUien, and the
clever, if vulgar, imitative choi-usea of Offenbach
and his followers, it is certain that every piece
of music now derives additional interest from
the mere fact of having a distinctive title. Two
excellent specimens of the grotesque in modern
programme-music are Gounod's ' Funeral March
of a Marionette' and Saint -Saens's 'Danse
Macabre." In neither of these is the mark over-
stepped. More dignified and poetic are the other
' Poemes Symphoniques ' of the latter composer,
the ' Eouet d'Omphale ' being a perfect gem in its

way. We may include Goldmark's ' Landliche
Hoehzeit' symphony in our list, and if the Char-
acteristic Studies of Moscheles, Liszt, Henselt,
and others are omitted, it is because they belong
rather to the other large class of character-
pieces. [The tone-poems of Kichard Strauss
are one and all programme-music, and among
recent English specimens of the higher kind
of ' character-music ' may be mentioned Elgar's
' Cockaigne ' overture, and Mackenzie's suite,
' London Day by Day.

']

It will be noticed, on regarding this catalogue,

how much too extended is the application of the
term 'programme-music' in the present day.

If every piece which has a distinct character

is to be accounted programme-music, then the
'Eroica' Symphony goes side by side with
Jullien's 'British Army Quadrilles,' Berlioz's
' Episode de la vie d'un Artiste ' with Dussek'a
' S'ufTerings of the Queen of France, ' or Beet-

hoven's ' Turkish March ' with his ' Lebewohl

'

sonata. It is absurd, therefore, to argue for

or against programme-music in general, when
it contains as many and diverse classes as does

abstract music. As before stated, theorising is

useless—the result is everything. A beautiful

piece of music defies the critics, and all the

really beautiful pieces in the present list survive,

independently of the question whether pro-

gramme-music is a legitimate form of art or

not. F. c.

PEOGEESSION is motion from note to note,

or from chord to chord. The term is sometimes
used to define the general aspect of a more or

less extended group of such motions. It is also

used of a group of modulations, with reference

to the order of their succession. The expression

'progression of parts ' is used with special re-

ference to their relative motion in respect of one
another, and of the laws to which such relative

motion is subject. [See Motion.] o. h. h. p.

PEOLATION (hit. frolatio; Ital. Prola-

xiane). A subdivision of the rhythmic system

which in Mediaeval Music governed the pro-

portionate duration of the Semibreve and the

Minim.
Prolation was of two kinds, the Greater and

the Lesser—called by early English writers the

More and the Lesse, and by Italians, Prolaeume

Perfetta, and Imperfetta. In the former—usu-

ally indicated by a Circle or Semicircle, with

a Point of Perfection in its centre—the Semi-

breve wasequal to threeMinims. In the latter

—

distinguished by the same signs, without the

Point—it was equal to two. [See Point.] The
signs, < however, varied greatly at different

periods. In the latter half of the 1 6th century,

for instance, the Circle was constantly either

used in connection with, or replaced by, the

figure 3, to which circumstance we owe the

presence ofthat figure in ourown time-signatures,

the time now known as 3-2 being, in fact, the

exactmodemequivalent of theGreaterProlation,

and that commonly called Alia Breve, 0, of the

Lesser.

Tlie Greater Prolation. The Lesser Prolation.

Prolation was generally intermixed with
Mood and Time, in curiously intricate propor-

tions, which, however, were greatly simplified

by the best masters of the best period. [See

Mood, Time, Peopoktion, Notation.] w. s. k.

PROMENADE CONCEETS. Although the
concerts given at Vauxhall, Eanelagh, Maryle-
bone, and other public gardens, might be placed

under this head, the class of entertainment now
so well known in this country under the name
was introduced into London from Paris. In
1838 some of the leading London instrumen-

talists gave concerts at the English Opera-House
(Lyceum), under the title of ' Promenade Con-
certs i la Musard.' The pit was boarded over

and an orchestra erected upon the stage in the

manner now familiar to all, though then so

strange. The band consisted of sixty per-

formers, including many of the most eminent
professors ; J. T. Willy was the leader, and
Signer Negri the conductor ; the programmes
were composed exclusively of instrumental

music, each consisting of four overtures, four

quadrilles (principally by Musard), four waltzes

(by Strauss and Lanner), and a solo, usually for

a wind instrument. The first of the concerts

was given on Dec. 12, and they were continued,

with great success, during the winter. Early

in 1839 the band ef Valentino, the rival of

Musard, came to London, and gave concerts at

the Crown and Anchor Tavern ; the programmes
being composed of music of a higher class, the

first part usually including a symphony ; but
they met with little support. In Oct. 1839
the original speculators resumed operations at

the Lyceum. On June 8, 1840, 'Concerts

d'Ete ' were commenced at Dmry Lane under
the conductorship of Eliason, the violinist, with

Jullien as his assistant, and a band of nearly

100, and a small chorus. Some dissensions

among the original managers led to concerts of

the same class being given by Mr. Willy in the

autumn and winter at the Princess's Theatre,

the majority of the band, however, still per-

forming at the Lyceum. About the same period
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promenade concerts were given at Drury Lane,

and Musard was brought over to conduct them.

In Jan. 1841 ' Concerts d'Hiver ' were given in

the same liouse by Jullien, who soon firmly

established himself in public favour and con-

tinued to give this class of concerts until 1859.

[See Jullien.] In 1850 promenade concerts

conducted by Balfe were given at Her Majesty's

Theatre, under the title of 'National Concerts ' ;

a large band and chorus and some eminent

principal singers were engaged, but the specu-

lation proved unsuccessful. After Jullien's

retirement, promenade concerts were annually

given in the autumn at Covent Garden, with
Alfred Mellon as conductor until 1866, and
afterwards under various conductors, Signor

Arditi, M. Herve, Sir Arthur Sullivan, M.
Eiviere, etc. [The autumnal promenade con-

certs languished for a good many years until

the opening of the Queen's Hall, when Mr.
H. J. Wood, by the bold policy of making his

programmes good and interesting instead of

seeking ' popularity,' obtained a greater success

for the series given under his direction than
had rewarded many of his predecessors.] w. H. H.

PROMETHEUS. Beethoven's only Ballet

(op. 43) ; designed by Salvatore Vigano ; com-
posed in 1800, and produced, for Mile. Casen-

tini's benefit, March 28, 1801, in the Burg-

theater, Vienna, under the title of 'Die

Geschopfe des Prometheus.' It contains an
overture, an 'Introduction, 'and sixteen numbers.

The title of the first edition, an arrangement

for the piano (Vienna, 1801, numbered in

error op. 24), is ' Gli Uomini di Prometeo '
;

English edition, 'The men of Prometheus.'

If Beyle—who under the name of Bombet
wrote the famous letters on Haydn—may be

trusted, the representation of Chaos from the
' Creation ' was interpolated by Vigano into

Beethoven's Ballet at Milan, to express 'the

first dawn of sentiment in the mind of beauty

'

(whatever that may mean).

'

No. 5 is a very early instance of the use of

the harp with the orchestra.—The Introduction

contains a partial anticipation of the Storm in

the Pastoral Symphony.—The Finale contains

two tunes which Beethoven has used elsewhere
;

the first' of these, in Eb, appears as a Oontre-

tanz. No. 7 of 12 ; as the theme of fifteen varia-

tions and a fugue for the PF. in Eb (op. 35,

composed in 1802) ; and as the principal theme
in the Finale to the Eroica Symphony. The
second—in G—appears as a Contretanz, No. 11

of the set first mentioned. Such repetitions

are rare in Beethoven. The autograph of
' Prometheus ' has disappeared, but the Hof-
bibliothek at Vienna possesses a transcript with
Beethoven's corrections. G.

PEOPHilTE, LE. Opera in five acts

;

words by Scribe, music by Meyerbeer. Pro-

duced at the Op&a, Paris, April jl 6, 1849. In
' Ltttrei lur Haydn, No. 18 ; May 31, 1809.

Italian, in four acts, at Covent Garden, July 24,

1849. .
G.

PROPORTION (Lat. FropoHio ; Ital. Fro-

porzione). A term used in arithmetic to express

certain harmonious relations existing between

the several elements of a series of numbers ; and
transferred from the terminology ofmathematics

to that of Music, in which it plays a very

prominent part. In music, however, the word is

not always employed in its strict mathematical

sense ; for a true Proportion can only exist in

the presence of three terms ; in which point it

differs from Ratio, which is naturally expressed

by two. Now the so-called ' Proportions ' of

musical science are almost always expressible by
two terms only, and should, therefore, be more
correctly called Ratios ; but we shall find it

convenient to assume that, in musical phraseo-

logy, the two words may be lawfully treated

as synonymous—as, in fact, they actually have

been treated, by almost all who have written

on the subject, from Joannes Tinotor, who
published the first musical dictionary, in the

year 1474,^ to the Theorists of the 18th and
19th centuries.

Of the three principal kinds of Proportion

known to mathematicians, two only—the Arith-

metical and Geometrical species—are extensively

used in music ; the former in connection with
differences of Pitch and Rhythm ; the latter, in

the construction of the time-table, the Scale of

Organ Pipes, and other matters of importance.

Thomas Morley, in his Plaine and easie In-

troduction to PracticeUl Musicke (London, 1597),

gives a table, which exhibits, at one view, all

the different kinds of Proportion then in general

use ; thereby saving so much time and trouble,

in the way of reference, that we have thought
it well to reproduce his diagram, before proceed-

ing to the practical application of our subject.

To use this table (1) When the name of the

Proportion is known, but not its constituents,

find the name in the upper part of the diagram
;

follow down the lines of the lozenge in which it

is enclosed, as far as the first horizontal line of

figures ; and the two required numbers will be
found under the points to which these diagonal

lines lead. Thus, Tripla Sesquialtera lies near

the left-hand side of the diagram, about midway
between the top and bottom ; and the diagonal

lines leading down from it conduct us to the

numbers 2 and 7, which express the required

Proportion in its lowest terms. (2) When the

constituents of the Proportion are known, but
not its name, find the two known numbers in

the same horizontal line ; follow the lines which
enclose them, upwards, into the diagonal portion

of the diagram ; and, at the apex of the triangle

thus formed will be found the required name.
Thus, the lines leading from 2 and 8 conduct
us to Quadrupla.

3 ' Pbofobtio est dnomm numeromin habltuilo ' (Joannla Tinc-
toria, Termmorum MuHcaa Diffhtitoriv/m, Llt,F,}
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Prolation
; (8) Imperfect Time, with the Lesser

Frolation.

B.t3..L||_t^j_H_aa_||-

Adam de Fulda, Sebald Heyden, and Hermann
Finck use a different form of signature ; distin-

guishing the Perfect or Imperfect Modes, by a

large Circle or Semicircle ; Perfect or Imperfect

Time, by a smaller one enclosed within it ; and
the Greater or Lesser Prolation, by the presence

or absence of a Point of Perfection in the centre

of the whole ; thus :

—

In his First Book of Masses, published in

1554, Palestrina has employed Perfect and
Imperfect Time, and the Greater and Lesser

Prolation, simultaneously, in highly complex
Proportions, more especially in the ' Missa
Virtute magna,' the second Osanna of which
presents difficulties with which few modem
choirs could cope ; while, in his learned ' Missa
L'homme arm^' he has produced a rhythmic
labyrinth which even Josquiu might have
envied. But, after the production of the

'Missa Papae MarceUi,' in the year 1565, he
confined himself almost exclusively to the use

of Imperfect Time, with the Lesser Prolation,

equivalent to our Alia Breve, with four minims
in the measure ; the Lesser Prolation, alone,

answering to our common time, with four

crotchets in the measure ; Perfect Time, with
the Lesser Prolation, containing three semibreves

in the measure ; and the Greater Prolation,

alone represented by our 3-2. A very little

consideration will suffice to show that all these

combinations are reducible to simple Dupla
and Tripla.

Our modern Proportions are equally unpreten-

tious, and far more clearly expressed ; all Simple
Times being either Duple or Triple, with Duple
subdivisions ; and Compound 'Kmes, Duple or

Triple, with Triple subdivisions. Modem com-
posers sometimes intermix these different species

of Rhythm, juat as the Greater and Lesser Pro-

lation were intermixed, in the Middle Ages ; but
the simplicity of our time-signatures deprives

the process of almost all its complication. Ko
one, for instance, finds any difficulty in reading

the third and fourth Doubles in the last move-
ment of Handel's fifth suite (the ' Harmonious
Blacksmith '), though one hand plays in common
time, and the other in 24-16. Equally clear

in its intention, and intelligible in the appear-

ance it presents to the eye, is the celebrated

scene in 'Don Giovanni,' in which the first

orchestra plays a minuet in 3-4 : the second,

a gavotte in 2-4 ; and the third, a valse in

3-8 ; all blending together in one harmonious
whole—a triumph of ingenious Proportion

worthy of a Netherlander of the 15th century,

which could only have been conceived by a

musician as remarkable for the depth of his

learning as for the geniality of his style. Spohr

has used the same expedient, with striking effect,

in the slow movement of his symphony ' Die

Weihe der Tone ' ; and other still later com-

posers have adopted it, with very fair success,

and with a very moderate degree of difficulty

—

for our rhythmic signs are too clear to admit

the possibility of misapprehension. Our time-

table, too, is simplicity itself, though in strict

Geometrical Proportion—the Breve being twice

as long as the Semibreve, the Semibreve twice as

long as the Minim, and so with the rest. We
have, in fact, done all in our power to render

the rudiments of the art intelligible to the

meanest capacity ; and only in a very few cases

—such as those which concern the ' Section of

the Canon,' as demonstrated by Euclid, and
other writers on the origin and constitution of

the Scale, the regulation of Temperament, the

Scale of Organ Pipes, and others of like nature

—are we concerned with Proportions sufficiently

intricate to demand the aid ofthe mathematician

for their elucidation. w. s. K.

PEOPOSTA (Lat. dux ; Eng. Subject). A
term applied to the leading part in a fugue or

point of imitation, in contradistinction to the

Eisposta, or response (Eng. Answer ; Lat.

Comes). The leading part of a canon is usually

called the Guida, though the term Proposta is

sometimes applied to that also. w. s. B.

PEOPKIETAS, propriety (Ger. EigenheU).

A peculiarity attributed by mediaeval writers

to those Ligatures in which the first note was
sung as a Breve ; the Breve being always under-

stood to represent a complete measure (Lat.

Tactus ; Old Eng. Stroke). Franco of Cologne
describesLigaturesbeginningwith Breves, Longs,

and Semibreves, as Ligaturae cum, sine, and
cum opposita Proprietate, respectively, w. s. K.

PEOSE. [See Sequentia.]
PEOSKE, Kael, editor of the celebrated

collection of ancient church-music called MnsicA
DiviNA, bom Feb. 11, 1794, at Grbbing in

Upper Silesia, where his father was a wealthy
land-owner. Having studied medicine he made
the campaign of 1813-15 as an army surgeon,

but being compelled to retire by his health he

took his degree as Doctor of Medicine at Halle,

and settled as government physician at Oppeln
in 'Upper Silesia. Here he suddenly became
a religious enthusiast, a change to which his

devotion to church music doubtless contributed.

On April 11, 1826, he was ordained priest by
Bishop Sailer at Ratisbon, where he became
vicar-choral in 1827, and Canon and Capell-

meister of the Cathedral in 1830. From this

time, with the aid of his private fortune, he
began his celebrated collection of church-music,

residing for long in Italy exploring the great
MS. collections there, and scoring from the voice-

parts many very beautiful but hitherto un-
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known works, and publishing them in a cheap,
accurate, and legible form as ' Musica Divina

'

[see ante, pp. 329-30]. Each volume is pre-
ceded by introductory remarks, biographical
and bibliographical. Attention has been re-

peatedly called in this Dictionary to the merits
of this collection. Proske died of angina
pectoris, Dec. 20, 1861, bequeathing his col-

lection to the episcopal library of Ratisbon, of

which it forms one ofthe chief ornaments, r. G.

PROUT, Ebenezer, Mus.D., B.A., bom at

Oundle, Northamptonshire, March 1, 1835,
graduated at London, 1854. He studied the
pianoforte under Charles Salaman. He acted

as organist at various chapels, and was at Union
Chapel, Islington, in 1861-73. From 1861 to

1885 he was professor of the pianoforte at the
Crystal Palace School of Art. In 1862 he
gained the first prize of the Society of British

Musicians for the best string quartet, and in

1865 their first prize for pianoforte quartet.

From 1871 to 1874 he was editor of The
Monthly Musical Jtecord, and from that time
was successively music critic of The Academy
(1874-79) and The Athenaeum (1879-89). He
conducted the Borough of Hackney Choral
Association in 1876-90, and was appointed

Professor of Harmony and Composition at the

National Training School of Music in 1876.

In 1879 he was given a similar post at the

Royal Academy of Music, and in 1884 at the

Guildhall School of Music.

[The following is a list of his compositions :

—

1. string quartet In E flat, 18S2.
S. QiiArt«t for piano and strings, in C, 1S65.
3. Quintet, pt. and strings, in G.
4. Organ Sonata, in D.
5. Organ Concerto, in E minor.
6. Dno Concertante, pf. and harmonimn.
7. Magniflcat in C, soli, choms, and orch.
8. Evening Service in E flat, 187S.

9. Morning Service in F.
10. Chorus, • HaU to the Cliief." 1877.

11. Antbem, ' Happ7 is the man.'
12. Cantata, ' Hereward,' 1878.

13. Evening Service in F {same opus Dumlm}.
14. Overture, Twelfth Night.'
15. String quartet in B flat.

16. Cantata, ' Alfred,' 1882.

17.

18. Quartet, pL and strings in F.
19. Kvening Service in D. 1883.

20. Ode, ' Freedom,' 1885.

21. Cantata, Qneen Aim^,' female voices, 1685.

22. Third STmphony, In F. 1886.

23. Psalm c. for sopr. solo, chor. and oivh., 1686.

24. Cantata, 'The ISed Cross Knight.' 1887.

25. Cantata, ' Damon and Fhlntias,' male voices, 1889.

26. Sonata in D, pf. and clarinet.

27.

28. Suite de Ballet, for orch., 1891.

A Requiem Mass and a comic opera remain in MS.
The foUowing are without opus-numbers :

—

Symphony Ko. 1, in C, 1S74.
Symphony ITo. 2, in G minor, 18^,
Blinuet and Trio for orchestra, 1878.

Organ Concerto in E flat, 1885.

Bcena, contralto, solo, and chorus, Korwich Festlyal, 1887.

Psalm cxxTi., soli, choir, and orch. St, Paul's, 1891.

Overture, ' Rokeby,' 1889.
Vaiioos services and anthems, organ arrangements, etc.

Even more highly prized than his compositions

are his theoretical works : a primer on Instru-

mentation appeared in 1876, and Earmony, its

Thmry and Practice, in 1889 (twentieth edition,

1903) ; Cmmterpoint, Strict and Free, appeared

in 1890 ; Double Cownterpoint amd Canon in

1891 ; FugiK in 1891 ; Fugal Analysis in

1892 ; Musical Form in 1893 ; Applied Forms
in 1895 ; The Orchestra in 1897. Most, if not

all, of these have gone through several editions.

In 1894 Mr. Prout was elected Professor of

Music in the University of Dublin, and received

the honorary degree of Mus.D. from the uni-

versity in the following year. Professor Prout's

work as an editor should also be mentioned
;

he provided additional accompaniments for

several of Handel's oratorios (such as ' Samson,'

for the Leeds Festival of 1880), and in 1902 he
brought out a new full score and vocal score of

the 'Messiah,' and conducted a performance of

the work, according to his own readings, given
by the Royal Society of Musicians in the Queen's

Hall, Nov. 12, of the same year. (See an article

in Musical Times, 1899, p. 225.)] yr. H. H.

PRUCKNEE, DiONYS, bom in Munich, May
12, 1834, was a pupil of F. Niest, and appeared

as a pianist at the Leipzig Gewandhaus at the

age of seventeen. He then studied under Liszt

at Weimar until 1855, when he settled in

Vienna, making concert-tours from there. In

1 859 he was appointed professor at the Stuttgart

Conservatorium, and in 1864 received the title

of court pianist. He died at Heidelberg, Dec.

1, 1896. (Riemann's Leodkon.)

PRUDENT, Emile, born at Angoul^me,
April 3, 1817, never knew his parent's, but

W£is adopted by a piano-tuner, who taught him
a little music. He entered the Paris Conserva-

toire at ten, and obtained the first piano prize

in 1833, and the second harmony prize in 1834.

He had no patrons to push him, and his want
of education not being supplied by natural

facility, he had a long struggle with the stem
realities of life, but by dint of patience and
perseverance he overcame all obstacles. Hia

first performance in public was at a concert

with Thalberg, whose style he imitated, and
the success of his fantasia on 'Lucia di Lammer-
moor ' (op. 8) established him with the public.

He then made constant excursions in France,

and occasional trips abroad, but his home con-

tinued to be in Paris, and there he composed

and produced his new pieces. His compositions,

about seventy in number, include a trio for PF.,

violin, and violoncello ; a concerto-symphonie

'Les trois Raves' (op. 67); several brilliant

and pleasing morceaux de genre, such as ' Les

Bois,' and 'La Danse des Fees'; fantasias on

opera -airs, or themes by classical composers;

transcriptions with and without variations,

cleverly calculated to display the virtuosity of

a pianist; and finally 'Etudes de genre,' also

intended to show off manual dexterity. Hia

music is clear, melodious, and correct
;
pleasing

the ear without straining the attention. Prudent

was no fiery or original genius, but an artist

with a real love for his instrument, and a

thorough understanding of its resources, and a

musician of taste and progress. From Thalberg

to Mendelssohn is a long way to traverse, and
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Prudent was studying the latter composer with

enthusiasm when he was carried off after forty-

eight hours' illness, by diphtheria, on May
14, 1863. His kind and generous disposition

caused him to be universally regretted. He
was a good teacher, and formed several dis-

tinguished pupils. In England he was well

known. He played a concerto in B|> of his

own composition at the Philharmonic, May
1, 1848 ; returned in 1852 and introduced

his elegant morceau 'La Chasse,' which he

repeated at the New Philharmonic Concert,

June 1, 1853. G. c.

PRUME, Franqois Hubert, violinist, was
born June 3, 1816, at Stavelot near Liege.

Having received his first instruction at Mal-
m^dy, he entered in 1827 the newly opened
Conservatoire at Lidge, and in 1830 that at

Paris, where he studied for two years under
Habeneok. Returning to Liege he was ap-

pointed professor at the Conservatoire, although

only seventeen years of age. In 1839 he began
to travel, and visited with much success Ger-

many, Russia, and the Scandinavian countries.

He died July 14, 1849, at Stavelot. Prume
was an elegant virtuoso, with most of the

characteristic qualities of the modem Franco-

Belgian school. He is chiefly remembered as

the composer of ' La Melancolie,' a sentimental

piice de salon, which for a time attained an extra-

ordinary popularity, without, however, possess-

ing the artistic worth of the rest of Prume's
compositions. v. T>.

PRUMIER, Antoinb, bom in Paris, July 2,

1794, learned the harp from his mother, and
afterwards entered the Conservatoire, and ob-

tained the second harmony prize in Catel's class

in 1812. After this, however, he was compelled

bymiUtary law to enter theEcole polytechnique

;

but in 1815 he gave up mathematics, re-entered

the Conservatoire, and finished his studies in

counterpoint under Eler. He then became
harpist in the orchestra of the Italiens, and,

on the death of Nadermann in 1835, professor

of the harp at the Conservatoire. In the same
year he migrated to the Op&a-Comique, but
resigned his post in 1840, in favour of his son,

the best of his pupils. Prumier composed and
published about a hundred fantasias, rondeaux,

and airs with variations for the harp—all well

written but now antiquated. He received the

Legion of Honour in 1845, and was vice-presi-

dent of the Association des Artistes Musioiens

for seventeen years consecutively. He died

from the rupture of an aneurism at a committee
meeting of the Conservatoire, Jan. 21, 1868.

He had retired on his pension the year before,

and been succeeded by Labarre, at whose
death (April 1870) the professorship devolved

upon
Ange Conrad Prumier, bom in Paris, Jan.

5, 1^20, and laurdat in 1838. Like his father

he wrote well for the instrument, and was a

skilled performer and a musician of taste. He
died in Paris, April 3, 1884. G. c.

PSALM, (i.) For the musical recitation of

the prose translation of the Psalms see articles

Antiphon, Gregorian Tones, Inflexion,

Psalmody, Responsoeial Psalmody.
(ii.) For the musical settings of metrical

versions of the Psalms, see Hymn, and Psalter,

(iii.) The elaborate settings of entire psalms,

whether for chorus alone, for solo voices, or for

combinations of voices and instruments, are

mentioned under the names of their composers.

PSALMODY. There are three different

types of Psalmody which have been in use in the

Christian Church, and are broadly distinguished

from one another. The two most important

classes, the Antiphonal and Responsorial

Psalmody, will be found under Antiphon and
Responsorial Psalmody. The third, which is

called Direct Psalmody {Psalmodia in directum,

at Psalmus directaneus), has never had the same
vogue, and now only survives in a few positions.

The fundamental distinction between the three

is as follows :—Responsorial Psalmody is the

alternation between the soloist and choir. Anti-

phonal Psalmody the alternation of two choirs,

while the Direct Psalmody has no alternation

at all, but simply goes straight forward. The
last appears in simple shape in the Benedictine

services, where still a psalm is sung in directum,

that is, in unbroken chorus. The method of

singing is of the simplest sort, being mere recita-

tion with a slight inflexion, thus :

—

Do • mi - ne quid multiplicatl Bunt qui tribulaut me

;

multi iniuigunt ad-Ter-ium me.

The same type of Psalmody is found in a

more elaborate shape in the Tract sung in the

mass (see that heading), for, like the antiphonal

Responsorial Psalmody, this also varies in degree

of ornateness.

The tones employed for the Psalms in

conjunction with the Antiphon are simple.

They are found in the Ambrosian music in a

more primitive form than in the Gregorian, with
a less definite tonality, and that absence of

methodical arrangement which is characteristic

of the Ambrosian music. The Gregorian tones

have all been reduced to order. A tone corre-

sponds with each of the eight modes ; and its

reciting' note is the dominant of the mode.
Each tone consists oftwo members corresponding
to the two halves of the psalm verse. Accord-
ing to the law already explained in the article

Inflexion it has an intonation leading up to

the reciting note, and a cadence called the
mediation at the end of the first half, the

I reciting note is then resumed in the second half
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and leads to a final cadence called the ending.
This is the fixed shape of all Gregorian tones

;

only m the case of the irregular or ' peregrine

'

tone it is relinquished and the recitation takes
place at a different pitch in the second half
from that used in the first half. According to
the strict Gregorian system the mediation of
the first half of the tone is also fixed. It is
only in debased plain-song that the clear dis-
tinction between the tones has been obliterated
by the introduction of fancy mediations. Variety
is secured by the final cadences, technically
called the endings. These vary in number
according to the different tones. They never
have been uniform. The earliest documents
show a certain amount of variety of use, and
this variety survives. The larger number of
mediaeval endings, however, were in universal
use in the Middle Ages, and there was much
more agreement than variety.

A more elaborate form of tone was adopted
for the gospel-canticles, the intonation and
mediation, and to a certain extent even the
reciting note, were decorated, while the ending
remained the same as in the case of the ordinary
psalms. The forms of tone in use of the anti-

phons at mass, namely the introit and com-
munion, were of a still more decorated character.

Each tone, therefore, exists in three forms, as a
psalm tone, as a gospel-canticle tone, and as an
introit tone. The Sarum form of the Gregorian

tones is here subjoined. It is as good a repre-

sentative as any of the best mediaeval traditions

on the subject.

First Mode.
Fsalm-tones and endings.

First.

Dixit do-mi-noa do-mi-uo Die-

Second. Third.

se - de a dex-tri9 me-is

Fourth.

Sixth. Seventh.

'-^^rl-

Eighth.

-T-r

The Gospel-canticle tone.

i:
, a

p
w H- Pi g » « «

Benedictns dominus de-us la-ra-el ; quia TlBitavit. etc.

The Introit-tone and endings.
First.

:^
•iX^

Beat! im-ma-cu-lA-ti in vi-a : qui ambulant In lege do-mi-ni

Second. Third. Fourth.

^i^
i:a^ 7^iiJtl ii^

^^^

PSALMODY

Second Mode.
Fsalm-tone and endings.

First.

829

Dixit do<mi-niia do-iui>no me-o : le-de ft dex-tria me-ia

Second.

f
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tion
; nor does anything survive to show exactly

what musical form this primitive Psalmody
had. It IS probable that it was not unlike the
Litany. Eesponsorial Psalmody survives in its
elaborated form in the Gradual at Mass and at
the Office in the shape of a Respond alternating

PSALMODY 831

with one or more verses. There is no fixed

tone for use with the Verses in the case of the

Gradual, but there is a fixed responsorial tone

in each mode for use with the Verses of the

responds of the Office. These eight responsorial

verse-tones are here given in outline :

—

The Tone of the Respond-Yerse in the Several Modes.

:m^ -7i=i=t

4 5
First.

^I5=4Zjt=:=IiZl:
pa-tri et fi. ll - o

qui Bjw-xaut In te
etspi. • • rl

In COD- Hpectuflli - o

Second.

:^±^^X^jf^ ^^ . r-^ v:;i
i-» pa-tri et fi - U - o

Timiu enm pat-rl-biu nos - triB : in-ius
tn - 1

- tern fe

i"'^i°rL\A "g- ±x^
Third.

^m fl^-fc .1
\J!bZ

^^=t ^
Glo - ri-a

Dmn er - go
pa-tri etfi-U

m«tum lu-de - o ' rum Bo-noa
et Bpi - ri

repente . . . vi-nit

I
Fourth.

**fei»iaFm ^'^ --afti^ KSi
31*:

61o-ri-a
Vi - denfl

pa-tri et
ei - UB au

^-li
dl

et ipi
candiU

ri - • tu - i

- be - - ra - re

Iftt rt-A
Fifth.

:m=^ -tfj> '*^—r-

Olo-ri - a
In do - mi-no landabltnr

pa-tri et ;!-li •

a, - ni-ma me
et spi - - ri -

ant manBue - ti

Sixth.

,1°%% -P^*^ MV
pa-trl et >I • li

' Be-re-re me - i quo-ni

-^
Seventh.

r^
I
A»j "gg= Ms a>'^'^ gg:'^^ •3**- -ft-8-a- ^^m

Glo - ri-a

la firin-ci - pi-o

pa • tri et ^ - li - o
ce - lum et ter - ram et

et Bpi -

cre-avit in
tu - i

a ho

^^''1\^ ^
Eighth.

zd^a>,A m
Olo - ri-a

Con-serva me
- tri et fl-\i - o
te con - fi ' do : diX'i

They wiU be seen to consist of the same elements

as were noted before in the Antiphonal psalm-

tone ; each of them is double in character, has

an intonation leading to the recitation, each in

turn is closed by a mediation ; then in the

second half the recitation is resumed (with or

without a second intonation to lead into it),

and the whole is closed by a final cadence.

Here it is the final cadences that are the most

fixed parts of the tone. They are pentesyllabic,

that is to say, the last five principal syllables of

each half of the verse are set to the five groups

et spl - ri • - tu - i eanct - - o.

domino De us me - us e« tu.

of the cadence. If there were small light

syllables too unimportant to be counted they

were neglected in the reckoning and a small

note (represented here with a white centre) was
inserted to accommodate them somewhere in

the body of the cadence. If the psalm-verse is

long the recitation itself may be a good deal

decorated. If it is short the reciting note may
altogether disappear. Similarly the intonation

is expanded or contracted as occasion may
demand. The Gloria patri represents a con-

tracted form of the psalm-verse, but side by
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side with it indications are given to show the

employment of the same melody to a longer

text. w. H. F.

PSALTER, THE English Metrical, or para-

phrastic rhyming translation of the Psalms and
Evangelical Hymns, intended to be sung, dates

from the third year of King Edward the Sixth,

the year 1549 ; but if we may believe the

accounts usually given of the subject, the

practice of singing compositions of this nature

in England is far older, having existed among
the sympathisers with the new doctrines, long

before the Reformation ; it may even have had
its beginnings among the followers of Wycliffe

or Walter Lollard. With regard to this sup-

position, one thing only is certain : Stemhold's

translations—the nucleus of the metrical psalter

which has come down to us—were not by any
means the first. Sir Thomas Wyat the elder

had already translated the seven penitential

psalms, and the Earl of Surrey three others

;

while about the same time Miles Coverdale,

an eminent divine—forme>ly, like Luther, an
Augustinian monk, and one of the earliest con-

verts to the reformed doctrines,—brought out

thirteen of the most popular Psalms, translated

into English (two of them twice) in metrical

form, apparently from the rhymed versions

contained in the current German hymn books
published between 1624 and 1535. But the

scope of the work was not confined to a few of

the Psalms of David, as will be seen from the

title :—
Goostly psalmes and spirituall aonges diawen ont of

the holy Scripture, for the c5forte and consolacyon of
soch as ioue to reioyce in God and his worde (Colophon).
Imprynted by me Johan Gongh. Cum priuilegio Begalj.
No date (? 1539),

the psalms being twenty-six in number. There
are, among other hymns, three to the Holy
Spirit, two of the Commandments, two of the

Creed, two of the Paternoster ; hymns of the

Nativity and the Resurrection, the Magnificat

and Nunc Dimittis. The rest are for the most
part sacred songs of the chorale type ; but there

is one office hymn

—

uhriste qui lux es—with
its proper tune. Of the tunes, which accompany
the words throughout,—no psalm or hymn being

without a tune,—it may be said generally that

they were probably taken as they were found in

the GeistlicJie Lieder referred to above, attached

to the hymns or psalms selected for translation.

Many have already been identified, and, judging

from the entire similarity of style which is seen

throughout the collection, it may be supposed
that the rest will eventually reveal their deriva-

tion from the same source. They are, of course,

strictly modal. AU the modes except the fifth

and sixth are represented, both in their original

and transposed positions. The first, fourth,

twelfth, and thirteenth each contribute five

tunes ; the rest one or two each. The melodies
are often exceedingly fine and striking, but
from the nature of the metres employed, metres

very different from those adopted for similar

purposes in this country, few of them could be

thought to have exercised any influence upon
the English ideal of metrical music. The only

copy of Coverdale's work known to exist, is

in the Library of Queen's College, Oxford. Its

rarity, and also the fact that its methods were

not to any apparent extent adopted in England,

may be in part due to the circumstance of its

suppression in 1539, the year, indeed, of its sup-

posed publication, by order of King Henry VIII.

In 1549, the year in which Stemhold's first

small work was published, without tunes, there

appeared a metrical translation of the Psalter

complete, together with the Evangelical Hymns,
and music set in four parts, of which the title

is as follows :

—

The Psalter of David newely translated into Englysh
metre in such sort that it maye the more decently, and
wyth more delyte of the mynde, be read and songe of
al men. Wherunto is added a note of four partes,!
with other thynges, as shall appeare in the Epistle U>
the Readar. Translated and Imprinted by Robert
Crowley in the yere of our Lorde MDXLIX the XX
daye of September. And are to be sold in £ley rentes
in Holboume. Cum privilegio ad Imprimendum so-
lum.2

In the ' Epistle to the Readar ' the music is

described thus :

—

A note of song of iiii parts, which agreth with the
meter of this Psalter in such sort, that it serveth for all

the Psalmes thereof, conteyninge so many notes in one
part as be syllables in one meter, as appeareth by the
dyttie that is printed with the same.

This book is extremely interesting, not only
in itself, but because it points to previous works
of which as yet nothing is known. In his

preface the author says :
—

' I have made open
and playne that which in other translations is

obscure and harde,' a remark which must surely

apply to something more than the meagre con-

tributions of Surrey and Wyat ; and indeed the

expression of the title, 'the Psalter of David,
newly translated,' seems clearly to suggest the

existence of at least one other complete version.

The metre is the common measure, printed not,

as now, in four lines of eight and six alternately,

but in two lines of fourteen, making a long
rhyming couplet.' The verse, compared with
other work of the same kind, is of average

merit : the author was not, like Surrey or

Wyat, a poet, but a scholar turned puritan

preacher and printer, who pretended to nothing
more than a translation as faithful as possible,

considering the necessities of rhyme. But the
most interesting thing in the book is the music,*

which here follows :

—

1 'Note' or 'note of lonET,' vas, or nther had been, the tuuol
description of music set to words. At this date it was probably
old.fashioned, since it seldom occurs again. lu 1544, Cranmer, in
his letter to Henry VZII., respecting his Litany, speaks of the
whole of the music sometimes as ' the note,' and sometimes ae ' the
song.'

2 A copy of this book is in the library of Braeenose College,
Oxford. Thanks are due to the College for permieaion to examine
it. [Another copy—differently set up—is in Mr. Christie Miller's
library. BritweU, Bucks.]

3 fills was the usual way of printing the common measure in
Crowley's day, and for many yean afterwards.
4 The plain-song of this chant is of course the seventh ecclesias-

tical tone, with the weU-known ending upon the participant A
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Mode TIL
Tint man 1( happr I aud bl«««l. th»t hatb not (one a-itnr

:

Counter Tenor.

Its interest is of several kinds. In the first

placeitis the earliest music toan Englishmetrical
yersion as yet discovered. The insertion of

the bar also converts it into a double chant,

a musical form hitherto supposed unknown
till a hundred years later, and thus shows
by what a simple transition the passage fiom
chanting the prose psalter to singing the metrical

one might be accomplished. It would be unwise
to argue from this single specimen that it was
so accomplished, or that we see here the typical

early Englishmetrical psalm-tune ; but certainly

the discovery of this little composition, so ob-

viously intermediate in character, very much
diminishes the probability that the chorale form,

which soon afterwards prevailed, was known
in England at this time.

We now enter upon the history of what after-

wards became the authorised version. In the

year 1548 or 1549—it is uncertain which, but
possibly early in 1 549—appeared a small volume
with the following title :

—

Gertayne Fsalmes chosen out of the Psalter of David
and drawen into Englishe Metre by Thomas Stemhold,
Grome of ye Kjngea Maiesties Bobes. London, Edrardus
Whitchnrche,

This volimie, which is without date, contains

nineteen psalms only, indoublecommonmeasure,
or four lines of fourteen, by Sternhold alone,

without music. Sternhold died in 1549, and on
Dec. 14 of that year another edition was pub-

lished, with a new title :•.

—

All such psalmes of David as Thomas Stemehold late

gioome of ye Kinges Maiesties Bobes didde in his lyfetime
draw into English metre. Newl^ imprinted by Edward
Vhitehurche.

Besidesthe originalnineteen, this edition contains

eighteen by Sternhold ; and, printed as a second

part, a supplement of seven by J. Hopkins with-

out music. This is the volumewhieh inprevious

accounts of the subject^ has been usually

described as the first edition ; and no mention is

Aa thU ending. howeTer, is only • modulation which would have
tieen corrected in the Boman serrloe by the suheequent antlphon,

the music belongs properly to the mode of the chant.
> In the original the reciting note is divided into semlbreres, one

for each srllable.
.. ._ ^ , j.i,

s Except in that giren by Warton, who speaks of teverta editions

during SCunhold's UfetUne ; It Is Impossible, howerer. tocorroborate

this.
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made of Hopkins's supplement. It has also been

usual to describe the contents as ' fifty-one

psalms ' ; the actual number, it will be seen, is

forty-four. Lowndes mentions a second edition

of this work in the following year :— 'by the

widowe of Jhon Harrington, London, 1550.'

In this year also William Hunnis, a gentleman
of the Chapel Royal, published a small selection

of metrical psalms, in the style of Sternhold,

with the following title.:

—

Certayne Psalms chosen out of the Psalter of David,
and dt^w^i\ furth into English Meter by Wil liam Hunnis,
London, by the wydow of John Herforde, 16S0.

A copy of this work is in the public library of

Cambridge. There is no music. In 1553 ap-

peared a third edition of the volume dated 1549,
again published by Whitchnrche. This edition

contains a further supplement of seven psalms by
Whittingham, thus raising the number to fit'ty-

ome. There is still no music. Lowndes mentions
another edition of the same year, 'by Thom.
Kyngston and Henry Sutton, London.'
To this year also belongs a small volume con-

taining nineteen psalms in the common measure,
which is seldom mentioned in accounts of the
subject, but which is nevertheless of great in-

terest, since it contains music in four parts. 'The

title is as follows :

—

Certayne Psalmes select out of the Psalter of David,
and drawen into Englyshe Metre, with notes to every
Psalme in iiij parts to Synge, by F. S. Imprinted at
London by Wyllysm Seres, at the Bygne of the Hedge
Hogge, 1553.3

In the dedication, to Lord EusseU, the author
gives his full name, Francys Seagar. The music
is so arranged that all the four voices may sing

at once from the same book : the parts are

separate, eaoh with its own copy of words ; the

two higher voices upon the left-hand page, the
two lower upon the right ; all, of course, turn-

ing the leaf together. Though the music con-

tinues throughout the book, the actual number
of compositions is found to be only two, one being

repeated twelve times, the other seven. The
first is here given :— 'f

Mode II. Transposed.^

Bles . ' led be the Lord

^
Hs n.'Cii''"^

Bin - sed, etc.

m7 re - fnge,

^#^^^^^
mJ wkola powre strength uid

my whol«, etc.

S The iiDlque eopj of thia book la In the libryrj of Emmanuel
College, Carobrldge. Thiuikj are due to the College for permuaiou
to ezamine-U.

< The original is without ban.

3h
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myght : yt does In-itructe my hands to.

'^^

igfe:^ -^

and my fyn-gera

'^^^^^^m^w^

g

and my fyn • gen

my fyn - - gen
T ^
to

lA
Si

fyght.

f=P=1=Pi^i^
and my fyn - gera , to fyght.

It will be perceived that we have not yet

quite arrived at a tune. The part next above

the bass, in descending by one degree upon the

filial, performs the office of a cantus finhus, but

exhibits no other characteristic of a tune that

could be sung alone. The oompositibu is in fact

a little motet, full of points of imitation, but

capable of repetition. It is wjitten in a style

which will be easily recognised by those who
are acquainted with Dr. Tye's music to his

metrical Acts of the Apostles (also published

in this year) or with the four-part song ' In ^oing

to my naked bed '—a native style, founded upon
the secular part-songs of IFayrfax, Comysshe,'

Newark, and Banister, which had been growing

up during the reign of Henrythe Eighth. We see

it here, however, in an imperfect shape, and its

development into a flowing, consecutive common
measure tune is only to be found in Tye's work.i

It is true that Tye, in the last line of his compo-

sitions generally, and occasionally elsewhere,

somewhat injured the rhythmical continuity by
introducing a point of imitation ; but that was so

obviously a concession to scholarship, and could

with so little difiiculty have been altered, that

we may certainly ascribe to him the invention

of an English form of psalm tune, in four parts;

suitable for popular ute, and far more beautiful

than the tunes in chorale.form to which it was
compelled to give way. The influence of Geneva
was atthis time exceedinglypowerful in England,

.

and the tendency, slight as it is, to florid descant

in Tye's work, must have been to the reformers

extremely objectionable ; for just as unisonous

psalm-singing"wa9to the papistthe sign of heresy,

so not less to the reformer was florid descant the

sign of popery. To thiSj no doubt, it is owing
that no more tunes werewritten in this style.

The publications of this year probably, took

place, before July, which was the month of the

king's death ; and nothing further was produced

in this country during thereactioiiaryreign of his

successor. But iu"l"556 an edition of Stemhold
was published in Geneva, for the use of the Pro-

testants who had takesn refuge there, which is

1 OneofTye'a tunes will be found in the article WuusoR o& Btoh

extremely important in the history of the sub-

ject, since it contains the first instalment of those

famous -iXJhurch. tunes,'some at least of which

have been sung, Sunday after Sunday, in our

English churches, from ihat day to this. The
book appeared with a new title :— • =

One ai)d fiftie Psalmes of David in English metre,
whereof 37- were made by Thomas Stemeholde and the
rest by others. Conferred with the hebrewe, apd in-

certeyn places corrected, as the text and sens of the
Prophete required.2

The date is gathered from the second part of

the book, which.contains the Geneva catechism,

form of prayer, and confession, and is printed

'by John Crespin, Geneva, 15j56.' No addition,

it will be seen, had been made to the number
of translations ; it only remains, therefore, to

speak of the tunes. In one respect this edition

differs from all others. Here a new tune is

given for every Psalm ; in subsequent editions

the tunes are repeated, sometimes more than
once. They are printed without harmony, in

the tenor or altp clef, at the head of the Psalm

;

the first verse accompanying tfie notfs. The
question, has often been discussed, what the

Church tunes are ; what their origin, and who
their author. Burney says they are 'mostly
German ' ; but that is impossible, since the

translations in the edition of Sternhold which
the emigrants took with them to Geneva were

all, except one or two, in double, common
measure ; and there are no foreign tunes of

this date v^hioh will fit that peculiarly English

metre. The true answer is probably to be
found in Ravenscroft's classified index of the

tunes in his Psalter, published in 1621 ; where,

under the heading of ' English tunes imitating

the High Dutch, Italian, French and Nether-

landish tunes,' will be found almost all the

original ' Church tunes ' which remained in use

in his day. Accordingto this excellent authority,

therefore, tlie ' Church tunes,' as a whole, are

English compositions. Furthermore, consider-

ing that they appear for < the first time in this

volume, published at Geneva, three years after

the emigration, it becomes exceedingly probable

that they- are imitations of those which.the
emigrants found in use at Geneva among the

French Protestants ; which were chiefly,, if not

entirely, the tunes composed by Bourgeois for

the Psalter ofMarot and B6^. [SeeBoTJRCEOis.]

Some of the French tunes evidently at once

became great favourites with the English Pro-

testants. Already in this volume we find two
most interesting attempts to adapt the famous
French tune now known ais the Old Hundredth
to the double common measure. One is set to

the 3rd Psalm, the otter to. the 68th, , In both

the first line is note for note the same as in the

French tune: the difference begins with the

difference of metre in thei seoojid line. We find

further that as the translation of the Psalter
s A detectlTfr. copy of this Wok. is in tha Bodleian Library ; a

better copy is in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.
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proceeded towards completion, Keith and
Wldttingham, residents in Geneva, rendered
some of the later psalms into special metres,
and re -translated others— among them the
100th, in order to provide for the adoption of
the most admired French tunes intact : these
will be mentioned in detail, so far as they have
been as yet identiiied, later on. The question
of authorship is of secondary interest, There
were at this time, no doubt, many English
musicians capable of composing them, among
the organists or singing men in the Cathedrals
and Chapels Boyal, who are known to have
entered almost as warmly as the clergy into
the religious discussions of the time, and of
whom many took.refuge at Geneva along with
the clergy. Immediately upon the death of
Mary, in 1558, [in which year a second edition

appeared, the recently recovered unique copy
of which is described in the Times, Sept. 19,

1902] this work found its way to England.
The tunes at once became popvilar, and a strong

and general demand was made for liberty to

sing them in the churches. In the following year

permission was given, in the 49th section of

the injunctions for the guidance of the clergy,

where, after commanding that the former order of

service (Edward's)bepreserved, Elizabeth adds :—

And yet nevertheless, for the comforting of such as
delight in music, it may be permitted, that in the begin-
ning or in the end of Common Jfrayer, either at morning
or evening, there may be sung an hymn, or such like
song, to the praise of Almighty God, in the best melody
and music that may be conveniently devised, having
respect that the sentence of thehymn may be understood
and perceived.

This permission and the immediate advantage
that was taken of it, no doubt did inuch to

increase the popular taste for psalm-singing,

and to hasten the completion of the Psalter.

For in the course of the next year, 1560, a new
edition appeared, in which the number of Psalms

is raised to 64, with the following title :

—

Psalmes of David in Englishe Metre, by Thomas
Sterneholde and others : conferred with the Ebtue; and
in certeine places corrected, as the sense of the Prophete
required : and the Note^,ioyned withall. Very, mete to
be used of all sorts of people privately for their godly
solace & comfort,' laying aparte all ungodly' soiiges &
ballades, which tende only to the nourishing of vice,

and corrupting of youth. Newly set foarth and allowed,
according to the Queues Maiesties Ihiunctfons. 1560.

The only known perfect copy pf this edition is

in the library of the Society of Antiqiiaries,

where it is bound up together with a Bible of

1653. It bears Day's name as printer and
the da'te. It contains, moreover, an IrUroduc-r

Hon to lea/rn to sing, ,3, feature l^itherto unknown
in Stemhold, but not unfrequently occurring

afterwards.' Althbugli no mention is made

of them in the title, this work includes metri-

cal versions of tihrpe of the Evangelical Hymns,

th» teii Commandni,euts, the .
Lord's Prayer,

and the Creed. . The practice .of repeating the

* A copy, without name .of place or-tirinter, and imperfect at the

end. ia in the library of Christ Churcli, Oxford. ThanliB are due

to the College for permiBsion to examine it. :
" '
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tunes begins here, -for though the -namber «f
psalms has been . increased, the number of

tunes las diminished. • There are only' forty-

four, of which twenty -three have been taken

on from the previous edition ;^ the rest are

new. Among the new tunes will be found

five adopted from the French Psalter, in the

manner described aboye. They are as follows :

The tunes to the French 121st, 124th, and
130th, have been set to the same psalms in

the English version ; the French 107th has

been compressed to suit the English 120th ; and
the French 124th, though set to the same psalm
in the English version, has been expanded by
the insertion of a section between the third and
fourth of the original—the French psalm having
four lines of eleven to the stanza, the English

five. The tune for the metrical commandments
is the same in both versions.

By the following year twenty -three more
translations were ready ; and another edition

was brought out, again at Geneva :
^

—

Foure score and seven Psalmes of David in English
Mitre, by Thomas Sterneholde and others : conferred
with the Hebrews, and in certeine places con-ected, as
the sense of the Prophet requireth. Whereunto are
added the Songe of Simeon, the then commandments
and the Lord's Prayer. 1561.

From the ' Forme of Prayers,' etc., bound up
with it, we gather that it was ' printed at Geneva
by Zacharie Durand. ' The number of tunes had
now been largely increased, and raised to a point

beyond which we shall find it scarcely advanced
for many years afterwards. The exact number
is sixty-three ; of which twenty-two had ap*

peared in both previous editions, fourteen in the

edition of 1560 only, and two in the edition of

1556 only. The rest were new. Among the

new tunes will again be found several French

importations. The tunes for the English 50th
and 104th are the French tunes for the same
psalms. The 100th is the French 134th,

s The unique copy of this book .is in' the Iiibiajyof St. Paul'ji

Cathedra^. Thanka are due to the nesAand Qhapter for permission
.,

to examine it.
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the 113th is the French 36th, the 122nd the

Trench 3rd, the 125th the French 21st, the

126th the French 90th. The 145th and 148th
are also called ' French ' by Ravenscroft.^ Thus
far there is no sign of any other direct influence.

The imported tunes, so far as can be discovered,

are all French ; and the rest are EngUsh imita-

tions in the same style.

Before we enter upon the year 1562, which
saw the completion of Sternhold's version, it is

necessary that some account should be given of

another Psalter, evidently intended for the

public, which had been in preparation for some
little time, and- actually printed in 1567 or

1568 according to John Daye's license granted
by the Stationers' Company, but which was
never issued— the Psalter of Archbishop
Parker. The title is as follows :

—

The whole Psalter translated into English metre,
which contayneth an hundreth and fifty psalmes. Im-
printed at London by John Daye, dwelling over Alders-
gate beneath S. Martyn's. Gum gratis et privilegio
Begise malestatis, per decennlom.

The privilege sufficiently proves the intention

to publish. It seems at first sight curious,

that while it has been necessary to speak of the

copies of published works hitherto referred to as

unique, it should be possible to say of this, which
was never given to the public, that at least eight

examples are in existence. The reason, however,

is no doubt to be found iu the fact that the few

copies struck off as specimens were distributed

to select persons, and so, finding th^ir way at

once into careful hands, were the better pre-

S3rved. The existing copies, so far as they
have been compared, correspond exactly ; and
show that the work was complete, lacking

nothing except the date, for which a blank
space was left at the foot of the title-page.

The verse of this translation, which is in various

metres, is in every way far superior to that of

Sternhold's ; but though the author has evi-

dently aimed at the simplicity and directness

of his original, he is frequently obscure. The
suppression of the work, however, was probably

not due to any considerations of this kind, but
either to the enormous popularity of Sternhold's

version, which was every day becoming more
manifest, or, as it has been sometimes supposed,

to a change in the author's opinion as to the
desirability of psalm-singing. In any case, it

is much to be regretted, since it involved the
suppression of nine tunes specially composed

I The Imported tonea lometlmea underwent a alight alteration,
necessitated br the freouencr of the feminine rh^mee in the French
ersion, fiy this method a new character waa often given to the
tune.

by Tallis, in a style peculiar to himself, which,

if the work had been published, would at all

events have once more established the standard

of an English tune in four parts, broad, simple,

and effective, and suitable for congregational

use ; and, from the technical point of view,

finer than anything of the kind that has been

done since. Whether it would have prevailed

or not, it is impossible to say. We have seen

how, in the case of Tye, the influence of Geneva
triumphed over the beauty of his music ; and
that influence had become stronger in the

interval. On the other hand, the tendency to

florid descant, so hateful to the reformers, was
absent from the work of Tallis. The composi-

tions in this book are printed, in the manner
then customary, in separate parts, all four

being visible at once. They are in nearly plain

counterpoint ; the final close is sometimes
slightly elaborated, but generally th^ effect—i-

which is one of great richness, solemn or sweet

according to the nature of the particular scale

—

is obtained by very simple means. Eight of

the tunes are in the first eight modes, and are

intended for the psalms ; the ninth, in Mode
XIII, is supplementary, and is set to a transla-

tion of ' Veni Creator.' Two of them have been
revived, and are now well known. One appears

in our hymnals as ' Tallis,' and is the supple-

mentary tune in Mode XIII ; the other,

generally set to Bishop Ken's evening hymn,
and known as 'Canon,' is the tune in Mode
VIII. With regard to the latter, it should be
mentioned that in the original it is twice as

long as in the modem form, every section being

repeated before proceeding to the next. With
this exception the melodies appear as they were
written ; but, as regards the three other parts,

only such fragments have been retained as have
happened to suit the taste or convenience of
compilers. In the original, too, the tenor leads

in the canon ; this is reversed in the modem
arrangement. The tune in Mode I, given as

No. 78 in The English Hymnal (1906), trans-

posed a third higher, is in a more severe and
solemn strain than the two just mentioned.
The treatment of the sixth—natural in the

first half of the tune, and flat in the latter

half—is in the finest manner of Dorian har-

mony. The instruction with regard to the
tunes is as follows :

—

The tenor of these partes be for the people when they
will syng alone, the other parts, put for greater queers,
or such as will syng or play them privatlye.

The method of fitting the psalms to appropri-

ate tunes is very simple. At the head of each
psalm stands an accent—grave, acute, or circum-
flex—indicating its nature as sad, joyful, or

indifferent, according to the author's notion

:

the tunes bear corresponding accents. The
work is divided into three parts, each containing
fift;y psalms ; and since it is only in the third
part that these accents appear {together with
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a rather ingenious system of red and black
brackets, showing the rhyming structure of the
verse), we may perhaps conclude that the work
was not all printed at once, and that it was only
towards the end—possibly after the promulga-
tion of Elizabeth's injunctions—that it. was
thought desirable to have tunes composed.
The first complete edition of the Steruhold

and Hopkins version, containing the whoje
Psalms, the Evangelical Hymns, and the
Spiritual Songs, was published in 1562. The
second edition followed in 1563 and the third
in 1564 (the unique copy is in the John Eyland
library at Manchester) ; the title is as follows :

—

' The whole books of Psalms collected into Englysh
Meter, by T. Sternhold, I. Hopkins, and others, con-
ferred with the Bbrue, with apt notes to singe them
withal. Faithfully perused and alowed according to
thorderappointed in the Queene's maiestie's Iniunctions,
. . . Imprinted at London by John Day dwelling over
Aldersgate. . . . 1562.

: The number of tunes in this edition is sixty-

five ; of which 14 had appeared in all the
previous editions, seven in the editions of 1560
and 1561 only, and seven in the edition of

1561 only, and four in the edition of 1560
only. The rest were new. Nothing more had
been taken from the French Psalter ; but two
tunes which Ravenscroft calls ' High Dutch

'

were adopted. One of them, set to Wisdome's
prayer 'Preserve us. Lord, by thy dear word,'

was identified by Bumey with the so-called

Luther Chorale set to similar words. It will

have been observed that a considerable re-

arrangement of the tunes had hitherto taken
place in every new edition ; the tunes which
were taken on from previous editions generally

remained attached to the same psalms as before,

but the number of new tunes, as well as of

those omitted, was always large. Now, how-
ever, the compilers rested content ; and hence-

forward, notwithstanding that a new edition

was published almost yearly, the changes were

so gradual that it will only be necessary to take

note of them at intervals. The tunes are printed

without bars, and in notes of unequal length.

Semibreves and minims are both used, but in

what seems at first sight so unsystematic a way
—since they do not correspond with the accents

of the verse—that few of the tunes, as they

stand, could be divided into equal sections ;

and some could not be made to submit to any
time-signature whatever. In this respect they

resemble the older ecclesiastical melodies. The
idea of imitation, however, was probably far

from the composer's mind, and the object of his

irregularity was no doubt variety of efiect ; the

destruction of the monotonous swing of the

alternate eight and six with accents constantly

recurring in similar positions. To the eye the

tunes appear somewhat confused ; but upon
trial it will be found that the long and short

notes have been adjusted with great care, and,

taking a whole tune together, with a fine sense
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of rhythmical balance. The modes in which
these compositions are written are such as we
should expect to meet with in works of a popular,
as opposed to an ecclesiastical, character. The
great majority of the tunes will be found to be
in the modes which have since become our
major and minor scales. The exact numbers
are sis follows :—twenty-eight are in Modes
XIII and XIV, twenty -three in Modes IX
and X, twelve in Modes I and II, one in

Mode VII, and one in Mode VIII. All these
modes, except the last two, are used both in
their original and transposed positions.

A knowledge of music was at this time so
general, that the number of persons able to sing
or play these tunes at sight was probably very
considerable. Nevertheless, as in the edition

of 1660, so also in 1561, 1564, and again in

1577 and 1581, there was published An
Introduction to Learn, to Sing, consisting of
the scale and a few elementary rules, for the
benefit of the ignorant. The edition of 1607
contained a more elaborate system of rules,

and had the sol-fa joined to every note of

the tunes throughout the book ; but this was
not repeated, nor was any further attempt
made, in this work, to teach music.

For competent musicians, a four-part setting

of the church tunes was also provided by the
same publisher :

—

The whole psalmes in foure partes, which may be song
to al mnsicall instrumentes, set forth for the encrease of
vertue,,,and abolishyng of other vayne and triflyng
ballades. Imprinted at London by John Day, dwelling
over Aldersgate, beneath Saynt Uartyns. Cum gratis et
privilegio Regiae Maiestatis, per septennium. 1663.1

Notwithstanding this title, only the first

verse of each Psalm is given ; enough to accom-
pany the notes once, and no more : it is there-

fore only a companion to Sternhold ; not, like

almost all subsequent works of the kind, a
substitute. But in other respects it was designed

on a mucji larger scale than anything that

appeared afterwards. It is in four volumes,

one for each voice. Every composition, long or

short, occupies a page ; and at the head of each

stands one of the fine pictorial initial letters

which appear in all Day's best books about this

time. But it is as regards the quantity of the

music that it igoes farthest beyond all other

collections of the same kind. The composers

of subsequent Psalters thought it quite suflBcient,

as a rule, to furnish each of the sixty-five church

tunes with a single setting ; but here, not only

has each been set, but frequently two and some-

times three and four composers have contributed

settings of the same tune ; and as if this were not

enough, they have increased the work by as

many as thirty tunes, not to be found in Stern-

hold, and for the most part probably original.

The total result of their labours is a collection

of 141 compositions, oF which four are by N.
Southerton, eleven by R. Brimle, seventeen by

' A second edition was published in 1565.
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J. Hak<e, twenty-seven by T. Canston, and
eighty -one by- W. Parsons. It is worthy of

remark thatwhile all the contemporarymusicians

of the first rank had already been employed

upon contributions to the liturgical service—^not

only by way of MSS., but abo in the printed

work, ' Certayne notes,' etc., issued by Day in

1560,—the composers to whom the publisher

had recourse for this undertaking are all; except

one, otherwise unknown.' Nor is their music,

though generally respectablfe and sometimes

excellent, of a kind that requires any detailed

description : it will be sufBoient to mention a few

of its most noticeable characteristics, interest-

ing chiefly from the insight they afford into the

practice of the average proficient at this period.

The character of- these' compositions in most
cases is much the same as that of the simple

settings of the French Psalter by Goudimel and
Claude le Jeitoe [concerning those composed by
Franc for the Psalter of 1565, see vol. ii. p. 94],

the parts usually moving together, and the

tenor taking the tune. The method of Causton,

however, differs in some respects from that of

his associates : he is evidently a follower of Tye

;

showing the same tendeticy towards florid coun-

terpoint, and often indeed using the same figures.

He IS, as might be expected, very much Tye's

inferior in invention, and moreover still retains'

some of the objectionable collisions, inherited

by the school of this period from the earlier

descant, which Tye had refused to accept.^

Brimle offends in the same way, but t5 a far

greater extent : indeed, unless he has been
cruelly used by the printer, he is sometimes

unintelligible. In one of his compositions, for

instance, having to accommodate his accom-

panying voices to a difficult olosfe in the melody,

he has written as follows :
^—

The difficulty arising from the progression of

the melody in this passage was one that often

presented itself during the process of setting

the earliest versions of the church tunes. It

arose whenever the melody, in closing, passed

1 CauBtod, a Gentleman of the Chapel Boyal, had been a contri-
butor to ' Certayne notes.'

2 He frequently converba parsing discords into discords of percua-
slon, by repeating the bass note ; and his ear, it seems, could tolerate
the prepared ninth at the distance of a second, when it occurred
between inner parts.

3 This passage, however, will present nothing extraordinaiy to
those who nuiy happen to have examined the examples, taken from
Bisby, Figott, and nthers, in Morley'e Plaine and Haaie Introdtto-
tionto Pructicall Afiuick. From those examples it appears that the
laws which govern the treatment of discords were not at all generally
understood by English musicians, even as late as the beginning of
Henry the Eighth's reign ; it is quite evident that discords (not
passing) were not only constantly taken unprepared, but, what is

more strange, the discordant note was absolutely free in its
progression. , It might either rise orfall atpleasure: it might pass,
by skip or by dqgi-ee, either to concord or discord ; or it might
remain to become the preiiaratlon of a suspended discord. Arid
this was tlie pracMce of musicians of whom Morley says that ' they
were skilful men for the time wherein they lived,'

by the interval of a *hole tone from the' seventh

of the scale' to the final. 'When this happened,

the final cadence of the mode was of course

impossible, and some sort of expedient became
necessary. Since, however, no substitute for

the proper close could be really' satisfactory

—

because, no matter how cleverly it might be

treated, the result must necessarily be ambigu-

ous—in all such cases the melody was sooner

or later altered. As these expedients do not

occur in subsequent Psalters, two or other speci-

mens are here given of a more rational kind

than the one quoted above. -

Mode IX.
1.

frinsposed (Final, D).

W. Pabsohs.

Mode I. ' l^iinsposed (Fin&l, G).

2. .

, ,
J. Hake.

Both Parsons * and Hake appear to have been

excellent musicians. The style of the former is

somewhat severs; sometimes even harsh, but

always strong and solid. In the latter we find

more sweetness ; and it is characteristic of him
that, more frequently than the others, he makes
use of the soft harmony of the imperfect triad in

its first in'version. It should be mentioned that

of the 'seventeen tunes set by him in this

collection, seven were church tunes, and ten

had previously appeared in Crespin's edition of

Sternhold, and had afterwards been dropped.

His additions, therefore, were none of them
original. One other point rerbains to be

lioticed. Modulation, ' in these settings, is

* In Este's psalter the tune of No, 1 has alreikdy been altered, in

order to make atme final dose possible, in the manuei'shown below.
The tune containing No. 2, does not occur again, bv^t here also an
equally simple alteration brings about' the desired result.

W. C0B£0LI>.

6 W. Parsons must not be confounded with R. Parsons, a weU-
known composer of this period. J. Hake may possibly have been the
' Mr. Hake,' a singing man of Windsor, whose name was mentioned
by Testwoode in one of the scoiflng speeches for which he was after-
wards tried (with Marbeck and another) and executed.
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exteemely rare
; and often, when it would seem—to modern ears at least—to -be irresistibly,

suggested by the progression of the melody, the
apparent ingenuity with which it has been
avoided is very curious. In the tun« given to
the 22nd Psalm, for instance, which is in
Mode XIII (final, C), the second half begins
with a phrase which obviously suggests a modu-
lation to the dominant :

—

but which has been treated by Parsons as

follows :— 1
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The importance of this Psalter, at once the

first and the most liberal of its kind, entitles it

to a complete example of its workmanship. The
tune chosen is that to the 137th Psalm, an
excellent specimen of the English imitations of

the French melodies, and .interesting also as

being one of the two tunes which, appearing
among the first printed—:in Crespin's. edition of

Stemhold,—are ,in use at this day^ It was
evidently a favourite with Parsons, who has set

it three times ; twice placing it in the tenor, and
once in the upper voice. The latter setting is

the one here given :—

^

Mode XIV, -Transposed.

Fsalm cxxxvii. W. Parsons.
When as we sat in Ba - bi . Ion,

Si=3?ia ±S=^=S=^

1 ITothin^ ia more interesting than to trace the progress of a
paasage of this Itind through subsequent paalters, and to notice
hoV surely, sooner or later, the modulation cornea :

—

Mode XIII. "fransposed.

W. CoBBOLD (Bste's Psalter, 1592).

T. MoRLEY (Parley's Psalter).

P-=f

a It mnflt be contessed th|it the tune is more beautiful without its

settine. Parsons ha« not only avoided every kind of modulation,

but has even refoaed closes which the ear deairea. and which he

miffht have taken-without having recourse to chromatic notes. It

remained for later muaiciana to bring out the beauty of the melody.

the; ry • vers round a - bout : And In re - mem •

bi-aunce of Si - on, the teares for'griet burst out

:

'ff^ ^^ r
=i B̂^^EEE

.-for .their uae, had plant -ed, ma - ny one.

•b &—^—'^-m

^ S=g=gg=

m.

u
=S=H:H==!

t-
=s^==a=B

=p=

' At the end of the book are to be found a few
miscellaneous compositions, some in metre and
some in prose, probably not specially intended

for this work, but adopted into it. Some of

these are by the musicians employed upon the

Psalter ; but there are also two by Tallis, and
one each by Shephard and Edwards.
The ample supply of four-part settings con-

tained in Day's great collection seems to have so

far satisfied the public craving, that during the

next sixteen years no other publication of the

same kind was attempted. Nor had the work
which appeared at the end of that period been

composed with any kind of desire to rival or

succeed the existing one ; it had,, in fact, never

been, intended for the public; and was brought

out without the permission, or even the know-
ledge, of its author. Its title was as follows :

—

The Psalihes of David in English meter With notes of
foure partes set' unto theni by Guilielmo Damon, for
•lolin Bull, to. the use of the godly Christians for
recreatyng themselves, instede of fond and unseemly
Ballades. Anno 1579 at London Printed by John Daye.
Gura privilegio.

The circumstances of this publication, as they
were afterwards related, were shortly these. It

was Damon's custom, on the occasion of each of

his visits to his friend, Mr. John Bull, to com-
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pose, and leave behind him, a four-^art setting

oif some one of the church tunes ; and . these,

when the collection was complete, Bull gave

to the printer, without asking the author's con-

sent. The preface, by one Edward Hake, is

a kind of apology, partly for the conduct of

the above-mentioned Mr. John Bull, ' citizen

and goldsmith of London,' and partly for the

settings themselves, of which he says that they

were 'by peece meale gotten and gathered

together from the fertile soyle of his honest

frend Guilielmo Damon one of her Maiesties

Musitions, ' who ' never meant them to the use

of any learned and cunnyng Musition, but alto-

gether respected the pleasuryng of his private

frend.' The settings—one only to each tune

—

are very much of the kind that might be ex-

pected from the circumstances. They are in

plain counterpoint, with the tune in the tenor
j

evidently the work of a competent musician, but

without special merit. The book contains four-

teen tunes not to be found in Day, and among
these are the first four of those single common
measure tunes which later quite took the place

in popular favour of all but a few of the older

double kind. They had not as yet been named,
but they were afterwards known as Cambridge,

Oxford, . Canterbury, and Southwell. Two of

the church tunes have been dropped ; and it

should also be remarked that in many tunes the

value of the notes has been altered, the altera-

tion being, in all cases, th« substitution of a

minim for a semibreve.

Warton mentions a small publication, 'VII
Steppes to heauen, alias the vij [penitential]

Psalnies reduced into meter by Will Hunnys,'

'

which he says was brought out by Henry
Denham in 1581 ; and ' Senen sobs of a sorrow-

full soule for sinne,' published in 1585, was,

according to the same authority, a second edition

of the same work with a new title. The later

edition contains seven tunes in double common
measure, in the style of the church tunes,

exceedingly well Written, and quite up to the

average merit of their models. Burney and
Lowndes both mention a collection of settings

with the following title :

—

Afusicke of six and five parts made upon the common
tunes urfpd in sin^ng of the F.salmes by John Cosyn,*
London by John Wolfe, 16S5.1

Another work, called by Canon Havergal the
' Psalter of Henrie Denham, '

' is said to have

been published in 1588.

Damon seems to have been considerably

annoyed to find that compositions which he

thought good enough for Mr. Bull, had been by
Mr. Bull thought good enough for the public

;

and, as a protest against the injustice done to

his reputation, began, and lived long enough to

finish, two other separate and complete settings

of the church tunes, in motet fashion ; the tunes

in the first being in the tenor, and in the second

1 These worki the writer hae not been able to meet with.

in the upper voice. They were brought out

after his death by a friend, one William Swayne,
from whose preface we learn the particulars of

the publication of 1579. The titles are as

follows ;—
1. The former books of the Musicke of M. William

Damon late one of her maiesties Husitions : contelning
all the tunes of David's Psalmes, as they are ordinarily

soung in the Church : most excellently by him composed
into 4 parts. In which settthe Tenor singeth the Church
tune. Published for the recreation of snch as delight in
Husicke : by W. Swayne Gent. Printed by T. Este, the
assign^ of W. Byrd. 1&91.

2. The second Booke of the Musicke of W.. William
Damon, contelning all the tunes of David's Psalmes,
differing from the former in respect that the highest
part singeth the Church tune, etc.

In both these works the compositions are in

the same rather ornate style
;
points of imitation

are frequently taken upon the plain-song, the

parts from time to time resting, in the usual

manner of the motet. Their whole aim is, in

fact, more ambitious than that of any other

setting of the church tunes. Twelve of the

original tunes have been dropped, and one in

single common measure added—the tune after-

wards knownasWindsor or Eton. [SeeWindsor
Tune, and vol. i. p. 654.]

Este, the publisher Of these two works, must
have been at the same time engaged upon the

preparation of his own famous Psalter, for in

the course of the next year it was brought out,

with the following title :

—

The whole booke of psalmes : with their wonted
Tunes, as they are song in Churches, composed into
foure parts : All which are so placed that foure may
sing ech one a seuetal part in this booke. Wherein the
Church tunes are carefully corrected, and thereunto
added other short tunes usually song in London, and
other places' of this Realme. With a table in the end of
the booke of such tunes as are newly added, with the
number of ech Psalme placed to the said Tune. Com-
piled by. sondry avthora who haue so laboured herein,
that the vnskilfull with small practice may attaine to
sing that part, which is fittest for their voice. Imprinted
at London by Thomas Est, the assign^ of William Byrd

:

dwelling in Aldersgate streete at the eigne of the Black
Horse and are there to be sold. 1592,'

It seems to have been part of Esto's plan to

ignore his . predecessor. He has dropped nine

of the tunes which were new in Damon's
Psalters, and the five which he has taken on
appear in his 'Note of tunes newly added in

this booke.' Four of these five were those after-

wards known as Cambridge, Oxford, Canterbury,

and Windsor, and the first three must already

have become great favourites with the public,

since Cambridge has been repeated twenty-nine
times, Oxford twenty-seven times, and Canter-

bury thirty-three times. The repetition, there-

fore, is now on a, new principle : the older

custom was to repeat almost every tune once

or twice, but in this Psalter the repetition is

confined almost entirely to these three tunes.

Five really new tunes, all in single common
measure, have been added. To three of these,

names, for the first time, are given ; they are

3 A second edition was published In 1594, Sind a third In 1604.
The work was reprinted by the MuBlcal Antiquarian Society in ] s^4.
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' Glassenburie, '
' Kentish ' (afterwardsEooheater),

and 'Chesshire.' The other two, though not
named as yet, afterwards became London and
Winchester.

For the four-part settings Este engaged ten
composers, 'being such,' he says in his preface,
' as I know to be expert in the Arte and suffi-

cient to answere such curious carping Musitions,
whose skill hath not been employed to the
furthering of this work.' This is no empty
boast : seventeen of the settings are by John
Farmer ; twelve by George Kirbye ; ten by
Eichard Allison ; nine by Giles Famaby ; seven
by Edward Blancks ; five by John Douland

;

five by William Cobbold ; four by Edmund
Hooper ; two by Edward Johnson, and one by
Michael Cavendish. It will be observed that

^ though most of these composers are eminent as

madrigalists, none of them, except Hooper,
and perhaps Johnson, are known as experts in

the ecclesiastical style : a certain interest there-

fore belongs to their settings of plain-song ; a
kind of composition which they have nowhere
attempted except in this work.^ The method
of treatment is very varied : in some cases the

counterpoint is perfectly plain ; in others plain

is mixed with florid ; while in others again the

florid prevails throughout. In the plain settings

no great advance upon the best of those in Day's

Psalter will be observed. Indeed, in one respect,

—the melodious progression of the voices,

—

advance was scarcely possible ; since equality

of interest in the parts had been, from the very

beginning, the fundamental principle of com-
position. What advance there is will be found

to be in the direction of harmony. The ear is

gratified more often than before by a harmonic
progression appropriate to the progression of the

tune. Modulation in the closes, therefore, be-

comes more frequent ; and in some cases, for

Special reasons, a partial modulation is even

introduced in the middle of a section. In all

styles, a close containing the prepared fourth,

either struck or suspended, and accompanied by
the fifth, is the most usual termination ; but

the penultimate harmony is also sometimes

preceded by the sixth and fifth together upon
the fourth of the scale. Thff plain style

has been more often, and more successfully,

treated by Blancks than by any of the others.

He contrives always to unite solid and reason-

able harmony with freedom of movement and

melody in the parts ; indeed, the melody of his

upper voice is often so good that it might be

sung as a tune by itself. But by far the greater

number of the settings in this work are in the

mixed style, in which the figuration introduced

consists chiefly of suspended concords (discords

being still reserved for the closes), passing notes,

and short points of imitation between two of the

> Farmer had publlBhed, In the prevfoM year, forty csnona, two

in one. upon one pl»in-»ong. Ihees, however, were only contra-

puntal exercises.

parts at the beginning of the section. It is

difficult to say who. is most . excellent in this

manner. Farmer's skill in contriving the short

points of imitation is remarkable, but one must
also admire the richness of Hooper's harmony,
Allison's smoothness, and the ingenuity and
resource shown by Cobbold and Kirbye. The
last two, also, are undoubtedly the most suc-

cessful in dealing with the more florid style,

which, in fact, and perhaps for this reason, they
have attempted more often than any of their

associates. They have produced several com-
positions of great beauty, in which most of the
devices of counterpoint have been introduced,

though without ostentation or apparent effort.

Famaby and Johnson were perhaps not in-

cluded in the original scheme of the work, since

theydonot appear till late, Johnson's first setting

being Ps. ciii. and Famaby's Ps. cxuc. They need
special, but not favourable, mention ; because,

although their compositions are thoroughly able,

and often beautiful^Johnson's especially so—it

is they who make it impossible to point to Este's

Psalter as a model throughout of pure writing.

The art of composing for concerted voices in the

strict diatonic style had reached, about the year

1580, probably the highest point of excellence it

was capable of. Any change must have been for

the worse, and it is in Johnson and Farnaby
that we here see the change beginning.^

There is, however, one Psalter which can be
said to show the pure Elizabethan counterpoint

in perfection throughout. It is entirely the

work of one man, Richard Allison, already

mentioned as one of Este's contributors, who
published it in 1699, with the following title :

—

The Psalmes of David in Meter, the plains song beeing
the common tunne to be sung and plaide upon the Lute,
Orpharyon, Citterne or Base Violl, severally or alto-

gether, the singing part to be either Tenor or Treble to
the instrument, according to the nature of the voyce, or
for fowre voyces. With tenne short Tunnes in the end,
to which for the most part all the Fsalmes may be
usually sung, for the use of such as are of mean skill,

and whose leysure least serveth to practize. By Richard
Allison Gent. Practitioner in the Art of Musicke, and
are to be solde at his house in the Dukes place neere
Aide -Gate London, printed by William Barley, the
asigne of Thomas Morley. 1599.

The style of treatment employed by Allison

3 Johnson (Fb. cxi.} hss talcen the fourth unprepared in a chord
of the 6-4, and the imperfect triad with the root in the hass.

f'amahy so frequently ahandons the old practice of malting all the
notes upon one syllable conjunct, that one must suppose he actually
preferred the leap In such cases. The following variants of a weU-
known cadence, also, have a kind of interest, since it is ditficult to
see bow they could for a moment have borne comparison with their
original :

—

G. Fabnabt. E. JoHysoH.

4d=

JoIiTiBon, though sometimes liceotioua, was also sometimes even
prudish. In taking the sixth and fifth upon the fourth of the
scale, hia aesociates accompanied them, in the modem way, with a
third; Johnson, however, refuses this, and, followingr the strict
Boman practice, douhles the bass note instead.

3h
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in this work—d» which he has given the tune

to the upper voioe throughout^is almost the

same as the mixed style adopted by him in

Este's Psaltep. Here, after an interval of seven

yearsj we find a slightly stronger tendency

towards the more florid manner, but his devices

and ornaments are still always- in perfectly pure

;

taste.i The lute part was evidently only in-

tended for use when the tune was sung by a

single voioe, since it is constructed in the

manner then proper to lute accompaniments to

,

songs, in which the notes taken by the voice

were omitted. Sir John Hawkins, in his

account of . the book, makes a curious mistake

on this point. He says, ' It is observable that)

the author has made the plain-song or Church
tune the cantus part, which part being intended

as well for the lute or cittern as the voice, is

given also in. those characters called the taiblatv/re •

which are peculiar to those instruments. ' That
the exact opposite is the case,^ will be seen from
the translation of a fragment of the lute part,

here given :

—

Voices.
. When .as we 8at In B« • bl - > - Ion. .

.Tune
,

W$ -g-^^d-
'rF^^f,

W:^ M J-
iw=^

Lute.

The nextPsalter to be mentioned is.one which

seems to have hitherto escaped notice. It was

issued without date ; but since we find that it.

contains tunes not existing in the third edition

of Este (1604), it may perhaps be supposed to be

later than that edition ; and since we know
that its printer, W. Barley, brought out nothing

after the year 1614, it would be natural to as-

sume that it was published in the interval be-

tween those two dates. Its title is as follows :

—

The whole Booke of Fsalmes. With their woonted
Tunes, as they are sung in Churches, composed into,

foure parts. Compiled by sundrie Authors, whq have
so laboured herein, that the unskilful with small practise

may attaine to sing that part, which is fittest for their

voice. Prnted at London in little S.' Hellena by W.
Barley, £he assigne of T. Morley, and are to be sold at
his shop in Gratious street. Cum privilegio.

From this title, and from the fact that Morley

was the successor to Byrd, whose assignee Este

was, it would be natural to infer that thfe work

. * It w&B b7. a chance more unfortunate even than usual that Dr.
Bumey selected this Psalter,—on the whole the best that ever ap-
peared,—as a victim to hit strange prejudice against our native
music. Hisslighting verdict is that 'the boolrhaa-Tio-merlt, but
whit was very common at the time it was printed ' ; which is

certainly true ; but Allison, a musician of the first ranic, is not
deserving of contempt on the ground that merit of the highest Icind

happened to be very common .in his day.
2 Hawldns has evidently been misled by the clumsily worded

title.
, .

was a further edition of Este's Psalter : and
from its contents, it would seem to put forward

some' pretence to be so. But it differs in several

important respects from the original. Este's

Psalter was <a beautiful book, in octavo size,

printed in small but perfectly clear type ; the

voice parts separate, but all visible- at once,

and all turning the leaf together. Barley's

Psalter is reduced to duodecimo size, becoming

in consequence inconveniently thick ; it is

badly printed ; and the .parts, though, separate,

do not always turn the leaf together. . Worse

than this, in almost all the settingSj, the two

upper voice parts are omitted,- and the remaining

parts—the time and the bass^-being separate

are rendered useless even to the organist, the

only person who could have turned , two parts

to any sort of account. The work,> therefore,

is so unsatisfeictory as to be scarcely worthy of

notice,,did it not contain ten new and admirable

settings, of which four are by Morley himself,

five by John Bennet, and one by Farnaby.

These not only save the book, but render it

valuable ; for in Eavenscroft's Psalter, published

a few years later, only fi'Ve of them<—two by
Morley and three by Bennet—survive. This

work, therefore, contains six compositions by
eminent musicians which are not to be found
elsewhere. They are of course printed entire,

as are also the. settings of the two established

and often-repeated favourites above referred to,

Oxford ,and Cambridge tunes, and a few others,

which, however, though they have escaped

mutilation, have not escaped alteration, con-

siderable changes being sometimes made in the

parts. In sqme of the miitilated settings, also,

the. bass part has been -altered, and in some a

new bass has been- substituted for the old one,

while the editor has allowed the name of the

original composer to stand above the tune.

Examples of extreme carelessness in editing

might also be given,, were it worth while to do
so. On the whole, the book is somewhat of a

puzzle. There would be nothing surprising in

its peculiarities had it been some unauthorised

or piratical edition of Este ; but when we re-

member that the printer was working under
the royal patent granted to Morley, and that

Morley himself, and another musician almost
as distinguished, contributed to it some of the

best settings of church tunes ever composed, it

becomes diflicult to account for its badness.^

Besides the new settings of old tunes, it also

^ One explanation only can be suggested at present. The work
may never have been intended to ranlc with foor-part psalters at
all. The sole right to print Stemhold's version, with the church
tunes, had just passed into the hands j)f the Stationers' Company

;

and it is possible that this book may have been put forward, not as
a foturth edition of Este, but in competition with the company : the
promoters hoping, by the retention of the complete settings of afew
ravdUrite tunes, and the useless bass part of the rest, to create a
technical difference, which would enable them to avoid infringe--
ment of the Stationers' patent. The new settings of Morley and
Bennet mayhave been added as an attractive feature. If, however,
the announcement in ^he title of the third edition of Este (16(14),'
' printed for the companie of Stationers,' should mean that the
company had acquired a permanent. right to that work. Barley's
publication would s^em no longer iio be defensible, on any ground.
Further research may make the matter more clear.
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contains one new tune , set by Blanoks, after-

wards called by Ravenscroft a Dutch tune.

Kavenscroft's Psalter, which comes next in

order, was published in 1621, with the following

title :—
The whole Booke of Psalihes with the Hymnes Bvan-

^licalL and iSougs Spirituall. Composed into four parts
by sundry authors, to such severall tunes, as have been,
and are generally sung in England, Scotland, Wales,
Germany, Italy, tYance, and the Netherlands: never as
yet before i(i one.volume published.. , . JJewl^ cprrected
and enlarited by Thomas Ravenscroft Bachelar of

Musicke; Printed at 'London, for the Company of Sta-

tioners.l . -

This Psalter contains a larger number of

eomposi£ions than any other except that of

Day ; but the number in excess of the Church
tunes is not made up, as in Day, by alternative

settings, but by the swiditidn of forty new tunes,

almost all of which are single common measure

tunes of the later kind, with names. They
appear in the index under the' heading-^' such

tunes of the Psalmes iisually sung in Cathedrall

Churches, Collegiat Chapels, &c.,' and are

divided' broadly into three classes', one of which

contains those named' after the English Cathe-

drals and Universities, while the other two are

called respectively Scotch and Welsh, and the

times named accordingly. ' The whole subject of

these names, and Ijpw they are to be understood;

has beeri gone into at some length by Canoil

Havergal in the preface to his quasi-reprint of

this' Psalter ; and his cbnoiu'sion is 'probably

the right one, namely',' that the tunes were in

most cases designated according to the localities

in which they were found in uSe, but that this

does not • necessarily imply a local origin. We
have already referred to Kavenscroft's description

of the old double common measure tunes, and

need add nothing' here with respect to them.'

Under the heading ' forraigne tunes -usually

sung in Gieat Brittaine ' will be found,' for the

French, only the few tunes taken from the

Geneva Psalter, enumerated above ; with regard

to other sources, the magnificent promise of the

title-page is reducfed to three German tunes,

two Dutch, and one Italian.

Of the 100 settings in this work, 38 had

appeared in previous ones. All the musicians

engaged upon ' Este's Psalter are represented

Kctc ; 31 of their compositions have been taken

on, and Douland and Hooper have each con-

tributed a new one ; Douland's is the setting

of the 100th Psalm here given. Also, one of

Parsons' settings has been taken from Day's

Psalter, though not without alteration. The

four settings by Mdrley and Bennet, from

Barley's Psalter, have already been mentioned,

and in addition there is a new one by Morley,

a setting 6f the 1st Psalm. Tallis's tune in

Mode VIII is also given here from Parker's

Psalter (to a morning hymn), in the shortened

1 A BBOond edition w». publl.hed in 1633. It was alio several

time. re^S. either entirely or in i»rt. during the 18th

century.
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' French tune,' from Mavenscroft's ' Booke of
Psalmes,' 1621.

form, but with the tenor still leading the

canon.

Eight new composers appear, whose names

and contributions are as follows :^R. Palmer,

1 ; J. Milton, 2 ; W. Harrison, 1 ; J. Tomkins,

1 ; T. Tomkins, 2 ;'W. Cranfield or Cranford,

2; J. Ward, 1'; S. Stubbs, 2; 'Ravenscroft

himself, 48. In the work of all these composers

is to be seen the same impurity of taste which

was visible in the settings made for Este by

Farnaby and Johnson. The two Cadences

given above in a note, as examples of a kind of

aberration, are here found to have become part

of the common stock of music ;' and an inferior

treatment of conjunct passages in short notes,

in which the alternate crotchet is dotted, finds,

among other disimprovements, great favour

with the editor. Ravensctoft and Milton

appear to be by far the best of the new contri-

butors. The variety shown by the former in

his methods of treatment is remarkable : he

seems to have formed himself upon Este's

Psalter, to have attempted all its styles in turn,

and to have measured himself with almost

every composer. Not-withstanding this, it is

evident that he had no firm grasp of the older

style, and that he was' advancing as rapidly as

any musician of his day towards the modern

tonality and the modern priority of harmonic

considerations in part-writing. Milton's two

settings are fine, notwithstanding the occasional

use of the degraded cadence, and on the whole

worthy of the older school, to which indeed he

properly belonged. The rest, if we except
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Ward, may be briefly dismissed. They were
inferior men, working with an inferior method.

Two years later appeared the work of George

Wither :—
The Hymnes and Songs of the Church, Divided into

two Farts^ The lirst Part comprehends the Canonical!
Hymnes, and such parcels of Holy Scripture as may
properly be sung : with some other ancient Songs and
Creeds. The second Part consists of Spirituall Songs,
appropriated to the soverall Times and Occasions, ob-
servable in the Church of England. Translated and
composed by Q. W. London, printed by the assignee of
George Wither, 1623. Cum privilegio Regis Begali.

This wort was submitted during its progress

to James the First, and so far found favour that

the author obtained a privilege of fifty-ojae years,

and a, recommendation in the patent that the

book should be ' inserted in convenient manner
and due place in every English Psalm book in

metre.' The king's benevolence, however, was
of no effect ; the Company of Stationers, con-

sidering their own privilege invaded, declared

against the author) and by every means in their

power, short of a flat refusal, avoided the sale

of the book. Here again, as in the case of

Parker's Esalter, the virtival suppression of the

work occasioned the loss of a set of noble tunes

by a great master. Sixteen compositions by
Orlando Gibbons had been made for it, and
were printed with it. They are in two-part

counterpoint, nearly plain, for treble and bass ;

the treble being the tune, and the bass, though
not figured, probably intended for the organ.

In style they resemble rather the tunes of

Tallis than the imitations of the Geneva tunes

to which English congregations had been ac-

customed, it being possible to accent them in

the same way as the words they were to accom-

pany ; syncopation, however, sometimes occurs,

but rarely, and more rarely still in the bass.

The harmony often reveals very clearly the

transitional condition of music at this period.

For instance, in Modes XIII and XIY a sectional

termination in the melody on the second of the

scale was always, in the older harmony, treated

as a fuU close, having the same note in the

bass ; here we find it treated in the modern way,

as a half close, with the fifth of the scale in

the bass. These tunes, with four-part harmony,
are included in the 1904 edition of Hymns
Ancient and, Modern.

In 1632 an attempt was made to introduce

the Geneva tunes complete into this country.

Translations were made to suit them, and the

work was brought out by Thomas Harper. It

does not seem, however, to have reached a

second edition. The enthusiasm of earlier days
had no doubt enabled the reformers to master
the exotic metres of the few imported tunes

;

but from the beginning the tendency had been
to simplify, and, so to speak, to anglicise them ;

and since the Geneva tunes had remained un-

changed. Harper's work must have presented

difficulties which would appear quite insuperable

to ordinary congregations.

[The Scottish Psalter of 1635 was reprinted

in full, with dissertations, etc., by the Eev.

Neil Livingston, at Glasgow, in 1864.]
We have now arrived at the period when

the dislike which was beginning to be felt by
educated persons for the abject version of Stern-

hold was to find practical expression. Wither

had intended his admirable translation of the

Ecclesiastical Hymns and Spiritual Songs to

supersede the older one, and in 1636 George

Sandys, a son of the Archbishop, published the

complete psalter, with the following title :

—

A paraphrase upon the Psalms of David, by J9. 8. Set
to new tunes for private devotion ; and a thorough bass,

for voice or instrument. By Heniy Lawes, gentleman
of His Hqesty's Chapel RoyaLl '

The tunes, twenty -four in number, are of

great interest. Lawes was an ardent disciple

of the new Italian school ; and these two-part

compositions, though following in their oatline

the accustomed psalm-tune, form, are in their

details as directly opposed to the older practice

as anything ever written by Peri or Caccini.

The two parts proceed sometimes for five or six

notes together in thirds or tenths ; the bass is

frequently raised a semitone, and the imperfect

fifth is constantly taken, both as a harmony and
as an interval of melody. The extreme poverty

of Lawes's music,.as compared with what was
afterwards produced by composers following the

same principles, has prevented him from receiv-

ing the praise which was certainly his due.

He was the first English composer who perceived

the melodies to which the new system of tonality

was to give rise ; and in this volume will be

found the germs of some of the most beautiful

and affecting tunes of the 17th and 18th
centuries : the first section of the famous St,

Anne's tuno, for instance, is note for note the
same as the first section of his tune to the 9th
psalm. Several of these tunes, complete, are

to be found in our modem hymnals.
The translation of Sandys was intended, as

the title shows, to supersede Stemhold's in

private use ; but several others, intended to be
sung in the churches, soon followed. Besides

the translation of Sir W. Alexander (published

in Charles the First's reign), of which King
James had been content to pass for the author,

there appeared, during the Commonwealth, the

versions of Bishop King, Barton, and Eous.

None, however, require more than a bare men-
tion, since they were all adapted to the Church
tunes to be found in the current editions of

Sternhold, and have therefore only a literary

interest. Nothing requiring notice here was
produced until after the Restoration, when, in

1671, under circumstances very different from
any which had decided the form of previous
four-part psalters, John Playford brought out
the lirst of his well-known publications :

—

1 These vorks vere reprinted by John BuseeU Smith in 1856 and
1873 respectlTely.
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i.^^'™*""* Hymna in solemn muBiok offoarepartson
the Common Tunes to the Psalms in Metre : used in
Parish Chnrches. Also six Hymns for one voyce to the
Organ. By lolin Playtord. London, printed by W.
Godbid for J. Playford at his shop in the Inner Temple.

This book contains only forty-seven tunes, of
which thirty-five were taken from Stemhold
(including fourteen ofthe single common measure
tunes with names, which had nowbecome Church
tunes), and twelve were new. But Playford, in

printing even this comparatively small selection,

was offering to the public a great many more
than they had been of late accustomed to make
use of. The tunes in Stemhold were still

accessible to all ; but not only had the general

interest in music been steadily declining during

the reigns of James and Charles, but the

authorised version itself, from long use in the

churches, had now become associated in the

minds of the Puritans with the system of

Episcopacy, and was consequently unfavourably

regarded, the result being that the number of

tunes to which the psalms were now commonly
sung, when they were sung at all, had dwindled

down to some half-dozen. These tunes may be

found in the appendix to Bishop King's transla-

tion, printed in 1651. According to the title-

page, his psalms were ' to be sung after the old

tunes used in ys churches,' but the tunes actually

printed are only the old 100th, 51st, 81st,

119th, Commandments, Windsor, and one other

not a Church tune. 'There be other tunes,'

adds the author, ' but being not very usuall are

not here set down.' The miserable state of

music in general at the Kestoration is well

known, but, as regards psalmody in particular,

a passage in Playford's preface so well describes

the situation and some of its causes, that it

cannot be omitted here :

—

For many years, this part of divine service was skil-

fully and devoutly performed, with delight and comfort,

by many honest and religious people ; and is still con-

tinued in our churches, but not with that reverence and
estimation as formerly : some not affecting the transla-

tion, others not liking the music : both, I must confess,

need reforming. Those many tunes formerly used to

these Psalms, for excellency of form, solemn air, and
suitableness to the matter ofthe Psalms,were not inferior

to any tunes used in foreign churches ; but at this day
the best, and almost all the choice tunes are lost, and
out of use in our churches; nor must we eitpect it

otherwise, when in and about this great city, in above
one hundred parishes, there is but few parish clerks to

be found that have either ear or understanding to set

one of these tunes musically as it ought to be : it having

been a custom during the late wars, and since, to choose

men into such places, more for their poverty than skill

or ability ; whereby this part of God's service hath been

so ridiculously performed in most places, that it is now
brought into scorn and derision by many people.

The settings are all by Playford himself.

They are in plain counterpoint, and the voices

indicated are Alto, Countertenor, Tenor, and

Bass, an arrangement rendered necessary by

the entire absence, at the Kestoration, of trained

trebles.

This publication had no great success, a

result ascribed by the author to the folio size
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of the book, which he admits made it incon-

venient to 'carry to church.' His second
psalter, therefore, which he brought out six

years later, was printed in 8vo. The settings

are here again in plain counterpoint, but this

time the work contains the whole of the Church
tunes. The title is as follows :

—

The whole book of Psalms, collected into English
metre by Stemhold Hopkins, &c. With the usual
Hymns and Spiritual Songs, and all the ancient and
modern tunes sung in Churches, composed in three
parts, Cantus Medius and Bassus. In a more plain anil
useful method th^n hath been heretofore published. By
John Playfoid. 1677.

Playford gives no reason for setting the tunes

in three parts only, but we know that this way
of writing was much in favour with English
composers after- the Restoration, and remained
so till the time of Handel. Three-part ccimter-

point had been much used in earlier days by
the secular school of Henry the Eighth's time,

but its prevalence at this period was probably
due to the fact that it was a favourite form of

composition with Carissimi and his Italian and
French followers, whose influence with the Eng-
lish school of the Kestoration was paramount.

This was the last complete setting of the

Church tunes, and for a hundred years after-

wards it continued to be printed for the benefit

of those who still remained faithful to the old

melodies, and the old way of setting them. In

1757 the book had reached its 20th edition.

Playford generally receives the credit, or dis-

credit, of having reduced the Church tunes to

notes of equal value, since in his psalters they

appear in minims throughout, except the first

And last notes of sections, where the semibreve

is retained ; but it will be found, on referring to

the current editions of Sternhold, that this had
ali'cady been done, probably by the congregations

themselves, and that he has taken the tunes as

he found them in the authorised version. His

settings also have often been blamed, and it

must be confessed that, compared with most of

his predecessors, he is only a tolerable musician,

though he thought himself a very good one ; but

this being admitted, he is still deserving of

praise for having made, in the publication of

his psalters, an intelligent attempt to assist in

the general work of reconstruction ; and if he

failed to effect the permanent restoration of the

older kind of psalmody, it was in fact not so

much owing to his weakness, as to the natural

development of new tendencies in the art of

music.

The new metrical translations afterwards

brought out were always intended, like those of

the Commonwealth, to be sung to the Church

tunes ; and each work usually contained a small

selection, consisting of those most in use, to-

gether with a few new ones. Concurrently with

these appeared a large number of publications

—

Harmonious Companions, Psalm Singer's Maga-

zines, etc, which eaataiued all the farourita
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tunes, old and new, set generally in four parts,

through, one or other of these channels most of

the leadingnrasiciraiaol this and tkejfollowing

century contrihuted to file popular- PsaCna^pc

Both tunes and settings now became veryvarioua

in character, and side by side with settings

made for Este's Psalter might be found oomposir

tions of which the following fragment will give

some idea :

—

Harmonious Companion, 1732.

On tlie next page is the original- setting of the

44th Psalm by Blancks'. •

The fact most strongly impressed upon the

mind after going through a number of these

publications, extending over a period 6( one

hundred and' fifty years, is that the c[uality and
character of the new tunes and settings in no
way depends, as in the case of the old psalters,

upon the date at which they were written. Drl

Howard's beautiful tune, ' St. Bride; ' for instance,

was composed thirty or forty years after the

strange production given above ; his tune, how'
ever, must not hi taken as a sign ofany general

improvement, things haviifg rather gone from
bad to worse. The truth seems to be that thfe

popular tradition of psalmody having been hope-

lessly-broken during the Commonwealth, and
individual taste 6,nd ability having' become the

only deciding forces in the production of tunes,

the composers of the 1 7th and 1 8th centuries,

in the exercise of their diseretioh, chose some-
times to imitate the older style, and sometimes
to employ the inferior method's of contemporary
inusio. To the public the' question of style

seems to have been a matter of the most perfect

indifference. ^
< . >

Sternhold continued to be printed as an
authorised version until the' second decade of the

19th century. The Version of Tate and Brady
remained in favour twenty or thirty years longer^

and was only superseded by the h'ymtials now in

actual use. ' '
'

' '
H.- E. w.

[See' an interesting article on the French
Huguenot Psalters, by 'H. 'Kling, professor in

the Conservatoire' of Geneva, in the Rivista

MusicaU Italiamd, vol. vi. p. 496. 'On the

Puritan use of psalters, see Musical Tiines,1901,

p. 453.] .

PSALTEEY {ij/a\T^pioP ; Old lEvglishSmttry

;

PSALTERy

FTonch Psalterion ; Ital. Salterio; Ger. Psalter).

A dulcimer, plalyed with, the fingers or a

plectrum instead of by hammers. The French

have adopted the Greek name without change;

Tfiera-exTats' a classic sculptured representation

of the MusftEtato, holsling a long ten-stringed

lyre, with the'nam&S?&ABeiAH <>"* on its base.

From this it has Ijeen inferred! tha,t-tliB stiuigs

of thj/lyre were toudhed by the fingerstTrafligsi;

the usiialplectrum of ivory or metal. ChaiicerV

' sautrie ' in the Miller's Tale ' came direct from

the East, perhaps imported by returning' Crul

saders, its kinship to the' Persian and Arabic

aantir and kanun being unmistakable. The
psaltery was the prototype of the spinet and

harpsichord, particularly in the forni which is

described by Praet'orius in his Organbgraphid,

as the ' Istromerito di porco,' so called from its

likeness to a pig's head.

The illustration is dVaWn from a 15th'-century

painting by Filippino 'Lippi in the National

Gallery, and represents a 'Stromento di porco'

strung vertically, a mode less usual than the

hbrizontal stringing, but more like that of a

harpsichord or grand piano.' Notwithstanding

the general use of keyed instruments in 1650

we read in the Musiirgia of Athanasius Kirjher,

that the psaltery played w'ith a skilled hand

stood second to no other instrument, and Her-

senne, about the same date, praises its silvery

tone in preference to that Of any other, and ite

purity of intonation, so easily controlled by

the fingers.

No 'Istroinento di' porco' being- now known
to exist, we have to look for its likeness in

painted or sculptured representations. . The
earliest occurs in a 13th-oentury -MS; in the

library at Douaiv It is there played without

1 And aU above ther lay a ^y.sautrie
' f";0n nhicH htf'lMtade dtliniiaiteB melodie, . .

So-awetely, that all t^e cbambre rong,'
And wini7.;ft« «d mrj^mflm he Bong. '
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a plectrum. From the 14th. centurj'" there
remain frequent examples, notably at Florence,
in the famous Organ Podium of Luca della
Bobbia, a cast of which is in the Victoria and
Albert Museum.
But other forms were admired. Exactly like

an Arabic kanun is a psaltery painted A.D. 1348
by thsit loving delineator of musical instruments,

Orcagna, himself a musician, in his 'Trionfo
della Morte,' at Pisa. The strings of the
instrument are in groups of three, each group,

as in a grand piano, being tuned in unison to

make one note. Sometimes there were groups
of four, a not unfrequent stringing, in the Dul-
cimer. There is a good coloured lithograph of

Orcagna's fresco in ics Arts au Moyen Age by
Paul Lacroix (Paris, 1874, p. 282) ; it is there

called 'Le songe de la Vie. ' A fine representation

of such a psaltery, strung in threes, by Orcagna,

will be found in our National Gallery. A. j. H.

PUCCINI, GiAcoMo, born at Lucca, June 22,

1858, belongs to a family which for a century

and a half has produced an uninterrupted line

of musicians. His great-great-grandfather

Giacomo, bom in 1712, was maestro di cappella

to the republic of Lucca, wrote highly respect-

able church music, and was the master of

Guglielmi. Antonio, the son of Giacomo the

elder, who was born in 1747, was less famous

as a composer than as a theorist. Domenico,

the grandfather of the present composer, was
born in 1771. He attained - distinction as a

church composer, but was more famous for his

operas. Michele, his son, who was born in

1813, won more than local notoriety. His

sacred music was admired throughout North
Italy, and his death in 1864 was honoured by
the composition of a Requiem by Pacini. With
so distinguished a genealogy it was not surprising

that Giacomo Puccini should show precocious

signs of musical talent. When Lucca had

taught him all that he could learn, his name
won him a pension from the Queen of Italy,

which enabled him to enter the Milan Con-

servatorio. While he was still a student, his

first orchestral work, a Sinfonia-Capriccio, was

performed at the school with considerable

success. His chief instructor was Aniiloare

Ponohielli, at whose suggestion he undertook

the composition of ' Le Villi,' a one-act opera,

the libretto of which was by Fontana. ''Le

Villi' was produced at the Teatro dalVerme,

Milan, May 31, 1884,' so successfully that it

was revived at the .Scala, Jan. 24, 18-85, after

having been revised and expanded into two acts.

It is an adaptation of the legend which had

already given to the stage Loder's 'Night

Dancers ' and Adam's ballet ' Giselle. ' The

score, though immature, shows remarkable

melodic invention and no little imaginative

power, and the symphonic movements, which

were added in the revised version, are scored in

masterly fashion. After, 'Le Villi,' Puccini

was silent until 1889, when his 'Edgar' was

produced at La Soala, April 21. It is founded

upon Alfred de Musset's wild melodrama La
Ooupe et les Livres, the extravagant incidents

of which were still further exaggerated by the

librettist Fontana. Puccini struggled in vain

with his impossible libretto. His music is always

melodious and often vigorous. and impressive,

but the book was too much for him, and ' Edgar

'

was a complete failure. Rumours of a revised

version have been circulated from time to time,

but as yet the work remains buried in oblivion.

'Manon Lescaut,' produced at the Teatro Regie,

Turin, Feb. 1, 1893, atoned in some measure
for this failure. The libretto, which is said to

have been the work of the composer and a

committee of friends, is undoubtedly somewhat
disconnected,, but in the case of an adaptation

of so familiar a classic, a defect of this kind
counts for but little. Puccini's music shows a

remarkable development of style, and many of

the scenes—notably that of the embarkation of

-the JUles de joie at Havre—are designed with
graphic decision and handled with real power.

With ' La Boheme ' (produced at the Teatro

-Regio, Turin, Feb. 1, 1896) Puccini, surpassed

all his previous triumphs, and placed himself

definitely at the head of the younger Italian

composers. The librettists, Signori Giaoosa and
Illica, wisely made no attempt to construct a

dramatic whole from Henri Murger's novel, but

chose four scenes, each complete in itself and all

admirably contrasted one with another, which
together give a capital picture of Bohemian life

in Paris about 1 830. Puo(;ini's music reflects the

alternate gaiety and pathos of Murger's novel

with a truth and sincerity to which no name
but that of genius can be applied. It represents,

to a certain extent, a reaction againstthemelodra-

matic extravagance of Mascagni and his school,

and even more strikingly suggests the influence

of Verdi in his ' Falstaff ' manner, particularly

as regards the handling of the orchestra and the

balance between voices and instruments. But
admirable as is the technique of 'La Bohfeme,'

it is in its sheer power of invention that its

strength really lies. 'It abounds with simple

and beautiful melodies, which do not merely

charm by their sensuous beauty, but compel

admiration by their psychological fitness to the

emotions they express. 'La Boheme,' in a

word) revealed Puccini as a composer of some-

thing more than mere talent, and his future

became a matter of European interest. ' Tosca,'

produced at the Teatro Costanzi, Rome, Jan.

14, 1900, can hardly be said to have enhanced

Puccini's fame, yet it unquestionably revealed

fresh aspects of his genius. The libretto,

founded by Illica and Giacosa upon Sardon's

famous drama, is a prolonged orgy of lust and

crime, which lends itself but ill to musical

illustration. Yet the skill, with which Puccini

fastened upon everything in the story that had
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a spark of lyrical feeling, showed the quallly

of his musical instinct. Mnch of 'Tosca' is

hardly more than glorified incidental music,

as indeed, given the nature of the subject, was

only to be expected, but whenever the libretto

gave him a chance Puccini showed that the

hand which wrote ' La Boh^me ' had gained in

strength and certainty of touch. The passions

treated in ' Tosca ' are often crude and sometimes

monstrous, and have little in common with the

quick play ofchequered feeling that characterises

' La Boh^me,' yet such passages as .Cavaradossi's

air in the first act, Tosca's air in the second and
almost the whole of the last act, which rises to

a wonderful height of lyric rapture, show that

Puccini's power of expressing certain aspects of

emotion was maturing in a very remarkable
manner. ' Madama Butterfly ' (Lft Scala, Milan,

1904), founded on a magazine story by John
Luther Long, dramatised by the author and
David Belasco, and turned into an*opera by lUica

and Giaeosa, is unquestionably the strongest

work that Puccini has hitherto produced. The
score is more compact, more firmly knit, than
that of any of his previous works, while its

richness and glow of colour, its fine and dis-

tinguished melody, and the emotional forceffrith

which the pathetic and even tragic inciaents

of the libretto are treated, combine to place it

very high among recent operas. The history

of ' Madama Butterfly is a curious one. At
its production it was hooted and hissed from

the stage, and was withdrawn after one per-

formance. No valid reason for this extraordinary

phenomenon has be^n brought forward. On
that occasion the second and third acts were

played in one ; but the displeasure of theaudience

began with the rise of the curtain. The temper
of Italian audiences is notoriously difficult to

gauge, and it is possible that the unfamiliar

Japanese surroundings may have aroused the

hostility of the conservative Milanese public.

At any rate, when the work was performed in a

revised and shortened form at Brescia a few

months afterwards it was received with tumultu-

ous applause, and the brilliant success of its

performanoeatCoventGarden in 1905 completely
efiaced the memories of its unlucky start. It

is now deservedly one of the most popular of
Puccini's works. Puccini is now in the happy
position of a favourite witii all classes of music-

lovers. The admirable musicianship of his

operas, his brilliant technique, and hia fertile

and varied orchestration enlist the sympathies

of dilettanti, while his typically Italian flow of

melody and his strongly developed dramatic

feelingand power ofemotional expression endear!

him to the less cultured classes. Whether we arel

to find in him a second Verdi rising from strength'

to strength, and developing his genius with
advancing years, time alone can show, but the

opening of his career unquestionably justifies tbe

most sanguine hopes for his future. s. A. s.

PUGGITTA, VmoEifzo, was bom at Oivita

Vecchia, 1778, and brought up at the Pietii,

at Naples, under Fenaroli and Sala. He wrote

his first opera for Siiiigaglia, near Ancona, and
from that time till his death composed for the

stage diligently. 'I due Frigionieri' (Borne,

1801) was the first to make him widely known.
He was, however, often away from Italy, first

at Lisbon, wherehe brought out 'L'Andromacca/

and then in London, where he became for a

time Director of the Music at the Opera.

His name first appears in 1809, when three

of his operas were performed— ' I Yilleggiatori

bizarri,' 'La Caccia d'Enrico IV,' and 'Le
quattro Nazioni.' In 1810 we find his 'La
Vestale,' in 1811 ' Le tre Sultane,' in 1812
'La Ginevra di Scgzia,' in 1813 'Boadicea,'

and in 1814 ' Aristodemo.' He then left the

Opera and travelled with Madame Catalani

;

and when, in 1813, she took the direction of

the Italian Opera at Paris, he became accom-

panist, and three of his works were brought out

there in 1815, 1816, and 1 817. He then went
to Borne, and remained in Italy till his death,

at Milan, Dec. 20, 1861, F4tis gives a list of

-twenty-three of his operas, and says that his

music shows great facility but no invention.

Ten volumes of his songs, entitled 'Mille

Melodic,' are published by Eicordi. a.

PUGET, LoiSA, born at Paris about 1810 ;

though an amateur, achieved an extraordinary

popularity in the reign of Louis Philippe by her

songs, composed to Gustave Lemoine's words.

Among the best known of these were, ' ^ la

gr4ce de Dieu,' 'Ave Maria,' ' Le Soleil de ma
Bretagne,' 'T» dot,' ^Mon pays,' 'Les r6ves

d'une jeune fille,' etc. Musically speaking, they
are infmor to those of Panseron, Labarre, or

Masini ; but the melodies were always so

natural and so well suited to the words, and the
words themselves were so full x>f that good, /

bourgeois character which at that time ^as all

the fashion in France, that their vogue was
immense. Encouraged by her success, Puget
aspired to the theatre. She took lessons from
Adolphe Adam, and onOctoberl, 18S6, produced
at the Opera- Comique s one -act piece, 'Le
mauvais (Eil,' which was sung to perfection by
Ponchard and Mme. Damoreau. In 1842 she
married Lemoine, and finding the popularity

of her songs on the wane, had the tact to

publish no more. She broke silence only once
again with an operetta called ' La Veilleuse, ou
les Nuits de Milady,' produce4 at the Gyninase,
Sept. 27, 1869.

,
•^' a. c.

PUGNANI, GAETpo, lelfebrated violinist,

was born at 'Turin;* Sbr; 27, 1731-. He must
be consjdered»4i''6ne of the best representatives

of the /BtlSmontese School of vioUn^playing.
Be.i^'a pupa first of Somis, who studied under
Co'relli, and afterwards of Tartini, he combined
theprominent qualities of thestyleand technique
of both these great masters. He was appointed
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first violin to the Sardinian court in 17fi2, and
began to travel in 1754. He made lengthened
stays at Paris and in London, where h,e was
for a time leader of the opera band, produced
an opera of his own (Burneyi Mist. iv. 494),
and published trios, ijuartets, quintets, and
symphonies. In 1770 Burney found him at
Turin, and there he remained as leader, con-
ductor, teacher, and composer, for the rest of
his life. He died there June 16, 1798.
To Fugnani more than to any other master

of the violin appears to be due the preservation
of the pure.^and style of Corelli, Tartini, and
Vivaldi, and its transmission to the next genera-
tion of violinists. Apart from being himself
an excellent player, he trained a large number
of eminent violinists—such as Conforti, Bruni,
PoUedro, and, above all, Viotti. He was also a
prolific composer : he wrote a number of operas
and ballets, which, however, appear not to have
been very successful. Fetis gives the names of

nine, and a list of his published instrumental
compositions :—one violin-concerto (out of nine),

three sets of violin-sonatas, duos, trios, quartets,

quintets, and twelve symphonies for strings,

oboes, and horns. p. d.

PUGNO, Stephane Baoitl, bom in Paris,

June 23, 1852, was a pupil of the Conservatoire,

where he won the first'piano prize in 1866, first

harmony prize, and first medal for solfege in

1867, and. first organ prize in 1869. He was
organist of Saint Eugene 1872-92, chorus-master

at the Theatre Yentadour in 1874, professor of

harmony (1892-96) and of the piano (1896-

1901) in the Conservatoire, His first important

composition. was an oratorio, 'La Kesnrrection de
Lazare ' (1879), after which he wrote a three-act

feerie, 'La F& Cocotte,' 'Les Papillons,' a ballet

(Palace Theatre, 1881) ; an oji^ra - comique,

'Ninetta' (Renaissance, 1882); a five-act ballet,

'Viviane' (Eden Theatre, 1886); a three-act

op^ra - boufie, ' Le Sosie ' (Bouffes Parisiens,

1887) ; a three-act op6ra-oomique, ' Le Valet de
Coeur' (Bouffes, 1888); ' Le Retour d'Ulyaae'

(Bouffes, 1889) ; 'La Vocation de Marius,' four

acts (Nouveaut^s, 1890) ; 'La petite Poucette'

(Renaissance, 1891) ;
' La Danseuse de Corde,'

three-act pantomime (Nouveau Th^^tre, 1892);
'Pour le Drapeau,' mimodrame in three acts

(Ambigu, 1895); 'Le Chevalier aux Fleurs,'

ballet in collaboration with Messager (Folies-

Marigny, 1897); 'M61usine,' 'Les Pauvres

Gens,' and other things, such as songs, a piano-

forte sonata, and a set of four piano pieces

'Les Nuits.' He has gained a world-wide

reputation as a pianist, and his playing of

Mozart in particular is a thing of exquisite

quality. His first appearance in London took

place on May 28, 1894, at a recital of his

own. G- F-

PUPPO, Giuseppe, eminent violinist, was

born at Lucca, June 12, 1749. He was a pupil

of the Conservatorio at Naples, and when still
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very young gained considerable reputation' in

Italy as a virtuoso. He came to Paris in 1775 ;

thence he went to Spain and Portugal, where
he is reported to have amassed a fortune.

After having stayed for some years in England
he returned to Paris in 1784, and remained

there till 1811, occupying the post of leader^

first at the Theatre, de Monsieur, which was
then under Viotti's direction, then at the

Th^tee Feydeau, and finally conducting the

band at the Theatre Franfais. As he was an
excellent accompanist, he was much in request

in musical circles, and might have secured for

himself a competence if it had not been for his

eccentricity and unsteadiness, which brought
him into constant troubles. In 1811 he
suddenly left Paris, abandoning his wife and
children for ever. Arrived at Naples he was
lucky enough to secure the leadership of the

band at a theatre. He, however, did not stay

long, but went to Lucca, thence to Florence,

and finally found employment as teacher at a
music school at Pontremoli. After two years

he threw up this appointment and returned
to Florence, was there found, utterly destitute,

by Edward Taylor, Gresham Professor of Music,
and by his generosity was placed,in a hospice,

where he died April 19, 1827. Fetis gives

interesting derails of .his adventurous life, and
several of his bon mots. It was he who so

happily described Boccherini as ' the wife of

Haydn.' His published compositions include

three concertos, eight studies, duets for violin,

and pianoforte pieces. i>. d.

PURCELL. The name of a family "of jnusi-

cians in the J7th and 18th centuries, which
included amongst its members the greatest and
most original of English composers.

1. The name of 'Pursell,' presumably Henry
PuRCBLL the elder, is first found in Pepys's

Diary, under date Feb. 21, 1659-60, where he
is styled ' Master of Musique.' [He is said by
Dr. W. H. Cummings (Musical Times, 1896, p.

730) to have acted in The Siege of Shades in

1656.] Upon the re - establishment of the

Chapel Eoyal (in 1660) Henry Purcell was
appointed one of the Gentlemen. He was also

Mjister of the Choristers of Westminster Abbey.

On Deo. 21, 1663, he succeeded Signer Angelo
as one of the King's Band of Music. He died.

August 11, 166^1 !^ud was buried in the east

cloisterofWestminster Abbey, August 13. There

is a three-part song, ' Sweet tyranness, I now
resign my heart, ' in Playford's ' Musical Com-
panion,' 1667, which is probably of his com-
position, although it is sometimes attributed

to his more celebrated son. It was reprinted

in Burney's History, iii. 486.

2. His brother, Thomas, was appointed

Gentleman of the Chapel Royal in 1660. In

1661 he was lay vicar of Westminster Abbey and
copyist. On August 8, 1662, he was appointed,

jointly with Pelham Humfrey, Composer in

•Si
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Ordinary for the Violins to His Majesty, and
on Nov. 29 following, 'Musician in Ordinary

for th&Lute and,Voice in the room of Henry
Lawes, deceased.' [In May 28, 1666, he

supplicated for arrears ofpayment (Cal. of State

Papers,, Oh..li. 1665-66, Ent. Books, xiv. p. 96).]

In 1672 he was, with Humfrey, made Master of

the King's Band of Music. He died July 31,

and was buried, in the cloisters, of Westminster

Abbey, August 2, 1682, He,had probably beeji

long before in ill-health, as on May 15-, 1681,

he granted a power of attorney to his son

Matthew to receive his salary as Gentleman

of the Chapel Royal.' He was the compose*

of the well-known Burial Chant and other

chants. w. H. H. ,

3. Henry's eldest son, Edward, bom 1653,'

was Gentleman Usher to Charles II. and
afterwards entered the army and served with

Sir George Rooke at the taking of Gibraltar,

and the Prince of Hesse at the defence of it.

Upon the death of Queen Anne he retired and
resided in the house of the Earl of Abingdon,

where he died June 20, 1717. He was burfed

in the chancel of the church of Wytham, near

Oxford.

4. For the elder Purcell's younget son,

Hbnet, see below.

5. His youngest son,. Daniel, was bom
probably about 1660 ; his instructors in music

are not known, but in 168,8 he was appointed

organist of Magdalen College, Oxford, remaining

there until 1695, when he resigned his appoint-

ment in order to live in London. It may have

been as a consequence of his illustrious brother's

illness and death in that year that he came to

London, as in the last year of his brother's

life he had written a, masque in the fifth act

of 'The Indian Queen,' and had added to the

music of 'Pausanias.' In 1693 he had set to

music Yalden's 'Ode for St< Cecilia's' Day.'

After his brother's death, Daniel Purcell seems

to have been greatly in request for music for

plays. In 1696 he wrote music for Mary Pix's

' Ibrahim XIII.,' possibly also for her 'Spanish

Wives,' as well as for the anonymous ' Neglected

Virtue,' and the 'opera' 'Brutus of Alba,' the

published songs from which bear the imprint

1696, though the piece was not produced till

1697-98. Gibber's ' Love's Last Shift' has music

written by Purcell in the same year,' and so has

Lord Lansdowne's ' She Gallants. ' In 1697 lie

wrote instrumental and vocal music to D'Urfey's
' Cynthia and Endymion,' and collaborated with

Jeremiah Clark in Settle's ' World in the Moon.'

In 1698 he wrote music for Gildon's ' Phaeton,

or the Fatal Divorce,' Gibber's 'Love makes a

Man, ' and Lacy's ' Sawney the Scot ' (an

alteration of ' The Taming of the Shrew '), and
set odes for the Princess Anne's birthday and
St. Cecilia's Day. About this time he set

Nahum Tate's Lamentation on the Death of

Henry Purcell. Other odes for St. Cecilia's

Day were written in later years. In 1699 he
wrote music fdr Motteux's ' Island Princess

'

with Jeremiah Clark and- Leveridge. * In 1700
he wrote mUsic for Oldmixon's 'The Grove, or

Love's Paradise,' and gained the third of the

prizes offered for musical settings ofCongteve's-

'Judgment of Paris.' (See EociES, Finger,'

and Weldon). The . plkys furnished for the

year were. Farquhar's ^ Constant Couple '

;

D'Urfey's 'Masaniello' 5 'The Pilgrim ' (Beau-

taont and Fletcher) ) Bumaby's 'Reformed
Husband,', and Gibber's ' Careless'' Husband.'
In 1701 he provided some of -the music fot

Lee's 'Rival Queens,' Finger having written

some before him ; Baker's ' Humours of the

Age,' and Mrs. Trotter's ' Unhappy- Penitent '

;

in 1702, Steele's 'Funeral,' and in 1703,

Farquhar's ' Inconstant ' and Steele's ' Tender
Husband' were the plays for which he wrote

music. For the openinig of Vanbrugh's theatre

in the Hayma.rket{1706) he wrote an 'opera'

on 'Orlando Furioso ' ;
' in March -1706-7 he

contributed music to Farquhar's ' Beau's Strata-

gem,' and in the latter year set a St. Cecilia

Ode for Oxford. A masque, 'Orpheus and
Eurydibe,' is mentioned in 1707, and among
plays for which .dates are not forthcoming are

J. Hughes's ' Amalasont,' D'Urfey's '."The Bath '•

and 'The Campaigners,' Motteux's 'Younger
Brother,' and a revival of ' Macbeth,' all of

which had music by Daniel -Purcell.- In 1712
he gave a, concert of ' vocal and instrumental

musick entirely new,' at Stationers' Hall, and
in 1713 he- was appointed organist of St.

Andrew's, Holborn, a post which he retained

until his death, in Nov. 1717 (see Musical
Times, 1905, p. 158). On Dec. .12, 1717, the

Daily Courant contained an advertisement of

Edward Purcell's application for the post of

organist ' in the room of his uncle, Mr. Daniel
Purcell, deceased.' Daniel Purcell's works
include ' The Psalmes set fuR for the Organ or'

Harpsichord as they are Plaid in Churfches and
Chappels in the manner given out ; as also

with their Interludes of great- Variety. ' One
of the 'givings out' and an 'interlude-' are

printed in Musical Times, 1905, "p. 162. There
are six anthems in Magdalen College, Oxford,

and songs, etc., are in 'Harmonia Sacra,' 'The
Banquet of Musick,' 'Thesaurus Musicus,' and
' Deliciae Musicae.' ' Some sonatas for flute and
some for violin with . bass, ' were published, as

well as ' Six Cantatas for a Voiee.

'

6. Edward, youngest, but only surviving,

son of the great Henry Purcell, was baptized

in Westminster Abbey, Sept. 6, 1689. He
was therefore (like his father) only six years

old when his father died. When'sixteen years

old he lost his mother, who by her nuncupative

will stated that, ' according to her husband's

desire, she had given her deare son good educa-

tion, and she alsoe did give him all the Bookes
of Musick in generall; the Organ, the double'
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spinett, the siftgle spinett, a silver tankard, a
silver watch, two pairs of gold buttons, a hair
ring, a mourning' ring of Dr. Busby's, a Larum
clock, Mr. Edward Purcell's picture, handsome
furniture for a room, and he was to be main-
tained until provided for.' Embracing the
profession of music, he became organist of
St. Clement's, Eastoheap. [He applied for the
post of organist of St. Andrew's, Holborn (see
above, under No. 5), but was unsuccessful, both
at that time, whenMauriceGreenewas appointed,
and a few months afterwards, when the post
became vacant again owing to Greene's appoint-
ment to St. Paul's.] On July 8, 1726, he
was appointed organist of St. Margaret's,
Westminster. [He died July 1, 1740 (see

Musical Times, 1905, p. 517).] He left a son,

7. Edwakd Hbnrt, who was a chorister of

the Chapel Eoyal under Bernard Gates. He
succeeded his father as organist of St. Clement's,
Eastcheap.' He was organist of St. Edmund's,
Lombard Street, and of St. John's, Hackney,
from 1753 to 1764. He died about 1770.

PURCELL, Hbnrt, younger son of Henry
Purcell the elder, is traditionally said to have
been born in Little St. Ann's Lane, Old Pye
Street, Westminster, but no authoritative

evidence as to the birthplace is as yet forth-

coming. Nor can the date be certainly fixed
;

the inscription on the tombstone, ' Anno Aetatis

suae 37mo,' may be taken as proving him to

have been bom between Nov. 21, 1658, and
Nov. 20, 1659 (see below, and Musical Times,

1895, p. 733). From 1661 till the death of

Henry Purcell the elder, in 1664, the family

lived in ''the Great Almonry South.' The
arms on the monument, and those below the

portrait in the 'Sonnata's of Three Parts' (1683)
seem to connect the composer with the family

of Purcell of Onslow, Shropshire, but on this

point nothing certain has been found. The
statement that he lost his father before he was
six years old (on August 11, 1664), if it can be

accepted, still further limits the time of his

birth, which must therefore have taken place

between Nov. 21, 1658, and August 11, 1659.

On his father's death he was adopted by his

uncle, Thomas Purcell, and was admitted a

chorister of the Chapel Royal, under Captain

Cooke, the master of the children. Cooke was

succeeded in 1672 by Pelham Humfrey, and it

is assumed that Purcell learnt from Humfrey the

new French style of music which Humfrey had

learnt from Lully. As early as 1670 Purcell is

said to have composed music for an ' Address

of the Children of the Chapel Royal to the

King' (Cummings's Life, in which the MS. is

said to have been in the possession of E. F.

Rimbault). On the theory that the famous

Macbeth Music is by Purcell, we are driven

to suppose it to have been written in Purcell's

fourteenth year, in 1672. Playford's 'Musical

Companion' contains a song, 'Sweet tyran-

ness,' which is possibly by Henry Purcell the

elder ; if it is by his greater son, it must date

from this time. On the breaking of his

voice, he seems to have been retained as a

supernumerary, and to have become a pupil of

John Blow for composition. It is more than
likely that he composed anthems during this

period, but at present the dates of his earlier

anthems have not been established. From 1676
to 1678, and again from 1688 to 1690, he held

the post of copyist at Westminster Abbey. In
1676 he contributed a song to the new edition

of bk. i. of Playford's 'Choice Ayres," etc, and
in 1677 composed an elegy on the death of

Matthew Look, printed in bk. ii. of the ' Choice

Ayres,' 1679 ; other songs by him appeared in

the same book. That he was composing anthems
about this time is clear from a letter written by
his uncle, Thomas Purcell, to John Gostling, the
famous bass singer, at Canterbury, on Feb. 8,

1678-79 (see Cummings's ii/e, p. 28), in which
reference is made to Gostling's exceptionally

low notes ; it has been supposed that the com-
position of the anthem, ' "They that go down to

the sea in ships,' was written at this time, as

it was undoubtedly intended for Gostling, but
there is no direct evidence as to this. (See

list below.) In 1680 Purcell succeeded Blow
as organist of Westminster Abbey : it has been
generally held that Blow resigned his place

voluntarily, i;esuming it again after Purcell's

death ; but the act of magnanimity is by no
means certain, and here again direct evidence

is wanting. In this same year began the lorg
series of dramas in which music by Puicell

played a more or less important part. It was
formerly £issumed that all these were to be
numbered among ' operas, ' but it is now known
that in many cases the music was limited to a
song or two. About the same year Purcell

wrote a number of ' Fantazias ' for strings in

various numbers of parts, which are preserved

in the British Museum (Add. MS. 30,930) ; a
comparison of them with his ' Sonnata's ' of

1683 'shows that the former were modelled

rather on those of Orlando Gibbons than on
those of the Italian masters who were copied

in the later set. In that year, too, began the

series of odes and 'welcome songs' which form
no unimportant section of the composer's work
from this time forth until the end of his life.

(See below.) ' Welcome, Vicegerent of the

mighty King ' was written to greet Charles II.

on his return from Windsor in 1680. Another

ode of this year, ' to welcome the Duke of York
on his return from Scotland,' Is mentioned by
Dr. W. H. Cummings (Zife, p. 32), but is not

otherwise known. On July 14, 1682, he was
appointed organist of the Chapel Royal in place

of Edward Lowe, deceased. A year or more
before this appointment he had married, and
his eldest son was born on August 9, 1682.

Some songs are said to have been written fop
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the inauguration of' th« Lord Mtyat; Sur

William Pritchard, on Oct. 29 of the same year.

The following year, 1683, saw the publicatioa

of Puroell's first printed composition, the twelve
' Sonnata's of III. Parts : two vioUins and basse

:

to the Organ or Harpsecord. Composed by
Henry Puroell, Composer in Ordinary to his

most Sacred Majesty, and Organist of his

Chappell Royall.' It is quite clear from the

preface that Puroell ' faithfully endeavour'd a

just imitation of the most fam'd Italian Masters,'

and it is an interesting question what were his

exact models ; it has been supposed that

Bassani's sonatas were known to Purcell ; but
if this were so, the ' Balletti, Correnti, Gighe e

Sarabande,' the only work of his which was
printed early enough (in 1677) are all on such

a very simple, recurrent pattern that the theory

can hardly be upheld. In that same year, 1677,

the Opera quinta, also called ' Sonatas,' of G. B.

Vitali, appeared at Bologna, and there is in

their design and character so great a resemblance

to Furcell's work that it is difficult to resist

the conclusion that these may have been the

Englishman's models. The opportunity for

becoming acquainted with these Italian works
was very probably due to Purcell's Court ap-

pointment ; but whatever the circumstances of

their origin, there can be no doubt that the

sonatas reach a far higher point of power and
originality than had been previojusly attained

in England, and that they are far more vigorous

than the works from which they were imitated.

Tlie sonatas were printed in four part-books,

with one for the continuo part, or thorough-

bass. (See preface to the sonatas, Purcell

Society's publications, vol. v., and Musical

Times, 1896, p. 10.) It is perhaps fonciful

to see in the name of Purcell's eldest son, ' John
Baptista,' another imitation of Italian models.

The first of the odes on St. Cecilia's Day was
composed in this same year, and he seems to

have written three for the same festival, one in

Latin, 'Laudato Ceciliam.' The score of one,

to words by Christopher Fishburn, ' "Welcome

to all the pleasures,' was published in the

following year. In 1684 Puroell, with Blow,

took part in the famous organ competition at

the "Temple Church, playing the organ by
'Father' Smith, the rival instrument, by
Renatus Harris, being played by Draghl. At
the time of the coronation of James II. Purcell

received £34 : 12s. from the secret-service money
for superintending the erection of an organ in

the Abbey especially for the coronation. One
of the anthems, ' My heart is inditing, ' is held

to have been composed for the occasion ; the

other, ' I was glad, ' to have been composed
before. In 1687 an 'Elegy on John Playford'

was written, and, as well as a birthday ode,
' Sound the Trumpets, ' in which occurs ' a duet

for altos, " Let Caesar and Urania live,'' which
opntinued so long in favour that succeeding

composers of odea for niyat birthdays were
accustomed to introducs it into their own
productions until after the middle of the 18th
century.' (First edition of this Dictionary.)

By^Xhis time Puieell-had_providedmusic
for about nine plays {see list below), and so had
gained some stage experience. Still, none of

the plays were such as required much skill of

dramatic writing, and. the marvel of the pro-

duction of ' Dido and Aeneas ' remains as great

when it is assigned to its proper period of

time in the composer's career, as when the

earlier dates of its origin were universally

accepted. Th« interesting series of investiga-

tions by which Mr. W. BarclaySquire established

the date of the opera as being the first perform-

ance as taking place between 1688 and 1690,

are to be found in the Swmmelbimde of the Int.

Mus. Ges. vol. v. pp. 606-14.

His results may be briefly summarised as fol-

lows: Hawkins (ffisi. 1853, p. 746), apparently

reasoning from the fact that Tate's play
' Brutus of Alba ' was first called ' Dido and
Aeneas,' and that therefore the play with the

latter title preceded ' Brutus of Alba ' (pubd.

167S), suggested 1677 as the latest possible

date for Fnreell's music, and treated the work
as that of a youth of nineteen. Prof. Taylor,

in the Mus. Antiq. Soc. edition, put it still

further back, to 1675, but the discovery, in

1842, of a copy of the original libretto (printed

in facsimile in vol. iit. of the Purcell Society's

publications), showed—although it is not dated
— that the work was written for Mr. Josifts

Priest's boarding-school at Chelsea. As Priest

removed to Chelsea in 1680, that date was
accepted by Kimbault and others following him,
who were anxious to place the composition

of the opera as early as possible, for Purcell's

credit. In D'Urfey's ' New Poems ' (1690) is

an epilogue spoken at the performance 'by
Lady Dorothy Burk.' Mr. Squire, though
unable to find more exact evidence for Lady
Dorothy's age, than can be based on a Treasury
Paper containing a petition which shows
that Lady Dorothy was a Protestant though
her father was a Catholic, has deduced from
the fact that her father, the eighth earl of

Clanricarde, succeeded in 1687 (and that there-

fore she would not be ' Lady Dorothy ' until

that year), the theory that the opera could not
have been produced before that year, while a

line in the epilogue, ' we are Protestants and
English nuns,' and the phrase 'turning Times,'

point to the revolution of 1688 as being past,

so that the date is limited to the time between
1688 and 1690, when the epilogue was published

in D'Urfey's poems. Various curious cases of

identity of musical idioms between ' Dido and
Aeneas ' and other pieces known to have been
written by Purcell at the period between 1689
and 1691 are given in the same article, and the
whole shows that within these narrow limits the
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compoaition of this most interesting work must
be placed. For in dramatic directness, ch?.rac-
terisation, adaptation of means to ends, feeling
for climax, as well as actual beauty, the opera is

as much aliye in the 20th century as are any
of Gluok's. Every student is familiar with the
poignant farewell of Dido, 'When I am dead,'
on Purcell's favourite foundation of a ground-
bass ; and the succeeding chorus of cupids is

hardly less affecting, while the witches' music
and all the rest is full of dramatic life and
originality. (The question as to the complete-
ness or incompleteness of the present score can-
not be definitely settled as yet ; see the ^eit-

schrift of the Int. Mus. Qes. vi. 56.)

In 1689 Purcell was involved in a dispute
concerning the fees paid for seats in the organ-

gallery at the Abbey for the coronation of

William and Mary ; these fees had been con-

sidered by Purcell as his lawful perquisite, but
an order was made that unless he refunded the

money his place would be declared null and
void. As he retained his place until his death,

it is probable that he gave back the fees. In
1690 was produced, and in 1691 was published,

the music to ' Dioclesian, ' Betterton's adaptation

of Beaumont and Fletcher's ' Prophetess,' the

printed copies of which, issued at so low a price

that the composer lost by the transaction, were

all corrected by him with his own hand. The
music would rank with the other theatrical

productions, were it not for the elaborate masque
in the fifth act ; the rest consists of act-tunes

and a song or two. The whole is more elabor-

ately scored than anything we halve yet met
with of Purcell's, trumpets and oboes (including

a tenor oboe) being introduced. A ohaconne

before the third act, in which two flutes have a

canon above the recurrent bass, is singularly

beautiful, the song, " What shall I do to show
how much I love her !

' has remained in favour

until the present day, and the final chorus,

' Triumph, victorious Love, ' is a remarkably

fine, sustained piece of music. In spite of its

want of commercial success, the music to ' Dio-

clesian ' seems to have won for the composer

the favour of Dryden (see his Epistle Dedicatory

to Amphitryon (1690), quoted in Cnmmings's

Life, p. 55.)

Of far greater importance was the next work

in which Purcell was associated with Dryden,

the so-called opera of 'King Arthur' (1691).

The musical numbers in this piece, though far

more numerous than those in 'Dioclesian,' are

stiU a kind of adjunct to the main scheme of

the play ; the singing parts are quite distinct

from the personages of the drama, and the

music, as a whole, might be most properly

described as a series of intermezzi. Individual

scenes such as the sacrificial scene, the wonder-

fully effective 'frost scene,' and the whole of

the concluding masque, are full of beauty and

originality ; but there is so little connection

with ^h« Jilay that a performance of the music

alone (such as was given at the Birmingham
Festival of 1897) must necessarily seem rather

wanting in continuity. Whether, after uniting

all the separate portions preserved in various

MSS. and printed editions, we possess all the

music that Purcell wrote, as he wrote it, cannot

as yet be decided ; but music has been found

for all the portions in which music is required,

and what we have now is probably something

very like what Purcell produced. The ' Ayres

for the Theatre,' which is the authority for

many of the instrumental numbers, were only

published for stringed instruments, and there

may have been other instruments added to these

for the performance, as other instruments take

part in the body of the work. The chief work
of 1692 was in connection with an anonymous
adaptation of Midsummer Night's Dream,, called

'The Fairy Queen,' and produced at Dorset

Gardens Theatre in the spring of that year.

The 'Select Songs' published by Heptinstall

in 1692 are the only part of the music that

appeared in Purcell's lifetime ; by October of

1700 the score had been lost, and the patentees

of the theatre offered a reward of £20 for its

recovery. By a most fortunate accident the

theatre copy of the music was discovered in

1901 in the library of the Royal Academy of

Music, and the whole work, edited by Mr. J. S.

Shedlock, was published in the Purcell Society's

edition (1908). It is conjectured that the

volume was in the hands successively of Dr.

Pepusch, William Savage, and E. J. S. Stevens.

(See the Musical Tim«s for 1901, pp. 388 and
472.) Like the other 'operas,' the piece con-

tains a number of beautiful things quite uncon-

nected with the original play of Shakespeare,

and it is curious to notice that no word of

Shakespeare's is here set to music by Purcell.

The songs of the seasons, culminating in the

splendid bass song, 'Next Winter comes slowly,'

the beautiful soprano air, ' let me weep,' and
other things, are justly famous. The ode for

St. Cecilia's Day of the same year, set to words

by Brady, ' Hail, bright Cecilia !

'. is the most
elaborate of the compositions for this festival,

and the ode for Queen Mary's birthday in this

year, Sedley's ' Love's Goddess sure was blind,'

contains a song, ' May her blest example chase,'

in connection with which a story is told by
Hawkins to the effect that Purcell, nettled by
the Queen's asking Mrs. Arabella Hunt to sing

the Scots song, 'Cold and Raw,' on some
occeision when he was present, introduced it in

the next birthday ode, making it the bass of

the air just mentioned. The story may or may
not be true, but the song is a striking instance

of Purcell's love for a moving bass, and his skill

in treating basses of this kind, whether melodic

in themselves, or recurrent, as in the numberless

'ground-basses' of fine quality that exist of

his. In 1693 Pujcell wrote music for a great
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Inany plays, and set Tate's ode for the Queen's

birthday, 'Celebrate this Festival.' He must
have composed in this year the ode for the

centenary commemoration of Trinity College,

Dublin, 'Great Parent, hail,' but hitherto no
record of its performance in connection with

the celebration held on Jan. 9, 1694, is forth-

coming. In 1694 Purcoll revised the twelfth

edition of Playford's Introduction to the Skill of
Musick, and while altering the earlier part of

the book in many ways, he completely rewrote

the treatise at the end. (See Saminelbiinde of

the Int. Mus. Ges. vi. 521.) The opening

words of the section for which he is respon-

sible are curious when taken in connection

with Purcell's own way of treating the bass.

< Formerly they used to Compose from the Bass,

but Modern Authors Compose to the Treble

when they make Counterpoint or Basses to Tunes
or Songs.' The whole passage which follows is

of the utmost interest to the student of Purcell's

music. . The great work of this year was the

splendid 'Te Deum and Jubilate ' for St. Cecilia's

Day, which, after its publication by Purcell's

widow in 1697, was annually performed at the

festival of the Sons of the Clergy until Handel
wrote his 'Utrecht Te Deum' in 1713, after

which the two works were performed alternately

till 1743, when Handel's ' Dettingen Te Deum

'

displaced both the others. In a mistaken

desire to bring Purcell's work into accordance

with the prevailing Handelian fashion of his

day, Dr. Boyce rearranged it in such a manner
that its character was spoilt, and the work was

not available in its original form until, in 1895,

for the Purcell Bicentenary, Sir J. F. Bridge,

who possesses the autograph score, brought out

a purified edition of it.

Queen Mary died of small-pox at Kensington,

Dec. 28, 1694, and was buried on March 5,

1694-95, in Henry VII.'s chapel in "West-

iiiinster Abbey. The funeral was of rare

magnificence, and various accounts of it were

published ; it is now certain that Purcell

composed for it the beautiful anthem, ' Thou
knowest. Lord, the secrets of our hearts,' £is

well as two pieces for, ' flatt trumpets
' ; but

the evidence for the assumption that the second

anthem was his ' Blessed is the man ' rests on

a very slight foundation. (See the SammeU
Idnde of the Int. Mus. Ges. iv. 225, where Mr.

W. B. Squire has given the text of the ' March

'

and ' Canzona ' that were played ; the former

was adapted from the music to ' The Libertine

'

written about two years before.) The instru-

ments on which the pieces were played were

almost undoubtedly ' sackbuts ' or trombones.

The anthem became so famous that in after-

years, when Croft composed the music for the

Burial Service, he incorporated Purcell's music,

,
instead of setting these words anew. Two

i elegies for the Queen were written in 1696,

which were published in a collection, together

with one by Dr. Blow. In this same year, the

last of the composer's life, he wrote music for

the ' operatic ' version of Howard and Dryden's

'Indian Queen,' when it underwent the usual

process of adaptation for music, i.e. the addition

of numbers which could be set to music quite

independently of the original play. It has

been shown by Mr. Squire (Sammelb. Int. Mus.
Ges. V. 529) that the work belongs to this last

year of Purcell's life, and it is conjectured that

to his illness was due the fact that the final

masque was composed by his brother, Daniel

Purcell. An extraordinary piece of literary

piracy was achieved in regard to this music.

Messrs. May and Hudgebutt not only brought

out the music, but had the impertinence to

prefix to it a dedication to Purcell himself,

in which they admit and excuse their theft.

Another work for the stage, probably dating

from the same year, was in connection with
Shadwell's adaptation of The Tempest into ' an
opera'; this had first appeared in 1673, but
there is no evidence of any of Purcell's music
being written before 1695, in which year a
song, 'Dear pretty Youth,' was published, in
' Deliciae musicae. ' There is a strange lack of

contemporaryMSS. of themusic. Dr. Cummings
has an old theatre copy, and another is in the

British Museum ; Goodison's edition is the

principal source for the music, but is untrust-

worthy as to dates. The whole question has
beendiscussed byMr. Squire inl^&Sammelbdnde,
vol. V. pp. 551-6. Yet another work for the stage,

produced in the same year, ' Don Quixote, jjart

iii.,' contained what was no doubt Purcell's

last composition, the song 'Fromrosie Bow'rs.'

This was also printed in ' Orpheus Britannicus

'

with the heading, ' This was the last Song that

Mr. Purcell Sett, it being in his Sickness.'

There is apparently nothing else of Purcell's in

the production. Purcell died on Nov. 21, 1696,
probably at his house in Marsham Street,

Westminster (see Musical Times, 1896, p. 734).

The early deaths of three of his children suggest

that there was a consumptive tendency in the

family, and in any case there is no need to

attach any importance to the tradition reported

by Hawkins, that the composer caught cold

from being kept waiting for admittance into

his house late at night. He was buried Nov.

26, beneath the organ in Westminster Abbey,
and a tablet was erected on a pillar near the

grave by Annabella, Lady Howard, who may
have written the inscription :

—

Here lyes Henbt Purcell Esqr. "Who left this Life
And is gone to that Blessed Place Where only his
Harmony can he exceeded. Ohijt 2jnio die Novembris
Anno Aetatis suae 37mo. Annoq Domini j695.

Over the grave was placed the following

Plaudite, felices superi, tanto hospite, nostris
Pnefuerat, vestris addite ille clioris

:

Invida nee vobis Purcellum terra repoacat,
Que.ita decus secli, deliciasque breves.
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Tam'cito dsbesBisse/modo eui.siiigala debet
Musa, propliana subs religiosa suos.

vivit lo et vivat, dum vicuia organa spirant,
Dumque colet numeris turba canora DeClm.

This, having become totally defaced, was re-
newed in ia7«. Purcell had sii children, three
of whom died before him, viz.- John Baptista,
baptized Aug. 9, 1682, bviried Oct. 17 follow-
ing-j Thomas, buried Aug. 3, 1686 ; and Henry,
baptized JTine 9, 1687, buried Sept. 23 following.

His eldest daughter, Frances, was baptized
in Westminster Abbfey, May 30, 1 688. In 1 706
her mother appointed her her residuary legatee
and her executrix, when she should reach the
age of eighteen. SHe proved the will July 6,
1706. She married; shortly after herinother's
death, Leonard Welsted, Gent., poet and drama-
tist,anddied 1724. Her orilj> daughter, Feancbs,
born*1708, died unmarried 1726. Her younger
sister. Mart Peters, was baptized in West-
minster Abbey, Deo. 10, 1693. It is presumed
that she survived h'er father, but predeceased
her mother, as she is not named in the latter's

will.

The composer's widow survived him till Feb.

1706, when she died at Richmond, being buried

on the 14th in the north aisle of Westminster
Abbey. The works of Purcell published post-

humously are as follows:— 'Ten Sonatas in

Four Parts ' (1697), for the same combination of

instruments as the set published in 1683, and
containing the famous 'Golden Sonata' ; 'Les-

sons for the Harpsichord or Spinnet ' (1696) ; 'A
Collection of Ayres for the Theatre ' (1697), con-

taining act- tunes, etc., for many of the plays ;

and ' Orpheus Britannicus, ' a collection of Pur-

cell's songs, bk. i. 1698, bk. ii. 1702, second

edition of bk. i. 1706, second edition of bk. ii.

1711. A third edition of both boeks, or more
probably the 'remaiiider' of the stock, furnished

with a new title-page, was issued in 1721, but
is very rare. By way of exception to the

usual course of composers' reputations, there

has alwaysbeen a tradition of Purcell's greatness,

and a more or less continuous stream of editions

of his works. Even the vogue of Handel was

not enough to obliterate all trace of Purcell's

fame. The influence of the Englishman's music

upon the German master is quite unmistakable
;

before Handel came to England the massive

choral effects, produced by means of the utmost

simplicity, are not to be found in any of his

works ; they are the distinguishing mark of

Purcell's choruses, although Purcell's are very

short as compared with Handel's. (See a very

interesting article by E. D. Kendall in Musical

Times, 1895, p. 293, on the influence of Pnrcell

on Handel's 'Acis and Galatea.') Among the

most important issues of Purcell's music must

be reckoned Vincent Novello's four volumes of

the Sacred Music (1829-1832), which contain all

the anthems and services, etc., then accessible.

Unfortunately the edition, and those which base

their readings upon' it, without reference to

better authorities, are so inaccurate 'that very

little idea can be obtained of the true charac-

teristics of the composer's genius. The Musical

Antiquarian Society did useful work in publish-

ing many of the most important of Purcell'^

compositions ; but itwasnot until the foundation

of the Pnrcell Society in 1878 that a really

methodical issue of the music could be begun.

(See the article below.) In the present state of

our knowledge it is difficult, if not impossible, to

base any conclusions as to the comparative dates

of the anthems, etc., upon internal evidence
;

Mr. A. Hughes-Hughes (MtiMcaf Times, 1896,

pp. 81-3) claims to have established two periods

from the composer's handwriting, and further

investigation on the same lines may bear good
fruit in the future ; still, it must be remembered
that in his short active career of only a little

over twenty years, there was not much time
for a handwriting to undergo very great altera-

tions. The music itself, too, while easily to be
recognised as Purcell's in almost every bar, yet
bears no traces of immaturity or of outside

influences of other composers such as would
suggest an early date, or of the repetition of

mannerisms such as often mar the later com-
positions of a great man.
What are the qualities in virtue of which

Purcell is universally accepted as the gi-eatest

of English composers ? It is in the first place

necessary to remember where he stands in

musical history. At the time of his birth the

art of monody, created at the beginning of the

17th century in Italy, had indeed reached

England,_an.d had been essayed by no less firm

a supporter of polyphonic music than Orlando
Gibbons ; but the succeeding composers, repre-

senteqL by Lawes and his contemporaries, had
made very little advance beyond acquiring the

art of setting words with such just accentua-

tion that the vocal art became a new 'thing.

In their work there, is no opportunity for large

effects, and it was in these that Purcell excelled,

no doubt as a consequence of studying the

compositions of LuUy and the Italian masters.

His own characteristics seem to be, first, a pre-

ference for a somewhat austere type of melody
;

the airs of many of his contemporaries un-

doubtedly flow more suavely than his, and
where he is at his sweetest, as for example in

' Fairest Isle ' from ' King Arthur,' he counter-

acts what he may have felt to be its claying

effect by making the rhythm unusually bold

and vigorous. This treatment of trijile rhythm,
with strong accents often on the second beat

of the bar, is not of course confined to Purcell,

but he uses it in so marked a way that it must
be counted among his peculiarities. Of his

delight in moving basses, and his skill in treating

a ground-bass, mention has. already been made
;

in air respects, not merely in the skill drits

manufacture, but in real inspiration and poig-

nant emotional quality, the lament of Dido
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must rank with the very gr/eatest of Ma com-

positions. Here technical ingenuity goes hand
in hand with direct passionate expression in a

way that has heen approached by none of

Purcell's predecessors, and surpassed by very few

indeed among those who came after him.

Another masterly little song, with ritomelli for

strings and oboe, occurs in the Welcome Song,
' Swifter, Isis, swifter flow,' where the alto

soloist is supposed to descry the royal barge

coming down the river ; there is a ground-bass,

and at the close, at the words ' Let bells ring,'

a chiming figure is introduced, which is developed

by the instruments with wonderful effect. The
more closely the contemporary M8S. of his

music are studied, as well as the few published

compositions, the more clear it becomes that

another of his characteristics was a love of
' false relations

'
; Byrd, and many of the

English polyphonists, had no objection to the

simultaneous occurrence of a B fiat and a

B natural in certain circumstances, and such a
cadence as this

—

was evidently con-

sidered by them as a
thing beautiful in it-

may be
the

a cad-
ence is far less dissonant when the parts are

sung in just intonation than they are under
our modem system of equal temperament. He
uses this cadence constantly, and the melodic
ascent to the flat seventh of the key is one
of his most familiar de-

vices. To the same class

of peculiarities belongs a
very familiar form of cad-

ence in Purcell's works,

where two forms of cad-

ence, which we should now call mutually ex-

clusive, are joined together.

A prominent instance of a recurring false rela-

tion is in the chaconne called 'A Curtain Tune
on a Ground ' at the end of ' Timon of Athens,'

where all possibility of the contradiction of E
flat by E natiiral being a mistake is precluded.

Perhaps the extreme is reached in the following

passage from the splendid seven-part chorus in

the Welcome Song, ' Fly, bold Rebellion.'

Wel-come to all those wi8li.ea, those wlsh-ei ful - filled.

Pj^dibJJj I IT^ '^^^'
if'^f It|zgy^*iFyj [^—-H remarked that

effect of such a

The authentic portraits of Purcell are as

follows :

—

(i.) A head and shoulders (oval) by Closter-

mann, in the National Portrait Gallery, London,

engraved by B. White in 'Orpheus Britannieus.'

(ii.) A three-quarter length by Clostermann, in

the possession of the late Yen, Archdeacon

Burney, representing the composer at the harpsi-

chord (a replica of this was in the possession of

Miss Done), (iii. )A half-length by Clostermann,
in the possession of the Royal Society of Musi-

cians ; mezzotinted by Zobel, (ir.) A drawing
by Kneller, in the possession of Alfred Littleton,

JEsq., engraved by W. Humphreys for Novello's

'Purcell's Sacred Music' (v.) A drawing,

probably » sketch for No. iv., in the British

Museum ; engraved by J. HoUoway in 1798,

and by J. Corner, (vi.) A portrait at Dulwich
College, engraved by W. N. Gardiner after

S. Harding, and pubd. Nov. 1, 1794 ; the

original has disappeared, (vii.) A portrait of

Purcell when a choir-boy, is said in the former
edition of this Dictionary to have been in

Dulwich College, (viii.) The portrait engraved
by R. White as a frontispiece to the ' Sonnata's

of Three Parts' (1683), showing Purcell at the
age of twenty-four, (ix.) H. Adlard engraved
a portrait eitherafter Clostermann or from the

bust which was said to be formerly in the Music
School, Oxford, (x.) The head in an oval in

-the Universal ilagaam^ for Dec. 1777, said to

be from an original painting, is more probably
from White's engraving of 1683.

The following list of Purcell's works is

necessarily only an attempt, as many of the
anthems, etc., cannot at present be authorita-

tively dated, or even ascribed to certain periods

in the composer's career. The list of plays for

,

which he wrote music is based on that given
in Mr. Squire's article in the Sammelhdnde of

the I-ni. Mus. Ges. (v. 489 S.).

L SACBBD HUSIC.

A. ANTHBHa A3TD ChITSCH IfI70IO.

The main source for the bulk of these snthema, etc.', la Vincent
NoTello'a edition of ' Purcell's Sacred Uuslc' Hia venions are for
the most part quite untrustworthy, but until the work of editing
them with care and reverence shall have been completed, it is con-
Tenieut to use his collection as indicating the number, etc., of
extant works. A list of the anthems already published by the
FUTcell Society will be found on p, 858.

Ah I few and fdU of sorrowa,
Beatl omnes. S.S.A.B.
fie merciful unto me. Verse, A.T,B.
Behold, X bring you |;lad tidings. Verse, A.T,B.
Behold now, praise the Lord, Verse, A.T,B. .

Blessed are they that fear. Verse. S.S.A,B. (before 1688),
Blessedbe the Jiord my strength. A.T.B.
Blessed is he that considereth the poor. A.T.B.
Blessed is he whose unrlghteuuanesa. Yerse, S,S,A.T.T.B.
Blessed Is the man that feareth the Lord.
Bow down Thine ear. Verse, 4 TV.
By the watetw of Babylon. Verse, T.T.BL
Early, Lord, my fainting soul.
Gloria Petri. Three composltfanu In canon.
Hear my prayer. PuU, 8 vr.
Hear me, Lord, and that soon. ' Tern, S.A,T,B.
Hear me, O Lord, the great support. A.T.B.
In Thee, O Lord, do I put my trust, A.T.B.
It is a good thing to give thank& A.T.B.
1 was glad. Ve^e. A.T.B.
I will sing unto the Lord. PuU,'8AA.T.B.
I will give thanka. Verse, T.B.B.

, J^ovah, quam multi for jehovali; how many). S.S A T B
Laudato D^minuni. Ganon, aft'
Let God arise. Verse, T.T.
Lwd. howloiig ndlt/Xhpubeanirry^t. Pi^l. S.S.A.T.B. ; -
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Lord, I en suffer Thy nfaokea.
i^™.w»lo^teU? Vem, T.T.B.

'"n^ v * * *»ni of a Woman. (FQnenl BfliitouoBa. ccnUinlBEThou IcDowest, Lord,' as a. vorne.)
™m«i»

.
My beloved spake. Verse. A.T.B.B.My heart la fixed. Verae, A.T.B.My heart ia luditlner- Vene. a 8 [18851My song shaU be alway. Verse, 8.O all ye people.
O all ye people, clap your hauda &8.T,B.O consider my adversity. Verse, A.X.B
O givethanks. Verse; a i.
O God, Thou art my God. Full, 8.8.A.T.B.O God, Thou hast cast us aut. PuU, S.B.A.T.B,
happy man.

O iMFd God of hosta Full, a 8.
O Lord, grant the Kiof a lougllfa
O Lord, our Govemour.
Cliord. our GoveruDur. Verse, S.B.S.KB.
O Lord, rebuke me not. Vurse, 8. erT.
O Lord, "HiDU art my God. Verse, JLT.B.O mlseraUe man.
O praise God in Hid holiness, a 8.
O praise the Lord^atl ye heathen, T.T. [earlyl
O sing unto the Lord. Verse, a 4 [16881.
Out of the Deep. Verse, S.A.B.
Praise Vbfi Lord, G JeitualMn.
.Prwse the Lord, O my souL a 6.
Praise ttie I*rd, O my soul, Lord my God. Verse, A.B. (16871,
Bejoice in the lArd ('The Bell Anthem,' so caUed from its cbimlne

flfUTein thftbass). Verse. A.T,B.
Bemember not'. Lord, our offences. Full, S.S.A.T B
Save me, O God. Full, B.S.A.T.B. [c. 1690^
Sing unto Ch>d, O ye kingdoms of the earth. Terse, B.
The Lord is my light. Verse, A.T.B,
The Lord is King. Verse, B.
The way of God Is an undettled way. Verso, A.A.B.
They that go down to the sea ia ships. Verae, A.B. [1685^
Thou knowest. Lord. (The vell-knowu funeral senunce** a 4,

different from those in * Man that is bom of a Woman.')
Thy way. O God. is holy. Verse. A.B.
Thy word is a lantern. Verse, A.T.B.
Turn Thee again, O Lord, a 4.
Turn Thou ns, O good Lord. Verse, A.T.B.
Turn Thou us. O good Lord. A.T.T.B.
Unto Thee will I cry. Verse, A.T.B.
"Who hath believed our report? Verse, A.T.T.B.
Why do the heathen I Verse, A.T.B.

B. Bkb-tickb.

Te Deum and Jubilate tn D.
Te Deum. Benedictns. E^rie, Creed, in B flat.

Benedlcite, and Jubilate, In B flat. ('Second Uozning Serrice.1
Hagnjflcat and Nunc Dimittis, in B flat.

Cantate and Deus misereatur, in B flat.

Evening Service in G minor.

C. Htiotb, etc., in PLATFoaD't ' HaRHOiru Saoba,' asd
SOVKLVO'S ' "PVRCELL'a SACKED MUBIC'

(For solo voices, unless otherwiae stated ; frequently ft
' chorus 'is added for two voices.)

Arise, my darkened melancholy souL
Awake, and with attention hear.
Awake, ye dead (two voices).
Begin the song.
Close thine eyes attd sleep secure (two voices).

- Full of wrath (for the Conversion of St. Paul).
Great God, and Just.
How have T stiay'd.

• How long, great God ('The Aaplratlon ').

In guilty night (trio, ' Saul and the Witch of Endor*).
In the black dismal dungeon.
Let the night perish (' Job's Curse'}.
Lord, what la man ?

Now that the sun (Evening Hymn).
O I'm sick of life. A.T.B.
OSoUtudat
Plung'd in the confines of despair. T.T.B. (Add. MS. 30,930.)

Since God ao tender a regard. T.T.B.
Tell me.somepityingAngel(-'TheBlessed Virgin'sExpostulation').
The earth trembled (' On our Saviour's Passion ').

The night is come (Evening Hynm).
Thou wakeful Shepherd (Morning Hymn),
We sing to Him. whose wisdom,.
With Sick and famish'd eyes.
Hymn-tune 'Burford,' xnd settingiB of several psalm-tunes In

Flayford's Introd. (1694) ; see the Sammetb&nde ot the ItO, Mm.
Bet. vi. 52L

1680.

1681.

. 168S.

. 1683.

, 1687.

, 1689.

H. SECULAR MUSIC.

A. Odes anq Wslcoub SoKoa.

Welcome. Vicegerent.
Swifter, lais.

What shall be done.

The Summer's Absence unconcem'd we bear.

Fly, bold Bebellion.

Welcome to all the pleasures. 1

Bafae the voice. > for St. CeciUa'a Day.
Landate Ceciliam.
From Hardy Climes (Marriage Ode for Princess Aiine).

From these serene.

Why are all the muses mutef
Te tuneful Uuaes.
Sound the Trumpet.
Kow does-' the glorious day appear (Queen Mary's

Birthday).
Celestfaljttusic

^xiw my jMus^ (Qoeen Mary'a Birthday)^
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17. 1690. Of old when Herbes (Torkshlve Feast Song).
18. 1691. Welcome, glorious mom (Queen Mary's Birthday).
19. 1692. Love's Goddeas sure wag hlibd (Queen Mary's Birthday).
20. 1692. Hall bright Cecilia (Ode on St. CeciUa's Day).
21. 169S. Celebrate this festival (Queen Mary's Birthday).
32. 1694, Great Parent, hail (Dublin Commemoration Ode).
2S. 1694. Come, ye sons of Art (Queen Mary's Birthday).
24 1695. Who can from joy refrain? (Duke of Gloujcwter'*

Birthday).

Octet of tiWertain date.

25, If ever I more riches did desire (to words by Cowley).
as. Hark« Damon, hark.
27. Hark, how the wild musicians sing (worda by Cowley).
28. How pleasant is tills flowery plain (words by Cowley).
2B. We reap all the pleasures (words by Cowley),

B. Ihcidbstai. Mdsic to Plats, ' Opbbjui,' xto.

1680. Theodosius, and The Virtuous Wife.
1681. King Richard the Second, and Sir Barnaby Whigg.
1662? The Double Marriage.
1683? The Engliib Lawyer.
1685 ? Circe, and Sophontsba.
1686. The Knight of Malta.
1688. The Poors Preferment.
1688-90 ? Dido and Aeneas.
1690. Dioclesian. Distressed bnocence, Pkuaanlas, Sir Anthony

Love, Amphitryon, and The Massacre of Paris.
1691. King Arthiu, The Ctordlan Knot untied, The Indian

Emperor, The Wives' Excuse.
1692. Cleomenea, The Fairy Queen, The Marriage-Hater Match'd.

Begnlns, The Libertine. Henry the Second, Aur^ig-Zebe, and
Oedlpua,

1693. The Old Bachelor, The Richmond Heiress, The Maid'a Last
Prayer, The Female Vertuosoes, The Double Dealer, Epsom Wells,
and Bule a Wife and Have a Wife.

1694. Don Quixote part i.. Love Triumphant. The Married Beau.
The Fatal Marriage, Canterbury Guests, Don Quixote part il.,

Tlmon of Athens. The Spanish Friar, and (?) Tyrannick Love.
1695. Abdelazer, Bonduca, The Indian Queen, The Mock Marriage,

The Bival Sisters, Oroonoko, The Tempest, and Don Quixote
paitlii.

C. SoHOB, DuBTS, Tkiob, A2a> Catchxb (upwards of 200).

It Is at present impossible to catalogue these, as in many cases
such questions as authenticity, sources, etc., have yet to be settled.
The Purcell Society's publications will eTentijaiUy contain the
complete works in these forms.

D. IiiaTsniixNTAL Music.

Fantasias in 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. and 8 Parts. (B-M. Add. MS. 30,930.)

, Twelve Sonatas of Three Parts, 16B3.
Ten Sonatas of Four Parts, 1697.

Sonata for violin and bass, from a MS. formerly in the possession
of Mr. Taphouse, printed in A. Moffat's ' Meistenchule.'
Overtures, etc.

Organ music :—Four voluntaries (on the lOObh Psalm Tune, in
D minor, in D minor 'for the Double Organ,' in C, ascribed to
Purcell).

, Harpsichord Music :— 'A Choice Collection of Lessons for the
HarpaichordoxBplnnet,'1696, contalnselghtsuites, March, Trumpet
Tune, Chacone, Jig and Trumpet Tune called the Cebell.

* Musick's Handmaid.' part ii., contains (1689) Song Tune, Lesson,
Mai'ch, three Minuets, a new Scotch Tune, a new Ground, a new
Irlah Tune (' Lilliburlerb '), Rigadoon. Sefsuchi'a Farewell (' Sefauchi'
is for ' Sitace

'
; see that article)) Minuet.

From various sources :—^Air, Ground inGamut, Lesson, Vol\utary,
AVerse, Trumpet Tune, Air, Hondo, Ground. Prelude, Air, Toccata,^
Hornpipe, Almand. Corant, Air, Gayott, Jflnuet, Ground, Prelude,
Almain and Borry, Overture, Air and Jig In &, Gamut ft. -^

PURCELL CLUB^ THE, was constituted at a

meeting held in August 1836 : the first memher^
were Messrs. Turle (conductor), King, Bellamy,

Jitzwilliam, J. W. Hobbs, and E. Hawkins
(secretary). The club was limited to twenty pro-

fessional and twenty non-professional members,

who met twice a year ; on the second Thursday
in February, when they dined together, and on

the last Thursday in July, when they assembled

in Westminster Abbey, at the morning service,

by permission of the Dean, for the purpose of

assisting in such Purcell music as might be

selected for the occasion. On the evening of the

same day the members again met to perform

secular music composed by Purcell ; the soprano

parts were sung by the chorister-boys from West-

minster Abbey, the Chapel Royal, and St. Paul's

Cathedral, but ladies were admitted amongst the

audience.

1 This Toccata was printed from a HS. formerly in thd poasesslon
of Ft. Knuth, and Wm. E.ust, as" A doubtful work of J. S.'BacE'B,
in the B.-Q. edition, vol. xUL p. 250. , . _ ^
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On Feb. 27, 1842, a special meeting Vas held,

when Professor Taylor was elected President, and
the dates of meeting were changed to Jan. 30

and the first Thursday in Juljf. Interesting

'performance^ of many of Purcell's works were

given year by year, and a bpok of words of 194

pages was privately printed for^theuse of the

members, under the editorship of -Professor

Taylor. The Club was dissolved in 1863, and
the valuable library, which had been acquired

by gift and purchase, was deposited at West-
minster Abbey,, under . the guardianship of the

organists of Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's

Cathedral. .w.. H. 0.

PUECELL COMMEMORATION, THE,
was held on Jan. 30, 1858, to celebrate the

^bicentenary of; Purcell's birth. The members of

the Purcell Club and a large number of pro-

fessors ofmusic andof eminent amateurs, anxious

to do honour to the greatest ofEnglish musicians,

assembled in the evening at, the Albion Tavern,

Aldersgate Street, Lolidoli, when, afterabanquet,

a selection of Purcell music was performed, and
aomeinterestingaddressesweregiven byProfessor
Taylor, who presided. The programme con-

sisted entirely of music composed by Purcell,

and was as follows:— Grace, 'Gloria Patri';

anthemS, '0 give thanks,' '0 God, thou hast

cast us out, !
' sing unto the Lord

'
; song and

chorus, ' Celebrate this festival ' ; a selection

from ' icing Arthur
'

; cantata, 'Cupid, the slyest

logne alive
'

; song^ ' Let the dreadful engines
'

;

chorus, 'Soul of the world, inspired by
thee.' w. H. c. [In November 1895 the

tiicentenary of the composer's death was cele-

brated ,by a performance of ' Dido and Aeneas

'

by the pupil? of the Royal College of Music at

the Lyceum Theatre, Nov. 20 ; a special service

in Westminster Abbey on Nov. 21, at which the

following anthems were sung— ' all ye people,'

' give thanks,' ' Praise the Lord, my soul,'

' Remember not. Lord,' ' sijig unto the Lord,'

•Thou knowest, Lord,' 'Praise the Lord, O
Jerusalem'; and by a special concert of the

Philharmonic Society, in the Queen's Hall on

Nov. 21, at which the 1692 ' Ode on St. Cecilia's

Day' was revived, and a miscellaneous pro-

gramme gone through. At the preceding

Leeds Festival an ' Invocation to Music,' by
Parry, was produced, with special reference to

the bicentenary, and at th6 following Birming-

ham Festival, in 1897, 'King Arthur' was

given.]

PURCELL SOCIETY, THE. Founded Feb.

21, 1876, ' for the purpose '—in the words of

the prospectus— ' of doing justice to the memory
of Henry Purcell, firstly by the publication of

his works, most of which exist only in MS. , and
secondly by meeting for the study and per-

formance of his various compositions.' > The
original committee consisted of the Rev. Sir

F. A. 6. Ouseley, Bart., G. A. Macfarren, Sir

S [ThU put of th« fchftm* wu lOon glTen up.]

Herbert S. Oakeley, Sir John 6'oss,' Sir 'George

Elvey,^ Joseph" Barnby, Joseph Bennett, J. F.

Bridge, W. Chappell, W. H. Cummings, J. W.
Davison, E. J. Hopkins, John HuUah, Henry
Leslie, A. H. Littleton, Son. Secretary, Walter

Macfarren, Julian Marshall, E. Prout, E. F.

Rimbault, Henry Smart, John Stainer, Rev.

J. Troutbeck, James Tiirle.

The subscription is one, guinea per volume.

In 1887 the scheme, which had' fallen into

abeyance for some years (see list below), was

reorganised. Dr. W. H. Cummings undertaking

the duties of editor, and Mr. W. Barclay Squire

becoming honorary Secretary. The committee

at present is as follows ;

—

Sir C. Hubert H. Parry, Bart., Mus.D,, gjir

C. V. Stanford,' Mus.D:, Sir J. F. Bridge,

Mus.D., M.V.O. Messrs. G. E. P. Arkwright,

Joseph Bennett, Robert Bridges, Dr. W. H.
Cummings, Mr. E. J. Dent, Dr.' Alan Gray,

Mr. A. H. Littleton, Dr. C. H. Lloyd,

Messrs.- J. A. Fuller Maitland, J. S. Shed-

lock, W, Barclay Squire, and Professor H. E.

Wooldridge.

The following volumes have appeared :

—

1. The Yorkshire Feaat Song. (1689), ed. Caminlngs. 1878.

2. The Masque in ' Timon of Athens.' ed. Sir F.* A. Gore Ouseley
(assumed date 1678, probable date 1694). 1882.

3. Dido and Aeneas, ed. Cummings (assumed date 1680, pTob-
able date 1688.891. 1889.

4. Dulce of Gloucester's Birthday Ode. ' Who can from Joy
retrain?' ed. Cummings (1695). 1891.

5. Twelve 'Sonuata's of Three farts' (1683), ed. J. A, Fuller
Haiiland. . 1893.

6. Harpsichord Music, ed. W. B. Squire, and Organ Music, ed.
Dr. B. J. Hopkins. 1895.

7. Ten Sonatas of Four Farts (1697). ed. Sir C. V. Stanford. 1896.

8. Odeou.St. Cecilia's Day,,1092,ed.J.A. Fuller Maitland. 1897.

9. nioclesian (1690), ed. Six J. F. Bridge and John Pointer.
1900.

10. Three Odes for St. Cecilia's Day. ('Welcome to aU the
pleasures,' 1683; 'Baise the Voice,' ptubably 168S, and 'Laudato
Ceciliam,' 1683). ed. 6. E. F. Arkwright. 1899. ' '

11. Birthday Odes for Queen Mai'y. part i. {'TSaw does the
glorious day appear,' 1689; 'Arise, my muse,' 1690; 'Welconu,
welcome, glorious moru,' 1691), ed. Arkwright. 1902.

12. The Faiiy Queen, ed, J. S..Shedloek.' 1903.

13. Sacred Music, Fart I. (not yet published, 1907), ed. Wool-
dridge and Arkwright.

14. Sacred Music, Fart II. Anthems, ' It is a good thing,' '

praise God in His holiness," Awake, put on thy strength,' 'In Thee,
O Lord,' ' The Lord is my light,' ' 1 was glad,' ' My heart is fixed,*
' Praise the Lord, O my aoul,' ' Rejoice in the Lord alway,' ed. Wool-
dridge and Arkwright. 1904. ' '

15. Welcome songs. Fart I. ' Welcome, Vicegerent of the mighty
King,' on his Majesty's return from Windsor, 1680 ; ' Swifter, Isis,

swifter fiow,'1681; 'What shall be done on behalf of tbeman,'on
the Duke of York's return from Scotland, 1682 ; ' The Summer's
Absence unconcemed we hear,' for the King's return from New-
market, 1682 ;

' Fly, bold Bebellion,' 1683, on the discovery of the
Bye House Plot, ad. B. Vanghan Williams, 1905.

PURDAY, a London family largely con-

nected with music and music-publishing.

PuRDAY & Button were the direct successors

to the large firm of Thompson {q.v.) who had
held business premises at 75 St. Paul's Church-

yard from about 1750. Purday went into

partnership with S. J. Button about 1805, but

retired about 1808, when the firm took the

name Button & Whitaker (^.i).). Purday was
probably the father of Zenas Tmvett Purday
who, taking over John Bland's {q.v.) old shop,

in succession to William HodsoU, in 1831
established a large music trade, principally in

numerous sheet songs. He ceased business

about 1855-60.

ThomasEdward Purday, ofthe samefomily,
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was, from before 1838 to after 1855, doing a
similar trade in- sheet songs in St. Paul's

Churchyard.

Chaelks Henet Purday, well known as a
composer and a writer, was born at Folkestone,

Jan. 11, 1799 {Brit. Mus. Biog.). He was a
lecturer on musical matters, and at one time a
vocalist of some repute. He directed much
energy tO' the amendment of the law. in relation

to musical copyright, and he acted for some
time as conductor of psalmody to the Scotch
Church in Crown Street, Covent Garden, com-
posing and editing a number of works of sacred

music. Some of bis secular songs, and his fine

tune to ' Lead, kindly li^ht, ' attained consider-

able popularity. He was a contributor to the

present Dictionary. Died in London, April 23,

1885. ^ F. K.

PURDIE, Robert, the founder of an ex-

tensive music-publishing business in Edinburgh.

He is- first heard of in 1804 as a music-teacher

in JoUie's Close, Edinburgh, off the Canongate,

but in 1805 he had removed to abetter district,

St. James' Square. In 1808 he opened a music

shop at 35 Princes Street, and here he com-

menced the issue of sheet music. In 1813 the

number of the premises changed to 71, and in

1828 it was again renumbered as 83.

He quickly became the leading music-pub-

lisher in the Scottish capital ; and besides a.

great deal of sheet music his imprint is on a

well-known collection of Scottish songs, ' The
Scotish Minstrel,' in six vols., edited by K. A.

Smith, 'The Irish- Minstrel,' and on similar

works. On the failure of Nathaniel Gow,

Purdie, in conjunction with Alexander Robert-

son, another Edinburgh publisher, reissued

the Gow publications. Robert Purdie was

succeeded near the year U837 by his son

John, and the business was carried on until

about 1887. F- k.

PURFLfN6. The inlaid line of plane wood,

formed of three slips, of which the centre one is

stained black, the two outer being left white,

following the outlines of musical instruments

of the violin and guitar type, which, owing to

its utility in preserving the edges from chipping,

is all that is left of the redundant ornamenta-

tion so skilfully employed by the ancient lute

and viol makers. Some of the earlier makers,

notably Jacobs of Amsterdam, purfled with

whalebone, but the true artists used, and still

use, the three strips sunk together into a

carefully cut groove, and finished off when the

glue is dry with a small gouge. ' Purfling

'

may be bought ready made, i.e. the three strips

ready glued together for inlaying, but this

strains and buckles at the sharper bends with

deplorable results upon the ultimate effect. (See

Violin-making.) Some ofthe lavish decoration,

purfled and otherwise, of former times is to be

seen on modern Italian guitars and mandolines,

but when, in the second half ofthe 16th century,

viols began to give place to the . violin,- and
makers turned their attention seriously to

improving the tone qualities of the instrument,

they gradually dispensed, with the customary

embellishments, deeming them a hindrance to

their purpose. Bit by bit the dexterous inlay-

imgs in wood, ivory, mother-of-pearl, and gems,

so dear to the heart of the ancient viol-maker,

were ' rejected, but not without -regret for

their somewhat meretricious charm: The great

makers, though cognisant of their dangera, could

not wholly resist these graceful adomings.

Gasparo da Sal6 made a violin, we are told, of

which the head, finger-board, tailpiece, and
bridge were carved by Benvenuto Cellini.

1Vf!i.ggmi' strove -to replace the ebony and ivoiy

embellishments by purfled designs of elegant

patterns, within the regulation line of purfling

as we know it to-day.- Amati made a couple

of violins which were decorated at each corner

and on the sides, at -the Mocks, with designs

in black, of a. fleur-de-lys, inlaid with precious

stones, while other instruments, notably some of

Andreas Amati, bear painted armorial bearings

and inscriptions. Even Stradivarius himself

ornamented -some of his best violins with

beautiful designs painted in black, or inlaid

with ebony, and also, as in the case of the

•Rode' (1722), with a double, line of purfling,

enclosing a diamond pattern in mother-of-ipearl.

In Germany another relic of the old viol style

of ornamentation was preserved by Jacobus

Steiner, namely, the carved head; This form

of decoration was also more popular in England

than inlaying, though Barak Norman closely

imitated the gracefully purfled designs of

Maggini. Modem violin-makers confine them-

selves mostly to slight decorations of the tail-

piece and pegs, though the Manchester maker
Walter Mayson ornaments the backs of his

finer violins with delicate carvings.—Hill, Ati-

tonip Stradivari'; Hart, The Violin ; Heron-

Allen, Violin - making ; Meredith Morris,

British Violin -makers ; Maugin & Maigne,

Mamiel du Lvihier. E. h-a.

PURITANI DI SCOZIA, I. Opera in two
acts ; words by Count Pepoli, music by Bellini.

Written for Grisi, Rubini, Tamburini, and
Lablache, and produced at the Theatre des

Italiens, Paris, Jan. 25, 1835. In London, at

the King's Theatre, as 'I Puritani ed i Cavalieri,'

May 21, 1835. G.

PURITAN'S DAUGHTER, THE. 'A grand

romantic drama ' in three acts ; words by J. V.

Bridgeman, music by Balfe. Produced at the

English Opera-House, Covent Garden, London,

Nov. 30, 1861 (Pyne and Harrison). g.

PYE, KELLOVif John, the son of a merchant,

was bom at Exeter, Feb. 9, 1812. His musical

tendencies showed themselves early. He entered

the Royal Academy of Music, in February 1823,

immediately after its foundation, and took th«

first pianoforte lesson ever given within its
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walls. Thb was from Cipriani Potter. He
also studied hanuouy, counterpoint, and com-
position there, under Dr. Crotch, the Principal,

and remained a pupil till 1829. He returned

in 1830 to Kxeter, and for some years enjoyed

considerable local fame in the south-west of

Sngland. In 1832 he gained the Gresham
medal for his full anthem, ' Turn Thee again, O
Lord ' (Novello), which with other anthems of

his is in use in the Cathedrals. In 1842 he
took the degree of Mus.Bac. at Oxford. [He
was a member of the Philharmonic Society from
1846, and in 1853 gave up the professional

career, and went into business (in the firm of

Flasket & Co., wine merchants) in London,
where he retained his connection with the art

by joining the direction of the R. A.M., succeed-

ing Sir G. Clerk as chairman of the committee
of management (1864-67). He was also a
member of the Executive and Finance Com-
mittees of the National Training School of

Music ; he joined the committee of the Bach
Choir on its foundation in 1876, and was on
the council of the Royal College of Music from
the beginning of that institution in 1883. He
was an active member of the Madrigal Society,

its treasurer in 1856, and vice-president in

1891. Madrigals ofhis own gained the Society's

prize in 1888 and 1891. He was on the com-
mittee of the Mendelssohn Scholarship Founda-
tion. A chant of his is among the best and
most familiar of modern productions of the kind.

He died at Exmouth, Sept. 22, 1901 (see Musical
Times, 1901, p. 756). His published worksy

besides those mentioned, comprise 'Stray

Leaves,' 12 Nos. (Lamborn Cock & Co.), 4 Full

Anthems (Novello), 3 Short Full Anthems (Do.),

Songs, etc. 6.

PYNE, Louisa Tannt, daughter of George
Pyne (alto singer, bom 1790, died March 15,

1877), and niece of James Eendrick Pyne (tenor

singer, died Sept. 23, 1857), was bom August

27, 1832. At a very early age she studied

singing under Sir George Smart, and in 1842
appeared very successfully in public with her

elder sister, Susan (afterwards the wife of Mr,

^. H. Standing, a baritone singer, known pro-

fessionally as Celli). In 1847 the sisters per-

formed in Paris. In August 1849 Louisa made
her first appearance on the stage at Boulogne

as Amina in 'La Sonnambula.' On Oct. 1

following she commenced an engagement at the

Princess's Theatre as Zerlina, in an English

version of ' Don Juan.' Her first original part

was Fanny in Macfarren'a ' Charles the Second,'

produced Oct. 27, 1849. On March 1850 she

sang at the Philharmonic ; was engaged the

same year at Liverpool, and in 1851 at the

Haymarket. On. August 14, 1851, she per-

formed the Queen of Night in ' II Flauto Magico

'

at the Royal Italian Opera, She also sang in

oratorios and at concerts. In.August 1854 she

embarked for America in company with her

sister Susan, W, Harrison, and Borrani. She
performed in the principal cities of the United

States for three seasons, being received every-,

where with the greatest favour. On her return

to England in 1856 she, in partnership with

Harrison, formed a company for the performance

of English operas, whieU they gave first at the

Lyceum and afterwards at Druiy Lane and
Covent Garden Theatres, until 1862, when the

partnership was dissolved. [See Hakrison,
William, vol. ii. p. 334.] Miss Pyne subse-

quently appeared at Her Majesty's Theatre. In

1868 she was married to Mr. Frank Bodda, the

baritone singer. She retired from public life,

and devoted herself to teaching. Her voice

was a soprano of beautiful quality and great

compass and flexibility ; she sang with great

taste and judgmenti, and excelled in the florid

style, of which she was a perfect mistress, [She

received a pension from the Civil List, in 1896,

and died in London, March 20, 1904,] tv, h, h.

BND OF VOL. m



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA FOR VOL. H
LIST OF CQNTBIBUTORS. The name of

F. H. Jenks, Boston, U.S.A., should appear in
italic type, with those of deceased authors.

P. 8, art. FARINELLI (violin -player and
composer). The name ' Cristiano' is to be
corrected to 'Giovanni Battista' on the authority
of M. J. Ecorcheville : ' Cristiano ' is due to a
blander in Eitner's Quellen-Lexikon.

P. 13, art. FARMEE (Thomas), line 4 from
£nd, add that an autograph MS., formerly
belonging to Francis Hopkinson, is described

on p. 718 of the same volume,

P. 19, art. FAYRFAX, for lines 12-7 from
end of first column, read ' His death took place

on Oct. 24, 1521, and letters of administration

were granted to his wife in the following

November. A brass in St. Alban's, to himself

and his. wife Agnes, is figured in the Home
Caunties Magazine, on the St. Alban's Brasses,

p. 161.'

P. 26, art. FERRI, line 11 of first column,

correct statement as to Italian opera not begin-

ning in England tni 1692, since Gentileschi's

company gave performances in 1660.

P. 29, art. FESTIVALS, line 25 from end

of first column, /or ' triology ' read 'trilogy.'

P. 31, *rt. FBTIS,,linel4 from end of first

column, for ' Brussels Conservatoire ' read
' Brussels Bibliotheque Koyale.'

P. 32, art. FEVIN, add that compositions by
both the Fevins are in a MS. in the Pepysian

Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge.

P: 58, art. FISCHER, line 21 from end, /or

'Hampton Court' read 'Buckingham Palace.'

P. 88, art. FORMES, bottom line of first

column, /or 'sixteen' read 'ten.'

P. 91, art. FOUGHT, for this name read

'FOUGT' throughout.

P. 105, art. FRANZ, add that he put

additional accompaniments to the 'Messiah.'.

P. 128, art. GABUSSI (Vincenzo), for

date of death read August 12 {Birmiiigham

Daily Post, March 23, 1906).

P. 144, art. GARCIA, line 10, /or 'Bataille'

read 'Battaille,' and add date of Manuel

Garcia's death, in London, July 1, 1906.

P. 155, art. GEMINIANI, line 2 of second

column, /or 'six' read 'twenty-two.'

P. 163, art. GEWANDHAUS CONCERTS,
line 3, for ' ancient armoury ' read ' the market-

hall of the Saxon linen-merchants.

'

. P. 166, art. GIBBONS, for lines 8-4 from
end of second column read 'What is our
Life ?

' is by Sir Walter Raleigh ;
' that the

learned poets, ' from an anonymous ' Passion of

a Discontented Mind,' attributed by Sidney
Lee to Southwell ; ' I weigh not fortune's

frown,' by Joshua Sylvester; and 'Trust not
too much, fair youth,' is a translation of

'Virgil's ,' formose puer.

'

P. 171, ai-t. GIORDANI, line 13 of article

add that T. Oliphant stated that they came
out at the Haymarket Theatre in 1752-54,
under fictitious names.

P. 172, art. GIORDANO, line 6; /or 'April 2':

read 'April 16.'

P. 198, art. GOLDSCHMIDT (Adalbert
von), add at end that he died in Vienna,

Dec. 21, 1906.

P. 200, art. GONDOLIERS, first line, far
' King ' read ' Kings.

'

P. 231, GREEK MUSIC, line. 10 from end of

article, /w ' Tonleiten ' read 'Tonleiter.'

P. 262^ art. GURA, add that he sang once^

on the stage after his retirement as Hans Sachs,.

August 20, 1901, at the Prinz-Regenten-Theater

at Munich. He died at Auikiichen, Bavaria,:

August 26, 1906.

P. 263, art. GYE, line 4, for ' on' read ' in

1849, after ' and delete ' in 1869 ' in next line.

P. 276, art. HALLE, for lines 7-9 of first

column read ' being made conductor of the
Gentlemen's Concerts in 1850, and conductor of

the St. Cecilia Society when it was founded in
1852' ; line 44 of same column, add that he
succeeded Bruch as conductor of the Liverpool

Philharmonic Society in 1883.

P. 332, art. HARPSICHORD, add that
Dr. Henry Watson of Manchester possesses a

Shudi harpsichord numbered 1148 and dated
1791,- it has five octaves, Fto/'", Venetian
swell and five stops.

P. 339, art.HASSE, line 26 ofsecond eoluuiu,

for ' thirteen ' read ' fifteen.'

P. 341, art. HASTREITER, line 7,/or 'never

in England ' read ' she sang in Mapleson's com-
pany at the Theatre Royal, Manchester, appear-

ing as Ortrud, Oct. 20, 1886, and subsequently
as Leonora in " La Favorita."

'

P. 346, art. HAWKINS, line 3 after second
quotation in small type in first column, add the
reprint of 1875 after 'Novello, lfif53.'



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA FOR VOL. II.

P. 871, art. HAYM, line 23 of seoohd column,

delete ' Siroe.'

P. 376, art. HELLER, line 10 from end of

article, add the dates of earlier appearances in

London, at a concert of the Beethoven Quartet

Society, Queen Anne Street, April 17 ; and
at Ella's Musical Union, May 3, both in

1850.

P. 405, art. HILTOlir, (1) add. thai^ a^ dia-

logue, 'ffob,' was) printedi in t\ie jkoneUalmfte

in 1897.

P. 410, art. HISTORIES OF MUSIC, line 1

of first column, for ' School ' reo<? 'Period';

line 21 from end of sanie column, /oj* ' des ' read
'der.'

P. 422, art. HOLMES (HteirRY), add date of

death at San Fraiioisco, Dec. 9, 1905.

P. 434, art. HORNPIPE, line 7 of second
column, add that Hugh Aston's. ' Horuepype

'

is printed in' 'Miisioa Antiqua.'

P. 442, art. HUMMEL, line 2,>&r ' 1788 '

read '1778.'

P. 448, art. HURLSTONE, add date of death',

May 30, 1906.

P. 459, art. IMBERT, linp l,/o?- 'Hughes''
read 'Hiigues.'

P. 475, art. INSTRUMENTATIOlf, line 14
from end bf firstdolWmn,/or 'third 'read 'fourth.

'

P. 480, art. INTERMEZZO, line 4 of second

column, omit the words ' op. 35.'

P. 502, art. IltVEttTIBtE COUNTER-
POINT, last example in first column, for ' No.
&' read 'No.' 41'

' '

P. 507, art. IPPOLITOV-IVANOV, add to

list of orchestral works, two overtures, 'Spring'

and ' Medea.

'

P. 511, art. ISAAC, the composer's origin is

now generally accepted as Flemish.

P. 515, art. IVANOFF, add that he was

born at Putlowa, and was a pupil of Mme.
Fodor in Naples, where he appeared as Percy in

'Anna Bolena' in 1832 (Birmingham Daily
jPos«, March 23; 1906).

P. 521, art. JACKSON, line 4 of first column,

add that Paddon stated that the service ' Jack-

son in F ' was not by Jackson.

P. 522, *rt. JACOBI, add date of death in

London, Sept. 13, 1906. /
P. 525', art. JAHRBUCHER, etc. line 7,

read ' which was published quarterly from 1885

to 1894.'

P. 549, art. JOULE, cortect place of death

to Rothesay, N.B., on the authority of Dr.

Henry Watson.

P. 575, art. KIESEWETTER, add at end

that the letter from him to Pearsall is now in

the British Museum.
P. 581, art. KISTLER, add at end that he

died at Kissingen, Jan. 2, 1907.

P. 589, art. KNEISEL, add that he visited

England with his quartet in March 1904.

P. 595, art^ KONTSKI, line 4 from end of

first column, delete the words ' on his way back

from England, ' as Paganini did not visit England
after 1834.

P. 598, art. KRAUSS, for date of death read

Jan. 5-6, 1906. (The false date was given in

the Allgem. Musik. Zeitung.)

P. 599, art. KREISLER, line 11, for 'Auber'

read 'Auer.'

P. 600, same article, line 11 from end, add
that he lias ^dded a9CQmpanimenta fpr strings

aliid organ to the 'Trillo del 'DiaJvbilo.

'

P. 600, art. KREISSLE VON HELLBORN,
line 4 from end, /or 'gixty-six'.rea*^ 'fifty-seiven.'

P. 612, art. KUPSCH, a;dd date of birth, at

Berlin, Feb. 24, 1807.

P. 617, alrt. l^ABLACllE, line 24 from end of

first coluihn,'/or ' the funeral of Haydn ' read

'a memorial service. for Haydn,'.

P. iS29, 'art. LAMPE, line 22, /or 'Saxony'
read 'Savoy.'

P. 638, art. LASSERRE, add that he died

atTarbes, Feb..l9,' 1906.

P. 647, art. LASSUS, line 11 from end of

second column, for ' pupil of their couniryman
Goudimel ' read ' Palestrina.

'

P. 649, note 1, ad^ that as it was reviewed

in the JBiwrrionicon for April 1831, and the

Spectator of Jan. 15, 1831, it was probably

published at the end of 1830. The publisher

was Crainer.

P. 674,, art, LEMMENS, add date of death

at Brussels, May 9, 1906.

P. 682, art. LESLIE, line 16 from end, '/or

' 1864 ' read ' 1865,' and add 'The First Christ,

mas Morn,' Brighton, 1880. ,

P. 686, art, LEVERIDGE, line 9, the music

to ' Macbeth ' is in the. FitzwUliam Museum at

Cambridge.

P. 728, art. LI^ID OHNE WORTE, line 14

of first column, for ' Lavenu ', read ' Mori and
Lavenu' ; line 6 from end of article, for 'op. 19,

No. 2,' read 'op. 19, No. 3.',

P. 740, art. LISZT, line, 12,,/or date of first

appearance redd ' Dec. 1, 1822.'

P. 754, art. J.IVERPOOL,,etc., line 4, etc.,

add that festivals were held in 1794, .1827, and
1833; line 9, the sacred cofloerts were held in

churches, but the iniscellaneous secular concerts

in the Music Hall and the.Amphitheatre ; line

18, the first of the Subscriptipn Concerts was
given Dec, 30, 1839, with James Z. Herrmann
as conductor ; he died in 1 865, and was succeeded

by Alfred Mellon.

P. 770, art. LORELEY, add that it is also

the subject of operas by Alfredo Catalani, 1890,

and Hans Sommer, 1891.

P. 778, art. LUIGIN'I, add date of death in

Paris, July 29, 1906.

P. 784, art. LUSINGANDO, line 6 from

end, for 'op. 4 ' read ' No. 4.'

P. .787, art LUTE, line 13 of first column,

for '1868 ' read ' 1568.' „ . ,

LIST OF ADDENDA, etc. for yol., 1, second

column, line 5, for ' 1831 ' read ' 1813.'


